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INDEX.
Acceptable works. Isaac Penington on, 141.

^dress to a cla«s of young men about leaving school.

i Extract from, .'itlS.

Lfilictiou. On eiubiring, 134.

On the blessing of, 239.

tfrica. Discovery of an ancient ruined city in South,

346.

Lgriculture. Statistics of the cost of a cheese factory,

On the cultivation of rice, 7-6.

On tea-growing in the S. States. 108.

On grape culture in California, 125.

On milking in silence, 197.

Extensive fencing unnecessary, 220.

Ubatross. Notes on the, 180.

Llcoholic lifinors. On the physiological effects of, on

the human system, 316. 321. 329.

Circular by eminent physicians disdiscouraglng

the inconsiderate prescription of, 383.

Successful discouragement of the use of, in

Sweden, 412.

Llpaca wool. On the history of tlie manufacture of, in

England, 324.

Llpine climbing and scenes. Description of, by Prof

Tyndall, 149. 155. 227. 233. 343.

V.ma7.on. Notes on the fishes and fauna of the, S3.

i.necdote of Indian gratitude, 5.

of a benevolent colored woman, 7.

a faithful colored servant, 7.

Mary Pryor, 90.

Mildred Ratclifi; 317.

Count Struensee, 95.

Luther, 99.

Nicholas Ferrar, 100.

a Prussian miller and the Prussian king, 107,

Napoleon Bonaparte, 142.

Dr. Johnson, 146.

Euclid, 156.

the Potter and Henry III., 158.

Dr. Benjamin Rush, 165.

Frederick the Great, 227.

Walter Scott, 228.

the unknown pilot, 340.

an Indian war-chief, 351.

Anecdote of the influence of a christian spirit, 183.

Aneurism of the arteries. Discovery of the present

method of treating, 244.

Animals. Notes on tamed, 134.

Animals of the plains. Notes on the, 225. 235.

Anger. Advice in reference to, 151.

Ant. Notes on the carrying, of Brazil, 394.

Arabia. Account of travels in Central, 153. 166. 169.

178. 18.5. 19.5. 201. 211.

Arch Street Meeting-house. On the history of, 415.

Arctic birds. Account of a visit to a breeding place of,

climate and animals. Notes on, 2.57. 267. 273.

Argentine Republic. On the dryness of the climate of,

95.

Arizona. Account of General Howard's late visit to

the Indians of, 390.

Ascent of the Weissthor, bv Prof. Tyndall, 149. 155.

Jungfrau, by Prof. Tyndall, 227. 233.

Australia. Account of experiences of an Oxford gradu

ate in, 241. 249. 259. 265. 275. 283. 291. 297.

307.

On the history of wool-growing in, 324.

Anthor. Account of the antiquary Stowe, a mendicant,

220.

Axe laid to the root of the corrupt tree." Extract en-

titled "An, 188.

Baltic sea. Observations on recent soundings made in

the, 126.

Bamboo. On the uses and usefulness of the, 325.

Banana. The growth and value of the, 295.

Bank of England. Account of the history of, &c., 332.

Baobab tree of Australia. Account of the, 369.

Barclay's Apology. Convincement of G. W. E. by the

instrumentality of, 164.

Convincement of a theological student by th

instrumentality of, 190.

I

Comments on the above, 191.

I

Barclay and his assailants. Extracts from an essay en-

titled, 222. 318.

Barclay, .John. Extracts from the letters and papers

of, and comments, 30. 36. 50. 68. 90. 99. 106. 122.

133. 138. 1.50. 173. 180. 194. 210. 220. 226. 254. 266.

299. 306. 314. 322. 338. 345. 36.5. 370. 389. 397. 402.

Barclay, Robert. Account given by himself of his con-

vincement, 165.

Bat. Injuries done by the vampire, 342.
" Be at your posts." Extract entitled, 107.

Beaconite heresy. Testimony of Ann Jonesat the time

of, 11.

Observations from England on the, 318.
" Bear ye one another's burdens," 6.

Beede, Cyrus. Epistle of, to Dover Quarterly Meeting

of Friends, 77.

Beer. On the introduction of, into England, 315.

Benevolence. Anecdote of christian, 7.

Betel-nut. On the use of the, 411-

Bettle, Jane. Remarks on the character of, 285.

Bible Association of Friends in America. Circular of,

69.

Account of the discovery, &c., of the Sinaitic

manuscript of the, 137.

Bible and tract distributing Societv. Letter addressed

to, 327.

Birds. Observations on the reasoning of, 115.

On the ant-eating woodpecker, 135.

The albatross, 180.

Fishing with cormorants, 196.

A breeding place of the Arctic lumme, 221.

The domestic turkey originally from Mexico,

290.

On the habits and uses of the guacharo, 299.

The sagacity of the swallow, 414.

Birds'-nests. The collection and sale of edible, 253.

Account of pendent, 332.

Bison. Statistics of the rapid destruction of the, 383.

Blessed toil, 157.

Books, &e. Notices of Vick' Illustrated Catalogue and

Floral Guide, 1-59.

The American Historical Record, &c., 271.

The Underground Railroad, &c., 271.

Report of the Sixth Conference of Teachers and

Delegates from Friends' First-day Schools,

&c., 282.

The Maryville Monitor, 336. 382.

Another Phase of Modern Philosophy, by Eli K
Price, 349.

Books. Statistics of the number of, on arithmetic, 18.

Boys. On occupying the leisure time of, with mechani-

cal pursuits, 107.

Brazil. Account of the present Emperor of, 124. 129.

On the abolition of slavery in, 135.

Notes on the first impressions made by a walk

in, 404.

On the struggle for life in the vegetation of, 412,

British Museum. Description of the library of, 89.

Brown, Isaac. Letter of, 357.

Comments on the above, .381.

Business. Remarks of John Barclay upon, 133. 220. 339

Advice of Phila-

A father's advice to his son upon,

Remark of John "VVoolman upon, 371

Advice of John Churchman upon the choice of

a, 411.

Butterfly. On the curious markings of the leaf, 236.

" Cabbage plants." Essay entitled, 410.

California. Account of a fruit orchard in, 28.

On grape culture at Los Angeles, 125.

Description of a mammoth grape vine in, 292.

Camel. On the character of the, 2.

Capper, Mary. Extracts from, 5. 266.

Cary, Phoebe. Brief sketch of the life of, 27.

Cats. Anecdotes of intelligence in, 10.

Cave. Account of Wyandotte, 74.

Census in Great Britain. On the method of taking the

late, 11.

Character. On the gradual formation of a good, 391.

Cheese factory. Statistics of the cost of a, 62.

Chicago. Reminiscence of the early days of, 126.

Statement in reference to the burning of, and

the relief of the sufferers, 162.

Chicago. Statement of disbursements through Friends

for the relief of surterers at, &c., 304.

On the identification of U. S. currency from the

fire in, 189.

Children. On the danger of educating, to a love of ex-

citement, 62.

Advice to, in regard to dress, 110.

Remarks on the government of, 12.5.

On the advantage to, of silent waiting in families,

214.

of pious parents. On the responsibility of, 214.

Advice contained in the book of discipline to,

286.

China. Notes on the scenery of the Yang-tse-kiang, 4.

Account of fishing with cormorants in, 196.

Christ. Cavillers at the divinity of, answered, 4.

The blood of, to be felt inwardly, 94.

Tte suflerings of, yet to be filled up in his mem-
bers, 196.

Christianity. The stronghold of, the inward experience

of its power, 132.199.

Christian simplicity and plainness.

delphia Yearly Meeting upon, 325.

Christian spirit. Anecdote of the influence of, 183.

Church. On times of trial to the, 25.

A concern of Marg.iret Ellis against too much
liberty in the, 174.

Observations of John Churchman on the mem-
bers of the true, 412.

Churchman, John. Advice of, in regard to business,

411.

Clark, Asenath. Account of the last days of, 239.

Clark, Jane. Reminiscence of, 69.

Clarkson, Thomas. Extract from, on music, 3.

Clastic models. Essay upon, 82.

Appeal for the purchase of, for Westtown Board-

ing School, 95.

Climate. Effects of the destruction of forests upon, 116.

294.

Influence of, upon character, 140.

Coal-dust. Notice of the utilization of 213.

Coal-mine. Remarkable destruction of a, 6.

Cofttie. On the preparation of, in Arabia, 178.

On the commercial history of, 315.

Coins. Description of the history and characters of,

14.21.26.33.
Colonial adventures and experiences in Australia, 241.

249. 259. 265. 275. 283. 291. 297. 307.

Controversy. On the defence and propagation of re-

ligious truth by, 172.

Conversation. On extravagant expressions in, 13o.

Hints on elevating the character of, 269.

Copal. On the nature and sources of, 300.

Cope, Samuel. Notice of one of the last religious com-

munications of, 1.57.

Incident related by, and comments, 295.

Coral. Fishing for red, 213.

Coral growths and reefs. Account of, 165. 171.

Cork. On the growth of, and mode of gathering,

Cotton manufacture at Manchester, England. Notes on

the, 362.

Covetousness. On, 39.

Cresson, Sarah. Extracts from, 292. 356.

Crimes due to intoxicating drink. Proportion of, ac-

cording to Chief Justice Hale, 167.

Crisp, Stephen. Epistle of, to Friends, 10.

Daily Preservation. Essay entitled, 295.
^

Death. Observations on the, which followed Adams
tran.sgression, 342. 350.

, . „ , ,

Dewsbury, William. Epistle of, to Friends in .Scotland,

100.
, .

Diamond cutting and polishing in New York. Account

of, 364.

Dignity. Observations on true, 204.

Discernment. The :

Friends, 231.

Remark in relation to the above, 271.

Discouragement. Remark of J. Barclay upon giving

way to unprofitable, 339.

Dishonor of dishonesty. The, 342.

Divinity of Christ. Cavillers at, answered, 4.

ift of, bestowed upon our early
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Death's.—Eobert Alexander, 152 ; Emeline C. Arm-

strong, 192 ; Abigail Allman, 192 ; Mary M. Atwater,
216 ; Thomazine Ashbrid-ve, 288 ; Susan Boas, 72

;

Postrema E. Burr, 120 ; Amb ose Boone, 152; John
D. B-kerston, 168; Orpah Bo>ilton, 192; Rachel E.
Ballinger, 192 ; Ezra Blackman, 224 ; Marv Ann
Blackwood, 264 ; Anna S. Bailey, 288 ; Joseph Buzby,
352 ; Jesse Cope, 8 ; Jonathan W. Coffee, 32 ; Sarah
W. Cooper, 64; William Cope, 88; Samuel Cope,
112; Mary Anna Carter, 192; Mary Chace, 232;
Asena h Clark, 239. 240; Fiances Clement, 279;
Pe^ cival Collins, 328 ; Jeremiah Confort, 360 ; Anna
Leviek Crew, 376 ; Samuel Dixon, 48 ; Joseph Dick-
enson, 224; William Darlington, 400; Camilla Em-
bree, 8 ; Edith Edge, 96 ; Samuel E. Evans, 128

;

Catharine Evans, 160; Mary Emmons, 175; Jesse
Embree, 175 ; Amos Evans, 192 ; John Edgerton, 328

;

Samuel French, 144 ; Catharine Flanner, 224 ; Eliza-

beth Flanegan, 224; William Y. Griffith, 72; Sarah
Gifford, 175; George Gilbert, 280; Elizabeth E,

Haines, 144 ; Alice Hibberd, 240 ; Margaret P. Hop-
kins,'328 ; Sarah Hollins'iead, 408 ; Mary Ann Jones'
352 ; Hannah Knowles, 200; Mary Kirkbride, 216
John M. Kaighn, 216 ; Mary Cordelia Kester, 224|
Amy Larkin, 280 ; Lydia Lippinoott, 312

;
Thomas

E. Lee, 360 ; George Maris, 88 ; Jesse J. Maris,

168; Mary Milhous, 376 ; Martha Owen, 112; Wil-
liam B. Patten, 72; Alice C. Pickering, 248; Sarah
Palmer, 296 ; Chase Purinton, 400 ; John Reeve,
112; Sallie W. Roberts, 168; Bathsheba Roberts,

200 ; Jemima G. Shotwell, 40 ; Elizabeth C. Smith,
160; Anne Sharpless, 168; Bennett Smedley, 208;
George E. Smith, 208; Edward Snowden, 216;
Daniel Stratton, 224; Euth Sattherthwaite, 232;
Eliza Smith, 240; Walter Smith, 240 ; James Smith,
264 ; Susan Spencer, 264 ; Martha Smith, 384 ; Esther
Thompson, 88; Letitia W. Thorp, 128; Catharine
Townsend, 136; Jane Coe Taylor, 200 ; Asa Thomas,
200; Lucy M. Tatum, 272; Eliza Thurston, 312;
Howard Thomas, 400; Francis H. Williams, 16';

Ann A. Warder, 32; Thomas William.son, 48; Car-
penter Walter, 56. 72 ; Phebe B. Wood, 80 ; Zachariah
Webster, 88 ; Sarah J. Welding, 144 ; Cidney E.
Williams, 152; Letitia Wright, 192; Thomas C.

Worthington, 224; Caspar Wistar, 232; William
Walter, 280 ; William Wright, 328 ; Ann Wright,
384 ; Isaac Yarnall, 336.

Dog. Anecdote of sagacity in a, 142.

Dollar. Origin of the word, 227.

Dollinger, John Joseph Ignatius von. Sketch of, and
the new protest against Rome, 377. 387. 393. 403. 410.

Dress. Observations of Thos. Clarkson upon, 17.

On regarding fashion in, 110.

Eeraarks of John Barclay upon a change in, 122.

195. 210. 226.

Comments on the above, 206.

Observations of Thomas Evans upon plainness
of, 190. 230.

Plainness of, a Divine requiring, 194, 206.

On the evil consequences of a departure of
Friends from plainness of, 222.

Memorandum of E. W. Maris upon, 255.

Ancient testimony from Joan Vokins upon, 262.
Concern of members of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting in relation to, 277.

Remark of a judge in court upon consistency in,

279.

Plainness of, among Friends not a badge of
party, 319.

Comments on the end designed by humiliating
requisitions in regard to, 322.

Ancient advices of Friends in London in regard
to distinguishing plainness of, 363.

Drewry, Thomas. Protest of, against London Yearly
Meeting, 51.

Comments on the above, 54.

Dudley, Mary. Convincement of, at the ago of twenty-
three, 222.

Extracts from, 286. 311.

Remarks of, upon gospel labor, 334.

Earthquake near Philadelphia. Observations upon an,
69. 78.

attending eruption of volcano of St. Vincent's,
251.

Easy routine of specious religious activity, 237.
Ecuador. Notes on natural history in, 138.
Edible birds-nests. Account of the collection of, 253.
Editorial.—Observations on beginning the 45th volume,

7 ;
On the insidious attempts of the enemy of souls to

bring in a spurious self-confident belief as a

the community in official honesty, and on the require-
ments of true religion in regard to covetousness, 39

;

Notice of the letter of the Acting Com. of Indian
Affairs on the protection of Indians from the intru-
sion of w'ntes, 47 ; Comments on Thos. Drewry's
protest and the present condition of the Society of
Friends, 54. Ill ; Notice of the proceedings of Ohio
Yearly Meeting, 1871, 63 ; On the liability to dis-
tru.st the superintending care of Divine Providence,
70 ; On the destructive fires in Chicago and the
Northwest, and an appeal on behalf of the sufferers,

78 ; Notice of the proceedings of Indiana, Iowa, and
the Western Yearly Meetings, 86. 87 ; Remarks to
contributors, 87 ; Appeal for the purchase of clastic
models for Westtown Boarding School, 95 ; The cold
indifference of members of our Society to vital re-

ligion a source of sorrow to their brethren, and weak-
ness to the church, 103 ; Notice of disciplinary pro-
ceedings in Hardshaw East Monthly Meeting, Eng-
land, towards members holding deistical opinions
111 ; Comments on the proceedings of some late
"General Mee ings," 118. 151. 159; Extracts from
the minutes of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 1871, 126 ; On
the abolition of slavery in Brazil, 135 ; Considera
tions on the danger of our public school system tc

the Christianity of the country, 143 ; Correction of j

misstate nent, 152 ; Reflectio is on the commencement
of a New Year, 158 ; Notice of Vick's Illustrated
Catalogue and Floral Guide, 159 ; On true ministry
u-'der the gospel dispe.isation, 167; On the origin
and authority of church discipline in the Society of
Friends, 175 ; On the refusal of London Yearly Meet-
ing to repi'nt Barclay's Apology, and the dishonest
course of recent seceders at Manchester, England,
191 ; A reason for the objection of Friends to formal
" prayei-" meetings, " revival" meetings, &c., amon
them, 191 ; The origin and early history of the Sc
ciety of Friends, and some of the causes of its present
degeneracy, 207 ; On a proposed new militia law in
Pennsylvania, and the unconstitutional character of
certain of its provisions affecting Friends, 214 ; Re-
quest respecting verbal accuracy in quotations from
Scripture, 214; Notice of some of the evil results that
have followed a change of dress by Friends in Great
Britain, and comments on the testimony to plainness,
222 ; Correction of typographical error, 223 ; On the
difference between the true disciple of Christ, and the
nominal professor, and on being willing to endure re-

proach for the cause of primitive Quakerism, 239

;

Notice of the last days of Asenath Clark, 239 ; On the
past and present condition of the Society in England,
247

; On the deportment and responsibility of the fol-

lower of Christ, 255 ; Considerations on the approach
of the Yearly Meeting, 263; Encouragement offered
to the faithful disciples of Chri.st, 271 ; Notice of the
"American Historical Record," &c., 271 ; Notice of
" The Underground Railroad," &c., 271 ; Remark in
relation to a communication, 271 ; Account of tlie

proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 286.
311; On the sufferings to be endured on behalf of
Christ, and the consolations which reward them, 303

:

Statement of disbursements of money contributed by
Friends for the relief of sufferers by fire in Chicago
and the North-west, 304 ; Observations on the lessons
to be derived from, the late unusual withholding of
rain, 319 ; Three serious questions to be answered in-

dividually, 327 ; Statistics of cruelties perpetrated
npon Freedmen by the Ku-klux Klan, and comments,
334

; Notice of the "Maryville Monitor," 336; Com-
ments on modern scientific scepticism, 351 ; Notice of
proceedings of London Yearly Meeting, 1872, 35S
Notice of Dining-rooms, &c., established by the W^
men's Christian Association, for young women, 37;
The prosperity of our Society proportional to the
faithfulness of its members, 383 ; On the liabilili

falsely estimating our christian attainments, and
the process by which true laborers are prepared for
the church, 391 ; On the work of salvation, 299

; On
the vitiating effects of works of fiction, and their em-
ployment in inculcating moral or religious senti-

ments, 408,

Edraundson, William. Peaceful confidence of, in the
decline of life, 349.

Education. On the alleged value of music in, 3.

in Sweden. Notes on, 412.

Effects of giving place to false reasoning, 244.

Ellis, Margaret. A concern of, against too much liberty

in the church, 174.

EUwood, Thomas. Remarks by, on giving flattering

titles, &c, 70.

Emlen, Sarah. A testimony of, from England

England, Account of the Bank of, 333.
Eruption of volcano of St. Vincent's, 1812. Accoun

of, 251. t

Epistle of Mildred Ratclift'to Friends of Core Sound, 42
Cyrus Beede to Dover Quarterly Meeting o

'

Friends, 77.

William Dewsbury to Friends in Scotland, 100
Error. On acknowledging, 146.
Errors in Religion. Essay entitled, 130.
Evans, Jonathan. Observations of Ann Jones concern-

ing, 198.

Comments on the character of, 259.
Communication of Mildred Ratcliffto, 317.'

Evans, Thomas. Remarks of, upon plainness in dress
and language, 190. 230.

On the christian testimonies peculiar to Friends,

On worldly compliance, 2.30.

On the easy routine of specious religious activity,

,

Evans, William. Letter of, respecting AV(
School, 35.

Extract from, on the duties of ministers and
elders, 94.

Extract from, on thankfulness for daily preserva-
tions, 356.

Extracts from the Journal of, 111. 115. 134. 247.

tute for true faith, 14 ; On the work of the ministry, I ing Friends,
23 ;

The duty of the Christian as living in the world Encouragement. A word of, 172.
but not of the world, 31 ; On the demoralization of England. On the mining of salt in, 276.

Faith. Questions and answers concerning, 73.
The distinction between a false and a true, 188.
Comments on the above, 191.

Observations on the eflScacy of true, 365.
Trials to be expected bv those who live by, 374.

Faithfulness. A call to, 189.
"

in little things. Remarks of John Barclay on.
210.

Famine in Persia. Account of the, 204.
Father. Advice of a, to his son, 134.
Families. On the advantage of silent waiting upRn
God in, 214.

Fellowship of suffering. Remarks of E. Shackleton,
on, 244.

Fencing. The extensive use of, unnece.ssary, 220.
Fer-de-lance of the West Indies. On the, 190.
Fever-tree. Notice of the Tasmanian, 212.
Fires in Chicago and the North-west. On the destruc-

tion by, 78.

Eeport on the relief of the sufferers by, 162.

;

Fish. Notes on the blind, 74.

Account of coral-eating, 165.

Notes on the drum, 268.
Fishes of the Amazon. Notes on the, 83.

Fishing with cormorants in China. On, 196.
Fishery. Notes on the herring, 277.
Flies. Antipathy of, to the magnet, 20.

Florence and Galileo. Comments on, 122.

Food for thinkers and workers. Eemarks on, 62.
Wheat the completest, 123.

On the use of snails as, 295.

On the history of potatoes, rice, sugar, &c., as,

306.

On the history of tea and coffee as, 315.
Forest of Trinidad. Description of the primeval, 205.
Forest. Effect of the voices of a South American, upon
the mind. 334. 404.

Forests. Effect of the destruction of, npon the rain-fall,

116. 294.

of India. Account of, 413.
Forgiveness of trespa-sses. Advice upon, 20.5.

Forgiveness. Anecdote in relation to, 156.
Forks. On the introduction of, into England, 348.
Fothergill, John. Ob.servations of, npon entering into

the ministry, and comments, 333.

Fothergill, John, the physician. Letter of, to the
Friends named as a Y. M. Committee in 1776, 354.

Fotliergill, Samuel. Extracts from, 294. 348. 355.
Foundation. On building on the sure, 116.

A sure, 146.

Fox, George. On the home and character of, 113.
Advice of, in regard to judging, 212.
Advice to Friends, 276.

Exhortation of, 375.

Fox, George the younger. Brief account of, 394.
Fox, Maria. On maintaining the testimonv to the

plain language, 410.

On the acceptableness of submission to the
Divine will, 412.

France. On the production of beet root sugar in, 184.
Frederick the Great. Habits of, in reading, 227.
Freedmen. Statements in reference to schools for, in

Tennessee, 12. 109. 141.

Eeport of the Women's Aid Association for the
relief of, 197.



edmen, Statistic of cruelties perpetrated by the Ku'
Klux Klan upon, and coramentR, 334'

Notice of tlie " Maryville Monitor," 382.

inds. Religious communications addressed to, 25.

44. 46. 61. 66. 81. 84. 92. 94. 105. 123. 130. 134.

145. 146. 189. 228. 253. 262. 302.

On the danger to the Society of, by the obscur-

ing of the fundamental doctrine of the opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit in the heart, 44. 134.

Advice to, in the present critical period of the

Society of, 262.

On the present condition of the Society of, 54

172. 189. 207. 222. 239. 247. 258. 318.

The doctrines and testimonies of, a trust to be

transmitted to future generations. Remarks
of John Woolman on, 83.

Objections of, to the use of compliments and the

language of the world, 97.

The cold indifference of members among, a

source o^lifelessness to the church, 103.

The cause of the cloud overspreading the Society

of, 108.

Kemonstrance of, in 1725, in reference to hat

honor, 110.

Remarks of a lately deceased minister on the

condition of the Society of, 115.

Freedom from sin in this life a doctrine of the

early, 134.

Objections to First-day schools among, 141. 151.

i91. 282.

Advice of Wm. Penn upon reading the lives of

ancient faithful, 142.

On the condition of the Society of, in Great
Britain, 318.

"General Meetings." Remarks on some late

18. 151 1.57. 159.

On the origin and authority of church discipline

in the Soi'iety of, 175.

On the title to existence of, as a distinct body of

professors, 177. 318.

Observations of Thomas Evans on the testimony
of, to plainne.ss of dress and language, 190.

Plainness of dress of, not a badge of party. Re-
marks of Wm. Penn on, 319.

A reason for the objection of, to formal prayer
riieetings, "revival" meetings, &c., among
them, 191.

A testimony from England, in 1845, concerning,

196.

Report of a General meeting among, in N. C,
and comments, 197.

or Methodists. Remarks from England enti-

tled, 207.

Advice of George Fox to, on judging, 212.

Remarks of Thomas Evans on the christian tes-

timonies peculiar to, 221.

Evil results that have followed a change of dress

of, in Great Britain, 222.

Remarks of Henry Hull in 1826, on the appear-

ances of schism among, 244.

Warning and exhortation to, by George Fox,
276.

Remarks of M. Ratcliff upon the origin and the

continuance of the Society of, and comments,
301.

Remarks of Maria Fox on the importance of

maintaining the testimony of, to the plain

language, 410.

jm death to life." Essay entitled, 81.

t orchard in California. Account of a large, 28.

aitful in every good work." Extract entitled, 381.

^ral pulpit flattery. Extract upon, and comments,
9.

_ _

ifus on buildings occupied by liquor dealers. Note

,eo. On the history and character of, 122.

biers. Anecdote of two, 27.

5gy. Observations on paving stones, 1.

of the western plains. Notes on the, 217.

On copal as a fossil gum-resin, 300.

Considerations upon T. Story's view of relative

ages of the earth's strata, 323. 329. 337.

ting off the true foundation." Essay entitled. 141.

Correction of a statement in the above, 151.

refused. Anecdote of, 324.
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_
Notes on the history of, in England, 354.

smith, Oliver. Testimony of, against novels, 100.

B culture in California. On_, 125.

vine in California. Description of a mammoth,
292.

e-stones. Remarks on, 286.

t Britain. Accoimt of the method of taking the
i census in, 11,
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Greek Church. Account of late persecutions by the, in

Russia, 11.

Greenland. On the early colonies of the Northmen in,

209. 219.

East. On the climate and character of, 257. 267.

273.
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A few years since, a series of Scientific leo-

ures, for the benefit of the working classes,

vas commenced at Manchester, England. The
iDtrance fee was fixed at oae penny, and the
leficiency in the necessary expenses was de-

rayed by some liberal and public-spirited

aen. The experiment was highly successful,

nd a second series was delivered during last

winter. Both series have been printed in a
olume called " Scientific Lectures for the Peo-
)le." In its pages we find the following clear

.nd interesting description of the manner in

vhich many of the boulders that are spread
)ver various parts of the earth's surface, have
)robably assumed their present form, and
»een transported from the rocky strata of
vhich they once formed a part. It is con-
lensed from a lecture by Prof. Williamson,
Qtitled

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PAVING STONES.
" If I take a walk with you to a Manchester

)rickfleld, we shall discover that we are most
nterested in precisely that part of the field

.hat will be the greatest abomination to the
)rickmaker. The brickraaker likes the nice,

imooth, soft cla3^, without any stones in it,

ivhich to the geologist is about as stupid a part
)f the field as he could have. The geologist,

)n the other hand, likes to find a place that
full of gravel and sand, and huge boulder

itones of every shape, and sort, and size—the
revy abomination of the brickmaker. I have
lere certain boulder stones that were taken
rom a Manchester brickfield. What have I

n my hand? It is a mass of granite, rounded
ust like the rocks on the Cumberland coast.

rhat granite has been transported from a
ionsiderable distance, because we have no
granites nearer than Cumberland. The near-

granite we have to this locality is that of
3hap Pell, in Cumberland. The granite from
3hap Pell is a very remarkable granite, from
he large crystals of flesh color which distin-

guish it. I have here, from this same brick-
yard, a piece of Shap Pell granite. The
features of it are so remarkable that you could
jiot mistake it, if you knew what Shap Pell
granite was. Now this Shap Pell granite,
-ounded and water-worn, has been brought
j.o a Manchester brick-yard. How has it got
liere? I have here another boulder. There

is nothing particular about the appearance of

this boulder, except that it is a piece of lime-

stone. It, like these other stones, has been

brought to Manchester from a distance. But
it tells me another story. It has another tale

to record. I see that this surface is grooved,

as if covered with the marks of a file. I turn
it round to the other side, and I see that it is

died and grooved in like manner; but these

grooves are not parallel with the former
grooves. Here is a second flat face. It is

very evident that in some way both these
face-i have had a good scrubbing, that has in-

volved something more than a mere washing
of the face. There has been an action which
has flattened that surface and grooved it at

the same time. Now wo want a theory that
will explain all these things. Wo want a
theory that will mix together rocks of all

kinds, that will mix them up with clays and
with sands, and with an endlessly varied set

of materials. We want a theory that will

make some of these rocks round and grooved
and streaked. We want a theory that will

explain why some rocks that are transported
are as angular and as sharp as this specimen.

In order to give you such a theory, [ shall

have to carry you half way across Europe.
I will begin by taking you to Switzerland.

Here is a photograph 1 took in one of the

loveliest scenes in all Switzerland. Here you
have the Mer do Glace, that great stream of

ice which has been celebrated in almost all

ages as one of the loveliest spots in Switzer-

land. The Mer de Glace belongs to that range
of mountains of which the peak of Mont Blanc
is the centre, and it is only a few miles away
from that great mountain. This is a glacier.

Those mountains which you see on all sides

of the glacier are within the limits of per-

petual snow ; summer and winter, wherever
there is a ledge upon which the snow can
est, it remains unmclted. This accumulation
of the snow would in time entirely hide and
bury the mountains, unless nature had pro-

vided some way for getting rid of the surplus.

She has provided such a way. The pressure

of the snow mass on the upper parts, forces

the lower snow down into the valleys. Then
that snow, partly under the influence of the

intense cold, and partly under the influence

of the pressure to which the particles are sub-

jected, becomes re-frozen, becomes consolida-

ted, not into snow, but into a mass of solid

ice ; and by a wonderful series of changes,

which my time will not allow me to explain,

this icy mass flows down the valleys of those

alpine mountains, fitting itself to the various
curves, to the widenings and narrowings of

these valleys, almost as if it were a fluid.

These glaciers move from the higher valleys

nto the lower ones at a very slow pace, but
one which is capable of being measured. But
what takes place as they do so ? These mag-
nificent mountain peaks, composed in this in-

stance chiefly ofgranite, are being continually

disintegrated by the cold of winter, by the

rain, storms, and various atmospheric agen-

cies that affect the surface of the globe. Huge
fragments come tumbling down from above,

and of course these fi-agments fall on the ice;

so that, as the ice moves, it carries all thes

rocks along with it. You will understand
that when these masses of ice come down
from the cold valleys above into the warm
valleys below, the ice necessarily molts. Wore
it otherwise, those splendid scenes would be-

come simply one sheet of polar ice. It melts,

but the stones that it carries wont molt; con-

sequently they have to stay there. As the

ice melts, these stones drop down. In this

way we see that the glaciers not only receive

from the mountains on each side immense
masses of rock, but that they carry these

masses of rock along with them down to the

lower valleys. There is no doubt whatever
that a very large quantity of material that we
now find spread over tho surface of the globe

has been conveyed in this way.
" But this alone would not account for tho

phenomena of our Manchester brickfields.

VV"e want something more. We have evidence

clear as the sun at noonday, that the material

of which our Manchester brick fields, and tho

brick-clays over a great part of tho world are

similarly composed, have been brought thither

by water. They have been deposited under
water. We frequently find sea shells in them.
We have the clearest evidence, I repeat, that

these remains have been accumulated under
the sea."

" We will now transfer ourselves from Swit-

zerland to Smith Sound, in the Polar regions.

In tho extreme winter masses of ice extend
right across the Sound, from side to side. As
tho summer approaches, the central ice breaks

up speedily, and floats away; but long belts

of ice hold their ground around the coast for

a considerable part of the year, and some-
times they fail to break away from one season

to another. Now these blocks, or masses of

ice, technically called 'ice belts'— because
they belt round the coast—receive masses of

rock in precisely the same way as the glaciers

did in Switzerland. Thus we see that these

blocks of ice would carry away with them
blocks of stone, if any circumstances occurred

to detach tho ice from the land. The detach-

ments take place perpetually, and they carry
away with them these blocks floating ujjon

their surface. They are hugh ice-rafts, which
sail southwards, impelled by Arctic currents.

But this is not all. We have some glaciers

in these polar regions, of precisely the same
nature as those of Switzerland ; but, instead

of the polar glaciers being comparatively di-

minutive—a quarter, or half a mile across

—

the great Humboldt glacier is 50 miles across,

from one side to the other, and yet that Hum-
boldt glacier, which comes right down into

the sea, is bringing stones along with it in

precisely the same way as the other glaciers.

Now, with such prodigious masses of stone-

covered ice as this existing in the northern
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seas, you will not wonder tbat from time to

time icebergs of the most gigantic size are

met with, floating out of those northern bays

and straits. Eemember that what are called

icebergs are merefy either fragments of this

belt of ice of these Arctic gfaciers broken

away, or portions of that huge mass of ice

which in winter covers the whole of those

regions—when you see that these ice forma-

tions exist on so gigantic a scale, you will not

wonder that icebergs are met with in these

seas, sometimes a mile in extent. If you re-

alize that, when you have an iceberg of this

size, it floats with its summits two hundred

or three hundred feet above the sea, and that

it sinks below the water, some six or eight

times its elevation, I think you will readily

understand how that floating raft would be

able to carry a very considerable slice of Pen-

maenmaur upon its surface

!

" Now let us see how all this applies to

English scenery. I have told you that the

glacier moves steadily down the valley. You
saw from the diagram that the glacier is cut

up by deep fissures, called crevasses, that go

down frequently to its very bottom. The
stones that appear upon the surface of the

glacier fall into these crevasses, and at the

bottom they become entangled in consider-

able numbers in the solid ice. Many of them

are angular. But you will also understand

that if that vast mass of ice, filled with stones,

is moving steadily downward over the rocks

of which that valley consists, those stones will

act like the teeth of a huge rasp ; that they

will plough, just in proportion to their size

and sharpness and hardness, deep grooves in

the rocks along which the ice is travelling.

The stones themselves, being imbedded firmly

in the ice, will scratch and scour over the

rocks over which they move; and this is pre-

cisely what we find that they do. Sometimes

the ice retreats, leaving behind the smooth

and polished rocks, over which it^ formerly

travelled ;
the changes of seasons frequently

lead to its doing so; the glaciers not unfre-

quently recede up the valleys in hot sea-

sons and come down again in cold ones.

When the ice recedes we see that the rocks

are scored and grooved and polished in the

way we should expect them to be. But if

they receive this rough sort of treatment,

what might we expect to be the result upon

the teeth of the rasp ? Workmen know per-

fectly well that when they use their files upon

hard metal the angles get worn oft'. It has

been so here. We could readily understand

that if this stone was embedded in the ice, and

formed one of the teeth of our great Arctic

rasp, that its surface might well be flattened

and grooved with longitudinal grooves. Here,

then, we have an agent capable of producing

grooves. Then, if these icebergs float upon

the ocean, carrying rocks with them, they

will travel southwards, carried by currents,

and, as they come into warmer regions, they

will share the fate of the Alpine glacier.

Floating upon the sea does not save them
they melt little by little, and as they melt the

rubbish that they are supporting falls to the

ground. The result is that large portions of

the sea bed are being strewed over with blocks

of stones—angular blocks, rounded blocks,

sand, rubbish : every conceivable kind of pro-

duce that those northern mountains furnish

is being gradually brought southward, and

scattered over the bed of the Atlantic at the

present day. And precisely similar pheno-

mena were taking place during one of the

latest of the geological periods when nearly

the whole of our island was under the sea.

There was a time, comparatively recent, geo-

logically speaking, when our island was under

the sea, but when the mountains of Wales and

Scotland stood out like islets from the Arctic

ocean. The great valleys of Snowdon were

filled with these glaciers. If you go up the

Pass of Llanberis, you will see on every hand
the indications of the fact in the rounded

rocks, and in their scored surfaces, that abound

on each side of the road. A little above the

ige you see them beautifully exhibited;

and in the same way, throughout the district

of which Snowdon is the centre, you have

these indications of glacial action so numer-

ous and so clear, that not a shadow of a doubt

remains that the Snowdonian valleys, as well

the valleys of Cumberland and Scotland

were, at the time of which I am speaking,

filled with ice glaciers. Now all these glaciers

along with others coming from hundreds

not to say thousands of miles away, as well

as from mountains in the immediate neigh-

borhood—brought their produce to the same

bed of the ocean, and as it was all tumbled

down into one common mass, you find ma-

terials in the shape of mud and sand as well

coarser materials, including both rounded

and angular blocks, accumulated in the same

sea bed. Now I think you will see that I

have brought before you an explanation that

fully accounts for the miscellaneous kind of

admixtures that you find amongst the sand,

clay, and gravel beds whether of a Man-

chester brickfield or of the coasts of Cumber
land and Yorkshire."

Selected for "The Friend."

a Stranger in the earth ;
hide not thy command-'la

ments from me."—P,salm cxix. 19. ^

The feeling of being but strangers and 80-

ourners here is by no means natural to us

;

on the contrary, so strong are our earthly at-

tachments, and such is the force of habit and

the influence of sensible objects, that it is diffi-

cult to feel otherwise than at home in this

world, and not to wish that we could find

rest in it. Even the daily evidence we have

of our uncertain possession of it, in the warn-

ings which diseases and death are continually

holding up to view, is insufficient to produce

more than a momentary recollection. Hence
the necessity of prayer ; of such appropriate

petitions as those with which David never

failed to follow up his own reflections; know-

ing that otherwise they would bo wholly un-

profitable to him. And when he prayed that

God would not " hide his commandments from

him," he surely meant something more than

that he might' become accurately acquainted

with the 'laws of God contained in (Holy

Scripture.) There can be no doubt that he

was already well furnished with this head

knowledge; but he knew there was some-

thing more than this necessary, and that much
more was promised—" the secret of the Lord

is with them that fear him"—even that spirit-

ual understanding of his word and will which

is often " hidden from the wise and prudent,

and revealed unto babes."

There are many things concerning the com-

mandments of God which he will hide from

us till we beseech him to discover them to us.

But there is one mistake which, especially,

we are sure to fall into ;
indeed, it is the grand

delusion which we bring into the world with

us, and which is the cause of all our misery;

namely, that we think "his commandments
grievous." And, although he assures us to

the contrary, and though every day's experi-

ence tends to convince us that we are happy
or miserable exactly in proportion to the dili-

gence or carelessness with which we observe

these commands
;
yet do we continue to feel

and think them a bondage, and to wish to rid

ourselves of the yoke and the burden, till

Jesus himself, by instilling his grace, and writ-

ng his laws in our hearts, convinces us that

the " yoke is easy and the burden light."

The views which our depraved nature gives
j

us of the laws of God is, that they are the .]

arbitrary mandates of a hard master. "I
know thee that thou art an austere man," is

exactly the feeling of the heart towards Him
naturally ; but when we are divinely taught
to know God, and to learn his will, then we
admire his goodness in this especial respect,

that all his commands tend to save us ft-om

misery; and that the restrictions which his

law imposes, are as essential to our happiness

and welfare in this life, as they are to our

safety and felicity in the life to come.

We prove ourselves to be but strangers in t

the world, and unacquainted with its true a

character by our constant inclination to par-

take of its " mortal poison," and to drink of

its dangerous waters, instead of contenting

ourselves with the wholesome fruits and pure

springs which are provided for our refresh-

ment. Our first parents set us an example in

this respect, which all their children are proiio

to follow. But those who are taught of Go.
1,

learn to discriminate between good and evil
;

and see it to be as much their interest as then-

duty to refuse what is prohibited, even though

it should appear fair as the fruits of Paradi-e.

Let it ever be remembered, that when we
feel most at ease and at home in this world, >

when its delights seem to satisfy us, and its
,

ties most closely unite us to it; when we show
ourselves to be strangers to its snares, be-

wildered and endangered by its thorny mazes
—we then have most need to say,

" Since I am a stranger here below.

Let not thy path be hid

;

But mark the road my feet should go.

And be mv constant guide."

—Jane Taylor.

The Camel.

I have, while in England, heard and read

,

more than once of the " docile camel." If i

" docile" means stupid, well and good
;
in such

a case the camel is the verj- model of docility,
j

But if the epithet is intended to designate an

animal that takes an interest in its rider so

far as a beast can, that in some way under-

stands his intentions or shares them in a sub-

ordinate fashion, that obeys from a sort of

submissive or half fellow-feeling with his mas-

ter, like the horse and elephant, then I say

that the camel is by no means docile, very

much the contrary ; he takes no heed of his

rider, pays no attention whether he be on his

back or not, walks straight on when once s t

a going, merely because he is too stupiil

turn aside; and then, should some tempt;

thorn or green branch allure him out of .

path, continues to walk on in this new direc-

tion simply because he is too dull to turn back

into the right road. His only care is to cross

as much pasture as he conveniently can while

pacing mechanically onwards; and for eft'ect-

ing this his long flexible neck sets him at
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great advantage, and a bard blow or a down-
fight kick alone has any influence on him
tphether to direct or impoj. He will never
ittempt to throw you off bis back, such a

trick being far beyond bis limited compre-
aension ; but if you fall off, ho will never
iream of stopping for you, and walks on just

;he same, grazing while he goes, without
knowing or caring an atom what has become
Df you. If turned loose, it is a thousand to

jne that ho will ever find his way back to

his accustomed home or pasture, and the first

3omer who picks him up will have no parti-

jular shyness to get over ; Jack or Tom are
ill the same to him, and the loss of his old

master and of his own kith and kin gives him
ao regret and occasions no endeavor to find

.hem again. One only symptom will be give
;hat he is aware of his rider, and that is when
he latter is about to mount him, for on such
ccasion, instead of addressing him in the
ityle of Balaam's more intelligent beast, " Am
ot I thy camel upon which thou has ridden
iver since I was thine, unto this day ?" he will

)end back his long snaky neck toward his

master, open his enormous jaws to bite if he
iared, and roar out a tremendous sort ofgroan,
is if to complain of some entirely new and
inparalleled injustice about to be done him.

a word, ho is from first to last an undo-
nesticated and savage animal, rendered ser-

iceable by stupidity alone, without much
ikill on his master's part or any co-operation
)n his own, save that of an extreme passive-
less. Neither attachment nor even habit

press him; never tame, though not wide
iwake enough to be exactly wild.
One passion alone he possesses, namely re-

enge, of which he furnishes many a hideous
ixample, while in carrying it out he shows an
nexpected degree of far-thoughted malice,
nitod meanwhile with all the cold stupidity
if his usual character. One instance of this
well remember; it occurred hard by a small
own in the plain of Ba'albec, where I was at
he time residing. A lad of about fourteen
lad conducted a large camel, laden with wood,
rom that very village to another at half an
lour's distance or so. As the animal loitered
)r turned out of the way, its conductor struck
t repeatedly, and harder than it seems to
lave thought he had a right to do. But not
inding the occasion favorable for taking im-
nediate quits, it "bode its time;" nor was
hat time long in coming. A few days later

^he same lad had to reconduct the beast, but
mladen, to his own village. When they were
ibout half-way on the road, and at some dis-

,ance from any habitation, the camel sud-
lenly stopped, looked deliberately round in
svery direction to assure itself that no one
ivas within sight, and, finding the road far
md near clear of paasers-by, made a step for-

ivard, seized the unlucky boy's head in its

nonstrous mouth, and lifting him up in the
lir flung him down again on the earth with
he upper part of his skull completely torn
iff, and his brains scattered on the ground.
Saving thus satisfied its revenge, the brute
juietly resumed its pace towards the village
though nothing were the matter, till some
m who had observed the whole, though un-

brtunately at too great a distance to be able
;o afford timely help, came up and killed it.

—

Valgrave.

If thou would not be thought a fool in
'ithefs conceit, be not wise in thine own.

For " The Friend."

Music.

The following extracts on music are abridg-

ed, the first from " The Portraiture of Quaker-

sm," by Thomas Clarkson, the second from

a letter written by a member of this religious

.Society to a friend then temporarily absent

from home, who had made some allusion to

being tirod of hearing music :—
"There are few customs, against which

some arguments or other may not be ad-

vanced ; few, in short, which man has not

perverted, and where the use has not become
n an undue measure connected with the

abuse. Thus the food which has been given

him for his nourishment, he has frequently

converted by his intemperance into the means
of injuring his health. The very raiment,

which has been afforded man for his body, he

has abused also, so that it has frequently be-

come a source for the excitement of his pride.

Just so it has been, and so it is with music at

the present day.
' Music does not appear to the members of

the Society of Friends to be the foundation of

any solid comfort in life. It may give spirits

for the moment, as strong liquor does; but,

when the effect of the liquor is over, the spirits

flag, and the mind is again torpid. It can

give no solid encouragement, nor hope, nor

prospects. It can afford no anchorage ground
which shall hold the mind in a storm. The
early Christians, imprisoned, beaten, and per-

secuted even to death, would have had but

poor consolation if they had not had a better

friend than music to rely upon in the hour of

their distress. And here I think the mem-
bers of this Society would particularly con-

demn music, if they thought it could be re-

sorted to in tho hour of afliiction, inasmuch

as it would then have a tendency to divert

the mind from its true and only support.

Music, again, does not appear to them to

be productive of elevated thoughts; that is, of

such thoughts as raise the mind to sublime

and spiritual things, abstracted from the in-

clinations, the temper, and the prejudices of

the world. The most melodious sounds that

human instruments can make, are from the

earth, earthy. But nothing can rise higher

than its own origin. All true elevation, there-

:, can only come, in the opinion of the

Quakers, from the divine source.

The Quakers, therefore, seeing no moral

utility in music, cannot make it a part of their

ducation. But there are other considera-

tions, of a difterent nature, which influence

them the same way.
Music, in the first place, is esteemed a

jual gratification. Even those who run

after sacred music never consider themselves

as going to a place of devotion, but where, in

full concert, they may hear the performances

of the master-pieces of the art. This atten-

tion to religious compositions for the sake of

the music, has been noticed by one of our best

poets

:

' and ten thousand sit,

Patiently present at a sacred song,

Commemoration mad, content to hear,

O wonderful efTect of music's power,

Messiah's eulogy for Handel's sake.'

Cowpe,

" But the Quakers believe that all sensual

desires should be hold in due subordination to

the pure principle ;
or that sensual pleasures

should be discouraged as much as possible,

being opposed to those spiritual feelings which

constitute the only perfect enjoyment of a
Christian.

" Music, again, if it were encouraged in the

Society, would be considered as depriving

those of maturer years of hours of comfort
hich they now frequently enjoy, in the ser-

vice of religion. Eetirement is considered by
the Quakers as a Christian duty. The mem-
bers, therefore, of this Society are expected
to wait in silence, not only in their places of

worship, but occasionally in their families, or

in their private chambers, in the intervals of

their daily occupations, that, in stillness of

heart and in freedom from the active con-

trivance of their own wills, they may acquire

both directions and strength for the perform-

ance of the duties of life. 'The Quakers, there-

fore, arc of opinion, that, if instrumental music
were admitted as a gratification in leisure

hours, it would take the place of many of

these serious retirements, and become very
injurious to their interests and their character

as Christians."

—

Portraiture, <fcc.

The letter alluded to follows:

—

" I am right glad to hear of the overdose of

music, and hope the sober-minded public may
in due time be in like manner affected

;
and

do expect they will be, in a degree at least,

after awhile. At the hospital for inebriates,

they cure by mixing the intoxicating liquor

th every article of diet, and so produce such

disgust that tho very smell of spirits is loathed.

Just now, multitudes of educators liold music

to bo a potent educational force, which thoy

imagine is to work out great moral, if not

even religious results.

" Well, we can easily understand that the

pleasing concord of sweet sounds may quiet

the insane who have neither reason nor con-

science to which to appeal ; or that a cross

baby may be soothed to sleep by a tender

"uUaby; and even that a set of unreasoning,

rritated school children may be put into a

good humor for awhile by melodious tones,

' Untwisting all the cord.s that tie

The hidden soul of harmony.'

But what is the educational value of these

processes? The insane are soon raving again.

The troubled spirit of Saul was often quieted

by David's harp, but he was not reformed

thereby, and came to bitter grief at last. So

the irritated children, when the next cross

occurrence takes place, will be turbulent as

ever. Education ought to implant in the

mind of these, principles of obedience to au-

thority, deference to seniors, good will to all.

Music has no power to do this. If music

made men virtuous, wo ought to see the proof

in those communities where music, and espe-

cially what is called sacred music, is most
cultivated. The two cities of the world in

which this art is carried to the highest per-

fection, are said to be Munich and Eome, and

the moral corruption of those cities is deplora-

ble. It is not in the power of music to im-

plant a principle. It operates upon tho senses,

and through them upon the emotions, so loog

as the sound lasts, and mayhap a little longer.

But tho effect is transient. It imparts no

strength to resist temptation. It does noth-

ing to eradicate selfishuess. It does not truly

soften the heart. I have just been reading a

notice of one of the most cruel of the Eussian

Czars, Ivan Vasiliwitch, who was so fond of

church music as to perform sometimes him-

self on the instrument, and in the pauses be-

tween these ' sacred' performances, had been
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known to issue bis cruel decrees against in-

dividuals whom he hated.
" It is the power of the Gospel, and that

only which can regenerate the heart. Music

is a kind of intoxication, and all intoxication

is followed by weakness."

The Yang-tse-Kiang.—A tourist in China

thus records his impressions of the Yang-tse-

Kiang.
Unsurpassed in size by any in the eastern

hemisphere, unless it be the Nile, and ranking

fourth among the rivers of the world, it is

a subject of "amazement to many who have

never been upon our western waters. Like

the Mississippi it drains, in its winding course

of 3000 miles, a vast extent of country, m
some parts fertile, well cultivated, and thickly

strewn with towns and villages. Chin-Kiang,

"Departmental Elver City," is the first of

note, the grand canal entering here, and there

being a concession and consulate. Eich and

prosperous twenty years ago, it is now almost

in ruins from the devastations of civil war.

Forty miles above this is Nankin, once the

metropolis of the empire. The tombs of the

Ming dynasty, and the ruins of its ancient

walls, thirty-five miles in circuit, attest its

former grandeur. There is nothing in the

Campagna of Eome, except the aqueducts,

which so much impresses the mind with the

magnitude of the works of other days as do

the surroundings of this Chinese city.

Eecently it was the headquarters of the

Taiping rebels, and suffered more than any

other place upon the river along the course of

which was the principal theatre of the war.

Above Nankin the scenery improves. Some-

times the lowlands extend back as far as the

eye can reach, and again ranges of hills pres-

ent themselves, bringing to mind the heathery

highlands of Scotland. Anon an escarped

bluff rises directly from the water's edge, and

in one place the river flows between two ab-

rupt rocky promontories, called the Pillars, in

one of which the treasure of the Taipins^

said to be concealed. Near Poyang lake the

scenery is bold and grand. The " Little Or
phan," a conical rock surmounted by a Chinese

temple, rises 2.50 feet high from the surface of

the stream. Higher up the river the shores

are still more grand, the hills and rocky head-

lands rising precipitously on both sides. The
country becomes more tame as Hankow is

approached, appearing thickly populated and

productive.

The Divinity of Christ—Two ofDr. Priestly's

followers, eminent men, once called on an

aged member of the Society of Friends, to

ask what was his opinion of the person of

Christ. After a little consideration, he

plied :
" The apostle says, We preach Christ

crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block

(because they expected a temporal Messiah)

to the Greeks foolishness (because he was
crucified as a malefactor) but unto them
which are called, both Jews and Greeks,

Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of

God. Now, if you can separate the power of

God from God, and the wisdom of God from

God, I will come over to your opin"

They were struck dumb, and did not attempt

to utter a single word in reply.

Truthfulness is a corner-stone in character

and if it be not firmly laid in youth, there will

always be a weak spot in the foundation.

OUE MASTER.
BY JOHN G. WHITTIEE.

Immortal love, forever full,

Forever flowing free.

Forever siiared, forever whole,

A never-ebbing sea

!

Our outward lips confess the name
All other names above

;

Love only knoweth whence it came,

And comprehendeth love.

Blow, winds of God, awake and blow

The mists of earth away !

Shine out, O Light Divine, and show

How wide and far we stray !

Hush every lip, close every book,

The strife of tongues forbear
;

Why forward reach, or backward look,

For love that clasps like air ?

We may not climb the heavenly steeps

To bring the Lord Christ down

:

In vain we search the lowest deeps,

For Him no depths can drown.

No holy bread, nor blood of grape.

The lineaments restore

Of him we know in outward shape

And in the flesh no more.

He Cometh not a king to reign
;

The world's long hope is dim
;_

The weary centuries watch in vain

The clouds of heaven for him.

Death comes, life goes ;
the asking eye

And ear are answerless

:

The grave is dumb, the hollow sky

Is sad with silentness.

The letter fails, and systems fall,

And every symbol wanes

;

The Spirit over-brooding aU
Eternal Love :

And not for signs in heaven above

Or earth below they look,

AVho know with John his smile of love,

With Peter his rebuke.

In joy of inward peace, or sense

Of sorrow over sin.

He is his own best evidence.

His witness is within.

No fable old, or mythic lore.

Nor dream of bards and seers.

No dead fact stranded on the shore

Of the oblivious years
;

But warm, sweet, tender, even yet

A present help is he:

And faith has still its Olivet,

And love its Galilee.

The healing of his seamless dress

Is by our beds of pain
;

AVe touch him in life's throng and press,

And we are whole again.

Through him the first fond prayers are said

Our lips of childhood frame.

The last low whispers of our dead

Are burdened with his name.

O Lord and Master of us all;

Whate'er our name or sign,

We own thy sway, we hear thy call,

We test our lives by thine.

The History of The Peach.—The following

facts relative to this delicious fruit are taken

from Fulton's work on Peach Culture. " The

peach is supposed to be a native of Persia, and

its botanical name refers to that origin. It is

known to have flourished in both Persia and

China at a very early period, and was highly

valued in both countries. It has often been

found growing spontaneously in Asiatic Tur-

key. It is mentioned by Pliny and several
j

other classical writers, and many anecdotes
|

are related of the veneration and even super

Btition with which it was regarded by the
!

Asiatics. It is not mentioned in the Bible, i

but its congener, the almond, is mentioned

several times, and as early as the days of Ja-

cob. And we find, when he was preparing <

his present for the governor of Egypt, he com-

manded his sons to take "myrrh, nuts, and

almonds" as a gift, showing the esteem m
which it was then held. Again, m the di-

rections for making the golden candlestick

among the ornaments, the myrtle and ahnond

are mentioned as of the chief.

The peach, like civilization itself traveled

from this centre westward into Europe, and

we find it mentioned in Eoman history in the

reign of the Emperor Claudius. It was highly

valued by the patricians of Eome, and was

cultivated by them as one of their_ choicest

luxuries. It is still a standard tree in Italy.

It was introduced into England from Italy,

about the middle of the sixteenth century,

and has been cultivated there as an exotic

ever since. Her cool, moist climate, however,

prevents its general cultivation, and it is only

grown on walls or under glass, and the fruit

is seldom seen except on the tables of the

aristocracy. , I

Even in France, where the climate is much

milder, it is not always reared without pro-^

tection, and the fruit has never gone in to geTi-'

eral use, but is a delicacy confined to the

wealthy alone, the cultivation being confined

principally to gardens.

In China it is extensively cultivated in the

o-ardens of the rich, and has attained an extra-

ordinary size. But of their manner of propa-

>Tation and culture but little is known, owing

to the exclusive policy heretofore pursued by

that ancient empire. Now, since its amelior-

" LOVEST THOU ME."
" Lovest thou me ?" I hear my Saviour say.

Would that my heart had power to.answer, " Yea,

Tliou knowest all things, Lord, in heaven above

And earth beneath; thou knowestthat I love."

But 'tis not so ; in word, in deed, in thought,

I do not, cannot love thee as I ought.

Thy love must give the power, thy love alone

;

There's nothing worthy of thee but thine own.

Lord, with the love wherewith thou lovest me,

Reflected on thyself, I would love thee.

Montgomery,

ation, among the many other benefits hope

for a more accurate and complete knowledg

of the peach is one. The Chinese are great '

gardeners, and much affect the curious in hor-

ticultural as in other arts, and we may expect

to learn much that is interesting, if not usetul.

We know already that they produce peaches

of very large size, and two, at least, of rare

ghape,—the Chinese Flat, and Crooked Peach.

With this beginning, we will not be surprised

at still more curious developments. The curi-

osity, ingenuity, and enterprise of our coun- !h

trymen will soon discover whatever may be

known. .A
It is to our credit that the United States is

|

the only country in the world that, either in

ancient or modern times, has produced peaches j-

in sufficient quantities to allow them to become

a common marketable commodity ;
so cheap

that the poor as well as the rich may regale
'

themselves and their families with one ot the ';

most wholesome and delicious of fruits at a

very small expense, and with every prospect

that they will still be more abundant and

cheap." ________

Unity ofpurpose brings certainty of success,
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xtiiicts from the Journal of Mary Capper

As rest to the weary traveller, so is true

il lie to the deeply exercised mind."
i iielieve some of usare temptetl to think

h- unless we appear to take some active

in Truth's service, we may bo looked
1 by others, and perhaps by ourselves, as

388, lifeless members; but far otherv

y judgment at this time. The humble,
cnt traveller, who bears the burden of the

d, until the right time comes for deliver-

,
(when the message will be accompanied
measure of power and authority,) assur-

works essentially for the general good."

I note down, as a watchword for myself,

I am this day made sensible that there

eed to watch ; and most especially in

18 of favor, for here is danger of sliding

a state of ease. I have this day felt the

•oofs of instruction in my own mind, for

being sufficiently guarded in my conduct
xrd strangers. There is a propensity in

natures to be open and unreserved
;
but

ish to be thankful for the gentle, internal

ition, and to remember that it is needful

e prudent, especially when thus engaged
he service of the great cause of Truth

;

innocent cheerfulness, if not strictly

ded, may lead to inconvenience."
Some tender cautions were given, with
ect to those benevolent associations, in

3h members of our Society are now so

ipicuous. There was a fear in some minds,
; while they rejoiced in the spreading of
(pledge, the distribution of the scriptures

the instruction of the poor, lest a danger
it secretly lurk in the pleasure received
I eloquent speeches, and flowing language,
le public meetings of these associations

;

cially lest our dear friends should there-

their relish for simplicity, and be gra-

ly drawn from the love of silent waiting,
rein they may know Jesus to be in the
t, teaching as man never taught; and by
n we have access to the Father."
While many are running to and fro in the
h, in order that knowledge may be in-

the retired humble Christian believ-

(vho finds no power to go forth, and can
rejoice with trembling, may by secret
sincere prayer, be instrumental in the
lotion of truth and righteousness."

Humilitj' and contrition of spirit seem the
' safe dwelling place while we are clothed
these poor corruptible bodies

; and we
[ find that there is great need of patience
the end of our Christian j)ilgrimage."

—

nds' Library.

dian Gratitude.— Dr. Dwightin his travels

^ew England, states, that soon after the
ty of Litchfield began to be settled by
English, a strange Indian arrived at an
and asked the hostess, as the evening
advancing, to provide him with some re-

ament; at the same time observing, that
1 failure in hunting he had nothing to pay,
promising payment whenever he succeed-
The plea was, however, in vain ; the

,es8 loaded him with opprobious epithets,

declared that it was not to throw away
earnings on such creatures as himself, that
worked so hard. But as the Indian was
it to retire, a man who sat by directed

,ess to supply his wants and promised
full remuneration,
soon as the Indian had finished his sup-

per, he thanked his benefactor and assured
him that ho should remember his kindness.
The friend of the Indian had occasion, some
years after, to go into the wilderness between
Litchfield and Albany, where he was taken
prisoner by an Indian scouting party and
carried to Canada. On his arrival at the
principal settlement of the tribe, it was pro-
posed by some of the captors that ho should
be put to death ; but, during the consultation,
an old woman demanded that he should be
given up to her, that she might adopt hini for
a son who had been lost in the war. Accord-
ingly he was given up to her, and he passed
the succeeding winter in her family.

While, in the course of the following sum-
mer, he was at work alone in the forest, an
unknown Indian came and asked him to go
to a place he pointed out on a given day; and
to this he agreed, though not without some
apprehension that mischief was intended.
From some cause the first engagement of the
Indian was not kept, but he repeated his visit,

and on repairing the second time to the ap-
pointed spot, he found the Indian provided
with ammunition, two muskets and two knap-
sacks ; he was ordered to take one of each,
and he followed his conductor under the per-
suasion that, had he intended him injury he
might have despatched him at once. In the
day time they shot the game that came in

their way, and at night they slept by the fire

they had kindled
; but the silence of the In-

dian, as to the object of their expedition, was
mysterious and profound. After many days
had thus passed, they came one morning to
the top of an eminence, from whence they
observed a number of houses rising in the
midst of a cultivated country. The Indian
asked his companion if he knew the ground,
and he eagerly said, " It is Litchfield." His
guide then recalled the scone at the inn some
years before, and bidding him farewell, ex-
claimed, " I am that Indian ! now you may
go homo."

Sayiug "Good Things."

It is a great temptation for a person who
has said " a good thing" which was appre-
ciated in society, to try it over and over again.
In fact, after a few lucky hits of this sort, he
is apt to regard himself as a wit, and value
himself highly on this account. He will make
t henceforth a study to raise a laugh by his

sharp remarks.
But the character of a wit is not one of the
good gifts," which wo should "earnestly

covet." Pleasantry may serve very well for

the spice of conversation, but when it is made
the substance of it, it is neither wholesome
for the speaker nor the hearer. Nothing
hort of absolute vice destroys the vigor and

elasticity of the mind like constant jesting.

It degrades all the moral sentiments also, to
make every occurrence the subject of mirth.
It soon alienates a man from his best friends,

for the habitual jester cannot be made to see
the indelicacy, to say nothing of the unkind-
noss of aiming a jest at the weak point of his
friend. He seems to assume that it will not
sting because ho does it, or that for the same
reason it will be overlooked.
No one likes to be ridiculed even in the

slightest degree, and the finer the sensibilities

and culture, the keener will the dart pene-
trate. The practice of using such weapons
often, soon blunts the delicacy of perception,

and a person will not spare the feelings of
even those he prizes most.

It is not the way of happiness to be always
abounding in mirthfulness. " The end of that
mirth is heaviness."

All are fiimiliar with the story of the melan-
choly, despairing" man who came to a great
physician for a remedy for his mental suffer-

" Go to hoar Carlini," said the physician,
" He will make 5-ou laugh, and do you more
good than any medicine of mine."

" Alas," said the miserable patient, " I am
Carlini

!"

The poor harlequin could convulse all Paris
with his jests, while he was dying of mental
despondency himself. What a commentary
on the satisfying character of such food for
the soul.

Do not set up for a wit unless you are will-
ing to sacrifice what makes life dearest, unless
you can afford to lose your own finer feelings,
your intellectual advancement, your happi-
ness, no doubt, for this world or the next.

It was a remark of Pascal's, that " to have
the reputation of saying good things was a
bad character."

—

Country Gentleman.

" Humility is an attribute of such antipa-
thy to the original constitution of our nature,
that no principle can possibly produce it in
its full extent, and bring it to its complete
maturity, but that of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. No spirit short of this can enable us
to submit our understanding, to subdue our
will, to resign our independence, to renounce
ourselves.

This principle not only teaches us to bow
to the authority and yield to the providence
of God, but inculcates the still harder lesson
of submitting to bo saved in the only way He
has appointed

; a way which lays pride in the
dust. If ever, in the true servants of God,
this submission is sometimes interrupted, if

we too naturally recede from it, if we too're-
lectantly return to it, it is still owing to the
remains of pride, the master sin

; a sin too
slowly discarded even from the renewed na-
ture. This partial conquest of the stubborn
will, this imperfect resignation, this impeded
obedience, even in the real Christian, is an
abiding proof that we want further humbling,
a mortifying evidence that our hearts are not
yet completely brought under the dominion
of our principles.

—

Hannah More.

Honesty of the Turks.—Keppel relates, in

his "Journey across the Balkan," that, in

the winter of 1828, a Turkish postman was
sent to some distant part with a considerable
sum of money in specie. The money, in such
cases, is carried in bags which the merchants
call "groupes." They are given to the post-
man, and without receiving any written docu-
ment as proof of the receipt. This man, on
returning from his journey, was applied to by
a French house for fifteen thousand piastres

;

a sum at that time equal to fifteen thousand
dollars. Ho made no attempt to evade the
demand, but immediately said, "I have doubt-
less lost the bag, and must therefore pay you
as soon as I can raise the money." After
maturely thinking of the loss, he returned by
the same road, quite confident that if any
Mohammedan should find the money it would
be returned to him. He had travelled nearly
the whole distance, when he arrived, in a very
melancholy mood, at a small, miserable coffee
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house, where he remembered to have stopped

a few moments on his way. He was accosted

at the door by the keeper of the house, who
called out to him, " Hallo, sheriff! when you
were here last, you left a bag, which I sup

pose to contain gold. You will find it just

where you placed it." The postman entered,

and discovered the identical bag, evidently

untouched, although it must have been left

exposed to the grasp of the numerous chanci

customers of a Turkish cafe.

Kidnapping in the South Seas.

Amongst the many wrongs of humanity
caUing for more attention than they receive

are the flagrant proceedings of English and
European traders towards the natives of the

coral islands of the Polynesian seas. Since the

assassination of President Lincoln the world

at large has practically regarded slavery as

a thing doomed to die if not already dead,

about which no further trouble need betaken.

It is true the vote for the African squadron

is still annually passed by Parliament, and
paragraphs occasionally appear in the news-

papers telling of the capture of slave-dhows

off the costs of Arabia. It is also true that

fearful accounts are at times published of

some tragedy in the Coolie traffic, like that

of the burning of the Dolores Ugarte with
its 600 victims. But these are looked upon
too much as "the workings of the sea after a

storm," to which little attention need be paid.

We are afraid this is by no means the case.

Some of the readers of The Friend know that

the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection

Societies have for years been asserting, and
showing reasons for asserting, that what is

euphoniously called the free labour immigra-
tion of natives from the islands of the South
Sea to (^lueensland and other colonies, is be-

coming, in fact has already become, an organ-
ised traffic in which many of the horrors of

the slave-trade are revived. This view has
from time to time been supported hj state-

ments from the missionaries, who complain,

not only that direct violence is done to the

islanders, but that untold mischief results

from these acts, in the suspicion with which
the natives are again learning to regard Eu-
ropeans. Having in many cases relinquished

the treachery of barbarism, they are_now fall-

ing back upon it for protection against the
treachery of civilization.

To those who hesitate from any cause to

acknowledge the existence of the cruelties

practised, and the great danger which is in-

volved in them to the morality and true pro-

gress of our colonies, the testimony of Captain
Palmer must have great weight.

It was in consequence of the complaints
which had at last penetrated, through surroun-
ding officialism, to headquaters, that Captain
Palmer, in command of her majesty's ship
Rosario, was ordered in the spring of 1869 to

sail for the South Sea Islands and institute in-

quiries into the alleged malpractices. His ac-

count of the cruise, and its results, shows the
writer to be a Christian gentleman as well as
a thorough sailor. There is no make-up a-

bout the book; it is scarcely less valuable for

its evident straightforwardness and simplicity,

than for the interesting statements it con-
tains. The Rosario first touched at the French
island of New Caledonia, where the Governor
took the opportunity of returning to the offi-

cers the expostulations formerly addi-essed
to his countrymen by the English on the evil
of the Coolie traffic. The French employ
native labor, but guard carefully against the
abuse of it.

Captain Palmer next sailed to Aneitum, the
headquarters of the Scotch Presbyterian mis-
sion. Here the natives knew too much for
the traders, who no longer find it worth while
to call ; but from several ofthe adjacent islands
men had been stolen, and the way of the mis-
sionaries was almost blocked up in conse
quence.

At all the islands visited, the missionaries,
chiefs, and natives were found very ready with
their complaints, and evidence of the violent
capture of natives was abundant. In some
cases it was acknowledged islanders had gone
on board the traders' vessels of their own ac
cord, but on the false understanding that
their absence was to be for one yam season
only. How far this was carried out may be
judged from the fact that at Erromanga,
whence several batches had been so taken,
some by force, and some by fraud, not a single
native has ever returned. The forcible seiz-

ures had generally been accomplished by
enticing the islanders to the ship under the
pretence of making purchases, and then sink-
ing the canoes and flinging their unhappy
owners down the hatchways. Numbers of
instances of this kind are recorded.

Captain Palmer afterwards sailed to Fiji,

which shares with Queensland the results of
this piratical trade. Fiji is a place under no
settled government, where every man seems
to do what is right in his own eyes. The
head planters, however, thought it desirable
to clear themselves from the " malicious" re-

ports spread abroad, and drew up a memorial
repudiating the charges brought against them;
this was followed by a public meeting to the
.same effect. Unfortunately the roughs did
not understand the importance of observing
an outward decorum, and one individual
moved that " This 'ere meeting do adjourn
for a drink." At that very lime the consul
complained that two vessels were away after
natives without a license.

A third vessel arrived during Captain Pal-
mer's stay at Fiji, and its history forms the
most instructive part of this informing volume.
The Daphne was a small schooner, first in-

spected and then licensed by the Queensland
Government, to procure fifty natives for three
of the settlers in that colony. She was " forty
eight tons register, fitted up precisely like an
African slaver, minus the irons, with 100 na-
tives on board," who had been brought a
twenty-one days' voyage from the New He-
brides. (It was afterwards found there had
been 120 persons on board.) " They were
stark naked, and had not even a mat to lie

upon
;
the shelves werejust the same as might

be knocked up for a lot of pigs—no bunks or
partitions of any sort." No interpreter was
on board, and the ship's papers were in-

correct and contradictory. Captain Palmer
therefore determined to seize the ship on a
charge of promoting the slave-trade. The
price of " niggers" had just gone up to £6 per
lead, and the owners were filled with emo-
tion at a charge of slavetrading being brought
against them. One man who had offered to
take the whole lot was moved to tears at the
idea of the natives being sent back, and the
feeling of the beach was one of general indig-

nation. Nevertheless a prize crew was put

eH

A

on board the Da2)hjie, and both vessels sail

to Sydney to try the fortunes of law.

We do not think the account of the leg

proceedings which followed, can be read wif

out a strong sense of indignation. The Co!

nial Government showed great reluctance

prosecuting, and the influence of the perao

interested "in the plantations was evident

very powerful. While waiting in expeciati

of " overwhelming evidence that should cc

vince the most sceptical," Captain Palmer:
ceived a letter from the crown solicitor,

;

minding him that even if an interpreter w
found, " there was no reason to suppose tb

any of the men themselves (the nativi

would prove competent to take an oath."
;

a friendly consul observed, " they were r

qualified to perjure themselves, like Chi
tians." The chief justice laid down that

would not be enough to show that artifice

falsehood had been used to induce the nati\

to enter into the contract ; nor could the n

rality of the proceeding be taken into cod

deration. The Daphne was therefore d

charged, and Captain Palmer was left lial!'

for the costs, amounting to £179. The o

ray of light in the whole transaction is, tb

the home government refunded these expt

ses, and gave Captain Palmer hib'promoti(

This apparently fruitless voyage will r

be in vain if it calls attention to the impeii

tive necessity of adapting the laws to suit ti

present moral evasions of them. The pr

tence of a contract with natives whose sta

ment is not admissible as evidence is transf

rent, and an immediate alteration of the li

is necessary.

—

London Friend.

Selects

"Bearone another's burdens. " There is

abating the claim, and no limit to the ap])lii

tion, of this law, while we linger in the fl

We need ever to carry these words bcfor

as we meet in ten thousand forms the sorrot

weaknesses, and errors of our brethren

long as there is an imperfection in any meml
of the body of Christ, there will be a burd

for every member to bear, from the bearing

which there is no legitimate escape. I try

vain to find something with which fitly to

lustrate a church in which every soul is o

dient to this injunction. I think of the oi

with every particle, ever}' fibre fitting its

to every other fibre, and all together flingi

back the fiercest blast. I think of the sev

sister, but very different, colors, cheerfa

supplying each other's deficiencies, and
their mutual help producing the beauti

rainbow. But all illustration fails. Then
nothing in nature equal to the task. I

beauty of such exhibition of divine love

man is too far superior to all other beautiealt^

be fairly set forth by any of them.

A Great Calamity.—One of the greatest (

amities the coal mining industry has ever 8

tained,—through fortunately attended w
loss of life,—was the destruction of I

pit of Maries, in France. One day in Apj

1866, some defects were noticed in the wo
tubing with which the shaft was lined. 1

three hundred workmen were ordered
|

leave the mine at once. Resolute men w
lown to repair the displaced joints, but
esult was only to create fresh breaks. Wi
n two days, while attempts at repair w

still being made, the planks gave way, one

one, and the water was heard to rush inij
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ily into the mine, which was 750 foot dee]),

jxperienced engineer resolved to investi-

the state of things. Believing he was

;
to certain death, he bade his friends

ell, saying, "I go where duty calls mo. "

descended with one companion. The
soon went out, and only by the un-

lin glimmer of the oscillating lantern

h hung from the bottom of the tub in

h they descended, did they perceive an

mous opening in the lining of the shaft,

ugh which the water rushed in torrents.

t us go up, again," exclaimed the brave

aeer, whoso hair turned white in this per-

descent, " the enemy is master of the

,tion, all hope of saving these workings is

Only a few hours, and the falling tor-

extondod from top to bottom ofthe shaft
;

sat crater, one hundred feet in diameter,

at the mouth of the pit ; engines,

)lding, and buildings, fell into it; the

d shook, and the timbering of the shaft

out sparks under the friction developed,

imjiortant mine had been in existence ten

Day and night, those to whom the

of it was intrusted had caused the work
on, and they had successfully overcome
e difficulties caused by the water. Yet
ivhole was lost in two days; and it was
by the merciful providence of God that

catastrophe did not suddenly overtake

hree hundred miners at their work, and
them no escape from a watery grave.

—

tian Weekly.

Exemplary Sister.—A short time since, a
Pastor arose in his pulpit, and made sub-

ially the following statement:
rethren and Sisters :— I have often won-

you also probably have, why a sin-

jlored sister should choose to remain in

ody, when there are several Churches of

wn color in our immediate vicinity ; but
now able to settle the matter satisfactori-

my own mind. She was obliged, a few
hs since, to go into the country to seek
jyment. Last week I received a letter

her, containing her quarterly contribu-

,0 " [naming a local missionary work in

3 the Church bore a part]. " Her income
two dollars per week, yet she sent me
dollars,—moi-e than one-tenth of it,

—

is one object, which I believe is more,
^portion to her ability, than the eontri-

n of any other member. The Lord evi-

y wills that she remain with us, as an ex-

of true Christian benevolence. "

. L. was confined for some time in the
's Bench Prison ; while his fortune, on
nt of a law suit, was unjustly withheld
him. During this distress he was obliged
1 his negro servant, that however pain-
his feelings, they must part; his difii-

:s being so great that he was unable to
for him the necessaries of life. The

), well known in the King's Bench Prison
3 name of Bob, replied, " No, master, we
ever part. Many a year have you kept
md now I will keep you." Accordingly
went out to work as a day laborer ; and
end of every week, faithfully brought

rnings to his master. These proved
Lent for the support of them both, until,

iw suit being ended. Dr. L. became pos-
1 of a large fortune. He settled a hand-
sum on his faithful servant.

For "The Friend."

The readers of " The Friend" may recollect,

that some tinie since two chiefs of the Kiowa
tribe of Indians were charged with the mur-
der of white men, and having been taken,

were sent, from the central Superintondency,

into Texas, where the crime was said to have
been committed, to be tried by the criminal

court. Having been convicted, they were
sentenced to bo hanged, and the time ap-

pointed for their execution.

In a communication addressed to the Pre-

sident of the United States by a committee of

the joint Committee of Friends on Indian
Affairs, this subject, with others, is thus al-

luded to.

" We were also requested to intercede with

thee for such intervention on thy part as may
be right and lawful, to prevent the execution

of the sentence of death recently passed upon
the Kiowa chiefs, Satanta and Big Tree, by
a court of the State of Texas. Wo are prompt-
ed to this by the antecedent history of the

race; by our opposition to the sacrifice of hu-

man life, and by a conviction that the reten-

tion of said chiefs as prisoners will be far more
effectual in securing the real objects of punish-

ment than will their execution.
" We apprehend that if they are executed,

the Kiowas will be very likely to retaliate,

and that citizens of the United States will be

the sufferers. We regard the delivery of said

chiefs to the authorities of Texas, instead of

their retention as prisoners of the United
States, as of very questionable propriety, and
therefore feel the more willing to press the

subject upon thy most serious attention.
" We were furthermore requested to call

thy attention to the fact, that a large number
of settlers, perhaps not less than a thousand,

have entered upon the lands within the In-

dian Territory, west of the present location

of the Osages, and north of the Arkansas
Elver. It seems to us very important that

the treaty stipulations of our government in

relation to the exclusion of white settlers from
the Indian Territory, should be faithfully ob-

served. Indeed we feel that the success of

the humane Indian policy so happily inaugu-

rated by thyself, depends to a very large ex-

tent upon the promptness with which our
government interferes to prevent the intru-

sion of unauthorized white settlers upon lands

that are sacredly pledged to the occupancy of

the Indians."
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Notwithstanding the age to which our Jou
nal has attained, we enter another year of

editorial duty with undiminished feeling of

the responsibility attached to our position

and with the same sense as heretofore, of the

difficulties with which the path before us con
tinues to bo environed.

We have never aimed at pleasing every
body, nor expected to satisfy at all times, or
in all things, the various tastes and the con
trariety of opinions entertained by tho numer-
ous readers of our pages. But wo can say in

entire honesty, that the endeavor has been
conscientiously maintained to present the
truth to our readers with strict impartiality,

and while discharging the obligation to ex-

pose and controvert what we believe to be
wrong and hurtful, we have aimed to do it in

the spirit of goodwill to all.

We desire to maintain the character of
" The Friend" in accordance with its original

design
; to keep it subservient to the support

and promulgation of tho doctrines and testi-

monies of the gospel as sot forth by Robert
Barclay and other of the original members
of the Society of Friends; as the Society has
held them since its rise, and as its faithful

members still hold them. Though many are
adopting some of the views of other profes-

sors instead of these doctrines, and many dis-

regarding and letting fall some of the testi-

monies Friends have ever held dear, yet we
are confident that being in accordance with
the immutable truth, and sanctioned by Divine
Wisdom, they will finally prevail over all op-

position.

In this day of shaking, though of seeming
ligious activity among the members in our

religious Society, when the foundation of

every one who is taking part in things be-

longing to religion, is made more or less ap-
parent, there must necessarily be trials hard
to bear, and difficulties that will perplex; but
f faith and heavenly charity are cherished as
they should be, those who continue through
ill to adhere to and act in accordance with
the principles and practices which Friends
were raised up to exemplify before the world,

will be preserved and upheld by tho invisible

arm of almighty power, and the day will again
come when the Lord will give the word, and
great will be the company of those who will

publish it.

This is our belief and the ground of our
hope, and with christian love for all, and un-

kind feelings towards none, it is the desire,

d will be the effort of " The Contributors
to the Friend," to do nothing that may retard

the coming of that day, but to throw in their

mite towards hastening its arrival.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The most recent dispatches from Persia

conclusively contradict the recent palliative .statements

of the Persian Minister in London. The Persian gov-
ernment is interrested in underrating the consequences
of tfie famine, since they have been in great measure
tlie result of its own oppressive maladministration.
Throughout the rice growing provinces there had

been a complete failure of the crop owing to the drought.
Large and formerly populous districts are now without
inhabitants. Disease, as is usually the case, followed
famine, and the inhabitants were suffering fearfully

from cholera, fever and small pox. The cattle plague
is raging also in tha districts where any cattle are still

left to be preyed upon. In Ispahan 27,000 persons had
already died, and the mortality was undiminished. In
Mazanderan and other places where the famine first

assumed alarming proportions, the destruction of hu-
man life has been far greater than at Ispahan.

In the French Assembly on the 19th, the committee
on the army bill made a report, recommending its pass-

age. The bill, as returned to the House, makes mili-

tary service compulsory ; allows no one the right to

procure a substitute
;
prohibits soldiers from voting in

political elections, and dissolves the National Guard
throughout the country.

It is reported that the As.sembly will remain at Ver-
sailles. A certain number of government officers, how-
ever, will be removed to Paris.

The German forces, on the 19th, were withdrawing
from the neighborhood of the fortifications nortli and
east of Paris.

The number of deaths in Paris last week was 828,

including one from cholera.

The French Minister of Finance has gone to Ger-
many for an interview with Prince Bismarck relative

to the evacuation of French territory by the German
troops. The French journals continue to report out-
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rages committed by the Germans in France. Difficul-

ties have arisen at"Berlin in respect to the evacuation

of four departments of France still held by the Ger-

mans. The French government has in consequence

refused to admit Alsatian produce to French markets,

until after the German troops leave tlie soil of France.

A Berlin dispatch says: "If the French ofFers to

make early payment of the indemnity are fulfilled, and

there be no untoward disturbance of peaceful relations,

the withdrawal of the German forces from French ter-

ritory will soon commence.
The cholera continues its ravages at Konigsberg, and

is gradually extending to other places. At Suwalki,

Poland, a town of 6000 inhabitants, there had been 443

cases, up to the 17th inst., 83 of which terminated in

death.

In the British House of Lords, on the 18th, the Lord

Chancellor and Viscount Halifax defended, in the most

vigorous manner, the measures pressed by the govern-

ment at tlie present session of Parliament, especially

those providing for the use of the ballot at elections,

and for the regulation of the army.
In the House of Commons the government has been

severely assailed for the use it has made of the royal

prerogative on the purchase question, one member de-

claring that the continuance of the purchase system was

to be preferred to its abolition by such an abuse of the

prerogative. The Attorney General defended the ap-

plication of the royal prerogative in this case, but added

that the Queen had practically announced her resolu-

tion never again to interfere. Gladstone declined to

enter into any controversy on the subject on account of

the amount of unfinished business before the House
Heavy thunder storms have caused much damage

the crops in the west of England.

Queen Victoria ha-s gone to her favorite residence at

Balmoral, Scotland

The Scotch crops are all excellent. The herring

fishery on the coast of Ireland has been unusually suc-

cessful, and the fact has caused great rejoicing among
the poor.

King Victor Emanuel has appointed General Men-
enabrea arbitrator, on the part of Italy, in the case of

the Alabama claims. The Arno river has been swelled

to a flood by the melting snows in the Appenines, and
has caused great destruction to the crops, &c., by its

overflow.

Gortschakofi", the Kussian Minister, publishes a re-

port of what passed between him and the Evangelical

deputation, at their late interview. He says, having

heard them, he replied that their mission had the ap-

pearance of interference in the domestic aflairs of

Kussia; that he could permit no foreign intervention

whatever, and that the Russian government could not

tolerate a shadow of intervention, from whatever side

it came. He first accepted the address of the American
delegation to hand to the Emperor, but afterwards re-

quested them to withdraw it, which they did.

The Spanish government have, at the expressed de-

The international postal money order systi

goes into eflect between the United States, Gn
and Germany, in the 10th mo. next, will, it ii

ultimately include Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
The ship canal through the .St. Clair flats, above

Detroit, has been finished, and is now in use. It is a

mile and a half in length, and between 300 and 400 feet

wide. It was three years in construction and cost

$428,000.
An arrangement has been concluded between the

United States and Germany, to take effect on the 1st of

Tenth mo. next, which reduces the rate of international

postage for pre-paid letters exchanged between the two
nations, to seven cents for each letter of half ounce or

under. The reduction applies to letters only.

The total population of the United States, according
to the last revision of the tables in the Census Office, is

38,549,987, an increase of 7,106,676 in the last ten

years.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 21st inst. New York.—American gold, 112f.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 119; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 114^; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 114^. Superfine flour, $4.95 a $5.30
;

finer brands, $5.40 a $8.40. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.37 a $1.39 ; red western, $1.40 a $1.44; amber do.,

$1.45 a $1.50 ; white Genesee, $1.55. Iowa barley, 75
cts. New Ohio oats, 47 a 50 cts. ; Jersey, 37 a 40 cts.

Rye, 90 cts. Yellow corn, 70 cts. ; southern white, 87

cts.; western mixed, 67J cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton,

18J a 19 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine

flour, $4.75 a «5 ; finer brands, $5.25 a $8.25. New
western red wheat, $1.32 a $1.37 ; amber, $1.40 a $1.4

Eye, 70 cts. Yellow corn, 70 cts. ; western mixed, 68

cts. Western oats, 41 a 46 cts. Lard, 9J a 9| cts,

Timothy seed, $3.25 a $3.50. Flax-seed, $1.95. The
receipts of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard were
2390 head. Choice sold at 7 a 7J cts.; fair to good, 5J
a 62 cts. and common 3J a 5 cts. per lb. gross. The
receipts of sheep were about 20,000 head, and the

sales at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross. Hogs sold at 7

cts. per lb. for corn fed. Si. Louis.—Superfine flour,

$3.80 a $4 ; family, $4.25 a *4.50. Extra winter, $4
a $5.10. No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.26 a $1.27. Mixed
corn, 41 a 41^ cts. Oats, 33 a 33J cts. Barley, 74 a 7S

cts. 3IUwaukie.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.13; No. 1

f 1.15.V. No. 2 oats, 30J cts. No. 2 corn, 46J cts. No,

2 rye, 58 cts. No. 2 barlev, 63,V cts. Chieago.—'So. 2

spring wheat, $1.12 a $1.14'. No. 2 mixed corn, 46| cts.

No. 2 oats, 30h cts. Omcmnoii.—Family flour, $5.40 a

$5.60. Red wheat, $1.12 a $1.16. Corn, 51 a 52 cts,

Oats, 30 a 38 cts. Lard, 8J cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from James Scarlet, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from

William Settles, 111., $2, vol. 45 ; from Isaac Hall, Pa.,

$2, vol. 45, and for Jacob Roberts, $2, vol. 45 ; from
Daniel Green, lo., per Jos. Hall, Agent, $2, to No. 26,

vol. 45; from Jos. Warrington, M. D., N. J., $2, vol.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on Seeo

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends who
tend to enter their children for the coming terru,

requested to make early application to Aaron Sha;
.

LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P. O., CI
j

ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treasu;

No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

of the French Cabinet, consented to the extradition 4.5. from Sarah Leeds, N. J^, $2, vol. 45; from Benj'n
of the Communists found on Spanish soil. One of the

^^^f Passmore, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 45, and for Rebecca
leaders of the Commune has been arrested and delivered Larkin, Sarab Larkin, Caleb E. Thomas, Harvey
up to the French authorities. I Thomas, Rebecca Trimble, and Rachel Hill, $2 each
A committee of the International Society has ad-

1 yoi. 45^ and for Amanda Gallemore, O., $2, vol. 45
dressed a letter to tlie Spanish Minister, Zorilla, des-

cribing the character, extent and purposes of the or-

ganization. It denounces the existing order of things

as false and hollow, being maintained only through

brute force. Tlie letter avows the hostility of the so-

ciety to the government, yet complains of the persecu-

tion of its members by the authorities.

A heavy typhoon at Kaba, Japan, on the 4th ult.,

caused the loss of 400 lives. Several vessels were also

wrecked, including the Pride of the Thames.
The British Parliament was prorogued by royal

commission on the 21st inst., and adjourned to 11th

mo. 7th next. The Queen's address, read on the occa-

sion, contained but little of importance. After refer-

ring to the results of the war in Europe, and expressing

satisfaction with the Treaty of Washington, the address

states that Canada will be advised to a.ssent to the rati-

fication. Objection is made to the changes in commer-
cial intercourse desired by France.

It is stated that the potato blight has developed to

an alarming extent in Ireland, giving rise to serious

apprehensions for tbe crop.

London, 8th mo. 21st.^Consols, 93|. U. S. bonds,

1865, 93 ; ten-forties, 90J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8J- a 9d. ; Orleans, 9J a

9ld.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 360. There were 47

deaths of cholera infantum, 2 of cholera morbus, and 1

of cholera, of consumption 42, old age 17.

from Maria Pusey, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from Sarah Greene,

R. I., $2, vol. 45 ; from Elizabeth J. Richards, Citv!

$2, vol. 45 ; from Alfred King, Agent, N. Y., $2, vo"l,

45, and for Geo. Baker, Samuel Simkin, Francis Armi-
stead, Gilbert Weaver, Abiel Gardner, Susan King, and
Earl Hallock, $2 each, vol. 45; from Benj'n Sheppard,
N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Rachel M. Thorp and William
Thorp, City, $2 each, vol. 45 ; from Daniel J. Morrell,

Pa., ai-2, vol. 45 ; from Charles S. Folwell, City, $2, vol.

45; from Sarah North, Pa., $2, vol.;45; from Elizabeth

M. Cope, Pa., #2, vol. 45 ; from Joel Harlan, Pa., $2,

vol. 45 ; from Hannah Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from
Caleb Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from Henry R. Post,

L. I., $2, vol. 45 ; from Lydia G. Allen, Geo. B. Allen,

and Nathan Garrett, Pa., Rowland J. Dutton, N. J., J.

G. Allen, M. D., and Richard J. Allen, City, $2 each,

vol. 45 ; from Richard E. Ely, Pa., $2. vol! 45 ; from
Gilbert Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 45, and for Lucy Cope, *2,

vol. 45 ; from Lydia A. Hendrickson, N. J., »2, vol. 45
;

from Wm. A. Robinson, R. I., $2, vol. 45 ; from Sam'l
P. Leeds, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Stephen H. Foster,

HI., $2, vol. 45 ; from Amos Lee, Pa., per Jesse Hall,

P. M., *2, vol. 45 ; from Isaiic Yarnall, Pa., $2, vol. 45,

and for William Webster, $2, vol. 45 ; from Charles L.
WiUits, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Charles Cooper, Pa.,

$2, vol. 45 ; from Isaac Fiske, M. D., Miuss., $2, vol. 45

;

from Jacob Edge, Pa., $2, vol. 45.

Remittances received after Fourth-day'viorning will Twt

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORS
PERSONS.

Principal and assistant teachers are wanted for tH >
schools, to open about the first of Tenth month. 1

Application mav be made to

Elton is. Giffbrd, No. 28 North Third Sli

Richard J. Allen, No. 614 Wood St. 1

Thomas Elkinton, No. 118 Pine St.
;

Geo. J. Scattergood, No. 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. ,'

A Stated Meeting of- the Committee on Instb

TION is to be held at Philadelphia on Seventh-i

morning, the 26th instant, at 10 o'clock.

Charles J. Allen, Cleri

Eighth mo. 15th, 1871.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS. J

These schools, under the care of the four MonI
Meetings of Philadelphia, re-open after the surd
vacation on Second-day, 9th mo. 4th, 1871. The &.
School, on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under

care of Zebedee Haines as Principal. The Girls' Schi

on Seventh St., below Race St., is under the car(

Margaret Liglitfoot. There are also two Prioi

Schools for the elementary instruction of those chil(|

who are too young to atte'nd the higher schools ; t

which is held in Meeting-house at the corner of

and Noble streets, and the other in the Boys' S

building on Cherry St.

The attention of Friends residing in this city a

neighborhood, is particularly invited to these sc

In the principal ones the children may acquire a lib(

education embracing a considerable variety of the (

ful branches of study, at a moderate cost ; and in

primary schools the pupils are well grounded in th

of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for the admissioi

children should be made early in the session, and (

parents returning children to the schools should

them at the beginning of the term.

WANTED,
A Teacher for the Classical Department of the j

School at Westtown : to commence his dutie

open'ng of the next Ses.sion, on the first of the Ele
month. Application to be made to

Joseph Passmore, Goshen, Chester cod
Samuel Morris, Olney, Philadelphia,

Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race str&

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IXDI
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wantei'

charge of this Institution, and manage the V:

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester r.. .]

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Phihi.l, ii'

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., dn.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, il i.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philmhlphi 1

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua II. \\'0B

TGTON, M. D.
_ _

]

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the 1'. aii

Managers.

Died, at his residence in Fayette county, I'a.,

Seventh-day evening, the 24th of Sixth monlh, 1

Jesse Cope, a member of Providence Particul.-ir M
ing, in the 60th year of his age. Being of a nuek
humble spirit, he was enabled to bear his sufleri

with great patience and resignation. Near his oloa

requested his family to give him up freely, and to
j

for him a poor departing creature, .saying, " Tliy

be done, Oh Lord!" His mind was |.i-,xi \nl
and clear to the last. His removal i~ .l..i>lv fel

his family and friends
;
yet he has lili ihim ilioi

soling assurance that their loss is his iti rn:il naiii.

, in West Bradford, Chester Co., Pa., on the I

of Eighth month, 1871; Camilla Embree, widoi

the late John Embree, in the 69th year of her ag

member of Bradford Monthly and Particular Jleel
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Hot Springs of New Zealand.

In tho account of a journey made by Her-
rt Meado, in 18()2 and 1863, to Lake Taupo
the intorioi- of the northern i.sland of New
aland, are pre.'ierved some interesting par-

3ulars of the hot springs and other signs of

)lcanic disturbance, which are spread over
considerable portion of that country.

Ohinemutu, on the southern shore of Lake
otorua, is " built in the very midst of the

3t springs, which surround what is con-

d by one who has seen also those of

joland, the largest geysers in the world, and
I infinite number of hot springs; so that,

:cept (luring a strong southerly breeze, the

habitants live in a perpetual cloud of steam.

The Maories [natives] aver, however, that

lis atraos])here is hy no means unhealthy
human beings, though it drives away all

osquitoes, sandflies, and vermin; whilst the

arm and highlj^-mineral baths, which are

ose at hand, in every direction, are a sov-

eign remedy for cutaneous and many other
iseases.

The whole village is built'fm a thin crust

F rock and soil, roofing over one vast boiler.

!ot springs hiss and seethe in every direc-

on ;
some spouting upwards and boiling with

greatest fur}-, others merely at an agree-

ble warmth. From every crack and crevice

urt forth jets of steam or hot air, and the
pen bay of the lake itself is studded f:ir and
ear with boiling springs and bubbling steam
its. So thin is the crust on which these men
ave built their little town and lived for gen
rations, that in most places, after merely
rusting a walking-stick into the ground be
eath our feet, steam instantly followed its

thdrawal.
" Nature is here the iJublic cook. Food is

oiled by being hung in a flaxen basket in one
f the countless boiling pools; nature also

nding salt. Stewing and baking are per-

armed by simply scraping a shallow hole in

he earth, wherein to place the pot, and cover-
ig it up again, to keep the steam in; or by
urying the food between layers of fern and
arth in one of the hot-air passages. The great
termittent and annual geyser, ' Waikite,'

arsts out of the midst of a narrow arm of
he bay, which nearly dividps the town.

"In an open space in the middle of the set-

tlement, stone flags have been laid down,

which receive and retain the heat of the

ground in which they are sunk. This is the

favorite lounge ; and here at any hour of the

day, but especially when the shades of even-

ing are closing round, all the rank and fashion

of^'Ohinemutu may be seen wrapped in their

blankets, luxuriously reclining on the warm

stones.

"Before turning in for the night we went

down to bathe in the warm lake, piloted by

a native with a light; for it is no easy matter

to o-et about here in tho dark, from tho im-

mense number of deep, boiling pools, and

places where the apparently firm crust will

not bear a man's weight.
" Indeed, not long ago three unhappy peo-

ple actually fell into one of these boiling cal-

drons, and were cooked in a trice. Stray

horses frequently meet with the same horrible

ite.

" On exploring some of the adjacent shores

of the lake we found many more hot springs

of different sorts, with sulphur in great quan-

tity and purity. Whilst walking on what

seemed to bo hard, dry, firm ground, the

treacherous crust gave way and let mo into a

hot-water spring, only knee-deep and not hot

enough to take the skin ofl".

" We have been very fortunate in tho date

of our arrival, for the great geyser commenced

playing this very morning for the first time

this season.

"It continues to increase in strength ancj

frequency, till it culminates in February, and

than gradually dies away again before the

winter. At present the eruption occurs with

great regularity every twelve minutes, and

lasts about twenty-five seconds.

"A vast volume of boiling water, surround

ed by glittering jets of spray and curling

wreaths of steam, rises in one grand bouquet

to the height of 40 or 50 feet, an altitude

which it retains for some seconds, and then

slowly subsides into the bay whence it rose,

where it dies away in a surf of seething foam,

leaving huge banks of steam rolling slowly

up the dark hill-side. An exceedingly grand

'^'Bathed again this evening, but this time

at the fashionable hour of eight.

Young and old meet in the lake every

evening, almost the whole population taking

to the water, which is of an agreeable tem-

perature, like that of an ordinary warm bath,

all over the bay, except where the water boils.

The whole lake seemed alive, for the rising

steam prevented any more than the portion

containing the bathers being visible, and the

scene was a curious one.
" Prom every side were heard Maori songs

and shouts from the players at some native

game ; and joyous peals of laughter came ring-

ing along the surface of the water from be-

yond those misty veils.

" Apart from these revellers, there were a

few groups of staid old men, squatting up to

their chins in water and smoking their pipes

in conclave solemn."

After leaving this place our traveller visited

the neighboring lake of Eotomahana, and thus

describes a hot spring called by the natives

Te Tarata.
Te Tarata flows from a furiously-boiling

pool which fills a deep crater opening on the

side of one of the mountains surrounding tho

lake. The sides of the crater are lofty and

perpendicular, and its dark and frowning

walls afford a striking contrast to the huge,

towering column of glistening white steam

ever rushing upwards from its mouth.

"The size of the crater at the level where

the violence of the central action forces tho

boiling waves over the lower margin of the

pool, is probably about 60 feet by 80. The

water is of an intense and brilliant blue, the

reflexion of which slightly tinges part of

the column of steam ; but the action of the

vapor in escaping keeps the middle of the

pool perpetually raised in a cluster of foam-

ing hillocks, several feet above the general

level.
" From the mouth of the crater the wide-

spreading waters fall in thousands of cascades,

from terrace to terrace of crystallized basins.

The water from each successive pool escapes

in little curving jets to fill more numerous and

broader pools below, or falls in a curtain of

glittciing drops from the fringes of crystals

and glassy stalactites which form the margins

of all the basins and-terraces, and finally flows

into Eotomahana over a smooth, hard floor-

ing of a semi-transparent white glazed surface,

which paves the shores of the lake for a con-

siderable distance.
" The traveller may here select a swimming-

bath of any temperature he may prefer, from

a mild tepid one in the basins nearest the lake

to a heat several degrees above boiling point

at the crater. The depth of these pools varies

from 8 or 9 inches to as many feet ;
but in all

of them the chemical blue coloring of the

water is strong enough to bring out a vivid

contrast with the snow-white over-hanging

fringes. We could detect no smell arising

froiTL the caspade, but its taste brought to

mind the ' sky-blue' milk-and-water of school

days.
.

" The natives assured us that occasionally

Te Tarata discharges the whole of the water

from the crater in one tremendous explosion,

which must indeed be a magnificent sight,

but rather dangerous to any one in the neigh-

borhood.
"Skirting along the eastern shore ol tho

lake, every minute brought us to some fresh

wonder, differing entirely from the last
:
here,

a group of little mud volcanoes in full and

rather comical action ;
there, a furious, boiling

pool, clear as crystal, with periodical geyser

eruptions; or again, a miniature lake of cold

water of a brilliant green, surrounded by

miniature cliffs of pumice-stone and silica.
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" Now a basin of boiling mud of a dull

white, then a pink one, and then again a

black.

"Here a little geyser; there a solfatara,

with sulphureous fumes issuing from a yawn-
ing orifice incrusted with crystals of sulphur

;

or occasionally a fumarole, from whose crater

escaped a few fitful wreaths of smoke ;
while

from a thousand cracks and crevices in the

many-hued and decomposing rocks jets of

steam hiss forth.

"Thereareabouttwenty-fivelarge'ngawba,
as the natives term the hot springs of the Te
Tarata kind, scattered round the lake, and
manj- hundred smaller ones.

"The mud volcanoes, of which there are a

great number, might serve for miniature
models of Mount Etna or Vesuvius, with boil

ing mud in lieu of lava. They are mostly of

a sugar-loaf shape, rising from a flat surface

covered with a very thin, smooth crust of

naturally-baked earthenware ; some so small

that, standing at the base, we could peep
down the crater, wherein the mud or boiling

fuUer's-earth was beingeither violently thrown
or ' flopped' about in a manner which sug-

gested the notion of its containing some living

and sportive animal, or ejected altogether

after having been boiled into an almost im-

palpable paste.

"The red porcelain pavement extends to

the cold lake mentioned above, whose shores

and surface are so covered with floating and
stranded pumice-stones that it is difficult to

distinguish the outline of terra firma, till the

floating pumice has actually given way be-

neath one's feet and lot one into the lake be-

neath. Some of the earthenware is thinner
and more brittle than a teacup.

"There are two of these geysers about 100
yards apart, whose eruptions take place alter-

nately, one beginning to play the moment
the other ceases, and continuing in full action

for about ten minutes, when its neighbor's
watch begins again. Into one of these, named
the Whacanapa, some years ago there fell two
little children, who were boiled alive; and the

spot has been ' tapu' ever since.

"Every part of the valley not occupied by
the lake and rushes is covered with a hard
half-crystallized crust, as white as snow, and
strewn with various objects similarly incrust-

ed, so as to resemble a lake over whose frozen
surface had swept a snow-storm. The brittle-

ness of this crust and of the caking of baked
clay makes it necessary to step very gingerly,

and in some parts to place layers of brush-
wood to walk upon. Some of the waters have
the power of fossilizing wood and similar sub-
stances. Wo found a good-sized fossil tree
prostrate in the valley. Others merely cover
the objects over which they flow with a hard
white crust. So rapidly does this incrusta-
tion proceed, that, not very long ago a duck
was found completely imbedded in a half-

crystallized crust, which had preserved the
flesh perfectly sweet.

" Crystallized leaves and other objects of
beautiful and fantastic shapes, lay scattered
about in profusion, and we felt that the day
had been far too short when the lengthening-
shadows warned us to return : we could gladly
have spent a week or more in exploring the
many and ever-varied phenomena which al-

most every step disclosed.
" Our return route to the canoe led us again

across Te Tarata, just below the crater, when
we were greeted with a sight which defies

description, but will never be effaced from our
memories.
"The sun was just setting behind the som-

bre western hills. Above us were clouds,

orange, golden, and purple, of unusually warm
aud brilliant tints, even for an Australasian
sky; before us, acres an.l acres of water-ter-

races, such as might belong to some giant's

palace in Fairyland ; every ray of the sinking

sun caught and broken into a thousand pris-

matic hues by the countless crj'stals that hung
like lustres round the margins of the succes-

sive basins, or mingling in the blue waters
within them with the gorgeous reflexions of

the glowing clouds above.
" Lower still, as a foil to this glorious pic-

ture, lay the dark waters of the calm lake,

buried in the deep shade which the moun-
tains cast eastward, and motionless save where
the still surface was ruffled by the teeming
flocks of wild fowl. Beyond the lake, tower-
ing dark and sharp against the warm western
sky, rose the grim mountain ' Te Rangi
Pakaru,' with its great crater vomiting dense
clouds of sulphureous vapor."

An Epistle of Stephen Crisp's, exliorting Friends

to Diligence, and a living concern in Meetings
appointed for the Worship of God.

All Friends, every where, who have tasted

of the goodness of God, keep in the savor
thereof, and let not your minds be drawn away
from that which is living, for that which is

living cometh from above, and makes you
lively; but that which is corruptible, cometh
from the earth, and brings death with it over
your souls ; therefore, watch in diligence to

retain the savor of the life of truth, that j'ou

may live from a sense that Christ liveth in

you, who is the seed, the truth, the noble

plant, and grows and bringeth forth fruit in

you.

And all Friends, every where, who thus
keep and retain the savor of life in them, they
will come to feel daily quickenings thereby,

and will have power over the nature that is

dead in Adam to all good works, and especi-

illy to waiting upon G-od with a steadfast ^nd
stayed mind ;

nothing so hard as this to that

old and corrupt nature which is soon weary.
This is that nature, which cannot watch with
Christ one hour; but let his trials and suffer-

ever so great, this leads from watching
to sleeping, this hath no fellowship with the

seed of God in its suffering, and shall have
none in its dominion. And where this drowsy
nature stands nncrucified, it keeps you in the

weakness out of the power, and this brings

out of the savor and feeling of the goodness
of God, and so makes meetings unprofitable,

and as it comes through custom to be allowed
and submitted to, it leads into hypocrisy, that

is to say, into a professing to wait upon God,
and a presenting the body in the meeting, and
then letting the heart (which God requires)

depart far from him, even into the ease and
"berty of the flesh, in which the apostle said,

they that lived could not please God.
Therefore, dear Friends, I exhort you, con-

sider whatyou do when you assemble together,

and let it be in the name of Jesus, that is in

his power, not in the weakness, nor in the

fleshly or carnal mind, which is at enmity with
God, but in his name and power make war
with the fleshlj'-, and with the drowsy spirit

that lodgcth there, and in the fiiith overcome
t, and bo not overcome by it, for that is bond-

age : and hold your meetings in the spirit,

where every one is made alive and flourisheth

and grows in life and in dominion, and shinci

forth to the glory of God, and to the comfort
ing and refreshing one of another.
For as any one suffereth himself to be over

j

taken with sleep in a meeting, ho loseth the'

sense of the power of God, he becomes a grid,

to the diligent, and an evil example to the

negligent, and brings himself under the judif-

,

ment of God's power in his own conscience,

which when he awaketh riseth up again,st

him
; and also he is under the judgment of the

power in the whole meeting, which, when he

comes to a true sense of, will be no light thing;;!

and further, if any come in and see suub,

things among you, who make a profession of

an inward power, and an inward quickening
spirit, and a worship that is inward in- the

;

spirit and truth, herein such cause the narno^

of God to be dishonored, the way of truth to

be holden in little esteem, by such who know
it not in themselves, and a stumbling-block ia

hereby laid in their way to hinder them from
any further seeking after the truth. Oh,
Friends! consider these things, and be all dili-

gent in this matter, and let not that earthly
part have liberty, but let it be kept in the

cross till it dies, or else it will keep and hold,

you dead and insensible of God and one an
other. And this is it that hath hindered tb(

growth of many, namely, their carelessness ii

coming to meetings, and their slothfulnesi

when they are there. Therefore, for time t( >

come, let every one that bears the professi

of truth, be diligent in the work of God, an
be good examples to each other ; and obser
your time and hour of coming to meetin,

and set not one hour, and then come at a

other; and neglect not your week-day meet
ings, by reason of your outward occasion,

for that will not bring a blessing upon yoi

affairs, but let all things give way to the

vice of God, and then all things shall wor
together for good unto you, and there shal

be no lack of any thing that is good for you.

So, dear Friends, in the true love of Go('

have I written this unto you, as a word of

hortation, to stir up the pure mind in you all

and the God of power and strength give yo
of his might, and of his power to help you
all j^our necessities, and in all your combati
and strengthen your faith, in which, and b;

which the victory is obtained, which is th

desire of my soul for you all, who am you:

friend in the fellowship of the gospel.

Stephen Crisp,

Wonderful Cats.—It is on record that i

shoemaker in Edinburgh chanced to leave th<

door of a lark's cage open, of which the birc

took advantage to fly away. About an houi

afterwards, a cat belonging to the same per

son made its appearance with the lark
"

mouth, which it held by the wings over th<

back in such a manner that the bird had nol

received the least injur}'. After dropping th^

bird on the floor, the cat mewed, and looket

up to her master as if expecting his rocogni

tion on her cleverness. The writer has him
self observed many instances of a remarkabl
instinct in cats, and at the present time ha

one which every day knocks at the door-

sometimes modestly, sometimes with a sharj ,;i

double knock, like a postman, ocoasionall

vith a scries of raps, like a lady or a quie^
ingle gentleman. The door is half glass, an
the knocker low. The cat was not taugh

but acquired the trick by his own observati
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f chemical tests is almost beyond belief,

le drop of colorless liquid, added to a gal

colorless liquid, may instantly produco

defined red, or blue or yellow through-

e entire mass of the latter ;
aod yet, it

e less than a hundredth part of a grain

le solid substance in solution that is

to give such unmistakable evidence of

sence.

—

Journal of Chemistry.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildretl Ralcliff.

(Cuutinued from page 411, vol. xliv.)

10. 5th mo. Ist. Wo started on our

and got about seven miles, when
ig with some men who had been at the

they informed us we could not cross,

re again detained, yet I esteemed it a

hat my mind was kept quiet and easy

hstandiug our unpleasant situation
;

to stay at a dirty cabin, not only all

ay, but the next night, meetinj;; with

faro, not only in eating but in lodging,

rough all and over all, I think I may
elt easy in my mind, and was enabled

h all to give thanks.

Waited a while this morning to hear

act to the river. After a little time we
nformed we might pass over. At the

he poor waiting company seemed to

leir countenances cheered up, and we
: yet 1 felt a care on my mind, that I

take heed of these things raising too

mimation. For great has been my con-

lat nothing might raise me up too high,

mo down too low : so that I might
now an even walking in fear before

That through his mighty power, with-

ich I know I can do nothing, I may be

ejoice evermoi'e, and in everything

anks. I may say awful were my feel-

hen we came in sight of the rapid

Yet my confidence I thought was
shaken in Him, yea in Him alone, who
wer over the winds and waves. Blessed

ame, his care is still over all who trust

lile we waited on the shore for the

y mind being turned inward, I felt a

id evidence of His care, and that I need

dismayed at the foaming deep ; for that

safety should pass over it. I believed

acious promise, and felt safe in my
's hand. After we landed safely on

ler side, as I rode along my spirit was
in secret, and sang praises to the Pre-

of my life. There was a cry in my
) all created nature, to give thanks to

bo was, and is, and is to come : for he

for his mercy endureth for ever.

1. To-day we rode through much rain

tinued travelling the more constantly,

the creeks were rising fast. Indeed

1 this evening several dangerous fords,

rough all I could but admire the Lord's

sss in keeping ray mind quiet and satis

no words to set them forth : so that those who
have not experienced the like, could form but

a faint idea thereof Such poor pilgrims as

account not their lives dear unto themselves

for the truth and the gospel's sake, and have
in a greater or less degree to experience those

things, may sympathize with us in this Jour-

ney. Yet I tru3t I may say the name of

Israel's God was magnified above all.

"5th. To-day have had a pretty pleasant

travel. We parted with our kind pilot in

Fincaster. He would have us to dine with

him at his sister's. vSheand her husband were
very kind to us, poor travellers, though they

in appearance lived in great splendor.
' 6th. To-day we had pleasant weather,

and pretty good roads; so that notwithstand-

two of our horses were not quite well,

and myself poorly with a sickheadache, yet

through Divine mercy, after liding nearly'

forty miles, we got to a settlement of Friends.

"Vth, Being at a dear Friend's house to-

lay, we rested. O ! what cause of thankful-

ness have we, in taking a retrospective view I

May we not say, in the feeling sensation of

our hearts, Blessed be the name of the Lord
God for all his benefits! Praised and

adored be his worthy name for evermore; for

he is good ; his mercies endure forever.

"Sth. To-day we still have leave to rest

at our beloved friends, Elias and Hannah
Fisher. Oh I that all Friends every where
could be leavened into that spirit of pure love

wherein we met with these dear friends.

" 9th. We attended Ivy Creek Meeting, it

being their meeting-day.
" 11th. At Seneca Preparative Meeting,

where I felt a concern for the people of the

neighborhood, and had a meeting appointed

at four o'clock for them.
" 12th. Keturnod back to South river to

their Monthly Meeting. All these last were
hard, exercising meetings. My spirit mourned,
and was much oppressed. Although I labored

a little from motions of pure gospel love, I

found but little relief

"13th. Was again at South river. Although
the meeting was large, there being besides

Friends many others, yet I was quite shut up
as to the ministry. I thought great was their

anxiety for words; yet it had a tendency at

that time, as well I believe as at many others,

to shut up the gospel spring, and to cause it

to become a sealed fountain, which other

might have flowed as a refreshing stream to

the weary traveller. O! what a pity it is that

any should be so blind to their best interest,

as to be looking to the poor instrument, or

depending upon streams, instead of the main
Spring or Fountain Head."
That this is the frequent experience of

ministers in their travels hither and thither,

we have many testimonies. That it also tendi

to bring discouragement and close searching

of heart to the poor instrument, as well as a

degree of dearth to the meeting, there can

no doubt. Is it not a little humiliating that

any should be more attached to a measure of

grace in our fellow-worms, than to the un-

measurable, inexhaustible Fountain that is in

Christ Jesus ? Why are we not often remind-
ed and instructed in respect to this, of what
the poor aged colored man in effect said : If

the crumbs from the Master's table be so

sweet, what must the great loaf in glory be ?

Oh! when will the true Teacher—the source

of all-sufficiency in the heart—be sought unto
first and before all ? In whom are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge ; who is

able to do exceedingly abundantlj', above all

we can ask or think; and from whom every
living stream of fresh, sustaining grace and
help can alone emanate. May the Bride-

groom of souls, in His mercy, quicken us to a

heart-felt sense and experience that in Him
and in Him alone, are all the well-springs of

light, and life, and true joy. That with him
there is saving oil for all our lamps. Of whom
and through whom, and to whom are all

things; to whom be glory forever.

" 14th and 15th, rested amongst our friends:

yet I may say, mourning in spirit has been a

good deal my lot since I have been here, be-

cause of the slain of the daughter of my peo-

ple.

16th, 17th and 18th, continued my jour-

ney to the Yearly Meeting. Arrived on the

19ih, with a number of Friends from South
river, at the house of our kind friend, John
Stanton. Attended the Select meeting, where-
n was felt close exercise

;
some of us being

dipped into suffering with the suffering seed.

Some close hints were dropped, which if at-

tended to, might arouse the camp to dig deep,

that the hidden wedge of gold might be

found, which has long retarded Israel's travel

in Virginia as well as many other places. O
Virginia! Virginia! the land of my nativity,

how has my spirit secretly mourned over

thee, not only in days that are over and gone,

but now renewedly since my lot is cast with-

n thy borders, when on a visit from a distant

land I At my Muster's command I have cheer-

fully left my homo, and passed over many
rocks and lofty mountains, weak as my frame
is, in obedience to the God of my life. Unto
whom I desire to devote everj' moment ofmy
time, body, soul and spirit. For the sake of

the children of my Father's house, unto whom
I am now sent, I account not ray life dear

unto me, if I may, through the mighty power
of a long suffering God, arouse the camp to

action and to arms ;
that so the enemy may

not take you captive, and carry you back into

Babylon, out of which city ye were brought
as a people in the beginning. O Holy Fa-

ther! remember thy people Israel, and beau-

tify the place of thy feet, if consistent with
thy will and righteous judgments.

" 20th, were the public meetings for wor-

ship, which were large. Though we were a
good deal interrupted by the inconsiderate,

yet the power of God was, in a good degree,

triumphant over all. Praised and magnified

be his worthy name forever. Several lively

testimonies were borne in those two meetings,

which, to the pure in heart, were as refresh-

ing showers from Ilermon's top.

" 21st, 22d, and 23d, Friends were engaged
in transacting the affairs of the church, which
they were enabled to do in much love and
condescension, being gi-aciously favored, I

think it may be said, through the several sit-

tings thereof, with the overshadowing of the

Divine wing.
" This Yearly Meeting, I am ready to con-

clude, has boon a time of renewed visitation

from the Father of all our mercies. Several

messengers from different Yearly Meetings
attended it, and through the mighty power of

Him that sent us there, we were enabled, I

trust, to discharge the message committed to

us, 80 as to stand in a good degree clear of

the blood of all who attended it. Above all

vocal sounds, the sudden and unexpected

death of a dear brother, J. P., a member of
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this meeting, I thought might be said to sound
an awful alarm to us his surviving friends, to

set our houses in order for the certain change
from the visible to the invisible world. He
was at meeting on the 21st, and now gone
from the militant church, we trust to join the

glorious church triumphant, there to unite

with the spirits of the just made perfect, in

one continual song of praise, where the wick-

ed cease from troubling, and the weary are at

rest. How deep, how marvellous, O righteous

Fatlier, are thy works! How just and true

are all thy ways, thou king of saints ! How
manifold tbj' matchless love and tender mer-

cy to us-ward ; even in proving seasons thou
art yet mindful of us, visiting the sons and
daughters of men. May this Yearly Meeting,
and Thy gracious dealings therein, be profit-

ably revived in each of our minds, who at-

tended it, whilst we have life, or any sense of

being. For thou art good, and thy love is

still over all that put their trust in thee."

tTo be continued.)

For "Tbe FrienJ."

History Illustrated by Numismatics.

Excepting that branch which relates to the

short period of our own history, the interest-

ing science of numismatics has received com-
paratively little attention from the people of

this country. Two causes have operated ad-

versely to its study. One is, that from her
geographical position, America is in receipt

of only a limited number of specimens, and
the other, a more discouraging one, is the fact

of the existence of large numbers of the pro-

ducts of the counterfeiter and the forger. For
both imitations of rare pieces, and also others
which are wholly or in part the product of

the imagination of their fabricators, often

make their appearance here. Some of these
are readily discovered by a careful examina-
tion, but others are so skilfully made, as to

be detected only after an experience and a
knowledge that few persons attain. It is pro-

posed to give the readers of " The Friend"
some information on the subject, which will

probably be new to the majority of them.
In order to a proper understanding, it seems

desirable to state some first principles. Nu-
mismatics, then, is the science of coins and
medals. A coin is a piece of metal stamped
with certain characters by some power or go-

vernment, making it pass current for money.
A medal is never intended for money, but is

struck in commemoration usuallj-, of some
historical or local event. It will thus be un-

derstood that unstamped money is not coin.

And we know that the former circulated for

a very long period before we have any evi-

dence of the existence of tbe latter. Thus in

Genesis xxiii. 16, we read, "And Abraham
uvighed to Ephron the silver, which he had
named in the audience of the sous of Heth,
four hundred shekels of silver, current money
with the merchant." At this very early pe-

riod, which chronologers compute at 1918 B.

C, we have recorded the circulation of the

precious metals. For Abraham was stated to

have been " very rich in cattle, silver and
gold." The metals may have been in the form
of drinking vessels and jewels, but there are

reasons for believing that a part of it might
have been actual money. The Egyptian
sculptures and paintings, some almost as fresh

as when thej' were executed, have represen-

tations of figures weighing out rings of mo
ney, while others are making a note on a ta-

blet of the precise amount. Ancient authors
also allude to leather money, clay money,
shell money and iron money. Of the latter,

RoUin relates that Lycurges introduced it into
Sparta, in order to sap the foundations of ava-
rice, and had it made so heavy and fixed the
rate so low, that a cart and two oxen were
necessarjf to carry home a sum equal to about
a hundred dollars of our money, and requiring
a whole chamber to keep it in.

Humphrey says :
" Coined money is not

mentioned by Homer, which he most certain-

ly would not have omitted to notice had it

then existed, for his great poem is a sort of
encyclopedia of the state of civilization in his

time ; and we find him, instead of coined mo-
ney, alluding to the circulating medium then
in Greece, as of a much more primitive cha-

racter ; as when he says that an ox was ex-

changed for a bar of brass three feet long, and
that a woman who understood several useful

arts was considered worth four oxen. Thus
it appears that although metal was very early
used as a medium of exchange, it merely re-

presented in a very direct manner, actual bar-

ter, till coin was invented."

The most ancient coins that have come
down to us, are those issued by the states and
cities of ancient Greece. High authorities

its purit3^ His gold dories appear to h ,

contained, on an average, not quite 124 gr:,

of pure metal, which would make their vaii

about twenty-two shillings of our monj
They were of the type usual at the time b'|

in Lydia and in Greece—flattened lumpi'

metal, very thick in comparison with the i

of their surface, irregular, and rudely stamp

The only dories that can be assigned to

reign of Darius Hystaspis are those that hi

the figure of a king with a bow and jave

on one side, and an irregular depression,

quadratum incusum on the other. The si!

dories were similar in general character, •

exceeded the gold in size. Their weight;
from 22-4 to 230 grains, and they would tl

have been worth not quite three shillingf

our money. It does not appear that s

other kinds of coin besides these were e

issued from the Persian mint. The\" m
therefore, it would seem, have satisfied

commercial needs of the people."

Whether the art of coining was derived

the Persians from the conquered Greeks,

whether it originated, as there is some grot

for supposing, among the Persians themseh
is not fully settled. But it is interesting to'

student in history to know that these doi

were employed in the payment of the Gr(

soldiers during the march and retreat of <seem to be agreed that gold was first employ
ed, and that a gold stater of the city of Mile- j ten thousand, as narrated in Xenophon's A
tus in Lydia, Asia Minor, now in the British basis; and that they were also employee : ^'

Museum, exhibits marks of a more ancient !the Jews as a freewill offering for the bi

character than an}' other known coin. This'ing of the temple, as stated in Ezra ii.

also ac'iords with the statement of Herodotus,
who saj'S the Lydians first coined gold. The
word " stater" signifies standard, and appears
to have weighed twice as much as the silver

standard or drachma, and to have equalled in

value twenty drachma. The stater of Miletus

is believed to be about twenty-five hundred,
years old, and illustrates the manner of the|

most primitive coinage. A die was cut, hav-
ing the device (in this case a lion's head) in

reverse. This die being fixed, a bullet of gold
of stand.u-d weight, was laid upon it, and dri-

ven by means of a punch upon its upper sur-

face, into the die. Both the pattern and the
execution, are as might be expected, very
rude ;

and yet even these early pieces are cha-
racterized by a boldness of design very strik-

ing. As the art of coining improved some-
what, the metal was first more or less flatten-

ed before being stamped.
Of the same weight and of similar fabric

Other cities and islands of Asia Minor, c f,

ing gold money at a very early period^

Sardis, Cyzicus, Clazomene, Phocea, h
sacus, Chios, Teos, and Abydos.
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The reat movements in scientinc an

ligious inquiry which have marked the

fifty years, while attended with unexam
success in the former, have disturbed

cherished opinions in the latter, and are i
ing creeds and ecclesiastical systems, to af '

tain whether those who boast themselv
being liberal thinkers can so remodel thei

to perfect a theological revolution consoi

with what is claimed to be the advance(J
are the dories or gold staters of Darius Hys-'lightenment of the age.

taspis. The earliest of these coins are sup- 1 Changes in the ideas respecting docti
J'

posed by some authorities to be cotemporarji certainty, and of the value of established i

with, or even anterior to any others. Upon [mas, in the aims and activity of leaders ii

the obverse side is represented a crowned jligious society, and in the understanding a

monarch kneeling on the left knee, and armed
!
manners of that society, relative to the obli

with bow and javellin
; the reverse shows only jtions resting on it in its intercourse with 1

the ]mnch mark, or quadratum incusimi. Ees- 'lukewarm and unbelieving world around
pecting these dories, and also the silver coins jail have combined to unsettle in the raindf

of like character, George Rawlinson makes manj-, what thej' have heretofore cons

the following remarks. fixed and stable, and by the commotion 1 1 eai

"The coinage of Darius Hystaspis, B. C. have reconciled many more, who are ;U he

521-486, consisted, it is probable, both of a sincere lovers of truth, to innovation- nh

gold and silver issue. It is not perhaps alto- [they would once have shrunk from w

gether certain that he was the first king ofjdread, and denounced with conscientious!

Persia who coined money; but, if the term'vor. As in the enjoyment of civil rights, sc

'doric' is really derived from his name, that [the application of religious belief, and ever I

alone would be a strong argument in favor of ladmittod religious principles, the popular

his claim to priority. In any case, it is indis- 'mand is, that it be independent of ecclesi*

putable that he was the first Persian king'cal control, untrammcled by unyielding 1

who coined on a large scale, and it is further mulas, and that each member in church

certain that his gold coinage was regarded in'ganization be at liberty to believe and to;

later times as of peculiar value on account of according to his own eouscienco and choi

^|:
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The following is offered for the columns of

he Friend," if deemed suitable. Of the in-

ument through whom this extraordinary

iBsago was delivered, William Evans thus;

aks in his Journal, page 382. " This morn-
I received intelligence of the death of that

3p and extraordinarily gifted minister and
•vant of Christ, Ann Jones, of Stockport,

gland. She visited this country about the

od of the separation in 1827-8, and was a

•p threshing instrument, in the hand o(

Lord, against the spirit of infidelity, then

iking fearful inroads upon many under the

me of Friends, who knew very little of their

nciplos, or of the sanctifying power of

/ine Grace, ruling in their hearts. Her
itroversy was with the leaders and princi-

Is, who were working in the dark to draw
ay ignorant and unwary members into the

izes of unbelief, and into contempt for the

yielding advocates of Christ's gospel, and
authorit}' in the church. She was one of

( most fearless soldiers in the Lamb's array,

i by his wisdom and strength was often

trumental in discomfiting the enemies of

irist; while she infused courage and iirm

into the hearts of the little flock in dif

•ent places, on whose shoulders rested with
ght, the su])port of the principles and dis-

)line of the Society. When she informed
Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders

1 Philadelphia] that she felt liberated to re-

rn home, William Jackson, of West Grove,
pressed his unity with her and said, she

,d come amongst us in the same power and
irit, with which Samuel Fothergill visited

s country, whom he had heard in the min-

ry."

This striking message was delivered about
e time of the culmination of the Beaconite

resy, against the plausible unsoundness of

hieh, London Yearly Meeting, we believe,

ver bore open testimony. Though most of

e active members of that day have passed

xy, the leaven then introduced into the

)ciety has not ceased to work, and under a

ambling sense of the present state of things

ithin it, we may say, though dead she yet

jeaketh.

'communication delivered by Ann Jones in the

Yearly Meeting of Men Friends, held in

London 6th mo. 1836.

I can truly say I came into this meeting,

ot knowing that I should have anything to

Dmmunicate ; but my mind has been im
ressed, as I have sat for a short time ic

leneo among you, and I was willing to be

ome a fool for the Lord Jesus Christ's sake

'ould that there were more among you who
rere willing to become fools for His sake.

here are those amongst j'ou, who are en-

ouraging a carnal wisdom, a head knowledge,
outward learning, which exalteth itself

nd is ever endeavoring to find out the way
f salvation by the study of the scriptures.

"his spirit has spread, even among those

ho are making a high profession
;
men who

re robbing Christ. They talk much of belief

the Atoning Sacrifice, but are setting at

ought and despising Christ in his inward
ppearance, and apply them in a carnal sense.

uch was not the way in which our worthy
redecessors acted. 'The Lord raised our pre-

ecessors in the Truth, to be a light in a dark,

egenerato age, and through their instrumen-
ality. He was pleased to reprove the carnal

rofessors of the outward letter in their day
;

but there arc some among j'Ou, who are hold-

ing up to scorn the acts and writings of these

our worthy predecessors, and are endeavor-

ing to cast disrespect upon them. Take care,

us you will have to give account in the awful

daj' of righteous retribution, I charge you,

take care how you hold up them and their

writings to derision ; they are resting from

their labors far bej'ond the reach of your de-

rision
;
your bitter cunning shafts will return

upon your own heads. Beware, then, how
you, with unhallowed feet, trample over the

ashes of your worthy predecessors, or attempt

to cast a shadow over the brightness of their

character. These expressions may appear

strong, but I cannot choose my own words
as a minister of the gospel. I always desire

to be the instrument through which the Lord
shall speak, and not a word more than he shall

give mo, and to declare to you the whole

counsel of God, so that I may be clear of your

blood. The Lord hath a controversy with

the spirit that has crept into this Society, and

which is sitting in the judgment seat. The
Lord I say hath a controversy with these, but

he hath a still greater controversy with those

who are seeking to please both parties. What
concord hath Christ with Belial, what union

between the temple of God and idols. But I

have a word of comfort for the little remnant
whom the Lord hath yet among His people;

may He grant you his spirit to discern and

avoid the grievous errors which abound. And
the Lord God Almighty will show himself

valiant on your side, and will arise for your
signal deliverance.

The British census of 1871 was taken with-

in twenty-four hours, commencing at mid-

night on Palm Sunday, and occupying the

whole of Monday, April 3. To accomplish

this result, England and Wales were divided

into 32,606 districts, with an enumerator for

each. To select, muster, instruct, equip and

pay this vast army, to discipline their efforts

so as to make their simultaneous movement
a perfect success, required adminstrative abil-

ities of a high order. Bach enumerator re-

ceived a guinea for his day's work, besides

two shillings and sixpence per hundred for

all the names over the first four hundred.

The total expense of gathering and embody
ing the statistics was nearly $400,000. The
districts did not, in any case, exceed two
square miles in area, averaging 131 houses

and 696 people. The minimum return was
from a rural district, where one man was sup-

posed to have earned his guinea by cnumera
ting sixty-four person, scattered over a moor.

In London the throe most populous districts

returned 3599, 3860 and 4800 respectively.

The enumerators collected 5,030,895 sched

ules from that number of families residing ir

4,259,032 houses.—iVor^/t American.

On examination, though with thankfulnefs

I can acknowledge, that the good hand has

boon near to help this day, and yet am con-

scious that more care and circumspection in

speech, less quickness, and fewer ofi'-hand re-

marks, would tend to more peace. When I

am off my guard, and slip but a little in con-

versation, it brings the rod.— T. Scattergood.

From the true shoopfold as described by

our Lord, the sheep went not forth of them-

selves. Tha Lord put them forth and went
before them.— &, D.

Persecution in Russia.

Many readers of The Friend are doubtless

aware that a large deputation, comprising
representatives from various Piotestant coun-

tries, has during the last month sought an in-

terview with the Emperor of Russia, on the

persecution to which some of his subjects are

iable. The population of the three Russian

Baltic provinces of Livonia, Esthonia, and
Curland are to a large extent German in their

origin and language, and attached to the Luth-

eran faith. On the cession of Livonia to Rus-

sia by Sweden, 150 years ago, the right of

the people to remain in the Protestant faith,

and to educate their children in it, was guar-

anteed by treaty.

The Greek Church, however, has persistent-

ly refused to acknowledge any bar to its in-

clusion of these nonconformists in the fold of

ts orthodoxy—and as suasion failed to effect

their conversion, force and fraud were resort-

d to. The acts of violence and dec jit which
have been wrought to accomplish this end ap-

pear almost incredible, and the penal laws

now existing against the offending sectarians,

and all other "schismatics" throughout the

empire, are severe in the extreme.

As an illustration of this, one article of the

criminal codes provides that whoever is found

,^uilty of having induced others to secede from

the orthodox confession and to join another

Christian Church, will be condemned to the

loss of his social rights, to transportation to

Siberia, or to the punishment of the lash and

one or two years' imprisonment in a house of

correction.

In 1864, in consequence of numerous peti-

tions, the Emperor deputed General Bobrin-

ski to make personal inquiries in Livonia. A
translation of his report has been published

by the Council of the Evangelical Alliance in

an appendix to their appeal on behalf of the

oppressed Lutherans. It is ample evidence

in itself of the general charges which have

been brought agaist the authorities. General

Bobrinski says, that in two districts all the

twelve Russian clergymen he spoke to acknow-

ledged that they did not know a parish where

the majority of the parishioners did not wish

to return to the Lutheran Church. When
iho object of his visit was known, hundreds

of villagers assembled to await his arrival,

and "implore with tears" that they, or at

least their children, might be permitted to

confess the Lutheran faith. The general

says all his facts are gathered from ortho-

dox sources, and continues: "A compilation

of these facts leads me to the positive con-

viction, that of the number of 140,000 or-

thodox, who are counted according to the

official statistics in Livonia, perhaps scarcely

the tenth part confess themselves really as

belonging to the Orthodox Church
Your Majesty I it has been ))ainful to me, as

a member of the Orthodox Church as well as

a Russian, to witness with my own eyes the

abasement of the Russian Orthodoxy by the

open revelation of this official fraud."

Still no material relaxation of the penal

code took place until representations were

made, about a year ago, to the Emperor,

when the active persecution may be said to

have ceased. It was believed the present was

a suitable time for further efforts to obtain an

alteration in the law which still icmains un-

changed, and deputations from branches of

the Evangelical Alliance in America, Sweden,

Denmark, Hungary, Switzerland, and Eng-
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land—thirty persons ia all-met lately at Stut
gardt, expecting there to find the Emperor,
who was to visit his sister the Queen of Wer
temberg. The Society of Fi-iends was invited

to join this deputation, and the Meeting for

Sufferings, after due consideration, thought
it best to do so. A separate memorial was
accordingly prepared, and Isaac Gurney and
Henry Ilipsley were deputed, with Samuel
Kobson, to present it.

The Imperial visit was ultimately paid to
Friederickshafen, on Lake Constance, not to
Stutgardt, as at first expected.
The Emperor, who is understood to be op-

posed to the persecution, but who views with
some jealousy any outside representations
with regard to the internal affairs of the coun
try, declined to receive the deputation person
ally, and appointed Prince Gortsehakoff, his
prime minister, to receive it instead. The
Prince refused the memorials as savoring too
much of interference, but verj' courteously
entered into the subject in an interview of an
hour and a half's duration. He intimated
that whilst laws were in force they should
be obeyed ; that any change rested with the
Emperor, who altered them at such times
as might seem best. No more definite reply
could well have been expected; but it is quite
hoped that some beneficial result may accrue
to the poor people who are so justly the ob
jects of the interest and sympathy extended
towards them.

—

London Friend.

For " The Friend."

Ackiiowleilgment of Aid to Tennessee Frecdmen's

Sciiools.

It is due to those who have contributed to
this enterprise to be informed that they have
been the means of establishing eight new
schools

; which, with three of the former ones
make eleven now in operation. If the liber
ality hitherto extended is continued, there
will be twenty or upwards, and over 1000
pupils enrolled during the coming Autumn.
Some of these schools are very promising.
The Normal class at Maryville is filling up,
and is the special object of care and of ex-
pense. We board a few of the students from
a distance, and wish to have more in this way.
Our policy is to make the Freedmen coopera-
tive. Where we find those who are meritori-
ous and gifted, we encourage them to try for
the Normal class; and we give notice in the
different schools to have such recommended
to us as candidates for that class. It is hoped
that this acknowledgment will serve the pre-
sent purpose of reporting, to those who ought
to know, what the pressure of work prevents
me from writing for each individual.

Y. Warner.
Boaver Creek School, Tenn,, 8th mo. 24, 1871.

Wonderful Memory of Cardinal Mezzofanti.—Mezzofanti was the son of a carpenter, and
was intended to be brought up to the same
trade. A priest, however, saved him from a
position out of which he would have certainly
raised himself, and had him educated for the
priesthood. He acquired, before the comple-
tion of his university career, the Latin, Greek,
Hebrew, Arabic, Spanish, French, German
and Swedish languages. At the age of twenty-
two, he was made first Professor of Arabic,
and afterwards of the Oriental languages, at
the University. In 1811, Guido Gorres, the
great German scholar, wrote of Mezzofanti,
that he was familiar with Greek, Latin, Italian

French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Eng-
lish, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Russian, Polish,

Bohemian, Servian, Hungarian, Turkish, Irish,

Welsh, Wallachian, Albanian, Bulgarian and
Illyrian. He also stated him to be master of

Sanscrit, Persian, Koordish, Georgian, Ar-
menian, Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Samaritan,
the Chaldee, the Saboic, Chinese, Coptic,

Ethiopian, Abyssinian, Amboric and Angolese
languages. Mezzofanti would detect the par-

ticular county from which an Englishman
came—in fact, he was acquainted with all

varieties of dialect, patois and provincialisms.

Cardinal Wiseman asserted that to his certain

knowledge Mezzofanti was once taken by a

Portugueseforafellow-countryman, and again

was supposed by an Englishman to be a na-

tive of England. Before his death, which
occurred 3d mo. 18th, 18-19, Cardinal Mezzo-
fanti must have been thoroughly acquainted

with from seventy to eighty languages.

Selected.

THE SPARROW.
I have no barn or storehouse,

I neither sow nor reap
;

God gives me a .sparrow's portion.

But never a seed to keep.

If my meal is sometimes scanty,

Close picking makes it sweet

;

I have always enough to feed me,
And " life is more than meat."

I know there are many sparrows

—

All over the world we are found
;

But our heavenly Father knowetli

AVhen one of us falls to the ground.

Tliough small, we are never forgotten

;

Though weak, we are never afraid
;

For we know that the dear Lord keejjeth

The life of the creatures he made.

I fly through the thickest forests,

I light on many a spray

;

I have no chart nor compass,
But I never lose my way.

And I fold my wings at twilight,

Wiierevcr I happen to be
;

For the Father is always watching,
And no harm will come to me.

I am only a little sparrow,
A bird of low degree

;

But I know that the Father loves me,
s faith than me?Have yo

Scloc

RELIGION.
BY THOMAS 1,YLE.

O ! wide they wander from the path of truth

Who paint Religion with a brow of gloom
;

Her step is buoyant with unfading youth,
Her features radiant with immortal bloom.

In life's gay morning, when the crimson tide

Of pleasure dances thro' each burning vein.

She leads with guardian care her charge aside

From the broad passage to undying pain.

And when the fleeting joys of time are past,

And dark despondence on the spirit preys,

She bids with holy hope the sufferer cast
"

To brighter regions his confiding gaze.

From slavish fears—from low debasing care.s,

'Tis hers alone the sinking soul to save

;

For her its loveliest smile creation wears.

For her no terror has the frowning grave.

Xo—should this scene in headlong ruin close.

Each shattered planet from its orbit move.
She would not tremble, for right well she knows
The arm is near her of unbounded love.

If thou wouldst reap in love,

First sow in holy fear

;

So life a winter's morn may pro
To a bright endless year.

Silver in the Sea.—The poet tells of the gems
that shine with ' purest ray serene" in dark
unfathomed caves of ocean ; but it is not in

those inaccessible depths alone that the treas-

ure of the sea is hidden. There is untold
wealth diffused throughout the immensity of

waters, as secure from human avarice as if it

were in the abysses which plummet never
sounded. Its very diffusion jjuts it out of our
reach. The fact that it is everywhere makes
it practically nowhere. Some years ago,

certain French chemists demonstrated that
sea water contains an appreciable amount of
silver. They decided that, if is equally dis-

tributed, there must be at least two millions

of tons of the precious metal in the whole
ocean, or more than has ever been dug from
the earth. And experiments made at widely
distant points, prove that the metal is thus
uniformly diffused. The water of the Pacific

off the coast of Chili, as analyzed by an Eng-
lish chemist, gives the same result as the
Frenchman had obtained from the waters of

the British channel.
The silver in the sea is only one out ofa thou-

sand illustrations of solid substances made in-

visible by chemical processes. And we mu.st

not suppose that it is only minute quantities

of matter that can be thus lost to sight ii

transparent liquid. A silver half dollar

mythical piece of money to our young readir-
but the old folks can tell them how large ',

is, or was), can be disolved in averysma,
amount of nitric acid, which, if pure, is a '

lorless liquid. Coin soon vanishes, and tij

liquid is as clear and transparent as evi i

Many dollars' worth of silver might thus I

concealed in a gallon of what would seem to

be nothing but water. Other metals, and, in-

deed solid substances of all kinds, may be dis-

solved and made to disappear in a similiar

way. There is no visible form of matter
which chemical agencies may not render in-

visible. A^hat we commonly call the destruc-
tion of matter is merely this metamorphosis
from the seen to the unseen.

When wood or anything else is burned it

has simply undergone a chemical change
which removes it from our sight. Not a par-

ticle of matter can be really destroyed, unless

bj' the Power that called it into existence.

The silver in our transparent liquid is not an-

nihilated if we pour it into the sea; it is lost

to us, but the silver is there, like the millions

of tons of kindred metal that were already"

mingled with the waters. In like manner,
the coal and wood we burn, except the small
residuum of ashes, have become viewless
gases, and are blended with the atrial ocean
of the atmosphere. On the clearest day the
air above us is laden with thousands of tons'

of carbon, in this transp.irent condition. It'

is there, though we cannot see it, and plants

are continually turning it back into visible

form again. This is the key to the mystery
of their growth, which is mainly the with-
drawing of carbon from its gaseous state of
carbonic acid, and making it a part of their

own structure.

We have said that the silver in the sea is

useless, because it is diffused through so vast
a bulk of fluid. But the fivct that it has been
possible to detect it when thus diffused shows
that,, if chemical agencies can make solid sub-

stances vanish from our sight, thej- can, on
the other hand, compel a bodj' thus concealed
to show itself, even when it forms only the

minutest proportion of the mixture. The deli-
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which if accepted as true, is good for food,

pleasant to the eyes, and to be desired to maiie
one wise; but the unchangeable terms on
which itself declares it can alone be saving
to any man, viz., to deny himself, take up his

daily cross and follow Christ in the regenera-
tion, through obedience to the manifestations
of the Holy Spirit in the heart, are kept out
of sight.

The religion of the god of this world, as
I. Penington says, is often a close representa-
tion of that which is true, but it lacks the
vital principle which gives the latter life and
power. As Christ was manifested to destroj^

the works of the devil, Satan will of course
always take care that whatever show of zeal

and good works may be required to give his

counterfeit popularity, the great and miracu-
lous work of laying the axe to the root of the
corrupt tree which he has sown in man's
heart, shall not be effected, nor be declared to

be necessary.

Can any make themselves acquainted with
" the signs of the times" in the world, and in

the professed christian church, and not be
convinced that not only vital religion, but the
fundamental principles of the gospel, arc un-
dergoing an extraordinary and determined
assault, both from openly avowed and from
insidious, but not less dangerous, enemies;
unbelievers in and opponents to the self-deny-

ing, cross-bearing discipline with which Christ
has invested the acceptance of discipleship ?

However distant these may be from "the
last days" ])redicted by the apostle, certainly
" perilous times" have come, when very many
professors of the religion which he preached,
show they are lovers of their ownselves, hav-
ing "the form of godliness," but denying "the
power thereof;" and it is of the utmost im-
portance to the highest interests of humanity,
that in such a time of anxiety and fear, the
cause of vital Christianity should be clearly

"ned, and in the meekness of wisdom un-
compromisingly defended by all who under-
stand its spirit and know its power.
As there ;ire but two flocks, represented by
ir Saviour, as being formed by Him, in the
eat day of judgment, the sheep and the

goats, so He declares there are but two ways
through life, the one straight and narrow,
leading to life eternal, the other broad or wide,
"eading to the chambers of death. There can
therefore be no middle course or termination :

must be in one or the other of the two
described. It is of infinite importance to each
of us, that we start in the right path ; for un-

we do, we throw away our privilege to

take hold or make use of the means provided
to help us on our journey. Let us beware
how we parley with or conform ourselves to

the religion that Satan has made popular by
taking away the "offence of the cross."

A religion easily embraced and easily lived

up to, may obtain many converts, but it is

not likely to be the religion of Christ. " Strive
[or Agonize] to enter in at the strait gate."
" Few there be that tjud it." Christ's yoke is

easy and his burden light, when the natural
will is slain, and self crucified; but "The car-

nal mind is enmity against God ; for it is not
subject to the law of God, neither can be."

There must, therefore, be a great fight of afflic-

|!3ut forfeiting his claims to equal stand-

nth his fellows.

ere is a strong tendency among no small

on of the scientific and highly cultivated

, to openly avowed unbelief in the com-

y accepted revelations contained in the

turos, and the doubts and disbelief emit-

y them, have spread widely and unset-

he faith of thousands, who cannot them-

s command the means to test theirfallacy,

)robably will never learn how effectually

ork has been done by others. Again
are others, who, looking at the degra-

and misery of large portions of human
3 in every part of professing christen-

are declaring that Christianity is a

o; not discerning that the failure is in

ractical application of the religion pro
I; the inherent principles of which, i

)d out, would eradicate the evils com
3d of, and raise man into the dignified

he was designed to occupy.
twithstanding all those sources of disbe

here are very many who discard th(

jf the christian religion being unfit or

quale to meet all the wants of man,
• as an individual, or associated in com
es, and who speak of it freely, if not

Y, as all they stand in need of or desire.

g these, we are thankful to believe, are

A\y number of true disciples of Christ

;

who know from experience the power
irtue of his religion, as it transforms
a state of nature to a state of grace. But
vidence afforded by life and conversa-
'ves reason to fear that the religion

arl}- embraced, the religion which may
d to be fashionable, is something differ-

n that set forth in the New Testament.
arch-deceiver varies his temptations

is arguments, according to the position

ondition of the subjects with which he
While with some he plays upon the

of intellectual power, and the unwilling-

o acknowledge the incapacity of finite

to grasp and unravel all truth, to be-

hem into doubts or denial of that which
e known only through the revelations
Omniscient, to others who would shrink
bhorence from repudiating the recorded
of the gospel, he presents and inter-

those truths, as intended to convey a
ng, and requiring a life and conversa-
easily reconciled with a liberal self-in-

nce, and conformity with the commonly
iced manners and maxims of the world.
same questioning of what may once

been accepted as the revealed will of the
ghty, is resorted to by Satan now, as

he reasoned with our first parents in

Use. " Yea hath God said ye shall not
every tree of the garden?" and the

lying promise accompanies. "Ye shall

urely die. For God kuoweth that in the
re eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
3d, and ye shall be as gods, knowing

nd evil," Arguments addressed to

srs which are in accordance with their

t, prejudices, will hardly fail to be con-

g, and so a system of religion that ac-

i with man's self-love, and assumed inde-
ce and capacity to judge for himself,

nested with the double attraction of coin-

g wnth the reasoning of his natural un- tion before the strong man armed is bound, and
anding, and gratifying the cravings of, all his goods spoiled and cast out. The soul
inr(^euerate heart. And so the g08pel| may, in its first awakenings, be very ready to

Dresented as a mere outward revelation, petition to sit on Christ's right hand or on his

'tten record of things to be believed, 'left; but it is a very different thing to drink

of the cup that He drank of, and to be bap-
tized with the baptism wherewith He was
baptized. Our Heavenly Father seeing man's
wretchedness, his helplessness, and the deceit-
ful working of Satan for his destruction, gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever bc-
lieveth in Him should not perish but obtain
eternal life. Ho died to make atonement for
man's sin, and to reconcile to God all who
show their belief in Him, by keeping his com-
mandments. He commands all to repent and
be baptized; the baptism of the Holy Ghost
and fire. Christ declares that he that for-
saketh not all that he hath ; he that hateth
not his own life—the life of self which must
be slain and \osl~cannot be his disciple. The
heart of man is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked : and he cannot know tho
depth of his depravity, nor the subtlety of his
own deeeitfulness, unless he permits the Light
of Christ to shine into his heart and reveal
to him the hidden thoughts, motives and acts
of darkness. " Except a man be born again
he cannot see the kingdom of God;" but he
can no more create himself anew than he can
create a world. He must know what it is to
be born of incorruptible seed, by the word of
God : that Seed which alone can bruise the
serpent's head, and that Word which was in
the beginning

;
is the Light of the world, and

which is a discerner of the thoughts and in-
tents of the heart ; sharper than any two
edged sword, piercing evt n to the dividing
asunder of the joints and the marrow

; neither
is there any creature that is not manifest in
his sight. This is the word which the Apostle
saysis nigh thee, in the heart and in the mouth,
the Spirit of Him who is the alone door into
the sheepfold, and if any attempt to climb up
any other way than by obedience to this word
of faith, the same is a thief and a robber. Hero,
then, we have characteristics which distin-
tinguish between the holy, self-denying, trans-
forming religion of Jesus, and the spurious,
self-confident belief which the enemy of souls
is palming off under the disguise of devotion.
" If ye know these things, happy are ye if yo
do them."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Frencli government has paid another

instalment of three hundred million francs of the war
indemnity to Germany.

It is reported that assurances have been received at
Versailles that the German troops in France will be re-
duced to 50,000 in the course of the month, and those
who remain will be lodged in barracks.
The negotiations in relation to the evacuation of the

forts in the vicinity of Paris by the Germans, has been
transferred from Frankfort to Versailles, and Baron
Von Arnim has gone to Ver.saille3 to conduct the nego-
tiations on the part of Germany.
The bill for the disbandment of the National Guard

gave rise to an earnest and excited debate in the French
Assembly. Some m,embers demanded an immediate
and uncompromising disbandment, and others thought
such a measure inopportune and dangerous. Thiers
objected to immediate action as unjust, and asserted
that only a portion of the n; ' '

"
"

arms. Being violently iiihu
concluded by saying tli:ii

confidence of the Assiiiil.,

course to adopt. AnaiiKi,.!
Ducrot, i)roviding for a gradii;

Uy adopted by a vote of 487 against 1-54.

unfit to bear
Right, Thiers

111/ had lost the
Ml lie knew what
Imposed by General
disbandment, was

It appears that Thiers
after bcinu'iii^ulir.l In il,

his int..iiiiM,, ,,r ;, ,
-,

General li.hT.i' -
, ,,

,

ibrare^lhr I'r, -M. ,,

'

It is nnders!.,od thai I

the unwillingness or hL-i

question of prolonging In

The German Amba-is,

wrote his resignation
ibly, but relinqui.shed

m that body adopting
lilch in good
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fruin the li

rel-iliocl th .

dissolved.

A circul;

Affairs, of the existence of

e of Alsace and Lorraine
ills. The French Minister

as illegal and it should be

addressed by Thiers to prefects of depart-

ments, directs them to appeal to the patriotism of the

citizens to abstain from all demonstrations on the -Ith

of Xintli month, tlie anniversary of the declaration of

the Kt'piiblic ill Paris ; and that should any attempts be

made at colelirating the event, all legal powers should

be used for their suppression.

Tiie ravages of the cholera are increasing at Konigs-
berg. Tlie disease has also .appeared at Dantzig and
other places, but the south of Prussia is still free from
the disease.

The committee of the Conservative Catholics has in-

vited the Catholics of Germany, Austria and Switzer-

land, to the Congress to be held at Munich on the 2'2d

of Ninth month.
The Emperor and Empress of Brazil, arrived at

Berlin on the 23d ult.

The Emperor of Germany and the Emperor of Aus-
tria, are to have a conference at Salzbu

Austria, at an early day.

The Spanish budget is ready for submis

Cortes. The expenditures of the vear nrc r

()00,nnO,f)00 pesetas, anil the reveiin. >

The archbishop of Mailrid, in a riiv..; ,i i

upper

ug a vio-

i, a town
powderon the Turkisli frontier, the lightning ;

magazine, which exploded with terrible effect. The
destruction of property was very great, and the inhabi-

tants were panic stricken and fled to the country.

The report that the potato crop of Ireland was seri-

ously injured by blight, is found to be greatly exagge-

rated.

The weather his liccn stormy, and much damage to

shipping is reiMnted nn the British coast.

The Briti-h -hi|.- S III ( irnsand Knight Errant, both

bound friirn Livii|i'i d lu Sin Francisco, have been lost

off Cape Horn.
On the llSth ult. Jay Cooke, McCuUoch & Co., of

London, issued alhjtment letters«of the new U. S. 5 per

cent. loan. .Much more than the required amount
liaviu"- bei'ii nll'iTil, u.ily ^evenly |iir cent, of each sub-

i; writes that Dr.
safe, and is slowly

The L.iii-h r,,ii-,il ,1

Livingston, the AtVieaii exi

making his way homeward.
The New York Herald's correspondent at Salzburg

says: "I am in a position to affirm that a new treaty,

oli' n-ivi .Tid il t'-i-ivc hi-' b'T, concluded between

]'i-i ii !, 1 1 I \ ;
I '-'i iteh to the London

Tri
,

'

' !::•' :
•'

•' ill.

I'lir l;i-i .1 i , 1: . i_ .11 I III r unfavorable for tlie

Freiiih. \ll 111'' Viilini Niliiiges have been destroye.l,

ami till' I'e'i '1- 111'!' 11!
,

i..I-iii:;' the tribes which remain

The ileiili^ ill I'll i- bi-t week numbered S23, includ-

ing 6 from cholera.

In the French Assembly on the 2.Sth, the committee
appointed to consider the motion for the prolongation

of the powers of President Thiers, made a reiinrt re-

commendini;' thai In- -Imalil e.iMliinie ii 1'- r.-- .\..

cutive powiT- iindii' aiii hui'iiy mI i!i. \ 1,. 1
il e

he haveiiiiwer In api.uiiil or iliMui,-.^ in in 1

- u
, ,

,111. a.i : 1

be responsible to the Assembly lor lii^ ,u'i.-. The re-

port would be considered on the 30tli ult. it was ob-

jected by the friends of Thiers that the proposition

lacked any expression of confidence in him.

It i< a--iateil that perfect good understanding exists

betwi'' 11 I I'll niy and AiLstria, and that the two coun-

tries are til ,i--iiiiie a jojut attitude on all questions of

"^V^.'nlL/.—Consols, 93|. U. S. 5-20's, 1862, 93; ten-

forties, 90-1.

Lii'crpool.—Uplands cotton, 9Jd. ; Orleans, 9gd.

llNiTKn States.—The fiiieper eent. Loan.—The new
loan III -I'l 1 II III, mil), which the U. S. Secretary of the

Till- II 1

' [il'iced upon the market, is, it Is re-

'

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
282. There were 35 de.aths of cholera infantum, and
38 of consumption.
On the evening of the 26th ult., a railroad collision

occurred at Revere, near Boston, by which twenty-five
persons were killed and others seriously injured.
On the 27th ult., a party of 200 e-xcur,sionists left

Mobile, on the .steamer Ocean Wave, for Fish river.
On their return in the afternoon the boiler of the
steamer exploded, killing or injuring about one-third
of the persons on board. The boiler, it is stated, was
very old and quite worn out.

According to the late census there were 5,066,546
persons of foreign birth residing in the United States
anil territories. Of these 1,1.38,3-53 were in New York,
o4."..-2i;i ill Pennsylvania, 515,198 in Illinois, 364,499
in Wi-iii-in. and 353,319 in Massachusetts. Virginia
' iiiii'il 1 '..T-jI persons of foreign birth, and North

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 2Sth ult. New rbri.—American gold, 112J.

U. S. sixes, 1881, llSf; ditto, 5-20's, 1867, 113J ; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 1145-. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50
;

finer brands, $5.75 a $9. White Genesee wheat, $1.55

;

white Michigan, $1.52; amber State, $1.50 a *1.51

;

amber western, $1.44 a $1.48; red western, $1.40 a
$1.43 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.37 a $1.39. Oats, 40 a
50 cts. Western mixed corn, 67 cts. Philadelphia.—
Cotton, 19-} a 19J cts. for uplands and New Orlean.s.

Flour, t6 a $8.75 according to quality. White wheat,

$1.55 a $1.60; amber, $1.46; western 1. 1. -I .:7 :,

$1.42. Eye, 75 cts. Yellow corn, 71 .

mixed, 69 a 70 cts. Oats, 40 a 48 cts. 1.

1

cts. Clover-seed, 10 a lOV cts. Timothv, > '.o 1
1
~ 7

'•

Flax-seed, $1.95. The arrivals and safes of beef cattle

at the Avenue Drove-yard reached about 3000 head.
The market was dull, extra selling at 7 a 7^ cts. ; fair

to good, 6 a 6.} cts. and common 4 a 5} cts. per lb.

gross. About 19,000 sheep sold at 5 a 6} cts. per lb.

gross, and 2,832 hogs at 7 a 7J cts. per lb. net for corn
fed. Si. Louis.—Superfine flour, $3.75 a $4.25 ; extra,

$4.75 a $5.10. No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.28. Mixed
corn, 42 cts. No. 2 oats, 34 cts. No. 2 rye, 59 cts.

Lard, 8} cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.19.
2 corn, 4.").} cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. Rye, .57J- cts. Cin-
en-'ei'/. -l-'aiiiilv n .III-. r."..r.'i a -.'..7."i. Red wheat,
-1 In .1 .~l-l V ( ,rn, .".'J n-, K.-. 177 a liS cts. Lard,
11 a a, el-. /;..'/„„, „,, - \i,,l„.r ..^l|,.,|. S1.55 a $1.60;
yo'iil to [niine le.l, ^l.lii a ?l-.7ii; iiliio and Indiana,
$1.37 a iil.4ll. Yellow corn, (ill a 70 ets. Oats, 43 a

RECEIPTS.
Received from Sarah F. Carr, R. I., $2, vol. 45 ; from

Isaac P. Wilbur, Mass., .«2, vol. 45; from Sam'l Large,
N- .!.. -7> --I -17: .>....; <.vn-| \V , ^nedlov. Citv. $2.

I Alice Hibberd, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ;
from Andrew ij

Pa., .?2, vol. 45; from Samuel Trimble, M. D., Pa
vol.45; from Martha Sankey, Pa., S2, vol. 4.7;

Isaac Roberl.s, Pa., $2, vol. 4-7; from .Insepli Snov

N. J., $2, vol. 45; from Robert Miller. ( )., .-'J, voli
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and for J. H. Wood and Deborah Satterilnvait

each, vol. 45; from Josiah A. Roberts, Pa., S2, vo'.

from Louisa Warner, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from Mu ^
M. Morlan, Agent, O., for William Darlington, D,

Boulton, Mary J. French, Benj'n Antrim, Stacv (

Thos. Y. French, Geo. Blackburn, C. I. Hayes,
Fisher, Amos Fawcett and Jo-. l'7i\\evtt, >_' eaeh,
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I
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appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOAVN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends
tend to enter their children for the coming ti

requested to make early application to Aarox
LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P. (

ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Ti'e:i3

No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COlJ
PERSONS.

Principal and assistant teachers are wanted f

schools, to open about the first of Tenth month-
Application may be made to

Elton B. Gifford, No. 28 North Tlii

Richard J. Allen, No. 614 \\7..od >i

Thomas Elkinton, No. IPS Pine Si.

Geo. J. Scattergood, No. 41o S^nm e
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the iie.Kt Session, on thefir.stof the Kiev
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rJ. vol.45 ; from
- 17
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I". .\'. Y., S2, voL
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\. Knoules, lo.,

i.ivi.l Naraniiire,

from Jno. M. Saunder-s, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Nathan
Breed, Miss., per Wm. B. Oliver, Agent, $2, vol.45;
from .John A. Potter. Agent, N. Y., »2, vol. 45, and for

K.ibert W- Wri-ht, Sai-ah H. Bowerman, Charles L.
I aini III, an! I'7e..|'.\-e ( inen, 5-2 each, vol. 45 ; from
lli'liiiil P. (.inl.'iii-, li.l. ,,-_', vol.45; from Ruth P.
.I.'lin 'III. I'.n, t'J, \o! 17 :

iVoin Abraham Pennell, Pa.,
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ia opinion that relifjion, though it proscribed unreasonable changes, on the plea of con-

no particular Ibrra of apparel, was not indif- forraity with the fashions of the world
:
and

For " Ihe Friend."

Oa Dress.

ould the Editors of '-'The Friend" ap-

'e of the following selections on the subject

ress, from " The Portraiture of Quaker-
by Thomas Clarkson, they might in-

5t as well as benefit some of the readers

leir Journal:
Though George Fox never introduced

new or particular garments, when he
3d the Society, as models worthy of the

ation of those who joined him, yet, as a

rious man, he was not indifferent on the

act of dress. Nor could he, as a reformer,

those extravagant fiishions which 1 have
to have existed in his time, without

licly noticing them. We find him accord-

y recommending to his followers sim-

ty and plainness of apparel, and bearing
testimony against the preposterous and
uating apparel of the world.
In the various papers which he wrote or

e forth upon this subject, he laid it down
position, that all ornaments, superfluities,

unreasonable changes in dress, manifested
arlhly or worldly spirit. He laid it down
in, that such things being adopted princi-

y for the lust of the eye, were productive

anity and pride ; and that in porportion

len paid attention to these outward deco-

ous and changes, they suffered some loss

le value and dignity of their minds. He
idered, also, all such decorations and
iges as contrary both to the letter and
spirit of the Scriptures. Isaiah, one of

greatest prophets under the law, had
sroly reproved the daughters of Israel on
Dunt of their tinkling ornaments, cauls,

d tires, chains, bracelets, rings, and ear-

;8. .St. Paul, also, and St. Peter, had both
,hem cautioned the women of their own
8 to adorn themselves in modest appai-el,

not with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls,

lostly array. And the former had spoken
)oth sexes indiscriminately not to conform
the world ; in which latter expression he
lently included all those customs of the
'Id, of whatsoever nature, that were in any
iner injurious to the morality of the minds
hose who followed them.
By the publication of these sentiments
)rge Fox showed to the world, that it was

erent as to the general subject of dress. *

* * Kobert Barclay and William Penn kept

alive the subject of dress, which George Fox
had been the first to notice in the Society.

They followed him on his scriptural ground.

They repeated the arguments, that extrava-

gant dress manifested an earthly spirit, and

that it was productive of vanity and pride.

But they strengthened the case by adding

arguments of their own. Among these I may
notice, that they considered what were the

objects of dress. They reduced these to two,

—to decency and comfort,—in which latter

idea was included protection from the varied

inclemencies of the weather. Every thing,

therefore, bejond these they considered as

superfluous : of course, all ornaments would be-

come censurable, and all unreasonable changes

indefensible, upon such a system.
" These discussions, however, on this sub-

ject never occasioned the more ancient mem-
bers to make any alteration in their dress;

for they continued, as when they had come
into the Society, to be a plain people. But

they occasioned parents to be more vigilant

over their children in this respect, and they

taught the Society to look upon dress as a

subject connected with the Christian religion,

in any case where it could become injurious

to the morality of the mind. In process of

time, therefore, as the fashions continued to

spread, and as the youth of the Society began

to come under dominion, the (^luakers incor-

porated dress among the other subjects of

their discipline. Hence no member, after this

period, could dress himself preposterously, or

follow the fleeting fashions of the world, with-

out coming under the authority of friendly

and wholesome admonition. Hence, an an-

nual inquirjr began to be made, if parents

brought up their children to dress consistently

with their Christian profession. * * * '*

Thus has George Fox, by means of the advice

he gave upon the subject, and the general

discipline which he introduced into the So-

ciety, kept up, for a hundred and fifty years,

against the powerful attacks of the varying

fashions of the world, one steady and uniform

external appearance among his descendants
;

an event, which neither the clergy by means
of their sermons, nor other writers, whether

grave or gay, were able to accomplish during

the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries, and which

none of their successors have been able to ac-

complish from that time to the present.
" Christianity, though it nowhere places

religion in particular forms, is yet not indif-

ferent on the general subject of dress. For,

in the first place, it discards all ornaments, as

appears by the testimonies of St. Paul and St.

Peter, before quoted ; and this it does evi-

dently on the ground of morality,—lest these.

by puffing up the creature, should be made to

give birth to the censurable passions of vanity

and lust. In the second place, it forbids all

t sets its face against these, also, upon moral

grounds ;
because the following of the fashions

of the world begets a worldly spirit; and be-

cause, in proportion as men indulge this spirit,

they are found to follow the loose and change-

able morality of the world, instead of the

trict and steady morality of the Gospel.
" Though the Quakers have no particular

nodel for their clothing, yet they are not in-

diflerent to dress, where it may bo morally

njurious. They have discarded all superflui-

ties and ornaments, because they may be hurt-

ful to the mind. They have set their faces,

also, against all unreasonable changes of forms

for the same reason. They have allowed

other reasons also to weigh with them in the

latter case. They have received from their

ancestors a plain suit of apparel, which has

in some little degree followed the improve-

ments of the world, and they see no good

reason why they should change it ; at least,

they see in the fashions of the world none but

a censurable reason for a change. And here it

may be observed, that it is not an attachment

to forms, but an unreasonable change and de-

viation from them, that the Quakers regard.

Upon the latter idea it is that their discipline

is in a great measure founded ; or, in other

words, the Quakers, as a religious body, think

it right to watch in their youth any unreason-

able deviation from the plain apparel of the

Society.
" This they do, first, because any change

beyond usefulness must be made upon the

plea of conformity to the fashions of the

world.
" Secondly, because any such deviation in

their youth is considered to show, in some

measure, a deviation from simplicity of heart.

It bespeaks the beginning of an unstable

mind. It shows there must have been some

improper motive for the change. Hence it

argues a weakness in the deviating persons,

and points them out as objects to be strength-

ened by wholesome admonition.

"Thirdljr, because, these changes, made
without reasonable motives, would lead, if

not watched and checked, to other still greater

changes; and because an uninterrupted suc-

cession of such changes would bring the minds

of their youth under the most imperious of

all despotisms, the despotism of fashion ;
in

consequence of which they would cleave to

the morality of the world instead of the mo-

rality of the Gospel.

"And fourthly, because, in proportion as

young persons deviate from the plainness and

simplicity of the apparel as worn by the So-

ciety, they approach in appearance to the

world, they mix with it, they imbibe its spirit,

and admit its customs, and come into a situa-

tion which subjects them to be disowned
;
and

this is so generally true, that of those persons

whom the Society has been obliged to disown,

the eommencement of a long progress in irregu-
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Jarity may often be traced to a deviation from

the simplicity of their dress. And here it

may be observed, that an effect has been pro-

duced by this care concerning dress, so bene-

ficial to the moral interests of the Society,

that they have found in it a new reason for

new vigilance on this subject. The effect pro-

duced is a general similarity of outward ap-

pearance in all the members, though there is

a difference both in the form and color of their

elothing : and this general appearance is such,

as to make them still known to the world.

The dress, therefore, of the Quakers, by dis-

tinguishing the members of the Society, and

making them known as such to the world,

makes the world overseers, as it were, of their

moral conduct. And that it operates in this

way, or that it becomes a partial check in

favor of morality, there can be no question.

For a Quaker could not be seen either at

public races, or at cock-fightings, or at assem-

blies, or in public houses, but the fact would

be noticed 'as singular, and probably soon

known among his friends. His clothes would

betray him. Neither could he, if at a greater

distance from home, and if quite out of the

eye aad observation of persons of the same
religious persuasion, do what many others do.

For a Quaker knows that many of the cus-

toms of the Society are known to the world

at large, and that a certain conduct is ex-

pected from a person in his habit. The fear,

therefore, of being detected, and at any rate

of bringing infamy on his cloth, if I may use

the expression, would operate so as to keep

him out of many of the vicious customs of the

world.
" From hence it will be obvious, that there

cannot be any solid foundation for the charge

which has been made against the Quakers on

the subject of dress. They are found in their

present dress, not on the principle of an at-

tachment to any particular form, or because

any one form is more sacred than another,

but on the principle that an unreasonable de-

viation from any simple and useful clothing

is both censurable and hurtful, if made in con-

formity with the fashions of the world. These
two principles, though they may produce, if

acted upon, a similar outward appearance in

persons, arc yet widely distinct, as to their

foundation, from one another. The former is

the principle of idolatry. The latter is that

of religion. If, therefore, there be persons

the Society, who adopt the former, they will

come within the reach of the charge described

but the latter only can be adopted bj^ true

Quakers."

The Peasants Life in Tuscany.

In no country of the world, perhaps, do the

signs of fertility, industry and abundance, so

forcibly present themselves to the stranger's

view, as in the largest portion of Tuscany,

Art and nature, there going hand in hand,

produces a series of rural pictures of the

choicest, richest, and most attractive descrip-

tions. Through the combined influences of a

glowing summer sun, a fertile soil, and an

elaborate system of cultivation, the vales of

the Arno, the Chian, the Ombroue, the Nie
vole, and the plain of Lucca, teem with pro

ducts unknown to our less fruitful soil, and
less genial clime. From the carefully garnered

harvest of the olive tree, the peasant extracts

the oil to feed his evening lamp in the short

days of winter. The vine until stricken bj-

disease, in recent times, afforded him

abundant supply of a grateful and strength-

ening beverage. In the Indian maize, which

springs up vigorously in his fields, he finds a

nutritious food. Fig, peach, pear, chestnut

and walnut trees, drop down to him their

fruits. Flowers, the hot-housft nurselings or

garden treasures of colder climes, offer spon-

taneously their rich and often highly-scented

blossomi?H,o his view. With the bramble of

the way side fence the sweet clematis twines;

the small singing bird, which frequents the

copse, makes its nest amongst myrtle boughs;

the purple gladiolis raises its head amidst the

owing grain ;
and, in many a grassy nook,

the white petals of the gum-cistus strew the

ound. With its teeming soil, and its varied

produce, the pi-imeval curse seems to sit

lightly on Tuscany.
To see the actual state of things with the

Tuscan peasant, let us visit him in his home,

selecting a fine day in early summer for this

purpose. Quitting the high road, we take a

narrow pathway winding through the fields

n the direction of a substantial-looking two-

storied house, whose red tiled roof is seen

ng above an intervening screen of foliage.

Every yard of our progress, as we advance, is

marked by features that cannot fail to be ad-

mired. On either hand are luxuriant crops

of grain alternating with strips of lupin,

vetches, peas and beans, intersected by rows
of vines, whose long branches, hanging in rich

festoons as they trail from tree to tree, close

in the view in every direction ; not a rood of

ground we traverse but bears the mark of

neatness, cai-e and industry. No weeds, no

crooked fences, no yawning ditches are visi-

ble^all waste of space, all waste of soil by
useless vegetation, seem scrupulously avoided.

Until we reach the immediate precints of the

dwelling, the rich picture is not marred by

one unpleasant feature; but once there, ar-

rived at our destination, the whole character

of the scene undergoes a complete metamor-
phosis. The evidences of neatness, care and
abundance, disappear, giving place to signs as

unmistakable of dirt, slovenliness and poverty.

The dwelling, which, viewed from afar, had
an air of comfort and respectabilitj-, ajipears,

on close inspection, a cheerless and utterly

comfortless habitation: discolored walls, wood
work from which almost every trace of paint

has vanished, windows without sashes or

glass^mere large square apertures in fact,

crossed at regular intervals by iron bars

—

present themselves to notice ; and the vacant

space before the entrance door is littered over

with rubbish.

Inside, a still more dreary sight awaits us
;

stepping across the threshhold, we enter a

good sized apartment, which serves at the

same time as kitchen and sitting-room for the

inhabitants of the dwelling. The light that

enters freely through the large unglazed case-

ment, reveals walls begrimed with smoke and
dirt, and blackened rafters. A bench here, a

table there, a stool and two or three decrepit-

looking rush bottom chairs, with a few pots

and pans, compose the whole amount of furni-

ture visible; ascending by a steep ladder with

a hand-rail, serving as stair case, we gain the

second-story, and find the characteristic fea-

tures of the scene below repeated in the foul,

comfortless, and almost furuitureless rooms,
which are used as sleeping apartments by the

members of the household. Harmonizing well

with the aspect of the interior, is the appear-
lance of the mistress of the dwelling; a dirty

slattern, without shoes or stockings, clad ii

coarse gingham dress, become, from the effi

of dirt and age, of a kind of nondescript col

her face, arms and neck, are, through ex)

sure to the sun, tanned to a dark brown h
.and a quantity of black, tangled, dishevel

hair peers forth from beneath a red cott

handkerchief, covering the back part of t

head, and tied beneath the chin. The el

dren, clustering around in scanty, tattet

arments, with shocks of uncombed hair, a

faces guiltless of any but a most remote t

quaintance with soap and water, correspo
in air and aspect with the maternal mod'

From a scene so little accordant with our (Ji
pectations, we turn away with a sensation

mingled wonder and sadness ; and retraci

our steps, marvel at the strange discrepan|. s;

that exists between the peasant's neat, tr"

uxuriant fields, and his dirty, slovenly, p(

erty-stricken habitation.

As regards the majority of the peasant

in Tuscany, the scene described presents

exaggerated picture of the homes belongi

to the mass of the rural population. Dwf,

ings and inmates superior to the class d,

cribed, may undoubtedly be found, and sn

I have visited myself in various parts of T:

cany; but even in the immediate neighbi

hood of Florence, I did not enter one peasan
dwelling, however outwardly imposing in i

pearance, that was not characterized with

by an air of discomfort and poverty. O
house, which gave me shelter for half an ho

from a shower of rain, I particularly rerae

ber, as affording a striking instance of t

deceptivenessofoutward appearances. Alra(

deterred from entering from its size and .

pect of gentility, I hesitated, fearing to :

trude, until the sight of one of its inmates. :i

the door convinced me that the dwellers

|

neath its roof belonged to the peasant ela tt

As to size, many a gentleman in Great Briti| S

with two or three hundred a year, lives iiijit

less capacious house ; but as to comfirt

could not be placed upon a par with the poi

est laborer's cottage I ever saw in Englat

In the numerous bed-rooms through which

was conducted, at my request, a low truck

bed, covered with a coarse, dark-colored, dir

quilt, constituted the only article of furnitu

visible. One room contained a heap of gra

another was devoted to the silk-worms u

and adjoining the kitchen (the family sitti

room) was an apartment occupied by cc

and calves. Dirt reigned supreme ever

where; ceilings, walls, floors, dresses, f':i =

all had a dingy, begrimed and sordid i^

Seen thi-ough the medium of expii:

the existence of industry among the ] ..-;i

class in Tuscany is quite an anomaly; t.r i,

instances can be found elsewhere of the iii ii<

powers of the human frame being voluuiaii

exerted, with no higher reward in prospe

than that of furnishing merely the commont
necessaries of existence. Strange is it, ihei

fore, to find that the Tuscan peasant, w
works so indefatigably in his fields from mi

dawn till after the sun is set, possesses

greater stimulus to exertion than that affoi

ed by the prospect of gaining the means
afford a bare subsistence for himself a;

family. If industry (as it is generallj- hel

be an ever-gushing well-spring of wealth ai

independence, then should the Tuscan pcasa

cat with a silver fork, and fear the frowu

no man. Scai-cely is one crop gathero.! i

when the ground is upturned afresh wi
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For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(ContinuL'd from page 14.)

"1810. 5 Ih mo. 24th. Contiuued our jour-

^^y ^^ Kicbmoiul, whore on the 25th wo had

T
""*"^"^'' "" ""^ ^' '

' meelins to a t;ood degree of satisfaction.

'!_:?l^T^!i^^ *J:L'!!:f"!• There wel-e sovcrul othe? travelling messon-

fiers there, and it may be remarlied that tho

doctrine held forth, was after meeting ac-

knowledged unto in a singular manner as

being groat truths, " great truths," as one of

their great m.en acknowledged to us, and

ie and hoe, and the yellow stubble of the

ve^t field is shortly succeeded by another,

ivingtho tender green of the young sprout-

plants of tho Indian corn. Not a vine is

wed to trail its branches on the ground,

every weed
|)rer. As if fearing to lose a moment o

precious time, he works on with spade

hoe, oven whilst answering the stranger's

Btion with ready courtesy. Long as are

hour.^ of summer day, he knows he has

t to do which will keep him busy until the

has disappeared below the horizon. But

alone does the contadino work : his labors

shared by his wife and ftiraily. That dirty,

k-eycd woman, with the baby in her arms,

an existence quite as laborious, if not

f-e so, than that of her husband,

sufferings and cares which the maternal

:tion involves, she has to cut fodder for tho

le, to tend, to feed, and to clean them, and

ake a share in outside agricultural labor,

may her face bo sunburnt 'and stamped

lines of premature old age, for her life

hard and struggling one, and will con

le so until the grass grows green above

head. Work, work, nothing but work

e on the day when she washes her face

combs her hair to appear at mass ;
bus

d and wife are sharers alike in a toilsome

1 poverty-stricken existence.

*oor in quality, and often scant in quantitj'

;he food which sustains tho lives of tho

jcan peasantry. When the landlord's share

leducted out of their small patch of wheat,

portion that remains serves but a short

to afford a supply of white bread for

lily use. In the absence of this luxury, a

•k vile-looking compound of rye and other

5rior kinds of grain, made into a thick flat

:e or clumsy roll, is generally eaten.

itack bread, kidney beans, and porridge

de of Indian corn, constitute, it may be

d, tho fare of the Tuscan peasant. Occa

nally he has in the summer or autumn sea

few luxuries, such as peas, tomatoes,

jrries, figs and chestnuts to vary his unat-

.ctive food. Milk he seldom tastes, for the

lians peasant's cow is looked on as a means

rearing calves, and not of providing a nu-

tious beverage for himself and family
;
and

tter, it may be said, as a general rule, is

3olutely unknown. The wife of a peasant,

Bsossing several cows, asked me one day

lat it was, then how it was made, and

to my explanation with much appa-

it interest and curiosity. The butter I used

the Baths of Monte Caterri came some

rty miles, from the dairy farms at Florence;

d at Albano, a town containing several

dred inhabitants, tho luxury was unap-

pachable; indeed it is only in those places

Italy where the English congregate, that

tter is entitled to take its place in the list

Italian produce.

Prom the ordinary dinner of the Tuscan
asant an English laborer would turn awaj'

th a sensation of scorn and disgust, and the

)re so, when he found that a cup of water

IS to prove its only accompaniment.

—

M.
Crawford.

thanked God ho had heard them. In the after-

noon we paid tho poor prisoners a visit at tho

penitentiary, and had there a memorable
time. The truth in some of their hearts was
reached I doubt not, and they convinced that

it was tho love of God, and not curiosity which

had brought us there.

"2Gth. Wont on to Charles City, and 27th

attended their mooting at Wain Oak to good

satisfaction, through the arising of that power

which can alone qualify for divine worship.
" 2Sth. Went to Seimino, and was once

more indulged with the privilege of bein

with my oldest and very kind sister at her

own house.

"30th. Attended Scimino Meeting, which

was a trying laborious time indeed. I labored,

but found little relief. My spirit was crushed

down in feeling the misery of the inhabitants

of my native neighborhood, and the situation

which a few more revolving suns would re-

duce them to, because of sin and iniquity. I

mourned much in my heart on this account.

In the coui-se of that afternoon, I was at my
sister's with a good many relatives and friends.

Yet such were my sorrowings amongst them,

that but little enjoyment was felt. I left them

in the evening and went to uncle Wm. Har-

rison's. Although it was pleasant to be with

that family, yet with the precious seed in the

hearts of many of that land, I felt as a prisoner

in iron bands. I esteemed it a favor, and de-

sire ever so to do, that I am accounted worthy

to suffer with the suffering seed. I desire

above all things to be with my Master, and

foel his promise made good, 'Where I am,

there shall my servant be.'

" Slst. We returned back to Charles City,

hoping to cross tho river in the morning
;
but

alas ! pretty soon after getting to bed, I found

I must go back to Scimino. Oh this was a

ortal stroke indeed to all remaining nature !

Magnified be the God of my life forever, I was

made willing through suffering to give up
illing t(resignation to his will: was even willing to bo

called a fool, or to bo trodden under foot of

men, so that thereby I might be found in His

sight, doing his will and not mine
;
well know-

'ng nothing else would afford me any joy.

" 6th mo. 1st, was the Preparative Meeting

of Friends of Wain Oak, which we attended:

as also their Monthly Meeting on the 2nd. I

was glad of these opportunities, although come
at so unexpectedly, and so much in the cross.

Through this detention I had some service

amongst them, I believe to their satisfaction,

as well as my joy. After meeting we rode to

Scimino, and were with a little handful there

at their meeting on the 3rd. This opportunity

I was also glad of; having some service for

Truth there. In tho afternoon at four o'clock

we attended the public meeting, wherein I

was enabled to sound an alarm to the inhab-

itants, and pronounce the woe against them,

because of the principle of oppression, and the

crown of pride. Although I felt after the op

portunity some relief, yet as we returned back

to Charles Citj', the 4th, I found I must leave

behind me a written warning, before I could

feel clear of the blood of the people in this my
native land ;

the neighborhood whore I was
brought up in a particular manner. This I

wrote after getting back to D. S. H.'s. On
the 5th we crossed James River, and at pro-

sent are all at our friend P. S.'s, having my
husband with us, besides other affectionate

friends. Oh Father! hitherto thou hast helped

us. Bo pleased to bo with us to the end, that

so thy worthy name may be glorified through

all, for thou alone art worthy forever.

" 6th. Attended Burleigh Meeting, where

a portion of hard labor was given me to do
;

yet through the help of Him who is strength

in weakness, I was enabled to get through to

a good degree of satisfaction.

" 7th, was at Sea Creek Meeting. This was

nearly similar to that of yesterday. Oh, my
Father! how shall I adore thee enough for all

thy benefits, in thus far helping me through

many outward difficulties, as also much weak-

ness of body, with many and deep exorcises

of spirit, ilow shall I magnify thy mighty

power for all thy goodness to me-ward. I

know O Lord my God ! it is by the might of

Thine arm that I stand ;
and not by aught

that I can do. Therefore will my soul adore

Thee, and give Thee all the praise, whilst I

have life, or breath, or any sense of being.

" 8th. Was at Blackwater. This has been

in days over and gone a place for Friends,

and no doubt highly favored; but now is al-

most left desolate. It will soon become quite

so, after a few more heads are laid in the silent

grave.

"9th. At Stanton Meeting; and 10th at

Black Crook. At these last meetings I think

I may say surely the Great Helper was near,

and gave ability to preach the everlasting

gospel in the demonstration and power of tho

Holy Ghost. There were other people be-

sides Friends present. May the Master's

name be magnified through all, and over all,

aith my soul.

" 11th, at Vixes, 12Lh at Summerton, 13th,

at Johnsons, 14th, at the Western Branch.

At all and through all these meetings, Divine

help was near, giving ability to discharge my
mind to the parties concerned, so as to fool

easy and clear in a good degree, of them all.

The precious seed in every heart was saluted

in gospel love, comforted, and encouraged

through the pure medium of undcfiled love,

to the praise of the good Shepherd. The
wicked and slothful servants were faithfully

warned, and encouraged to the occupancy of

their several gifis, I am ready to say, under

a renewed sense of Divine favor, oven this day

at the Branch. What cause hast thou, O my
soul, to take courage and confide in Him who
has hitherto helped thee. Before thou left

thy home, He did promise to carry thee safely

through tho arduous task. Why so much
flinching under tho power of the cross ;

though

perhaps not so much apparent flinching, as

inwardly dreading the business of the day.

O my Father! thou knowest how precious

the praise of thy worthy name is to my feel-

ings, and how awful the task thou hast given

me to do. O then, be thou pleased to be al-

ways near. Increase my faith, and more and

more confirm my confidence in Thee: that so

Thy name may be glorified through all and

over all, for thou alone art worthy.
" 15th. We rested at the house of our dear
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friend Ann Scott, and got a little recovered.

In the evening came to Siiftblk, to our friend

E. J.'s.

" 16th. Went on about fifteen miles to Ben-
net Creek Meeting, and in the evening re-

turned back to E. J. '8.

" 17th. Had a meeting at this place. These
last two meetings were exercising, trying
times

;
yet I hope the Master's name was

magnified in some hearts above all.

" 18th. Continued our journey, and got to
the dwelling of Caleb Winslow, in North
Carolina. He and his wife are precious, living

Priends, 1 trust.

" 20th. Had a meeting at the Narrows
Here again, I think I may say, the Divine
Helper was near, to the praise of H
worthy name : so that, I am ready to say,
hitherto O righteous Father, thou hast helped
lis! It is by thy power, which alone is able
to qualify for thy own work, that thy littl

dependent handmaid has been enabled to
preach thy everlasting gospel to the work
manship of Thy hands, so as to feel in a good
degree clear of their blood, whether they hear
or forbear. I know these things are thy
doings, and they are marvellous in my eyes.

be thou pleased to continue thy Divine help
in and through all! Be with me, and keep
me near thy side; and then it matters not
through what I have to pass. Thou knowest
that in order to visit the seed of thy kingdom
1 often have to descend into the deeps, yea
and to enter into loathsome prisons too, and
there to suffer with it. Yet, O my Father, if

after all I may but administer through thy
holy help, any relief, it is enough ! Thou
knowest I am willing to take my part of that
which remains of the sufferings of Christ, thy
dear Son.

"21st. We were at Newbogun ; 22nd at
Simon's Creek, and 23rd at Little Eiver. At
all of these meetings, through deep baptizing
exercises, and some hard labor, under much
weakness of body, ability was given to do the
Master's will, I trust to the praise of his own
worthy name. It was considerably to my re-

lief, and for any thing I know, to the satis-

faction of His people. For all thy favors past,
O Thou, mine only Helpei-, my soul magniiies
thy name, and humbly pleads with Thee for
strength through days to come.

"24th, at Sutton's Creek, and 25th at
Boyce's Creek, where was a small house, with
a little handful of Friends, who seemed to
have but little sense of good. Indeed I thought
there were not enough of the living to bury
the dead—a discouraging affecting state to
poor travellers who had come far to see them.
Instead of rejoicing to meet with them, as
brethren and sisters in good health, our lot
was to mourn for them as over the dead."

CTo be continued.)

Antipathy of Flies to the Magnet.—A jierson
having an artificial magnet suspended from
the wall of his study, with a piece of iron ad-
hering to it, remarked for several years that
the flies in the room, though they frequently
placed themselves on other'iron articles, never
settled on the artificial magnet, and even that
if they approached it, they in a moment again
removed from it to some dist&ace.— Voight's
Journal.

MERCIES.
Uy Fatlioi- ! what am I, that all

Tliy mercies sweet, like sunlight, fall

So constant o'er my way?
Tliat thy great love should shelter me,
And guide my stejis so tenderly
Through every changing day ?

Each morn thy light doth come and wake
My soul again, its course to take
A day's march on with thee

;

Each night thou sendest gentle sleep,

And thine own ward and watch dost keep
Even o'er ( like 1

Thy mercy sought my wayward heart,
That long had wandered far apart
From happiness and thee

;

Thy love each day its sin forgave,
And saw but Him who died to save
The host of those like me.

Oh, then, for His dear sake forgive
My thankless heart, and let me live

Henceforth alone to thee !

May all my life show forth thy praise,

Assured that through its fleeting days
Thy love shall shelter me.

THE LAME BOY.
FROM THE GERMAN.

The .school is out. A merry throng
Bounds o'er the meadows", wild and free.

Like bees th.at hum their summer song;
One follows slowly,—lame is he.

HigU flies the ball ; hands, feet are quick,
'Tis caught. How loud the shout of glee

!

The poor lame boy, with aspect weak,
Along the bank limps quietly.

" With all the rest you'd gladly roam ?"

" Oh no sir," smiling, answers he.
" Playmates enough I have at home,

—

You'll hear them calling after me.

" I have a starling who can speak,
He'll bid me welcome, I can tell

;

My linnet's leg is far from weak,
He draws his bucket from the well."

" But when your schooling-time is past,

Some trade you'll have to choose, you'll se'

" I'll cobble shoes, and have a last

;

No matter then how lame I be.

" Jloney I'll get when I grow tall,

And birds I'll buy for company

;

While working I shall hear them all,

Nor will my lame leg trouble me."

Now peering thi-ough the cottage door
His mother's smiling face I see

;

She loves her puny cripple more
Than if his limbs were strong and free.

The linnet sang; the .starling came
And welcomed him with voice of glee.

I turned away, and owned with shame]
The poor lame boy had tutored me.

Still to the lowly soul
He doth Him'self impart,

And for His cradle and His throne
Chooseth the pure in heart.

A Plea for Those Who Sleep in the Morning.
The fact is, that as life becomes more con-

centrated, and its pursuits more eager, short
sleep and early rising become impossible.

We take more sleep than our ancestors, and
take more because we want more. Six

hours' sleep will do very well for a plowman
or bricklayer, or any man who has no other
exhaustion than that produced from manual
labor, and the sooner he takes it after his la-

bor is over the better; but for aman whose la

bor is mental, the stress of whose work is on his

brain and nervous system, and who is tired

in the evening with a day of mental applica-

tion, neither early to bed nor early to rise is

wholesome. He needs letting down to the
level of repose. The longer the interval be-

tween the active use of the brain and his re.

tireraent to bed, the better his chance of slee,

and retirement. To him an hour after miili

night is probably as good as two hours befo),

it, and even then his sleep will not so completii
ly and quickly restore him as it will his noiglif

bor who is only physically tired. He must n( 1

only go to bed later but lie longer. His be
|

sleep probably lies in the early morninj
hours, when all the nervous excitement hjl
passed awayj and he is in absolute rest. i

Iron Paper.—In the great Exhibition i

London of 1851, an American specimen of irp

paper was shown, in the form of a shei

eight inches long and five and a half inch)

wide, having a surface of forty-four squai

inches, and weighing only sixty-nine grain,

One thousand sheets of this leaf-like iroi

piled upon each other would measure but on

inch in thickness. The " Ironmonger" state

a lively competition in iron rolling ensaej

among British iron manufacturers, excited U
the above challenge from America, as to tn

thinness to which steel could be rolled cole

Mr. Gillott rolled sheets the average thicknes

of which was the 1800th part of an inch. I

other words 1800 sheets piled upon oac

'

other would collectively measure an incli i

thickness, while the thinnest tissue paper t
,

be purchased inthe stationers' shops measures|

the 1200th part of an inch.

These very thin iron sheets are perfectl;

smooth and easy to write on, although porou:

when held up to a good light. It may no

be out of place, considering the great interee

that is taken by those connected with tha.

great branch of industry, the iron trade, t

give a.few curious particulars as to what ej

tent iron can be welded, and the thin sheet

that can be rolled out. The mill manage
of Messrs. W. Hallam & Co., of the Upper Poi

est Tin Works, near Swansea, has succecde(

in making a sheet of the finest appearance anil

thinnest that has ever yet been seen by mortal

eye. The iron from which the sheet was rollei
j

was made on the premises. It was workeij

in a finery with charcoal and the usual blast

,

afterwards taken to the hammer, to be forinei

into a regular flat bottom; from thence conj.

veyed to the balling furnace, and when suflSl.

ciently heated, taken up to the rolls, length!

ened, and cut by shears into the properlengthsj
piled up, and transferred to the balling furnaO'^

again; when heated, it was passed through
the rolls, back again into the balling furiiacej

and when duly brought to the proper pitchi.

was taken to the roll, and made into a thorough
good bar. Such is tbe history in conneetioii

with the forge department. It was theii

taken to the tin mills, and rolled till it wal.

supposed to be thinner than 23 grains, after|.

ward passed through the cold rolls to give it'

the necessary polish, and now it stands oiij

record as the thinnest sheet ofiron ever rolledjt

The sheet in question is 10 in. by 5J in., 0)1

55 in. surface, and weighs but 20 grains, which],

being brought to the standard of 8 in. by 5i

,

in., or 44 surface inches, is but 16 grains, oi

30 per cent, less than any previous effort, am
requires at least 4,800 to make one inch ii

thickness.

The office of a minister of Christ is weigli ly

and they who now go forth as watchmen
had need to be steadily on their guard againeit

the snares of prosperity and an outside friend ;

ship.

—

J. Woolman, It
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History Illustrated by Numismatics.

(Couthmed from page li.)

he Farian Chronicle records thatPhidon,

ig of Argos, first caused silver mooej' to

coined by the people of J'^gina, a rocky

nd in the Saronicus Sinus, (the modern

f of Egina.) Conjecture places the period

lewhcre in the eighth century before the

stian era. From the researches of Borrel

.ppears probable that the coins executed

order of King Pbidon were different from

peculiar to the ^Eginetans, and used as

own currency, which are believed to

had an earlier origin. Those of the is-

1 are easily known by the invariable tor-

e which occupies the obverse, the reverse

,
as in the case of the early gold coins

Lsia Minor, the simple mark of the punch

1 in driving the metal into the die. It is

resting to trace the progress made in the

of coining by the improvement in the

cution of the pieces. The earliest has a

but boldly designed tortoise, with four

} triangular indentations on the reverse.

next exhibits the reptile with a row of

bs on his vertebral column, the reverse

quadratum incusum. Still later we find

ore artistic tortoise, showing the convolu-

8 of the shell, and also having the initial

srs Aig. (anciently i was often used where
now employed.) The punch mark, too,

really improved.

'he purity and standard weight of the

ley of .Egina, comprising several different

8, obtained for it a general circulation

jughout the Peloponnesus. In fact for a

e, it was nearlj' the only circulating me-
n there, the coins being known as tor-

es, from their type. The tortoise was
:ed to Mercury, to whom was attributed

invention of weights and measures. It is

eved that the reliability of this money es-

lished for it such a character, as made it

rable not to change the type at any sub-

uent period, and it is known that such was
case long after improvements had been

de in the coinage of other States.

ere are coins in existence, similar in their

Beral character to the above, which must
e been minted at no very distant period

refrom. These, from the type which is

nd to be peculiar to a particular city or

te, are usually easily located. For instance

Athenian type is the owl, the Brootian, a

ikler, the Dyrrachian a cow suckling her

f, and the Sybarian, a bull. On later issues

usually added the initial letters, as Athe
Athenian, Dyr on Dyrrachian, &c., &c. The
jwledge of our art must have spread first

jhout Asia Minor, the islands in the

;eum Mare and the Peloponnesus,—then
the more distant parts of Grfficia, into

ilia, Italia Inferior, and the most distant

eek cities. As time progressed, great im-

)vements are noticed; the punch was orna
nted with various designs, and then an
ual device was placed upon it. Still later,

1 initials of the city or province, and also

(se of various magistrates were arranged
rand a square space upon it, in some cases

an indentation specially provided for the

ters; and finally, a perfect die was substi

.ed altogether for the punch, in other words
dies were employed, and have continued
ise up to the present day.
There was a peculiar style much in vogue
one time by the Greeks, and occasionally

made use of by the Romans long afterwards,

that is deserving of notice. Indeed it must
have dated from a very early period, inasmuch

it is found on coins of Sybaris, a city that

s destroyed 510 B. C. This is what numis-

matists have called the incused style. Upon
the punch was cut an exact representation of

the design of the die, but in relief, so as when
applied it would just fit into the latter. Neces-
sarily when the coin was stamped, one side

would represent the design as usual, and the

reverse side, the same design sunken or in-

cused. Milligen has suggested that possibly

t had its origin in an attempt to prevent for-

gery. If so it was not successful, forgeries

now beintr in existence which are evidently

as old as the originals.

All the silver coins which have been men-
tioned, being of republican origin, are known
as autonomous, as distinguished from a class

now to be considered, which on account of

their being issues of princes, are denominated
gal. The earliest of the latter now known,

and which bear his name, are those of Alex-

ander I. of Macedon, who reigned B. C, 500

to about 460. Several other kings succeed

him, each of which have left similar mementos,
before Philip It., 359-336 B. C, and his son

Alexander III., the Great, 336-323, emitted

from their various mints enormously large

bers of coins in the several metals of gold,

silver and copper. The gold darics are alleged lobolus. The chalcus of half the size of the

has been remarked before, was the drachma.
There were also hemidrachms of half the

standard weight, didrachms of double, tri-

drachms of treble, tetradrachms of quadruple,

and even octodrachms of eight times the

weight of the standard. The obolus,—derived

from a Greek term signifying a spike or small

obelisk,—was the sixth of a drachm. It has

also its multiples, dioboliis and triobolus, and
there was also the hemiobolus, the smallest

silver coin of ancient Greece.

An alloy known amongst the ancients as

electrum, was sometimes coined into money.
Its composition was a mixture of gold and
silver.

The earliest copper money is now assigned

to King ^Eropus, in Macedonia, about the

year 397 B. C. It appears to have originated

in an attempt to relieve the treasury of a
drain consequent upon the ruinous expendi-

ture necessitated by the Peloponnesian war.
But its unpopularity is evinced by the circum-

stance that the orator Dionysius, who de-

fended the project, became stigmatized with
the epithet of " the brazen orator," or " man
of brass." The largest copper pieces, except-

ing some enormously large ones of the Ptole-

mies, arc believed to have been coined about
200 B. C, and are about the size of the copper
penny of George III., issued in 1797. In
value they were made equal to the silver

to have been melted up by Alexander to be

employed in making his own staters. About
this period the Greek art seems to have been

at its height, as shown both on the autono-

mous and regal coins, the authority of the

sovereign not interfering with the republican

right of the city to issue its money quite in-

dependently.
After the death of Alexander the Great,

and the establishment, upon the division of

empire, of the powerful lines of the Seleu-

cidan kings in Asia, and the Lagida; or Ptole-

ies in Egypt, the regular succession is faith-

fully chronicled in a series of beautiful coins

emitted by the successive monarchs. The
hort-lived power, too, of Cassander, of Anti-

gonus, and of Lysimachus are in like manner
commemorated. There is usually around an
artistic design, a Greek inscription to the

effect that it is money of the King Lysima-
hus, Demetrius, &c., with his portrait on the

other side. Upon some coins is recorded, in

addition to the above, the assumption of, for

instance, " the king, the protector," or " of the

beneficent king," or even the blasphemous
character of " the illustrious god." Upon the

Arsacian coins, a line of kings established

through a revolt in some of the provinces of

the Syrian empire, denominated Parthia, the

vanity and wickedness of title is carried

to the most ridiculous extreme: The twelfth

Arsaces styling himself "the king of kings,

Arsaces, the Great, the Just, the Beneficent,

the Illustriously born, the Lover of the

Greeks." There is abundance of historical

interest in these regal coins, but it may be

sufficient here to mention that in the Seleu

cian or Syrian series, the coins of the Antiochii

recall the account given in the Apocrypha'
book of the Maccabees of several of these

kings. Particularly important as persecutors

of the Jews, were Antiochus III., the Great,

and Antiochus VIII., or Gryphus, so called

on account of his hook nose, most faithfully

represented on his silver coins.

I
The standard of the Greek silver coins, as

copper obol, seems to have been the standard,

having three subdivisions into halves, quar-

ters, and eights of a chalcus, and denominated
accordingly tetralcpton, dilepton, and lepton.

The last is the " widow's mite," and is the

smallest copper coin of ancient Greece.

A talent was equal to six thousand drachmte.

As the silver drachma weighed only one half

that of the gold stater, and had a value equal

to one twentieth part thereof, the talent of

gold, being estimated by weight, would be

equivalent to one hundred and twenty thou-

sand silver drachma-, or twenty talents of
silver. No fixed rate, however, can be assigned

either to the talent or the drachma, as the

latter varied in weight in the several States.

The talent, then, whenever mentioned in the

Scriptures, does not refer to a coin, as might
be supposed, but to a sum of money, varying
in amount according to whether gold or silver

was intended. By valuing the silver drachma
at fifteen cents, the gold talent would amount
to $18000, the silver talent to .S1500.

CTo be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Indian Affairs.

The following letter from our esteemed
friend Jonathan Richards, was published in

the " EveningBuUetin" of this city, of 28th ult.

" Agency of the Wachita and other afiili-

ated bands of Indians, eighth month 10th,

1871.—Editor of the Evening Bulletin.
" Dear Friend : I hereby inclose a short

article for the Evening Bulletin, denying the
Indian story taken from the St. Joseph Her-
rald and published in the Bulletin ofJune 29th.

The accounts given of Indian outrages, pub-
lished in some of our Western papers, are pre-

pared by parties interested in keeping up an
excitement in the public mind in order to

break down any system that will dejjrive them
of plunder to be derived under the old state

of things in Indian management.
" With the exception ofthe Kiowas raiding

into Texas to steal horses, and the attack
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made by a party of those Indians, under Sat-

anta, upon a train in that State, and the ar-

rest of Satanta, Satank and Tall Tree (some-

times called Feather Lance), no depredations

have been made by any of the Indians along

the frontier of this territory. The Cheyennes
and Arrapahoes, the Comanches and Apa-
ches, hitherto a warlike people, are now at

peace, and are friendly towards the white peo-

ple who treat them properly, and towards the

Government.
"Kicking Bird, chief of the Kiowas, and a

number of head men among these Indians
were here yesterday, on their way to Fort
Sill, having collected 41 mules, to be given

up to their agent, to replace those stolen from
the train. This was demanded of them by the

agent and General Grierson, who commands
the post. The Kiowas have given a good deal

of trouble in Texas, having an idea that it was
perfectly fair to prey upon the people of that

State. But the recent arrest of the Indians
mentioned seems to have wakened them up,

and they are now ready to make peace, which
I hope, will be more lasting than former ar-

rangements with them have been. Satank
was an old, hard-faced Indian, and as hard as

he looked. When starting from Fort Sill for

Jacksboro, Texas, for trial, he got his hands
loose in some way, and, having a knife con-

cealed under his blanket, made a desperate
fight and injured one man seriously. Sa-

tank was shot and killed on the spot. Sa-

tanta and Tall Tree are younger men,Satan-
ta being a pretty hard-featured and surly

follow, but Tall Tree is a fine-faced, good-
looking young Indian. They have both had
their trial, were found guilty and sentenced
to be hung in 53 days from the time of trial.

But I understand that meetings have been
held by the people of Texas, where the depre-

dations had been made, and a resolution

passed to ask the Governor to commute the
sentence to imprisonment for life.

"Satanta's father has been hero within a

week or two. He is quite an old man ; was very
friendly, and expressed a desire to establish a

lasting peace. I understand he had told their

j-oung men that if any demonstrations were
made by them against the whites in retaliation

for the capture of his son and the other two
Indians, he would shoot their horses. This is

oneofthcgi-eatest punishments that can be in-

flicted on the uncivilized Indians.

"The article published in the Bulletin can
have no connection with the one I have herein

mentioned connected with the Kiowas, as

time, place and Indians are all entirely different.

" I am, very respectfully, thy friend.

JONA. ElCHARDS.
" Wichita Agency, Indian Territory, 8th

month 10th, 1871.—Editor ofthe Evening Bul-

letin, Philadelphia, Pa.
" Dear Friend: I have seen, from time to

time, articles in the newspapers giving ac-

counts of Indian outrages, Indian massacres,

Indian barbarities in every shape,—articles

denouncing the Indians as heartless, cruel,

bavagc, ferocious, and saying they ought not
to live any longer. I would be glad to see

these accounts placed in their true light. If

this were done it would be found that most
of the statements are groundless, having been
published by parties interested in exciting

the popular mind for selfish, if not wicked mo-
tives.

" I have no sentimental idea to advance, my
experience with the Indians having been too

practical and real to admit of such an influ-

ence. But when I see papers holding a high
position, as that of the Evening Bulletin, pub-
lishing articles like 'A Thrilling Story from
Texas—The Train of a Government Contrac-
tor attacked by Indians,' as taken from the
St. Joseph Herald, and copied into the Bul-
letin of July 29th, I think it is time to expose
such an article as being untrue in every par-
ticular. As the Herald gives the party from
whom the information comes credit for being
well known in St. Joseph, and having respec-
table relatives there, the article is well calcu-

lated to deceive, and, like most other such
statements, do the injured Indians groat in-

justice.

"The article copied from the Herald, in

speaking of this man's statement, says: 'Early
in June last he engaged with one J. C. D.
Blackburne, a governmentcontractor,to drive
a team to Fort Sill. Blackburne's train con-
sisted of fourteen persons as drivers, and star-

ted from Smith Paw (Paul) Valley for the
Fort. Un Saturday evening, June 2.5th, the
party had reached a small stream which was
skirted with a strip of timber, about thirty
miles east of Fort Sill, where they were sud-
denly attacked by two hundred and fifty

Cheyenne Indians.' And it then goes on to

tell how the Indians dashed out, with horrid
yells, murdered and scalped some of the team-

1

sters, capturing the rest, and gives minute de-

tails of terrible Indian barbarities, burning at

the stake, &c.
" Having business that called me to Sher-

man, Texas, where J. C. D. Blackburne re-

sides, I reached that town on the 2d day of
the 7th month. My wife and other members
of my family were with me, and we were all

hospitably entertained at his house by his

wife and family, he being then in New York.
I might state that he is not a government
contractor, but a merchant and cotton-dealer.

We remained at Sherman until 7th mo. 9th,

when we loft there and started for our homes
on the Washita river.

"During the week we were at Blackburne's
not a word was said about his having a train

on its way to Sill—much less of such a train

having been captured by Indians. It will be
observed that I reached Sherman one week
after the terrible raid ; we remained there a
week, and not a word had come to his family,

in this time, to tell them what had happened.
" On our way home we travelled the same

road that Blackburne's train must have taken
had there been such a train on its way to

Fort Sill, and we came on to Smith Paul's

Valley, reaching it on the evening of the 12th.

We met parties direct from the fort. I was
at Smith Paul's house—he being a prominent
man, and known in all the country around

—

but not one word did I hear of there being
such a train on the road as the one mentioned.
Had there been any Indian disturbance I

must have heard of it, as the people on the'

frontier are awake to every rumor of In-

dian troubles. After leaving Smith Paul's we
travelled on the same road towards Fort Sill,

and reached a point near where this massacre
is said to have occurred, but not a trace of

this, terrible conflict, and not a person was
found to tell the tale. We then left the Sill

road and came on to this place—thirty miles

north from the fort. I have been at Fort
Sill since my return, and our mail is carried

to and from the post weekly, but we hear no
word of the Cheyenne massacre. '

" This man, who is so well known at St.

.

soph and has relatives in high standing the

in telling of his escape from the Indis

and reaching Fort Reiliey, not only gives pli

evidence of untruthfulness in his stateme
but ignorance of the country. The po
where he states the massacre to have b€

committed is 400 miles from Fort Eeilli

and there is no direction in which the la
ans could have travelled with their prisoni

and plunder that would have brought th(

within 300 miles of this post. But this

says they made their escape on a certe

night, and after travelling 150 miles th

reached Fort Eeilley, having made the joi

ney in 2 J days.

"The whole story is a canard, and woilil

than a canard. It is an attack upon the es ivi

tence of an injured race of people.
" The Cheyennes have not been on the

path,' nor attacked any body during the li

year, and this statement, like many others
the kind, has been set afloat by designi

parties for some selfish end. These ludiai

under Agent Darlington's admirable manaj
ment, are desirous for peace, and are frien

of the white man and of the Governmei
and if the same judicious care and system i

augurated by the agent are continued, i

may have great hope of seeing these peop
making commendable progress towards a cl

ilized life. Very respectfully,

Jonathan Eiohards."

Lawrence, Kansa."?, Slh mo. 2-5th, 1>.71,

Editors of "The Friend,"—Agent I.am
Tatura writes, that the Kiowa Indians ha
returned the full number of mules Btolen I

Satanta and others in their last raid in

Texas. Kicking Bird, one of their leadii

chiefs, said on behalf of the tribe, that thi

had determined to quit raiding and to be

peace.

Agent Brinton Darlington writes, that -

the 12th inst. Big Jake, Bull Bear, Grey Bea

and Red Moon, with 800 or 900 Choyeim
and their Big Medicine Man, arrived at tl

Agency, and that he has never known tl

Indians under his care to be in better S]iirii

or more amicably disposed, than at the pi

sent. Yours truly,"

Wm. Nicholson.
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he Indian viewed this incident as illustra-

r the text in Eccles. xi. 1. " Cast thy bread

a the waters ; for thou Bhalt find it after

,y days."

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 9, 1871.

'ho account given by the prophet Jeremiah

lis call to the solemn work of delivering

word of the Lord to his chosen people,

3n lie declared they had "forsaken Him,

fountain of living waters, and hewed them

cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no

,er," of the suffering he underwent for his

hfulncss, and the providential support and

verance he experienced, was no doubt de-

led to convey lessons of deep instruction

mcceeding generations. It ought to be

ouraging to all in the present day, who,

er sore trial, are tempted to let go their

h in the unfailing mercy and power of the

lighty, and to despair that He will again

1 his hand upon the people, and bring back

remnant from their captivity," to the spi-

ality and purity of his glorious gospel, and

fe and conversation conformable thereto,

our own religious Society, not only those

hom has been committed a gift of the

listry, and who feel constrained to " preach

preaching" which Christ bidsthem, though

aay be despised by the " uncireumcised in

rt and ears," but all, who, in simplicity

godly sincerity, are humbly striving to

intain and commend the doctrines and tes-

onies of the gospel, as becomes Friends,

Y be encouraged and strengthened by the

king reply of the Almighty to the prophet,

sr that, in the depth of his disappointment

I despondency, he had ventured thus to re-

nstrate, " Why is my pain perpetual, and

wound incurable, which refuseth to be

ed? Wilt thou be altogether to me as a

and as waters that fail ?" * * "There-

thus saith the Lord, If thou return, then

1 I bring thee again, and thou shalt stand

ore me : and if thou take forth the precious

n the vile, thou shalt be as my mouth : let

im turn unto thee ; but return not thou unto

n. And I will make thee unto this people

3nced, brazen wall ; and they shall fight

linst thee, but they shall not prevail against

e ; for I am with thee to save thee, and to

iver thee, saith the Lord."

fhe leading fundamental truths recorded in

I Scriptures, are acknowledged by all or-

)dox professors of Christianity, but Friends

o are truly brought under the government

the Spirit of Christ, find that its require-

Qts are different from the practices of others

und them, that they have to bear testimo-

, not only verbally, but practically to the

portance of things which other professors

3m of no value, and to refrain from and op-

e other things which they esteem not only

mless but commendable. The Society was
sed up for this purpose, being brought out

uch which the professing church hadsub-

tuted for the simple self-denial religion of

gospel ; and by divine help it was enabled

triumph over all opposition, and to stand

bly as a witness for the truth, as it is in

the Father, must necessarily make its subjects

a peculiar people, even among those who, ac-

cepting." for doctrines the commandments of

men," though sincere in that to which thej'

have attained, are still, as it were, in the out-

ward court ; and much greater will the con-

trast be witlj those who are living altogether

in the spirit and customs of the world. This

involves trial, because the daily cross must be

borne by such ; and if a close watch is not

kept up, the pride of the human heart, and

the love of ease, will betray into little com-

pliances with the maxims, manners and friend-

ships of the community in which they live,

until nearlj' every vestige of true gospel pecu-

liarity is lost, and there will be little or no-

thing to remind beholders, that they are

strangers and pilgrims upon earth, seeking a

city which hath foundations. No such com-

promise can be in accordance with the will of

the blessed Head of the church, who having

called all to take up the cross and follow him,

would have all to walk by the same rule and

mind the same thing, and thus he brought to

bear the peculiar characteristics of his flock

and family. To the latter his command is,

"Let them turn unto thee, but return not

thou unto them." They may not from fear-

fulness or any other motive, compromise with

the world, nor yet lower the stai.dard of pure

truth to please those who have adulterated

it. Their duty is plain, whatever its perform-

ance may cost, "to take forth [or separate]

the precious from the vile:" to be "as my
mouth;" as preachers of righteousness, in the

midst of those with whom they mingle, show-

ing the broad lice of distinction between those

who are serving God, in the gospel of his dear

Son, and those who arc not.

Sad as are the consequences when a7iy of

the disciples of Him who was despised and

rejected of men falter, their love waxing cold,

and they giving way to " walk according to

the course of this world ;" but more deplorable

and more widely extended are the evil results,

where those who occupy the responsible sta-

tion of Christ's ministers, lower the gospel

standard, and preach doctrines that obscure

the indispensable marks of discipleship, " tak

ingupthecro8s,"practi3ingself denial, and ab

staining from every thing that partakes of the

leaven of the spirit of the God of this world,

"Like priest, like people," is an old adage,

and where a superficial religion is held and

preached by ministers, it will infect the whole

congregation. Such, instead of being unto the

rebellious, lukewarm, or unconverted "a fenc

ed, brazen wall," standing unmoved in oppo

sition to all error, and in defence of the pure

religion of the gospel, are likely to lead thei

hearers into a false estimate of the terms of

discipleship, and to put them at ease in a

shallow belief of the way in which "He hath

made him to be sin for us, who knew no i

that we might be made the righteousness of

God in him ;" so that they may rest satisfied

in their carnal condition, without experiencing
" that our old man is crucified with him, that

the body of sin might be destroyed, that

henceforth we should not serve sin," but

"walk in newness of life."

Man's love of self gratification prompts him
to turn away from " sound doctrine" and to

" heap to himself teachers, having itching

ears ;" teachers whose own ears itch to hear

themselves speak, and who will " turn away the

ears" of their hearers "from the truth," "unto
Unreserved obedience to the high calling

tended to all who claim to be followers of
,

,

i holy, harmless, undefiled Son and Sent of fables;" he therefore will not " fight against

'

these, but rather say to them, as did the

Israelites of old to their seers, " Prophecy
not unto us right things, speak unto us smooth
things," and we will uphold thee. I. Pcning-
lon speaking of a living gospel ministry says
" He that will be a true minister must receive

his gift, his ministry, and the exercise of both,

from the Lord, and must be sure in his minis-

try to keep in the power, or ho will never win
others to the power. I3ut keeping in the

power while ministering and standing in the

ross to his own wisdom, giving forth the

truths which the Lord chooseth him to speak,

even in the words which ai'e given him by the

power, in thus ministering he shall save his

own soul, and those who hear him, who in

fear and meekness receive the ingrafted word,

which is able to save the soul. Alas ! Alas

!

many have received words of truth and ap-

prehensions of knowledge whereby thej' hope
to be saved ; but hovr few are acquainted with

that knowledge which stands in the power,

and which alone converts and keeps alivo'

unto God. O, how many souls are to be

answered for by them who tn!;e upon them to

be pastors from God, who have fed the flock

with words, with discourses ivhich they have

made, but have wanted the love and tender-

ness, the light and power of the true Shep-

herd ! Oh, what will these do when God re-

quires his sheep at their hands." To these,

however great the opposition and contumely
they may have to endure from those who love

darkness rather than light because their deeds

are evil, the words we have already quoted
are applicable, " if thou take forth the precious

from the vile, thou shalt be as my mouth : let

them turn unto thoc, but return not thou unto

them. And I will make thee unto this peo-

ple a fenced, brazen wall, and they shall fight

against thee, butthej' shall not prevail against

thee, for I am with thee to save thee, and to

deliver thee, saith the Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The crisis in the French Assembly ter-

minated amicably after an earnest and excited discus-

sion. The Assembly assumed for itself constituent

powers, by a vote of 433 to 227. Gambetta opposed this

assumption vehemently. A declaration of confidence

in Thiers and .ipproval of hLs conduct was carried by a
vote of 523 to 34. One hundred members abstaining

from voting. The bill prolonging the powers of Pre-

sident Thier.s, passed by a vote quite as large. A Ver-
sailles dispatch of the 2d declares that the Assembly
accepted the Presidency of Thiers because they could

get no one else to take his place. The Due d'Aumale,
MacMahon, Changarnier and Grevy, President of the

Assembly, all declined the honor with its onerous

duties. Grevy declared himself more of a republican

than Thiers, and the others said they were unwilling to

become a pretext for disorder. The Powers of Europe
have sent congratulatory dispatches to Thiers upon tlie

prolongation of his term of office. Advices from the

departments say the people generally approve the ac-

tion of the Assembly in relation to the Chief E.xecutlve.

The court-martial has pronounced the following sen-

tences on the Communist leaders brought before it for

trial. Bressy, Ferre and LuUler are condemned to

death ; Urbain and Trinquet to imprisonment for life

at hard labor; Assy, Billoury, Champy, Kegere, Grous-

set and Ferrat to deportation and Imprisonment In a
fortress, on others lighter sentences are imposed, and
two are acquitted. The court-martial will suspend Its

sittings for three days, after which it will take up the

cases of Kochefort, Kossel and Maroteau. The female

prisoner.^ accused of firing buildings will be tried before

a si,-p:fM!, 'I i'.Mi.il.

T ! 1

'

u rns of the city of Paris for the past

w(-( 1,
'

I s of which four were from cholera.

The li ihli '.! I' ill- is now considered good.

The tliinl inslaliiient, 500,000,000 francs, of the war
Indemnity to Germany has been paid.

The Grand Duke Alexis, of Russia, sailed on the 3d
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inst. from Cronstadt for the United States. The Czar
lias gone to the Cancasiis, and the Czarina to the

Crimea.
The cholera is spreading slowly in nortliern Ger-

many. There were 329 deaths from cholera in Konigs-
berg during the week ending on the 25th ult.

It is asserted that the conferences at Gastein resulted

in the establishment of perfect good understanding be-

tween Austria and the German Empire.' The Prussian
Cross Gazette .says, it was also agreed at Gastein that

Prussia should make representations to Russia calcu-

lated to lead to the restoration of a good understanding
between Eussia and Austria. Italy, it is stated, de-

clined to participate in the conference at Ga.stein. The
Vienna Free Press regards the Gastein conferences as

initiating a league for the preservation of the peace of

Europe.
The anniversary of the surrender of the Emperor

Napoleon and the French army at Sedan was celebrated

throughout Germany on the 2d inat.

The number of emigrants who sailed from Liverpool
during the Eighth month was 4,000 greater than ever
sailed in the same month of any previous year.

Many disasters to English vessels are reported, and
much loss of life as well as property.

Dr. Kirk, of Zanzibar, writes that Dr. Livingston is

still in the country west of Lake Tanganyika. He was
moving slowly, but safely, and will leave no doubt as

to the geographical problem whether Lake Tanganyika
is the real head of the Nile, or empties by the river

A subscription has been opened in England for the
relief of tlie people of Persia, and the Minister of that

country has been named as chairman of the committee
to solicit aid for the sufferers.

At a conference of the National Union for the sup-
pression of intemperance, held in London, the present
license system was considered, and steps were taken
towards securing amendments to the laws regulating
the sale of liquors, so as to advance the cause of temper-
ance.

A decree of amnesty has been promulgated in Spain,
which applies to all political offences. The Carlists on
the French border still threaten a rising against the
present government.
Advices from St. Thomas to 8th mo. 22d, mention

that the place had been visited by a terrific hurricaue,

desolating the entire island. About 6,000 i^eople had
been left houseless and destitute. Many were killed or

disabled by the falling houses. A heavy sea indicated

the coming of the hurricane, and most vessels were pre-

pared for it, so there is comparatively little damage to

the shipping.

A meetin;.' '.f m-Iiir, i-- m i~ li. l^l '.u ili- :: 1 in-t., ;,i

insist upon ail :,itm, .v ,,I .; :)|.' i.t 1 !:,.,.,; :,, ,,,,,,

hours per day IV,r mx .lay- ii, tlir week, or -54 hours in all.

()!i the od inst., a serio'is riot occurred in Dublin in

consequence of a meeting of the sympathizers with the
Fenian prisoners. The meeting was very large, and
resolutions demanding the release of the Fenians were
adopted. As the meeting was dispersing collisions with
the police occurred, in which many persons were in-

jured.

The disarmament of the National Guards in the cities

of southern France begins the loth inst. Troops have
been concentrated in some places so as to insure prompt
obedience to the law. It is supposed there will be no
vacation of the French Assembly until after the evacua-
tion by the Germans of the four departments surround-
ing Paris.

It is officially stated that Von Beiist and two other
Austrian Ministers, will assist at the conference of the

Emperors of Germany and Austria, about to take place

at Silzlmrg. After the conference the Emperor of Ger-

-Consols, 93', U. S. sixes,

90'

i»t/^uj/.—L Inlands cotton, 91 aOgrf. ; Orleans, 9S a
9'f/.

United States.— The Pablie Debt on the first inst.

amounted to !.2,.",72,904,-597, and subtracting $98,782,-

OSCinll T ,
|.^ -2 271,122,561. This is a ndii.'-

tioii , iln I i,t month, and$46,5S(;.jN7

sin. i rii. ."secretary of the Tri.:i-:iiv

lia- I I I

I I II Ml ii\(.-twenty bonds of 1^|;J.

to Ii. iif interest iu the 5 per

V I 1 concluded between the

I'll 1 1 I
^

. 1
I

, 1 III I 1 t ike effeot on the first

of Tenth niontli next, winch reduces the rate of inter-

national postage for pre-paid letters, from seven to six

cents per each single rate of half an ounce or under.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
253, including 31 deaths of cholera infantum. There
were 103 under two years of age.. During the first

eight months of the present year, the Clerk of the Court
of Quarter Sessions ha.s issued 4,122 tavern licences for

this city. This pernicious business is greatly on the
increase.

The steamer Alaska arrived on the first inst. at San
Francisco, in 36 days from Hong Kong, and 26 from
Yokohama, Japan. Her cargo included 54,665 pack-
ages of tea, most of which was destined for New York
and Boston by the overland route. The tea crop of
China is said to be abundant, and the silk product much
greater than last year.

The mean temperature at Philadelphia during the
Eighth month, by the Pennsylvania Hospital record,
was 78.49 deg., the highest during the month 92.50 deg.,

and the lowest 64 deg. Amount of rain 5.97 inches.

The average of the mean temperature of the Eighth
month for the past 82 years, is stated to be 73.21 deg.,

the highest during that entire period was in 1863, 79.50
deg , and the lowest in 1816, 66 deg.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 4th inst. New York.— American gold, 113.

U. S. .sixes, 1881, 1181-; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 1141; ditto,

10-40, 111}. Superfine flour, $4.80 a $5.15; finer

brands, $5.25 a $8.35. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,
*1.35 a #1.36; No. 2 do., $1.33 a S1.35 ; red western,
$1.39 a $1.43 ; amber Michigan, $1.50 ; white Ohio,
ilAo a $1.47. Black oats, 43 a 45 cts. ; white, 47 a 51
cts. Western mixed corn, 66J cts.

;
yellow, 69 cts.

Cotton, 19| a 201- cts. for uplands and New Orleans.
Philadelphia.—Cotton, 19J a 20cts. for uplands and Or-
leans. Superfine flour, i^4.75 a $5 ; finer brands, if5.25

a $7.25. White wheat, $1.50 a $1.60; amber, $1.45;
red western, $1.36 a $1.40. Eye, 77 a SO cts. Yellow
corn, 71 cts.; mixed, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 44 a 47 cts.

Lard, 9i a 9| cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 101 cts. Timothy,
$3.50 a $3.75. About 2800 beef cattle sold at the
Avenue Drove-yard : extra at 7 a 7^^ cts. ; fair to good,
at 6 a 6o cts., and common 4 a 5\ cts. per lb. gross.

Sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at 6J a
7\ cts. per lb. gross. Si. Louis.—No. 2 winter red
wheat, $1.20 a $1.22. No. 2 corn, 42 cts. No. 2 oats,

36i cts. Chiear/o.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.11. No. 2 corn,

44 cts. No. 2 . ,a»^, 29 • cts. Eve, 58 cts. No. 2 barlev,

60Jcts. ( Family flour, J5.40a'?5.60. Bed
wheat, $ 1 .

1
J I

:
.

I 1 .
I ,ni, 52 cts. Oats, 32 a 39 cts.

Lard, 9 cts. /. , : , .—Amber wheat, $1.45 a $1.55
;

Pennsylvania leii, .^l.So a il.41. Corn, 08 a 78 cts.

Oats, 46 a 50 cts.

KECEIPT,^.
K.'.'.'lv.'.l iV .hi W'iliLiM - ,,i.i!..v, $2, vol.45; from

^'.il III ^
' :

rriim John D. Harri-
II. !

.

-
: 111 Ilofiecker, Pa., $2,

Mil. r.: '-II i' : Ii .!i li. M ii-nv, Ind., $2, vol. 45;
from Susannah -Marri-.t, N. Y., t2, vol. 45; from Tru-
man Forsythe, Pa., *2, vol. 45 ; from Mary M. Apple-
gate, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Parker Half, Agent, O.,
.,_>. v,,l, 4.-.. an. I

(•; Xa.hin Hall, William Hall, James
Ml I •'

!
- T.' Willi, in nall,.li-., and John W.

•--.I i
- .' I.

: .
ii liii ,l..|iii ].. Kiiu, Agent, O.,

>'^'
.

' I. Ill I I-, |,]i LviH'li, .Mai-v Warrington,
.\. li- ill II ill. •I..I.1. H. .sianley, Jane Woolman, Abner
\\ .'..liii 111, Uiii.-Carr, David EUyson, Joseph Painter,
Liii.l-.v ( .,li!,, i;iiza A. Fogg, Eobert Ellyson, Jr.,

Til., ma- I'.. W.i.iluian, and Edwin Fogg, $2 each, vol.

-l-"i, lur ,\iiii Kaili-v, $2, to No. 4, vol. 46, and for Lvdia
Waniiim.iM. .-:J, to No. 18, vol.46; from Jacob Eeeder,
!.>., r-J, v.,1.

1
', ; from George Brinton, Pa., $2, vol. 45

;

fr.iiu Th.iiLias Twining, N. Y., *2, vol. 45, and for Ezra
Nichols, $2, vol. 45 ; from Jonas Edge, Kansa-s, $2, vol.

45 ; from Emma L. Bockius and Augusta A. Comfort,
City, i2 each, vol. 45 ; from Harriet J. Smedley, City,

$2, vol. 45 ; from Nancy B. Buffinton, Mass., per L.
D. Green, £2, vol. 45 ; from Lewis Passmore, Pa., $2,
vol. 45; from Sarah Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 45; from
Mercy Comfort, Pa., S2, vol. 45 ; from Uriah Borton,
N. J., $2, vol. 45; from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O.,

$2, vol. 45, and for Ellwood Dean, Edwin Hollings-
worth, Benjamin J. Hobson, and John S. Fowler, $2
each, vol. 45 ; from Marv Ann Baldwin, Pa., $2, vol.

l."i; fn.m M.amt Pleasant TV. ii-.IIii- ^.l,.,..!, O., per
WiN,,„ Hall.^:^, V.,]. }-,; 1: ;

.: il i i-. ( >.. S-, vol.
|-.: In, ill tliiirl.- !;iirt.,ii. I'.i -

, , .; ,V<.m .lames
W. M..I.1.-W. .\.^. ill. ()...- -J. v.: I,, ii,.! i.i Miirlc Willits,

•l.'lin II .;.!.
.

.!i
.

I - \. -Mctiivw, James Ed.gerton,
ami Ni!!,,,, il

,
-_! each, vol. 45; from Jesse

lliim. r --
:
H..MU Ellis Winner, O., $2, vol.

4.'i: tV.mi I', ill, i .il M.i ire. Pa., S3.2.J, to No. 52, vol.

45; from Henry Knowle.s, Agent, N. Y., for Daniel
Peckham, David Peckham, Eobert Knowles, Benj'n E.
Knowles, and Benjamin Boss, $2 each, vol. 45 ; from

Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., foV Thomas Hobson, Jam. 1

Bowman, and Achsah Mott, $2 each, vol. 45 ; froi
I

Thomas Bundv, O., $2, vol. 45 ; from John AV. Foste i

E. I., $2, vol. "45
; from J. B. Foster, E. I., $2, vol. 4E

1

from Gilbert Macomber, Mass., $2, vol. 45 ; from Wi
|

liam Evans, City, $2, vol. 45, and for Thomas Evai i

and Lydia T. King, Pa., $2 each, vol. 45; from Chat

DeCou", N. J., per Daniel DeCou, *2, vol. 45; froijl,^

Isaac Cowgill, O., $2, vol. 45, and for Joseph Cowgi]

$2, vol. 45 ; from James Kitely, Canada, $2.25, vol. 4
and Postage; from Jonathan "Chace, E. I., $2, vol.41

and for Miller Chace, Mass., and Harvey Chace, R. I

$2 each, vol. 45 ; from John S. Stokes, for Henry 1

Elv, M. D., Elizabeth B. Stokes, Edmund Darnell, an

Eachel E. Haines, N. J., and Delphina Mendenhal
N. C, $2 each, vol. 45 ; from Phebe Bowerman, N. Y

j

*2, vol. 45; from AVm. P. Townsend, A,gent, Pa., Ji

vol. 45, and for John W. Townsend, Thomas Thor|
Elizabeth S. Thomas, S. Emlen Sliarpless, I'hinea

Pratt, Joshua T. Ballinger, .James Smith, Sarah Yai
nail and Eebecca Conard, Edw'd S. Yarnall, Margare
W. Pyle, Enoch Harlan, Eichard J. Thatcher, ani

Thos. C. Hoge, Pa., and Joseph G. Eldridge, Nebraski
$2 each, vol. 45 ; from Eich'd Mott, Agent, lo., for .lob

Hampton, Stephen Hodgin, Eli Hodgin, Wm. P. D
weese, and .Joseph Battev, 82 each, vol. 45 ; from Am
C. Hoopes, City, $2, vol.45 ; from James J. Lord, N. i

\

f2, vol. 45 ; from Thomas Doan, City, $2, vol.45
; froi i

Jonathan G. Williams, N. J., $2. vol. 45; from Ant,
Pirn, Pa., J2, vol. 45 ; from Micaijah M. Morlan, Agen
O., for Richard B. Fawcett, Hannah Enn-all, Kli.'iibet

Reeve, Samuel Street, andFredk. .Ma.i.k! -J . li, v„

45, and for Rachel S. French, s-_!, t., X... ::. . 1. 4"i

from Joseph Masters, O., per Daniil Sii i:: n, ~l', v.j

45; from Charles W. SattiTtl.wain., ( >., .<-J, t., N.,. l!

vol. 46 ; from Margaret Mill, r, N..]., rl', vnl. 4-"
; froi

Samuel M. S'aeppard, N. .1...--'. i.. N.,. 4, v..l. ii,; froi

John E. Sheppard, $2, v.,1. 4.",
; fn.iii .Malil.lii \Varne|

Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from John Brantingham, O., $2, vq

45, and for Samuel Carr and Isaac 'Cope, $2 each, voi

45 ; from Samuel Pancoast, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from Get
Pandrich, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; from Amos Evans, N. J
per Jacob Smedlev, Jr., $2, vol. 45 ; from Phebe < iriffi

and William D. Griffin, N. Y., $2, vol. 45 ; from Mat
B. Buffinton, Mass., $2, vol. 45.

Also received by Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent,
from Jo.shua Coppock, Barton Dean, Jeremiah
pock, and Wm. G. Coppock, $2 each, vol. 45.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will !

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

EEEATA.
On page 14, in the last number, columns 2 and e

" doric" read " daric."

WESTTOWN BOAEDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on Se

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends whoM|
tend to enter their children for the coming term,^
requested to make early application to Aakon Sh.4
LESS, Superintendent, (addre-ss Street Road P. O., C
ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treasu
No. 304 Arch St., Philada. p|||

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOEB
PERSONS.

Principal and assistant teachers are wanted for i

schools, to open about the first of Tenth month.
Application mav be made to

Elton B. Gifford, No. 28 North Third !

Richard J. Allen, No. 614 Wood St.

Thomas Elkinton, No. 118 Pine St
Geo. J. Scattergood, No. 413 Spruce

WANTED,
A Teacher for the Classical Department of the B(^

School at Westtown : to commence his duties at

opening of the next Session, on the first of the Eleve™..

,

month. Application to be made to ""'
Joseph Passmore, Goshen, Chester coun
Samuel Morris, Olney, Philadelphia,
Charles Evan.s, M. D"., 702 Race street.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOE INDI
CHILDEEN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to (

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm (

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelj
Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.
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! Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance. Two
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Times and Trials to the Cliurcli.

t was a memorable era when, the more
y to exemplify the terms of the new cove-
it, "I will put my law in their inward
ts, and write it in their hearts," the Society
'ends was raised up as a distinct church.

)rgo Fox and his faithful co-adjutors had,
world wide history, their close trials and

p proving^, even suffurings unto death,
the God of heaven in whom they trusted,
pered them ; and, he and his helpers
ng a mind to work, they were not turned

ie by the cruel enemy; but as in the days
Nehemiah—no inapt comparison—"they
ch builded on the wall, and they that bare

Ds, with those that laded, every one
h one of his hands wrought in the work,
with the other hand held a weapon."

ng heartily tired of the prescribed forms
external ceremonies of the professing

reh of their day, they sought and found
ething more real and life-giving according
,he good hand of their God upon them.
i the Lord on high who knew the fervent
res and aspirations of their hearts, and
> keepeth covenant and mercy for them
ilove him and observe his commandments,
sed his own work in their hands.
ruth, by the worldly-wise and the mere
'e of custom, hath ever been a despised and
cted thing. "Away with this fellow from
earth," was contemptuously said of the
,t Author of every virtue. And thus again
8 written in Nehemiah, that when San-
at and Tobiah heard of it, they were
^vcd exceedingly that there was come a

to seek the welfare of the children of
lel. Of similar import, concerning Truth
he life of Christ in the heart, are some of
last words of James Naylor :

" In God
16 it can rejoice, though none else regard
ir can own its life. It is conceived in sor-
', and brought forth without any to pity
nor doth it murmur at grief and oppres-
. It never rejoiceth, hut through sufferings ;

with the world's joy it is murdered. I
id it alone

;
being forsaken. 1 have fel-

ship therein, with those who lived in dens
desolate places in the earth ; who through

th obtained this resurrection, and eternal,

^ life."

IIow animating is the reflection that the

ever-blessed Head and Husband of our little

portion of His professing Church, has not

only caused its establishment in the earth,

but has memorably stood by and sustained

it ; as He ever will do to His faithful, obedient

children, however they may feel as "the rem-
nant that are left of the captivity," or in

whatever state of " affliction and reproach."

He will indeed boar these as on eagle's wings:

He will make them to lie down in green pas-

tures, and lead beside the still waters; and
"give them their meat in due season." Ee-
markable trulj- is the Divine support and
strength which attended the rise of this So-

ciety
;
and the uncompromising faithfulness

of those who so nobly, even to the death,

espoused its cause. The Prophet's declara-

tion from the Lord of hosts, has been
concerning this people, viz: "I have
thee to multiply as the bud of the field, and
thou hast increased and waxen great, and
thou art come to excellent ornaments. * *

When I passed by thee, and looked upon thee,

behold thy time was the time of love ;
* * and

1 entered into covenant with thee, saith the

Lord God, and thou becamest mine. * * And
thy renown went forth among the heathen
for thy beauty ; for it was perfect through
my comeliness, which I had put upon thee,

saith the Lord God." They were changed
men themselves; being turned not only from
the manners, maxims and ways of the world,

but from the worships thereof also, through
the power of an endless life which was so sig-

nally dispensed, and whereby also a real

change was wrought in them ; and they be-

came Jews after the inward circumcision,
" that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in

the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of

God."
In this day, Israel was " holiness unto the

Lord, and the first fruits of his increase."

Well, is not the same hand of unspeakable
power and mercy as near to instruct and to

preserve on the right hand and on the left,

all those who call upon Him in sincerity and
truth ? Yea, will He not keep these from any
device and enchantment, however specious,

of the cruel foe? Is His hand shortened, or

His ear heavy, or is He less omnipotent to

save all those who in humility and contrition

of soul are true to Him? What then is the

cause of our present leprous and lapsed state?

May it not, lamentably, but with too much
truth be said, " Ephraiin hath mixed himself

among the jjeople." " Strangers have de-

voured his strength, and he knoweth it not:

yea, grey hairs are hero and there upon him,

yet he knoweth it not." " Yet I had planted

thee a noble vine, wholly a right seed; how
then art thou turned into the degenerate

plant of a strange vine unto me ?" " But now,
after that ye have known God, or rather are

known of God, how turn ye again to the weak
and beggarly eletuents, whereuuto yo desire

again to be in bondage?" "Behold, all ye

that kindle a fire, that compass yourselves

about with sparks : walk in the light of your
fire, and in the sparks that ye have kindled.

This shall ye have of mine hand
;
ye shall lie

down in sorrow." Has not the god of this

world too greatly prevailed in persuading us

that religion has softened her features ; that

there is no longer any need of walking in the

straight and narrow path our forefathers trod;

that the immediate guidance of the Holy
Spirit—the anointing which we have received

of Christ Jesus and which leadeth into all

truth—is dubious and uncertain; that the

way of self-denial and the daily cross is too

difficult and offensive to be trodden ; that re-

pentance and good works are not necessary

to justification by Christ ; in a word, that we
are justified and saved by what our Holy
Redeemer has done for us without us, irrespec-

tive of His second coming in the heart as a re-

finer's fire and like fuller's soap, to thoroughly

cleanse His floor by that which now saveth,

even the answer of a good conscience toward
God, derived to us through submission to the

alone cleansing and saving baptism of the

Holy Ghost and of fire. O let us beware of

so much outwardness! Let us take heed of

sliding, however unsuspiciously, into the re-

ligion of the times. Is not the work of the

great deceiver in this day of outward ease

and much self-indulgence, to keep our religion

on the outside wherein many mighty works

may show forth themselves of us, instead of

within, where the power of the Lord "shall

burn as an oven," even " with burning and
fuel of fire." Well has the poet expressed in

writing of the Christian :

—

"His warfare is within. There, unfatigned,

His fervent spirit labors."

May this inward warfare be ours, till our

glorious Captain is pleased to say. It is

enough ! May the stripping chamber, and

the washing pool, bo with constancy endured,

until we are unclothed of self, or dependence

upon any sufficiency of our own ; and until a

willingness is wrought to let the leaven of the

grace of God effectually operate to our own
true peace and eternal salvation. It will not

do for us, either as a Society or as individuals,

to lower the standard we are called to main-

tain ;
to be turned aside from a faithful main-

tenance of the precious doctrines and testi-

monies committed us to bear before the world
;

neither to be beguiled into the belief that we
may with impunity accommodate ourselves

to the views and principles of those around

us. For, respecting the standard and walk

of others, how carefully should the Saviour's

precept to Peter be heeded by each of us:

" What is that to thee? Follow thou Me."

The outgoings alluded to, are the things

that constitute the present a time of peculiar

trial to the church : wherein its doctrines and

testimonies seem put somewhat to the test,

whether they will stand the overflowing surge

—all that is brought to bear upon them—yea,

or nay ! But the writer has no doubt of the
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result. Honest Gamaliel shall answer for us

here :
" If this counsel or this work be of men,

it will come to nought : but if it be of God, ye

cannot overthrow it: lest haply ye be found

even to fight against God." Old fiishioned

Quaker principles, it is believed, are the Truth

as it is in Jesus. They may be, as they have

already been, again and again assailed, or

substitutions attempted; numbers may turn

away on this hand and on that; but like an

impregnable fortress, these principles will en-

dure and prevail, while those who have for-

saken them may be in wandering mazes lost.

" What though a worldly spirit has crept in,

That fain the kingdom through new ways would win ?"

What if, as we have recently been assured,

a Friend in England a good while ago said,

that the time would come when the principles

of our Society would have to be contended

for over again ? It has already borne up and

been strengthened to stand against many at-

tacks of the enemy, and to endure varied

kinds and varied times of trial. Hitherto the

Lord has helped us. He hath brought us

through again and again to the praise of His

ever excellent Name. Let none then mistrust

His power, neither His willingness to help;

but rather be afresh animated to commit our-

selves and our cause, with prayer and suppli-

cation, even with agonizing travail of spirit,

to Him who ruleth over all ; who can turn

and overturn and make a way for our deliver-

ance where to the outward eye there seems
to be no waj^.

Times of trial to the church are not new,

as the lives of Noah, of Abraham, of Elijah,

of Deborah, of Xehemiah, of Mordecai, of the

disciples of the Saviour, with that of our Lord
himself when in the prepared body, abun-

dantly represent. Let, then, no undue dis-

couragement have place with any; but let

each stand in his or her allotted place on the

wall, with a single eye to the Captain of sal-

vation who was never foiled in battle. Let
us not yield to any divination or enchantment
of the grand deceiver, neither allow the intro

duction of any new pattern of Quakerism
which like the piece of new (raw or un-

wrought) cloth, in the parable, will only takt

from the garment, and the rent be made worse.

Above all, let us in no wise turn away fr

Him, Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant,

who first gathered us to be a people ; who re

mains to be " The Repairer of the breach.

The Restorer of paths to dwell in." " For," in

the language of the Apostle, " if they escaped

not who refused him that spake on earth,

7nuch more shall not we escape if we turn away
from Him that speaketh from heaven : whose
voice then shook the earth : but now he hath

promised, saying. Yet once more I shake not

the earth only, but also heaven. And this

word, Yet once more, signifieth the romovin
of those things that are shaken, as of things

that are made, that those things which can

not be shaken may remain. Wherefore we
receiving a kingdom which cannot be move
let us have grace, whereby we may serve God
acceptably with reverence and godly fear: for

our God is a consuming fire."

Cannot the Lord of the vineyard do as He
pleases with his laborers? Knows He not

where they are most needed ? If the part the}'

have been so long digging and watering
bringeth not forth fruit, the laborers will be

taken away from them.

For " The Friend."

History lllnstrated by Numismatics.

(CoQtinned from page 21.)

According to Le JSTormand, about the year
385 B. C, the substitution took place among
the Roman people, from a square piece of cast

metal that before the days of the regal period

of Servius TuUius, had been employed as a

weight, to a circular one, which was then first

used as a coin. Its composition appears to

have been an alloy of copper and a small por-

tion of tin. It, as well as its predecessor the

weight, was called the ^Es, or Libralis, and is

stated by ancient writers to have originally

weighed a pound. But Pliny avers that about

the commencement of the first Punic war, it

was reduced to two ounces. There appears

to have been a series of reductions in the

piece, to the degree eventually of only one-

fifth of an ounce! The heaviest fes that has

come down to us weighs nine and a half

ounces. Upon one side is represented the

head of Janus with two faces : upon the other

the prow of a ship and the numeral I, deno-

ting the standard of value. There were sub-

divisions of this coin as follows, viz: The
Semis or half, having the letter S to designate

ts value; the Triens, or third, with four dots

or globules upon either side ; the Quadrans or

fourth part, with three globules ; the Sextans

or sixth, with two globules, and the Uncia or

ounce, the twelfth of the ^Es, with a single

globule. Various devices occupy the obverse

of these several fractions, most commonly the

head of Jupiter, Minerva or Mercury.
Pliny is our authority for the statement

that the first Roman silver money was coined

five years before the first Punic war, in the

year 269 B. C. Greek money had long been

the circulating medium at Rome as well as in

other Italian States, but not until after the

defeat of the Greek colonies, and their ally

Pyrrhus, did the Romans condescend to imi-

tate the silver coins of their now tributary

cities. The Roman denarius was made to

correspond in weight with the Greek drachma
of the period, which appears to have been then

somewhat reduced from the Attic standard.

We usually find an X upon the obverse of the

denarius of the Republic to denote its value

as being equal to ten bronze ases. There is

the quinarius, or half denarius, with a V,

being equal to five ases. Still smaller silver

coins are also mentioned.
Pliny also states that the first gold coined

by the Romans occurred sixty-two years after

the silver coinage, in the year 207 B. C. The
earliest pieces were called the Scrupulum
valued at twentj' ases and weighing 18.06

grains, and its multiples the double and treble

scrupulum. These were succeeded by the

Aureus, which continued until the time of

Constantine the Great, to be in its turn suc-

ceeded by the Solidus, and, like the Greek
stater, was made of double the weight of the

silver unit, and of the value of twenty silver

pieces, being about equal to $5.10 American
money. Thus it will be seen that while the

Greeks first coined gold, then silver, and lastly

copper money, the Romans reversed the order,

beginning with copper and using silver and
then gold at subsequent periods.

The relative value of gold and silver has

varied in diff^erent ages, but more frequently

in ancient than in modern times. Herodotus,
in his Thalia, in estimating the tribute paid

to Darius, calculated the relation to be as 13

to 1. This was about 450 B. C. Livy makes

the proportion B. C. 190, as 10 to 1. Suetonit

states that Julius Cassar once exchanged i

the proportion of 9 to 1, saj' at about B. C. 5-

And it appears that in the time of the en

peror Justinian, A. D 527-565, it became £

14 or 15 to 1.

The denarii of the Republic were issued i

enormous quantity, the greater part of thai

being marked with the name of some Roma
family, plebeian as well as patrician. Nearl

the whole of this peculiar coinage is believe

to have been issued during the period withi

fifty years of the reign of Augustus Cssai
any have devices commemorating events c

legends in the history of Rome, and in thi

way numerous incidents and events connecte

with Roman history are preserved to us whic
would otherwise have been lost. Portrait

too, of their most distinguished citizens, at'

accurately given, and transmitted to us frorj

a period of time that they could have bee

rescued in no other way. These denarii (

the Republic, as well as those following afte

the establishment of the empire, are possesse

of iJ-reat interest to the student in history, a

the description of two of the former will giv

the reader an idea. One, of the Tituria

family, represents the maiden Tarpeia crusl

ed between the shields of Sabine soldiers, t

whom she had consented to open the gate

of Rome upon the condition that she shoulj

have the "ornaments" they wore upon the)

arms (meaning the golden bracelets.) Brf

instead of these, each soldier as he passed b

her, threw his shield upon her, thereby cam f

ing her death. The Tarpeian rock, near whie!

the occurrence is located, is still shown th]

visitor to the ruins of Rome ; it afterwards be

came still more famous in consequence of th'

number of criminals who expiated their or
fences by being hurled to death from its siiiiil

mit. The other, a specimen of which is no\!

before me, has represented upon one side '

helmed female head emblematical of Rorai'

with the name Lseca. On the reverse side i

a'quadrigata or four horse chariot, driven j

speed; beneath it is M. Pore Roma. Th!

coin is a denarius of P. Porcius Lieca, wh'

B. C. 256, introduced the Porcian huv

capite et tergo civium, which was the la

appeal under which the Apostle Paul

pealed to Cffisar."

We have now reached the most interest in

period both of Roman and of numismatic hi:

tory,^—that of the empire. The portraits (

the several emperors, also those of many c

their wives and other relatives, up to the tina

of its dissolution, are faithfully represents'

upon the bronze, silver and gold coins. S

correctly is this the case, that with a littl

experience, the student can tell whose head i

represented in nearly every instance amonga
a thousand coins, if well preserved, withoft

reading the inscription. Not only so, but the;

also show the principal public buildings, in

plements of worship and agriculture, mannei
and customs, &c., of the people, as well as th

most important events of the several reigni

Which led Addison to remark, that " a serit

of an emperor's coins is his life digested int

annals."

About the commencement of the reigu (

Augustus Cffisar, the bronze Sestertius, c

what is commonly known as first brass, C

more properly, first bronze, was adopted t

standard for copper, in place of the M\til'

The second, third and fourth bronze wcroi
definite proportion smaller in size than tb'
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it. But they were all issued only by aii-

)rity of the Senate, a fact denoted on each
them for many years by the letters S. C.

matus Consulto.) It is a remarkable fact

it the silver and gold money rarely have
sse letters upon them, and it is known that

) emperors arrogated to themselves the
ht of coining in these metals, but in the
mze never without the decree of the Senate.
^B examples of Addison's remark, there

y be mentioned a few historical events re-

ded on the bronze money. The subjuga-
tion of Egypt and the announcement of its

lexation as a mere Roman province, is in

s instance expressed with characteristic
ivity in the two words, ^Hgypta capta; and
other coins is simply represented by a
codile chained to a palm tree! Likewise,
ler Vespasian, when the legions of his son
,U8 besieged and captured Jerusalem, there-
causing the death of a million of Jews, the
peror records the event by a captive Jewess
,ing weeping beneath a palm tree, whilst
1 conqueror stands in a meditating attitude
jrlooking the scene. Around them is the
,end Jitdea capta. The closure of the tem-
of Janus during universal peace by sea

1 land, between the Roman people and the
rid, which occurred three times during the
ja of Nero, is commemorated on his bronze
DS of all sizes, (each having a portrait of
emperor,) by a legend announcing the

t, as well as a representation of the temple
ilf closed. The well-known device of a
n of Trajan is very fine, where the emperor
een, after paying the debt of the State, in

I act of burning the cancelled bonds. In
irt, as it has been said, "they delineate
,h fidelity, and preserve with little varia-

p, more portraits of real characters—-give
re perfect representations of implements,
flses, buildings and symbols—fix precisely
re chronological dates—record a greater
nber of historical events—and aflbrd better
ces of manners and customs, than any other
38 of coins."

Dhe denarius is the penny of the New Tes-
aent. The laborers ia the vineyard were
fh to have a denarius per day. The ten
ces of silver which the woman had, (Luke
8) one of which was lost and searched for

.b diligence
; the thirty pieces for which

las betrayed his Master, (Matthew xxvi.

) the money which the good Samaritan
re to the inn-kee])er who was to have the
e of him who fell among thieves (Luke x.

were all denarii. The penny which in

ke XX. 24, our Lord asked to be shown him,
1 which bore the image and superscription
Caesar, was a denarius of Tiberius Cffisar,

then emperor; they are so plentiful that
ood one may be purchased in this country
a dollar. The value of these silver pieces,
the period of which we are speaking, was
)ut fifteen cents. As money has depre-
ted now to less than one-tenth its value
m, the denarius would purchase more than
much as a dollar and a half would now.
that a penny a day would not bo unremu-
•ative wages for a day's labor.

CTo be concladed.)

iVilllam Penn maintained, that there is,

i must be, a judgment in the church when
embled, which is superior to the judgment

b] individuals, for the Spirit of God does not
i^d into confusion, but into order, harmony
Hi love.

For "The Friend."

Phffibe Gary.

The recent decease of Phcebe Cary, on the
31st of 7th month last, has been the occasion
of the publication in the N. Y. Tribune, of a
short sketch of her life, from which the fol-

lowing is condensed.
Her sister Alice, with whose name her own

is almost invariably associated, died about
five months before.

Phoebe was born near Cincinnati, Ohio, in

1825. She first became known to the public

by her contributions to periodical literature.

In 1850 was published in Philadelphia, "Po-
ems of Alice and Phojbe Cary," of which she
wrote about one-third. Her next venture was
in " Poems and Parodies," published by Tick-
nor & Fields, in 1854. Her best work was
" Poems of Faith, Hope and Love," issued in

18G8.
" Phoebe came to New York with Alice, in

1852 or 1853, and here they lived together
until they were so lately separated bj' death.

Few homes are more attractive than theirs

was for many years. H. Greeley, in his

sketch of the sisters in the 'Eminent Women
of the Age,' says: 'Their parlor was not so

large as some others, but quite as neat and
cheerful; and the few literary persons or art-

ists who occasionally met, at their informal
invitation, to discuss with them a cup of tea

and the newest books, poems, and events,

might have found many more pretentious,

but few more enjoyable, gatherings. I have
a dim recollection that the first of these little

tea-parties was held up two flights of stairs,

in one of the less fashionable sections of the
city; but good things were said there, that

I recall with pleasure even yet ; while of some
of the company, on whom I have not since

set eyes, I cherish a pleasant and grateful

remembrance. As their circumstances grad-

uallj' though slowly improved by dint of dil-

igent industry and judicious economy, they
occupied more eligible quarters

; and the mod-
est dwelling they have for some years owned
and improved, in the very heart of this em-
porium, has long been known to the literary

guild as combining one of the best private li-

braries with the sunniest drawing-room (even
by gaslight) to be found between King's
Bridge and the Battery.'

" One of her hymns is associated with a
touching story. It is the one beginning with
this stanza

:

One sweetly solemn thought
Comes to me o'er and o'er

;

I'm nearer home to-day

Than I ever have been before.

"A gentleman in China, intrusted with pack-

ages for a young man from his friends in the

United States, learned that he would probably
be found in a certain gambling-house. He
went thither, but not seeing the young man,
sat down and waited in the hope that he might
come in. The place was a bedlam of noises,

men getting angry over their cards, and fre-

quently coming to blovvs. Near him sat two
men,—-one young, the other 40 years of age.

They were betting and drinking in a terrible

way, the older one giving utterance continu-

ally to the foulest profanity. Two games
had been finished, the young man losing

each time. The third game, with fresh bot-

tles of brandy, had just begun, and the young
man sat lazily back in his chair while the old-

est shuffled the cards. The man was a long

time dealing the cards, and the young man,

looking carelessly about the room, began to
hum a tune. Ho went on, till at length he
began to sing the hymn of Phoebe Cary above
quoted. The words, says the writer of the
story, repeated in such a vile place, at first

made me shudder. But while the young man
sang, the elder stopped dealing the cards,
stared at the singer a moment, and, throwing
the cards on the floor, exclaimed: 'Harry,
where did you learn that tune?' ' What tune?'
'Why, that one you've been singing.' The
young man said he did not know what he had
been singing, when the elder repeated the
words, with tears in his eyes, and the young
man said ho had learned them in a Sunday-
school in America. ' Come,' said the elder
getting up ; 'come, Harry ; here's what I won
from you; go and use it for some good pur-
pose. As for me, as God sees me, I have
played my last game, and drank my last bot-

tle. I have misled you, Harry, and I am sor-

ry. Give me your hand, my boy, and say
that, for old America's sake, if for no other,

you will quit this infernal business.' The
gentleman who telis the story (originally

jjublished in The Boston Daily JVews) saw
these two men leave the gambling house to-

gether, and walk away arm in arm ; and he
remarks; 'It must be a source of great joy
to Miss Cary to know that her lines, which
have comforted so many Christian hearts,

have been the means of awakening in the
breast of two tempted and erring men on the
other side of the globe, a resolution to lead a
better life.'

"

The poem alluded to is the following.

One sweetly solemn thought
Comes to me o'er and o'er

;

I'm nearer home to-day

Than I ever have been before.

Nearer my Father's house,
Where the many mansions be

;

Nearer the great white throne,

Nearer the jasper sea

;

Nearer the bound of life,

Where we lay our burdens down ;

—

Nearer leaving the cross.

Nearer gaining the crown.

But lying darkly between.
Winding down tlirough the night,

Is the dim and unknown stream
That leads me at last to the light.

Closer, closer my steps

Come to the dark abysm

;

Closer death to my lips

Presses the awful chrysm.

Saviour, perfect my trust.

Strengthen the might of ray faith
;

Let me feel as I would when I stand
On the rock of the shore of death

;

Feel as I would when my feet

Are slipping over the brink :

For it may be I'm nearer home

—

Nearer now, than I think !

These lines are truly beautiful, and their

remembrance may well bring comfort to the
devoted Christian ; who, relying on the mercy
of God in Christ Jesus, is struggling on in the
narrow path, seeking to know a yet fuller re-

demption from the power of sin, and a closer

union with the Divine nature. Such a one
experiences that every temptation to evil suc-

cessfully resisted, every buff'eting of Satan,

every season of desertion patiently endured,
and every humbling dispensation administer-

ed by the Divine hand, is among the provi-

dences designed to work together for good to

them that fear God. When favored with a
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sense of Heavenly goodness which is admin-

istered at times for his consolation and en-

couragement, he may indulge the animating

hope, that as time passes on, he is approach-

ing,

Kearer his Father's house

Where the many mansions be.

Such a hope cannot safely be entertained

by any whose hearts are not yet devoted to

the service of their Heavenly Father, or who
are not seeking to be brought under the go-

vernment of that power, which can enable

them to surrender themselves fully to the

Divine will ; for before we can gain the crown

we must bear the cross.

A CaJifornia Orchard.—Snys the Marysville

Standard, a few days ago it was our pleasure

to visit the orchard of John Briggs, located

about two miles south ofYuba City, in Sutter

county. The proprietor is the owner of 426

acres," mostly bottom land, lying along the

west bank of the Feather river. The soil is a

rich, sandy loam, and composed of the yearly

deposits of the river many years ago. No
better or richer land is to be found in the State,

and the orchard we shall briefly notice prom

ises to be the pride of the Briggs Brothers,

who have a State reputation as orchardists

and fruitgrowers.

Before reaching the orchard proper we rode

through a field of 150 acres of castor beans,

which field is to give place to a new orchard

next year, the fruit trees for the same at pres

ent growing in the nursery by the side of the

field of castor beans, and containing 25,000

one year old budded peach trees, 16,000 plum

trees, 6,000 eastern walnuts, 25,000 California

walnuts, 2,000 apple ti-ees, 500 Italian chest-

nut trees, &c. Passing along through this

forest ofyoung trees, we arrived atthe present

peach orchard, consisting of 600 trees, two

years old, and some of them bearing this sea

son 150 pounds of peaches. These trees have

made a remarkable growth, owing to the

rich ground upon which they are planted.

Passing the peach orchard we reached the

apricots, two thousand two hundred in num-

ber, which are also two years old, and have

borne a fiiir crop the present season. This

orchard presented a sad sight in one respect.

The late heavy storm had prostrated many
of the trees entire, while in others the limbs

had been torn off as if a tornado had swept

over the place. Ilovvever, the trees were

healthy and stout, notwithstanding the mu-

tilations here and there. We next rode into

the cherry orchard, containing three thou-

sand of the most thrifty young trees ever seen

on any ground. The different varieties, fif-

teen in number, gave this orchard a variety

of aspect, and broke up the usual monotony

of the steeple-like formed cherry orchard.

These cherry trees were all imported from

Eochester, N. Y., about three years ago.

Off to the south of this wonderful wilder-

ness are two thousand five hundred plum

trees of twelve varieties, and five hundred

apple trees, mostly of winter varieties. On
returning from the orchard by the wagon
road we had entered, we visited Briggs Broth-

ers' steam castor oil mill. Here we found a

hydraulic press, with a capacity of three hun-

dred gallons of oil per day. The mill also con-

tained twenty tons of castor beans, andtwo
thousand five hundred gallons of oil, nicely

bottled and cased, and ready for market.

THE BRIGHT SIDE.

There is many a rest in the road of life

If we would stop to take it.

And many a tone from the better land,

If the querulous heart would wake it

!

To the sunny soul that Is full of hope,

And whose beautiful trust ne'er faileth,

The grass is green and the flowers are bright,

Though the wintry storm prevaileth.

Better to hope, though the clouds hang low,

And to keep the eyes still lifted,

For the sweet blue sky will soon peep through

When the ominous clouds are rifted.

There was never a night withouta day.

Or an evening without a morning
;

And the darkest hour, as the proverb goes,

Is the hour before the dawning.

There is many a gem in the path of life,

Wliich we pass in our idle pleasure,

That is richer far than jeweled crown,

Or the raiser's hoarded treasure

;

It may be the love of a little child,

Or "a mother's prayers to heaven :

Or only a beggar's grateful thanks

For a cup of water given.

Better to weave in the web of life

A bright and golden filling,

And to do God's wUl with a ready heart,

And hands that are swift and willing,

Than to snap the delicate, slender threads

Of our curious lives asunder.

And then blame heaven for the tangled ends.

And sit, and grieve, and wonder.

Know well, my soul, God's hand controls

Wiiate'er thou fearest

;

Round Him in calmest music rolls

Whate'er thou hearest.

What to thee is shadow, to Him is day,

And the end he knoweth
;

And not a blind and aimless way
The Spirit goeth.

Xothing before, nothing behind,

The steps of faith

Fall on the seeming void, and find

The Rock beneath.

The present, the present is all thou hast

For thy sure possessing
;

Like the Patriarch's Angel, hold it fast

Till it gives its blessing.

And in life, in death, in dark, in light.

All are in God's care
;

Sound the black abyss, pierce the deep night,

And He is there

!

Leaning on Him, make with reverend meekness

His own thy will

;

And with strength from Him shall thy utter weakn.

Life's tasks fulfil.

And that cloud itself, which now before thee

Lies dark to view,

Shall with beams of light from the inner glory

Be stricken through.

And like the meadow-mist through autumn's dawn
UproUing thin.

Its thickest folds when about thee drawn
Let sunlight in.

Habits of Spiders,

In the south of Europe, and also in the

south of France, there are found spiders large

in body, but very poor in silk. But these use

well their small stock ; not being rich enough

to construct dwellings of silk, these mygaf
make tubes in the earth of diameters suited

to the size of their bodies, and as the walls

would be rough, they are adorned with ban

ings of the most beautiful silk, so soft that the

inhabitant feels no friction when rubbin,

against such tapestry. This is not all
;
if th

retreat remained open at the surface, the my-

animal. This spider, therefore, makes a soli

door with the earth thrown out in hollowic,

the tube. The door is cone-shaped, so as no

to be pushed in by a pressure from .withoatj

On the outside it is uneven, like the soil ; bo
j

inside it is carefully covered with a silky web
I

To a door you must necessarily have a hingej

and a lock or bolt are often wanted
;
the

gale knows how to provide for all these neceaj^

sities. The hinge is formed with such tougl

silk that it can offer a resistance surpassinj

belief. A semicircle of little holes, very rega

larly placed in the side opposite to the hinge

forms a kind of bolt. See what intelligent

i

this spider shows when any one tries to open

the door; she drives her claws into the littli,

holes, pulls down with all her might, and thui

defends her domicile. When the mygalt

wishes to go a hunting, she pushes up th(

door, and lets it fall down again ; on her re

turn, she draws up the door with her claws

and re-enters. This is very like what is no«

done in many towns in the north of Franct

by the tenants of those lodgings where th«

door opens on the foot path. i

Many spiders use silk for making tubes, oi

lurking places, where they watch for theii

prey, or for fortresses to secure themselve.-i

from foes. »

M. Blanchard has called attention to a won |

derful use of silk by the water spiders. Thest

ttle in appearance and general stru

ture from their more common relations. Thi

ake their homes in streams, but live mu
the air. How is this managed? T

spider form a house of silk, which is a t;

diving bell. This singular home is about

'

size of a thimble, is secured to some
growing on the rivulet's banks, and there

spider lurks. This silk diving bell has a w'

and glistening appearance, like silver,

inhabitant is, therefore called argyronal

from two words, denoting "a spinner

silver."

Every one notices, and few can help ad

ing, the magnificent webs of the commi

garden-spider. The art with which they "

formed is wonderful. The ancients who
amined these works, understood all th

beauty, and invented the pretty fable

Arachne. The web was so perfect that

author seemed capable of rivalling a godd'

The spider, when about to construct tl

web, places a thread cross-ways between t

branches, then arranges other threads be-

neath, which look as regular as if traced on

a frame. From the horizonal thread the

spider spins a vertical thread in a downward

direction, and the centre of the work having

been thus settled, the radiating lines are

formed. Other threads are then spun, audi

the concentric circles constructed with a beaa-if

tiful and wonderful regularity. I

These threads are not all of the same kind.lt

Those which compose the large transverse!:

cord, the vertical cord, and the rays, are made*

of a silk which becomes dry the moment it

j
comes out of the spider's body. On the con- j;

trary, those which form the circles are madoi

of a'silk which is highly elastic and glulin'<us

—most important properties, because tlie

threads thus completely adhere to the rays.

These same spiders produce silk destined to i

form cocoons, in which to envelope the eggs. 1

This silk is sometimes quite different from \

that of which the web is composed. While i

the web threads are white this is of a golden 4

gale might easily be seized by some hungry 'color. The three kinds of silk are secretol.l,
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iree kinds of glands, each secreting a par-

ar silk. The cobwebs of our garden-

ers give an incomplete idea of some of

breads spun by other species of the same
). In the hottest countries of the world
Madagascar, in the Isle of Bourbon, in

Mauritius, in India, and in the greater

ion of Polynesia—there are spiders which
truct webs of gigantic dimensions. They

their filmy lines across streams, fasten-

m to the trees on each side. Travellers

that when these spiders are numerous,
bs, thus thrown across rivers, produce

ist striking effect in the landscape. Ex-
srs of Madagascar, or the Isle of Bourbon,
observed a species which constructs its

somewhat like those of the garden-
•; but there was one important peculi-

: there was in the centre a thick silvery

or thread, twisted so as to present a

8 of zigzag folds. This fact having been
d, nobody could doubt the peculiar use

lis thick thread. A few years later a
naturalist, Dr. Vinson, attached to the

agascar mission, made some interesting

vationson these webs. He often passed
hours in observing the spider, whose

) of construction was so singular, asking
elf what could be the use of this large

real cable compared to the other
ids. Each day he repaired to some of

webs to study them. One day some
came and threw themselves on the
ds

;
quickly the spider flung itself on its

throwing out some of the light threads,

mveloping the flies. The cable did not
The observer broke it three or four

t times ; the spider each time made a
;able. One day a large grasshopper pre-

ited itself into the middle of this net.

ight threads would not have been strong
gh to keep such a victim. Mark now a
" of intelligence. As soon as possible the
threw himself on his great cable, and

1 round the grasshopper with the greatest
ity. That no doubt might remain, our
ver returned on the following days to

jame place, being determined to make
riments. He took care to furnish him-
th large insects ; and, throwing tbem

;he spider's web, the same manojuvre was
antly repeated. The use of the thread
Qow discovered

; to hold strong insects.

ny have thought, for a long time, of
ing the web of the spider; but it is ditii-

o obtain a sufficient quantity. The or-

y thread is ninety times thinner than
of the silk worm, and, therefore, it is

isary to have 1,800 spider's threads, ac-

ng to Eeaumur, to make a serviceable
I. This circumstance prevents the in-

ial use, to any considerable value, of the
if spiders. However, M. Lebon, president
parliament of Montpellier in 1709, made
stockings and gloves, of a pretty grey

, for Louis XIV. from this silk. M.
)igny, made from the threads of a species
nerican spider, a pair of drawers, which

long time. Travellers tell us that, in

;orial countries, spiders' webs are seen
h have so much strength that they catch
umming birds. It is even said that men
: the webs with difficulty,

t let us return to the intelligence of these
ures. It is in the means they employ
sizing their prey that spiders display all

resources. The wall spider lies down in
3k, and there, after watching a fly, springs

upon it with one bound, rarely missing, so

quick and sure is the jump. Another species

watches on a tree for caterpillars, near the

opening of the nest, and as soon as one comes
near, the spider seizes it, sucks it quickly and
then throws the body away. But that which
denotes spider intelligence most is the making
of their webs. Certain spiders set up a cir-

cular network with loose meshes for small

flies ; others form stronger tissues, with more
solid warps, to hold larger flies. In the first

network, the threads of the warp are stronger,

and twisted, radiating from the centre to the

circumference; other threads, more slender,

are placed circularly. By this geometrical
disposition, the spider, keeping to the centre,

will feel, better than any where else, the least

movement at the circumference. This, ac-

cording to Virey, is what Schmid, a learned

German mathematician, proved, who pub-
lished a work in which he shows that spiders,

like bees, display the most transcendent ge-

ometry. But what is most wonderful is the

lodging in which the spider keeps himself on
the locjkout. It is a real circular tunnel, with
a double outlet, and a double use. The en-

trance is horizontal, the outlet is perpendicu-
lar. It is from the former that the hunter
throws himself on his prey; the other per-

forms the office of a secret cell.

The spider takes the greatest care never
to leave at the entrance the corpses of which
he has sucked the blood ; this charnel house
would frighten its living food. Each time a

fly has been immolated, it is dragged into a
canal, and thrown into the lower opening.
When we look at the floor of the den, we are

surprised at the number of the spider's vic-

tims. Sometimes this hidden opening serves

for a way to escape when danger is near ; but
this is a rare case. Its special use, its only
destination, says M. Pouchet, who claims the
honor of this discovery, is to receive the
wreck of the spider's repast.

—

Menault.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 20.)

" 1810. 6th mo. 26th. Were at Wells. Oh !

this was a time of refreshing indeed, as after

a pinching drought. Here we were met by
several living, affectionate Friends, and our
spirits were refreshed in the revival of that

cementing love which can alone unite us;
whereby, as with the voice of one man, the
Master's name is magnified. Here also the
slothful, indolent, and wilful offenders were
faithfully warned. O Father ! though we are

weak. Thou art strong. Though we are poor,

thou art rich in matchless love ; and worthy
to be trusted in forever.

"27th, at Beach Spring; 28th, at Piney
woods. At the last I may truly say when
meeting gathered, I sat down in weakness,
and felt as a vessel empty indeed. I was
poor, yet was content; and much desired in

my heart to be preserved from every motion
which springs from the unsavory root ; or of

daring to stir up or awake my Love till he
pleased. For some time I had no reason to

expect to communicate anything. LTnder this

prospect, though there were many present,

both Friends and others, more than had been
at some other meetings, yet I rejoiced, and
gave God thanks, if so it seemed good in his

sight, that I might be excused from opening
my mouth ; yet greatly desiring above all

things, that His will and not mine might be

done. After a little while, my Commander
was pleased to impress my mind with words
and matter to communicate, to the praise of
His own worthy name. Truth reigned above
all, and the hearts of the upright rejoiced,

under a sense of renewed favor, derived from
the Fountain of all good : whose own works
praise Him.

" 29th. Took a solemn leave of our endeared
friends Caleb Winslow, his well beloved wife,

and honored sister Ann Scott, who was then
on a visit to Virginia. Dear A. S. is an elder
and mother in the church, worthy of double
honor.

" Through this day's travel, but in particu-
lar the forepart of it, it would be difficult fi)r

me to set forth the overflowings of the love of
my Heavenly Father, which tilled my heart
and overran my cup. I had once more so
richly to partake of his bounty, as to raise in

ray inward life as I rode along, the language
of the spouse, 'Stay me with flagons, comfort
me with apples, for I am sick of love.' Oh
the seraphic enjoyment which the contrite
spirit is sometimes favored with, even here
while passing through the vale of tears ! Me-
thinks it is enough to engage every heart to

seek after them, and willingly to part with
everything that obstructs the soul partaking
f them. In the overflowings of the unspeak-

able love of my God, tears of gratitude sweetly
?ed, giving vent to an overcharged vessel.

O Lord my God I be thou pleased so to keep
my eye single, and ear attentive, and my
heart so entirely devoted to do and suft'er thy
will, at all times and places, that neither the
world, the flesh, nor the devil, may ever be
able to mar thy work or frustrate thy design
in having called me to labor in thy glorious

cause of truth on earth ! O remember how
weak I am, and leave me not one moment
exposed to my enemies, for they are many
through Satan's malice, who is enraged
against me. Yet Thou in whom I trust art

strong, and able to keep me safe. Adored for

ever be thy worthy Name.
"30th. Got into the neighborhood of Rich

Square.

"7th mo. Ist. Attended Rich Square Meet-
ing, which was a proving, death-like time.

This kind of meetings are truly discouraging
to poor exercised travellers, who, through
many difficulties, and with longing desires to

find those they come to see in good health,

are made sorrowful to find them in such a
situation, that instead of rejoicing with them
in that love and life which are mutual and
animating amongst the living, they have to

mourn as the weeping of Jazar the vine of

Sibnah. This night at a Friend's house I was
much indisposed : indeed not able to sit up.

A trying indisposition, and quickly occurring;

but 1 may say, I was not overmuch discour-

aged, having often through my short pilgrim-

age, to experience these changing scenes.

Through all my mind was preserved in a good
degree of patience, not daring to murmur at

the dispensations of what might be called

evil things.
" 3d. I was so far recruited as to ride about

thirty miles to Jack's Swamp.
" 4th. Attended that meeting to some more

satisfaction. There are here some hopeful

plants among the younger sort. May they
bo watered and kept alive.

" 5th and 6th. Through much bodily weak-
ness we rode eighty or ninety miles to Con-
tentnea.
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" 7th. Had a meeting to a good degree of

satisfaction.

"8th. Was at Contentnea— a favored

meeting.
" 9th at Holly Springs, 10th at K, 11th at

Bear Creek. All through close exercise, tend-

ing at least to the relief of my own mind.
Praises to my only Helper for his goodness

to me who often feels but as dust and ashes.

In the afternoon of the 11th we started for

Core Sound, and reached the little settlement

of Friends on the 13th, after a slavish travel

of upwards of one hundred miles, through a

poor, barren country indeed ; at least parts of

it were so. At times it felt as though we
might say. This is like laying down our lives

for our Friends. Indeed in some degree we
had this to experience before we started to

see this brancli of the familj' ; feeling some
hope to be excused from this turn : yet we
were enabled, I trust, in a good degree of re-

signation to say, each as one, 'Not my will,

O Father, but thine be done.'

" 14th. Went with two kind Friends who
were acquainted with boating, eight or ten

miles by water to see the briny deep. Through
the power of the wind, which was pretty

"21st. Was at the Quarterly Meeting for
business

: the forepart of which was a public
meeting; and, through Divine aid, much
favored. The latter a suffering time indeed.
It gave rise to this moving query, ' Why, O
why, righteous Father! why should thy peo-
ple whom thou hast chosen out of all the
families of the earth, and so peculiarly placed
thy name amongst ? Why should they be so
stupid after all, as to have that Scripture
declaration fulfilled on them, ' Verily, verily
I say unto you, there are many that shall
come from the east, and west, and north, and
south, and shall sit down with Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, whilst the children of the
kingdom shall be cast out.' Oh Friends ! have
a care of this, seeing there is room enough in
the Father's house for you and them.

"22d. Was at Contentnea again. It was a
very large meeting, constituted of Friends
and others. We had a highly favored time,
not soon to be forgotten, I trust, by many
that were there. May the God of my life have
all the praise and renown, by all and over all

forever.

" 23d. At Neuse. Here we parted, after
meeting, with several dear Friends that came

high, we saw as much of the foaming waves with us from Contentnea. In the afternoon
as we were able to bear. In our passage to continued our journey for Piney Grove, hav-
the sea and buck over the foaming deep, we ling now for pilot our beloved friend and
felt the need of faith in Him who yet has the

|

brother I. P.

commandofthe winds and waves. "We walked' "24th. Reached a town called Fayette.
I think more than a mile along the sea shore, I When there put up with H. B., formerly a
taking a view of the marvellous works of Him 'member amongst us. He met us in the streets
who created the heavens, the earth, the seas, land took us home with him, where we were
and the fountains of waters. He gave to the

: kindly entertained."
great deep its proper bounds, so that it can- cto be continned.)

not pass over them. This was a day of teach-

ing indeed, giving rise to this acknowledg-
ment, ' Great and marvellous are thy works.

Lord God Almighty ! Just and true are all

thy ways thou King of saints.

For " The Frieod."

Halo of the Sun.

On the 24th inst., about 8 o'clock, a. ,m., this

phenomenon became visible in E. Tennessee,

15th. Attended the meetingat the Sound, if^ continued with uuu,sual splendor till near
- - ~ " - 2 p. M. It was obscured at times by clouds;

16th, started back for Contentnea Quarterly

Meeting. Reached E. H.'s, a friendly man,
with whom we left word as we went down
for a meeting.

17th. Agreeable to appointment, we had

but the appearance, for hours, was that of a
perfect rainhow-ring around the sun, with a
secondary ri ng, which was an ellipse projected
north; its southern limb cutting the circular"Kin. Agreeauie lo appomimeuc, we nau . , '

,, i. ,, mi'^
a meeting there, among a people not profess-

r^"^bow south of the sun. Thus were two

ingwith'us. These twolast meetings, through I

"°g'\°f.b'^'*^ff'^l'y refracted light, hnked

HSavenly help, were times of such favor "as I

^S^^^^.'';" ^^ plane, majestically mounting to

are I trust not soon to be forgotten, at least lA*^ f'^"'*'^-
^be refraction in the ellipse was

by us. In the afternoon continued ourjourney,
j

'^^'^ter than that in the ring.

" 18th. Got to A. L.'s, weary indeed. 19th.
.,

i. W.

AVent home in the forenoon with our kind » ^°-
'

^^' '

. .

friend and pilot Caleb Hall, where we found! ^<"' "T'^« Friend."

a resting-place as at noon. We thankfully in- }
From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

dulgedourselves, once more, with the privilege The deep interest long felt in the memoirs
of resting, it being in the needful time. of the lamented John Barclay, has induced

"20th. Attended the Select Quarterly [the compiler to undertake a selection from
Meeting at Contentnea, where, through close them for the pages of "The Friend." That
searching labor under the power of the cross, Ihis example of early, as well as life-long dedi-

I was enabled to drop some close hints to that 'cation and faithfulness to the cause he so

part of the family, which if attended to, may [fully espoused, and which only is dignified

tend to stir some of them up to their lasting
j

with immortality and crowned with eternal

profit. There was no doubt but some were life; his youthful, whole-hearted submission
sitting at ease in Zion, whilst the house of to the tenderly striving influences made from
God lay waste. How has my spirit often

j

time to time upon his heart and mind by
mourned under a sense of these things, withlthe Holy Spirit, our Guide unto all truth;

some even in this part of the household who his resignation, meekness and constancy in

have been promoted to dignified stations in 'enduring the self-denial and daily cross en
the church. Indeed 1 know of no state harder 'joined upon all the disciples of a world-renounc-

to reach, than that of au elder overgrown ling Lord; his consistency and Christian in-

with the earthly nature. Truly none are more I tegrity in carrying these out in bis life and
to be dreaded amongst men. May these re-

1 conversation, so as to be known and read of
marks, C> Lord my God, be read to the profit all men ;—that these may have their proper
of such as these, when I am in another state leavening effect upon all their readers, is the I

of being, if it be thy will. 'earnest, fervert concern of the writer. I

These memoranda, commencing with tt

early life of their Author, and giving such

graphic and intelligent account of the elo;

judgments and proving baptisms, yet ev.

gentle leadings of the tender Shepherd i

Israel; the wooing, restraining influem-os i.

His holy Spirit; the sacrifice by him of h

heart and will thereto; the circumseribt

course of life he felt it his religious duty \^

maintain in consistent practice; the varied;

changes he was required to make for the sak( ;:

of Him who was calling to glory and virtu
|

r

and leading in the straight, and narrow, anj

only way to His kingdom; his fiiithful obii

dience in the day of small things, whereb, ;

he was enabled to overcome one after anotht, v

the old inhabitants of the land, and to ii :

crease in the increase that is of God, until h; r

path, like that of the just, shone more any-

more unto the perfect day, are deeply fraugl]

with instruction
; and commend them espet

j

ally and forcibly to young men, by nature lil

himself, to whom these may come. May sue

so improve the parts and talents respoii>ibl

.

committed to them; solet obedience keep pa(i
with knowledge to the still small voice of thi

Saviour whose tabernacle is with men,and wli -,

teacheth as never man taught; so walk worth
of the vocation wherewith they are call(

with all lowliness and meekness, as at the;:

nal, solemn closing scene of this probationail
and very uncertain existence, they may a!

through the unspeakable riches of Christ, ai
,

obedience to the exceeding grace that is c

and through, and to Him, know the joy '

His salvation to be their strength and the

portion forever.

The subjoined, extracted from an introda- .

tion to the work by his brother, A. Rawlii

son Barclay, cannot fail to interest the serioi -r

reader

:

" This Selection from the Letters and Papei -

of the late John Barclay, has been made paf -

ly froni accounts of his religious experieno ,_

and reflections, recorded chiefly in early lii

and partly from letters written to his friend ;

which have come within the reach of theed
tor. From the state in which these accouni

were found, as well as from remarks mad
during his life-time, there is no doubt, h'

that the author intended the publication

compilation of them, as a narrative of liis

ligious exjjeriences, and as a testimony
memorial of the Lord's goodness to him :

'

this collection of rough materials or notci

he had prefixed a title page, of which th
following is a copy ;

' Some Memorials of tlJ

Lord's goodness to a poor creature;' to whic I

was subjoined the quotation from Scriptni i

affixed to the title page of this work, vij+-__

' I thought it good to show the signs and woi

ders that the high God hath wrought towai[

me. How great are his signs; andhow might ~
are his wonders! his kingdom is an cverlae

j

ng kingdom, and his dominion is from geit^^

eration to generation.'—Daniel iv. 2, 3.

"The editor regrets that he has not bet

able to present the reader with more of a co

nected biographical sketch of the author's lii

than will be found in this work,— a life wiiu

may perhaps be said to afford but little vaiii.'

of incident. He believes, however, to thot
j

whose minds delight to trace the blessf)

and animating efiects of Divine grace inti
(

heart, that the religious experiences of tl
j

pious and devoted christian and fellow-pr
,

lessor, which are to be met with in his privs
j

memoranda or correspondence, are often dee
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astructive ; and they may be felt to eup-

the place of biographical variety, to some
lers, with real interest, and even more
nanent satisfoction.

The fuUowiug testimonial to the religious

pacter of the author, drawn up by one of

early and most intimate friends, may, it is

ight, be suitably introduced at this place

le was one with whom I shared no com
intimac}- and friendship, both at an ear

period of our lives, and subsequently : we
1 took sweet counsel together and, I may
were many times permitted to sit togeth-

8 "in heavenly places in Christ Jesus.'

acquaintance commenced in the autumn
S16, at a time when his mind was sweetly

id by the Day-spring from on high,

how fresh is my remembrance of the

of his mind at that period ; and how was
leart made to rejoice in the feeling of the

iousness of the love of our heavonlj-

er towards him, and the abundant shed-

abroad thereof in his heart. In this

of the Lord's power, a willingness was
ight in him wholly to surrender himself

e Divine disposal, and to count nothing
lear or too dear to part with, which was
d for at his hand. Thus by meekly

his neck to the yoke of (Jhrist, he

d it to be made easy, and His burden

; and thus was he enabled to take up
aily cross, and follow his Lord and Master
swness of life. By yielding obedience to

tendering operations of redeeming love

nercy, he experienced an advancement in

way of holiness; he became valiant for

lause of truth and righteousness in the

i; and deep was his experience in the

;s of God.
write not to exalt the creature, but with
e to magnify the riches of that grace, by
h he was what he was, and which on
was not bestowed in vain. As he lived

died, in the Lord : his memory is pre-

—the savor of his life remaineth; and
eing dead yet speaketh.
nd now, as I reverently believe, having
it the good fight, and kept the faith,

—

ig come out of great tribulation, and
ed his robes and made them white in the

. of the Lamb,—he has finished his course

joy : and is gone to inherit the crown
;hteousne9S, laid up for all them that love

ppearing of Christ.'

he reader is referred to the annexed tes-

ty ofGracechurch Street Monthly Meet-
for a further but brief memorial of my
ed departed brother.

A. E. Barclay."
(T
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the province of Algiers has been subdued and the state

of siege partially raised.

The league for the delivery of Alsace and Lorraine

announces that it will continue its labors, but has modi-
fied its title to tlie " Society for the Promotion of Alsa-

Jlarshal Bazaiue has appeared before the Committee
of iMilitary Investigation. He made a speech in defence

of his conduct of the war, attributing his failure at Metz
mainly to the lack of ammunition.
The Empress Eugenie embarked on the 9th at South-

ampton, for Spain, where she will remain about two
months. Napoleon will in the mean time reside at

Torquay.
The condition of affairs in Persia is still deplorable.

The Levant Herald says the deaths at Tabreez average

about two hundred and forty per day. The Christians

and Mohammetans are camped in the mountains, and
business entirely suspended. The Persian army has

been disbanded.

Strikes among the workmen have been common of

late throughout England. The proprietors of factories

in Newcastle are sending in every direction to obtain

raen to fill the places of the strikers. Fresh workmen
are arriving in considerable numbers from Cornwall,
London, Norway and other quarters. Some factories

have been able to resume operations with their former
activity, although nearly four thousand old hands have
left town.

A terrible explosion in a coal mine, near Wigan, in

Lam i-lii: .1,- (1 tlie death of sixty-nine persons.
I'l 1. li M

: . ilie founder and leading spiritof the
Iiii« ;

- ly, died in London on the 5th inst.,

TIk' lu liiilili.aii Committee of England has issued a
formal declaratiun of the principles of the republican
party. Tlie pripgrainme proposes a federation of Eng-
land", Ireland, Scotland and Wales ; abolition of titles

and privileges, suppression of monopolies, the abolition

of standing armies ; compulsory education ; State pro-

vision for those who can work, and sustenance for those
who cannot, with changes in land tenure, &c.
The cholera is abating in North Germany. The

Prussian Cross Gazette announces the result of the
Salzburg negotiations as follows

:

Austria and Germany, repudiating aggressive ideas,

will unite closely to repel aggression. Germany wishes
Austria to be strong, and the Austrian Emperor and
statesmen desire union with Italy. It was decided to

leave the Koman question to Italy. The conference is

said to have been most satisfiiicto'ry, and the two Em-
perors parted on terms of friendship and mutual good
will. On leaving Salzburg the German Emperor visited

the King of Bavaria, at Slunich. It is reported that
Austria and Germany have resolved to oppose the
machinations of the International Society.

King Amadeus, who has been journeying through
Spain, has granted pardons to many prisoners. He
has also visited several bull fights, and taken other
means to make himself popular. The system of trial

by jury will, it is stated, be soon introduced into Spain.
The subscriptions to the new Spanish loan have been

most liberal, exceeding the amount called for.

Aali Kilrasll, Grand Visier of Turkey, died on the
6th inst. IT- \vi- > .nil. i.d an able statesman. His
successor i> M.i..' :, i

!

'
i. iia.

The e.xh 11 mmunication now open in

India is .jli.'.n Mil. .
..: ... in, !i .j.56 miles were completed

last year. (.)!' IVJ^S,',:) pcr-.^ons employed in the manage-
ment and maintenance of the roads in the 9th mo. 1870,

no fewer than 64,185 were natives.

Late advices from Rio Janeiro state that the emanci-
pation bill would not probably pass at the present ses-

sion owing to the strong opposition it has encountered.
The Welsh colliers refuse to continue work unless the
strangers recently imported to supply the jjlace of the
strikers are dismissed from the mines.

The strike at Newcastle has failed. At least half of
the usual number of hands are now at work, and a full

complement, it was believed would be soon obtained.
The London Times, in an editorial censuring the im-

portation of foreign workmen, gives its support on both
moral and sanitary grounds, to the British strikers in
their movement for a reduction of the term of daily
labor to nine hours.

The potato disease is spreading in Lancashire. It

prevails also to some extent in Ireland.

A Paris dispatch of the Uth says, that ncgotiaii.in-

have been commenced in relation to the evacnuti.m l.y

the Germans of the whole of France. The l'aii> ' '•n

slitiUionel states that the government is buying Ci.JU,UUO

chassepots from the Minister of War at Berlin.
President Thiers proposes that the Assembly shall

take a recess from 9th mo. 17th to 11th mo. 1st,

London, 9 th mo. 11th.—Consols, 93i a 93t. U. S.

5-20 bonds, 1862, 93i ; ten-forties, 90|.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9| a 9id. • Orleans, 9|

a 9Id
UxiTED States.—The reports of the Dead Letter

Office, for the Eighth month, shows that there were re-

turned to that office during the month 322,279 letters.

Of these 113,779 were sent to the offices from which the
letters originated, and 25,300 were destroyed as value
less. The money division received 2,882 letters con
taining f36,310, of which $4,546 was mailed to the
owners.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

283, including 123 children under two years of age.

The number of taxable inhabitants enrolled as voters
in the 29 wards of this city is 144,957, which is 6,038
more than last year. The largest number of voters is

in the 19th ward, 10,139, the smallest in the 6th ward,
2,414.

I

The following is the return of the New York State
Assessors of the value of the real and personal property
of that State, and the aggregate valuation, as filed ir

the office of the Comptroller: Assessed valuation of real

e-state, $1,599,930,166
;

personal estate, $452,607,732
;

aggregate equalized valuations, S-2,052,537,898.

[

The U. S. revenue from customs the last fiscal year,

j

was S206,270,000. The cost of collections nearly s(

millions.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 11th inst. New York.—American gold, 114.

|U. S. sixes, 1881, n8i; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 114.V; ditto
'10-40, lllf. Superfine flour, $5.50 a $5.90; finer

j

brands, $6 a $9.15. White Michigan wheat, $1.1

Tl.65 ; amber western, T-l.Se a $1.57 ; red western, #1.53
a $1.54; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.43 a *1.45. Ohio
oats, 49 a 51 cts. ; white, 51 a 54 cts. State rye, 98 cts,

ja *1. Yellow corn, 71 cts.; we.stern mixed, 69 a 70 cts,

I
Middling cotton, 21 a 21 j cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands
and New Orleans cotton, 20J a 21 cts. Superfine flour,

$4.50at4.75; finer brands, S5 a $7.75. White wheat,
$1.60 a $1.65; amber, $1.-52 a $1.55 ; Indiana and Penn-
sylvania red $1.48 a S1.50. Rye, 80 cts. Yellow corn,

75 cts. ; wastern mixed, 73 a 74 cts. Oats, 49 a 52 cts.

Lard, 9J a9J cts. Clover-seed, 10 a lOi cts. Timothv,
$3.25 a $3.50. About 2900 beef cattle sold at 7 a 7.i

cts. for extra, 5| a 6J cts. for fair to good, and 4| a o\

cts. per lb. gross for common. Sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts.

per lb. gross, and hogs at 6J a 7^ cts. Baltimore.—
Amber wheat, $1.60 a $1.65

;
good to prime red, $1.50

a 1-1.55 ; common to fair, $1.30 a $1.45. Yellow con
73 cts. ; southern white, 75 a 80 cts. Oats, 48 a 50 ct

St. Louis.—Superfine flour, i'4 a $4.25. No. 2 red winter
wheat, $1.28. Mixed corn. 44.', <.ts. : vellow, 46 cts.

Oats, 31 a 33 cts. Rye, i'.!
i

i
.
:- < 'Inmgo.—No. 2

spring, *1.15.V a $1.16! N - - -. No. 2 oat.s,

30icts. Lard, 9 cts. CV.-. . : ilv flour, $5.75

a s6. Wheat, $1.20. Com, -ji, c>,,. U.a-, 32 a 39 cts.
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History Illustrated by Numismatics.
(CoDcludjd from page 27.)

n the latter part of the 17th chapter of St.

tthew, mentioa is made of two pieces of
aey. The 24th verse speaks of "tribute
f)ey" or tem|3le tax, and the 27th verse of
piece of money" sufficient to pay tribute
two,—our Saviour and Peter. The first

,he Greek didrachm, the other a tetra-
chm, probably of one of the Syrian kings
3re spoken of, of the line of the Seleucidtt?,

ided by Seleucus Nicator, one of Alexan-
the Great's generals.

Respecting the coinage of the Jews, W. C.
me says :

" The only extant Jewish coins
the several varieties of the silver shekel*
the first book of Maccabees, sv. 6, in the
er of Antiochus the king to Simon the
h priest, ami to the Jewish nation, occurs
s passage: 'And I give thee leave to coin
bey of thine own stamp in thine own coun-

Simon Jlaccaba^us probably coined,
ler this permission, the first national coin-
1 of the Jews. It of course bore no head
god on its face. The second command-

nt forbade it. IJut the pot of manna and
buds-of Aaron's rod were the devices

ipted, with legends varying, but most com-
nly 'Shekel of Israel,' 'Jerusalem Holy,'.or
hischimon Prince of Israel.' The legends
re in the ancient form ofHebrew character,
1 not in the debased form in use since the
tivity.

For what length of time this coinage con-
led in Jerusalem we cannot say. It is not
bable that it was of long duration. The
jek and Roman currency took its jjlaee in
- and although coins of Herod and ot
[kochebas the rebel are extant, it seems im-
ibable that these were issued to any great
.ent. We have copper coins of Agrippa,
y rare, and these complete the entire series
ioinsof Judea."
^very interesting circumstance in numis-
tics, is the recovery of many facts concern-
;
the history of Bactria and India, which
been lost until the recent discovery and

yphering of a number of coins appertain-
to those countries. And also as Hum-

The shekel was originally a weight.

phrey's remarks, "as being the means of re-

itoring at the same time a lost language—the

nscriptions on some of the coins being bilin-

gual, Greek on one side, and the Indian dia-

lect of the region on the other; in the earlier

period a dialect of Sancrit, and afterwards the

Arian language." Our distinguished towns-

man, Dr. Joseph Thomas, informed the writer

that whilst he resided in the cast, a large

number of coins were shown him, that had
been removed from the beds of the Indian

rivers. That they were a genuine accession

to history, and not forgeries, the doctor

thought indisputable—the natives not having
the necessary knowledge or means of origi-

nating them, and their appearance being al-

together in their favor. They were purchased
by an English connoisseur without suspicion.

The period at which the ancient Britons

first coined money is involved as yet in some
obscurity. Coins have been found of tin and
silver, the latter sometimes alloyed with- cop-

per, of a rudeness which indicates great anti-

quity. Some of them are manifestly imita-

tions of the money of Philip and Alexander.
The issues of those princes are known to have
spread widely into barbarous nations that

never came under their sway as conquered
provinces. The Phrenicians, although pos-

sessed of no early coins of their own, were
traders with Britain, and may have been the

medium of introduction of the Greek money.
The native rulers in Britain appear to have
almost immediately commenced coining, on
the invasion of their island b}^ thfe Romans.
Upon their subjugation under Claudius Caasar,

the Roman monej' became their own, and so

continued until the fall of the Western Empire
and departure of the Roman legions about
114 A. D. Wc now find a totally difi"erent

character of money introduced by their Saxon
invaders, termed skeattffi, being of silver, and
in value about the twenty-fifth part less than

the penny or debased denarius.

The penny was introduced during the hep-

tarchy, and with the exception of occasional

half-pennies, was the only coin of the kingdom
antil the reign of Edward III. 1272 A. D. It

is usually of pure silver, and still continues in

a reduced size to form a part of the money of

Great Britain. Thus we have seen the oldest

standard of silver money, the Greek drachma,
imitated among the Romans by their denarius,

which they carried into England, there in its

turn to be displaced by the penny, which is

in use up to the present day. The gradual

reduction in weight is shown as follows: The
silver penny of Athelstan, 890 A. D., weighs
22 grs. troy ; Canute, A. D. 1017, 18 grs.; Ed-
ward II., A. D. 1307, 18 grs.; Mary Queen of

Scots, A. D. 1560, 16 grs.; Queen Anne, A. D
1702, 81 grs.; Georgell., A. D. 1820, 8} grs.

The groat, or fourpenny piece was first in.

troduced under Edward III., who also coined

the first English gold. The latter pieces were
called nobles, half-nobles and quarter-nobles;

the noble being valued at 6.s. 8^/. Under

ward IV. the gold coins were denominated
angels and half angels; and under Henry VII.

as well as ever since, sovereigns and half

sovereigns. Henry VII. also introduced the

shilling—Edward VI. the crown. The first

copper farthings and half-pence, minted by
the government for general circulation, were
produced under Charles II. : the first copper

penny under George III. in 1797.

In illustration of English historj', probably

nothing is more interesting to the numismatist

than the successive changes in the career of

the unfortunate Charles I. It is remarkable

that throughout all the vicissitudes of his life,

he never resorted to the practice so often

adopted by sovereigns in time of extremity,

of debasing his money. The rudest pieces

made out of silver plate, when he was besieged

'rom castle to castle, being invariably of

standard weight and purity. The progress

of his struggle with the Commons may be

traced almost throughout from these siege

pieces, as they are termed.

His son, James II., was less scrupulous in

regard to preserving the purity of his money.

During his last struggles in Ireland, in the

vain attempt to hold his crown, he issued

money coined out of his guns. At first the pieces

which were stamped as though of genuine

silver, had a small admixture of that metal

in them, but as the supply lessened, the alloy

was omitted. An interesting narration of the

circumstance, and the ruin brought upon the

Irish people in consequence of their having

these base pieces forced upon them, will bo

found in Macaulay's History of England.

The first money coined in America was at

a mint established in Massachusetts in 1652.

First came the New England shillings and

sixpences, being simple circular pieces of sil-

ver, stamped N. E. xii., and N. E. vi. They
wore soon followed by the pine tree money,

comprising shillings, sixpences, threepences

and twopences. On one side of the shilling

is a pine or oak tree, with the inscription

" Masathvsets in." On the other, " New Eng-

land, An. Dom. 1652, xii." The others are

similar, with the exception of the numerals

being changed with the denomination. The

same date seems to have been used through-

out a number of years. A story is told oi

John Hull, the mint-master, whose commis-

sion for coining was one shilling out of every

twenty; that on the occasion of the marriage

of his daughter to Samuel Sewell, he gave

her, by way of dower, as many pine tree shil-

lings as would be equal to her own weight!

Valuing the silver at sixteen dollars per pound,

and supposing the girl not to have exceeded

one hundred' and fifty pounds, the dower

would amount to only $2100,—a much smaller

sum of money than at first thought we might

have supposed.

The earliest copper money coined in Ameri-

ca, is believed to be that issued in Granby,

Connecticut, by a man named Higley, who
seems to have proceeded without authority
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to coin coppers, each of which passed for three

pence readily throuo;hout New England.

In 1773, George III. coined a copper penny
for circulation in Virginia, with the name of

the State upon it. In 1785, Connecticut es-

tablished a State mint for coining cents. Ver-

mont also issued cents the same year. New
Jersey commenced in 1786, New York and
Massachusetts in 1787,—the latter also coined

half cents. These State mints continued in

much activity until 1788, after which, on the

adoption of the Federal Constitution, they

ceased their operations.

The fir.st money that was coined at our

mint in Philadelphia, appeared in 1793, and
consisted of the silver dollar, half dollar and
half dime, and the copper cent and half cent

In 1795, the gold eagle and half eagle, and in

1796 the quarter eagle, the silver quarter

dollar and dime were introduced. The double

eagle appeared in 18-50, the gold dollar

1849, the three dollar gold piece in 1851, the

silver three cent piece in 1851, the nickel cent

in 1856, the bronze cent and two cent pieces

in 1864, the nickel three cent piece in 1865,

and the nickel five cent piece in 1866.

For "The Frlund.

Memoirs of Illildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 30.)

"1810. 7th mo. 25th. Had a meeting in this

town (Fayette) where there are many pro-

fessors under different names. I think there

are many amongst them that centre in a good
degree in the one true religion. These the

good Shepherd is disposed to gather more and
more out of the shadow or outer court, to a

nearer acquaintance with himself in their own
hearts. O, thou Father of all our sure mercies!

Be thou pleased to carry on this great work
with and for them, to the praise of thy own
worthy name. In spite of the serpent, who
I felt to be much enraged, seeking to prevent
thy Truth from rising into dominion, yet
praised forever be thy name, thou art stronger

than he, and was pleased to make it manifest

this day. Thou causedst thy Truth to gaio
the victory in many hearts, and that too

among some of the noble men of the town,
high in profession of religion, &c Some of

these came to our lodgings, and had to ac-

knowledge the satisfaction with the meeting,
expressing, at least one of these great men
did, the desire he had for our company at his

house, and his sorrow in having no prospect
of another opportunity with us at meeting.
He wished, as he expressed it, the meeting
could have been on Sunday. These things I

am deeply sensible are the Lord's doings, and
they are marvellous in my eyes. O my soul I

ever labor to dwell in his power, and always
give him the praise of his own works; which
ever did, and over will, praise him.

"26th. Got to Pinegrove, and on the 27th
attended their meeting, which I was glad of,

notwithstanding I had my portion of suffer-

ing with the suffering seed, which in this

place lies as in prison, bound with iron bands.

The purity of religion is at a low ebb here.
" 28th. Went on to Pedee. To-day an ac-

cident occurred, truly fearful ; our lives ap-

pearing in great danger by the turning over
of our chaise. The shafts were broken, and
the horse frightened, yet we sustained no
great wounds thereby, which was a mercy
indeed ; for as to outward appearance it look-

ed likely at one time that our lives would be

lost. This was a time that I trust will not

easily be forgotten. O my soul! thou knowest
who it is that preserveth thee through all,

and over all. Therefore fail not to give unto
Him all the praise, thanksgiving, and renown
forovermore I

" 29th. Had an afflicting meeting here ; and
on the 30th crossed the river, and attend.'d a
little meeting not much better. We had noth
ing to glory in, but in this,— that we were
accounted worthy to suffer with the suffer

seed. This indeed is a favor which might
give rise to joy and rejoicing, and ever keep
us willing to follow the Master, and willingly

to suffer with Him who hath said, ' Where I

am, there shall my servant be.'

"31st. Parted with our endeared friend and
brother Isaac Parker, he having served us for

a pilot for several days past. We this morn-
ing had with him and some other Friends an
opportunity, which I think may be said to

have been one memorable to some of us.

"8th mo. 1st. We had to travel a rough fa

tiguing road. After night got among Friends
wearied indeed. Yet we found renewed occa-

sion to magnify that Power who doth con
linue to furnish us with a resting place in the
needful time. Praised be hia worthy Name
forevermore

!

"2J. Attended Eowany meeting, it being
their meeting day. There was no public

notice. I was glad of this opportunity with
them more select from others; and being en-

abled through my Master's help to use plain-

ness with them on several heads, my mind
1 much relieved. My only Helper had all

the praise of his own works.
"3d. Not feeling easy to proceed without
aving a public meeting, notice was season

-

h\y given ; and many being gathered, we
were favored, through Divine help, with a
time that I trust will prove profitable to many
of the parties concerned.

4th. Were at Back Creek to a good degree
of satisfaction.

5th. At Holly Spring. Here a portion of
hard labor was dispensed to me, causing, I

think I may say, the largest drops of sweat
to issue through the pores of my feeble frame,

that I ever remember. To the praise of my
sure Helper, I was enabled to get through to

the relief of my own mind at least. It felt to

me that there were not living enough here to

burj' the dead. They appear to have gone
out of the way of righteousness, and it seemed
notwithstanding the plain outward show of

some of them, as though they were none that
ghtly pleaded for the cause of truth, or
mourned for the desolations of Zion ; but were
at ease ; under the name to live, while they
were dead to the substance of religion. What
will become of such dry, lukewarm, insipid

professors as these, in the day when the}'

must give an account of their stewardship,
unto Him who is not, nor over will be partial

to the workmanship of his hands? What can
they expect better than to be spewed out of
the Master's mouth, in the day when they
that are 'filthy shall be filthy still, and they
that are holy shall be holy still.'

6th. Was at the Eidge Meeting, and 7th
at Eno. At these last two meetings there was
some encouragement to hope there were some
alive of Jacob's wrestling seed. May the
number of these everywhere increase, and
their faith be made strong.

' 9th. Returned back on our journey to
take the Quarterly Meeting at Spring Meet-
ing-house,

i

" 10th. Attended the Select Meeting;
on the 11th the Quarterly Meeting for bus

!

noss. Both of these tended much to the relldj

of my mind, and afforded renewed cause t'|

thank God, and take coui-age to press throug
1|,

troops of difficulties in outward fatigue, i'j

order to accomplish the arduous task designe
'

for us by a good Mastei', who has hithert-

helped us. O my soul I for all these unmerite .

favors give Him all the praise forever. An^j^
may his people do the same. For he ill:

worthy of thanksgiving and renown for ail

our benefits !

|{

" 12th. At Spring Meeting again. A highl ij

favored, heavenly meeting I think this ma;ij.

be said to have been, to the praise of th'lj

Author thereof.
|J

" 13th. At South Fork—not much inferioi:|

" 14th. At Cane Creek, also favored. In th)
evening went home with our much honor&ij
friend and father in Israel, David Vesta >|

Here we were as children kindlj' received a i

at their father's house. For all these favon
righteous Father ! enable us, who are ud

worthy thereof, to magnify thy name.
" ISlh. At Rocky River, 16th at Providence)

and 17th at Concord. At all these meetingt|(

through Divine aid, in deep searching eseiij

cise, I was enabled in much plainness to cleaii

my mind to the several states then present,
i|;

trust to the honor of the great cause, aniij

satisfaction of those who feel it dear unt'l

them. Praises to Thy name, my FatherlJ

Be near to helj) thy dependent handmaid fo

days to come, as thou hast in days that ar

past: so that, through all, thy cause may b

promoted, and Thy great name magnified.
" 18th. At Center, it being their Monthl;

Meeting. A favored time to the relief of m
mind.

" 19th. At Marlboro—also favored throug!

deep exercise and Divine help.

"20th. At Springfield; where as at man
other places, through raj' Master's help, I \va

;

enabled to feel the different states, and ad|i

minister unto them to my own relief, andaij
far as I know to the satisfaction of the living j

These have had, with my soul, I doubt noiji

the course of this journey to say, ' This 1,1

the Lord's doings, and marvellous in oaij

eyes,' that He should open the deep mysterielj-

of His kingdom to a little child. His powffiij

is thereby the more made manifest, than whei|l

an orator is called to advocate His cau8e|i

What am I, O my Father, that thou shouldsit

thus make use of me in this gr-eat work! Ye
j

adored forever bo thy worthy Name! U .\\

am weak. Thou art strong; if I am nothing|l-

Thou art all things unto me ; and I trust Tboi
[

wilt ever be, whilst thou hast all my heart i

Leave me not one moment, and then shal,j

thou have all the praise of thy own works,
j)

"21st. We are now favored with the comjt

pany at his own house of our well belovetij

friend and brother Nathan Hunt, with hiiji

dear wife and children. Oh, the many tavoR t

conferred, claim the warmest gratitude of m;

heart : and I doubt not that of my dear com

panions also.

" 22d. Were at Keunett. Here I think^li

may say through Divine help, we were favore(

with a heavenly baptizing time, to the refreeb

ment of many of our minds."
On the 23d M. Ratcliff was at Deep Rive

Particular Meeting; and after visiting seven
others, not far distant from thence, she K
turned to Deep River, and attended thai

Monthly Meeoing on the 3d of Ninth month
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hich 8he thus alludes: "This, I think, is

recious Monthly Meeting. May it be so

it in the Master's sight. my soul! rnayst

u, with his people, dwell in his power,

ng hitherto he has helped thee thus far to

clear and easy.

4th and 5th. Eestcd, wrote letters, and
ted the afflicted.

6th. Attended their week day meeting,

ch I hope I had, through my Master's

), good service.

'7th and 8th. Was at the Select and Quar-

y Meetings to good satisfaction : and on

9th attended a large public meeting at the

place. This was a heavenly, baptizing

3. I hope by many minds it will not easily

orgotten.

lOih. Started on our way to Hunting
ek, and had a hard travel. On the 11th

mded that meeting. Here also I trust the

iter's name was magnified. After meet-
visited an ancient afflicted Friend.

12th. Was at Brushy Mountain, 13th at

p Creek ; and on the 14th, after a hard
re\ through much rain, reached Hover-
n on our way to WestCold. Had to take

ly's travel out of our way to get to a ferry,

river being too full to ride through.
15th. Very weary with travelling over
gh roads, reached the house of our very
d friend J. W.'s.

16th. Attended Westfield Meeting, it being
last in North Carolina.

CTo be continued.)

to explore it. The celebrated guide Stephen,' one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards

who was deemed insensible to fear, was of-, to a point where he found it blocked by an

fered six hundred dollars by the proprietors' impassable avalanche of rock and earth. Re-

of the cave, if he would descend to the bottom! turning t° ^^^ mouth of this cave, he be-

of it; but he shrank from the peril. A few| held an almost exactly similar mouth of an-

years ago, a learned and bold man resolved toj other on the opposite side of the pit, but not

do what no one before him had dared to do ;
being able to swing himself into it, he re-

and making his arrangements with great care] fastened the rope around his body, suspended

and precaution, he had himself lowered down! himself again over the abyss, and shouted to

Adventure in the Mammotti Cave.

V^hen describing the Maelstrom, the name
en to a deep and dark pit in the bottom of

cave, Dr. Forvvood introduces the follow-

narrative.

n connection with the Maelstrom, we can-

frain giving the graphic and thrilling

ount of the adventure of William Court
i Prentice, son of George D. Prentice,

,or of the Louisville Journal,—who was an
;er in the Confederate army, and was killed

raid on the banks of the Ohio, in 1862
eferring to his untimely death, the "Jour
said: " Ho loved to seek the wildest and
liest portions of Kentucky. Repeatedly
went far^up among the bald and desolate
gs of the cliffs of Dix River, a region
nted by the bear, the wild-cat, and the

imount. The piercing scream of the
ther, even then, was a sound of rapture
lis ear. He was ever in search of natura"
iosities, and he discovered and explored
es previously unknown, in all probability

any man of our generation, and in one of

"le found immense numbers of human
les that seemed to him to have belonged
I different order of beings from any i

)n our continent. He subsequently became
'amiliar with the Mammoth Cave as th

t of its guides. An adventure of his in that
terranean realm attracted much attention

years ago. An account of it was pub-
led in our columns, and, as we have often

m requested to publish it, we will do so

'At the supposed end of what has always
sn considered the longest avenue in the
iinmoth Cave, nine miles from its entrance,
re is a pit, dark and deep and terrible,

own as the Maelstrom. Tens of thousands
?e gazed into it with awe while Bengal
hts were thrown down to make its fearful

)th8 visible, but none had ever the daring

by a strong rope a hundred feet, but at that

point his courage failed him, and he called

loud to be drawn out. No human power
could ever have induced him to repeat the

a])palling experiment.
" A couple of weeks ago, however, a young
ntk-man of Louisville, Wra. C. Prentice,

whose nerves never trembled at mortal peril,

being at the Mammoth Cave with Professor

Wright, of our city, and others, determined,

no matter what the dangers might be, to ex-

plore the depths of the Maelstrom. Mr. Proc-

ter, the enterprising proprietor of the cave,

sent to Nashville, and procured a long rope

of great strength expressly for the purpose.

The rope and some necessary timbers were

borne by the guides and others to the points

of exploration. The arrangements being soon

completed, the rope, with a heavy fragment

of rock affixed to it, was let down and swung
to and fro to dislodge any loose pieces of rocks

that would be likely to fall at the touch

Several were thus dislodged, and the long

continued reverberations, rising up like dis

tant thunder from below, proclaimed the

depth of the horrid chasm. Then the youn
hero of the occasion, with several hats drawn
over his head, to protect it as far as possible

against masses falling from above, and with

a light in his hand and the rope fastened

around his body, took bis place over the awfu'

pit, and directed the half-dozen men, who
held the end of the rope, to let him down into

the Cimmerian gloom.
" We heard from his own lips an account

of his descent. Occasionally masses of earth

and rock went whizzing past, but none struck

him. Thirty or forty feet from the top, a

cataract from the side of the pit went rushing

down the abyss, and as he was in the midst

of the spraj', he felt some apprehension that

his light would be extinguished ; but his care

prevented this. He was landed at the bottom

of the pit, a hundred and ninety feet from the

top. He found it almost perfectly circular,

about eighteen feet in diameter, with a small

opening at one point, leading to a fine cham-

ber of no greiit extent. He found on the floor

beautiful specimens of black selix much larger

than were ever discovered before in any other

part of the Mammoth Cave, and also a multi-

tude of exquisite formations as pure and white

as virgin snow. Making himself heard, with

great effort, by his friends, he at length asked

them to pull him partly up, intending to stop

on the way and explore a cave, that he had

observed, opening about forty feet above the

bottom of the pit.

" Reaching the mouth of the cave, he swung
himself with much exertion into it, and, hold-

ing the end of the rope in his hand, he incau-

tiously let it go, and it swung out apparently

beyond his reach. The situation was a fear-

ful one, and his friends above could do noth

ing for him. Soon, however, he made a hook

of the end of his lamp, and, by extending him
self as far over the verge as possible without

falling, he succeeded in securing the rop

friends to raise him to the top. The pull

an exceedingly severe one, and the rope,

being ill-adjusted around his body, gave him
the most excruciating pain. But soon his

pain was forgotten in a new and dreadful

peril.

" When he was ninety feet from the mouth
of the pit, and one hundred feet from the

bottom, swaying and swinging in mid-air, he

heard rapid and excited words of horror and
alarm above, and soon learned that the rope

by which he was upheld had taken fire from

the friction of the timber over which it passed.

Several moments of awful suspense to those

above, and still more awful to him below en-

sued. To them and to him a fatal and instant

catastrophe seemed inevitable. But the fire

was extinguished with a bottle of water be-

longing to himself, and then the party above,

though almost exhausted by their labors, suc-

ceeded in drawing him to the top. He was

as calm and self-possessed as upon his entrance

into the pit; but all of his companions, over-

come by fatigue, sank down upon the ground,

and his friend Professor Wright, from over

exertion and excitement, fainted, and remain-

ed for some time insensible.

" The young adventurer left his name carved

in the depths of the Maelstrom—the name of

the first and only person that ever gazed upon
its mysteries."

Dr. Forwood was informed by the guides

that since the occasion of Prentice's descent,

two other parties have been bold enough to

incur the same hazards—one an Englishman

and the other an American.

For " The Friend."

Westtown Sciiool.

An esteemed Friend, who in former years

was connected with this interesting institu-

tion, has forwarded for insertion in " The
Friend," the following extract from a letter

received years ago from our late valued friend

Wm. Evans. The note accompanying it, after

expressing the belief that the views contained

in it are the only ground of safety for any of

us, adds: "My heart often yearns toward

Westtown, with sincere desires, that it may
be preserved upon the original foundation

;

and those concerned in the conducting of it,

be kept in this holy fear."

Philadelphia, 1st mo. Sth, 1856.

My Dear Friends,— I have recently re-

turned from a visit to Westtown, in company
with some other Friends ; the remembrance
of your acceptable services in that Seminary

revives pleasant feelings, and I doubt not that

the retrospect of time passed there by you,

affords agreeable reflections.- Conducted under

a religious concern for the be-tt welfare of the

dear children, it is an Institution that confers

important benefits upon them; the impres-

sions which many receive there will doubtless

have a useful influence in after life, and we
may hope contribute to their growth in a re-

ligious sense. It is not only necessary that

the Teachers and Caretakers be properly

Pasteningittoarock, he foUowed^the avenue 'qualified to instruct them in the different
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branches of learning, but they should know

the regulating power of Truth in themselves,

to keep them under a degree of religious ex

ercise for their own growth, and also to fit

them to govern, and lead the scholars in the

path of holiness. I have often thought that

the plain old fashioned religion of the founders

of that Seminary, which consisted much in

a proper self-denial, and the daily cross borne

in humility, has had great effect upon the

character of the Institution. The Committee
and Teachers must be actuated by the same
simple, humble religion, from a principle and
conscientious conviction of its being their duty
to maintain it eferytrhcre, and to apply its

principles and requisitions in the government
of the school, if it continues to flourish and to

produce the beneficial efl^ects, which it has

had on very many. Many Friends, I believe,

hold these views, and feel strong desires that

no other standard may be set up for its con-

trol. On no other ground can we hope for

the Divine blessing upon our labors, than a

steadfast adherence to the simplicity and the

spirituality of our profession, and without the

Lord's blessing and his protecting care, we
cannot expect the preservation of the dear
children from contamination by temptation
and evil example.

I thought you would feel an interest in the,

old concern in which you had faithfully la-

bored ; and I have at many times felt much
sympathy and affection for you, my beloved
friends, under the afflictions you have had to

endure, and desire that the Lord, in his ten-

der mercy, would support and carry you
through them, to his praise and your ever-

lasting welfare.

With love, I remain your sincerely attached
friend, Wm. Evans.

THE BRIGHTER DAY.
Faith, give me power to see a brighter day,

When all these " letting things" shall pass away

;

When the convulsion which has now begun,
Shall pause in silence, all its purpose done

;

When the oppressors of the seed, shall wear
The mask no longer, all their acts laid bare

;

When chaff and cheat shall to the wind be doomed,
And dross and stubble be by fire consumed

;

When to the world the worldly part is given
;

AVhen the redeemed shall closer walk with Heaven
;

When to our Zion shall the weary come,
Like " doves to windows," pressing to tlieir home.
Oh, haste the day, when through his power divine,

The Father's light around his church shall shine !

Many there are whose prayers arise for this

;

Whose greatest joy would be in Zion's bliss
;

Whose morning breathing, and whose evening prayer
Is that the Lord would place his glory there.

What though a worldly spirit has crept in,

That fain the kingdom through new ways would win.
Scorning the narrow path our fathers trod,

And circling round would pass the cross and rod

—

Yet they who look frdm Pisgah's height can see,

Such by-paths lead away from Calvary,

—

While they who seek in empty forms for bliss,

Will grasp at shadows and the substance miss.

No, no !—as ancient Pennock* clearly saw,
Still with this people shall abide the" law

;

Still shall the testimony here be found,

—

Still sons and daughters to the altar bound.
The Lord himself his attributes shall take

;

Again shall order out of chaos break

;

Then shall the church in rapturous numbers sing,

And shout victorious as she owns her king

;

While those who seek to draw her from the way,
Themselves shall lose in error's paths astrav."

The Ann Chair.

* Caleb Pennock, upwards of 90 years of age, recently

addressed the young men of his Monthly Meeting in

a very remarkable manner, expressing his belief that

the doctrines of this Society would not be suffered to fall.

LESSOXS OF THE FLOWERS.
Every flower is sweet to me

:

The rose and violet,

The pink, the daisy, and sweet pea,

Heart's-ease and mignonette,

And hyacinths and daffodillies
;

But sweetest are the spotless lilies.

I know not what the lilies were
That grew in ancient times

—

AVhen Jesus walked with children fair

Through groves of eastern climes,

And made each flower as He passed by it,

A type of faith, content, and qniet.

But they were not more pure and bright

Than those our gardens show.

Or those that shed their silver light

Where the dark waters flow,

Or those that hide in woodland alley

The fragrant lilies of the valley.

And I in each of them can see

Some lesson for my youth
;

The loveliness of purity.

The stateliness of truth.

Whene'er I look upon the lustre

C)f those that in the garden cluster.

Patience and hope that keep the soul

Unruffled and secure,

Though floods of grief beneath it roll,

I learn, when calm and pure
I see the floating water-lily,

Gleam amid shadows dark and chilly.

And when the fragrance that ascends,

Shows where its lovely face

The lily of the valley bends,

I think of that sweet grace.

Which sheds within the spirit lowly,

A rest, like heaven's, so safe and holy.

For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Jolm Barclay.

(Continued from page 31.)

A Testimony from Gracechurch Street Monthly
Meeting of Friends, concerning John Barclay.

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God."—Matt. v. 8.

This, our dear friend, was the son of Robert
and Ann Barclay, and was born at Clapham,
n Surrey, in the year 1797. His parents were
members of our religious Society: his mother
lied whilst he was very young.
From his own memorandums we find that

he was early visited with the convictions of

divine grace ; but becoming exposed to the
nfluence of bad example at a public school,

the sinful propensities of the natural mind
were strengthened; yet the strivings of the

Holy Spirit were graciously continued, and
he was often brought into deep humiliation

and sorrow on account of his transgressions
;

and his tears of repentance and his prayers
for preservation were poured forth in secret

places. In reference to the state of his mind
at this time he says :

" As the evil tree cannot
but bring forth evil fruit, as long as it is suf-

fered to live and thrive in the heart; so this

being the case with me, the fruits did show
themselves abundantly indeed. Oh 1 that all

who have been injured by my evil example
could be shown a iiftieth part of the remorse
and repentance, sorrow and trouble, which
has been, through unutterable mercy, experi-

enced b)^ me." He was made willing to abide
under the judgments of the Lord, and was
favored to know, that these chastisements
from his heavenly Father's hand were ad
ministered in love ; in a sense of which, his

irt was often made to overflow with thank

dedication to His requirings. Alluding, som
years afterwards, to the circumstances of thi

eventful period of his life, he writes thus

"This I may say and leave upon record, tha

though many almost indescribable tempts

tions and presentations of evil have been pei

mitted to come about me, sometimes like

mighty flood, so that in hours of extrem
weakness, I have been many and many a tim

ready to give up the ' fight of faith,' yet t

this day the Lord, strong and mighty, ha
been pleased in his abundant compassion, t

encamp around me, and to give me songs c

deliverance, songs of triumph and of praisf

In His name will I set up my banner; whoi
a rock of defence, and sure refuge to my poo

weary soul. O! young man or young womat
to whom this may come,—my friend, m;

brother, my sister,—who art seeking the bei

ter country, and Him who is the way and th

guide ; oh ! though thou art weary and hear
laden,—take courage : there is a staff, a staj

and strength and succor with Him and i

Him, who hath gone before, and who leadet

on his little ones gently and sweetl}^, as the;

are able to follow. Take this as the couns«

of one who writes from a sure and living ei

perience, and who hath indubitably know
His name (which is above every name) to b

a strong tower indeed. He will be with Si;

even to the end of the world."

His mind for several years after his father'

decease, was brought under much concern o

the subject of business; and he felt it to b

his duty to give up an offer, which was cot

sidered to be very advantageous. In a retn

spective view of this step, he says, in a lettei

" I know not that I have taken any measun
that now in seasons of calmness seems t

afford the like peace to me." Alluding to thi

subject again, he adds: "The ground upo

which I think it best for me to be not mac
engrossed with the things of this life is, ths

having experienced no small share of thefo)

bearance and mercy of the Lord,—havin

been delivered from the pit of destruction,-

having sincere, hearty, and very fervent d(

sires for my own preservation and salvatioi

as well as for that of my poor fellow-creatun

everywhere,—I have inclined towards th

belief, that the Lord will make use of

I am faithful to his requirings, in the waj

time, and for the purposes which He sees bes

under this impression it is, and not to encou

age or give way to an apathy, or want i

energy or exertion, that I believe it right ft

me to sit loose to this world and the anxieti(

thereof; lest I should be incapacitated for pe

forming that service which may be shown t

be my duty. 1 believe it safest for me, if i

any business, that it should be one of mO(

erate .profit, and not involvinsj much attei

tion."

He believed himself required to observ

much simplicity and moderation in providin

the needful accommodations of life ;
and i

reference to this subject, he says, " I am clearl'

of the belief, that it is ray duty to live in sac

a humble, plain, homely, simple manner,!

that neither in the furniture, food, or clothin

used, any misapplication of the gifts of Divi,

Providence be admitted or encouraged."

About this time, which was in the twent;

second year of his age, he writes thus: (

the love that the Lord hath shed abroad

my heart !—" O ! the divine jo}-, the unspea

fulness ;
and he was brought into a state of able peace, the blessed presence of the Mo

submission to the Lord's will, and humble ' High,—how it seems to flow through m
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For " The Friend.'

To the Editors of " The Friend" :—

Your Journal of Fifth month 13th, 1871,

has been placed in my hands, containing a

notice of a work on the Scriptures, which
seems to require some explanation or com-
ment from me. I know nothing of the work
except from your review; but, as a member
of" that Society commonly called Hicksites,"

am deeply interested in the subject-matter of

your remarks. The separation of 1827—

8

occurred during my non-age, and my connec-

tion with this portion of the original Society

of Friends was, like that of thousands more,

the result of circumstances and surroundings.

I yield to none, however, in the heartfelt de-

sire that Truth may be cleared of calumnies,

and in this feeling will ask for space in " The
Friend" to explain the reason of such an in-

congruity as that of my religious co-member-
ship with the author of such a work as is set

forth in your article.

Shortly after that separation, our Society

changed the constitution of the Meeting for

Sufferings as a censor or supervisor of the

press. Its duties are, in this respect, thus de-

fined by our Discipline: "2nd. To procure

and distribute such books or pamphlets as

may be a means of spreading the knowledge
of our religious principles or testimonies: and
to advise or assist any of our members, on

their own application, who may incline to pub-

lish any such manuscript or work as may
tend to promote the cause of Truth, or be

beneficial to Society." This change, so entirely

in accordance with the spirit of the age and
the law of the land, leaves every individual at

liberty to publish, and, of consequence, to

dedicate his work as he may please. An at-

tempt, however, " to undermine all belief in

the authenticity of the Holy Scriptures," "to
destroy belief in the deity of Christ," and to
" promulgate anti-christian sentiments," is an
offence clearly defined and to be testified

against, in the usual order of our Society.

This you charge against the author under re-

view, and such an attempt should meet with
a prompt denial of religious fellowship, if per-

sisted in, on the part of any body claiming to

be the Society of Friends.

So far as the Yearly Meeting, of which I

am a membei", and the five Yearly Meetings
with which it corresponds are concerned, I

aver that they profess to uphold in their in-

tegrity, the principles, the doctrines, and the
testimonies of primitive Friends. Prior to the

great division of 1827, there were many vol-

unteer exponents of those principles, whom
you, equally with myself, would repudiate as

authorized promulgators thereof. The writ-

ings of Joseph John Gurney, on the one ex-

treme, and the published letters of Elias Hicks
on the other, would, doubtless, find no more
a reception into your index of the hagiographa
than into my own. And throughout the

countless controversial pamphlets which fol-

lowed that disastrous event, I know of but
little that could profitably be rescued from
the oblivion to which such a literature should
ever be consigned.

I need scarcely affirm our belief in the au-

thenticity of the Holy Scriptures, since close

upon our borders as on yours, the First-day

school associations are activel}' engaged, in

imitation of the community at large, in teach-

ing and disseminating the contents of that
volume. A mere profession of belief is, I am

aware, of little value without the qualification
to understand these writings ; and, I fear,

there is in such efforts more the activity of
the natural than the spiritual man. So, also,

touching a professed belief in the Divinity of
Christ, that staple of controversy throughout
ecclesiastical records. You will refer me to
such writers, members with me, as the one
3'ou have reviewed. I answer, let facts speak
for themselves. I will quote from George
Fox's Journal, vol. II, p. 294, published in

1800 by Isaac Collins, at Xew York, what I

consider authoritative as the belief of Friends
on this subject. He there informs us that he
wrote thus to discover of what spirit the can-
didates for office were. " Do any here in

London, who stand to be chosen sheriffs, own
that Christ, who was crucified without the
gates of Jerusalem, to be the light of the
world, that enlightens every man that cometh
into the world," &c., &c. And also from an
old copy of T. Ell wood's Life, page 442, where
the writer says: "He," i. e. George Keith,
"has undesignedly acquitted William Penn
from his present charge of Deism, b}'- a story
he told in his first narrative, page 38. That
upon some urging him to give an instance of
ono English Quaker that he ever heard pray
to Christ: W. Penn being present, said, I am
an English man, and a Quaker, and I own I

have oft prayed to Christ Jesus: even him
that was crucified."

Now the biographer of Wm. Penn attend-
ed our Yearly Meeting some few years since,

with a minute of concurrence from his own

—

sat near the clerks, and closed the last sitting

with prayer to "Christ Jesus—-even him
that was crucified." In it his language was,
"Teach us to pray as thou didst thy disciples

formerly." .

I state the fact as it occurred, simply be-

cause of the coincidence. The occasion was
unusually solemn. A very large and greatlj^

favored assembly was about to separate, and
the most appropriate organ seemed more than
authorized to speak for the whole. I need
scarcely remind your readers of the peculiar
difficulties under which Friends labor in get-

ting at the sense, or feeling, or conclusion of

a meeting when there is any jar or contro-
versy. The certificate of a clerk—the official

imprimatur of a body like your Meeting for

Sufferings, may set forth definitively what
language can convey ; but there is a feeling

which has no fellow witnessed at times in

these assemblies, and more authoritative than
all formality and form—and it was manifest
in this instance. I could multiply such, did
space permit, apart from referring you further
to our Discipline, recently republished, which,
in these respects, stands as before the separa-
tion of 1827.

There can be no doubt of the fact that a
larger license is to be found among us than
is consistent with that loftj- profession made
by the people of God, in scorn called Quakers.
It may be presumed that wo took all the
ranters of the Soeietj' at the separation, and,
as a result, have had to contend with their

spirit ever since. Nevertheless, the discipline

and the order have been maintained. Those
engaged in publishing matter calculated to

undermine these have been disowned—memo-
rably so in New York; and here a Friend, in

persisting to preach against the advice of the
elders, though the matter of her communica-
tions, and her general course otherwise were
unobjectionable, was most decisively, I may

say unanimously, testified against at tl

final conclusion of her case in the Year
Meeting. Although separations, or more pr

perly, secessions, have occurred in several
J

our Yearly Meetings, they have, like those
J

Wilkinson and Story, in England, and of tl

Free Quakers in our revolutionary war, i

variably come to nought. True, the door
return has been kept more open on these o

casions, than consists with the ordinary a

ministration of the Discipline; but we ha>

felt that great patience and long-sufferin

amid these trying storms, are better remedii''

than that party" strife which culminates;!

schism. 1 do not wish to convey the idea th;;j

we are either a strong or a united people
; bnj

I trust, that notwithstanding such books r!

you have noticed, (if there be others,) and orl

expression sometimes little less offensive, vil

are not forsaken by Him who vouchsafe!

again " a new revelation of the good old go

pel" to our primitive worthies some two ce ii

turies since.

The fact that those two centuries had near

elapsed before the convulsion took place whi(

shivered the body into fragments, since tht'

multiplying still more hopelessly, must siti

deep into the heart of every sincere professi-j

of our principles. We should be no lei

isolated now than at that early period, froci

the outward priest and the hireling, with tj

his unfruitful works of darkness. On ea('i

and ever}' one of us, members of Christ's mi

'

tant church, does a portion of responsibilil!'

rest for its defective manifestation of Bi'

spirit and power. C

Sincere-hearted, earnest inquirers, such il'

Frederick Lucas, among Friends, and Jotl

Henry Newman, among Episcopalians, hai •

been compelled, by the logic of their prin(

'

pies, to recognize this manifestation in tl'-

outward Catholic or universal church, as f

historical unit, consistent and complete in i

parts. For the soul, awakened to a sense

its lost condition, seeks for strength and nouf

ishment in religious fellowship ; and little (

they know of its workings through the thic

covering of an unregenerate state of natur

who undervalue the teachings and the aid |^

the visible church. A people professing :

we do should, of all others, however diven

fied the gifts, the constitution, and the pr

gress of its individual members, exhibit tli

fruits of the unity we claim, as subject iu ;

our movements to the immediate direction

the one ever-present Head. I cannot, thei

fore, look for any other future in the histoi

of Friends than a mutual co-operation—a d:

of gathering. You may smile at this .-en

ment, uttered by one in such outward chun ^

connection as is here confessed. But we ca

not live on our past history. The pro(
'

hitherto furnished, of moral purity and fa

sighted philanthropic enterprise, will ni

counterbalance the too evident antagonis

of kindred, if not identical profession. Th
there are many organizations claiming to i

present the Society of Friends must ever ni;

its usefulness in opposing the rulers of tl

darkness of this world. The prophecy of O'

great Apologist seem not likely to be fulfill

unless that " little spark" which appeared

his day, shall consume what stands up to o

pose it among his co-professors
;
and in unii

alone, of the honest-hearted, may we ho

that the Lord will " go on by the same ai

of power in his spiritual manifestation, un

he hath conquered all his enemies, until i
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kingdoms of the earth become the king-

of Jesus Christ."

John J. White.
lilada., 9th mo. 13th, 1871.

justice to the writer of the foregoing

munication we have given it a place in

columns. The book reviewed in the 38th

her of our last volume, has been for

ths before the public, and nolwitbstand-

what is said by our friend, J. J. W., as its

lor claims to be a " member of the Society

riends," and dedicates his work to " the

ety of Friends," we cannot see how the

y with which he is in membership—which

ns to be the " Society of Friends," will

,pe being held by the public accountable

sentiments contained in it, unless they

ially disown those sentiments. As we
in our notice of the work, we would be

to believe there are not many who re-

ate the notions of that author, and we are

the essay now given corroborates the

r then expressed.

embrace this opportunity to commend
serious consideration of the members
Society to which our friend J. J. W. be-

s, the following extract from the epistle

d by " The Yearly Meeting of Friends,

Philadelphia" in 1868, addressed to

wn members and to the members of oth-

early Meetings,

[mprcssed with the awful consequences

maj' attend doubt or disbelief of these

amental truths of Christianity in any who
the Holy Scriptures which set them

I, and wlio make profession of the in-

ling of the Holy Spirit, it is our heart's

and prayer, that those who were for-

y members in our religious Society, but

stumbled at these doctrines and went out

us, laying aside all traditional bias and
)ning of the carnal mind, would heartily

'ace them and ."^tand before the world
bical believers in, and open advocates of

)eity. Atonement and Mediation of Christ

our Lord. It would truly be a cause of

ciiig to Friends everywhere, were all

take their name, one in faith on these

on all other docti-ines of the gospel."

Editors.

bei7ig offended with those who fait into

tation.—It is of the infinite mercy and
jassion of the Lord, that his pure love

3 any of us, and it is by the preservation

lat alone that we stand. If He leave us

ly time, but one moment, what are we ?

who is there that provoketh Him not to

rt? Let him " throw the first stone" at

that ialls.— i. Pcnington.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 23,

irdly a week passes by but the public is

med through the newspapers of some of-

under the government, or some employee
moneyed institution having been found to

defaulter, and that he has either ab-

ded to.parts unknown, or has carried on
hieviug practices so adroitly as to leave
', or no ground for hope of recovering the

n property, or of bringing him to the

shment he richly deserves. In this and
lany other ways there is abundant evi-

dence of entire disregard of the first princi-

ples of justice and honesty prevailing among
very many in the community, and that the

tone of public morals must have become
greatly debauched. Where the crime is

more startling and stupendous than ordinary,

the voice of reprehension and the demand for

reformation may be roused, and occasionally

the culprits are brought to some kind of pun-

ishment ; but more generally, though there

may be strong animadversion for a short time

the matter is soon passed by, and the low
state of morals it betokens is little noticed or

commented on.

In the visions of light vouchsafed to the

apostle John, and recorded for the warning
and instruction of succeeding generations, it

is stated he saw a beast come up out of the

earth, who caused " all, both small and great,

rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a

mark in their right hand or in their foreheads :

and that no man might buy or sell, save that

he had the mark, or the name of the beast,

or the number of his name." Doubtless Sa-

tan is striving thus to consummate his reign

among the children of men, and alas! he
has met with great success in the marts of

commerce, in the ofiices of trust and profit,

and in the seats of political power. Living as

we do in the midst of such great dereliction

of the principles of justice and strict honesty,

when so man}' betray that the mark of the

beast is in their right hand, while others

boldly and arrogantly walk abroad with it on

their foreheads, how great is the responsibili-

ty of those who claim to be the converted fol-

lowers of Christ, and how needful that their

whole life and conversation should show to all

around them that they are fighting under the

banner inscribed with "holiness unto the

Lord." To the members of the religious So-

ciety of Friends, those who are not ashamed
to show to others with whom they associate,

by their garb, their language and manners,
that they profess the spiritual, selfdenj-ing

religion of the gospel as promulgated by Fox,
Barclay and Penu, the obligation to com-
mend their religion " to every man's consci-

ence in the sight of God," should never be lost

sight of They should ever remember that
their religion—if realized—is far different and
far deeper than a confession with the mouth,
or any external profession ; that it is the re-

sult of that interior spiritual communion with
and obedience to the measure of Divine Grace,

vouchsafed by the Author of eternal redemp-
tion and salvation, and that He has command-
ed them so to exemplify this, that they may
be as lights in the world, "that others seeing

their good works may glorify their Father
which is in heaven." Those who have lived

faithful to this holy profession, from the first

gathering of the Society, to the present day,

have found the teaching and transforming
power of Christ within, their hope of glory,

to bring them out of the spirit of the world,

and restrain them from becoming absorbed by
its benumbing pursuits, either of riches or of

pleasure, and to keep them constantly on the

watch unto prayer, even after they " had got-

ten the victory over the beast, and over his

image, and over his mark, and over the num-
ber of his name."
We suppose it will hardly be disputed that

worldliness has crept in and obtained strong

hold upon Friends as a Society ; widely and
mournfully so when compared to their condi-

tion in days gone by. Eiches have increased

among us, and their usual companions, luxury,
vanity and pride have not been excluded.
The manners and ways of worldlings have
found many advocates, and that which made
Friends a peculiar people, not oidy in appear-
ance and language, but in life and example,
is spoken lightly of by many, and little heeded
by others. Will changing or forsaking our
primitive understanding of and belief in the
truths of the gospel, expel these crying evils

from our camp, make our members more self-

denying, or emancipate them more generally
and thoroughly from the undue pursuit of the
things of time and sense, and separate them
from mere nominal professors, so that they
shall become lights in the world ? Oh, that we
were now as thoroughly taught Scripturists

—taught by the Spirit that dictated the
Scriptures, and confirmed in the knowledge
of their truth, by experiencing them, in mea-
sure, fulfilled in ourselves—as were our early
Friends when they were called to preach to
the people the blessed doctrine of the Light
of Christ within, God's gift for man's salva-

tion, leading him, when they are known, to
the acceptance of all the glorious truths re-

corded in the New Testament, relative to the
coming, sufferings, atoning death, resurrection
and mediation of Christ Jesus ; whereby He
set open the door into the heavenly sheep-fold
for all who truly believe in Him. One of those
sons of the morning has left this striking tes-

timony respecting the members of the Society
in that day.

" 'J'his Light" saj's Isaac Pcnington, " teach-
es not to covet, not to desire earthly dignities
or estates. Let it be looked at over England,
which of us so much as mind these things ?

Nay, the Lord knows that the love of these

things is daily rooted out of our hearts more and
more, and we are a people whom the world
cannot charge with covetousness or love of the

world, wherewith all sorts of professors hith-
erto have been too justly chargeable."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British wheat crop is reported to be

deficient. The manufacturing and industrial difficul-

ties in England continue. The associated employers
of Newcastle, in a letter to the Times, inform the public
that 4,116 workmen are now engaged daily, and that
constant additions are being made to the working force.

The London Times deplores the continuance of an-
tagonism between labor and capital. The London Labor
League has denounced the introduction of foreigners
into English workshops as a dangerous political prece-
dent, and the leaders of the International Society have
promised that they will prevent the importation of
foreign workmen.
The election for a member of Parliament in the town

of Truro, resulted in the success of the conservative
candidate.

A case of cholera has occurred at Newcastle, and a
vessel from Hamburg has arrived at Cardiff with four
of the crew dead from that disease.

A rich lead mine has been discovered in the island
of Jersey.

The LTnited States consul at Liverpool writes to the
state department that, in consequence of the prevalence
of the cattle foot and mouth disease in that country, he
has discontinued granting certificates to ship cattle to

the United States.

The budget committee of the French Assembly re-

ported adversely on the bill provisionally increasing
the taxes to meet the immediate demands of the govern-
ment, pending sanction by the Assembly of new taxes.

The Assembly has adopted a bill revising the pension
list of the late imperial government. It abolishes all

pensions, except in cases of extreme poverty, or where
the grant was made for distinguished services.

The Assembly has accepted, by a vote of 533 to 31,
the customs treaty concluded by Eemusat and Pomyer.
Quertier representing France, and Von Arnira and
Herzog on the part of Germany. Alsace and Lorraine
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are included in the treaty, the consequences of which
are the immediate evacuation of the departments of the

Aisne, Aube, Cote d'Or and Jura, and the reduction of

tlie German army of the other departments to 50,000

The Assembly has decided to adjourn from 9th mo.

17th to 12th mo. 4th nest. A committee of control,

composed of eleven members of the right wing, eight of

the left, and six of the moderates, have been chosen to

supervise tlie government during the recess.

Previous to the adjournment, a long message from
President Thiers was read, which was coldly received,

some passages provoking laughter. Theirs asks the

deputies to a.scertain from their con.stituents at home
whether the country wishes for reconstruction based on

the glorious traditions of a thousand years, or for the

abandonment of the ship of state to the torrent leading

to an unknown future. In brief, whether the people

want a monarchy or a republic.

The disarmament of the national guard is in progress,

and does not appear to have met with any serious op-

position.

Additional courts-martial for the trial of Communists
will shortly be appointed. There are now but 152

judges to examine the cases of 30,000 prisoners. Even
with additional courts it is thought probable the gov-

ernment will be obliged to release a large part of the

prisoners without trial.

The Mont Cenis tunnel was inaugurated on the 17th

inst. The French and Italian Ministers and local au-

thorities of both countries, made the transit through in

twenty minutes.

Tlie details of the project for the issue of a new loan

of the city of Paris, amounting to three hundred and
fifty millions of francs, have been published in London.

There were ninety-three new cases of cholera at

Konigsberg on the 12th inst., and sixty-three deaths.

On the 13th there were 68 cases and 45 deaths.

A Salzburg dispatch says : It has been decided by
Prince Bismark, Count Von Beust and the other diplo-

matists who remained here after the departure of the

Emperors William and Francis .Joseph, to suppress

the International Society and to settle finally the Schles-

it is stated that there is still an average of one hundred
and fifty deatlis per day in Kier.

The ex-Empress Eugenie arrived in Madrid on the

16th inst. Tlie Spanish Official Ouselte publislies the

instructions given by the government to the local au-

thorities throughout Spain, for carrying into efTect the

decree of amnesty for political offences, j ust granted by
King Amadeus. The Minister of the Interior has

issued an order for the dismissal of all police inspec-

tors who have failed to execute the orders by the gov-
ernment in relation to gambling houses.

The government of Turkey has decided to partici-

pate in the conference to be held at Berne, Switzerland,

on the 25th inst., for the improvement of the tele-

graphic system and service of Europe. The Sultan has

ordered the Grand Vizier to institute reforms to the

end that public right be more secure, and the dispensa-

tion ofjustice be entrusted to worthy and capable men.
The American institution of street railways has ex-

tended itself to the island of Java. A line has just been
opened to public use in the city of Batavia.

The Mexican Congress met the first of this month to

organize, and two-thirds of the whole body were pre-

sent. Tlie supporters of President Juarez were found

to have a small majority. There is a strong opposition

to the Juarez government, and threats of forcible oppo-

sition were openly made. A pronunciameto has been

issued in Zacatecas, and forced loans levied in the

smaller towns of the State.

Advices from Zanzibar announce the receipt of posi-

tive intelligence of the safety of Dr. Livingstone, and a

party of Americans had set out for the interior with

the object of escorting him back to the coast.

Paris dispatches of the 18th state that the failure of

the new customs treaty with Germany is imminent.

The German plenipotentiaries object to alterations in

the text made by the Assembly. The legislative com-
mittee of twenty-five will hold weekly sessions. In the

interval the president and vice-president of the com-
mittee will represent the Assembly.

At a mass meeting of the Newcastle workmen, held

on the 17th, it was resolved to continue the strike.

Many foreign workmen are daily arriving at Newcastle

and Gateshead. A great meeting was held at Chelsea

on the 18th, in favor of the British workmen now on

the strike.

London, 9th mo. 18th.—Consols, 93^. U. S. five-

twenties of 1862, 93J ; of 1867, 92J ; ten-fortie.s, 901.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9M. ; Orlean.s, 9J(i.

United States.— Census Statistics.—The City of
New York, by the census of last year, had 942,292 in-

habitants, of whom 523,198 were born in the LTnited
States.

Philadelphia had 674,022, ofwhom 490,398 were born
in the United States.

Brooklvn, N. Y., 396,099, born in the United States
251,381.

Baltimore, 267,354, born in the U. States 210,870.
Boston, 250,526, born in the U. States 172,450.
It thus appears that the five cities named had an

aggregate population of 2,530,293, including 881,996
persons of foreign birth, and 1,648,297 natives of the
United States.

In four of the Southern States the colored inhabitants
outnumber the whites, viz

South Carolina,

Florida,

Louisiana,

White.
239,667

90,057

382,996

362,065

Colored.

514,814

91,689

441,201
364,310

Of the 2,486,799 inhabitants of these States 1,412,014
were found to be colored, and 1,074,785 white.

Miscellaneous.—Mortality in Philadelphia last week
270, including 109 chUdreu under two years of age.

On the 16th, a cheese weighing 3,000 pounds was on
exhibition in Buffalo, N. Y. It was made in Erie
county, and was the product of 30,105 pounds of milk,
yielded in one day by 2,200 cows.
The Commissioners on the Alabama claims which is

to convene at Geneva, consists of five members. Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn representing Great Britain,
Charles Francis Adams the United States. Count
Menabrea, Italy, ex-President Staempflin, Switzerland,
and Cambrern, Brazil.

President Grant has appointed Wm. M. Meredith, of
Pennsylvania, and Caleb Gushing, of Massachusetts,
counsel of the United States before the Geneva arbitra-

tion.

On the 16th a most destructive conflagration occurred
at Pioche, Nevada, causing a loss of property exceeding
$250,000. Three hundred kegs of gunpowder in a
cellar exploded, levelling all the buildings in the
vicinity. Six men were killed by the explosion, and a
much larger number seriously wounded.

Vincent Colyer, special Indian Agent, advises the
Secretary of the Interior that he has examined the val-

ley of Talaroso with a view of making it an Indian
reservation. He found it remote from white settle-

ments, surrounded by mountains filled with game, and
containing plenty of wood and water, with sufficient

arable land. Accordingly, under the authority pre-

viously given, he has declared the valley, twenty-nine
miles wide and thirty miles long, a reservation for the
southern roving Apaches, and instructed Agent Piper
to remove the agency from Canada Alamosa, as soon as

practicable.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 18th inst. New York.—American gold, 114}.
U. S. sLxes, 1881, 118}; ditto, 1868, 114§; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 1 11 1. Superfine flour, $5.70 a $6.10;
finer brands, $6.25 a S9.35. No. 2 Chicago spring
wheat, $1.45; red western, ifl.oO a *1.55; amber State,

41.58 ; white Genesee, ^1.68. Oats, .50 a 54 cts. Western
rye, 90 ci-. YrllMU , oin, 74 a 75 cts.; western mixed,
71J cts. /' -Cotton, 20 a 21i cts. for up-
lands anl \. 1 .

iii. Ill . Superfine flour, :f4.75 a $5;
liner bnui I-, -

>
_'

- i <7.50. Western red wheat, S1.4S
a S1.52; aruliL-r, .^1.5('>; white, $1.65. Rye, 85 cts.

Yellow corn, 76 cts. ; western mixed, 74 cts. Oats, 50
a 52 cts. Clover-seed, 10 a lO.V cts. Timothy, $3 a
$3.25. ;About 3000 beef cattle were oflfered at the
Avenue Drove-yard. Choice sold at 7 a 7} cts.; fair to

good, at 5} a 6J cts., and common 4 a .5 cts. per lb.

gross. Sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs
at 7 a 7 J cts. for corn fed. Baltimore.—Pennsylvania
wheat, $1.55 a $1.64. Southern white corn, 77 a 82
cts.; yellow, 75 a 76 cts. ; western mixed, 72 a 73 cts.

Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring, wheat, $1.16.

No. 2 mixed corn, 48 cts. No. 2 barley, 62 cts. Lard,
8| a 8f cts. St. Louis.—"So. 2 winter red wheat, $1.30
a $1.31. Yellow corn, 47 cts.; white, 50 cts. Oats, 31
a 32 cts. Barley, 75 a 90 cts. Lard, 9} cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Ezra Engle, N. J., ?;2, vol. 45; from

Walker Jloore, Pa., $2, vol. 45; from Wm. W. Smedley,
Frankford, $2, vol. 45; from Jacob Smedlev, Pa., $2,
vol. 45 ; from Daniel Nichols, N. Y'., 'S2, to No. 18, vol.

46 ; from Richard B. Bailey, Pa., $2, vol. 45, and for

Lewis Embree and Lettice Barnard, $2 each, vol. 45
;

from Aaron Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; and for Sidney
Sharpless and Thomas Sharpless, $2 each, vol. 4-5, and
Richard W. Button, $2, to No. 6, vol. 46 ; from John

Bishop, N. J., f 2, vol. 45 ; from Xaome Gibbons, P
j

$2, vol. 45 ; from Gideon C. Smith, R. I , $2, to No. ; 9

vol. 46 ; from Mary B. Ev.ans, III, $2, vol. 45 ; frc ]

Elwood E Haines, N. J., $2, vol. 45; from James
Kite, Agent, O., $2, vol. 45, and for Thomas Lleweh
Jesse Deweese, Aaron P. Deweese, Robert Milhoi|
.Joseph King, Richard Penrose, William Masters, Da? li

Masters, Hannah M. Penrose, David Ball and Ma
Wilson, $2 each, vol 45, and for William Harmer,

5

to No. 52, vol. 45 ; from Charles Bell, N. J., $2, v

45 ; from C. Canby Balderston, Pa., $2, vol. 45 ; frc

Daniel Will
Hoge, Rehvr
Scofield, Pii-

Juliann H. I

Joseph H. B nd .Jo-^epb Walker, .^2 eatli, v

45, for Mary A. F. HoUoway, $2, to No. 40, vol.

and for William H. Fawcett, Pa., S2, vol. 45 ; fn

Owen Evans, Pa., $2, vol. 45, and for Beulah C. Tliom
son, $2, vol. 45 ; from Thomas Conard, Agent, I'a., ,^

vol. 45, and for Stisanna Chambers, Mary .Jane ( lia:

bers, and Sarah C. Satterthwaite, .S2 each', vol 4".; fn

George Matlack, N. .1., .'?2, vol. 45; from Micajali

Morlan, Agent, O., for Rebecca Shaw, $1.52, to No.,
vol. 44, and for Sarah Alleson, $2, vol. 45.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morninci vntl

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee who have chaj

of this Institution, will be held in Philadelphia
j

Sixth-day, the 29th inst., at 1 p. jr.
jThe Committee on Instruction meet at 10 a. m., a'

that on Admissions at the same hour.

The Visiting Committee will attend at the Selniol

Second-day evening, the 25th inst.

Samxjel Moki:i<,

Philada., 9th mo. 18th, 1871. i i.A

For the accommodation of the Visiting Commiti
conveyances will be at the Street Road Station

Second-day, the 25th instant, to meet the trains (I

leave Philadelphia at 2.30 and 4.45 p. M.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Teacher is wanted for the Girls' Writing Schj

one qualified to give instruction in Grammar and so

other branches; to enter on her duties at the op^-n

of next se.s.sion, on the 30th of Tenth month.
Applv to Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germni'i

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St., I'hi

Martha D. Allen, 523 Pine St.,

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATK )X.

Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia re-o|

11th mo. 1st. We need a few teachers, and are desir

to engage for this service rightly concerned Friei

Terms of salary $15 to $20 per month.
For further particulars plea.se apply at this ofi

116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Ninth mo. 1871.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on Seco

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends wh(

tend to enter their children for the coming term,

requested to make early application to Aaron Sha
LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P. 0.,C
ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allex, Treasu

No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelp

Samuel Morris, Olnev P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergnod, 413 Spruce Street, doL.

iDied, on the i:ith iiist., at the residence of In

grandson, William P. (4. Shotwell, in West Midi

Mercer Co., Pa., jEJii^tA G. SnoTWELii, in the;

year of her age, and 59th of her ministry, a mer
and minister of Plainfield Particular and Rahway
Plainfield Monthly Meetings of Friends, New Jec

WILLI.iM 'h7 PILE, PRmXE^^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Telegraph and the Storm,

e above is the title of an article by Pro-
)r T. B. Mamy, which appeared in a recent
ber of Harper's Magazine, from which it

•oposed to take copious extracts for the
ersof "The Friend."
most every one who has had the oppor-
ty of seeing the daily papers of the large
8, has become acquainted with, and regu-
looks for the " Weather Eeport," and
Probabilities." The latter are particu-
interesting, and often very useful, inas-

h as they have thus fur generally proved
reliable. The weather always appears

e an interesting theme, if we may judge
from the amount of conversation it fur-

8 when other topics fail. But to be able
Bcide by inspecting the morning's paper,

eaving home, whether to carry an
rella during the day's journey, is more
interesting, and is quite a new thing,
in this age of wonders,
the subject is yet in its infancy, we can

;ely estimate the value it may be to man-
in giving warning of approaehingstorms,
thus enabling those who are exposed to
fury to be prepared for them. In the
of the mariner, and those engaged in
nercial pursuits, it has already proved ol
; value in the saving of life and property,
it is to be hoped that the time is not far
,nt, when some means will be discovered
xtending its usefulness to another large
of our citizen?,—the farmers,—to whom,

cially in time of harvest, it would be a
t boon to be apprised of approachino-
ns.

°

) explain how the "probabilities" are made
md how the changes of the weather are
ght within the power of science to pre-
is the object of the following extracts.

A.
The attempt to presage great weather
oracna is nothing new.'
<'rom time immemorial, civilized society
sought after a plan for averting the vio-
of the storm and tempest as anxiously
has sought to resist the deadly approach
3 pestilence and the plague.
Che Great Plague of London, historians
18, carried off in a year about 90,000 jjer-

sons. This was, however, in the rude and
undeveloped condition of medical science,

when the metropolis of England had but few
hospitals, and every victim was left in his

own house to spread and speed the march of

the contagious foe. Appalling as such mor-
tality seems for the year 1665, amidst the
wretched and squalid dens of the London
poor, it has been overshadowed in modern
times by a greater calamity. On the 5th of

October, 186J-, the storm which swept over
Calcutta destroyed, in a single day, over 45,000
lives! Yet this is but one of a large number
of similar oeeurrences rivaling in magnitude
the great Indian disaster.

" To give forewarning of approaching tem-
pests on the coasts of the Adriatic, the Italian

and old Roman castles, as described by an an-

tique writer, had on their bastions pointed
rods, to which, as they passed, the guards on
duty presented the iron points of their hal

herds, and whenever they perceived an elec

trie spark to follow, they rang an alarm-bell,

to warn the farmer and the fisherman of an

approaching storm. It is interesting to note
that this ancient Italian custom was widely
Mpread over the earth in former ages. And
it is not difficult to connect it with those olden

towers (not only in Ireland, Scotland, and
Spain, but in Africa and the East, Upper India

and China) in which the use of a similar con-

ductor may have been one among the many
objects of those relics of the past.

" But, as the title of our article shows, a
new element of science has been introduced

—

the electric telegraph—an invention whose
mission of usefulness is destined to unlimited

enlargement.
In November, 1854, while the Anglo-French

fleet was operating in the Black Sea, against

the stubborn walls of Sebastopol, the tidings

flashed across the wires that a mighty tempest
had arisen on tbe western coast of France,

and, by the warnings of the barometer, was
on its way eastward. The telegram was sent

by the French Minister of \Var, Marshal
Vaillant, from Paris, and reached the allied

fleet in good time to enable them to put to

sea before tbe cyclone could travel the five-

hundred leagues of its course, and disperse or

destroy the most splendid navies that ever

rode those waters. The storm came with a

fatal punctuality to the predicted hour. The
Crimea, shaken, ravaged, scourged by its fury,

presented every where a scene of havoc and
uin in the allied camp more fearful than any

the fire of all the Russian forts combined could

have inflicted. It is perhaps not too much to

say that, but for that telegram and its timely

storm warning, the congregated navies, far

from home and shattered to pieces, could not
have sustained the besieging armies, and the

event of the great Eastern war might have
been different from what it finally was.

' So happily, in this instance, did theory
(too often despised) blend with fact, that the

French War Minister said, ' It appears that,

by the aid of the electric telegraph and
barometric observations, we may be apprised
several hours or several days of great atmos-
pheric disturbances, happening at the distance

of 1000 or 1500 leagues.'
" Less than three years after the occurrence

of the famous ' Black Sea storm,' just men-
tioned, there appeared for the first time, and
in an American paper, a formal proposition

for the establishment of a general system of

daily weather reports by telegraph, and the
utilization of that great invention for the col-

lection of meteorologic changes at a central

office, and the transmission thence of storm
warnings to the sea-ports of the American
lakes and our Atlantic sea-board.

" ' Since great storms,' " says Thomas B.
Butler, in his work on the " Atmospheric Sys-
tem and Elements of Prognostication," 'have
been found to observe pretty well defined

laws, both as respects the motions of the wind
and the direction of their progress, we may
often recognize such a storm in its progress,

and anticipate changes which may succeed
during the next few hours. When it is possi-

ble to obtain telegraphic reports of the weather
from several places in the valley of the Mis-
sissippi and its tributaries, we may often pre-

dict the approach of a great storm twenty-
four hours before its violence is felt at New
York.'

"On the coasts of the kingdom ofItaly mar-
iners are forewarned that a storm threatens

them by a red flag hoisted on all the towers
and light-houses of the principal localities,

ranging from Genoa to Palermo, and thence

up along the Adriatic. On the most danger-

ous points of the coast of England, where the

fishing-boats and small craft that perform the

service of the coast are exposed to formidable

gales even during the most promising season,

barometers put up by the Meteorological

Bureau are at hand to warn the seamen of

bad weather. A striking illustration of the

mportance of storm weather signals was re-

cently furnished (March 8), when a tornado
swept over St. Louis, destroying several lives

and §1,000,000 worth of propertj^

In former publications the writer has de-

monstrated at length the fire-sprinkled paths
and tracks of these storms, some of which are

generated in the torrid zone, and sweep over

the Gulf of Mexico, and thence up the valley

the Mississippi ; or, shooting off from the
bosom of the Gulf Stream, strike upon the
Atlantic coast, and thence commence their

narch upon the sea-board and central States

of the Union. In these published papers the

view taken of these tropic-born cyclones is,

th some modifications, that announced in

1831, and then substantially demonstrated by
William C. Redfield, of New York, viz., that

they rotate around a calm centre of low barome-

ter, in a direction contrary to the hands of a
watch in the northern hemisphere, and with the

hands of <i loatch in the southern hemisphere.
" It would, perhaps, be impossible to give a
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more vivid and exact account of a cyclone (or

typhoon) than the following account of the

typhoon of the United States war vessel Idaho.

After depicting the forlorn condition of the

vessel after she had passed through the semi-

circle of the storm, the eye-witness writes:
' At half past seven in the evening the barom-

eter had fallen from 30.05 to 27.62. Suddenly

the mercury rose to 27.90, and with one wild,

unearthly, soul-thrilling shriek the wind as

suddenly dropped to a calm, and those who
had been in these seas before knew that we
were in the terrible vortex of the typhoon,

the dreaded centre of the whirlwind. The
ship had been fast filling with water, and
fruitless eflFoi-ts had been made to work the

pumps ;
but when the wind died away the

men jumped joyfully to the brakes, exclaim

ing, "The gale is broken! we are all safe!'

For the officers there was no such feeling of

exultation. They knew that, if they did not

perish in the vortex, they had still to en-

counter the opposite semicircle of the typhoon,

and that with a disabled ship. It was as

though a regiment of freshly wounded soldiers

had been ordered to meet a new enemy in

battle, and that without delay, for the cessa-

tion of the wind was not to be a period of

rest. Till then the sea had been beaten down
by the wind, and only boarded the vessel

when she became completely unmanageable;
but now the waters, relieved from all restraint,

rose in their own might. Ghastly gleams of

lightning revealed them piled up on every
side in rough pyramidal masses, mountain
high, the revolving circle of wind which every
where inclosed them causing them to boil and
tumble as though they were being stirred in

some mighty caldron.
"

' At twenty minutes before eight o'clock

the' vessel entered the vortex; at twenty
minutes past nine o'clock it had passed, and
the hurricane returned, blowing with renewed
violence from the north, veering to the west.

"
' The once noble ship, the pride not only

of our own navy, but of the whole craft of

ship-builders over all the world, was now only
an unmanageable wreck. There was little

left for the wind to do but entangle the more
the masses of broken spars, torn sails, and
parted ropes, which were held together by
the wire rigging. An hour or two later the
tempest began sensibly to abate, and confi-

dence increased in the ability of the ship to

hold together. When da3'light dawned the
danger was over, and we first became awai*e

of the astonishing amount of damage the ship

had incurred in bearing us through the perils

of that dreadful night. It was evident that
she had sacrificed herself to save us.'

"The writer was aware, when this view
was first publicly sustained by himself, that
it was not accepted by all meteorologists.

For "Tho Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continuod from page 35.)

"1810. 9th mo. 17th. Eested and recruited;
and on tho 18th continued our journey over
rough roads, and got to T. W.'s.

" 19lh. Attended a meeting in the State of
Virginia, called Fruit llill. O my Father!
thou knowcst all things. Thou knowest I am
thankful that through thy mighty power,
thus far I feel clear and easy. Be thou en-

treated for thy own worthy Name's sake, to

be with thy little dependent handmaid through
the remaining part of this journey, and eu

able me to accomplish this arduous task to

thy praise."

After attending four other meetings, which
were the last in Virginia, M. E. thus writes :

" These meetings were all hard and afilictin^

indeed. Yet through all, and over all, I think

I may say I am thankful we attended them.
I suffered, I trust without murmuring, my
portion with the suftering seed : and was en-

abled in Truth's authority to use plainness to

them, which if attended to, might tend to

alarm and stir them up. My spirit bows and
magnifies thy name, my Father, that

through thy mighty power and renewed help

I feel clear and easy respecting them all!

From the 24th to the 27th continued travel

ling through much weakness, and some out
ward discouragements, meeting with poor
quarters, and resting but little: yet I hope I

was in a good degree content.

"28tb. Being in the settlement of Friends
in Tennessee, we rested.

" 29th. Were at a little meeting on the

waters of Lick Creek. This was an afflicting

time.

"30th. At the Nobs Meeting. It was some
what more relieving, yet there is great cause
to mourn because of the desolation of Ziou
Here, as well as in many other places, it seems
as though her walls are much broken down."
From the 1st of Tenth month, she notes

without comment, the visiting of divers meet-
ings, till she concluded this turn out at Grassy
Valley Meeting on the 9th of the same month.
Upon which she thus writes: "This fioished

our serious task of visiting meetings. It was
much to the relief of my mind, and as far as

I know to the satisfaction of Friends. Now
I may say I have no words to set forth to the
full, my feelings in taking a retrosf)ective

view. I beheld the tender dealings of the
God of my life, whom to obe}^ I humbly set

out and I trust through his Divine aid accom-
plished, as far as I knew to be His will. Look-
ng over the journey gave rise to such feelings

as words cannot give a clear idea of. Now,
ghteous Father! in all and for all, thou

knowest my spirit bows, and renewedly re-

turns unto thee, all praise, thanksgiving, and
enown.
" 10th. Started towards home, I trust with

thankful hearts and easy minds ; and on the
19th, after hard travelling, through Infinite

mercy, got there. Now let it suffice to say,

I have no words to set forth the feelings of

my mind. Oh! the praise and thanksgiving,
which all that is alive in me freely offers unto
Him who has manifested his power and father-

ly care for and over me in this journey. He
has carried me out, and brought me in, I trust

in His own time; and has enabled me through
much weakness of body and mind to perform
this task, I humbly trust, agreeably to His

For this my spiiit bows. Kode in this

journey, by computation, 2870 miles."

Tho following is an epistle of Mildred Eat-
cliff's to the Monthly Meeting of Friends at

Core Sound, dated " 7th mo. 18th, 1810."

Dear Friends,—In the fresh feelings of

that love which makes truly dear to me all

the children of my Father's house, I salute

j^ou,—the little band in that corner of His
vineyard. I may say you have often been in

my remembrance since I left you, in the re-

newal of that precious love which the world
can neither give nor take away. In the sweet

'

Sowings thereof, I have felt and do feel

mind impressed as with a duty to send y(
few lines as a memorial of it.

" Now, my dear Friends, dwell deep in

power of an endless life! Eemember ye
the salt of the earth, which is good while

savor is retained, but if that is lost it is
g

for nothing but to be cast out and trod

under foot of men. Oh! remember tl

things, and daily labor to have salt in y.

selves, and to be at peace one with anot
To your neighbors ye are to be as a city

on a hill which cannot be hid. Some of tl

have their eyes upon you, when you perfci

are little aware thereof May they, thro>

your watchfulness and care, beholding j
aood works, be constrained to glorify

j
Father which is in heaven. Oh! may yoi

incited by these hints, in pure love givei

your unworthy friend, to dig deep, and so

your foundations sure. Then you will b

far a help to your neighbors, as that your
emplary conduct amongst them, may pi

safe way-marks for them, and as a lam

giving light to their paths, that none i

have just occasion to stumble over the coqc

of any of you. Should any of you be a Ci

of stumbling to such, they must be numb(
in the awful day of just retribution, -v

those who would neither enter into the k
dom of heaven themselves, nor sufl'er tl

that would to enter in. If such should be

case with any of your little band, how ala'

ing must the consequence be! how greatt

condemnation! Oh, endeared Friends!

me entreat you often to scrutinize wit

Often seek to bring your deeds to tho I

of Christ, which you are making profesi

of to tho world. Thereby you may pr

whether they have been wrought in God
"Although I thus write, I hope better thii

of you, and things that accompany salvat

Yet from a sense of Satan's snari^s, who is

wearied in trying us upon every string, I

moved in the flowings of love to write in

manner. I wish to stir you up, if possibl(

watchfulness and prayer against the cunt

wiles of the serpent. Oh ! watch and j

that yon enter not into temptation. D{

not but that such as we sow, such we s

reap ! Where the treasure is, there will

heart be also. We may prove whether
have our treasure in earth, or in hea"

Whether we are sowing to the flesh or to

Spirit. Oh Friends! great is the dift'ere

in those things. Yet the one or the olhi

surely the experience of each one, agree;

to the Scriptures of Truth. Eead those

records often, and consider the contents. T
afford caution and instruction, and great'

solatiou. We may justly rank the privi

of perusing them in the list of our most p
liar favors. For in them we may plainly

hold the glorious plan of life and salvatio

" Dear Friends, have a care of lightly

teeming the many blessings bestowed u

you, lest thereby they should at last be

graven as a dread handwriting on the
'

linst you. I am deeply sensible that ir

responsibility is upon you of that part of

family, not only on your own account, bo

account of your neighbors. Some of t

are watching with anxiety to see j-our wo

desiring to gain some instruction, some di

tion in their journey from Babylon to Be'

Some of them are much concerned about t

things. With such my spirit sweetly syr

thises, and in that sympathy desires 1 i
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ised that nothing may cause them to

having relieved my mind of what
impressed it for you, who with other

lis of those parts have been brought
best feelings, with desires for your
very way, I conclude ; and, saluting

le flowings of gospel love, bid you of

0, an affectionate farewell,

Mildred Eatclifp."

Selected for " The Friend."

Life in Tuscany,

ith the fertile soil and the warm sun of

;an}', joined to the indefatigable industry

le peiisant class, it is quite evident that

beggarly aspect, their meagre food and
cheerless homes, must arise from some

liar evils in their position. Devoid, gener-

speaking, of property in the soil, the

mtry are very far from standing in the

I relation to their landlords, as the two
ssponding classes are to each other in

and. The English tenant pays to the

rietor of the farm he cultivates a fixed

al sum of money; whilst the Tuscan
pt is bound to render to his landlord the

of all the produce raised upon his farm,

at, wine and oil are divided, share and
alike; and oven in articles of the most

ng kind, the halving system is applied,

very brood of chickens the landlord can
'
is half, and even eggs may come under

)peration of a similar rule,

secondary cause of the poverty that pre-

in Tuscany may be discovered in the

ity of the rural population, and conse-

t smallness of the farms. " We are too

:," they say themselves: "our holdings

,00 small." This is true indeed, in many
nces, where a man's holding is limited,

sometimes is, to two acres in extent ; the

e produce of which would be required to

d to him, and his probably numerous
ly, a comfortable subsistence. Under
circumstances, a tenant must be poor,

ever equitable, or even liberal are the

18 on which his farm is rented. If the an-

ated amount be not forthcoming, through
igent culture, the defaulting tenant has
Id his place to a more honest or compe-
man. Changes of tenantry, however,

1 to occur but rarely ; and as a general

the peasant's home remains, if not for

essive generations, at; least for many suc-

ve years.

mongst the tile-roofed dwellings that
jly dot the country, there may be seen,

and there, one wearing the air of greater

ity than the rest, one possessing the

,ry of glass windows, and some pretension

)aint. This dwelling, on inquiry, the
Qger is pretty sure to find, is the one in

3h the steward

—

fattore, as he is called

—

les. A very important personage is this

ire under the land system of Tuscany.
his hands the landlord— invariably a

lent in town for at least nine months in

year—commits the management of his

rs. To the fattore must the tenant apply

tone}' to help to purchase cattle, and all

i landlord's covenant to supply; and to

fattore must the tenant render account of
ry article of agricultural produce raised
ij sold.

otwithstanding the alleviating influences
ustom, the Tuscan contadini are far from

sfig insensible to the hardships of their lot

and very far from being reconciled to the

poverty of their condition. In particular, 1

found the peasant women loud in their com-
plaints and lamentations upon this subject.
" We live like the beasts," they would exclaim,

when at my desire, they showed me through
their comfortless dwellings; " to work hard
and to fare badly, is our lot from childhood

to the grave. The hot sun scorches us in our
hard field work in summer, and the cold win-
ter's wind, as it enters through the many
crevices of our wooden shutters, makes us

shiver in our beds."
" Oh would to Heavens ! I had never mar-

ried," was a common exclamation with them,
and they would often declare that to rear u])

children in any kind of decency was a task

that wore out their lives with trouble, anxiety
]d toil. " From morning to night," they said,

we slave and slave to gain a scanty supply
of the commonest necessaries of life. Ah the

hard existence which falls to the lot of a

mother of a family, can be hardly told."

Though from the interior aspect of their

dwellings it is quite evident that an absence
of comfort has invariably characterized the

homos of the Tuscan peasantry, it cannot be

disputed that their position has been much
deteriorated by the vine disease which has
for the last eight j'ears prevailed universall}-

in Tuscany. The Tuscan grape was in former
times famous for richness and for sweetness,

and the wine it yielded was highly prized.

According to the best authority, the process

of wine-making was better understood, and a
greater number of good wines were produced
in the Tuscan dominions, than in any other

part of Italy. From France, from Spain, from
the Canaries, the best species of vines have
been imported. In those days autumn was
crowned with beauty and mirth ; and while

the eye feasted on the sight of the rich pen-

dent clusters of bright colored fruit, the ear

drank in with pleasure the joyous sounds that

came floating in from the vineyards, where
the busy vintagers plied their task.

But now, contrasted with the scenes of

former years, sad is the change which the

universal prevalence of the vine disease has

eflTected in the autumnal aspect of Tuscany.
No longer do rich clusters of green and pur-

ple grapes present themselves in countless

numbers to the traveller's view—no longer

does the air resound with the vintager's mirth-

ful voice and song. Though from tree to tree

the vine still twines its slender stems, and by
road side fences, in fields, by cottage doors,

and on terraced heights, its graceful foliage

meets the view; the small, gnarled, unsightly

knots of dried-up, cracked, and blackened

juiceless berries, which protrude amongst the

changing leaves, are a hideous mockery and
corpse-like image of that beautiful and deli-

cious fruit.

Not merely, however, does the peasant

mourn the loss of a pleasant beverage, in the

destruction of his grape crop ;
this privation

forms but one of others still more grievous,

arising from that source. In former years,

when the vine yielded an abundant and deli-

cious fruit, the peasant could calculate, after

deducting the landlord's share, on the posses-

sion of many more barrels of wine than what
would be required for his own family's use.

This surplus (always the best) being sold, af-

forded the means of purchasing, besides many
little comforts, articles of prime necessity

such as clothes. " Our wine was food, and

drink, and covering to us," said a peasant,

talking on the subject to me: "it bought us

clothing for ourselves and children. With
these old worn-out garments that j-ou see, wo
must content ourselves, until the Almighty is

pleased in his good Providence to give us

back our wine again."

One absurd theory as to the origin of the

vine disease prevails extensively amongst the

Tuscan peasantry; the smoke arising from

the coal used in the engines being alleged to

exercise a deteriorating influence on the air;

and very frequently I was asked my opinion

whether the railroads were really the cause.

" Were there railroads in England ?" I was
asked invariably by the contadina in refer-

ence to this point. On my giving an affirma-

tive reply, the question immediately succeed-

ed]—if the vines were healthy there?

Little is it to be wondered at that ideas

such as these described in reference to the

origin of the vine disease, should prevail exten-

sively amongst a peasantry so ignorant as is

that of Tuscany almost universally. Through-

out the country, schools are rare ;
and in those

that exist, a very inlinitesimal amount of

knowledge is communicated. To the teach-

ing of the arts of reading and writing, the

endeavor of the master is generally limited;

and to the acquirement of these two branches

of knowledge, are the aim and desire of the

pupil as generally restricted. Even amongst

persons occupying what may be termed a re-

spectable position in society, and amongst

persons endowed by nature with a consider-

able degree of intelligence and quickness of

comprehension, the grossest ignorance of the

rudiments of knowledge may be often found

prevailing. In the country lodging-houses

and hotels, where I have been staying in Tus-

cany, it was no rare thing to find that, to the

master or mistress of the dwelling, the sim-

plest Italian book was about as intelligible as

incriptions in the cuuieform characters might

prove to the world in general. Often did it

fall to my lot to keep an account of expenses

incurred, the correctness of which was only

tested by some primitive system of self-in-

vented mental arithmetic. At the very best,

an imperfect acquaintance with the arts of

reading and writing, and a mere smattering

of arithmetic, constitute the utmost amount

of knowledge obtainable, or obtained, by the

rural population of Tuscany at the present

day.
CTo be continued.)

The Spirit ftuicljcns.

The Lord often comes to those to whom
he graciously reveals himself, as he came to

p]lijah on Horeb. Has your own experience

furnished nothing similar? Do you know
nothing of the storm which he sends before

him, as it were, rending the mountains; of

the earthquake, which subverts every thing

within us, and casts down imaginations; of a

fire of terror and dread which precedes the

Lord of glory ? Are your rocks still unbroken?

Have your heights not yet been cast down,

nor the deceitful ground of self-righteousness

and self-sufficiency romov( d from under you ?

And yet you imagine you have heard the

gentle voice of grace I You are not perhaps

aware that the father of lies approaches men
occasionally as an angel of light, and whispers

smooth things in their ears. This destroyer

is able to pervert the promises of God into

the snares of death; and he considers those
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secured as bis prisoners, who suffer themselves

to be caught by his false assurances of Divin

favor! O tremble at the artifices of the old

serpent; and remember that the comforter

who seeks to quiet your conscience without
mortifying j^our flesh, is not the Lord, but the

wicked one ! For Jesus does not draw near
•with his- still small voice, without first over-

throwing every high thing that exalts itself

against him, and subverting the power of the

old man within us. "Strait is the gate and
narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life."

' Many shall seek to enter in and shall not be

able." Seeking is not sufficient here—it must
be striven for. The new creation within us

rises upon the ruins of the old and corrupt

nature. Wherever grace builds, it first pulls

down ; and it is by bringing to nought things

that are, that God makes out of us what we
by nature are not.

—

Kruinmachcr.

THY WILL BE DONE.
My God, my Father, while I stray,

Far from my liome in life's rough way,
O teach me from my lieart to say,

" Thy will be doue."

Though dark my path, and sad my lot,

Let me be still and murmur 'not,

Or breathe the prayer divinely taught,
" Thy will be done."

What though in lonely grief I sigh

For friends beloved, no longer nigh,

Submissive would I still reply,
" Thy will be done."

If thou should'st call me to resign

What most I prize, it ne'er was mine

:

I only yield thee what is thine !

" Thy will be done."

Let but my fainting heart be blest

With thy sweet Spirit for its guest.

My God, to thee I leave the rest,

" Thy will be done."

Renew my will from day to day,

Blend it with thine, and take away.
All that now makes it hard to say,

" Thy will be done," Ame

THE OLD CHIMXEY-PLACE.
A stack of stones, a dingy wall.

O'er which the brambles cling and creej^,

A path on which no shadows fall,

A doorstep where long dock-leaves sleep,

A broken rafter in the grass,

A sunken hearthstone, stained and cold

;

Naught left but these, fair home, alas 1

And the dear memories of old.

Around this hearth, this sacred place,

All humble household virtues grew,

—

The grandsire's love, the maiden's grace.

The matron's instincts, deep and true
;

Here first sweet words were lisped ; here broke
Life's morning dream, and yet more dear,

The love that life's best impulse woke.
Grew warmer, gentler, year by year.

How cheerful, while the storm without
Muffled the earth and iced the night.

The ruddy glow gushed laughing out
On merry groups and faces bright

;

How chimed the crackling, freakish flame.

With rosy mirth or thoughtful ease.

Or, may-be, syllabled the name
Of one rocked o'er the shivering seas.

What fairer scenes, what golden lands,

What pageants of romantic pride,

In the weird deep of glowing brands.

Saw the fair boy, the dreamy-eyed.
Till, musing here, his spirit drew

Strong inspiration, and his years.

By Beauty's subtle nurture, knew
The paths of Nature's inner spheres.

Here, as the swooning embers sent
A faint flush through the quiet gloom,

In the warm hush have lovers blent
The fragrance of their heart's fresh bloom

;

And, veiling in soft drooping eyes
Her tremulous joy, here blushed the bride;

Here, o'er pale forms in funeral guise.

Farewells from broken hearts were sighed.

This spot the pilgrim, 'neath strange skies,

Saw in his way-side dream ; here stood
Old friends with gladness in their eyes

;

Here grew the beautiful and good,

—

Sweet friendships, faith serene and pure,
Manhood's strong purpose, warm and bold.

Courage to labor and endure.
And household feelings never cold.

Here, leaning in the twilight dim,
All round me seems a haunted air

;

I hear the old familiar hymn,
My heart goes upward in the prayer.

That made the night so full of peace

;

Kind lips are on my brow ; my ear
Hums with sweet sounds,—they faint,—they cease.
And night o'er all broods calm and clear.

Household.

Tobacco's Work.—According to the statis

tics of Dr. Eubio, the number of lunatics is

much greater in northern countries, where
the consumption of spirituous liquors and the
use of tobacco are much greater than in south-
ern countries, where the people are very sober
and small smokers. According to M. Moreau,
not a single case of general paralysis is seen
in Asia Minor, where there is no abuse of al-

coholic liquors, and where they smoke a kind
of tobacco which is almost free from nico-

tine. On the other hand insanity is now
frightfully increasing in Europe, just in pro-
portion to the increase in the use of tobacco.
It appears that from 1830 to 1832 the revenues
from the import on tobacco in France rose from
£1,250,000 to £8,333,333—a tremendous figure
certainly to have disappeared from the pock
ets of the people into smoke. But hand ii

hand with this increase in the consumption
of tobacco there appears to have been during
the same period an augmentation of the num-
ber of lunatics in France from 8,000 to 44,000
or rather 60,000 if we take into account other
lunatics.

If one-tenth of the alleged evils of tobacco
smoking be facts the entire human race must
be seriously injured by the "Indian weed,"
for it appears that the average annual eon-
sumption of tobacco, by the whole human

of 1,000,000,000, is at least 70 ounces (41b.

6oz.) per head, and the total quantity annu-
ally consumed is 2,000,000 of tons, or 4,480,
000,000 pounds weight.

It is, however, to the young that the evil

of smoking is apt to be the most disastrous.

Whatever benefit may be derived from smok-
ing in maturity and old age, it is obvious that
the young cannot need the fictitious aid of
a narcotic. Parents should look to this, and
prevent the most deplorable physical and mo-
ral consequences of this habit of their children.

Many a youth may date the ruin of his health
and character from the first whiff of tobacco,
which, by dint of nauseous practice, he was
at length able to smoke, in the foolish imita-

tion of manhood. That smoking must im-
pair the digestion and derange the nervous
sj'stem of the young seems certain, and that
it may lead to drunkenness, or excess in drink,
is more than probable, from the thirst which
it necessarily occasions.

—

Good Health.

It is one of the first lessons that Truth
teaches her disciples, "to do justly."

For " Ihe Frlenii.

The Doctrine of the Spirit.

I was much impressed in reading an Ei

torial in " The Friend," (p. 15 of the curre

vol.) conveying the apprehension and quer
" Can any make themselves acquainted wi
'the signs of the times' in the world, and
the professed christian church, and not
convinced that not only vital religion, butt
fundamental principles of the gospel, are n

dergoing an extraordinary and determim
assault, both from openly armed and from i

sidious, but not less dangerous enemies
; u

believers in and opponents to the self-denyin

cross-bearing discipline with which Christh
invested the acceptance of discipleship ?"

While I much fear, nay, have no doubt th

there is ground for such an allegation, it

cause of true sorrow that any should in th

day of professed Christian light, subject ther

selves to the plaintive appeal of the Apostli
" But now, after that ye have known Goil, o

rather are known of God, how turn ye :ii:a

to the weak and beggarly elements, \\\n-';

unto ye desire to be in bondage?" Ti> oi

own religious Society especially, which hi

been much brought out of this " bondage
with an high hand and with an outstretcht

arm, the foregoing stirring query seems i|

have a significance and force of greater reat!

and depth, than perhaps to any other. Wh!
we not then take warning? Why n(l

from all by ways and broad ways, int*

that straight and narrow one which aloitj:

adeth to life; and which is marked, notODln
by the footsteps of Christ, who for the jott

that was set before him, as a faithful HigH
Priest and as an example for us to fiilloi'"

endured the cross, despising the shame, b:

by those of the flock of His companions, w li

having fought the good fight and kept tl

fiiith, have finished their course with j'lv

Why are wo not willing to heed the Projihet

injunction to a lukewarm and apostatisin

people formerly, " Shake thj-self from tl

dust; arise (out of thy carnal securitj-) an

sit down (in the meekness of wisdom) U Jon

salem: loose thyself from the bands of th

neck, O captive daughter of Zion ;" "Tui
}^e, turn ye, why will ye die, O house i

Israel?"

We believe that what is wanting, is moi

of a thorough, and a whole-hearted subjectio

to Christ Jesus the Mediator of the new eov(|l

nant, unto the attainment of being " built ui|

a habitation of God through the Spirit." Hp.

remains to be sufficient for all our need
;

th

Physician ofvalue to every hungry and tbiist

and panting soul, that with repentance, liiit

and obedience come to Him, the Alpha an

Omega of all, in a religious sense, that i-. <

was, or is to come. As we thus wait f'oi- II

inward appearance, being engaged in humilit,.
,

and contrition of heart to bow low befor

Him, even to " putting the mouth in the duf

if so be there may be hope," He will mauifes i

Himself more and more for the help of thesi

will lead them in the way they should g<

engraft them into Him the living vine, an

finally enable, by " the washing of regeneri

tion and the renewing of the Holy Ghos
which he shed on us abundantly throug

Jesus Christ our Saviour ;" to " put on tb

new man which after God is created in righ

eousness and true holiness."

Thus while it has been well said to tb-

eftect, that the Society of Friends have a

along considered the standing, lasting, andii
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ponsablo ordinance of tho gospel to be th

nife8tation of the Saviour by His Spirit as

guide into all truth; how lamenlable

fact, that from the want, it is to be feared,

I full belief, acknowledgment, and apprecia-

1 or experience in ourselves of the hum
ig, transforming power of Divine grace,

I the saving efficacy of the light of the

•d Jesus, which enlightenL'th every man
t Cometh into the world, we have too much
[ered it to fall in our streets

;
not having,

i Society, i)ractically exemplified the doe-

fe of the Spirit, or the reality of the pre-

|3e of Christ dwelling in our hearts by faith.

1, notwithstanding, the dear Redeemer and
rgivcr's own testimony to His disciples,

le Comforter, which is the Holy Gliost,

)m the Father will send in my name, he

1 teach you all things, and bring all things

our remembrance, whatso 'Ver I have said

) you ;" " He dwelleth with you, and shall

n you;" " He shall testify of me ;" "He
I glorify me ;" " He shall take of mine and

V it unto you :" " He will show you things

pmc ;" " He will guide you into all truth."

imilar import is the declaration :
' If yo

, being evil, know how to give good gifts

your children, how much more shall your
enly Father give the Holy Spirit to them
ask him." And Paul also to the Ephe-
enjoins :

" Grieve not the Holy Spirit of

whereby ye are sealed unto the day of re-

jtion." Again to the Romans: " But ye
lot in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be

the Spirit ofGod dwell in you. Now ifany
have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none
I." " For as many as are led by the

of God, they are the sons of God." Such
iges might be greatly multiplied ; but can

anything more clear and full and
uivocal that the prophecies came not in

ime by the will of man ; but that, " I will

ny law in their inward parts and write

their hearts" (Jer. sxxi. 32-34) ; and, "I
pour out of my spirit upon all flesh," &c.

ii. 28, 29) ase literally carried out by
hrough "Jesus the Mediator of the new
nant," in that "a manifestation of the

given to every man to profit withal."

that to those who thus or herein receive

into the heart. He will—all satisfying

ation—sup with them, and permit them

p with Him.
s through submission and obedience to

power and spirit of Christ Jesus, whose
lorn is to be set up within man, that any
xperience Him to take the government
e heart upon His own shoulders, and to

and reign there unto the perfecting of

88 in the fear of God. Let us apply the

Ifany man have not the Spirit of Christ,

none of his " If we are not obedient to

ght that maketh manifest all things that

eprovable, or to the grace of God which

ih -salvation, and is able to buiid up in

if we do not submit to that baptism
\ is with fire and the Holy Ghost, and
ughly purgeth the floor; neither expe-

5 the new birth unto righteousness; nor
epentance which is after "a godly sort"

through the effectual operation and
Bing of the Holy Spirit—how can we
t to be participants in those blessin

I are for "the poor in spirit;" "the
;" "the pure in heart;" "they whic
er and thirst after righteousness?" Bu
gh the unspeakable mercy of God in

t Jesus, as any are sincerely engaged to

bow to Him in contrition and selfabasement,
to offer unto Him the acceptable sacrifices of
broken hearts and contrite spirits, and to
watch unto prayer with all perseverance, then
that kingdom which our Lord declared to b-s

within, and which standeth not in word but
in power. He will not only set up in the heart,
but He will also reign there to the praise and
glory of His own excellent Name.

This doctrine of the indwelling spirit of
Christ, was very much the theme of the early
Friends' ministry. By which, and through
the power thereof attending, they no doubt
were niiide so instrumental in drawing souls
from all the lo-hero's and lo-therc's, and from
the barren mountains of an empty profession,
to sit each under the pure teachings of the
Immanucl, God with us, where none can make
afraid. It is a doctrine which, if silently, yet
surely has been and is making its way in "the

hearts of the people, till one here and another
there are openly advocating it as the truth as
It is in Jesus. A few examples will suffice

here :
" Considering," says Ormc, " the abuses

of divine ordinances, which had so long and
so extensively prevailed, it is not surprising
that such a system as Quakerism should have
arisen." "It may," he continues, "have an-
swered a useful purpose in the promotion of
spirituality of mind, and the enjoyinent of
communion with God." Eichard Baxter,
whose controversy lay for many years against
the doctrine of the Spirit, as it was so promi-
nently held forth by our honorable prede-
cessors, later in life acknowledged :

" I am
now more apprehensive than heretofore, of
the necessity of well grounding men in their
religion, espGCiaWy of the witness of the indwell-

ing Spirit, for I more sensibly perceive, that
the Spirit is the great witness of Christ and Chris-

tianity to the world. * * Now I see that the
Holy Ghost, in another manner, {.s the witness

of Christ, and his agent in the world." It is the
testimony of Archbishop Tillotson, " All that
Christ hath done for us, without us, will avail

us nothing, unless we be inwardly transform-
ed, and renewed in the spirit of our minds,
unless we become new creatures, unless we
make it the continual and sincere desire of
our lives to keep the commandments of God.
* * But if we receive the grace of God in

vain, and take no care to perform the condi-
tion, and neglect to implore the grace and as-

sistance of the Lord's Holy Spirit to that pur-

pose, we have none .to blame but ourselves,"

&c. Luther declares, "This is certain, that
no man can make himself a teacher of the
holy Scriptures, but the Holy Spirit alone.

No man can rightly know God, or understand
the word (words) of God, unless ho immediate-
ly receive it from the Holy Spirit. * * Out of

this school nothing is taught but mere talk."

Calvin hath well expressed a similar view in

these few words, " Grod never in anything hath
failed those, who have been led and guided
by his Spirit." Of more recent date, William
Bacon Stevens, an Episcopal minister, uses
this language: "We are living under that
phase of the Divine economy known as the
dispensation of the Spirit. * * The work for

us to do is to bring our individual souls more
under the pervading influence of the Holy
Ghost, to live more in the full realization and
enjoyment of his indwelling presence, to be made
by him mighty in prayer, comely in the beau-
ty of holiness. * * For, only as the indivi-

dual members of the church receive this pro-

mised Comforter, are they growing in grace,

and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ."

How sad is the reflection, that in the face
of all this, and much more— for almost cx-
haustless is the cumulative testimony—the
doctrine which is so pre-eminently according
to godliness, should not be by us faithfully

maintained and exemplified through subjec-
tion to its crucifying power, before the world 1

The professors of Christianity are not gener-
ally wanting in the belief and acceptance of
the outward coming, the divinity and atone-
ment of Christ. The history of the Saviour
they do not deny, even if the}- do not give it

a too exclusive place to the unequal uphold-
ing of Divine truth

; but the mystery " now
made manifest to his saints,"—Christ in them
the hope of glory—they miss of, stumble at,

and cannot comprehend, because it is not to
be comprehended by the unrenewed, carnal
mind, which "is enmity against God." For,
" The natural man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness
unto him : neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned." The Society
of Friends, while dearly owning the suffer-
ings, death, resurrection, and glory of the
Immaculate Lamb, who hath given himself
for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God for a
sweet smelling savor, no less believe that the
inward coming of the Spirit of Truth or Com-
forter, was part of the inestimable purchase
obtained by the costly sacrifice of Christ our
Passover, for us : agreeably to the sayings of
that holy Lawgiver,—" It is expedient for you
that I go away ; for if I go not away the Com-
forter will not come unto you

; but if I depart
I will send him unto you." And again, "This
spake he of the Spirit, which they that believe
on him should receive : for the Holy Ghost
was not yet given ; because that Jesus was
not yet glorified." It is-this second coming
of the Saviour in Spirit, which had its more
manifest beginning in the ever memorable
descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pen-
tecost, that constitutes the new covenant dis-

pensation of light and life, in which we live;

and wherein " the tabernacle of God is with
men, and he will dwell with them, and bo
their God." "Know ye not,"saith.the Apostle,
" that your bodies are the temple of the Holy
Ghost, which ye have of God, and ye are not
your own?" And again, "No man can say
that Jesus is the Lord, hut by the Holy
Ghost."
Would that we as a Society, both far and

near, might again rally to the good old stan-
dard of ancient Quakerism; which at the first,

through the power of the Holy Sjjirit, was so
effectual in turning the people from darkness
to light, and from the power of Satan unto
God. May the ministration of the Holy Ghost—-the epoch of the promise fulfilled of the pour-
ingoutof thcHolySpiritupon all flesh—which
is of, and from, and through Christ Jesus our
Lord and Saviour, the only true teacher in the
heart, be boldly testified to, though it be "a
stone of stumbling and rock of offence" to this,

as well as to previous generations. That thus
through the power of the grace and cross of
the Eedeemer and Sanctifier, we all may be-
come more stablished, strengthened, settled
in the unchangeable Truth, and multitudes
also be brought to enlist under His banner,
having inscribed thereon, "Not by might nor
by power, but by my Spirit saith the Lord of
hosts ;" that so He " who walketh in the midst
of the seven golden candlesticks," may look
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with compassion upon u8, may heal us and

bind us up ;
and the shout of a king be again

heard in the camp, to the joy and rejoicing

of many exercised and travailing souls.

Size of the Sun.—Ijet the reader consider

a terrestrial globe three inches in diameter,

and search out, on that globe, the tiny trian-

gular speck which represents Great Britain.

Then lot him endeavor to picture the town in

which he lives as represented by the minu-

test pin-mark that could possibly be made

upon this speck. He will then have formed

some conception, though but an inadequate

one, of the enormous dimensions of the earth's

globe, compared with the scene in which his

daily life is cast. Now, on the same scale,

the sun would be represented by a globe

about twice the height of an ordinary sitting

room. A room about twenty-six feet in

length and height, and breadth, would be

required to contain the representation of the

sun's globe on this scale, while the globe re-

presen'ting the earth could be placed in a

moderately large goblet.

Such is the body which sways the motions

of the solar system. The largest of his fam-

ily, the giant Jupiter, though of dimensions

which dwarf those of the earth or Venus al-

most to nothingness, would yet only be rep-

resented by a thirty-two-inch globe, on the

scale which gives to the sun the enormous

volume I have spoken of. Saturn would have

a diameter of about five feet in its extreme

span. Uranus and Neptune would be little

more than a foot in diameter, and all the mi-

nor planets would be less than the three-inch

earth. It will thus be seen that the sun is a

worthy centre of the great scheme he sways,

even when we merely regard his dimensions.

The sun outweighs fully seven hundred and

forty times the combined mass of all the plan-

ets which circle around him ; so that when
we regard the energy of his attraction, we
still find him a worthy ruler of the planetary

scheme.

—

Proctor's Other Worlds than Ours.

ling seed of Jacob. And while we stand true

to the ever adorable Head of the church, we
hall be preserved from following, or even lis-

tening to the voice of the stranger, who by

his devices, would turn us aside from Him
who careth for his sheep, and leadeth them
beside the still waters, and refresheth their

souls in the green pastures of life. Therefore

let us not be too much cast down at the signs

of the times, for however any may spread

themselves like the green bay tree, yet if we
slide off the true foundation, the future will

evince our building to have been upon the

sand.

For "The Friend."

Second Annual Report of the issociated Executive

Committee ol Friends on Indiau Affairs.

(Continued from page 37.)

"The Quapaw Special Agency has been es

tablished since our last report, and includei

the small tribes located in the northeastern

corner of the Indian Territory.viz.: Seneeas,

Wyandottes, Eastern Shawnees, Ottawas, Peo-

rias, Kaskaskias, Piankeshaws, Weas, and the

Quapaws,—numbering in the aggregate nearly

1000 Indians. They have been under the care

of sub-agent Goorge Mitchell for several yea ;-s

past, but, recently the Department has re-

quested the nomination ofa Friend for appoint-

ment as special agent ; and, at the late meet-

ing of the Committee in New York, Hiram
W\ Jones, ofSpringdale, Kansas, was approved

for that position. Two schools have been in

operation during the year in this special agen-

cy. The one amongst the Ottawas, under the

management ofAsaC.Tuttel and wife, has been

partly a boarding school, they having taken

the care of ten destitute orphans, supplied

them with food, clothing, and lodging, in

structed them in household industries, and

atforded them the tuition of the school. The

larger portion of their pupils board at their

own homes, and have made very commenda
ble progress in their studies. The First-day

School has been well attended by children and

adults, and is followed by a religious meeting

The Divine blessing has evidently rested upon

A Word of Encouragement. these religious labors, and the practical results

The beginning and closing pieces of " The are apparent in the improved moral condition

Friend," No. 4, were very acceptable to some of the people. The school amongst the Peo

of the readers of this periodical, believing, rias has been taught by J. Collins Isaac

that truth is truth, though all may forsake it, There is no provision for boarding children

and that its foundation cannot bo shaken, in connection with this school. Various and

however lightly we may esteem it; and unexpected causes of delay have hitherto ar-

though the church may experience its low rested our attempts at providingother schools

seasons, its times of bereavement, by the re- within the limits of this special agency,

moval of some of its strong standard-bearers, " In addition to the small tribes mentioned

and also by false brethren, yet all these trials above as constituting this agency, there are

and provino-s arc not suflacient grounds for located within its limits, and on the eastern

anyof us to'cast away our shield of faith; on bank of the Neosho, about 300 Dolawares,

the contrary, they should cause us to cleave who, becoming dissatisfied with their location

closer to Him, who queried with his disciples amongst the Cherokees, have, by consent of

in this touching language, "Will ye also the confederate Pcorias, settled upon then-

go away?" Their acknowledgment was, "to lands, and opened larms. The Government

whom shall we go? for thou hast the words has, until recently, tacitly connived at this

of eternal life." They were sensible that all movement, and sanctioned our proposition to

power was given unto him, both in heaven erect school-houses for them. Oue house is

and on earth ;
and therefore vain was it, to already finished, and the erection of another

seek any other aid, but his sustaining arm of was intended, also a farmhouse for a family,

power. Ah I yes, to whom shall any of us —the design being to open an establishment

go for support, when the blast of the terrible on a small scale for the care of destitute or-

one is as a storm against the wall, or when it phans, board of teachers, &c., and, by means

may seem as if the spirit of Absalom ruled in of a farm, to render it as nearly selt-suppor

the hearts of many, endeavoring to draw ting as practicable. Recently, however, th

away their allegiance from the King of kings, Department has decided not to sanction the

and from followin.' Him who was never foiled settlement of these Indians on the Neosho, and

ia battle, nor ever^bid his face from the wrest- ' has directed a suspension of further espendi

ture on the part of the agent. We trust way

will still open for some action for their benefit.

"The .Sac and Fox Indians are now under
,

the care of agent John Hadley,—Thomas
j

Miller having resigned. There are 448 uponi)

their new reservation, containing 480,000
'[

acres, and located west of the Creeks, and
j,

between the Red Fork of the Arkansas ani'^y

the North Fork of the Canadian. Besideeij

the above, there are a few still upon their old

reservation in Kansas, who refuse to remove.

No schools have been established for these!

Indians. Until the recent erection of a saw-

mill there was no supply of lumber for the't

necessary buildings. A building for a board-

4

in o- school is now in process of erection, and will
jj

probably be completed by the 1st of 11th mo.j

next. The crops of these Indians the present
,j

summer are almost a total failure from,

drought, and there is a prospect of suffering

amongst them next winter. n

" South of the Sac and Fox Indians, and

west of the Seminoles, are the Absentee Shaw^:-

nees. nearly 700 in number, who are also no

der "the care of agent Hadley. They are ar
,

ndustrious and deserving people, but 8ufl:Vre(

the loss of all their property during the warj

d need help in their efforts to begin lif(i|

again. They have suffered this summer fron
;

lack of provisions, being compelled to livi

mostly upon green corn, which has cauise.

much sickness amongst them. Our inteDi

tion of opening schools amongst these Indiani|

has hitherto been obstructed by lack of lum|

ber. As soon as the mill at the Sac and Fo;^

Agency can supply it, it is intended to erec

,

two or more school-houses and dwellings fon

families amongst them. 1<

" The CheyeMies and Arapahoes, under ageni.

Brinton Darlington, are mostly blanket Id|

dians, and num^ber about 3540. The agenc:i

is on the north Fork of the Canadian. Tw

schools, one for each tribe, have been in ope

ration the present j-ear, with encouragm

results. There are several children who ca

read fluently in the First Reader, count t^ b

ty, and sing a number of hymns. The Ai;

pahoes are more docile than the Cheyenne

These tribes, formerly so warlike and so tro'il

lesome to the Government, have been (juii

during the past year. The patient persi

,

verance and Christian effort of their agentt

we believe, have been largely successful. Th(i

history of some chiefs in these tribes, wh||.

were once great warriors, but who now min^

ifest a desire for the peaceable pursuits ci

civilized and Christian life, is full of incident

of deep interest to those who are lookinj.

for the fruits of a peaceable policy in Iiidiai

management. But we have not space for 4 i

tails of this character.

"In the Washita Special Agency, under ll

care of Jonathan Richards, and located o

the Washita River, there are 1216 IndiaD;|

composed of several afliliated bands. N(|i

much has been done for the educational benii

fit of these ludians, as the necessary buildinj J

could not be erected. A saw-mill has no i

been sent thither, and it is confidently expe,!

ted that three schools will be opened theff (

suing autumn. Agent Richards has had Oiii

school in operation a part of the year. Tii

employees at that point have suffered consij

erably this summer with bilious affections. i|

"The Kiowas, Coynatiches, and Apach,i

numbering about 6000, are under the Mil

of agent Lawrie Tatum. These are all « i

ing Indians never remaining longer than.!

i
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week.-i in one place. This habit almost

illy prevents the success of any attempts

their education or civilization. Many
them have never come to the agency

I of course have never seen their agent,

ey are the most restless, wild, and war-

e Indians east of the Rocky Mountains, un-

the Apaches of Arizona, and some of the

)ux, may possibly equal them in these

nts of character. Those who come to the

3ncy to draw their rations are not long

jugh in the presence of their agent and his

istants to receive any good impressions,

ej' are not willing to leave many of their

Idren in the school, where they would bo

Lhed, fed, sheltered, and educated. This

ool, under the care of Josiah Butler and

, has had an average of 17 pupils during

present year. 15 of these can read to

ae extent, 10 can write pretty well, and 8

ers write and print on their slates. They
all add small numbers, and locate the cap-

, of all the States and Territories of the

ion. They are mostly from the tribes on

Washita river.

The Indians of this agencj', especially the

>was, have long been in the habit of raid-

into Texas. The Comanches having been

7en out of Texas by white men, have al-

,rs claimed a right to commit reprisals upon
people of that State. The Kiowas, how-

r, can lay claim to no such justification,

<their chiefs have become so bold in this

iness as openly to acknowledge it, and

8t of their achievements in murdering

1, capturing women and children, and

.ling horses, mules and cattle. They have

a greatly encouraged in this by Mexican
lers, who receive the stolen property and

ply them in exchange with contraband

ds, such as whiskey, firearms, an i ummu-
on. Agent Ta-tum has often counselled

chiefs of these tribes to desist from their

redalions. Superintendent Iloag and the

members of our committee who visited

B last fall, labored to show them the evil

Deir course, and warned thein that the

ernment would not always forbear. Early

he presentyear. President Grant, through

Interior Department, invited these chiefs

Dmmon with others, to visit him at Wash-
on, in friendly conference upon these and
jr important subjects. They have treated

ie overtures with disregard and even con-

pt, and instead of going to Washington on

jmbassy of peace, Satanta, a leading Kio-

chief, organized and executed a murder-

raid into Texas, and upon his return

ted of his exploits, and declared his inten-

of pursuing the same course in the fu-

!. It was apparent to agent Tatum that

her forbearance was not only useless, but

id certainly result in a succession of mur-

I. He therefore determined to have Sa-

;a and some other leading Kiowas arrested,

here was no civil authority to which he

id appeal, he requested the post comman-
Golonel Grierson, to effect the arrest,

iral Sherman was also present at the post,

seems to have determined upon their ar-

simultaneously with the agent, for he

es that he ordered Colonel Grierson to ar-

Satantu. It was also determined to send

n to the county in Texas in which they

mitted the murders, and deliver them to

civil authorities of that State for trial and
ishment. Agent Tatum addressed a let-

o General Sherman in which he urged in

addition to his scruples against capital pun-

ishment, the plea of inexpediency against the

execution of the chiefs, should they be con-

victed, and requested General Sherman's in-

fluence in favor of his views. The latter for-

warded a copy of the letter to the Texan au-

thorities, and I'ecommended that the sugges-

tions of the agent be carried out. The chiefs

were duly tried, convicted of murder in the

first degree, and sentenced to be executed

We learn, however, that the Governor of

Texas has commuted their punishment to

imprisonment for life. It is also asserted that

a petition largely signed by the citizens o:

Texas living near the border, against the ex
ecution of the chiefs, was presented to the

Governor. This committee brought the sub

ject recently before President Grant, and re

quested such intervention on his part as might
be legal and proper.

Selected.

I read abundantly in the Bible, and would
set myself tasks, in reading; enjoining my-
self to read so many chapters, sometimes a

whole book, or long epistle at a time. And
I thought that time well spent, though I

was not much the wiser for what I had read;

reading it too cursorily, and without the true

Guide, the Holy Spirit, which alone could open

the understanding, and give the true sense

of what was read. I prayed often and drew
out my prayers to a great length ; and ap-

pointed unto myself certain times to pray at,

and a certain number of prayers to say in

a day; yet knew not meauvvhile, what true

prayer was. Which stands not in words,

though the words, which are uttered in the

movings of the Holy Spirit, are very available;

but in the breathing of the soul to the Heav-
nly Father, through the operation of the

Holy Spirit, who maketh intercession, some-

times in words, and sometimes with sighsand

groans only, which the Lord vouchsafes to

hear and answer. This will-worship, which
all is that is performed in the will of man
and not in the movings of the Holy Spirit,

was a great hurt to me and hindrance of my
spiritual growth in the way of Truth. But
my Heavenly Father, who knew the sincerity

of my soul to him, and the hearty desire I

had to serve Him, had compassion on me ; and in

due time was graciously pleased to illuminate

my understanding further, and to open in me
an eye to discern the false spirit, and its way
of working, from the true ;

and to reject the

former, and cleave to the latter.— T. Ellwood.

Selected.

His wife died in 1784, almost suddenly,

leaving him seven children, the youngest ten

weeks old. Nothing could be more charac-

teristic than his conduct on this distressing

occasion. Her death was wholly unlooked

for. When the intelligence was brought to

him he was stunned, and remained for some
time in silence, quite incapable of giving ut-

terance to his feelings. He then fell on his

knees and returned thanks to God, that his

beloved partner was now beyond the reach,

or need of prayer, and that her Heavenly Fa-

ther had crowned the abundance of his mer-

cies towards her, by giving her so easy a de-

parture. After her death he was grave, not

gloomy. A word of murmuring or repining

never escaped his lips. It was the Lord's

doing, and it was right.

—

Oherlin.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 30,

It is well known that one of the greatest
hindrances to making the different tribes of
Indians contented, and to the progress of civi-

lization among them, and a difficulty that
heretofore has, in many sections, been insur-

mountable, is the unauthorized settlement of
large numbers of whites on lands nominally
secured to the Indians by treaties. These
persons are generally of low moral character
and principles, the)' are bent on pursuing their

own selfish interests, and having disregarded
both law and justice in taking up their abode
where they have no right, they hesitate not
to use opportunity and influence to demoralize
and cheat the natives. The report of the asso-

ciated committee, now publishing in our jour-

nal, alludes to the many evils flowing i'rom

this disgraceful source. By a letter received
from our friend Wm. Nicholson, we are glad
to learn that the government has determined
to right the injustice thus done to the tribes

with which it has treaties, guaranteeing to
them exclusive possession of certain portions
of territory, by expelling the intruders there-
from. The letter from W. N. is accompanied
by a printed sheet containing the instructions

forwarded from Washington, and extracts
from "The provisions of treaties and law."
Our space will not allow giving more of the

sheet than the following:

Brparlimnl of the Interior, OJJke of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D. C , Sept. 5th, 1S71.

Enoch Hoag, Supt. Indian Affairs, Lawrence,
Kansas.

Sir:—Referring to your communication of
the 22d ultimo, enclosing copy of a communi-
cation from Agent Gibson, relative to trespas-

sers making settlements in the Indian Terri-

torj', you are informed that the same, together
with a communication from Agent Jones,
upon the subject, were submitted to the Hon.
Secretary of the Interior with report, under
date of the 31st ultimo.

Under date of the 4th iust., the Hon. Sec-
retary replies to the same, stating that an
examination of the treaty stipulations in

reference to this country, satisfies him that
such settlements are in violation of the laws
and treaties of the United States, and that
they should be prevented if possible. He di-

rects me, therefore, to instruct you to give
notice of the decision of the Department in

reference to the intrusions into the Indian
country, before alluded to, and warn all per-
sons who have already gone into the country,
that unless they immediately remove there-

from, the Government will take such steps as
are necessary to effect such removal.
The Hon. Secretary also directs me to in-

struct you to notify all white people, in the
future, to desist from any attempt to settle in

the Indian Territory south of Kansas and
west of Arkansas and Missouri; and that,

should any person already located in this ter-

ritory (contrary to law) refuse to I'emove, or,

should any hereafter, in violation of such noti-

fications, settle within the Indian country,
you should notify this office of the fact, in

which case steps will be taken to remove such
persons from the Indian country.

In accordance with the foregoing, and in

order to execute the decision of the Secretary,
you will give notice to trespassers, by publi-
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cation in newspapers published in the vicinity,

or by posting up printed notices, or by both.

Very respectfully your obedient servant,

H. E. Clum, Act'g Com.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The French :Minister of Foreign Affairs

has sent the amended customs treaty to Berlin, where,

it was hoped, it would be ratified.

President Thiers will remain at Versailles until after

the settlement of the question of the evacuation of

French territory by the Germans, and of the treaty of

commerce between France and Germany.
The German representative near the government of

France, has filed with the Minister of Foreign Affairs

a protest against the excesses committed by the people

of Lyons and its vicinity, upon German residents of

that city and neighborhood, who, it is alleged, have
been shamefullj- abused and maltreated.

The French wheat crop, it is supposed, will fall short

of the average by nearly a hundred millions of bushels,

but the yield of barley .md minor crops is abundant.

The trial of Rochefort resulted in his conviction, and
a sentence of transportation to a penal colony for life.

Favorable news has been received from Algeria, in-

dicating that progress is making towards the restoration

of French authority throughout the whole country.

The disarmament of the National Guard is progress-

ing quietly throughout France. All the arms taken

from the National Guard are to be deposited in the

arsenal at Bourges.
The German troops have left St. Denis and the forts

have been restored to the French.
President Thiers has been officially assured that

nothing was done in the Gastein conference hostile to

France.
Odo Russell, the newly appointed British ambassador

to the German empire, has arrived in Berlin. The
German Reichstat will meet on the 15th of Tenth
month.
General Von Moltke has been created Marshal of the

Empire.
The German array will be placed upon a peace foot-

inr; immediately, and reduced to the effective strength

ofMOO,000 men".

The cholera has increased at Konigsberg. The deaths

during the week ending 9th mo. 17th, were 300.

An insurrection has broken out in Morocco, and the

Moors are making vigorous attacks on the citadel of

Mellilla, a seaport town belonging to Spain. The
Spanish government has sent a large number of troops

to the relief of the garrison. Reinforcements to the

Spanish forces in Cuba continue to be sent forward.

On the 21st, 1200 soldiers sailed from Cadiz for Havana.
The anniversary of the occupation of Rome by the

Italian troops was celebrated in that city on the 20tb,

with great enthusiasm. In the evening an illumination

took place.

The .Jesuits and'republican agents have been expelled

from Rome.
Dispatches from Constantinople announce the appear-

ance of the Asiatic cholera at Smyrna and Constanti-

nople.

Late advices from the Cape of Good Hope state that

diamonds continue to be found in great numbers in the

fields north of the Cape colony.

On the 20th, the Chief Justice of India was assassi-

nated in Calcutta by a native who stabbed him with a

dagger.

The congress of the Inti-rniitinnal Association met in

London on the 21st, ;n
I

I
i

. , i i-
1
.in the 24th. Dele-

gates from France, ( i. 1
1

i
n, Italy, Spain and

Switzerland were in :ii;. u : ii- . Arrangements were

made for immediate mucaie.il., iu Germany, Italy and
Spain.

Strikes of the workingmen are reported in various

parts of Enshuiil. The German workmen recently i

purir 1 'hio N'. .v> :i-tle, are returning to their homes.
^\'

I were re-opening the shaft of the

AVij : mother explosion took place, killing

fiv I , hi; I ;ii;- many others. A large quantity

ofw' 1 'ii- >
I ]i;uuped into the shafts, and the flood-

in" r.> I!. I
I I ,!: and dav, but with little apparent

eli:.-i ' . I -.

Tlh> HI I'll 1 iliioiighout England has been fair and
favorable to tlie crops.

The postal money-order system, between ths United
States and Great Britain, goes into operation on the 2d
proximo.
The British liolders of confederate cotton-bonds are

organizing to present their claims to the commission of

arbitration at Washington.

The new Inman steam.ship, City of Montreal, has
been launched at Glasgow. She is 4,600 tons measure-
ment, and is said to be the largest vessel ever con-
tructed on the Clyde. Another ship is building for

the same company, to be called the City of Richmond,
and of 4,800 tons measurement.
The Bank of England has advanced the rate of dis-

count to three per cent.

A London dispatch of the 2.5th says : Newcastle is in-

undated with foreign workmen. It is probable there
ill be a settlement of the Newcastle and Gateshead

strike in a few days.

A dispatch from Calcutta announces the wreck of a
teamer on the coast of India, and that one hundred
nd thirty-eight natives lost their lives.

:\Iar~li;il MacMahun has been heard before the French
'MuiiiiU'i' oi' Iiiv. -I:- iiii>n on the conduct of the late

i-ai. M.uM ilnDi a-- iiiii-l the sole rasponsibility for the
;i~a-;triiii> la-nli- jl' his march from Chalons to Sedan.
He declared that he did not act by the orders of the
Emperor Napoleon, who exercised no influence what-
ever upon his resolution.

The French Minister of Foreign .A.f5;iirs promises the

government will afford ample protection to the German
residents of Lyons.
The French are now ready to pay the fourth half

milliard {500,000,000 francs) of the German indemnity
London, 9th mo. 25th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. Bonds

of 1862, 93J ; of 1867, 92 ; ten-fortie.s, 89J
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9| a 91d. ; Orleans, 9| a

9}d. No. 2 red western wheat, 10s. iOd. a lis. 3d. per
100 lbs.

United States.— 1/iSceHaneoM.s.—-Late dispatches

from Salt Lake City state that there will be an attempt
to enforce the laws of the United States in Utah. Whi
the Grand Jury was empanelled on the 19th, in Salt

Lake City, all polygamists were excused. Tlie Chief
.Justice, in his charge to the jury, informed them that

they must be governed by the same principles of law
hich govern grand juries everywhere in the United

States, and that acts which are crimes in the States of

Maine and Georgia, ar" f.|n illv «a in Utah. Utah
longs to the Unid i

^ •
! '^'o people, like these of

the rest of the ci i ; Me to the laws of the
United States. i)ii ,m _i i, - i .|iiL'uas were issued to

bring before the Grand .J luy, Ijrigham with fourteen of

his wives, and George Smith, who ranks next to Brig
ham Young in the Mormon Church. These proceed
ings liave caused considerable excitement in the terri

tory.

Interments in Philadelphia last week 258, includin<.

48 of consumption and 13 old age. The election can-
vassers have prepared an extra list comprising the
names of parties omitted by the assessors. They add
10,196 names to the regular list, making the total num-
ber entitled to vote 155,153. The number of legal
vnfprs <liow tint the entire population in the city must

\ I
I 11 (if the rapidity with which merchan-

ilr I- 11 ' . ''i\ eyed long distances, the San Francisco
B'liirtin EUL-miuus that a Ciiti-'_-Tvn -it f nw silk which
came from .Japan, and w < - I land 7th mo.
17th, arrived in New York 7 '7ai. nul in Liver-
pool 8th mo. 7th, raakim; la M ~^

I n Francisco
in only 20 days, and from ^ .

i 4 i days.

TJie Marlcel.% lie.—The i'- _ ' : Ik- quotations
on the 25th inst. At'ic ) \ ' la gold, 115.

U.S. .sixes, issl, lis; : ,];: J ,-,114J; ditto,

10-40,.-) |.ir n:^ III - . '
,

,

<-|.70 a $6.10;
finer bim '-, - J -

' - > J i liicigo spring
wheat, fl r I

-
""

' :

'• •'.'.-..
I

: la-d western,
sl.52a si.:,7; :i „ ,.,; - ^1 .|

i

-! ;j. Oats, 49 a

.54cts. Yellow corn, 74,1 a ax,.!, 71 a 72
cts. Philadelphia.—LTpIan I • ., 20cts.; Or-
leans, 20i cts. Superfine ll 11,

, :.7 , , .; liner brands,
85.25 a $9. Pennsylvania rcl wlK-al, .^1.47 a $1.50;
western red, $1.50. Rye, 85 cts. Yellow corn, 75 a
76 cts. ; western mi.xed, 73 cts. Oats, 47 a 50 ct.s. Lard,
9.V a 9| cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 10.} cts. Timothv, $3 a

$3.50. Sales of about 2900 beef cattle at the Avenue
Drove-yard. Extra sold at 6i a 7\ cts. ; fair to good,
5V a 6t cts., and common 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross.

About 17,000 sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross.

Corn fed hogs, 6} a 7^ cts. per lb. Receipts 4126 head
Cj r.,,.:, l.^l„.... 0:1:^/^ „ iSi" (3t t>„j ;....-„ i .

.\cton, and Samuel P. Carpenter, S2each, vol 45 ; fron 'l

James Thorp, Pa., S2, vol. 45; from Henry Harrisocll

III., S2, vol. 45; from .James McGirr, Jr., and .Johiii

Naylor, O., per Stephen Hobson, Agent, $2 each, vn, i

45; from Geo. L. Smedlev, Pa., S2, vol. 45; from i,

Haines, N. J., $2, vol.45; from Elisha Wood,
Mass., S2, to No. 44, vol. 45; from Charles "W,,.

City, $2, vol. 45; from James Woody, Agent, Iii.l., i.

vol. 45, and for Robert Cox, *2, vol. 45 ; from Tlioma
1

H. Whitson, Pa., $2, vol.45; from Edward St rattoil

.\gent, O., for Elizabeth Young, $2, to No. 52, vol. if,

Jesse Edgerton and Merab Hall, S2 each, vol 45, Elia

Stock, $2, to No. 19, vol. 46, and Nathan H. Armstroiu

^4, vol. 45 and 46 ; from William H Burr, City, fi
j

vol. 45 ; from Josiah Stratton, lo., $2, vol. 45 ; fron

Amos Battev, Agent, lo , for James Harkness, Nathanit

McDonald, Russell Taber and Benjamin J. Taber, $
each, vol. 45 ; from .John Bell, Agent, Ind., for Hauna)
H. Dilks, Job Windle, Isaac E. Windle, Willia»;

Baxter and Mahalah Jay, S2 each, vol. 45 ; from Xathai

Warrington, Agent. lo., S2, vol. 45, and for .Jonathai

;

Briggs, John Vail, Sarah Clendenon, Geo. W. MoD'
.John Edgerton and John Hoge, S2 each, vol. 45, an,

.

for John Q. Spencer, S2, to No. 17, vol. 46 ; from Car

ton P. Stokes, N. J., $2, vol. 45, and for Mary Aa
Paul, -2, vol. 45; from Haydock Garrigues, Pa., |
vol.45; from Henry Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for Aloni

Knowles, John J. Peckham, John P. Carpenter, Chesh

A. Weaver, Milton Smith, Joseph Collins, 32 each, vo

45 ; from Anne Warner and Sylvauia Cooper, Pa., ?

each, vol. 45; from Phebe P. Haines, N. J., $2, t. ::*

11, vol. 46; from Joseph Warner .Jones, Pa., -i

45; from Nathaniel Barton, N. J., r2, vol. 4"i

:

Joseph Barton, N. J., $2, vol. 45; from Rul,, :

Lewis, Pa., 82, vol. 45; from George W. Cooj'

Pa., S2, vol. 45 ; from Abner Eldridge, Agent, I

vol. 45, and for M. A. Fritchman, S2. to No. 1 ,

46; from Micajah M. Morlan, Agent, O., for Eli/i ,.

Fawcett, Mark Bon.sall, and William Bonsall, S2 •uti'i

vol. 45 ; from Moses Huntington, N. Y , §2, vol. 45. 1

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning rill n
,,

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Teacher is wanted for the Girls' Writing S

one qualified to give instruction in Grammar aa i

other branches ; to enter on her duties at the jj

of next session, on the 30th of Tenth month.
Applv to Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germaniuw

,

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St., P'='-

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,

St. Louis.—Flour, $4.50 a $6.65. Red winter wheat,
$1.31 a S1.38. Corn, 44 a 46 cts. Oats, 341 cts. Lard,

9J cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.17}. No. 2

mixed corn, 48 cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. Lard, 9-1 cts.

Cincinnati.—Family flour, $6.20 a $6.35. AVheat, $1.33
a $1.35. Corn, 53"cts. Oats, 32 a 40 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from AVilliam Carpenter, Agent, N. J., '2,

- A,-~ri-TATroX.
1,1 \';r_:a:,i r.'-ope

FRIENDS' FREET'-.r
Our schools in North

11th mo. 1st. Wene/I a 1 ir Ic-i

to engage for this servi. ri_ rl-, , , a i r i 1 I'rit

Terms of salary $15 to S2U per month.
For further particulars ple:ise apply at this n

116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Ninth mo. 1871.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 187 1-72 commences on S

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends \

teiid to enter their children for the coming t, i

requested to make early application to Aarox S

LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P. « >.,

ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Trei-

No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAXI
Near FranJcfo-d, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phila.l.

Phvsician and Superintendent—JoSHCA H. W
INGT^N, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients n

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the 1'

Managers.

Married, at Friends' 5Ieeting-house, Hespcr.
on the 24th of 8th mo. 1871. Amos Battey, of 11

to Mary Carson, late of Monrovia, Ind., mem'
Winneshiek Monthly Meeting.

Died, on the evening of the 26th of Eighth moDi,

1871, Thomas Williamson, in the seventy-sixth ye

of his age, a beloved and valued member and overjt

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelpl'
, at the residence of his son-in-law, ^

Warrington, Coal Creek, Iowa7 Samuel Dixon
82d year of his age, a much esteemed member
Creek Monthly Meeting. After a protracted ilia,

ceivea irom wiiuam (.arpenter. Agent, JM. J., ""^ .great physical and mental suffering, he was farr

45, and for William C. Sheppard, Richard M. '
with a peaceful close.
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The Telegraph and the Storm.
CContinU'-.d from page 42.)

The observations, of the most reliable and
ended character, made within the last few
rs, go far to show that the storms which
jendon low latitudes of the earth from high
ir regions ai'e, as the storms of the tropical

ons, likewise of a rotary or cyclonical
racter.

One of the most beautiful illustrations of
which governs these atmospheric dis-

jances may bo found iu the gale which is

elebrated as that io which, on the 25th of

ober, 1859, the noble steamship Royal
irter went down, and several hundred lives

lost, in sight of the island of Anglesea,
the coast of Wales. ' The Royal Charter
s, so remarkable" in its features, and so
iplete in its illustrations,' as Admiral Fitz-

has well remarked, ' we may say (from
fact of its having been noted at so many
ts of the English coast, and because the

Irm passed over the middle of the country,)
ne of the very best to examine which h
urrcd for some length of time.'

At the fatal time the barometer, for over
east a thousand square miles of sea and
d, was generally low, and had become so,

.dually, during many previous days—some
us as much as a whole week. On the west
at of Ireland all was quiet in the atmos-
;re; the sky in the north of Scotland was

On the 21st of September a vessel
sed the Scilly Islands and encountered no
e, and on the 23d securely left the Channel
ndings. On the 2Ith a vessel bound for
icasailedfrom Liverpool, and metno storm.
i Channel squadron noticed the low ba-
leter of 28.50 inches. In London rain was
essant and heavy, and the wind was from
south, while at Liverpool the winds were
[ and northerly. On the dark and rainy
rnoon and evening of the same day the
'Ol Charter was making way around An-
sea, close in shore, to her sadly chosen
jhorage on the north side of that island,
t in the place where she would feel the full

ce of the next day's tempest. The tempest

ated the globe, was destroyed, with nearly

II on board. Another vessel, and a wooden

sailing ship, not a steamer, the Cummhuj, and

several smaller vessels, encountered the same

gale but a few miles off, and by a few hours'

sailing on the starboard tack (standing to the

westward) ran out of the cyclone, and not one

was wrecked, nor even materially injured.

Had the Royal Charter, with her powerful

engines and the use of her sails, followed their

example on the morning of the 25th, all would,

doubtless, have been right with her. The gale

did not reach Liverpool until about twelve

hours after the wreck of the noble vessel.

Liverpool is about fifty or sixty miles from

Anglesea.
The peculiarity of this gale which swept

over the deck of the Charter was its intense

wldness, being a,polar current. Examining the

liagram of ' the Royal Charter storm,' we see

the tropical current advancing around the

south and east of England with great force, to

be, with greater force, speedily driven back

by the polar current.

"A letter from Dublin said, 'In England

you have had a tremendous gale (October

25-26). Here it was not felt.' A dead calm

and a sharp frost of unusual severity prevailed

on the west coast of Ireland. A vessel return

ing from Iceland had heavy gales from the

east-northeast between October 23 and 28.

'"While at Anglesea,' says Fitzroy, 'the

storm came from east-northeast, in the Irish

Channel it was northerly; and on the east of

Ireland it was from the northwest ; in the

Straits of Dover it was from the southwest;

and on the east coast it was easterly—all at

the same minute. Thus,' he adds, ' there was

an apparent circulation of cyclonic commotion

passing northward from the 25th to the 27th,

being two complete days from its appearance

in the Channel, while outside of this circuit

the wind became less and less violent; and it

is very remarkable that, even so near as on the

west coast of Ireland, there was fine weather,

th light breezes, while in the Bristol Chan-

nel it blew a northerly and westerly gale. At
Galway and at Limerick, on that occasion,

there were moderate breezes only, while over

England the wind was passing in a tempest,

blowing from all points of the compass in

regular succession, around a central, varia

area.
" The phenomena of the Royal Charter gale

have been given not as being j»»euliar or an

omalous in the annals of cyclouology, but for

the accuracy with which they were recorded,

and because they furnish the reader with the

type to which most American storms, and, in-

deed, all storms, more or less strictly conform,

as geographical or orographical circumstances

permit or prevent.
" Storms similar in their conditions to that

J
of the Royal Charter not infrequently occur

>ke upon her the next morning near seven in the United States, especially in the winter,
lock, and in one short hour 'that 'loubly when the conflict of the two currents, the
wered ship of iron,'-which had circumnavi-1 polar and the equatorial, in high latitudes, is

marked by sudden transitions in January from

mild, moist, and balmy weather to a sudden

and fearful cold, below zero. The furious

battle of the elements rages, and reminds us

of the famous Homeric description of Hector's

attack on the Grecian walls

:

' As when two scales are charged with doubtful loads

From side to side the trembling balance nods.

Till, poised aloft, the resting beam suspends

Each equal weight, nor tliis nor that descends.'

It may suffice to give one instance of this in

the great northwestern snow-storm ofJanuary

last. Speaking of this storm, the Chicago

Times of the 16th of January said :

'"The tremendous storm which has just

passed is without a peer in the knowledge of

the oldest inhabitant.
" ' The great snow-storm which visited Chi-

cago on Friday (the 13th) first made its ap-

pearance on the 10th ultimo at Eeno, among
the Eocky Mountains, where it commenced
its initiatory rage with such violence and with

such a blinding fall of snow that the work-

men repairing the Union Pacific track could

not see ten feet before them. It made its ap-

pearance in Cheyenne on the 11th, and since

then has been steadily advancing across the

country. It has been one of those peculiar

northwest storms whose coming was not in-

dicated by the falling of the mercury in the

barometer. On the other hand, the barome-

ter rose, while the thermometer fell. The

mmediate cause of the storm is indicated in the

falling of the thermometer so suddenly after such

mild weather.

"'The earliest direct news of the storm

was received from Cheyenne, the most west-

ward meteorological station, it having com-

menced to snow there about 4 p. m. on January

11. Eeports were also received from Omaha,
Duluth,and St. Paul on the same day, show-

ing that the storm had also commenced in

those cities. The storm continued, with no

cessation of violence, till about midnight of

the 12th, when the weather telegrams ftiiled

to give any further knowledge of it. It had

suddenly disappeared; but only to strike

Chicago with a premonitory drizzle of rain

on the morning of the 13th, the same symp-

toms showing themselves in St. Louis and

Milwaukee.
'"The amount of snow that has fallen dur-

ing the present storm is almost unparalleled;

bul, great as it is, it furnishes no gauge for

the quantity of moisture that has reached the

earth, as the amount of rain and sleet held in

the snow makes it almost as heavy as salt.

Another interesting feature of the storm has

been its extreme duration, as compared with

its violence. As bitter as the driving wind

has been, the storm took thirty-nine hours to

reach Chicago from Omaha, a progress which

would give the very slow momentum of about

ten miles an hour.'
" The Chicago storm was from the great

polar current, and, as is the wont of westerly

(from the orographic peculiarity of the
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country), made its way to the Atlantic along
the lakes and through the valley of the St.

Lawrence.
" ' With daily telegrams from the Azores

and Iceland,' Buchan says, ' two and often

three days' intimation of almost every stoi

that visits Great Britain could be had.' The
Iceland telegram would give tidings from the

polar air current, and that from the Azores
would advertise the movement of the tropical

current.

"It is highly important that the United
States should have telegrams from the Pacific,

and from the valley of the Saskatchawan, or
some point in British America on the eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains. The import-
ance of reports from the southwest also was
fearfully demonstrated in March, during the
already mentioned interruption of the Signal
Service, when the tornado in St. Louis de
stroyed many lives, and 61,000,000 worth of

property.
" It is due to the cyclone theory, or ' law of

storms,' here and heretofore advanced by the
writer, to say that many of the storms which
seem to be deviations from ihe cyclonic law
are modified by interfering cyclones. This
view was formally adopted by the committee
of the Meteorological Department of the Lon-
don Board of Trade. Mr. Stevenson, of Ber-
wickshire, England, as quoted by Fitzroy in

the Board of Trade Report for 1862 (page 33),
has some striking observations, founded on
his own invaluable labors :

' The storms which
pass over the British Isles are found generally
to act in strict accordance with the cyclonic
theory. In many eases, however, this ac-
cordance is not so obvious, and the phenomena
becomes highly complicated. This is a result
which often happens when two or more cy-
clones interfere—an event of very frequent oc-

currence. When interferences of this descrip-
tion take place we have squalls, calms (often
accompanied by heavy rains), thunder-storms,
great variations in the direction and force of
the wind, and much irregularity in the baro-
metric oscillations. These complex results
are, however, completely explicable by the
cyclonic theory, as I have tested in several
instances. A very beautiful and striking ex-
ample of a compound cyclonic disturbance of
the atmosphere at this place was investigated
by me in September, 1S40, and found to be
due to the interference of three storms.' Mr.
Stevenson gives a number of instances of in-
terfering cyclones which confirm this view.
The points of interference, where two cyclones
strike and revolve against each other, are
best marked by a peculiarly and treacherously
fine rain.

" It may not inappropriately bo added here
that the cyclone theory, so strikingly illus-

trated by the hurricanes of the West Indies,
has been demonstrated by Dove to apply to
the typhoons of the Indian Ocean and China
Seas. And Mr. Thorn has long since shown
that the theory holds good for the storms of
the Indian Ocean, south of the equator."

CTo be continned.}

Selected.

One secret prayer, or deep sigh from the
wrestling soul, produced by the eternal Spirit,
is of more real service to it, issues from it

with more fervor, prevails more effectually
with the Father, and procures it more refresh-
ment, than ten thousand vain repetitions

;

because the virtue of the Spirit of the great

Intercessor being in these prayers and sighs,

they cannot but find acceptance.

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay
(Continaed from page 37.)

His mind had for several years been in

pressed with an apprehension that he should
be called to the work of the ministry ; and ir

the prospect of it, he was preserved in a wait
ing, dependent state ; and fervent was his

concern to be entirely given up to serve the
Lord in the waj' of His holy requirings. At
the interment of his beloved wife, in the Sixth
month, 1823, he was engaged in vocal suppli

cation ; and in the autumn of that j'ear ht

spoke as a minister. In allusion to this so

lemn and important work, after describing

the fear and caution with which he had en
tered upon it, he says, " The weight and
sweetness that dwelt on my mind after this

surrender, cannot be set forth. Oh ! how it

rested on my spirit all the day in an unutter
able manner! and j^et such freedom of spirit,

—so that nothing seemed a trial, or that to
which I was unequal. I shall not easily for-

get how comfortable and at ease in my mind
[ felt. Oh ! it was a heavenly feeling, and
nothing short of Him that is in Heaven could
give it."

He was acknowledged a minister by his

Friends in Cornwall in 1825, and in the fol

lowing year was married to Mary Moates, and
removed to Alton. After a residence of three
years at that place, he settled at Croj'don
and in 1835 he removed to Stoke Nowington
within the compass of this Monthly Meeting
where he resided during the remainder of his

life. In the course of the before-mentioned
period, he paid several religious visits, with
the unity of his Friends; and in one of these

journeys he travelled into Scotland as far si

Aberdeen.
He had been from his youth of a tender

constitution, and for the last few years of his

life he had suffered much from a disease in his

knee, which rendered walking or other active

exertion difficult to him. He was, howeve
very exemplary in his efforts to attend our
religious meetings ; in which the exercise of
his dedicated spirit was strengthening to ma-
ny. His engagements in the line of the min-
istry amongst us were not frequent ; but he
was at times led to address his Friends in a
weighty and feeling manner : endeavoring to
turn their attention from a dependence on
man, and from all that is superficial in reli-

gion, to a single reliance on the great Head of
the church, "the Minister of the sanctuary
and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord
pitched, and not man."
Our dear Friend was remarkable for integ-

rity and uprightness of heart ; and in the pri-

vate walks of life his conduct was strikingly
circumspect, and his conversation, whilst in-

nocently cheerful, was instructive, being sea-

soned with grace.

Notwithstanding he was, in the ordering of
unerring Wisdom, much confined at home
from bodily infirmity, yet his concern for the
prosperity of our Society remained unabated;
and his mind was actively employed in endea-
voring to promote the spiritual welfare of its

members. With this object his time was
much occupied in editing a series of publica-
tions, selected from the writings of our ho-
nored predecessors in religious profession.

In the Eleventh month, 1836, he paid an

acceptable visit in the love of the Gospel, t f
the families of Friends at Brighton

; and i
|

the Eleventh mo. 1837, he felt attracted b[;,

the same precious influence, to a similar er'

gagement in his own particular meeting cif
Stoke Newington. After going through neai'j

ly half the families, wherein his service wa!'
much to the comfort of his friends, finding hi It

constitution increasingly enfeebled, he returi!)

ed to the Monthly Meeting its minute grante [I

him for that purpose, accompanying it with 'I

letter, replete with the expression of religion !r

concern, from which the following is extracij'

ed. " On proceeding in the weighty engag('i
ment before me, I may acknowledge that ail

though no wonderful outpouring of Divin!i

power was my portion, I was mercifully ft
jj

vored, during the few days that I entere;]

upon the work, with such a sense that tb

Lord preserveth the simple and the uprigh!r
that it was as my meat and drink to be tlu;,

among my friends; hard things were mad
very easy, and bitter things full of sweetness
a gentl}' flowing stream of heavenly goodnes
being extended in every hour of need, thoug
in a way humiliating to the creature, ands
as nothing of the flesh could glor3^"

His health continuing to decline, he wbdi
to Brighton ; but there his indisposition ii|

creased, and on the 8lh of the Fifth montlj

he was, by medical advice, removed to Tunj
bridge Wells ; after which he survived but
few days.

On the evening of the 9th, when about t|

retire to rest, on rising from his chair, an:

leaning on the couch, and on the arm ol' h

beloved wife, he supplicated thus: " Oh -^w

clous Father! if it please Thee, spare usti,

each other a little longer, and make us hm
entirely devoted to Thee, and thy precioc

,

cause of Truth in the earth ; nevertheless n(

our will, Lord! but thine be done."

On the next daj', which was the one innii

diately preceding his decease, he uttered niao

weighty expressions; amongst which weii'.

the following: "The Truth shall prevail.-il

Truth shall reign over all.—None that trui;)

in the Lord shall be confounded ; but the .

shall be as Mount Zion, which cannut I

moved. You all know my desire to be jm

served near the Lord ; to be strengthened an

upheld by the Lord; to be found in Him;-j|
this is the way of peace. I trust we shall b(|

.strengthened and animated to go through oi)|l

day's work; then we shall find mercy at tbjj

hands of the Lord,—Let us look to the Lor:,

for strength, at all times, and under all ci'

cumstances.
In the latter part of this day, his voice ws

lifted up in a constant melody, and for man

hours together, like a song of praise; duiin

which, these words were clearly distingui.she(

Oh Lord !—dear Lord !—come. I bless tb|,

Lord.—I am the Lord's for ever.—Cleave t

Him, O! cleave to Him,—love Him with a

your heart." The name of Jesus was ofte

to be heard, and the word Hallelujah was fn

quently repeated.

About four o'clock in the afternoon of tb

11th of Fifth month, 1838, he peacefully passe

away, aged forty-one years, a minister aboi

fifteen years; and is, we reverently trus

united to the redeemed before the throne, wh

J the new song, " Worthy is the Lam'

that was slain, to receive power, and wisdon

and riches, and strength, and honor, an

glory, and blessing." j,

CTo bo continued.)
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From The "British Friend."

Thomas Drewry's Protest,

ay inform our readers that this docu-

t, a copy of which appears in our adver-

ig columns, was sent to our last Yearly

ting, but, as might be expected, was not

1 therein ; it was also forwarded about the

time, to the "Charity Commissioners,"

don, and its receipt duly acknowledged
that body.

ill ivhom it may concern :
—

TiKiMAS Drewry, of Fleetwood, in the

nty of Lancaster, Grocer, do solemnly,

\y, and truly declare and afBrm, That
n a member of the religious Society of

nds, commonly called Quakers ; that I

ng to Preston Monthly Meeting, which is

ostiluent part of the Quarterly Meeting
ancashire and Cheshire, and within the

nds of the Yearly Meeting of London
;

I am entitled to all the rights and privi-

of membership in the Society of Friends,

ch rights and privileges have not to this

been called in question by any of the con-

ited meetings of said Societj'.

I declare that the adoption of, or aequi-

nce in new principles and new usages, at

anco with the fundamental principles or-

ally established in the Society, is a depar-

from the original compact, and a lower-

of the ancient standard of faith, and that
meeting so departing becomes an alien

Y,
and is thereby divested of all rightful

n to be regarded as a meeting in com-
ion with the true Society of Friends.

I assert that great and fundamental
iges have taken place within what is

jd the Society of Friends, in recent years,

eference to Faith and Doctrine.

I declare that the Yearly Meeting of

don, as it is called by the said Society,

oflScially embraced new Doctrines, and to

eat extent discarded those views of primi-

Christianity, which, through the order

of Infinite Goodness, were revived, pro
ned, published to the world, lived up to,

suffered for, by Friends at the beginning.

I affirm that evidences of this defection

ind and are almost everywhere apparent.

I assert, and am able and willing to
• clear and ample proof, that the changes
)octrine referred to, have been pointed out
veil-concerned Friends again and again

;

I also assert that for upwards of thirty
'8 at least, true Friends have been exer-

i in their minds and distressed thereby,

; these have availed themselves of the op-

iunities which the various Meetings for

iipline afforded, to speak of the hurtful

lency of the changes in question, but that

•eaty, expostulation, remonstrance, and
ning, have been alike disregarded.

I affirm that nothing convincing to the

1 Friend has been put forth in defence of
innovations in Doctrine, nor has it been

(vn by official documents, or otherwise
red, wherein the Early Friends were mis-

m ia their views or apprehensions of the

th.

I assert that it is not in the power, or

ain the competency, or constitutional func-

8, ofany oftheMeetingsforChurch Affairs

founders of this people ; or to rescind, aban-

don, or annul the Religious Testimonies, Prac-

tices, and Usages, which it was the care anil

concern of our predecessors in the Truth, in

the fear of the Lord to maintain.

9. I affirm that not even a Yearly Mooting,

the highest court as regards Faith and Prac-

tice amongst Friends, can change the funda-

mental Principles of the Society, or the Tes

timonies which have ever uniformly flowed

from them, and which have been left to us in

trust for succeeding generations.

10. I maintain that the abandonment of

said Principles is an act of separation.

11. I affirm, in accordance with the doc-

trine of our ancient Friends, that all who
desert the Religious Principles, which lirst

drew together and distinguished the Society,

be they few or many, are truly Separatists,

and that those who adhere to the original

faith, have the power to say to the dissen-

tients, \''ou have changed your views, we can

no longer acknowledge you to be in fellow-

ship with us.

12. I declare that London Yeai-ly Meeting,

it is termed, has separated itself from the

sound part of the Society ; and I affirm that

the taint of separation necessarily reaches

and attaches to all meetings, of whatever kind,

that remain subordinate thereto, whether

they be Quarterly, Monthly, or Preparative,

together with the subsidiary meetings there-

unto belonging.

13. Seeing that London Yearly Meeting,

so called, has sanctioned and introduced into

its midst, changes and innovations in Doctrine

of a very important character,—seeing that

it has done that which it had no constitutional

authority to do,—seeing that it has broken

the compact which bound the Society into

one body, for the support and maintenance of

the Principles and Testimonies of Truth,—

I

maintain that it has become the Yearly Meet-

ing of a body of Separatists, and consequently

has no lawful right, title, or authority to

aume the name or to exercise the functions of

a Y^early Meeting of the Society of Friends.

14. I, therefore, under a sense of appre

hended duty, Protest against the claim or pre-

scriptive right, set up by this Meeting of Sepa-

ratists, either by itself, or by any of its subor

dinate Meetings, to have, hold, retain posses

sion of, deal with, or administer trust property,

which belongs not to it, but belongs to those

who adhere to the original faith of the Societj'

of Friends, for whose sole use and benefit the

several trusts were created, by their predeces-

sors in religious profession.

(Signed) Thoaias Drewry.
Declared and affirmed at Fleetwood, in the

County of Lancaster, this twentieth day of

May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-

one, before me, (Signed) J. Kemp,
Justice of the Peace, acting in and for the

County of Lancaster.

tain of light and life. I do feelingly sympa-
thize with thee through and in all thy suffer-

ngs and deep baptisms. They are the lot of

the righteous : but through faithfulness and
obedience we can rejoice in the God of our
salvation, and sing praises to his glorious

name. lie has ever been our help, and I

trust will be so, even unto the end.

I may inform thee that we had a pleasant

journey home from the Yearly Meeting, thei-o

being twenty of us in company. We reached
Lynchburg on Seventh-day morning, took
breakfast there, and soon got home, where
wo found all well. I received soon after a
letter from Philadelphia, informing me of the
death of ray father. It was a cause of sorrow

:

yet I had to rejoice in finding that he said his

work was done, and that he was willing to

go. Oh, that it were the happy lot of all to

live so, that they might lay down their heads
in peace at last.

"I feel deeply concerned for Friends in

these parts, for the pure principle of light and
life is oppressed in manj' of them. Yet I have
to rejoice in believing, there are some who
are deeply concerned for the prosperity of the

Truth ;
who desire that Zion might arise and

shake herself from her many pollutions, gath-

ered from the dust of the earth.

"I shall much rejoice to hear of your being

agreeably settled, where you may enjoy sweet
harmony and concord together, and in your
friends. For my part, I seem much stripped.

At times as if I was almost forsaken—poor
and needy. These are humbling seasons, and
80 ordered in Divine wisdom for the trial of

faith and patience. Oh, that I may ever be
watchful, and keep a single eye to ilim who
has ever been my helper and strength through
all trials, and in every needful time. A say-

ing of our dear Lord has often occurred to my
remembrance: 'In the world ye shall have
tribulation, but in me peace.' This is great

encouragement indeed for us to look unto
Him from whom all peace floweth.

"It was truly satisfactory to hear such a
particular account of thy journey, as also to

hear of some of my beloved friends in Vir-

ginia and Carolina. I was sorry to hear of

thy frequent indisposition, though I had to

rejoice that thou wast so supported, and en-

abled under thy bodily infirmities to pursue

thy journey.
" Friends are moving very much from these

parts. Among the rest, dear D. M. and her

family. Seneca Meeting, it is likely, will be

broken up, as I expect Ivy Creek will also.

I rather suppose our Quarterly Meeting must
fall before long. If it should, I believe more
of us will be anxious to move.

" I conclude in gospel love, thy real friend,

Rebecca Preston."

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continuud from page 43.)

About the close of 1810, Rebecca Preston

writes to Mildred Ratcliff the following letter

of christian love and sympathy:—
" Beloved Friend,—I received a letter from

Soci"ety of Friends"^ called and known 'thee, dated 5th of the Ninth month last. It

the name of Meetings for Discipline, to' was truly satisfactory to hear from thee, vrith

r, abrogate, or abolish the Religious Prin- whom my spirit has often deeply travailed

es or Doctrines of Truth, which were held, ' since we parted in the fresh flowings of love,

brth, maintained, and promulgated by the 'which I trust proceeded from the pure Foun- 1 through which I have lately passed, and

David Vestal, who was in Ohio on a reli-

gious visit in 1811, addressed a letter to Har-
rison and Mildred Ratcliff before returning

home. It was dated "9th mo. 16th, 1811."

He says in it :
" Dear Mildred, thou hast been

very near to me, and still remains so to be.

1 conclude with a salutation of unfeigned love

to you, and with a desire that all your move-
ments maj' be in right counsel—and mine
also."

Her memorandums are resumed 9th mo.
26lh, 1811. She says :

" From an apprehen-
sion of duty, I now take my pen in hand to

set down a little of the exercise of mind
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which seems awfully and weightily to impress

my spirit. I believe it is required of me by

my Divine Master, to pay a visit in gospel

love to Friends and others in Philadelphia,

and many other places through the Eastern

States. When I take into view the situation

of things every way, I have no words to con-

vey my feelings. Yet I have been enabled in

a good degree of resignation to say, jSTot my
will, but Thine, O Father, be done! Thou

kno'west my situation. I need not make it

known unto thee. I am glad and thankful

that through Thy aid I am able to say. Lord

thou knowest all things ! Thou knowest that

I love thee, and desire to serve thee in the

line of thy appointments, while I live. All I

ask, all I crave is, that thou mayst be my all

in all, every day and in every place : then it

matters nothing for aught beside."

Although Mildred Eatcliflf was brought into

a state of submission of her own will in this

concern, it appears that when opened to her

Monthly Meeting at that time, some difficul-

ties were thrown in the way of her accom-

plishing it.

In a letter to her beloved friend Rebecca

Preston, she mentioned the prospect which

weighed upon her mind, and received a reply,

dated " 11th mo. 11th, 1811," from which we
extract the following :

" My mind is often turned towards thee in

the love of the Gospel, and I nearly sympa-

thize with thee in the many deep trials and

baptisms thou hast to pass through. Mayst

thou not be discouraged. He who is the God

of thy life, thy dear Redeemer, will surely be

near thee, and if thou art faithful, will pre-

serve thee through every trying dispensation

" Dear friend, the weighty prospect before

thee is indeed awful. Mayst thou deeply

weigh the matter, and then when the com-

mand is, 'Go forth in my name, and do my
work,' the promise also will be fulfilled to

thee, ' I will be with thee, and enable thee to

perform it.' Then, too, I believe thou wilt

have the concurrence and near sympathy of

thy brethren and sisters of that Quarter. Th
prayer of my heart is for thy preservation.

Rebecca Preston."

In a memorandum M. Eatcliff writes :
" My

mind is once more strengthened and encour-

aged to trust in God! Yea, in that God who
has, through every age of the world, proved

himself to be the helper of the helpless, and

the upholder of those who put their trust in

Him. Under a fresh sense this morning that

He is good, I venture to pen down what opens

in my mind. Were it not for mercy. Divine

mercy, vouchsafed to me, and the help handed

to me from instruments in various quarters,

I must long ago have fainted by the way,

under the beavy load of affliction which has

attended me on my earthly pilgrimage. Mag
nified be the jSTame of my God forever, I am
yet able at times to say, ' I know that my
Redeemer liveth, and because he liveth, 1

shall live also;' for He will keep me through

the mighty arm of His power."
(To be continued.)

Ah I creeds and forms, and a literal faith, will

do nothing for us ; we must give up our own
wills entirely, and become like little children;

it is the only way we can enter the kingdom.

I have known no other religion all my life,

than the will of God, and now whether I live

or die, 1 shall be with my dear Saviour.—^.

TRUST.
I know not if dark or bright

Shall be my lot

;

If that wherein my hopes delight

Be best or not.

It may be mine to drag for years

Toil's heavy chain,

Or day and night my meat be tears

On beds of pain.

Dear faces may surround my hearth

With smiles and glee.

Or I may dwell alone, and mirth

Be strange to me.

My bark is wafted to the strand

By breath divine,

And on the helm there rests a hand
Other than mine.

One who has known in storms to sail

I have on board
;

Above the raging of the gale,

I hear my Lord.

He holds me when the billows smite,

I shall not fall

;

If sharp, 'tis short; if long, 'tis light-

He tempers all.

Safe to the land—safe to the land—
The end is this :

And then with Him go hand in hand
Far into bliss.

Dean of Canterbury.

Selected.

BRING OUR SHEAVES WITH US.

The time for toil has past, and night has come,

The last and saddest of the harvest eves

;

Worn out with labor long and -wearisome.

Drooping and faint the reapers hasten home,

Each laden withhis sheaves.

Last of the laborers, Thy feet I gain,

Lord of the Harvest ! and my spirit grieves

That I am burdened not so much with grain

As with a heaviness of heart and brain
;

Master, behold my sheaves I

Few, liglit and worthless, yet their trifling weight

Through all my frame a weary aching leaves
;

For long I struggled with my hapless fate,

And stayed and toiled till it was dark and late

;

Yet these are all my sheaves.

Full well I know I have more tares than wheat

;

ambles and flowers, dry stalks and withered leaves

Wherefore I blush and weep, as at Thy feet

I kneel down reverently and repeat.

Master, behold my sheaves !"

I know these blossoms, clustering heavily

With evening dew upon their folded leaves.

Can claim no value or utility

;

Therefore shall fragrancy and beauty be

The glory of my sheaves.

So do I gather strength and hope anew
;

For well I know Thy patient love perceives

Not what I did, but wliat I strove to do
;

And, though the full ripe ears be sadly few.

Thou wilt accept my sheaves.

For "The Friend."

Second Annual Report of the Associated Executive

Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs.

(Coutinuod from page 47.)

" Wo have heard of no depredations by the

Kiowas since the arrest of their chiefs, and

wo hope they will take warning by what has

occurred. 'The Cheyennes and Arapahoes do

not seem inclined to justify the Kiowas, and

will hardly be persuaded by them to join in

measures of retaliation.

"In judging the action of agent Tatum,
Friends must remember that he had been

placed in a position by the Society itself, in

which he must have acted as he did, or have

stood justly charged with upholding acts of

urder and rapine, and with protectiug those 1/

who boasted of their guilt. The latter charge, I;.

justly founded, would not only have been la-f:;

mentable, but also far more damaging to thejl

cause in which we are engaged, than are then

present futile attempts of those who oppose |4-

our work and attempt to prove it a failure iJ-

by citing the above case of arrest. We deny U-

totally that this is any evidence whatever of ll

the failure of the peace policy. From the|i

nature of men, even in civilized communities,

there is frequent necessity for legal restraint

and punishment; and it cannot be wondeiful

that some Indians should so persistently vio-j. -

late law as to render necessary the enforce-

1

ment of its provisions. Most surely Friends 1 '^

have never claimed that if they were permit- 1,

'

ted to fill all the offices in the land, no ocea-p-

sions would arise for arresting and punishing «:

criminals. It is true, that Lawrie Tatum <-

called upon the military to make the arrest; s|-

but there was no other authority in existence ij'

in that section. In short, we feel that under*

all the exceedingly trying and perplexing cir-«;

cumstances which have surrounded our agent ,«

during his period of care over these Indians, t|-

not one of us can feel confident that we would ^

have done better than he. ^
"In the above enumeration in the several (I

Agencies, various small and scattered bandsi.!

have not been estimated. Recently also thereat

is a large accession of Northern Cheyennee'.

and Arapahoes to the tribes under agent Dar-o;

lington. We think a complete census of thep

Central Superintendency would exhibit notjl

less than 20,000 Indians. (l

" The Indians of our country may be classi-il

fied into Semi-civilized, and Blanket tribesw

In the former class there are some individu-

als much in advance of others, educated, Indus

trious and thrifty. As a class they are loca-

ted, and live mainly by the cultivation of theM

soil. Many of them profess Christianity, baiji

the greater portion are heathen, pay com-»

paratively little regard to the sacredness olfl

the marriage relation, and indulge in theiiiL

dances and accompanying revelry and dissi-

pation. Their numbers usually diminish ratb

er than increase, for a state of semi-barbarisi

is less favorable to health and longevity thi

either civilization or the savage stale. The!

savage is accustomed to constant exposureft

from infancy ; the civilized man protects him-

self against exposure ; whilst the semi-barbar

rian in his ignorance and improvidence, some i

times protects himself when he does not neec

it, and thus relaxes and debilitates his system,

and then again exposes himself to wet and cole

without protection, and suffers the penalty ic

disease and premature death. The semi-barba

rian, unchristianized, also gives a looser rein tt

his animal passions, in those increased facilitiei

of indulgence, afforded by contact with viciouf i

white people, and adds to his barbarian vices

intemperance and a sensuality peculiarly po-

tent in physical deterioration.

"The Blanket tribes vary very much it

their conditon. Some are located and deriv(

a partial supporlfrom the soil; making ocoa

sional visits to uninhabited regions for secar

ing buffalo meat, venison, robes and furs

OUier tribes live a wandering life, roaminf

over the plains and only coming to their ageu

cies, a band at a time, to secure their rations

of sugar, coffee, flour, A:c. The civilizatioi

of the latter class presents obstacles of the

most formidable character, as has been already

shown in our remarks upon the Kiowas
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anchos. But even amongst these wild

wandering people, there are usually a few

can be persuaded to locate and to eulti-

the soil, and it is by assisting these in

ing houses, opening small farms, &c.,

a nucleus is formed for a larger work of

ind in the future. As these few individ-

adopt the habits of civilization and be-

self-supporting and thrifty, and their

ren educated, they influence others to

sr their example. The blanket is very

a tj'pe of the Indian's tendency to hus-

ll-y. Whenever he undertakes to support
3lf by manual labor he lays aside his blan-

ecause of its inconvenience,

ine great object of President Grant's

^ is to secure peace with the Indian

it, because war always entails much
ing and crime upon both parties, and a

r war is especially terrible in its con-

noes to women and children, as neither

usually discriminates to much extent

the law is life for life and scalp for scalp,

dly, war is far more expensive than
, The government being already deep-

debt, it well became a wise administra-

looking at its own reputation, and at

Dod of the country, to inaugurate meas-
of retrenchment. Thirdly, the great

c Eailroad and other schemes for the

)pmentof the vast resources of the coun-
nd which bind together by the force of

imon interest all its parts, would be

y jeopardized by Indian warfare. The
Jtionof long lines of railway, traversing
ion inhabited by hostile Indians, would
nost impossible. Finally, it was doubt-

oped that a just and humane treatment
5 Indians in the future, would tend in

degree to obliterate the odium which
attaches itself in the eyes of the Christian

, to our Government, because of the vi

i and heartlessness and bloodshed which
ioo often characterized its administration
lian affairs,

these were some of the promptings of

'resident, we believe it safe to say that

ds felt a strong desire to answer these

Jtings by cordial co-operation, both be-

the object in view was in itself a most
ble one, and because they believed that

offer of the President to commit to their

lomc of the red men, they saw an open
leading to their Master's harvest-field,

loped to be able to bring some of the

.8 of their care to a practical knowledge
ristianity and to a participation in its

is and blessings.

he question then arises—Can these ob-

)e attained?
1 considering this question, we must re-

)er that in a matter of this kind perfect

s cannot in the nature of things bo ex-

d—especially in a short time. The hus-

nan does not expect eyer;/ seed which he

i to perfect fruit. He knows some of it

jerish. Neither is he disheartened by
rants of his enemies who, hefo)-e the time

•vest, cry, ' failure,' ' failure.' In the put-

! brth of the leaf and the opening of the

11, he sees indications of the hoped-for

I

and he labors on in faith, waiting till

J leat and the dew and the rain have had
a to accomplish the results for which
Kji providence has appointed them.
"ilut let us consider the past of our work,
ol as it has been, in reference to the great
Sfe of the President to secure peace with

the Indian. A little more than a j'ear ago
there was a grand Indian Confederation, from
the Sioux of the Upper Missouri to the Kio-
wasand Comanches of the Ked Elver of Tex-
as, which threatened a most serious border

•. Military men unhesitatingly declared
their convictions, that war last summer was
nevitable, ai.d some of the post commanders
called urgently for reinforcements. With the
settlers upon the border there was much ex
citoment, and the constant dread of those hor-
•ors heretofore so often enacted. At this

uncture, a striking circumstance, bearing
upon the general result, occurred. A mem^
ber of our Committee, seeing the threatening
storm upon our Western frontier, and anxious
to prevent its fury and destruction, suggested
to Vincent Colyer, the Secretary of the Pres-
'dent's Indian Commission, that Bed Cloud,
the most influential chief of the Sioux Indians,
be invited to Washington, in friendly confer-

ence with the President, upon the subjects
which were rendering the Indians dissatisfied.

Secretary Colyer at once recommended the
suggestion to the favorable notice of Presi-

dent Grant. Near the same time, a telegram
was received by the War department from
General Smith, in command in the Upper
Missouri region, saying that Eed Cloud had
'ust expressed to him a desire to visit his

Great Father at Washington, in conference
upon various matters with which he felt ag-

grieved. These concurrent propositions, ap-

parently so diverse and disconnected in their

origin, were immediately and favorably enter-

tained by the President, and an order was is-

ued to General Smith, to invite Eed Cloud
and other chiefs to Washington. We all know
the effect of that visit upon Eed Cloud, and
through him, upon that most powerful and
warlike of the Indian tribes, of which he is

the most distinguished representative. In
the meantime, our agents amongst those wild

and restless tribes in the southwest, the Chey-
ennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas, Comanches, and
Apaches, were earnestly striving to co-operate
with the Government in bringing about a bet-

ter state of feeling amongst their Indians, and
to break up, by force of persuasion and skil-

ful management, those warlike combinations,
so full of terror to the border people. It is

well known that we had no Indian war last

summer, notwithstanding the confident pre-

dictions of military men, and the equally con-

fident expectations of settlers. We cannot
deem it wrong to attribute this result to the

wise and pacific policy pursued ; and in the

pi'osecution of that policy, Friends certainly

had an important share. Herein was a great
pecuniary saving to the Government, for it

costs $5000 a day to support a regiment upon
the frontier, or $450,000 for a three months'
campaign—and it would have required twen
ty regiments in such a war, over so great s

territory—costing $9,000,000. Herein was thi

saving of the lives of many soldiers, and of

some Indian warriors ; a saving of hundreds,

perhaps thousands of lives of women and
children, both white and Indian ; a saving to

the Great Pacific Eailroad, and to all those

interests of the entire country which are pro

moted by this truly wonderful interoceanic

connection; a saving to the honor and repu-

tation of our country ; a saving in the de-

monstration to the Government, that peace

purchased by honesty and fair dealing, is

cheaper than war; a saving in the education

of the popular mind to the practicability of

peace, and ultimately to a demand upon the
government for such a policy as will maintain

(To be continued.)

The Domesticated Toad.—Wo shall finish

this chapter on reptiles with a short account
of a toad which lived more than thirty-six
years in a hole beneath the door-step of a
French farm-house. How old it was when
first noticed no one could say, but it had pro-
bably lived a long time before familiarity with
the sight of man emboldened it to rest tran-
quilly on the door-step, over which many per-
sons were constantly passing. The step be-
came, in reality, the reptile's hunting-ground,
where, with little trouble, it might capture
the ants which persisted in crossing and re-

crossing the step. The toad, " hunting for its

supper," became one of the regular sights of
the neighborhood, and certainly the skilful

manner in which the creature used its wonder-
fully formed tongue, left an impression upon
all spectators that this toad was a most clever
nsect-hunter. Four particulars, especially,
fixed the attention of the more thoughtful
observers. It was soon evident that the toad
was most skilful in judging distances; the
tongue was never darted at an insect until it

came within a certain range—this space was
never miscalculated. The accuracy of the
creature's aim was another matter for sur-
prise. The insects were generally, if not al-

ways, in motion when the tongue was darted
out against them

; but the arrow never failed

to hit. The singular rapidity with which the
organ was shot forth excited equal wonder.
Many curious watchers were unable to note
every motion ; only a few of the keener eyes
could^ manage this. Yet this operation was
a complex one. The tongue is doubled or
folded up when in the mouth; there is there-
fore a twofold action required—an uncoiling
of the weapon, and then the darting out pro-
cess. The withdrawing of the tongue, with
the captured insect on its tip, was not less re-

markable than the other operations. Not-
withstanding the rapid motion, the fineness
of the tongue tip, and the struggles of the
prey, the captured victim was never dropped.
Now it is clear that, in all this hunting

work, the toad intelligently employed two
instruments in harmonious co-operation—the
eye and the tongue. The one never failed
the other. The rifle-shooter knows how much
practice is required before eye and hand act
perfectly together; our domesticated toad had
gained this power over the combined action
of two dissimilar organs.
The tameness of this toad was so remark-

able, that we may justly call the animal " do-
mesticated." It would remain quietly in one
hand, and take its food from the other, pro-
vided a leaf were placed on the hand which
held it. Without this precaution, the warmth
of the human skin evidently annoyed the cold
reptile. Few things seemed to please the
animal more than placing it on a table in the
evening when the lamp was lighted. It then,
with the greatest confidence, would look
round with its gleaming eyes, and when in-

sects were placed on the table, snapped them
up with a rapidity which seemed greater than
in its day huntings.

In this way the animal lived for thirty-six
years, in, or near the house, the pet of the
village and the neighborhood. It might have
lived for as many years more, had not a tame,
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but spiteful and jealous raven pecked out one
of the toad's eyes. Then we saw how much
the proper use of its tongue depended on the
sight. The toad could no longer measure
distances accurately, or aim with certainty;

it died in about a year after the injury, appa-
rently from starvation.

—

Jlcnault.

THE FRIEND.
TEXTH MONTH 7, 1871.

Our readers will find in to-day's number, a
statement in the form of an affidavit made by
Thomas DreVry, taken from an advertising;

page of the last number of the British Friend,

and also what is said of it by the editor of that
journal. We transfer it to our pages as

document which will throw some light on the
history of the present eventful period in ou
religious Society^. We know nothing of its

author, nor of the motives that induced him
to resort to this mode for giving expression

to his opinions and feelings, excejit as he states

the latter to be "under a sense of apprehended
duly." While recognizing the truth of much
that he affirms, we are unable to see what is

to be gained by the course he has pursued for

setting it forth, unless it may be intended to

bear on some future legal proceedings, which
we would greatly deprecate. Its perusal has
awakened feelings of profound sadness.

In looking over the different meetings in

our widespread religious Society, and medita-
ting on the great changes in doctrine and
practice that, within comparatively few years,

have been introduced and found acceptance
with many within them ; in contrasting the
powerful gospel messages, and the humble,
self-denying, dedicated lives of those who,
within the range of our memory, were con-

sidered the anointed ministers, or the jJracti-

cal exponents of the holy religion which
Friends profess, with the doctrines preached,
and the corresponding conduct exhibited by
very many who, in the present day, occupy
similar positions of influence ; and when read-

ing the high wrought accounts given of the

varied utterances and other effects produced
by the sensational religion now so much in

repute, we are sometimes ready to fear that
all the distinctive characteristics of original

Quakerism will be lost, and that Re who
raised up the Society in the beginning, who
" fenced it and gathered out the stones there-

of, and planted it with the choicest vine," will

entirely " take away the hedge thereof, and
it shall be eaten up, and break down the wall

thereof, and it shall be trodden down." But
we know that those feelings of doubt and de-

spondency ought not to be indulged, and that
all who are waiting for the consolation of

Israel, when thus tried, should ])ray for an in-

crease of that living faith which, in former
daj's of gloom and conflict, "subdued king-

doms, wrought righteousness, obtained pro-

mises, stopped the mouths of lions," and made
those who possessed it wax valiant in fight,

so as to turn to flight the armies of aliens.

Those who are grieved, and mourn over
the condition of the Society, are not merely
clinging to dead forms, with too much preju-

dice to recognize the original life in the new
development, as they are not unfrequently
charged. The departures in doctrine are too

palpable to be denied, the disregard of the
testimonies growing out of sound doctrine are

evident to the most superficial observer. " Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of this-
tles ? Even so every good tree bringeth forth
good fruit ; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit."

We have no relish for a conservatism so in-

tolerant that it will not bear new modes of
thought, or listen to new forms of expression,
even though they affect not any essential
point of christian faith ; or which sums up the
evidences of vital religion in a determination
to consider whatever varies from accustomed
traditions or practices, as necessarily heretical
and mischievous. We know that 'religion is

not designed to erect a barrier against im-
provement, and that while it enjoins a right-
eous jealousy of every thing, however com-
mended by intellectual culture, or upheld by
popular excitement, that impugns the prin-
ciples of the gospel or thwarts their applica-
tion, it allows a liberty that is consistent with
the Spirit of its Author, and welcomes every
gleam of light which science or philosophy
can shed on the problem of human life. We
fully admit that as there are diversities of
gifts, so there is difference of administration,
by the same Spirit; and to a certain extent
there may be development of individual op-
inion, without interference with the enjoy-
ment of spiritual fellowship; and we are bound
to subordinate these minor differences, so that
they may not interfere with love and har-
mony. But where there exists among the
members of a religious Societj- contrariety of
opi n ion on points of vital i mportance, or which
a pait of them consider of vital importance,
though others may deem them of little or no
consequence, there will inevitably be expres-
sion of sentiments mutually subversive, and,
'f both parties are sincere, unless one or the
other is disobedient to conscience and unfaith-
ful to duty, there must be internal strife, and
whatever form of visible union may be kept
up, there cannot be that unity which is the
product of oneness in faith, and in inward,
piritual grace.

Many of the promulgators of the new belief

and practices in the Society have seen this,

and to avoid controversy respecting their de-

partures, the popular notion o{ comprehensive-
ness in the church is not unfrequently recom-
mended as applicable to the Society of Friends.
It is said that the judgment seat is not to be
occupied by man, when the truth and value
of religious opinions are brought into dispute,

but that an enlarged charity will keep the
scales in which they are weighed equally bal-

anced. That the integrity of a visible church
consists not in unity of doctrine and general
acceptance of its legitimate fruit, but in a
common assent to association and co-opera-
tion, with the cultivation of that love and
charity which will keep it as free as may be
from mutual jealousy and distrust. Some
carry this idea so far that in their opposition
o what they consider the bondage of creeds,

they seem to be indifferent to all set forms of
belief, and while professing to value the pri-

mary truths recorded in Holy Scripture, claim

that orthodoxy should give no weight in the
estimate of christian character; so that none
may be condemned if they only present the

claims of an irreproachable moral life, and an
all-embracing charity.

Corresponding with these views, there is

diversity of belief and practice among those

recognized as consistent members, which can
hardly be found in any other religious body.

Fully to realize this, and the effect it ma
have on the settlement and edification of j

own members, and its influence on the visib

church at large, we must boar in mind t!

purpose for which the Society has ever d

clared its belief Friends were called out

other religious denominations by the Head
the Church. Among other things they we
commissioned to bear testimony to the spir

uality of the gospel, and the distinctive featu

of the new covenant, the Li<;ht of Christ wit

in, or law of the Spirit of Life manifested
the heart, obedience to which, in all its i

quirings, is indispensable to salvation ; to I
Headship of Christ in the Church, and t'

necessity of his immediate perceptible gtii

ance and qualification for every religious a

or service ; to the divine anointing and speci

gift for the ministry derived from Christ hi!

self, and exercised under his putting fort

against all rites or ceremonies imposed by t

will of man, or devised as a substitute for u

reserved obedience to the law of God reveal

to the seeking soul. They were to be sep

rated from the world by relinquishment of

impure, untruthful language, its vain hab
and manners, its greed for wealth, its pri(

its luxuiy, and its friendships. Their religi

therefore made them a peculiar people, wj
nessing to other religious professors the s:

plicity and purity of Christianity, exhortii

and inviting them to leave the doctrines a

commandments of men, and come have felloi

ship with them, and they would do thti

good. As they walked by the same rule a

minded the same thing, the Lord blessed the

honest labors and the precious cause he bou

them to support. Notwithstanding perset

tion and scorn from without, and lukewar:

ness and unfaithfulness often found with

truths they upheld, once denied and despisf

found their way among other professors, ai

the testimonies connected with them
more or less openly acknowledged by lar

numbers attached to different denominatioi

How is it in the Society now ? We cano

undertake, on the present occasion, to speei

the many departures from these princip

which generally prevail : nor is it necessar

they maj' be seen by all who choose to sc

they speak loudly to all who will hear. The

are those high in authority who tell us th

though the founders of the Society were go

and devoted men, they were not compete
interpreters of scripture; that hence th

drew wrong conclusions from many texts, a

were mistaken in their definition of Quat
ism. Thei'e are those who say that the goSj

consists exclusively in what is recorded int

New Testament, and that this is " the pow
of God unto salvation" as applied under t

influence of the Holy Spirit. Hence the mes
provided, and the promises contained in

are said to be restricted to those who possi

a knowledge of the Scriptures. Some 8

that the Scriptures are the principal mea
of man's illumination and conversion, and,

fact, are the primary rule of faith and mi

ners. Some hold up that faith is a natn

faculty of the human mind, by which matt

himself may lay hold of the means provid

in the gospel for his salvation, and maki
confession by word of mouth of his bell

satisfy himself that he is saved. As a logi

sequence it is inculcated by some that as t

scriptures are the only source of a knowlec

of the truth taught by Christ and his aposti

they are also the source whence ministers:
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drive the matter for their public commu-
jjions: that heretofore Friends have held

fitivc views relative to the possession and

c'ise of spiritual gifts, making too high

liis iov the doctrine of immediate inspira-

,1 ilcnco many consider it a marked evi-

1*3 of the progress made, that in nearly all

J, of tlio Society it is practically assserted,

(J under the authority conferred by the in-

>ion to Peter, " Feed my sheep," " Feed my
3," and the command to the eleven, " Go
to all the worlil, and preach the gospel

ery creature," every member who so in-

i may undertake to " teach the gospel"

bers. To sum up, without entering into

er particulars, after Barclay's Apology
een accepted and sanctioned by the So-

as a dear and full exposition of its faith,

jarly two centuries, and as such, the So-

evcrywhere has recommended it to, and
atod it among other professors, in order

brm them of the true belief of Friends,

show the scriptural ground on which
belief rests, London Yearly Meeting, at

Bt session, refused to sanction its further

cation as setting forth the faith it holds,

(st of the views alluded to as recently in-

ted in the Society, are similar to those

by many of the religious denominations,

Friends first came forth. Friends then

red that they, and the religion to which
belong, were outward and unscriptural

;

they stopped short of the requirements

J gospel, which is not the mere record of

sd truths in the Now Testament, but

power of God unto salvation" itself, and
not insisting on " the washing of re-

•ation" by the baptism of the " Holy
t and fire," they left the man of sin in

ssion of his goods in the heart.

Q their dissemination and adoption have
)ther effect than to lead our own mem-
back to many of the same things Friends
raised up to witness against, to the outer
of the temple, whence they were com-
,ed to depart ? Look at the effects al-

developed. In many places our meet-
jouses are thrown open for ministers of

religious societies to promulgate the

ons they hold. Silent meetings are de-

ip to be unsuited for mixed assemblies,

heading the Scriptures is introduced into

(ings for worship, and music into " Sab-

/pchoola." Missionaries are sent out under
uthority of associations of our members,
vho stand in distant lands as represen-

ibs of Friends, some of whom have no
I lie against participating with others in

i|i and wine as the Lord's Supper, or in

g out hymns to be sung by a mixed as-

ly. Some resort to the rite of water
sm, and are held up as examples of chris-

ijiiittainment, while others approve the use
[her outward elements, as giving spiritual

Jpt. Members occupy the position ofmin-
and travel abroad, accredited by meet-
who give no evidence of being Friends

leir language, dress or manners, and who
iionally join with ministers of other de-

nations in religious exercises. In Eng-
the testimony against tithes,—for which
;arly Friends suffered so much : some of
even unto death—is very much given
With the language and manners of the
d, its changeable fashions and dissipating
uements are largely introduced among
members, even among those who occupy
:picuous stations ; and in many places, the

assimilation with other professors has left but
few distinctive characteristics of Friends.

We are not impugning the sincerity or the

desire to do good, of those within the Society

who are teaching and acting as we have in-

dicated. They may be teaching, so far as

they know, and acting in accordance with
the religious understanding to which they
have attained, and to their own master they
must stand or fall. But there are many of

their fellow members, who, esteeming the

doctrines and testimonies of the gospel, as set

forth by the founders of the Society, to be

unchangeable and beyond all price ; believe

that those who have introduced, and those

who sanction these changes, are not Friends
in the long-known sense of that appellation;

that thej^ and their influence are subverting

the faith of Friends and the cause Friends are

bound to support ; they therefore cannot ac-

knowledge their labors nor give them while
thus doing, the right hand of fellowship.

The reiterated assertion that those mem-
bers who speak disparagingly of the " peculi-

arities" of Friends, have got deeper than that

state which requires their observance, and are

too busy spreading the gospel net to pay at-

tention to such small matters ; the glowing
accounts given of the extraordinary evidence

of "the demonstration of the Spirit and of

power," attending the preaching of that class

of ministers suggestively described by one of

their admirers, in a laudatory published letter,

as "emancipated from the dominion of red

tape;" thenarrativesof the large numbers who,
under the contagious excitement produced in

protracted meetings, and the urgent solicita-

tion of speakers, make public confession of
" having found Jesus," and who are then con-

sidered " converted," all force the considera-

tion on those who love and adhere to old-

fashioned Quakerism, and are longing for its

spread, of what is the prevailing type of the re-

vival said to be going on in the Society ? Thoy
are fully aware that love of the world, and
unwillingness to wear the yoke of Christ, have
for years produced coldness, indifference and
deadness, among very many of its members

;

and they are waiting and hoping to see the

same blessed all-powerful means—attention

and obedience to the Light of Christ in the

soul—which convinced the early Friends, and
gathered them into a society, bringing forth

the same blessed fruits. They look to see

whether the promulgators of, and the converts

to, this modernized quakerism, are led in the

same way as were those who heretofore have
been brought under "convincement" and
"conversion." Do the converts now, as form-

erly, under the godly sorrow accompanj'ing
repentance and condemnation for past sins,

put their mouths in the dust, if so be there

may be hope? Do they sit alone and keep
silence because they are learning to bear the

yoke upon them ? Is there manifested a hum-
ble, seli^renouncing, teachable frame, an opera-

tive faith in Christ, not only as He wrought
for man's redemption, when in the flesh, but

as He appears the second time to the soul, to

purge it from the power of sin, and perfect

the work of salvation? and are they thus

made willing to become fools for his sake, and
to show to all around them by their garb,

their language, their renunciation of the world,

that they are true Friends, not ashamed of

their religion and its requisitions? They
think answers are given in the increase of de-

partures from the primitive faith and pi-actice

of which we have spoken ; and the rapid ap-
proach to the standard of other professors
saddens their hearts with fear that the So-
ciety may be swept altogether from its moor-
ings.

We need not shut our eyes, then, to the
contrariety in belief and its results, existing
in the Society; the consequent lack of unity
and harmony among the members, and the
failure, more or less apparent or felt, in the
objects for which they were originally and
ought still to be associated together as a body
of christian believers—building each other up
on the most holy faith, and advancing the
spiritual government of the crucified Ee-
deemer, by lives consistent with the straight
and narrow way He opened and trod for his
disciples. It is vain to suppose that these
deplorable evils can be eradicated or smoothed
over by the Society sanctioning the system of
comprehensiveness advocated by some. How-
ever such a compact may suit a national or
"broad church," which embraces every shade
of belief, from "high church ritualism" to
bald unitarianism, or however successfully it

may exist in civil or political communities,
where the heterogeneous elements are kept
together, and in their respective places, by
force of law, it is opposed to and would be
subversive of the constitutional principles of
the Society of Friends, and would hardly be
broached except in times of defection, and by
those who ai'e willing to say " We will eat
our own bread and wear our own apparel,
only lot us be called by thy name, to take
away our reproach."

Truth is not a mere matter of opinion, nor
are the doctiines of the gospel uncertain or
undefined. To prevent the Society from en-
tirely deserting the advanced position assign-
ed it by the Head of the Church, there must
be a limit to its memliers' right to promulgate
whatever opinions they may choose, and to
make whatever changes in practice may suit
their modified quakerism. Unless this is in-

sisted on, diversity of religious opinion and
disunity in feeling will go on increasing; for
we believe there still are, and will continue
to be, very many who will not allow these
novelties in the Society to supplant their be-
lief in and love for its ancient fiiith and usages.
These cannot but continue their testimony
against the religion of sentiment and excite-
ment which, in their view, is undermining
that, which ought to be maintained by the
Society, and experienced by its members in-

dividually. They cannot harmonize with
others, however bold or popular, who seem
bent on reasoning away any requisitions of
duty in what they deem "small things;" on
discarding the belief that obedience i"n these
is essential to greater attainments, and on
leading our members to suppose they are true
believers in Christ, justified by his blood, and
saved by his imputed righteousness, because
they confess acceptance of the truths recorded
in the Holy Scriptures, though they may give
no evidence of having been washed, sanctified
and justified in the name (or power) of the
Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God.
This testimony must be maintained, not by
public affidavits, but by patient continuance
in well-doing, by prayer and supplication to
Him who watcheth over his church by night
and by day, and by advocating truth, and
pointing out error in the meekness of wisdom.
Notwithstanding the changed and degenerate
condition of the Society, we believe the Lord
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is waiting to do it good : that He remembers
the liindness of her youth, the love of her

espousalfi, when she went after him in the

wilderness, in a land that was not sown :

when she was holiness unto the Lord, and the

first fruits of his increase, and that He will,

in his own time, " Turn to the people a pure
language, that they may call upon the name
of the Lord, to serve him with one consent."

May He hasten the day !

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
FoKEiGN.—Bismarck refuses to accept article 3d of

tlie customs treaty with France, and Thiers has aban-

doned the article and telegraphed fresh proposals.

General ManteufFel has replied to the note of Thiers

complaining of the delay in the evacuation of the de-

partment of the Oise by the German troops. The gen-

eral says, the halt was caused by a misconception of

orders,"and the evacuation will proceed forthwith.

A dispatch to the Times says, that France declines to

give the other Powers the same favorable customs

clauses that are accorded to Germany under the re-

cently negotiated treaty.

The supporters of the Empire are becoming bolder

in their intrigues, and are agitating openly for the resto-

ration of the Bonapartes.

The loan of the city of Paris has been taken. The
subscriptions were more than thirteen times the re-

quired amount.
Several conflicts have taken place between French

citizens and the German garrison of Dijon. The town

is intensely excited over these occurrences.

Drouyn de L'Huys has been appointed Ambassador
of France at Vienna.
Henri Rochefort is pressing his appeal for a commu-

tation of the sentence pronounced against him by the

military court. His friends are also actively interfer-

ing by endeavors to influence the president in Roche-

fort's favor. Victor Hugo, among others, has written

a letter to Thiers, strongly interceding for executive

clemency.
The British revenue returns for the year closing 9th

mo. 30th last, show a decrease as compared with the

previous year, of over £500,000.

A terrific gale on the coast of England has caused

much loss of life and property.

Prime Minister Gladstone, in a recent speech at Ab-
erdeen, declared that he still looked forward and up-

ward, and spurned all base motives. The government
found the Irisli question diflicult, but hoped to solve it.

The Home Secretary, in a speech to his constituents

on the 27lh ult., advocated the most cordial friendly

relations with the United States, and said there was

now a fair prospect of the settlement of all questions in

dispute between the two countries. The iron miners

in Staffordshire have been conceded by their employers

an advance of ten per cent, in wages, and are to be given

a further increase as iron rises proportionately by the

A colliery explosion, attended with loss of life, has

occurred at Danbury, in Yorkshire.

The Russian squadron escorting the Grand Duke
Alexis, has sailed from Falmouth for New York.

The Court of Arbitration of the Alabama claims,

members of which have been appointed by the govern-

ments of the United States, Great Britain, Italy and
Switzerland, will not meet at Geneva for at least two

months, for the reason that the tifth arbitrator, who is

to be named by the Emperor of Brazil, has not yet been

selected.

The kingdom of Bavaria is about to recall its ambas-

sadors to foreign States, and will in future be repre-

sented only as a portion of the German Empire.

A Protestant league is in course of formation through-

out Germany, the object of which is the expulsion of

the Jesuits from the country.

A rumor is current that the Emperor Francis Josepl

is seriously disposed to abdicate. The cause assigned

is despondency at his conscious unfitness for the

stitutional crisis which threatens a dissolution of the

Austrian Empire.
The Peace League Congress has had a tumultuous

session at Lausanne. Many of the speakers defended

the acts of the Paris Commune.
A terrible explosion of fire damp occurred on the

28th, in one of the mines in the canton of Grisons, in

Switzerland, by which thirty persons were killed.

The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies finally adopted

the bill for the emancipation of slaves. The details of

the measure are not stated, but it is probably an act of

prospective and gradual emancipation. The Emperor
known to be in favor of tlie project.

A coolie vessel from India for Martinique has been
!t on the coast of that island, with all on board. Two

hundred bodies have been washed ashore.

Dispatches from Constantinople state that the cholera
prevails in that city to a considerable extent. On the
30th ult. there were 70 deaths from the disease. The
weather has been very warm, and the supply of water
'-

failing.

JIundella, a member of Parliament, has endeavored
settle the diSiculties between the masters and work-

men in Newcastle, by arbitration, but all attempts of
the kind have thus far been without success. The
strikers held a mass meeting on the 2nd inst., and
passed a resolution to insist on their demands and per-
evere in the strike until its objects were accomplished.
The spinners of Balton and Dundee have struck work,
also the carpenters and other tradesmen of Shefiield.

Liverpool, 10th mo. 2d.—Middling uplands cotton,

9} a 9|d. ; Orleans, 9| a 9 Jd. Breadstufis active. Cali-

fornia wheat, 13s. ; red western spring wheat, lis. a lis.

Sd. ; winter, lis. 9d. per 100 lbs.

London.—Consols, 92f . U. S. 5 per cents, 90.

The upper house of the Swedish Parliament has ap-

proved the clause of the bill for the reorganization of

the army, which makes military service compulsory on
all men in Sweden.
The recent gales which proved so disastrous to ship-

ping on the English and Irish coasts, extended to the

continent with some damage to crops, vineyards, &c.
Telegraph lines also were prostrated in many places.

United States.—3IisceUaneotis.^The U. S. customs
;eipts for the week ending on the 26th ult., were

$5,058,668.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company have con-

tracted for the construction of the road from Red river

to the Missouri river, 200 miles, to be completed by
th mo. 1st, 1872. This, with other contracts already

made, will put the territories of Dakota and Montana,
as well as the District of Manitoba and the Valley of

the Saskatchewan in direct communication with the

railroads of the United States and Canada, and make i

total of about 850 miles of railway under the manage-
ment of the Northern Pacific Com'pany in Minnesota.

According to the late census the number of blind

persons in the United States is 20,320 viz., 11,3-13 males,

and 8,977 females ; the number of deaf and dumb is

16,205 viz., 8,916 males, and 7,829 females; of insane,

36,780, of whom 17,936 are males, and 18,814 females.

The number of idiotic persons was found to be 24,52

of whom 14,485 were male.s, and 10,042 females.

The presence of Brigham Young as the defendant i

a suit brought by the United States authorities, and the

preparations made to hold him as a prisoner at the

military head-quarters if necessary, have, as might

'

expected, produced great excitement in Salt Lake City,

and to guard against any Morman outbreak, more
troops have been sent to Fort Douglas, near that city.

Brigham Young had not been arrested up to the 2nd
inst. The Morman conference was to meet on the 6th

inst., and the indictments would probably be held until

after that time.

The public debt of the United States on the first inst.

after deducting cash in the Treasurv, amounted to 92,

260,663,940, which is $13,4-58,620 less than on the first

of the Ninth month.
Interments in Philadelphia last week numbered 269,

including 86 children under two years of age. The
mean temperature of the Ninth month, according to the

Pennsylvania Hospital lecurd, was 63.80 deg. The
highest during the month was 82.50, and the lowest 43
deg. The amount of rain 1.77 inch. In the Ninth
month 1870, the highest temperature was 86 deg., the

lowest 54.50 deg., and the average 70.50 deg., or 6.70

deg. higher than that of the last month. The average

of the mean temperature of the Ninth month for the

past eighty-two years, is stated to have been 66.23 deg.,

the highest during that entire period was in 1865,

72.68 deg., and the lowest in 1840, 60 deg. The amount
of rain during the first nine months of 1871, has been

35.87 inches ; in 1870 the rain fall of the same period

was 36.19 inches.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 2nd inst. New York.— American gold, 114|.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118J; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 114^^; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, lllj. Superfine flour, $6.55 a $7.10;

finer brands, $7.15 a $10.35. No. 2 Chicago spring

wheat, *1.60 a $1.62 ; red western, $1.67 ; amber do.,

*1.73 a $1.75; white Genessee, $1.80 a $1.82. Western
barley, 90 cts. Oats, 51 a 55 cts. Western mixed corn,

76 a 77 cts.
;
yellow, 79 cts. Philadelphia.—Superfine

flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a $9. Pennsyl-

vania and western red wheat, $1.60 a $1.62; amber,

Sl.65 a $1.70; white, $1.75. Eye, 95 cts. Yellow 'i

85 cts. Oats, 49 a 51 cts. Barley, 92 a 95 cts. Cc |:

19} a 20J cts. for uplands and New Orleans. CI. <[

seed, 10 a 10^ cts. Timothy, $3 a $3.50 per bu

'

The receipts of beef cattle were large, exceeding •
\

i

head, the market dull. A few choice sold at 7J | ,

extra 6J a 71 cts. ; fair to good, 4J a 6 cts., and , i

mon 3 a 4 cts. per lb. gross. Sheep sold at 5 a 6 i

per lb. gross. Receipts 18,000 head. Corn fed ( f>
Bold at 6.V a 7| cts. Receipts 4,312 head. Si. Lou l ,.,

Winter family flour, $7.25 a $7.50. No. 1 red w,!
'^*

$1.60 a $1.65; No. 2, $1,50 a $1.54; spring wheat,
«[

$1.42. No. 2 mixed corn, 46 a 47 cts. No. 2 <

35 cts. Lard, 9i cts. Cincinnati.—Family floii

S7.75. Wheat, $1.52. Corn, 54 cts. Oats, 33 a 4(

;

Rye, 78 a 80 cts. Lard, 9} cts. Louisville.—\\]

$1.35 a $1.45. Corn, 50 a 55 cts. Oats, 37 a 38

1

Rye, 75 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $l.i

No. 2 mixed corn, 47 J cts. No. 2 oats, 29| cts. .|

66 cts. No. 2 barley, 59i cts. Lard, 9J cts. MUwa '

—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.26. No. 2 oats, 30 cts.

2 mixed corn, 48 cts. Detroit.—Amber Michigan wl

$1.50 a $1.51 ; No. 1 white, $1.56 a $l.-57 ; extra, |

a S1.60.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Geo. Sharpless, Pa., *2, vol. 45; l

Francis Taber, Vt., S2, vol. 45, and for ilary H. Vai
ol. 45 ; from Elijah Kcster, Md., S2, vol. 45(1

William B. Oliver, Agent, Mass., S2, vol. 4-J. am
Pelatiah Piirinton, $2.50, vol. 44; from Charl..--

I

City, $2, vol. 45, and for Benjamin Evans, Pa., - J,
,

45 ; from Abraham Gibbons, Pa., $2, vol. 4'i
; , ,

Ellis Smedley, Pa., per J. S., $2, vol. 45 ; from La \

Pennell, City, $2, vol. 45 ; from Isaac Hayes, Pa., J
j

vol. 45; from Horatio G. Cooper, Pa., per The].

Conard, Agent, S2, vol. 45 ; from Evan Smith, lo.'jj

vol. 45 ; from Mary A. Chambers, Pa., $2, vol. 1

'

from Thomas Penrose, lo , $2, vol. 45 ; from Wil
Walter, Pa., .*2, vol. 45 ; from Job BalUnger and C^

A. Clement, N. J., $2 each, vol. 45 ; from Joseph I

Agent, lo., for Thomas Heald, John Thomas, 1

Walker, Israel Heald, Sarah Sharpless, Sarah
Atkinson, Aaron Roberts, Abraham Cowgill, Chi

Leech, Nathan Satterthwaite and .Joseph Armstr

$2 each, vol. 45, and for Joseph W. Satterthwaite.

to No. 27, vol. 46; from George M. Eddy, Mass.

vol. 45 ; from Elizabeth Bedell, lo., per J. S. E.,

vol. 45 ; from Lewis Forsythe, Pa., per C. .1. A.,

vol. 45 ; from Thomas Sexton, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; I

Asa Garretson, Agent, O., for Asenath Crew, El

Doudna, and Jehu Bailey, $2 each, vol. 45; I

Micajah M. Morlan, Agent, O., for Mordecai- Mo
and Abigail Ware, $2 each, vol. 45 ; from Caleb Brae

O., $4, to No. 20, vol. 46.

Hemittances received after Fourth-day morning wS
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Te.vcher is wanted for the Girls' Writinu' ,'^cl

one qualified to give instruction in Grammar .i;i 1 <

other branches; to enter on her duties at thu ^i*:

of next session, on the 30th of Tenth month.
Apply to Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germ;uit(

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St., Ph

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCI.^TION

Our schools in North Carolina and Virgin

11th mo. 1st. We need a few teachers, and are tlasi

to engage for this service rightly concerned Frie

Terms of salary $15 to $20 per month.
For further particulars please apply at tli

116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Ninth mo. 1871.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on Sgw^

day, the 30th of Tenth month next. Friends ^\
tend to enter their children for the coming t

requested to make early application to Aaron
LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P.

ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, T:

No. 304 Arch St., Phil.ada.

Died, on 29th of Fifth month, 1871, at the i

of Pear.-ion Embree, West Chester, Pa., Cab
Walter, in the 30th year of his age.
^

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Life ia Tuscany.
{Continued from page 43.)

1 the peasant women of Tuscany pay
attention to their appearance ; were
neater, cleaner, and tidier in their per
they would decidedly, in regard to looks
itilled to considerable praise

; for nature
iceii for the most part decidedly liberal

ciud to them in that respect. But as it

ith their uncombed locks, theirdirty faces,

slatternly style of dress, and their com
|on spoiled by exposure to the weather,
'thstanding their large, bright, haz
their white teeth, and their thick tresses

l^ick hair, they often present an exter
om agreeable. The bloom of youth fades
ly, owing to the hard life they lead, and

i^ also, perhaps, in some degree, to the
less sort ofout-door head-dress they wear,
h leaves their faces completely exposed
spumraer's scorching sun. Strange it is,

almost universally in every land and
ij, in every class of society, wo find the
Ites of comfort and convenience com
By disregarded and set aside by women,
I'drence to the form of their attire. In
iiny, where the midday's summer sun
[S with a dazzling, blinding glare—where
eat from the same source pours down
a scorching intensity—the peasant wo-
[jseem to have been unable to devise a

covering for their head, than a large
i| liat, the limp leaf of which, instead ol

the face, for the most part hangs or
back quite over the crown, or a cotton
kerchief folded cross ways, placed on the
part of the head, and tied by its two

;;nds beneath the chin. In neither case
Be protected from the heat, or the

! shielded from the light, in the least de
the effects of this exposure are seen in

rehead prematurely furrowed by the in-

ive effort made to sci-een the eyes from
azzling glare; an effort that results in

ibitual contraction of the brows.
) observations made in reference to the
ranee of the peasant women of Tuscany
Iso apply in a great extent to the men

;

;ood looking specimens of humanity, for
ost part, are they, with their clean faces
est clothes ; but on working days their

unwashed and poverty-stricken look detracts

considerably from their natural advantages.

Though in stature below the general English

height, as are the women also, they are for

the most part, strongly and symmetrically
formed—a circumstance that appears some-

thing of a marvel, considering the barbarous

system of compression to which infancy i;

universally subjected in Italy, by the means
of swaddling clothing.

Ignorant as they are, the manners of both

the men and the women are characterized by

a politeness that, coming from the heart, is

far more winning than the cold courtesy which
is the offspring of artificial rules ; and very
pleasantly did their " felice giorno" or "felice

setra" with which they never failed to greet

me, fall upon my ears. On entering their

dwellings, the inmates would exert themselves

to extentJ the rites of hospitality to th

stranger visitor; and whilst many a regret

was expressed that they had not a glass of

wine to offer me, I was often presented with

fruits and flowers, and in default of these,

some young pea or bean pods were put into

my hands. Could I not stay a little longer?

and would I not come again ? were the phrases

I constantly heard on my taking leave ; and
the burden of many an unfilled verbal obliga

tion in this regard is resting on my conscience

to this day. Genuinely courteous as I ever

found the peasantry, the urgent solicitations

which I invariably received from them to re

peat my visit to their dwellings, were the re

suit most probably, of a feeling stronger even

than politeness acting upon their minds. Far
different from the country life in England, is

that of Tuscany, for whilst in the former three

classes of society may be found existing sid

by side, in the latter there is but one. In
England the cottage of the peasant rises in

close vicinity to the dwelling of the retired

tradesman, the independent yeoman, or the

residence of the peer and country gentleman
;

and from this arises a mingling in some d

reo of the upper and middle with the lower

class of society. The ladies from the Hall
superintend, perhaps, industrial schools, visit

the cottages of the poor, send bowls of nourish-

broth to pining invalids, and gifts of

money or clothes to such as are in need ; whilst

a more limited degree, the retired trades-

man's and the yeoman's family contribute to

the comfort and well-being of the necessitous

ses of the community amongst which they
. But in Tuscany a very different struc-

ture of society, a very different order of things

xists. Not scattered over the surface of the

country, as in England, but concentrated in

iowns, are to be found in Tuscany the upper
md middle classes of society. It is true that

occasionally, hero and there, the traveller's

attention is attracted by a mansion whose size

and air announce it to bo a rich man's pro-

perty ; but for at least nine and probably ten

months in the year, that mansion, large and
handsome as it is, remains uninhabited. Ex-

cept, therefore, during the months of July

and August, when the heat renders the at-

mosphere of a town unhealthy and oppressive,

the gentleman's or nobleman's country seat

is consigned to silence and solitude. Even,

too, for the time that the family may bo resi-

dent at the place, no intercourse of any kind

occurs between them and the peasantry, in

their vicinity.

The Italian lady never walks out if she can

avoid it, except perhaps in some gay prome-

nade, whore she m:iy display her costly toilet.

The very idea of visiting a peasant's cottage

and talking to the inmates, would disgust her

excessively—she, with her silks and satins,

her long trailing robes, to pass the threshhold

of their doors—she rich and well born as she

is, to concern herself with the interests of

poor and ill-clad people—what a preposterous

supposition, what an absurdity! Not that

she is devoid of charity—not at all ; but hor

idea of that virtue begins and ends with drop-

ping a soldo into a beggar's hat, with confer-

ring crazia on some distorted cripple, or of

contributing a j^ablo to the mendicant friar.

With the same tastes for social pleasures as

the class described, the prosperous merchant

or tradesman never thinks of providing him-

self with a country house, where he may take

up his residence permanently, and spend his

declining days. Thus, unlike England, where

country life presents to view a blending of the

different classes of society, that of Tuscany,

it may be said, exhibits one class alone. Re-

mote from the sphere of the afHuent and well-

born, the peasant lives and dies, and in the

stylish carriage which envelopes him in a

cloud of dust as it dashes past him on the

highway, he very rarely catches even a mo-

mentary glimpse of those whom the labor of

his hand goes to sustain.

Cut off, thus, from all intercourse with the

upper classes of the land, a strange sight did

it appear to the peasant and his family to be-

hold a person in the attire of a lady entering

their doors. When in addition, too, they found

that the lady was a foreigner, and had come

from a country which they had all heard of

as a country supremely rich and grand, the

marvel at, and interest in, the apparition was
heightened considerably. Many were the ques-

tions I had to answer about myself and the

country from which I came. " Was I mar-

ried ? How did the peasants live in England?

Were they rich ? Bid the vines give good

wine ?" Being obliged in answer to this latter

question to confess the poverty of England in

reo-ard to vines, my words were always echoed

b/ray auditors in a tone of profound surprise.

"No vines in England ! was it possible? how
strange! they had always thought that Eng-

land was the richest and most fertile country

n the world." Still greater and greater grew

their wonder, when they heard that not only

had we no vines in England, but that we were

destitute also of olives, figs and maize. At

this information, whilst exchanging glances
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of astonishment, they would exclaim, sanctis-

sima vergine! what a poor country it must

be! how can the people there manage to sup-

port their lives?" The commiserating tone

in which this remark, or others of a similar

purport, was certain to bo uttered, always

amused me highly; and no less droll was it

to see their puzzled look when they tried to

reconcile our miserable destitution of the good

things of life—the absence of olives, wine

and "maize —with the fixed idea they enter-

tained that every individual of the English

nation rejoiced in a commanding stature and

brilliant color, in addition to a well filled

purse. Some concluded that the air must be

very nourishing, though certainly the English

did not look as if they lived on air ;
others

gave up the matter as an inexplicable mys-

tery, contenting themselves with repeating in

a marvelling tone that it was very strange.

tTo be continued.)

For "The Friend.

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 62.)

The following letter from Rebecca Hopkins

to M. R., interestingly exhibits, with others

in these memoirs, the christian sympathy and

fellow feeling of their respective writers, with

a beloved sister in a time of proving and of

conflict. These are precious manifestations

of love and regard between the suffering dis

ciples of the same crucified Lord, as well as f

carrying out of the precept, " Bear ye one

another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of

Christ." It is always pleasant to dwell upon

such cases, such tender soothing sympathy in

the map of life; which in the early days of

the Society so much prevailed, to the edifica-

tion and encouragement of the tribulated seed

of that day, who could foresee little else for

themselves, than to say with the Apostl
" The Holy Ghost witnesseth in every city,

(whither they might come) that bonds and

afflictions abide me."

Though no scourges, and dungeons, and

pei'secutions unto deah, may now be inflicted

outwardly on dissenter or professor, yet is

there no lack inwardly of bonds and afflic-

tions, of wounds and bruises and temptations

by the great enemy, which should no less

claim the brotherly care and prayerful solici

tude of those who have spiritual discernment

that they exist. Thus, in measure, would the

whole body " fitly joined together, and com
pacted by that which every joint supplieth,

according to the eftectual working in the

measure of every part, experience increase

unto the edifying of itself in love." Could we
instead of anything like envy or jealousy, evil-

speaking or surmising, thus watch over one

another for good, praying for one another in

the ability received, or even handing the cup

of cold water when wo may have no more to

give, how it would tend, like the Samaritan's

wine and oil formerly, to bind up, to soothe,

and to heal, and withal through the grace of

the Lord Jesus, enable those upon whom it is

bestowed, to thank God, and to take a little

fresh courage in the great voyage and war-

fare of life.

Then may none of us withhold more than

is meet of the word in season, either of cau-

tion, reproof, or encouragement. But rather,

under the qualifying power of the anointing

•which teachoth all things, duly heed the in-

junction—alike applicable to all time—"Bo
ye one another's helpei'S in the Lord."

Rebecca Hopkins writes :

—

" ^yaynesvilIe, 2d mo. 1812.

"My dear Mildred,—I take up my pen this

morning to address thee with a few lines, in

much weakness both of body and mind. I

have been feeling with thee, and dipped as in

sympathy with thee for some months, my
dear tribulated sister ! for such I believe thou

art. Thy tribulations I hope and believe have

been patiently abode in, and strength has

been afforded faithfully to endure all thy suf-

ferings, which I have felt to be many. Sufter

me, as a poor little traveller to say. Be patient

in all things, till the Lord in his wisdom, will,

may I not say, disperse the enemies of His

own house, and set his own exercised servant

at liberty. Yea, my dear ! thy Beloved will

arise, and come forth as out of the .sarden of

spices and myrrh, with a sweet smelling savor

to revive thy weary fainting soul. This will

be to thy great admiration, and will prove to

the honor of His great and wonderful name.

I am ready to say in my heart at times, O
Lord ! why should thy disciples or professing

people be divided in Truth's service. Dear
Mildred, I fear there are too many, may I not

say, of the disposition of Herod, (or at least

are comparable to him) who rather than fail

of killing the dear Son of God, slew all the

children who were born in that period when
the blessed one was expected to appear, that

he might put an end to the cause of Truth.

So it appears to me in this day, some will slay

the babe of grace in their own souls, rather

than encoui-age or promote the spreading of

truth and righteousness in the earth or in

others. These are not like meek, humble
Moses, who said, ' Would to God all the Lord's

people were prophets.' Here was manifested

love to the whole creation.

"Thou mayst think me a little presumptu-

ous or forward in saying thus much, without

having heard anything concerning thy travail

and exercise of feeling for service. But I

have written according as things have felt to

me for some time past, and the latter part

that I have penned, seemed to occur plainly

to me as I have been thus engaged.
" It was a trial that I did not see thee the

last time thou wast down [perhaps at Quar-

terly Meeting], but it may perhaps be right

for me to have to dwell alone. In much near

sympathy, I subscribe myself thy loving

friend, Rebecca Hopkins."

Mildred Ratcliff having liberty to attend

some meetings in her own (Baltimore) Yearly
Meeting, principally on the way going to and
returning from that meeting, with and

for companions, she accomplished the

mission. The following is from her journal:
" 1812. 9th mo. 2ud, I set off to our Yearly

Meeting to be held at Baltimore, also having

before me a prospect of visiting some meet-

ings within its borders, before and after that

meeting, as the Truth might open the way
for.

" Sth. "We reached a settlement of Friends,

after a fatiguing travel over rough roads.

This occasioned considerable indisposition of
body, and surely I may say it was a time of

proving to me, being outwardly afflicted and
inwardly stripped. I was left in extreme
poverty and want, so that I felt myself a poor

creature indeed under the pressure of exercise

in view of the awful service before me. Yet

fast my conadence in the power of Him
j

has hitherto helped me."
From the 9th to the 15th, M. R. attor|

the Select and general Quarterly Meetitij

Short Creek, with their meeting on Fi^ -

Also was at one at Concord, Piymoi',;.,,

Cross Creek respectively. "All the.sc a

ings," she says, "I was favored to attcndj

good degree of satisfaction. They had a-i

lency to renew my spiritual strength, an{

encourage me to perseverance.
:

" 16th. Had a hard travel, and after n'

reached a Friend's house with difiienltv

our way to Salem Quarterly MeetinL'.

" 17th. Attended Xew Garden M
Meeting, and were refreshed with our In
there.

" 18th. Went to Salem, and was at t

Select Meeting. Here I was enabled, not\(

standing my poor condition, to labor in eI

simplicity and plainness among them,

was to my own relief, and for aught I 1

to the satisfaction of Friends there.

" 19th. This day Salem Quarterly M^fj-

is to be held. Oh, most merciful Fa' f
Thou who knowest all things, thou kno

that I desire to be thoroughly depeudon

thee. Oh, be entreated once more to ren

ber me for thy own glorious cause sak

cept I pray thee the tribute of prai

favors past; and continue to bestow then

me.
" 20th. We attended a large publ

ing at Salem. This I think may be sai

have been a time wherein the Good Sliepl

was pleased to manifest His care for the fl

May Ho ever have all the praise.

" 2l8t. At Fairfield Meeting, and had a

time indeed, mourning as over the dead.

"22d. Was at a little indulged moe

called Columbiana. This I think was a

clous meeting. May the members the

o-row strong in Thy Truth, O Lord, and

their numbers increase!
" 23d. At , a favored meeting. Mic

town on the same day at three o'clock. S:

as to the ministry, but dropped a fefl

marks.
" 21:th. At Carmel. Much favored in a f

flow of gospel love among the people. Pa

in near affection with Friends of that p
and went on over the Ohio river.

"25th. After a hard travel of upwani

fifty miles, being very desirous to

Friends at Westland at their Monti

ing on the next day, we reached the
{

timelj^ and were refreshed with th

remained over the 27th, it being the fir-st

of the week. The meeting on that day

a favored one also.

"28th. At Pike Run Meeting ; wh.i i

again to stand long on my feet to :i

tiie cause of Truth. After meeting

see an afflicted sister and fellow laborer it.

gospel. She has been for some j'ears ai

valid, not being able to get out to meoti

I was glad we got to see her and the

children, being refreshed together. It

been through much weakness of body, ol

God, thou knowest, that I have got a

thus far. Yet I have abundant cause to 1

in thee, and magnify thy most oxce

name, for all thy benefits. Be pleased

more to accept the tribute of praise from

little, yet dedicated handmaid.
" 30th. Attended Red Stone Meeting, w

I labored much among the people, fro

through Divine mercy I was enabled to hold sense that there are many amongst
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IS other people, that are far from the

jaiy new birth. May the Lord of all

orth, bless the labor of his servants and

naids everywhere, so that the people

gathered home to himself."

(To bo continued.)

For "Tho Friend."

The Telegraph and the Storm.

(Continued from page 60.)

come now to examine tho most im-

3t branch of our subject, the organiza-

f the Signal Service,

would be wanting in acknowledgment
lat services which have been rendered

) whole country, and to science every

!, not to mention the names of those

lave been most directly engaged in es-

ling in the Signal Service Bureau a

lion of Telegrams and Eeports for the

it of Commerce.' Foremost in this work
je Hon. Halbert E. Paine, of Wisconsin,

! fine and cultivated intellect soon dis-

}d the necessity for storm signals on the

"akes, aud whose ability and command-
fluence in Congress gave the proposition

,y and force. Warmly seconded by the

Henry L. Dawes, of Massachusetts, the

guished chairman of the Committee on
jpriations in the House of Representa-

in which he stands as one of the

quired, of the state of the barometer, thermo-

meter, hygrometer, and rain-gauge, or other

instruments, and tho report by telegraph or

signal, at such times as indicated and to such

places as may be designated by the chief sig-

nal officer, of the observations as made, or such

other information as may be required—the

telegraphic reports to be forwarded by the

regular telegraphic operators, or in such man-
ner as Biay be directed. The utmost precision

is required in observations and reports.

"The observers are required to work out

no diflScult problems in meteorology, but

simply to observe and record the indications

of their instruments, and to transmit the same
without delay or inaccuracy. In doing this

work, they have become by tri-daily practice

as expert and exact in reading the glasses as

any of our veteran scientific men—indeed, as

much so as a Fitzroy or a Leverrier could be.

"Regarding the Signal Corps scattered

through and over all parts of the country, we
may compare it to a regiment on drill three

times a day, the telegraph instantly revealing

to the commanding officer, General Albert J.

Myer, at Washington, the slightest failure in

any observer.
" By this now widely spread and magnifi-

cently organized system, the United States

armj', engaged undei^tho chief signal officer,

s being educated to science, and also serving09t _
,nd conspicuous leaders. General Paine'sjone of the most important ends ever devised

acy secured an early adoption of the for the benefit of commerce,
ire. The Hon. William W.Belknap, the When an observer is found capable, he is

tary of War, although from the first he as.^igned to a station, and the necessary sta-

ited the entire management of the ser- tionery and instruments furnished him (the

to the chief signal officer, has been the latter consisting of the barometer, thermome
st and able supporter of the enterprise, Iter, hygrometer, anemoscope, anemometer,
1 will always be an honor to his admin- and rain-gauge), and instructed to make three

ion of the War Department.
; may be added that, without distinction

ty, the whole people of the country, the

both Houses of Congress, aud the Pre-

t have earnestly sustained and advanced
portant branch of the public service.

he basis upon which all the operations

) Signal Service are conducted is that of

ry precision and promptness.

very candidate for the Signal Service is

eted to an examination, prior to enlist-

,
before a board appointed by the chief

I officer, and before which ho must ap-

at his own expense. Testimonials as to

character and capacitj', signed by per-

known at his office, must be presented,

examination is chiefly directed to accu-

ipelling, legible handwriting, proficiency

'ithmetic (including decimal fractions),

he geography of the United States,

'he United States is entitled to the whole
the person enlisted ; but tho duties re-

d are of such a nature that, with care
diligence, a good deal of time is at the

of the persons employed, which may
svoted to reading or study, without detri-

to the discharge of their duties. Thus
between the hours of reports can often

id for this purpose, and on frequent occa-

when no active duty is pressing. A
)er of young men are already enlisted

such purposes in view. No employ-
; of this nature can, however, be permit

observationsdaily,viz., atthe timecorrespond
ing with 7.35 A. m., 4.35 i>. M., and 11.35 v. m.,

Washington time, so that every observer at

each station should be reading his instruments

at tho same moment, and in the following

order, viz., 1st, barometer; 2d, thermometer;
3J, hygrometer; 4th, anemoscope; 5th, ane-

mometer; and 6th, I'ain-gauge.
" Where a single person has been required

to do the work of a station, receiving full re-

ports from all stations, the labor occupied

twenty hours out of the twenty-four. But
the rule now adopted is to provide each station

with two men—one a sergeant in charge and
the other a private soldier as assistant. The
observer stationed on Mount Washington has

been alone on the mountain most of tho tiqie,

and always responsible for the work.
"Professor Cleveland Abbe, long known as

an officer of the Cincinnati Observatory, and
as an eminent meteorologist, is employed
chiefly in the work of making out the daily

synopsis of the weather, and deducing there-

from the weather ' probabilities,' which are

given to the public by telegram through all

newspapers desirous of furnishing them to

their readers.
" To the conspicuous ability of all the offi-

cers is attributable the success of the enter-

" If the invention of the mariner's compass
enabled navigators, as Columbus and Ma-
gellan, to leave the close seas and shores of

interfere, in any way, with that prompt the mainland, and strike their way across t'

constant attention to duty which is in- 'great oceans in search of new continents, it

d upon.
j

'jeyond dispute that (to use the words of .. - „
?he duties are chiefly those pertaining to' distinguished meteorologist) "tho invention {inch an hour we may look out for a heavy

abservation, record, aud proper publica-' of the barometer has opened up a new world." storm. The more sudden the change the

land report, at such times as may be re- ' Perhaps nothing has been so much in the way I greater the danger. But it is too often forgot-

of meteorologic success as poor and unreliable

strumonts. To obviate this difficulty, numer-
18 eminent laborers have made both common

and self-registering instruments the study

and experiment of a lifetime. The common
barometer has undergone many and vast im-

provements within a few years, so that an

old seaman like Lord Nelson would now
hardly know a first-class Adie's or Green's

barometer.
The ordinary barometer in use by Signal

Office observers is that of Mr. James Green

(the well-known scientific instrument maker
of New York)—an instrument adopted by tho

Smithsonian Institution, and also by the

American navy, as the most perfect to bo ob-

tained.

This bai'ometer has its cistern furnished

with a small glass index, which shows when
the mercury is at the right height in the cis-

tern. This is adjustable by a screw which
works through the bottom of the instrument

against the flexible bottom of the cistern.

The instrument is ready for use when tho

mercury touches the little V-shaped index in

the cistern. So simple and complete is this

barometer that any one can use it, and it

ought to be in the hands of all business gen-

tlemen, and all who are interested in watch-

ing the mutations of weather.
" In reading the barometer a vernier is used.

By this simple mechanical contrivance the

barometer is read to so fine a degree that the

variation of 1-100^/t of an inch in the mercurial

column is detected I

"The barometer has a slight fluctuation

also under several influences. It rises when
the moon is on the meridian in some places.

It has a diurnal oscillation, amounting on the

equator to more than one-tenth of an inch,

but in the latitude of New York to only 0.05

inch, the greatest height being about 10 a.m.,

and the least about 4 p. m. The nocturnal

variations are much less. In the latitude of

Philadelphia aud New York the northeast

wind causes another variation of one-fourth

of an inch, due to the meeting of two atmos-

pheric waves giving a still higher wave, and

hence a higher barometer. There is also the

variation due to the height of the observer's

station above the sea. This is, of course, of

the first importance. The other fluctuations

are comparatively unimportant, and do not

blind an observer to those ominous fluctua-

tions which precede the storm, the tornado,

and the hurricane. The oscillations which
indicate a storm are very marked. The tor-

nado which recently ravaged St. Louis was
preceded by a gradual fall of the mercury in

the barometer, for thirty hours previous, of

an entire inch. At Boston, within thirty-

seven years, the barometer has ranged from

31.125 inches to 28.47 inches, the difference

being 2.655 inches. At London it has ranged

through more than 3.5 inches; but in the

tropics not so much.
"During the passage of a cyclone the mer-

cury oscillates rapidly. The most noticeable

fall occurs from four to six hours before tho

passage of the storm centre. This fall is often

over an inch, and sometimes two inches.

" Great changes are usually shown by falls

of barometer exceeding half an inch, and by
differences of temperature exc^.>eding fifteen

degrees. If the fall equals one-tenth of an
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ten that the. fall of the mercury is a forewarning

of ivhat icill occur in a day or two, rather than

in a few hours.

"A variation of an inch is certain to be fol

lowed by a tornado or violent cyclone. In the

tropics
"' the glass' has been known to sho

fall of more than an inch and a half in one

hour I

(.To be continned.)

For " The Friend."

Why fear a Revival

!

Some oppose any general religious awaken
ing, because it may bo they dread the stirring

of their own nests.

But to those Friends who with a sincere

desire that the cause of the Lord may prosper

in our midst, yet fear that there may be some-

thing harmful and dangerous in the manifes-

tations of religious life appearing in various

parts of our religious Society, I would com-
mend the following remarks of a recent Scot-

tish writer, in answer to some who opposed

what he considered a revival of religion.

"What parent would not prefer the noisy

and even excessive demonstrations of his chil-

dren to the decent stillness of a desolate home
and the chamber of death ? There is an order

of life and an order of death. There is an

order of lifeless form which breeds the sad-

dest disorder; and there are disorders of a new
born life that, to the discerning eye, carry in

their bosom the germs of the truest order. By
wise and gentle management the irregulari-

ties of ignorance and indiscreet zeal may, for

the most part, be entirely done away with or

reduced to insignificance. All things in the

house of God ought, indeed, to be done de-

cently and in order; but some of the worst

disorders and errors are due to an unwise and
cruel repression of new-born life."

Doubtless many Friends are fully awake to

the undeniable fact that a number of our

meetings are almost lifeless, and are rapidly

dwindling, and that unless the Lord arise for

our help, their early extinction must inevit-

ably ensue. And even where the numbers
are still large, all will confess that there is a

great and perhaps a growing lack of single-

hearted and self-denying dedication. Can we
not, in our exceeding need, unite in rejoicing

when the Lord's work prospers in the hearts

of any among us, even if it be not in such a

way as we of these later generations have
been accustomed to—provided, always, it is

proven by its fruits to be the Lord's work.

Excitement is not of itself an evidence of

error. It is questionable whether there can

be any form of life without excitement. While
undue excitement is always to be deprecated,

it has been well said that " Propriety may be

the grave of life."

One scene is recorded in Scripture where
the Lord was not in the wind, but in the still

small voice. Another scene is recorded where
there came a sound from heaven as of a rush-

ing, mighty wind, and they were all filled

with the Holy Ghost.

If we strive to keep our hearts open to ac-

knowledge the Lord's power, in whatever

way it may be manifested, willing to recog-

nize that which is of God in any, tenderly

sympathizing with any in whom there may
be the springing of Divine life, and each one

Btamling faitlifully in lovr lo his own convic-

tions of fundamental truth, may we not then

hope we are in the way of blessing, and that

the Lord will revive His work in the midst
of our years. J. W.

Philada., 10th mo. 1871.

Our friend J. W., will find in the editorial

of last week reasons why so many Friends,
who would rejoice in a "revival" of true
(^tuakerism, " fear" the excitement now per-

vading the Society.

—

Eds.

Selected.

LITTLE MOMENTS.
Little moment.s, how they fly,

Golden-winged, fleeting by,

Bearing many things for me
Into vast eternity!

Never do they wait to ask,

If completed is my task,

Whether gathering grain or weeds,

Doing good or evil deeds

;

Onward liaste they evermore.
Adding all unto their store !

And the little moments keep
Record if we wake or sleep,

Of our every thouglit and deed,

For us all some time to read.

'

Artists are the moments too,

Ever painting something new,
On the walls and in the air,

Painting pictures every where !

If we smile or if we frown,

Little moments put it down.
And the angel, memory,
Guards the whole eternally

!

Let us then so careful be.

That they bear for you and me,
On their little noiseless wings.

Only good and pleasant things

;

And that pictures which they paint

Have no back ground of complaint :

So tlie angel, memory.
May not blush for you and me.

Selected.

TRUST IN THE LORD.
Cease thou from man. Oh, what lo thee

Can thy poor fellow mortals be ?

Are they not erring, finite, frail ?

What can their utmost aid avail ?

Their very love will prove a snare

;

Then, when thy heart becomes aware
Of its own danger, it will bleed

For leaning on a broken reed.

AVhy does thy bliss so much depend.
On earthly relative or friend?

There is a Friend who changes never,

The love He gives. He gives forever.

He has withdrawn thee now apart

To teach these lessons to thy heart

;

Has darkened all thy earthly scene.

That thou on Him alone mayest lean.

His precious love that balm supplies,

For which thy wounded spirit sighs.

That only medicine can make whole
The wear)', faint and sin-sick .soul.

Go to that Friend poor aching heart,

He knows how desolate thou art

;

He waits—He longs to see thee blest,

And in himself to give thee rest.

For "The Friend."

Second Annual Report of the Associated Executive

Committee of Fricuds on Indian Affairs.

(Concluded from page 53.)

"In confirmation of this view, we have the
testimony of E. S. Parker, late Commissioner
of Indian Aft'airs. In his last Annual Eeport,
he says :

' Of the Superintendents and Agents
belonging to the Society of Friends, I may
confidently say, that their course anil policy
have been highly promotive of the welfare
and happiness of the tribes under their charge.
Even at the Agencies for the Cheyennes and

Arapahoes, Kiowas and Comanohes, tribi|<

that have been so difficult to control for yeailt

past, where the least possible good could (li

expected to be acomplished, a commendab'
prudence and energy have been dispiayeji

and as favorable a condition of affairs exig i
)-

there as could reasonably be expected. TljJ

Presidential plan of inaugurating the g:

degree of honesty in our intercourse with til

Indians, by the appointment of 'Friends'

some of the Superintendencies and Ageneielif-

has proven such a success, that when Congres

at its last session, prohibited the employmeij
of army officers in any civil capacity, tl

President at once determined still further •

carry out the principle by inviting oth'^

religious denominations of the country ];

engage in the great work of civilizing tl''

Inclians.' I

"Having said thus much in reference to til

preservation of peace, we would refer to th;)|;

part of our work which is religious and
ucational. And here again, we must not fell

get that time is an essential clement of {jf

human success. We cannot point to the coH
version of large numbers of Indians to Chri'

tianity, as a result of our labors. Indeed

when we think of the thousands upon tho'

sands of white people who have lived all the''

days within sound of the Gospel, and yet fi

to embrace it, it would be a vain expectatii.-

that should look for greater results, all atoni^

amongst a people whose language, moral ail'

religious condition, and habits of thougm
must be radically changed; who are, maiK
of them, imbued with superstitious notioi

which have gained strength through all t

long ages of ignorance and darkness, a

whose natures, by successive generations

barbarism, have become more and more jjro

to animal gratification. When we add
these inherent difliculties, the accidental on

of vastnoss of territory, inaccessibility wi

the means essential to success; and alm(

more than all these, when we think of t

retarding influence of bad example and cri

dealing on the part of many of our own ra

and nation, who are supposed by the Indi

to be representotives of the religion and t

civilization into which we are desirin,

introduce him, we may well be impresf

with the formidable character of the obs

cles in the way of rapid success.

"But has anything been done, in an edu

tional or religious way? Could those w
make honest inquii-y of this character, vi

one of our Indian schools in which twenty
more children have learned to read the Er

lish version of the New Testament, with e

responding progress in other directions, a

in which, also, these children have been tauf |.:

the truth as it is in Jesus, and many of th

brought to a real Christian experience, tl

would need no other answer. When, furtb

more, such inquirers should see as fruits

the labors of Friends, the Christian obse

ance of the first day of the week, bj' ad

Indians, their meeting together to hear

Scriptures read and explained, their rcvcr

attention upon the preaching of the Gos)

and their own direct participation in the

ercises of public and private worship ; :

when to these professions, are conjoined

increasing regard for the sacredness of

marriage relations; a decrease of intemj

ance; a forsaking of the heathen dance :

its accompanying revelry; and a growing
terest in agricultural pursuits, with those i^
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ed domestic and social habits, which gen-

Christianity promotes, they would feel

at least something had been done. *

We have some valuable and efficient la-

n our field. It is not necessary to

k of each individual. It may be proper

ly, however, that superintendent Hoag,
36 responsibility is heavier than that of

one else, has excellent business qualifica-

I, a strong physical constitution (very im-

t for his office), and is thoroughly alive

'hatever boars upon the interest of the

in. * * * * *

Ne designed to increase the number of

ols 80 soon as the neccessary buildings

36 erected, and wish to make them reii-

i institutions as well as literary. We
d be glad to procure teachers who arc

ng to devote themselves to their work
a whole-hearted service. We expect

to gather the children and adults upon
i'irst-day of the wook for religious instruc-

and Divine worship, and in every proper

to endeavor to do the work of evangel-

In some parts of the field the harvest

•eady ripe, and the result of Christian

has been, and will be, decided and rapid
;

her parts, the laborers must work in faith

comparatively little of visible good fruit.

the condition of the most civilized In-

i was once as hopeless as that of those

now show so little good result of labor.

Che privations and hardships of those

risk life and health in this self-denying

ce on behalf of the red man, are, in some
nces, very great, but we hope that the

ition of things will improve, year after

so as to diminish the sacrifices which

low unavoidable."

reiffn in us.

with submission and obedience to, the quick-

ening Spirit of the second Adam,_for restora-

tion and salvation. Hence the Psalmist 8a}'S,

I waited patiently for the Lord, and he inclin-

ed unto me, and heard my cry. He brought
me up also out of an horrible pit, out of the

'ry clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and
established my goings. And he hath put a

new song in my mouth, even praise unto our

God." The soaring, literal, and mere head-

knowledge must yield to that which leadeth

nto " inward quietness, stillness, and humili-

ty of mind, when the Lord appears and his

heavenly wisdom is revealed." Thus the apos-

testifies : "Not many wise men after the

flesh, not many mighty, not many noble arc

called : but God hath chosen the foolish things

of the world, to confound the wise, * * and
things which are despised hath God chosen,

yea, and things which are not, to bring to

nought things that are ; that 7io flesh should

glory in his presence." Again, " God forbid,"

writes the same in another place, "that I

should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Je-

sus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto

me, and I unto the world." Consonant with
the same is the prophecy of the coming of

Christ's kingdom, " The lofty looks of man
shall be humbled, and the haughtiness of man
shall be bowed down ; and the Lord alone

shall be exalted in that day. For the day of

the Lord of hosts shall be upon every one
that is proud and lofty, and upon every one
that is lifted up ; and he shall be brought
low."

Through the quickening and renewed visi-

tations of the Holy Spirit, we become deeply
leavened and penetrated with a sense of our
utter vileness, unworthiness and nakedness

;

and the agonizing prayer of the humbled and
abased heart^^becomcs, "A Saviour or I die;

a iiedeemer or I perish forever!" Here it is

that the creature is abased, and the Saviour
exalted. Here it is that the Physician of va-

lue becomes dear to us; and his promise of

saving health sweet. Here it is the assurance

from the Ever Present, " My grace is sufficient

for thee ; for my strength is made perfect in

iceakness," is precious to us beyond all price.

Here we see ourselves as we really are in the

unregenerate state, "wretched, and miserable,

and poor, and blind, and naked," without any
ability to save ourselves, or to do more than

to cast ourselves at the feet of Jesus, the Sa-

viour of sinners, determined to perish, if per-

ish we must, nowhere but here. But to these

"Their Redeemer is strong; the Lord of

hosts is his name ; he shall thoroughly plead

their cause," &c. " In that day shall this

song be sung in the land of Judah ; We have

a strong city; salvation will God appoint for

walls and bulwarks." The more we see and
feel our lost and undone condition, and thence

long for the Father's house, the more our

compassionate Helper and High Priest doth

pity and will help us. For "Him hath God
exalted with his right hand to be a Prince

and a Saviour, for to give repentance to Is-

rael, and forgiveness of sins." It has been

said that " man's extremity is the Lord's op-

portunity." And when the hard heart is thus

melted before the Great Refiner and Purifier,

and its plaintive language becomes, " Create
in me a clean heart, God, and renew a right

spirit within me," then He, whose sacrifices

are a broken and a contrite spirit, will cause

the deaf ear to be unstopped, and the blind

eye to be opened; and though the vision may

be at first imperfect—seeing men but as trees

walking—yet the Omniscient, in his mercy,

will lead such as by the hand ; Ho will make
a way for them where there seems to bo

none ; will weigh the mountains of opposition

and resistance in scales, and the hills of difli-

culty and conflict in a balance ;
and finally, as

such continue faithful, will bring them into

his banquctting house, where His banner over
them shall bo love.

"In the way of thy judgments, OJjordl have
we waited for thee," is an ancient testimonj'.

Again, "Zion shall he redeemed with judgment,
and her converts with righteousness." Again,
" Thy judgments are as the light that goeth
forth." And again, " The judgments of the

Lord are true and righteous altogether." So
the more we look for the healing through the

chastisement, the more the language of the

heart becomes, "I will sing of mercy and
judgment, unto thee, O Lord !" And, " O
Lord, quicken me according to thy judg-

ments;" the more we bow to the vSon, and
submit in deep self-abasement and contrition

to His thoroughly cleansing baptism of tho

Holy Ghost and fire, the more we shall know
of the Father, and of the revelations of the

Holy Spirit with his feeling life, to the inex-

pressible joy of our souls. It is submission of

the heart to the ordering and disposal of our
Sovereign Lord, and letting his righteous

judgments pass upon tho transgressing na-

ture, to consume all in us that his holy con-

troversy is with, that shall redound to our
present and eternal peace, as well as His
glory. Wo must know our strong wills bro-

ken to pieces, preparatory to being built up
in Him, so as to experience a being filled with
his love. We must feel the malady of the

soul before we will apply with full purpose of

heart to our only Physician and Helper. The
sinner must bo abased, before the Saviour can
be exalted.

May the Lord Almighty so baptize and re-

baptize into a humiliating sense of our utter

unworthiness and short-coming without Him,
as that the sinner maybe thoroughly abased,

and the Saviour, in whom are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge, exalted.

May true passivenoss and lowliness of mind,
under the tuition of that Wisdom which
dwelleth with prudence and leadeth in tho

midst of the paths ofjudgment, so abound, as

that "the fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace,

long-suffering," &c., may be brought forth in

us to the praise of the glory of the Redeemer's
grace. Then will those who feel conscien-

tiously bound to the law and the testimony at

the first committed to this people,—but whose
hands at times hang down from weakness and
discouragement, while their sighs neverthe-

less are often breathed and their prayers
raised, that the God of all mercy will again

arise, and favor the dust of Zion, that the

waste places thereof may be rebuilded and
all wanderers restored— "whose sighs are

many and whose hearts are faint," be afresh

animated and strengthened to hold on, and
even to press forward in the faithful sup-

port of doctrines and testimonies dear to

them as life. And thus will the blessing

that rested upon the head of Joseph, " unto

the utmost bound of the everlasting hills,"

rest in measure upon sons and daughters,

upon servants and handmaidens in this day
and generation. Who presenting their bo-

dies a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable

unto God, his injunction shall be fulfilled in
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their blessed experience :
—"Let j'our light so

shine before men, that they may see your
good woi-ks, and glorify your Father which is

in heaven."
_

Cost of a Small Cheese Manufactory.—As
there are doubtless many of our readers in-

terested in this branch of farm industry, we
take from a contemporary the following esti-

mate of the cost of a small cheese factory,

such as a farmer might erect alone, or such as

might be established by several together,

forming a joint stock company—the patrons

furnishing "the milk taking most of the stock.

For 100 cows a building 26 by 60 feet, with

16 feet posts, making it two stories, would be

required. Take 2-4 feet from the lower story

for a " make room," leaving the remainder

and the upper story for curing rooms. The
upper story should' be partitioned the same as

the lower. The 24-foot room over the make-

room should bo plastered and furnished with

stoves, suitable for curing early and_ late

cheese. The cost depends upon the price of

lumber and labor, which differs in localities.

A rough, substantial building, which will an-

swer in every respect, would cost about $1000.

If finished with paint, &c., 81300. It could

be furnished with vat, tank, presses, hoops,

scales, &c., for $300, making in all 61600 for

the finished building. For 200 cows the same
sized building would answer. For additional

vat and fixtures $500. This is the size of

many that were built in this State this sea-

son. Slock companies are formed by those

interested takinsc one or more shares, which
may be $50 or 6100 each. A committee is

chosen, who superintend the building of the

factory, hiring help, &c. A dairy of 100 cows

can be managed by a man of experience with

additional help. For 200 cows he would want
an additional hand, who might be a woman,
and inexperienced. The question is often

asked, How many cows must a factory num-
ber to pay ? For an individual to build a fac-

tory to work up milk for others at two dol-

lars per hundred, which is the common price

of making and furnishing the cheese all box-

ed and ready for market, he would want 300

cows or more to make it a paying business.

—

Mamfdcturer and Builder.

Selected for " The Friend."

William Grover appeared to think unkind-

ly of no one ; but when obliged to censure the

conduct of any, he did it with great feeling

and compassion. At the same time there was
a quick perception of what was wrong, and it

was not allowed to pass unreproved. He had
a strong objection to hearing the absent

slightly spoken of, or their faults made the

topic of conversation. On these occasions he

would observe silence, or remind the com
pany to be careful of their remarks on others,

lest they should unguardedly injure the char-

acter of their friends; being himself careful

not to make comparisons. He was of a cheer-

ful, contented disposition, and considered it

right to derive pleasure and gratification

from temporal things, as blessings from the

hand of an Almighty Benefactor, provided

they were kept in subordination to the great

purpose of life, and not suffered to engross too

much of the time and affections. He nret the

vicissitudes of life with calmness, and was
careful not to suffer cross-occurrences to dis-

compose his mind, or to di-aw him into the

use of impatient expressions.

8th mo. 6th, 1802. "One thing I seem in-

clined to mention for thy encouragement, and
that is, to request affectionately that thou
wilt not let discouragements take place, as to
the attendance of meetings for discipline. I

believe thy company will be strengthening
and encouraging to the rightly concerned
present, and their company reviving and con-
soling to thee. Let not thy deafness discour-
age thee ; thy being, in measure, gathered into
thy own exercise, will, I believe, help forward
the cause.

Even the countenance of an Israelite, I be-
ieve, strengthens many a drooping mind

;

and there are opportunities now and then,
though it may not be onr lot to be very ac-

tive, of manifesting on whose side we are. So
that I am inclined, from some persuasions of its

usefulness and fitness, to encourage those who
with thyself sincerely love the cause of
Truth, to keep close to it publicly, even in

declining days, as to age. Indeed, I have
been of the mind for some time, that if things
go on well, the more active part in our meet-
ings for discipline will not always fall on those
far advanced in years ; but they will proba-
bly often sit by, and, like careful fathers and
mothers, encourage by their presence and by
their weighty spirits, the younger and mid-
dle aged to come up in, and maintain their

respective ranks ; and now and then, in the
language of experience, put in a few woi-ds

well seasoned and well timed, to the increas-

ing of the weight and solemnity. Oh! the
use of the company of fathers and mothers in

our Society ; oh ! the pleasantness of seeing

the hoary head in our assemblies, having kept
the faith, having loved the Truth, and believ-

ed in it to the end.

—

William Grover."

Food for Thinkers and Workers.—Th& Phre-
nological Journal says: Those who expect to

think should not eat much food which simply
produces warmth and fat, such as ham, fat

pork, white bread, butter, rice, tapioca and
starch. These contain very little phospha-
tic food, being chiefly carbonaceous. Pro-
fessor Agassiz says: Fish enter largely into

the requisition of the human system, especi-

ally after intellectual fatigue. There is no
other article of food that supplies the waste
of the head so thoroughly as fish diet. Fish

contain phosphorus to a large extent, a chem-
ical element which the brain requires for

growth and life. Ho would not say that ex-

clusive use of fish would make a blockhead a

wise man, but that the brain would not be

wanting in one of its essential elements.

Man cannot, however, live on fish alone,

because most fish are not fat enough to furnish

theheat-producingclementinsufficientquanti-

ty. The amount of phosphate or brain-sup-

porting food contained in the flesh of animals
is in proportion to the activity of that animal

;

those of great activity, such as the canary
bird, for instance, secure food which feed brain,

nerve and muscle, but does not produce fat.

The flesh of the trout, the pickerel or salmon
impart more mental and physical vigor to the

eater than the flesh of the eel and flounder.

The flesh of wild animals, such as the bison,

deer or boar, promote activity in the eater

more than the stall-fed ox, sheep or ho
Wild game generally is considered the better

food, especiall}' for the convalescent, than the

I fatted domestic turkey or goose.

I

Barley, oats and wheal, ground without,
I bolting furnish food for brain ; but lawyers,

ministers and students eat the white, supeili-

fine, or bolted wheat bread, and go to sleeili

That which would fatten a pig and give hiiV

o desire to exercise or to think, is eaten bi(

the learned and refined of the human racilj

who look in pity upon the poor peasant foic

lowing the plow, because he is obliged to efi*

his brown loaf, which brown loaf and cheal

sh and wild game contain the incitement t{

brain work, in which poems, orations andaii

are conceived and nursed. The proper fool

for laboring men—we mean those who hav!

to exercise muscular strength chiefly—shoulij

be that which contains the greatest amout,|

of nitrogen. Among these articles barle'K

and cheese stand high.
jj;

For "The Friend'" '

j

love of Excitement.
'

The following extract from Sewell's " Prii

ciples of Education" has appeared to ua worth

of consideration. The facilities for travc

and the great increase of expensive toys an

books, had need to make parents and t;ua

diaus of children watchful, lest they fall int,,

the errors herein described. ,

-

" Love ofexcitement, the cravin g for amus
{|

ment, considered to be especially the fan;

and temptation of youth, are in many ca-

taught in childhood, almost, one may sa}-.

infancy. ,.

"Instead of making little children self-dj;)

pendent as regards amusement, the momei||

they appear in the drawing-room some one ji,

expected to amuse and play with them, aij.

the mother, or sister, or aunt, must give
V|J.

all her attention to them. Instead of beii|

taught self-restraint and consideration. I .

being forced to be quiet while others are e:

ployed, they are allowed to interfere wi

every occupation. The exciting companio.j^,

ship of their elders becomes a daily necessi'l

instead of an occasional treat; and after tl'

early training in what is to them dissipatic

parents are surprised that their children cu

not be satisfied with only common pursui

but al ways requii-e some amusement to be fou

for them. Little do they think that onej~

the greatest blessings which can be eonferrj

on any one is that of being contented wi

small pleasures ; and that the child of t

peasant, who can play happily with a ])ieoe

wood, has a possession which the little heir

thousands, surrounded by his splended to;

might envy.

'^Feio playthings, few compayiions, few sti

hooks. Upon these children may be educat

simply and thoroughly. Give them mai

and we create artificial necessities, which

c

only bo satisfied by artificial means. A
with these necessities there must creep intl

wretched spirit of worldliness which is t

hidden worm eating away all that is gc

and noble in a character.

The child with her perpetual longing

new tales, her listlessness when she is not

tually engaged in study, her constant def

for little fineries, her craving for arauseni'

—some one to play with, or to visit— so i

young party at home or abroad—is but

hearsing on a small scale what her elders en

on a large one. She is practising disconti

learning to find duty and usefulness uuin

estiug, to live for pleasure, to care only
'

what may excite. And it is this spirit whi:

when carried out, ultimately becomes wo

liness.

"'Lovers of pleasure more than loven''
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We want no other definition of world

It is impossible to draw true distinc

between one amusemeut and another;

ay that a dinner party is lawful, and a

e 'unlawful; for greediness and excess

as possibly bo associated with the one,

anity and folly may be with the other;

display may be shared equally by both

)n wo attempt to define in these ways,

ire almost certain to be uncharitable and
isaical; but we cannot be wrong in say-

that when amusement and excitement

Biecessities, the spirit is worldly,and there-

en we teach children to crave them,

ire educating them in worldliness.

This will not to many seem a very great

;er. Worldliness is an unobtrusive fault,

cold and repelling, indeed, when we ap-

ch it closely, but it is perhaps rather

eful and refined at a distance. And it

never offend our taste, and seldom jar

I us. We may live comfortably with it,

ng as we do not come in its way. Cross

id it will turn against us with a tiger's

oness ; but leave it to itself and it will

r trouble us. On the contrary, indeed,

e only keep our religious peculiarities

in certain limits, it will walk by our side,

do us the honor of offering its approval.

Dhere is (however) one great evil attached
It absorbs the mind, and entirely pre-

it from forcing itself upon the things

)h belong to the invisible world. It can-

iherefore enter Ileaven. Whatever, then,

'n training children in worldliness,

b at the same time be training them for

place which is not Heaven.
That is a grave matter. Perhaps when we
lext inclined to indulge ourselves and our
iren by a round of excitement, whether
small or a large scale, we may pause and
t of it."

le Son of God is come into the hearts of

rue believers, and in boundless love and
ij is still standing and knocking at the
of the hearts of all.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 14,

(_)HIO YEARLY ilEETlKG.

he printed minutes of this Yeai'Iy Meet-

thave not yet come to hand, but several
srs have been received from which we
ler thiit the session of the general meet-
was opened on the morning of Second-
the 25th ult. ; the representatives from
respective Quarterly Meetings being all

tteudance. The Meeting of Ministers and
ers was held on the Seventh-day previous,
t one of the sittings of the Yearly Meet-
in 1870, a Friend had opened a concern

felt on account of the Indians. He re-

led the members that, the lands they now
pied, and the products of which they were
)yiug, had been taken from the natives,

very inadequate compensation given
n, and there seemed to him to be a duty
ing on their present jjossessors, to devote
ortioii of the income derived from those
Is, to the benefit of the kindred tribes yet

ug in the more remote West. That
Yearly Meeting had long felt this con-

i, and had continued to labor in it until

the separation from it in 1854, when the
channel through which their aid had been
conve3'ed, was closed. The concern received
the attention of the Yearly Meeting at that
time, but no definite action resulted. At the

Meeting just passed, this concern was again
brought forward, and a large committee of

men and women Friends appointed, to exam
ine the whole subject, and report at a future
time what action the Meeting could properly
take in the case. No report was received
this year.

The consideration of the state of Society as

shown by the answers to the several queries,

and by the religious exercise raised in the
minds of individual members during the
course of the Meeting, appears to have been
attended with the expression of a lively con
cern for the preservation and spiritual growth
of the members.
A Committee which had been appointed in

relation to the condition of Springfield Quar-
terly Meeting, proposed attaching it to Salem
Quarterly Meeting, but upon deliberate con-

sideration, the subject was continued under
the care of the Committee another year.
On two occasions visits were paid by wo-

men Friends to the Men's meeting. One of

these Friends alluded to some young men who
had joined secret Temperance Societies, and
having briefly laid her burden on the meet-
ing, she withdrew. The concern took hold
of the Meeting, and led to the appointment of

a Committee, which at a subsequent sitting-

produced a minute of advice on the subject,

which was adopted and directed to the care
and attention of the subordinate meetings.
• The i^roper education and training of the
children of Friends were felt to be subjects of
gx-eat importance, and suitable advice was ex-

tended to both parents and children ; the for-

mer being reminded of the blessing pronounc-
ed on Abraham who commanded his children

and his household after him, and of the judg-
ment that was executed on Ely, who permit-

ted his sons to make themselves vile, and re-

strained them not. The minutes of the Meet-
ing for Sufferings contained Memorials of two
deceased Friends,—J oseph Edgerton and Abi-
gail Branson.
The Meeting closed on Fifth-day, the 28th.

In the meetings for Avorship several Friends
were much favored in the exercise of their

respective gifts, to the comfort and edifica-

tion of those present.

From the tenor of the different letters re-

ceived, we think there is good ground to be-

lieve, that the Yearly Meeting was a solid,

profitable season, in which the members
were brought under that i-eligious exercise

which makes sensible of our imperfections,

and leads to the alone Source of strength and
improvement. It is a very encouraging fea-

ture that this religious exercise appears to

have spread over both the men's and women's
meeting, iucitin,

own members, and to labor for their preserv-

ation from evil, and the restoration of those

who have gone astray. In this, as in every
other good work, we heartily desire their en-

couragement, and that their labors may be
blessed. The most fruitful field for labor is

people who accompanied their parents when
withdrawing from the Society a few years
ago, at the same time a few members of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting also left, have
returned to their respective meetings.
A highly valued correspondent thus speaks

of the Meeting:
" The Yearly Meeting opened on the 25th of

9th mo., and was concluded on the 28th. Sev-
eral subjects of interest claimed its attention,
and were resulted in hanndiiy ami limtherly
condescension. Several dclii'lcucics wore ap-
parent in the faithful mainlcnancc of some of
the christian testimonies committed to our
trust to uphold, and ability was mercifully
dispensed to labor for their removal ; so that
it was cause of thankfulness in that the love
of the ever adorable Head of the Church was
spread over us from sitting to sitting ; remind-
ing us of His gracious pleadings with a people
formerly :

' How shall I give thee up, Bphra-
im? how shall I deliver thee, Israel? how
shall I make thee as Admah ? how shall I set
thee as Zeboini? My heart is turned within
me

; my repentings are kindled together. I
will not execute the fierceness of mine anger,
for I am God, and not man ; the Holy One in
the midst of thee.' So that it is believed not
a few returned to their homes, impressed
with the feeling, ' Truly God is good to Is-

rael.'

"The Meeting was largely attended; thought
by some to have nearly as many in attendance
as prior to 1854. Thirty-eight members at-

tended from the Iowa Quarterly Meeting, who
had traveled a great distance and at a consid-
erable expense, to meet with their brethren
and sisters in Ohio, in a Yearly Meeting ca-
pacity

; some of whom were young Friends,
and they have been heard to express their
satisfaction in thus mingling with their elder
friends. I cannot see, on reviewing the sub-
ject of the establishment of that Quarterly
Meeting, how a better measure could have been
adopted in order to secure the just rights of the
membei's, and to exercise that care one over
another, which appertains to the institution
of the Church, or the proper subordination of
inferior to superior meetings, and of members
to their respective meetings. Inasmuch as
most of them were members of Ohio Y^early
Meeting in 1854-, and could not give their ap-
proval to the separation which then took
place from it, and which was sanctioned by
Indiana Yearly Meeting. In the Meeting for

Ministers and Elders, two Friends were pres-
ent in the former station, wAo had not previ-
ously sat in that body."
When the printed minutes are received we

intend to furnish our i-eadors with further in-

formation respecting the Meeting.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch of the 7th i5ays : The

strike at Newcastle maybe considered at an end. Only
them to watch over their matters of detail remain'to be settled. The employers

have agreed to the nine hoiir system which will be car-
ried into eflect on and after the 2nd of 1st mo. 1872,
and the men have promised to work nine and a half
hours per day until that date.

The cotton manufacturers of Barnsley have decided
to reduce the wages of their operatives, on account of
the depressed condition of business.
President Thiers has notified Earl Granville that the

commercial treaty between France and Great Britainour own vineyards, and though our efforts are

not always to be confined to these, yet in a terminates at the'beginning of 1872,

healthy state of religious Society they will! The number of emigrants who sailed from the port

have the first place, and will be carefully I

of Li^«'-P°°14"o,v,^
'^^!f''

'^''^? '"°"'''' ''^' °°''^"^'

weeded waterei and watched over ^''Z:^i:^7^i:!^:^a:^S^. loss of
One letter states that many oi the young five lives,

" .... ...
red in the at Aberdare,
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Wales. The regular mining force was not at work or 'jected the army reorganization bill. The session was

there would have been a much heavier sacrifice of hu
man life.

The Bank of England has advanced the rate of dis-

count to five per cent.

London, 10th mo. 9th.—Consols, 921. U. S. Bonds,

1S62, 92.V ;
ten-forties, 89.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, QJd. ; Orleans, lOd.

The leader of the mob in the attacks upon the Ger-

man residents in Lyons, has been arrested, tried and

sentenced to fine and imprisonment.

The commercial treaty between France and Germany
has not yet been arranged. Ponyer Quertier has gone

to Berlin to secure its ratification if possible.

The court of revision, to which the case of General

Kossel was appealed, has adjudged him guilty, and de-

clared that he has incurred the penalty ofdeath. Another
court-martial has been ordered to be held at Versailles,

for the trial of military offenders. Eminent officers

who surrendered their forces to the Germans, will be

brought before it.

Secret agents of Jfapoleon, who have been intrigueing

for the restoration of the empire, have been arrested in

Paris. A manifesto from the late emperor on the sub-

ject of the French political situation, is about to be

issued.

The sentence of Rochefort has been commuted from

imprisonment for life to banishment from French ter-

ritory.

It is understood that tlie German government refuses

to accept Treasury bonds guaranteed by the French
bankers, in payment of a further instalment of the in-

demnity, and requires bills of exchange and the re-

establishment of diplomatic arrangements between Ger-

many ani_l France.

The Ki-'ichstag is convoked for the 16th inst. One of

its most important duties will be to vote, for the tirsi

time, the army budget for the whole German Empire,

including appropriations for the navy and coast de-

fences.

A meeting of Protestants, representing the various

portions of the German Empire, has been held in Berlin

for the purpose of discussing the condition of the Pro
testant religion in Germany. The meeting adopted a

declaration setting forth that it is the interest of Ger
many to oppose the doctrine of Papal infallibility. The
dogma is inimical to the sovereignty of the State

the liberties of the people, and destructive of that free-

dom of conscience which is the basis of true religion,

and that the order of Jesuits must be prohibited.

A Constantinople dispatch states that the progress of

the cholera has been checked, and the alarm which
was felt concerning the spread of the epidemic is sub

siding.

A letter from Teheran, dated 9th mo. 7th, gives a

gloomy picture of the state of things in Persia. Pi

lence still raged, and its horrors had li :i iih-r. a-,

destructive inundations, yet notwithsl.i .

'

_

able condition of the people, the l\i
: :

i

has refused to availitself of the aid [iri'i i. I
'

;. I; i

and Great Britain. The country is disturbed by

quent insurrections. During the Saventli mouth 8,U00

persons perished in the city of iS'esched, and about

40,000 inhabitants of the province were carried oil'

slavery by the Afghans, who took advantage of the

general disorganization to make incursions for plundi

The Spanish Cortes, by a vote of 123 to 110, having
elected Sagosta president of that body, the ZoriUa
Ministry immediately tendered their resignation. Tlie

king then requested Espartero to assume the task of

forming a new ministry. He declined, and Admiral
Malcampo was called upon and accepted. A semi-

official statement of the policy of the new ministry an-

nounces that the measures of economy commenced
under Zorilla will be persevered in, the salaries of the

civil list reduced, and other measures adopted in furth-

erance of the ideas of the progressive parly for the wel-

fare of Spain.

King Amadeus has ordered the release of one hun-

dred political prisoners.

Cadan, one of the new ministry, declares that th(

government cannot prosecute the members of the inter

national society so long as they obey the laws, but he
promises to give the Cortes an early opportunity of de
bating the question.

The Italian sovernment has determined that no pro

closed by the king on the 7th. In his address on the

occasion he expressed great regret at the action of the

lower house, which would compel the postponement of

a measure essential to the national defence.

Returns from the election for delegates in France to

the Conseils-Generaux, indicate that the radicals have
returned their candidates from the cities of Lyons,
Toulouse, Marseilles and Avignon. The radicals have
also carried the Departments of the Rhone and Vasaud,
and probably all the industrial centres. The Bona-
partists have been successful in central France. The
moderate republicans appear to be in the majority in

the northern Departments.
A Berlin dispatch of the 9th states that the German

government has recalled Von Arnim from Versailles,

for consultation regarding the customs treaty with

France. Ponyer Quertier was in Berlin in conference

with Bismarck, on the same subject.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—Mortality in Phil-

adelphia last week 262, including 23 deaths from small

pox.

Daniel H. Wells, Mayor of Salt Lake City, and third

president of the Mormon church, has been arrested by
the U. S. Marshall, upon an indictment of the grand

liam Hill, Me., $2, vol. 4.5 ; from Amos Evens, N.

per Mary Kaighn, $2, vol. 45 ; from Richard M.

Agent, lo., $2, vol. 4-5, and for John Hodgin, Willi

Pierpont, Thos. D. Yocum, -Joseph Embree, Eebe
Askew, Samuel W. Stanley, Thos. C. Battey,,Tho»<

Ward and Joseph Paterson, S2 each, vol. 4-5
; fi

j

Thomas Emmons, lo., *2, vol. 4-5; from GulielmaS
""d Meader Allman, O., per James Heald,S2each,-

i; from William Balderston, Lahaska, Pa., $2,

45 ; from William AVood, Xew York City, S2, vol.

from Walter Edgerton, Ind., $2, vol. 45; from San

Morris, Chatham, Pa., i% to No. 27, vol. 46, and

Anna L. Singlev, !f2, vol. 45 ; from Samuel Bac

N. J., $2, vol. 4-d; from Parvin Smith, Pa., #2, vol.
'

Remittances

appear in the

after Fourth-day i

untU the following i

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Teacher is wanted for the Girls' Writing Sch(

one qualified to give instruction in Grammar and so

other branches ; to enter on her duties at the open

of next session, on the 30th of Tenth month.

Apply to Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germanto'

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St., Phi

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,
'jury ; other prominent Mormon polygamists have also

been arrested for trial. It is yet uncertain whether the

Mormons will offer forcible resistance to the execution

of the laws. Brigham Young affects to treat the pro-

ceedings with indifference.

The drought now prevailing in the northwest is the

most severe during the last quarter of a century. The
soil in many places is so dry that plowing is imp(

Fires in the woods and on the prairies are raging in

Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa.

It is believed the flames can only be arrested by heavy
rains. Many small farms have been completely de-

stroyed, the farmers losing every thing, homestead, live

stock and crops.

According to the census, the total number of persons

of German birth residing in the United States is 1,690,-

533, in Illinois, 203,738 ; New York, 316,902 ; Pennsyl-

vania, 160,146; Missouri, 113,618; Ohio, 182,297;

Wisconsin, 162,314 ; Indiana, 78,000 ; Iowa, 66,062.

A great portion of the city of Chicago has been de-

stroyed by fire. The conflagration broke out on the i

7th inst., in a large planing mill, and the wind blowing
I

fresh at the time, the flames spread with great rapidity [FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
and the tire soon became uncoutrolable by human eflbrt.

'

It continued to rage throughout the 8th and 9th inst.,

and by the evening of the latter the business portion of

the city was nearly all in ruins. Among the buildings

destroyed are the Slierman House, Custom House,
Court House, Chamber of Commerce, railroad depots,

grain elevators, &c., &c., together with many thousands

of stores and dwellings. The loss of property has been
bi y.ind computation, and it is supposed that between
"iii.iiini and 100,000 persons have been rendered home-
Ir,- l.y this terrible calamity. Prompt measures have
ii'i^ii taken in the principal cities to send immediate
reliffto the sufferers.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the yib inst. New York.— American gold, 114J.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 118; ditt

"' "

fine flour, $6.25 a $6.05 : i

No. 2 Chicago spring wh.

jl.60 a 51 02; white G.-n

barley, $1.10. Oats, 50 a i i >
i -. '.\ -, -in mixea corn,

"6 a 78 cts.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia re-0|

11th mo. 1st. We need a few teachers, and are desii

to engage for this service rightly concerned Friei

Terms of salary $15 to $20 per month.

For further particulars please apply at^this ofi

116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Ninth mo. 1871.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of 1871-72 commences on Seeo

day, the 30th of Tenth montli next. Friends whoi

tend to enter their children for the coming term,

requested to make early application to Aaron Sha
LESS, Superintendent, (address Street Road P. 0., CI

ter Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treasu

No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK,
A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to t

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm (

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., ]

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelp

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddpki

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wob
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

- made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boat
,1141-. Super-

1 Managers.
ii.75 a SlO.40.

17^3 Canada! Makried, at Friends' Meeting-house, Germanto

in mixed corn l^th mo. 5th, 1871, John W. Cadbury to Rebec

,u a ,o CL.., >ellow, 78 a 7;i cts. Fhihulelphi^.-Vi>'- daughter of Yardley and Hannah A. Warner, al

lands and New Orleans cotton, 20 a 20.V cts. Superfine -P'n'^delphia.

flour, JO a $5.50; finer brands, $-5.75 a $8.75. Bed ,,—;
°" "'^^^''^

^v^*^,"? "T^'' ^^'1' '''/"*'•

wheat, $1 .59 a $1.61 ; amber, $1 .64 a $1.65 Rve, 95
,

Meeting-house, East W h.teand Pa., Lem S., so

cts. Western mixed corn, 84 cts.; yellow, So cts. Oats, 'EJ^^ood Thomas, of Beaver Co., to Sidney P., daugl

50 a 51 cts. The cattle market dull and prices lower, l

"f Henry A\ alter, of Chester Co., Pa.

About 3,000 beef cattle sold at 6J a 7^ cts. for extra ; 5i
'

6 cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross for
|

Died, on the 2ud of Eighth month, 1871, in Che
common. About 17,000 sheep sold at 4J a 5J cts. per Co., Pa., at the residence of her parents, SAR.iH
lb. gross, and 3,900 hogs at $6.50 a $7 per 100 lbs. net. ! daughter of James P. and Susanna J. Cooper, a m
St. XoiKiS.—No. 2 winter red wheat, S1.54 a $1.55 ; No. ber of New Garden Monthly Meeting, aged 22 ye

3 do., $1.40 a $1.45. Mixed corn, 47 cts. Oats, 33 cts. Her mind appeared to be turned unto the Lord fi

Lard, 91 cts. i her childhood, and as obedience to His divine will,

. vealed in secret, was cheerfully submitted to, thro

an experience of the truth, " My voke is easy and

RECEIPTS. burden light," she became imbued with the natur

Received from Benjamin Hoyle, Jr., O., $2, vol. 45 ; His true loveliness. Being meek, patient and retii

from Nicholas D. Tripp, N. Y., $2, vol. 45 ; from Isaac
,

in spirit, she is precioiisly remembered by those

'

lessor of the University of Rome shall be permitted to '

Lightfoot, O., per Asa Garretson, Agent, $2, vol. 45 ;
were acquainted with her. Her illness was on.

continue to exercise his functions without taking the fi-„m Isaac Posegate, Neb., $2, vol. 45 ; from John much suffering, but the sustaining Arm was undernt

oath of allegiance to Italy. Twenty of the professors Bodle, N. J., $2, vol. 45 ; from Patience Gifford, O., to support through every conflict that was permit

refused to take the required oath. Two Roman con- ! pe,- James B. Kite, Agent, $2, vol. 45 ; from Isaac She passed quietly away, leaving a full assurance o;

vents have been occupied by Italian troops, the inmates Huestis, M. D., Agent, O., $2, vol. 45, and for Jesse entrance into blissful immortality.

having quietly withdrawn. The Italian Parliament Hiatt, Amy John, Ann Smith, Martha Bve, Henrv
j

^"•' " - ' '—" "' ' '" ^^.^^

will be opened about the middle of next month.
J

Crew, James Edgerton, Burwell Peebles," Fleming , AVILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
The lower chamber of the Swedish legislature re- Crew, and Nathan Morris, §2 each, vol. 45 ; from Wil- No. 422 Walnut Street.
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life ia Tuscany.
CConcludsia from page 58.)

1 some parts of Tuscany—for instance, in

Lucchese territory—a considerable spirit

nterprise exists among the lower classes

lie community. From amonsrst the dwel-
in the chestnut clad Appenine hills and
18, as has already been stated, a large num-
of hardy laborers go forth yearly to till

Corsican soil ; others from the same dis-

b wander off to gain their bread some way
mother in England or America. Byen
dst the rich plains that encircle Lucca, I

id it was a common thing for the younger
members of a large faniily to seek em-

rment in foreign lands. One stout young
I spoke to was on the point of starting oiff

France, where, on a railroad, which he
B was being made three hundred miles be-

Bd Marseilles, he hoped to be employed at
n^es of three francs a day. Others, from
bj same district, after a voluntary exile of
OjLQ years, had returned from America, to

Xup their dwelling in their native land,
an amount of dollars that rendered them

hi envy of their relations and friends. To
poor Tuscan peasant the sums thus accu-
ated, though to English ideas moderate in

unt, sound magnificently grand; for it

Is but the possession of so many scudi as
ht make up an income of forty or fifty

nds a year, to confer on the rustic pro-
tor the reputation ofa millionaire amongst
humble neighbors.
uch as the stranger is likely to be favor-
impressed by the courteous manners and

ustrious habits of the Tuscan peasantry,
tjsannot escape the observer's notice that
h of the comfortless, squalid aspect of the
tadini's life is caused by circumstances for
ich they themselves are in a great degree
blame. Not only in the vatlcys of the
0, where the peasant is liable to be dis-

tjsessed at a few month's notice, but in the
ijins of Lucca, where the tenant, so long as
ijpays a fixed annual rent of so many sacks
lEorn, enjoys a permanent tenure of house
4 land, the same uncleanlinessis to be found
)jvailing in the habitations of the peasantry,
well as in their attire and persons. Small
ijeed, would have been the expenditure of

money required to whiten the smoke and

dirt-stained walls on which I looked, and

slight the amount of time which would have

satisfied the claims of personal cleanliness.

Though their meagre fare, their homeliness

of dress, be not the contadini's fault, yet on

themselves most certainly must rest the blame

of wearing tattered clothes, and living in

houses where the dust and dirt of years en-

crust the walls, ceilings, floors and furniture,

and where vermin, fostered by the congenial

atmosphere, swarm often in excess. An in-

difference to cleanliness, indeed, partakes of

the nature of a national vice, which is equally

apparent in carpets stained and disfigured by

spitting, among the upper classes, as in the

foul dwellings of the poor, and in the peasant

woman's disheveled hair and unwashed face.

A happy day will it be for Italy when the

great merits of soap and water come to be

generally recognized.

The production of silk constitutes an im-

portant part of the avocations of the Tuscan

peasantry ; for in almost everj^ contadino's

house silk-worms are reared. Few farms,

however small, are devoid of mulberry trees;

but as in some farms there are more, and in

others less, than their cultivators have need

of, an active traffic in mulberry leaves, during

the spring and summer months, takes place.

Some mulberry trees are forced to produce

three crops of leaves in the season, to feed

three successive generations of silk-worms;

but the trees are considered to be much weak-

ened and injured by being so frequently

docked and stripped. The hatching of the

eggs of the silk-worm commences in the

month of April, and is generally effected by
artificial heat; the women carrying them
about their persons during the day, and plac-

ing them beneath the mattresses of their beds

at night. On Eogatiou Sunday, the peasants,

both men and women, with the eggs of the

silk-worms in their bosoms, go in procession

to church to solicit the protection and favor

of San lolo, from whose wounds, it is believed,

the silk-worms issued. As at the beginning of

the process, so the conclusion of the silk har-

vest is terminated by a religious solemnity
;

for each peasant, taking from his store a few

cocoons, repairs with them to his parish

church, and lays them on the altar as a thank-

offering to providence. These cocoons, so de-

posited, become the property of the priest,

who sells them, either for the benefit of the

poor, or to enrich his own exchequer, accord-

ing as he may be charitably or selfishly in-

clined.

The silk crop is an uncertain one
;
for even

with the greatest care, the silk-worms occa-

sionally become diseased and die. A good

deal of skill is requisite in their management,

to produce a prosperous result ; for at certain

stages of the silk-worm's growth, they be-

come extremely susceptible to harm—-the

slightest touch or the most trifling noise, as

I was told, being capable of affecting them

prejudicially. Such crises occur during the

five moulting sleeps through which they pass;

after each of which they waken up, increased

in size and with increased vigor of appetite.

Progressively, however, as their eating capa-

bilities are developed during their successive

states of repose, the wakening up from the

last sleep called Ingrossa, arrayed in a final

coat, is followed by a display of gormandizing

powers astonishingly great; ravenous with

hunger, they eat on incessantly for a space of

eight or ten days; the supply of leaves re-

quired for their never-ceasing repast is enor-

mously large
;
(said to be 60,000 times its own

primitive weight within thirty days) and a

happy moment it is for the contadino, when
he sees the worms refuse the food, that for

many days they had been devouring so vora-

ciously, and, climbing up the branches of the

trees he has placed beside them, begin their

work.
Very assiduously do the worms labor at

their task for four or five day's time
;
at the

end of which, having quite enveloped them-

selves in their silken sepulchre, they undergo

a different fate, according to the purposes

they are allotted to fulfil. Such cocoons as are

destined to manufacturing uses are plunged

into boiling water to kill the worm within
;

whilst other cocoons—which are reserved for

seed, as it is termed—are strung together on

a piece of thread, and hung up against a wall.

Prom the cocoons treated'in this latter way,

there issue, in a few day's time, large white

moths of the most sluggish nature, which

never quit the cloth prepared for their recep-

tion; there, having deposited their eggs, they

languish and die.

Not to the present, but to the former poli-

tical institutions of Tuscany, is the garden-

like cultivation of the country ascribable.

When the rest of Europe exhibited nothing

but poverty and barbarism, the open country

belonging to each republican city of Italy,

had its fertility increased by an active and in-

dustrious peasantry, through the medium of

a system of scientific agriculture. Though
then, as now, the proprietors of the soil were

inhabitants of the towns, the merchant land-

owners of former times contributed money
far more liberally towards the cultivation of

the land, than do now their impoverished

successors. By them alone was the land-tax

paid ; af their cost were dikes and canals con-

structed : the former as preservatives against

inundations, the latter to increase by irriga-

tion the productive powers of the rich plains.

The grand canal of Milan, which spreads the

water of the Ticino over a large part of Lom-
bardy, owes its existence to those times ; and

at this day in Italy, after a lapse of five cen-

turies, the districts formerly free, and culti-

vated by a free peasantry, are easily distin-

guishable from those where feudalism pre-

vailed. Through those five ages, amidst all

the changes that have occurred in Tuscany

as well as in Lombardy, have been handed
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down from father to son, the knowledge and

the practice of a system of agriculture which

offered in by-gone times, as it does now, a

model for imitation to other lands. And
much, truly, is it to be desired that the time

may arrive before long, when the Tuscan
peasant's home will bear in character some re-

semblance to his fields; that the riches, neat-

ness and cleanliness without will find a coun-

terpart in the scenes within ; and that his toil,

furnishing him with more than the mere
means of life, shall surround him with some
of the comforts of a civilized existence.

For " The Friend."

The Jew Inward.

Seeing it is through the tender mercy of our

God that " The Prophet of the Ilighest" was
manifested, to give the knowledge of salva-

tion unto His people by the remission of their

sins; whereby also " the Day-spring from on

high hath visited us, to give light to them
that sit in darkness, and in the shadow of

death, to guide our feet in the way of peace,"

how in earnest should we be not to neglect so

great salvation, but through diligence in the
occupaucy of the talents committed, seek to

render unto the beneficent Author of all our
sure mercies the increase so justly due from
us, and which He calls for at our hands. It

is faithful obedience to this Day-spring from
on high, this infallible Teacher in the heart,

and with that godly sorrow which worketh
unfeigned repentance turning to the Lord in

the inward parts, and serving Him with all

humility of mind, that constitutes the Jew
inward: agreeably to the testimony, "For he
is not a Jew which is one outwardly; neither
is that circumcision, which is outward in the
flesh: but he is a Jew, which is one inwardly;
and circumcision is that of the heart, in the

spirit, and not in the letter; whose praise is not
of men, but of God."
The Jew inward while fully accepting—and

precious beyond all price it is to him—the
propitiatory sacrifice of the dear Lamb of God
upon Calvary's cross as the ground of our
justification, dares not so put asunder what
God hath joined together, as to separate,
neither confound justification—freedom from
the guilt of sin, through repentance, faith,

and obedience—and sanctification—redemp-
tion from the power and dominion of sin—by
submission to the thoroughly cleansing bap-
tism of the Lord's Holy Spirit manifested in

the heart for our regeneration and perfection.

Then while acknowledging fully the blood, or
the outwai'd offering of the Redeemer, he no
less acknowledges the Comforter or Spirit of
Truth, which was a part of the inestimable
purchase made thereby for poor, lost, fallen

man, and which constitutes " the dispensation
of the grace of God ;" " the ministration of
the Spirit ;" the new covenant of light and
life ; the riches of the glory of the mystery
hid from ages and generations, " which," de-

clares the Apostle, " is Christ in you, the hope
of glory: luhom," continues the same, "we
preach, warning every man, and teaching
every man in all wisdom ; that we may jjre-

sent every man perfect in Christ Jesus."

The Jew inward while deeply sensible that
his eye must bo, and only can be made single

by the eye-salve of the kingdom, the anoint-
ing received of God, and which eulighteneth
all, and toachcth all, and who for this end hath
given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts,

feels also that being bought with a price, he is

not only called upon but bound to glorify God
in his body and in his spirit which are God's.

He knows because his Lawgiver's own words
have told him, that except he be born again,
" not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible,

by the word of God, which liveth and abideth

forever," he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Through the same holy channel he learns,

and which is of like import, that unless he be
washed by the Saviour, and experience His
baptism, which is compared to a refiner with
fire, and like fuller's soap, which purging the

floor of the heart, consumes not only the dross

and the tin, but the reprobate silver also,

whereby all in us is brought into conformity
with the Lord's holy will, he cannot have
part with Him, nor realize the sanctification

and cleansing called for unto the perfection

of holiness or the now creation of God in

Christ Jesus.

Thus, if he only can be a Jew who is one
inwardly, and circumcision be that of the
heart, in the spirit and not in the letter, how
much must the attention of those who are

seeking such a state be directed within where
the kingdom of Christ must come and be set

up! Instead of looking outward for some-

thing above the witness, above the manifesta-

tion of Christ as a babe in Bethlehem's man-
ger, or as a tender plant, and as a root out of

dry ground having no form nor comeliness,

neither beauty that we should desire Him
though Lord of all, the true Jew will have
his eye primarily directed within, where, al-

ways from small beginnings, the kingdom has
its birth and development. It is sown in

weakness and grows through fear and trem-
bling. It coraeth not with observation ; but
springeth and groweth up a man knoweth
not how, " first the blade, then the ear ; after

that, the full corn in the ear." Being com-
pared to a little leaven, and to " a still small

voice" in the heart, the Jew outward too

much, if not wholly overlooks it from its

very simplicity and insignificance. "But,"
saith the Apostle, " we preach Christ crucified,

unto the Jews (whoso eyes are outward) a
stumbling block, and unto the Greeks (the

wise and prudent in their own sight) foolish-

ness." Christ must ever be a stone of stum-
bling to the unmortified, and those, like Moab,
who have " not been emptied from vessel to

vessel, neither have gone into captivity."

But though set at nought by wise builders,

learned as they may bo in the letter, He will

unchangeably remain the precious, ever-living

corner stone and foundation to those who are

of the circumcision in spirit, whose praise is

not of men but of God : in other words, " who
worship God in the Spirit and have no confi-

dence in the flesh." How carefully, then,

should we guard against the loss of the in-

ward life of righteousness which alone con-

stitutes us Jews indeed, or living branches of

the living Vine. I. Penington, writing of this,

says :
" If the enemy can prevail to blind the

inward eye, and steal away the life within,

he hath enough. Then abound as much as

thou wilt in knowledge, in zeal, in duties, in

ordinances, in reading scriptures, praying,
meditating, &c., thou art the surer his hereby,
and so much the better servant to him ; for

how much the richer thou art in knowledge,
experiences, hopes, and assurance, ivithout the

life of power ; so much the more acceptable,

and honorable, and useful, art thou in his

kingdom."
The Jew inwardly will often],be led into

close searching of heart, whether he is befn

Him who seeth in secret, bearing the ynl

and cross of Christ in the one straight at

narrow way unto everlasting life. In det

inward stillness, in humility and contrition

soul, he will be taught saving lessons. I

will not find that way smooth and easy
him, which from the manger to the cross w!
so much one of tribulation and suffering, eT(

to being made perfect thereby to his dei

Master. Baptisms deep, with deaths oft r

newed, wUl be a portion of the bitter cups]
will have to drink. But that his Savioi

drank thereof before him, and with the hur

ble hope, however unworthy, of the hapf
end they lead to, will give encouragement at

consolation and support in every hour of triif

in every pang of bitter suffering or poignar
sori-ow and travail of spirit. " For all I ble'

thee, most for the severe," will be the breat'

ing of his chastened, contrite soul, as nea

ing that celestial port where crosses and tria

cease, and all tears are forever wiped fro

all faces. " May His hand not spare, nor H!

eye pity," is the submissive utterance of sue'

an one, till all that is in me bows, and rcmaii'

wholly bowed, to endure with perfect patiemi

His whole good pleasure concerning me.

Faith in the immediate manifestatidii ai

indwelling of the Lord's Holy Spirit of savii

power and eflicacy, will as a mantle clotl

the heart of the circumcised and inward Je-"

So that though this faith may at timea \\

deeply proven, and appear, from the wit^

drawal of the Bridegroom of souls for the tri

thereof, to be reduced almost to a grain, yi

being through the operation of God wl

raiseth from the dead. He will in His ow-

good season return to His exercised childn"

with healing in His wings; when the meloc

;

of the humbled, grateful heart will more ai'

more be, "Spring up, O well; sing ye un

it." "Arise, Lord God of hosts, into thy re;

ing-place, thou and the ark of thy strcngtt

Ho thus becomes a witness of the saving fai

of the gospel once delivered to the saints. (

that faith which is the substance of thi

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen!

faith which works by love to the purifying
j

the heart, and giveth the victory over deal:

hell, and the grave. A faith by which ti

elders, of whom the world was not worth

obtained a good report. A faith which pi

serves from being "tossed to and fro, ai

carried about with every wind of doctrins

or from wavering "like a wave of the se

driven with the wind and tossed." A fait

which while it leaves us not strangers to tl

heavenly power of the Lord Jesus as He
como in Spirit to cleanse the heart from si

enables to adopt tho apostolic language, ai

to say from a measure of living experienc

"I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless

live
;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me : ai

the life which I now live in the flesh. Hi"'

by the faith of tho Son of God, who loved n

and gave himself for me."

The kingdom that we are commanded abo''

all things else first to seek, is that, which :

our humility, and contrition, and deep se

abasement, Christ Jesus through his Ho
Spirit sets up within man. In no other w;

can we know Him to reign over all in us, b'

through our submission and passivity as clt

in tho potter's hand, to His holy will, whii

out of ,weakness, through the power of B

might,'maketh strong, and is our sanctific

tion. For^a holy and heart-searching G(
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lot givo us of His peace here, oi- accept
any other terms hereafter, than as we
faiihlullj^ "worked out our salvation"

gh letting obedience Iteep pace with
ledge, as the first great business of our

, under the dictates and help of that
fcstation of His blessed Spirit bestowed
us to profit withal. We conclude with
ubjoined query and answer of I. Pening-
from whose deeply instructive works we
ilroady quoted in this essay :

—

Question. But what is the way of peace,

h neither the profane, nor any sort of
issors out of the life and power, ever knew,
n know?
nswti: It is an inward way, a way for

nward Jews, for the inwardly-renewed
iircumcised to walk in. It is an holy or
ificd way, for the sanctified ones to walk
It is a living way, which none but the

g can find. It is a new way, which none
hose to whom God hath given the new
jan see. It is a way that God prepares
casts up, and leads men's spirits into who
ken unto Him, and guides the feet of his

8 in. It is a strait and narrow way,
h no lust of the flesh, nor wisdom of the
can find out, or enter into. Oh! how

,
how low, how poor, how empty, how

id, must he be, that enters into this way,
walks therein ! Many may seek after it,

ay think to find it, and walk in it; but
shall be able, as our Lord Christ said,

circumcision outward avails not ; here
t of that circumcision hinders not ; here
ly exercise profits little. The new crea-

is all here
; the cross of Christ is all here

;

power of God is all here; and he that
is according to this rule, peace is upon
and the whole Israel of God. But ho
knows not this rule, nor walks according

jis rule, peace is not upon him, nor is ho
of the inward Israel of God, who receive
er to become sons, who receive the law
he Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, which is

inward rule of the inward Israel.

This was the way of peace from the be-

ling; this is the way of peace still; and
6 is not another. To be new created in

ist Jesus, to be ingrafted into him, to abide
im, to have the circumcision of the flesh

I body of the sins of the flesh cut ofi") by
circumcision of Christ (made inwardly in

heart without hands,) and to walk not
r the flesh, but after the Spirit, even in

newness of the Spirit, here is life and
ce, rest and joy forevermore. The Lord
is tender mercy give me a sense of it, and
I me into it more and more. Amen."

For "The Friend.'

The Telegraph and the Storm.
(Continued from page 60.)

Although the Signal Service is yet in its

mcy, and must bo patiently nursed and
rished by the people for some years before
;an expect to do and discharge its full

sion, under General Myer's indefatigable
e and skillful management it has already
ieved much good, and more than compen-
ad the public for the expense of its estab-

ment. Since it was instituted last summer
le chief signal officer has,' to quote the
rds of the New York World, 'thoroughly
mized and equipped a system which now
braces in its scientific grasp every part of
land from Sandy Hook to the Golden Gate
California, and from Key West to the Do-
lion of Canada.'

Throe times every day synchronous ob-

servations are taken and reports made from
the stations—one at 8 A. m., one at 4 p. m., and
a third at midnight. These observations are

made by instruments all of which are perfectly

adjusted to a standard at Washington. They
are also all taken at the same moment exactly,

these observations and reports being also

timed by the standard of Washington time.

The reports from the stations are transmitted

in full by telegraph. By a combination of

telegraphic circuits, the reports of observa-

tions made at difteront points s3'nchronously

are rapidly transmitted to the different cities

at which they are to be published. They are,

however, all sent of course to the central oflRco

in Washington. These reports are limited to

a fixed number of words, and the time of their

transmission is also a fixed number of seconds.

Those reports are not telegraphed in figures,

but in loonls fully spelled out. There are now
about forty-five stations for which provision

has been made, and which are in running
order. These have been chosen or located at

points from which reports of observations will

be most useful as indicating the general baro-

metric pressure, or the approach and force of

storms, and from which storm warnings, as

the atmospheric indications arise, may be for-

warded with greatest dispatch to imperiled

ports.
" These stations are occupied by expert ob-

servers furnished with the best attainable in-

struments, which are every day becoming
more perfect, and to which other instruments

are being added.
" The reports of observers are as yet limited

to a simple statement of the readings of all

their instruments, and of any meteorological

facts existing at the station when their tri-

daily report is telegraphed to the central

ofHce in Washington.
" Each observer at the station writes his

report on manifold paper. One copy he pre-

serves, another he gives to the telegraph op
orator, who telegraphs the contents to Wash-
ington. The preserved copy is a voucher for

the report actually sent by the observer; and
if the operator is careless and makes a mis-

take, he can not lay the blame on the observer,

who has a copy of his report, which must be

a facsimile of the one he has handed to the

operator. The preserved copy is afterward

forwarded by the observer-sergeant to
"

ofSce in Washington, where it is filed, and

finally bound up in a volume for future refer

once.

"When all the repoi'ts from the various

stations have been received they are tabulated

and handed to the officer (Professor Abbe)
whose duty it is to write out the synopses

deduce the 'probabilities,' which in a few

minutes are to be telegraphed to the press all

over the country.
" This is a work of thirty minutes. The

bulletin of ' probabilities,' which at present is

all that is undertaken, is made out thrice

daily, in the forenoon, afternoon, and after

the midnight reports have been received, in-

spected, and studied out by the accomplished

gentleman and able meteorologist who is at

the head of this work.
" The 'probabilities' of the weather for thi

ensuing day, so soon as written out by thi

Professor, are immediately telegraphed to all

newspapers in the country which are willing

to publish them for the benefit of their readers
" Copies of the telegrams of ' probabilities

are also instantly sent to all boards of trade,

chambers ofcommerce, merchants' exchanges,

scientific societies, &c., and to conspicuous

places, especially sea-ports, all over the coun-

try.

'While the Professor is preparing his bul-

letins from the reports just furnished him by
telegraph the sergeants are preparing maps
which shall show by arrows and numbers
exactly what was the meteorologic condition

of the whole country when the last reports

were sent in. These maps are printed in

quantities, and give all the signal stations. A
dozen copies are laid on the table with sheets

of carbon paper between thom, and arrow
stamps strike in them (by the manifold pro-

cess) the direction of the wind at each station.

The other observations as to temperature,

barometric pressure, &c., &c., ax-e also in the

same way put on them.
" These maps are displayed at various con-

picuous points in Washington-c. g., at the War
Department, Capitol, Observatory, Smithson-

an Institution, and ofliice of the chief signal

oflicer. They serve also as perfect records

of the weather for the day and hour indicated

on thom, and are bound up in a book for

future use.
" Every report and paper that reaches the

Signal office is carefully preserved on file, so

that at the end of each year the office pos-

sesses a complete history of ,the meteorology

of every day in the year, or nearly 50,000 ob-

servations, besides the countless and continu-

ous records from all of its self-registering in-

struments.
" When important storms are moving, ob-

servers send extra telegrams, which are dis-

patched, received, acted upon, filed, &c., pre-

cisely as are the tri-daily reports. One in-

valuable feature of the system as now organ-

ized by General Myer is that the phenomena
of any particular storm are not studied some
days or weeks after the occurrence, but while

the subject is fresh in mind. To the study of

every such storm, and of all the ' probabilities'

issued from the office, the chief signal officer

gives his personal and unremitting attention.

As the observations are made at so many
stations, and forwarded every eight hours, or

oftener, by special telegram from all quarters

of the country, the movements and behavior

of every decided storm can bo precisely noted;

and the terrible meteor can be tracked and
' raced down' in a very few hours or minutes.

A beautiful instance of this occurred on the

22d of February last, just after the great

storm which had fallen upon San Francisco.

While it was still i-evolving around that city,

its probable arrival at Corinne, Utah, was
telegraphed there, and also at Cheyenne.
Thousands of miles from its roar, the officers

at the Signal Office in Washington indicated

its track, velocity, and force. In twenty-four

hours, as they had forewarned Cheyenne and
Omaha, it reached those cities. Chicago was
warned twenty hours or moi-o before it came.

Its arrival there was with great violence, un-

roofing houses and causing much destruction.

Its course was telegraphed to Cleveland and
Buffalo, which, a day afterward, it duly

visited. The president of the Pacific Eail-

road has not more perfectly under his eye the

train that loft San Francisco to-day than Gen-

eral Myer had the storm just described.

CTo be concluded.

J

A good man's steps are ordered by the Lord
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For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Jolin Barclay.
CContinued from page 50.)

" 1817. I have been long settled in the per-

suasion, that it may be well for many of those
who desire the promotion of truth and right-

eousness, whether thej- may have moved in

a private or in a public sphere, to leave be-

hind them, when they go hence to be seen no
more here on earth, some written testimony,
however slight it may be, to the blessed cause.
As an individual, I confess that I have derived
much instruction, comfort, and strength, from
the living memorials left us by many chris-

tian brethren and sisters now removed from
works to rewards; not only from their jour-
nals and from memoirs of them, but even from
testimonies of Monthly Meetings. But especi-
ally I have to notice, that the expressions of
those who have arrived near the confines of
the invisible world, have sunk deep in my ro-

membrance : nor do I know any other instru-

mental means, that have proved to me so
searching, softening, effectual and abiding, as
that last mentioned description of memorial.
I believe that the profitable imp)ressions which
are made, particularly on the minds of well
disposed children and young persons, remain
with them for the most part through life ; so
that many amongst us, now grown up, can
testify, that incidents and sayings, which in

childhood they had heard or read, of truly
excellent characters, do even at this day con-
tinue to have a beneficial effect on their minds:
and even in cases where young people have
wandered far from the line of duty, these
things not unfrequently arise in their remem
brance. I speak from some degree of experi
ence, however small it may be, compared with
that of some others : for I have been a wan
derer in my time, yet can testify that even
when most widely separated by wickedness
from the Author of all good, the recurrence
of the wisdom of the wise, and of the sayings
of the dying, to my thoughtless heart, has not
been either unfrequent or unseasonable. But
the advantages which my soul has received
in recent times, are still more decided. Many
may think themselves unfit to tell of the
Lord's goodness to them in their early youth
as well as under trials and troubles, and great
variety ofcircumstances, even to their old age;
but such humble-hearted ones are the very
persons who are perhaps most fit, or most
called upon, to make mention in some form
or other, of the providences and mercies and
many deliverances which they have met with.
Often when I hear of the death of eminent
servants of the Lord, I long that their wis-
dom and the weight of their long experience
may not die with them ; but that .some me-
morial may have been left by them, for the
instruction of those who are still travelling on
their wearisome way. And surely, the very
least of those who strive to follow the Lord,
have had something happen, or have made
some reflection worth leaving behind, for the
encouragement and benefit of such as survive
them. 1 indeed feel this practice of which I

am speaking, to have been, and still to be, the
source of a renewed feast to mo ; and I seldom
recur to some of the manuscripts and scraps
which I have written, without precious feel-

ings of gratitude, and desii-es after a patient
continuance in well doing unto the end. Some
of these which have b'

depth of affliction, see

fresh courage to endure all things, and to
suffer, even unto the death of all that within,

ichich would have its own way and loill, and not
the Lord's blessed will. Indeed I have been
so aware of the instruction to be derived, both
from writing such small pieces, and from read-
ing the productions of others in this way, that
I dare not refuse, however little I desire it,

to allow of these little scraps, the feeble to-

kens of Divine favor, being made as public
as any pi-udent person, after I surrender them
up and go hence, may see right.

" 1814, May. Some of the following reflec-

tions and remarks are taken from little books
called 'Accounts of Time,' in which the hours
of every day were accounted for, and the oc-

cupation which filled every individual hour of
each day was put down. This was at all

events an original design, if nothing better;

but indeed it was of use, and no doubt was
the means of bringing me into active and in-

dustrious habits, at a time when no sterling

inward principle seemed to have full rule, and
when I was left very much to my own direc-

tion, and at my own disposal as to my pur-
suits. I have often felt that it was a preserva-
tive at the time, and a stimulus to exertion.

I think I may add, of this little contrivance
for self-government, as well as of many others
which occupied my attention about the same
period, that they had their use, in awakening
my mind to see the importance of bringing self

and sense into subjection ; and however '
~

cient they were of themselves to effect the
same, they nevertheless urged me forward to

press after the knowledge and attainment
of that, which is now, (blessed be the Lord,
who hath showed this to me,) experimentally

found to be the only sure guide and leader.

far as these little relics show, how the wi
ling seed struggled within me, and how tender
and gradual were the leadings of the Shep
herd of Israel, how the good seed seemed at

times almost crushed, and every desire after

such things as were truly desirable, was at

seasons very feeble and faint; so far thej-

are indeed interesting to me, and excite feel-

ings of gratitude as often as they are exam-
ined. These ' Accounts of Time' were begun
in the Fourth month 181-4, [in the 17th year
of his age], and wore left off about the Eighth
or Ninth month 1816. The reasons for pre-

serving them, apply equally I think to those
weekly reports which I was in the habit of

drawing up ; from which extracts will also be
inserted here.

" 1814, August 8th. I think I may say, that
in proportion as I endeavor to do well, I feel

that I am enabled to do so ; that there is

something within mo that stimulates to good,
that encourages me to 2>ersevere in what is

good, and which even tells me what is good.
01 may I ever listen to its silent but most im-
portant intimations,—may I indeed follow
that secret monitor within me, and both de-

sire and walk worthy of its reproofs and per-

suasions.

1814, December 18th. Be anxious and
ever ardent in the work before you, even your
own eternal happiness, and that of your fel-

low-creatures, to the glory of God. There is

such danger, such liability, whilst in these
frail bodies and in this wicked world, even to

those, seemingly the most confirmed among
us, to slacken and decline, that on this head

tton in the very 1 1 cannot forbear suggesting a hint to mj-self.

to stir up my faith who am but just setting out on the arduous

self to beware of that destructive indifferenr

and lethargy, which are and have been tl'l-

ruin of thousands, in a religious sense ; whic'

woujd palliate the guilt and error of other I

and excuse our own, which damp and chiif

any appearance of zeal in our neighbors, whil 't

they effectually, though gradually, quenc
any like disposition in ourselves."

CTo be continned.)

CHKIST'S KINGDOM,
THIETY-FIFTH CHAPTER OF ISAIAH.

The solitary place shall smile,

Tlie wilderness be glad,

The arid desert's burning waste
In verdant robes be clad,

And lovely flowers upspringing there,

Shall glow in fadeless bloom,
To charm the eye, and load the air

With beauty and perfume.

The glory of the lofty hills

Of Lebanon shall lie.

And Carmel's wealth of beauty there

Shall greet the ravished eve,

With all that Sharon's dewy fields

Of excellence afford,

And over-spreading all, shall dwell
" The glory of the Lord."

Then shall the blind eyes open wide,

Then shall the deaf ear hear,

And music burst from unse.aled lips,

In cadence sweet and clear

;

Then shall the lame man walk and leap

As the hart upon the hill.

Exultant in his new-born strength

His joyous pulses thrill.

And there a highway shall be made,
"A way of holiness,"

Which naught unclean can travel in.

Nor feet of sinners press.

No lion shall go up thereon.

Nor any beast of prey,

But there the feet of the redeemed
Shall tread its shining way.

And there the ransomed of the Lord,

Will Zion's courts surround,

AVith songs of angel sweetness,

And joy and gladness crowned, !

For there shall be no sorrow more,
I

Nor sickness, nor decay,
'

For grief shall all be turned to joy,

And sighing flee away.

Colu. Co., Ohio, 9th mo. 25th, 1871.

in the Almighty power, and animate mo with Ijourney to Zion :—I cannot help urging my-

NIAGAEA.
These lines were written by Lord Morpeth, now]

of Carlisle, in the Guide Book .at the Falls.

There's nothing great or bright, thou glorious fall,

Thou may'st not to the fancy's sense recall

—

The thunder-riven cloud, the lightning's leap,

The stirring of the chambers of the deep

;

Earth's emerald green, and many-tinted dyes,

The fleecy whiteness of the upper skies

;

The tread of armies thickening as they come,
The boom of cannon and the beat of drum

;

The brow of beauty and the form of grace,

The passion and the prowess of our race

;

The song of Homer in its loftiest hour,

The unresisted sweep of Roman power,
Britannia's trident on the azure sea,

America's young shout of liberty

!

O, may the' wars that madden in thy deeps
There spend their rage, nor climb the encircling stei

And, till the conflict of thy surges cease.

The nations on thy bank repose in peace.

Measures.—An Irish mile is 2,240 yards;

Scotch mile, 1,984 yards ; an English, or sta'

ute mile, 1,760 yards ; German, 1,806 yards

Turkish 1,826.

An acre is 4,840 square yards, or sixty nin

yards, one foot, eight and a half inches eac

way ; a square mile, 1,760 yards each way, cor

taining 640 acres.
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lar of the Bible Association of Friends in

America,

igain calling the attention of AuxiliarieB

Annual Queries to be answered pre-

to tiie general meeting of the Associa-

n the 1st of Eleventh month, the Cor-

iiding Committee would press upon

ds, who have been engaged in the dia-

of the Holy Scriptures, the import-

3f furnishing full and accurate answers

the (iuories, and of forwarding their re-

easoiiahhj to the Depository,

nay bo recollected, that in making dona-

to Auxiliaries, the board are guided in

g what number of Bibles and Testa-

) shall be sent to each, by the informa-

riven in its report. Hence those Aux-
that do not report in time, are liable

left out in the distribution,

cific directions should be given in every

how boxes should be marked and for-

d; and their receipt should always be

tly acknowledged.

Iress John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Philadelphia.

Samuel Settle,
Charles Ehoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence,

ida., Tenth mo. 1871.

QUERIES.
hat number of families or individuals have been

)usly furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

iry during the past year?

hat number of Bibles and Testaments have be_en

the Auxiliary within the past year ?

ow many members, male and female, are there

ng to the Auxiliary ?

hat number of families of Friends reside within

re there anyfamilies of Friends within your limits

plied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good

pe, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

3W many members of our Society, capable ofread-

Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy

OW many Blblfes and Testaments may probably

osed of by sale within your limits ?

the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply

ithin its limits who are not duly furnished with

ly Scriptures ?

hat number of Bibles and Testaments would it

ssary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

Vhat number would be required in order to fur-

member of our religious Society, capable of

;, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-

3!ow many 1 and Testaments are now on

For "The Friend."

Near Chadd Ford, 10th mo., 9th, 1871.

This neighborhood was visited this morn-
ing by an earthquake shock. The first inti-

mation I had of the shock was a loud rumb-
ling noise, not quite so loud as the heaviest

thunder, t)ut more intense and of longer du-

ration. I happened at the time to be in the

open field and standing still, and the first

thought was that Dupont's powder mills,

which are some 5 to 6 miles south of us, had
blown up; but on looking round southwards I

perceived that the sound came from nearly

due east, and seemed to pass directly under

our feet, accompanied by a jarring motion of

the earth vertically, and quite perceptible,

and to die away in the west, perhaps a little

south of west. The noise was heard before

the motion was felt; in fact, we did not feel

the motion until the noise seemed to be di-

rectly under us, when it sounded more like

immense rocks falling down, than anything

else I can liken it to. The man who was
with me, I found upon comparing notes ex-

perienced the same sensations, and agreed

with me in the direction of the sound. It

occurred at a quarter to 10 o'clock, A. M., and

continued from first to last perhaps 3 to 4

minutes. The people at the house describe

the stove and windows as rattling. The day
bright and clear, wind south west.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 59.)

"1812. 10th mo. Ist. Set off afresh for the

Yearly Meeting. Had a day of hard travel

through the mountains. In the evening our

carriage broke, and our lots were cast i

place where there seemed but little hope of

comfort. Filth and darkness, yea, darkness

that could bo felt, made but a gloomy pro

spect. I had but little sleep though more
than I expected. Indeed I thought 1 had

enough to do to watch, and I longed too to

be fervent in prayer. So we, or rather I, spent

the night; for my companion lay sweetly

sleeping. In the morning several Friends

came, being on their way to the aforesaid

Yearly Meeting. Among them my dear bus

band, who with another friend stopped with

us in order to assist in getting the carriage

mended.
" 2nd. We are yet detained. Xow, O Lord

mv God, thou knowest I have been strivin,
•^

il

For "The Friend."

following little reminiscence of two
y^riends, both gone to their everlasting

t.na\- servo to encourage some to imitate

xaiiiiilu of Jane Clark, who, like Corne-

I : oil I, i;ave much alms to the people.

la .Monthly Meeting held 5th mo. 27th,

It Elizabeth Pitfield thus alluded to her:

wa- said of Cornelius formerly, 'Thy
,] rs and thine alms are come up for a

Dn-ial before God.'
• Ihavo been thinking of our dear friend

nt'larlc, and I believe by her good works
IJni-ileeds she has made the hearts of

r. tu rejoice.

'iic felt bound to bear this short testi

1' thai her steadfast, upright walk, spoke
I ano-iiage, ' Come, follow me as I follow

,' and I believe it may be said of her,

er name is written in the Lamb's Book

for years to bear all things, and profit by
things, and to be able in all to give thanks

Yet, O righteous Father, thou knowest this

is not to be come at, but by the might of thy

power 1 Therefore, O my Father! do I, and

will I, through thy Divine aid, still plead with

thee, that I may be so far from murmuring at

proving trials, that I may be enabled to en-

roll them in the list of thy most peculiar

favors. I ask not relief from trials before the

time, but strength to endure to the end.

"3rd. Continued our journey to Baltimore,

where we arrived on the 9th, and were kindly

received by our friends there.
" 10th. Attended the opening of the Select

Yearly Meeting, where I believed it right for

me to drop some close remarks. Had to al-

lude to the testimony of our blessed Lord to

his disciples, 'Ye are clean, but not all;' in

which I found peace. May the labor have

the desired effect, causing an impartial in-

quiry and deep search with the language,
' Lord, is it I ?'

" 11th. Were the public meetings; and from
the 12th to the 16th inclu.sivc, I attended the

Yearly Meeting to its conclusion, which was
under an evidence of Divine regard. May
all the praise be ascribed unto Him to whom
it belongs.

" 17th. Set our faces homewards, with the

continued prospect of visiting some meetings
on the way. May it please T'hee, O wonder-
ful Counsellor, to bo with us, that thine own
most excellent Name may be glorified.

"J.8th. Was at a meeting near EUicott's

Mills, and 19tli went on to New Market, where
on the 20th, with our dearly beloved friend

and brother, David Graves, we bad a meet-

ng. In the conclusion thereof I had to be-

ieve renowcdly, that if the testimonies de-

livered by the faithful messengers of the gos-

pel were trodden under foot by any of the

people, the Master would be clear, and his

dedicated servants would be clear also : in

which my soul did rejoice.

" 21st and 22nd, went on to a settlement of

Friends, and had a meeting at Berkley meet-
ing-house. Here I sat long in suffering, and
then had a close searching testimony to leave

amongst them. After meeting went on to

Hopewell.
" 25th. Were at meeting there, where David

Graves and Ruth Bonsall had testimonies to

deliver. I sat in suffering under close exer-

cise ;
earnestly entreating the Lord my God

to direct my steps for me. I was straightened

on every side, feeling my way hedged up as

Israel's was in ancient days. In this condi-

tion I was consoled with the language, ' Stand
still and see the salvation of God.' So then
I was satisfied it was best for me to withhold
in regard to appointing meetings, which had
been my former prospect."

Under date of 11th mo. 16th, M. Ratcliff

writes :
" Wo reached home through Divine

mercy, and found all as well as we had any
right to expect." She adds, "May this jour-

ney, O gracious Father, teach me wisdom and
lasting understanding."

As face answereth to face in a glass, so doth
the crosses, and trials, and baptisms of the

Lord's proved and tribulated children, in each
other's experience. We trust that many of

the poor and exercised servants of their cruci-

fied though risen Saviour, will read with deep
interest the submissive, plaintive moan, con-

veyed in the following letter, of one who no
doubt had known a putting on of Christ,

through a being baptized into Him who was
mock and lowly of heart; who was a man of
sorrows and acquainted with grief; and who
was taught obedience by the things which He
suffered :

"Campbell Co., Va., 9th mo. 28th, 1812.

" Beloved Friend,—I am glad of an oppor-

tunity of sending a few lines to thee in answer
to thy very acceptable letter. It was truly

satisfactory to hear from thee, as from a child

tenderly beloved. Although separated in

body, yet I feel nearly united to thee in spirit,

and often remember the near love and free-

dom that subsisted between us, when we were
together in this State. Oh the simplicity of

the Truth has been greatly departed from by
many who remain here I which indeed is cause

of deep mourning and lamentation to those

who are concerned for the prosperity of Zion,

and for the enlargement of her borders. * *

"Although many deep trials are joermitted

to await me, yet through and over all I have
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cause to bo thankful that I am thus far pre-

served, aud at times am enabled to pour forth

my cries in secret to Ilim who has hitherto
been my helper through every deep proba-
tion. Beloved one, we know that flesh is

weak. Thou as well as I know this, for we
both have our trials. Sometimes I have let

troubles prey too much upon me, and then
they have brought me very low, I can truly
say I have been a woman of sorrow, and well
acquainted with grief. Yet 1 rejoice that I
feel my strength renewed in the Lord viy Helper,

loho is, and ever will be, afo>in* "» ^f' '' •'/' and
life unto all ivho love him, in, ' ' ' ,ind

lowly appearance in their hed/i- "''"js.

Here we have no continuing ciL} ! Mny we
seek one to come, whose builder and maker
is God.

" Jly mind is often turned towards thee in

my retired moments, greatly desiring thy
welfai-e every way. We have had the com-
pany from your State, of Ann Taylor, and
her companion Elizabeth Wood. They were
several times at my house.

"Now I must conclude in the love of the
gospel, and bid thee farewell,

Eebecca Preston.''

About this time, the following letter was
written to Mildred Eatcliff by her friend Sarah
Proctor

:

" Baltimore, 10th mo. 29th, 1812.

"My Dear Friend,—The acceptable testi-

mony of thy affectionate and lively interest

for my well being, and well doing, was re-

ceived the day after it was written. It was
truly grateful to me, helping in some degree
to ameliorate the feelings which the depriva-
tion of the society of endeared friends does for

a season produce. I have heretofore, as well

as in the present instance, experienced the
truth of that declaration of the Great Master
to his immediate followers, that it was need-
ful for them that He should go away. I have
found it profitable, after his servants and
handmaids who have been sent to labor in our
part of his heritage, have accomplished that
for which they were sent, that they also

should go away. Doubtless these are the
ways of wisdom, that we should be preserved
from leaning too much on those who are Di-
vinely commissioned to plant or water ; foras-

much as the increase of all must come alone
from Him, who is the Author of every good
and perfect gift.

" I have often been humbled in perceiving
that a place should be found for me in the af-

fectionate remembrance of the Lord's dedi-

cated servants. I often feel mj-self unworthy
of their notice, and think I must be to thorn

a deceiver—a character which mj" beloved
mother, when I was a very child, once cau-
tioned me about, when a valuable Friend was
pleased with me. This has very often oc-

curred to my remembrance since then, to my
own abasement, although I do not remember
ever communicaliDg it to any one before.

Like begets its like. Feeling thee near and
dear in the openness in which thy letter was
penned, thoughts have arisen unsought for,

and been written, as I feel them going to one
who can bear with the weakness of a child;

which indeed I am in religious experience,

although in years I have attained maturity.

Let me ever commemorate the morej' of that
Power that did not entirely leave me satisfied

with the flesh pots of Egj'pt ; nor suff'er me,
in my small progress towards the promised

land, to regret that I had ever turned my back
on them.

"I have felt thy interest for me, beloved
friend, as a hand reached forth to help my
advancement. Oh ! that this effect may be
produced

; that so I may become qualified to
salute thee in a language thou canst under-
stand, when sitting in the seat of true judg-
ment, and when walking in the way.

" I have not heard from my beloved mother
in Israel, Susanna Home, since I saw thee,
but doubtless her day's work is progressing
with the day. Dear Charity Cook left us the
second day after thou didst. She came and
sat amongst us in our meeting on First day,
and broke a little bread to our refreshment.
When thou canst write, it will be truly accept-
able to me to hear of your progress and safe
arrival at your own habitation. I trust the
sheaves of peace will be found with you, and
ability given renewedly to raise up an Ebene-
zer to Him that has hitherto helped through
and over all.

" Our dear mother in the Truth, Mary
Mifflin is very feeble, only able at intervals to
attend meeting. I look on her jin some de-
gree as Elishadid his Master, when following
him from place to place in the expectation that
the time of his departure was at hand. I am
ready often to cry out in secret lamentation,
" What will become of the little handful left?"

Surely the ark will totter from their shoulders
and be taken by the enemy.
"Many Friends whom I have not seen, I

have nevertheless felt such a nearness for,

that I apprehend if an opportunity for ac-

quaintance with them should be afforded, they
would be as bone of my bone, and flesh of my
flesh. The love and fellowship which is the
badge of discipleship, is indeed a precious
feeling. May the proofs thereof moi-e and
more abound. Farewell I farewell! dear
friend, says thine affectionately,

Sarah Proctor."
(To be continued.)

Manufacture of Spring Knives.—Few peo-
pel, says the Mechanics' Magazine, have any
idea through what a number of hands their

pocket knives have passed in the process of
manufacture. A bar of steel destined to fur-

ish a number of blades is heated to redness.

A length is cut off', and the forger speedily

"moods" this, that is, shapes it roughly into
the shape of a pocket knife blade. Another
heating is then required to fit the end for be-

ing fiishioned into the tang, and yet another
before it can undergo the further operation of
"smithing," the last stage of which is the
stamping of the mark of the thumb nail to

facilitate opening. The tang is then ground
and the blade marked with the name of the

1. The slight bulge on the reverse side

caused by this operation is removed by fire

or the grindstone. The blade is then hard-

ened by heating it to redness, and then plung-

ing it into water up to the tang.

The tempering process follows next, the

bluish yellow tint being considered as indicat-

ing that the proper degree of heat at which
to immerse the blade once more in cold water
has been attained. After this the various

kinds of blades are classified in the warehouse,
and undergo sundry grinding operations to fit

them for being hafted. Twelve distinct pro-

cesses have by this time been gone through,

and many more are necessary before the knife

is completely finished, although the number

of hands which it has now to pass thr
depends in a great measure on the fiuii

be given to the handle, according to the (

ty of the blades with which it is fitted,

the price which the completed article is 1

ded to realize.

The giving of flattering titles to mer
tween whom and me there was not any
tion, to which such titles could be prete

to belong. This was an evil I had been i

addicted to, and was accounted a read;

tist in : therefore this evil also, was I req
to put away and cease from; so that th

forward I durst not say, sir, master,

lord, madam, my dame, or your servant, b

one.

Again, respect of person in uncoverin.

head, and bowing the knee or body in

tations, was a doctice I had been mut
the use of. And this being one of the
customs of the world, introduced by th«

rit of the world, instead of the true h
which this is a false representation of.

used in deceit, as a token of respect by
sons one to another. And besides, thi

ing a type, and proper emblem of that d

honor which all ought to pay to Aim
God, and which all, of all sorts who take
them the christian name, appear in, when
offer their prayers to Him ; and thei

should not be given to men. I found

to be one of these evils, which I had bee

long doing; therefore I- was now requir

put it away, and cease from it— T. Ellic
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As a creature of time and circumstf

with an invisible potent enemy const

lying in wait to deceive and destroy

is beset with dangers on all sides, ani

neither the prescience to discover nor
j

to prevent the calamities that may a

overwhelm him. However correctly ht

sometimes judge of others by analogy
himself, he really has no certain know
of what is going on in the minds of

around him. His reason alone is an i

quate guide to the course that should bi

sued to secure his own future hajipiness,

less to reveal to him the designs of his Ci

in permitting or ordering the events in

he finds himself an actor.

With these inherent deficiencies, hi

sciousuess should teach him, that in h

and of himself, he is unable to rise abo\

circumstances around him, and that thf

certain means of acting wisely and attn

the enjoyment of sure-grounded peaC'

safety, is firm faith in the superintendin;

and overruling providence of his Crc

whose divine attributes can far more
make up for ail his own weakness and i

fections. The practical experience of t

ligion of Christ can alone enable him
alize his true relation to the Supreme
ereign of the universe ;

open his eyes
himself and his surroundings in the una
ing light of the Omniscient, suppleraei

weakness with the strength of the Aim
and by producing heartfelt resignatio

obedience to the Divine will, cause h

know his own insufficiency to be clotheii
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ifts and graces derived from the fulness

inite perfection.

so prone is liuman nature to yield to

fluence of things seen or felt, and to the

ptings of its natural propensities, that

we may readily acknowledge the con-

hand of Divine Providence in the

events occurring in the world, we too

shut our eyes to his equal cognizance

uidance in the vicissitudes and trials of

ery day life, and thus lose the support

strength to enable us to bear with cheer-

the adverse circumstances which in our

ness we murmur at as afflictions.

account given of the life of the patri-

Jacob, is perhaps as instructive by the

of his errors and mistakes, as by the

tive of his patient endurance, and his

f trustful dedication. It teaches how
icted is the view, oven the good man
takes of his present situation, how strong

sposition to distrust and to repine when
salings of .his Heavenly Father towards

hrouded in mystery, and the circum-

)8 of life pi-ess heavily upon him. He
man highly favored ; had received from
her the blessing appertaining to primo-

re, which was contirmed by the promise
Almighty. In various stages of his

i"ul life, he had often been extricated

distress and peril by the interposition

ine wisdom and power, and had never
one of the Lord's promises to fail. Yet,

n old age, with all the assurance of pro-

and support his experience should

aught him, when distressed by the sup-

death of one of his sons, threatened

the loss of another, grieved with the

ct of his other children, and with famine

g his family and flocks, he is found
iting his griefs instead of numbering
essings, and with his eye fixed on pre-

alamity, and his imagination picturing

pending over the dark future, forget-

past deliverances, he despairingly ex-

i: "All these things are against me."

i natural shortsightedness and want of

how blind was he to the gladdening

,
which, in a brief period, was to be re-

How little did he anticipate that the

itous cloud which he feared would bring

ay hairs with sorrow to the grave, en-

d the full blessing of restoration of a
' loved and long-lost son, a home amid
, and the crowning of a long life with
and honor.

lay have been under the consciousness

want of enduring faith, and his many
ions from the narrow path of duty, that

)art of his reply to Pharoah's question

'ompted. where he says, " Few and evil

.he days of the years of my life been."

ow ditferent is the whole tenor of his

ation, when, recalling the many remark-
rovidences in his past pilgrimage, now
ts happy close, with a heart aglow un-

sense of unnumbered blessings received,

is spirit rapt bj^ the inspiration of his

cious, all-sufticient Preserver and De-
i", he thus pours forth his benediction on
o half Egyptian grandsons ;

" God, be-

yhom my fathers Abraham and Isaac

ilk; the God which fed mo all my life-

nto this day ;
the Angel which redeem-

from all evil, bless the lads ; and let my
be named on them, and the name of my
8Abraham and Isaac; and let them grow
multitude in the midst of the earth."

Inseparably connected with the history of

Jacob is that of his son Joseph, whose check-

ered life also aftbrds the same exemplification

of man's incapacity to unravel the woof and
warp of passing events, or discern what lies

enfolded in the dim future. Hated by his

brethren, because, as the son of his old age,

he was loved preeminently bj^ his father, and
that he had disclosed to them the dream that

foreshadowed his future exaltation above
them, they planned his destruction ; but hesi-

tating to shed his blood, they sold him into

what appeared hopeless slavery. But main-

taining his integrity. He who had watched
over and worked for his oppressed servant,

delivered him from his enemies and raised

him from the servitude of the prison-house to

stand next to the throne, and brought all

Egj'pt under his government. Forced by
famine, his brethren went down there to buy
corn, and did obeisance to him they had hated

as a dreamer, now their unknown superior.

Under the controlling providence of the Al-

mighty, he became the instrument to save

his father and all his house from perishing

froni want, and to establish them in the midst
of a strange people.

When tottering on the brink of the. grave,

Jacob called his sons together that he might
speak to them in the spirit of prophecy ; how
changed was the view he took of the vicissi-

tudes and trials of Joseph's life, from that

which once filled him with overwhelminggrief.
Still the same loving father, whose outward eye
had bedewed with tears the torn and blood-

stained coat of his darling child, whom he
doubted not some evil beast had devoured, and
who had rent his clothes and mourned him
many daj's; now, with his mental eye, in the

vision of light vouchsafed by Him in whom is

no darkness at all, and who sees the end from
the beginning, discerns that the past was rich

in mercies ; sometimes disguised in dark and
distressing occurrences, but all overruled to

bring about the divine purpose, and to be

crowned with blessings to himself and his pos-

terity. " Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a

fruitful bough by a well, whose branches run
over the wall. The ai-chers have sorely grieved

him and shot at him, and hated him. 'But

his bow abode in strength, and the arms of

his hands were made strong by the hands of

the mighty God of Jacob (thence is the shep-

herd, the stone of Israel). Even by the God
of thy fathers who shall help thee, and by the

Almighty who shall bless thee, with blessings

of heaven above, blessings of the deep that
lieth under, blessings of the breasts and of the

womb. The blessings of thy father have pre-

vailed above the blessings of thy progenitors,

unto the utmost bounds of the everlasting

hills; they shall bo on the head of Joseph,
and on the crown of the head of him that was
separate from his brethren."

Then let not those who are disheartened
and sorrowing over the many sad changes
that have been effected in our religious So-

ciety, and who feel that in some respects they
are separate from their brethren, indulge feel-

ings of distrust of the notice and regard of

Him who raised the Society up for his own
purpose, and has promised He will never for-

get it nor sufter it to be destroyed. Eemem-
ber affliction is often a blessed teacher of our
own weakness, and our entire dependence on
the care and mercy of the Almighty. There
is an adequate support amid the trials and
discouragements of the day, in the approval

of the uncorruptable judge within, and in the
assured belief that Divine Providence sees all

that is taking place, and has not forgotten his

own cause, nor those who arc striving in faith

and patience to maintain it. However the
day may seem dark and threatening, and
their wearying labors and tearful prayers
powerless to keep back the inroads of error,

or advance the banner of truth, yet his eter-

nal purposes cannot be always thwarted, and,
in his own time and way. He will cause light

to spring out of obscurity, and darkness to

become as the noonday. The Apostle says :

" All things work together for good to those
who love God." The main thing then is to

learn to love Him as we ought.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the 15th inst., President Thiers an-

nounced to the Legislatif Committee that the customs
treaty ,for Alsace and Lorraine had been signed, and
now only awaits ratification. He states that the prin-

ciple of reciprocity is recognized. The payment of the
fourth half milliard of francs is to be completed before

the end of next Third month. The evacuation of French
territory is to commence within two weeks after the
ratilication of the treaty, and Germany cedes to France
a small strip of territory.

According to another Versailles dLspatch it is stipu-

lated tliat tlie balance of indemnity money still due by
Kr.nirc <li:ill lie paid in specie bill.s, to the amount of
sii, 111 111,11(111 iriiicr;, every two weeks until the entire bal-

aiir, is rn|iiiil,ilcd, such payment to commence 1st mo.
1-Jtli, 167 -. Thirty thousand German troops are to re-

main in France pending the liquidation of the indem-
nity, but six of the departments will be evacuated im-
mediately.

The returns of the recent election in France are still

incomplete. So far as received they show that 9-1 Bona-
partists have been elected to the Conseils Generaux,
194 legitimists, 261 radicals, 491 moderates, and 867
liberal conservatives. It thus appears that the cause of
Na|iiileonism is dead in France for the present.

Advices from Algeria state that the natives in the
nortiiern part of the province of Constantine had risen

against the French, and were in open hostility.

The expected settlement of the difficulty between the
employers and employees at Newcastle has not yet

taken place, the masters refusing to re-employ all their

old hands, and to make other concessions demanded by
the workmen.
The Manchester Chamber of Commerce, at a meeting

held to consider the proposed abrogation of the com-
mercial treaty with France, adopted a re.solve express-
ing profound regret that the French government con-

templated a measure which would fetter an exchange
of commerct^ between France and other countries.

Liberal subscriptions in aid of the Chicago sufferers

have been made throughout Great Britain. The rail-

way, express and steamer lines announce their readiness

to transport every thing furnished for their relief free

of charge. The outgoing steamers will carry large con-

tributions, both in money and materials.

Gladstone has announced the determination of the
government not to yield to the appeals for the release

of the remaining Fenian prisoners, on the ground that

their offences are not political, and the release of other

Fenians imprisoned for political offences formed no pre-

cedent for dealing with those for whom pardon is now
sought.

The losses of the Liverpool insurance companies by
the Chicago fire are estimated at £420,000.
The health of Queen Victoria is improving.
At Frankfort, and other places in Germany, subscrip-

tions are on foot in aid of Chicago.

It is expected that the Emperor of Austria will soon
visit the German Emperor at Berlin.

An important debate has taken place in the Bavarian
legislature on the subject of papal infallibility. The
minister of worship and public instruction said, tlie

State had at all times a right to make changes in tlie

laws relating to the church. The church having de-

clared a change of principles, and infallibility being a

doctrine dangerous to the State, the government had
resolved to protect any and all of its citizens who can-

not accept the infallibility of the pope as an article of

faith. Moreover the minister declared that the senti-

ments of the king and council of state favored the

separation of the religious and political branches of the

government, and the complete independence of each.
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Liployment to laborers , SUFFERING IN CHICAGO.The political excitement which has prevailed in commenced at once, giving full cmpiuviucui lu lauuieio i suJii'li.

Madrid since the assembling of the Cortes, is reported and all the building mechanics In many instances
information has been received from Friends

to be increasing, and the antagonism between the pro- tor,-,>i,ivnr,7 =t.-,if.tnro= otp prnr-teH in nrHpr tn onnhln i _. . . , ,

gressive and conservative parties becoming more vio-

Fent. The order forbiding soldiers to belong to politi-

cal associations or participate in any manner in politi-

cal atl'airs has been renewed, and will be strictly en-

forced.

The threatened misunderstanding between Morocco

and Spain has been averted by the payment of an in-

demnity by tlie former to the families of the Spaniards

murdered in Morocco.
Advices from Rio Janeiro state that five articles pf

the emancipation bill had passed to a second reading in

the Senate. The friends of the bill are confident of its

final adoption.

An address has been issued by representative work-

ing men, demanding the separation of Church and State

in England. The address announces that meetings of

workingmen will be held throughout the country in

support of this movement.
A Versailles dispatch of the IGth says, that Pouyer

Qnertier has arrived there from Berlin, bearing copies

of the treaties just concluded between France and Ger-

many.

temporary .structures are erected m order to enable i

(.j^^^^ ^^,^j jj^ j^^^^ ^^^^^ ^„ ^^^^j^jj^^
storekeepers and others to continue their business, and

j;
=,'

g^g-^.i^ arising from the calamity th«t>>
dwelling houses are hired and altered for business pur-

; ^^j^^„, ^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^^= ^. ^hey appeal t» tf
poses. Many thousands of the inhabitants have '«-

1 brethren elsewhere for aid. We trust it will belli
moved to other places.

i ^-^^ responded to

^J¥ interments in Philadelphia last week numbered ,

^^.j^^^j^ ^^^^
r^y^^^

^^ contribute through the
31b, mclijding 54 deaths i^-omsmaU pox At the elec-^^^^^

^^^^^^ i„ Philadelphia, may send their d(
tion m this ci^- on the 10th inst. 112,1,8 voes were

!^;^^ j„ ^ ^^ g^^^^^j ^ gj^ j President of
given for the ofhce of mayor, vi^"' ^'"^ley 60,629, Bid-

,pro^\dent Life and Trust Co., who has consented to
die 01,549

:
Republican majority 9,080

\ Treasurer. Those who contribute in clothing i

_
On the 10th inst. a slight earthquake was observed

^^^^ .^ ^^ j^^^^ Whitall, 410 Race St.m many towns and vi lages, as well as in the country ^j^^^^ ^^j^^ j^^j^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^;^ jj^^^j (^ q,;
near Philadelphia. At Wilmington, Del., the rumbling

| ^ ^^^^ ^^ clothing, mav send it to Joseph Jor , ^ /.,! 1
' T ' II money, loou, or ciotQine, mav seuu it i

souiid and tremor of the ground caused_ general alarm,
g^^irm^^ „f ^^^^ jjjgf Committee,

The appointment of Ferry as Minister to the United

States has been withdrawn in deference to public

opinion. _ . . . ,

There are rumors of disturbances in Corsica inspired

by Bonapartist partisans.

The German Emperor opened the sessions of the

Beichsrath in Berlin, on the"l6th inst. He refeired
'

his address to the foreign relations of the Empi:

which he declared were entirely satisfactory. Especi-

ally was the correspondence with Austria of a cordia'

nature, and the intercourse with that countrywas no

longer shadowed by reminisLcULC^ of ]•--' '--"-'-

The reorganization of tilt- '
im '' " i i

sidered desirable. The Fci' i

in devising measures foi i

'

coin basis, and for a unitin'ii i i i
i. mini

age. The advances made b} tlu snual MUe. oltlie

confederation, must be repaid out of the funds received

from France as indemnity.

A great republican meeting was held in jMadrid on

the 16th inst., at which resolutions were adopted declar-

ing undying opposition to every form of government

for Spain which was not purely republican ; neverthe-

less in maintaining their principles, they would not

violate the laws of the land.

London, 10th mo. 16th.—Consols, 92}. U. S. o-20's

of 1867, 91J ;
ten-forties, 88J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9J a 9 jrf. ; Orleans, 10,7.

Bed winter wheat, lis. lid per 100 lbs.; red western

spring wheat, lis.

United States.— The previous reports of wiiU-

spread desolation in northern Wisconsin and Michigan,

in consequence of fires sweeping over extensive districts

of country, are fully confirmed. The lake shore of

Michigan is almost deserted. The iuhnbilants were

burned out, and obliged to flee fur I'l n ',\v.
.

in m r

nothing. The loss of life also appe.u-

fully great. A dispatch from Mi hyii - ->
-

large number perished in the viciniiy ui IV -li.i.; . . '
lu

the east shore of Green bay also many persons perished

in the flam

eight or te

every build

The gr.

destructiiiii

ascertainiii:

one hundn

Tlie fire swept over a track of country

miles wide, burning all the timber and

i;,'o was attended with much
Me, but there are no means of

liev ill tin |iersons perished. More than

liodies luive been discovered in the ruins,

but it is supposed these are only a small part of the

whole number destroyed. About 10,000 stores and

private dwellings were burned, together with merchan-

dize and valuable property to a great but unknown
amount. The value of the buildings destroyed is rough-

ly estimated at eighty-four millions of dollars, that of

the personal efleots, furniture and merchandize of all

kinds would, it is supposed, amount to at least as much
more. The fire which began in a planing mill had

been completely extinguished for a minilier of hours,

when another conflagration appeared in \ .li-if:ii!t i>:u-t

of the city. This, it is stated, had ii i

'

n i i e ru-

sene lamp which was taken into a -m i i'lie

buildings in the vicinity were geneniN nn i. ime-

tures, and very dry from the long drought ;
tlie llauies

consequently spread rapidly until the

portions of the city
" ' ' '

"^

As soon as the tc

terrible di-i i-i'.
i

^

country ti ii i
'

the most 1'

have already Ih'. e

ched.

The vault of the U. S. Custom-house in Chicago con

tained $1,000,000 in gold and $2,000,000 in paper cur-

rency ; the latter was entirely consumed, and the gold

was melted into a solid mass. Some of the fire-proof

safes in other buildings preserved their contents almost

uninjured, in others nothing remained but ashes and
charred paper.

A body of Fenians from the United States recently

crossed the Canadian boundary, and captured the custom
house and the Hudson Bay post at Pembina. The in-

vaders were quickly followed by U. S. troops, who at-

tacked and dispersed them, taking General O'Neil

prisoner. Another party of Fenians crossed the border

line near St. Joe, Minnesota, but U. S. troops were
promply sent after them.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 16th inst New Yotk—American gold, 1131.

U. S. sixes, ISsl 111,1 ,,,„,, -,_i,,v !^(,S,113i; ditto,

10-40, 5 peril It ' ' - n S6.20 a $6.70;

finer brands, t hicago spring

•iA hcit, $1 50 1
-

I I I I >1 58 ; amber
•- II'

I
-1 70. Western

Oats, 49 a 55
\

- Yellow corn,

I I Ijihia.—Cotton,

2(l'| 11 1
'

1 ins. Superfine

floui - ' Bed wheat,

g,l.r>s 111, 84 a86 cts.;

western I I I I "I 17 1 51 cts. The
cattle miiket \eiN dull, ehoiee beet t tttle sold at 6 a

cts. ; fair to good', 4V a 5V cts., and common 3 a 4 ct:

per lb. gross Sheep were also dull, fair to good selling

at 41 a 5| cts. per lb. gross. Corn fed hogs (ii a 7^ cts.

per lb. gross. Baltimore.—Pennsylvania red wheat,

S;l..58 a $1.60. Yellow corn, 78 cts. Oats, 48 a 51 cts.

St. Xoi,(-s.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.47 ; No. 3 do.,

?1 "7. ATix-ed corn,- 47 a 48 cts. No. 2 oats, 35 cts,

' -Family flour, $6.75 a $7.- Bed wheat,

;
! - 1 •. Corn, 54 a 55 cts. Oats, 37 a 40 cts,

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Hall, Agent, lo., for Samuel

Fr.w.'.tt, .-_'. til Xn. liii. vol. 44, and for Benjamin Elly

I, _',
,

! ! : I III Benjamin V.Stanley, lo., per
- .'

I ,: , r-!, vol. 45 ; from Enos Eldritlge,

1
'

, ,,
I

. , I , , > Mil,, -, vol. 45 ; from John H. Dilling-

hiiia, ia, .>J, vol. -i-j ; from John For.sythe, Pa., $2,

vol. 45 ; from Richard Mott, Agent, lo., for Isaac Ver-

non, B. I. Talbott, Thomas E. Bundy, and Thomas D.

Langstaff", S2 eacli, vol. 45 ; from Margaret P. AVarner,

Pa., S2, vol. 45
;
from Kdw'd Mlchener, Pa., $2, vol. 45.

ERRATA.
In the notice of the death of Carpenter Walter, pub-

lished in " The Friend" of Tentli month 7th, the date

should have been the 26th of Fifth montli, 1871. He
was a member of West Chester Particular and Birming-

ham Monthly Meeting.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of " The Bible Association of

Friends in America," will be held at the Committee-

room of the Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia,

on the evening of F^ourth-day, the 1st of Eleventh

month, at 8 o'clock.

The members of the Philadelphia Auxiliary, both

men and women, and Friends generally, are invited to

attend. Caleb Wood, Secretary.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia re-op

11th mo. 1st. We need a few teachers, and are desire

to engage for t'li- - rvi • -'Tlitly eouccriicd Frieni

Terms of salai) 1
.

'

;

i- month.

For further \- 'i
.

i i- ise apply at this office,

116 North Founii.^i.. I'iiii..aeli.hia.

Avenue, Chicago.

The Annual Meeting of the " Auxiliary Bible A
elation of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meetiii

will be held at No. 109 North Tenth St., on Fourth-

evening, the 25th inst., at 7^ o'clock.

A. M. KiMBEK, Oer

AVESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commenc

Second-day, the 30th of Tenth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and wb

\

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets a',

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Kailr

of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, Ijy gi

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who will be

nished with a list of the pupils for that purpose,

such case the passage, including the stage fare from!

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, t

paid for with the other incidental charges at the i

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street B

Station on Second and Third-days, the 30th and

of Tenth month, to meet the trains that leave Phils,

phia at 7.25 and 10 A. M., and 2.30 p. M.

i^' Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first- •

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. " If k

the latter place, it must be put under the care o

Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Th
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trun

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part ol

City, by sending word on the day previous ( thri

the post-ofiice or otherwise) to H. Alexmuler & i

No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their elmige in such

for taking baggage to Thirty-first and flu stunt sti

will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same ehiirge

will also collect baggage from the other railroad de

if the checks are left at their oflice No. 5 North I

teenth St. B.aggage put under their care, if pro]
|

marked, will not require any attention from the ow

either at the West Philadelphia depot, or at tlie S

Road Station, but will be forwarded direct to the Sc

It may not always go on the same train as the o\

but it will go on the so»ne day, provided the noti

H. Alexander & Sons reaches them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrivaU

first train from the City, every day except First-i

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fri

Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded >

Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last tten s:ri\

in the Tiiiel/th month, and the expense charged in

bills; but the express charges on all package- -i

304 Arch street must be pre-paid.

Tenth month 10th, 1871.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN!
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp. ,'

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wc
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients in

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bor

Managers.

Died, on the 16th of Seventh month, 1S71, i

residence in West Chester, Pa., William Y. Gkif
aged 73 years 5 months.

, in Richardson, Kansas, 9th mo. 22d,

William B. Patten, in the 23d year of his :

member of Bangor Monthly Meeting, Iowa.
, on the 26th ultimo, in Upper Darby, £

Boss, in the 84th year of her age, a member of ]

delphia Monthly "Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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e, when paid (inarterly in adv

nceriiing Faith, JusUrication, and Works.

What 18 faith ?

Faith is the substaace of thiugs hoped
md the evideuceof things not seen. Heb.

Is faith of absolute necessity?
Without faith It Is impossible to please
for ho that eotneth to God, must believe

tiHo is, and that He is a rewarderof them
Bdiligently seek him. Heb. xi. 6.

« Are we justified by faith?

J

Wherefore tlie law was our school-master
ring us unto Christ, that we might be
fied by faith. Gal. ill. 34.

(j
What is the nature of this faith that

ileth to justification ?

J For in Jesus Christ, neither circumcision
^elh any thing, nor uncircumcision, but
A which worketh by love. Gal. v. 6.

lO Are works then necessary to juatifica-

>i as well as faith ?

J But wilt thou know, O vain man, that
it without works is dead ? was not Abra-
iij our father justified by works, when he
iO offered Isaac his son upon the altar?
'^i thou how faith wrought with his works,
3by works was faith made perfect? and
cripture was fulfilled, which saith, Abra-

ii| believed God, and it was imputed unto
njfor righteousness: and ho was called the
,ed of God. Ye see then how that by works
irn is justified, and not by faith only. James
::ito24.

< If then both bo equally required in justi-

what are those works which the
icjtle excludes so much ?

By the deeds of the law, there shall no
be justified in his sight. Eom. ill. 20.
Bat though we be not justified by the
of the law, is not this to exclude boast-

gthat the grace of God may be exalted ?

For by grace are ye saved, through faith,
icjthat not of yourselves, it is the gift of

not of works, lest any man should boast,
e are his workmanship, created in Christ
I unto good works. Eph. ii. 8, 9, 10.
Are even the works which are performed
race excluded ? Are we never said to be

•vjl or justified by them?
Not by works of righteousness which
ave done, but according to his mei'cy he

vii us, by the washing of regeneration, and

renewing of the Holy Ghost, which He shed

on us abundantly, through Jesus Christ our

Saviour; that being justified by his grace, we
should be made heirs, according to the hope

of eternal life. Tit. iii. 5, 6, 7.

Q. I perceive then, that to be justified by
grace, la to bo justified or saved by regenera-

tion, which cannot exclude the works wrought

by grace and by the Spirit; how doth the

apostle add in the next verse, for the main-

taining this against those that cavil about the

law?
A. This is a faithful saying, and these things

I will that thou affirm constantly, that they

which have believed in God, might be careful

to maintain good works. These things are

good and profitable unto men. But avoid

foolish questions, and genealogies, and conten-

tions, and strivings about the law, for they

are unprofitable and vain. Tit. iii. 8, 9.

Q. Doth the apostle Paul that is so much
against justification by the works of the law,

speak any where else of being justified by the

Spirit?

A. But ye are washed, but ye are sancti-

fied, but ye are justified In the name of the

Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God. 1

Cor. vi. 11.

Q. But since the law gives not power or

ability to obey, and so falls short of justifica-

tion, is there no power under the gospel, by
which the righteousness of the law comes to

be fulfilled inwardly ?

A. For what the law could not do, in that

it was weak through the flesh, God sending

his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and
for sin, condemned sin in the flesh : that the

righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in

us, who walk Jiot after the flesh, but after the

Spirit. Eom. viil. 3, 4,

Q. Seeing then there is power in the Spirit,

are not works through it, a condition upon
which life is proposed under the new cove-

nant?
A. For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall

die ; but if ye, through the Spirit, do mortify the

deeds of the body, ye shall live. Eom. viii. 13.

Q. Do not the apostles then frequently pro-

pose life to people, upon condition of repent-

ance and other works?
A. Repent ye therefore, and be converted,

that your sins may be blotted out. Acts iii.

19.

And if children, then heirs ; heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Christ; If so be that loe

suffer with him, that we may also be glorified

together. Eom. viii. 17.

It is a faithful saying: for if we be dead
with him, we shall also live with him ; if we
suffer, we shall also reign with him. If a man
therefore purge himself from these, he shall

be a vessel unto honor, sanctified and meet
for the master's use, and prepared unto every
good work. 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12, 21.

Eemember therefore from whence thou art

fallen, and repent, and do the first works, or

else I will come unto thee quickly, and remove

thy candlestick out of his place, except thou

repent. Ejv. ii. 5.

Q. It appears clearly by these passages,

that the apostle excludes only our righteous-

ness, which he elsewhere explains, as being

the righteousness of the law, from being neces-

sary to justification, and not such works as

the law of the Spirit of Life leads to, and are

not so much ours as Christ in us. Are not

such good works rewarded, though they re-

quire no absolute merit, as being the fruits of

free grace
;
yet doth not God judge according

to them, and may they not be said to have a

reward ?

A. For the Son of Man shall come in the

glory of his Father, with his angels, and then

he shall reward every man according to his

works. Mat. xvi. 27.

Then Peter opened his mouth and said, Of
a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of

persons : but in every nation, he that feareth

him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted

with him. Acts x. 34, 35.

The righteous judgment of God; who will

render to every man according to his deeds : to

them, who by patient continuance in well

doing, seek for glory and honor, and immor-

tality, eternal life : but glory, honor and peace

to every man that worketh good, to the Jew
first, and also to the Gentile. Eom. ii. 5, 6,

7, 10.

For we must all appear before the judgment

seat of Christ, that every one may receive the

things done in his body, according to that he

hath done, whether it be good or bad. 2 Cor.

V. 10.

Which is a manifest token of the righteous

judgment of God, that ye may be counted

worthy of the kingdom of God, for which ye

also suffer. 2 Thes. i. 5.

But whoso lookoth into the perfect law of

liberty, and continueth therein, he being not

a forgetful hearer, but a doer of the work, this

man "shall be blessed in his deed. James 1. 25.

Cast not away therefore your confidence,

which hath great recompense of reward.

Heb. X. 35.

And if ye call on the Father, who, without

respect of persons, judgeth according to every

man's jvork, pass the time of your sojourning

here in fear. 1 Pet. i. 17.

And behold I come quickly, and my reward

is with me, to give every man according as his

work shall be. Blessed are they that do his

commandments, that they may have right to

the tree of life, and may enter in through the

gates into the city. Eev. xxii. 12, 14.

Q. It should seem that the purpose of God,

in sending his Son, the Lord Jesus Christ,

was not simply to save men by an imputative

righteousness altogether without them ; but

also by the washing of regeneration, or an in-

ward righteousness : What saith the scripture

further of this?

A. And thou shalt call his name Jesus, for

he shall save his people /rowi their sins. Mat.

i. 2L
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Lookincr for that blessed hope, and the

glorious appearing of the givat G-od, and our
Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave himself for

us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity,

and purify unto himself a peculiar people,

zealous of good works. Tit. ii. 1.3, 14.

For "The Friend."

Wyandotte Care and its Life.

The following interesting description of this

cave, which is situated in southern Indiana,

is taken from a communication furnished to

the Indianapolis Daily Journal, by our friend

Edward D. Cope.
" A visit to the Wyandotte Cave, on our re-

turn from the Mammoth, enables me to make
some comparison between the two, and to

furnish some information respecting a new
portion of the subterranean life of the lime-

stone region of the West. For the opportu-

nity of so doing I am indebted to the Geolo-

gical Survey of Indiana and Professor Cox,

for whom I am j^reparing a final report. The
present notes are by his permission furnished

in advance.
" The Wyandotte Cave is as well worthy of

popular favor as the Mammoth. It lacks the

large bodies of water which diversify the scene

in the latter, but is fully equal to it in the

beauty of its stalactites, and other ornaments
of calcite gypsum. The stalactites and stalag-

mites are more numerous than in the Mam-
moth, and the former frequently have a worm
or maccaroni-like form, which is very pecu-

liar. They twist and wind in masses like the

head of Medusa, and often extend in slender

runners to a remarkable length. The gypsum
rosettes occur in the remote regions of the
cave, and are very beautiful. There are also

masses of amorphous gypsum of much purity.

The floor in many places is covered with
curved branches, and, what is more beautiful,

of perfectly transparent acicular crystals,

sometimes mingled with imperfect turio-crys-

tals. The loose crystals in one place are in

such quantity as to give the name of ' Snow
Banks' to it. In other places it takes the form
of japanning on the roof and wall rock.

" In one respect the cave is superior to the
Mammoth—in its huge rooms, with step-like

domes, and often huge stalagmites on central

hills. In these localities the rock has been
originally more fractured or fragile than else-

where, and has given away at times of dis-

turbance, pilling masses on the floor. The
destruction having reached the thin-bedded
strata above, the breaking down has proceed-
ed with greater rapidity, each bed breaking
away over a narrower area than that below
it. When the heavilj'-bedded rock has been
reached, the breakage has ceased, and the
stratum remains as a heavy coping stone to

the hollow dome. Of coarse the process piles

a hill beneath, and the access of water being
rendered more easy by the approach to the
surface, great stalactites and stalagmites are
the result. In one of these this product forms
a mass extending from floor to ceiling a dis-

tance of thirty or forty feet, with a diameter
of twenty-five feet, and a beautifully fluted

circumference. The walls of the room are en-

crusted with cataract-like masses, and stalag-

mites are numerous. The largest room is

stated to be 2S0 feet high and 350 feet long,

and to contain a hill of 180 feet in height. On
the summit are three large stalagmites, one
of them pure white. When this "scene is lit

up, it is peculiarly awful to the view of the

observer at the foot of the long hill, while it

is not less beautiful to those ou the summit.
There is no room in the Mammoth Cave equal
to these two.

'•An examination into the life of the cave
shows it to have much resemblance to that
of the Mammoth. The following is a list of

the species obtained, which when compared
with that published in the Journal for August
28th, will be found to embrace many of the
same.

A'ERTEBRA.

Amblyopsis species, (blind fish.)

ARTICULATA.
Insects.

Anophthalmus telkampfil, (beetle.)

Anophthalmus No. 2, (beetle.)

Staphylinidffi, species 1, (beetle.)

Staphylinidse, species 2, (beetle.)

Phalangopsis, species, (crickets.)

Flies, 2 species.

Spiders.

Ai-anea—like. Opilia—like.

Centijjedes.

Pseudotremia species.

Crustacea.

Astacus pellucidus, (blind crawfish.)

? Aquatic species with egg pouches external.

Lernaeidaj species, parasitic on blind-fish.

Fourteen species.

"The blind-fish is very much like that of

the Mammoth Cave, and direct comparison
will be necessary to determine any difference,

if it exist. It must have considerable subter-

raneaa distribution, as it has undoubtedlj-

been drawn up from four wells in the neigh-

borhood of the cave. Indeed, it was from one
of these, which derives its water from the

cave, that we procured our specimens, and I

am much indebted to my friend N. Bart.

Walker, of Boston, for his aid in enabling me
to obtain them. We descended a well to the

water, some twenty feet below the surface,

and found it to communicate by a side open-

ing, with a long, low channel, through which
flowed a lively stream of very cool water.

Wading up the current in a stooping posture,

we soon reached a shallow expansion or pool.

Here a blind crawfish was detected crawling
round the margin, and promptly consigned

to the alcohol bottle. A little further bej-ond,

deeper water was reached, and an erect posi-

tion became possible. We drew the seine in

a narrow channel, and after an exploration

under the bordering rocks secured two fishes.

A second haul secured another. Another was
seen, but we failed to catch it, and on emerg-
ing from the cave I bad a fifth securely in my
hand as I thought, but found ray fingers too

numb to prevent its freeing itself by its active

struggles.
" If these Amblyopses be not alarmed, they

come to the surface to feed, and swim in full

sight like white aquatic ghosts. They are

then easily taken by the hand or net, if per-

fect silence is preserved, for they are uncon-

scious of the presence of an enemy except
through the medium of hearing. This sense

is, however, evidently very acute, for at any
noise they turn suddenly downward and hide

beneath stones, &c., on the bottom. They
must take much of their food near the surface,

as the life of the depths is apparently very
sparse. This habit is rendered easy by the

structure of the fish, for the mouth is directed

upwards, and the head is very flat above, thus

allowing the mouth to be at the surface. This

structure also probably explains the fact of

its being the sole representative of the fishj,

in subterranean waters. No doubt mar?
other forms were cari'ied into the eaveri

'

since the waters first found their way ther !

but most of them were like those of our prjj

sent rivers, deep water or bottom feedei

Such fishes would starve in a cave river, whe
much of the food is carried to them on t!

surface of the stream. The amblyopsis belon

with two other genera of imperfect seers

the family hypsaeidw, which, with the pjfe

shore minnow and mud-fish families, form tl

order of Saplomi. The shore minnows ((

prinodontidm) are their nearest allies, %.

many of them have the upturned mouth at

flat head of the blind fish. One of the

{(inahleps) has the special peculiarity of 8(

ing both in the water and above it, the e

being enlarged, and a dermal banl crossii

the cornea, divides it into an uppor and
lower portion. This band is the ' water lin

for the fish swims at the surface. Fishes

this, or a similar family, enclosed in subt^

ranean waters ages ago would be more like:

to live than those of the othei-, and the dai,

ness would be very apt to be the cause oft'

atrophy of the organs of sight seen in t

Amblyopsis.
" Of the other animals, one beetle {Annpth\

mus), the cricket (Phalangopsis), a fly, t

Oplio-like spider, the centipeiie, and the bli

crawfish, are probably the same as thi

found in the Mammoth Cave. Two beet

and two crustaceans are certainly ditfen

from those of the latter, and the centipet

are much more numerous. The Gammar
Crustacean, which we found in the watere

the Mammoth Cave, and which is, no d^il

in part, the food of the blind fish, we dim
find, but some such species no doubt era

as we found an abundance of a lively lit

Tetradecapod Crustacean near the mouth c

cave close by. This little creature no do

inhabits adjacent waters both external i

subterranean, but the situation in which

found it is peculiar. It was only seen in wa
and near an empty log trough used to coll

water from a spring dripping from the roo

one of the chambers.
' The Lernaean is a still more remarks

creature. It is a parasite on the blind i

precisely as numerous species near of I

attach themselves to various species of mat

fishes in the salt sea. The Wyandotte spe^

is not so very unlike some of these. It is

tached by a pair of altered fore-limbs wb
are plunged into the skin of the host and 1

securely in that position, by the barbed or

curved claws. The position selected by

blind fish Lernaean, was the inner edge of

upper lip, where she hung in a position
]

vocative of attempts at mastication on

part of the fish and reminding one of tlie

ture of the man on- the ass' back holdio

fork of fodder before the animal's nose

tration of the motto that ' persuasion

than force.' The little creature had an t

pouch suspended ou each side, and was

doubt often brought in contact with the.r

hj her host.
" The mutual relations of this cave-

oldioi

,mil

isbef
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)U8 small forms, grow in damp places in

. They can always be found attached
atter dropped by the bats, rats and other

Is which extend their range to the

lir. Fungi also grow on the dead bodies

e animals which die in the caves, and are

d abundantly on fragments of wood and
ds brought in by human agency. The
also have brought into fissures and cavi-

3ommunicating with the cave, seeds, nuts
other voge'able matters, from time im-

torial, which have furnished food for in-

rhus rats and bats have no doubt had
1 to do with the continuance of land life

le cave, and the mammals of the post-

one or earlier period, which first wan-
1 and dwelt in its shades were the intro-

rs of a permanent land life.

Ls to the Gamraaroid crustacean, little

is necessary to support its small economy,
3ven that little might be thought to be

,ing, as we observe the clearness and lim-

of the water in which it dwells. Never-
3S the fact that that water communicates
an out-tide river, is a sufficient indication

e presence of vegetable life and vegetable
is ill variable quantities at different times,

ite fresh water algae (sea weeds) no
tit occur there, the spores being brought
external communication, while remt

I'gor forms, as eonfervae, &c., would occur
-ifully after floods. On this basis rests

limal life which is limited in extent and
be subject to many vicissitudes. Yet a
examination will probably add to th

rDer of species, and of these no doubt, a
3;er or less number of parasites on those
\' dy known."

For "The Friend.

Memoirs of Mildred llatcliff.

(ContiuiiuJ from page 70.)

tter from Eebecca Preston to Mildred

line from any one in answer. This is a dis-

ppointment. I gave thee an extract from
dear Susanna Homo's letter, written after her

arrival in England, which I did not doubt
would interest thee. I have not heard any-

thing from her latelj*.

" Thy affectionate friend,

S. PllOCTOll."

Prom the date of the last letter, 1814, to

that of the next one, 1818, no memoranda of

Mildred Ratcliff's have come to hand. She
was in Philadelphia on a religious visit in

1817, but no account of her labors on this oc-

casion seems to have been preserved.

Letter from llannah Shinn to Mildred Eat-

cliff:

"Philada., 5tlimo. .3l9t, 1818.

"My Dear Friend,—I have often called to

mind the few pleasant hours tiiat I spent in

thy company when thou wast in Philadel-

phia, with desire to have a further acquaint-

ance with thee. A solicitude for thy welfare

hath often found place in my heart, and a

secret petition has been raised to the Father

of mercies, that He would continue to be mind-

ful of thee, and cause the angel of his presence

to be round about thee, to guard, guide, and

protect thee through all the vicissitudes of

thy life. Mayst thou and I be able to say in

substance with the apostle, that neither per-

secution, nor tribulation, neither heights nor

depths, things present or to come, shall ever

be able to separate us from the love of God in

Christ Jesus. The blessed Saviour exhorted

his followers to be of good cheer; as He had

overcome the world, even so should His meek
and lowly followers be made to overcome it.

" I think, my dear, I have at times been led

to consider the situation of those of whom wo
have an account, who wandered about in

sheep-skins and goat-skins, and lodged in

dens and in caves of the earth, of whom the

world was not worthy, and have viewed their

situation as a desirable one. Thej' were re-

deemed from the earth, and consequently

freed from those abundant cares, which have

a tendency to draw the mind into the spirit

of the world, and divert it from a labor after

that union and communion which the sancti-

fied soul can have with the Holy Spirit.

" But what am I saying ? Shall my ungrate-

ful heart complain, when blessed with the

necessary comforts of this life ! Do I, by turn-

ing my attention to the gifts, neglect to honor

the Giver with reverent gratitude, adoration,

and praise, and by this neglect alienate my
soul from the Divine harmony ? Let me
rather leave the things which are behind, and

with more vigilance press forward towards

the mark for the prize of the high calling of

God in Christ Jesus, our blessed Lord. His

o-race is sufficient to ensure us the victory

over all our soul's enemies, and finally to give

us a place among those who having the harps

of God, do sing the song of Moses the servant

of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying,

' Great and marvellous are thy works Lord

God Almighty; just and true are all thy ways,

thou king of saints! Who shall not fear thee

and glorify thy name, for thou only art holy

;

for all nations shall come and worship beft)ro

thee, for thy judgments are made manifest.'

"To be of this blessed number, to have our

n the Limb's book of life, to

aged ! Ho that first raised thee up an instru-

ment for His cause, will, if thou still remains
faithful, be with thee, put thee forth, and go
before thee. * :k * *

Rebecca Preston."

"We doubt not that there are some readers

of these memoirs to whom a part of the lan-

guage of the above letter, as well as that of

tlrose which follow, will bo recognised in the

line of their own painful religious experience.

Those who have in any measure put on Christ,

know a fellowship in His sufferings, which
only such as so participate of Him, the living

Vine, can experience. These must, whether
known or unknown, bo one another's helpers

in the Lord ; and bo in degree of one heart

and of one mind, speaking the same language.

O! that this tribulated, sorrowful number,
such as are baptized into Christ, may be in-

creased, and abound more and more. Though
the feeling and the utterance of such may at

times bo with the Apostle, "As it is written.

For Thy sake wo are killed all the day long;

we are accounted as sheep f )rtho slaughter;"

yet as these abide companions in tribulation

in the kingdom and patience of Jesus, the

promise, though it seem to tarry long, will be
refreshingly verified, "The Lord whom ye
seek shall suddenly come to his temple," &c.

And also, " The young lions do lack and suffer

hunger : but they that seek the Lord shall not

want any good thing."

*Sarah Proctor to Mildred Eatcliff

:

" Baltimore, 4th mo. 7th, 1814.

" My Beloved Friend,—This afternoon I

happened to step into a Friend's house, and
saw the bearer; and being informed that he

was from the western country, the interest I

feel for many there, induced me to inquire

after them. At the name of HiUsboro', thou,

my dear friend, wast immediately brought
into affectionate and grateful remembrance.
The evidence, on thinking of thee, was
newed on my mind, that the precious cement-

ing bond of fellowship is not dissolved or

broken either by the distance that separates

us, or the time in which there has boon no

outward communication. It is indeed a groat

favor that there is a union of spirit not sub

ject to such casualties, in which the children

of the Heavenly Father's family, are, at sea

sons, as epistles written in one another's

hearts; not with pen and ink, but in eharac

ters that breathe and travail for each other's

preservation and progress in the way cast up
by Him, who through tribulation and suffer-

ing even unto death, led captivity captive,

and received gifts for the children of men. Is

this not animating to persevere in patience

when trials and difficulties assail us on every

hand ? But why am I thus expressing myself

to one who has attained the standing of a

mother in Israel, and knows the certainty of

these things I am feebly endeavoring to un-

derstand? Indeed, my dear friend, my dwel-

ling has long been in a dry and barren land

—

or rather such is the soil of my heart. My
steps seem for some time to have been of the

retrograde kind, and I in great danger of fall-

ing by my spiritual enemy. Eemember me
when it is well with thee, and please some-

time to write me. It is now several months
since I wrote to thee and a number of other

Friends in Ohio, but have not as jet received
"^•^^esw^^^^^^^^

^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^^^_^ ^^^ ^_^^^

I

* Afterward Sarah Wilson, a minister belonging to \^^ ^% ^f^\tt\t.'^'lV^ mav'^^ti'^n
the Southern District Meeting, Philadelphia. I than all else. That thou and I may attain
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this is the solicitude of thy truly affectionate

friend, Hannah Shinn.
" P. S. Our friends generally well at pre-

sent. Sarah Wilson has just returned from a

visit to her friends in Baltimore."

Letter from Sarah Wilson, late Proctor, to

Mildred Eatcliff

:

" Philadelphia, Gth mo. 8th, 1818.

"My Dear Friend,—I wish to convey an

acknowledgment of the receipt of thy very

acceptable letter. I assure thee I looked so

long for it before I received it, that 1 could

only suppose thou hadst been hastiljr called

upon to go to a remote distance by the Mas-

ter. It seemed to need some thoughts of this

sort to reconcile me to waiting so long with-

out knowing how thy husband and self got

along on your journey homeward.
"1 doubt not, my beloved friend, but thou

can class the late dispensation among many
that have preceded it, which have wrought
together for thy good, furtherance, and re-

finement in the work of redemption, and hast

witnessed a capacity to give thanks under it.

" From thy other correspondents I suppose

thou wilt receive general information respect-

ing Friends here, but may tell thee that when
I was in Baltimore dear Mary MifHin seemed
quite comfortable, and is preciously green and
lively in spirit. May it not be emphatically

said of her, though we have many instructors

in Christ, yet have we not many mothers like

her. Stephen Grellet has been liberated for

an extensive prospect of visiting some parts

of Eussia, Norway, Sweden, &c. Mary Naftel,

whose acceptable services in this land arc

nearly closing, returns home in the same ship

with Stephen. The vessel is to sail from New
York on the 16th of this month. Benjamin
White sailed from this port about ten days
ago for England and Ireland.

" 9th. Whilst writing the foi-egoing last

evening, several Friends came, which will

render the conclusion of this brief. Amongst
the visitors were Hannah Evans, who has

been very ill since Yearly Meeting, and Mary
Morton, both of whom I expect thou wilt re-

member with affection. Isaac W. Morris and
family are in usual health, and, as fiir as I

know, thy friends generally. Mary England,
the ancient friend we went to see up stairs,

has deceased ; and Eobecca Jones soon after

her. They were valiants for the Truth on

earth, and we doubt not are now crowned
with everlasting rest. Oh I that some who
are at times desiring to follow in the footsteps

of the flock, may never utterly fall by the

hand of the enemy. Fears, the pit, and a

multitude of snares often beset me. Remem-
ber me when it is well with thee, and desire

that I may witness preservation.

I conclude in sisterly affection, thy friend,

Sarah Wilson."
(To be contlnned.)

The Cultivation of Bice.—A Southern corres-

pondent of the Syracuse Courier writes of the

rice lands: There is a belt of land stretching

from Virginia down the coast to the Gulf of

Mexico, and most of the distance it lies low,

very little above the level of the ocean, some
of which is covered by water at every high
tide. The greater portion of this land maj-

properly be called swampland—not altogeth-

er given up to the domain of the water, but

always damp and too wet for any grain ex
cept rice. It is not every swamp or wet piece

of land that is fit f':)r the cultivation of rice.

The alluvial swamp lying along the banks of

the rivers having a deep soil, composed of

decayed vegetables, is best fitted for the pur-

pose, but it must be so located that it can be

overflowed at high tide, or it is useless for the

purpose. The lands must also be protected

from the salt water and from the rapid cur-

rents occasioned by freshets. South Carolina

is the greatest rice State, more being cultiva-

ted there than in all the United States besides.

The rivers flowing down from table land of

the interior reach this low land and forcing

themselves to the sea, spread out and have
generally a deep broad channel.

There is a volume of water sulHcient, so

that the tide will cause it to set back for many
miles. Along many of these ravines the land

is as level as the sea, and it can be flooded at

pleasure. Gates are constructed through ar-

tifical embankments along the banks of the

river, and when the tide is high the water is

let in, and the land flooded and the gates

closed. When it becomes necessary to draw
the water off, the gates are opened at low
tide. Some of these fields are very large and
interesting when being prepared for a crop,

and are very beautiful when the rice comes
through the water, and throws its needle-like

spars. These fields must have a secure em-
bankment along the river, and must be thor-

oughly drained by artificial channels, so as to

take the water entirely away when necessary.

In large fields some of the channels have ca-

pacity enough to float a flat-bottomed boat,

which is used to convey the harvest to the

place of storage.

The land is plowed in winter, and in the
first warm days in spring is flooded. The
preparation of the soil commences in March.
The ground is made as mellow as a garden.
The seed is sown in trenches about fifteen in-

ches apart. It requires about three bushels of

seed to an acre. The seed is lightly covered
with soil, and the water let in and remains
about a week, by which time the grain sprouts,

when the water is drawn off, but when the
grain is a few inches above the ground it is

flooded for four or five days and then drawn
oft', and the grain is then allowed to grow
for four or five weeks, when it is cultivated

and the ground thoroughly stirred, and then
the water is let on, and it is flooded for a few
days, and then gradually drawn down and
again cultivated, and after the second culti-

vation the water again let on to remain until

the crop matures, which takes about two
months, when the water is drawn off and it

is harvested, very much as we harvest buck-
wheat.
The crop in a favorable season is a profita-

ble one. The grain is threshed and cleaned
in mills. It is frequently sent to market before
the hulls are removed. There are extensive
mills at Liverpool and New York for hulling

rice, and that enables the dealer to put it on
the market fresh and white. There are mills

at Savannah and Charleston, where the rice

is hulled for the local market. The best hull-

ing machines cost from $1,5,000 to S18,000, and
have very intricate machinery. The rice, be
fore hulled, is called poddy. The machine
takes oft' the hulls and sorts the grain.

After the hulls are removed, it is moved
out on inclined screens, which are fine at first,

and all the small and broken rice passes
through, and then a little coarser, and the
rice called " midding rice" drops through, and

last the "prince rice." The latter quality i

passed through another screen, which '

called polishing, and in that process is swc]'

clean and bright. |'

Rice is cultivated in all the warm countrMi

of the world, and is used for food bj' moi'^

people than any other cereal except whesjj:

It is cultivated very extensively in the Eaji

Indies, and along the coast where the lanijj:

are marshy it is the only crop raised. It \\-

a staple crop in Africa, south of Eurof|i

North and South America. Ceylon produc ':{

a large quantity in excess of consuraptioit

There are several varieties, some of whii,f

grow on dry land, but the Carolina, or wat|,

rice, as it is called, is as fine as any in tji

world. It grows very rapidly, and is ofti!

six feet high. When it is sutficiently high

cover and hide the water, it presents a bea^j

tiful sight.

For "The Friendl.

Mntual Subjection.

Occasions are unhappily too frequent i

observing the mode in which the m
will gradually escape from the soundest foi

of words, when the form is relied upon rath

than the spirit. One of the sound forms whi

is thus at present practically much ov

looked, I apprehend, is the injunction, «

ready always to give an answer to every m
that a.sketh you a reason of the hope that

in you." (1 Pet. iii. 15.) The same fate see;

to have befallen what may be called the cot

terpart doctrine intimated in the memora
testimony of the sorely smitten and trium]

antly submissive Job, "The cause whicl

knew not I seai'ched out." Both lessons

must be admitted, are alike requisite both

individual growth in the truth, and to '

maintenance of true dignity or of intelligi

and enduring usefulness in the conduct of li

but the literal precept of the apostle natura

demands the reinforcement of words m<

urgently than the eloquent example of

patriarch. It is my main object in this c(

munication, to supply such reinforcemen1|!-

briefly as may be.

" Be ready to give an answer to every n

that asketh you a reason of the hope tha

in. you." I think we cannot carefully i

prayerfully examine this command, with

seeing that it enjoins a readiness not onlj

acknowledge the general obligation of d'

in all that we do, and a sense of that obli

tion in ever}- part of our lives, but also

render a reason for every piece of condi

why we esteem it to be a duty, adapted to

particular comprehension of any sincere

quirer. In proof of our hearty acceptanC'

this standard of social propriety, we wil

course have freely to take shame to oursel

when unable to produce such a reason

;

by virtue of the strength which is " made
feet" in our weakness, we may so none

less promote the spread of the love whic
" without dissimulation," and the " free cou:

of the unsearchable Word which is still

creasingly to " be glorified."

Are we not now, as a religious body, p

ing through an era of confusion which

only have overtaken us from the neglec

such simple "first principles" as this;

may we not accordingly now with emii

fitness seek to profit in this verj' mattei

the example of him of whom it is writ

"and the Lord turned the captivity of
j

when he prayed for his friends ?"
'i
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For "The Friend."

The Telegraph and the Storm.

(Condud.d from page 67.)

Vhile the observers now in the field are

icting themselves in their work, the chief

il officer is training other sergeants at the

) of instruction (Fort Whipple, Virginia),

will go forth hereafter as valued auxil-

!. It has been fully demonstrated by
ignal officer that the army of the United
IS is the best medium through which to

act most efficiently and economically
jperations of the Storm Signal Service.

ugh the army ogauization the vast system
egraphy for meteorological purposes can

id is now being, most successfully handled.

atever else General Myer has not done,'

the New York World, ' he has demon-
Bd that there can be, and now is, a per-

net-work of telegraphic communication
iding over the whole country, working in

ct order, by the signal-men, and capa-

f furnishing almost instantaneous messa-
fom every point to the central office at

lington. Think of a single jump by wire

San Francisco 2700 miles eastward three

I a day I When General Myer undertook
t this system in working order, the tel-

ph companies said it was impossible

—

ich thing had ever been heard of in tele-

ling. It is now a grand fait accompli, as

1 as the passing of the Suez Canal by
or the escaping from Paris by bal-

t present the signal officer aims only to

synopsis of each day's weather, and a

ent of what weather may be expected
II probably occur. The 'probabilities' so

ave been most beautifully verified and
med.
is not thought wise to undertake more
can be securely' accomplished. The sy-

and 'probabilities' are all that intelli-

dt shippers and careful seamen require,

ibers will not send their vessels to sea if

j|wealher synopsis indicates threatening

arming weather.
''rave Hers can consult the 'probabilities'

[te kaviug home; and any severe storm
iimenaces any city or port is now special-

illegraphed thither, and the announcement
Eide by bulletins posted in the most public

The instruments of the service have been

bought on trial. They are undergoing the

most varied experiments. In a short time,

t is hoped, they will be greatly improved and
perfected, and then the chief signal officer's

•esult, will bo more satisfactory to himself, and
lis labors will be greatly facilated. The celer-

ity with which important results have already

been attained by this officer has surprised

and startled both himself and the friends of

the great movement.
"As soon as possible, therefore, the Signal

Office will have its signal posts along the lakes

and on our Atlantic sea-board, where caution-

ary signals will be displayed, warning vessels

of approaching gales and storms, and also a

signal for clear weather. These will be dis-

played by day and by night, by a very sim-

ple and suitable contrivance now being perfec-

ted by General Myer. In New York already

arrangements have been made for displaying

the signals to shipping in the harbor from a

lofty structure on the roof of the Equitable
Life Insurance Company's Office, the best sta-

tion that could be chosen. The display of

these storm signals proper will place the Amer-
ican Signal Bureau at once in a position to

render inestimable service to shipping and
all commercial interests.

"These signals will at first be neglected

by ruder and more unskillful seamen and
shippers; but, as in the case of the famous
Fitzroy signals on the English coast, every
week will add new demonstrations of the va-

lue and utility of this system—one of the

most splendid gifts bequeathed by modern
science to the human race.

"The signalling of storms and desolating

cyclones to the unsuspecting seaman will, it is

believed, mark a new era in our lake and
coast navigation, and be the means of annual-

ly saving many lives and millions of dollars'

worth of our floating property.

"The comparison of these signals with the

weather following the signals will be then a
matter of special attention. Every discrepan-

cy can then be carefully noted and probed,

and every day the meteorologists in charge

of the 'probabilities' will find the means of

rectifying any errors they may have fallen

into, and daily increasing the accuracy and
perfecting the plan of their forecasts.

"The storm signals will be displayed at

any hour of the day or night when the instru-

mental indications give notice of bad weather

;

and experience has already shown that gener-

ally at least twenty-four hours' forewarning

can be given from the central office in Wash-
ington of all important weather phenomena.
With the telegraph to premonish, forecasts

for two or three days in advance are hazar-

dous and unnecessary. For almost all prac-

tical purposes of life a day's notice of atmos-

pheric disturbances is quite sufficient, and
more reliable than longer premonitions. It

will be a grand triumph for American science

when the electric telegraph— an American
invention—is so utilized that it will bring all

citizens of the United States into electric com-
munication with each other, and the most
fearful storm, as well as the sunshine and
shower, shall be every day a subject of fore

warning or gratulation throughout the land

and even on the lakes and oceans that wash
the American coasts.

Bad tree produces no fruit.

vSandwich, 8th mo. 20tli, 1836.

To Dover Quarterly Meeting of Friends to be
held next at Berwick :

Dear Friends,—From the present feeble state
of my health, and the nature of my disease,

t is not likely that I shall see many of you
any more ia mutability, and I feel to salute
you in a measure of that love that breathes
Peace on earth and goodwill to men," feel-

ing deeply interested in the welfare of the
human family, but more especially the house-
hold of faith, that we may bo coming up in

the footsteps of the flock of the companions
of Christ, filling our respective ranks in right-

eousness; that all our religious meetings may
bo kept up in the dignity and authority of the
Truth : that there may be an increasing caro
to attend as near the time appointed as may
be, and by no means to stand about the house
when it is time to be in meeting; nor unneces-
sarily to go or stay out of meetings for busi-

ness; that none of us may content ourselves
with meeting once in the week, but that there
may be an increasing care to attend all our
midweek meetings. For those who are in the
habit of neglecting these, may do well to con-
sider whether they love the Lord their God
with all their heart, or whether the love of
the world has in any measure blinded their
minds. For in the language of the apostle,

"If our gospel be hid it is hid to them that
are lost, in whom the God of this world hath
blinded the minds of them that believe not;
lest the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ,
who is the image of God, should shine unto
them. For we preach not ourselves but Christ
Jesus the Lord, and ourselves your servants
for Jesus' sake. For God who commanded
the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined
in our hearts to give the light of the know-
ledge of the glory of God in the face of
Jesus Christ, in whom is life, and the life is

the light of men. He is the true light that
lighteth every man that cometh into the
world." As much depends on the foremost
ranks in society as respects themselves, so-

ciety and the great family at large, I have
desired that we may experience the earthly
mind properly subdued and replenished, and
all our creaturcly propensities brought into
subjection to the law of Christ, that the min-
istry may be preserved clean and blameless.
And as much depends on living elders rightly
qualified to handle the golden snuffers—right-

ly dividing between the light and what dims
the light, removing the latter so that the light

may shine the brighter.

And I am firm in the belief that there is a
wisdom, policy, government, religious wor-
ship and ministry, which together with their
support, maintainance and defence, are all of
God

;
proceeding from, gathering to, settling

and centring the mind actuated thereby in

God as their proper centre and source. And
there is a likeness of all this, as near as human
wisdom can devise, which, together with their

support, maintainance and defence, are all of
the world

;
proceeding from, gathering to,

centring and settling the mind actuated there-

by in the world, as their proper centre and
source. As no fountain can rise above the
fountain head, so neither can the wisdom of
this world, unless influenced and governed by
a higher principle, usefully officiate in things
of a higher nature. And as there is a portion
in man designed for heaven and heavenly en-
joyments, hence the necessity of one coming
from heaven to lead to heaven. That Jesus
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Christ has come for that purpose, who is per.

fectly equal to the business, is evident ; for he
whose kingdotn it is, invites all the ends of
the earth to look to him and be saved, " Come
unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden
and I will give you rest." "Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me, and ye shall find

rest to your souls." This is the rest that re-

mains to the people of God. He comes to us
right where wo are. What is to be known of
God is manifest in man, for he hath showed
it unto them. And the kingdom of heaven
Cometh not with observation, it is within you.
It consisteth not in meats and drinks and
divers washings and carnal ordinances, im-
posed on men until the time of the reforma-
tion, but in righteousness, peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost. And know ye not that Jesus
Christ is within you, the hope of glory, ex-

cept ye are reprobates. The word is nigh
thee, in thy heart and in thy mouth

; that is

the word of faith which we preach. And ye
have received an unction from the Holy One,
and need not that any man teach you, save
as the anointing teacheth you.

It is matter of great consolation that our
everlasting happiness is not left on so slender

a foundation as to depend on the faithfulness

of another equally frail with ourselves; but
that we may learn of one who is surely at

home in our own hearts. Although the term
Gospel may apply to outward preaching,
when the Master speaks through instru-

ments : yet it is the power of God unto salva-

tion, and properly applies to the preaching of
Christ, who is called the wisdom of God and
the power of God : whose inward spiritual

preaching in the heart, is known to be the
power of God unto salvation, to all them that
believe and obey the Truth. For He is the
only sure guide, that ever has or ever will

conduct all safe home to glory, that give up

cerla vivipara) speckled with orange and
black, and it is by no means uncommon. If
the green lizard were as highly endowed with
intelligence as it is with a wonderful power
of reproducing lost organs, it would rank with
the "most subtil" of creatures. The natur
alist, Blumenbach, destroyed the eyes ofsome,
and found these organs completely restored
after the lapse of some weeks. Of course no
one is rash enough to ascribe this remarkable
restorative process to any peculiar skill pos-
sessed by the animals

; but a mysterious power
must, it is evident, be at work in the physical
constitution of these active little creatures.

Lizards are social beings, and are some
times found in countless multitudes, dwelling
together in perfect harmony. When Bruce
visited the ruined Temple of the Sun at Baal
bee, his attention was for a time directed froir

those wonderful ruins by the hosts of bright
ly colored lizards which had taken possession
of the onoe magnificent house of Baal. These
nimble reptiles were basking by thousands in

the sun. They swarmed on prosti-ate columns,
and darted in every direction over the Cyclo
peaa granite masses of the temple walls. In
such silent and lonely places these little crea
tures show the strength of their social ten
dencies. What a startling change is here
Syrian lizards finding a sunny home in the
courts once crowded by priests of Baal.
One family of lizards, the geckos, are fu

nished with feet so complex in structure, that
none but " clever animals" could use such
elaborate walking machines. These feet are
formed of a series of muscular layers, fringed
with a sucker-like apparatus, and sometimes
furnished with a sharp and hooked claw. Th
geckos arc thus enabled to cling not only to
walls, but to the smoothed surfaces, and to
run along ceilings like the house fly. These
reptiles know how to avail themselves of this

wholly to be ruled and governed by him. I
peculiar organization. Is a gecko hungry, it

Here we come under the influence of his wis
dom, policy, government, religion, worship
and ministry. Surely in this way all the king-
doms of the world may become the kingdoms
of God and of his Christ, and know Him to

roigQ until all enemies are subdued under his

feet, even the last enemy, Death ; that death
which is inseparably connected with sin and
transgression. For this was and is one im-
portant design in his coming "to finish sin,

and make an end of transgression, and bring in

everlasting righteousness," which He wrought

suspends itself, back downwards, to the under-
side of a large leaf, and waits, even for hours,
until an insect comes within reach. Here,
then, we find an animal provided with a deli-

cate tool— for such the gecko's foot is—and
we also see that the creature uses this instru-

ment in the most effective manner. If a
mechanic has a thorough command over his

tools, do we not deem him a skilful workman ?

Why, then, should we hesitate to admit a de-

gree of intelligence in a reptile which uses its

own special tools in the most perfect manner?
out in that outward body, and works in every This adhesive power of the gecko's feet is not,

heart that is given up for him to work in. to of course, a mere mechanical result. The ani-

will and to do of his own good pleasure. For|>iaal has to use rightly the numerous muscles

'here the Lord reigns, our soul's salvation is by which the fan-like foot is expanded, and

capture, and slowly the hand or net a'

proaches. The bright eyes of the little lizailj

are fixed on the- coming peril; there is I'j

sign of stupid fright in the creature—only ii

keen observation of the enemy's motion (i

Just as the swoop is about to be made, tl'j

creature disappears, as in the " twinkling,
jj

an eye." The disappointed man may, fori!

moment, be at a loss to trace the lizard's plaii

of refuge; but he sees, after some search,',

small chink between the time-worn stones ii

the wall, into which the creature has darte||

and where it is safe from human fingers.-

Menault.

For " rh8 Friend'

I

The description of the shock of an eart!'

quake, felt by a Friend in the neighborho(|'

of Chad's Ford, on the morning of the 9l|

inst., has prompted me to relate what oecn!

red near our home, about 30 minutes later. I

was sitting in a front second-story room, wri

ing a letter, when thei-e was ajar which sho(j

the table I was writing on, so that I droppfj

my pen, and at the same time there was"

rumbling and grinding sound resembling wh

would be caused by the passing of a heavi

loaded wagon. I immediately rose, and look

out of the window, expecting to see a stoi

wagon turning off' the track, to get out of ll-l

way ofan approaching car, but there was not
'

ing there to cause such an effect. My son w

in the parlor below, and coming up stairs.

said to him, "What was that?" "An cart,

quake," said he; and he described the souiH

and the shock much as I have done. It wfj

reported next day in our paper that 200 ke

of powder had blown up near Wilmingtc

which caused the alarm of earthquake thei

but this was proved to be a mistake, andthf

the shock was felt at that place very sensib

so as to cause some chimneys to fall, and otb

disturbances.

As I have not hoard any body speak oft

shock being felt in our city, I felt willing

offer what came under our own observatic

in Chestnut St., West Philadelphia.

Tenth mo. 24111, 1S71.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 28, 1871.

effected, and we know his kingdom to come,
and his will to bo done; and know it to con-

sist in righteousness and peace and joy in the
Holy Ghost.

That this maj' bo, Q.r may become, the
happy lot of one and all, is the hu.mble prayer
of my soul to Almighty God.

In much love and brotherly affection, I re-

main your friend and brother,

Cyrus Beedf.

also those which draw the fleshy fibres close

to the diversified surfaces of the bodies to

which the lizard clings. These remarkable
feet, and the reptile's intelligent use of them,
early attracted the attention of the ancient
Jews and Arabs. The Hebrew name for the

lizard is generally derived from an Arabic
root, signifying to ding.

The "spider" described in the Book of Pro-
verbs, XXX. 28, as taking "hold with her
hands," and living "in king's palaces," is pro-

bably the gecko, which i.3 found in the most
secluded parts of royal Eastern mansions.
The cool manner in which these lizards await

The Lizard.—Some lizards are so readily

tamed, and become so familiar with man, that

we can scared}' refuse to believe in their in- ^^^ ^^^^^ „,„.,^„. ... .,.....,„ i„^„^ .,„,.. ^., „„„.„
telligence. The beautiful green liz.ard (Laeerta

| the near approach of a foe, and then suddenly
vividis) will take food from the hands of its disappear, indicates a degree of watchfulness,
owner, and even lap water from the hollow 'combined with courage, which would be called

j

not aroused to a sense of impending dant

of its keeper's hand. Our prettiest British
|<' presence of mind" in a human being. A man until the rapid advance of the fire, the iute

species is a small greenish-brown reptile (La- gees a gecko on a wall, he resolves upon its' heat, and the violent wind, created in part

We suppose our readers have learned frc

some of the various accounts published in

daily papers, the awful calamity that has

fallen Chicago and large sections of coudI

in Ohio, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin and M
nesota, by the most extensive conflagratic

that have been known in modern time,

the city of Chicago between ten thousands
twelve thousand buildings are said to h£

been burned, rendering homeless upwards
sixty thousand persons, destroying some hi

dreds of lives, and involving a pecuniary l

of hundi-eds of millions of dollars. Two
counts are given of the origin of this fire—

(

that it begun in a planing-mill, another tl

it spread from a burning stable—and it

probable that in both instances the flar

were communicated to the adjoining bu

ings, and in neither effectually subdued,

would appear that the citizens generally w
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arefiiction of the atmosphere, rendered

1 ettbrts unavailing to arrest its course.

fires in the different States named, have

fferent origins, and their course respec-

has been determined by the circum-

es peculiar to the district of country in

1 they raged. The devastation of pro-

and the loss of human life, have varied

the natural features of the district burnt,

,ho sparseness or density of the popula-

Throughout the past summer great

of the north western portion of the

3d States has snft'ered much trom drought,

ially the district that lies between Lakes

n and Michigan, and that northwest of

itter lake, embracing Wisconsin and Min-

Thus the underwood and fiillen tim-

the extensive forests of pine, and the

nediate high grass on the prairies, have

greatly dried and prepared for the rapid

dofconflagration, should fires be kind led.

stated that in some cases the fire was
communicated from locomotives passing

'ailroads traversing the country ; in oth-

lat it spread from camp-fires made by

srs. We apprehend, however, that uoth-

srtain is known respecting this. Let the

have been what it may, no similar

dty has ever been known in this coun-

none so extensive in its dread sweep of

ming flame, or so destructive of human
d of all on which man depended for sus-

ce and domestic society. The different

are somewhat conflicting, but there

e no doubt that altogether many hun-
square miles have been laid waste by
estroying angel, and some hundreds of

women and children have perished

;

in the flames, others in the streams,

or other bodies of water into which they
driven by the approaching devourer.

towns and villages have been burnt up,

some instances but few of their inhab-

succeeded in escaping; losing all but

lives.

object is not to recite the many heart-

Dg scenes as narrated in the accounts re-

1 from several points in the desolated

cts ; they must have been numerous and
il beyond description ; but we would in-

ur readers to the consideration of the

ulable amount of destitution and suffer-

lat must necessarily follow such a visita-

and that unless help is extended by
who have the means, many more will

bly perish for want of food and clothing,

e agricultural districts the dwellings,

, store-houses, granaries, stock, and farm-

mplements have fallen a prey to the

;, and those who were favored to save

lives, will probably in most cases be

ut means to feed and clothe themselves
imilies. The same must be the case in

mbering districts, and it is stated that

ly several have died from starvation. It

iputed there are at least ten thousand
18 rendered homeless and stripped of all

of living, in the several parts of the
ry overrun by this awful conflagration,

was to be expected, the generous sym-
of the whole communitj^, Bast, West,

I and South, has been ai-oused by these

cedented catastrophies, and no time has
lost in sending help to the sufferers. In-

nce of the destruction of a large part of

go, and the consequent helpless condi-

f- the many thousands who had been
: out of their homes and were without

food or shelter, first reached the public ear in

different and distaat parts of the country, and

immediately money, food and clothing were
freely given and forwarded for their relief.

As the accounts were received from the dis-

tricts overrun by the fire in the further north-

west, it became evident that though the loss

of property was much less, the loss of human
life was far greater than it had been in the

city, and the survivors were left, if possible,

in a more helpless and miserable condition

than their fellow-sufferers in Chicago. The
towns inhabited by them are but little known
to the public, and they are out of the track ol

railroad communication. It is therefore mor<'

difficult to obtain correct information of tho

existing state of things among the peojile

;

but enough is known to warrant the assertion

that hundreds are destitute of means to pro-

cure food or clothing, are without houses to

shelter them, and unless relieved by the lib-

erality of their fellow-citizens, many of them
will probably be unable to maintain life dur-

ing the cold weather now near at hand.

Thei-e have been millions of dollars subscrib-

ed for the help of our suffering brethren and

sisters, and millions are and will be required

to keep multitudes of them from perishing.

It is most grateful to witness how universal,

in all parts of the country, has been the hu-

mane impulse to extend sympathy and the

pecuniary means required to succor the suf-

ferers from this dire calamity, and we trust

our people will not grow weary in well-doin

for the destructive effects of these fires will

continue throughout the approaching winter.

The generous assistance afforded by our

brethren in Great Britain is, we believe, deep

ly felt by our people, and we trust it will not

only be a valuable help in meeting the wants

of those whose substance has been destroyed,

but will serve eflSciently in securing the feel

ing of fraternal interest and good-will which

should ever be cherished between the two na

tions.

Our friends in the country will see by the

notices on our last page that an opportunity

is offered for having whatever they may feel

disposed to contribute, judiciously expended

towards the help of the destitute.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Tlie labor difficulties continue in Eng

land. On the 21st a serious disturbance occurred at

Lincoln with the men who are on a strike. The rioters

drove oflf the police, attacked the hoases of employers,

and did considerable damage.

Earl Granville, in a speech at Manchester, expressed

a feeling of pride at the resnlt of the Alabama negotia-

tions, and the good relations they had established with

a sister country. He also thanked the American gov-

ernment for so promptly suppressing the Fenian raids

into British territory.

The stockholders and others in interest in the ocean

telegraph cables, are demanding a closer amalgamation

of the Anglo-American and French cable companies.

The evacuation of six departments of France by the

Prussians, stipulated in the recent treaty, is to be com-

pleted by the 27th of the 12th mo. next. The final

ratification by France of the treaty with Germany has

been dispatched to Berlin. By the terms of tlie treaty

the departments referred to are not to be occupied by

French troops, and should France not fulfil her finan-

cial obligations, they may be re-occupied by the Ger-

mans. Ponyer Quertier has been congratulated by

President Thiers on his share in negotiating the treaty,

and the Cross of the Legion of Honor has beenconfer-

red on him as an official recognition of his services.

The last advices from Algeria are more favorable,

They represent that the insurgents are submitting,

trusting to the generosity of the French commande""
Prince Napoleon, with the consent of the gov

ment, has gone to Corsica. He was insulted by the

people on his juiirn.y ihrouu'li France, and at Valence
icrowddemantli-il lii- -iiiiruil.r into their hands. Being
nformed that hf li ul ,i >:ii • rMndnct from the govern-
ment they showed llitir hitn-d hy threats and hisses

which followed the train until it had passed beyond the

ity.

A letter from Gambetta is published, in which he
avs, that tbouvli tli- H.>|

feated iu tli.- .,.- -\..-

It tnr.r,-, -!.
i

:
:

,.

extnii^'iM li il :',

France i • i

shown i!i I . ' I'.ei

dynast i
I

-
, !

,'
. :ii.

Tlu '
•
,: •

I hH.I

^...f de
lit- le- liiid^ nothing in the

i.i'-i wit" desired to see

lie iiiiiiaiKuiists, and have
of a monarchy under other

n Paris for the trial of Com-
i i I

I

I
i-ii I \ "lie nf the accu.sed brought

' ,1 ;iu order to the com-
,1 III ! I III- III !(ii ii.ii . Ill I II n ,il [losts and stations on
the eo;nts iif France, wirniiig them to keep a careful

watch on tlie movements of all suspicious or suspected
persons, and to be prepared for prompt action to sup-
press any disturbance. The object of the order is to

prevent the country from being disturbed or excited by
the Bonapartist descent which it is feared may be un-
dertaken.

Full reports of the last German expedition towards
the north pole have been published. It is claimed that

the expedition was successful. The polar sea was dis-

covered free of ice and swarming with whales.

The Prussian Cross Gazette contradicts the account
given by Benedetti of the negotiations between Bis-

marck and Napoleon, in 1866. It a.sserts that the Ger-
mans, while at Ver.sailles, found, in the archives of the
French government, a copy in Benedetti's handwriting
of the famous secret treaty which was published last

year.

A Madrid dispatch says : The manifesto recently
issued by the followers of Sag:is,a has called forth a
counter declaration by the adherents of Zorilla, in which
they advocate the maintenance of order and the strict

enforcement of the law, the consolidation of the power
of the nation, and support of the Savoy dynasty. This
manifesto is signed by 141 Progressists of various de-

grees of prominence in Spanish politics.

The cardinals have held a meeting in Rome and ad-
vised the Pope to quit that city to preserve his spiritual

independence.
A distinguished prelate, an emissary of the Pope, has

had an interview with the Emperor of Germany, to as-

certain if it would be allowable for the approaching
conclave to sit outside of Rome; for instance, in some
French city. The emissary was referred to Bismarck,
who evaded a reply.

Advices from Odessa state that eight hundred build-
ings in the town of Bogvosloy have been burned by in-

cendiary fires, believed to be the work of the fanatical

oppressors of the Jews. The great proportion of the
inhabitants of the town are of Jewish faith.

The details received of the recent storms and floods

in China represent the loss of life and property to have
been very great. At least three thousand persons are
said to have perished.

Constantinople advices state that the cholera has
again appeared, and in two days sixty persons died, ten
of whom were Englishmen.

President Juarez has been re-elected President by the
Mexican Congress, receiving lOS votes—all tliat were
cast. The opposition refrained from voting.

The last steamer brings the gratifying intelligence of
the abolition of slavery in Brazil. When she left Rio
Janeiro the bill had just passed the Senate by a large
majority. The bill gives partial compensation to own-
ers, allows slaves to acquire and hold property at once,
makes all children of slaves hereafter born free, enables
those who are now in slavery to buy their freedom at

a moderate valuation, absolutely frees slaves owned by
the nation, and provides a fund for purchasing and free-

ing those owned by the Church. There are about a
million and a half or two millions of slaves in the em-
pire.

The London Times of the 23th states, that Napoleon
has declared that recent reports from France of a Bona-
partist conspiracy and intended descent upon the coast
of France are entirely without foundation. The Em-
peror, claiming that he is the only legitimate sovereign
of France, advocates no violent measures for the resto-

ration of his dynasty, but believes his partizans should
urge the taking of the will of the French people upon
the settlement of the governtaent by means of a plebis-

cite.

Roderick Murchison, Baronet, president of the Geo-
logical and Geograpliical Societies, died in England on
the 22d inst., aged_ seventy-nine.
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Tlie Convention of the International League (Com-
munists) assembled at Geneva on the 23d. No noted

leader was present, and the proceedings were without

interest.

The Bank of France has commenced the issue of

35,000,000 francs in currency of small denominations.

There is great scarcity of money in Paris, and the pub-

lic distress seemed to be daily increasing in intensity.

London, 10th mo. 23J.—Consols, 93. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 90| ; of 1867, 921 ; ten-fortie-s, 89}.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9.V a 9|d. ; Orleans, 9| a

United States.—Miscellaneous.—Mortality in Phila-

delphia last week 313, including 74 deaths from Small

Pox.
At the recent State election in Pennsylvania 553,840

votes were polled, and the Eepublican candidate for

Surveyor General had a majority of 20,370. The ma-
jority for holding a Convention to revise the State Con-

stitution was 260,158, out of 404,304 votes polled.

The first of the Mormon trials in Salt Lake City

terminated on the 20th inst. On the part of Hawkins,

the defendent, it was contended that in taking a plu-

rality of wives he had no intention of committing a

crime, that there was no law against polygamy in Utah,

and that he had been married according to the usages

and customs of the Mormon church. The jury ren-

dered a verdict of guilty, and the defendent was taken

into custody by the United States Marshal. The prin-

cipal witness in the case of Hawkins was his first wife,

to whom he had been legally married. This attempt

to enforce the laws causes great excitement in Utah.

The people of Chicago have gone' to work with great

energy rebuilding and repairing the effects of the late

terrible fire. About 18,000 men are engaged in clear-

ing away the ruins, and bricklayers and carpenters find

plenty of work at good wages. The price of bricks has

risen from S6.50 per 1000, to $12 a §15. The city is

orderly, and relief for the poor comes in abundantly.

Immediately after the fire the daily applications for re-

lief numbered above 40,000, but this number daily

diminished. On the 21st there were about 25,000 daily

applications for shelter. The business of the Board of

Trade has been resumed, and the receipts and ship-

ments of grain have again become quite large. The
banks have also resumed business. When they opened

but little money was called for, and they receive de-

posits to a larger amount than is daily withdrawn. A
lot of ground in the burnt district, forty feet on Dear-

born place by eighty-two feet on Randolph street, has

been sold since the fire for §50,000. It was purchased

a year ago for §40,000.

A Denver dispatch of tlie 23d inst. says ; The Denver
and Eio Grande Railway was finished to Colorado

Springs, 76 miles, to-day, and is now open for travel

and freight. This is the pioneer tliree-foot road of the

country, and a number of officers of other narrow gauge

roads throughout the Union are now here to examine
its operation.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 23d inst. New York.— American gold, 112|.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116J; ditto, 1865, 114.V; ditto, 1862,

114|; ditto, 1868, 112i ; ditto, 10-40, IQH. Superfine

flour, $6 a $6.40 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.40. No. 1

Chicago spring wheat, *1.50 ; No. 2 §1.45 a §1.47i;

amber State, $1.58; white Michigan, $1.64 a .Tfl.68;

white Genesee, §1.60 a $1.68. Canada barley, §1.08;

western do., 78 a 80 cts. Oats, 50 a 52 cts. Western

yellow corn, 78 cts. ; mixed, 75 a 76} cts. Philadelphia.

—Cotton, 19.V a 20 cts. for uplands and New Orleans.

Superfine flour, $5 a r5.75 ; finer brands, §6 a $9. Red
wheat, §1.55 ;

amber, $1.58 a $1.61. Yellow corn, 75 a

77 cts. Oats, 48 a 49 cts. Lard, lOV cts. Clover-seed,

10 a lOJ cts. Timothy, $3 a $3.25. The cattle market

very dull. Sales of about 3,000 head at 6J a 6J cts. for

extra, 7 cts. for a few choice ; 5i a 6 cts. for fair to good,

and 3J a 5 cts. per lb. gross for common. About 15,000

sheep "sold at 5 a 7 cts. per lb. gross, and 4,000 hogs at

$6.25 a $7.25 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—Choice white

wheat, $1.75 a $1.80; fair to prime, §1.50 a §1.70;

choice red, §1.70 a §1.75
;
good to prime, SJl.48 a$1.65i

Ohio and Indiana, §1.50 a til.51 ; Pennsylvania, $1.53

a $1.56. Mixed western corn, 73 a 75 cts. Oats, 46 a

48 cts. St. ioiiis.—Flour, *5 a $6.10. No. 3 red wheat,

$1.31. Yellow corn, 43 cts. Oats, 32 cts. Barley, 75
cts. Rye, 65 cts. Lard, 9^ a 9J- cts. Milwaukie.—No.
1 spring wheat, §1.20; No. 2, §1.18}. No. 2 mixed
corn, 46 cts. Rye, 62 cts. Barley, 56 cts. Cleveland.

—No. 1 winter red wheat, §1.36; No. 2 do., $1.33.

Mixed corn, 58 cts. Oats, 38} a 39 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Arralield, Agent, lOngland, 10

shillings, vol. 45, and for Joseph J. Aruifield, Arthur

Wood, Samuel Alexander, Samuel J. Alexander, John
Edward Baker, William L. Bellows, James Bishop,
Samuel Bradburn, John Bottomley, Joseph Bottomley,
Robert Clark, John Dale, Joseph Frith, William
Graham, Foster Green, Reuben Harvey, John Hodgkin,
Samuel Hope, Susanna Kirkham, William Irwin, Isaac
Lloyd, Jno. Finch Marsh, Walter Morris, Samuel
Moorehouse, Sarah Mason, Thomas Marsden, William
R. Nash, Daniel Pickard, Samuel Pickard, Rachel
Rickman, Holman Shephard, Ann Swithenbank, John
Sykes, Elizabeth Thwaite, Edward Watkins, Lucy W.
Walker, and Jane Wright, 10 shillings each for vol. 45;
for William Bingham, £2, for 4 copies of vol. 45

;

Samuel Evens, 10 shillings, to No. 27, vol. 45 ; Henry
Horsnaill, 10 shillings, to No. 40, vol. 45 ; Enoch Hal-
den, £1, to No. 4.5, vol..46 , John Horuiman, £1, to No.
45, vol. 46 ; William Knowles, 10 shillings, vol. 44

;

Anna Nunn, 10 shillings, to No. 22, vol. 45, and Hen-
rietta Peckover, 10 shillings for vol. 44.

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE,
No. 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

The first edition of the " Journal of William Evans"
being nearly exhausted, a second edition has been pub-

lished, and is now for sale at the Book Store. This

edition contains the Memorial of William Evans, issued

by the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, and has the

yearly date at the top of each page.

Prices the same as before, according to the binding.

Twenty per cent, deduction to those purchasing to sell

again.

There are on hand between twenty and thirty copies

of the first edition, which will be sold at twenty per

cent, below the original price.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of " The Bible Association of

Friends in America," will be held at the Committee
room of the Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia,

on the evening of Fourth-day, the 1st of Eleventh
month, at 8 o'clock.

The members of the Philadelphia Auxiliary, both

men and women, and Friends generally, are invited to

attend. Caleb Wood, Secretary,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence on

Second-day, the 30th of Tenth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and who gc

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets at tlie

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad,

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by giving

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who will be fur-

nished with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In
such case the passage, including the stage fare from the

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to be

paid for with the other incidental charges at the close

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street Road
Station on Second and Third-days, the 30th and 31st

of Tenth month, to meet the trains that leave Philadel-

phia at 7.25 and 10 A. M., and 2.30 p. M.
6^" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. If left at

the latter place, it must be put under the care of H.
Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Thirty-

first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, to

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their bag-

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of the

City, by sending word on the day previous (through

the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Sons,

No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their charge in such ease

for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Chestnut streets,

will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same charge they

will also collect baggage from the other railroad depots,

if the checks are left at their office No. 5 North Eigh-
teenth St. Baggage put under their care, if properly

marked, will not require any attention from the owners,

either at the West Philadelphia depot, or at the Street

Road Station, but will be forwarded direct to the School.

It may not always go on the same train as the owner,

but it will go on the same day, provided the notice to

H. Alexander & Sons reaches them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School will

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of the

first train from the City, every day except First-days
;

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friends'

Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded every

Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Sixth-days

in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged in their

bills; but the express charges on all packages sent to

304 Arch street must be pre-paid.
Tenth month 16th, 1871.

FRIENDS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF PHII
For hdp of Sufferers by Northwestern Fires.

Information received from various reliable sour

principally from members of our own religious Soci

renders it very evident there will be, during the

preaching inclement season, a great amount of sul

ig arising from the dreadful fires which have de'

ted a very large portion of our north-western coun
including many small villages and settlements, as

the city of Chicago. Friends in the West wh
irer to this scene of suflering, and those in all

of the land, will no doubt endeavor to render sue

as may be in their power. A committee of Fr
also been organized in Philadelphia, who will

e and forward contributions, taking due care i

they will be properly applied.

The following Friends are members of this c

mittee, and donations may be forwarded to any or

them, or directly to Samuel R. Shipley, Tr'east

at the office of the Provident Life and Trust Co., PI

Marmaduke C. Cope, 1312 Filbert St.

Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race St.

William Kinsey, 469 Marshall St.

Henry Haines, 417 Walnut St. i

Elliston p. Morris, 4782 Main St., Germanb

HADDONFIELD SCHOOL FOR BOYS A:
GIRLS, under the care of Friends.

This School is now in session—a few scholars o
be accommodated with board.

Terms given on application to Chas. Rhoads, 8

Seventh St., or to the Teacher, John Boadle, at

school.

THE MORAL ALMANAC, FOR 1872,

Is now on sale at Friends' Book Store, No. 304 j

St. Being printed on superior paper, and the Cale
from a new fount of type, the attention of Frieni

particularly called to this publication. A numbi
copies are in printed covers.

Price, 40 cts. per dozen or 4 cts. a-piece.

In covers, 50 cts. per dozen or 5 cts. "

NOTICE.
Chicago, Tenth month 15th, 181

Finding a numerous class of sufierers by the lat

rible fire, which the large Associations for the rel

the masses do not and cannot reach, the Socie

Friends in Chicago this day organized a Friends' I

Association, and appointed the following Friem
Executive Committee, viz; Joseph Jones, Wi'

Sharp, Baily Wickersham, Willet Dorland, Fowi
Hill, and ElwoodW Jones. All who desire to fu

aid through this Association will address Joseph J

Chairman Friends' Relief Association, 1082 In

Avenue, Chicago.

In thus organizing, we wish it distinctly under
that it is not for want of confidence in the presen

cient organization by the city, or for the relief of

hers of the Society of Friends alone; but to co-o[

with other Associations in the great work to be di

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATIO]
Our schools in North C irolina and Virginia re

11th mo. 1st. We need a few teachers, and are de;

to engage for this service rightly concerned Fri

Terms of salary $15 to §20 per month.
For further particulars please apply at this

116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
JVeor Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Phlladdi
Physician and Superintendent^JosHUA H. Wi

ington, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ir

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Managers.
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From Death to Life.

Lord Jesus, the faithful Witness and
first begotten from the dead, describes

3 who trulj^ come to him, as having passed

death unto life. "He brought them,"

1 the Psalmist, "out of darkness and the

ow of death, and bralje their bands in

" And then continues, " Oh that men
praise the Lord for his goodness, and

lis wonderful works to the children of
" There is perhaps nothing in the whol
of redemption that should so call forth

Iieartfelt, deep-toned praise and gratitud

ovo to the beneficent Author and Arbiter

, as the unspeakable gift of His beloved

the Lamb immaculate, " who, through

ternal Spirit, offered himself without spot

bd, to purge our conscience from dead

£8 to serve the living God." This is both

sspects the great propitiatory sacrifice

; outward oifering on Calvary for the sins

le world, and as the Comforter or Spirit

ruth manifested in the heart, by whom
lire baptised into Christ, and experience

[ti6cationand belief of the truth: by whom
J'ather is glorified ;

and who is our guide

I
all truth. Upon which, how beautiful,

lessive, and adapted is the language :
" Be

bercfore the I'ollowera of God, as dear

i renj and walk in love, as Christ also hath

'I us, and hath given himself for us, an

1 ng and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-

I ling savor."

I it not the invariable way of ou r sovereign

i[ to pull down before He builds up—ac-

; ng to those solemn words, " See now,
i 1, even I, am he, and there is no God
I mo: I kill, and I make alive; I wound,
*(I heal." The very institution of self-

>ul and the daily cross, as a test, in the

e:nes8 of grace and wisdom, of our alle-

ai'C to a Saviour who was made perfect

irigh suftering, shows that it is the way of

olitication and death to the flesh that our
ijain of salvation chooses, in order to cru

i

first Adam, as that which prepares the way
for the reception with loving obedience into

the heart, of the second Adam, the Lord from

heaven. "It is a faithful saying," writes the

Apostle ;
" For if we be dead with him, we

shall also live with him : if we suffer, we shall

also reign with him." It is in this way that

we become Christians in deed and in truth

For Christ is admitted into, and must rule

and reign in all hearts that are His. His

kingdom, though small at first as a gi-ain of

mustard seed—sown in weakness, but raised

in power—becomes set up; and we become
His by the solemn thorough surrender of the

heart"; His by keeping his covenant and re-

membering his commandments to do them:
His for time and His for eternity.

There is perhaps nothing so poor or so piti-

ful, as the human soul, when, through disobe-

dience or rebellion, it is unquickened by the

power of the Holy Spirit, or when destitute

of the experimental knowledge of God! It

was from this fallen and lost state that th

Saviour came to save us. And behold the

means! "Know ye not," saith the Apostle,
" that so many of us as were baptized into

Jesus Christ, were baptised into his death.

Therefore loe are, buried loith him by baptism

into death ; that like as Christ was raised up
from the dead by the glory of the Fathei-,

even so we also should loalli in newness of life."

It is through this death unto- newness of life,

that we all are called: and hence the injunc-

tion, " Awake thou that sleepest, and arise

from the dead, and Christ shall give thee

light." We are often instructed in this change

by natural objects, as the following beautiful

nes represent :

—

" From dearth to plenty, and from death to life,

Is Nature's progress, when she lectures man
In lieav'nly truth ; evincing, as she makes
The grand transition, that there lives and works

A soul in all things, and that soul is God."
* * * "He feeds the secret fire,

By which the mighty process is maintained,

"Who sleeps not, is not weary ; in whose sight

Slow circling ages are as transient days

;

Whose work is without labor ; whose designs

No flaw deforms, no difiieulty thwarts

;

And whose beneficence no charge exhausts."

The unspeakable loving kindness, grace and
mercy of our Father in heaven, is so conspi

euously shown in the coming in the flesh of

His dear Son ;
His sufferings, death, resurrec-

tion and ascension, as well as His intercession

for poor, lost, fallen man, that it would S(

as though all hearts must, per force, be at-

tuned to praise and adoration, that "unto us

a child is born ;" and for the precious price

paid by Him, that He might, not without us

but with us, through our whole-hearted alle-

tiis to the world, and whereby the world giance and obedience, bring us to God. It

be crucified to us; that no flesh should those who thus come to Him, the Physician

o|' in his presence. So much is this the of value, with broken hearts and contrite

.bI that the practical value of the holy re- 1 spirits, feeling their soul's malady, their im-

m which we profess, consists in the sub- 1 potency, their weakness, their nothingness,

gion and death of the corrupt will of the their unceasing need of Him, their death] in

trespasses and sins, that He delights to con-

descend to; and pouring in the oil and the

to show the mighty power of His saving

grace upon. "He brought me up also," says

the Psalmist, "out of an horrible pit, out of the

miry clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and
established mj' goings. And ho hath put a

new song in my mouth, even praise unto our

God." It is this "horrible pit;" this state of

destitution and death ; this depth where every

human aid and comfort fails; this fool's state,

to the last shrunk from and resisted by the

carnal mind of man ever at enmity with God;
this state where there remains no hope but

to cast ourselves at His footstool, who has all

power in heaven and in earth, and "whose

sovereign balm is alone sufficient for our truly

helpless condition, that the light and life and
o-race and power of the Lamb of God who
taketh away the sin of the world, is revealed

for our rescue, help and salvation. Here the

Saviour's precept is exemplified: " Except a

corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it

abideth alone ; but if it die, it bringeth forth

much fruit." Without this death unto self,

and sin, and the world, there can be no resur-

rection experienced through Him who must
ever remain to be the resurrection, the way,

and the life, unto the new creation of God in

Christ Jesus. But where we are made willing

to thoroughly yield ourselves unto the Com-
forter, which through the Saviour proceedeth

from the Father, and who reproves or con-

vinces of sin, of righteousness and of judg-

ment, then are we brought to the pliant or

easily influenced state, which it is the purpose

of the Lord's chastenings and dealings to con-

duct us. Then is fulfilled the Scripture con-

cerning the people of the Most High formerly:

"He found him in a desert land, and in the

waste howling wilderness; he led him about,

he instructed him, ho kept him as the apple

of his eye. As an eagle stirreth up her nest,

fluttereth over her young, spreadeth abroad

her wings, taketh them, beareth them on her

winfs; so the Lord alone did lead him, and
there was no strange God with him." To
which well might we subjoin :

" Happy is that

people that is in such a case (at whatever cost

or sacrifice of worldly ease, pleasure, honor,

or prosperity) yea, happy is that people,

whose God is the Lord." It is through the

cross that the crown must bo attained. And
if he who conquers by suffering, brings forth,

through our co-operation with His ever-blessed

spirit within us, our measure of His precious

image—the lamb-like state of humility and
meekness and simple dependence upon the

Father of mercies—it will bo not only a sacri-

fice, well-pleasing, sweet and lovely in His

sight, but like the precious spikenard, poured,

in the obedience which is of faith, upon the

head of the Immaculate, the house also will

be filled with the odor of the ointment.

May there then be no shrinking from that

salutary, yet humiliating discipline of self-

denial and the daily cross which producea
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Bueh fruitful and happy results. A discipline

which requires the faithful servant to bo " as

bis Master;" and to drink of the cup that He
dnink of, and to be baptised with the baptism

that He was baptised with. A discipline

which introduces to " fightings without and

fears within." A discipline of secret and

solitary struggles and conflicts. A discipline

which experimentally teaches that the flesh

lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit

against the flesh, being contrary the one to

the other. A discipline of tears, and praj-ers,

and iutercessions ' with groanings which can-

not be uttered." A discipline of reproaches,

of necessities, of persecutions, of distresses for

Christ's sake. A discipline of "deaths oft."

But on the other hand it is a precious heaven-

ly discipline, which teaches to " endure hard-

ness" in fighting the good fight of faith. A
discipline which strengthens to so run as to

obtain : and which sets free from the law of

sin and death. A discipline which enables to

work out our salvation with fear and trem-

bling before the Lord. A discipline which
qualifies for pi-ofessing a good profession be-

fore many witnesses; and for walking in the

straight and narrow way unto everlasting life.

A discipline which leads to the acknowledg-

ment of Christ Jesus,' our Lord and Saviour,

in all our ways before men, that He may ac-

knowledge us before his Father with the holy

angels. A discipline that calls out of the world

and its spirit— a leaven which so tends to

draw away from humility of mind, and in-

ward walking with God. A discipline that

induces in degree the meekness and gentle-

ness of Christ ; and an earnest desire to " press

forward" with power from on high, towards

the mark for the prize of the high calling of

God in Christ Jesus. A discipline, in short,

that leads from death to life ; that trains for

beaven ;
and imparts ability at the close of all

to say, " Thanks be to God, who giveth us the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."

For " The Friead.'

Clastic Models.

Modern education, notwithstanding the many
air-castles which its noisiest advocates have
built up in its path, under the idea that they
were its goal, has been of late years constantly
trending in the right direction. Its aim is im-
proving; and as a sequence, its methods are
becoming better and better every year. Per-
fection is far enough in the distance yet, but
it is a very encouraging fact, that the educa-
tors of the land recognise, fitr more than
formerly, that the true end of their mission is,

the rounded character—the man in the best
sense of the word—not necessarily a classical
" scholar," nor a naturalist, nor a chemist,
but one who has his mental forces all arranged
and packed away, each in its proper niche,

ready for use upon occasion. It is better to

be able, at need, to read a Latin sentence that
we may come across, than merely to carry
about with us a dim recollection of ever so

many books of Cresar and Cicero, read at col-

lege; it is better to have the fundamental facts

ofgeology fixed firmly in the mind—a substra-

tum upon which to build up thoughts when
occasion arises—than to know the names of
all the minerals found in Wheatley's mine. I

could forgive a man for confounding the names

comprehensive view of the structure and func-

tions of his frame; and readily believe that he

might have even a more " useful" stock of

knowledge than his competitor, who on their

examination passed him with a higher grade,

because he could repeat the names of all the

five hundred muscles in the body.

It will not be denied that the primary ob-

ject of education should be to store up ^;oit't>r;

to change the boy into the man, by teaching

him hoio to use bis mind as a man : instead of

as a boy.

Two carpenters build each a barn-door.

One "knocks" it together; driving nail after

nail, until the face of it is studded
;
yet in the

course of a few months it cracks here, and
gaps there, and finally becomes useless. The
second laj^s the plan carefully, notes where
the strain is likely to come, uses one nail

where a dozen were used by the other, and
his door stands the winds of years. What is

the difi'erence? This man clinches his nails.

Any body can drive nails; it takes a little

skill to clinch well. Now, in education, the

best teacher is the best clincher. And the

most useful tools with which a good teacher

works, are those used in clinching. It took

a long while for this idea to become fixed in

the popular mind. Away back in the thirties,

Horace Mann started it, and agitated it dur-

ing his lifetime, and succeeded in creating

almost an educational revolution in Massa
chusetts. Since bis death, a devoted band of

followers have not let the work flag. Yet
much remains to be done. Up in, never mind
what county in our own State of Pennsyl-

vania, may be found plenty of school-bouses,

as innocent of a blackboard as they are of

shutter-fastenings, and whose most powerfu
educational implement is a ruler or a rod.

Books have long been recognized as neces

sary helps in the work of education, but ii

has been only by slow degrees that one aftei

another of the "clinching" tools has come to

occupy its proper place in the school-house.

It is now generally admitted, outside of the

above county, and others like it, (where the

school year consists of four months, and the

teachers' salaries vary from fifteen to twenty
dollars a month) that some philosophical and
chemical apparatus is necessary to the furnish

ing of schools of the middle and higher grades.

Let us hope that the time is not far distant

when a case of Clastic Models will be found
beside that holding the air pump and th'

electrical machine.
The word " Clastic" is derived from the

Greek word tX^u which means to break to

pieces; and "Clastic Models" are those which
can be taken apart, and thus illustrate th

minute details of organized structures. The
idea is an old one, but it is only recently that

it has been brought to what may be called

perfection. In 1799, a wooden figure of

man was made by a philosopher of Florence,

and by him presented to Napoleon, which
'

believed to have been the first specimen of

clastic anatomy. It is still in existence, and
is said to come to pieces very well yet. It

however to Auzoux, a Frenchman, that we
owe the practical realization of this

After years of research and toil, which began
in 1819, when he was a medical student, he
at length discovered a substance, something
ke papkr mache in appearance, but capable

of tibia aud fibula, or ulna and radius, if he 'of being melted and run into a mould, where
showed mo by his conversation, that his it takes the most delicate impressions, and on,

physiological knowledge was based upon a cooling, becomes very hard and tough, and
'

withal, exceedingly light. Its composition iij

as yet the secret of its discoverer, but on hiij

death will become known to science.
jj

The perfection of the models constructed cj
this material, soon attracted attention, anjj

the demand for them became so great that {t

large manufactory was established near Pariiil

n which from 75 to 100 workmen are no'jj

kept busy in filling the orders which keejj

pouring in. It is said that every cavalrjr

regiment in France is required to havethjj
model of a horse (which separates into abot'j

100 parts, and shows more than 3000 detaiji;

of its structure;) while all the prorainetij

hoolson the continent and in England orde Ij

largo numbers, those models specially dijj

signed for class instruction. America is rapii il-

ly falling into train, and the orders froijl

across the water are now a very importatiJ
part of the whole. Several colleges, araonij

them Cornell University and Vassar Collegi

have directed a complete collection of Auzoa
models to be sent to them. A story is toldi

a down east yankee who greatly offende

Auzoux by ordering a thousand manikins, ii

tending to speculate with them. "A tousan

manikins! He might as well order tousar

Greek Slaves! Dis is a fine art!" and he wouS

not make him one.

It is difficult, within the limits of a sho;!}

article like the present, to notice even a fe

of the points of excellence in those wonderf'

models. That which would strike an auat

mist, next to the exceeding delicacy ac

beauty of the workmanship is the great a

curacy in the details of anatomical structui

This has been commented on over aud ov

again. It is evident that Auzoux hasunusn
anatomical knowledge, for in some of tl

more complicated models, such as the wondf
ful one of the human brain, (perhaps the mo
remarkable in the whole series) the latest i

suits of the most laborious research are ei

bodied ; and every nerve, almost everj- fib)

is seen radiating from its centre, and stretc

ing out towards its place of work. la t

snail, the type of the annelids, apparently;

overgrown fellow, some two feet long, allt

wonderful structure is displayed. The em
mous liver, which seems made for no oth

purpose than to fill up the coils of the sh*

the digestive system, every thing in fa

connected with its interior economy, is Is

open before us, with all its intricac}' of i

rangement, relative size and gradations .

color, preserved.

In Auzoux's collection as at present cons

tuted, the whole organic world is represent!

by a series of types : the animal kingdom
a type of each great family, from man tot

zoophyte; the vegetable by more thnn 1

specimens, embracing flowers, fruit and 8ei|

from the most highly organized plant doi|

to the mosses and lichens.

In addition to these types there are se)

rate collections, designed to illustrate C"

parative anatomy; which are exccodint

interesting and useful in demonstratio

Among these may be mentioned the digest

systems,—including the simple stomach ol

lion, (the carnivorous animal,) the compl

one of a sheep, (the ruminant,)—that of

horse, a grauivorou-? bird, a bird of prey

shark, a grasshopper, a bee, and seve

others. In the same way the circulatory a

nervous sj-stems are illustrated.

From this extensive collection a select!

might easily be made, which could not i»h
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g exceedingly useful in any school in

ecienee, even in a very elementary

1, is taught; and now that these models

80 easily accessible, and have become
erate in price, it seems not too much to

that no school, making any pretension to

ng instruction in the higher branches, can

its collection of apparatus at all complete

does not include some of them,

hysiology and anatomy, two of the most
ortant branches of science, have not

erto been very successfully taught in our

mon schools. This is no doubt owing to

lifiiculty in imparting clear ideas concorn-

the parts of the body hidden from view,

t which wo can see and handle we gain

conceptions of How many of us can

llect puzzling till our heads ached over

alves of the heart, or the delicate mechan-
of the internal ear, in the vain attempt
imprehend those pictures which professed

ake them clear. How like a flash of light

I then, would have been one of these tan-

», visible models which we could take in

hands, and open and see what was in-

1

le of the difficulties alluded to above, is

of making dissections. It is well nigh

jssible, in a school of any size, in which
teacher's time is pretty well taken up, to

dissections before a class. Again
e they are unsatisfactory. Human an

Y has to be passed over entirely; and it

e most interesting, and for general pur

8, the most important. But with these

I8tic Models," a manikin, for instance

8ome of the larger models of portions of

buman frame, such as the Hand, the Bar,

Eye, the Heart, all the diffloulties in the

of illustration vanish. The dissection

idy done. The organs are all in situ, just

nature, and if one is hidden by those in

t, all we have to do is to take away the

ag, to expose the hidden one. The little

cle down in the palm of the hand that

s to move the linger, and which nothing
the most careful dissection would reveal

ade to disclose its hiding place; the veine

be followed from their remote capillaries

ugh their many windings, to the heart;

folds of the intestinal membrane, so im
ant in nature, but so impossible to repre
on paper, stand plainly out to view. I

k from some experience, both of the d'
"'

es of teaching anatomy without these
I els, and of the ease and pleasure with

d feel no hesitation in asserting that
study may be made not only exceedin_
rtaining to the pupil, but a good means
lental discipline. As works of art, foi

ity of execution, for truthfulness to na
in all the details of shape, relative posi

and notably of color, and finally, in s

teacher's hands as "clinching tools," it

t easy to award Auzoux's models too
praise. A.

I

*-
1 For "The Friend.

I

A Great and Weighty Trust.

jhe following is extracted from an epistle

exemplify in our respective particulars, and

to hand unimpared to those who may come
after us ? That thus the Great Name may be

honored through us and in us, to the praise

and glory of that grace which comes by Jesus

Christ and brings salvation to all that are

obedient to its manifestations in the soul. J.

Woolman says:

—

" A trust is committed to us, a great and

weighty trust, to which our diligent attention

is necessary. Wherever the active members
of this visible gathered church use themselves

to that which is contrary to the purity of our

principles, it appears to be a breach of this

trust, and one step back toward the wilder-

ness, one step towards undoing what God in

infinite love hath done through his faithful

servants in a work of several ages, and like

laying the foundation for future sufferings.

"I feel a living invitation in my mind to

such who are active in our religious Society,

that we may lay to heart this matter, and

consider the station in which we stand: a

place of outward liberty, under the free exer-

cise of our conscience towards God, not ob-

tained but through great and manifold afllic-

tions of those who lived before us. There is

gratitude due from us to our heavenly Father,

and justice to our posterity : can our hearts

endure, or our hands be strong, if we desert

a cause so precious, if we turn aside from a

work, under which so many have patiently

labored ?

" May the deep sufferings of our Saviour be

so dear to us, that we may never trampl

under foot the adorable Son of God, nor count

the blood of the covenant unholy ! May the

faithfulness of the martyrs, when the prospect

of death by fire was before them, be remem-
bered I And may the patient, constant suffer-

ings of the upright-hearted servants of God
in latter ages be revived in our minds! And
may we so follow on to know the Lord, that

neither the faithful in this age, nor those in

ages to come, may ever be brought under suf-

fering, through our sliding back from the

work of reformation in the world
" While the active members in the visible

gathered church stand upright, and the affairs

thereof are carried on under the leadings of

the Holy Spirit, although disorders may arise

among us, and cause many exercises to those

who feel the care of ihe churches upon them
;

yet, while these continue under the weight of

the work and labor in the meekness of wis-

dom for the help of others, the name of Christ

in the visible gathered church may be kept

sacred. But while they who are active in the

affairs of this church continue in a manifest

opposition to the purity of our principles, this,

as th^ prophet Isaiah expresseth it, is as when
a standard-bearer fainteth. And thus the way
opens to great and prevailing degeneracy,

and to sufferings for such, who through the

power of divine love are separated to the

Gospel of Christ, and cannot unite with any-

thing which stands in opposition to the purity

of it.

"The necessity of an inward stillness hath

under these exercises appeared clear to my
mind : in true silence strength is renewed

pho abide in true stillness, and are exercised

herein before the Lord for his name's sake,

have a knowledge of Christ in the fellowship

of his sufferings: and inward thankfulness is

felt at times, that through divine love our own
wisdom is cast out, and that forward active

part in us subjected, which would rise and do

something in the visible gathered church,

without the pure loadings of the Spirit of

Christ.

While aught remains in us different from
a perfect resignation of our wills, it is like a

eal to a book wherein is written that good
and acceptable and perfect will of God con-

cerning us ;
but when our minds entirely yield

to Christ, that silence is known, which fol-

loweth the opening of the last of the seals.

Rev. viii. 1. In this silence, wc learn abiding

in the divine will, and there feel that wo have

no cause to promote, but that only in which
the light of life directs us in our proceedings;

and that the alone way to be useful in the

church of Christ, is to abide faithfully under

the leadings of his Holy Spirit in all cases
;

and being thereby preserved in purity of

heart and holiness of conversation, a testi-

mony to the purity of his government may
be held forth through us to others."

Zoology of the Amazon.

The Amazon, says Orton, is a crowded
aquarium, holding representatives of every

zoological class—infusoria, hydras, fresh water

shells, aquatic beetles, fishes, reptiles, water

birds and cetaceans. The abundance and

variety of fishes are extraordinary ; so also

are the species. This great river is a peculiar

ichthic province, and each part has its charac-

teristics. According to Agassiz, the whole

river, as well as its tributaries, is broken up

into numerous distinct fauna. The pirarnicii

or "red fish," (the Sudus gigas of science) is

at once the largest, most common, and most

useful fish. The Peruvian Indians call it

2niyshi. It is a powerful fish, often measuring

eight feet in length and five in girth, clad in

an ornamental coat of mail, its large scales

being margined with bright red. It ranges

from Peru to Para. It is usually taken by the

arrow or spear. Salted and dried, the meat

will keep for a year, and forms, with farina,

the staple food on the Amazon. The hard,

rough tongue is used as a grater. Other fishes

most frequently seen are the prettily spotted

catfish, Pescada, Piranha, Acara, which carries

its young in its mouth, and a long, slender

needle-fish. There are ganoids in the river,

but no sturgeons proper. Pickeril, perch and

trout, are also wanting. The sting-ray repre-

sents the shark family. As a whole, the fishes

of the Amazon have a marine character pecu-

liarly their own.
The reptilian inhabitants of this inland sea

are introduced by numerous batrachians,

water snakes and anacondas. But alligators

bear the palm for ugliness, size and strength.

In summer the main river swarms with them
;

in the wet season they retreat to the interior

lakes and flooded forests. It was for this

reason that we did not see an alligator on the

Napo. At low water they are found above

the mind herein is weaned from all things, but ^ the entrance of the Curaray. About Olidos

as they may be enjoyed in the divine will.: where niany of the pools dry up in the fine

Where the fruits of that spirit which is of the
j

months, the alligator buries itself in the mud,

world, are brought forth by many who pro- 'and sleeps till the rainy season returns. "It

fess to bo led by the Spirit of Truth, and is scarcely exaggerating to say (writes Bates)

cloudiness is felt to be gathering over the that the waters of the Solimoens are as well

visible gathered church, the sincere in heart stocked with large alligators in the dry season
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as a ditch in England ia in summer with tad-

poles." There are three or four species in the
Amazon. The largest attains a length ol

twenty feet. There is a smaller kind (only
five feet long when full grown) which has the
long, slender muzzle of the extinct teleosaurus.
* * * Sluggish on land, the alligator is

very agile in its element. It never attacks
man when on his guard, but it is cunning-
enough to know when it may do this with
safety. It lays its eggs (about twenty) some
distance from the river bank, covering them
with leaves and sticks. They are larger than
those of G-uayaquil, or about four inches long,

of an elliptical shape, with a rough, calcare-

ous shell. Negro venders sell them cooked
in the streets of Par;!.

Turtles are perhaps the most important
product of the Amazon, not excepting the
pirarnicii. The largest and most abundant
species is the Tortaruga grande. It measures
when full grown, nearly three feet in length,
and two in breadth, and has an oval, smooth,
dark-colored shell. Every house has a little

pond in the back yard to hold a stock of tur

ties through the wet season. It furnishes th(

best meat on the Upper Amazon. We found
it very tender, palatable, and wholesome

; but
Bates, who was obliged to live on it for years,
says it is very cloying. Every part of th
ci-eature is turned to account. The entrails

are made into soup ; sausages are made of the
stomach ; steaks are cut from the breast, and
the rest is roasted in the shell. The turtle

lays its eggs (generally between midnight and
dawn) on the central and highest part of th^

plains, or about a hundred feet from the shore.
The Indians say it will lay only where itself

was hatched out. With its hind flippers it

digs a hole, two or three feet deep, and de-

posits from eighty to one hundred and sixty
eggs. These are covered with sand, and the
Bext comer makes another deposit on the top,

and so on until the pit is full. The hunting
of turtle eggs is a great business on the Ama-
zon. Thej- are used chiefly in manufacturing
oil for illumination. Thrown into a canoe,
they are broken and beaten up by human
feet ; water is then poured in, and the floating

oil is skimmed off, purified over the fire in

copper kettles, and finally put up in three-
gallon earthen jars for the market. The tur-

tles are caught for the table as they return
to the river after laying their eggs. To secure
them it suffices to turn them over on their
backs. The turtles certainly have a hard
time of it. The alligators and large fishes

swallow the yeung ones by hundreds
;
jaguars

pounce upon the full grown ones as "they
crawl over the plains, and vultures and ibises

attend the feast. But man is their most
formidable foe. The destruction of turtle life

is incredible. It is calculated that fifty mil-

lions of eggs are annually destroyed. Thou-
sands of those that escape capture in the egg
period are collected as soon as hatched, being
considered a great delicacy. The wonder is

that the race is not well nigh extinct. They
are in fact rapidly decreasing in numbers, a
large turtle which twenty years ago could be
bought for fifty cents, now commands three
dollars. * * * *

But the most noticeable featui-e of the
Amazonian fauna, as Agassiz has remarked,
is the abundance of cetaceans through its

whole extent. From the brackish estuary of
Para, to the clear, cool waters at the base of|

the Andes, these clumsy refugees from

ocean may be seen gamboling and blowing as

in their native element. Four different kinds
of porpoises have been seen. A black species

lives in the Bay of Marajd. In the Middle
Amazon are two distinct porpoises, one fl

colored
; and in the upper tributaries in the

Inia Boliviensis, resembling, but specifically

different from the sea-dolphin and the soo soo
of the Ganges. " It was several years (says
the Naturalist on the Amazon) before I could
induce a fisherman to harpoon dolphins for

me as specimens, for no one ever kills these
animals voluntarily

; the superstitious peopl
believe that blindness would result from the
use of the oil in lamps." The herbiverous
manati is found throughout the great river

It differs slightly from the Atlantic species

It rarely raeasui-es over twelve feet in length
It is taken by the harpoon o'r nets of cham
biri twine. Both Herndou and Gibbon men
tion seals as occurring in the Peruvian tribu

taries ; but we saw none, neither did Bates
Agassiz or Edwards. They probably meant
the manati.

COMFORT FOR SICKXESS.
Oil, how soft that bed must be,

Made in sickness. Lord, by thee

;

And that rest, how calm, how sweet,

AVhen thou dost the sufferer meet

!

Come, tliou good Physician, now,
Soothe my cheek and smooth my brow

;

Whisper, raising up my head,
" It is I ; be not afraid !"

Bless me, and I shall be blest

;

Soothe me, and I shall have rest

;

Fix my iieart, my hopes above;
Love me. Lord, for thou art Love

!

TRUST.
Tlie child that leans on its parent's breast
Leaves there its cares and is at rest

;

The bird sits singing by his nest,

And tells aloud
His trust in God, and so is blest

'Neath every cloud.

He hath no store, he sows no seed,

Yet sings aloud and doth not heed
;

By flowing streams or grassy me,id,

He sings to sliame

Men who forget, in fear of need,
A Father's name.

The heart that trusts forever sings,

And feels as light as it had wings

;

A well of peace within it .springs,

Come good or ill

;

Whate'er to-dav, to-morrow, brings.

It is His Will.

For "The rriend."

Extract from the writings of Isaac Pening-
ton, containing some remarks which m the
present day may prove a salutary watch-
word

:

" Let all strive to excel in tenderness and
in long-suffering, and to be kept out of hard
and evil thoughts, one of another, and from
harsh interpretations concerning any thing
relating to one another. Oh this is unworthy
to bo found in an Israelite towards an Egyjj-
tian ; but exceedingly shameful and inexcus-
able in one friend towards another. How
many weaknesses doeth the Lord pass by in

How is he ready to interpret all things
well concerning His disciples, that may bear
a good interpretation I When they had all

been scattered from him upon his death, he
did not upbraid them, but sweetly gathered

I them again. Oh, dear Friends, have we re-

ceived the same life of sweetness, let us briii

forth the same sweet fruits, being ready

excuse, and being ready to receive that whii

may tend to the excuse of another in ai;

doubtful case; and where there is any e'l)

manifest, wait; Oh wait, to overcome it wii

good. Oh let us not spend the strength

our spirit in crying out of one another becan

of evil; but watch and wait where the men,'

and healing virtue will arise. Oh Lordn!
God, when thou hast shown the wants I

Israel in any kind sufliciently (whether t

particular or in the general) bring forth t

supply thereof from thy fullness ; so order!)

in thy eternal wisdom, that all may be ashai

ed and abased before Thee, and thy name
praised in and over all works."

The above sweet sentences are copied

a hope, if they were inserted in " The Frienc;

they might be a help to some weary travelk

and happy would it be if the members ofo

Society would so close in with the offers

redeeming love, as to be entirelj^ freed frc

all backbiting, evil-speaking, surmising,

telling an evil report of an absent Frien

thereby making it manifest that we haveni

submitted to the cleansing operation of t

Holy Ghost, which would enable us to ta

the beam out of our own eyes, and to see tb

unless the beam is so taken out of our o\

eyes, we cannot see clearly to pull the mo
out of our brother's eye. Oh, let us flee

these evil things, and not listen to the ta

bearer.

Ohio, 9th mo. 3d, 1S71.

Selected for "The Frieni

"A prudent wife is from the Lord." Prov. xix. 1

In this day of so much outgoing in m:

riage in our religious Society, I would revi

the language of our excellent discipline, "tl

all yoinig and unmarried people in memb
ship with us [Friends], previously to th

making any procedure in order to marriaj

do seriously and humbly wait upon the Lc

for his counsel and direction in this imports

concern ;" when the marriage covenant 1

been entered into after such counsel and dir

tion have been vouchsafed, no cause for ^

gret has been experienced.

That dignified minister of the Gespel,

Hull, leaves this beautiful and touching tribi

to the worth of his wife:

When I recur to the time of our first

quaintance, and the formation of our uni

n the bands of marriage, I cannot but

ieve, that as the servant of Abraham v

directed by the favor of Heaven when
ing a wife for Isaac, so the goodness of Isaa

God was evidenced to me ; ourjunion ber

formed under the serious consideration of t

expediency of seeking a blessing, as our prj

pects of a settlement in the world were
"attering. * * * #

"M}^ dear Sarah entered cheerfully ai

elpmate into the duties of a wife ; cross

currences sometimes assailed us, which afff

ed her tender mind, but I do not remem'
that she ever murmured ; if she did she v

careful to conceal it from me. I often

mired the turn she would give to these occ

rences, and the pleasant way she had to k<

me from being discouraged, always manifi

a willingness to continue the necesK

exertions; saying, 'Let us not seek for gr

things : if we can live comfortably, and hav t

in our power to entertain travelling Friet

—privileges which she enjoyed in her fath J
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these are all the riches I crave ; and

tain 80 much I am willing to labor early

ate in the management of my domestic

rns, and more particularly if it will be

s of leaving thee more at liberty to

d to thy religious engagements.' We
situated that wo often had the com-

of Friends, many of whom were poor,

f I observed any partiality in her be-

ar at such times, it was in showing par-

attention to these. I have sometimes

intly remarked this to her; when her

would be, 'I know how to feel with

-the rich have many friends.' When
ing in the service of the ministry she

) far from holding me back, that she

•aged me to attend to religious duties,

g: 'If thou neglect thy religious duties,

ay not prosper in the world ; and how-

much 1 miss thee when from home, I

ather thou shouldst go than stay. I

feci a sweet union with thee when thou

sent; and sometimes partake with thee

ly in suffering, but in thy consolations

3 a mother, she was prudent in the

jement and government of her children,

lating them early to industry, consider-

not only necessary to enable them to

le for their subsistence, but also condu-

) health
;
yet tenderly careful to watch

rfhem, so as to contribute to their eom-
aying, ' Too much should not be re-

of children : I feel much for them in

tender years, and would rather over-

myself than require too much of them.'

! a friend she was firm; slow to believe

[rt to the disadvantage of any one ; truly

lie maker; much respected in the neigh-

iDd where she was best known
; and I

B3 every person who lived near her, and
cquainted with her, would join me in

istimony to her disposition to promote
8 and good will."

" 5th. Continued our journey to Baltimore
Yearly Meeting. Got to B. J.'s, and lodged
that night.

" 6th. Stopped with Friends at their week
day meeting at Waterford. Still low times,

and nothing to rejoice in hut that of being
accounted worthy to suffer with the seed of

the kingdom, and mourn with the little rem-
nant which I trust is left in most places, who
mourn for the desolations of Zion, and whose
spirits are sometimes bowed in humble prayer
for an enlai'gcmcnt of her borders.

"7th. Eeached New Market; and on the

8th got to G. E.'s, where they seemed to be

entrusted with much. May the Lord, the

Great Giver, by the power of his sanctifying

grace, give wise and understanding hearts so

to act as faithful stewards, that when they
must leave all the good things here below,

they may be permitted to enjoy far better and
durable riches eternally in the heavens, where
no disappointment can arise.

" 9th. Eeached Baltimore. Attended the

Select Meeting; still low in my mind ; although
indulged with the privilege of sitting with the

heads of the tribes of Israel.
" 10th. Was held the public meeting, which

1 hope was owned and favored by the Great
Head of the church.

" 11th. Began the Yearly Meeting for busi-

ness. Loi-d be with thy people through the

different sittings thei-eof, if it seem good in

thy sight.
" From the 12th to the 15th attended this

meeting, which was favored I think in the

different sittings with that which has a solem-

nizing tendency, and ended well. Praise be

ascribed unto Him to whom it belongs for-

ever. On the 16th we left Baltimore, and
went out to G. E.'s."

She attended their meeting on the 17th,

and on the 19th got to her friend E. B.'s.

' In the evening," her diary continues, " our
dear friends William Eickman, and Elizabeth
Coggeshall and her companion came; and on
the 20th attended their meeting in course.

Dear W. and E. had I hope good service here.
" 21st. VYere all at the Indian Spring Meet-

ing. Here also the service mostly devolved
upon them. Hard labor, and but little relief

was my portion. Alas I alas I at most places

true religion appears to be at a low ebb.

When will Zion arise and put on strength, ap-

pearing in her ancient beauty ? After meet-
ing to-day we parted ; our friends going on to

Washington ; and we returning back to Sandy
Spring.

22d. Attended their Monthly Meeting; and
on the 23d left them in a good degree clear

and easy. Went on to Washington, and am
now at our kind friend William Yates.

" 2-lth. Was at their meeting in Washington
city, in the forenoon, which was a favored

one."

After visiting several meetings hereaway,
thoy started on the 29th for New Market.
"But," as she records, "we had not gone far

before my mind was introduced into such an
exercise for the people left behind, that I had
at length to let my friends know I believed

we must go back and have a meeting at 3

o'clock. They were immediately dipped into

feeling with me, and indeed we all seemed
humbled together, and to experience a bap-

tizing season by the road-side. We turned

about. B. T. left us and went on to give no-

tice. The people collected admirably from
different quarters, whom we met at the time

appointed, and had I think a solemn meeting,
by and through the power of Israel's God;
who I humbly trust will have the praise for-

ever. No tongue can tell, nor pen describe

the consolation which was my experience that
evening. May I never forget to be thankful
and firmly trust in Thee, and willingly obey
Thee, O righteous Helper. May thine every-
where, O Lord, love Thee more, and serve
Thee better, now and forever."

They attended New Market and Pipe Creek
meeting; and on the 3d of Eleventh month were
at Gunpowder Monthly Meeting. "Here,"
she says, " true religion amongst Friends, as
at many other places, seems to bo at a low
ebb. Yet the benefit arising from the purity
thereof, and the path from earth to heaven
were clearl}- pointed out, and through Divine
aid the people invited to walk therein. There
were a number who attended the first meet-
ing not in membership. I hope some were
encouraged and helped on their way. After
meeting we wont to see an aged Friend of
nearly ninety-eight years, who lived with his

son and his family. I was glad we went.
From this place thoy went to Baltimore,

and attended the Monthly Meeting, the Quar-
terly Meeting of Ministers and Elders, and
the general meeting in that city. On the
10th, continuing the Journal again, she writes,
" We left Baltimore, although I was but in

poor health of body. Yet such was the sweet-
peace of my mind, that I could not dare to

complain. Nay, verily! but abundant is the
cause for thanksgiving and praise.

" 11th. Were at Little Falls Meeting, where
there was a marriage; and I think it may be
said Jesus, through His power was there.

Divine help was afforded, and a solemn and
good meeting we had. May the Lord God
and the Lamb have the praise forever. Thus
far the gracious Helper has been our care-

taker : and I trust the cause of Truth has not
sustained any loss. This day I am forty-sis

years of age."

On the 12th, 13th, and 14th, they were at
Forest, Bush, and Deer Creek meetings, of
which she writes :

" In all these meetings the
Good Shepherd of the fioek was pleased to

draw near, and I think there is reason to hope
his excellent Name was glorified, at least in

the hearts of some that were present;: not-

withstanding my lot has at most places been
one of mourning, because the religion of Jesus
our suffering Lord and Master, is at so low a
state. Alas I alas I icas there ever a time when
the upright in heart had greater cause to

mourn and lament, even as Eachel did, when
such was her weeping for the loss of hor chil-

dren, that she would not be comforted because
they were not. Such have been my feelings

sometimes in viewing the large harvest field,

that I have said in my heart, what will it

amount to, O Father, for thy ministers—com-
parable to the reapers—-to cut down the wheat,
if those who should follow after to pick it up,

to bind it and shock it, will so neglect their

part of the work, that after it is reaped, the
wheat should lie and rot on the ground. My
soul has received a degree of consolation in

the revival of the language, ' What is that to
thee?' Thou knowest in a large field there
are many hands, and each one has its proper
portion of labor and care assigned ! See thou
well to thy own part, and leave the rest. 'Be
thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee
a crown of life.' Ah, surely under these im-
pressions, I feel myself bound to
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as well as to acknowledge ' It is enough' from

day to day. I more and more crave a resolu-

tion like good old Joshua, Let others do as

they will, as for me, through Thy help, O
Holy One, I will serve thee, whilst life, or

breath, or abilitj' remain; for thou art worthy!
" loth. "Was at West Nottingham fleeting.

Here again,— notwithstanding I went to meet-

ing, as far as I was able to judge as an empty
vessel indeed, and in poor health, carrying

nothing with me but a tottering frame which
covered, I think I may say, a humble spirit

and a contrite heart: knowing without the

fresh anointing it was impossible to preach

the gospel of Christ,—here soon after taking

my seat, I felt afresh the empty water-pot

filled to the brim, and ancient goodness anew
worked a miracle by turning the water into

wine, and the word of Divine command. Draw
out now and hand to the guests; in other words,

declare the soleniu truths to the people, as I

shall hand them forth one after another: which
I did in such a manner as to cause me afresh to

compare myself to a vessel that wanted vent.

I am amazed at myself, and bound to say,

'This is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous

in my eyes.' Indeed, so far in this journey,

such has been the solemnizing power accom-
panying the assemblies of the people, as to

confirm my faith in the evidence I felt before

I left my home, that the fields were white

unto harvest. That the wheat is fully ripe,

and it is time for the reapers to put in the

sharp sickle and cut it down. May the Lord
God and the Lamb be pleased to cause the

blessing to descend, and arouse every faculty

of feeling to industry, that the party amongst
whom our lots have been cast, may profit by

this Divine visitation, afresh extended with

design to turn the attention from darkness to

light, and from the power of Satan to serve

the living God.

Be ye disincumbered of the world and dis-

charged of its cares: Fly as for your lives

from the snares therein, and get you into

your watch-tower, the name of the Lord,

which is not a mere literal name, but a living,

spiritual Power—a strong tower, an invin-

cible fortress, where dwell ye with Him, who
speaketh peace to his children, and ordains

quietness to them that trust in Him.— Win.

Pcnn.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVEXTir MOXTH 4, 1871.

As some of our subscribers are desirous to

see some account of those parts of the pro-
ceedings of Indiana, Western and Iowa Yearly
Meetings which are of general interest, we
have taken the following extracts from a con-

densed notice of the two former meetings print-

ed in the " Chrislian Worker," and from the
minutes of the latter published in " The
Weekly Oskaloosa Herald." No copy of the

minutes of either of these meetings as usually

printed has been

INDIANA YEARLY MEETING.

The semi-centennial meeting of this body
convened on the 27th of ninth month, and
closed on the 3d inst. The meeting for minis-

ters and elders convened on the 2(3th.

The ministers and elders seemed to be knit
together in one bundle of love, and to feel the
preciousness of that fellowship that there is

with the Father and with his Son.
When the yearly meeting for business con-

vened the next morning, about the usual num
ber of persons were in attendance. The num
ber of accredited ministers from other Yearly
Meetings was smaller than at many other
times.

Soon after the meeting gathered, a solemn
silenceoverspread the assembly, and utterance
was given to prayer for the divine blessing
The desire was expressed that the Lord's
work might be done in His own way. Soon
after which a Friend rose and repeated a short
text of Scripture. He was followed by about
fifty others in the same way, little more than
a text or two being expressed by any one
after which the meeting proceeded to busi-

ness.. The London general epistle, and special
epistles from the other Yearly Meetings were
read, most of which were unusually interest-

ing, full of life and instruction, indicating an
increase of vitalitj- in the churches.
On fifth day morning, C. F. Coffin was ap-

])ointed clerk, and Dougaa Clark and Allen
Terrell assistants. The report of the Central
Book and Tract Committee was read, show
ing that their work had been gradually ex
tending its influence to nearly all parts of the
United States.

The report of the associated committees on
Indian affairs was quite lengthy and full of
interest, and enlisted the feelings of the meet
ing more generally than the subject had ever
done before.

On sixth day, the state of society was
brought before the meeting by reading the
answers to queries, and the statistical reports
Various important points were spoken to with
deep earnestness by several Friends. The
counsel and admonition given were well cal

eulated to encourage and incite to increased
diligence in the christian warfare. The sub-

ject of intemperance was brought prominently
forward, and there was a deep feeling in the
meeting in relation to it. An energetic cen
tral committee was appointed, with instruc

tions to the Monthly Meetings to appoint co
operating committees, to labor as way may
open for it for the overthrow of this giant
evil in the land.

There are now about one hundred and sixty
ministers belonging to this Yearly Meeting,
and forty-two meetings without ministers.

On seventh day the report on Earlham Col-

lege was read, showing that one hundred and
thirty-eight students had been attending the
institution, and that it was in a prosperous
condition, and is likely soon to be placed on a
more permanent basis by an endowment of
fifty thousand dollars.

The proposition from Western Yearly Meet
ing for a general conference of Yearly Meet-
ings was not united with. The trustees of

White's Manual Labor Institute, near Wabash
Ind., made a satisfactory report, showing that

the institution has become self sustaining,

and is doing good.

The committee on peace made a report,

showing that much earnest and efficient labor

has been bestowed on this important subject.

The committee on Education made encoura-

ging report of the condition and progress of

education amongst us. The work amongst
the freedmen under the care of the missionary

board was making commendable progress, but

much yet remains to be done in this imports

field of labor.

An important feature of the meeting ando"
which we trust many of those who attend^

will long remember, was the meetings for

vino worship. The power of the Holy Glj(

was sensibly present, many hearts were raelb

indifferent persons awakened, the lukewji

aroused, and earnest christians cheered a

strengthened. A meeting was held eve

morning during the week, we believe, in Pi|

street meeting house, open to all, but attend

mainly by younger persons and those seek!

more perfect rest in Christ. One or two evi

ing meetings were also held at the samep!a
and a similar one on first day evening iat

Yearly Meeting house. Quite a number
persons in these meetings professed to ha

found more perfect rest and peace to th

souls than they had ever realized before.

The number of persons present on firstd

was about the same as for several years pa

estimated at from six to ten thousand. Go

order prevailed.

IOWA YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS.

At Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friend^, h.

in Mahaska county, commencing with um

ings for worship, at Oskaloosa, and Nf
Sharon, on 1st day, 9th month, 3d, and

|
Oskaloosa for discipline, on 2d day mornit
9th month, 4th, 1871. '

Eeports were received from all our Qaj

terly Meetings, and their representatives ff.j

all present except 10. '

The reading of the London General £pi

and Epistles addressed to this Meeting fpj

the Yearly Meetings of London, Dublin, N'

England, Baltimore, North Carolina, 01

Indiana, Western and Canada, occupiec

large part of this sitting, accom
a fresh and lively interest, ren

strengtheningthe bond of Christian „_, ...p„

and fellowship, in which our hearts are anvf

to our brethren of the same household y
faith everywhere. 1

Our Friends of Philadelphia Y'early Mc'^

ing were feelingly commended to ourpraj I

fui interest, and during a little time of sole I

silence, we believe the united petition i

raised that the Healer of breaches, and >

storer of paths to dwell in, may heal e7J

wound.
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it literary instruction ? Not any. Do
pils of Friends' schools attend mid-week

g ? They do.

the reading of the Holy Scriptures

aged, and are portions of them read in

lools each day? They are encouraged,

!ad daily with two exceptions. How
of your members have been engaged
;hiug during the past year? 122. Do
3 manifest a lively interest in estab-

and sustaining Friends' schools ? They
ome extent. Do parents evince a hearty

ation with the teacher in the school

their children attend, by visiting it

atl}'? Not so much as is desirable.

! Committee make regular reports, at

nee in each year, to the meetings that

t them? They do.

Caretakers reported as follows, which
tisfactory.

)rt.—Wo have given attention to the

of our appointment. Fifty-nine persons,

nbers have been admitted to the sittings

meeting; thirty-six males and tweuty-
nales. About three-fourths of these

nee had a right of membership with
8 and one-half the remaining fourth are

lent mcmbersof other religious denomi-
3.

conclude the business of this meeting,

ing to hold the usual meetings for

p to-morrow, (the afternoon meeting
jlock.)

gratefully acknowledge that " the Lord
ped us," and dispensed to us, from day
on this occasion, according to our

o our refreshment and encouragement.
a bo all the praise.

WESTERN YEARLY MEETING.
tern Yearly Meeting opened ninth

15lh, 1871.

he fifty-five representatives, all were
t except five, for the absence of whom
i were given.

nth day, Ninth month 16.—-Amos Doan
^pointed Clerk, and Elwood C. Siler and
P". Pearson assistants. The epistolary

)ondence with other Yearly Meetings
troduced. It was felt to be a precious

;e thus to be brought into near remem-
and gospel fellowship with our distant

in. The epistle from Indiana informed
four Quarterly Meetings in Kansas

issouri had requested the privilege of

a Yearly Meeting, and that they,

stending care, were united in granting

luest, with the approbation of other

Meetings. On deliberation, the meet-
ted with that meeting in judgment,
i day—Meetings for divine worship
eld at 10 o'clock a. ra. and 2 o'clock p.

he house, and at two stands out-doors

y large attendance and meetings highly

i. Order very good. Several of the

srs present appointed a meeting in the

at 7 o'clock. Also a favored meeting.

nd day—The consideration of the state

ety was entered upon by reading the
and answers thereto from the Quarter-
stings. Much pertinent counsel was
The annual answers showed an in-

in membership of 313, an increase of

of 169. Number of members, 9,749,

r of families, 2,063, number of meet-
r.

d day, morning—The meeting assem-
joint session, when the report of the

committee on Indian affairs appointed by the

meeting for sufferings was read, together with

the report of the Associated Executive Com
mittoe of the different Yearly Meetings on
Indian affairs. The action of the respectiv

committees was satisfactory. Joint session

closed, and men and women Friends resumed
business as usual.

Five ministers were reported as recorded
the past year.

A satisfactory report was received and read

from the old Committee on Indian civil'

tion. The committee was released, and the

new committee take charge of the work.
An executive committee on education was
appointed. Report on Education was read.

Report of Peace Committee was read, and
an appropriation of 8600 made to aid the

executive committee. The Central Book
and Tract committee made a satisfactory

report.

Fifth day—A missionary Board was ap-

pointed. The executive committee on Freed-

men reported. The action of the committee
was approved, the committee was released

and the Missionary Board take charge of the

work. A donation of $500 was made for the

Asylum for Colored Children of the State,

situated at Indianapolis. A committee was
appointed to have charge of the General
Meetings. Satisfactory report was made on
first day schools. A minute was made of the

action of the different Yearly Meetings in

regard to a General Council as proposed by
this meeting last year.

Satisfactory report from the meeting of

ministers and elders was read.

Considerable other business of local interest

was introduced and disposed of. The meet-

ing concluded about 3 o'clock p. m. The im-

pression prevailed very generally that we had
been blessed with a highly favored Yearly
Meeting.

The following is also taken from the "Chris-

tian Worker." There ate now so many
innovations on the good order of our religious

society, that we cease longer to marvel at

them. Once it would have been thought
strange that approved ministers should insti-

tute an independent meeting for the three

objects specified. If the meeiing can determ-
ine the gifts, and the best way of exei-cising

them, why not determine where they are to

be exercised?
MINISTERS MEETING.

During the late Yearly meeting of Indiana,

the ministers held several meetings of their

own, aside from the regular meetings of min-

isters and elders. The object of these meet-
ings was stated to be the mutual help and en-

couragement of each other. The proposition

for such a meeting was made in the meeting
for ministers and elders by our venerable
friend Thomas Arnett. Quite a number of

ministers present stated that their minds had
been turned in the same direction, and they had
hoped that some waj^ would open for such a

meeting. It was concluded with great unani-

mity to hold annually, and oftener if occasion

required it, "Ministers' Meetings," the objects

of which shall be, 1st. To assist each other

n determining of our gifts and the best way
of exercising them. 2d, That the holy scrip-

tures may be held up and appealed to by min-
isters as the standard, and the only standard,

for determining all questions of faith and
doctrine. 3d, That ministers may be enabled i

more completely to harmonize in their views
of the fundamental doctrines of the gospel,

and assist each other in a right comprehen-
sion and application of these precious truths.

A committee was appointed to take into

consideration the propriety of a classification

of tho various gifts according to apostolic
order, and report to next meeting if way
should open for it, a classification of tho
gifts, a proper body, a tribunal to determine
the character of the gifts, and any suggestions
they may see fit in regard to the proper exer-
cise of those gifts.

The meeting adjourned to meet at tho time
of the next Yearly Meeting.

Ever since "The Friend" was first pub-
lished, tho " Contributors" have exercised the
right to curtail obituary notices sent for in-

sertion in their journal, where they have
thought it needful; and whore communica-
tions received, have been thought unsuitable
for publication, they have been destroyed, in-

stead of returning them to their authors, un-
less a special request has accompanied the
essay.

This information has been frequently given
in our columns, and it is now repeated in con-
sequence of inquiries made relative to both
subjects.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A gathering of the people of Greenwich

took place at Blaokheath Common on the 28th ult., to

hear an address from PrimeMinister Gladstone. Nearly
twelve thousand persons were present. Tlie n\inister

was greeted with prolonged applause. In liis address
he discussed the cliief subjects of public interest, and
defended the cour.se of the administration. The chief
complaint ;igainstthe government was that it attempted
to do too mncli, but necessity existed for stating views
and introducing measures on more subjects than it was
possible to carry into immediate effect. Gladstone
spoke in warm terms of praise of his colleagues in the
government; their labors had been arduous, and the re-

sult showed that they had not been in vain. He enu-
merated some of the measures for the public welfare
which the present government had taken, viz., the legis-

lation for Ireland, the economy effected by the abolition
of official patronage, the withdrawal of troops from
Canada and New Zealand, the abolition of the purchase
system in the army, &c. The House of Lords had not
acted wisely in rejecting the ballot bill, which would be
again brought before Parliament at the next session.

On the 26th an explosion occurred in the Leaham
ine, near Newcastle, by which thirtv or more men
;re killed.

In the six departments of France named in the re-

cently concluded treaty, the German evacuation is pro-
ceeding quietly.

The Duke d' Aumale has been elected President of
the General Council of the Department of the Oise.

Rossel, the Communist leader, has appealed a second
time from the decision of the military court before

which he was tried, and his appeal has again been re-

jected.

The number of Communists released by the courts is

not less than 10,000, and it is expected many more will

be liberated when the Pardons Commission meet on the

8th inst.

Prince Napoleon has definitely resigned his seat in

the Council General of Corsica, and has gone to Italy.

Itajuba, Brazilian Ambassador to France, has received
official notification of his appointment by the Emperor
of Brazil, as arbitrator under the Treaty of Washington.
The French government still owes the Swiss Con-

federation two millions and a half of francs, expended
by the latter in the maintenance of Bourbaki's army.
The German Parliament has adopted a resolution

approving and ratifying the treaty with France. In
'er to a question, the Minister of War stated in

Parliament that two-thirds of the infantry reserves

would soon be permitted to return home. The cavalry
reserves would have to remain with tlieir corps. The
utmost relief would be granted to the volunteers for one
year.

A destructive fire broke out in Darmstadt on the 24th
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his hands to meet these obligations,^ thus showing t

ult., by which the Court, Theatre and other buildings, vertising, stationery and printing, $7,168,980 paW I
the

',";'
destroyed real value being 51,500,000. Loss to the city 419,519,-

\ o-eneral strike has occurred among the railroad ' 600. It is announced that suits will be instituted against

employees at Cologne and its vicinity. One thousand several parties implicated in the frauds,

persons have joined in a demand for higher wages and Thomas Hawkins, the Mormon leader who was con-

have Quit work. The operatives at Chemnitz, a large victed of polygamy, has been sentenced to pay a fine of

manufacturing town of Saxony, have struck work; and ^|50q, and be imprisoned at hard labor for three years,

demand a reduction of the time of labor to ten hours Daniel H. Wells, the Mayor of Salt Lake City, and two

xter dav and increased pay for work done over time, other persons, have been arrested on a charge of mur-

The operations of twenty factories have been suspended der perpetrated in 1857 After hearing argument,

in consequence of this movement. Ch let Justice McKean admitted Wells to bail in §dO,-

r political crisis has occurred in Austria, and the 000. The Mormons appear to be troubled and depressed

resi<rnations of the Ministers have been accepted by the i by these proceedings, but do not threaten forcible oppo-

Emueror The difficulties seem to have arisen from;sition to what they denounce as persecution. At a

the claims of the Bohemian and other nationalities to a ,
large meeting in the tabernacle, at which ten thousand

d '.^r ^e of intonoinv which the Emperor and Von Beust '
persons were present, they were counselled to abstain

thilik would endin^er the inte"-rity of the Empire. I
from every act of violence, and trust in the Divine pro-

\ St PetLaxburt' dispatch of tbe 27th says : A general
|
tection. Their church, they were assured, could not be

order of the war o'ffice directs the entire reorganization overturned. Their faith was founded on inspiration,

of the Imperial army, and calls to arms the whole and would endure forever.

adult male population: The order creates a numerical Los Angeles, California, has been di.sgraced by a not

stren-th of the field and Landwehr forces-total, 1,600,- and savage attack upon the Chinese at that place. The

000 men sixty-six regiments of Cossacks, not included, mob appear to have been actuated solely by hatred ot

The order creates, also, a further military force in re- the Chinamen and a desire for plunder. The Chinese

serve to be employed in the event of invasion—equiva- were robbed of all their property, and eighteen of them

lent to a mobilization of the population of the entire murdered.
, r. ,•<• •

*i,

nation Reinforcements are ordered to the artillery The wine crop of California the present year is es

and the addition of 1000 guns to the batteries already, mated at 8 000,000 gallons.
_

u service I

^he U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture estimate t

^"l.vnn annears now to be comparatively quiet and
;

grain crop of the United States, in the year 1869,

freeCmTSon In the Carte's on the'^S^th, it was 1,491,412,100 bushels, consisting of 874 320 000 bushels

stated by the Ministry that the cost of the war in Cuba, of Indian corn, 260,146,900 of wheat, 288,334,000 of oats,

£<. the past yea.^ had been $62,000,000, and thai 28,652,200 of barley, 22,527,900 of rye, and 17,431,100

tbe colonial deficit for the year would amount to $11,- of buckwheat. ^ ^, . ,, . ^,

OaO 000 Tbe government asked for a credit of $20,- Ihe Markets, Ac.-The following were the quotations

noo 000 for military purposes. on the 30th ult. New FoA— American gold, lllf a

'"in allocu'i^n of Fhl'lPope is published, in which, UU U. S. -xes 1881, 116|; ditto 1868 1131; ditto,

while he recognizes the bishops appointed by the Italian 10-40 5 per cents 109,V Superfine flour^ $o.90 a *6._o0;

government a" possessing the requisite qualiacations of finer brands, $6.60 a $10 oO No. 1 Chicago spring

fheir offices, he solemnly repudiates Italy's guarantees, wheat, $1 oo ; No. 2 do., ^l.o2 a S.l.o3
;
amber we,tern,

and protests against the invasion of the Holy See's pre- $1.61 a S1.64 ; amber State ^1.63 a l^l.bo; white Michi-

roc^-itive He also condemns the course of Dr. DoUin- gan, $1.62 a *1.76. Oats, 48 a 53 cts. Western mixed

-rer' ind'sudi as are followino- his example in warring |corn, 79 a 80 cts.
;
yellow, 82 cts.

;
southern white. So

ao-ainst the decision of the Ecumenical Council. cts. Philadelphia.—Vphnds and New Orleans cotton.

The conclave of Cardinals, to consider what action 'l8| a 19J- cts. Superfine flour, S6.2o a *o./o; finer

t.e sliould take in the event of the Pope's '
brands, $6 a $9. Ked wheat, $1.55 a $1.58; amber,

iliorth' to be held at some point in France. $1.60 ;
white, $1.63 a $1.68. Western mixed corn, 7o

orkin^nnen's societies of Rome and Naples a 76 cts.; yellow, 78 a 80 cts. Oats, 47 a 50 cts. Lard,

have refused to'participate in the Congress of Working- 9 i a 10 cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 10 J cts. Timothy, $3 a

men which will shortly be held at Rome, on the ground ' $3.25 per bushel. The beef cattle market was rather

that 'the assembly will be a mere republican demonstra-
|

firmer. Sales of 2,500 head choice at 6i a 7 cts.; fair to

tion, and as such unfriendly to Italy. good, 5 a 6 cts,_ and common SJ a 4J cts. per lb.

The government has relaxed the vigor of its precau- Sheep sold at o a 5i cts._ per lb. gross, and hogs at b a

tions alainst the International and partisan republican 6J cts. Baltimore -Choice white wheat, $1 80 a $1.8o

;

a-itation believing that their principles have no hold fair to prime, ^IM a &1.70; Ohio and Indiana, red

nnon the Italian people wheat, $1.59 a $1.61. Western mixed corn, 7o cts.

Tdv ces from Rio Janeiro confirm the news of the Cats, 45J a 49 cts. 5<._£ouis -No. 2 red wheat, Sl.48

fintlXptioninthe Brazilian Parliament of the bill a $1.50; No. 3, $ .3o a $1-38 |f.fea.fae^-

providing for the emancipation of slaves. The vote [spring wheat, $1.24J ; No. 2 do., $1.21* a $1.22. No. 2

upon the°final passage of the bill in the Senate was 44 corn, 49 cts.

«o 33, and the announcement of the result was received

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia are aVi'

starting for the season.
j

For the current expenses of maintaining them, bo :

and salaries of teachers, &c., ^ve stand pledged. '
|

Treasurer has now only about Two Hundred dollanl

almost the sole reliance is contributions yet to be

In this state of things, we earnestly request
i

Friends who feel called upon to give to this wor

cause, to forward their contributions soon to the Pre

dent Life and Trust Co., Ill S. Fourth St., PhUai

phia, and the various collecting Committees to bee
ful to acquaint Friends in their neighborhoods «

the urgent need of funds to meet pressing engageme

'

James E. Rhoads, President of the Executive Bo;

Philip C. Garrett, Chairman of the Committtt

Instruction.

Richard Cadbury, Treasurer.

Philada., 10th mo." 28th, 1871.

the Coll

death, is

The V

by the galleries with loud cheers. A circular has been

issued by the government to the authorities in all the

departments, recommending that the law be put into

immediate execution. The Benedictine order has

promptly emancipated all of its 1600 slaves.

The London Mansion House fund for the relief of

the Chicago sufferers, amounted on the 28th ult. to
^^^^^^i

X42 000 The Manchester subscription for the same

purpose to £16,500. Beside the preceding, large sub-

scriptions have been made at Liverpool and other

^
London, 10th mo. 30th.—Consols, 921-. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 91| ; of 1867, 93 ;
ten-forties, 89]:.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9} a 9W.; Orleans, 9| a

9 Jd. Sales of the day 10,000 bales.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

HADDONFIELD SCHOOL FOR BOYS AND
GIRLS, under the care of Fricnch.

This School is now in session—a few scholars could

be accommodated with board.

Terms given on application to Chas. Rhoads, 3

Seventh St., or to the Teacher, John Boadle, at the

FRIENDS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF VSIh
For help of Sufferers by Northwestern Fires, 't

Information received from various reliable soni
|

principally from members of our own religious Sod
renders it very evident there will be, during the

proaching inclement season, a great amount of sal

'

ing arising from the dreadful fires which have de'j

tated a very large portion of our north-western com
j ^

'ncluding many small villages and settlements, as'l'^

is the city of Cbicago. Friends in the West who |;:

learer to this scene of suffering, and those in all pa.

of the land, will no doubt endeavor to render siichj;

as may be in their power. A committee of Frii'-

has also been organized in Philadelphia, who wili

ceive and forward contributions, taking due care

they will be properly applied.
^

the following Friends are members of this c!^

mittee, and donations may be forwarded to any on n

them, or directly to Samdel R. Shipley, Treasc'j

at the otfice of the Provident Life and Trust Co., PI i

'

Mahmaduke C. Cope, 1312 Filbert St.

Charles Evass, M. D., 702 Race St.

William Kixsey, 469 Marshall St.

Henry H.vrsES, 417 Walnut St.

Elllstox p. Morris, 4782 Main St., Germain,

NOTICE.

A Stated Meeting of the " Female Society of PI

delphia for the Relief and Employment of the Pi

will be held at the House of Industry, No. lli; X
Seventh St., 11th mo. 4th, at 3i o'clock. .

j

Juliana Randolph, Olei¥,

THE MORAL ALMANAC, FOR 1872, jj:.

Is now on sale at Friends' Book Store, No. 'M)l .' i:

St. Being printed on superior paper, and the i ik-i

from a new fount of type, the attention of liieiii

particularly called to this publication. A numit

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE,
No. 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

The first edition of the " Journal of William Evans"

being nearly exhausted, a second edition has been pub-

lished, and is now for sale at the Book Store.
_
Tbis

edition contains the Memorial of William Evans, issued

by the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, and has the

, , , .,,n ;T"''s-'y'e-irly date at the top of each page.
Philadelphia last week numbered 329, including bo.-'

pj.;gg3 i]^^ same as before, according to the binding,

deaths from Small Pox.
„ , „ -^^ , \ Twenty per cent, deduction to those purchasing to sell

Tbe corruption and extravag.ince of the New lork
' ^t^ain.

cilv ;;overnment had became so flagrant as to Jead
,

' ^'cp'^^j.^
^^.^ pi^ j^^^^^ between twenty and thirty copies

honcM men of both parties to unite in an earnest effort
| ^^ ^j^^ g^.^^ edition, which will be sold at twenty per

to ai 1 est the evil. A Committee of the Citi/.cus report
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ original price.

that they had thoroughly examineil the \ iii,'ii- Hoiks, _

for the city, and rigidly scrutiniml |'" '''"-'; ""';- pRlENDS' BO.^RDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
for. Thc^ imount

;|i;";";.';^'?/'V^7";;,;;
,,,';,,"; r-O.-j"!',- 1

children, TUNESSASA, new YORK.
,1,'

I I officer in the same A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to take

I,
1 lli;,000. The whole charge of this Institution, and manage the F'arm con-

111' I, . , 1. ,1 could not honestly nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer AVorth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelphia

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Soattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

copies are in printed covers.

Price, 40 cts. per dozen or 4 cts. a-piec-

In covers, 50 cts. per dozen or 5 cts. "

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA:S'I

Near Frankford, (Twenti/-third Ward,) Philadehh
'

Physician iind Superintendent

—

Joshua H.AVoi
'

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

The committee further report $3,221,000 paid for

armories and drUl rooms, the real value being $202,000;

for lumber $463,000 paid ; real value $48,000 ; for ad-

DiED, on the 10th of 5th mo. 1871, at his resid

West Pikelaud Township, Chester Co., Pa., in

9Gth year of his age, George Maris, a memb(

Uwchian Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, on the 23d of 6th mo. 1871, William Cop

the 36th year of his age, a member of Middl

Monthly Meeting, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

, on the 7th of 10th mo. 1871; at his residem

Plainfield, N. J., Zachariah Webster, in the

year of his age, an esteemed member of Plainfield

parative and Rahway and Plainfield Monthly Mei

of Friends. For many years he was much engagi

public business, and possessed in large measure the

fidence and esteem of the community in which hel

The consoling assurance is felt that his end w.is pe

, in this city, 8th of 10th month, 1S71, Esi?

Thompson, a member of Salem Monthly Meeting, 1 |i

in the 79th year of her age.

WILLIAM
No. 42:

I. PILE, PRINTER,
Walnut Street.
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i Reading Room of the British Museum.

ir the entrance of the great reading
of the British Museum is appropriately
the bust of the late Panizzi—the foun-

I he may be called. The huge domed
hind him, his work and monument, if

the wonders of Europe, now reaching
onsiderable number,
entrance to this hall is beset with diffi-

At the gate of the museum, on a day
the reading room only isopen, thepolice-

nd warders challenge the visitor with
ader, sir?" Allowed to pass, he crosses

)en space, ascends the stops, enters un-

e portico and finds himself at the great,

with more police and warders. Any
of indecision, and he is sure to be chal-

i, "Reader?" If he crosses boldly, and
3 for the glass door, where there is anoth-
itor with a list, he is stopped once more,
ade to show his passport, unless he have
is called at the theatres "a face admis-
Down the long passage he gies, gives

aat coat, stick, umbrella, parcels
;
passes

gh glass swinging doors, past c

Ives, and finds himself in the monstrous
iral dedicated to learning, and, as some
Iso to

would be hard to give an idea of the
oup d' cell; for there is literally nothing
;. It has the look nearly of a cathedral,
all the comfortable, furnished air of a

library. Coloring for the sides is fu

i by rows of the books themselves, which
)and the walls to a height of some forty

y feet, and are reached by two light gal
In the centre of the room is a round

er, within which sit the officials, and
I communicates with the library out-

y a long avenue shut in by glass screens.
de this counter is another, which holds
normous catalogue, reaching to some
•ed volumes

;
and from this second coun-

.diate the desks for the i-eaders. Noth-
aorc comfortable or convenient can be
ived. You have a choice in seats even

;

smooth mahogany or softly cushioned
;

gliding smoothly on castors. In the up-
back of the desk is a little recess for ink

4)c

-swings in any direction, or at any height :
the

other forms a ledge on which books can be

piled up and be out of the w.aj'. A blotting

pad, paper knife, and convenient pegs under

the table for putting away hats, &c., complete

the conveniences. There are over five hun-

dred of these, each having a number and let-

ter. There are, besides, a number of what
might be called "research" tables—small, low,

flat, and broad, which an antiquarian may
have all to himself; and the lid of which lift-

ing up, he finds a convenient repository, where

ho can store away all his papers, notes, and

books until he returns the next daj\ Some of

the more retired of the long benches are re-

served " for ladies only ;" but they do not seem

very much to care for such seclusion.

Round the room, and within easy reach, is

a sort of free library where every one can help
'

imself. This, as will be imagined, consists

f books of general reference, and is very

judiciously chosen. It comprises dictionaries

of all languages, the best, newest ; encyclo-

pedias of every conceivable sort; long lists

of the old magazines, like the " Gentleman's,"

'Annual Register," &c. ; ambitious collections

of universal science and knowledge, such as

the ^'Pantheon JAttemire," and " Didoret'f

Encyclopedia;" histories of towns and coun

ties in profusion, and the best and most fav

orite text books in the respective classes of

law, thoologv, medicine, mathematics, physi-

ology, &c. The only weak place is the class

of English belles lettres and biography, which

is ordered after a very random and arbitrary

fashion, comprising such poor books as " Beat-

tie's Life of Campbell," but not "Moore's Life

of Sheridan," having "Twiss's Life of Eldon,"

and no "Life of Sterne," and being without

Mrs. Oliphant's remarkable "Life of Irving."

In fact, it would be hard to say on what prin-

ciple the choice is made.
" Having chosen a seat—and if you come

late in the day you have to take a long, long

walk seeking one—go to the catalogue, for

your book. And here we may pause to sur-

vey this wonderful catalogue, a library of

folios in itself. Every volume is stoutly bound

in solid blue calf, with its lower edges faced

with zinc, to save wear and tear from the

violent shoving in of the volumes to their

places. On every page are pasted about

dozen neatly lithographed entries, and fc

tween the pages are guards, so as to allow

fresh leaves to be put in, as the catalogue

creases. As the guai'ds are filled "Up, the

volume is taken and rebound with fresh guards

Nothing can be fuller than the arrangements

for this catalogue, as it even refers you for a

biographical notice of a well known man to

some of those little meagre accounts prefixed

to collections of their poems, and to biograph-

ical notices and reviews. It also, to a great

extent, helps the student to the real names
of those who have written under assumed,

steel and quill ; and on each side a
itjern handle. One of these pulls out a [ones. This is the new catalogue, but there is

print and partly in man»«ng desk, which comes well forward, and ' an old one partly i

I

uscript, and both must bo consulted if you
wish to make your search exhaustive. Period-

ical publications make a department in them-

ves under tho letter P, filling some twenty

folio volumes, to which there is an index, also

n many folio volumes. London has nearly

one folio to itself. Great Britain and Prance

each several. Every entry is complete, title

in full, date, place of publication, and a press

mark, such as
' —

' which is to be copied

on a little form containing the rules to be ob-

served, with blanks for name of book, date, &c.

Having given in the ticket, the reader may
return to his place, certain of having to wait

at least half an hour, and he may amuse him-

self by watching the smooth running carts

laden with volumes, which arrive every mo-
ment, and the attendants who are seen hurry-

ing along through the glass screen, each with

his pile of books, with their labels fluttering.

Considering that some of these have to walk
three quarters of a mile along passages and

up steep stairs to fetch some remote book,

and that often the forms are imperfectly filled,

the delay is not surprising. A more intelli-

gent, willing and obliging class of men cannot

be conceived, always^ready to volunteer assis-

tance, even outside their special duty. It is

pleasant to see how they exert themselves for

novices, or for certain old veterans, filling up

their forms for them.

The readers are a very singular and mot-

ley class. And here it is that some reform is

wanting. A great deal of the time and trou-

ble of the staff is taken up with supplying the

wants of young boys and girls, and general

idlers, who come to read novels and poetry,

and take up the places of others who have

real business. It cannot be supposed that

the nation meant to pay for books and atten-

dants, merely to wait on this useless class.

A reform in the way of clasification would be

useful, the putting these drones in a depart-

ment of their own, and with one attendant

only to wait on them all. Every book ought

to be procured within ten minutes, and by a

system of speaking tubes and small lifts, the

matter could be much simplified. The Mu-
seum would run fewer risks from the abstrac-

tion of books, by limiting tho number of read-

ers. There are many traditions in the Muse-

um of these robbers, some of whom wore al-

ways suspected, but to whom tho matter never

could be brought homo: while there was a

"gentleman" who was not suspected, but was
at last discovered. A Museum book is fortu-

nately very unmarketable, it is so stamped

all over; and if a volume had two hundred

illustrations, every one would bear this mark.

To all libraries come people with a mania

for cutting out prints, and at this one, on a

stand made purposely, are exhibited two
maimed and defaced books, thirty or forty

leaves torn out, with an inscription explaining

how they were placed there as a warning, &c.

This exhibition is a little undignified, and it
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seems quite purposeless. The evil doers

would only chuckle at it, while the well con-

ducted have no need of such reminders.—

Scientific American.

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continaed from page 03.)

" 1S15, January.—Business, in its proper

sphere, is useful and beneficial, as well as ab-

solutely necessai-y ; but the abuse of it, or an

excess in it, is pernicious in many points of

view. I cannot approve, in very many re-

spects, of the intense degree of application

and attention, which seems often to be re-

quired of those that are in business.

"There is one danger to which the man
of business is particularly exposed, and the

more alarming, because it is concealed,—

I

mean the danger of gaining a worldly spirit,

and of losing that tenderness of conscience,

that love of religion, which is the ground of

all virtuous conduct. The person who is en

gaged in worldly affairs, whether the sphere

of his engagements be large or small, should

be most anxiously attentive to his eternal

interests, that they also may be kept in a

flourishing, profitable condition: if this be not

the case, the saying of W. Peun is true
'

gard to such an one, ' He that loses by getting,

had better lose than gain.' He should also

be very jealous of his scanty leisure, that he

may not omit to employ some of it in his daily

duties to his Maker, and in the constant cultiva

Hon of that holy frame of mind, which, it is the

slow though sure tendency of the spirit of the

world, silently to counteract. For I own I

tremble at the very idea of any man's mainly

pursuing his perishable interests, when per-

one short moment he is gone. How

benefit which may be (and which I trust is)

derived from the system of self-examination

that I have adopted, is more and more appa-

rent to me every week. Every week have I

to reprove, to exhort, to encourage, and to

recommend ;
as it were to call in my accounts,

and to ascertain the real state of my heart

;

whilst every week—yes, every day, gives me
abundant cause for contrition and abasement.

I am thus led to a more intimate knowledge

of the state of my internal affairs, and of the

filth which still lurks within : whilst I am ren-

dered less confident in my own unassisted

efforts, and more desirous to he strengthened

in obedience."

Same date.—" Though I feel myself but a

novice in serious subjects, yet further experi-

ence gives me fresh ardor and eagerness to

seek after and attain to that knowledge,

which alone ' maketh wise unto salvation.'

The more I study religion, and the more time

and attention I devote to it, the more I feel

persuaded of its unspeakable importance.

There is no pursuit in life, whether of a philo-

sophical, literary, commercial, or worldly na-

ture, which can be compared with the pursuit

of religion, in respect to the peace and joy,

the profit and the pleasure, which it yields to

the willing student. The immediate good

effects of it, are only exceeded by its ultimate

consequences. In prosperity the true Chris

tian is taught to be watchful and humble, and

to consider that ' the Lord hath given, and

the Lord' can 'take away.' In adversity, how
happy he is, if he do but remember, that ' this

also is the Lord's doing.' In all that he does,

his design is ever to do good,—his motive the

glory of his Maker."

Same date.—" ! Lord, thou hast been

pleased to bruise me with a sense of my own
'

a some degree opened to

deliver me m thine own

From The "British Frieoi

Shipwreck of Mary Prior.

Having emigrated with my family to t! ,

United States in the spring of 1819, we toil-i

lodgings during the summer months at Villa, '|

Green, a rural spot about twenty miles fro'i

Philadelphia. This place had little to recoil

mend it but its quietude and retirement, aii

the opportunity it afforded me to make excij

sions in different directions with the view i

obtaining a permanent settlement. Our re
j

dence here was rendered the more agreeall

by finding many members of the Society lotj

ted in the neighborhood, to whose kindDe*

we were much indebted.

During our stay we usually attended CI |'

Chester Meeting, some three miles from oj:

dwelling ; and many a hot and fatiguing wa

to it we had in that sultry climate. Bat

very kind friend who lived near us woo

often take up some of the female portion

our family in his homely carriage, which n?

a great relief to them.

One day as we were proceeding on foot

meeting, I was tempted to mount the n
fence by the road-side to gather some cherri

which hung in great abundance within rea(

The cherry-trees in this vicinity are ve

numerous, 'flourishing wherever they hajl

been accidentally sown, and growing someii

them as large as our elm-trees in Englaiij

haps
inconceivably terrible and exquisite must be] iniquity; thou hast

that man's anguish, whilst on the very brink me my own heart

of going he knows not whither, to think that I time and way, from under the burden of my
he has o-iven up an eternity of bliss, for the transgressions: still continue to show me thygiven up
empty grasp of that which is not.

"1815, January 15th.—The following re-

flection is taken from a ' weekly report,' and

was penned just pre^^ous to my attendance

by way of initiation into business at my
father's banking-house :

—

" What an eventful period is .his, what an

epoch in my life ! When I look back upon

the past, when I review the calm and seques-

tered hours which have been so graciouslj-

granted me, and which I have so happily en-

joyed, I cannot help concluding, that the same

Almighty hand, which has hitherto upheld

me, will be 'stretched oat still.' And when
I cast my eyo forward to the future, to that

dark and dreary scene, that chaos of troubles

and perplexities, which human life for the

most part discloses, I remember with conso-

lation the expressions of the apostle, ' We
know that if our earthly house of this taber-

nacle were dissolved, we have a building of

God, an house not made with hands, eternal

in the heavens.' The time that has already

elapsed, seems to be a season of preparation

mercifully allotted to me, in order to qualify

me for the part which I am henceforth to act

;

and those principles, which I have stored,

must now with assiduity bo put in practice.

The greatest discretion employed at this first

setting out in life, will not be suflicient to

direct and keep me in the right path, unless

accompanied with distrust in myself, and a

corresponding confidence in Divine assistance.

"1815, January 29th.— The very great

loving kindness, and to direct me onwaru m
the path that leads to salvation. I know not,

and it is better, O Lord! that I know not, in

what condition or situation to-morrow's light

may find me; nor can I see before me :
yet I

pray thee, if I do forget or forsake thee, O !

forsake me not utterly, for thy mercy's sake.

" 1815, February 5th.—O ! may I not neglect

or delay to take such effectual measures, as

may certainly lead me to the attainment of a

firm belief in the salvation brought about by

the Saviour of men. May I not be satisfied

wifli an historical acquaintance with these

things, nor be content with what others may
say,°vrite, bear witness of, or believe in, re-

specting a Eedeemer ; but may I be encour-

aged, like Thomas the Apostle, to see and feel

for myself; and may I make an availing use

of every opportunity, every appointed means

to gain the excellency of the knowledge of

Christ Jesus, and him crucified,—that inti-

mate kjiowledge and inward experience, com-

pared with which, Paul counted all things

else but as ' loss and dross.' Surely, such as

are ' kept by the power of God through fiiith

unto salvation,' are none but those, who have

submitted themselves to the government and

dominion of Christ by his Spirit in their

hearts ; and these truly know Him to be their

Kedecmer."
(To bo coutimicd.)

The enthusiasm of the present age becomes

the common sense of the next.— Coleridge,

Much of the fruit is never gathered, but is!

to the birds, or to fall to the ground for t

swine. We had been given to understa

that it was a common practice for travell'

who wanted cherries to break off as larg

bough as they were able, to save time, a

eat them off the bough as they journej-cd

While thus mounted on the fence engaged

securing some of the tempting fruit, I \

startled at perceiving a middle-aged n

making towards me, whom I at once took

be the owner of the trees. For a momen
confess, I felt something like compunction

the situation in which I was discovered, i

began to make an apology, saying, I hope

was not trespassing on his property. "(

no," said the man, "you are not trcspassi

but the fruit does not belong to me. You

welcome enough, I daresay." And hav

recognized us at once as English people,

added, " I am from the old country as wcl

you. My wife and I came over many y(

ago." Perceiving that I was a Friend,

added, " Did you ever hear of Mrs. Prior?'

told him that I had heard of her. "Wt

said he, " we took our passage in the 88 «

ship as Mrs. Prior. We suffered shipwn

and lost all our property. My name is Pi

I live at that house yonder. If you will

nti us we shall be glad to see you."

The first suitable opportunity we had,

ife and I called at the humble dwell

The husband was absent, but his wife, whc

doubt was expecting our visit, gave us a^t

dial welcome. She began almost immedia
"

to o-ive us an account of their disastrous

sage to America ;
during the recital of wl

it "did not appear that the lapse of tw(

years had in the least degree blunted

vividness of her recollections of the suffer !

and perils which had befallen them in c:^

ing the Atlantic.

Since my return to England, I have

gretted often that I did not at once put

poor woman's statement into writing as:

I had heard it ; but at that time I ha o|

sxpectation of ever seeing my native ecu Jj
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or of being called upon to narrate the

ent8 of Mary Prior's ahipwrock, all of

I supposed her relations and friends

lave been made fully acquainted with
elf.

e woman stated that when she and her

md had made up their minds to emigrate,

were in possession of property to the

nt of £500, the whole of which they laid

1 the purchase of goods suitable, as they
)8od, for the American market, and which
expected to turn to a profitable account
jir arrival. They accordingly embarked
their property on board a vessel with

• other passengers, among whom was
Prior. They had made but little pro-

on their passage to America when the

sprang a leak, which obliged the crew
ently to repair to the pumps to endeavor
ep her clear. But notwithstanding all

labor to effect this object, the leakage
lally increased, and soon became so gi-eat

many on board began to be seriously

led, and entertained great apprehensions
their ultimate safety. Eelays of sailors

igth were obliged to be constantly at the

is; the fatigue of which was so great,

,pparently to so little purpose, that they
ne exceedingly discouraged, and averse
)or, believing it was useless for them to

ivor to keep the ship afloat, as the leak
ncreased upon them,
der these appalling circumstances Mary
often came on deck and urged the men
relax their efforts to save their lives.

earnest persuasions were so successful

the crew did continue their exertions,

;h laboring under such great and increas-

iscouragcments. Our informant added,
Mary Prior was frequently engaged in

u'esence of the crew and passengers to

on the Most High that it might please
to preserve their lives. " O I" she ex-

ed, " Mrs. Prior was a wonderful woman
ayer !"

ey continued thus, day after day, for a
while, without any improvement in their

)ects, during which time Mary Prior per-

1 in urging and encouraging the sailors

ake renewed efforts for their common
^Notwithstanding all she could do,

ver, their circumstances grew worse and
|i[3, for the water in the hold still kept in-

'ng, and even made its way into the
The sailors were so overcome with

le, in consequence of their exhausting
night and day at the pumps, that it

fivith great difliculty they could be per-
lid to continue their exertions, for all ex-
p.tion of their rescue seemed, with most
1 lard, to have died away.
pih was their condition, struggling, as it

at once against fatigue and despair,
Mary Prior, early one morning, came
ck, and, with a cheerful countenance,
imed that she had good news for the
company, for their deliverance was near

l|nd. She told them that she had been
ied with a dream, or vision, in which she
een assured that a vessel that very day
take them all off in safety from their

ering ship. Yet she told the men they
still use every exertion to keep the ship
till the time of their deliverance should

^.ry Prior made this extraordinary an-
dcement in the most positive manner,
tput any hesitation, and apparently with

the full persuasion that the truth of her mes-

sage would soon be verified. She told the

people also that even the name of the vessel

that would rescue them had been made known
to her, but that she had forgotten it. It was,

however, she said, the same as the maiden
name of one of the married women on board.

There were several married women among
the passengers, who were all summoned to

tell their maiden names. "After many had
spoken," said our informant, "I told them
mine was Archibald, on which Mary Prior

immediately said, ' That is the name of the

ship which will save us.'
"

Many an anxious look was now cast around

for the friendly vessel, but for many hours

none could be seen. At length, hQwever, a

ship was descried in the distant horizon.

They eagerly watched her movements. She
was steering their own course, and soon made
towards them on perceiving their signals of

distress.

When the ship came within speaking dis-

tance, and her captain found that they were in

a sinking condition, he ordered out his boats,

and with great promptitude proceeded to con-

vey the passengers on board his own vessel,

and happily succeeded in rescuing them all

;

but such was the emergency of the case, and

so imminent their danger, that no attempt

could be made to save any part of the cargo.

While they were being transhipped with

all haste, and Mary Prior was about to be

conveyed to the other vessel, she suddenly

said she must go back to her berth for some-

thing she had left there, and which she must

have. She was urged not to go down after

it, as the water was then knee-deep in the

cabin, and there was no time to lose. She,

however, persisted, and, actually ^vading

through the water, obtained the object of her

search. This, we supposed, might probably

be her certificates.

On their inquiring the name of the vessel

which had thus providentially been sent to

their rescue, they were told she was " the

Archibald !

"

In detailing to us this remarkable account

of their shipwreck and deliverance, the woman
did not appear to be influenced by any desire

to exaggerate, or in any way to misrepresent

the simple facts of the case. On the contrary,

there was an appearance of truthfulness and
sincerity, and an earnestness of manner, that

left no doubt on our minds that we ought to

give entire credit to her narrative. And,
moreover, her mind seemed to be so imbued
with a sense of Mary Prior's extraordinary

religious endowments, that I think she would

not have dared to speak of her in any other

character than she did. Having listened with

no small degree of interest to the poor wo-

man's recital of the circumstances attendant

on her emigration, we were about to leave,

when she produced a few trinkets and a silver

teaspoon—precious relics to her, as they were

all that they were able to save from the wreck.

We soon after left Village Green, and re-

moved to Wilmington, State of Delaware.

Here, among many other valuable and kind

Friends, we became acquainted with Deborah
Brintrhurst. One day reference was made to

Mary Prior and to the circumstances above

related, when she told us that she, with a

number of other persons, was on the quay at

Philadelphia when the vessel arrived which

brought Mary Prior and her fellow-passen-

gers; and that as soon as Mary Prior landed

she kneltdown on the ground and gave thanks
to their Almighty Preserver who had so sig-

nally delivered them, and brought them in

safety to ther intended port.

Since the foregoing narrative was written,

the memoir of Eebecca Jones has been pub-

lished. It contains an account of the ship-

wreck of Marj^ Prior, with several particulars

not contained in this relation, but makes no
reference to some of the remarkable circum-

stances which I have recorded. There is

nothing contradictory in the two accounts,

except in one particular, which induces me to

refer to the memoir. It there states that

Mary Prior was " the only female passenger
on board." This, on the face of it, is scarcely

credible, as her friends in England would
hardly have allowed her to embark on board
the vessel under such circumstances. Mary
Prior was possibly the only female passenger

in the cabin, but it is highly probable that

there were several in the steerage, of whom
the poor woman who related the foregoing

narrative was one.

The statement in the memoir omits to men-
tion the name of the vessel that received the

sinking crew. However, having recently lent

my narrative to Ann Alexander of Ipswich,

she has returned it to me, with a copy of a
contemporary paragraph in an American
newspaper which has afforded me much satis-

faction, as it confirms the statement as to the

name of the vessel that brought the ship-

wrecked sufferers to land. " On Wednesday
evening arrived at this port the schooner
Archibald—Macey—twenty days from Hali-

fax. On the 3d instant, lat. 37°, long. 69°, fell

in with the ship Fame—Captain Perry—^from

London to New York, then in a sinking state,

with five feet water in the hold. Captain
Macey took from the wreck Captain P., his

crew and passengers. Shortly after she fell

in with a vessel bound for New York, on board
of which he sent Captain Perry and his crew,

and brought here twenty passengers, chiefly

mechanics, artists, and their families, who, by
this unfortunate event, have lost all with
which they could have supported themselves,

in a strange country, until they could get em-
ployment."
The paragraph goes on to relate the par-

ticulars of the disastrous passage, in full cor-

roboration of the foregoing narrative.

In connection with the subject of Mary
Prior's shipwreck, I may add that I have been
informed, on good authority, that some time

after she embarked for America, great uneasi-

ness prevailed among her friends at the non-

arrival of the expected intelligence of her

having reached her destination ; but that, in a

private I'eligious meeting which a few Friends

had together, our late valued friend Samuel
Alexander, of Needham, expressed in testi-

mony his belief that Mary Prior was then
safely landed in America. Soon afterwards,

however, an apparently well-founded report

was circulated that the ship in which she had
taken her passage had foundered at sea, and
it was supposed all on board had been lost.

This, though but a vague rumor, gave Samuel
Alexander much distress, from a fear that he

had been under a delusion when he had so re-

centljr expressed his full belief to the contrary.

He was, however, the very next day relieved

by an authentic account having arrived, fully

confirming the statement ho believed himself

warranted in making so shortly before.

Colchester, oth month, 1851.
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Practical Experimental Religion.

In judging of piety, there is no substitute for

a holy life. We are Christ's disciples if we do

whatsoever he commands. We are the ser-

vants of the wiclied one if we do the works
of the flesh. We may boast of discoveries, of

raptures, and ecstacies, but all in vain if

consistent life be not the result. So that

many who say they know the time and -place

of their conversion are unquestionably de-

ceived.

All religious knowledge which is unfelt and
inoperative puffs up the mind, and hardens

the heart. It is better to have the workings

of gracious affections than to be able to define

them, or to speak ever so learnedly respecting

them.
It is often doubted whether the present

age is remarkable for depth of religious feel-

ing. In many cases ministers preach a low

experience. The consequence is a painful

laxity in religious practice. Among many
professors there is a manifest disinclination

to (speak) on vital subjects in religion. This

is a great evil. Although hypocrites may
babble on such topics, yet Christians should

not thereby be deterred from diligently seek-

ing to discover and command the highest

manner of Itohj living. A minister of this

generation said that he had received many
hundreds of printed sermons, sent by his

brethren, and that among them all he remem-
bered but one on the subject of experimental

religion—but one practical religious commu-
nication.

True religion must either be very low, or

entirely wanting, in that heart who extends

not his idea and treating of it beyond the doc-

trines and forms of religion. Doctrinal dis-

cussions, treatises on the history of the Bible,

on branches of scripture morals, and on church

government, are numerous. But sly do

wo find able men turning their attention to

the work of God in the soul. The tendency

of this age is to become vague and superficial.

Many real Christians have made but low at-

tainments, and are too little dissatisfied with

their present state. There is no way of pre-

serving men from falling into error respecting

the nature of true religion, but by bringing

them to feel its power. The head may be

strengthened till the heart is starved. Indeed,

infidelity itself will be sure to gain a footing

in a community where vital godliness is not

experienced.

The friends of true religion ought carefully

to guard against the abuses of religious ex-

perience, avoiding all boasting, learning wise-

ly to discriminate between the genuine and

the spurious, between effects produced by di-

vine truth on the one hand, and by the

nervous temperament on the other, and being

especially careful not to rely on past attain-

ments, which do not produce present good

fruit.

Such are the views of one of our own time,

though not of our Society, some of which it

may be profitable for us to consider, as pre-

senting a mirror to many in high profession

and stations amongst us, who seem disposed

to substitute for the cross of quiet, humble,

reverential waiting, in fleshly silence before

the Lord (moving only at his command, and
in his fear,) the activity of the creature, in

sensational, doctrinal, man-pleasing ministry,

without the heavenly savor.

ETERNITY.
Eternity, eternity,

How long art tfiou, eternity !

Yet liasteth on toward thee our life,

E'en as the war-steed to the strife.

The messenger toward home doth go,

Or ship to shore, or bolt from bow.

Eternity, eternity,

How long art thou, eternity

!

As in a globe, so smooth and round,

Beginning ne'er nor end are found,

Eternity, nor more can we
Beginning find, or end, in thee.

Eternity, eternity,

How long art thou, eternity

!

Thou art a ring of awful mould
;

" Forever" is thy centre called,

And " Never" thy circumference wide

;

For unto thee no end can tide.

Eternity, eternity,

How long art thou, eternity !

And if a little bird bore forth

One single sand-corn from the earth.

And took in thousand years but one.

Ere thou wert ixast, the world were gone !

Eternity, eternity,

How long art thou, eternity

!

In thee, if every thousandth year.

An eye should drop one little tear.

To hold the water thence would grow.

Nor heaven nor earth were wide enow.

Eternity, eternity.

How long art thou, eternity ?

Hear, man ! So long as God shall reign.

So long continue hell and pain
;

So long last heaven and joy also.

Oh, lengthened joy ! oh, lengthened woe !

German.

Selected.

SEA-WEED.
Not always unimpeded can I pray,

Nor, pitying saint, thine intercession claim
;

Too closely clings the burden of the day.

And all the mint and anise that I pay
But swells my debt and deepens my self-blame.

Shall I less patience have than Thou, who know
That Thou revisitest all who wait for thee.

Nor only fiU'st the unsounded deeps below.

But dost refresh with punctual overflow

The rifts where unregarded mosses be?

The drooping sea-weed hears, in night abyssed.

Far and more far the wave's receding shocks,

Nor doubts, for all the darkness and the mist,

That the pale sheplierdess will keep her tryst.

And shoreward lead again her foam-fleeced flocks.

For the same wave that rims the Carib shore

"With momentary braid of pearl and gold,

Goes hurrying thence to gladden with its roar

Lorn weeds bound fast on rocks of Labrador,

By love divine on one sweet errand rolled.

And, though Thy healing waters far withdraw,

I, too, can wait and feed on hope of Thee
And of the dear recurrence of Thy law.

Sure that the parting grace that morning saw
Abides its time to come in search of me.

^^^^^^ /. R. Lowell.

Soap Plants.— Many plants in different

countries furnish useful substitutes for soap

to the natives, when there are no conveniences

or materials for manufacturing ordinary soap
Examples of these are the Soapworts (Sapin

dus), so called from furnishing, either in the

pulp of the fruit or in the root or bark, a vege-

table principle called saponine. Thus the

Hindus use the pulp of the fruit of Sapindus
detergens for washing linen. The capsula of

another species, when bruised, forms suds if

agitated in hot water ; and the natives of

India use this as a soap for washing the hair,

silk, &c. The aril which surrounds the seed

of a South American species is used as a soap.

The fresh bark of the root of Mount i,i p,

stachia, called "yalhoi," pounded and ni^-ul.

into balls, is used by the Peruvians in ],I;

of soap. The Canadian Naturalist, stairs n

the bruised leaves of the European /S'-'y. ,,,,

officinalis forms a lather which much resc

bles that of soap, and is similarly useful in i;

moving grease spots. The bark of QuiU\

saponaria of Central America, answers li

same purpose, and is used as a detergent

wool-dyers. It has been even imported lar

ly into France, Belgium, &c., and sold in
i

shops as a cheap substitute for soap. A ve

table soap was prepared some years uwn

Jamaica from the leaves of the Anierii

Aloe, which was found as detergent as Casi;

soap for washing linen, and had the super;'

quality of mixing and forming a lather w()

salt water as well as fresh. In Peru the lea'

of the Maguey agave are used instead of

The clothes are wetted, and then beaten w
a leaf which has been crushed ; a thick -wt

froth is produced, and after rinsing the clot!

are quite clean. The pulpy matter contaii

in the hard kernel of a tree called locally ".

Iobo7icillo" is also used there for the same p
pose. On being mixed with water it prodo

a white froth. In Brazil soap is made fr

the ashes of the bassena or broom plant (S

tanceo^ato), which abounds with alkali. Tii

are also some barks and pods of native pla

used for soaps in China. The soap plani t

California {Fhalangiumpomeridianuni) is sta t

by Edwin Bryant to be exceedingly use

The bulbous root, which is the saponaee

portioiS, resembles the onion, but possesses

quality of cleansing linen, equal to any ol

soap manufixctured. From a paper read,

fore the Boston Society of Natural Histor

appears that this soap plant grows all o

California. It is used to wash with in

parts of the country, and by those who ki

its virtues it is preferred to the best of 8(

The method of using it is merely to strip

the husk, dip the clothes into the water,!

rub the bulb on them. It makes a thick latl

and smells not unlike brown soap. At
Nicholas, one of the Cape Verde Islands, t

make a soap from the oil of the Jatropha

cas seeds and the ashes of the papaw tree I

The oil and ashes are mixed in an iron

heated over a fire, and stirred until piopi

blended. When cool, it is rolled up into b

about the size of a six-pound shot, look

much like our mottled soap, and producit

very good lather.

For "The Friei

The Ways of Zion Mourn.

While not doubting that there are not a

left in our Society who mourn over the d

lations that abound, and whose earnest \>

ers at times are that the Lord will again h

Zion, again build up her waste places, and

store what has been carried captive, ther),

at the same time, great need that all the
'

warm and negligent most especially, sh i

duly feel the responsibilities of a life graii

for serving our Creator according to His J,

for filling up our respective stewardships, i

serving Him in newness of life, for w
'

great end the Saviour also died. That
as in the camp of Dan formerly, there si

be a stir of spiritual life felt and mauifeli

unto that individual growth and redemf

«

which is in Christ Jesus. There is c ''

danger in these easy-going times, when wt k

and fulness, and the temptations to se

»
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>nce much ubound, of not keeping suffi-

ly alivo to the groat duty of tho day,

working out the soul's salvation with

and trembling before the Lord. Great

er of forgetting that which is written for

sarning: "As 1 live, saith the Lord, every

shall bow to me, and every tongue shall

to God." And that " every one of us

give account of himself to God." Great

er of taking up with a rest short of that

h our Heavenly Father hath prepared

is people, and craving ease and smooth-

for our pathway here, cause ourselves

forever separated in the great end, from

pirits of the just made perfect.

)uld that tlie too indifferent and luke-

i amongst us, might be aroused to the

)ling realities of our evidently lapsed con-

; to the sorrow-stirring truth that the

) places greatly mourn because so few

to the solemn feasts ; to tho fact that

eranant that are left of the captivity,

aforetime, are in great affliction and

ach; and that the wall of Jerusalem also

ch broken down, and the gates thereof

imentable extent burned with Are. That
with the zeal of a Nehemiah, circum-

)d only by the restraining power and
' the Lord's Holy Spirit, such may see

Bel the need of weeping, and mourning,

Pasting, and praying before the God of

in, as he did, or like the watchmen set

the walls formerly, which, as is written,

II never hold their peace day nor night:"

aaking mention of the Lord, shall give

10 rest, till he establish, and till he make
alem a praise in the earth. Thus would
rophecy be fulfilled, " A great company
return :" " They shall come with weep-
nd with supplications will I lead them."

wouki we become more and more living

sscH of tho Truth as it is in its great

or! Thus also become epistles known
•cad oi' all men ! Thus be enabled to pre-

Dur bodies a living sacrifice, holy, accept-

(unto God as our reasonable service ! And
as is recorded of the early disciples,

ii|d, not only our speech but our counien

c) manifest and bewray us that we had
with Jesus,

is further represented in the book of

^imiah as a command from the Most High
hses, " If ye transgress, I will scatter you
rid- among the nations: but if ye turn unto

id keep my commandments, and do them
^h there were of you cast out unto th'

most part of the heavens, yet will

t|3r them from thence, and will bring them
the place that I have chosen to set my

I) there." If there be any among us who
lade to feel at times that they have trans

.ed against the Lord, and have not turned
t[Him; that they are too much settled on

3 in a religious sense ; that they do
itknough drink of the Saviour's bitter cup
iflfering; nor arc truly grieved for the
tions of Joseph

; that they have grown
kjivarm like the church of Laodicea which
neither cold nor hot; may the query of

e^rophet have place :
' Is it time for you,

1, to dwell in your ceiled houses, and this

Lord's house) lie waste ? Now, there-

thus saith the Lord of hosts, consider (set

heart on) your ways." " Go up to the
main, (turn inward to the omnipresent
of Israel,) and bring wood, and build the

)i a ; and I will take pleasure in it, and I

ilbe glorified saith the Lord."

Our all-wise Lawgiver has declared, "If ye

abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye
shall ask what yo will, and it shall be done
unto you. Herein is my Father glorified,

that ye bear much fruit; so shall yo be my
disciples." A preceptof extensive application,

to which especial heed should bo given in tho

present day I For if any will choose their own
ways, even of doing good, and abide not in

the Vine of life, without whom we can do

nothing, the judgment of the Eternal may be

meted, " They (thy enemies) shall make a

spoil of thy riches, and make a prey of thy

merchandise ; and they shall break down thy

walls, and destroy thy pleasant houses; so

that that which we have shall be blasted."

But as diligence with faithfulness becomes the

watchword; as vve are not jostled or turned

aside by the wind, the earthquake or the fire,

however arresting and imposing to the out-

ward senses, but engaged to let obedience

keep pace with knowledge to the still small

voice of the Lord inwardly revealed
;

if wo
turn unto Him as manifested in His inward
and spiritual appearance in the soul, and keep
His commandments and do them; if, in a

word, we keep true to our principles as be-

queathed to us by our forefathers in precept,

and maintain them in practice, then there can

bo no doubt that this branch of our Society

will again be gathered to the place of the

Lord's name; again take root downward and
bear fruit upward to the praise and glory of

the Redeemer's grace : and the language may
become applicable, " Whereas thou hast been

forsaken and hated, so that no man went
through thee, I will make thee an eternal ex-

cellency, a joy of many generations."

Our grand enemy, ever wary and artful,

pertinaciously plies us on our weakest side.

It is alike indifferent to him whether we be

hurried on beyond the passive submission and
obedience becoming the blood-bought follow-

ers of a meek, and lowly, and crucified Saviour,

or whether wo be negligent and slothful in

the application of the talents committed, so

as to bring no increase to the honor of th

great Giver. We may be as unmindful of ou
" high calling"—that of following Christ Jesus

in the watchful, fear and trembling way He
would have us to go— by insensibly sliding

into a state of apathy or lifeless indifference

to religion, and into a relaxation of its

straints and self-denial, and thus becoming
mere formal professors, as in having a zeal

for God that is not according to knowledge
or that like Jehu of old, who, though he took

no heed to walk in the law of the God of Israel,

with all his heart, could nevertheless sa}^

"Come with me, and see my zeal for th

Lord." So true it is that a zeal which has

not its foundation and abiding in the humility

and contrition of soul our sovereign Lord calls

for, is of but little worth. If we lose i
_

'

'

ality of mind and heart from any cause, and
are thus brought into bondage to the god of

this world, it will matter but little of what
our fetters are constituted, whether of this or

that. 01 how important to us is the fact,

that if we lack the vitality of union and com-
munion with Christ, nothing can make up for

the grand deficiency. How necessary too to

remember what we are, and what we are

called to; as well as most especially to keep

in mind, " Who made, who marred, and who
has ransomed man," that we may apply our

hearts unto wisdom. We have been bought

with a price ; and hence are loudly called to

glorify God " in our bodies and in our spirits"

which are God's. While for every degree of

knowledge and strength communicated by the

Great Husbandman in the day of His grace

and mercy, corresponding increase will have
to be accounted for in the fast approaching
period of final retribution.

Then, in the language of the Apostle, "Let
us not sleep as do others; but let us watch
and be sober." It is this continued " watch"
(Mark xiii. 37) that constitutes the substance

of the religion wo profess. To watch against

the presentations of the enemy, who on either

hand waits to beguile and to destroy, is the

ouly safe vantage ground of the Christian :

and hence the injunction to Timothy', appli-

cable to all time, " Watch thou in all things,

endure afflictions, do the work of an evango-

t," &c. May this watch "in all things," be

duly kept up I As much against slothfulness

and lukewarmness, which lead to the decay
of a vigorous spiritual life, as on tho other

hand against any will service, or sacrifices to

the Lord of that which He does not call for.

While this may lead into a straight and nar-

row path wherein the heaven-bound pilgrim

have much need to draw about him "for
helmet, the hope of salvation," and to

"watch unto prayer with all persevera7ice"

yet the promise of the Ever-present, "My
'/race is sufficient for thee," will make up for

all; and an humble dependence upon this,

with the strength that is made perfect in weak-
ness, will be an odor of a sweet smell, a sacri-

fice acceptable, well-pleasing to God: who then
will supply all the need of these, "according
to his riches in glory by Christ Jesus."

May then the self-denying, cross-bearing

religion of the Redeemer, which makes con-

trite, humbles as in the dust, and which draws
forth tho submissive appeal, " Now, O Lord,

thou art our Father: we are the clay, and
thou our Potter: and we are all the work of

thy hand," be more and more the daily prac-

tical religion of our heart and lives. A re-

ligion of which we enjoy the foretaste here,

but whose fulness will be through all eternity.

A religion which can make happy, as in the

case of Lazarus, though in the depths of

poverty, and destitute of worldly good. A
religion not it is true, to be obtained without
trial, and cost, and contest, but without which
we can have no happiness hereafter, nor be

truly happy here. "What things were gain

to me," saith the Apostle, " those I counted
loss for Christ. Yea, doubtless, and I count

all things but loss for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord : for whom
I have suffered the loss of all things, and do
count them but dung, that I may win Christ."

A religion that leads into, and yet brings

through " great tribulations," but whose eter-

nally glorious end will make up for, and in-

conceivably compensate for all. A religion

which while it demands the heart and affec-

tions a whole burnt-otfering and willing sacri-

fice to Him who gave his precious life for us,

will as we are watchful, faithful, and true,

and engaged above all things to have the

wedding garment of righteousness wrought
out, finally lead, through matchless love and
mercy, unto living fountains of waters ; where
God shall wipe away all tears from the eyes.

I know no religion which destroys courtesy,

civility and kindness, which, rightly under-

stood, are great indications of true men, if not

of good Christians.— Wm. Penn,
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Temperature in Mines.—-There is some in

terestiug information on the maximum tcm
perature of air which is compatible with the

healthful exercise ofhuman labor, in the report

of the commissioners appointed to inquire into

the several matters relating to coal in the U
ted Kingdom, just issued. The committ
who undertook to determine the maximum
depth to which it would be possible to work
coal found this question very difficult to de

cide. Evidence was given of extraordinary

temperatures endured in the stoke holes of

steamers and iu the places where glass blowers

work. In some of these cases labor has been

carried on without serious detriment to health

where the thermometer has indicated 180 de-

grees Fahrenheit. In these instances, how-
ever, the thermometer was chiefly acted on

by radiant heat, and, therefore, did not truly

indicate the actual temperature of the air.

In an experiment made under the direction

of the committee it was found that a ther-

mometer suspended in a stoke hole, and ex-

posed to the radiation from the boilers, indi-

cated a temperature of 105 degrees
;
while

another thermometer in the same position,

but carefully screened from the radiant heat,

stood at only 78 degrees. It is important
also to observe that the men who work in

stoke holes and glass houses have ready ac-

cess to the external air, and avail themselves

of numerous intervals iu their labor to cool

themselves. One of the medical witnesses,

who had spent a great part of his life in tropi-

cal climates, states that ho had experienced a

temperature of 125 degrees Fathrenheit in

the shade, and that this great heat was ren-

dered endurable by the dryness of the atmos-
phere; on the other hand, he had felt a damp
atmosphere almost intolerable at the com-
paratively low temperature of 86 degrees.

The committee had information of mining
work being executed in a Cornish mine where
the air was heated by a hot spring to a tem-

perature alleged to amount to 117 degrees,

and was also by the same cause saturated

with moisture. Dr. Sanderson was deputed
to visit this mine and make an investigation.

He found the highest temperature to exist at

the extremity of an excavation forming a

short cul de sac, whore a stream of water
entered at a temperature of 11-1} degrees.

At a distance of a yard from the end of this

cul de sac the thermometer indicated a tem-

perature of 103 degrees; but at a distance of

only ten feet there was access to air, where
the thermometer stood at 81 degrees. Ac-
cording to other evidence the temperature of

the air occasionally reached 123 degrees. The
miners remained in their workings six hours

out of the twenty-four. Four men were em-
ployed at a time, of whom two were always
at rest in the cool air and the other two wore
not always at work. The total duration of

each man's work was less than throe hours

in the twenty-four. Xo miner remained more
than fifteen minutes in the heat at one time.

The condition of each miner on retreating into

cool air is described as one of complete ex-

haustion
;

but by allowing cool water to

pour over his body the distress and exhaustion
quickly passed off. Dr. Sanderson came to

the conclusion that the occupation in question

was not necessaril}- inconsistent with the en-

joyment of vigorous health; but ho found
there were mauj- men who after trying the

work were compelled to desist on account of

the distress and exhaustion which was pro-

duced. It is Dr. Sanderson's opinion that
labor is not practicable in moist air of a tem-
perature equal to that of the blood, namely,
ninety-eight degrees, excepting for very short
intervals

;
and this conclusion is in harmony

with the other medical evidence. The ques-
tion of maximum temperature under which
work could be carried on in a coal mine
hinges in a great measure on the hygrometic
condition of the air. The depth at which' the
temperature of the air would, under present
conditions, become equal to the heat of the
blood would be about 3,420 feet. Bej^ond this

point the considerations affecting increase of
depth and temperature become so speculative
that the committee felt it necessary to leave
the question in uncertainty

; but, looking to
possible expedients which the future may
elicit for reducing the temperature, they con-
sidered it might fairly be assumed that a depth
of at least 4,000 feet might be reached.—Pa«
31aU Gazette.

Selected for "The Friend."

The Lord can raise up his servants, and
give them power to preach his word, over all

the opposing powers of darkness, and the
secret resistance that others may cherish, who
feel coldness and indiffopence towards them.
True ministers of the gospel have nothing in

view, but to comply with the Lord's will, that
they may be found clear in the day of account.
The spirit of opposition to such is felt at times
in meetings, and may be permitted to close

up the way for gospel service
; but they who

indulge in it will briug flatness over them-
selves, and have to suffer for their wrong
o])position to the Lord's children and servants.

How difl;erenti8 the state of meetings, where
brethren and sisters draw near to one another
in heart and spirit, like holding up each
other's hands, travailing together for the
arising of Divine life, and rejoicing when the
Lord opens the way for the current of true

baptizing ministry to flow freely. Elders are

appointed to watch over the ministry, to

guard aud counsel ministers, when needed
;

if they have left the gift, or said anything not

according to sound doctrine; but this is not
all their duty. They have as much need as

any others, to watch over themselves, that

they may know what spirit rules and actuates

them ; and they ai'o to give themselves up to

ympathize with the ministei-s, and to share

u bearing the burdens which they are brought
under; by which they may be preserved from
judging in their own will and temper, and
may be made instrumental to help them, and
by a harmonious labor and travail of soul,

assist in bringing to the birth the concerns

which ministers are brought under. Hereby
thej' are fellow helpers in the Lord; and when
ministers are raised up by their Divine
Master in his authority, then a harmonious
exorcise is again known in the preaching of

the gospel, the great Name is exalted, and the

baptizing power goes over the meeting.

Ministers and elders thus fulfil their respec-

tive services, and contribute to each other's

growth and establishment in the blessed truth.

The one preaching what the Holy Spirit

opens to them, and the other keeping close

to them in spirit, to aid and steady them in

their work, that they maj' not give out, nor 1

deviate from the line of service appointed
|

them by the Great Minister of the Sanctuary, i

Wm. Evans' Journal. I

For " The Friemli,! I

The Blood of Christ.
p

" ISTot long after this there was another gre i

j

meeting of professors, where George Fosaljj|.

came, who hearing them discourse about tlj,

blood of Christ, he cried out among thet],

' Do ye not see the blood of Christ? Ye mt.j-

see it in your hearts ; to sprinkle your heai
;,

and consciences from dead work.s, to ser
|

l

the living God.' This was a doctrine whic||

startled these professors, which would ha-j|

the blood of Christ 07Uy without them, ni

thinking that it was to be felt inwardly."
j

Are there not many within the Society
i

this day, who "discourse" much about td
blood of Christ as it was shed outwardly, wlij

seem, from the tenor of their teaching,
|i

know as little about its being sprinkled i

the heart, inwardly and spiritually, as i

those professors who were so "startled"

George Fox's preaching ? No spring can r

above its source.

One Hundred and Sixty Millions of Xeed

a Month.—Sewing needles are almost who

of English manufacture, but a few Germ

goods under English brands reach the Ame

can market. In England, the manufacti

has been systematized and simplified to au

a degree that English labor always has!'

monopoly of the needle trade. A neei(:*

passes through 120 operations, and a ch

can control the machinery and turn the e;

of 4,000 needles per hour.

The introduction of sewing machines

stricts the increase in the sale of sewt

needles, though they seem to hold to a vi

steady increase, in the United States, of abi

three per cent. The statistics published fr

Commissioner Young's Bureau, in Washi

ton, do not specify the importation of spec

items of small wares, all goods going unde

general classification of the product tl

originate in. Hence the actual consumpt

of needles is something difficult to determi

The agents of the two leading makers

Boston, report the aggregate sold in Boat

New York, and Philadelphia, as about ( T

hundred and sixty million of needles ^

month, running from 75 cents to §2 doll

per thousand. The sales chiefly are on

numbers from 5 to 10, while seven eighthi

these orders take the numbers of 7 and

Knitting and darning needles, that twen'

five years ago were sold in amount over don

the sales of sewing needles, have dwindled I

very insignificant item of stock. They '

hardly be said to sell now at onotwentietl

their former amounts. Crochet needles h:

a very large sale, and have taken the pi

made vacant in stocks by the disuse of

darning and knitting n

Spending Half an Hour Alone.—A pious i;

venerable father had a vain and profligi

son ; often had he reasoned and expostula

with him, mingling tenderness and tears n

remonstrance ;
but all was ineffectual. 1,

company and vicious habits rendered the

happy youth deaf to instructions. Atla;i

fatal disorder seized his aged parent, i'

calling his son to him, entreated hini with '

d3nng breath, that ho would grant him '

small favor, the promise of which would I'

great comfort. It was this — that his '

would retire to his chamber half an IK

every day for some months after his dece •
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escribed no particular subject to employ
oughts, but left that to himself,

request so simple and easy, urged by
tal affection from the couch of death,

otto be denied. Tlie youth pledged his

for the fulfilment of his promise; and
he became an orphan, punctually per-

d it. At first, he was not disposed to

ve the minutes of solitude, but in time

18 reflections arose in his mind ; the

was withdrawn ; his conscience awoke

;

roved him for having slighted a parent

ad done so much for his welfare; it re-

l the impression of his dying scene; it

ally pointed him to a supreme Cause, a

judgment, and a solemn eternity. Re-

mt, under the operation of Divine grace,

d what advice could not do, and a real

irmanent change took place. He quilted

mpanions and reformed his conduct

;

and piety filled up the rest of his days,

amped sincerity on his repentance.

Uses of Gun Cotton.—The London
says: The important points is connec-

ith the gun cotton of the present day
e thus briefly summed up. The ma-
in the first instance, is neither wool nor
previous to conversion, but simply a

quality of cotton waste, which, after

treatment in acid, is reduced to paper
and, in this finely-divided state, washed
leaned by water. The pulp is then

id into any desired figure or shape, and
ikes thus produced not onlj^ preseat the

)ive in a highly compressed condition,

Iso in a remai-kably handy form. As
itton is pressed while in a wet and, con-

tly, harmless state, no danger can ac-

the whole of the manufacture from first

ifwe except possible accident from tam-
with the acids—an event of but slight

tance even when it might occur—and
respect, therefore, gun cotton is much

I than gun powder. The dry guncot-
lakes, however, may be ignited in two
n either by simple inflammation, or by
aation. If a few cakes of gun cotton,

iodcu cases containing the same, are

n fire, they will simply blaze away,
jislj' and violently, it is true, but, at

jate, without absolute explosion, and it

:tly when the material is strongly Con-

or heated to an exceedingly high tem-
ire, that its full force is developed,

bowever, instead of being set on fire by
or flame, it is ignited by means of a

e of fulminate of mercury, one of the

detonating compounds known to che-

, then gun cotton becomes another thing
3thcr, and explodes with the terrible

of a charge of fulminate of mercury
This last important property of gun

I, which was discovered about three
ago by E. O. Brown, of the chemical
lishment, Woolwich, where indeed all

) experimental investigation have been
id on, adds greatly to the value of the
sive, which under ordinary circumstan-

j

comparatively inert and harmless until

^ht in contract with fulminate powder,
pifl'erence between burning and detonat-
gun cotton will be at once understood
i we say that a half-pound cake may ac-

f be held in a plate at arm's length dur-
iflammation, while the action of the same
mt fii-ed with a fulminate charge would

uponbe to fracture a one-inch slab of iron
which it rests.

For the past five years several tons of the
material have been manufactured by the Bri-

tish government, and employed to great ad-
vantage in mining and blasting operations,
and especially for the demolition of submarine
rocks and sunken wrecks, whose removal
could certainly not have been so efficiently

and completely effected in any other manner,
and when we say that all these years no mis-
hap has ever occurred in its manipulation, it

must be admitted that there is something to
be urged against hastily dismissing it in a
panic, as a material too dangerous for practi-

cal use.

Confession of Count Struensee.—From the
written and published confessions of many
converted infidels, it would be easy to show
that the most violent opposers of the Bible
are generally those who are most ignorant of
"ts contents. An illustration of this remark
may be drawn from the history of Count
Struensee, ]irime minister of Denmark, under
Christian VII., whose downfall produced the
tragical revolution in the Danish Cabinet of
177:

This distinguished individual had long been
an avowed and zealous infidel, when he was
suddenly hurled from the summit of power to

the horror and gloom of a dungeon. During
the four months he spent in prison he became
thoroughly convinced of the truth of Christi
anity, and, as it appeared, a true penitent
In the memorable confession he wrote before
he went to the scaflfold, he says, "My former
unbelief and aversion to religion, were neither
founded upon an accurate inquiry into its

truth, nor upon a critical examination of the
doubts raised in relation to it. They arose,

as is usual in such cases, from a very general
perficial knowledge of religion on one

appear ; leading the mind out of a due regard
to the present manifestation, which alone
works the eternal welfare of the creature.
This was their case to whom it was said,
" Oh ! that you knew, even in this your day,
the things that belong to j^our peace." This
I have learned of the Lord, and therefore
leave it both to Friends, to whom it may come
in this age, and to God's people in the follow-
ing generations of the worU.^Charlcs Mar-
shall.

Professor Gould, who has gone to super-
intend a new observatory, founded by the
government of the Argentine Eepublic, at
Cordova, in his remarks about the climate,
gives a few particulars which exemplify its

extreme dryness. " A bowl of water," he says,
" left uncovered in the morning is dry at night;
ink vanishes from the inkstand, and becomes
thick almost by magic; the bodies of animals,
left exposed, dry up instead of decomposing

;

and neither active exercise, nor exposure to
the sun's says, causes perceptible perspira-

md
side, and much inclination to disobey its

]

cepts on the other, together with a readiness
to entertain every objection which I discover
ed against it." And in another place, after
having examined the evidences of Christian-
it}', he declares, " I never imagined that
Christianity was founded on such strong evi-

dences, or that they would have convinced
me so. After a calm examination 1 have
found them to be unexceptionable, and none,
if they only. take the proper time, and are not
against the trouble of meditating, can ever
examine the subject without being convinced.
Everything is naturally and well connected,
and recommends its^' to a mind given to
reflection."

I have a sense upon my spirit beyond utter-
ance, of the potent workings of the enemy in

the generations of mankind to accomplish his
end, viz., that after the Lord God Almighty
hath appeared in any age, in the free dispens-
ings of his love, and the breakings forth of his
power, and the making bare of his arm, in

order to restore man into covenant with God,
then hath the enemy appeared with all his
power, subtilly, gradually and hiddenly, to
undermine and frustrate the work of God.
His great end has been, by different snares

to draw into a lessening of the estimation, in
the visited people, of the power, appearance
and manifestation of God in their day, and to
draw out the mind by his transforming.^, into
an esteem of the manifestation that hath been,

a strange affectation of what may or is to
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In the last number of "The Friend," we
published an article in reference to the series
of " Clastic Models," prepared by Dr. Auzoux
of Paris, intended to assist the student in the
acquisition of correct knowledge in different
branches of Physiology, Anatomy and Botany.
The Friend who furnished the contribution,
is well qualified to speak understandingly of
this branch of object teaching; and we 'think
every one who has had opportunity to ex-
amine into the b.^auty, accuracy and adapt-
ability of those models, mu.st have been im-
pressed with their great value to both teachers
and scholars, and be convinced they have not
been too highly commended by our corre-
spondent, and that it is very desirable they

—

or some of them—-should be introduced into
Friends' schools generally.

An effort is now being made by some
Friends interested in the improvement of
education, to obtain a selection of the more
important of these clastic models, for use at
Westtown Boarding School, where the ad-
vantages they are fitted to confer, may be
participated in by the children of Friends of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting generally. For
this purpose it is proposed to raise one thou-
sand dollars; which sum is required to pur-
chase a suitable variety of models illustrative
of animal and vegetable physiology and ana-
tomy.

Friends disposed to contribute to this desir-
able object are requested to send their sub-
scriptions to either Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch
St., Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut St., or George
J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Queen Victoria has i.ssued a proclama-

tion announcing tlie further prorogation of Parliament
to the 27th of Twelfth month.
The London Athenajiim points out that the exceaa of

the number of women over the number of men in Eng-
land and Wales is rapidly increasing. The recent
preliminary report of the census .shows that the excess
of females in 1871 is 623,302. In 1851 the excess of
women over men was 365,1.59, and in 1861 it was 513 -

706.

It is announced that the French and English govern-
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inents have compromised their differences relating to

the commercial treaty, so that the former has withdrawn

its notice of abrogation. Material moditications of the

treaty are, however, proposed, which make it less favor-

able to England.
The Gazette publishes the new regulations tnade to

carry out the provisions of the bill for the abolition of

the purchase system in the army. The main feature

of the regulation is the rigid examination which all ap-

plicants are required to pass before they can receive a

military eumuussion. Early changes in tlie British

Ministrv are ei^nteraplated by the elevation of some of

tlie pre-ient Ministers to the Peerage.

Tlie Communist Quesnel, convicted of firing build-

ings in Paris, has been sentenced to death. Thiers has

been strongly urged on behalf of Henri Rochefort, but

declines to interfere with the course of the law. The
trial of those members of the Commune who are charged

with being directly concerned in the murder of Generals

Lecompte and Thomas, during the first days of the in-

surrection in Paris, commenced on the 3d inst.

The disarming of tlie National Guard throughout

France is nearly completed.

The latest intelligence from Algeria states that the

insurrection has been suppressed, and that the natives

were generally resuming their agricultural labor.

The German Parliament has passed the war fund

bill: During the debate prior to its passage, Bismarck

urged upon the members the necessity, in the present

aspect of Euroiiean affairs, of strengthening the country

bv first empowering the Emperor to act promptly and

fi'illv under anv adverse or threatening circumstances

which might arise.

The workingmen's committee of Berlin have sum-

moned a congress of workmen, to meet in that city on

the 19th inst. The object of the meeting, as set forth

in the call of the committee, is to organize a general

strike for a reduction of the daily term of labor to nine

hours, and for a general increase of wages.

The Imperial Rescript has been read in the Bohe-

mian Diet, emphasizing the supremacy of the funda-

mental laws of the Austrian empire, and pointing out

their superiority over any mere local statutes or cus-

toms. The Diet is warned against any attempt to nullify

or disregard them, and Bohemia is exhorted to send

her usual representatives to the Reichstrath, and as-

sured that a failure or refusal to do this will involve

the gravest political consequences.

A new Miiii>irv I'ii \ii:rl,i i- in process of forma-

tion, and it i- -I :
I

.

i
' ^ of Bohemia, Mora-

via, CarniMli, I
|i|.

> .illicia will be dis-

solved as sunn ;i~ ilir n. A u i'.. riiiii lit is settled. There

will be no change in the policy wliich caused the retire-

ment of the Hoiienwart ministry.

The Italian government contemplates the fortifica-

tion of the Alpine passes, at a cost of seven million

francs.

The Convention for the sale of the Dutch settlements

in Sumatra and on the coast of Guinea, to Great Britain,

has been signed by the representatives of the Dutch

and British governments.

Further arrests of conspirators have been made at

Barcelona, and additional evidenceof their guilt brought

to light. Stores, arras, bombs and other warlike im-

plements have been discovered. The International So-

cietv is at tiie bnttom of the plot, and the men arrested

are,' for the riM-t part, meniliers of that organization.

A Coiislani Ml iiiii' <li -; iicli - 1\ .. ill ii ihe I'apal envoy

has left llir .
,

i' '

:
In 111- .11 .rls to obtain

guarantee- in . _ . i

"'
' iiK ilic subjects

in Turkey, iii..- IVjiie i\;a • ;- niiKi any discus-

sion of the cunditlon ul its ( iin- III! -III.; -Is.

The emisration returns ui l.nni.i iir the last

month show U,-t-'3 departmv, U,r ih- Iniled States.

The subscriptions at the Maiisiun House, London, for

the aid of the Chicago sufferers, amounted to £47,800

on the 6th inst. The subscriptions in other places con-

tinue to come in freely.

The British expedition for the observation of the

total eclipse of the sun on the 11th of next month, has

arrived at Malta.

The draft of the new coinage bill for Germany, has

been approved \>y the Federal Council, and will be sub

A Paris di-p.iteh of the 6th says: Means have been

found for i>utiiiig an end to the difficulties between the

Cierman armv of occupation and the citizens near whom
they are fiuartered, and it is believed they will be pre-

vented hereafter.

London, 11th mo. 6th.—Consols, 921-. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 911 ;
of 1867, 93J ; ten-forties, 5 per cents, 89|

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, gjrf. ; Orleans, 9|d.

United States.—The Public Debt on the first inst.,

after deducting the balance in the Treasury, was $2,

251,713,418, having been reduced S8,950,482 during the

Tenth month. The decrease of debt since 3d mo. 1st,

', has been $273,6-59,812. The balance in the Trea-
consisted of §99,054,589 in coin, and $10,283,805

m cnrrency.

Miscellaneous.—The interments in Philadelphia last

week numbered 325, including 95 deaths from Small
Pox. The mean temperature of the Tenth month, by
the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 57.87 deg., the
highest during the month 78 deg., and the lowest 37
deg. Amount of rain, 3.28 inches. The average of the
mean temperature of the Tenth month for the past 82
years, is stated to have been 54.70 degrees ; the highest
mean during that entire period was in 1793, 64 deg.

;

and the lowest in 1827, 46 deg.

While severe droughts have prevailed over large

districts in the West, the rain fall at New Orleans has
;en abundant. It is stated that no less than ten and
x-tenth inches of rain fell during the 24 hours end-
ig at 6 p. M., on the 3d inst.

A statement furnished by the Chief of Bureau of

Statistics, of the number of vessels and tonnage of the
United States, on the 3d of Sixth mo. last, as compared
with the corresponding date of 1870, shows a gain of 76
sailing vessels, 158 steam vessels, and 965 unrigged,

being a total of 1189, with a tonnage of 105,262.

There have been 14,260,327 lbs. of tea transported

over the Union Pacific Railway the present year.

The whaling business is declining in consequence of

the discovery of petroleum and the manufacture of coal

In 1868 there were 328 vessels engaged in whal-
ing, in 1889 there were 311, in 1870, 299, and in 1871

there are only 249 vessels.

An approximate measurement in Chicago shows
sixty miles of streets laid waste in the great fire. Some
of the Insurance Companies of that city, with assets

amounting to $3,000,000, have liabilities from losses

reaching an aggregate of $20,000,000. The Attorney

General of the State has commenced proceedings against

these companies. The Chicago Journal is informed
that the New York creditors of the burnt-out firms are

very generally satisfied with the settlements they a

making.
Ike Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations

on the 6th inst. New York.— American gold. Ill"

112i. U. S. sixes, 1881, 116^ ; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 113i;

ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, 109^. Superfine flour, $5.85

:

$6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.50. No. 1 Chicag
spring wheat, $'1.51

; No. 2 do., $1.47 a $1.49 ; red

western, $1.57 a $1.60; amber, $1.63 a $1.64; white

Michigan, $1.66 a *1.70. Western Barley, 77 a 82 cts.;

Canada, $1.01 a $1.02. Oats, 50 a 54 cts. Western
mixed corn, 76 a 77 cts-

;
yellow, 80 cts. ; new southern

white, 85 cts. Philadelphia.—CoUoa, 18f a 19^- cts. foi

uplands and New Orleans. Cuba sugar, 8J cts. Super
fine flour, S5.25 a -5.75; finer brands, $6 a $9. Red
wheat, $1.55 a $1.60; amber, $1.61 a $1.62; white,

$1.65. Rye, 97 cts. Western mixed corn, 71 a 73 cts.;

old yellow, 74 a 75 cts. Oats, 48 a 51 cts. Clover-seed,

10 a 101 cts. Timothy, $3 a $3.25. The arrivals and
sales ofbeef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard reached

about 2,000 head. Good cattle were in demand, choice

selling at 7 a 7i cts. ; fair to good, 5 a 6 J cts, and com-
3 a 4V cts. per lb. gross. Sheep sold at 5 a 7i cts.

per lb. gross, and hogs at 5} a 6-} cts. per lb. gro.ss.

Receipts 5,666 head. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat,

$1.23 ;
No. 2, ??1.19 : Nu. 3, SI. 12. No. 2 mi.xed corn,

48 cts. X... 2 mils. :;i ;
els, L:,r,l, S; i-ts. St. Louis.—

Flour, S -,._-. a -r.'in X>-. Ur-I »ie- il. .S1.50 a $1.61

;

No. 3 (III., ~l .
Ill

; N i. I il"., -
1 .:;J .1 -

1
'•'>. Mixed corn,

42 a i.i els. o.its, .;i a :\i rts. Liid, 9 a 9i cts.

BaWmorc—Amber wheat, $1.70 a $1.80; red do., $1.50

a $1.65. White corn, 70 a 71 cts.
;
yellow, 68 a 70 cts.

western mixed, 73 a 74 cts. Oats, 46 a 50 cts.

'FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia are about

starting for the season.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Richard Hall, Agent, Englaml, li

1. 45, and for John Sadler, lO.s., vol. 44, fur Al
Altham, 15s., to No. 52, vol. 45, for Thomas WiUiji

i

son, William Walker, Jane Priestman, Robert Biglai

'

Elizabeth Williams, William Adair, George M. Got'
dry, Nancy Ritson, Robert J.ackson, Richard B. Broi

bank, William Dodgson, Martin Lidbetter, Josiah H; J<
Joseph Hall, William Wigham and John Little, 1

'

each, vol. 45, and for Sarah S. Moss, and Thoa!l5
Jackson, 10s. each, to No. 31, vol. 46.

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE,
No. 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

The first edition of the "Journal of William Evaii(J'

being nearly exhausted, a second edition has been pt
j

"shed, and is now for sale at the Book Store. Tl'

edition contains the Memorial of William Evans, issn!

by the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, and has t

'

yearly date at the top of each page. i

Prices the same as before, according to the bindii

'

Twenty per cent, deduction to those purchasing tos!

again.

There are on hand between twenty and thirty cop

!

of the first edition, which will be sold at twenty
j

'

cent, below the original price.

FRIENDS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF PHIL
For help of Sufferers by Northwestern Fires.

Information received from various reliable sourc

principally from members of our own religious Socie

renders it very evident there will be, during the

:

proaching inclement season, a great amount of sii5

ing arising from the dreadful fires which have dtv

tated a very large portion of our north-western e>jiim

including many small villages and settlements, a-

»

as the city of Cliicago. Friends in the West w!

nearer to this scene of suffering, and those in a';

of the land, will no doubt endeavor to render mi

as may be in their power. A committee of F i
has also been organized in Philadelphia, who wil

ceive and forward contributions, taking due care t

they will be properly applied.

The following Friends are members of this ci

mittee, and donations may be forwarded' to any om
them, or directly to Samuel R. Shipley, Treasu

at the office of the Provident Life and Trust Co., Ph
Marjiaddke C. Cope, 1312 Filbert St.

Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race St.

WiLLlAiM Kinsey, 469 Marshall St.

Henry Haines, 417 Walnut St.

Elliston P. Morris, 4782 Main St., Germanto

For the current expei

and salaries of teachei-

Treasurer has now only

his hands to meet these

almost the sole reliance ibutin

in:;; them, board
pledged. The
aired dollars in

IS showing that

; to be made.
In this state of things, we earnestly request any

Friends who feel called upon to give to this worthy
cause, to forward their contributions soon to the Provi-
dent Life and Trust Co., Ill S. Fourth St., Philadel-

phia, and the various collecting Committees to be care-

ful to acquaint Friends in their neighborhoods with
the urgent need of funds to meet pressing engagements.
James E. Rhoads, President of the Executive Board.
Philip C. Garrett, Chairman of the Committee on

Instruction.

Richard Cadbury, Treasurer.

THE MORAL ALMANAC, FOR 1872,

Is now on sale at Friends' Book Store, No. 304
_

St. Being printed on superior paper, and the Calen

from a new foant-pf type, the attention of Frienc

particularly called to this publication. A numbe
copies are in printed covers.

Price, 40 cts. per dozen or 4 cts. a-piece.

In covers, 50 cts. per dozen or 5 cts. "

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IXDI
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK,

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,
'.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelf

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,} Philadd^k

Phvsieian and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
IN.iTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

Died, at her residence in Germantown, PhiKadel)

on the 16th of Eighth month last, Editu Edge, a i

esteemed member and elder of Frankford Mor

Meetingof Friends, in the 85th year of her age. Tlu^

a long life, her sound judgment, her consistent, e:

plary deportment and religious experience, qua)

her for much usefulness in the Society of which

was a valued member. '• Thou shalt come to thy ^
in a full age, like as a shock of corn cometn i

~
WrLLiHlHrpiLE,''printer!;

""'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From The "British Friend.'

A Word in Season,

an address to the Society of Friends,
in 1839, by the lato George Eichard-

en., of Newcastle, he saj's

—

appears to me that in perusing the his-

f the lives of many of our worthy pre-

ors, it will be seen that in the course of
Christian progress they became very
id followers of the Lord Jesus Christ,

at they accepted his precepts and those
apostles more simply, and with less en-

to reason away their plain, obvious
fc, than was common with other religious

iors ; and following the guidance of the
of Truth in singleness of heart, thev
favored with more clear views of the
and spirituality of the gospel dispensa-
han was the case with many of those
nd eminently useful men who had been
irecursors in the work of reformation

;

gh it appears from the history of those
Chat some of these excellent men saw
i of a reformation in various respects,

possibly from their peculiar circum-
8, they were not able fuU}^ to effect, and
it was afterwards laid upon Friends,

(T apprehended, to carry out in practice.

ey observed tbat much had crept into
lOngst Christians during the long dark
)f ignorance, superstition, and apostasy,
was of corrupt or heathen origin, and
yet had been permitted to remain.
)elieved themselves called to come out
1 corruptions, and to bear a faithful tee-

' against them,
as it was that they were brought to
that he who commanded his disciples

loe their enemies did thereby virtually
them to avenge themselves, or be en-
n wars and fightings. That when he
swear not at all' he forbade all oaths

;

commanding them to give the gospel
;e freely, seeing they had received it

he prohibited them from preaching for

,
or using their ministry as a trade. In
anner they believed that when our

«sjl Lord rebuked the scribes and Phari-
r seeking and receiving honor one of
r, instead of desiring that honor which

ndi from God only, and points out that
iffy they were prevented from believing

and receiving his gospel, he leaves an

awful warning to his followers in all succeed-

ing ages. They saw that the spirit of this

world exhibited itself amongst many high
professors in a variety of customs which were
completely at variance with the tenor of our
Lord's precepts, and with the pure spirit of

genuine Christianity. Hence they could no
longer give flattering titles unto men merely
because they occupied certain stations in civil

or religious society, such as ' reverend,' ' right

reverend,' ' father in God,' &c., to such as were
appointed bishops or ministers of religion, or

those of 'gracious,' or 'noble,' or 'excellent,'

to such as were in exalted civil stations, un-

less they believed that such appellations were
in accordance with truth, and strictly appli-

cable to the persons in question; nor even

then if they saw it would partake of the

character of adulation or flattery. In refer-

ence to the terms ' master' or ' mistress,' with

the customary abbreviations of these terms,

when used to persons who do not actually

stand in those relations to us, they conceived

that their use is prohibited by our Lord Jesus

Christ in Mat. xxiii. 5-12, when, speaking of

the scribes and Pharisees, he says, 'All their

works they do to be seen of men ; they make
broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the bor-

ders of their garments; they love the upper-

most rooms at feasts, and the chief seats in

the synagogues, and greetings in the markets,

and to be called of men Eabbi, Eabbi ; but be

not ye called Eabbi, for one is your Master,
even Christ, and all ye are brethren.

"The early Friends believed that our Lord's

prohibition of the terms in question is directed

airainst their complimentary use, both on ac-

count of their violation of truth when thus

used, and also of the practice originating in

,in unprofitable love of distinction on the one
hand, and of their character of flattery on the

other. Therefore, in a tender, conscientious

desire to obey our Lord's precepts according
to their real meaning and import, and in ac-

'ordance with that lowliness, meekness, and
humility which his .Spirit, precepts, and ex-

ample lead into, they felt that they could not

gratify the disposition of such as seek to re-

ceive honor one of another, and seek not the

honor which cometh from God only, without
endangering their own peace of mind. They
therefore refrained from the practice in ques-

tion, though thereby they subjected them-
selves to much scorn and reproach.

" The Apostle Paul, addressing the early

believers, says: 'Let no corrupt communica-
tion proceed out of your mouth, but that

which is good, to the use of edifying. Where-
fore, putting away lying, speak every man
truth with his neighbor.' Again, 'I beseech

you that ye walk worthy of the vocation

wherewith ye are called.' He desires for them
'That speaking the truth in love they may
grow up into him in all things, which is the

head, even Christ.' (Eph. iv. 1-25.) And to

the Colossians he says, ' Lie not one to an-

other, seeing ye have put off the old man with

Ills deeds, and have put on the new man,
which is renewed in knowledge, after the
image of him that created him,' (ch. iii. 9,

10.)

"Is it not evident that the usages in ques-

tion are a corruption of language, that they do
not edify, do not build up in newness of life,

that they are inconsistent with our high and
holy vocation, with Christian integrity and
uprightness, with the purity and simplicity of

the gospel, for this plain and obvious reason,

amongst others, that they flatter the vain
mind, and are inconsistent with truth?

" Let me entreat my dear friends and fellow-

members to consider, that whilst letting fall

and trampling upon, as many do, those pre-

cious testimonies to gospel purity which, as a
religious Society, we are called to bear, against

many of the corruptions which have so la-

mentably spread amongst the professors of
the Christian name, whether it does not in-

crease the danger of descending further in

this downward course than many of them
have hitherto done. For after having adopted
the customary forms of address, 'Mr.,' 'Mrs.,'

&c., will they not be expected to go a step

further, and conclude with the usual, sub-

scription of, 'Your most obedient humble
servant,' &c.? Are they prepared to go on in

such a course of falsehood and dissimulation,

'after the traditions of men, after the rudi-

ments of the world, and not after Christ?'

Will they pollute their minds with writing
so palpable an untruth as this, in many eases,

would most undoubtedly be?
" Perhaps some may be ready to query what

they are to do when they are not acquainted
with the names of the persons whom they
have to address. I would answer, be willing

to appear among your fellow-mortals as fools

for Christ's sake—confess plainly that you
dare not disobey his holy precepts—that you
cannot have solid peace of mind in sacrificing

moral integrity, even in the smallest matters,
to any circumstances of worldly expediency
—that you must speak the truth in simplicity

and uprightness of heart, let the cost be what
it may—and rest assured that those who,
from a principle of true love to God, are thus
conscientiously concerned to manifest their

allegiance to him may, under every difficulty,

derive encouragement from the remembrance
of that declaration of our blessed Eedeemer,
' Whosoever therefore shall confess me before

men, him will I confess also before my Father
which is in heaven.' (Mat. x. 32.)

" The ancient prophet foretold that, in the
latter days, God would restore unto his peo-
ple a pure language, that they may call upon
the name of the Lord, to servo him with one
consent. (Zep. iii. 9.) Therefore let none
plead conventional usage for the terms in

question, for this is a common apology for

various falsehoods. We are called to holiness

of life and purity of conversation, and to come
out of the spirit of the world which lieth in

wickedness.
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" It is sometimes remarked that Friends act

inconsistently in permitting themselves to be

addressed by persons not of our Society, by
the customary titles of ' Mr.,' ' Mrs.,' &c. Pos-

sibly this branch of the subject has hitherto

claimed too little attention. I apprehend
that the general feeling is, that we have no
right to impose our views, relative to such
subjects, upon those with whom we may have
intercourse, bej-ond their own convictions.

It is quite obvious that we cannot control the

conduct of others. We teach them by ex-

ample what we conceive propriety of speech
and an adherence to truth require.

" The reformation of that which has been
amiss is our obvious duty ; let none plead that

these are little things. We are exhorted to

pray that the will of God may be done on
earth as it is in heaven, and surely it becomes
our duty to labor to promote its being so

without reserve. Our Lord laid great stress

on purity and simplicity of language, declar-

ing that 'for every idle word that men shall

speak they must give an account in the day
of judgment.' All untruths are either idle

words, or worse. And how impressive is the
declaration, ' By thy words thou shalt be

justified, and by thy words thou shalt be con-

demned.' (Matt. xii. 37.) We are commanded
to j'ield our members servants to righteous-

ness. The tongue is said to be an unruly
member, a world of iniquity, full of deadly
poison. But, when the heart is cleansed, the

tongue may be tamed, and brought into sub-

jection by divine power, and become an in-

strument iu promoting the glory of God.
' As he who hath called you is holy, so be ye
holy in all manner of conversation.' (1 Pet.

i. 15.)
" My heart yearns over my brethren and

sisters in religious profession, earnestly desir-

ing that they may beware of apostasy, beware
of going back into the corruptions and follies

of this vain world, from which many- have
been measurably redeemed : beware of again
becoming entangled with the grievous yoke
of bondage to evil customs and fashions, out
of which, I verily believe, the Lord himself
led our worthy predecessors, and continues to

lead the faithful amongst us down to the pre-

sent day. My own mind was in early life

deeply penetrated with the truths set forth

in this paper ; being brought under strong
conviction, until I was made willing to take
up the cross in these respects, and to yield

implicit obedience to the manifestations of the
divine will. Therefore, whereunto any of us

may have attained in the narrow path which
leads to eternal life, let us, in true humility
and abasedness of self, endeavor to walk by
the same rule ; let us all mind the same thing

—pressing onward toward the mark for the
prize of our high calling of God in Christ
Jesus, and let us not rest satisfied with any
other rule, but the will of God, iu what way
soever he may be pleased to manifest it unto
us.

" Persuaded I am, notwithstanding the ter-

rible shaking which, as a society, we have
had to endure, when, at times, it may have
appeared to some as though the very founda-

tions were about to be removed, that, even
now, we may be comforted in remembering
the promise, which was spoken by the Lord's
prophet to his people formerly, ' I will leave

in the midst of thee an afflicted and poor peo-

£le, and they shall trust in the name of the

lord. The remnant of Israel shall not do

iniquity, nor speak lies ; neither shall a deceit-

ful tongue be found in their mouth ; for they
shall feed, and lie down, and none shall make
them afraid.' (Zeph. iii. 12, 13.")

Seal Fishing.

A correspondent of the Evening Post, writ-

ing from St. John's, N. F., gives the following
interesting particulars:

On these shores, 146,000 persons are main-
tained by catching, curing, and exporting
seals and codfish.

It is a stirring time here when preparations
for the seal fisher}' commence. For the three
weeks that precede the first day of March,
the sound of hammers and axes reverberates
cheerily. The ofllees of the merchants are
crowded with rough, hardy-looking men, who
are eagerly seeking for berths. From the
distant "outports" they have arrived, with
bundles of spare clothing over their shoulders,

slung on the "gaff" or pole seven or eight
feet in length, with which the seals are to be
struck and dragged over the ice to the side

of the vessel. These are the ' batmen ;" the
' gunners," who rank a step higher, carry on
their shoulders the long, heavy sealing gun,
with which the older seals are to be destroyed.
The men are roughly but warmly clad, and
wear long, heavy boots, well paved iu the
soles with "sparables" and spikes, to enable
them to walk securely over the ice.

The men are well fed during the voyage,
their diet being chiefly pork, biscuit, tea, and
a few vegetables. They also feast on the
heart and certain other parts of the young
seals, when successful in capturing a number.

Let us now picture to ourselves sixty or
seventy of these stout fellows on board one
of these small sealing vessels of 140 or 150
tons, ready for their hunting excursion on the
ocean fields of ice; and let us, in imagination,
go with them on their perilous voyage, in

order to form some idea of the gl-eat " swile

hunt," as it is vernacularly called. About the

middle of February, the seal casts its young
on those huge ice fields that are borne along
our shores by the great northern current that
sets southward out of the Greenland seas.

For three or four weeks after birth, the young
remain on the ice, fed by their mother's milk,

and growing rapidly. At the end of this

period they are verj' fat and iu perfect con-

dition ; and the object of the hunter is to reach
them at this time, as they are then readily

taken, and their oil is purer and finer than
that of the old ones. For this purpose they
sail from our harbors as nearly as possible to

the first day of 3Iarch. Steering northward,
they endeavor to keep the open water, if such
can be found ; but generally they are not long
out till they encounter the ice.

•»Lt times the scene is terrific ; howling night

closes in, and the vessel, caught in a vast ice

field, is momentarily threatened with destruc-

tion. The huge floes come grinding, crush-

ing down upon her; the wind roars through
the shrouds, driving on its wings the arrowj-

sleet and snow, sharp as myriads of needles,

before which only men of iron can stand.

Thus beset and locked in the embrace of the

floe, the luckless vessel is drifted helplessly

hundreds of miles, at times past the harbor
from which she took her departure. Then
suddenl}' the scene changes. Soft westerly

breezes blow, unfolding a lovely sky studded

with bright stars, adorned by the presence of

the young moon, and brilliant with the flick-

ering aurora. Calmly the vessel makes illi

way through numberless islets of glitterin'

ice, with shining pinnacle and fantastic form '1

realizing all the youthful dreams of faiiy-lani
']

The scenery on such a night, amid the ic'j

fields, is said to bo enchanting. I*

Suddenly, however, the enchantment is di
']

solved by the welcome whimpering of yoaDU
seals, resembling much the cr}- of an infati{

in distress. The vessel has at last touchej*

the seal meadows, and myriads of the " whit'^
coats" are all around amid the ice hillock 11

Xow the bloody work begins; not a momeiiL
is to be lost, for the wind may shift and tl]!

treasure drift far away. If the ice be firr]

the men eagerly leap on it, armed with " gaff
]

"towing line," and "sculping knife." If it ij

broken, the word is given, "Out with tbl
punts (boats)!" and from "pan" to "pari]
thej" pursue their prey. The slaughter is tejl

rible. The shouts of the hunters, the blov'f

of the "gaffs" as they dispatch their viotinj'

with a stroke on the nose, the blood gouj'

that cover the hands and arms of the xm
derers and stain the virgin snow, the carcaS'

denuded of skin and fat, and 3-et palpitatii

with warm life as they are flung on the ici

the eager, exultant hunters slaying, "soul

ing," dragging heavy loads of fat and skii

towards the vessel—what a scene of deat''^

amid these ice solitudes of the ocean, with tl;
•

bright sun in the heavens lighting up tl

glittering pinnacles and far-spreading 1

of ice !

Meantime, the vessel keeps moving throoj

the ice; the men follow, clearing off th

on each side as they pass along. Sometim
a dozen seals are found within a space

twentj' yards squai-e. At other times th

are more widely scattered, and the men ha

to disperse over the ice in search of them,

a distance of several miles. In skinning, a c

is made through the fat to the flesh, a thi(

ness generally of about three inches, from t

throat to the tail. The legs or " flipper

and also the head, are then drawn out fn

the inside, and the skin is laid out flat a

entire, with the laj'er of fat or blubber adh

ing to it; and in this state the skin is call

the " pelt" or "sculp." It is generally abc

three feet long, and two and a half feet wi'

and weighs from thirty to fifty pounds. T

hunters nick two holes along the edge of ea

side of the skin, and then lay them one o\

the other, passing the rope through the n(

of each "pelt," and lacing it through thes',

holes in such a manner that, when pul

tight, it draws them into a compact buut

Fastening the gaff in this bundle, they tl

put a rope over the shoulder and haul itO'

the ice to the vessel. Six pelts are reckot

a heavj' load to drag over rough and brol

ice, often leaping from "pan" to " pan." Tl

what a scene the deck of the vessel prese'

as the seal skins are piled there, previoasi

being stowed under deck! The men mi

about knee deep in fat and blood— the de

with gore, is slippery as glass. The hunt

arrive with their boats, and snatch a ha

moment to drink a bowl of tea or eat a pi

of biscuit and butter—their hands and boi

reeking with blood and fat—they then hu

off" in search of new victims. The poor mot

seals, now cubless, are seen popping tl

heads up in the small lakes of water and hi

among the ice, anxiously looking for tl

'

snow-white darlings, and refusing to beli
|

that the bloody carcasses on the ico, strip ^
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f heir warm coverings, are all that remain

f heir tender offspring. With a moan of

i>-L'-is, they plunge into the water, as if

a ons 10 escape from a scene polluted by the

1 111,'niiied trail of the hunters.

he seal hunt is full of perils and excite-

ut^. .Sometimes when the men are a mile
• w.i iVom their vessel, a blinding snow-
,ciu rt'l.s in, or a thick fog envelopes them;
a as they stagger along, trying to regain

Kf >hi)i, thoy liiU through a hole in the ice,

y i\:il hj' the treacherous snow, and go
) 11 {') ocean's depths "unknelled, uncof-

ni, ami unknown." Sometimes, too, the

jl of ice on which they are at work aepa-

3 into fragments, and they are floated ofl'

|o down and die on the ice, unless picked
)y some passing vessel. Or perhaps a

us nor'easter blows for several days,
" huge blocks of ice, one on the other,

round the imprisoned ship, crushing her

ngth like a nutshell, and leaving the un-

y sealers shivering and perishing with
;eron a floating ice field. At times their

rings are very great, and in some seasons

a serious loss of life. On the whole,

jever, such is their skill and fortitude in

ing all emergencies, and such their know-
3 of the ways and manners of the ice,

)aratively few mishaps occur,

lere are four species of seals in our seas.

Bay seal lives on the coast, frequents the

iths of rivers and harbors, and is never
id among the ice. The harp seal is so

dfrom having a broad curved line of con-

}d spots proceeding from each shoulder
meeting on the back above the tail, form-

al figure like an ancient harp. The old

animal alone has this figuring, and not
is second year. The third variety is the
ed seal, and is much larger than the harp,

male, called the dog-hood, is distinguished

the female by a singular hood or bag of

lash on his nose. When attacked or

aed, he inflates this hood so as to cover
'ace and eyes, and it resists seal shot. It

apossible to kill one of these creatures,

^^ with a sealing gun, so long as his head
r :iil is towards you ; so that the only way
i V aim at the side of the head, so as to strike

i he base of the skull. The hoods bring
uu their young two or three weeks later

iu, the harps, and keep farther north than
hipthers. The fourth species is the square
ip|3r. It is largest of all, bat is rarely taken
mihe coast. The white coats, the young of

hdharps, are the most desirable for capture,
he oil and skin being the finest.

For " The FrienJ."

the Letters and Papers of John Barelay.

CContiuQed from page 90.)

11815, February 12th.—O! for that pre-
'B ng seriousness, that habitual state of de-

)e lence, humility, and gratitude, as in the
ligt of the Supreme Being; that disposition
)f ind which inclines to 'pray without ceas-
nt 'in everything to give thanks,' and to
a'id every appearance of evil.' These symp-
or. of a soul that ' ivalks with God,' have been
need greaily wanting. Although the out
•ysi tokens of a religious life, may have con-
Aned much the same as before

;
yet have I

iO;,cknowledge and lament a general ten
le|y to indifierence and coolness, with re
spu to religious matters, as well as a neglect
»nl forgetfulness of Him, whose right it is

sujemely to reign in the hearts of His people

How often is this half and half—this luke-

warm temper, which loves the Lord with

divided affection, the beginning of more fla-

grant transgression But may I not be dis-

couraged,—rather may I remember that He,
who by his reproving witness has discovered

to me this evil, has done so that I should

through his assistance subdue it ; and that he

by no means withhold that strength,

which will enable me to do so.

When I look back at the long course aud
succession of blessings which have been ex-

perienced by me,—when I review the oppor-

tunities which I have enjoyed of making the

attainment of vital Christianity my constant

study; and then see how very small has been

my advance in religious principle and prac-

tice, I cannot help feeling extremely sensible

of the long-suftering and compassion of that

Being who has not merely heaped upon me,

day after day, and year after year, innumer-

able outward blessings, but has in much mercy
to rescue me from a state of

hardened forgetfulness and abandonment of

Himself. He has opened a way to me, where

by I might escape that bondage to sin, (which

lid at one time nearly overwhelm me,) and

that punishment which would otherwise have

inevitably overtaken me. He still continues

His forbearance and His tender merci

.hough I 80 often decline from the path which

He has plainly pointed out. How long then

O! my soul, wilt thou despise the riches of

His grace, and reject His ofl:ered and extended

salvation ? How long wilt thou in words ac

knowledge, and in very deed deny Him?
How long wilt thou in praises and in prayers

draw nigh unto Him, whilst in the particular

conduct of every day thou dost abuse His

gifts, forgot and forsake the Giver ?

"1815, February 26th.— Blessed be the

Lord ! I think that I am in some small degree

enabled to trust aud believe, that there has

been some little growth and advancement in

lowliness and meekness, ivhich are the ground-

work of true iDisdom. How shall I sufficiently

express what I feel, when I look upon myself,

when I consider what and where I have been,

and who He is, that has lifted me out of the

mire, and rescued my soul from destruction.

" 1815, September 5th.—Surely one would

think the bitter cup, of which so many, so

very many of our fellow-creatures have to

drink, ought to be enough to stop the dissipa

tion of the gay, to check the extravagance

and the avarice of the rich, to make the heed-

less pause, and the wicked consider. For my
own part, when I hear and see everywhere

around me the affliction of the destitute, the

cry of penury, the groan of sickness, and every

extremity of anguish and trouble, both of

body and mind, 1 cannot but exclaim, 'What
am I, that I should be blessed so abundantly

above others in every sense? and what ought

I not to be, who am so eminently favored

with almost every variety of earthly comfort ?

How shall I dare to encourage or give way
to pride, envy, passion, intemperance of joy,

or levity of heart, when in one short day I

may be deprived of everything in which I

have outward comfort and confidence, and in

one poor moment may be levelled in the dust

from whence I came ?'
"

No date
;
probably late in 1815.—" The first

thing that I would recommend to any one

kindled within him. O! let such an one do

nothing which is likely to impede the growth of

this divine seed of grace witliin. Let not any
deny to his own soul the nourishment which
is to support it; for though the world esteem
him very lightly, and even ridicule him, yet

'if his own heart condemn him not, then has

ho confidence towards God.' "

No date.—" I am much displeased when I

see a person accommodating his character and
turn of mind to those among whom he is cast,

changing his appearance according to the

situation he is placed in. I see little apology

for such persons in that saying of the apostle,

' I am made all things to all men, that I might
by all means save some ;' because such per-

sons omit the latter part of that text,— ' and
this I do for the gospel's sake.' In those of

whom I speak, there is no intention by this

variable conduct to serve others, but rather

to save and deliver themselves from the scan-

dal, odium, and reproof, likely to be cast by
serious people upon levity, folly, or sin, and
by the less sober upon anything like sobriety.

There is a consistency of character, which,

whilst it does not bring on religion the charge

of moroseuess and unyielding severity, yet

does not deny its Groat Master; and which
though it does not obtrude its opinions or

practice upon the notice of others, is not back-

ward to show decidedly, to which standard

it belongs, and under whose banner it ranks."

No date.—" The more 1 am among Friends,

and see the principles and nature of the re-

ligion which they profess, the more I feel con-

vinced that true prayer is not that of the lips,

or of the mere unrenewed understanding, but

of the heart: that it neither consists in, nor

depends upon, a peculiar dress, an appointed

form of words, a particular posture of body,

or what is termed a consecrated place. But
this is what it docs essentially and unequivo-

cally require,—that the soul put on the gar-

ment of faith,—that the expressions used (if

there be any) be those of the heart,—that the

inward posture of the mind be humble,—and
that the heart be the sanctified temple, out of

which prayer comes."
{To bo continued.)

Luther's Contempt of Miches.—Disinterested-

ness was a leading feature in the character of

Luther; superior to all selfish considerations,

he left the honors and emoluments of this

world to those who delighted in them. The
poverty of this great man did not arise from
wanting the means of acquiring riches ; for

few men have had it in their power more
easily to obtain them. The Elector of Saxony
offered him the produce of a mine at Snobing;

but he nobly refused it. The enemies of

Luther were no strangers to his contempt for

gold. When one of the popes asked a certain

cardinal, why thoy did not stop that man's

mouth with silver and gold ; the cardinal

replied, " That German beast regards not

money 1" It may easily be supposed, that the

liberality of such a man would often exceed

his means. A poor student once telling him
of his poverty, he desired his wife to give him

a sum of money, and when she informed him
they had none left, he immediately seized a

cup of some value which accidentally stood

thin his reach, and giving it to the poor

an bade him go and sell it, and keep the

serro1i3irinclineris>thatL"s~/io»z7;wr^(;mVi' money to supply his wants. In one of his

or stifle in any manner the precious spark,: epistles, Lutlier says, "I have received one

which the Lord in infinite compassion, has hundred guilders from Tauberin; and Scharlts
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has given me fifty ; so that I begin to fear lest

God should reward me in this life. But I

will not be satisfied with it. What have I to

do with so much money ! I gave half of it to

P. Priorus, and made the man glad."

For "The Friend

The following is an epistle addressed to

Friends in Scotland, from William Dewsbury
the minister by whose instrumentality Alex-

ander Jaffray, and others at Aberdeen, were
first induced mercifully to adopt, as well as

publicly to own in that city, the principles o

Friends. There is a nobly toned, a deep ant

expressive religious feeling and savor about
this letter, which will claim for it the notice

and perusal of the true Friend of to-day.

"Warwick, 29th of 8th month, 1672.

"My Dear Friends,—-AH watch and wait in

the light of the Lord, that every thought be

judged down, that is contrary to the light;

then will the cross be laid to the ground of

your own thoughts, and the true baptism of

Christ be known, which will bury you in such
deep humility and sense of the free mercy of the

Lord, as to raise you up in the living faith, to

reign over your own thoughts and wills.

Then will you be horn again into a pure sub-

jection to the pure light, to the thoughts and
will of God, which is our sanctification and per-

fection of glory manifested within us, &;!.
;

and so will you witness the new andholy birth

which makes self of no reputation, neither

boasteth in anything it doth; but followeth

the Lord in his pure leadings, to serve Him
and his people in love, in whatever he calls

into, to the perfecting of his praises, and the

comfort of his people forever ! In which life,

feel the yearning bowels of your brother
towards you, who are truly poor in spirit ; for

the unspeakable mercies of the Most High God
are your inheritance forever ! The Almighty
God keep all your garments clean in his holy

power, and in it exercise you to the building

up one another in your most holy faith ; that,

in the pure chaste love, you may grow up in

the unity of the spirit and bond of peace, to shine
forth as the morning stars, to enlighten the

people in that nation. Oh! be faithful, ray

dear Friends ;
for the Lord bath a great peo-

ple in Scotland ; for whom I, with many of

our brethren, have travailed, in jeopardy of

our lives, in years past, casting our bread upon
the waters, with hopes to find it after many
days. And seeing God hath called you to be

the first fruits, and to make you a blessing, as

you wait to be ordered of the Lord, as before

written—then will my great expectation be

answered in the behalf of the holy Seed,
whom my soul loves in that land—and remain
your dear brother in the light, thoughts, and
will of our God for ever

!

William Dewsbury."

Novels.—Many works of fiction (says Han-
nah More) may be read with safety, some
even with profit;* but the constant familiarity

even with such as are not exceptionable in

themselves, relaxes the mind that wants
hardening, dissolves the heart which wants
fortifj'ing, stii's the imagination which wants
quieting, irritates the passions which want
calming, and above all, disinclines and dis-

qualifies for active virtues and for spiritual

* From this we dissent.

—

Eds.

exercises. The habitual indulgence in such
reading, is a silent, mining mischief.

Oliver Goldsmith, who was himself a writer
of fiction, in writing to his brother, respect-
ing the education of his son, uses this strong
language: " Above all things never let your
son touch a novel or romance. How delusive,

how destructive, are those pictures of con-
summate bliss ! They teach the youthful mind
to sigh after beauty and happiness, that never
existed; to despise the little good that our
cup contains, by expecting more than is ever
given

; and in general—take the word of a
man who has seen the world and studied it

more by experience than by precept—take
my word for it, I say, that such books teach
us very little of the world."

Xicholas Ferrar, a very learned and pious
man, who lived early in the seventeenth cen-

tury, on the third day before his death, sum-
moned all his family around him, and then
desired his brother to go and mark out a
place for his grave, according to the particu-

lar directions he then gave. When his brother
returned, saying it was done as he had wished,
he desired them all, in presence of each other,

to take out of his study three large hampers
full of books, which had been locked up for

naany years: " They are comedies, tragedies,

heroic poems, and romances ; let them be im-
mediately burnt upon the place marked out
for my grave; and when you have so done,
come back and inform me." When informa-
tion was brought him that they were all con-
sumed, he desired that this might be con-

sidered as the testimony of his disapprobation
of such books, as tending to corrupt the mind
of man, and improper for the perusal of every
serious and sincere Christian.

Selected.

We have of latter time had to wade under
many exercises and trials, not known fully to

any but ourselves; yet I think we have cause
humbly to acknowledge that we have been
permitted to hold up our heads, and not alto-

gether to sink under discouragement. If the
varied conflicts which we have from time to

time to endure in our difi'erent allotments, do
but happly tend to increase our acquaintance
'Ih the Supreme Good, and to strengthen

our confidence in the Divine superintending
care and protection, it will be well ; and we
may have to acknowledge that it is good for

us that we have been afliicted. I wish to

uard against unprofitable bewailing; and
rather press on, in a grateful remembrance,
that we have many favors and blessings in-

termixed with the ditficulties of the day. It

is, indeed, a nice thing, and requiring a por-l

tion of Best Wisdom, to know how to move
along in temporal concerns. To be suitably
alive to the useful discharge of our duty as to

temporal matters, and yet to have the mind
so detached from them as to have the one
thing needful, perpetually before us, is a most
desirable attainment.

Uncertainty is so stamped on all visible en-

joyments that we had need, indeed, to be soli-

citous to have our minds established on some-
thing beyond them all.— Wdliam Graver.

Diogenes being at Olympia, saw at the cele-

brated festival some young men of Ehodes,
arrayed most magnificently. Smiling he ex-

claimed, " This is pride." Afterwards meet-
ing some Lacedemonians in a mean and
sordid dress, he said, " and this also is pride."

SELF-SURRENDER.
BY WILLIA:M O. STODDARD.

Lord, one deep trouble of my soul,

From which I pray to be set free.

Is that I cannot self control

And give up all the world for thee.

My weak, corrupt, deceptive heart,

Whenever early lusts I flee.

Like Ananias, yields a part.

But will not give up all for thee.

Sapphira like, false thouglits arise

When, penitent, I bend the knee,
To hold the world before mine eyes

And say I gave it all for thee.

Well do I know how small the worth
Of all the gains that here may be

;

But still my fond heart clings to earth,

And will not give up all for thee.

Lord, make me victor in the strife

!

Thou who hast given so much for me,

Teach me this parable of life.

That I have naught to give for thee I

Selec

WAIT AND SEE.

When my boy, with eager questions

Asking how, and where, and when.
Taxes all my store of wisdom,
Asking o'er and o'er again

Questions oft to which the answers
Give to others still the key,

I respond, to teach him patience,
" Wait, my little boy, and see."

And the words I taught my darling
Taught to me a lesson sweet

;

Once when all the world seemed darkened
And the storm about me beat,

In the "children's room" I heard him.
With a child's sweet mimicry.

To the baby brother's questions

Saying wisely, " Wait and see."

Like an angel's tender chiding
Came the darling's words to me,

Though my Father's ways were hidden.

Bidding me still wait and .see.

What are we bat restle-ss children,

Ever a.sking what shall be ?

And the Father, in his wisdom.
Gently bids us " wait and see."

For " The Frieni'

Proverbs.

A recent work on the Philippine Islanc

by John Bowring, late British Governor
Hong Kong, contains a list of several of tl

religious maxims and proverbs current amor

the natives of those islands, some of whi

are well worthy of being remembered. Tl

author remarks, "they would have some i

terest if they represented the thoughts ai

feelings of a civilized nation. Their intert

will hardly be less when the social code

semi-barbarians is studied in these short se

tences." A few only of the more strikii

have been selected

:

Sins are diseases of the soul.

Job had many troubles, but they did n

affect the inner man.
Desire not what is not.

What thou doest do quickly.
'

The poor have no nurse.

Disquiet is the constant companion
jealousy.

Eiches are the baits of the devil for man

The cries of the wretched will reach heavi

A candle in a house will illumine a stree

Eeap thy rice with the reapers.

The monkey, however richly drest, i8 b''

a monkey.
Life is labor.

Where the wound is the plaster should

Sow not among stones.

Excesses are rare, when the heart is atr(
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For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 86.J

;i;». mil mo. IGtli. At a little meeting

c Orloriira; and on the 17th at Eastland :

isi I think rather the best. Hitherto

iThistiiig Father and wonderful Coun-

u li.i-^ licen strength in weakness, so that I

s 1 am clear whether they will hear or

). r. () mournful truth, that religion is

hi iir-lected thing! All who undertake
,' I till' seed of the kingdom in these days,

I I \vi 11 to remember that 'Man is not to

' V lircal alone, but by every word that

ciUih out of the mouth of God.'

: ;h. Attended the Select Quarterly Meet-

ild

at East Nottingham ; and on the 19th

;ld the Q. M., which was large. Strength

ffin-ded to relieve my poor exercised

May the God of my life have the praise,

th. Returned to Deer Creek; and on

xt day attended their meeting, which
rh the solemnizing power of Israel's

as a good meeting; such an one as will

bered by some I hope to their last-

vantage.
Went forward in order to be at the

3rn Quarterly Meeting. Eeached the

of Sarah Cowgill, a widow; and one

er to whom our blessed Lord alluded

He said, I will be a husband to the
•. Oh here 1 think it is to be felt that

Jesus is her Friend and Husband,
ler as at homo, in the secret of her

whore she is frequently seeking Him,
iquiring of Him that which is indeed

.ting to know. With such He is not as

Taring man that tarries but for a night,

ort season : but takes up his abode with

These know him, and He is known of

Blessed be his Name for ever.

;h. Was held the Quarterly Meeting;
I the 25th a public meeting, which was
ed by a number of the Lord's messen-

ij-om different Quarters, and was a good
atjig

;
praised be the Lord our only helper.

'ith. Rested for the first time since we
i Ijime, though we made the attempt once
bi. But, according to my faith, we have
Y )und the right time and place; more-
Tinc of our horses is not well, and myself
O'i dial indisposed with a cold. Thus in

nu\i\\\ a time, to find a place where the

sii's |M;ace is to be felt, and where we are

[>iL inwardly and outwardly, is a favor.

jeit bO, and hope I am thankful.

th. Attended a meeting appointed for

(jlored people. The opportunity was re-

ni; to my mind, which was dipped into

se and sympathy on their account,

^th. Was at Little Creek, where the

erd of Israel was again our Helper, and
cdis a good meeting. I hope the impres-
ns nade on some minds will not be speedily

nf

'm here they went to Camden and
rkill Meetings, which were both small,

jmarks : "Alas! but little of the true

iis felt while there was great cause for

Dg because of the desolations of Zion,

le low state of religion: though I hope
3r are yet a few that do feel bound to the

n most places. Ah, those who visit the

f the kingdom in the present low state

church, must expect to find it in a
;r, or Joseph like, unjustly confined in

Lord, strengthen my faith, and please
g<e me daily bread.

" 12th mo. 1st and 2Qd. At Milford and
Cold Spring Meetings, both small, and mostly
composed of those not professing with us.

Yet I think it may bo said that He who said,

• I have sheep not of this fold; them also will

I bring,' or gather, was pleased to be with us,

and give the qualification, through which
solemn truths were sounded vocally in their

hearing, which did I trust reach the witness

in some hearts: And I think, if I know any-
thing, the Lord who hitherto has been our
helper, has from my bowed down spirit all

the praise: for I know I have nought of my
own whereon to relj'. I feel the weight of

the task awfully increasing, and the secret

language often is. Holy Father please to keep
me as under the hollow of thy hand I Don't
leave me one hour or one moment; for the

magnitude of this undertaking is such, that

I do often exceedingly fear and tremble.

"3d. Had an appointed meeting at a little

village called Milton, where none professing

with us dwelt: the service of which will not
I trust be utterly lost."

On the 5th, 6ih, and 7th, she had meetings
at North West Fork, Centre, and Marshy
Creek ;

" where," she says, " we found, as at

most others, a precious few who are striving

to enter in at the strait gate. Yet alas ! I

think it is to be felt, that true religion is much
wanting, so that mourning seems almost in-

cessantly my portion. Indeed my feelings

inwardly and outwardly bind me to the testi-

mony that weakness is ours, but strength

Cometh from the Lord. What a favor that

there is a place, whereunto we may look in

humble confidence that strength will be re-

newed."
Thence she went to Choptank, Third Haven,

Tuckahoe, and at or near a village called

Denton. At this meeting, she writes, "some-
thing seemed so to obstruct the current of

life, as to cause a suffering time. Indeed I

had here to remember the language, " If they
have called the master of the house Beelzebub,

how much more they of his household.' I

was glad however that we were there ; count-

ing it a favor to suffer with the suffering seed

in that place. Lord, ever keep me humble
and willing to endure that portion of suffering

which thou in thy wisdom may see meet.
" 13th. Went on by Milford, and had an

evening meeting in the Methodist place of

worship. It was large, and a good meeting,

as I think was to be felt in many hearts;

wherein the name of our God was magnified.

There are a number of exercised souls in that

l^lace. Lord, feed them with the bread of

life. Keep them as in the hollow of thy holy
hand forever."

After visiting several meetings in course on
the eastern shore of Maryland, she writes:
" We went home with our beloved sister Sarah
Cowgill, with whom we made our home when
attending the Quarterly Meeting. So far in

looking over the journey, the answer seems
to be peace. And the consolatory language
concerning some of the visited there, is, " I

was a stranger, and ye took me in ; naked,
and ye clothed me ; an hungered, and ye gave
me meat ; thirsty, and ye gave me drink ; sick

and in prison and ye visited me.' And when
the humble contrite ones who have nothing
to boast of, shall say. Lord, when saw we thee

a stranger, or hungry, or athirst, or naked,

or in prison, and administered unto thee, the

answer shall be, ' Inasmuch as ye have done

it unto one of the least of these my brethren.

ye have done it unto me.' My spirit is hum-
bled in believing something like this will be

experienced by some precious souls amongst
whom our lots as poor strangers have been
cast. For, praises to his holy Name forever,

the Lord has not loft himself without a wit-

ness. But notwithstanding this, pure religion

is too little to be seen or fell."

She next attended Duck Creek and Appo-
quinimiidi meetings: upon which she writes:
" Most or all of the meetings in this corner of

the Lord's vineyard are small, yet I think
there are some precious souls at them all

;

who are indeed hungering and thirsting after

righteousness. These shall be filled, said our
blessed Master, and so it will be everywhere
the world over, saith my soul, as they con-

tinue faithful. Lord, increase the appetite of
all after Thee, whilst life and breath and sen-

sibility remain. The work is thine, the power
s thine, and surely from every heart the glory
shall be thine forevermore.

" 19th. At Wilmington fore and afternoon
meeting. The morning a favored one; the

other not so much so.

"20th. At Stanton. It felt to me that true
religion was as reduced here as the widow's
barrel of meal and cruise of oil, when she was
about to make the last cake for herself and
son, expecting after that thej- must die. Not-
withstanding which I did believe that if they
would hearken unto the voice of the Lord's
prophet inwardlj-, as she did outwardlj% there

would be an increase, and they not only pre-

served from death—the famine which sin has
been the occasion of bringing upon them

—

but they would know a bountiful supply when
the clouds would again gather, and the show-
ers descend as from the presence of the Lord.
So, that although death rather than life

seemed to prevail, yet they need not doubt,

that if obedience uuto the requirings of the
Lord's prophet inwardly speaking, keeps pace
with knowledge, there would be an increase.

May the Lord be pleased to bless, if so it seem
good in his sight, the labor of his handmaid
amongst them, to their lasting profit, saith

my soul. We then went on to a very kind
Friend's house at , and rested from the

21st to the 23d, being truly in need thereof,

and feeling at liberty to do so. Here again,

1 trust it may be acknowledged with safety,

and with feelings of gratitude, the Divine
hand was underneath, and the good cause was
preserved from suffering losST"

(To be continued.)

Nineteenth Annual Report of the Board of Ma-
nagers of the Institute for Colored Youth.

The Managers Report : That while no very
unusual event has occurred to mark the year
just past, they are able to state that there has
been no abatement of interest in their duties

on the part of the teachers, nor diminished

attention to study from the pupils.

At the date of the last report the roll num-
bered 226. Since which time 15 boys and 16

girls have been admitted to the High School,

and 26 boys and 27 girls to the Preparatory
Department; and the total number with-

drawn has been 92; making the number at

present enrolled in all the schools 218.

The average attendance has been
In the Boy's High School, 47.

Girls' " " 86.5

Boys' Preparatory, 28.

Girls' 35.—total 196.5

The total cost of conducting the Institute
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for the year, not including interest on value

of building, has been 87,658.95, making the

average cost of each pupil S35.13.

The corps of teachers is mainly the same,

with some changes made to adapt the schools

to a modified system of instruction to be ex-

plained hereafter. James F. Needham, lately

in charge of the Boys' Preparatory Depart-

ment, having resigned his position to accept a

clerkship in the office of the Eeceiver of

Taxes, R. De E. Venning has succeeded him.

Narcissa George was released in t'^e 11th mo.

1870, to take charge of a school in Georgia;

and Julia Jones subsequently took a similar

position in Winchester, Virginia. Temporary
leave of absence was granted to O. V. Catto,

to visit "Washington, to aid in the systematiz-

ing of a courseof instruction for the colored

schools there: and our esteemed principal,

Fanny M. Jackson, was likewise relieved from

her school duties to inspect the workings of

the Normal Schools at Millersville, Pa., Tren-

ton, N. J., and that in our own cit}-,the place

of each being supplied for the time being by
Eichard T. Greener, a graduate of Harvard
University. The committee on Discipline

and Instruction having rearranged the curri-

culum of the school, added some new recita-

tions, and omitted Greek from the course;

taken in charge by the public authorities.
The examining board was composed of an
equal number of white and colored persons,
and was presided over by the mayor of the
city, who from the account does not appear
to have been incompetent, or prejudiced in

favor of our teachers. They passed the entire
examination with an average of 100. The
mayor, learning that they were graduates of
the Philadelphia Institute, required them to
send home for their diplomas, and for testi-

monials of their moral character and ability
to teach, which our Principal was able from
her knowledge of them to furnish. After the
reading of the diplomas nothing further was
required, and Narcissa has now charge of th
principal school for boys, and Lucretia that
for girls.

Three pupils of the boys' High School have
during the past year gone to different univer-
sities, to perfect themselves in studies com-
menced with us.

As some who will read this report may not
be familiar with the present Institute build
ing and its resources, it may not be inappro-
priate here to state that the premises, Bai
bridge street above Ninth, contain on the first

floor a library room, well lighted, and fur-

nished with 2719 volumes of carefully selected

also provided fur normal instruction for the reading matter, works of fiction being exclud

graduating class, under the especial charge of ed. A few periodicals devoted to scientific and
F. M. Jackson, E. T. Greener was engaged

as a regular teacher in the Institute, and the

services Of two assistants dispensed with. It

is believed that the new plan is a decided im-

provement upon the old, economizing time,

and concentrating the energies of the teach-

ers upon special subjects which they are best

fitted to instruct in, while the graduates re-

ceive lectures upon the art of teaching, and
practically aid in the school system, by taking

charge of certain classes under the supervi-j

sion of the Principal. There can be no doubt

that pupils who take the normal course, will

leave the Institute much better fitted to take

charge of schools than if they had simply stu-

died the prescribed text books, without the

practical drill ; and the Managers have had
under consideration the advisability of mak-
ing the Normal instruction a matter essential

to the obtaining of the Diploma. Of the re-

cent graduating class all but two remained to

take the normal course, the others having at

once entered upon the chai-ge of schools, one
in Maryland, the other in this city. Such is

the demand for qualified colored teachers,

that there are more applications from the

Southern States than we can supply, and it is

very gratifying that not only are the designs

of the founders of the Institute being carried

out, in " the preparing and qualifying of

teachers," but that by availing themselves of

the advantages offered by the Institute, any
colored student of fair average ability, can,

after graduation, enter at once upon a self-

supporting career as a teacher. Indeed, the

supply of cultivated colored teachers being,

thus far, limited, it is not unfrequently the

case that they are receiving a higher rate of

compensation than white teachers of the same
grade.

The following interesting facts have been

extracted from a recent report of the Princi-

pal ; Narcissa George and Lucretia Douglass,

two of our graduates, were emi)loyed as

teachers in Darien, Georgia, at a time when
the schools were supported by the people

themselves. Subsequently the schools were

educational interests are subscribed for, and
the pupils have access here to EncyclopcBdias,
Dictionaries, and standard scientific works
and text books. A number of photographs
and engravings of natural scenery and historic

events have been presented to the Library
from time to time by its friends. The room
is opened semi-weekly, not only to the pupils,

but also to other colored persons, suitable

guarantees being received of a right use of
its privileges. The total number of volumes
loaned during the year was about 2900. In
this room, during the winter, the teachers

and seniors and normal class were invited on
two or three occasions to conversational tea-

drinkings, with some of the Managers and
other friends of the Institute. One hundred
volumes were added to the Library since last

report, five lost, and twenty-five removed as

too much worn for use.

In the rear of the Library the remaining
part of the first floor of the building is divid-

ed by glass partitions into two commodious
rooms for the boys' and girls' Preparatory
schools, access being had from the front of the

building bj^ separate entrances. The whole
of the second floor, with the exception of two
small rooms devoted to a Laboratory and
place of deposit for philosophical apparatus,

is occupied by the boys' and girls' High
schools, likewise separated by glass partitions,

so arranged that the whole of the pupils in

the two rooms can be addressed at once, the

seats all facing the north. The desks are of

an improved pattern, combining neatness with
convenience, and the walls are lined with
blackboards, at which large classes can be

exercised at once. The ceilings are high,

and ventilation is provided by flues concealed

in the walls, as well as by moveable transoms
over the doors. On the third floor are six

recitation rooms, also provided with ample
blackboard space. It is believed that the In-

stitute furnishes, with its present corps of,

teachers, and the appliances at their com-

mand for illustration, opportunities not sur

passed by any seminary for colored youth i '

the country, and the Managers cordiallj

vite parents and guardians everywhere,

'

may have the charge of children who w(

wish to educate themselves to become thoro

and practical teachers of their race, to a

themselves of the benefits here afforded;

total expense of tuition is but five dolla

year for a pupil in the Preparatory
~

ment, and ten dollars for the same period

a pupil of the High school, the use of be

being provided gratuitously to those
wish it.

The subject of suitable religious and n

instruction is one which the Managers de

to keep steadily in view. At the openin

the schools a chapter from the Bible is i

daily, followed by the reciting of texts

viously committed to memory, and opport

ties are frequently taken for impressing n

the minds of the children the highest

most important truths relating to theirpre

and eternal welfare. We are informed
Ellen Jones, a pupil of the introductory c

who has recently been removed by death f

amongst us, spent much time before hei

cease in repeating texts and verses which
had learned at the school.

A course of lectures has been delivere<

cently by Dr. Labberton, on Grecian ]

which has been very interesting and b

ficial to both teachers and scholars; ai

course on Zoology by Grace Anna Lewis
been arranged for, to commence next Auto
with a subsequent examination of the

upon the subject of each lecture.

In addition to the Text Books alreadyi

ployed in the Institute, the following 1

been added since the introduction of the

plan of study before alluded to, viz : L
yer's Astronomy ;

Trench's Study of Wo
Warren's Physical Geography ; Hool
Child's Book of Nature ; Steel's Foar
Weeks in Chemistry ; Anderson's Gei

History.

At the commencement, in the 12th m J

last, one boy and seven girls received th^'i

ploma, making the total number of graii

to this time 83. The following are the d;

of the recent graduates :

Geo. 0. Moore, Laura F. Barney,

Maria C. Barney, Nancy C. Smith.

PriscillaE.Ehrickx, Ada V. Le Count.

Arena M. Euflin, Harrietta G. Sylvi

The averages obtained in the privat

amination were more than usually credit

In the Twelfth month last a comm'
was appointed to examine the by-laws o;

Corporation, with a view to determine win

any change would, in their judgment, b .

vantageous; after a careful revision Ihet

ported a list of bj'-laws, with some mod't

tions, which are herewith submitted.

Signed by direction and on behalf

Managers, William E\ a

Philadelphia, 5th Mo., 1871. &

The Mont Ceiiis Tunnel—This enters

remarkable even among the many enyi-

ing triumphs of the present day, was fori

opened by a grand ceremonial, on Sm'

September 17. We have taken pains to '

our readers informed as to the progress t
'

ork and the details of its constructiou i

need not recapitulate the ingenuity and i

severance of the engineers, and the diffic '

they so courageously overcame.
The immediate eliect of throwing ope 'I
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A is to bring Turin within eighteen hours'

1 <A' I'iiris, and to relieve the journey of

ollu^ wearisome, and often perilous ride

ligcuee over the mountain. But, as with
• great undertakings, there will be many
sory and collateral advantages to the

niierce of the world, which time alone can

op, and of which the most obvious is the

lishmentof Brindisi, on the eastern coast

to Itulian peninsula as the chief European

r I'cr ihe commerce of the east. There
iM.iMii lie unbroken lines of railroad from

u ami the channel ports, Havre, Calais

(1 'xiuloi^ne, to Brindisi ; and the traffic to

e ',a>t Indies and China, via the Suez canal

cl.lu' l-Aiphrates Valley railroad, will, no

u . sliortly quit Marseilles for the more
plixiniatc Italian port.

livicw of this fact the French authorities

sjipposod by some critics to have looked

divbat coldly on the tunnel, and they

v| not yet completed the railroad lead

^'')i(. This important link in the chain

r ii'iiimication will, it is expected, bo open
^vrmljor next. The journey from Calais

Jimlisi will then take only sixty houi-s'

11(111(1 that from London about sixty-four.

leaili'ixul approaches to the tunnel on the

iljn side have long been complete.

Ip solidity of the work, and the perfect

niation of the enormous excavation, elicit-

j:pression8 of admiration and surprise

m'the large party who attended the open-
r l^reinouj^ which included many of the

jsldi^tinguished men from both countries,

uesday, the 19th, the municipality of

•e a grand banquet in honor of the

aton. Two names which would have been

neut in the list of visitors, must have
jrlremembered with pain by every one

t. The great statesman of united Ital}',

Camille Cavour, gave all the weight of

tjlents and influence to the furtherance of

5 ork
;
and to Germano Sommeliier is due

it of originating the idea, of fighting

i against all obstacles for twenty years,

finally completing it, to the satisfaction

onder of the world. Both these men
ne ; but they have left us an enduring
ment of their far-seeing wisdom and in-

able courage and genius.

Fiins are now running regularly through
Innel, the subterranean transit occuf)y-

ty minutes,

[nlilluding to some rumors of accidents in

ork, the engineer states that there has
been one stone displaced from the fin-

leiiarch of the Alpine tunnel ; the work of
is so solidly constructed that it is well
s durable as the rocks themselves. The
ircumstanco which served as a founda-
ir these absurd reports was the falling

ghteen or twenty feet of work, which
pijned in the last daj-s of June, at the Bar-
neie end, in consequence of the falling of
mtcaffolding broken by the explosion of a

g charge.

total cost of the tunnel is represented
belomo $13,000,000, or 65,000,000 francs;
th(5e 20,000,000 francs are to be contribut-

he Victor Emmanuel railway, or rail-

f northern Italy. This sum is to be
1 or before the opening of the tunnel.
rench government was to pay 19,000,000
if the work was accomplished within
years, reckoning from 1862, but if the

)rlwas accomplished at an earlier date,
ai bound herself to pay 500,000 francs

more for every year gained upon the stipulat-

ed time.

As there have been eleven years thus gain-

ed. Prance will have to pay 5,500,000 francs
besides the 20,000,000 of the original stipula-

tion. She has besides to pay 5 per cent, in-

terest on the money due for the work as it

proceeded from year to year. Thus Italy
will pay something less than 20,000,000 francs.

Had the construction of the tunnel continued
beyond the stipulated term of twenty years,
Italy would have lost 500,000 francs for every
year in excess of that period.

—

Scientific A7ner-

ican.
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The remark has often been made, and per
haps more frequently of latter time, that in

different meetings there are not a few, who,
while professing to be attached to our Society
and to approve of its principles and order,

have long manifested, and still continue to

manifest, what may be called, a cold indiffer

entism, to the things which belong to their

own eternal interests, and to the support or
promotion ofthe cause of vital religion. Those
best acquainted with the condition of the
Society, know that this charge cannot be
caped, nor the saddening feeling to which its

truth gives rise.

Cannot some who read these lines, call to
mind among those with whom they mingle,
members, young or old, who, having boon
educated amid religious influences or sur-

roundings, and perhaps trained in the practice
of the external duties of our profession; il

may be dressing plain, and attending meet
ings for worship and discipline, are neverthe-
less traditional christians, and nothing more.
They believe the truths recorded in the Holy
Scriptures, and acquiesce in the teachings of
others respecting Christ as the Saviour of
men, and the necessity of believing in Him,
and that salvation is to be obtained by and
through Him alone; but the tenor of their
lives shows that they know little or noth
of that operative, living faith, which can give
the victory over their heart's lusts, and crucify
them to the spirit and engrossing pursuits
and friendships of the world, through the
washing of regeneration and the renewing of
the Holy Ghost. They can see that godliness
is beautiful ; they are alarmed at evidences of
unsoundness in belief, and shocked at palpable
departures from virtue; but their religious

principles, and their love for what is good,
are held in the wisdom of man, and not in the
power of God. Their time and energies are
employed indefatigabl}' in the pursuit of
wealth or amusement—it may be they are
closely engaged to obtain the means for sup-
porting themselves and families—and they
take satisfaction in the conviction that in

their transactions with their fellow men, no
one can lay aught to their charge as respects
honesty and fair dealing; but their cold indit'-

rentism betrays a lack of experience in a
life of prayer and self-denial, and of righteous
zeal for the welfare of the church. It is evi-

dent they do not allow the Light of Christ to
reveal to them the depth of corruption in the
natural human heart, nor his goodness to lead

them to repentance and the forgiveness of

their sins, so that their justified and sanctified
souls may have fellowship and hold commu-
nion with a living Saviour.
The question often presents to those who

anxiously ponder their condition and their
well-being. How are such to be reached ? How
are they to bo aroused to a consciousness of
their danger, and to realize that man is some-
thing more than a machine to eat, to digest,
and to scrape together the perishing riches of
this world ? How may they bo quickened to
feel that they are at the opposite extreme of,

and supply the most plausible plea for, those
who under an undue excitement, and an un-
authorized activity, are also causing great
concern lest they become hopelessly stranded
amid the shallow and noisy streams of a re-
ligion of sentiment.
The church has often mourned and travailed

in spirit on account of this class of its mem-
bers, and we trust will continue to labor on
their behalf. But if she has performed her
whole duty towards them; if in the light of
heavenly wisdom and under tho constraining
love of Him who came to seek and to save
that which is lost, she has warned against
and striven to take the little foxes that de-
stroy the tender vines; if under a deep sense
of her accountability and a fervent concern
for the welfare of the flock, her potitions have
continued to go up, "Awake, O North wind!
and come thou South, blow upon my garden,
that the spices thereof may flow out," and
yet these still cling to their idols, and refuse
to enter the vineyard and work, then her only
hope for such must be in the immediate opera-
tion of that all-powerful Word which can raise
the dead, and bring up sinews and flesh on
dry bones.

Well would it be if among the various in-
vocations of the present day, the ours of the
nominal professors among us were open to
hear, their own peril, the dangerous signs of
the times, and the needs of the church, as the
voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare
ye the way of the Lord, make his paths
straight ; breaking up their monotonous for-
malism, and inducing them to flee to the hope
sot before them in the gospel.

It is one of tho strong evidences of the di-
vine origin of the Christian religion, that its
terms of salvation, its transforming jjower,
and its happy results, are equally applicable
to all, whether high or low, rich or poor, and
that by the submission to Divine Grace which
it enjoins, every one can obtain a sufficiently
clear and full understanding of its doctrines
and the duties it imposes, for all practical use.
We are not called to receive and reason upon
these doctrines and truths as we would the
acknowledged principles of science, nor as the
exposition of judicial enactments, within the
scope of whose prescribed action anyone may
decide that he has come, and is therefore safe;
but the virtue and sufficiency of the whole
plan of redemption consist in a personal ex-
perience of the work of Christ, both without
«ind within us. Thus, and thus only can we
know what it is to be regenerated; born ao-ain
not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptTble,
by the Word of God which liveth and abideth
forever.

How strong the contrast between the nomi-
nal professor, though he muy live a moral life

and keep up the external duties of religion,
and him who has not only heard the call of
the Most High, but has obeyed it; and being
created anew in Christ Jesus, finds new pur-
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poses and motives in life, and feels his spirit

stirred by a divine spring of endurance and

joy, as ho resigns himself wholly to obey the

commands of his ever-present Saviour.

Did the cold, or lukewarm members, whose

gifts of time and talents are being rapidly

squandered, but look at things in the light of

Truth, how changed would be the estimate

formed of their intrinsic value, from that set

on them by the natural man. How compara-

tively insignificant the external events of life

compared with those connected with the wel-

fare of the immortal soul ! Seen in this light,

vouchsafed by Him who is Judge of quick

and dead, to every man that cometh into the

world, how stupendous are the interests in-

volved in the fact that He has made us ac

countable beings; and that whether we ac-

knowledge our responsibilitj' or not. He has

declared He will call all to a strict reckoning

for the deeds done in the body, and unless we
have complied with his terms of salvation,

however we may call him Lord, and claim

that He has taught in our streets, He will re-

fuse us an entrance to the marriage supper of

the Lamb.
In this time of shaking and trial in the

Society, the call is loud to all its members to

live consistentl}' with the principles which
Friends have ever professed

;
to leave the

things that are behind and to press towards

the mark for the prize of their high calling

in Christ Jesus. Many may stumble and

fall while " darkness and gloominess are

as the morning spread upon the mountains,"

but the light will soon dawn and a bright

day shine tbrth, as the members individually

enter into the vineyards of their own heai;ts.

and labor there under the direction of the

great Husbandman : the upright in heart and
and the fervent in spirit serving the Lord
will receive their wages and gather fruit unto

life eternal. There can be no dignity of

character, no elevation of employment com
parable with being qualified tor and rightly

engaged in the service of the glorified Head
of the church. The honor attached to it

comes from Him alone, and is conferred for

the earnestness and devotion with which the

service is performed, uninfluenced by the

changing opinions of men, or the position in

which the servant may stand in relation to

his fellow laborers. For by one Spirit, all the

living members are baptized into the one

body, and all have been made to drink of the

same Spirit. Thus there can be no schism
'

the body of Christ, but the members have the

same care one for another. As this came to

be the case with our members, as it was in

great measure in the early days of the Society,

our meetings for worship and discipline would
be more generally seasons of encouragement
and renewal of strength. Instead of this cold

indifferentism or lukewarmness, impeding the

circulation of divine life, and weighing down
the spirits of the bui'deu bearers, there would
be communion of that worship which is in

spirit and in truth. Each one retiring to the

divine gift in himself would be enabled to offer

upon tlie altar of his heart, the sacrifice pre-

pared by grace, acceptable to Him who seeketh

such to worship him, through Jesus Christ

the great High Priest of our profession. Thus
we should know Him who is in the midst of

those gathered in his name, to shed over the

whole assembly the humbling lifegiving in-

fluence of his holy presence, and his spiritual

blessings would descend on their contrited

hearts as the dew of Hermon, diff'using a

glow of reverent joy, and strengthening that

hope which maketh not ashamed."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A Paris dispatch of the 11th says: In an

interview President Thiers has authoritatively stated

tliat when the Legislative Assembly meets next month,
the government will propose to end the provisioni

'

reffi and establish a definitive republic.

Tlie French newspapers very generally discuss the

recent speech of Gladstone, the English Premier, and
deduce therefrom the necessity for France to seek hence-

forth a Russian alliance.

La Fratice of the 12th inst. says, that the Pope has
intimated to Thiers his intention to establish his resi-

dence in France, and that Thiers made strong etForts to

dissuade the Pope from his purpose, without success,

and has finally placed at his disposal the Castle of Pau.

The news from Algeria continues satisfactory. Tran-
quility is very nearly restored to that country.

The Council General of the Department of the Seine

has voted in favor of the establishment of compulsory
and gratuitous education, but has rejected the proposi-

tion to make the common schools wholly secular.

A terrible explosion of fire damp occurred on the 9th,

in a coal mine near St. Etienne, while the miners were
at work. None of the men had been recovered alive.

Twenty-two bodies had been taken out, and thirty more
were still in the pit, all supposed to be dead.

The Committee of Inquiry on the capitulations made
by French Generals during the late war, is prosecuting

its investigations with vigor. Marshal Bazaine, who
had already appeared before it in person, has now sent

in a detailed and voluminous report of the siege of

Metz, with letters received by him from Napoleon dur-

ing the investment.

The French Minister of War has prohibited the cir-

culation of newspapers in barracks and camps.
The navigation of the Baltic is closed for the season

in consequence of severe frost and the rapid formation

of ice.

At the Lord Mayor's banquet in London, Prime
Minister Gladstone, in replying to the toast to the

Queen's government, said he was thankful to be able to

state that at the present moment England had actually

no quarrel, feud or controversy with any foreign Power
any where on the face of the globe. .England's place in

Europe was that of one among many sisters, inseparable

from the European family, but he was glad that her
peculiar position removed her from the risks of Euro
pean dissensions. He concluded by declaring that Eng-
land had little to fear from internal troubles, and thai

the International Society, the source of so much appre-

hension to her neighbor, caused no uneasiness here.

The trial of the famous Tichborne case, interrupted

by the long vacation, has been resumed by the Court of

Queen's Bench.
The mechanics and laborers employed in the ship

yard of the Laird's, at Birkenhead, have held a meet
ing and unanimously resolved to insist upon a restric-

tion of the hours of labor to nine hours a day.

The London Times rejoices in the result of the late

election in New York, and hopes an example will be

made of the men guilty of corrupt practices.

The cholera is increasing in Constantinople, and
many deaths are daily reported.

The Bank of Belgium has reduced its rate of discount

to four per cent.

A Berlin dispatch says that a conference of diplomats
will soon be held in Dresden, to devise precautionary
measures against the International Society.

Extensive strikes have occurred at Elbing, an im
portant post of eastern Prussia, noted for its manufac-
tures.

Count Von Beust, Chancellor of the Austrian Em
pire, has tendered his resignation on the ground of ill

liealth. The Emperor has accepted it and appointed
Count Julius Andrussy to succeed him. Andrussy be-

tongs to an ancient and honorable Hungarian family,

which for centuries has taken a prominent part in the

affairs of the country. The new Premier took ai

portant part in the military and civil events of 1848, on
the revolutionary side; and when the Hungarians
made their demand for self-government, after the disas-

trous war of 1866 with Prussia, Count Andrussy was
one of their acknowledged leaders.

The Bohemian Diet, in session at Prague, has voted
unanimously against electing delegates to the Austrian
Keichstrath. The government has in consequence, or-

dered the immediate close of its deliberations.

The Emperor of Austria has addressed a letter to

warmly for his pj

aemberoffllIfe, a 1

Count Von Beust, thanking him
ices, and appointing him, for

upper Chamber of the Keicbstrat!

The Spanish Cortes have passed a vote of confiden

in the existing government The vote stood 191 ye

to 38 nays: the radical members abstaining from votic||

A political league, designed to combat the objects ai'j

plans of the International Society, has been formed
'

Madrid.
j

King Victor Emanuel, on his arrival at Kome, w

'

occupy apartments in the Quirinal Palace, which ha
j

been prepared for his reception.
]

A Paris dispatch of the 13th says: the courts-marti
]

i rapidly disposing of the cises of the Communll
prisoners. Of the accused who have thus far been trie!

10,645 have been discharged, and 773 convicted aij

itenced to various degrees of punishment.
j

4. dispatch to the New York World states that a pi
j

of Bonapartist generals, headed by Fleiiry, to arrii

Thiers and proclaim an empire, had been discovered.]

A very destructive fire broke out in Geneva on t;

13th, and destroyed a large number of buildings. '

London.—Consols, 93 J. U. S. 5-20's of 1862, 91|;l

67, 94 ; ten-forties, 90.
{

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9| a 9i(i.; Orleans, 9:1

Sales of the day 15,000 bales on the 13th.
|

United States.—iliscellaneoiis.—The customs
.[

ceipts for the week ending lOlh mo. 2Sth, amounted i

34,762,124 ; of this sum §3,522,552 were collected

New York. I

On the 7th inst. elections were held in Massacluiseltl-

New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Michigan, lUincj^

Wisconsin, Kansas and Mississippi. Maryland ha''

decided Democratic majority, and the same pa

elected their candidate for Governor in New .Tir-

but failed in the Legislature, both branches ul" wli

are Republican. The Republicans have contrul of

the other States named. ,'

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbe;

372, including 101 deaths from sm.all pox, 10 of typb

fever, 6 of scarlet fever, and 8 of croup. Of the U
number 171 were under 20 years of age.

On the 1 1th inst, the lease of the Camden and Ami
Railroad, and the canals and railroads with which

connected, was finally concluded, and these works
f

into the control of the Pennsylvania Central R lilrc

which now has an unbroken line of transit from b

New York and Philadelphia, to the Lakes, tl

of the Mississippi, St. Louis and San Francisco, C;

and Western Virginia, and other points soon to'

pleted.

The corn crop of the west, the present season,

proved the best harvested for years. In some part.

Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Nebriiska and Minnesota

western paper states, that corn is offered in tbe crib

from ten to fifteen cents a bushel.

On the 13th inst , the German steamer FrankUn
at quarantine, in the lower bay of New York. On
passage to New York there were about 40 deatb

cholera on board, and there were 40 cases of the d:

still remaining, mo.st of which were transferred to

hospital ships.

Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat

on the 13th inst. Neiu York.—American gold, 11

111}. U. S. sixes, 1881, 116f; ditto, 1868, 114i;d
(

10-40, 109 J. Superfine flour, $5.65 a $6 ; finer bra

$6.25 a §10,50, No, 1 Chicago spring wheat, f 1

No. 2 do., 81.52 a $1.53 ; red western, $1.56 a ?1

amber State, $1.61 a $1.65; white Michigan, SI.

#1.72 ; white Canadian, S1.74. Western Barley. S"i

Canada, $1,05, Oats, 52 a 57 cts. Western mi.xtil t

78 cts,
;
yellow, 83 cts.; white, 84 cts. PhUatlelplu

Cotton, 181 a 19J cts. for uplands and New Ork

Cuba sugar, 8J a 9 cts. Superfine flour, S5.25 a ;5

finer brands, §5.75 a $9. Red wheat, $1.57 a M
white, S1.63 a $1.68. Bye, 95 a 98 cts. Yellow .

75 a 76 cts. Oats, 51 a 53 cts. Lard, 9f cts, ( I

seed, 11 a llj- cts. Timothy, $3 a $3,25 per Im

The arrivals and sales of beef cattle reached :

head. Extra sold at 7 a 7J cts, ; fair to good, 5}

cts, and common 4 a 5 cts, per lb. gross. The reci

of sheep were about 17,000 head, market dull, sal

fair to good at 4i a 5| cts. per lb. gross. Corn fed,

sold at 6} a 7 cts. Baltimore.—Amber wheat, $1,

$1.82 ; Ohio and Indiana, *1.59 a $1.60 ; PennsylW
$1.63 a $1.65. New white corn, 70 a 78 cts. ; new'
low, 68 a 72 cts. Oats, 48 a 53 cts. 3IilwauMe.—l
spring wheat, S1.21. No. 2 oats, 33.V cts. No. 2i

48-i- cts. CmciK!M(t.— Family flour, $6.60 a $
Wheat, §1,43 a $1.45. New corn, 45 cts,; old,' 61

Oats, 35 a 40 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1

No. 2 corn, 48 cts. Oats, 33J cts. Si. Louis.—

I

spring wheat, $1.28 ; No. 1 winter red, 1.50. M ;

corn, 42 a 421 cts. Oate, 33i cte. No. 2 rye,JO c
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The Two Ways.

)ur blessed Lord and Lawgiver has spoken
)ut two vs^ays : in one or other of which all

kind are travelling. " For," said He,
ide is the gate and broad is the way that
ieth to destruction, and many there be that

thereat: because straight is the gate
narrow is the way which leadeth unto
and few there be that find it." It thence
laies a point of the gi'eatest importance
tber of these two wo have chosen to walk,
ire really walking in.

r, as the Apostle Paul represents, " The
iral man rcceiveth not the things of the
it of God; iov they are foolishness unto him;
her can he know them, because they are
'tually discerned;" it would seem that be-

can distinguish the narrow and un-
aented way with its few mournful travel-

ante eternal life, from the one broad and
ded, but leading to destruction, it will be
ful to experience, through submission to
quickening, leavening, and transforming

of the Holy Spirit, a putting off the
oan with his deeds, and a putting on of
new man which after God is created in

teousnesa and true holiness. For unless
assively realizj a purging out of the old
in, we cannot be a new lump ; and hence,
sably to the Apostle, cannot distinguish
ceive of the things of the Spirit of God.
this yielding of our hearts submissivelj'
rist Jesus that causes that which is blind
to see, the lame to walk, and the dumb
eak. This, in effdL-t, is to buy of Him
tried in the fire that we may be rich, and
oint the eye with the eye-salve that we

!e of the things which belong to our
and whether we are walking in that
ht and narrotv way which only leadeth

igdom of heaven.
other important precept bearing upon

arjibjeet, to be duly recognized and weighed
i^t that of our Lord when ha rejoiced in

:iud said, " I thank thee, O Father, Lord
a von and earth, that thou hast hid these
from the wise and prudent, and hast re-

' then unto babes: even so Father: for so
'meJ good in thy sight." It is hence as

I

me as " babes," in humility and contr

tion and abasedness of soul to glory only in

the Lord, and to set Him always before us,

that wo are helped to make the most impor-

tant choice we can make in this life, that of

choosing Him for our portion, and following

Him through this stage of trial in the straight

and narrow way which alone leads to life.

Without this, our blindness from the sinful

and lost condition'we are in by nature, would

not fail to cause us to choose amiss. " For
the wisdom of this world is foolishness with

God." And again, " The Lord knoweth the

thoughts of the wise that they are vain."

Concurrent with the same, two intelligent

writers have left the following testimonies:

"Many persons are seeking after Truth in

natural science; but how few in spiritual

things! The reason probably is, that when
found in the former, it exalts the creature;

but when discovered in the latter, it lays him

low." And,
" Not many wise, rich, noble, or profound

In science, win one inch of heavenly ground."

Again it has been well said to the effect, that

true religion is not a science of the head, but

an inward and heartfelt perception, which

casts down imaginations, and every high thing

that exalteth itself against the knowledge Sf

God, and brings every thought into captivity

to the obedience of Christ. Here the learned

have no real advantage over the ignorant;

both see when the eyes of the understanding

are enlightened; till then both are equally

blind. And the first lesson in the school of

Christ is to become a little child, sitting

simply at His feet that we may be made wise

unto salvation. Most especially needful then

as the straight gate of entrance into the nar-

row way, is the teachableness, humility and

meekness of a little child; to whom, and not

to " the wise and prudent" of this world, it is

the Father's good pleasure to unfold the mys-

teries of His kingdom.
We can hardly be too much impressed with

the requisites of simplicity and meekness that

characterize the straight and narrow way of

the Christian. "The Loi-d preserveth the

simple :" " The testimony of the Lord is sure,

making wise the simple :" " The entrance of

thy words givelh understanding to the sim-

ple," saith the Psalmist. And the Apostle:

"Our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our

conscience, that in simplicity and godly sin-

cerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the

grace of God we have had our conversation

in the world." Again, " I fear, lest by any
means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through

his subtilty, so your minds should be cor-

rupted from the simplicity that is in Christ."

Again writes the Psalmist: "The meek will

the Lord guide in judgment, the meek will

He teach his way." " He will beautify the

meek with salvation." And the Saviour,

" Blessed are the meek," &c. "Learn of Me,

for I am meek and lowly of heart, and ye shall

find rest unto your souls." And the Apostle

in speaking of our adorning, enjoins that it be

a meek and quiet spirit, which in the sight

of God is of great price." Thus are simplicity

and meekness the evidences of being engrafted

into Christ ; without which, like the wild olive

tree in the parable, there can be no fruit to

the praise and glory of the Redeemer's grace.

But the capital offence perhaps, the cause

greatest above all others tending to depopu-

late the narrow way, and make that which
is broad to be thronged, is the humility,

purity, and strictness of the religion of Christ

.Tesus, who thus propounds the terms of dis-

eipleship with Him: "If any man will come
alter mo, let him deny himself and take up
his cross daily and follow me." It is this

cross which the Apostle Paul gloried in, and
the early Christians rejoiced that thoy were
counted worthy to suffer humiliation and
shame in -the faithful maintenance of, that
" the lovers of pleasure, more than the lovers

of God," as perseveringly turn from, and re-

ject and oppose, because it is a doctrine which
preaches death to all that constitutes their

life and happiness. Which enjoins a life and
conversation absolutely at variance with the

customs and pursuits of the world whose
slaves they are ; beiwg a way too straight and
Iflarrow for the lusts of the flesh, the lust of

the eye, and the pride of life, which so beguile

these, to find room in. So fully verified re-

specting this is the Scripture, " The carnal

mind is enmity against God," that it not only

hates the mortifying, self-reducing discipline

of low self-denial and the watchful restraints

of the cross, but even those who uphold and
enforce its obligations. Thus it is recorded

that Ahab, king of Israel, said, " I hatcthis

Micaiah (a true prophet of the Lord ;) for he
doth not prophesy good concerning me, but

evil." And to the same point our Lord thus

testifies of His disciples to His Father, "I
have given them thy word ; and the world

hath hated them, because they are not of the

woi-ld, even as I am not of the world." And
again, "If the world hate you, yo know that

it hated me before it hated you," &c. Lament-
able truly is the fact, that " the new and living

way" to the kingdom, which the Saviour who
died for us, and who is himself the way hath

opened up and given, is the one which any
should deem too straight to be circumscribed

by, or too hard to walk in ;
when at the same

time the bewitching world in which we should

bo but "strangers and pilgrims" "seeking
another and a better country," and where we
are to live by faith and not by sight, is but a

school place, a transient residence, a state of

trial and conflict, and from which we are con-

tinually passing away.
How loudly then are we called upon not to

seek to modify, to improve upon, or to ex-

plain away the plain requisitions of the gospel

of Jesus ! But rather, cheerfully submitting

ourselves to all the wholesome restraints im-
' posed as the only way to the incorruptible

crown, seek to become the willing disciples of

la suffering Saviour. And though in following
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out such a course, hard names, and even the

imputation of euperior sanctity maybe heap-

ed upon such, let them not fear but that He
who hath never forsaken His wrestling, tribu-

lated seed, and who halh ever made the way
to life straight and narrow, will protect, and

with Fatherly tenderness watch over all those

who are engaged first and before all to mag-

nify the Lord, to endure the turning and

overturuing of His holy hand upon them,

unto their establishment, regeneration, and

holiness.

These may have to suffer for the name and

cause of Christ; and to themselves seem to

encamp often and long by the waters of Mara.

For their refiuement, the cup of bitterness

may at times appear to be filled as to the brim,

and the gold-proving furnace be heated seven

times hotter than it was wont to be heated,^

yet the testimony is as sure as the days of

heaven, " If ye suffer for righteousness sake,

happy are ye." " Unto you it is given on be-

half of Christ, not only to believe in him, but

also to suffer for his sake." " Eejoice, inas-

much as ye are partakers of Christ's suffer-

ings; that when his glory shall be revealed,

ye may be glad also with exceeding joy."

And again, " Let them that suffer according

to the will of God, commit the keeping of

their souls to him in well doing .as unto a

faithful Creator." It is in this school of "suf-

fering, affliction and patience," that the good

and wise in days over and gone, have been

enabled to fill up that which is behind of the

afflictions of Christ for his body's sake, which

is the church. As " it is enough for the dis-

ciple to be as his master, and the servant as

his lord," the kingdom of Him ivho was made

2jerfect through suffering, must necessarily in-

volve the sufferings of its subjects. But if we
suffer with Christ in the straight and narrow

way He requires all His humbly to walk in,

we shall also reign with him in glory. Jeremy

Taylor has well expressed that " He made for

us a covenant of sufferings, His very promises

were sufferings. His rewards were sufferings,

and His arguments to invite men to follow

Him, were only taken from sufferings in this

life, and the reward of sufferings hereafter."

So that though a faithful walking in the

straight and narrow way does lead through

sufferings and great tribulations; "through a

land of deserts and of pits ;" " through a land

of drought and of the shadow of death ;" it at

the same time leadeth most surely and safely

unto light, and life, and joy; even unto that

city which hath foundations whoso maker

and builder is God.

John Newton.—" Nothing was more remark

able," says the biographer of John Newton,
" than his constant habit of regarding the

band of God in every event, however trivial

it might appsar to others. In walking to his

church, he would say, ' The way of man is not

in himself, nor can he conceive what belongs

to a single step. When I go to St. Mary
Woolnoth, it seems the same whether I turn

down Lothbury, or go through the Old Jewry;

but the going through one street, and not

another, may produce an effect of lasting con

sequence. A man cut down my hammock in

sport, but had he cut it down half an hour

later, I had not been here, as the exchange of

crow was then making. A man made a smoke

on the seashore at the time a ship passed,

which was thereby brought to, and after-

wards brought mo to England.' "

The Potato.—It is popularly believed that

we are indebted to Sir Walter Raleigh for

this most important of esculent vegetable

foods, the cultivation of which extends over

a wider area than any other food plant; in-

deed so universally is it diffused over the

habitable globe, that it is found in almost

every position where man can subsist ; even

n the Arctic regions it struggles for exist-

ence, producing stunted watery tubers, in an

mperfeet state of development, whilst it flour-

shes in tropical as well as temperate climates,

so easily does it adapt itself to circumstances.

It ranks among the most useful of vegetable

productions ; it is highly prolific, and its value,

which is incalculable, is hardly understood to

its fullest extent. The whole family of the

Solanacre is suspicious—great numbers are

narcotic, and many of them poisonous ;
though

the case of the Solanum nigrum (one of

the potato family) the young and tender

shoots, when cooked, are used as a vegetable

n some countries. It is curious to note that

the poisonous bitter sweet, the tobacco plant,

the tomato, the Cape gooseberry, the capsi-

cum, the deadly nightshade and the henbane,

the thorn apple, mandrake and petunia, all

belong to the same genus as the potato; which

most excellent vegetable was at first regarded

with the eye of indifference by our forefathers,

until it was imported by Sir Walter Raleigh,

the seventeenth century, who endeavored

to attract public attention to it, and cultivated

himself on his estate in Ireland. So, al

though not actually the first to introduce it,

was, nevertheless, the means of first bring-

...„' it into public notice. He could not, of

course, have been acquainted with one half of

iis useful properties, and little did he dream

that in after years it would radically revolu-

tionize the diet of the country where it was

first cultivated. It was known by the Indian

name of the sweet potato " Batatas," and

under this name it continued to be spoken of

and written about for some time after its in-

troduction. Wo read that it was supposed it

would be found useful for feeding "swine and

other cattle."

The scientific analysis of the potato is not

within the province of this paper, and it will

be sufiicient to say that it is rich in starch,

that it docs not contain as much gluten as

our cereals, and that it is wanting in nitro-

genous matter. It is, however, more nutri-

tious than any other of our succulent vege-

tables. To derive the necessary nourishment

from a diet almost exclusively consisting of

potatoes, the stomach requires a considerable

bulk of this kind of food. Hence the Hindoo

who lives on rice, the Negro who lives on

plantain, and the Irishman who lives on po-

tatoes, are obliged to consume large quanti-

ties of these articles in consequence of the

insuflicient proportion of gluten which they

contain. Potatoes are not nearly so nutri-

tious as wheat, and the constant employment

of them as a chief article of diet is not thought

fovorable to the development of the phj'sical

powers; neither does it tend to enlarge the

mental faculties. * * *

Potatoes have been said to possess the ad

vantages of solidity like bread, and to have

the healthful properties of many fresh vege

tables, without their aciditj'. As an article

of diet, when not used exclusively, they are

of untold value; so universal has the use of

them become, that they are almost an esson^

tial dish at dinner, for who ever thinks of

dining without potatoes ? The potato is want-

in mineral substances ;
and it is cur'

to note ho.v, in Ireland, this deficiency is supi

plied by the water which is almost univur

sally-strongly impregnated with mineral mat-

ter. The use of potatoes is a preventive

against scurvy, if not an actual cure for it

Potatoes that have been exposed to the air

d have become green, are unwholesome
and new potatoes, i. e., unripe ones, hav(

much to do with the prevalence of cbolors

and such like diseases, during the sunimei

months.

—
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For " Tbe Friend."

From tlic Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Contiaaed from page 9D.)

" 1815 or 1816.—Surely I ought to thanl

md praise the Lord, for his abundant mercj

n thinking of me ;
and especially in woundin^

my vain confidence arid self-dependence ; sureh

I am highly favored by Sis numerous and tieav.

rections. The worldly man, and the

doer, and the indifferent nominal Christiai

goon 'fair and softly,'—they have perhap

few and slight troubles; but he whom th

Lord visits and notices—he whom the Lor
deigns to regard, and to prepare for hiiusel

is purified in the fire of affliction, as silver .seve

times tried. Why then should I be trouble

and disquieted? why not rather endeavor t

co-operate with the Lord? since I know veril

that it is for my good, to teach me from thi

consideration of the brevity of life, the unce

t-iinty and instabilitj' of earthly things, tl:

weakness and wickedness of my own hear,

and the frailty of others, to teach me,— I sa;

from these and other considerations, to pre.

forward to the attainment of those tbinj

which will open unto me a way to peace ar

joy eternal, through Jesus Christ.

" 1816. January.—I am unexpectedly led

;

this time into much inward exercise of min

being earnestly desirous that I may lay I

and keep hold of those things, which per

to life and salvation,—to run daily that ra

:

which is set before me. Those who seek t

Lord to serve him, shall indeed find him ai

the knowledge of his will: whore the desi

is, there is favorable evidence; seeing th

every good gift and every perfect gift come

down from the Author of all good. Divi

grace which begets this desire, though smot'

ered in many hearts, has freely been giv

without respect of persons to all; and is su

cient, if obeyed, to work out the salvation

all, to lead them in the way they should i

and to give them strength to walk in it; he

then should we cherish this precious des

after holiness, and that little seed, which

preserved and fostered, will grow up and I

come a large tree, bringing forth fruit abr

dantly. * * * Let us then seek unto t;

Lord still more earnestly, and patiently w^

his coming, in silent subjection of soul, desiri.

not our own will, way, and time, but £'

Surely there is cause for thankfulness iu t

midst of the dryest season, and even when

our own apprehension we are forgotteu a,

forsaken by Him whom our soul desires;

we know that it is the same Lord, who g:

to us the gift of his grace, that has hinit

permitted the sensible feeling of it to be tal-

away, and all for our good, though we u

not think so. Let us then learn, in whai-

ever state it may please infinite wisdom;-

o-oodness to place us, therewith to be conti •

"
"1816, February 4th. I have been led
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ink that the only substantial source of eon-

alatioD in times of trouble, is a firm and an
biding faith in our Maker and Eodeemer.
Whatever anguish a sincere Christian may
roan under, whatever wretchedness is per-

litted to come upon him, yet Met him trust

the name of the Lord, and stay upon his

od.' David seemed to trust with great
ergy, when he says, ' God is our refuge and
rength, a very present help in trouble;
erefbre will we not fear, though the earth
removed,' &c. :

—
' the Lord of hosts is with

the God of Jacob is our refuge.' Though
an is born to trouble, and every one of us
ust sooner or later suffer

;
yet a simple and

plicit reliance on him in whom wo have be-

ved, will be found sufficient for our conso-
tion and support. We are allowed to mourn;
a blessing is attached to mourning;—the
'ect of godly sorrow is said to be repentance;
Jesus himself wept ; and it is said of him,
at ' he was a man of sorrows, and acquainted
ith grief But we are reminded not to
orrovv as those who have no hope.' Let us
en, in the midst of the most acute and poig-

nt grief, never despair; but rather with
)right Job, let us endeavor to attain to that

'My, submissive frame of soul, which leads us
commit ourselves to the disposal of an
mighty Creator and merciful Father.
'1816, February 8lh.—The deepest afflic-

n which is caused by the privation of out-

ard objects and things, (however near and
lar those objects may have been to us,) can-

i compared to that utter distress, and
iguish of spirit, which the pilgrim is per-
itted at times to undergo on his journey
wards Zion. Who can have an idea of it,

thoat having experienced this trying situa-

n ; when man, who is by himself a poor,

3ak, helpless creature, dependent upon his

aker for strength, encouragement, consola
and ability to do and to think any thing

ight, is thus left apparently, and exposed to

8 attacks of a relentless enemy, without
ide or guardian, naked, hungry, blind, dis-

3ed,—where shall poor man find sheltei

is stormy season of life ? O !
' Let him trust

the Lord, and stay upon his God.' In th
ae of desertion, when after 'toiling in the
dst of the sea,' being 'tossed with the
kves,' and 'the wind contrary,' he seems
ill nigh spent, and apparently no nearer

? is desired haven ;' then, if he cry unto the
])rd in his trouble. He will bring him out of
li distresses: He will make the storm a calm,
E that the waves thereof will be still; and
t3 troubled disciple shall see Jesus coming
I to him walking on the waves, and shatl
lar him distinctly to say, 'Be of good cheer,
iis I, be not afraid.'

/'1S16, February ISth.—The Lord in his
ijinite mercy has been pleased to strike me
t the earth, like Saul, with a sense of my
8 s, and to enable me sincerely and fervently
t inquire of him, ' What wilt thou have me
tdo.' I can indeed testify that his forbear-
820 and long-suffering towards me have been
^'^nderful; and I have great cause for daily
tmksgiving, that I have been taught in some
s all degree the knowledge of myself, and in

Eich mercy shown the abominations and
g)38 evils, in which my heart was enveloped :

t! coverings of self and sense that disguised
tf real stale of my mind from me, have been
i«part removed

; and I have been permitted
tjdiscover a glimpse of what I ought to be.
\' ardent desire therefore is, that He who

has helped me thus far, would be pleased to

continue to extend his paternal care over me;
that he would preserve in me an invariable

desire to do and abide by his will, at all times,

and in all things ; that ho would teach me the

knowledge of the Truth ; and that 1 might be

so strengthened therein, as to be enabled to

say in sincerity,— ' I am thine,—do with mo
what thou wilt.'"

(To be continued.)

The Leisure Time of Boys.—-Every father of

a family knows that there is a time in the life

of his sons that gives him much trouble and
some anxiety. We allude to the period of

boyhood, when exuberance of spirits and
thoughtlessness are at their height, and when
the studies imposed by school discipline are

entirely insufficient to find adequate employ-
ment for their too active. minds and bodies.

And it is not possible, or even desirable, to

increase the already considerable application

of all well bred boj's to the study of books
and the acquirement of learning.

We would suggest, to the many parents

who have been perplexed with this difficulty,

to give their lads every possible opportunity

of acquiring a mechanical trade. The indus-

try and ingenuity of a boy of average ability

may easily be made to furnish him with a

never failing source of amusement of the best

order. The boy who can produce or make
something, already begins to feel that he is

somebody in the world, that achievement of

a result is not a reward reserved for grown
people only. And the education of mind, eye,

and hand, which the use of tools and mechani-
cal appliances furnishes, is of a great and real

value, beyond the good resulting from the oc-

cupation of leisure time. Having nothing to

do is as great a snare to the young as it is to

the full grown ; and no greater benefit can bo

conferred on youths than to teach them to

convert time now wasted, and often worse
than wasted, into a pleasant means of recrea

tion and mental improvement.
As logic and mathematics have a value be

yond accuracy in argument and the correct

solution of problems, in that they teach men
the habit of using their reflecting powers
systematically, so carpentry, turning, and
other arts are of high importance, even if the

boxes and silk spools produced are of little

value. These occupations teach boys to think,

to proceed from initial causes to results,

and not only to understand the nature and
duty of the mechanical powers, but to observe

their effects ; and to acquire knowledge by
actual experiment, which is the best way of

learning anything. All the theories culled

out of books leave an impress on the mind
and memory, which is slight compared to

that of the practical experience of the true

mechanic.
Our advice is, to all who have the great re-

sponsibility of the charge of boys, give them
a lathe, or a sot of carpenter's, or even black-

smith's tools. Give their minds a turn towards
the solid and useful side of life. You will soon

see the result in increased activity of their

thinking capabilities, and the direction of

their ideas towards practical results ;
and, still

more obviously, in the avoidance of idle mis-

chief and nonsense (to omit all reference to

absolute wickedness and moral degradation,)

which are, to too great an extent, the pastime

of the generation which is to succeed us. The
future of the world is already sown, and is

springing up in our children ; is it not worth
while to bestow a little thought on the culti-

vation of a growth so important to society,

and so easily influenced for good or for evil?—Scientific American.

Selected for "The Friend."

Be at your Posts.

" The removal of many dear Friends from
among us, calls loudly upon survivors to have
their loins girded and lights burning, with oil

in their vessels with their lamps, that they
be not taken by surprise, but be found on the
watch, prepared to enter with the Bride-
groom, at whatever hour ho may bo pleased

to come. It is his will that is our sanctifica-

tion, not the multiplicity of engagements in

our own will, though wo may be induced by
the transformations of the enemy, to value
our acts as doing God service. If we are led

away from the footsteps of Christ's com-
panions by the power of deception, in a path
which he does not point out for us, we shall

land in confusion, and in destitution of the

divine life, equally as if wo had been capti-

vated by the love of the things of the world,

and it may be in a condition more difficult to

discern our sad mistake. Abasedness and
deep humility before the Searcher of hearts,

is the place of safety, wherein wo may be kept
from falling, and prepared to bo presented
faultless before the presence of his glory,

through unmerited mercy, with exceeding
joy, where our stewardship in the use of his

gifts is to be accounted for. The great busi-

ness of the church and its members is to co-

operate with her holy Head in the salvation

of souls, which can only be done by his grace
working in the heart by faith, and love to

him and our fellow-creatures, and leading us
to do his will in all things."

The Prussian Miller.—Near Potsdam (Prus-
sia) in the reign of Frederick, King of Prussia,

was a mill which interfered with a view from
the windows of Sans Souci. Annoyed by
this inconvenience to his favorite residence,

the king sent to inquire the price for which
the mill would be sold by the owner. "For
no price," was the sturdy reply, and in a mo-
ment of anger, Frederick gave orders that the
mill should be pulled down. " The king may
do this," said the miller, quietly folding his

arms, " but there are laws in Prussia," and
forthwith he commenced proceedings against
the monarch, the result of which was, the
court sentenced Frederick to rebuild the mill,

and to pay besides a large sum of money as

compensation for the injury he had done. The
king was mortified, but had the magnanimity
to say, addressing himself to his courtiers, "I
am glad to find that just laws and upright
judges exist in my kingdom." In the reign
of one of Frederick's successors, the head of
the miller's family, who had in due cour.so

succeeded to the hereditary possession of his

little estate, finding himself, after a long
struggle with losses occasioned by the war,
which brought ruin into many a house be-

sides his own, involved in pecuniary difficul-

ties that had become insurmountable, wrote
to the then king reminding him of the refusal

experienced by Frederick the Great at the
hands of his ancestor, and stating that if the
king now entertained a similar desire to ob-

tain possession of the propjrty, it would bo
very agreeable to him, in his present embar-
rassed circumstances, to sell the mill. The
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king immediately wrote, with bis own band,

the following reply :

—

" My dear neighbor ; I cannot allow yon to

sell the mill; it must remain in your posses-

sion as long as one member of the family

exists
;
for it beloags to the history of Prussia.

I lament, however, to hear that you are in

circumstances of embarrasment ; and there-

fore send you sis thousand dollars to arrange
your affairs, in the hope that this sum will be

sufficient for the purpose.

"Consider me always your affectionate

neighbor, Frederick William."

Selected.

The Overspreading Cloud.

" The original cause of the cloud which
covers our once highly favored but now af-

flicted Society, is disobedience to, and forgetful-

ness of God. We live at a period when earthly

prosperity furnishes the comforts, and to a

large number, the luxuries of life, in great

abundance. With comparatively little labor,

the means are obtained to gratifj' the appetite

for sensual indulgence, and in the bountiful

provision of a gracious Creator, all classes are

prone to forget the great Giver, and the solemn
duty of constant reverent walking before

Him. Self gratification is more the object of

men, than the daily inquiry, 'Lord, what
wouldst thou have me to do ? What shall I

render unto thee for all thj' benefits ?' In
proportion as selflove prevails, the love of

God is forsaken, until it is rarely felt in the

heart ; for ifany man love the world, to which
pertain the lust of the flc.-;h, of the ej'e, and
the pride of life, the love of the Father is not
in him. What then can we expect, but that

we shall be left to our own choice, and that

emptiness and confusion, in principle and prac-

tice, will come over us."

Poison of Tobacco.—There is more poison
in a single package of tobacco, than in the

foil which surrounds 100. If any body doubts
this, let him hold a sheet of paper over the

smoke that curls from the burning tobacco,

and after a pipe full, or a cigar, has been con-

sumed, scrape the condensed smoke from the

paper, put a very small amount to the tongue
of a cat, and he will see her die of paralysis in

15 miyiutes. To human beings tobacco may
be a slow, but it is a sure poison, causing
many diseases which arise from stimulation,

and poisoning the blood, such as vertigo, de-

pression of mind, dyspepsia, paralysis, &c.

Hundreds and thousands; yea, and hundreds
of thousands, are shortening their days by its

use, who may be so self-deceived as to sup-

pose their health is rather strengthened than
weakened by the habit, so pleasant are the
immediate effects of it, stimulating the brain,

and exciting the mind to undue elevation, to

bo followed by corresponding depression.

Tea growing is now carried on in various
parts of the South with considerable success.

A gentleman in Wilmington, N. C, has suc-

cessfully raised plants and cured tea, which
he claims cannot be excelled in flavor by the
imported article. He obtained the plants
from the Agricultural Bureau of the Patent
Oflice, previous to the war, and their number
has increased every year, the latter plants
being fully equal in every respect to those
first grown. Successful experiments have
also recently been made in South Carolina,
Tennessee, and California, and the climate of

several other sections of the United States is

well adapted to this plant. California especi-

ally seems to possess peculiar advantages in

this respect, and tea culture has already com-
menced among the Chinese who have settled

there, and with the most encouraging results.—North American.

MY BIRTHDAY.
BY JOHN G.

Beneath the moonlight and the snow
Lies dead my latest year;

The winter winds are wailing low
Its dirges in my ear.

I grieve not with the moaning wind
As if a loss befell;

Before me, even as behind,

God is, and all is well

!

His light shines fin me from above,

His low voice speaks within,

—

The patience of immortal love

Outwearying mortal sin.

Not mindless of the growing years

Of care and loss and pain.

My eyes are wet with thankful tears

For blessings which remain.

If dim the gold of life has grown
I will not count it dross,

Nor turn from treasures still my own
To sigh for lack and loss.

The years no charm from Nature take;
As sweet her voices call,

As beautiful her mornings break,

As fair her evenings fall.

Love watches o'er my quiet ways,
Kind voices speak ray name,

And lips that find it hard to praise

Are slow, at least, to blame.

How softly ebb the tides of will

!

How fields, once lost or won,
Now lie -behind me green and still

Beneath a level sun !

How hushed the liiss of party hate,

The clamor of the throng !

How old, harsh voices of debate
Flow into rhythmic song

!

Methinks the spirit's temper grows
Too soft in this still air

;

Somewhat the restful heart foregoes

Of needed watch and prayer.

The bark by tempest vainly tossed

May founder in the calm,

And he who braved the polar frost

Faint by the isles of balm.

Better than self-indulgent years
The outflung heart of youth.

Than pleasant songs in idle ears

The tumult of the truth.

Rest for the weary hands is good,
And love for hearts that pine.

But let the manly habitude
Of upright souls be mine.

Let winds that blow from heaven refresh,

Dear Lord, the languid air;

And let the weakness of the flesh

Thy strength of spirit share.

And, if the eye must fail of light,

The ear forget to hear,

Make clearer still the spirit's sight.

More fine the inward ear I

Be near me in mine hours of need
To soothe, or cheer, or warn.

And down these slopes of sunset lead
As up the hills of morn 1

It is the part of folly to be too sagacious in

seeing the faults of others, and to be ignorant
of our own.

Selected for ' The Friend."

Tliose who leave onr Society because of the Cross

Our Divine Lord and Master, when he so

journed outwardly among men, assured hit

followers, " [f a man abide not in me, he ii

cast forth as a branch, and is withered.'

Whilst He has ever shown himself abundantli

willing and able to save to the uttermost ibosi

that come unto him, and has in everj^ agi

proved himself to be a stronghold in the daj

of trouble, and a very present help in even
time of need, delighting to manifest himsel

for the comfort and strength of those

abide in Him the Vine ; so, on the other hand
this awful alternative has been all along con

spicuously fulfilled upon those, who havinj

once known the blessedness of being engraft

ed into the Truth, have gone from it, ant

fallen away. It was remarked by Rober
Barclay, and it has been observed from thst

day to the present, that few who leave out

Society on account of the icay of the cross beim

too narrow for them, ever turn out to be anj

way eminent, or truly estimable among thosi

to whom they may attach themselves. Per
haps the case of George Keith is as strongij

to this point as any other that could be named
and therefore may be suitably held up to th(

notice of the Society and to others, at thii

day, for our warning and instruction ; seeing

that the most accomplished Christian hai

need to watch and pray that he enter not inh

temptation, and also to take heed lest there

be in any wise an evil heart of unbelief in de.

parting from the living God, whose preserv

ing presence and grace, duly heeded, is
~

cient for every possible exigency.

In regard to natural abilities, as well a^

those acquirements which are so eagerly an(

perseveringly aspired after at schools and col

leges, George Keith is said to have excelled

and these were in good degree subjected an(

regulated, as we have ample ground to be

lieve, by the yoke of Christ. Of this he gaV'

evidence, both by doing and suffering, for

;

long course of .years, upon his joining the So

ciety of Friends. He was fully convinced o

their principles, zealously advocated them b;

preaching, by writing, and by public disputa

tion, and sealed his attachment to them b'

sharing with his brethren the cruel persecu

tions and imprisonments they endured. Migh
we not then have reasonably expected froD

such an one, when he became dissatisfied will

this religious profession, and joined whati
termed, "The established Church of Eng
laud," that he would have done credit to th

cause he had taken up? Surely, he had mud
inducement, from motives that act strongb

on most men, by his whole future career t

endeavor to convince both his former and hi

new friends, that he had made a wise choieu

that he had discovered a higher, purer, an^

" more excellent way," wherein, also his gift

and talents should shine more advantageouslj

But how opposite to this, was the downwaP
path of the once worthy and admired Georg

Keith !

He had been beyond all question, a raa

truly enlightened, and deeply versed in th

things that relate to the kingdom of God,-

"once enlightened," when, among the tribi

lated people called Quakers, he was strengtl

ened with might in the inner man to cndar

hardness and to despise the shame of the crot

of Christ ; with them he had been " made pa:

taker of the Holy Ghost," had " tasted th

good word ofGod and the powers of the worl
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e." But, leaning to his own undei-jitand-

8 heait was weaned from, and grew

i above the lowly witness for God in

nscience, so that he grew wise in his

jnceit, impatient of rebuke or control,

us the more easily fell into the subtle

tions and reasonings of the adversary

i.

contrast was great, certainly, between

and his frequent companion, Barclay,

must be the case between those who
,st their integrity, "the beginning of

jnfidence steadfast unto the end," and

vho, like Keith, have not kept their

bitation in the lightand truth of Christ,

re become " wandering stars" from the

ent of God's power, even " unstable a-*

L80
as at length to be like unto the

waves of the sea, foaming out their

ime," whoso troubled waters " cannot

lUt " east up mire and dirt." These
vidnals had similar advantages, were

)le to similar temptations: they were
lows in religious experience, and often

lous services, insomuch that some, in

tempts to undervalue Barclay's labor

have even attributed to Keith the

Its of Barclay, as though the latter

rely borrowed and copied the senti-

f the former. They had indeed often-

ken sweet counsel together, and gone
mpany as to the house of the Lord,

aplized together by one Spirit into

I, oneness, even by that Spirit

onlrites and humbles, purifies and sus-

soul.

Q Keith was the truth of that well

language fulfilled, " With the talents

gel, a man may bo a fool ;" or as the

words it of some, who " professing

'68 to be wise, became fools," and
their imaginations, their foolish heart

kened." Accordingly that very sys-

^tgious faith and practice, which poor

&eith had loathed and rejected as cor-

inst which he had borne so noble a

ky, did he corae to embrace and to

16 down with all its accompaniments
;

ttig into his mind a most virulent cn-

aiinst the whole scope and tendency
OS views of Christian doctrine which he
uanswerably defended ; so that the

>d in reply to his attacks upon them
vh(r principles, were readily able " out of

w mouth" to judge him : it was literally

h ;ainst Keith.

)W.hi8 is precisely the situation and di-

lajto which some in connexion with us

Q unger of falling, or have fallen, at the

iDijuDCture. George Keith and his fol-

rs died themselves ''Christian Quakers,"
ouh the original Quakers were no Chris-

, c(d they set up separate meetings. He
je( the Society at large of Deism and
ihiwing Christianity, because they set

ipi t above the Scriptures, saying, " that
)ld,hat the Spirit was any lawgiver to

since the days of Christ and his

is of no loss dangerous consequence
)verthrovv Christianity and introduce
&c.

mind becoming imbued with disaffec-

tolards Friends, the first occasion he
ajlinst them in point of doctrine was
tl|t they did not suSiciently preach
st'joutward or personal appearance, suf
gsjnd death, &c.; indeed he represented
tlse important truths were actually

suffered to go into oblivion, were even dead
and buried among the Quakers; and that he
was raised up to be an instrument in the

hands of the Almighty, by whom in a heaven-
ly vision he bad been expressly instructed to

revive and proclaim these ancient fundamen-
tal truths. Well might Thomas Ellwood ex-

claim, "Judge now, what a conceited opinion

this man hath of himself, and what evil

thoughts he hath let in concerning Friends,

that he could let fly a slander, which affects

not only all our ministering Friends, but even
the body of Friends in general." " That sug-

gestion," continues he, " is as false as it is foul.

For these great and weighty doctrines not
only always, since wo were a people, have
been, but still are at this day owned, received,

believed, confessed to, and acknowledged by
the body of Friends, and declared and set

forth in our public meetings in the openings
of the Divine Life, and in the movings, guid-

ance, and direction of the Holy Spirit." And
John Whiting gives a similar testimony as

follows :
" For my part I will freely declare,

(having been conversant among the Quakers
from by childhood, and can remember longer
ago than George Keith was a Quaker, and
have had intimate acquaintance with many
of the most eminent among them for many
years, and heard their declarations, and read
more of their books than ever George Keith
saw perhaps,) that I never heard or found that
they did in the least slight or undervalue
Christ's coming^ and suffering in the flesh, or
the fruitand benefitof itin order to salvation:

but only that people had made the historical

belief of the outward transactions of itrtW their

faith that they counted necessary to salvation,

and had neglected the inioard work of it.

Therefore were they raised up of the Lord to

turn people's minds to the measure of Christ's

Spirit in themselves, that thereby they might
come to know and partake of the benefit of
it." And Ellwood also makes a similar obser-
vation, to this import: That the apostacy in

the early ages of the Christian church was
rather from the inward life and power of god-
"ness, than from an acknowledgment of the
outward appearance and work of Christ in

the flesh
;
insomuch that while the latter doc-

trines continued from age to age to be admit-
ted and preached among every sect of pro-
fessed Christians, the doctrines relative to

the. manifestation of Christ by his Spirit in the

heart were generally departed from, lost, and
forgotten. "Therefore," continues he, "when
it pleased God to raise up and send forth a
true Gospel ministry again, in this latter age
of the world, to restore true Christianity, and
to gather out of the many professions a pecu
liar people to himself, it was agreeable to the
Divine Wisdom, to bring to light that which
had been hidden, to restore to the nations that

which had been lost, to turn people to that which
they were most ignorant of, and strangers to,

rather than that which they professed to
know before and had been all along trained
up in."

The sequel of George Keith's history need
not be much enlarged on. His adherents
gradually forsook him, perceiving that his re-

ligious tenets were fast verging towards those
of the "Established Church of England." At
length, after having used his utmost endeavors
to traduce and trouble Friends, in a highly
dishonorable and unworthy manner, but pro-

fessedly with a view to recover them from the
error of their way; as a reward for his ser-

vices, he was presented with the living of
Ellerton parish, in Sussex, whore he ended
his days. It seems, he was favored near his

latter end with seasons of serious reflection,

wherein he viewed the peaceful state of his

mind, whilst in .unity and peace with the
" Quakers" as brethren, and felt remorse
under the loss of it ; on his death-bed using
this language, " I wish I had died when I was
a Quaker; for then, I am sure, it would have
been well with my soul I"

—

Friends' Library.

For " The Friend."

Tennessee Freedmen's Schools.

Athens, llth mo. 10th, 1871.

To Y. Warner

:

Dear Friend, — Thy letter was received
yesterday— were glad to hear from thee.

The books arrived Third-day evening, all

safe—were needing some very much : have
succeeded in getting slates for about all that
can road ; and are in hopes the whole school
will be supplied in a few days: then all can
be employed. We have 117 enrolled; and an
average attendance during the four weeks
nee the organization of the school, of 85.

We find plenty to do for both. The large
ones seem verj^ industrious, for the most part,

and most of them are learning ver}' well ; and
as far as I can learn come as regularly as they
can Some walk three or four miles.

The First-day school is not as large as it

should bo ;
but we still urge them to come

—

ve had about 74 there at a time.

The people are always inquiring when we
have heard from thee, and want to know
hen thee is coming.
We have concluded to go to Quarterly

Meeting—will dismiss school 6th and 2d days

:

so, if nothing happens to prevent, will bo at
Lenoir on 6th day: are enjoying good health
and feel interested in our work. •

Very respectfully,

Almira King,
Lizzie Kendall.

Appreciating the valuable services of these
young Friends as worth more than mere
nioney, I invited them to Quarterly Meeting,
"^ering to meet them at Lenoir.

Patrons of these schools will please to ac-

cept scraps until there may be time for re-

ports. It is due, however, to acknowledge
the liberality of Wm. H, Pile, and Sherman &
Co,, printers, in various aids to our supplies,

as circulars, cards, vowel and elocution charts,

&c,, at different times, cheerfully, and well
executed, gratis. Y. Warner.

Maryville, llth mo. 13th, 1871.

SCRAPS FROM TENN:

"I want something religious." This was
said by one of our good readers (and a good
reader he is) on asking for a library book. It

was said modestly and not for effect, in the
hearing of the teacher and a few other pupils,

only. " Youthful Piety" was handed to him,
with which he was well pleased. When any
one has read a book through, and shows by
examination it has been well read, .he may
return it and get another without waiting for
" library day." This has been done frequently.
The library is small yet. Friends having
really good books, and suitable for youth—

-

very plain sensible reading—and wishing to

be relieved of them, or to give them from
another motive, may send them to 116 North
Fourth St., up stairs. Wm. P. Hastings, in

speaking of the influence already due to the
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circulating library, remarked, " I am pretty

sure I have seen the good effect of this read-

ing, just in the effort in school to be better

scholars."

The following shows that opposition still

exists :

" Cloyd's Creek, Nov. 13th, 1871.

" Dear Friend,—Yours of the 7th is before

me. I spoke of your meeting (about a school)

to the Freedmen. They think best to have

it at Ebenezer, because the church at Cloyd's

Creek has been sold. The man that bought

is opposed to educating blacks, and they

think he would oppose the meeting at that

place. You will please meet at Ebenezer the

time you designated.
H. M. Eakin."

Yesterday, while waiting for the train at

"Mossy Creek," a Freedman said, "Is you

the gentleman attending to helpin git up

schools for us Freed'uns." Yes. "I wish

you'd see about our settlement over yonder."

He stated that they had money, but no land-

holder would let them a place to " set the

school-house." I found this so ;
and took the

matter in hand, for the care of those who will

make it right. Y. W".

Eleventh mo. 17th, 1S71.

Communicated.

The Last Days of John Wilbur.

Some time ago there appeared on the pages

of The Monthly Eeconl, of Birmingham, under

the head of "Visit of William Eobinson and

Henry Binns to America," who were then

travelling as ministers in that land, a few

particulars respecting the last days of John
Wilbur, which appeared to be almost if not

altogether devoid of foundation. These were

in effect that the two above-named Friends

had been informed by the wife of Ezra W
lits, that she was in John Wilbur's family at

the time of his last sickness, that he was
brought under great distress on account of

his course of opposition to J. J. Gurney's doc-

trines, that ho retracted that opposition and

repented, and then was favored with forgive-

ness, and that she thought the time had now
come when it ought to be known.

This report, as might be expected, attracted

a good deal of attention, and efforts have been

made to remove the erroneous impression

conveyed by it; and quite recently a Friend

resident in 'Philadelphia, hearing that Clara

Willits, the person from whom Henry Binns

and William Eobinson received the story,

lived near to Le Grand, Iowa, where several

Norwegian Friends have settled, wrote to one

of the last named Friends to inform him what
she (C. W.) had to say on the subject. Ho
soon sent her statement, written on the 16th

of 5th Month, 1871, and signed by herself, in

his presence which is as follows:—"/ am
witling to state that I neve?- saw John Wilbur

;

and furthermore I would say, at the time the con-

versation occurred referred to, my mind was in

such a state, 1 do not feel that I am accountable

for what transpired."—(Signed) Clara Willits.

The above shows how needful it is for those

professedly going abroad as ministers of the

everlasting Gospel, to watch carefully that

they be not thus found lending an ear to that

in themselves, or in others, which is not of

Truth, or truth-speaking, but is fruitful in evil

report.

Let it be a watchword unto all.

For " The Friend."

Ilat Honor.

The following incident, related by Eobert
Proud in his History of Pennsylvania, is

nteresting, and may be new to some of the
readers of " The Friend." The jealous care
which the members of our Society at that day
evinced to maintain their religious testimonies
unblemished, may incite to faithfulness in the
particular referred to at the present day.

• At tills court, (the Court of Chancery), in

ich Sir William Keith (then Governor)
was President, John Kinsey, a Quaker and a

awyer of eminence, who was afterwards
Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, was, in the

year 1725, obliged, in the way of his business

to attend ;
where appearing with his hat on

his head, according to the usual manner of

that people, the President ordered it to be

taken off; which was accordingly done. His
friends, the Quakers, took the affair under con-

sideration; and soon after, at their Quarterly
iMeeting, in Philadelphia, appointed a com-
mittee to wait on the Governor ; and, in a

respectful manner, to request him to continue
the privilege, to which the Quakers conceived

themselves legally entitled, of appearing in

courts, or otherwise, in their own way, ac-

cording to their religious persuasion." An
address was also presented signed by ten

Friends under appointment of that meeting,
which after reciting the legal grounds of their

refusal to submit to the common usage in this

particular, states, that "though no people

can be more ready, or willing, in all things

essential, to pay all due regard to superiors,

and honor the courts of justice, and those who
administer it, yet in such points as interfere

with our conscirntious persuasion, we have
openly and firmly borne our testimony in all

countries and places, where our lots have
fallen."

This address was read in open court, and
upon consideration the following entry was
directed to be made. " On consideration had
of the humble address, presented to the Gov-
ernor, this day read in open court, from the

QuarterlyMeetingofthe people called Quakers,
for the city and county of Philadelphia, it is

ordered, that the said address be filed with the

Eegister, and that it be made a standing rule

of the court of chancery for the Province of

Pennsylvania for all time to come, that any
practitioner of the law, or other officer, or

person whatsoever, professing himself to be

one of the people called Quakers, may and
shall be admitted, if they so think fit, to speak,

or otherwise officiate, and apply themselves,

decently unto the said court, without being

obliged to observe the usual ceremony of un-

covering their heads, by having their hats

taken off; and such privilege hereby ordered

and granted to the people called Quakers,
shall at no time hereafter be understood or

interpreted, as any contempt or neglect, of

the said court, and shall be taken only as an

act of conscientious liberty, of right apper-

taining to the religious persuasion of the said

people, and agreeable to their practice in all

civil aflfairs of life."

So well was this scruple known and re-

garded, that the late Samuel Bottle used to

relate that in the galleries of the building

where Congress was accustomed to meet in

Philadelphia, a notice to visitors reminding
them that persons were expected to remove
their hats upon entering, expressly excepted

members of the Society of Friends.

John Wooman in an epistle to F,

wrote :
" A trust is committed to us, a

and weighty trust, to which our di^

attention is necessary. Wherever the
members of this visible gathered churc
themselves to that which is contrary 1

purity of our principles, it appears to

breach of this trust, and one step back t(

the wilderness, one step towards undoing
God in infinite love hath done throup

faithful servants in a work of several

and like laying the foundation for i

sufferings."

The Grape Sugar Industry.—The raa

ture of grape sugar has assumed largi

portions. In Germany there were, in '

sixty establishments in operation, whiel

dueed that year 22,000,000 pounds of

and 8,800 pounds of sugar. Since that

other and more extensive factories hav(

established, and the cultivation of po
for the purpose also covers a large ext

territory. The potato plantation^ are n -

in sandy districts, adapted to their <;r

The method pursued in nearly all el' t

fineries is identical. The wet starch i

put in to a large washtub, where, unde
stant stirring for an hour, it is entire

solved in water and dilute acid. Fro'

washtub it is run into vats, where itc

boiled by steam ; here it remains, fori]

four or five hours ; for syrup, two
hours. It is then put into the
tanks to be treated with carbon
and left until the sediment, chiefly con
of gypsum, has settled ; this usually re

six hours. The sweet liquid thus obtai

evaporated in vacuum pans, filtered, ai

to crystalize, if sugar is to be made,

manufactured into syrup.

—

Technol->[iki

3re itC!

IS, foril •

wo oi<]

neutrt!

3 ate oil

That man or woman, who grows lii

conceit of themselves, cari scarcii

their eyes with seeing, or their ap]ii

craving. Hence it follows, "Wlia;

eat? What shall I drink? Wherev,;il.

I deck and adorn myself?" Nay, saye__

incessant seeker after the fashions o

world, which is the newest fashion, c|

dress ? All this is but vanitj- and vexal

spirit. I take these to be like thos

prophet spoke of, " Israel is an empty vi

bringeth forth fruit unto himself" 0! —
dron of believers, may you not be of this

|

ber. Seek not to come up in imitati

those who follow the foolish fashions o

world, lest you grieve God and your I

parents, whose love and zeal for the

cannot admit of such sinful liberty,

seech you, let your conversation be wi

coveting these things. Do not prove tl

tience of your tender parents In' murm

and reasoning, by bringing examples oi

wise, " Such Friends' children have

clothes made after this fashion or the o

Urging your parents hy that reasoniD

this which hath no reasoning in it,

Oh! let such fear in time, for these t

border near upon wilful disobedience, s

is to be feared the next step they take \

into the wide world of wickedness.

I entreat young people who have be

any measure, guilty of the above men'

evils, be humbled before the Lord ;
strip

selves of your vain attire ; repent thai

you gave way to the reins of your vain
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rawn out after the glory of this world,

heth Jacob.

British Postmaster General, in his re

St, issued, in order to give some idea of

;nitudc of the operations under his

states that last year, in the General
ce, in London, alone, there wore

)00 yards of string used in tying up
ers fur the country, and 17,637 pounds

wax fur Bocuriiig the bags in which
ers were contained. The bags in use

purpose numbered seven hundred
d. The quantity of ink used in Eng
d Wales for impressing post marks on

for obliterating postage stamps
ed to four tons, and the forms employ
xTcd 20,692,000.
i; 1870, there were delivered in the

Kingdom of Groat Britain and Ire

2,722,000 letters and 108,608,000 news
bouk and pattern packets. Money
Neva issued to the amount of S99,

and .S75,495,520 were deposited in the

ice Savings Banks by 1,183,153. The
of registered letters increased from
3 in 1869, to 3,005,994, in 1870, of which
elve were lost. The number of va
ng the London offices is estimated to

Ironi 1,418,841, in 1869, to 1,545,755
the number posted in London increased
ill,864 to 1,306, 201. The greatest
of ])0stal cards circulating through
offices of the United Kingdom durin
k in 1870, amounted to 1,668,000 or
in England, 167,000 in Scotland, and
n Ireland.

nt desires have been almost unromit-
it the Lord would not let me be over-

any temptation which the evil one
:sent. I feel the necessity of watch-
• my thoughts and words, as well as
wherever I go ; in the street, in the
]0u-*e, at the store, at home and in

, lest any thing should slip from me
Id injure another, or wound my own
Vm. Evans' Journal.

iTHE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 2-5, 187]

lieve that many Friends in this eoun-
been aware there has has been, for
,n three years past, a difficulty in
v East Monthly Meetiag, Lancashire,
arising from some of its members
sentiments I'clative to fundamental
of the f'hristiaii religion, irroconcil-

11 the faith held by Friends. After
; attention from the Quarterly Meet-
lout its succeeding in removing the
disunity, or being fikely to reclaim or
he persons holding the unsound sen-
the case was brought before the Year-
ig in 1870, and a committee appoint-
ve ihe necessary care in the case.
'Suit has been, that one of the princi-
Jers has been disowned, twelve have
their i-i;^lii ufnu'iuiiership, and a pro-
'i-i ill'' |ir.H-,.r'l!ii---< in the case, sig

testants, has been published ; from which it

evident that their religious views correspond
in several particulars with those held by the

majority of the Hicksites in this country.
In order that our readers may be more par-

ticularly informed respecting the case, we
take the fulluwing from a communication pub-
lished in tlie last number of the British Friend,
written :i|i|]arentlv by a member of Hardshaw
East Muni illy Meeting.

" It may be well in the first place to direct

attention to the address from the Yearly Meet-
ing's Committee |)rescntcd to Hardshaw East
Monthly .Me,-iin- .m the 12th of First month
last, in whic-li ii is staled that there has been
brought before them Llie existence among us
of opinions freely propagated, tending to

throw discredit upon Holy Scripture, and
upon some of the great truths therein set

forth.

"At the Monthly Meeting in 4th Month,
this committee brought before the meeting
the name of a Friend holding and propogat-
ing these unsound views, and expressing their
willingness to take further charge of the case,

to which service the meeting appointed them.
"At the Monthly Meeting in 5th Month the

minute was continued. In the 6th Month,
when the minute of the previous month was
read, and no report received from the com-
mittee, one Friend said it was cruel to con-
tinue the ease month after month ; another
said that if the committee expected any re-

traction they would be disappointed
; and a

third hoped the case would be dimissed from
the books. Several other Friends giving as
theirjudgment that no unnecessary delay had
occurred, the case was continued.

" Soon after this, Charles Voysoy came to
Manchester and delivered his notorious lee
tare on the Bible in the Memorial Hall, at
which the Friend, whose name was on the
Monthly Meeting books, took the chair. He
also invited to his house about forty Friends,
and othei-.3, to meet Charles Voysey the same
week. This induced a common remark, that
' the Quakers had taken Mr. Voysey by the
hand.'

"At the Monthly Meeting in 7th Month,
twelve of the committee were present, when
they reported the labor they had given in his
case, and that they had no hope of further ef-

forts producing any change in the opinions
held by the Friend. After more than three
hours' deliberation and discussion, the meet-
ing concluded to separate the Friend from
membership, and a minute wsis made to that
effect.

At the Monthly Meeting in 8th Month
eleven resignations were sent in. They were
ead, but the consideration of them deferred

to a future meeting. These resignations were
chiefly on the ground that the writers were
united in belief with the Friend, who had been
separated the previous month, and that they
could not therefore remain in membership.

" The Friend who was separated often pub
licly expressed himself thus :—God sent Moses
at the right time, he sent Christ at the right
time, and he sent John Stuart Mill at the right
time, thus placing our Saviour on a level with
man. He also satd on one occasion, when
Christ had been pointed out as the Son of
God, ' Y"es, we are all sons of God.'

Some of those who resigned their mem-

publicly affirmed that ' God was a God of love,
and required no propitiatory sacrifice for the
sin of man.' I could adduce numerous simi-
lar sentiments both of the individual who was
separated and of those who sj^mpathized with
and sui^portod him, but these will suffice.

"At the Monthly Meeting in 9th Month
another resignation was received and read
when the whole twelve were solidly consider-
ed. It was concluded to comply with the re-
quest of the writers, except the one named by
thy correspondent ' H.'

"

To allow those who have so widely depart-
ed from christian doctrine as held by Friends,
to withdraw from the Society, without the
meeting issuing a public testimony against
them and their errors, appears to us a super-
ficial way of maintaining the truth, but it

was the course pursued towards the Beacon-

In a note received from Thos. Drewry,
the Friend whose protest against the depar-
ture of London Yearly Meeting from many
of the principles of Friends, was published
in the 7th number of the present volume of our
Journal,—he says there was "a misprint in the
initial of the name of the magistrate who
signed the document. His name is Fi-ederick
Kemp, therefore it ought to have been F., not
I. Kemp. It was corrected in the British
Friend of the following month."
We likewise received from England the ar-

ticle in to-day's i8,ue headed "The last days
of John Wilbur."

^

'ileis 111 nieiiiborship, has been ^ . ^
Monthly Meeting, but, of course, Ibership have said publicly that the Scriptures
read nor accepted. This protest, are no more inspired than the works of
I'll of the case given by the pro- 1 Thomas Carlyle; and one of their number

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A dispatch has been received from the

State Department at Washington, thanking consuls of
the United States in England and on the continent, for
their efforts on behalf of the sulTering inhabitants of
Chicago. The circular says, the American government
is gratified to see in the liberal response to the appeals
of its representatives abroad, unusual evidences of in-
ternational sympathy

Dr. McLeod states officially that he has attended the
Queen for over thirteen years, and declares all reports
that she has shown symptoms of mental weakness are

iqualifiedly false.

The Standard announces that negotiations between
the British and French governments, for the modifica-
tion of the Commercial Treaty, have been broken off.

No cause is assigned.

The first Roman Catholic mission ever sent from
England to America, has sailed for the United States
The party consists of four priests, whose duty it will be

labor exclusively among the colored people.
Louis Kossuth, the Hungarian patriot, has been

elected a member of the London branch of the Inter-
national Society.

The British government has granted a pension of
£300, to the children of Dr. Livingstone, the African
explorer.

Letters from Constantinople represent that the cholera
is spreading in that city, and the number of deaths from
the epidemic increases daily. A firman has been issued
by the Turki.sh government, directing the Minister of
Works to inaugurate a comprehensive sy.stem of public
improvements, in view of the network of railroads pro-
jected by foreign capitalists in the Ottoman dominions.
The trial by court-martial of the persons accused of

the assassination of General Thomas and Le Comte
has ended. Nineteen of the prisoners were pronounced
guilty. Verdaguer and seven others were sentenced to
suffer death ; one to imprisonment for life at hard labor,
and ten to various terms of confinement. Several ad-
ditional courts-martial have been created, the more
rapidly and effectually to dispose of the large number
of Comrauni-it prisoners still remaining to be tried.
Gambetta, Louis Blanc and Victor Hugo, have issued
a card soliciting subscriptions for the relief of thefami-

2S of Comm'inist prisoners.

The reorganization of the French army is making
pid progress, and by the end of this year the strongest

strat,igetic jiositions on the eastern frontier will be oc-
cupied by thoroughly equipped troops.
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Garabetta has made a speech )uentin, the tone

of which is moderate, and has had an excellent effect

on public opinion. He assured his hearers that no
danger at present menaced the existence of the Eepub-
lic, but reforms were necessary to confirm it. and the
people should see tliat legislation to that end be not
kept back too long in the National Assembly.
The French Ambassador to the Papal court has sent

a telegram to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, stating
that the Pope has expressed his intention of leaving
Eome when a bill is presented in the Italian Parlia-
ment convening that body in .session in Rome.
A decree has been issued suspending the publication

of two French newspapers, for printing articles insult-

ing to the government.
General Sickles, American Minister to Spain, has

made a statement, called forth by the recent debate in

the Cortes on Cuba, and explaining documents recently
published. He says it is due to the former Ministers
Rivero, Martos, and Becerras, and the lamented Pri

to state that they all and severally assured him that
Cuba should be justly treated as a province of Spain
entitled to all the rights granted by the constitution oi

1869. General Sickles says, these promises prevented
the American government from intervening in Cuban
affairs.

The Committee of the Cortes on the budget have
agreed to report in favor of a tax on the interest of
Spanish bonds held at home and in foreign countries.

The movement of the radical members of the Cortes
having resulted in a defeat of the ministry, Admiral
Mulcampo, head of the ministry, at once mounted the
tribune and read a royal decree, proroguing the sitting

of the Cortes without "day. The king, on the following
day, summoned to his presence the presidents of the
two houses for consultation on the grave aspect of
political afiairs. It has since become known that tlie

ministry have resigned in a body, but it is hoped that
with some modification they will continue in office.

The German Parliament is still engaged in the con
sideration of the coinage bill. A proposition to place
an efBgy of the Emperor William upon all new coins,

instead of those of princes of the respective countries
comprised in the empire, was rejected by a considerable
majority. The Russian government perseveres
attempt to Russianize its provinces on the shores of the
Baltic. The seat of the University of Dorpat has been
transferred to Wilna. The Russian is the only language
to be used in public decrees, in courts and in churches.
The Moscow Gazette counsels Russia to demand the
neutralization of Denmark, and the restoration of
Northern Schleswig to the latter country, as a means
to counteract the power of Prussia on the Baltic se;

A semi-official Berlin paper says, the retirement of
Count Von Beust from the Chancellorship of the A
trian empire and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has
effect upon the relations between Prussia and Austria,
the friendliness of which is unimpaired.
The Bohemian Diet steadily refusing to send depu-

ties to the Austrian Reichstrath, the emperor, by a
.special d., r, < , I, ,, ,u.!-ix'il popular elections to beheld
in Bolin.r :>r ihe Reiclistrath, without any
interviir I

I i
1' i. That body is thus shorn of a

great p.'iv. r. :ni I :i:i - Kiju'ut of Republicanism is really
introduoeil liy the Emperor.
On the 20th a terrible disaster took place in the

Mersey. Two ships ran into each other with such vio-

lence that both sunk almost instantly. As far as is

known all on board were lost.

A Berlin dispatch of the 20th says : The Reichstag
has sanctioned the extension of the North German law
making military serviop coninuUiu-v <iii nil, to Bavaria.
London, 11th mn, _' til, n,,: • :•

, U. S. 5-20's
ofl862, 91|;diit ' 1-,:, -I i. ,

i.. i,,., yoj-.

Liverpool.

—
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;

i >, i.ans, 9J a 9}d.
Sales of the day 10,UUU lules.

A heavy earthquake occurred at Iquique and the in-

terior of Peru, on the 5th of Tenth month. The towns
of Pica and Matilla were destroyed, scarcely a house
being left standing. Other towns also suffered severely,

but very few lives were lost.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—Twenty-two vessels

of the Gloucester fishing fleet have been wrecked this

season, and the loss of life has been greater than in any
year except 1862, numbering 136, forty-five of whom
left widows, and nearly 100 children were rendered
fatherless.

The Grand Duke Alexis, eldest son of the Emperor
of Rus.sia, arrived in New York on the 20th, for the
purpose of making a short visit to the United States.

The Colorado Territorial Assembly have passed " An
act to repeal the woman suffrage law." All the Repub-
lican members voted against the repeal.

Dispatches from Washington say that the administra-

tion will continue firm in its Indian policy. A ri<»id

investigation into the operations of the Indian agents
will be had, and those found guilty of defrauding the
Indians severely punished.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

400, including 133 deaths from small pox. The assessed
value of taxable real estate in Philadelphia this year is

$502,415,863, the property being generally assessed at
its full market price. The value of real estate exempt
from taxation is 150,891,223. Last vears assessment
was $491,844,096.
The mackerel fishery this season has not proved

prosperous. According to the Cape Ann Advertizei;
the catch is not more than two-thirds of that of last
year.

Ike Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 20th inst. New rocA-.—American gold, llOJ a

111. U. S. sixes, 1881, liyj; ditto, 1868, 114J; ditto
10-40, 5 per cents, 110. Superfine flour, $5.85 a $6.25;
finer brands, $6.50 a $9.85. No. 2 Chicago spring
wheat, «1.51 ; red western, $1.62 a.$1.64 ; white Michi-
gan, $1.75._ Canada barley, $1.15; western, 95 cts.

Oats, 53 a 57 cts. Western mixed corn, new, 77 a 79
cts.

;
yellow corn, 82 cts. ; white, 84 cts. Philadelphia.

—Cotton, 18J a 191 cts. for uplands and New Orleans.
Superfine flour, $5.25 a *5.75; finer brands, $6 a $9.
Red wheat, $1.60 a $1.63 ; white, $1.68. Rye, 95 a 97
cts. Yellow corn, 76 a 77 cts. ; western mixed, 74 a 76
cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts. The cattle market dull and
prices unsettled and lower. About 2300 head were
sold at 6.} a 7 cts. for extra, 5.} a 6 cts. for fair to good,
and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross for common. Sheep sold at
5 a 6 cts. per lb., and corn fed hogs at 6.!- a 7 cts. Balti
more.—Good to prime red wheat, $1.65' a $1.75 ; com
mon to fair, $1.45 a $1.60. Oats, 40 a 52 cts. Mixed
western corn, 71 a 72 cts. ; southern white, 70 a 74 cts.

Chicago.—J^o. 1 spring wheat, $1.25J ; No. 2 do., $1.21 J;
No. 3 do., .$1.13. No. 2 mixed corn, 42 cts. Rv( "

^

cts. Oats, 31 cts.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Our schools in North Carolina and Virginia are about

starting for the season.

For the current expenses of maintaining them, board
and salaries of teachers, &c., we stand pledged. The
Treasurer has now only about Two Hundred dollars in
his hands to meet these obligations, thus showing that
almost the sole reliance is contributions yet to be made

In this state of things, we earnestly request any
Friends who feel called upon to give to this worthy
cause, to forward their contributions soon to the Provi
deiit Life and Trust Co., Ill S. Fourth St., Philadel
phia, and the various collecting Committees to be care
ful to acquaint Friends in their neighborhoods with
the urgent need of funds to meet pressing engagements.
James E. Rhoads, President of tlie Executive Board.
Philip C. Garrett, Chairman of the Committee on

Instruction.

Richard Cadbury, Treasurer.

FRIENDS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF PIIILA.,
For help of Sufferers by North western Fires.

Information received from various reliable sources,
principally from members of our own religious Society,
renders it very evident there will be, during the ap-
proaching inclement season, a great amount of suffer-
ing arising from the dreadful fires which have devas-
tated a very large portion of our north-western country,
including many small villages and settlements, as well
as the Illy nl'

(

'lii,:ioro. Friends in the West who are
nearer t-i ilii- >. ,

n.- i.C .suffering, and those in all parts
of the liiiil, Mill UM doubt endeavor to render such aid
as may be in their power. A committee of Friends
has also been organized in Philadelphia, who will re-
ceive and forward contributions, taking due care that
they will be properly applied.
The following Friends are members of this com-

mittee, and donations may be forwarded to any one of
them, or directly to Samuel R. Shipley, Treasurer,

"the Provident Life and Trust Co., Phila.
Ma ;, 1312 Filbert St.

I '., . 02 Race St.
!• .Marshall St.

Walnut St.

4782 Main St., Germantow

Died, on the night of the 7th instant, at the residene
riier son-in-law, George F. Wood, in I'lvs.^cs, Tom|i

kins Co., N. Y., Martha Owen, widow nf Aar(ju K
Owen, in the 77th year of her age, an elder of Heetu
Monthly Meeting. She had loved the Truth from earl'

life, and was one that mourned on account of
generacy in our Society, and because so many ol

she had hoped better things had come to li<,'htly

our christian testimonies. Her last sickness, o
twelve days, was marked with patience and a
that if consistent with the Divine will, her sb
might not be long. She was gratified with having
children with her a few days before her closi

though her sufferings at times seemed great,
minded tho.se about her that she had had many
as well as afflictions, and we must not look alt(

on the dark side. It being remarked to her t

was very weak, she said, " Yes, I am all weaknes
in and without, what should I do now without tb
Supporter." At another time being told that hf

to be released was likely to be realized, she said,

pause, that she could think of nothing more gl
'ri,„>„ ...jth various other expressions ofThesf
nature, together with her sweet frame of mind, evi
to her friends that she was prepared for the |i

change.

, on the 11th inst., at his residence in Easli

ford, Chester Co., Pa., Samuel Cope, in the 83d
his age, a minister of the gospel and member of Bi
Monthly Meeting. This beloved Friend wasi
with the watchful care of religiously concerned

p
and brought early in life to yield" to the restR
the cross of Christ. Through submission to the r

operations of the Holy Spirit, he became prepa
usefulness in the church, and by a diligent exei
his gift in the ministry, under the freJii pnttin
of Him from whom it wa.-i derived, he was made
mental in promoting the cau.^e of truth and rigl

ness. He was a practical believer in the christif

trines and testimonies of oui- religions Societj
held and promulgated, and witli oliiers, greatly dj

the attempts which have been made to change
and thereby draw away the members from th'e Y
uality to which they lead when faithfully liveil

As occiision required, he manifested his "di-iinii

such innovatiims, and encouraged his friend.^ to

firmly to the faith of the gospel as always mail
by the consistent members. Several years bef(

decea.se his sight became impaired, so that lie

pendent upon others for assistance in passing fror '

to place. Notwithstanding this aflliction and
firmities incident to advanced age, he contin
gent in the attendance of religious meetings,
interest and concern for the cause, the advanc.
which had long been the prominent object of h

continued unabated. His fervant religious
throughout the Y^early Meeting, and in other pi,

is believed, will be long remembered, evincing!
did, his concern that his fellow members and
should realize, in their own experience, the heart-

ing work of true religion, and become the huml
lowers of the Lord Jesus Christ. Having thr

long life been faithful in occupying the gitts be

upon him in the service of his Heavenly Fat!

was graciously favored with .a.-ssu ranee of" His
ance. While laboring under indisposition, he ret

with much feeling to two friends who visited hii

he believed he could adopt in measure the langi

the apostle, " I have fought the good fight, I bav
the faith, henceforth there is laid up for me a or

righteousness," repeating the remainder of the p
At another time, after alluding to the death of 1

ther, he remarked, " I think I can say as she di

before her departure, " The Lord is my shepherd
not want, He maketh me to lie down in green pa

He leadeth me besides the still waters, He reaUir

.soul. He leadeth me in the paths of righteoii^i

his name's sake," with some addition. An in-i

testimony, and one which should encourage sn
to strive to attain a similar happy experience ll

obedience to the manifestations 'of the same
|

.

Grace by which he was what he was. Upon ret] t

on the 9th inst. from a neighboring meeting, in

he had some religious service, he was taken sit

in a few hours became unconscious, and so con

until relea.sed from the shackles of mortality to r

we may reverently believe, the welcome' saint
" Well done thou good and faithful servant, ent(

nto the joy of thy Lord."
, on the 27th of 10th month, 1871, John 1

n the 69th year of his age, a member of the .M

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Nf
District. He was a diligent attender of all oi

meetings, and firmly attached to the doctrines a;*

ti monies of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEBj
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From The "British Frieod."

Round about Swarthniore.

ot far from the sloping shores of More-
e Bay, and within a imlo of Ulver,stone,

I is a spot fraught with historical asso-

ons—steeped in memories of

" The Qualcer of the olden time,

So good, so calm, so true."

to the road leading fi'om Ulverstono to

igg and Urs wick, there is an old meoting-

,
tree-shaded, ivy-covered ; and from the

56 on the white door of its courtyard, and
welling not far away, the visitor may
tly infer that this is the spot given by
ge Fox nearly two hundred years ago,

by him dedicated to its present use. As
t be expected, the building—low, and
its slated side—is simple in character and
namented, surrounded by green leaves,

e darker shade of firs ; but surely marked
lustoring memories of the just. There is

rtyard, with its mounting steps of stone,

ihed, that tell of the times when, on sad-

>r pillion, or in their carts, the Friends

I

hitherwards over marshy downs, through
winps, and over heaths that bore only
lejjher and wild flowers.

}ternally, there is, I suppose, little change
II' the day when this house was appro
ri'MJ to its present use, with the "three

loijS of land, more or less"—" all the land
iBOhouse" their owner had in England. The
)ldiesk to which the Bible was chained for

af 'ence is removed, but there still is " the
;m elbow-chair that Eobcrt Widders sent,"

indthere also are the posts of the "ebony
)9(itead," heirlooms given by the donor, so
ht wayfarers " may have a bed to lie on,

in(|a chair to sit in." And in this quiet room,
itewashed walls, and ceiling with pro-

ams, and on the narrow olden seats,

ations Pox's successors have met, in

tJi winter cold and the wet, and the sum-
melheat." There, too, remains the old chained
'Eble," still shown, though more than 300
yets old

; in the quaint black letter of which
th« eader may discover the word now render-
ed dalm" (of Gilead) translated as " treacle," i

wi< other instances of olden and expressive .sea.

W0|iing. A visitors' book is kept on the
prtliises, in which it was interesting to notice
theiames of men of many creeds and coun-

tries. There were, in a few pages, the signa-

tures of Philadelphian descendants of the

^ ,
well-known names of visitors from

Darlington, Sunderland, Stockton, Hudders-

Seld, Ackworth, Gloucester, Ireland, &c.

;

there were the well-formed characters of

John Bright, Rochdale ;" and there was an

exhibition of bad taste on the part of two

Episcopalian clergymen, who (in such a book)

had prefixed to their names " Rev.," in strong

contrast to another of their cloth, known as

that of one "in labors more abundant," who
had simply subscribed the name of" William

Caine, of Manchester." . . . This is "the

house and land called Petty's;" and though

it is simple almost to rudeness, when com-

pared with ornate churches or cathedral piles,

yet the long bead-roll of visitors shows that

it has more than a sectarian, local, or party

interest.

Not many yards away is Swarthmoor (or

Swarthmore) Hall, from the door-like win-

dow of which George Fox is stated to have

preached ;
from whence Margaret Fell was

imprisoned for years for refusing to swear

a place in which the happiest years of the

two were spent. The old hall is dilapidated

now ; its embayed windows and " rough-cast"

walls bear the marks of age ; but the hole-

pierced barn, the trees in the old-walled or

chard, the study, and the oaken parlor, remain

apparently in the state they were two hu
dred years ago ; and discourse eloquently of

Margaret Fox in her "red cloth mantle," and

her husband in his "gray suit, with alchemy
buttons"—tell of the days before the erection

of the place wo have just left, in the hedge-

shaded lane—then a moorland field, now rose-

bespangled and fragrant with honeysuckle.

There seems to pass before the mind dim
shapes of those who met " in this old hall"

—

grave men and reverent women, such as Fox
and Burroughs, Fell, and even him whom Elia

calls " that much injured, ridiculed man, James
Naylor"—who were honored instruments by
whom i-eligion was purged of manj' errors,

and placed in a newer and nobler light.

Classic ground is this! The names of the

places and persons here around read like pages

from the diaries of George Fox and his friends

—the very stones bear witness to their labors

and sufferings. Just below yonder Eddystone

mi whitf

iruing be

Ebrlienera

ke monument on Hoad Hill is Ulverstone

Church, where, says Fox, " The people fell

upon me in the steeple-house, . . . knocked
me down, kicked me, and trampled upon me;"
there, too, close by, is the common where the

constables thrust him "among the rude mul-

titude," who beat him till he was senseless.

Close hereto, also, is Walney Island. " ^Yith

staves, clubs, and fishing-poles," forty muscu-
lar Christians rushed upon him when he

landed, with the intent to drive him into the
Lyndal, Dahon, Baycliffe, Cartmell, Al-

near to the residences of some of his fiercest

jjersecutors—the Kirbys and Sawreys of the

lay. Just across the Bay, too, is " time-

honored Lancaster," the scene of more than

one of his imprisonments—the place where

his quick-wittedness and common sense baffled

judges and confused justices. All around

speaks of these times, from the day when his

address drove conviction to the heart of Mar-

garet Pell to the time when she was laid in

ihe unmarked grave near Sunbrick, on Birk-

rigg's sloping side, where the waters of More-

cambe sing an eternal requiem by the resting-

place of this mother in Israel—a quiet ground

covered by "a thick swathe of the greenest

grass," standing beside which the words of

the man of Uz come irresistibly to mind ; for

there, indeed, "the prisoners rest together;

they hear not the voice of the oppressor ;" for

there " the wicked cease from troubling, and

there the weary be at rest." In burial-grounds

on lonely roads, in unmarked villages, and in

vast towns, are laid the remains of these an-

cient heroes ;
and in the midst of the din of

the great city, in Bunhill Fields, rests the

body of their leader, mourned for then in

such words as these of Ellwood, Milton's

friend :
" Very tender, compassionate, and

pitiful he was to all that were under any sort

of affliction; full of brotherly love; full of

fatherly care ; ... he lived and died the ser-

vant of the Lord." Yet, among the people

his name and fame are dying out, and small

now is his part in

" All the pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills."

But though the world, which owes much to

him and his friends, seems willing to forget

its indebtedness, there be some for whom
" neither days nor length of time will wear

out their" memory. And if the world knew
Che lesson taught round about Swarthmoor

—

read aright the history of Fox and Fell, Bur-

rough and Howgill ; knew how great is their

indebtedness to these men ;
knew that to Penn

and Mead in the bail-dock, they owe one of

" the great charters of our liberties ;" and that

to their successors—an illustrious bead-roll

—

they owe much in " all that is decent and

civil" in the region of education ;
knew that

these, with countless deeds of philanthropy

and mercy, were due to the principles propa-

gated here two hundred years ago, a deeper

fnterest would be felt by the common people

in this lovely locality.

In addition to the interest which is attached

to the central figures that people Swarthmoor
Hall, there is the memory of many a martyr

to the cause of religious liberty who in those

early days were here honored guests. Here

had been Francis Howgill, who, from Kendal,

was sent to Appleby jail, and after years of

confinement found freedom in death. Edward
Burrough, who was seized while preaching,

denham, and others of the villages and places and died in the crowded courts of Newgate;

here around, were often visited' by him, were Parker, Pearson, Whitehead, Barclay, and

often the scene of his labors, and were also! Penn, with many another—all sufferers alika
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for one cause ; all freely giving themselves up
to spend and be spent in the cause they es-

teemed just and true. Theirs, indeed, was a
hard battle to fight, for they were, as Charles

Lamb saj'S, " betwixt the fires of two perse
cutions, the outcast and oft-scouring of church
and presbytery."

Often the fierce rabble, parson-instigated,

fell upon them ; the church " militant" turned
its malice upon their unresisting heads ; a
savage soldiery and brutal sea-ruffians invaded
their meeting-places, and often maimed with
their swords those therein

;
justices oppressed

them, and even the majestj^ of law turned its

terrors on the innocent. They wore scotfed

at, scorned, despitefully used, spit upon, buf-

feted by rude hands, beat, bruised, wounded,
slain ; tender women and hoary-headed men
were remorselessly flogged, despoiled of their

goods, their estates seized, themselves bitterly

tortured, cruelly imprisoned by thousands in

vile dungeons, where they languished and ex-

pired—their lives worn out by labor and suf
fering. The very bones of their dead were
disinterred and vilely treated—all because
they dared to worship in the manner con
science dictated.

Upon them, at a critical period, was thrown
the burden of English j^onconf'ormity. When
fines and imprisonments were by the law ad-

judged the due of all frequenters and keepers
of what were contemptuously called conven
tides, other sects bowed their beads or flee

before the storm, which burst in all its fury
upon the Friends' devoted heads ; and they
met it with an unfliuching endurance. If

their ministers were hurried to prison, others
arose ; if their meeting-places were seized, and
themselves excluded, they met in the court-
yard, or even in the street ; and if their meet-
ing-houses were destroyed, they still met in

the ruins. Nothing daunted them; nothing
could bend their minds ; and so the malice of
their persecutors spent its fury; and their

sufferings and perseverance purchased for

Nonconformists in general the repeal of odi-

ous enactments, and the right for congrega-
tions to meet "under their own vine and fig-

tree, none daring to make them afraid."

Swarthmoor brings up this picture of heroic
endurance in the times and turmoil in the
troublous seventeenth century; and brings to
memory the life of him who merits Longfel-
low's lines; for that life was

—

" Made beautiful and sweet
By self-devotion and by self-restraint

—

Whose pleasure was to run without complaint
On unknown errands of the Paraclete."

_^
J. w. s.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continuud from page 101.)

"1819. 12th mo. 21th. At New Garden.
25th. At Spencers Meeting. To-day I left the
meeting sorrowing, under an apprehension it

was broken before the right time, not design-

edly, but for want of a deeper dwelling in that
power which alone is able to direct all these

solemn duties. O, the necessity for those who
take the foremost seats in our meetings, to

dwell in that which enables to judge right-

eous judgment, lest they neither enter into the
kingdom of Heaven themselves, nor suffer

others that would ! May it not be said as was
formerly by the servant, ' Lord, it is done as
thou commanded, and yet there is room.'
Yea, verily, there is room for more care, room
to increase in prayer and fasting.

" 26th. Was at West Grove; and the next
day at Doe Run Meeting, the last such an one
as will prove memorable to some who attend
ed it. The Lord our only Helper was with
us, and I thought that glory to his name from
many hearts was to be felt. And surely, O
my soul, thou wilt not be so ungrateful as to

forget to give Him all the praise, for he is

worthy.
" 28th. At Fallowfield. 29th. At London-

grove, where we had a large and good meet-
ing. May all the praise from every heart be
ascribed unto Him who was indeed our only
Helper."
On the 30th and 31st, and 2d of First month,

1820, she attended meetings at Kennet Square,
Marlboro', and Bradford; where she writes,
" 1 think it is safe to say. Hitherto the Lord
has helped us. Though the state of things in

many places is indeed discouraging, yet there
is a remnant that do know the Lord is good,
and worthy of all dedication.

3d. Rested at our very kind friend Nathan
Sharpless'. To-da}' we got the sorrowful ac-

count that dear James Steer, the father of my
kind and willing companion, had gone to an-

other state of being. No doubt it may be
said, his death is one of those which is pre-

cious in the eyes of the Lord
; so that our loss

is his eternal gain. May we be also ready,
when in our turn we are called, is the humble
intercession of my soul. My dear Mary bears
it as well as could be expected, yea, and I

hope she will more and more give him up
with christian acquiescence that may increase
her spiritual strength to follow him as he has
followed Christ. 1 think she is one of the
simple and meek of the earth. Lord be
pleased to keep her so with my own soul for-

ever.

"4th. At their meeting in or near Down-
ingtown. 5th. At East Cain Monthly Meet
ing. 6th. At Uwchlan Monthly Meeting
and 7th, at West Cain, a small, and perhaps
dulged meeting; ami 1 fear for want of in

dustry but a poor, starved one.

Blh. At another little indulged meeting
called Cooper's. Here there seemed a little

more life. But alas, the state of things, if 1

know anything about it, is truly discourag-
ing-

"9th. At Sadsbury Meeting; pretty large,

though it gathered irregularly, and was some-
times a good deal unsettled. I told them 1

thought some, from the way they came to-

gether, had let the watch run down, the watch
of the mind

; and some others when they came
there must first serve themselves by talking
together before they came in. Thus by put-
ting the cart before the horse, they could not
travail in that exercise which would afford

them consolation, or increase their spiritual

strength. On account of these things I often

have to mourn. I long for the time when the
countenance and conduct of the people will

demonstrate the magnitude and solemnity of
these opportunities for divine worship. But
alas! how few manifest that concern which
the dignified occasion calls for. Yet there
are those that do, which is a comfort. We
had however a pretty good meeting : praised
be Thy name forever.

"11th. Had a good meeting at Little
Britain.

" 12th. At Drumore. Here after a few re-

in solemn supplication, and the meeting en
well. •

" 13th. Our dear sister, with several
Friends went on with us to a Friend's hoi

from which we attended a meeting appoin
in the evening at Lancaster. Though
went to it in weakness and under discoun
ment, we were favored with best help, at

doubt not but a remnant were willing

gather up the fragments that nothing mi
be lost. We were glad of the opportuni
and had fresh cause to believe that wl
are weak then are we strong through t

arm of Divine power which can alone ca
the mountains to skip like rams, and theli

hills

" 14th. Our dear friends turned about
their homes, and we pursued our way, a)

we paid a visit to the Poorhouse at Lane
ter."

From the 15th to the 23d they visi

several meetings ; at the latter date they 1

one at Lampeter, which is thus alluded
" Here appears some more ground to hi

there is a little remnant, wrestling Jaeob-li

for the blessing. May the Lord Jehovah f.

these with food convenient for them
; anc

consistent with his righteous will, incre

the number of such everywhere.
"25ih. Had a meeting at West Chest!

and not feeling clear of that neighborho.

more general notice was given that we wo
be at meeting at the same place next day.

"26th. It being their meeting in con

many attended ; and I think it safe to s-^

Truth opened the way for a close search
,

testimony amongst them. Maj' the Lord;j

pleased to fasten it as a nail in a sure placi,

"27th at Goshen; 28th at Willistown; i\

29th at Newtown. At all these, deep esen i

and hard labor were my portion, under a f'i

ing sense of the situation of things. 0,

low state of true religion in manj' places ! 'i

world, the flesh, and the devil, seem to h:,

taken many captive. What must these I,

without an alteration? O ! who can comf'
heud the sad condition of these when cal,

upon to give an account of their stewards)

I cannot doubt but some of this descript

have been seriously aroused at these lastmd

ings. Some have afresh seen that they hi

been and are in the way that leads down,

the chambers of death ; and have been ret'

to conclude that for the time to cometl,

will try to do better. May this resolution
,

crease, by and through the might of T

power, O righteous Father, until they coi

forth conquering and to conquer all their soi

enemies.
" 30th. At Middletown ; 31st at Provide'

Monthly Meetinir ; and 1st of Second moi

at Springfield. True religion much wautii,

and the reason it is so seems clearly beca

the people's minds are more outward tt

inward, more carnal than spiritual. Lo,

turn about these by thy own divine pow

for none else can do it. Turn us, and we si;

be turned ; keep us, and we shall be keptfn

falling into the pit of woe.

At Chester. Many crowded in,

though they were hungering and thirst:

after something good. I felt that of mji

I had nothing for them; and there seemeo

be something in me that was ready to 8

Send the multitude away that they may I

themselves victuals, for we have nothimarks in the forepart of the meeting, I be
lieved it to be my place to be still. Dear vvorth dividing amongst them. But He tl

Mary Brown, who met us here, was favored I remains to have compassion, wasnotdispoi
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) :ivc it so: who did so bless the weight of

!C\isc into which my mind was introduced,

i: it appeared in degree to resemble the

Lv win'H the multitude were outvvardiy fed
;

1 niiw by the same Divine power were in-

iilly administered unto. I trust it might
; lid iln'y were all satisfied, and some were
i 111;-, ainongst whom I freely numbered
*elt', to gather up the fragments that noth-
Khould be lost.

ilid. At Darby. This I hope was also a
meeting. The foolish virgins, the hypo

8, the careless and unconcerned, were
d up to more diligence. Next day rested,

'ieited some dear friends.

th. Went to the city of Philadelphia, and
ded the Select Quarterly Meeting. The
bllowiDg was at the North Meeting in

breuooD, and Arch Street in the after-

th. Attended the general Quarterly Meet-
bt the same place. This last meeting
ibuted much to show that the Lord's
le have at least become great in numbers.
they not for want of faithfulness, fall

[srael of old in the wilderness, short of

allotted inheritance,-8aith my soul."

(To be continued.)

Can Birds Reason?

; , BY T. W. BREWER.

lie most common and best known [of the
Titow-family] to us of New England is the
»-(lled "barn-swallow." Of the general
it of this graceful and beautiful bird, our
»fli will not permit us to give our readers
ijJetails further than relate to its entire
lage of habits caused by the settlement of
leountry. There is ample evidence that
sahan two hundred years ago this species,

aw abundant, and found in every farmer's
»fl throughout this extended land, from the
tlhtic to the Pacific, and from Florida to

lelettlements of the Hudson Bay Company,
p le distant Yukon and Anderson Eivers,
•ai comparatively rare and infrequent, and
q1 found in localities where overhanging
.Id huge piles of boulders, or cavernous
JC9 enabled it to build in places of shelter
nccomparative safety. Even now, among
ae^averns of the Pacific Coast Eange, and
1 le wilder limestone countries, where vari-

U63penings occur among the rocky cliffs,

he; the original unchanged swallow may
tilbe found ])la8tering his simple mud nest
gast the cavorn's roof or under some pro-
3e:]g ledge. But everywhere else these birds
aT been taught and educated into a now
feDy contact with civilized man, and this

_aeasted so long that we have well nigh lost
ig of the fact that our own Swallow's Cave
t ahant was once peopled by these fairy
3r s. Now, everywhere in warm and com-
3r ble barns, under the shelter of hospitable
00, these swallows build their curiously
la (rated homes. And what an improvement
he all are upon the structure of the wild
mljught swallow ! Not the least remarkable
)et|liarity is a projecting solid platform built
•utm the edge of the nest, upon which the
kff*tionate husband attends, and watches
>V( his partner in her maternal duties. Is
hi all instinct ? Is it not rather a high order
)ffifeducating reason.
I'en more remarkable and far more recent

irejhe changes which contact with man have
'aU|ht the Eocky Mountain swallow. For a
ovt while this swallow dwelt in distant soli-

J

tudes, afar from the dwellings of the white

man. There on the sides of high and rocky
cliffs he constructed a very curious and a very

elaborate nest. It was in shape like the re-

tort of the chemist, the bulb of which was
affixed to the rock, and the entrance to it was
through its long tube-like neck that hung
down below. It was a peculiarly social swal-

low, and wherever found, existed in large

colonies of often many thousands of pairs. It

was met with by Major Long's party in 1820,

and about the same time was found by the

ill-starred Sir John Franklin in his first Arctic

journey. Five years after they made their

first appearance at Fort Chippewayan in 182.5,

and there we have the first recorded instance

n which these birds built their nests under

the eaves of dwelling-houses within the Arctic

circle. Trading-posts had been in existence

n those regions a century and a half, yet now
for the first time this swallow placed itself

under the protection of man within the widely

extended lands north of the Great Lakes.

What could have thus suddenly called into

action that confidence in the human race Avith

which the Framerof the universe has endowed
this species and all the swallow tribe ? Was
it not education, experience, and reason?

Once taught the greater convenience and

safety of the sheltering eaves of houses for its

breeding, the example became contagious;

and now all over our continent, from Penn-

sylvania to the Arctic seas, and from New-
foundland to Oregon, these swallows abound
about the dwellings of man. We know of no

authentic record of their breeding thus upon
houses within the limits of New England,

before the year 1837, though De Witt Clinton

found one pair thus breeding at White Hall
;

on an outbuilding near a tavern, in 1817.

The next year there were seven pairs, the

third year twenty-eight, and the fourth near

forty. In 1822, when Clinton published his

paper, there were seventy pairs thus nesting.

The writer first met with these birds in

1839, in Jaffrey, N. H., where a large colony

had settled only the year before, under the

eaves of an old church, in the centre of the

village. Three year before, these same birds

are said to have made their first appearance

at Burlington, Vt., in large numbers. In

1842 a large colony settled in Attleborough,

Massachusetts, and a few pairs also appeared

in various parts of this State. One pair built

on the front of the Boston Athenicum, and

confined so to do for several years. We have

said that originally their nest, when built in

exposed places, was like the retort of the

chemist, the entrance from below through a

long tubular opening. This was a necessity

for protection against the weather, and also

against their enemies, so long as they nested

in exposed places. But since these birds have

placed themselves under the protection of

man, they have found that there is no longer

any need of all this superfluous architecture,

and the shape of their nests has been gradu-

ally simplified and improved. In 1851, on one

of the islands in the Bay of Fundy, the writer

met with a large colony whose nests, on the

side of a barn, were placed between two pro-

jecting boards put up for them by the friendly

proprietor. The very first year they occupied

these convenient quarters, every one of these

sensible swallows built nests open at the top

discarding the old patriarchal domes and

narrow entrances of their forefathers. How
much of instinct was there in this instantane-

ous change of habit ? Not a particle, say we.
It was pure, unadulterated reason, and noth-

ing else.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

For " The Friend."

Some Remarks of a deceased Minister of our time

on the condition of our Society, &c.

It is mournful to reflect upon the present

state of our religious Society, in many places.

While there is preserved a body of substantial

Friends, many others, deeply immersed in

the love of the world, the desire of ease and
outward greatness, and wanting in religious

depth, are degenerated from that purity of

heart and well-founded zeal for the support

of our principles and christian testimonies,

which so conspicuously appeared amongst
our primitive Friends. * * * Weakness and
blindness have so overtaken many at this day,

that they seem scarcely to know their own
religious principles, and not being circumcised

in heart and ears, are carried away with the

sophistry of some, whose selfconceit and de-

pendence on their own powers, have led them
into the dissemination of unsound views.

But through the baptizing of the Holy Spirit,

our primitive Friends were united together in

bearing a faithful protest against the devices of

Satan and hisagents, and were thus rendered

instrumental in warning and preserving the

flock from his desolating ravages.

Changes are gradually taking place amongst
us. There are now very few left to whom
some of us can look as fathers and mothers,

counsellors and supporters, in the trials and

exercises of the day. * * * When we have

looked around to see who would be found

prepared for the important station of elders,

we can discover hut few who have not fallen

bach, or are making but little progress; so

that instead of being ready for watchmen and
watchwomen, and instructors of ministers,

they have need to be reminded of their slack-

ness, and of the mournful feelings which their

unfaithfulness brings over those who have

been watching for their growth in the blessed

Truth.
In some of our meetings for worship, of

latter time, the world seems to absorb the

minds of very many, so that we are in danger

of being left by the Head of the church ; and
without his life-giving presence what will all

our assemblings together avail us ? A few

years ago we had many exercised, experienced

Friends, who were thoroughly acquainted

with the nature of true spiritual worship, and

the labor that is indispensable in our meet-

ings, that the spirit and things of the world

may be kept out, and the bubblings up of the

well of Divine life may be known in every

heart. Figuratively speaking, they dug as

with their staves in their hands, while the

secret breathing of their souls was, "Spring

up, oh well, sing ye unto it."

In conversation on the peculiar state of our

Society, and in reference to the wishes of some
for separation, I took the opporlunity to say

that I did not unite with Friends runing out

of a back door, to got away from trouble. Our
place is to stand firm and face it openly, con-

tending for the truth, and opposing wrong things

as they appear. Separations deprive those

who leave of the opportunity of opposing

error in the members from whom they have

separated ;
and none know how soon some-

thing may again arise among themselves to

create contention and lead to another separa-

!
tion. If we keep our places and bear a faith.
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ful testimony for the truth and against

departures from it, though at the time we do
not see the effect, yet we may believe that the
Lord will carry that testimony home to the
hearts of some, so that it will arise from time
to time with convincing power, and finally

prevail. Jerusalem is a burdensome stone to

those who would pervert and turn away jud^
ment backward, and the Lord can save by
few or by many.
Where unsanctified persons obtain the rule,

and seek to carry out measures opposed to

the principles or testimonies of the gospe"
the rightly concerned and faithful members
should labor in the ability which God gives,

io prevent their adoption. Should these efforts

be disregarded they will be clear, if they have
done what they could

; the Lord will plead his

own cause, and we hope will, in his time,

make way for the truth to rise into dominion.
Seducers and evil workers will wax worse and
worse ; they will be removed by death as well

as others ; and through patient suffering, a
right seed keeping their places, will be pre-

pared to take the government, under the
blessed Head, and to restore the good old way
in which our primitive Friends walked, and
to put down what is inconsistent therewith.
The trials of this day are hard to bear, but

if they drive us more and more to the Master,
and keep out a light spirit, and deepen us in

the blessed Truth, so that our example will

be effectual to draw others to the love of it,

they will be great blessings to us, and fit us
for greater service in the Lord's church and
vineyard. We have depended much on one
another instead of relying upon the Lord
alone for guidance, wisdom and strength

; and
he has been taking from us fathers and mo-
thers, and permitting the spirit of separation
to get in, by which many Friends have been
alienated from each other. The unity of the
Spirit being greatly lost, the strength which
it gives is much withdrawn. There is no way
by which the strength of the church can be
restored, but by the members coming back to

the first principle, of wailing upon the Lord
and seeking to receive fi-om"Him the spirit of
prayer, that he would return to us, and show
us our real condition

; what he would have us
to come out of, and the high and holy way
he would have us to walk in. His mercies
are the same from generation to generation

;

and when we are rightly humbled and brought
back, he will condescend again to our low
estate, and lift us up and put songs of praise
into our mouths; and the children will bo en-
abled to join in thanksgiving and praise to
his great and ever adorable Name.

Trees and Rain.—In Italy the clearing of
the Appenines is believed to have seriously
affected the climate of the Po Valley, and now
the African Sirocco, never known to the
armies of ancient Eome, breathes its hot
blighting breath over the right bank of that
river in the territory of Parma. The similar
removal of the pine forests near Eavenua,
about twenty miles long, induced the same
desolating wind, which continued until the
wood had been allowed to grow again. There
is no doubt that in France the removal of the
old forests of the Vosges sensibly deteriorated
the climate on the plains of Alsace; and it is

a historic fact that the ancient destruction of
the forests of the Cevenues, under the reign
of Augustus, left the large and rich trac'ts

near the mouth of the Ehone exposed to the

steady violence of the north-west wind, before
which the area of olive cultui'e has retreated
many leagues, the orange is confined to a few
sheltered points on the coast, and fruit trees
can hardly be reared in places where they
svere formerly prolific. The curtailment of
the rain fall is a well known consequence of
the disappearance of forests; and in Egypt,
where during the French occupation, near
the end of the last century, not a drop of rain
fell for sixteen months, and from time im-
memorial the countrj' has been a rainless bed
of sand, Mehemed AH, by planting his millions

of fig and orange trees, has caused the cou
try to be blessed with an annual rainfall of
several inches.

SOON.
I know not if He come at eve.

Or night, or morn, or noon

;

I know the breeze of twilight grey.
That fans the cheek of dying day,

Doth ever whisper

—

Soon I

I know not why our souls should doubt
His promise to appear.

When every flower's opening eye
Looks up into the changing sky,

And seems to murmur

—

Near !

I know not round His blessed feet

What peerless glories throng;
I only know from rending tomb
The good shall burst, in beauty's bloom

;

And faith assures

—

Not long !

I know not if His chariot wheels
Yet near or distant are;

I only know each thunder-roll
Dotli make an echo in my soul.

That saith

—

Not very far .'

I know not if we long must wait
The summer of His smile

;

I only know that hope doth sweep
With thrilling touch my heartstrings deep,

And sings

—

A little while !

I know not on this glorious theme
Wliy lips so oft are dumb

;

I only know the saddened earth
WiUtlush with beauty and with mirth,
At sound of, "Lo, I come .'"

Selected.

SUBMIS.SION.
" In your patience possess ye your souls."

Be still, my soul ! The Lord is on thy side,

Bear patiently the cross of grief and pain,

Leave to thy God, to order and provide.
In every change He faithful will remain.

Be still, my soul ! thy best, thy heavenly Friend
Through thorny ways leads to a joyful end.

Be still, my soul ! thy God doth undertake
To guide the future, as He has the past

:

Thy hope, thy confidence, let nothing shake,
All now mysterious shall be bright at last.

Be still, my soul ! the winds and waves still know
His voice, who ruled them while He dwelt below.

Be still, my soul 1 when dearest friends depart,

And all is darkened in the vale of tear.s.

Then shalt thou better know His love, His heart.

Who comes to soothe thy sorrow and thy fears.

Be still, my soul 1 thy Jesus can repay
From His own fulness all He takes away.

Be still, my soul ! the hour is hastening on,

When we shall be for ever with the Lord

;

When disappointment, grief, and fear are gone,
Sorrow forgot, Love'.s purest joys restored.

Be still, my soul ! when change and tears are past,

All safe and blessed we shall meet at last."

Be still, my soul ! begin the song of praise
On earth, believing, to the Lord on high;

Acknowledge Him in all thy works and ways.
So shall He view thee wltli a well pleased eye.

Be still, my soul ! the Sun of life divine
Through passing clouds shall but more brightly shine.

Prodigal Turned Miser.—A young mat
vicious principles and habits, wasted in t

or three years a large patrimony in profliga

When his last means were exhausted,
worthless associates, who called themsel
his friends, treated him with neglect,

duced to absolute want he went out of
house with an intention to put an end to j^'

life ; but wandering awhile almost uue
sciously, he came to the brow of an erainei

which overlooked what were lately his estai

Here he sat down and remained fixed

thought for some hours, at the end of

he sprang from the ground with a veh
exulting emotion. He had framed his resc

tion, which was, that all these estates she
be his again ; he had formed his plan, t

which he instantly began to execute,

walked hastily forward, determined to se;

the first opportunity to get money, thougl
were ever so small a sum, and resolved not

spend, if he could help it, a farthing of wl
he might obtain. The first thing that dr

his attention was a heap of coals, shot out

carts on the pavement before a house,

offered himself to put them in the place th

were to be laid, and was employed. 7"

ceived a small sum for his labor ; and then

pursuance of the saving part of his plan

quested a gratuity of a little food, which ?

given him. He then looked out for the ne

thing that might offer, and went with im

fatigable industry, through a succession i

servile emploj-ments in different places,

longer and shorter duration, still scrupuloui

avoiding, as far as possibe, the expense ot

penny. " He promptly seized every oppon
nity which could advance his design, withe

regarding the meanness of occupation or s

pearance. By this method he gained, aftei

considerable time, money enough to purcha
in order to sell again, a few cattle, of whi

he had taken pains to understand the vali

He speedily but cautiously turned his ii

gains into second advantages; retained wii

out a single deviation his extreme parsimon
and thus advanced by degrees into larg

transactions and incipient wealth. The fir

result was that he more than recovered 1

lost possessions, and died an inveterate miS'

worth sixty thousand pounds. Happy woe

it have been for this individual, if he had di

covered the same anxiety to recover tl

heavenly inheritance he had lost, and h:

pursued it with similar decision and persevi

ance.

Alas how many there are who would li

to obtain the pearl of great price and be p(

sessors of the true riches, who yet need t

earnestness and singleness of purpose whi" (

are requisite in order to secure them 1

Selects

The dead are often powerful preachers to t

living, warning them to flee from the wra

to come, by preparing for their latter en

For we must all appear before the judgme

seat of Christ, that every one may recei

the things done in the body according to th

he hath done, whether it be good or ba

" Every man's work shall be made manife

for the day shall declare it." Blessed a'

happy are they, that are building on the a

cient and sure foundation, which the righteo

in all ages, have built upon ; even Christ Jesi

that tried corner-stone, " unto the Jews

stumbling block, and unto the Greeks foolis

9 ; but unto them which are called, bo
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I

and Greeks, Christ tho power of God
[he wisdom of God." This is a stono of

)ling and a rock of offence, to all unbe-

8 now, as in the day when this declara-

v&s made ; but to those who believe, it

lief corner-stone elect, precious, and the

d means appointed for the salvation of

nkind, who are williug to submit to the

of the Holy Spirit of the Lord Jesus

ir hearts.

—

Daniel Wheder.

natcd, but exhibited no cicatrix—showing;

that the operation had been imperfectly per

the deaths were 25.57 per cent. In

the Editors,—Inclosed please find an

s on " The Virtue of Vaccination" out

Public Record" of yesterday, which

k may be interesting and perhaps use-

the readers of " The Friend."

1 month 24th. R. J. A.

" TilE VIRTUE OF VACCINATION.

lysician in London, Dr. F. Page Atkin-

'ho has had an opportunity to study

pox upon a large scale, has recently

ed in an Edinburgh medical journal

suit of his observations, in an article

I
" A few Words on Vaccination and

ination." He here presents, in concise

several conclusions which may be of

, not only to the members of his pro-

I

as showing how false many of the

ing ideas on the subject are, but also

throwing the opinion of many persons

ill either deny the efBcacj' of vaccina-

fear that it may contaminate them
jme constitutional disease,

time like the present, when variola in

forms is raging with a violence which
icedented since the importance of the

bry of Jenner was fully recognized

medical fraternity,* it is absolutely

iry that not only the believers but the

rs should, for the safety of the others,

hemselves of the protective power of

ition, in order to confine the epidemic
the narrowest possible limits and to

its mortality to the lowest degree,

benefit that has heretofore resulted

accination may, in some measure, ac-

br the extent and virulence of the pre-

idemic, as it is quite possible that the

"ty from smallpox which the opera-

occasioned may have produced a

leling of security which led to the

of the proper precautions,

tkinson publishes three propositions

ppear to be fully acknowledged by the

men of the present day, viz : F
accination, though it greatly lessens

epiibility of taking small pox, doi

der the reception of it in after years
gijher impossible. Second. That vaeci

ioilin most cases greatlj' modifies the
Ttt|,er of the small pox eruption, and
s te severity of the attack. Third. That
ac nation gives absolute (?J immunity
in uall pox.f
)Qiiuthor cites in proof of these proposi-
18 le experience of Dr. Marson, who took
.66:' several thousand cases of this disease

tbumall pox hospital in London. Of fi

lUSid cases of small pox, this observer
ndhat thirty-five per cent, of those who
iorer been vaccinated succumbed to the
eas Among those who had been vacci-

Tl^ is by far too strong a statement.

—

Eds. of
tENJ

A fistake. Medical men do not generally hold
t lelccination prevents any liability to varioloid.

—

3. OjFbiesd.

formed
marked contrast with this, we find from these

statistics that only 2.52 per cent, of those

patients who presented one well-defined cica-

trix were fatal, while of those who were but

fixintly marked by the vaccination 8.62 per

cent. died.

These facts ought to convince the most
sceptical of the invaluable service rendered to

tho community by Jenner'sdiscoveiy. They
prove that, while small pox in its unmodified

form destroys more than one-third of all the

persons attacked, vaccination, even when
most carelessly and inefficiently performed,

reduces the. death rate to one-fourth : when
better done, though still imperfectly, to one-

twelfth, and, finally', when thoroughl}' per-

formed, to one-fortieth. The actual number
of deaths occurring from small pox after

proper vaccination is, of course, very much
ess than one-fortieth of the persons who
might have been aftected with true smallpox

had they not submitted to this protective

measure, as the immunity afforded bj' vacci-

nation extends notonly to modification of the

severity of the attack, but even more de-

cidedly to preservation from any attack at all.

In further pooof of the great value of vac-

cination, the statistics of Dr. Marson may
be cited as showing that, of those who had

had small'|_pox, about one-fifth died when
attacked a'second time, whereas, as already

tated, only one-eighth as many died from

this disease occurring after efficient vaccina-

tion. The London "Lancet," in an article

upon this subject, says that "not a single

vaccinated case has been admitted into the

small pox hospital at Homerton, and no death

of a vaccinated person has occurred under

seventeen," and the inference is logically

drawn that this shows the protective power
of even imperfect vaccination up to the age

of puberty, and also the necessity for I'evac

cination at this time.ff
The remarkable security afforded by vac-

cination is further exhibited by the record of

infant mortality in Scotland, where the deaths

from small pox have been diminished to one-

half, and in some places to one-third their

former number since the introduction of com-

pulsory vaccination.

Many persons refuse to allow their children

to submit to this operation from the fear that

some impure disease may be conveyed through

the virus, and, in order to remove this un-

called for prejudice, Mr.Simon, of the London
board of health, directed inquiries to a large

number of physicians. He received replies

from 539, who, with scarcely an exception,

denied the existence of any such danger.

While it was admitted that by gross careless-

tt Physicians are

relative to thi
-'

their opinion

The French doctors generally

think it unnecessary, the German strongly insist on it.

As revaccination is seldom accompanied by serious

symptoms, and may tend to remove anxiety, it can, at

least, do no harm to resort to it.

One great cause why vaccination is thought not to

afford the protection from Small Pox once attributed

to it, is, that in mjiny cases the system has not been

properly brought under its influence. It is necessary

that the virus should be pure, and that it should be .so

absorbed as to produce its specific effect on the constitu-

tion. The person vaccinated should be kept under the

eye of a competent physician until he is satisfied that

the system has fully submitted to the virus. This is

often neglected.—Eds. of Friend.

collecting vaccine virus an impure
disease might be inoculated, the supposition

hat any such disorder could be transmitted

by the use of vaccine viru.s alone was totally

ontradicted.

It seems now to bo a well attested fact that
f Ij'raph which is not contaminated with the
blood of tho person from whom it is removed

used there can bo no possible danger of
transferring any other disease whatever. In
other words, it is confidently asserted that
the vaccine lymph itself cannot at the same
time contain two poisons, one of which will

produce a disease dissimilar to vaccinia. Not
even sm:ill pox itself can be conveyed by
lymph taken from the true Jenner's vesicle.

This has been tested repeatedly by taking the
l^'mph from a person who has been vacci-

nated too late to prevent the occurrence of
small pox, and in these cases nothing more
than the symptoms which ordinarily follow

vaccination were observed in the persons
who were vaccinated, although the patients,

at the time the lymph was collected, were
suffering from severe and unmodified small

pox.

The "Lancet" further says: "As regards

the idea of scrofula being convej-ed by vacci-

nation, there can be no doubt that it is a
mistake. Its development is, on the contrary,

greatly prevented, inasmuch as small pox, by
weakening the system, was often the occasion

of scrofulous and tuberculous diseases. Again,
when skin eruptions are occasioned by vacci-

nation the fault is not necessarilj^ with the

matter, but with the constitution of the child

vaccinated." The same remark might have
been as truthfully made in respect to scrofula

occurring after vaccination, which may, un-

doubtedly, take place after such a mild affec-

tion as vaccinia in unhealthy children, just as

it may follow measles and scarlet fever.

While it is thus contended by the best

authorities that no disease but the one in-

tended can possibly be transferred by vacci-

nation, even if the lymph is taken from an
unhealthy person, there is no physician who
has the credit r.f his profession and the wel-

fare of his patients at heart who would know-
ingly select such unhealthy material. It fol-

lows, then, that vaccination may be un-

reservedly recommended as being not only

free from danger in itself, but as providing us

with an almost certain preventive from a
dreadful scourge.

If the operation had been properly per-

formed upon every person in this city, it may
be safely asserted that instead of the death
rate of sixteen per cent, which we now
have, according to the statement of the regis-

trar, it would not have been one-fifth as great,

even if the same number of persons had been
attacked, which certainly would not have
been the case under such circumstances, since

varioloid is nothing like so contagious as

genuine small pox."

For " The Friend."

As it is always a matter of interest and en-

couragement to find the peculiar views which
Friends have ever held, advocated by other

religious professors, I send the following ex-

tract from a communication in a late number
of The Episcopalian, respecting the right un-

derstanding of the Holy Scriptures.

It would be well if some among our own
members fully appreciated the force and scope

of these truths.
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"It was not the wise and prudent, men of

fame in the schools of men, who wrote the

Scriptures ; no, no, but men called of God
and inspired by the Holy Ghost; these were
the men that wrote the Scriptures. And ii

is by, and only by, the inspiration of the same
Holy Ghost, thai men have, do, or can spirit-

ally understand the Scriptures. 'I thank
Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

that Thou hast hid these things from the wise

and prudent, and hast revealed them unto

babes ; even so. Father, for so it seemed good
in Thy sight." The more men shall labor to

compass a spiritual knowledge of the Scrip-

tures of God by the help of what is called the

liberal sciences, so much the more fearfully

will they err, and carry souls with them
down to perdition, because that which is hid-

den by the Lord, the world, by the wisdom
of its schools, can never search out and find.

"All that which the H0I3' Ghost works in

the souls of sinners saved by grace, these

saved ones can see it noted in the Scriptures,

so that what they feel written within them
they can see it is written without them, and
the Holy Ghost teaches them to compare
what is written within with that which is

written without, and that which is without
with that which is within, and this is called,

' comparing spiritual things with spiritual.'

"This work of the Holy Ghost in the soul

is the only key that will unlock the precious

treasures contained in the Scriptures of truth."

Snakes at tbeir Meals.

A writer in the English JVaturalist's Note-

Book, who has recently noticed the feeding of

the serpents in the Zoological Gardens in Lon-
don, says they are fed once a week, though
some of them, and in particular the pythons,

do not take their food so often, but will eat

enough at one meal to last for weeks, and
even for raonihs.

Disregarding the scientific divisions of the

order which comprises these animnls, we may
divide them into three classes; flrstlj', those

which seize their prey with their teeth, and
crush it in their folds; secondl}', those which
seize and swallow it alive, after the manner
of lizards; and thirdly, those which bite, or

rather strike it with poisonous fangs. Of the
first, the finest examples are the pythons and
boas, besides which there are the yellow
snakes of the West Indies and others. Those
of the second are fewer in number; they in-

clude the rat-snake of Bengal, viperine snake,

English snake, &c. The present specimens
of the third class include rattle snakes, and
Indian and Egyptian cobras, water vipers,

&c.|

The constricting serpents, as we maj- term
them, are kept in large cases, the entrance to

which is either by a glass door in the front,

which opens by a sliding up, or by a similar

contrivance at the back, in the wooden par-

tition. The colubrine snakes are in some of
these cases generally, and indeed are so harm-
less, that little precaution is needed. The
venomous serpents have no opening but a
small one on the lid of the case, about two or

J

three iuches square. Through this their food '

is introduced; and all necesiary operations'
for the cleanliness and order of the interior!

are performed with a rod of stout wire, to the
evident disgust of the occupants, who, if new
comers, strdie at it vigorously with their

fangs. The first to be fed were the yellow
snakes, and other species in the same case.

The keeper, having unceremoniously removed
the blanket, beneath which most of the occu-
pants of the compartment were huddled to-

gether, as usual, quickly introduced uuder
the glass door about a dozen sparrows and
one or two Guinea-pigs. The former im-
mediately retired to the darkest corners,
seeming, however, to be quite unconcerned as
to the presence of the snakes, as in some cases
they stood on the bodies of the latter, which
for the most part remained motionless. The
Guinea-pigs were more restless, moving
<lowly about, as if in search of food. They
seemed to be preferred by the snakes to the
sparrows

; and presently one of the reptiles,

waiting his opportunity, seized a Guinea-pig
by the neck, and, jerking it nearer, threw two
or three folds round it, killing it in a few
seconds.

The other snakes rapidly dispatched the
sparrows in the same way when seized; but
they were apparently in no hurry, as there
was a number of the birds in one corner for

more than an hour, which had not been
touched during that time. It may be well to

remark that there is nothing revolting in the
spectacle of a serpent taking its food. Its

victim suffers neither the mental or bodily
torture ordinarily supposed. When seized, it

is killed without delay, especially if it strug-

gles to escape ; and before its seizure it is

never conscious of danger. Not only is this

well known to those in charge of the creatures,

but we can verify it from actual and careful

observation. A rabbit will approach a snake
out of mere curiosity, and after sniffing at its

head, and even being touched by its tongue,
will start to another part of the enclosure,

and resume its composure, returning again
in the course of its explorations to the same
snake without the least uneasiness, except
what arises from a want of cabbage-leaves
and the indigestibility of the gravel flooring.

Guinea-pigs show even less concern, and are

not so easily startled by any moving object.

The snakes which had seized the sparrows,
&e., wailed till their prey was quite dead be-

fore they uncoiled, and began slowly to pre-

pare for swallowing it. The pythons, which
occupy an adjoining case, and are the largest

serpents in the collection, were next supplied

with two or three ducks. The largest python
instantly seized one, and threw one fold

around it. He then remained perfectly mo-
tionless, appearing to be satisfied with having
secured the bird, and did not at once kill it.

The duck did not seem at first much con-

cerned at such unusual treatment, but soon
became restless, on which the python tight-

ened the fold, and in about a minute had quite

destroyed it. Having waited for some minutes,

as if to make sure that life was extinct, he
slowly unwound his coil from the body, and
touched it with his muzzle, moving it about
till he had found the head. The idea of lubri-

cation with saliva, now quite exploded, evi-

dently arose from this habit of feeling over
the body with the mouth. Having taken the

head into his mouth, he began to swallow the

carcass,—his jaws stretching to an immense
extent to allow of its passage. When he found
any difllculty, he used the part of his body
which lay nearest to it to push it gently, and,

considering the apparent difficulty, was not
long in completing his meal. The supply of

food is never stinted, and we believe that it is

not uncommon for a python to devour sis or

eight ducks and rabbits on one day. Of

course a full meal takes a long perio.

digest, as is the case with all reptiles.

The colubrine snakes might with propr
be termed legless lizards, as, with the ex
tion of the want of limbs, they are in

respects similar in structure to the sauri

A fine, lively specimen of the Bengal rat-si

was fed with half a dozen frogs, whict
pursued with great speed round the ei

sure, and, driving them one by one
corner, seized and swallowed them in spi

their struggles.

The keeper having put two young gui

pigs into the case containing the rattlesna

one of the snakes instantly struck at

nearest to him. The action of a venon
serpent in wounding an animal cannot stri

be called a bite, as, though the fangs undo
edly represent teeth, the jaws are not el

upon the object struck, which is simply p
tured,—the snake in most cases retiring

mediately. The guinea-pig almost in

diately showed signs of giddiness, bul

body did not appear to swell; it seemed t

thrown into violent convulsions, and in a

a minute fell helplessly on its side, witl

other sign of life than occasional spasm
motion of the jaws. A larger animal w
not have been so soon killed; but as

snakes, being confined, have not often 1

sion to use their venom, it is probably
powerful than when they are in a wild b

There are a large number of pufiaddei

one case; and a guinea-pig being introdi

began sniffing about as usual ; but thoug
was touching one of the reptiles, it did

seem disposed to strike, when suddenly

other puff-adder darted at full length fro

opposite corner, and, striking the crea

remained with its fangs apparently buri'

its flesh, contrary, we believe, to the 1

habit of the reptile. His intention was,

haps, to prevent any of the others fron

vouring it.

There are specimens of the two sped
cobras,—the Indian and Egyptian,—pei

the most interesting of all serpents. Bd

account of their excitable nature, it has f

found necessary to hide them partially

view by filling the lower half of the case-

with ground-glass, so that it is not ea

observe them. The appearance of the c

when about to give the fatal stroke, is g
ful, and yet terrible to see. The inflated

the waving motion of the head, and the

liar expression of the eye, combine to im

the observer of its consciousness of the d

(power which it possesses, and with wh

j

threatens any living creature that dan
proach it.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MOXTH 2,

The holding of General Meetings b

the editor of the " Christian Worker" ex

es it, become " the order of the day." J

Yearly Meeting has the power to decide

and where

—

within its own limits—me
for Divine worship may be held, and,

right authority, to appoint commiltt

make arrangements for and have the

sight of such meetings. It is howe
serious and responsible movement.
How far primitive Christianity, as pi'
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Friends, will be promoted by the "Gen-
ileetings" now so much in vogue, time

ivulge. The time and place for holding

are advertised long beforehand, arrange-

are made with railroad companies tc

the fares charged those who will at

and urgent invitations are extended to

ters and other speakers, from all quar-

be present at them, and partake in

has been termed " the religious festival."

e kingdom of the Redeemer is in any
)read by them, we can rejoice at it ; but

le accounts of them published, and from
lation derived from other sources, we
but fear there is very much the e

f excitement attending, as, a few years

)read over the north of Ireland, agitat

people and dying out, without ieav-

rmanentgood fruit. Be that as it may,
are certainly things said and done at

of these meetings, which show how
the departure from the order of our

us Society, and how nearly both in do
nd practice, the participants copy after

than Friends.

jing from what is made public, the

object appears to be to instigate as

18 possible of those whose feelings are

d on by what they hear and see, to

"public confession" of their belief in

mder the assurance thej' will thus be
and then to stimulate them to set to

'save" others in the same way.
nnoi surprise us that persons of other
18 denominations, witnessing the chang-
ted among those who have left the
faith of Friends, should conclude they

Qalgaraaling with other professors,

the account of Indiana Yearly Meet-
dished in " The Indiana Eadical" we
following:

. Wetherald, [of Canada,] took a prora-

irt in conducting our evening meeting
nger members, much after the marine}-

odist experience meetings, and was very
ble at the meetings for prayer.

re were two outside meetings beside

the house, and the extensive grounds
"ike a sea of persons, horses and vehi-

1 most of the outsiile preaching we
wonderful similarity to that of Metho-

^he speakers would frequently repeat

) from hymns, just as Methodist min-
I. Both in sentiment and manner the
ig was rather in the revival style.

trines, too, ivere more Methodistic than
if we understand the difference. In

ect this " new departure"—denomina-
speaking—must be entirely commend-

Imean, in that which leads to going
'(It of the Society, in the way of reli-

J nfluence and teaching, preaching
'igDther societies and those of no reli-

•A Riciety."

oler that our readers may have oppor-

-yp judge of the correctness or otber-

.
o|,he views expressed relative to the de-

Jir from some of the doctrines and the
"r i Friends, we give a few extracts from
BCtnt of the General Meeting, held in

lOi mo. last, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

isld in the "Christian Worker" of 11th
15L 1871, a periodical conducted by two
by, at New Vienna, Ohio. As our space
aijd, and it is not necessary for a cor-

urjerstanding of what is given, we will

spjify the day or hour of the meeting.
itscising is chiefly our own.

i

1

" It lasted five days, and was largely attend
od. Many were strengthened and refreshed

and some, wo hope, converted. Friends
meeting-house, seating 300 or 400, proved too

small, and the Presbyterian church, which
seats 700, was generously otfered, and thank
fully accepted.

"S. F. Smiley related the details of Paul't

conversion, and deduced three practical les

sons, 1. To be converted, we must have Jesus

revealed to us. 2. Instant surrender is ne
cessary. 3. As soon as we are saved ourselves

we shall work to save others.

"W. Wetherald illustrated the love of God
A disobedient son had wasted his father's pos-

sess^ions, ran away from home, gloried in wick-

edness, and broken his mother's heart. He
heard of her illness—returned—sought her
chamber—she lay there dead. As he sank
down in remorse by the bier, he heard a groan
on the other side, and looking up, beheld h'

injured father, who stretched out his hand to

him across the dead and said, ' My son, for he
sake who is lying here, I will forget the past

and be reconciled.' Tiius does our heavenly

Father hold out His hand to us across the dead

Christ whom our sins have slain, and, for His
sake, forgives us freely.

" William Wetherald quoted the example of

Epaphras. It is a mistake to wait for extraor-

dinary influences before we dare to pray. We
are commanded always to pray, and are in-

vited to come fully to our Father. We should

always be in the spirit of prayer, and often

ngage in vocal supplication. Repressing the

latter, chokes out the former. The use of the

voice and of language gives point and force to

petition. Desire alone is not prayer; desire

must take wings and fly up to God. The
poor heathen who prays mechanically in-

tends- to express dependence or gratitude,

and thus condemns enlightened men who
never pray at all. How sad there are child-

en who never hear the voice of prayer ex-

ept when absent from home!
" First-day.—^Meetings were held in Friends'

meeting-house and Presbyterian church to-

day, simultaneously, and were densely crowd-
ed.

At the church, whose usual congregation

was present in addition to a multitude of

Friends, Methodists and others, the pastor

called attention to the privilege and duty of

Christian union. Regiments in the same
my, in the darkness of cloud and storm, had

sometimes fired upon each other, but when
ght broke in they knew each other for

friends. In the darkness of past daj's the

dift'erent denominations had been hostile, but

now they perceived that they were defending

and serving the same—one work to do, one
view, 'one Lord, one faith, one bap-

tism.'

In the afternoon C. Talbot held a temper-

ance meeting, other Friends a children's meet-

ng, a mission school was visited, and a raeet-

ng held with the young ladies of Vassar Col-

lege.

W. Wetherald preached on the leading

evidence of the truth of the Christian religion,

prophecy, miracles and internal evidence, clos-

ng with a forcible plea for the Bible, as our

only revelation of the Saviour.

At the meeting-house an excellent meet-

was held at the same hour, attended by a

large number of ministers. At the close, all

loere invited to rise who wished to renew their

covenant or to dedicate themselves henceforth

icholly to God; all in the gallery and many
others stood while J. H. Douglass offered ap-
propriate prayer. This was very solemn.

" iSome attempt was made to introduce and ex-
pound the peculiar doctrines of Friends, but oth-
ers felt it a more suitable time to preach the
simple gospel of Jesus crucified. As this senti-

ment prevailed a new life and power developed
in the meetimj. An intense solemnity was felt.

Sins were confessed, prayers requested, hopes
acknowledged. The husband and the wife,
the venerable and the young followed each
other in brief prayer and testimonies. It was
difiicult to close the meeting.
"Zacchus Powell otfered prayer. J. H.

Douglass enforced the language ' Repent and
be converted.' C. E. Talbot appealed to the
impenitent. The church was crowded, and
the deepest seriousness pervaded the whole
congregation. Those who were seeking salva-
tion were invited to rise. Several did so, and
manifested great earnestness and anxiety.
Others who had not courage to rise were weep-
ing and alarmed. Yery fervent prayers were
otfered for the convicted and repenting.
"The meeting was similar in character to

that of yesterday morning. Many establish-
" Christians spoke in brief exhortation, and

many trembling ones who had never publicly
spoken before. Children rose with the sim-
ple confession, 'I love Jesus.' Brethren and
sisters of other churches joined their testi-

monies to ours, and were not always to be
distinguished from us, because the same in

heart and hope. Sarah Smiley spoke of the
offices of Christ. We have two who plead for

us in Heaven. The word in one place
rendered 'Comforter,' is translated' ' Advo-
ate' in another. The Spirit intercedes—Jesus
ntercedes. We ask Christians to pray for us
—let us ask Christ to pray for us.

E. L. Comstoek read Isaiah 60. After sev-

eral prayers, S. P. Smiley preached on the
parable of the prodigal son. J. H. Douglass
made one last, earnest appeal to the impeni-
tent. R. L. Murray said he would not invite

those who were out of the visible church, to

come to us, but that the Lord had need of
them, and that they should seek to know His
will, and make a Christian profession. J. H.
Douglass bade farewell, and asked all those who
loved the Lord Jisus Christ in sincerity, and
would follow Him through life, to acknowledge it

by rising. More than three-fourths of the
reat congregation stood upon their feet

—

nited in one faith, soon to part until the last

tribunal, and then to rejoice in eternal reunion.
Still standing, they were commended to God
n solemn prayer, which closed in benedic-
tion."

In the same number of this paper is a let-

ter signed J. Hill, dated Logansport, Indiana,
lOih mo. 9ih, 1871, giving some account of a
"General Meeting," held, we suppose, there.

Imong other things, J. H. says :

" For these many days I have desired the
privilege of attending a " General Meeting" of
Friends. And amidst many other privileges,

this also has been granted.
'Two evening meetings were held, which

were of considerable interest. They were not,

however, under the care of the committee; a
good deal of talking was done, and a high
standard of Christian perfection or holiness

was professed to have been reached of some.
We did not have so good a set of singers as

Fifth Street folks are favored with, to warble
forth their beautiful hymns from time to time,
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filling the house with melody-, and mouths
with praisi^ and giving life to a Quaker meet-

ing.

"How much loss have wo suffered from

this lack, I cannot determine. The meeting

came and is gone. We have met, and meet
perhaps never again. The sun of that mo-
ment is set, ' andl trust has not risen in vain,'

'for we were made to rejoice that we had been

there.'
"

There is another letter given in this num-
ber, showing, though in a different waj', the

change going on among many in the Society,

from Quakerism to Methodism. It is as fol-

lows:

"A Methodist Meeting.

"It was my privilege, not long since, to at-

tend a Methodist meeting, held at Friends

meeting-house, Staiksboro, by appointment.

The congregation was made up of Buptists,

Methodists, "and Friends, the latter much the

majority, and the poor minister evidently la-

bored under embarrassment from the fear

that his mode of worship would not be ac-

ceptable to the greater part of his hearers,

but remembering, doubtless, his allegiance to

his risen Lord, and that praise is comely to

the upright in heart, this devout servant

arose, and in much earnestness sung a por-

tion of the hymn commencing with these

lines

:

' Had I a thousand tongues to sing

My great Kedeemer's praise,' etc.

" Not alone, however, did the melody of his

heart rebound from Quaker walls, but mingled

therewith was the sweot voice of a Q laker

mother, clad in the habiliments of simplicity

—bearing the badge of discipleship in her

countenance, and upon her head.

"After a few moments of silence, the pray-

er and exhortation, accompanied with the

spirit and power of Jesus, was sensibly felt,

and the season acknowledged to be one oi

Divine approval ; thus the trod of Methodists,

Baptists and Quakers, was realized to bo in

our midst, a respoctor of souls but not of per-

sons, and we thought how applicable were the

words addressed to Peter: 'What God has

cleansed call not thou common or unclean.'

" When our Methodist brother had conclud

ed his earnest exhortation, and invited all to

be faithful to the convictions of duty, in re

ference to confessing Christ before men, a

young man rose and gave in his testimony to

the love of Jesus shed abroad in his heart,

expressing his serious determination to follow

in the footsteps of his Master, thus beautiful-

ly exemplifying the Scripture declaration,

' that it is good for a man to bear the yoke in

his youth.' When near the close of his re

marks, a Friend near the gallerj' shouted a

hearty Amen, after which a prominent min-

ister of the Society of Friends fully endorsed

the Methodist Grospel, and bade him Godspeed

on his mission of love. Tae meeting closed

in much solemnity, and the canopy of Divine

love was spread over all, irrespective of name
or sect.

"I looked, and it seemed the partition walls

were falling—Sectarianism crumbling—prir

tive Christianity reviving, and the Quakerism

of thirty years ago in the distance for a back-

ground. Verily, a mighty change is taking

place amongst us, which will result, I trust,

in a warm, earnest, living Christianity that

will wage a successful and aggressive warfare

amid a,ll nations, kindred, tongue and people,

to the glory and honor of Him whom we pro-

fess to love.

'I ivoidd that Friends, as a bod}', would
throw off the shackles of formalism, and let

their light shine brighter and brighter upon
all people. H. L. P."

Truly, we think if these changes continue
to go on in the same pace for a year or_two
"onger, there are some of the honest-hearted
among our members, who have been, and still

censuring those who are faithfully main-
taining the testimony of Truth against all

these innovations and their abettors, that will

yet rejoice that their faithfulness has been a

means of preserving a remnant from being

wept away by the current.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In England the weather has been unusu-

ally cold for the season, so that thick ice has formed on
the ponds near London, and skating was common. The
dden and severe coldness has caused great distress

among the poor, and the police returns show that with-

in the city limits seventeen deaths had resulted imme-
diately from that cause. Measures are being taken to

provide fuel and clothing for the suffering.

Tlie Prince of Wales is sick with typhoid fever. On
the 2t)th his illness appeared lo be of a serious character.

A colliery explosion occurred on the 24th ult., near

Broaiwich, "while men were at work. Eight miners are

known to have been killed. A similar accident is re-

ported in a coal mine near Haversford, by which twenty

men were injured, but, as far as has been ascertained,

10 one was killed outright.

A mass meeting has been held in Bristol, at which
he speakers were unrestrained in denunciation of the

Monarchy of Great Britain. The Queen has removed
ler residence from Balmoral to Windsor Castle. John
Gibliie, secretary of the total abstinence society at Bris-

call, has publicly accused the Queen of intoxication.

He has been arrested and the magistrates at Torquay
have refused the application for bail in his case.

Reports of disasters to shipping by the recent storm,

continue to come in from all quarters. The Egeria was
driven ashore on the Irish coast, off Framere, and be-

came a total wreck. Five of her crew were drowned
and ten were saved.

London, 11th mo. 25th.—Consols, 93J a 93|. U. S.

bonds of 1862, 91| ; ditto of 1867, 94| ; ten-forties, 9U.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9| a 91^.; Orleans, lOd.

Sales of the day 20,000 bales.

A Paris dispatch says that the government has re-

solved to support a motion for making the seat of go
ernment at Paris at the next session of the Assembly
The French Minister of Finance, in the budget to be

submitted at the coming session of the Assembly, will

call for a fresh loan of 400,000,000 francs.

The trial of Communists who were engaged in the

destruction of the residence of Thiers has termin.ated,

All were convicted, and sentenced to imprisonment for

terms r.inging from two to twenty years.

The Commission of Pardons has rejected the appeal
of Ferre, Kossel, and other leading Communists.

In the German Parliament a bill has been introduced

and advocated by the Bavarian Minister, providing for

the criminal prosecution of clergymen who shall abuse

the privileges of their office. This bill is understood tc

be the first of a series of bulwarks against the encroach-

ments of the church upon the liberties of the people.

The commission upon the budget estimate the annual
expenditure for the regular troops, based upon a force

of 401,569 men, exclusive of officers, at §90,353,000, and
recommend an appropriation of $225 per head for that

number of enlisted men for the ensuing three years.

The Emperor of Germany has consented to act ai

arbitrator between the United States and Great Britair

upon the question of the disputed line between the U
States and Vancouvers Island, in the Straits of Sai

Juan de Fuca.
In Belgium the appointment of an unpopular man to

the governorship of the province of Limburg, has been

highly resented by the peoi^le, and serious riots in

Brussels followed. In order to allay the exciter

and relieve the government from its embarrassment,
the obnoxious governor resigned.

Victor Emmanuel made his entry into Rome on the

2Ist ult. Tiie people filled the streets in immen.se num
j

bers and greeted the king with enthusiasm during the

I progress to the Quirinal, where he has taken up
residence.

It is now stated that after the municipal
such changes will be made in the Spanish Cabinet
admit of the entrance of Sagasta and Admiral Ti

who are understood to have signified their wiUin
to take portfolios on certain conditions. The sesa

the Cortes was prorogued until 2d mo. 1872, until \

time it is probable the present ministry will (

in office. In the mean time the decision of impc
questions now pending is postponed.
An Alexandria dispatch ot the 24th says, a st(

crowded with pilgrims from Algiers, en route to It

he Suez Canal, was run into yesterday and
Seventy-five other passengers were drowned.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interme

i

Philadelphia last week numbered 394. There wei
deaths from small pox, 15 disease of the heart, i

of consumption. Males 190, females 204. The si

of the City Treasurer have paid #100,000 to th

Solicitor, and the property of the defaulting Tree
has been sequestrated. He has also been arreste

bound over for trial.

Salt Lake dispatches mention the prevalence of?

weather and severe snow storms in that re;

snow in some parts is from five to six feet'

and badly drifted. A number of persons have pei

in the snow. Some of the Mormons have resoh

give up polygamy in obedience to the law, and
sent away their plural wives, but these are deno

no longer members of the Mormon church.
The recent storm in western Kansas is said to

been unusually severe. Large numbers of Texan
were frozen to death, and some persons also peris

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quol

on the 25th ult. New York.—.Imerican gold,

U. S. sLxes, 1881, 117|; ditto, 1868, 114i; ditto,

5 per cents, 109J. Superfine flour, $5.80 a $6.20;

brands, $6.25 a $10.75. No. 2 Chicago spring
-1.52

; red western, $1.60 a $1.62 ; amber, *1.66
Michigan, $1.70; white Genesee, $1.63 a $1.67.

em barley, 90cts. ; Canada, $1.22. Oats, 53 a

State rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn, 79 cts. ; white.

Middling cotton, 19J- a 20J cts. PhUadelphia.—i I.

19i a 20i cts. for uplands and New Orleans,

tine flour, $5.25 a ^5.75; finer brands, $6 a $9,

wheat, $1.60 a *1.63 ; amber, $1.65 ; white, S1.6S

95 a 97 cts. Western mixed corn, 78 cts. Oats,:

cts. Lard, 9 J cts Clover-seed, llA a 12 cts. Tii

s3 a $3.25. Baltimore.—Pennsylvania red wheat

a $1.67. Western mixed corn, 73 cts. ; so

yellow, 71 a 72 cts. Oats, 51 a 53 cts. Cimnk
Family flour, $6.60 a ^7. Wheat, $1.42 a $1.45ij

44 a 45 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.^!

2, $1.18. No. 2 corn, 41 cts. No. 2 oats, 30^ cfe.

8j cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, Sl.5

3 do., $1.41. Corn, 45 cts. Oats, 38 cts. Sprin

ley, 60 cts. Lard, 8J cts. Cleveland.—ISo. 1 win

wheat, $1.43 ; No. 2 do., $1.35. New corn, 55 cts

40 cts. Detroit.—mo. 1 white wheat, $1.46 a

Oats, 47 cts. Corn, 62 cts.

FRIENDS' RELIEF COMMITTEE OF PI

For help of Sufferers by Northwestern Fires.

Information received from various reliable s

principally from members of our own religious f

renders it very evident there will be, dnring f

proaching inclement season, a great amount of

ing arising from the dreadful fires which have

tated a very large portion of our north-western a
including many small villages and settlements,

as the city of Chicago. Friends in tlie West

»

nearer to this scene of suffering, and those in a

of the land, will no doubt endeavor to render si

as may be in their power. A committee of 1

has also been orgaiiized in Philadelphia, who
|

ceive and forward contributions, taking duecs;

they will be properly applied.

The following Friends are members of this

mittee, and donations may be forwarded to an)

them, or directly to Samuel R. Shipley, Tn'; '

at the office of the Provident Life and Trust Co.
'

Marmaduke C. Cope, 1312 Filbert St.

Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race St.

William Kixsky, -i<\:i .Marsh ill .<t.

Henry H.vixe-, 117 Walnut St.

Elliston p. .Mhrk!-. 17s-_' Main St., (rerm:

Died, on the 2')th of Ninth month, 1871, Po.-p

R. BfBR, in the 74th year of her age, a niembe '

.Monthly Meeting for the Western District, P
'

phia.

WILLIAM h7 pile, PRINTe]^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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J

20. 2'! nio. 9th. Altctided the Select

torly Meeting of Abitifrton ; and on the
the general Qiiartei-lj' Meeting. I think
Vttsagood meeting. All within me bows,
now I hope vvliile I write these lines.

ither, I do acknowledge tiiat thou art

and worthy of humble dedication from
radle to the grave."

ter attending meetings at Darby and
ter, she reacheil Coneoi-d on the 14th, and
It their Sel.ct Quarterly Meeting. Nc.xi

ihe attended the Quarterly Meeting ai

.after which she write-i :
" This has been

jf of Divine favor, wliich 1 think was so

y many. The faithful had afresh to ra-

in humble confiJence that the Lord has
brgotten to be gracious: giving cvid'^nje

RHe is still mindful of His people. 3Iany
s were reached. Be pleased, O righteous
er, to cause the blessing to descend on
abors of thine own dedicated children;

80, through the might of Thy powei-, an
ase of living members may bo added tu

hiirch.

^jeth. At Centre ; the day following al

Je pet; and on the ISth at Birmingham. Not
lull to rejoice in, but in being accountcil
'J liy to suffi'r with the suffering seed. Yei
•- -dw- a fow faithful Fi'iends in almosi
iV |ihiue

; and this is cause of thanksgiving
ucpraise.

_"j9th. At Whiteland. I think it may be
liilhe everlasting gospel was preached her.',

n^omo minds wore afresh humbled, and the

arJ! of our God was glorified. O my Fathei-,
lejo to accept all the praise from evei-y
oa

,
for thou alone art worth}'.

"U Ridnor and Haverford on the 20th and
l8| 22d at Merion. This was of the number
ffietings wherein the glorious anmo of our
roiivas magnified. O my soul, hold fast thy

ience, since thou hast often known whrn
art the most sensible that weakness is

,
then it is that strength cometh of the

5J. At Pino Street Monthly Meeting,
delphia, and next day at their Monthly
ing on Arch street. These were com-
ble meetings.

"25th. Went on to Frankford, and was at

their Monthly Meeting, which was indeed a

jiainful one. The seed of the kingdom here,

has been and yet is under great suffering ;
or

at least it felt so to me, a poor stranger. Such

a testimony as I here felt bound to deliver,

has not been common for me: but felt easy

in believing I had done my duty. Some well

exercised Fi-iends, who no doubt feel bound

to the law and the testimonj-, told me after

meeting was over, no doubt for the istrcnglh-

ening of my faith, they were glad I had

-trcnglh to be honest and faithful. For, search-

ing as it was, it was nothing more than there

was cause for. May the Lord reinomber his

wrestling suffering seed in that meeting.

"26th. Went on to Bj'beriy, and attended

their meeting next day. Here the excellency

of the Divine principle was preciously opened,

and the people invited unto it.

"28th. At the Select Quarterly Meeting in

Burlington, New Jersey; and on the 29th at

the meeting at largo. We made our homo at

the house of dear Martha Atlinson- a widow.

This is a precious family indeed; and in this

place it appears the Lord has a number of

loar children, that know a being fed from His

hand.
"3d mo. 1st. Visited a few Friends; and

then went on to Lower Mansfield Meeting,

which was a poor little one indeed.

"31. At Mansfield. 4th. At Bordentown
;

where, in the forenoon, we had a public meet-

ing. In the evening one for the members
alone. And though it wound up with a de-

cree of relief, in sympatiiy with the few

nourners here for Zion's sake, yot it was a

lay of exercise to my poor body and mind.
" 5th. At Chesterfield. Owing to the peo-

ple's minds being too much outward, true

.renuine religion is at a low ebb. Lord, turn

the current, or else many thousands in the

world must, in the winding up of all things

to them here, go down to tho chambers of

death."

On the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th, M. R.

and company attended meetings at East

Branch, Upper Freehold, Shrevo's Alount,

Upper and Old Springfield, respective!}'. Of
this service she writes: "Thi-ough all thus

I'ar the Lord Jehovah has been our Helper,

md owned us I am bound to believe. How-
ever unworthj^ thus far His excellent name
has been magnified in naany hearts. O my
^oul, do thou keep close to the watchtower !

Yea, trust in the Lord ; for many a time

thou hast proved that His arm is everlasting

strength.

"11th. AtRancoeas. A few precious wrest-

ling souls are here, who are strugi^ling rightly

for tho blessing of blessings—an interest in

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Because

of these things [no doubt for the want of

more such spiritual wrestlers] my mind is

often covered as with the garment of mourn-

ing."

After attending meetings at Mt. Holly and

Vinccntown, on the 14th, she siij-s, "Wo went
on, and found a pretty comfortable resting

place at 's, who from appearance has
gotten rich from his great iron works. His
wife, and several others of his family, are

members of our Society, though ho is not, yet
a truly kind man to us.

" We have on this journey met with several

who have been very kind to us poor travel-

lers; and j-et after all without a seriouschange
of heart and mind, it is to be feared they will

bo found wanting in tho ono thing needful.

Alas, what jiity for these I

" 16th. Was at their mid-week meeting at

Little Egg Horbor. Trulj' lamentable it is

that in most or all places, true religion is so

much wanting. Yet it is comfortable to find

a living remnant are still preserved.
" 17th. At Barnegat, where we had a pain-

ful time. On tho 19th were at Bass River
Meeting. Here there is a good ground to

hope Truth may grow and pi-osper ; and I

have no doubt it will, if the few Friends here

keep to tho principles of Truth. This will

cause others to flock to them. Lord, be

|)lcased to give these few an increasing sense

of the great responsibility attached to their

little indulged meeting.

"20th. i being very poorlj', we found a
comfortable resting-place at the house of a

colored Friend, David Mapps, whoso situation

seemed to manifest that .-i blessing had at-

tended their efforts. And I thought the state

of those friends (for indeed we found them
friends to us) might serve to confirm tho tes-

timony that God is no respecter of persons.

"21st. Had a meeting near this place, in a
school-houso, to satisfaction.

" 23d. Was at Galloway or Leed's Point
Meeting. 24tb, at groat Egg Harbor. Both
these were poor, and painful seasons indeed.

Next day travelled nearly forty miles; and
on tho 26th were at Capo May. The few little

meetings hereaway have been attended with

such feelings of death and darkness, that ex-

cept for a very few bore and there who seem
to be pleading for daily bread, and except that

tho Lord's nierc}' is everywhere, there would
bo little or no hope. It has indeed felt to me,

that it might be said, 'Darkness has covered

the earth, and gross darkness the people.' I

think I have not known any part of tho world
where true religion seemed to be so entirely

rooted out.

"28ih. At tho Meadow Mooting, which
proved in a good degree refreshing, after

having inwardly and outwardly passed as

through the region and shadow of death. This

was a comfort in tho needful lime, and is re-

newed cause of thankfulness and of praise

unto Thee, righteous Father, who has thus

led us about and instructed us.

"29th. At Maurice River. Though we
found some precious Friends here, yot it was
to bo felt that true religion is in a low state.

When will our Zion arise, and shako herself

from the dust of the earth, and put on her
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\beautiful garments as at the first? The an-!these structures are connected incidents of no

swer seems to be, when her members deepen in small moment in history.

the root of religious exercise. Hasten this de- "
sirable period, O Thou that hast power, if so

it seemeth good in Thy sight
'• 3l8t. At Greenwich. Here the blessed

Master was with us, and gave us a good meet-

ing; notwithstanding it is a mournful truth,

that religion is here also in a lapsed state.

"4th mo. 1st. At Alio way's Creek. Hero

also we had a good meeting. The name of

our God was magnified, I have no doubt in

many hearts, for all his benefits. O righteous

Father! my spirit bows low, and ascribes all

praise to Thee.
" 2d and 3d. At Salem and Pilesgrove: both

preciously refreshing seasons. The salt of

the heavenly kingdom was to be felt. Lord,

increase it more and more, if so it seemeth

good in thy sight.
" 4th. At ujiper Penn's Neck ; and the day

following at Woolwich. At these also the

glorious cause of religion was exalted, and the

blessed Master's name magnified. I charge

thee, O my soul, never forget to be thankful,

and to give Him all His due : for He is wor-

thy I

" 6th. At Woodbury Monthly Meeting.

Here I thought we found a number of p
ciously exercised Friends. May this class

everywhere, multiply more and more
(To be continued.)

Florence and Galileo.

BY MABEL SHERMAN CRAWFOED.

By the remembrances which its name
vokes, Florence powerfully commends itself

to the sympathies of every cultivated mind.

Distinguished in power, in industry, and above

all in literature and art, Florence shines out

in the prevailing darkness of the mediaeval

times, with a lustre peculiarly brilliant. The
woollen stuffs, the gold and silk brocades, the

produce of Florentine looms, were prized, re-

nowned, and sought for throughout the west-

ern world ; and to Florence especially belongs

the merit of making the merchants' an honor-

ed name. Of all the republics of Italy to

which the Middle Ages gave birth, Florence
was the one in which the love of liberty was
the strongest, the cultivation of the intellect

the greatest, and the lavvs the best framed
and the best administered. JSToted for the

genius of its citizens, and the intelligence of

its people, to Florence belongs the glory of

having given to the world, during the Middle
Ages, a greater number of illustrious men,
than all the rest of Italy was able to send forth.

Whilst the darkness of barbarism still hung
densely over the British Isles, while know-
ledge there could find no resting-place save

in the monastic cell, the poet, ])ainter and
scholar, daily met together as honored, cher-

To the philosophic mind, trifles are often

fraught with teachings of wisdom. The swing-

ing of a large bronze lamp, suspended from
the roof of the Cathedral at Pisa, was appa-

rently an incident of the most trivial descrip-

tion, but to Galileo that sight evoked a train

of thought which resulted in the discovery of

the theory of the pendulum. Hanging yet
where it hung in the days of that great man,
that lamp can never be looked on without
interest.

Still more suggestive of Galileo than the

Cathedral, is the far-famed Leaning Tower
adjoining it, for here it was that he proved
by a simple experiment, that the doctrines of

Aristotle, which he had been appointed to

teach, in the University of Pisa, were funda-

mentally wrong. Denounced by his brother

professors as an ignorant pretender in the

school of philosophy, as the defamer of an
illustrious and unerring sage and the dissem-

inator of untruths, Galileo eagerly called out,
" Bring ray doctrines to the test of exper'

ment, and by this prove whether Aristotle'

theory or mine, in regard to the law of falling

bodies, is true." The challenge was accepted

and the Leaning Tower of Pisa was selected

as the place where the demonstration was to

be made.
Let us bring up the past before our view,

and see assembled round that wonderful Lean-

ing Tower, grave professors and solemn sages,

who have come, confident of triumphing
the approaching discomfiture of an ignorant

pi'etender in the paths of science and philoso

phj'. Around them cluster an eager crowd,
looking with curiosity at that obscure 3'oung

man ; who, though alone and friendless, the

object of reproach and scorn, yet strong in

the power of truth, stands up before them
with sparkling eye and undaunted bearing.

The experiment is to be made by means of

two balls, one of which is twice as heavy as the

other. If Aristotle bo right in his theory of

the velocity of falling bodies, the heavy ball,

when dropped from the summit of the tower,

should reach the ground in exactly half the

time taken by the lighter ball to pass throu

the same space, both being dropped at the

same time. If Galileo be right, the two balls

should not ditFer one instant in the rate of

their descents. Nothing can be simpler than

the experiment, and nothing more clearly and
easily ascertainable than its result.

The moment comes when the issue is to be

determined, and at a given signal down drop
the balls from the tower: they strike upon
the earth in the same moment of time. A
proud moment was it for that young sage, and
exulting was the look he cast on the discom-

fited philosophers. Again and again the ex

together. Here at Padua is the piineip

professor of philosophy, whom I have repeiji

edly and urgently requited to look at til-

moon and planets through my glass, which .,(

pertinaciously refuses to do!" Unhappily f]|

Galileo's lot in life, the Paduan philosuphi(

was only a'fair sample of the pseudo-scieiui

sages of his day.

Florence warmly cherishes the name a

memory of the great astronomer, and eshib il

to this day many memorials of him. Attach jj-

to the Museum is a temple erected b}- the pi')

sent Grand Duke to Galileo, and here may [
seen the telescope which revealed to hiratif

satellites of Jupiter. The observatory whfil

most of his observations on the moon we|i

made, still exists; and the stranger is sho\ij-

the residence where, blind, infirm and weigh 't|

down by years and humiliation, his vexed a:-,

suffering spirit passed away.
j

. But Florence possesses a still more tonci

ing memento of her great son than any i

those described. In the church of San'

Croce, the stranger's step is arrested byt
tomb that bears Galileo's name; and iD8e

sible is the heart that does not do homage
the illustrious dead — a teacher of trut

which can never die, and who by years

obloquy and persecution (by the cardinals l|(

the Eoman Church) bj' imprisonment and'

shattered frame, paid a heavy penalty- fort't

distinction he enjoyed of being the greati

genius of his age.

ished guests at the noble Florentine's board, jperiment was repeated with the same results;

But amongst the many sons of Florence,

who shed honor on that republic in bygone
days, there are none who left behind them
names so well deserving our respect as Galileo

and Michael Angelo; the first, astronomer
and philosopher combined—the teacher of

great truths to an incredulous world. Florence
is full of the memorials of her two great sons;

and in Pisa, where Galileo lived for several

years as teacher of philosophy in the univer-

sity there, his memory is indissolublj' asso-

ciated with the far-famed Cathedral and
Leaning Tower of that city. Their very
stones are eloquent to us of him, for with both

om that day Aristotle lost the sway
that he had exercised for centuries over the

human mind.
But the pioneer of knowledge, the dis-

coverer of truths, needs a brave heart to sus-

tain him in his battle against error and igno-

rance in this world; and no one more than
Galileo required the endowments of a darin

spirit and unflinching mind. Through h

whole life he had to contend with determined
incredulity, and with ignorance that pertina-

ciously' refused to be enlightened. "Oh, my
dear Kepler," writes Galileo to his friend
'' how I wish we could have one hearty laugh

For " The Friend,

'

From the Letters and Papers of Jolin Barclajj

(ContiQoed from page 107.) I

In the following memorandum is perha

the first direct allusion of J. B. to alteraliO|

in his lifeand conduct, with that alsoofi

change of dress and address, as tbresbadoi

ing what afterwards s-o decidedly' took plaj

in his own particular. That which at tl|

Lime of writing was his friend's painful e

perience from submission to the cross

Christ, was ere long to become his own.

is instructing to trace the gradual develc

ment of this concern, as a duty laid and n

to be shrunken from, in the case of one

variously gifted; and who, as he tells us,

one time entertained nothing short of are

contempt for these peculiarities. But t

Lord's ways are not as man's ways ; and in

day like this, when the slavery of fasbio

with the love of dress, and the gewgaws ai

superfluities of its votaries, so painfully ai

shamefully abound, it is not to be wonden

at, that the meek and lowly and world-r

nouncing Saviour, who, in the religion I

brought to fallen man, made no provision i

show and parade—for pride, and vanity, at

tolly—should require His disciples to det

themselves herein ; and to set the examp

that the narrow way to life admits not oft!

outward adorning, but calls for "a meek ai

quiet spirit," even the becoming " all glorioi

within." May the Lord in His mercy so pr

serve from conformity to the si)irit and e

ample of the world in this particular, as th

a testimony so rational and comprehensi'

be not ignored among us, or suffered to f:

in our streets.

" 1816. April 3d.— I can scarcely refra

from writing a few lines, on the occasion

's bearing open testimony to those pri

ciples, which I believe he very sincerely h

espoused. It must indeed be a trying tic
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rii him, not only just now, but perhaps

e 'cliM th through life. The change of dress

a.udli'css, thougl)»a simple small thing in

nust doubtk'ss be a pretty constant
ee of ridicule and contempt, both in his

Qco and behind his back. I could say
. in favor of his sincerity, and I think

iXL'rcises have not been few or slight, even
as I have seen. Though I have had

ittlc direct communication with him on
ious subjects, yet, in his deportment and
uct, in general so reasonable and upright,

has been much instruction for me. 1

seen many evils and errors in him, evi-

ly brought under correction and govern-
and the chords of his practice and daily

uct drawn tighter and tighter into tune;

n witnessing this process, my admiration
)een not a little excited, in the full belief,

it evinces a power greater than his

,y, under the induencj of which he en-

ors to live: he has proved and does prove
^ng lesson and example to me, and I think
hers. On looking again at the matter
h gave me occasion for writing this, I

nelincd to add, that the following con-

ations seem of too much importance long
ifer examining; First, whether I am satis-

to continue as I am, in respect to out-

profession
;
Second, if not, when is the

time to make any alteration; Third,

; precise change is to take place, in what
cuiars, and on what grounds. And muy
who alone can preserve my soul from
96 with me ; that so [ may not err on the
hand, or on the left.

81G. April 11th. Having a short reprieve
week, before entering into a business

jh is marked out for me, [at a solicitor's

] I avail myself gladly of it to record my
ijtfelt and sincere expressions of gratitude,

amidst all my backslidings and omis-

,
during the period of retirement which

ve had of late, there remain to me yet
1 small bright spots and points, at which
::li with salislaction look back. For though
3') have been many and great errors ami
gs, and at times an almost total forgetful-

jof that Being, whoso wisdom made me,
|whose mercy is still over me

;
yet am I

raged in the belief, that at many seasons
has been a desire after, a searching for

ving God, and for the knowledge of his

whom to know is life. I have indeed
t by reiterated and painful experience,
OQStant liability to which poor man is

ed, of forgetting or forsaking the foun-

f living waters, the Father of infinite

who is daily striving with his self-

reature, man. O! I have learnt, and
»]the lesson be indelibly impressed on my
that it is good for a man to watch—to

l|h and bo sober,^ to fear always,—to

n His love who loved us.

.6. April 14th.—Uncertainty as to the
and manner of our departure hence, and

!r;inty as to the fact itself, seems to be the
mlof our knowledge in regard to this awful
ibjct. We know indeed neither the day
Ofihe hour when we shall be summoned, by
a ijlrighteous Judge, to render an account.
ee|ig then that such is our case, may we
etinare and more earnestly strive after a
:at! of preparation,—having ' our loins gird-
i bout and our liirhts burning;' that, so
'biievcr the awful call shall go forth, whether
1 1 duight, in the morning, or at noonday,
'9iQay be found amongst the trusty ser-

vants, ' whom the Lord, when he cometh,
shall find watching.'

"1816. May 29th.— O Lord God of my
fathers, the protector of every one that put-

teth his trust in thee, be pleased in thy un-

bounded compassion and unutterable mercy,
to look upon thine afflicted servant for good.
01 Lord, thou knowest my case and circum-

stances bettor than I can possibly relate;

thou seest all my wants, my troubles and my
fears; in thy abundant and overflowing mei'c^',

forsake mo not in this time of trial and deep
exercise of spirit. 0! thou that art mighty
to save and to deliver, help mc that I perish

not in this extremity ; but that aided by thee,

I may be enabled to do thy will whilst here,

whatsoever it may be ; and be prepared to

glorify thee forever hereafter.

"1816. May 30ih.—O Lord! the Father of

the fatherless, the helper of the helpless, the
friend of the afflicted: who hast promised
never to forsake them that seek thee, and
trust in thee ; receive the sigh and tear of one
whose spirit crieth unto thee day and night,

—yea Lord, thou knowest, through every
hour of the day : I pray not that thou wouldst
take me out of the world, or from that station

and place in it, which in thy infinite goodness
is appointed for me; but this does my spirit

crave of thee with unspeakable fervency, even
that in all things, at all times, and in all

places, thou mayst be pleased to dwell with
me, and to keep me on every hand from all

evil."
(To be oontinned.)

Wheat the Completest Food.—Man has both

a mental and an animal nature, each of which
must be properly fed and developed, or he is

imperfect. Wheat is pre-eminently the food

of civilized nations, and perhaps there can be

no better measure of their civilization than
the culture and consumption of that cereal.

Nations have grown sturdy and progressive

in the ratio of the consumption of wheat by
all classes. Lovers of " brown bread" need
not deny these statements, for the consump-
tion of wheat does not imply the use of bolted

flour. Scientific analysis confirms the indica-

tions of history. Anatomy and chemistry
show that food to be best which gives tough
ness to muscular fibre and tone to the brain

;

that nutriment to excel which best rescues

the flagging spirit when the energies lie pros-

trate without maddening stimulants.

That wheat fulfils all these conditions is

not only attested by the character and fate of

nations, but is susceptible to scientific demon-
stration. The nice adjustment of its vital

properties supports brain and blood and mus-
cle, in just the proportion requisite for the

highest type of manhood. Eahnement, forti-

tude, and enterprise most distinguish those

nations which most consume wheat. Beef
eating and wheat-consuming races dominate
and elevate the rice and pork consumers with

whom they come in contact. Russia's serfs,

lifted above the poverty of " black bread," arc

becoming consumers of the wheat they raise,

and are rising in everj-thing that appertains

to true manhood, with a rapidity second only

to the United States. Perchance something
more than the satisfaction of appetite w.is

included in that promise to the faithful:

"They should be filled with the finest of

wheat."
The "iSTew Northwest" will remain the

wheat garden of the United States, and in

after centuries will become the granary of the
world. To,thi8 distinction will ba added an-
other: Rich enough to consume all they need
of the wheat they raise, living in a climate
wondrously adapted to bring out their best
efforts, amply supplied with schools and
churches, here will grow up the highest type
of manhood,"who^will ultimately compel the
world to admit that the " New Northwest" is

indeedtho " Scat^of Empire."

For " V\\c F iend"

Vital Ucllgloii a Quiet Inward Spiritual Experience.

Vital religion is an inward spiritual experi-
ence, that is not found with the froth of ex-
citing outward demonstration of natural en-

thusiasm and zeal, or display of intellectual

gifts and acquirements; but in a solid settle-

ment, in quiet childlike dependence and obe-
liience, silting as at the feet of the blessed

Master listening to his gracious words of coun-
sel and comfort, as Mary did. lie declared,
" Mai'y hath chosen that good part that
shall not bo taken from her." And saith the
Psalmist, " Sacrifice and offering thou didst

not require, but mine ear hast thou opened;"
confirming the testimony of the prophet, that
" Obedience is better than sacrifice, and to

Iieaiicen than the fat of rams."

The religion of Christ leads out of all heats,

out of all self-exaltation and human inven-

tions, out of all disposition to outward display

of eloquence, learning, or oratory in the work
of the ministry, and out of the desire to sub-

stitute human wisdom and critical knowledge
of the letter, for bumble waiting upon God.
His promises are confined to them that wait
upon and ask wisdom from Him

; seeking that

honor which cometh from Him, more than
the praise of men. "How can ye believe

who rooeive honor one of another," in mutual
admiration for outward gifts and the pleasing

display of their use in religious oratory and
learned eloquence?

Surely are these inconsistent with the pro-

fession of Christ, who made self of no reputa-

tion and became obedient unto the death of

the cross, not seeking to do his own will, but
the service of Him who had sent him. We
must be willing quietly to suffer as well as

labor for the blessed cause which we profess

to maintain, with fear and trembling before

God, as his representatives and the com-
panions of our worthy forefathers in the

Truth, who were brought out from the formal,

literal believers of their day, to sot up and
maintain a spiritual standard, according to

the teaching of that Grace which hath ap-

peared to ail men. This inward monitor and
guide which would direct every attentive

mind to its special duty, opens the scriptures

to the spiritual understanding, as we have
need and can bear it.

The Quaker religion has always required a
meek and quiet waiting upon God for the

teachings of his Spirit, free from all haste and
heats; not relying on outward critical know-
ledge, which is held entirely subordinate to

the immediate teachings of the Spirit in the

heart. Therefore this religion being free from
outward display or dependence on the know-
ledge which " puffeth up," has always been

far from popular. Nevertheless it requires

faithfulness to be maintained while it cherishes

that charity which edifieth.

How many ways there are of sliding off

he right Foundation.
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KEEPING A VIGIL.
BY MARY E. C. WYETH.

"A little while and ye shall see Me."

Only a little while—the st.irs are f:iding,

Paler and paler, one by one away.
Only a little while—tlie niijht is passing;

Lo ! in the cast behold the coming Day !

Sad eves, grown dim with tears of weary longing.

Look upward, see the mist that greets the Sun I

Soon o'er the hills the glory will be shining;

Soon tliy sad vigil cud, thy watch be done.

Pale lips, cold lips, that throngh the solemn watches
Of night and darkness murmur ceaseless pr.iyer.

The sounds of night grow faint, the day is dawning,
Pray on in hope—the morning will be fair.

Ah, weary night ! Tiirough storm and tempest dark
ness.

Through blinding, numbing flash, through fearsome
roar.

The lonely watcher kept her tearful vigil.

'Tis morning now ; she weeps and prays no more.

Oh ! thou, across whose sky dark clouds are sweeping.
Night's shadows deep'ning, .storm winds wailing low,

AVhen one by one thou seest each star's declining.

Lift to the hills thine eyes—see morning's glow !

Patient endure. Tliy silent tears, down dropping,
At length will bring thee, from the other shore,

With words of cheer, the herald of the morning;
And when the Day appears thou'lt weep no more.

Only a little while; the night is passing.

Soon shall we end life's vigil wearisome;
Soon shall the shadows flee, soon come the morning;

Only a little while. Lord Jesus, come.—Independent.

Selected.m THE FIRELIGHT.
BY AMELIA E. DALEY.

Brown little Ben at the fireside stands,

Patiently warming his half-frozen hands.
Down the broad cliimney the cold wind in sighing:
Up the broad chimney the red sparks are Hying,
Warming the kitchen" from ceiling to floor,

Melting the black frost away from the door,
Briglitly illumining the figure that stands
Thoughtfully warming its little brown hands.

Standing there, lost in a half-waking dream.
What does Ben see in the firelight's gleam ?

Why is that smile o'er his dimpled mouth going?
Why are his eyes in an instant so knowing?
Why is the flush on his cheek deepened now?
Why so determined his smooth, boyish brow ?

What does he think, as he silently stands,

There in the firelight warming his hands ?

Many a poet has dreamed the same dream.
Thought the .same thoughts in the firelight's gleam.
Many a scholar and leader of earth,

Stood, when a child, on as humble a hearth.
Ben, the jioor farmer's boy, reads in the flame,
Promise of knowledge and promise of fame;
Sees a great future, as, silent, he stands.
Patiently warming his brown little hands.—Household.

character, his scionlific and literary altain-

mrnl9, and his enliirlUoncd views a-» a rulor.

is the son of Dom* Pedro, the tir-t Emperor.
Brazil, before a colon}' of Portugal, was made
a kioifdoin in union with that power in 1815,

iind was proclaimed independent in 1822
This event ha<l been foreseen by king Dom
John VI, of Portugal. King Jolin, driv-en

from his throne in Europe, in 1808, by the

political events consiqtient on the invasion of

Portugal by Napoleon I, took refuge in Brazil,

where he remained till 1821. On his depir-
ture from Rio de Janeiro, the monarch con-

ferred on his son Dom Pedro, Prince Royal,

the oflSco of i-egent of the kingdom of Brazil.

Just as the vessel which was to boar him back
10 Portugal was about to sail, the old king
pressed his son to his bosom for the last time,

and exclaimed, "Podro, Brazil will, I fear, ere

long separate herself from Portugal, atid il

so, place the crown on thine own head, rather

than to allow it to fall into the hands of anj-

adventurer." The crisis soon afierwafls oc

curred. The arbitrary measures of the Cortes
of Portugal towards Brazil hud the effect of

hastening the declaration of independence.

It was in the neighborhood of the city of San
Paulo, and on the 7th of 9ih month, 1822—
the day from which Brazil dates her inde

pendence, that the Prince Regent read the

ilispalches which drew from him the exclama-
tion, " Independicia on morte," and which be-

came the watchword of the revolution. On
the 12th of 10th month he was proclaimed,

and on the 1st of 12th month crowned Em-
peror, as Dom Pedro I. Portugal acknow-
ledged the independence of Brazil in 1825.

Until the middle of 1823, the first empjror
posocssod in ]>razil a high and well-deserved

popularitj'. He was the creator of the em-
pire—he had delivered Brazd from anarch}-,

and had given her political liberty. But the

jealousies between the Portuguese and the

Brazilians, and the difficulties which ensued
in the government, led to the forceful dissolu-

tion of the assembly by the emperor, and to

the loss of his popularity. The administra
lion of Dom Pedro I, lasted about ten years.

The first emperor was energetic, a lover of

representative institutions, but as a ruler im-

prudent and inconstant. With formidable
difficulties to surmount, he committed grave
faults; and in 18U events occurred which led

to his abdication in favor of his son, the pre-

sent emperor, then a boy of five years of age.

Dom Pedro I, embarked for Eiiropeon board
the English Jine-of battle ship " Warspite,"
possessed, it is said, with the idea that his

personal popularity would enable him to unite

the crowns of Portugal and Spain, and rule'

over the whole peninsula, by means of a revo
lution that would compensate him for all ht

had lost ia Brazil.

From on board the " Warspite" he ad-

dressed to his son these parting words of

paternal advice: " Love your country; follow

the counsel of those who have the care of

For " The Friend."

The following account will perhaps bo read
with interest, as it sets forth the life of the
present Emperor, who has recently, at a large
pecuniary sacrifice, liberated all the slaves
belonging to the property of the crown. A
general scheme of emancipation has been
a lopted by the Brazilian government, under
the provisions of which slavery in Brazil will

disappear within the century by a gradutil
process, involving no violent convulsion, ami
perilling neither the safety of the slave, nor
the welfare of his master. H. C. W.

Dora Pciiro II, Emperor of Brazil.

The Emperor of Brazil, Dom Pedro II, who
has 80 recently visited our shores and who is
,.„,. • u 1 i' ,u n 7^; . ""lappiieu Dy tue rortuguese, ana tu
distinguished lor the excellence of his personal ' to monarchs, princea and bishops.

of Brazil, as he has been termed. This
nent Brazilian statesman and manof sciei

conducted the early studies of the young
peror, and perhaps from him the royal pi

imbibed those scientific tastes and that des

for knowledge which have throughout
characterized hira.*

From the time of the abdication of D
Pedro, the government was conducted b

regency, which lasted till 1810, when a ii

reviiluiion resulted in the proclamation of

mtijority of the emperor, then in his fifteei

year. During the whole of this period
country was torn by factions, a prey to

war, and ravaged by bands of marauders; i

it was not until the emperor assumed the re

of government, that peace and prospei

dawned upon Brazil. In the year preeed

the proclamaiion of the majority of the i

pcror, steam navigation had been introdu

along the whole Brazilian coast, so that

news of the events at Rio de Janeiro wassi

made known in every town of the Ailai

sea-board, and in a few weeks the most
mote parts of the empire were sending
their vivas for Dam Pedro II. The erape

was crowned on the 18th of 7th month, If

The titles acknowledged by the constiiut

as pertaining to him are, " Constitutional I

peror and Perpetual Defender of Braz "

"

One of the reasons assigned by the Gem
Legislative As>embly for investing the

peror at so early an age with his const;

tional prerogatives, was that that body "

cognized that happy intellectual developnif

with which it has pleased Divine Provide

to endow his Imperial Majesty." These w
no words of adulation, but of sobijr tri

The mind of Dom Pedro was of mature cj

at the age of fifteen he was remarkable al

in his tastes, application to study, and
vancement in knowledge. He delighted

the natural sciences, and he bad besides sho

a marked facility in acquiring foreign 1

guages.

Dr. Roinhardt, who spent many years

Brazil as a naturalist, visited the capita

the empire when Dom Pedro II was i

young. Hearing that an American Sav/

was about to enter upon a scientific expk

tion of the country, his majesty sent for I

to receive his aid in performing certain n

chemical experiments, an account of whi

he had perused in the European journal

science. Dv. Reinhardt has said that

young monarch, in his enthusiasm, puiJ

attention to the time that flew by, as ii

tropical clime and in a close room, they w

cooped up tor hours over the fuiuigai

chemicals.

It is well known at Rio de Janeiro that

emperor is a good topographical engineer.:

has a taste for art. The royal library abm -

in the best histories, biographies, and encvi

pasdias. It has been remarked that a straii

can scarcely start a subject in regard to

own country that would bo entirely fire i

to Dom Pedro II. With the literatureof Eyour education; and rest assured that the

world will admire you, and that I will be filled land, Germany and the United States, he

with gladness at having a son so worthy of:

the land of his birth." The guardian to whom
j

* jose Bonifacio de Andrada, was the eldest of tl

Dom Pedro committed the care of his son, brothers, all remarkable for their talents, leani

was Jose Bonifacio de Andrada, the Franklin public services, and sterling patriotism. He had I

,
the post of Prime Mini.ster of Brazil at the U"is "'

*The word "Dom" (Dominus) which always pre- I>eclaration of Independence, and in 1S33 when

cedes the name of the emperor, is not used indWim- posed from the office of tutor to the emperor by a taoi

inulelv, like the " Don" of the Spanish, but is a title
die venerable man retired from public life, to the b.

pplied by the Portuguese, and their descendants, only Vfgg
^^""'^ °^ Paqueta, - •'-- ° *the Bav of Kio, and did i
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ry cons;i.ler:iblo aoquaintuni'C. Whm
irtiiiu's appeal for assistance was wafieJ

the waters, iL w:»s iho Emperor of B azil

ndercd liira greater mntcrial aid tliati

ither, liy subseriljin;^ for 5,000 copies ol

orl<9, for wiiich be remitted to tbe scn-

LiTTERATEUR One liundrcd thousand

! concluded.)

Selected for "The Friend."

Pike on the Covcriimiial of Pamilles iiiid

tiic ilui; RcsliMJiit of CiiilJrcii,

parents riiflitl}- discharj^o their duty

Is their ciiiidi-.'n, it miirht go n greul

ogclbcr with thi::r own goodeximples. in

)<f reli_'io;i-i impressions upon them, as

s in inflii'-nein^f them to perform theii

lowardn their parents. But, through

lure of parents in l>oth these respects.

;ve thousands of children have been lost.

which number I will not exclude many
theeompassof our S )ciety. Abraham

i faithfulness, is called the fiiemJ o

nd God gives this character of him, "
I

him, that ho will command his children

13 household after him, and they sh dl

,he way of the Lord, to do justice ani

ont." Gen. xviii. 19. And Israel wa-

,e(lly commanded, ddigenlly to teach

children, and to tell their sons, sittini;

rising up, in the house, and on the w.iy

keep the law of the Lord, an 1 feai

the days of their life. David instruct-

son to keep the law of G )d ; and wi

I the other hand, though Eli reproved

5, yet, because bj did not restrain them

1 l:j;!iients of God came upon him. A
'\. \\:is to train up a child in the way hr

I l; 1 ; ho, who trul}' loved bis children

3)) chasten them l)ccimes; and to brin-

!iihp in the f^ar, nurture, and a Imoniiion

tl Lord, and t) have them in subj ction

h III gravity. It most plainly appeal's how
how absolute, and how indispensable a

09 upon parents towards their children,

oiier t') their instruciion in tho way and
F tho Lord, by commanding, instruct-

rrecting, restraining, admonishing, and

g thorn in subjection from their child-

-all in due measure, time, and placi>, a-

tferont occasions may require. But.

ry hereunto, I have observed two sorts

who were so blind as not to see faults in their

children, or if they did see tbera, through ex-

i:essivo indulgence, would not restrain them,
which in the end has proved their ruin. No
ivonder then, if such parents should lose all

authority over their children, as well as such
'diildren disregard thi>ir parents, for want of
keeping them in due subjection, as soon as they
ittain to any degree of understanding, which
iliey will soon do, to discern their parents'

fondness. And, when too late, those very
parents begin to feel the smart of their own
lolly; and j'et, by reason of their blindness,

can hardly oven then sec, that they have been
'lie original cause of it, for want of keeping
Lheir ciiildren in due subjection; and some
ii:ive cri.d out for advice, complaining their

<on is grown so disobedient, they know not
ivhat to do. And yet I have known wh n

Friends have gone under a religious concern
to such parents to give them advice, instead

• f taking it well, as they ought to do, ttiey

lavo been so blind and stupid as to return
imlue reflections ; and others again, who have
aken it better, would excuse themselves with
.bo most plausible reasons they could invent,

raying, the child is wild and playful, and they
io not like to correct it as it has a weak con-

stitution, &e. Now, in those cases, it is my
iulginjnt, that when such private admonition
has been without effect, it becomes the indis-

pensable duty of tho church to interpose, by
lealing with them more closely or openly; as

?l_the daysof their life. David instruct- tho example of such parents and children, is

son to keep the law of G )d ; and wi i hurt to our youth, and a dishonor to our
n tho other hand, though Eli reproved loly profession in general, and, as tho wise

IS. vol.. because be dal not restrain them nan said, " Foolishness is bound in the heart
)f a child, but the rod of correction shall drive

it far from him." Prov. x.-cii. 15. So, foolish

fondness being bound up in tho heart of those
parents, tho rod of church discipline should
oe used, in order, if possil)le, to drive it away.
But notwithstanding all tho care of godly

parents, it has happened that some will be
disobedient; for we find that Samuel, a groat
and good man, had wicked sons, yet wo do
not read that ho was blamed, no doubt bo-

cause he did his duty. The difference lies

here,— that, if parents <Jo truly discharge their

duty, the children's blood will fall on their

own heads; but on tho contrary, if parents
bi/ their indulgence do contribute to it, the chil-

dren's blood may lie at their doors.

As to the education and management of mj-

own children, I shall not say much. I love

those of them who deserve it, very dearly
;

and, when I have observed them sober and
religiously inclined, I thought them as near
and dear to mo as my own life: on tho other
hand, when I have observed anj'thing in them
that tended to their hurt, such as wildness,

rudeness, evil words, or actions, bad companj',
i)r an inclination to pride or height, or to this,

.)r the other new fashion,—these things, I

could not see in my children, without dul}'

discountenancing, and advising, reproving, or
correcting, as the nature of tho offence re-

quired. Neither does my conscience reproach
me for conniving at, or countenancing any of

these things in my children ; and I can, in

sincerity, say, that I have often desired, that

as they grow in years they may grow in thi

fear and favor of God, more than to increase

in all the riches of this world ; and I bear my
indulgent parent, gradually growsjdear wife witness, that she has been of th

onjer and strongijr, and in the end becomes same mind with mo, in all those respects. As
)nding, and rules. Thus, 1 have, with example very often prev.iils beyond precept,

rro
, seen some foolishly indulgent parents, ' and children are generally apt to take their

i

pasnis, who, by their own ill management
ji keeping their authority over, and

clrging their duties to their children, as
' no obligation they are enjoined to do.

lined them with regard to all that i^

The first are such, who, though they

moral in their own lives and conver
ioi, and are no bad examples to their

Win, J'et, by their foolish indulgence, falsely

love, hive thereby been the very means m'

iiruin. A child may be not unfitly com-
roito a young growing twig, easily bent

It, but as it increases in strength, bo-

less pliable, and when it is a great tree,

un|;ndablo
; and thus, most children when

may, by tho godly care of parents, bj

1 up very mui h as the parent pleases;

, to what purpose, were the above pre-

pts;iven? But, as evil and fdly are natur-

und up in the heart of a child, so, that
il tture, not being kept down or restrained

parents for example, so the example of bad
md wicked parents is apt to prevail upon
heir children, without an overruling Provi-

dence interpose; and to this cause, I believe,

s owing tho great deluge of wickedness that

has 80 much overspread the christian world.

Grape Culture in Los Angeles.—Good grapo
land here costs from $10 to $25 per acre.

When the latter price is given, the land has
fa(alitics for irrigation. At present many
think irrigation unnecessary in new vine-

yards; but vines accustomed to it cannot
safely dispense with it. In planting a vine-

yard, the land is ])1oughed at least eighteen
"iiches deep, and a hole is made with a crow-
bar, into which tho cutting is dropped. Tho
mission grape is giving place to foreign varie-

ties, cuttings of which have been purchased,
t prices varying from $5 to $10 per thousand.
They are jilantod in February and March,
and, when irrigation is considered necessary,

the water is turned on both before and after

planting. Tlie vines are about six feet apart,

or at the rate of a thousand to the acre.

Plowing tho first year costs about $5 per
acre; after that, a light surface plowing, to

keep down the weeds, is all that is required,

and costs abr)ut $1.50 per acre. Water for

irrigating costs about $5 yearly. Pruning,
per aero, costs ab nit $1 tho first year, $2 the
second, and $3 a year when tho vines are in

f'lill bearing. This work is done chiefly by
Indians or Mexicans. At tho end of three
years tho yield may be estimated at five

p )un Is of grapes to tho vine; at four j'ears,

eight pounds ; and at five 3'ears, twelve pounds
or upward. The vphole c )st of an acre of
^rapjs, including price of land, cuttings, water
and cultivation, up to the time they commence
bearing, may bo estimated not to exceed $46.

The yearly expense after this, without count-
ing the cost of gathering and sending to mar-
ket, would bo only about $10 pjr acre.

Tho manufacturers of wino in Los Angeles
are willing to buy all the grapes they can'get.

Tho price ranges from 05 cents to $1 per one
hundred pounds. This would give the price

of an acre of grapes as ranging from $78 to

$120, and upward. When made into wine
they would be worth $300 or $100. Taking
tbe lowest price paid for tho grapes, the profit

per acre, alter paying for cultivation, gather-
ing and hauling to market, cannot be less than
$50. It is seldom that a piece of land pro-

ducing nothing but grapes is sold, and, there-

fire, we have but little in the way of actual

sales from which to form an opinion relative

to the price of an aero of vineyard in full

bearing. But we can derive our conclusions

from another source equally trustworthy. A
hundred dollars will bring their owner, in the
way of interest, from $12 to $18 annually.

From this we may conclude that an acre of
grapes that brings its owner a profit of $50
annually is worth $300—a goo 1 return for the

$46 originally invested.— Overland Monthly.

Selected.

Should the hour of darkness bo extended to

the latest moment, should the final cup and
baptism be the most bitter; should our dying
words under these awful feelings, be in that
most moving language of the Son of God,
'• Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani !" I should have
no more doubt of the righteous soul thus
tried, a-cending from the cross and apparent
dereliction toan'iinmortal crown of righteous-

ness, and mansion of eternal glory; no more
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doubt of these, than if I saw them ascending

in the fiery chariot of sensible, celestial, soul-

rejoicing favor.

—

John Thorp.

For "The FrieDd."

Although approving in great measure of the

article in the last number of "The Friend,"

entitled "The Two Ways," and with no de-

sire to lessen its real value, does not the au-

thor carry the idea of the necessity of suffer-

ing a little too far, in quoting the passage from

Jeremy Taylor which says :
" He made for us

a covenant of suffering. His very promises

were sufferings. His rewards were sufferings,

and His arguments to invite men to follow

Him were only taken from sufferings in this

life and the rewards of sufferings hereafter?"

That the path of the true disciple is now,

always has been, and will continue to be a

tribulated one, there is no question; but do

we not also read that tribulation -worketh

patience, patience experience, and experience

hope? Why then suuround it so entirely

with forebodings of continued and unmiti-

gated sufferings ; does it not require a care on

this point, lest we should make it so forbid-

ding in its aspect as to cause our young peo-

ple to turn aside, and seek something more
attractive, at least in appearance? True re-

ligion is not a gloomy thing—the writer well

remembers, when a young man, having been

and the bottom, the water was exceedingly
cold, even in July ; no vegetation was brought
up by the dredge, and no living thing, except
a few worms. Plants are most abundant in

the first sixty feet below the surface, and ani-

mals are numerous down to three hundred
feet. Below that depth, the cold probably
checks the existence of freshwater species,

while the small quantity of salt in the watei
is fatal to the life of marine animals. Gener-
ally speakinir, it may be said that the western
half of the Baltic contains abundant life and
vegetation, while the eastern half is barren.
We understand that a full account of this ex-
ploration, with the scientific results, the force,

extent and direction of currents, the propor-
tion of fresh, salt and brackish water, and
lists of animals and plants, is to be published.
Salt water is poured in an undercurrent from
the North sea, while the brackish water flovs
out as a surface current.

—

Chambers' Journal.

Two kinds of Ministry.

Our early Friends in the ministry, it is said,

directed people to a principle loithin thonselves,
though not of themselves, by which all they
asserted, preached, and exhorted others to,

might be wrought in them, and known to
them, through experience, to be true; while
others say many things true in words, of God,

called from scenes of gayety to the bedside of Christ, and the Spirit ; of holiness and heaven,
an aged grandparent, suffering from bodily that all men should repent, &e., and yet speak
disease but clear in intellect, who addressed not of thdr own knowledge and e.vperience, nor
him in language similar to that used by Ad- direct to a divine principle or agent, placed of
dison to his son-in-law Altamont, "I have God in man, to help him; nor how to know
sent for thee that thou mayest see in what

j this, and wait to feel its power to work that
peace a Christian can die;" and that placid good and acceptable will of God in them;

even as some formerly of whom the Prophedeath-bed scone, has again and again risen up
before the view of his mind, accompanied by
such feelings of deep encouragement, as to

furnish a true foundation for hope, when after-

wards encompassed by many doubts and ft

The foundation does indeed stand sure.

testifies, saying: "Though they say the Lord
liveth, surely they swarc falsely ;" because
not, like Paul, from the eviden;!e of their own

s.
j

experience, who says: "Now I know th^t my
d|Rjdeemer liveth, and because he liveth I lii;e

we fully believe the great Maker of the Uni-jalso." Much of our modern preaching seems
verse knoweth them that are His, and will of the latter sort ; a sentimental, sensational,
not permit them to be tried beyond their 'superficial display of words, uttered seemingly
power of endurance, but will, with each temp-lmore to please and excite than to correct and
tation, make a way for their escape. humble into selfnothingness; more in the

Again, do we not read that Light is sown finite wisdom of the preacher seeking to draw
for the righteous, and gladness <br the up- the attention of the people to himserf, than in

right in heart. And the work of righteous- that which is from above, and points to Christ
ness shall be peace; and the effect of right- jas the only true teacher and guide, our only
eousness quietness and assurance for ever. I hope of salvation ; even as "The Minister of
How many are there of those who, although

|
ministers," from whence all true ministry

treading the narrow path, can testify to the flows, as directly or immediately witnessed
deep feeling of true peace, which from time to |in the secrt-t of the soul, or through his ap-
time, and from one season to another, is pointed instruments.
gracious!}' permitted to rest upon their minds,

j

—^

The many interesting accounts recorded in} The Early Days of Chicago.—James Thomp-
the four vols, of Piety Promoted, are full of jRon writes to the editor of the Randolph (111.)

promise and encouragement. Plaindealer a letter containing some interest-
" These things have I spoken unto you, l'ni?i"eminiscenees of the early daj'sof Chicago.

that in mo ye might have peace. In the He says : "1 laid off the first lots ever laid

world ye shall have tribulation; but be of out in Chicago, in the year 1828, I think. I

good cheer: I have overcome the world." jlaid off four hundred lots by order of the com-
T. [missioners, Edmund Roberts, Kaskaskia, Dr.

*— 'Jane, of Springfield, and another whose name
Soundings in the Baltic.—During the past I do not recollect; he was from Alexander

summer, a German vessel has been employed county. There was only one hotel or board-
in taking careful series of soundings in the ing house in the place. There was an elec-

Baltic, cruising in different directions, with a tion held at the time we were there for cap-
view to ascertain the depth, the currents, and tain of a militia company, and the election
other phenomena of that peculiar sea. The was warmly contested by two prominent men
gr 'atest depth, 720 feet, is between Gothland of the place, and I think all the legal voters
and_\Vindau; from whidi it appears that the attended the election and voted. When count-
sea is not 80 deep, by 3S0 feet,.as was believed ed there were twenty-seven in all.

from former soundings. Between 600 feet 1 There was a small fort on the bank of the

lake, near the mouth of the Chicago rive-

was guarded by about fifty men, who
vented the Indians from doing mischief
also run the line of the canal from the mi

)fthe Fox river—where Ottawa now st;

to the fork of the Chic.Tgo river, a distan.

ninety-five miles, but there was no pe

iiving near the line of the canal at that t

We also laid out the town of Ottawa, as

now settled, above and below the Fox ri

and on the south side of the Illinois i

there was not any person living where
town now stands when we surveyed it.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 9, 1871.

A copy of the printed minutes of (

Yearly Meeting having come to hand
take the following extracts therefrom :

At Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends,

at Mount Pleasant, by adjournments, i

the 25th of the 9th month to the 28th of

same, inclusive, 1871.

Reports have been received from all

Quarterly Meetings. The Representat
thirty-nine in number, were all present.

'

The exercise that prevailed in this mee
last j-ear on behalf of the Indian nati

coming again before it, it was conol

appoint tiie following Friends, to unite \

a committee of women's meeting, to have

subject under care and to report when re
* * * * 1

The reports from the Quarters show
agirregate of 936 children of a suitable aa

go to school ; 378 have attended Frie

schools exclusively ; 422 have attended
trict schools exclusively ; 59 have after

Friends' and district schools; 1 at the

and dumb asylum ; 66 have not been gi

to school the past year, most of whom 1

been receiving instruction at home;
schools have been taught the past year, v

ing from one and a half to ten months,

one family school for two months. The r

hereof is again referred to subordinate ir

ings, and the Quarters are desired to fora

accounts to this meeting as heretofore.

The representatives are desired to CO

together and propose to next sitting a Fri

to serve the meeting as Clerk the pre I

year, and one to assist him ; also two Frid

to serve as messengers to the women's ui'

ing.

^Third day of the week and 2&h of the

The meeting gathered near the time toffli

it was adjourned.
Elwood Dean, on behalf of the represe

tives, reported that they had conferred

gether and agreed to propose the narai'

Edward Stratton for Clerk, and John

Smith for assistant, which was united w.

and they appointed to the service. Also )

names of Aaron Frame and William Eli'

burn for messengers to the women's meet V

which was united with, and they appoii

'

to that service.

The committee continued from last ye?)

visit Springfield Quarterly Meeting and >

Monthly Meetings comprising it, reporte •

follows: The committee cont'inued from '

year to visit Springfield Quarter and s

Monthly Meetings composing it, have gj'

attention thereto, and after conferring wi >
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ittec of Salem Quarterly Meeting, and
a free intorcbange of Boutiraeut there

would now pioposo to the Yearly
ng that Spriugdcld Quarterly Mcetin;_

scoDtinued, and the Monthly Meetings
ging thereto attached to Suleui Quarts

d on behalf of the committee.

on deliberation thereon, way did not

to adopt the proposition contained

port, and the subject is referred back to

)inmittee for another year, and they are

d to render such care and assistance to

Quarterly Meeting and its branches as

ay thinii best, and report again to this

g nest year.

state of Society was then considered

iding the Queries and the answers from
larterly Meetings, and proceeded in as

the fifth Query, inclusive,

exercise having prevailed on the present

in consequence of some of our mein-

aving joined with and participated in

luizations, and believing that all

Bsocialious have an injurious effect on
ngaged therein, and are altogether iu-

ent with our religious profession, there

le following Friends were appointed
the subject into consideration, and

e to a future sitting what course of ac-

any, they may deem best in the case,
* * * *

•th day, afternoon. The meeting as-

d pursuant to adjournment,
consideration of the State of Society

ODCiuded by reading the remaining
and the answers from the Quarters.

* * *

thus assembled to consider the
concerns of the Church, our hearts

len humbled under a feeling of our own
hiness, and the many detieieiicies

t to our notice by reading the answers
Queries, have been cause of mourn-
t, notwithstanding our unfaithfulness,

ieve the uuslumbering Shepherd ot

still watching over us for good, and
, sense of His continued mercy and
ied goodness, we feel drawn to ad-

u, our absent brethren, desiring that
h us may be more earnestly engaged,
V our calling and election made sure
avoring more diligently to follow the
of our salvation in all His requirings

;

would be strengthened to put hand
,
and shoulder to shoulder, to remove

ay deficiencies apparent amongst us.

fully persuaded that a diligent at-

e of all our meetings for worship and
le is a duty incumbent upon us all,

bout which we cannot hope to grow
r4|! and in the knowledge of the ever
seilTrulh; as says the Apostle to the
)V(|s in his day, ' JSTot forsaking the as-

blilg of yourselves together, as the man-
ot'joiiie is; but exhorting one another:
soma -h the more, as j-e see the day ap-

If we are concerned to assem-
purpose of Divine worship, and

! y engaged to know our own wiilings
,^s to be brought into subjection lo

Will, we shall, no doubt, experi-
it|i gracious promise verified, " Where

ee are gathered together in my
9, lere am I in the midst of them." As
y Redeemer is present to reprove,
en and comfort us by hid Holy
e shall not only be preserved from a
ng mind, but from a drowsy or luke-

warm disposition, and enabled to bow in deep with their dear children, befuro the Lord in

prostration of soul before the Lord, tlie ever- our solemn assemblies, entreating Him to re-

lasting God, and to worship Him in spirit and member them and the children He has given
in truth; and thus our spiritual strength will, them.
be renewed and we enabled to mount up with The following report from the Boarding
wings as eagles—to run, and not be weary; School Committee was read and united with,
walk, and not faint. So walking, parents
will be brought to feel the weighty responsi-

bility resting on them, and the necessity of
endeavoring to train up their precious off'

spring in " the nurture and admonition of the
Lord;" not only by directing their youthful
minds to the teachings of Truth in the secret

of their own hearts, and encouraging them in

the way of virtue, by suitable precept and
consistent example, but also by proper re-

straint; doing all we may be enabled to do to

bring them to Christ, that His blessing may
rest on both parents and childrea. As was
said of the patriarch Abraham, " I know him
that he will command his children and his

household after him, and they shall keep the
way of the Lord, to do justice and judgment;
that the Lord may bring unto Abraham that

which he hath spoken of him ;" that wo may
be preserved from the sin of Eli, who re-

stiaincd not his sons, for which the judgments
of the Lord were visited upon him and his

household. And we desire that Friends may
be encouraged to collect their familiesat least

once in the day for the reading of a portion
of the Holy Scriptures, having their minds
turned towards Him from whom all our bless-

ings come, both spiritual and temporal, fully be-

lieving that He who dictated them, by H
Holy Spirit, often condescends to be with His
humble, dependent children on such occasions,

conti-iting their hearts together and renew-
ing their faith and confidence in Him.
And dear children, " Obey your parents in

the Lord, for this is right." May we all, both
old and young, come more and more to sit

under the teaching of the Holy Spirit, the
Unction of the Holy One, to which the
Apostle alludes, " But the anointing which ye
nave received of him abideth in you, and ye

d not that any man teach you ; but as the
same anointing teacheth you of all things, and

th, and is no lie, and even as it hath
taught you, ye shall abide in him." As we are
brought under this leaching, wo shall have
no desire to follow the lo heres or the lo theres.

If favored to sit under the teaching of the
Minister of the sanctuary and of the true
tabernacle which the Lord hath pitched and
not man, we shall feel that a man-made and

, man-paid ministry will not satisfy the long-

ugs of an immortal soul, but will more and
nore seethe beauty and excellency of sitting

under our own vine and under our own fig-

iii, where none can make atraid.

The guarded and religious education ol

our youth continues to be a source of much
solicitude; and we would earnestly desire

the several propositions contained therein
were adopted, and the committee encouraged
to continue their care in making tbc institu-

tion answer the object of its establishment:
From the minutes of the Acting Committee

it appears the amount charged for boarding
and tuition lor session ending 3d month 16th,
1871, for an average of about 792

pupils, . . . ,

Articles sold and income from other
sources.

Stock and provisions on hand.

$4,779 61

1,267 68
1,127 00

Making
Expenditures,
Balance in favor of school for the

$7,174 29
S6,333 13

841
Amount charged for board and tuition for ses-

sion ending 9th month 6th, 1871, for an
average of about 24 pupils, . $1,201 17

Articles sold and income from other
sources,

Stock and provisions on hand.
Produce of farm.

420 06
912 50
550 00

liends to withdraw their intiuence and sup-

port from district and mixed schools, the
vident tendency of which is to lead away the
tender and susceptible minds of their children
ti-om the simplicity of the truth. And they
are affectionately entreated to endeavor to

establish family and select schools under the
caro of Monthly Meeting Committees, thus
guarding them as much as may be from the
huriful influences of the world around them

;

that when the solemn inquiry shall be made,
'• What have you done with those precious
lambs entrusted to your charge," they may
be enabled to present themselves, together

Making
Expenditures,
Showing a deficiency for the ses-

sion, ....
And a balance in favor of school

for the year, ...
Financial condition of school at the close

of session 9Lh month 6th, 1871.
Claims in favor of school, . . $403 07
Cash on hand, . . . 109 96
Live stock and provisions on hand, 912 50
Produce of farm, . . . 550 00

$3,083 73
$3,513 31

429 58

11 58

Making, . . . $1,975 53
Deduct debts owing hy the Insti-

tution, including an unexpended
balance of interest on the Benevo-
lent Fund, . . . 786 20

Shows a balance in favor ofschool of, $1,189 33

Considering the remote situation of our
friends in Hickory Grove Quarterly Meeting,
the expense necessarily incurred in getting
their children to and from the school, we
jiropose that in their case a deduction be made
of fifteen dollars for the winter session and
ten dollars for the summer session, from the
lablished prices for board and tuition.

We propose that each session be shortened
two weeks, the winter session commencing
three weeks after the week of Yearly Meet-
'ng and continue 20 weeks. Then to have a
aeation of three weeks, and the summer ses-

sion to continue 20 weeks. We would also
propose that the price of board and tuition be
educed to fifty-six dollars for the winter and

forty-six dollars for the summer session. The
subject of the scholars making social visits

rom the school coming under consideration,
t is our conclusion that it would be to the
advantage of the scholars and the good of the
school in general to dispense with such visits

during the school sessions.

Meetings for worship are regularly held
twice a week at the school while it is in ses-

sion, and for the information of such of our
members as are unacquainted with the man-
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Bcr in which tho first daj' ortlio wueU is repent, i

we will add that, in addiiion to tho usual

daily reading of tho Holy Scriptures, thej

scholars are collected in the moi-ning and
evening, and portions of Friends' writings or

other approved selections road to them. Dur-'

ing the afternoon the}"^ are excrcisi-d in read-!

ing and reciting Scripture lessons, thus endea-

voring to increase their interest in useful andj

instructive reading, hoping, should it fail to^

produce tho desired impression at tho time, itj

may be like " broaii cast upon the waters,"

and exert a favorable influi-neo in after years.

Fifth of the week and 28th of the moiith.

The meeting met near the time to which it

was adjourned. * * * *

The minutes of the Mooting for S^ifferings

were read and its proceedinir-i approved.

A testimony of Somerset Monthly Meeting,

concerning our late beloved frii.'nd Joseph
EJgerton, produced by tho Meeting for Suf-

ferings, was read to our edification and was
referred back to that body tbi- its disposition

Also one from Flushing M'lnthly Meeting,

concerning our beloved fciond Abigad Bran-

son, produced by same meeting, was road to

our comfort and edifiealion, and returned to

the Meeting for SultV-riugs for printing and
circulation. * * * *

The committee to whom was referred the

consideration of tho sul.ject of secret organi-

zations, produced the following report, which

was satisfactor}-, and directed to tho notice of

subordinate meetings.

The committee on tho subject of "Secret
Organizations," having nearly all met, and

taking tho suiject into consideration, were
united in judgment that whore our members
enter into such organizations, includmg that

called "Good Templars," such connections

are subversive of the good order of our Soci-

ety, and if continued in, must eventunlly lead

such away from the principles of Friends.

And as wo believe all proper objects, either of

benevolence or tho cause of temperance, can

be belter sustained by ou.- members in our

own Society, we would most earnestly entreat

all such as have become entangled with these

alliances to return to the good order estab-

lished by tho Society of Friends. And we
would encourage parents, overseers, and con-

cerned Friends, to labor for the restoration ol

such, as they may be enabled to do, in the

true order of the gospel. * * *

The meeting having brought its business to

a close, under an humbling sense of our un-

worthincss of the favors bestowed by thi'

Head of the Church, through the several sit-

tings of this meeting, in granting us a little

evidence of His protecting care being over us,

the meeting concludes, to meet again at the

usual time and place next year, if so per-

mitted. Edwaed Stkatton, Clerk.

KoTE.— Ohio Yearly Meeting is held at Mount
Pleasant, Ohio, commencing the last First-day in

9th month. A public meeting is held at the tenth hour

in the morning, and anotliLM- at tliree o'clock in the

afternoon. The meeting of Ministers and Elders tli

day preceding at the tenth hour.

SUJIMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—President Thiers, in his mossn-r lo ihr

National Assembly on the reopening of tlir -> --i ;i, iv-

fers to the treaty between France and (i.M imhiv, th'

commercial convention with England.^ milii.uv I iw.

and general reorganization of the administration, liiit

offers no stiggestions as to ii>nstitntional changes, and

makes no allusion to political snhjects. The Assembly

met again at Versailles on the 4th inat.

The Germans have commenced fortifications in the lected under the present laws, after providing fo-

passages of the Vosges. current expenses of the government, the intercs:

General Rossel, the Communist commander, and two count, and a siidcing fund, and that this surplus b

of his companions, were e-tecuted pursuant to sentence duced in such a manner as to afford the greatest i

on the 2Sth ult., and on the 3t)th, Cremieux, one of the to the greatest number. The fluctuations in therebj

four communist le:,ders condemned to death by the values of gold and currency, are .spoken of as attei

court-martial, was also shot outside the prison walls, iwith serious evils, which can only be remedied
In Belgium there has been great dissatisfaction with return to specie payments, anl tliis object slioul

the Ministry and some riotous popular demonstrations, steadily kept in view. The initiatory steps t(r

On the first inst., it was announced in tlie Chambers emancipation in Brazil, are noaced with s.uisfac

that the king had demanded the portfolios of the rain- The President in view of the fact that persons claii

isters, and tliey had accordingly resigned. The Cham- to be citizens of the United States, are large owne
bers would therefore stand adjourned until a new min- slaves in foreign lands, recommends stringent leg

istry was formed. The resignations had a tranquilizing tion against such a practice. He renews the requei

efi'dct, and Brussels became quiet. lan appropriation to determine the true position ol

Tlie Austrian government has .appointed Count Von forty-ninth parallel of latitude, between the Likeo
Benst Minister to England, and Baron Von Laugenan Woods and the Rocky Mountains. Heexpressesg
Minister to Russia. Prince Metternicli has asked per- (ication at the settlement of the troubles with Eng
mission to resign his post at the head of the Austrian by a treaty, and recommends the necessary legisli

Lsgation at Paris, which he has held since 18-59. I with reference to the several comaiis4ons provide

The Pope protests against all ideas of compromise under it. He al.so recommends legislation to carry

with the rulers of Italy, and expresses his confidence in ' effect the provisions of the treaty relative to the Br

the triumph of the church. American provinces, before the commencement o:

Much uneasiness is felt in Spain in relation to the fishing season,

tate of affairs in Cuba, where numerous military exe-| The national debt has been reduced to the exte

cutions have recently taken place, among others eight §3(5,1)57, 126 during the past year, and by the neg

medical students were shot in Havana
There has been an increase of cholera in Constanti-

nople within the last few days.

On the first inst., the cholera was raging with great

mortality in the city of Delhi.

A Berlin dispatch of the 4th says: In consequence of

the continued and frequent commission of murderous
assaults on German soldiers in France, all provinces
still occupied by the armed forces of Germany are de-

clared in a state of siege. Perpetrators of such crimes
will hereafter be tried by German court-martial, on the
spot.

On the 4th inst. the Prince of Wales was still quite
ill, but it was thought the symptoms show gradual
amelioration of the disease, and it was hoped the crisis

was over.

London.—Consols, 92}-. U. S. 5-20'3 of 18C2, 92|

;

of 1867, 95-V ; ten-fortie.s, 90|.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9|fZ. ; Orleans, 9J a lOi.

United States.—The Public Debt statement of the
Secretary of the Treasury shows that on the first inst.,

the total debt, less cash in the Treisurv, was S2,24S,-

251,368, having been reduced §3.462,080 since lltli mo.
1st. Of the balance in the Treasury $96,256,555 was in

coin, aiul §10,123,590 in currency.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
508, including 233 deaths of small pox. The mean
temperature of the Eleventh month, per Pennsylvania
Hospital record, was 41 deg. ; the highest during the
month 66 deg., and the lowest 22 deg. The amount of

rain 4.29 inches. The average of the mean temperature
of the Eleventh month, for the past 82 years, is stated

to have been 43.37 deg., the higlie.st meaii in that entire

period occurred in 1849, 50.50 deg., and the lowest in

1842, 38 deg. The mean temperature of the three Fall

months of 1871 has been 54.22 deg. The average of the

Fall temperatures for the past 82 years has been 54.78
deg. The rainfall of the past eleven months hivs amount-
ed to 45.02 inches.

MIsceUaneoiis.—The Chicago relief aid society had,

on the 2Stli ult., received §2,508,000 in cash, for the

benefit of sufferers by the tire. The contributions came
from forty states and territories.

The ijegislatnres of Colorado and Wyoming liave

repealed the laws of those territories granting the right

of suffrage to women.
The State debt of South Carolina, according to

Governor Scott's message, is ;5l 1,994,908.

The second session of the Forty-second Congress con-
vened at Washington on the 4th inst., quorums present
in both Houses. In the House of Representatives 310
members took their seats.

The President's Message, sent into Congress on the
opening of the .se.ssion, treats a variety of subjects in a

concise and lucid manner. The Indian peace policy is

spoken of as succeeding, and liberal appropriations are
recnm.nended. The propriety of a general amnesty for

the rebels disfranchised under the fourteenth amend-
ment is suggested to Congress, as the exclusion does
not now seem necessary or useful. The President
-|i -aks in forcible terms infivor of civil service reform,
ind c-xpre.sses the hope that the commission now under
:i|ili(iintment will report a practicable plan. He notices

ihi- large and continued reduction of the national debt,

and advises the abolition of all internal taxes except
stamps and taxes on liquors and tobacco. In relation

to the tariff on imports he suggests that a careful esti-

mate be made of the amount of surplus revenue col-

or the national bonds at a lower rate of interesj

interest on the public debt has been so far dimini|

that now the sum to be raised for the interest aa
is nearly §17,003,000 less than on the first of 1

month, "1869. The total decrea.se in the public Z
from 3d mo. 1st, 1869, to 12th mo. 1st, 1871, was $
211,892.

I

The revenue from customs for the last fiscal

was largely in excess of the estimates, amounlii

§206,270,408. The receipts from internal revenue

§143,098,153, being four millions less than the aHiij

The Postmaster General states the ordinary revi

of the Department for the year ending 6th mo.
j

last at -120,037,04-5, and the gross expenditures-}

390,104.

Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the qiiol;

on the 4th inst. iVeio York.—.\merican gulil,

U. S. sixe-s, 1881,117} ; ditto, 10-40, 5 per cent-,

Superfine Uour, §5.8U a S6.20 ; liner brands, §1'

§10.80. No. 1 Chi' ,^o-|,,,is_. ,vh,-,it, - 1.-55 ;Xo.

§1.51; red western, -,.
:

-
: a nl.er, -l.Olaj

white Michlg.in, S! ~: <i,ts, ry] a 57

Western mixed c-uii. .
- .i .:•

. ,-. ; vl-IIhw, ,sOcts.;»!.l.,

83 cts. FhilaMphla.— lnAun, 1!J1 a 2Ul cts. fo

lands and New Oilcan-. .S iiiortiin- llniir, 75.75

brand.s, §3 a §8.62. Rjd wlu it, §1.05 a -1.01 i

§1.63. Rye, 95 a 9S cts. Old yellow corn, 78 a 8

Oats, 54 a 55 cts. The cittle market was activ |-

prices rather higher. Sales of 1500 head of bief
^

at 7 a 7} cts. for extra ; 7i cts. for a few choice; a!

cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross for

mon. Sheep sold at 5 a 6} cts. per lb. gross, and

at 6 a 6J cts. per lb. for corn fed.

The

NOTICE,

littee appointed by our last Yearly

the report of Burlington Quarter, relati

Shrewsbury and R ihway Monthly Meeting, will

on the loth inst. at 4 o'clock, P. M., in the large

mittee-room on Arch street.

Philadelphia, 12th mo. 6lh, 1871.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, (

Twentij-tkird Ward, ) PhllaiUtf

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H.\V(

INGTOX, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patiei'ts in

made to the Superintendent, or to any of tU Bo;

Managers.

Married, on Fifth-day, the Ifith of 11th r;

at Friends' Meeting-house, Fallsington, KoBB
Lovett. of Falls Township, to Sak.Ch A., daiigl

Michael Satterthwaite, of Middletown, all of

county. Pa.

Died, on the 7th of the Tenth month, aged 44

Letitia M., wife of William Thorp, andd.wl
Benjamin and Mary R. Sheppard, a member off

ford Monthlv Meeting.——, on the 8th of Tenth month, 1871, at hi-'

dence, near Marlton, New Jersey, Samuel B. K

in the thirtv-second vear of his age, a member of

'

Evesham Xtonthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Wahiut Street.
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d quarterlv in advanc

Doin Pedro II, Emperor of Brazil.

fCuucliidod froQi i)age 125.)

s Stated ill Fletclior and Kidder's "Bra-
d the Brazilians," that the emperor's
te modern poet i's Lon£;f'ellow. In re-

ef liis adniiratioa foi- Longfellow, we
the following anecdote related bj^ F.

exposition of American books, in May
it the National Museum at Rio, pro-

l by that gentleman, " the emperor," he
opened the 'Homes of the American

•s,' and surprised me by the ejJtent of

>wlodge of our literatun^. He made re-

on Irving, Cooper, and Prescott, show-
intimate acquaintance with each. His
ling on the name of Longfellow, he
me with great haste and eagerness,

;-vous les poiiraes de Monsieur Long-
?' It was the first time that I ever saw
Pedro II, manifest an enthusiasm which,
earnestness and simplicity, resembled

iarmth of childhood when about to pos-
tself of some long cherished object. I

d, 'J believe not, j'our Majesty.' 'Oh,'

e, ' I am exceedingly sorry, for I have
|t in every book-store of Rio de Janeiro
pngfellow, and cannot find him. I have
tber of beautiful mon-eau.r, but I wish the
» work : I admire him so very much.' "

a subsequent occasion, for the purpose
csenting his majesty with a superb edi

tt" Webster's Unabridged Quarto Diction
[lawthorne's Mosses from an Old M*nse,
ongfellow's "Hyperion," Mr. Fletcher
ed to the palace of San Christovao. It

ned to be a court-day, when noblemen,
ministers, and ambassadors were in

,nee. " Presently," says our author,
Pedro II appeared, his fine manly

towering above every other. He was
d in black, and with the exception of a
hich sparkled on his left breast, his

le was simple, and contrasted with the
nt uniforms of the court. Merely bow-
the titled gentlemen and representa-
le came directly to the ' Webster,'

thorne,' and 'Longfellow.' With a
.nt smile he addressed me, and led me

Ken area, where he examined the books
:e of Hawthorne as an author of whom

tention particularly to the ' Celestial Rail-

road,' which caused an allusion to Bunyan's
Guide and Road-Book to the Celestial City.'

Since the month of May he had procured all

the poetical works of Longfellow ; but had

not yet added to his library any of his prose

compositions. He therefore considered 'Hy-
perion' a most interesting acquisition. ' Mr.

Fletcher, when you return to your country,'

said the emperor in conclusion, 'say to Mr.

Longfellow how much pleasure he has given

me, and bo pleased to tell him how much I

esteem and love him.'"

Since 1855, the same writer has visited

Brazil fourdifferent times, and has had several

long and intimate conversations with Dom
Pedro II. He speaks of that monarch's con-

tinued interest in works that treat of Morals,

Literature and Art. With the writings of

Longfellow, and the Quaker poet Whittier,

he is especially intimate, and on more than

one occasion has made felicitous translations

from their poems, of which he has sent auto-

graph copies to the authors. In 1850, Dom
Pedro II was made an honorary member of

the New York Historical Society. This cir-

cumstance furnished occasion for a remark of

Dr. Osgood, which may here be repeated, as

not less forcible than true: "Dom Pedro II

by his character, by his tastes, application,

and acquisitions in literature and science, as

cends from his mere fortuitous position as

emperor, and takes place in the world as

iMAN." Seldom a session of the Geographical

and Historical Institute of Brazil is held

which is not honored by the presence of the

emperor, and sometimes he takes part in the

discussions of that learned body.

We may here give an extract from a com-

position of Dom Pedro II, written in 1852,

and rendered into English from the Portu-

guese original, by an American writer. If

the poetic expression of the translation is not

felicitous, the noble sentiments of the royal

author carry with them their own commen-
dation :

—

"If I am pious, clement, just,

I'm only what I ought to be;

The sceptre is a weighty trust,

A great responsibility

;

And he who rules with a faithful hand.

With depth of thought and breadth of range,

The sacred laws should understand,

But must not at his pleasure change.

The chair ofjustice is the throne
;

Who takes it bows to higher laws
;

The public good and not his own,
Demands his care in every cause.

Neglect of duty—always wrong—
Detestable in young or old.

By him whose place is high and strong,

Is magnified a thousand fold."

In the year 1865, Professor Agassiz made
scientific expedition to Brazil. One of the

reasons he assigns for undertaking it is the

fact that the Emperor of Brazil was deeply

d heard, and was glad to possess the I
interested in all scientific undertakings, and

from an Old Manse.' I called his at- 1 had expressed a warm sympathy with his

efforts to establish a great zoological museum
in the United States, and had even aided him
y sending collections, made expressly under
lis order for that purpose. On arriving at

Rio, Agassiz visited the emperor at the winter

'ace of San Christovao, which stands in

bold relief against lofty green mountains. On
the following day occurred a total eclipse of

the sun. This was observed by the sovereign

and the philosopher together, from the im-

perial observatory; but the clouds were poor
courtiers, and unfortunately obscured the phe-

nomenon at the moment of greatest interest.

The emperor showed a cordial interest in all

the objects of Agassiz's expedition, and afford-

ed him every possible facility in carrying out

his plans. He visited the "Colorado," the

steamer which had brought the Americans to

Rio. From the pen of Agassiz (wife) who
saw him on board, wo give a description of

Dom Pedro :
" The emperor is still a young

man, but though only forty, he looks care-

worn, and somewhat older than his years.

He has a dignified, manly presence, a face

rather stern in repose, but animated and genial

in conversation ; his manner is courteous and
friendly to all."

At a large pecuniary sacrifice, Dom Pedro

II, liberated all the slaves belonging to the

property of the crown, and a general scheme
of emancipation has been projected, the wis-

dom, foresight, and benevolence of which can

hardly be too highly praised. Should noth-

ing hinder its being carried out, slavery in

Brazil will disappear within the century by a

gradual progress, involving no violent convul-

sion, and perilling neither the safety of the

slave nor the welfare of the master. The
emperor openly declares his abhorrence of the

system, but he is so circumstanced that in

Brazil great social changes must be gradual.

In a recent debate, which lasted three days in

the Chamber of Deputies, the opposition to

emancipatory legislation was defeated by 63

to 35. The vote showed that the opposition-

ists belonged mainly to the provinces of Rio

de Janeiro and Miaas Geraes.

The Roman Catholic religion is established

in Brazil, yet Dom Pedro II has shown him-

self a friend of toleration. He has aided in

the construction of Protestant chapels for

colonists. The government has promptly sup-

pressed riots attempted against the Brazilian

Protestants; and other facts might be cited

to show the favorable position of religious

toleration in Brazil.

Much has, however, to be done in the way
of public education. The emperor is keenly

alive to any thing that can stimulate the love

ofknowledge among his people. When Agas-

siz was at Rio he was invited by him to give

a course of lectures on scientific subjects. The
emperor with his family attended all these

lectures; and it is worthy of note, as showing
the simplicity of his character, that instead of

occupying the raised platform intended for

thena, he caused the chairs to be placed on a
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level with the others, as if to show that in

science there is no distinction of rank.

The pretty town of Petropolis, situate about

three thousand feet above the level of the sea,

is the summer paradise of all Eio Janeirans

whose circumstances enable them to leave the

heat and dirt of the city, for the pure air and

enchanting views of the Sierra. In central

position stands the summer palace of the em-

iieror, a more cheerfal-looking edifice than

the palace at San Cbristovao. Here he passes

six months in the year.

When recently in London, Dom Pedro II

devoted himself to sj'Stematic inspection of

all interesting objects in the great metropolis.

Beginning each day earlj-, he made the most

of his time, visiting Kew, Harrow, and other

distant places before " London" was awake.

Like a true man of science, as he is, one of

his first visits was made to Sir Roderick

Murchison, then confined by illness to his own
house. He attended a meeting of the Eoj^al

Geographical Society, of which he had been

elected an honorary member in 186Jr, and in

his address referred to the interest he took in

the objects cultivated by the society, and said

that he watched attentively the proceedings

of all the learned societies. He spoke also of

his ardent admiration for English literature.

Sir Henry Eawlinsou, president, acknowledg-

ed the indebtedness of the Royal Geographical

Society to the Emperor of Brazil, for the as-

sistance and appreciation he had accorded to

it, and for the way he had used his high posi-

tion to advance the interests of geographical

science. Many splendid works owed their

origin to the liberal encouragement of the

Brazilian Government. His majesty, said Sir

Henry, had shown himself actuated by the

same spirit of geographical adventure, com-

bined with the sagacious foresight which hud
distinguished his ancestor, Prince Henry, the

great navigator.

Dom Pedro II, married in 1843, Theresa

Christina, sister of the king of the two Sicilies

;

in his person he unites the blood of the Bra-

ganzas, the Bourbons, and the Hapsburgs.

His father, Dom Pedro I, was an energetic

Braganza; his mother. Donna Leopoldina, a

Hapsburg, and sister-in law to Nai)oleon I.

By marriage he is related to several of the

royal and imperial families of Europe. His

eldest sister, the late Queen of Portugal, was
married to Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg

Gotha. His other two sisters are respectively

married to the Prince de Joinville and the

Count d'Aquiia.

In 1814, Brazil rejoiced in the birth of an

imperial prince, Dom Affonso, but his death

in the following year brought mourning to

the nation. In 1816, the Princess Imperial,

Donna Isabella, the present heir-presumptive

to the throne was born, and in the year 1847

her sister, Donna Leopoldina, who died re-

cently. Isabella married Louis d'Orleans,

Comte d'Eu, eldest son of the Due de N"em

ours; and Leopoldina, Prince Auguste of Saxe
Coburg Gotha, whose mother was Clementine

d'Orleans, so that both princesses married

grandsons of Louis Philippe. The Comte
d'Eu, it will be remembered, commanded the

Brazilian forces in the late war against Lopez,

and exhibited considerable military ability.

It is well known that the education of the

imperial princesses was not only superin

tended, but in a great measure pers8nally con

ducted by the emperor himself During the

absence of the emperor and empress on thei

European tour, the Princess Imperial was in-

vested with the ofiice of regent.

The empire of Brazil, in respect of the

grandeur of its physical features and resour-

,
is the most magnificent in the world.

Since the accession of Dom Pedro II to the

throne, its commerce has doubled every three

years, and has been so extended with other

nations, and particularly with Europe, that

azil has attained by far the first place

among those South American States, which

were founded by the Peninsular races. As a

field for emigration it has attracted large

numbers of Germans. The throne of Brazil,

surrounded as it is by institutions of a some
what democratic character, has been securely

maintained by the prudence and good govern

ment of the present sovereign, and by the

moderation of his subjects, on whom the

lesson of years of disorder has not been lost.

— fjeisurc Hour.

For " The Piiend."

Errors in Religion.

It has been said that most errors in religion

arise from an attempt to separate what Christ

did /or us in His flesh, and what He performs

In us by His Spirit. In the mean time this

unequal upholdingofTruth, or defective chris

tianity, has its leavening, stumbling, if not

deadening effect, not only, in the first place,

upon those who advocate and teach it, but

secondly no less perhaps on those taught

who cannot clearly distinguish between the

pure and the impure ;
between that which is

whole and that which is but in part ; between
that which serveth God, and that which

serveth him not. Which tending more closely

to veil the understanding, causes that veil to

be upon everything connected with spiritual

life and progress.

That the unrenewed, ease-loving heart

should try to build up a system of belief from

embracing only what Christ did for us in the

flesh, is not to be wondered at, seeing that

there is so little of the daily cross and self-

denial, of mortification and repentance, with

that evidence of a real work of grace—a truly

contrite spirit—called for or recognised in it.

So that, as appears, exponents of this super-

ficial profession of religion, have lately and

repeatedly set forth in a mixture of truth and

error, that " God, in his grace, has provided

righteousness for us in Christ." That, " This

righteousness is perfect, spotless, and it is 'on

ail loho believe.' " That " It is well, in a day
when so many theories are afloat, to under-

stand the great doctrine of substitution." That
" Christ as our substitute, gave his life a sacri-

fice for our sins." And,

" Payment God will not twifc demand

;

First at my bleeding Surety's hand,

And then again at mine."*

The latter on the other hand, embracing

what Christ performs in us by His Spirit, and
including the former, full many shrink from

and reject because it demands the sacrifice of

the will and aff'ections—the all we have and
are—to Him who died for us and rose again.

Thus to the young man whom He loved,

Jesus said, "Sell whatsoever thou hast;" "and
come, take up the cross, and follow me."

Again, the kingdom of heaven is compared to

* See "Conference of Friends at Willow Park, Dub-

lin," held on the 22d and 23d of 8th month, 1871

Quoted from because at hand ; but which corresponds

with similar testimonies from similar gatherings as well

as divers other sources in this land.

treasure hid in a field ; and to a merchan
seeking goodly pearls; for which, all else

first to be parted with. This latter, more
s represented as an inward, diligent se

ng of the house of the heart for the lost

of silver ; as submission to Christ Jesu

Mediator of the new covenant of light

life ; as an inward warfare " with burning

fuel of fire;" an operation like to " a refi

fire, and like fuller's soap ;" a baptism thor

in its working, even " with the Holy (

and with fire." Involving also a surrc

of ourselves, and obedience to that wh
quick and powerful, and sharper than

two edged sword, piercing even to the c

ing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the
j

and marrow, and is a discerner of the tlioi

and intents of the heart." This likewi

for repentance which precedes either r

sion of sins, or transformation from a st:

nature to a state of grace. A repe

which the Most High, through His Pro
thus describes: "Then shall ye reme
your own evil waj'S, and your doit

were not good, and shall loathe yoursch
your own sight for your iniquities and
abominations." A repentance unto salv

which godl}' sorrow alone workctb.
pentance in which we are humbled b

God, in true contrition for sin which
hitherto separated us from Him. A
ance which His goodness leadeth un

without which all must pei-ish.

This plunge into the depths of the ri^

judgment; this godly sorrow for sin

true-hearted repentance and amendme
life; this taking up the cross of Christ v

not onFy crucifies to the world, but yokes i

the rebellious uprisings of the unren

beart, is what our carnal will and v.-i;

wholly at enmity with God, will ever s

to withstand ; and, however vainly, seek

substitution for. And hence the many ii

tions—the bywaj's and higbways^th
here's and the lo-there's— that aboun

avoid the humiliating sacrifice of the will

that daily, prayerful dependence, which •

it requires all those who come unto G
"believe that He is," at the same time

for much more than this, even to yield

selves passively and wholly to Christ Jes

Lord of all, unto the experience, throug

eternal power, of being buried with Hi

baptism into death; that like as ChrisI

raised up from the dead by the glory o

Father, even so we also should walk in

ness of life. "For," continues the Ap'

" If we have been planted together in the

ne* of His death, we shall be also in the

ness of His resurrection : knowing this

our old man is crucified with him" &c. T

the -way to receive Christ Jesus, and to

savinglj' to Him ; to avoid fiital errors ~

ligion, by placing the government of ours

upon His shoulders ;"'to be rooted and

up in Him, and established in the fait

which Jesus is the Author and Finisher

through which those of old subdued
^

doms, wrought righteousness, stoppod

mouths of lions, and out of weakness
'

made strong, & -. : a faith that overconu W

world, and the end of which is the saM
of the soul.

Seeing that man's true happiness o w

eternal consists in the saving knowled W

God ;
seeing also that our ease-loving b %

seconded by the subtlety of an unwoarieij*

are in constant danger, unless the " watc
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dily kept, of taking up with tliat which
igs present peace, though it be but a false

'ty and rest; and seeing moreover that

sn once settled in worldly ease, the first

iiisb, caused by conviction for sin through
povverof the Holy Spirit, having subsided,

hard it is to break up this false repose

confidence, and to seek afresh the new
living way; how careful should wo be

1 the tirst not to mistake error for truth,

jination for revelation, or the shadow for

substance. But rather through submis-

of soul and body to the Lord Jesus, know
after that He hath humbled under a

9 of sinfulness and vileness, to raise up

, to open the ej'es, to turn from darkness
;ht, and from the power of Satan unto

; that wo may, in our measure, with the

Apostle, receive forgiveness of sins, and
ritanco among them which are sanctified.

le life that was in the Eternal Word, and
h is the light of men, is sufficient for all

leads, if we will but believe in and obej'

It will take of the thing,s of Christ, and
them unto the obedient soul. " While

ave the light, believe in the light, that ye
be thfi children of light." Again, "This

; condemnation, that light is come into the

d, and men loved darkness rather than

, because their deeds were evil. For
[jrone that doeth evil, hateth the light,

ler comcth to the light, lest his deeds
Id be reproved. But ho that doeth truth

[)th to the light, that his deeds may be

15 manifest that they are wrought in

i"

I stakes in religion, in the case of those in

i|3i desires have been begotton after Christ

perhaps very often arise from not

l|ng a thorough surrender to Him who
all power in heaven and in earth; who,

d'ding our weak estate, is sutHcient for

nwn work ; and who must bo the Alpha
cDraega of all in redemption, which, from
lining to end, is only through the mercy
brgiveuess of God. Were there a more
e yielding of ourselves to the thoroughly

aiforming power of Heavenly grace ; were
e.ike Mary of old, brought to sit at the
iv)ur's feet, in self-abasodncss and humility

it the words from His mouth ; did we
from all power but power Divine to give

0, and preserve the soul in the way it

d go, it would do much to draw down
ual, sustaining grace, sufficient for all

IT eed, and give us the joys of God's salva-
" When I am weak (in myself,) then am
)ng (in the Lord,) saith the Apostle: who

elknew where alone to look fjr refreshing
rs, the living supplies of celestial dew.

rors in religion mostly have their begin-

in very little things. Thus a deviating
hough scarcely noticeable at first, being
nued, will at length reach a divergence,

h 3 the dullest observer could not fail to

t. Many, it is believed, have thus almost
)ut suspicion, entered wrong ways, who
!y had seen the end from the beginning,

odiistinguishod the fatal termination from
Jeguiling smoothness of the entrance,
I have been very far from taking the
step in a path which leads from, rather
into the footsteps of the flock of Christ's

on anions, and beside the shepherd's tents,

many it is to be R-ared, though aiming
revival in religion, have in this way

steps, have ultimately made shipwreck of faith

and a good conscience. The doctrines and
testimonies of our Societj', for instructing us

in which we have great cause to be thankful

to our Father in heaven, must be preserved

entire, if preserved at all. How lamentable
is the fact that of those who have turned
aside from a faithful support of them, even in

their so accounted smaller requisitions, how
few but have found one deviation to be but a

stepping stone to another, one giving way to

reasoning but the opening door to the enemy
with his multiplied grosser presentations, till

more and more weakened and blinded by the

mists and darkness of error, they have ulti-

mately become like the salt that has lost its

savor. If we are not faithful in that which is

least, says the Saviour, we are not likewise in

ueh ; while he that is unjust in the least is

unjust also in much. Let us, then, avoid the

smaller deviations (as some term themj from
right, the way of Truth which the Lord
opened to our forefathers, and in which we
have measurably been kept hitherto, and the

larger ones will not have to bo mourned over

and repented of.

Did we but faithfully acknowledge the Lord
in all our ways, and, with the Psalmist, set

Him always before us; did we duly heed the

awful admonition conveyed in the life of king

Saul, and not keep back part of the price of

obedience, in reserving " the best of the sheep
and the oxen,"—the least offensive sins, but

most cherished and loved by us,— but yield

all a willing sacrifice to the Lord; could we
but be induced to cast out, with the proffered

aid from on high, all the old inhabitants of

the land—the native loves and lusts of the

fallen corrupt heart—so that they should not,

as "snares and traps," as "scourges" and
" thorns," hinder nor vox us, b'jgetting in us

weakness and blindness; did we turn a deaf

ear to the cruel charmer, however wisely and
persistently he charm, and through humble
dependence npon Saving Help, say when pre-

senting any of his designs upon us, " Get thee

behind me, Satan," how would the Lard Al
mighty arise as a morning without clouds, and
more manifestly bare His arm of deliverance,

clothing the soul with iho peace and the

righteousness of Christ. He, as an eve
present Helper, would make a way where
there seemed to be none ; would say to the

threatening billows, thus far and no farther

shall ve come. In the light and fellowship of

His Holy Spirit, we should be permitted to

see light; as participants in the sufferings of

a lowly-minded Lord and Saviour, we should

not be allowed materially to contravene His
will concerning us; and thus the living, so

rejoicing experience would more and more be

ours: "Lo, I am with you always, even unto

the end of the world." "This God is our

God forever and ever; he will be our guid

even unto death."

The Pores.—It is a curious fact illustrating

the necessity of cleanliness, and of keeping

the pores of the skin open, that if a coat of

varnish or other substance impervious to

moisture be applied to the exterior of the

i body, death would ensue in about sis hours.

[The experiment was once tried on a child in

Florence. On the occasion of Pope Loo the

Tenth's accession to the papal chair, it was
desired to have a living picture to represent

unjd aside, little by little, from the christian
iitjof their fathers, and, not retracing their 'over with varnish and gold leaf.

the ijolden age, and so a child was gilded all

rarnish and eold leaf. The child

died in a few hours. If the fur of a rabbit o '

the skin of a pig be covered with a solution

of India rubber the animal ceases to breathe
in a couple of hours.

Monkeys in India,

I al ways found that those places in the East
which pleased me most, were such as had no
pretensions to imitate my native land, and
that away in the jungle, or amongst the least

frequented parts of the cantonments, where
nothing which struck the eye provoked an
unfavorable comparison, but all was thorough-
ly in keeping with the customs of the country
to which it belonged, I was able to enjoy and
interest myself as I ever failed to do in the

more civilized quarters. There was just such

a drive in Bangalore—one which led by a

lar^re tank through the " monkey-tope" and
" pettah" to the fort which we took, in 1799,

and which is now garrisoned by European and
native troops.

A "monkey-tope" means a monkey-grove:
the " pettah," the native town ; but it is to the

former I wish to allude.

The English children in Bangalore used

constantly to petition to be driven out to the

"tope," to feed the monkeys with bread; and
it was certainly a most curious sight to drive

quietly along this road of an evening.

As soon as the last English house has been

left behind, the jungle-bushes rose up gradu-

ally on each side of the hedge which skirted

the thoroughfare, until it was thick grove
everywhere, and the larger trees met over-

head and interlacing their branches, formed ii

leafy avenue for some distance.

VVhen I drove out for the purpose of feed-

ing the monkeys and watching their gambols,

this was the spot where the carriage was
brought to a standstill. I would look all

round me and neither see nor hear signs of

any living thing, except perhaps the whirr of

beetles and grasshoppers, enjoying themselves

in the hedges. Then I would direct the horse-

keeper who accompanied me (and which long-

enduring individual had run on foot behind the

vehicle the whole way from the cantonment)
to call the monkeys in bis native tongue. Ad-
vancing to the front, and looking very much
(in his" blue-and-white turban, blue coat and
short white breeches) like a big monkey just

hopped off an organ himself, he would call to

the brutes in the Tamil tongue, " Bah ! bah !"

(Come! come!) and after a few seconds the

effect would be magical.

Peering through the leafy branches would

be seen one grinning face after another, and

then, reassured by the voice and appearance

of their own countryman, the monkeys would

drop silently from -bough to bough, until a

whole colony of them stood in the main road,

surrounding the carriage and waiting eagerly

to see what I had brought for them.

Thus viewed, they formed a wonderful sub-

ject for speculative thought. I have seen the

place covered with them, from the old grey-

beard, which had seen, perhaps, a dozen or

more summers, to the baby-monkey, which
had just left its mother's arms.

Regarding them as a whole, as a colony or

nation, they were just like human creatures.

There were the mothers, holding their young
in their arms; and, with the exception that

they will occasionally fly after their enemies

right over a hedge, or up a tree, regardless of

th'e terrified looks of the little pink-faced crea-

tures that cling round their waists all tho
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time, they behave much as other mothers do.

Then, there were the old gentlemen of the

party—the " Father Abrahams," as we used

irreverently to term them, who cultivated

white bristles and showed all their teeth, and
growled when they felt themselves insulted.

I used to carry bread and fruit for these brutes,

and when I threw a piece amongst the crowd,
if a young monkey got it he was sure to be

pursued by a " Father Abraham" and bitten,

until, with a horrid squeak he relinquished

his prize. This coarse injustice used vastly

to excite my indignation, and my greatest

triumph was, when having by dint of much
coaxing and many a tempting bait, induced a

"Father Abraham" to approach within reach

of my driving-whip, I was enabled to give

him the lash as he deserved. With one bound
he would fly beyond reach and remain there,

shaking and growling with rage, as he showed
all his teeth and longed for the revenge ho
dared not attempt.
There was one monkey in the Bangalore

tope which used quite to frighten me by her
audacity in trying to snatch the bread out of

my hands. One day she took off the whole
loaf as I was about to break it, and, I have
no doubt had a fine feast, as she was quite able

to hold her own. She was a mother, which
perhaps accounts for her boldness ; but more
than once she laid hold of a piece of my dress,

and swung herself into the carriage, almost
on to my lap, and she was such a formidable-
looking creature that I was afraid to refuse

her a,nything. She had had her upper lip

bitten off, I suppose in fight, which had left

all her teeth exposed, and gave her a most
savage appearance.

In the " pettah," monkeys were almost as

numerous as in the "tope," and made them-
selves twice as unpleasant. The lower class

of Hindoos worship this animal as the repre-

sentative of their god Hannimann, and there-

fore they dared not interfere with them.
They ran all over the roofs of the houses and
shops just as they pleased, gibbering, and
chattering at the passors-bj' ; and the native
women, who kept fruit-stalls in the bazaar,

were obliged to sit over them with a stick to

ward off' the thieving brutes. — Church's

Sketches of Anglo-IiuUan Life.

The stronghold of Christianity is in the
hearts of those who have felt its power. We
do not undervalue the evidences which have
been wrought out of the miracles, prophecies,

history, striking coincidences, moral char-

acter of the sacred writers and social results

effected,—all of which attest the truth of tiie

Gospel ; still, the great argument is what the
Gospel actually does in the heart of the indi-

vidual believer. Paul, transformed from a per-

secutor into a preacher, was in himself a more
conclusive demonstration of what Christ's

grace could do than was any epistle he ever
wrote. And it is because the experience of

the Christian, led on by the Holy Spirit, ex-

plains and confirms the teaching of Scripture,

that the latter has its convicting and comfort-
ing power. The Psalms " find" us, because
the experiences they describe, and out of

which they sprang, have been reproduced in

us. The terror and anxious question of the
Philippian jailer seem natural, when we have
passed through like convictions and been
calmed into peace by the same answer,—" Be-
lieve on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt

be saved." VVhen there is an inward assur-

ance of pardon, renewal, and well-founded
hope—Christ within us, the hope of glory,

—

then the doctrines of the Gospel become clear

in their own light, and the evidences for its

divinity are satisfying beyond possibility of

doubt. Said the illiterate candidate, when
questioned as to hi-s creed :

" How do I know
that Jesus Christ is divine? Why, by this,

He has saved my soul." And the answer was
sufficient.

CHICAGO.
BT JOHN

Men said at vespers, " All is well
!"

In one wild night the city fell

—

Fell shrines of prayer and marts of gain
Before the fiery hurricane.

On threescore spires had sunset shone,

Where ghastly sunrise looked on none.

Men clasped each other's hands, and said,
" The City of the West is dead !"

Brave hearts who fought, in slow retreat.

The fiends of fire from street to street,

Tnrned, powerless, to the blinding glare.

The dumb defiance of despair.

A sudden impulse thrilled each wire
That signaled round that sea of fire

;

Swift words of cheer, warm heart-throlis came
;

In tears of pity died the flame !

From East, from West, from South and North,
Tlie messages of hope shot forth.

And, underneath the severing wave,
The world, full-handed, reached to save.

Fair seemed the old; but fairer still

The new, the dreary void shall fill

With dearer liomes than those o'erthrown,

For love shall lay each corner-stone.

Eise,'3tricken city !—from thee throw
The ashen sackcloth of thy woe

;

And build, as to Amphion's strain,

To songs of cheer^hy walls again !

How shriveled in thy hot distress

The primal sin of selfishness !

How instant rose to take thy part
The angel in the humanheart

!

Ah ! not in vain the flames that tossed

Above thy dreadful holocaust

;

The Christ again has preached through thee
The Gospel of humanity

!

Tlien lift once more thy towers on high,
And fret with spires the western skv.

To tell that God is yet with us,

And love is still miraculous !—Atlantic Jlonihh/.

Selected.

"WHEN I REMEMBER."
Sorrows humanize our race

;

Tears are the sliowers tliat fertilize this world
;

And memory of things precious keepeth warm
The heart that once did hold them.

They are poor
That have lost notliing ; they are poorer far

Who, losing, have forgotten ; they most poor
Of all, who lose and wish they might forget.

For life is one, and in its warp and woof
There runs a thread of gold that glitters fair,

And sometimes in the pattern shows most sweet
Where there are sombre colors. It is true
That we have wept. But oh ! this thread of gold.

We would not have it tarnish ; let us turn
Oft and look back upon the wondrous web,
And when it shineth sometimes, we shall know
That memory is possession.

When I remember something which I had,
But wliich is gone and I must do without,

I sometimes wonder how I can be glad,

Even in cowslip time when hedges sprout

;

It makes me sigh to think on it ; but yet
My days would not be better days should I forget.

When I remember something promised me,
But which I never had, nor can have now.

Because the promiser I no more see

In countries that accord with mortal vow
;

AVlien I remember this I mourn

—

but yet

My happiest days are not the days—when I forg

Jean Inyek

How Paper Boxes are Made.

In the establishment which we visited

heating and power of the establishment

furnished by two boilers, one being genen
although not exclusively, employed for

engine, and the other for drying and hea'

purposes. The amount of pasteboard use-

the manufactory under consideration is al

four hundred tons per year, and the amc
of flour for paste covers five hundred bat

annually.

On the second floor is the cutting dep

ment, which is in many respects the most

teresting in the entire building. The ha

employed at this business are men and b

numbering a score or more, and the machir
is of the most ingenious character, being

gether with the rest of that used in this m;

factory, the special adaptation of the

prietors to the wants of the constantly

creasing needs of manufacture. One mach
worked quite easily by a mere lad, cuts

the top and bottom pieces of the little

boxes, of which such an immense quantity

constantly used. The work is done in a tr

the various sizes of needed discs are regula

by a simple rachet arrangement, and it

requires the strips of pasteboard to be fei:

have in a twinkling the little round pieces

the boxes desired. Another machine, by

adaptation of an adaptable disc, cuts out ^

perfect accuracy oval pieces, 'such as f

the tops and bottoms of hat boxes and

like. Still another cuts out the bottom
sides, at the same time, of a prospective i

cutting out the piece of the necessary f

and scoring the sides at the place where
side pieces will rise. This is a beaut

arrangement and a great saving of time,

machine working by steam, as most of

others, and turning out its work with git

rapidity ready for use. Other larger machi
,

also propelled by steam, cut out wort f

larger size, for large shirt and trimD;

boxes and the like. In each case the cut ;

and scoring is done simultaneously, the f •

ing being accomplished as expeditious!} •

that of the printing 'press, and with as li

'

trouble. Not quite in the line of cutting, t

moving in a similar direction, is a mael«

which, bj' a simple turn around two cj'lindi,

gives the strips of pasteboard their curvet

the use of paper-collar boxes, ready for 9

pasting and the addition of the tops and f

toms. All the cutting, with the exceptioif

some fine work, is done in this room. ^V i

the smallncss of the order will not want

the expenditure of steam machine work, hi

cutters are used,—the well known gradu;:!

board with its ponderous scylhe-like bU
oaded at the lower end with a heavy s »

The various sizes are cut on these boards v?

eat facility by hand work, but with noD

much exactness, and, of course, with gre;f

decreased celerity. The work, as it is cu 9

put up by the gross for the sake of regulai,'

the quantitj' of word done. It is then ta i

up stairs to be pasted together and made '

the various styles of boxes.

The third and fourth stories are occup i

with the exception of a small special cut J
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lit, by girls, of which there are about
iilred. These do the pasting and eoni-

wurk. Long tables ranged along the

10 occupied at small intervals by the

I'lkers. Glue pots are sunk in the
mo for each girl. She receives the

I'l tops of the boxes, and puts them
i , completing them in every part, and
hom ready for packing. The work is

Bj- simple, and yet requires the exercise of
nsiderabie amount of tact and taste. It

08 work to make both ends meet, as well

le manufacture of paper boxes as in the

iremonts of household expenditure, and
ires long practice to attain celerity and
e same time neatness in the task. The

I skilled hands are, of course, intrusted

the finer work, requiring much delicacy

rangement and the utmost care

ork is done by the piece, and swiftness

necessary as skill. It is a verj' interest-

ight to see these very fair champions of

lae-potand brush, as like skilled artisan

construct the important articles which
leetined to hold so many and preciou
as of manufacture. To smooth off and

. the work a little steel instrument is

with which every little edge is held

, to its place and made as neat and tight
sed fingers and sharp eyes can mak

At the end of each of the upper stories

he packing rooms, where the boxes are

p by grosses or otherwise for shipping
e of the most interesting of the depart

that in which small cylindrical

(8 of pasteboard are formed for the pill

whose tops and bottoms were, as

oned, cut out below by an ingenious
The cylindrical rings which form

de of the box are taken out of the hol-

ylinders previously formed by glueing
giber the long sides of a rectangular slip

ird. Thi.s C3^1inder is then placed on a
f turning machine, and the c^'lindrical

are cut out by a few deft applications
'icife to a grooved strip, as in the

ir turning wheel. The celerity with
these little box frames are turned out

\(jnderful, and the exactness with which
ejire cut, is a great improvement over the
md-cutting arrangement.

I various sorts of work made average,
) establishment mentioned, forty in a
nd in the month, of various descriptions,
housand different liinds. One firm in

ty requires three hundred sorts of boxes
dferent patterns, and one paper collar
~ actory uses from fifteen thousand to
eijy thousand boxes a year. Druggists'

perfumers' boxes, boxes for soap, con-
ery, jewelry, hardware, shoes, paper

lla), hats, bonnets, segars, woolen goods,
ings, fancy articles, such as pipes, china

ai)3 and the like, brushes, handkerchiefs,

,
pills, and what not, ai'e here manu-

sd by the thousands, plain, and glorious
very hue of the rainbow, from an inch
neter to two or three feet square, and
maginable shapes.

—

Phila. Inquirer.

Tl next evil I have to warn the youth of,

tj beware of an high, proud mind, from
leije desires after the glory of this world
oc]d, which bring on a train of unneces-
rylares and troubles. It may be easily

he proud man and woman never want
', because they seldom have a settled

iet ontent. The chief reason is, they go far

from God, the alone Author of true content.
As saith the Scripture, " The Lord beholdoth
the proud afar off."

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Joliii Barclay.

(Coutiiiiiod from page 123.)

The subject of business is one, which our
Author not unfrequently alludes to in his

memorandums, as claiming his serious atten-
tion. He no doubt felt the need of a jealous
and watchful care over himself, lest he too
should be carried away by the all-engrossing
spirit of the world in his lawful pursuit, as he
could not fail to see had been lamentably the

case with very many who, neglecting to seek
first the kingdom of God and the righteous-
ness thereof, had for want of this preserving
ballast, made shipwi-eck of faith and a good
conscience. How desirable that we should not
allow our eyes to become so blinded by the
love of wealth or the conveniences which it

procures, neither by the example of others
bent on amassing it, as to cause our hearts to

be diverted from Him, whose are the cattle

upon a thousand hills; who can alike bless a
little or blast a great deal ; and who is the
chiefest among ten thousand, yea altogether
lovely. How desirable that we should not
put our trust in uncertain riches, but in th-

living God, who giveth us all things richly to

enjoy. How desirable that heaven should be
the anticipated home, and the earth, with all

its accumulations, its promises, its hopes, and
its pleasures, but the footstool of such as have
experimentally to realize the awfulness of the
eternal state, with the solemn reality of oui

having a never-dying soul to be saved or lost

How desirable to forestall, so far as we can,

the whole concerning our immortal well
being, by lading up in store for ourselves, not
" Wealth heaped on wealth, which truth nor
safety buys," but a good foundation against
the time to come. How this would tend to

humble the unhallowed heart; how point to

costly sacrifices in self-denial ; how abate the
ardor of slavish ambition; and how remind
of the Saviour's solemn interrogatory : "What
shall it profit a man to gain the whole world,
and lose his own soul?"

1816. June.—According to my present
feelings and experience, I do verily believe

that the business upon which I have entered,

"s such, as requires much more time, close
study and attention, than I can conscientious-
ly give up thereto

; it does entail such en-
tanglement and engrossment in the things of
time, as to leave to uncertainty and almost
inevitable neglect the things of eternity. I

also am of the firm persuasion, that business
is not of that first importance, which is so
generally attached to it ; but is and should be
secondary and subordinate to the first and
reatest object in life.

" 1816. June.—On considering the subject
of the business proposed to me to enter upon,
[that of a solicitor,] I can acknowledge that
I would this day sign the articles of clerkship,

'f I thought it right to do so: but I feel too
much given up and dedicated in heart and
mind to Him, who has all my life long blessed
and helped me, for me to uBdertake this pro-

posed occupation ; and therefore 1 do trust,

that though my relations may not approve
the decision, they will respect the motives.
It is, and has been day and night, my most
ardent desire to acquaint myself thoroughly,
in spite of every obstacle, with the will of the

Lord concerning me: and I may safely and
sincerely add, that there is and has been no
fear, no grief, no joj^, so impressed on my
soul, as the fear of not doing, the grief at not
having done, and the joy of having done,
what I know or believe to bo right.

" 1816. I remember, when under great ex-
ercise, long continued on the subject of busi-

ness, and amidst many thoughts as to getting
a livelihood in the world, with my very re-

strained views every way, I opened a book
in great fluctuation and sore grief of mind, as
it lay near me, craving that I might bo
secretly informed in this way, or in any way
with certainty, as to the lino of duty pre-
scribed to mo by heavenly wisdom : when, to
my astonishment, I found immediately to my
hand this passage from William Penn's No
Cross No Crown,— ' Whoever thou art that
wouldst do the will of God, but faintest in thy
desires from the opposition of worldly con-
siderations,—^remombei-, I tell thee in the
name of Christ, that he that prefers father or
mothei-, sister or brother, house, kc, to the
testimony of the light of Jesus in his own con-
science, shall be rejected of Him in the solemn
and general inquest upon the world, when all

shall be judged, and receive according to the
deeds done, not the profession made, in this
life. It was the doctrine of Jesus, that "if
thy right hand oftend thee, thou must cut it

off; and if thy right eye offend thee, thou
must pluck it out ;" (Matt. v. 29, 30,) that is,

if the most dear, the most useful and tender
comforts thou enjoyest, stand in thy soul's
way, and interrupt thy obedience to the voice
of God, and thy conformity to his holy will
revealed in thy soul, thou art engaged, under
the penalty of damnation, to part with them.'—Part I : chap, i : sect. 21st. O ! here was a
revelation indeed to me, if ever there was one;
for as surely as there is a secret Divine Pojver,
it was manifested in my soul in the reading
of this passage ; and it so overcame me in
gratitude to the Father of mercies, that my
knees were bowed and my heart was conlrited
before Him at that favored season, and tears
fell in abundance.

" There has indeed been a wonderful Pro-
vidence all along about me, too large to be
fully set forth in order. When the time for
my decision and signing of the articles of
clerkship arrived, whereby I was to serve in
an attorney's ottice for five years, with every
prospect that a handsome income would suc-
ceed my application to this line of business;
and when the draft of the deed was about to
be sent to be engrossed, and I was to take it

to the law-stationers for that purpose ; borne
down by hidden trials, my earnest fervent
petition (in a secret place, where I stepped
aside to pour out my soul unto God) was, that
if the Lord was my guide and mj' leader, he
would make a way even now, when there ap-
]ieared none, to get out of the predicament in
which I was so closely confined : and speedily
that day I was taken ill, and obliged to see a
physician, who ordered me to Southampton
as soon as I could go

; which was accoi-dingly
effected in three days. I have cause to re-
member to this day, how closely the Mighty
Helper was about my bed and about my path
at that time

;
so that my tenderness of heart,

md my cries and tears in secret, were often
remarkably answered, and were felt even to
prevail with God. My song also was unto
him in the night season; and living praises
would ascend, in very small intervals of time.
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when the soul had a few seconds onlj- to turu

to its Comforter. When I returned from
Southampton I resumed my station at the

desk ;
but my cj-e saw clearly that that place

was not my lot, though 1 did not even then

think of giving up the profession altogether:

but that was also shown me in due season,

when I was able to bear it. So that there is

indeed ground for me yet to trust and not be

afraid, as well as for others; seeing that there

is Oue, who can make daikness light, and

crooked things straight, and hard things

easy "

[He finally relinquished the pursuit of the

law in the latter end of this year.]

(To be continued.)

A Father's Advice to his Son.

I have no doubt of thy industry and atten-

tion to business, and 3-et a few hints may not

improperly be offered for thy consideration.

In carrying on the important business thou

hast undertaken, keep such an oversight as

to be acquainted with all its parts, and parti-

cularly with the account books ; however
trustworthy any one may be whom thou em-
ploys, a personal knowledge appears to be

indispensable.

Keep a distinct cash book, and let it be

balanced at least twice in every week : my
practice when in business was to do it daily.

Always examine whether the cash on hand
corresponds with the balance.

Let no piece of work leave the premises

without the requisite entry having been first

made. A personal inspection will detect errors

either in quantity or price.

Avoid leaving balances due and uncollected.

Sometimes a considerable sum is absorbed in

this.way. M}' master was accustomed to say

that more money was lost from not asking

for it when it was to be had than from any
other cause. Some persons feel a delicacy

about asking for money due them ; that seems

rather out of place. It ought always to be

understood that men are at liberty to claim

what they are justly entitled to. In making
collections be sure to call at the time men-
tioned by the debtor.

A bill book should be kept, and it might be

well to have a memorandum book for daily

inspection, an account of payments to be

made as well as important business to be at-

tended to. Make a practice to bo punctual

in thy own payments, or if any unforeseen

contingencies render it impracticable, pay a

part on account, and ask as a favor an exten-

sion on the balance.

I scarcely need express my confidence that

whatever may be th}' press of business, thou
wilt endeavor to arrange it so as not to inter-

fere with the attendance of religious meet-

ings ; but I would just hint my earnest wish

that on these occasions thou may be favored

to leave the world and its concerns at home,
and through the fresh extendings of divine

love and mercy, be made and preserved a liv-

ing worshipper. I have no doubt that thou

wilt continue plain and exemplary in thy per-

sonal appearance and language, and I earnestl}'

desire that thy whole conduct and deport-

ment may be in correspondence with it.

Examples of uprightness in bearing these

and the other precious testimonies committed
to our forefathers, are much needed in the

present day.

For "The Friend.'

I have feared that Friends of the present
time, in giving prominence to the necessity
of thorough cleansing from sin and the defile-

ments of the flesh and spirit, through the
washing of regeneration, as opposed to the
slight and easy process by which some appear
to expect to attain to all the benefits of the
coming, sufferings, death and resurrection of

Savioui', might give ground for the accu-
sation that they do not look for complete
freedom from sin and condemnation, and the
consequent peace and assurance of salvation,
until they reach the borders of the grave.
Our early Friends were full and clear in

declaring the doctrine, at that time a strange
one to many, of christian perfection and pre-
sent salvation from sin and its punishment
hereafter. Though this was to be effected by
the operation of the Holy Spirit, inwardly
revealing the cleansing blo'od of Jesus Christ,
and applying His purging fan ; not by pictur-

to the imagination Him bleeding and
dying on the cross. " For by one offering He

perfected forever them that are sancti-

fied."

Let us be careful to proclaim all the ines-

timable blessings of faith in Christ through
good works made perfect; and to speak well
of the ever-blessed name of the Lord and His

under the title of tales and novels. A
prenticeship at a reform school in literati

with a spare diet of statistics, and a hard h

of mathematical problems, and the

beverage of plain narrative, is much neeei

for the recovery of such inane and half

mented mortals.

Select

How many are enduring afflictive berea

ments, or painful sufForing; and while we
in the body, I anticipate little else than tr

mortification or affliction of some kind. I

work for us a far more exceeding and eter

weight of glory, this will outbalance evi

possible tribulation we can here endure,

is, however, not necessary to be constanj

dwelling on the gloomy pictures of life

us gird up our loins, and try to keep our lanj

trimmed, so as to be ready to open to our Li|

at his coming; and all those servants wh
He finds thus watching. He will commandj,
sit down to meat, and come forth and 8i|:

them himself And thus we shall, as wef
along, realize the blessedness of the relig

we profess, to sustain in the hour of tr

comfort and cheer with Divine consolat
|

from time to time, and furnish in the i

with a blessed hope of everlasting rest j

peace; where all sorrow ceases and God si
j

preserving power, so that from the rising of' wipe away all tears from every eye.—

T

the sun to the going down thereof. His name Evans.
may bo great among us, and have that praise
which is comely from his followers, whereby
it may bo glorified among the people, and
they drawn to come under the government
of the Prince of Peace, and Jerusalem to be-
come more and more a joy and rejoicing in

the earth.

Twelfth mo. 1S71.

R. H,
when a

Tamed Auimals.

Elliot, in describing his experie

resident in the jungles of My*
in Southern India, mentions several casei

which the wild animals of that country

only became domesticated, but seemed to

fer the companj' of man to the society oft)

own species. He says :

"The first instance I have to notice is t

of a stag which belonged to a neighbor

mine. This animal, which had been cau

JS'^ovel Beading.—President Porter of Yale
College says of the eflfect of Novel Eeading.
It is not easy to turn to a history or scientific

essay when an attractive novel is lying by its 'when a fawn, used to accompany the coo

side, particularly for one to whom novel-read- [to their work and remain with them all t

ing is new. There is no fascination connect- ' but in the evening it went away to thejm
ed* with reading to be compared with that [regularly, to return as regularlj- the follow

experienced in youth from the first few novels, [morning. It thus roamed the jungle

The spell-bound reader soon discovers, how-|night, and remained with man all day.

ever, that this appetite, like that for confec- Hast it became dangerous, as tame stags O!

do, and had to be shot

Another still more extraordinary insta I

was a pet of my own—what the natives
|

a flying cat, but in realit}- a flying squirn

ionery and other sweets, is the
cloyed, and that if pampered too long it en-

feebles the appetite for all other food. The
reader of novels only, especially if he reads
many, becomes very soon an intellectual vo- jan "animal that sleeps all day and feediljl

luptuary, with feeble judgment, a vague night, and is in habits somewhat like the

memory, and an incessant craving for some tribe, though clearly of the squirrel or

new excitement. It is rare that a reader of Tts wings, if they can be called such, cot

this class studies the novels which he seems .merely of a flap of skin stretching from

to read. He knows and cares little for the 'fore to the hind legs. When at rest this

novel of character as contrasted with the lis not very noticeable, and the animal

novel of incident. He reads for the story, as sents, when on the ground or on the bra

he says, and it usually happens that the sen-|of a tree, the appearance of a very la

sational and extravagant, the piquant and grey-furred squirrel. It cannot, of cor

equivocal stories, are those which please him iriso from the ground, but when travel!

best. Exclusive and excessive novel reading from tree to tree, it simplj' starts like ai

is to the mind as a kind of intellectual opium jon the trapeze—descending from one p
eating, in its stimulant effects upon the : to rise again to about a similar level on

phantasy and its stupefying and bewildering {opposite tree. One of these animals

influence on the judgment. An inveterate {brought to me when it was about half-grc

novel reader speedily becomes a literary rone, laud soon came to consider my house as

and this is possible at a veiy early period of natural home. It soon found out an en

life. It now and then happens that a youth clothes bag hanging at the back of ac

of seventeen becomes almost an intellectual and in this it slept all day. It came oi

idiot or an etfeminate weakling by living ex- :dusk, and used often to sit on the back oi

clusively upon the enfeebling swash or the chair at dinner, when it got fruit and bi''

poisoned stimulants that are sold so readily 'After dianer away it went to the jungles,

«
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om saw anything of it till about thi'ce

morning, when it used to return to the

andcurlitselfupatmyfeet. When I rose

3 morning n^ pet took itself to the

es-bag, and there spent the day, to go

gh the same round the following night.

interesting animal met with the usual

)f defenceless pets, and was killed by a

IS it was making its way to the jungle

ght.

other pet of mine was a hornbill, one of

birds of discordant note, huge beak,

box-like crowned head. This creature

,1bo totally unrestrained, but showed ado-

preference for the society of man. One
t joined some of its species which made
appearance in the jungle near my house,

oon got tired or disgusted, and speedily

ioned them. It used to swallow its food

man taking a pill ; and it was surpris-

observe the ease with which balls of

bout the size of two large walnuts were
tched. On one occasion it flow off with

unch of keys, but was luckily seen bj-

ervant, who gave the alarm. The bird

back his head the moment he alighted

jonvenient branch, and it was onlj- the

that prevented his bolting the entire

1. Finding my people close upon him,

soon the satisfaction of seeing him fly

angle some hundreds of yards off', where
med to take a peculiar pleasure in

ing my keys from the tops of the high-

les, and it was some time before he let

drop, which I conclude he did merely
se he could not swallow them,
w, none of the pets I have mentioned,

Y be observed, were made miserable bj'

nt ; but it is very remarkable that

;h all of them must have had frequent
tunities of resuming the acquaintance
ir species, the force of habit seems to

chained them to the places they had
accustomed to."

Ip old English plainness and sincerity,

enerous integrity of nature and honesty
)Osition, which always argues truegreat-
mind, and is usually' accompanied with
nted courage and resolution, is in a great
re lost among us. The dialect of con-

ion is now a-days so swelled with vanity
orapliment, and so surfeited (as I may
fith expressions of kindness and respect,
' a man that lived an age or two ago
I return into the world again, he would
want a dictionary to help him to un-
nd his own language, and to know the
ntrinsic value of the phrases in fashion

;

ould hardly at first believe at what a
ite the highest strains and expressions
dness imaginable do commonly pass ii

it payment; and when he should come
lerstand it, it would be a great while be-

e could bring himself, with a goodcoun-
36 and a good conscience, to converse

tftnen upon equal terms, and in their own
iyt-Archbcshop Tlllotson.

) ant-eating woodpecker {Melanerpes
ivorous), a common California species,
curious and peculiar method of laying
iiv.sions against the inclement season.
iT.uiid holes are dug in the bark of the
:iil oak, into each one of which is in-

au acorn, and so tightly is it fitted or
1 in that it is with difficulty extracted,
ark of the pine trees, when thus filled,

presents at a short distance the appearance
of being studded with brass-headed nails.

Stowed away in largo quantities in this man-
ner, the acorns not only supply the wants of

the woodpecker, but the squirrels, mice and
jays avail themselves likewise of the fruits ol

provident labor.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 16,

Perhaps no event which has taken place in

the present century has more favorably dis-

tinguished it than the general overthrow of

the system of slavery, tolerated or more or

less encouraged by every nation professing

Christianity, ever since the latter was first

embraced as the national religion. There
probably have never before been national acts

that have arrested or materially alleviated so

much and so groat human Buffering and
degradation, or laid the foundation for a
greater increase of domestic comfort and so-

cial enjoyment among a class to which they
had been almost hopelessly shut off, as did

the enactment of laws by which Great Britain

liberated the slaves throughout her dominions,

the decrees which put an end to slavery in the

colonics of France, the ukase that emanci|)at-

ed the serfs in lliissia, and the proclamation
of Lincoln abolishing slavery in the United
States. To these may now be added the

recent action of the Government in Brazil,

by which the children of all slaves born after

the legislative bill became a law, are declared

free.

Although several of the provisions in the

Brazilian enanctment are defective, allowing

the continuance of the servitude of those now
subjected to it, and they liable to all itsabuses,

yet, as an initiatory step, it gives the death
blow to slavery in that vast empire, and must
create a feeling in the breasts of those in-

tended to be still held in bonds, that will

render it very difficult if not impossible, in

connection with the determined efforts of the

advocates of immediate emancipation, to pre-

vent them from gaining their freedom before

manj' jTjars have passed by.

It had long been known that the emperor
was favorable to the abolition of slaverj^ in

his dominions, and had promoted the ettorts

of those members of the community, who
were laboring to convince the planters and
others opposed to it, that their interest as

well as the rights of humanitj' demanded the

removal of its enormous evil^. In the fifth

month last the cabinet introduced the bill

which has now became a law into the House
of Deputies, where it met decided opposition

from both those who were desirous to con-

tinue the system of slavery, and those who
favored immediate emancipation. There
were repeated stormyand obstinate discussions

on the subject, and on proposed modifications

of the provisions of the bill, so that it was not

until the Ninth Month that it passed the

House, and was sent to the Senate. In the

latter body it was finally adopted with only

four or five dissenting votes. The Emperor
being in Europe, the Princess Regent im-

mediately sanctioned and signed the bill, and
from that date no more slaves will bo born in

Brazil. Their importation had been made a

penal offence some years before.

One of the objectionable provisions of the
law obliges the master of the slave mother to
maintain her frco-born child until he or she
is eight years old, when ho may turn him
over to the government and receive its

bond for $300, or keep him as he docs his

other slaves until ho is twenty-one years of
age, and he is under no obligation to give
him instruction of any kind. As the master
cannot legallj' retain these free-born blacks
after the twenty-one years have expired from
the passage of the law, he has little pecuniary
interest in their lives, and they may be sub-
jected to all the rigors of slavery, be badly
fed and clothed, and should they survive the
ordeal, be turned adrift when of age, abject
and imbruted, and fitted for no employment
but that which requires physical force only.

It was soon found in the British West
Indies that the ajiprentice sj'stem was a
failure, and the evils of this provision of the
law in Brazil are so patent, and must prove
so hazardous of the peace and well-being of
the community, as well as destructive of an
important part of the laboring population,

that we may confidently anticipate its being
changed so as to secure greater protection,

and some education to the free-born blacks.

It is a pleasing circumstance that since the
passage of the law, the Benedictine monks
have given immediate freedom to all their

slaves, about sixteen hundred in number, and
propose, with the goverrfment's consent, to

divide a large landed estate among them.
It is thought this example will be followed
by other orders, who notwithstanding the
denunciation of slavery by the pope, have
continued to hold slaves. All the slaves

belonging to the government, many thousands
in number, have been at once set free.

Notwithstanding the very objectionable

features in this initiative movement towards
the blessing of liberty to all, there are many
redeeming and hopeful circumstances atten-

dant upon it, which give the philanthropist
ason to believe, that it is the beginning of the
id of slavery in Brazil, which cannot be

long deferred. Public opinion in favor of

this consummation is becoming too strong,

and too openly expressed to bo disregard-

ed ; and the force of example in comply-
with it, and, as we may iiope, the in-

creased pecuniary benefits resulting from free-

labor, compared with that extorted by the
lash, will, we confidently expect, ere long,

sweep away an evil, which many there have
again and again, denounced as a curse upon
the land.

It is interesting to observe, that the princi-

ples of the gospel of Christ, as they exert their

influence, however graduall}', on the hearts

and minds of the people, produce similar re-

sults without respect to locality. It is they,

and they only, under the guidance and gov-
ernment of the Holy Spirit, that truly reform
and elevate, making man sensible of his rela-

tion to his Almighty Creator, to his fellow

men, the responsibility thus devolved upon
him, and the duties he owes to both. They
are certainly slowly but surely spreading
among the children of men, and must finally
" take possession of the gates of their ene-
mies." It is a solace amid the chafings of
religious professors, and discouragement at

the apparent decadence of vital religion in

circles in which we are more immediately in-

terested, when dark clouds obscure the vision,

and the mental eye fails to discern where the
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kindom of the Son of the Highest is gaining

ground among those around us, to extend the

view over the world at hirge, and mark events

that have or are taking place—such as those

to which we have been i-eferring—which,

though we may not be able to detect or trace

out ever^' link in the chain, are evidently

connected with the spread of a raore en-

lightened appreciation of the fundamental

principles of Christianity, and exhibit great

and benign reformations accomplished, cor-

responding to the predictions and promises

contained in the Holy Scriptures ; thus con-

firming our faith in the fulfilment of the

word of the Lord, that the earth shall be

filled with righteousness as the waters cover

the sea.

sumjSlvry of events.
Foreign.—The weather in France has been severely

cold. On tlie 10th inst. the Seine was frozen over

tirmly, and railroad traffic was impeded by a heavy fall

of snow. Temp. o° below zero, Fahrenheit.

Tlie Orleans princes, after a long interview with Pre-

sident Thier-s have consented to defer for the present

Assembly. There is a report

inquish the presidency
'

a the Assembly annulling

property of the Orleans

their claim i' -' >

favor of ill ''

A bill l,:i- !' . :

the decree cmli
Princes.

A vote of urgency upon the bill providing for the re

turn of the Assembly to Paris, was refused by a smal

maioritv.

The appeals of the Communists convicted of the mur
der of Generals Lecorapte and Thomas and sentenced

to suffer death, have been rejected by tlie Commission

of Pardons.
President Thiers, in his message, recommends that

the annual annv contin.oent be fixed at 90,000; he de-

plores tin- ina.'ii-Ii !. - iiiMv, I. It -aysitisdm

to them:., i

"u- France,

he says, ^n ;,
, :

, ,

ofhis'spiriiiiii ihn. ii.:i,|. I
... ;:;,.l «ill, n. raseof need,

give him vigorous sapiiorl.

A Berlin dispatch of the 9th says : In the lower houi

of the Diet to-day, Delbrnck presented a bill for reform

in taxation the object of which is to lighten the bur-

dens of the lower classes. It abolishes the grist and

slaughtering taxes, and makes important reductions in

taxes which bear on articles used by Ihe lower clas?

Count Andrussy has received the congratulation

the Russian government, on his elevation to the Pre-

miership of the Austrian Empire, coupled with an ex-

pression of confidence in the wisdom and justice of the

policy which will be pursued under his administration

of the foreign relations of the Empire.

The recent municipal elections in Spain have sh

an unexpected strengtli of the Endicals, who have been

<i, ,,..--!. II ill 111. .-I i.^i. . -. I )i liu' members of the Mad-
,1,1 .

,
;: ; : .

, t.;d To, theRepubli-

l',,;iii,,,il ;i_,:i ;,:.. I
;- lii'. ri I'li-iand. At Birming-

ham au imposing demonstration ha-; been made in fiivor

of the radical reform of the House of Lords, and the

limitation of its power to defeat or snspend the progres

^.;yp i,.„;,].,(i,„, ,,f tl..' IT.,i|c,i .if ( ...loiiMiis. Resolution
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"The ami. . i
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dominion- ri -
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tilment of llie r.j^xnt i:...i

continue to be prodi:

meeting were
.. the hall by
. eommenced
lUeans. The
to save liim-

to Congress made an ex-

, and is favorably reviewed

.....id fields to the British

I- I..en completed, in fiil-

s.ile. The fields, it is said,

violent storms havebul

sidered probable, but an unfavorable change afterwards

took place, and on the evening of the 11th inst., his

decease was supposed to be near at hand.

The public and private telegraph service in England
has been greatly embarrassed by a strike of many of

the telegraphers. The wires are crowded with messages,

and serious delays are expected.

London, 12th mo. 11th.—Consols, 92. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 92| ; ditto of 1867, 9.5J ; ten-forties, 90|.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9fd. ; Orleans, lOJd.

Sales of the day 20,000 bales, including 7,000 for specu-

lation and export.

The Mexican insurrection seems to be growing more
formidable. General Trevino, commanding the insur-

gents at Saltilla, Coahuila, has captured that place from
the national troops, and was preparing to march against

San Luis Poto.si, two hundred miles south, and half of

the distance to the capital. North of San Luis Potosi

there is virtually no government force or authority,

lile the country below is more or less convulsed.

Elections for "the Cortes took place on the 11th,

throughout Spain, and it was known that evening that

the Republicans had elected their candidates in twenty-

three of forty-eight capital provinces, and in forty-three

smaller towns.

The Swiss Federal Assembly have passed a bill

legalizing civil marriages.

A dispatch from Bombay states that the cholera is

ging with great fatality among the natives of Luck-

now and its vicinity.

An Alexandria dispatch of the 10th states that the

cholera has appeared in that city.

United States.—Miscdlaneons.—In Congress little

has yet been done beyond the appointment of com
mittees, the introduction of bills and resolutions, and
other business of a preliminary kind. A bill has been

introduced in the Senate to punish polygamy. Other
bills have been prepared in each house providing

bling acts to allow the people of Utah to form a State

constitution and apply for admission into the Union
These bills will exact a condition precedent that poly-

gamy shall be abolished after a certain date. The dele

gate from Utah and the Mormons generally are willing

to accept this compromise, and it is believed that it wil'

pass both houses at this session.

The House of Representatives has before it the ap
portionment bill reported at the last session. The bill

provides that after the 3d of 3d mo. 1873, the House of

Representatives shall consist of 281 members, to be ap-

portioned as follows : Maine, 5 ; New Hampshire, 2

;

Vermont, 2 ;
M.issachu.setts, 11 ; Rhode Island, 2 ; Con-

necticut, 4; New York, 32; New Jersey, 7j Pennsyl-

vania. .-'.; |i ;..v..... 1; Maryland, 6; Virginia, 9;

Xorii. I ^ .'itli Carolina, 5; Georgia, 9; Ala-

banii, 7 \i .; . .
li; Louisiana, 5 ; Ohio, 19; Ken-

tucky, 1.1 , 1. II... --..-, '.I; Indiana, 12; Illinois, 19; Mis-

souri, 12; Arkansas, 4; Michigan, 9; Florida, 1 ; Texas,

6 ; Iowa, 9 ; Wisconsin, 8 ; California, 4 ; Minnesota, 3
;

Oregon,!; Kansas, 3; West Virginia, 3; Nevada,!;
Nebraska, 1.

According to the report of the Secretary of the Navy,
it now consists of 179 ships of all cla.sses. These, when
in commission for service, carry 1390 guns, exclusive

of howitzers and small carronades. Out of 52 monitors

only one is now in commission, the others being laid

up "at League Island and other stations. The survey

of the Istlniius of Parien, under Commander Selfridge,

show^ till. ill. \ir:iio is navigable for ships of the

larue-i I - a width of 1500 feet, and a depth

nowh. I
. .0 loet. The actual length of the

nece--ir_ ... .i i- "A 2-10 miles, the distance from the

.\trato river to Cnpica Bay, of which 23 miles is a flat

plain, with a rise of 90 feet, and no difficulties of con-

struction. The remaining eight miles present the only

engineering obstacles.
• The deposits of bullion at the Mint and branches

during the year were: gold, $37,054,202.26; silver,

S-5,975,982..54"; total, $43,030,184.80. Deducting from

this the redeposits, or bars made at one branch of the

Mint and redeposited in another for coinage, the amount
will be $39,137,404.13.

Governor Campbell of Wyoming, has vetoed theljill

repealing the woman snffrage act.

The final report of the Superintendent of the

for 1870, makes the total population of the United States

and terril.iries 3s,i)2:;,21ii, viz: .;:;,."i.^li,S.'i7 whites, 4,

SSiI:nv ,-,,|,.,...,l : :;v:.7i- lii.li.n,-. ,i.,.

sited the district, causing great damage to proper

and serious loss of life.

The dispatches from Kn^l-M.' .!

ing on the 11th inst., hav.

illne:.is of the Prince of \\ .
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During the kite violent storms on the plains, while

the railroad train was stopped near Kit Carson, a, large

number of buffaloes congregated around the train, and

stood on the lee side of it for protection against the storm.

The interments in the city of Philadelphia fron

2d to the 9th inst., numbere'd 482, including 199

mall pox.

It is stated that the Michigan silver mines have

year yielded about §1,000,000 worth of ore. The
1

mate'is that about §100,000 a month can be taken
j

cost of only $8,000. The Wyandotte smej
works have sent $400,000 to the mint from one ijp
alone.

The surplus of wheat in Oregon this season

mated at 75,000 tons, nearly all of which will fin

way to Europe.
The report of the Acting Commissioner of In

Affairs, which has just been published, says that th(

.

suit of the policy inaugurated by President Orai l
.^

the prevalence of peace with those tribes who ij

formerly most hostile to the government. He thl

the prospects of a permanent peace with the Apa'
are now better than they ever have been. I

Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the quolalj

on the 11th in.st. New York.—American gold,
'

U. S. sLxes, 1881, 1171; ditto, 1868, lloj: ditto, 11,

per cents. 109}. Superfine flour, $5..^i i a .Si'i.lU

;

brands, $6.25 a $10.10, the latter for St. l.mis d.

extra. White Michigan wheat, $1.6.S :i .Sl-7ii; a

State,_ $1.62; red western, $1.59 a S1.G7 ;
No. 1

waukie spring, S1.57. Oat;5, 53 a 58 cts. State

95 cts. Southern white corn, 86 a 90 cts.
;
yellowt

79 a 80 cts. ; western mixed, 76 cts. Philadelphl

Cotton, 20 a 21 cts. for uplands and New Url(!

Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75; finer brands, S6i
Michigan white wheat, $1.72; Pennsylvania red,}

a $1.58. Rye, 95 cts. Old yellow corn, SO c

70 cts.; new western mixed, 75 a 78 cts. old, 7

Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Clover-seed, W\ a Hi et-

seed, S1.85. Timothy, $3.2-5. About 270'o b

were sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extr:i .:

cts.; fair to good, 6 a 6| cts. and common 4 a •'.

lb. gross. Sheep sold at oj- a 7 cts. per Ih. -

ceipts 14,000 head. Hogs sold at 6 a 6J ot-

receipts at the Avenue Drove-yard, 3690 he:i i

more.—Oats, 50 a 53 cts. Yellow corn, 7ii

white, 67 a 72 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wh. .

No. 2 do., $1.20. No. 2 mixed corn, 42} et-.

oats, 32| cts. Eye, 63j cts. Spring barley.

Lard, 8| cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 red winter whe
No. 3 red, $1.48; No. 2 spring, $1.32i. Mix
43 a 44 cts. Oats, 34J cts. Iowa spring b:ii

cts. Cleveland.—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.47 : ,

do., $1.37i. New corn, 55 cts. Oats, 41 a 4::

Detroit.—Amber Michigan wheat, $1.41 ; No. 1 »

$1.46 ; extra, Sl.oO.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Armfield, Agent, Enui i.

William Knowles, James Kenway, Edward lieaie,

Charles Eicock, 10s. each, vol. 45, for Henry Hoist

2s. 6d., to No. 52, vol. 45, and for Anna Niinn, 6t

to No. 52, vol. 45.

Errata.—In Receipting for the remittance forwa

by Joseph Armfield and published in No. 10 oi

current volume, the following errors occurred : E
Halden and John Horniman £1 each, to No. 4-5 of

46, should read for vols. 45 and 46.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IKD
(

CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.
A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, MarshaUton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhUadel (

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.iXl

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,} PhihMf
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients mi

made to the Superintendent, or to any of tL. Boa

Managers. .i

^
Died, on the 28th of 11th mo. 1871, at therea*

of her son-in-law, Edward W. Woolman, coruerof

and Centre Sts., Philadelphia, Catharine, wi

ber of Rahv
Friends, New jersey.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.

_,
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The Oldest Bible in the World.

BY G. R. ^^-YNNE.

nge to say, it is only within the last
Bars that Europe has known the most
written complete copy of the Bible
the Western Church now possesses
less than 1,500 years the book had
refully preserved indeed, but inade
valued, amid the moldcring manu

of an eastern society of monks. The
f the finding of this precious biblical
e has only recentljr been given to the
and our readers doubtless will be in
d in a brief sketch of what Dr. Tischen
s done in connection with the now
Sinaitic manuscript,
rischendorf, when a very young man,

me for himself by theological essays,
mere published in 1839, and the success
h induced him in that year to devote
to the important but comparatively
3d task of correcting the Greek Testa-

as, if possible, to discover, by com-
iOgether the most ancient manuscripts,
y words which the apostles wrote.
i scarcely say that no Christian reader
a rest satisfied with an imperfect text,
e perfect one can possibly be attained
ful study. So, at least, it seemed to
rman student, who immediately set
omparing together all the old copies
' w Testament which he could find in
ries of Eome, Paris, Berlin, Oxford,
ige, and London.
ke many another scholar, Dr. Tisch-
as a man of very moderate means, in
nee of which he often found difficulty
ig the long journeys required by his
comparing distant documents. He,

\a, sometimes found liberal aid in the
ade him by the Saxon and other

^

ents
;
but these grants he was obliged

keput by laboring as a writer or tutor
' PN to place. Some idea of the distance
elly by him in his journeys may be gain-
mj we name some of the countries and
s V ited by him in his search for ancient

n 1813 he visited Holland, England,

Lybian Desert, Mount Sinai, Jerusalem, Beth-
lehem, Nazareth, Smyrna, the isle of Patmos,
Beyrout, Constantinople, Athens. Then, call-

ing at Vienna and Munich, he returned to

Leipzic. This journey cost the student 5,000
tbalers.

But it was well-spent money, hard come by
as it was in various ways, for during the
course of this journey, at the Convent of St
Catharine, on Mount Sinai, Dr. Tischendorf
discovered what he terms " the pearl of all his

researches." In visiting the library of this

monastery, 3Iay, 1844, he perceived, in the
middle of the great hall, a basket full of old
parchments, among which a large part of a
copy of the Old Testament in Greek was
found, which seemed to Dr. Tischendorf the
I ildest ho had ever seen. He was given a few
sheets of the book freely enough by the liberal

monks, but he displayed so much joy at his
new possession that the jealous fi-aternity re-

solved to give him no more, perceiving that
they possessed a value hitherto quite un-
known to their owners.

Obliged to turn his back on the remainder
of the treasure, the scholar did not forget, in

a distant land, the basket of vellum over which
his mouth had watered. With the pertinacity
which marks a real student, he planned for no
less than fourteen years how he could gain
possession of the whole. In the meantime he
made a second unsuccessful visit to the Sinai
convent; unsuccessful, that is, in the attempt
to rediscover the original documents, for his
labors were partially rewarded by meeting
with several important Arabic MSS. His in-

termediate years were not wasted, for he suc-
ceeded, from time to time, in adding materi-
ally to our stock of manuscripts of parts of
the Bible.

In 1858, after much negotiation with vari-

ans learned bodies and governments, the Czar
of Russia equipped Dr. Tischendorf for a third
journey to Mount Sinai, where he arrived in

.lauuary, 1859. For some weeks he pored
over one dusty folio after another, in a man-
ner which made some of the simple friars

arvel whether he had resolved to make his
diet, like the moth, on the moldering tomes
of antiquity. The very evening before the
lay he had determined to set off home, be-
ieving his search to be unavailing, he had a
valk with the steward of the convent, who
afterward, taking him to his own cell, said,

I, too, have read a copy of the Old Testa-
ment in Greek;" whereupon, taking down
from a shelf a bundle covered with red cloth,

he handed it to the stranger, who, opening it,

at a glance saw that it contained, not only
the Old Testament of which he was in search,
but the whole of the New Testament also in

the most ancient characters, together with
two other treatises in Greek, which were

<*ii7
" ""•

Y^'"^''
-u.uiiu,uu, _iiiugianu, two otner treatises in U-reek, which were

anzerland. He then toured through
]
never joined with the Bible since the time of

en
,

Venice, Modena, Milan, Verona, 'the Emperor Constantino the Great, about
^m. In 1844 he pushed to the East,

1 325 or 350 years after Christ.
m^tigypt and the Coptic convents of the

1
The joy of the traveler cannot be told. He

knew that at that instant he held in his hands
the most precious biblical treasure in exist-
ence, the oldest known copy of the Bible in
the world. He hid his feelings better this
time, and obtained leave to carry the Bible to
his own room, whore ho gave way to such
raptures as a lover may feel who has just re-

turned to his affianced after an absence of
years. The more he looked at the old pages,
brown and crumpled, but bearing the square
letters, traced by a hand which for more than
fourteen centuries had lain in the tomb, the
more did he covet and long for the book.
Though the night was late and cold, he sat
down to copy out one of the additional trea-
tises, the Epistle of Barnabas, a complete
Greek copy of which had not previously been
known

;
and his thoughts went back to the

lime when this verij copy had lain open on
the desk of some primitive church about the
year when the Nicene Creed was first drawn
up by the Catholic bishops, under the presi-

dency of Constantino.
But to find the MS. was one thing, to carry

it away was another. No one knew this better
than Dr. Tischendorf, who spent, in conse-
quence, a considerable period in journeying
between Sinai and Cairo, where the Prior
happened to be, and in sending a messenger
back on a camel to the convent bearing the
Prior's order to return with the coveted par-
cel. At Cairo, beneath a sultry sky, and
with aching temples. Dr. Tischendorf actually
copied out no less than 110,000 lines of ob-
scure and nearly faded Greek writing: a task
which, if he had done nothing else, would
sufficiently prove the enthusiasm with which
he was animated.
But the great desire of his mind was to

present the original itself to the Czar, which,
after a repetition of delays and difficulties, the
doctor was at length able to effect, Not until

the 27th of September did he attain his pur-
pose, and on the 19th of November, 1859,
nearly a year after his departure for the East,
Dr. Tischendorf presented to the Emperor, in

the Winter Palace at Tsarkoe-Selo, his rich
collection of old Greek, Syriac, Coptic, and
Arabic MSS., among which the Sinaitic Bible
shone like a crown. Ho then proposed to
the Emperor that an edition of the book in
facsimile should bo published at the Imperial
cost, which should be regarded as one of the
noblest undertakings in critical and biblical

study. This proposal was favorably received,
and in October, 1862, the edition, in four folio

volumes, was presented by its editor to his
Imperial patron. The book was given to the
world at the thousandth annual celebration
of the foundation of the Russian monarchy.
We need scarcely say that to possess a copy

of the Scriptures written 1,000 years before
the Reformation—before the separation of
the Eastern from the Latin Church—before
Charlemagne and his German empire—before
the growth of almost all the heresies which
have disturbed the peace and unity of the
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Church so long—-perhaps before the first of

the four great councils which finally settled

the creed of Christendom—is a fact of which
the importance cannot be overrated.

Previous to the finding of this copy there

was but one JlS.of the New Testament known
dating so far back as the fourth century, and
in it several of the Epistles are wanting.
This copy, nest in antiquity and value to the
Sinaitic, is the Vatican MS., long preserved in

Rome, and over whose pages hungry scholars

have given many a hasty glance, since it was
long the custom to forbid all visitors to take
copies of more than a verse or two. The
fourth century gives us no copies of the Scrip-

tures but these two. The next in age is the

London Manuscript, in the British Museum,
written probably at Alexandria in the fifth

century, and presented to Charles I. by the
Patriarch of Constantinople, 1628. Besides
these, the only remaining one worthy to be
placed is the Paris MS., over which some atro-

cious mediffival scribe has written the treatises

of one Ephrem Syrus.

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continned from page 134.)

"1816. June 12lh. — I have often been
struck with the close analogy, which many
narratives in the Bible bear to the state of

our own minds. The manner in which Thomas
received the intelligence communicated by
his fellow apostles, of the resurrection of our
Lord from the dead, has more than once im-

pressed my mind, whilst I looked at mj^self

and my own state. I have been led to think,

that any hesitation or delay on my part, to

believe in and to receive the Lord of life and
light, who is striving with me day by day,

who is watching, waiting to be gracious, who
is knocking at the door of my heart almost
every hour, who is calling me, and running
after me as a shepherd after his lamb that is

gone astray,—is somewhat like the tardy yet
deliberate conviction of Thomas, who, over-

powered at length by the abundant evidence
which the Lord was pleased to shower upon
him, was unable in the fullness of his heart to

say more than ' My Lord and my God.' O ! I

do indeed desire, not only to be firmly con-

vinced of what is right, but to be willing to

sacrifice everything to the performance of

the same, with courage, resolution, and con-

stancy.
" 1816. June 13th.— ! Lord, make me still

more and more entirely devoted and dedi-

cated, given up and surrendered unto thee:

teach me, I pray thee, still more perfectly,

the way that I should walk in, each step that

I should every moment take whilst here ; that

80 through thj' boundless mercy I may be

safe on every hand from everything evil. O
Lord ! if it so please thee, I implore thee to

take from me all vain confidence in myself
or others,—all my own strength and wisdom;
and impress upon my soul an earnest sense of

my own nothingness and helplessness: that

so through the low vestibule of true humility,

I may be enabled to enter thy glorious tem-
ple, and therein to offer acceptable sacrifice

and praise unto thee.

"1816. June 14th.—Upon very deep and
solid consideration, I am induced to think

that no outward change is yet required of me,
as to dress and address : but this I am led to

believe is called for at my hand immediately,

and has been for some time, namely, a deport-

ment and conversation in all respects consis-

tent with the following texts of Scripture,

and proceeding from a deep sense of the im-

portance of them, ' Watch and be sober
;'

' Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temp-
tation ;'

—
' Be thou in the fear of the Lord all

the day long.' If we do not in this manner
take up our daily cross, and follow Him, the

Lord of life and glory, how little are we tak-

ing heed to that direction given, ' Cleanse first

the inside of the cup and platter, that the out-

side may be clean also.'

" 1816. July 25th.—The customs, fashions,

vanities, and ways of the world, have very
often come under my serious consideration.

I have been, I may indeed say, oppressed with
a sense of the mass of folly (which is sin)

prevalent among the children of men. I be-

lieve the evil effects of these things are but
little calculated by many reflecting minds
and that few look upon them in that serious

light in which they deserve to be regarded, or es.

teem them worthy of reformation. It is in

consequence of this lamentable remissness and
iveakness on the part of those who should stand

up in resolute opposition, that the torrent be-

comes stronger and stronger, and the resist-

ance of the few less and less effectual. Under
this impression, my soul has oftentimes mourn-
ed; and my distress has been much excited

of late, whilst walking in the streets of this

great city: many of whose inhabitants seem
bound in fetters, and enslaved by the caprice

of pride, luxury, and vanity. How frequent

and fervent have been my desires, that the

little band of those who professedly bear testi-

mony against the fruits and effects of these

evils, wherever and in whatever degree they
appear, might be strengthened, by a diligent

recurrence to that principle which teaches a

denial of self and a renouncing of the world
with the lusts and vanities thereof,— still to

hold out against the enemy."
May the hidden, diflSdent, struggling little

ones of their Heavenly Father's family, whose
trials, while best known to themselves, are

neither few nor light, be comforted and ani-

mated by the following lines of one who had
himself partaken in no small degree of the

salutary waters of affliction ;
and who from a

deep, humbling, experimental acquaintance

with his own shortcomings, could the better

feel and sympathize with others in their

varied trials and sorrows and conflicts. Pre-

cious, also, is his testimony to the riches of

that grace which, as obedience is yielded to

it, is sufficient for all our need ;
and is, through

the tender mercy of Him " who ascended on

high, and led captivity captive," extended to

the rebellious also ; being ever equal to the

restoration and preservation and saving re-

demption of all, who strive to serve Him in

humility and sincerity of heart. Let none
then, especially of the younger class, grow
weary or faint by the waj- ; but be encouraged

by such favorable reports of the good land,

by one yet in his twentieth year, as not to

turn from or rebel against the Lord, but let

Him have the rule oi' j-our hearts; when he

will not only delight in you, but will bring

you, through and over all, into the "exceed-

ing good land" which He hath promised to

His faithful Israel, even to them that seek,

and love, and serve Him.
"1816. September.— What inexhaustible

goodness and loving-kindness has the Lord
in store for those of every age, class, and de-

scription, who strive to servo him in sincerity-.

O I He sheds at times his refreshing preset

and protection in a remarkable manner rou

about his poor dependent little ones, show
ing down upon them the redundant dew
his grace. I have thought indeed, that i

inward consciousness of His ap|irobation
tending us, is sometimes permitted to be

strong and evident as we could desire,

has been graciously allotted me during 1

day or two, to experience such a degrei

His favor attending me, and to feel sue

measure of His divine blessing, shed upon
that I can scarcely forbear in this mau^
testifying to the continuance of His care

His creatures, even for those who have wi(

strayed from His flock, and h;

wandering in the wilderness. Yes, O yef

'His hand is stretched out still;'—praisei

His name evermore

!

"1816. September 19.—Though I wis
be the last to find fault with the innocent

natural sprightliness and liveliness of yc

yet I cannot but excuse myself from joi

in with what is commonly so termed
often felt thereby unsettled in mind, an.

disposed for reflection. I have found tha

occasionally relaxing in the disciplin

watchfulness, the inclination tolaughter, i

particularly, gained much ground upon
and there has been no small difliculty i

straining this habit, when much indulge",

that it strikes me to be a snare. Thoag;

ligion does not make a man gloomy, j
never allows him to be off his guard; n

must ' watch and pray lest he enter i

temptation,'—taking up his daily cross ;

frivolous and foolish talking and jestiq^

sides other more evident and open evils.

(To be continoed.)

Zoology of the Napo.
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qthe latter sounds like the cracking of wood.
Cicasionally frogs, owls and goat-suckers
^ak, hoot and wail. Between midnight
a|d three a. m., almost perfect silence reigns.

I early dawn the animal creation awakes
•vjth a scream. Pre-eminent are the discor-

dnt crios of monkeys and macaws. As the

61 rises higher, one musician after another
Biks the forest shade, and the morning con
c-t ends at noon. In the heat of the day
t M-e is an all-pervading rustling sound,
eisod liy the fluttering of myriad inisects.

nl tlu' gliding of lizards and snakes. At
B i-^et parrots and monkeys resume their

c lUor for a season, and then give way to the

n selcss flight of innumerable bats chasing
t:> hawkmoth and beetle. There is scarcely

aiiound in a tropical forest which is joyous
ajl cheering. The birds are usually silent;

)se that have voices utter a plaintive song,
hoarse shrill cry. Oar door yards are far

re melodious on a May morning. The most
mnon birds on the Napo are macaws, par-

rs, toucans, and ciganas. The parrots, like

tl: iiKijority in South America, are of the
g'Oii typo. The toucan, peculiar to the New
V)rliJ, and distinguished by its enormous bill,

ii-ii quarrelsome, imperious bird. It is clumsy
ii[tlight, but nimble in leaping from limb to

lib. It bops on the ground like a robin, and
Ukes a shrill yelping—pia-po-o-co. Ecua-
d-iaus call it the predicator, or preacher, be-

Cise it wags its head like a priest. The
fJthers of the breast are of a most brilliant

jjlow, orange and rose color, and the robes
othe royal dames in Europe, in the sixteenth
cptury, were trimmed with them. The ci-

gjua resembles a pheasant. The flesh has a
njisky odor; and it is for this reason, perhaps,
tilt they exist in such numbers throughout
tb country. The Indians never eat th
I no country as in the Amazonian valley is

tpre such a variety of insects ; no where do
4 find species of larger size or greater beauty.
Ifis the richest locality for butterflies; Bates

Smd
twelve hundred species in Br izil alone,

three times as many as in all Europe. The
endid metalic-blue, and the yellow and

i)insparent-winged, are very abundant in the
3ipo ; some rise high in the air ; others,
ii societies, look like fluttering clouds. Moth's

aJ3 comparatively rare. The most conspicu
05 beetle on the river is a magnificent green
sscies {Chrysophora chrysochlora,) always
find arboreal, like the majority of tropical

cleopteris, they look like emerald gems cling
ig to the branches. There are two kinds of

s, the black and yellow. It is singular

Jose Indians have no term for bees, but call

em honey, and distinguish them by their
lor. The black species is said to make the
3st honey, and the yellow the best. The
adrupeds of this region are few and far be
een in the dry season. Not a sloth nor

iimadillo did we see. But when the rains

scend the wilderness is a menagerie of tiger

d tapers, pumas and bears, while a host of

^ptiles, led by the gigantic boa, creep forth
Jpm their hiding places. The most ferocious
flrnivora are found in the mountains, and
je most venomous serpents haunt the low
jnds. Darwin says that we ought not to

|:pect any closer similarity between the or-

Jmie beings on the opposite sides of the
jndes than on the opposite shores of the
:ean. We will remark that we obtained a
iccari, a number of birds not accustomed to

gh flights, and five reptilian species, on the

Pacific slope, identical with species found on
the Napo.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Ci)ntiiini«l from pnge 1-22.)

" 1820. 4th mo 6th. At Woodbury Monthly
Meeting. Here [ thought we found a num-
ber of preciously exercised Friends. May this

class everywhere, multiply more and more.

From this place we had for our pilot to Ilad-

donfield a beloved father in Israel, Joseph
Clement, who is in his 83d year, and yet has

a lively use of his faculties. He is an encour-

aging instance of the power of Divine truth.

O how pleasant to meet with those who are

green and alive in old age, at a time like this,

when pure vital religion is so low.
" 7th. At Haddonfield : which was a good

meeting. Truth reigned over all.

" 8th. At Upper Evesham Monthly Meet-
ing, which appeared as hopeful perhaps as

any we have been at. Yet even here, as was
to be felt, all was not Israel that was of Israel.

O when will it be that Friends will more gen-

erally try to keep to the principles we profess!

Remained here over the next day.
" 10th. At Evesham, which were both large

meetings, and I hope seasons of profit to many
who attended. This afternoon travelled on,

and spent the night with D. and R. H. R., a

sonin-law and daughter of our worthy friend

Esther Collins, one of the two drowned in the

Delaware river last winter, and found about
thirteen days after, and brought to this house,

her former residence. From here she was
taken to the grave followed by many Friends,

and was decently interred, leaving a sweet

savor. Though she has gone from human
sight, the remembrance of her christian ex-

ample seems to sound in our ears the impres-

sive language, Follow me as I have followed

Christ the Lord, through this checkered scene

from earth to heaven, where the wicked cease

from troubling, and the weary spirit is at

rest. The other dear creature, Ann Edwards,
who was lost at the same time under the ice,

is not yet found. But what matter, so that

the immortal soul, with kindred spirits, is

singing praises to God.
" Uth. At Chester : a pretty large meeting

and an opportunity of relief to my poor exer

cised mind. May I not say here in accord-

ance with my prospect before I left homo, I

have found so far in this State, New Jersey,

the Lord my God had a service for me, even

poor little mo, for so I feel and so I seem

bound to state it. There are many Friends

here, and a precious number that are well ex-

ercised. I love them much ; and hope for an

increase of this description : for that there it

room for it, is indeed to be felt : too many ap

pearing to be content with only the form,

To-day we went to dine with dear Ann Stokes

a widow, whose life was mercifully spared

after being precipitated into the river at the

same time that Either Collins and Ann Bi
wards, with the carriage and horses, were lost

under the ice. We staid awhile with her and

her children to satisfaction ;
when she bein

our pilot, wo came on to Henry Warrington'

the Friend who drove the carriage when the

mournful occurrence took place as above re

lated. \7e accounted it a favor to spend tht

night with this dear brother whoso life wa;

also spared to his wife and children a little

longer. These visits to the Friends particu-

larly concerned in this trying circumstance,

we felt moved in love and sympathy to make.
They vvere received in mutually kind feelings,

so that with thankfulness I can say we wore
comforted together. May we all so wiselj'

act the little time remaining, as to have,

through the mercy of our God, a happy eter-

nity to spend together.
" 12th. At Westfield, and 13th at Newtown;

both pretty comfortable meetings, notwith-
standing the low situation of things. This
evening crossed the Delaware, and came to

the city of Philadelphia in order to attend the
Yearly Meeting.

" 14th. Rested ; making our homes at a well
beloved friend and brother John Cook's.

Next day attended the Select Meeting, which
was large indeed. The day following were
at Twelfth street meeting in the morning,
and Green street in the afternoon.

Prom the 17th to the 21st, the Yearly
Meeting was held, which was large and
favored. Here we met with many dear friends

whom we had seen before in their own neigh-

borhoods ; who not only at meeting, but at

our lodgings, manifested they were glad to

see us again, giving proof of reciprocal friend-

ship more easily felt than oxpresed. We
have now parted; and no doubt with many
of us it will be a final farewell : they going to

their respective homes, and we on ourjourney.
And whilst viewing it as I do, both sides per-

haps in their proper places, I am comforted
in the hope that as wo keep the faith, and
maintain the warfare to the end, we shall

again meet where parting will be no more,

but where we shall have a happy eternity to

spend together. So be it, so have it, O holy

Father, if it seem good in thy sight. But
what do I say? I am made to wonder at my-
self that I should thus write, when I feel as I

do at this present moment, stripped and very
poor indeed; deprived of everything except a

little faith, and that too at so Iowa state that

it is hardly comparable to a grain of mustard
seed.

" 23d. Left the city, our beloved friend and
brother John Cook being our pilot to German-

think may be

n the excellent
town. Our meeting there

numbered with those whort
name of Israel's God was magnified in the

hearts of a living remnant. Praise the Lord,

my soul, for he is good, for his mercies en-

dure forever.
" This afternoon wo parted with dear J. C,

who returned homo; and wo went on accom-

panied by John Wistar to the house of a kind

friend for lodging, where the Master's peace

was to be felt, and where I am again bound
to acknowledge, it is enough."
She attended meetings at Plymouth, Provi-

dence, Gwynedd, and Upper Dublin, after

which she writes: "The blessed Master was,

1 believe it is safe to say, with us at each of

these; but at the last Truth reigned over all.

When this is felt to be the case, what cause

for thanksgiving and praise. Praise the Lord,

O my soul; praise and adore his great name
for ever.

"28th. At Horsham, 29th, at Plumstead,

30th at Buckingham. Truth, divine truth

at a low ebb in most or all of the places where
our lots have been last cast. And yet Divine

mercy, marvellous condescension, pity, and
forbearance, so manifestly felt to flow from

the Fountain Head have b'en such, that in

looking back this afternoon as I lay on the

bed to rest my feeble frame, all within me has

been humbled, and my poor mind carried b,A
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on the wings of eagles, in songs of thanlis
giving and praise. So that my soul has afresh
been favored to renew covenant with God.
that if in his mercy he will be pleased to re-

member me, and go before, I will surely bow
in humble dedication to servo him in time,
and throughout eternity. For renewedly have
1 felt that he is worthy of more adoration
than men or angels can ascribe."

She was at Solebury Meeting 5th mo. 1st,

and successively at Wrightstown, Wakefield,
and Newtown, where she writes, " I can again
say the Lord has been with us, and owned
his work." From thence she went to Middle-
town and Bristol; and was at the Falls Meet-
ing on the morning of the 7th, and in the
afternoon at Pennsbury. " These last two,'
she says, " were furnished with many guests.
and I think it may be said of all descriptions!
Everlasting power was my strength, and
Truth reigned over all.

"9th. We crossed the Delaware river, and
went to Trenton, New Jersey. Attended an
appointed meeting there which was a painful
one : yet I believe there were a few precious
souls that were hungering and thirsting afte
righteousness. These through Divine aid
were refreshed, and many others of a different
description were reached. May the Lord be
pleased to bless to these the fervent labor of
his handmaid.

"10th. Visited a school of colored children,
taught by a colored man, much to our satis-

faction. Though I was more poorly than
common, we went eight or nine miles towards
the nest meeting called Stony Brook, which
on the 11th we attended.

" 14th. We attended a little meeting at
Squankum; and the day following one at
Squan. At both of these there was more cause
for mourning than for rejoicing, because of
the situation of things: yet hope they were
profitable seasons to some present. In the
evening we felt a liberty to go a mile or two
to look at the ocean, which afforded an oppor-
tunity, whilst our eyes were struck with ad-
miration in beholding the great deep, to feel

ourspirits bowed in humble adoration towards
the Former thereof.

" 16th. Went on with a pilot to Shrewsbury
Quarterly Meeting. Next day attended the
Select Meeting; on the 18th the Quarterly
Meeting at large; and on the day following a
public meeting. These were good meetings.
Dear William Eickman was here, and came
to-day to our lodgings."

On the 20th they rode forty miles to Eah-
way, and on the 2l8t were at their fore and
afternoon meetings. The next day they went
to Plainfield, and were at their meeting on
the 23d. "All these," she remarks, " I think
may be said to be good meetings."

Influence of Climate on Character.

Of the minor points of character [of the
natives of Mysore in Southern India] th
are two in particular which naturally excite
the surprise of Englishmen in general : I mean
the strong powers of vis inertiw displayed by
natives, and the difEculty of exciting in them
any appearance of wonder or surprise. The

I admit, very catching, and I was sur-first

prised to find the principle appeanng in my-
self before I had been more than two years
alope with the farmers of Munzerabad. As
an instance of the kind of thing I am alluding

to, I may mention the following incident.
One day, as I was seated amongst the feller.'

of a forest I was at that time clearing, a tree
from being somewhat bent and rather hollow
unexpectedly crashed down, and fell on the
man who was cutting the lower side of it

The two men who had been cutting the up
per side of the tree thereupon rested their
axes on the stump, and one said to the other,
" You pick him up," upon which the other re
plied, " You pick him up," and I, looking u]:

from a paper of Addison's which I was perus
ing at the time, said, " Why don't both of you
pick him up?" The end of this was, that be-
fore any of the speakers in this dialogue
moved hand or foot, a friend of the fallen man
came forward and dragged him out. By an
extraordinary piece of luck, the tree happened
to have a deep bend in it exactly where it fell

on the man, who consequently was not
jured, but only half stunned by the blow. I

am afraid this was very much the way with
the Orissa famine, which was a case of "you
pick him up, and why don't }-ou pick him up,
and why don't both of you pick him up."
And 1 may observe, further, that, as regards
the principle of %ns inerticc, all sorts of things
that ought to be put down to it alone are
traced to all manner of causes. All thai
apathy to the difliiculties and wants of others,
for instance, which people commonly assign
to caste, has nothing to do with caste what-
ever, and that institution is simply made the
scapegoat, or at least the excuse, for saving
oneself trouble. Why don't you do this, and
why don't you do that ? It's against my caste,
is the common excuse. Why don't you help
this man, and why don't you help that man?
And caste again comes in as the invariable
excuse. I once saw a friend of mine in India
about to sit down on a bench from which pro-
jected a nail, and I wa3 inclined to mention
that this projection might interfere with his
comfort ; but he hesitated as to whether he
should sit down or not, and being impelled by
vis inertice to abstain from making my state
ment unnecessarily, I hesitated. In the mean
time he sat down, and soon rose up, with an
expression which seemed to indicate that the
nail had produced unpleasant consequences
upon which I observed, " I saw you would
probably sit down on that nail." My friend
then asked me, why did I not tell him ? Well,
the thing was simply climate, which produces
vis inertia; and that was the explanation. Not
long ago, when I was riding along a road in

Scotland, I saw a mackintosh coat which had
evidently been dropped. Thinking that some
horse might shy at it, I got off wi'th the view
of putting it on one side of the road. It next
occurred to me that the coat might belong to
some poor man, who would be glad to have
it back again, and I accordingly carried it on
to the blacksmith's shop, and told the black-
smith to fix a notice on the smithy door as to
the finding of the coat. As I went along with
the coat, I could not help ruminating on the
causes that induced me to trouble myself about
the coat at all, and wondered not a little at
my taking an amount of trouble that a year
or two ago, when in India, never could, I
should think, have been displa3'ed by me, or
indeed any Anglo-Indian. But the whole
thing was the result of climate.

In the awful day of account, it will be of
unspeakable importance, that the blood of
others is not found upon our garments,

Selected

WATCH AND PKAY.
The AVatcher stood on Carmel's'height,

"With eager, longing eye,
Gazing acro.s.s the sobbing sea,

Scanning the burning sky

;

While with bowed head between his knees.
Scorched by the sun's fierce glow,

The Prophet, pressed with anguish sore,

Prayed in the vale below

;

Watched for the coming of the cloud,
Prayed for the blessed rain

To shade the burning of the sky.
To cheer the earth again

—

The cloud with wind, like breath of God
Among the thick tree-tops,

The rain, like rush of angel's wings.
Murmurous with pattering drops !

" Nothing ! nothing !" the watcher cried

—

No cloud, no sign of rain !

The same fierce sun that burns the earth
Burns o'er the watery main.

Again the Prophet bow'ed his head
Between his knees and prayed.

Again the watcher's eye looked for

The blessing still delayed.

"Nothing! nothing!" the watcher cried

—

" No cloud, no sign of rain !"

The Prophet; laboring in prayer
Bowed 'twixt his knees again

;

And thus twice, thrice, seven times they strove,

With faith that cannot fail-
One watching in the mount above,
One wrestling in the vale

!

Oh can it be the God whose breath
Burns like consuming fire.

Scorching the earth and sky and sea
With blast of judgment dire.

Oh can it be the God whose flame
Consumes the sacrifice

—

The wood, stones, water, all ablaze
In incense to the skies.

" Oh can it be this'God whose wrath
Our prostrate souls approve.

So burning in his holiness.

Is not a God of love ?

Oh Heaven ! for thy dear mercy's sake,

Accept our sacrifice

!

Dissolve this spell of burning wrath !

Oh melt these brazen skies !"

Seven times the two souls watched and prayed,
Seven times with faith and hope,

When from the .sea a little cloud
Pushes its finger np !

A hand ! a hand 1 a cloud formed hand !

The hand God's chosen find

Always revealed to point before
AVhen God is close behind

!

And swelling in proportions vast,

Reveals an awful form
;

God coming in his m.ijesty,

God in the blessed storm
;

Blackening the heavens with clouds and wind,
Pouring the welcome rain

;

Filling the thirsty earth with floods
Of life and joy again !

Oh watchers on the mountain height,
Stand with eye steadfast there !

Oh wrestlers in" the vale beneath,
Cease not your sevenfold prayer !

God will not always frown—he will
Accept your sacrifice

Of loving hearts and praying hands^
God will in love arise!

A finger, hand, an arm, a form
Of power and grace divine

!

The heavens shall swell with blessed showers.
The earth with rain drops shine !

Oh dare with loving hearts to bring
The sacrifice of blood !

While Hope stands watching on the mount.
And Faith lays hold on God !

Who can count the dust of Jacob and tl

I

number of the fourth part of Israel?
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For " The Friend

Getting off the True Foundation,

e recent remarks upon the merits of
re termed " Sunday Schools," have in-

d the writer, and as the criticisms by
another religious society may tend to
or confirm the views of some amongst

dto their openness to objection as an ap-
fce to the Society of Friends, ho has
pt it right to submit them to "The
I" for publication, hoping for a serious
ndid consideration of the compatibility
1 associations for Friends' children, with
liDtenance of our high profession of re-
upon the secret, inward, immediate
igs and leadings of the Holy Spirit,
is able to guide us into all truth,
first objection urged is, that it inter-
ith the family

; secondly, it diminishes
ijver of the pulpit over the people, es-

J^ the juveniles, by substituting its in-
'' for that of the pulpit ; thirdly, it has

sensationalism in its public demon-
si that it is conducted more with re-
to the enjoyment of the pupils than

I lersonal profit ; fourthly, that there is

Kch effort at instruction (or explana-
)ind finally, that there is too much
j|3ry and too much attention to method

) That they have undertaken to do
artificial processes and by ingenious
nces, which can only be done well
the instincts of a loving heart, and a
nkindled zeal. The touch of a gentle

ijworth ten thousand times more than
t elaborate exposition of Bible truths

b|ckboard."

t is further stated, that "at present
rity of christian parents in our land
their duty as respects the education
children in the Bible was fulfilled, if
ure their regular attendance at the
school. By this transfer of their oimi

tdthe Sabbath-school teacher, they in-
' mselves as well as their children, if
luse there is no way of teaching one's

y knowledge so sure as undertakino-
the same to others."

'^

i compare these views with some of
svjlopments in First-day school associa-
aiong Friends, commencing with the

that they lessen the interest in the
ct of meetings for worship, and the
)f attaining; it, and go on to that of
ijch sensationalism" in conducting
Aid demonstrations more with refei^
creaturely enjoyment than the real
the children. Does not it seem like
making time when the delegates and
terested in a First-day school con-

n eparatc themselves, say fifty in num-
' heir return from such an occasion,
g a railroad car for the purpose, that

ii|ht sing, without let or hindrance, in
And is there not the same objection
much machinery," found in these
onducted by those under our name,

go draw the mind outward from the
ieacher, and fix the dependence
ward literal instruction, instead of
openings of the Holy Spirit to the

gjittentive mind ? Have we not seen
ic|ncy, yea, the result of this endeavor

'e a system of meetings for religious

meetings, lessening the dignity and solemnity
of those interesting occasions? We read of
two hundred and Jifty perBom having spok
in the space of half an hour in one of the late
convention meetings at Wilmington, Ohio,
and that it was recommended by one of the
delegates to have all the meetings " opened hv
prayer."

o /- ^

We are at a loss to understand how such
things can be reconciled with the profession
of Quakerism

: how formal prayers at stated
times can be made to accord with the doctrine
of the necessity for the fresh anointing for
every spiritual exercise and service. Let us
be assured there is something radically wrong
amongst us, when such suggestions as this^
and that the Holy Scriptures are our supreme
rule, can be openly made, with impunity, so
ftir as correction by their many sympathizers
in religious labor is concerned. This settino-
up the Scriptures above the inward Teacher
and Guide, is a departure from the true source
of saving knowledge, as described by the Holy
Head of the church to his believing disciple,
which is not any outward testimony, but the
revelation of the Holy Spirit. " Flesh and
blood hath not revealed this unto thee, butmy Father who is in heaven. Upon this rock
will I build my church, and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it."

Some of us much younger than now, can
well remember the simplicity of Friends in
the care of their children in a religious way.How that in the family and in the school for
literary instruction, the Scriptures were read
and passages recited without any searchino-
for the critical knowledge which " puflTcth up,"
but simply leaving them to the openinrr of
the Holy Spirit on the mind; looking to this
for a lasting impression, rather than to any
learned disquisitions upon their passages or
contents. How much sweeter the effect of
simple waiting upon God for his counsel con-
cerning them, for the sealing of their truths
by his Spirit upon our minds of some appro-
priate, comforting, or instructive portion.
How sweet to hear in the mental ear, when
in the midst of tribulation, such words of com-
fort as are sometimes sealed upon the mind
by the blessed Eemembrancer himself; how
comforting, and ofhow much more value than
all knowledge acquired by literal explana-
tions of Scripture truths or history from be-
ginning to end: But this substitution of
biblical knowledge for the inward experience
of the convicting, converting efficacy of the
grace of God, is well calculated to entice
many amongst us from the path of self-denial,
and lead them into that of self-exaltation|
above the Divine witness, in its lowly, gentle
manifestations in the secret of the soul. As
the ear is more open to the many outward
calls to seek and rest in that knowledge which
is imparted by the letter, there will be less
disposition to seek in inward stillness and
humble prostration of soul, for that 'knowledo-e
which is declared to be life eternal; even to
know Him who is "the only true God and
Jesus Christ whom he hath sent," by the reve-
lation of the Holy Ghost to our own souls.
It is a Scripture testimony that "all shall be
taught of the Lord, from the least of them to
the greatest of them," so that there is no lack
for a teacher to those whose eye and expec-
tation are to Him."

igoutside the divinely appointed mm-
H the immediate revelation by the

Semlv fo^Z^n"''''''
of self-confidence Let me die the death of the righteous, and^Bmly forwardness in our religious I let my last end be like his.

The following extract from the Minutes
of Indiana Yearly Meeting is published by
request of Y. Warner, for the information of
those who have contributed funds for the
work among the Freedmen in which he is
engaged

:

"Eeportofthe Superintendent of Tennessee
schools to the Missionary Board of Indiana
Yearly Meeting :

The operations in christian labor in Ten-
nessee, and Alabama which are now subject
to your care were commenced a year ago at
Maryville. A large school with a Normal
class 18 now flourishing there

; and twenty-
four other schools, partly or wholly under

supervision, which with seven temporarily
suspended or under negotiations, make thirty-

all requiring attention. They are
mostly located on, or near the Virginia, Ten-
nessee and Georgia Rail Eoad.
The general aims and workings are.
To help them to right living, and self de-

velopment; to educt the whole Christian
man, and especially to bring out teachers
from their own ranks; to this end we take
hold of the gifted ones, and in some cases as-
sist them in boarding where they may attend
the Normal classes.

We visit much in their flimilies, and en-
courage them to train their children, and
rule their houses, and their business as be-
comes the christian believer.

'

Their spiritual needs are sought out; our
sympathies go with them therein; and in
many communities, great openness is mani-
fest for the reception of Gospel Truth.
We labor to arouse them to exert them-

selves to live economically, to clothe them-
selves properly, and lay up means to support
their schools, families and meeting housesWe use opportunities to teach them profita-
ble farming, gardening, stock management
and choice of seeds and plants.

'

We seek to reach the people in lonely and
neglected places, where it is difficult to get
schools, or, where opposition to them still ex-
ists. In some such, our labors have been
most interesting, and most signally blessed.
We supply all the schools which we have

care of, with books, &c.,of the most approved
kinds.

This book business will be the most costly
part of our work, as the schools become self-
supporting. The principal part of our busi-
ness in the free school counties consists in
supplying books and stationery, training and
recommending teachers, advising withf and
working with the public school officers', and

organizing and conducting the First-day
schools, those schools being enumerated in
order to exhibit the true wants of the con-
cern, as well as to indicate what goes with
the money. It will be seen that no small
amount is needed for furnishing books alone,
to 1,719 children whom we now supply. A
prominent and laborious part of our care is
to reconcile party feuds, and unite the people
in neighborhoods, so that they may heartily
combine and sustain one good school, instead
of two or three crippled ones. These feuds
are often denominational."

Acceptable Works.—It is not the doing of
things which is of value; but it is the doing
of things in the virtue, in the life, in the
power which comes from Christ, which is of

iptance with God, and of advantage to the
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Oyster and Fruit Packing in Baltimore.

A writer in the Now Yoi'k Jourual of Com-

merce gives an interestini;; account ofthe oyster

business of Chesapeake Baj-, from which the

following particulars are gleaned. The oyster

beds of this neighborhood are estimated to

cover 373 square miles, and about 750 large

boats carrying schooner canvas called pun-

gies, and over 3000 little boats like Indian

canoes, or "dugouts," are engaged in "catch-

ing" the oysters. The puugies are supplied

wfth large oval baskets made of wire, swung

and lowered or hoisted from a windlass in the

centre of the boat, which is lowered open,

like a clam-shell, going down and pulled up

shut after it has tilled with oysters. The

canoe oystermen dredge with a pair of tongs,

which look a good deal like two iron rakps

crossed and riveted together about a foot or

more from the heads. If a pungy crew have

a successful trip, they catch a load of 1,000

bushels in two or three days. A canoe oyster-

man can soon fill his boat, because ho cannot

carry more than from five to forty bushels.

Probably Baltimore packs more oysters for

shipment than any other city in the United

States or Europe. There are about a hundred

establishments here engaged in the business

of packing oysters, fruits and vegetables.

C. S. Mallby has probably the largest

establishment for packing raw oysters, and a

description of it will show the modus operandi

in that branch. The oysters are brought to

the wharf in pungies. A windlass is fixed to

the mast, baskets are loaded in the hold, and

then hoisted by horse power to the dock,

where they are placed on wheelbarrows and

wheeled into the building. Here they are

dumped into a long line of boxes, where men

stand and open them, who are called " shuck-

ers." C. S. Maltby employs 600 hands, 400

of whom are shuckers. From the shucker

the oysters are taken to another room and

washed. Then thoy are put into cans of dif-

ferent sizes by dippers. The tilling is done

with great rapidity, C. S. Maltby's work-

men packing about 50,000 cans of raw a day.

They are put up in tins about four inches

wide, two inches thick and sis inches high

for one size, and double that size for double

the quantity, or two pounds. They are pad

ed for shipment in wooden cases fitting the

box as to height, and wide enough to allow

the introduction of two rows of boxes edge

ng incessantly, barrowmen wheeling shells

avvay and the tally man examining and

easuriug the oysters, all combined furnish a

picture that is strange and interesting. Biich

shucker deposits his gallon of oysters in the

examining and measuring basin, receives his

check, and at the end of the week presents

his checks at the office for redemption. Steam-

ed oysters are opened much more readily than

the raw, and the allowance per gallon for

work is much less. Cooked oysters are pack-

ed in round cans. They are poured into the

cans, sealed, and the cans put into hot water,

in large boilers which have water enough in

them to come nearly to the top ofthe can. The

process of sealing is then finished. In capping

the can before it is put into the water, a small

perforation is left in the centre of the top.

From this little hole all the air is forced out

by action of the hot water, and the tinker,

with his soldering material, soon closes that,

and puts an end to the process of hermetically

sealing. In this condition the cans will keep

a year or two In order to get rid of the

shells profitably, a large quantity of them are

annually converted into lime, and the half

burnt shells which remain are disposed of to

farmers for putting on their land.

During the season in which oysters are not

collected several of the establishments turn

their attention to preserving and pickling

fruits and vegetables. The business done in

these articles is also very large. One firm

alone, besides opening 200,000 baskets of

oysters, is stated to have put up over three mil-

lions of pickles of different kinds, purchased

16,000 bushels of peaches, 30,000 bushels of

tomatoes, 8,500 bushels of pears
;
spent

814,000 for berries, and paid $21,000 for jelly

glasses and pickle jars. The business of

manufacturing tin cans is also a very large

one in Baltimore, twenty millions of these

cans it is estimated being used annually.

but on the night of the day that I leave ho •

he makes his way up stairs to the bedrc-i

where by wife sleeps, when he creeps anj

the bed, and from thence he will neither

coaxed nor driven until the morning, as nn

as to say, ' I know your natural protnctc|

gone, so here I will remain and do the be(

can to guard you.' This the dog does e^j

night until my return, when he goes baci

his old quarters in the kitchen, and thercj

mains until I again take my departure.

" He has not been taught to act thus, ai!

can only refer his conduct to that sagaci

apprehension of consequences which has)

many dogs aforetime to place themselvf,

situations where they have become the m

!

of saving life, and defending property."
|

Selected.

I earnestly desire that the friends of God

would be diligent in stirring up their children

and family frequently to read the Holy Scrip-

tures and the writings of our ancient departed

Friends, which are an eminent vindication of

the Divine authority of that blessed book,

upon the experience of those faithful minis-

ters and servants of Christ. And that all

who make profession of the holy and blessed

Truth in the inward parts, would make the

wavB and a loner lump of ice sawed to fit a lives and labors of those worthies of the Lord

vacant space about five inches wide. Sawdust I their lively and constant examples _^m their

A Shrewd Reply.—WaMer Scott says

the alleged origin of the invention of ci

produced one of the shrewdest replies he

heard given in evidence. It was mad«

Dr. Gregory, at Edinburg, to a counsi

great eminence at the Scottish bar.

doctor's testimony went to prove the inS!

of the party whose mental capacity wa
point at issue. On a cross-interrogatio

admitted that the person in question pj

admirably at whist. "And do you seri'

say, doctor," said the learned counsel,

'

a person having a superior capacity

game so difficult, and which requires,

pre-eminent degree, memory, judgment

combination, can be at the same tim

ranged in his understanding?" "I

card player," said the doctor, with gre i

dress, "but I have read in history that ^t

were invented for the amusement of an i

king." The consequences of this reply!

decisive.

i As in the natural world the clenie

I
storm are gathering when we perceive

not, so in the spiritual world, sins arc

separating between us and God, and we

not our sad estate. Many think all if

until to their surprise their day is turn

night, and their mirth into heaviness,

to'^their grief they find their enemies f

them, and themselves shorn of the 1(;3

their strength.

around the ice and the goods are
I
known seriousness, retirement, silence.

western and southwest-

If

denial, temperance, humility, meekness, ten-

derness, brotherly-kindness, and sincerity to

God and his people ; that so there may be a suc-

cession in sobriety, righteousness and godli-

ness, which is the very sum and substance of

religion : and that one generation may beconae

heirs in holiness to another, till days be no

more, and time be swallowed up in eternity.

— William Penn

Singular Intelligence in a Bog.—The editor

minutes till the -shells begin to open. Then of the British Workman says, Mr. Adshead,

the doors are opened and the cars pulled out. one of our Derbyshire correspondents wiites.

Immediately a many shuckers as can get "I live in the country and have often oc-

around a car commence to open the oysters, casion to be from h°™'^/°'-
,^^<^'f^Vvfh^J.X

As they work thoy keep shoving the car for- During my absence my dog (a very valuable

ward slowly, and by the time the next twojone ofthe bull and terrier breed) displays an

car loads are steamed, the car is at the end of amount of sagacity, which to me is quite as

its iournoy, empty. The oysterman unload- interesting as it is singular. Daring my staj

ing 2,000 bushels a day, the shuckers work- 1 at home he quietly sleeps m.the back kitchen,

is thrown
shipped to ag
ern cities.

About two thirds of all the oysters packed

are cooked. This is done in one large estab-

lishment by a very summary process. The

oysters as they are unloaded from the vessels

are thrown into lattice work cars, holding

each about 25 bushels of oysters in the shell.

These cars are then run from the dock into

furnaces, each holding two cars, the doors are

closed, and the oysters are steamed about ten

Anecdote ofJSiapoleon Bonaparte.—^Yb.\

daring and ambitious soldier was abou

vade Russia, a person who had endi

to dissuade him from his purpose, fini g

could not prevail, quoted to him the p«
" Man proposes, but God disposes;" tc'l

he indignantly replied, " I dispose as

propose." A Christian woman on I

the impious boast, remarked, " I set thf lo

as the turning-point of Bonaparte's f

God will not suffer a creature with im<n

thus to usurp his prerogative." It h:

to Bonaparte just as was predicted,

vasion of Russia was the commence^

his downfall.

John Newton being asked what

best rule for female dress and behaJr

plied: "So dress and so conduct ;'

that persons who have been in your c

shall not recollect what you had on

will generally be the case where sii'l*

of di^ss is avoided, and where int <g|

of mind and gentleness of manners

vated.
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F idlastii; education is a subject which has

3 vo.lly claimed and continues to claim a

I'i
sliaii? of attention and interest. This is

a leslcil not only among those profession-

Ixi'ii^a^'od in shaping and conducting it,

ahc imblic mind, in this country, has iong

•e ariuiscd to the importance of bringing

e,- rliikl in the Commonwealth more or

sjiiiiiloi' its influence, and has stimulated

;0-taio (Governments to enter resolutely on

•viiiu,- :uid perfecting a system deemed ade-

la- ti) perform the work sought to be ac-

J Un' attempts to grasp and work out a

•olciiL so enormous in its magoitude and so

y\d ring in its ramifications, it was to be

<irt,'>l that defects and deficiencies would

.'v, loped, as experience tested the work-

er I ill system adopted ;
and that changes

I ill ilu>ory and practice might bo demand-

1 I- a more healthful and efficient produc-

)i .1 I ill' good effects aimed at.

^_ s\ nijiathize with thegencral sentiment

I,-in- of the school education of all classes

tc 1 Minmunity, and highly estimate such

V alive enactments, as appear likely to

CO tlie boon to the humblest and the

ifjst ;
but we strongly question the pre-

)i iTuiice of benefits over the evils, con-

C'll with a system of school education ap-

iililr to the whole people, carried on under

a;- authority and patronage, and at the

111 expense. Without attempting to in-

jif at the present time what will probably

i 10 oil'oct upon parents and their children,

Ipeiiig the former, who have the pecuni-

•yabiirty and ought to feel the religious

3l;ation, from the care and expense of the

ihljling of their offspring, and entrusting it

> Jhers selected and paid by State officers,

n(|upon the latter from their being associat-

I li the indiscriminate assemblages of the

l,a''s ]iroteges, and trained in accordance

it the method prescribed by men elected

V lopulur vote, we wish to present some
thi- considerations connected with the sub-

c calling for serious thoughtfulness.

] a Republic like ours, where there is no

II oiiiiin allowed between church and State,

III no little jealousy exists in the different

•I io.i-, ileno'minations, one of another,
'

I'l ell y provided that every " public school"

b;| be altogether independent ofany religious

or, ami that no denominational views or

el f shall be taught therein. This has been

aied so far, that in many of the district

olols, though the Scriptures are allowed to

e ^ad, yet so strongly is it impressed that

Bclar instruction is all that is to be given,

hi it is a matter of grave doubt, whether
houpils regard what they may hear read

f :e Bible and Testament, in a much diflfer-

D' ight than they do expositions of litera-

ui or science they are called on to listen to.

V^iout taking into account the influence of

h( free-thinking proclivities, said to be fre-

|n itly found among many of the teachers,

isjcially in the city schools—it may be

jray certainly assumed, that where all re-

ig us instruction is systematically and per-

lisiQtly excluded from a sj'stem of educa-

ac, religion itself will soon become not

naply ignored for the present, but both in

structors and learners will come to consider

this exclusion of it as equivalent to a denial

of its value or importance. There is reason

to fear that this is the slow and silent effect,

being produced by the working of the "pub-

lic school" system, in some, if not many places

;

and it becomes a serious question how~ far

these seminaries will contribute to implanting

principles in the minds of the rising genera-

tion that will sustain the Christianity of the

country.
We wish to call the attention of our readers,

especially those of them who may be placing

their children in the " District Schools," to

the attitude of these schools towards those

religious principles, the inculcation of which

has heretofore been a strong motive force in

the educational work of Friends, even in their

system of elementary instruction. Let them

reflect that education, if intelligent and effec-

tive, must always bring the mind of the teach-

er to bear on the mind of the scholar ; so that

while imparting knowledge, he may in mea-

sure mould the latter to the features and mode
of reasoning of the former. If then the scholar

observes that his teacher, or all his teachers

studiously avoid all efforts to indoctrinate

him with the truths of Christianity, or to im

ess their practical effects on his conduct

d habits of life, he will almost inevitably

follow the same course, and learn to think

they may bo ignoredor disregarded.

Those who partake in the educational

mthusiasm, and rejoice in the public school

ystem, but who cannot close their eyes to the

dangers attending the exclusion of religious

instruction and ti-aining, during that most im-

portant period of life, when the mind is most

susceptible to impressions of good or evi

attempt to satisfy themselves by allegings

that all religious teaching and influence ought

properly to be relegated to the pai-ents an

guardians at home. It is true that these deh

gated shepherds ought in no case to be held

excusable for neglecting this highly import-

ant duty, or for attempting to shift its per

formance on to others. But what parent con

seientiously sensitive to his responsibility in

this respect, can believe he is acting up to the

measure of his religious guardianship, and

discharging his duty to the children entrust

ed to him, if month after month and j-ear

after year, he is sending them to mingle, in

the impressive intimacy of school day life,

with an heterogeneous crowd, whose school

education is conducted on a principle which

is eminently fitted to develope or confirm the

belief, that religious instruction is at least of

so doubtful a character, as justifies the teach-

ers and the public in not tolerating it. Where
is it likely the deepest and most lasting im-

pressions will be made on the mind of the

child ;
at home, where, during the little time

his studies allow him, he may come under

whatever religious influence pervades the

family circle, or in the school room, where all

those he looks up to for instruction and guid-

ance,banish religious teaching as a subject with

which they have nothing to do, and the lan-

guage and mannersof his companions give evi-

dence they have learned to think or to care lit-

tle or nothing about it? How easily will the

impatient and impulsive child learn to think

that the religious tone and discipline of his

father's house, if such are aimed at, are need-

lessly strict and disagreeably irksome, and in

the notion of the kind of liberty virtually

taught and practised where he is expected to

learn the most, embrace the opportunities for

disregarding precepts which he imagiues are

designed to debar him of pleasures he may
enjoy, and throw off the restraints intended

to preserve him.

How widely different is this from the school

education the Society of Friends has always

been concerned to have established among its

members. It has labored to have combined

with literary and scientific instruction, what
may be called the spiritual element, evoking

religious training and influence, by which

education may not only develop the mental

faculties, and store the mind with literary or

scientific knowledge, but impress on the pupil

a proper sense of his relation to his Maker,

and to his fellows, and the duties and restric-

tions incumbent on him as a member of a

christian community. This does not consist

in giving a certain amount of tlieological in-

struction, but while imbuing the mind with

the principles and truths of the gospel, striv-

ing to lead their recipient, by precept and ex-

ample, to a practical understanding of the

characteristic provision in the present dis-

pensation ; the presence of a measure of

Divine Grace in the heart, by attention and

obedience to which communion is held with

the Father of spirits, his will is made known,

and strength obtained to <lo it, and thereby

to become a partaker of that salvation of

which Christ is the author and finisher.

No little zeal is professed for the discovery

and diffusion of truth among the people, in

order to impress the public mind with an

intellectual sense of the need of religion, for

the culture and preservation of national pros-

perity and individual happiness. It must not

however be overlooked, that such has been the

effect of the fall on all the descendants of

Adam, that a cloud rests on our intellectual

powers, which precludes our attaining saving,

spiritual knowledge, unless the illumination

and power of Divine Grace are allowed to

operate on the soul for the removal of its sin-

begotten diseases ; and no sy-stem of educa-

tion will develope and harmonize the elements

of public prosperity and private good and

happiness, unless it embraces the principles of

sound religious belief, and training in the self-

denying requirements of the gospel of Chri.st.

It is not true to sa_y that man is the crea-

ture of circumstances, but it is true that

sicondary causes give a direction and tone

to his thoughts and feelings, often lasting

through life, and impressing the character

almost indelibly for good or evil. The feel-

ings and imagination of a child are prone to

take deep impressions from outward objects

and circumstances, and it is of the utmost

consequence that while he is storing his

mind with knowledge, he should be kept

under the continued quiet ministry of con-

sistent example, exemplifying and inculcat-

ing ihe super-excellence of that learning which

is acquired only in the school of Christ.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The latest London dispatches represent

the condition of the Prince of Wales so much changed

for the better that his recovery is now fully expected.

The strike of the telegraph operators failed, and

nearly all have resumed work.

The London Times contradicts the report that the

United States Government intends to recall K. C.

Schenck, Minister to England.

Lord Chief .lustice Cockburn has gone to;Geneva to

attend the preliminary meeting of the board of arbitra-

tion appointed under the Treaty of Waahington.
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A dispatch bj the telegraph line of the Southern and _

Eed Sea Cable, announces the successful observation of .Madras, Bombay, Bengal, tlie northwestern provinces,the to alechpse of the sunintlie southern hemisphere I Punjaub, Oude, Central provinces, Courg, HyderabadThe photographs of corona obtained arereported as per- and British Burmali, for tliree vears, amouAts to 12 554
lect; and tlie result conclusive respecting some points The deaths from snake-bites over th

'
'

which astronomers thought needed a more thorough
|
ber 25,664, making a total of 38 218

demonstration.
, United States.

'
'

The British Foreign Office has sent instructions to ' resigned his office, t

deaths^ by wild^beasts throughout the provinces of cts. per lb. gross for extra, and fair to good, 5.^ a 6J
Hogs, $641 $6.75 per JOO lb. net. Chimg'o.—lSc

: area num-

. 5-20's

all its agents abroad to investigate the organization of
the various branches of the International Society in the
countries to which they are accredited, and report
thereon to the government.
A Loudon dispatch of the 19th says : The progress of

the Prince ofWales toward convalescence is pronounced
to be satisfactory, and it is announced that he will pro-
bably be able to go out in three or four days.
The Frencli bark Costa Eica, was run into on the

night of tlie 18th, ofl'the Isle of Wight, by an unknown
vessel. She sunk soon after she was struck, carrying
down with her seventeen of the crew. The unknown
vessel hurried ofl'and made no attempt to render assist-
ance.

London, 12th mo. 18th.—Consols, 92|. U.
of 1862, 92^ ; of 1867, 93J ; ten-forties, 91f

.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOd.
; Orleans, lOid.

A Paris dispatch of the 16th reports another inter-
view between President Thiers and the Orleans princes,
which lasted an hour and a half, and was of an un-
friendly character. President Thiers complained espe-
cially that the Due d'Aumale had not strictly observed
the terms of the previous agreement, and had endeavor-
ed to interest the French generals in his favor. This
was denied by the Due d'Aumale.
A majority of the Assembly is still adverse to a re-

turn to Paris. It is however reported that an arrange-
ment is likely to be eftected, under which the executive
department will take up its quarters in Paris, while the
Assembly remains at Versailles.
The committee on reorganization of the army, has

agreed to exempt from compulsory military service all
ecclesiastics and heads of commercial establishments.
The National Assembly has adopted, by a vote of

289 to 277, a recommendation from the committee hav-
ing charge of the subject, for alienation to the State of
the crown jewels.

The Emperor and Empress of Brazil arrived in Paris
on the loth inst.

The federal assembly has passed a bill interdicting
the establishment of Jesuit communities, or the employ-
ment of Jesuits as doctrinal teachers in Switzerland.
The tribunal of arbitration of the Alabama claims

assembled in Geneva on the 15th inst. The British
and American cases were presented, and without argu-
ment an adjournment took place.
The Second Chamber of the Lower House of States

General of the Netherlands, has adopted the treaty re-
cently negotiated with Great Britain for the transfer of
the island of Sumatra to the latter power.
The Italian budget shows a large deficiency. A Bei

lin dispatch say.s, the message of President'Thiers t^

the Assembly is regarded as a fresh pledge of the pacifi
intentions of the French government. Von Arnim
has been appointed German Ambassador to France, and
leaves in a few days for Versailles.
General De Rodas, late captain general of Cub.a, has

returned to j\ladi-id. Tlie ex-Empress Eugenie has
gone from Madrid to Gibraltar, where she will lake
steamer for England.

Fifteen thousand Cuban insurgents have surrendered
during the past year in the Central Department, and
state individually and collectively, that they are ready
to perform whatever duty may be required of them as
loyal Spaniards. Small bands of the insurgents still

prolong a kind of desultory warfare.
A German dispatch of the 18th says, the commis-

sioners for the arbitration of the Alabama claims held
a formal meeting to-day. Count Selapis, the Italian
member, was cliosen president, and the Commission
adjourned until the loth of June.
There was a long and animated debate in the French

Assembly on the ISth inst., upon the right of the Or-
leans Princes to seats in that body. President Thiers
was alisent, but Casimer Perrier, who represented him,
said, '• Wliile Thiers does not insist that the Princes are
under any binding engagement not to sit in the Assem-
bly, he cannot at present release them from their pro-
mise not to do so." The members of the " Eepublican
Left," and of tlie " Union Eepublicaris" oppose the ad-
mission of tlie Orleans Princes. After much debate, a
ruotion which skilfully avoids all advice and responsi-
bility'upon the subject, was passed with but two dis-
senting votes.

In a recent report issued by the Gazette of India the
startling statement is made that the aggregate number

Attorney General Akerman has
, resignation to take effect on the

10th of first mo. 1872. The President nominated George
H._ Williams, of Oregon, to succeed him, and the ap-
pointment was confirmed by the unanimous vote of the
Senate.

_
The House of Eepresentatives has adopted the appor-

tionment bill, providing that the House shall consist of
283 members. The House has also adopted a bill au-
thorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase at
private sale or by condemnation, the remainder of the
square of ground on which the post-office build
Chicago recently stood, and if the same cannot h
chased at a reasonable price, then to purchase
other square, and to proceed to have erected thereon a
fire-jiroof building for the accommodation ofthecustom-
house, sub-treasury, government offices, United States
courts, and pension and internal revenue office. The
bill appropriates $2,000,000, and provides that the total
cost of the site and buildings shall not exceed $4,000,-
000. Both Houses have agreed to adjourn from 12th
mo. 21st to 1st mo. 8th, 1872.

Miscellaneous.~The entire expense of taking and com-
piling the census of 1870, was ¥3,287,600.

It is estimated that at least 600,000 cattle have been
driven from Texas this year into Kansas, Nebraska,
and the western States. In all the range of country be-
tween the Eocky Mountains and the Mississippi, the
Indians receive beef on government account from Texas.
For this purpose abbut 200,000 head are required an-
nually.

The department of agriculture estimates the cotton
crop of 1871 at 3,400,000 bales.

_
The corn crop on the whole is about an average in

yield, and in view of the increased acreage planted, a
large one. The total estimated product is 1,092,000,000
bushels.

The wool clip of the United States for the vear end-
ing 6th mo. 1st, 1870, as returned to the census office,
sums up an aggregate of 101,284,678 pounds, viz., in the

England States, 6,643,863 pounds, the Middle
;, 17,991,085 pounds; North Western States, 47,-

429,647 pounds ; Border States, 9,744,253 pounds ; Cot-
ton States, 4,094,269 pounds; Pacific States (California
and Oregon) 12,472,381 pounds; Western Territories,
,204,590 pounds.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

12. There were 211 deaths from small pox ; 44 from
pusumption

; 24 inflammation of the lungs ; 17 convul-
sions; 10 apoplexy, and 14 old age.
The State debt of Pennsylvania was reduced $2,131,-

590 during the year ending 11th mo. 30th last, leaving
the amount §28,980,072. The securities in the treasury
as an offset to part of the debt, consist of six millions of
dollars of Pennsylvania Eailroad bonds, and three and
a half millions of Sunbury and Erie Eailroad bonds.
The U. S. Senate has appointed a Committee of In-

vestigation and Retrenchment, with instructions to
quire into the expenditures in all branches of the s

vice of the United States, and report whether any and
what offices ought to be abolished ; whether any and
what salaries or allowances ought to be reduced ; what
are the methods of procuring accountability in public
officers or agents in the care and disbursement of public
moneys

;
whether money has been paid out illegally

whether any officers or agents or otiier persons hav(
been or are employed in the public service without an
thority of law or unnecessarily, and generally how anc
to what extent the expen.ses of the service of the coun-
try may and ought to be curtailed.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 18th inst. New rort—American gold, 109al09]

.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1171^; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 115^; ditto
10-40, 5 per cents. 109}. Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.10
tmer brands, $6.25 a $10.80. White Michigan wheat
$1.75; red western, $1.61; No. 2 Milwaukie .spring,
$1.52 a $1.53. Western barley, 90 cts. Oats, 54 a 58
cts. New western mixed corn, 76.V cts.; old, 79 J cts.
Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 20' a 20} cts.; New Or-
leans, 21 a 21} cts. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; finer
brands, $6 a $9. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.54 a
$1.57 ; amber, $1.61. Western rye, 91 cts. Old yellow
corn, 77 cts. ; new, 65 a 67 cts. Oats, 50 a 54 cts. Lard,
di cts. Clover-seed, 10| a llj cts. Timothy, $3.25
per bushel. Beef cattle were in demand at an advance.
About 2200 head arrived and were sold at 8.5 a 9i cts.
for extra, 7 a 7i cts. for fair to good, and 6 a 6J cts" per
lb. gross for common. About 12,000 sheep sold at 8J

4fl
2 mixed corn, 41 cts. No. 2 oats, 31 cts. Si. Lo,

—Winter superfine flour, $5.95 ; double extra, S6.5i
$6.60. No. 2 red winter wheat, $1.55 ; No. 2 spri;
$1.25. No. 2 mixed corn, 44 cts. Barley, 70 a 75 <

Eye, 73 a 74 cts. Lard, 8J cts. Cmcmnad:.—No.
winter red wheat, $1.42 a $1.43. Corn, 44 a 46 <

Baltimore.—Southern wheat, common to fair, .Sl.3(

$1.56. White corn, 64 a 68 cts.
;
yellow, 66 a 70 (

Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Lard, 10 cts.

EERATUM.
A typographical error occurs in the article on "!>

kinds of Ministry," page 126, in the 16th number,
the 18th line from the beginning, Paul should be J('
The passage immediately following, with quotati
marks, is not however correctly taken from Scriptii-
Job says, " For I know that my Eedeemer livetli," a
our Saviour declared to his disciples, " Because I li

ye shall live also." From the two the passage is ma
up, and is often used as if it was a quotation from ti

bible. '

AN APPEAL.
By recent accounts from the South, we learn that t

Freedmen, both old and young, are in a very sufFerij
condition. Many children are prevented from atteil
- g school by want of necessary clothing.

If any Friends would contribute new or part-wo
clothing, bedding or shoes, they would be thiinkfu
received. Any such donation.s" sent to the Office
Friend's Freedmen's As.sociation, 116 N. Funvth f

would be immediately forwarded to sufliering i.oople
On behalf of the Women's Aid Association,

Sarah Lewis, Seerrittni[_

FEIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOE INDIi)
1

CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK. .

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to tij

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm o\
',

nected with it. Application may be made to
'

Ebenezer Worth, Marsliallton, Chester Co., P
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhiladelpB
Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do!

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, i

Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddphu
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. WokV

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may'

made to the Superintendent, or to anv of tL, Board!
Managers.

"

.

Married, on the 28th ultimo, at Friends Meetij
house Sixth and Noble Sts., Wistar Newbold!
Josephine, daughter of the late James M. Cooper. •

Died, in this city, on the LSth of Third month 111

Sarah J., widow of Ely Welding, aged 92 years il

two months, an esteemed" member of tlie Montiily Jfci

ing of Friends for the Western District. She "left :

friends the consoling assurance, that she had a bu,

ing of God prepared, " a house not made with hai!
eternal in the heavens."

, on the 1st of Eleventh mo., at the residencif
a relative in Germantown, Pa., while on a visit to

friends, Samuel French, in the oOth year of his r',

a member of Salem Monthly and Particular Meeti,
Ohio. This dear Friend was" enabled to bear his illi 1

with christian patience and resignation. Thankfuhi
and love seemed to be the clothing of his spirit. Bel
suddenly seized with great oppression, he remarj
that he thought he was sinking, and desired all hf
quiet. When asked if he felt peaceful, he prom]>
answered. Yes. His mind was preserved calm and cit

to the la-st. His removal is deeply felt by his fan

'

and friends; yet they reverently b"elieye, that throU
redeeming love and mercy he is safely gathered fi ii

the conflicts of time, to rest and peace.

"

'

,^——, Eighth mo. 31st, 1871, at their residence rc
Medford, N. J., Elizabeth E., wife of Elwood

.

Haines, in the 65th year of her age, an esteemed ni -

ber of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting. The reiU'

of this dear Friend is keenly feit by her bereaved fan

and friends, but they have the consoling belief thai
end was peace, and that their loss is her eternal gaii

WILLIAM'H7piLE'"PRINTEE"
"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Inwardness.

a day when the thir.-it for new things,

the desire for change is leading to a dis

ance of ancient landmarks, as well as at-

ted emancipation from tried wa3'S and
i-honored principles, whereby also the tes-

mies and wisdom of our worthy predeces-

are not only called in question, but seem
y by some to be trodden under foot, it is

to turn from such 8oaring,imitation-work

,e good old way of inwardness and hum-
obedience at the feet of Jesus, with our
ths in the dust before Him, if so be there

be hope. It is in this way we are as-

d that all His must be taught, because,

the Apostle, "That which may be
of God, is manifest in him (in man);

TOd hath shown it unto him." And again,

lat which was from the beginning, which
lave heard, which we have seen with our
I, which we have looked upon, and our

iftds have handled of the word of life ; that
leiare we unto you," &c.

hus as an antidote, is not the call of this

la- unto more inwardness; and to jjatient

v; iiii;- on and for Christ for the renewal of
lu spiritual strength. " Oh this inwardness,
h inwardness," jays an ancient worthy, "is

mil wanting amongst the Lord's people!"
I'l \\Titer perhaps is not far out of the wa}^
II upjiosing, there never was a time when
,V(iwri-o more called to inward fasting, and
ui,-L'i-, and wrestling before our secret-seeing
b'ijbor, for the leavening power of His Spirit

;

lejsr, when, with spiritual application, we
ihlild more heed the message of the angel

:

Mse, and measure the temple of God, and
th altar, and them that worship therein."
ill never likewise, it may be, was the temp-
tajn more strong to rest in " the court which
is ithout;" concerning which, the command
Wi|, "leave out, and measure it not ; for it is

5i|in unto the Gentiles,"—-the outward, un-
mftified Jew or heathen.

^

jeorge Fox, from obedience to the living
TJcher in his heart, and in realization of the
pijoaise, " They shall not teach every man his

ne;hbor, and every man his brother saying,
kiiw the Lord, for all shall know me from
thi least unto the greatest," thus writes :

—

".^id when all my hopes in them (the priests)

and in all men were gone, so that I had 7iofh-

ing outwardly to help me, nor could tell me
what to do, then, oh, then, I heard a voice

which said, ' There is one, even Christ Jesus,

that can speak to thy condition :' and when
I heard it my heart did leap for joy."

He then opens to the reader, why the Lord
did not allow him to obtain the desired help

or sympathy from others in his lonely and

tried condition ; even that Jesus Christ alone
" in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge," and who enlightens, and

gives grace, faith and power, might have the

pre-eminence, instruct, and become all in all

to him. Thus was he experimentally taught;

whereby his desires after the ^Lord grew
stronger, and also his zeal in the pure know-
ledge of God, and of Christ alone, without the

help of any man, book, or writing.
" For though I read the Scriptures," he says,

" that speak of Christ and of God, yet I know
him not but by revelation, as he who hath the

key did op'en, and as the Father of life drew me
to the Son by his Spirit. Thus the Lord gently

led me along, and let me see his love, which
is endless and eternal, surpassing all the know-
ledge that men have in their natural state, or

can get by history or books." * * * "I saw,

he continues, that professors, priests, and peo-

ple, were whole and at ease in that condi-

tion which was my misery, and they loved that

which I would have been rid of But the

Lord did stay my desires upon himself, from
whom my help came, and my care was cast upon
him alone." Therefore, in humble trust and
confidence he thus encourages the reader:

'AH wait patiently upon the Lord, whatsoever

ondition you be in ; wait in the grace and truth

that come by Jesus ; for if ye do so, there is a

promise to you, and the Lord God will fulfil

it in you."
Never did words of truth and soberness

seem more befitting and applicable to any age
and generation than are these to the mem-
bers of our Society in this ! Would that we
might all heed the hortatory precept of this

well instructed father in Israel, unto the con-

sideration of our ways and works, whether
they are wrought in God, and whether we are

with due discrimination, wisdom, and pru-

dence, building the spiritual house upon that

rock and fiyundation which the winds and
waves cannot overturn. Is there not obvious

need of having our attention turned more
within ; where He who stands at the door of

the heart and knocks, will, if permitted to

enter, set up His kingdom, consisting in right

eousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost, and omnipotently reign ? God the

Father manifests the Son in our hearts, as the

Light, and Life, and Way ; and there gives us

strength to believe in Him as the propitiatory

sacrifice for our sins, whereby we are put into

a capacity for salvation through repentance,

faith, and obedience after the power of an end-

less life.

I

" Men can readily take up a profession of

faith in a suffering Saviour, says one, nay,

bring themselves to trust in an outward cover-

ngof His merits and righteousness for salva-

tion, because this costs them nothing; but to

be clothed with His Spirit of humility, pov-

erty, and self-denial; to renounce their own
ills in His lowliness, meekness, and total

resignation to the will of God ; to mortify the

fleshly appetites ; to be crucified to the world
;

to strip ourselves of all complacency and satis-

faction in these endowments, whether natural

or acquired, which appear great and glorious

n the eyes both of ourselves and others ;
and,

n a word, to take up their cross, and follow

Christ in the regeneration—these are hard

sayings, they cannot bear them ;
but Wisdom

is justified of her children. Unacceptable as

these doctrines are to others, yet to them
Wisdom's children) and in them too, they

are the power of God and the wisdom of

God."
A living and saving faith in Christ the Lord,

that will uphold and preserve when the storms

of trial and conflict come, is no mere outward

.•^tay or hope in the form of a literal know-

ledge or an intellectual belief, which can be

gotten up .almost at will; neither is it any

superficial, half and half work, as a " garment

mingled of linen and woollen;" nor anything

shot't of entire submission and obedience to

the grace of God which cometh by, and is

u-ivcn unto us by Jesus Christ, and which

bringeth salvation. No ;
but it is the inward,

experimental and saving knowledge commu-

nicated by the Saviour's life-giving Spirit in

the heart. " No man can come unto me,"

saith He, " except the Father which hath sent

me draw him," &o. It is this inward draw-

ing, this in-speaking, still small voice of "the

Amen, the faithful and true Witness," that

can alone open the heart, convict for sin, and

give life and light to our poor benighted souls.

It is to be found in no " outward observation"

whatsoever ; but in the teachableness and obe-

dience of a little child, to which the Father,

through the quickening spirit of His beloved

Sou, will reveal that distinct knowledge of

the object of faith, by which alone we can have

any faith at all. For, is not the "one faith,"

with the all things else dispensed to us the

gift of God too ? And must not our dark

hearts be illumined by the Day Spring from

on high, before we can see aught pertaining

to salvation, or know or do anything for God?

For what can manifest or detect evil within

us, but that saving light and grace which

showeth what is evil? Which agrees well

with an exhortation of the worthy and pious

\Yilliam Law: "God is no otherwise your

God but as he is the God of your life, mani-

fested in it; and he can no otherwise be the

God of your life but as His Spirit is living

within you. * * Seek therefore, /or »o o(/ier

road, nor call anything the way to God, but

solely that which his eternal, all-creating Word
and Spirit work within you."

One of the Christian reformers thus writes:
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" God, intending to reform tbe church, begins

with the heart; and, intending to reform the

heart, puts his Word there ; and that living

Word put into the heart reforms it indeed.

The word whereby Christ reforms, is not the

word without us, as the word of the law is
;

but the icord within its, as it is written, 'The
Word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth and in

thy heart ;' and this is the ' word of faith.' If

thou live under the word many years, and it

come not into thy heart, it will never change
thee, nor reform thee. And, therefore, the

reforming Word is the Word within us, and
the word within us is ' the word of faith.'

"

This Word is represented by the apostle as
" Quick and powerful and sharper than any
two-edged sword," to the dividing in us be-

tween that which serveth God and that which
serveth him not. This living Word that was,

and is, and without end shall be—the Alpha
and Omega of all—is declared to be " The
true Light, which lighteneth every man that

Cometh into the world." Again, " In him (the

Word) was life, and the life was the light of

men." It is this light of the Word, or of the

Lord Jesus which shineth in darkness or in

our dark hearts, that maketh manifest all that

is reprovable, showing us what is His will

concerning us. If we believe in, receive, and
obey it in its smaller or larger manifestations,

it becomes as a shining light in us, which
shineth more and more unto the perfect day.

O 1 the danger there is of allowing human
reason, with any substitution, or expedieniial

motive whatever to take the place of this

manifestation of the Saviour within us to

guide our feet in the way of true peace. It

is this light of Christ, or His inward illumina-

tion in the heart, that sets our sins in order

before us, and casts up the narrow way of

obedience to the cross of the Lord Jesus, as

the only one of safety for us to walk in. It

was this light which shined round about the

Apostle Paul in the way to Damascus, and
which he was sent to turn people to, even
from darkness (our natural state) to light;

and from the power of Satan (who ruleth in

the children of disobedience) unto God.
Seeing then that in inward stillness, in

quietness, and in conBdence, our faith and
strength are renewed, how should inwardness
with our Emmanuel be the motto and watch-
word, " Till we all come in the unity of the

faith, and the knowledge of the Son of God
unto a perfect man, unto our measure of the

stature of the fullness of Christ."

Industry of Luther.— From 1517 to 1526,

the first ten j-ears of the reformation, the

number of Luther's publications was toree

hundred; from 1527 to 1536, the second de-

cade, the number was two hundred and thirty-

two ; and 1537 to 1546, the year of his death,

the number was one hundred and eighty-

throe. In twenty-nine years and four months
he published seven hundred and fifteen books,

an average of more than twenty-five a year.

He did not go through the manual labor of

all this writing, it is true, for many of his

published works were taken down from his

lips by his friends; and it is also true, that

several of the volumes were small enough in

size to bo denominated pamphlets, but many
of them are also large and elaborate treatises.

In the circumstances in which he wrote, his

translation of the Bible alone, would have
been a gigantic task, oven if he had his life-

time to devote to it.

For "The Friend."

A Sure Foundation.

On the carriage road between Philadelphia
and West Chester, some thirteen miles from
the city, stood, in years gone by, some acres

of woodland known as Preston's woods. The
forest has long since disappeared, leaving the
soilcovered with verdure, and showingnumer-
ous rocks—some of large dimensions—scat-

tered over it. The road passed through the
midst of these, and the opening of it revealed
the fact that the rocks were not in situ as the

geologist would term it, not in their primi-
tive places, but had been moved by extrane-
ous causes from their original beds, in other
words, were boulders.

Some of these huge masses of rock lay at

the road-side, and the necessary excavation
in grading the highway left a few on the
bank, so large and so firmly imbedded as to

defy the usual efforts of man to displace them.
One in particular, we remember, year by
year, as we passed it, we used to gaze upon
its ponderous bulk, looking on it as one of
nature's fixtures—firm as a rock. But, gradu-
ally, the silent assaults of time—the winter's

frost, the summer's heat—the rains of spring
and the fiercer showers of autumn told on its

foundation, and disintegration of its support
began to be visible. The solid earth melted
away, and as it disappeared, the rock protru-

ded more and more, overhanging the bank,
and slowly revealing to the traveller the fact

that it rested, not on a rock, but on a perish-

able foundation of earth.

The process was a slow one. Year after

year we passed it, and while unable to mark
the gradual change—so slowly does nature
work by her wondrous laws— still by un-

heeded removals the supporting subsoil could
be seen to be slowly leaving the incumbent
rock less and less firmly seated. At last its

horizontal position was observed to be chang-
ing, and the huge boulder evidently was as-

suming an inclination toward the receding
bank. Its downward tendency was too ob-

vious to leave any doubt as to its final over-

throw. Some j'ears after, wo again passed
the spot. The rock that had so often inter-

ested us was gone, and its fragments lay at

the road-side, encumbering the highway. So
slowly yet surely does nature work her works,
that we had watched this gradual overthrow
from youth to raid-age, ere the process was
completed ; but solid, immovable as the rock
seemed, its ponderosity availed little against
the silent workings of the elements—and it

fell at last!

On the same highway, near by, a ledge of

granite crossed our road, and the efl!'orts of

the neighbors, in their yearly repairs, but in-

dift'erently succeeded in keeping its rough sur-

face smooth enough for the easy transit of
the traveller. One portion of this rock pro-

jected itself sideways into the road, the ex-

tremity jagged and showing where the action

of powder had rent a convenient passage for

the road beside it. From year to year we
marked its form. The elements did their

work on it, as on the other, but it remained
unmoved. We could notice a change here
also. The summer's heat and the winter's

frost, the gentle shower and the driving storm
fell on it, and by unheeded degrees wrought
their work. The denuded rock more and
more visibly came to the surface, as this war
of elements carried away the earthy material

that covered its surfece, showing clearly its

true nature. They cleansed it, but theydi
not underline it—it retained its original po
tion, for it was founded on the rock.

Cannot we draw a moral from these woi
ings of nature? We see around us men, a',

parently upright in their daily walks, correP'

in their dealings with their fellow men, fit

in their principles, beloved by their asf

ciates ; it may be, looked up to in their n
gious connections as well settled in the chr

tian faith, and proof against the evil th

abounds in the world. Yet as years ha
rolled over them, the watchful eye of religio

associates have feared that it was not wi

them as in days that were past. Hardly al[!

to say why, but a fear for them restin^

their minds that all is not as it should be;'!

fear, strengthened as time rolls by and a le£

ing to the world develops itself, and it 1

comes evident that their early love has wax
cold. The love of other things fills th.

hearts, and they draw towards earthly thin

for comfort or enjoyment. Slowly this chan

comes over them : so slowly that it is only

looking back over their past lives that t

departures can be noted. Have we not se

this? and have we not also seen, in some,

t

sad falling away from a religious life whi
betokens a return to the world and the lo'

of the world, leaving the poor man a wii'

for this world, and for the next also. \

may not doubt the early sincerity of such

one, but we can see that trusting to his oi'

strength, ho failed to know his house build]

on the only Rock on which there is safety.!

There is a stability to bo attained unto-

resting in Christ—where the world and t

things of the world cannot move us from cj

allegiance. Here the cares and tumults
'

life—the trials and afflictions of time, inste

of overwhelming us, only the more fully i

velope our adherence to the truth, showi

to the world that such faithful ones, do i'

follow cunningly devised fables, but livi

and enduring substance. Their foundati!

standeth sure. Trials but bind them rai'

closely to the Rock, Christ Jesus : trusting'

the strength derived from Him—not leani

to their own understanding—the stonusi

time may wean them from the world, 1

they cannot unsettle that firm hope and fa'

which rests on His promises, which are jf

and amen forever. Reader, may thou anii

dig deep enough to reach this sure foundatij

—none other will avail us!
)

Confession of Error.—It is related of L(^

Mansfield, that this eminent judge was ne"

ashamed of publicly retracting any wrc;

opinion he had entertained, whenever on

convinced of his mistake. He used frequen'

to say, probably after Swift, who has a simir

passage in his writings, " that to acknowlecb

you were wrong yesterday, was but to let J

world know that you were wiser to day tl;i

you were then."

The celebrated Dr. Johnson, one of the nit

learned men that England ever produced, (3

night had a dispute in conversation. Jo

-

son had the wrong side, but did not give r;

in short both disputants kept the field. N t

morning, when they met in the breakit

I'oom, i)r. Johnson, with great candor saiil

have been thinking on our dispute last nig i

you were in the right." Ignorant people e

generally positive and assuming; and e'l

when they find themselves in an error, are 3

proud to acknowledge it; but those who «
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jle; they rejoice in any opportunity of

g; an error corrected, and tbey can afford

icknowledge it, without risking their re-

ition with persons of real judgment.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

CContinucd from page 140.)

1820. 5th mo. 25th and 26Lh. Though
stormy, we went with a number of other

;nds, to New York. Two dear Friends

e with us from Great Britain, viz : Wil-

Eickman, who is now nearly ready to

3 his leave of us in this land ; and William
stcr, a well-beloved brother who has lately

led on a visit in the love of the gospel to

flock and the family on this side of the

,t water. Thus the tender mercies of a

ious God are continued, in order to awak-
lO diligence the human family. Lord, if

emeth good in thy sight, preserve as in

hollow of thy Holy hand, him who appre-

imself clear of the work assigned him
e, and is at liberty to return to his family

friends at home. Oh! be pleased to con-

t him safely over the brinj^ deep, and to

desired port. And mayest thou also safely

p the very precious substitute, that has as

ere to take the place of our ancient Friend
Thy dedicated servant, who is nearly

Jy to leave us. Thus, righteous Father,

ify thy most excellent name now and for-

r, saith my soul.

When we got to the river it appeared
gerous for a sail-boat ; and the steamboat

g out of order, we were detained for some
e, but at length, in company with others,

went several miles to another ferry ; and
kfter a trying, fatiguing day, we all reached
city in the evening in safety.

27th. Attended the Select Yearly Meet-
which was favored with the ownings of

fine love. Many valuable servants and
dmaids attended. As for my part, poverty
strippedness seemed my situation. Poor
alas, what am I but dust and ashes I Pre-

e, O Lord, I pray thee, from a murmuring
ught, or flinching from the turnings of thy

hpd.

r 28th. Public meetings were held in all the
djerent houses in the city, I hope to the
h 101- of the great Name. The next day the
^:uly Meeting for business began, which so

f; is favored with the encouraging evidence
tbe Divine presence. Thanks be unto God

f( all his benefits.
' 6th mo. 2d concluded the I'eariy Meeting:
i as it was favored in the beginning, so it

M^s in the close with the evidence of Divine
or,"

jlfcer the Y. M., Mildred Ratcliff was at

3ers meetings in the city of New York and
Long Island, of which her memoranda

Civey but little beyond the mere fact of at-

tjiding them. After one of these she says,
''[y wish was strong that the gracious Master
wuld be pleased to give us a silent meeting;
yl; centei-ed in, Thy will, O Father I and not
one bo done. Adding, may I live and die

d this ground, saith ray soul." Upon an-
oper occasion, she writes: "Thus far I have
Dich cause to thank God and take courage,
Btwithstanding we continue to find much oc-

cjuon for mourning, because of the desola-
tjns of Zion, in that so few within our borders
cpe up to her solemn feasts."

"7th mo. 2d. At Oblong. Here my t^outh

was opened to sound an alarm, to arouse if

possible to greater action and zeal. For in

this mooting, alas! my life seemed oppressed

with the burden of iniquity, yea, darkness

that could bo felt was here found. Yet through

adorable mercy 1 was enabled I trust to clear

myself of their blood ;
whether they regard or

disregard the solemn testimony given me to

bear amongst them. But even here I found

a precious tew, to whom the word of encour-

agement sweetly flowed.

"5th. At
,

[namenotintelligible.] Alas,

true religion is in a low state, some weakly,

some sickly, and many sleepy. While through

adorable mercy there remains a precious few

in good health, able to prove the efficacy of

the preserving principle of sanctifying grace.

"8th. At Oswego ;
9th, at Nine Partners.

These were good meetings. Truth reigned

over all ; the blessed Master's name was glori-

fied ; and I think it safe to say the people

were satisfied. At Nine Partners there was a

multitude indeed. My mouth was opened like

a trumpet : and though I was so weak in-

wardly as well as outwardly, that as I walk-

ed into meeting my very joints seemed loos-

ened, and much fear and trembling covered

me all over, yet to my humbling admiration

I was made strong, so as to stand as an advo-

cate for the great and good cause. I trust

the Lord had the praise of his own work
and his disciples, in the conclusion of this

heavenly opportunity, were willing to gather

up tho fragments that nothing should be lost.

" 10th. iSeing truly in need, we rested
;
and

thus got a little refitted to pursue our jou

ney.
" 11th. Went on again, and attended West

Branch Meeting. But alas! this was a pain

ful, hard meeting. Yet through adorable

mercy, it ended better than it began. How
chequered the scene ! How various the dis

pensations through which we have to pass

Lord, be pleased still to go before, and to be

with me! Be my all in all : thus preservin

thy dignified cause not only to the end of

this very responsible journey, but to the end

of my days."

Thence she had meetings at Pleasant- Val-

ley ; at Poughkeepsie; at Crum Elbow; "at

a meeting called the Creek ;" and at Stanford
" This," she says, " was a blessed good meet
ing. May the gracious Helper of the helpless

have all the praise forever.
" 17th. At North East. But hero was a

painful time indeed, as was also a religious

opportunity I felt bound to have in a Friend's

family where we lodged. Oh, the sad situa-

tion of things in many places!

"18th. At Little Nine Partners: some
better than what we had to pass through

yesterday ; but alas, true religion—that which
is only worth living for—-is at a very low ebb

in most places. May the Lord of the whole

earth, who has the power at command, cause

a revival to take place, and that speedily, in

tho hearts of the children of men.
"20th. Attended their meeting at Hudson,

a painful one it was. Next day at Ghent,

where was some more comfort; but alas, low

times indeed at most places. At Chatham on

the 23J, which was large, and I hope profit-

able to many.
" 25th. At Troy. This was truly a painful

time, with little hope of much amendment.
Lord, pity the people in many places, whose
situation is deplorable! Mingle thy judgments

with thy mercies in such a manner, as to bring

nto an acquaintance with thy holiness, if

consistent with thy righteous will.

" 26th. At Pittstown ;
and the day follow-

g at Easton. Low times, and not much to

rejoice in, only in being accounted worthy to

suffer with the suffering seed.

8th rao. 6lh. At Ferrisburg in the forer

noon
;
where, as at many other places, I had

to bear a sharp testimony against sleeping in

meetings. This is a lethargy doubtless that

has spread more or less over our Society, and
is mournfully to be felt in many places, and
increasingly so I fear. I must bear my testi-

mony against it. Lord, be thou my strength,

in this and all other cases, and then 1 will

stand for thy cause. In the afternoon we at-

tended a meeting called Monkton ; which I

hope was a season of profit to some of us.

Here I found it my place to be still. A privi-

lege I highly prize when my blessed Master
sees meet to have it so. For this I cannot
doubt there was a cause ;

believing as I do, it

is a terrible thing to be preached to death. Oh
forbid, gracious Father! that my mouth in

and for thy cause, should ever be opened when
Thou would have it shut.

" 8th. Crossed at a ferry on the Great Lake
several miles wide. Here I had the oppor-

tunity of seeing the works of the Almighty
on the great deep.

•' 9th. Attended the Select Quarterly Meet-
ing at [name not given,] which was painful,

because of the desolations of our Zion in this

part of the family. Next day the Quarterly

Meeting at large, which was also a suffering

time for the same reason.

"11th. Was held a large public meeting
more to satisfaction. The blessed Truth
seemed to reign over all, and the name of the

Lord was glorified.

" 12th. Went on to a village, left word for

a meeting to-morrow at six o'clock ; then re-

crossed the wide and great water of the same
lake, in a little, leaky, tottering boat; leaving

our horses and carriage on the other side till

we returned, if so tho blessed Master please.

Next day were at a meeting on the Grand
Isle (so called) in tho forenoon, after which
time of Divine favor with the inhabitants on

the Island, we crossed again in the same boat;

and attended at six o'clock the meeting in the

village above spoken of to satisfaction."

After this she attended a number of meet-

ings thereaway, till 9th mo. 6th, when she

had a meeting in a school house where no

meeting of Friends is regularly held. "It

was attended," she states, " by a number not

much acquainted with us as a Society, yet

hungering, thirsting souls. Here the glad

tidings of the gospel of peace did sweetly flow

through the lips of a very poor and feeble in-

strument. This was a good meeting, many
parting with us with tears of gratitude to the

Father" of mercies for this day's fiivor. Praise

the Lord, my soul ! Praise and adore His

great Name forever. For what greater cause

can there be for thanksgiving, than a well

grounded hopo that through the power of

Truth, many sons shall come from far, and
daughters from the ends of the earth. After

this meeting we went on with a number of

our Friends, and on the 10th were at a little

indulged meeting at Shamo. Here were a

number not professing with us. Some of these

were reached; and together with the rest of

us, urged to remember that we are born to

die ;
and after death the judgment. May the
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impression made on many minds, bo fastened

as a nail in a sure place."

Notwithstanding M. E. in the prosecution

of her religious duty in this journey, attended

a number of meetings after this, she has left

but little account of them, except at one she

speaks of '• the spring of the ministry seeming

to be shut up, and sealed as with seven seals."

At another that, " Those who undertake to

visit the churches now-a-days, need not ex-

pect much pleasant bread ;" adding, " Lord, in

thy mercy, please to strengthen my faith."

At another, she notes, " Poor, hard times! O
that I may ever be willing to suffer my por-

tion for the blessed Master's sake, and His

cause sake." Again, " The sweet peace of

mind more than compensates for all through

which I have passed. Lord be pleased in thy

mercy to keep me safe the little time which

is yet remaining in this probationary state.

O make me more and more entirely thine."

And again, after attending Dunning's Creek

Meeting, she writes ;

" This is the last meet-

ing pertaining to this very serious undertak-

ing. Thanksgiving and praise forever be

ascribed to a gracious God who helped me
through all, to the relief of mj' poor exercised

mind, and has now set me at liberty to return

home." She reached her habitation the 27th

of Eleventh month, 1820, " I trust," she writes,

" with a thankful heart, returning thank

giving and praise unto Him thatlwas, and is,

and is to come. God over all blessed forever

more."
She was absent on this journey, fourteen

months and six days; and travelled by com-

putation 4460 miles.

(To be continued.)

THE LOST STAR,

God set a star within our sky,

And o'er our home its light was thrown,

And as we looked with loving eye

It seemed peculiarly our own.

And evermore its growing ray

Drove out whate'er was dark and cold,

Till life seemed luminous as day,

And all its glooms were tinged with gold.

Eesolves and hopes which long had lain

Palsied by custom and distrust.

Touched by its warmth, revived again,

And brightly blossomed from the dust.

Thenceforth, with clearer eyes we saw

What seemed before but "blurred and dim
;

And read anew God's perfect law

Which binds the universe to Him.

With wider scope His works we viewed.

The slow unfolding of His plan,

And, taught by loving hearts, renewed
Our faith in' God, our faith in man.

And earth and sky, and day and night,

No longer dark, and drear, and dull,

Basked in that permeating light,

And glowed divinely beautiful.

But suddenly, while yet our lips

Trembled with songs of grateful praise,

Our star, involved in drear eclipse,

No longer cheered us with its rays.

Then darkness deep and full of dread

Threw o'er our sky its veil of gloom
We seemed to walk amid the dead.

And earth itself was but a tomb.

Perchance some questioning or doubt

Of God Himself came o'er our mind.
When that sweet star was blotted out,_

And hope expired, and faith was blind.

Perchance our wayward wills rebelled

Against the loving Father's will.

Till sorrow's first wild gust was quelled

By His all tender " Peace ! be still
!"

For weak, at best, is human faith,

And love is passionate and strong.

And wildly deems the loss or death
Of what" we love, a cruel wrong.

But Cxod is good, and folds in calms

'

Of His own rest our restless souls.

Till with hushed hearts and clasped palms
We bless the Wisdom that controls.

And when for us the heavy hour
Of doubt went by, and holy trust

Resumed its tranquilizing power,

And hope looked upward from the dust,

—

Our hearts interpreted the law
Of earthly loss and heavenly gain

;

And through the lens of faith we saw
The covering darkness rent in twain

;

And lo I the star we called our own,
Whose loss we mourned with bitter tears,

Full orbed and clear serenely shone,

A light to gladden all our years.

For "Ths Friend.

Manufacture of Paper in Japan.

Littell's Living Age has an article taken

from the Athenamm, by which it appears

that the British Foreign Office has published

a report on the manufacture of paper in Ja-

pan. We find in the report some items of in-

terest.

The purposes for which the Japanese em-

ploy paper are very numerous indeed, includ-

ing, beside all the uses to which Europeans
apply it, the manufacture of umbrellas, rair

coats, water proof pouches, hats, lanterns

wicks of candles, handkerchiefs, window
lights, &c., &c.

The materials which the beautiful Flora of

Japan yields forthis wonderful variety of pa
per are oftwo descriptions, namely : the trees

or shrubs of which the bark furnishes the

fibre that gives strength of texture, and the

plants of which the roots, seeds or sap yield

a natural sizing that gives enamel to the sur-

face of the sheet. The best fibre is that of

the Ma Kodzu, a species of paper Mulberry,
{Broussonetia papyrifera), which is grown
chiefly in the Island of Iviusiu. The Kaji,

or Kajiso, a plant of which the botanical ac-

quirements of the Japanese consuls do not

appear to be such as to afford the means of

scientific identification, grows more or less all

over Japan, and is cultivated much in the

same manner as the tea plant, and mulberry
tree. It is described as closely resembling a

willow. It does not thrive in the north of

the island. The Kajiso does not yield so well

as the Makoso or Ma Kodzu. A third plant

is called Takaso, which yields a larger quanti-

ty of paper than either of those previously

named. It does not require the manure, or

the great care as to soil, demanded by the

previously named vegetables, but the quality

of the paper which it produces is inferior. A
fourth species or variety is found chiefJy in

Kiusiu, the native name for which is Metsu-
mata, from the bark of which alone the paper
currenc}' of the country is manufactured. It

is little used for any other purpose.

The plants of the paper mulberry are an-

nually cut down to the roots in the winter,

and the cuttings of the fifth year, by which
time the shrub has become dense and strong,

are used for the manufacture. The branches
are cut into lengths of from thirty to thirty

six inches, and steamed in a straw

boiler. When the skin begins to separa I

from the stalk, it is stripped off by hand, til

wood being useless except to burn. Aftt'n

peeling, the skins are dried by exposure

the wind on poles ; and when dry they ailf

weighed and made up into bundles of aboi'i

thirty-two pounds each. They are then washc

in running water for twelve hours, and tl

outer or dark colored portions ofthe barka:Si

next scraped off with a knife ; the scrapiujl
(

themselves being used to make an inferiiif

kind of paper. After afresh washing in raj
ning water, and a pressure under hea\ii

stones to expel the fluid, the fibre is boile

It is again washed after boiling to remo'U

the residue of the ashes thrown in to aid '

that process, and it is then "pounded f

about as long a time as it takes to boil tl^

rice for breakfast," with a wooden poundi!

three feet long and three and one-half inch

square. The pounded fibre, now called So8

ri, is made into balls and is mixed in a troug

called the boat, which is six feet long at

three feet broad, with the paste made fro

the rest of the Tororo. This shrub is d

scribed as being not unlike the cotton plani

and the size of the root is " about the sanif

as that of the common dock." We believe | .:

to be the plant which supplies the vegetab,

wax of Japan. The sprouts and skin of till:

root are scraped off, and the root is theju

beaten ; the time for taking it from tlj

ground being that of the rainy season of tl

spring, after the flower has died. When r

quired for use, these roots are boiled into

thin paste, which is strained into tnl

through a fine hair sieve. Lumps are brok«

off from the "Sosori" balls and mixed up wit

the strained " Tororo" paste ; the mixtn:

being thoroughly strained, and proper consi

tency being indicated by the peculiar noii-

which the stirring stick makes when passir

through the pulp. A frame, consisting ofs

inner and an outer portion, with a false be

tom made of plaited branches is filled wi'

this pulp; "a peculiar and dexterous jerk

given to the whole, which sets the papt

and the frame is then leaned against the n

right rest to allow the water to drain ofl

This manipulation is performed very quick

by experts in the manufacture.

'The sheet of paper is removed from tl

frame with a piece of bamboo, and flaid 1

the aid of a brush, on a drying board, tl

side which adheres to the board forming t

face of the paper. In wet weather artifici

heat is required for drying. Two or thr

straws are inserted between every tweni

sheets of the paper, which is made up

packets of 100 sheets, and cut by means of

sharp knife and heavy rule.

For making paper warranted to was

which is called " Shifu " a different kind

paste is prejjared. Boxes, trays, and ov>

saucepans are made of this paper cloth, ai

saucepans thus manufactured sustain no i

jury over a strong charcoal heat. For tl

manufacture of oifpaper for rain-coats, sbei?

of paper called "Senka" are joined with

glue made from young fern shoots, stained I

the juice expressed from unripe persimmor

Color when required, is applied as a powd'

mixed with bean paste ; and a vegetable (

expressed from seeds, and known by tl

name of '' Ye-no abura," is used ;
the prep

ration chiefly consisting of softening the p

per by rubbing it with the hands.

The manufacture from the paper mulben
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iotrocluced into Japan about A. D. 610.

theyear 280, A. D., silk, vvithafacing of

WHS used for writing upon, and thin

1 sluivings were also employed. In that

paper was imported from the Corea

;

'h was the only paper used by the Japa-

down to 610, when two priests were sent

to Japan by the king of the Corea, who
lished a local manufacture. The paper
produced did not take ink well ; it tore

easily, and was liable to become worm-
. Taishi, a son of the reigning Mikado,
first made use of the bark of the Brous-

a, which he caused to be extensively

ed all over the country, and promulga-
he mode of manufacturing among the

e enclosed article appeared in " The
id" twenty years ago, would there be
objection to its re-appearance at this

For "The Friend."

Summer in the Heart.

poet Cowper in writing to one of his

is upon a mid winter's day, bearing date,

mber Slat, says, " I have frequently

;htwith pleasure of the summer you have
Q your heart, whilst you have been em-
d in softening the severity of winter in

f of the many who must otherwise have
exposed to it. * * You never said a better

; in your life, than when you assured
- of the expediency of a gift of bedding
386 poor people. There is no one article

8 world's comforts with which they are

provided. When a poor woman, and an
it one, whom we know w^ell, carried home
pair of blankets, a pair for herself and
md, and a pair for her six children ; as

as the children saw them, they jumped
'their straw, caught them in their arms,
i them, blessed them, and danced for joy.

d woman, a very old one, the first night
ihe found herself so comfoi'tably covered,
not sleep a wink, being kept awake by
ontrary emotions of transport on the one

m, and the fear of not being thankful
iOj;h on the other."
! w, if any of our j^oung friends, (or older
leeitlior,) feel dull, heavy, unhappy, in the
iinf plenty,—yawning and stretching over
0'<. ni- ' fancy work," and made quite stu-

d.iui'haps a little pettish under the pressure
t.' ul'undance of " heated air" with which

le. rooms are filled—and because their
)Vj.y bods, with their abundant warm covers,

W induced them to lie at least one hour
nJr than they ought to have done; if these
ail to feel particularly happy and peaceful,
thy want to feel as if they too could " dance
r ]y," let them exert themselves as much as
le^possibly can, now that "Jack Frost" is

yh his icy hand upon the threshold of the
lojand blowing his chilling breath through
lejhalf-glazed windows, and making more
Wheir stoves which have long felt but little

el|) heat them ;—I say let these exert them-
•h\\ in looking after the poor ; especially the
cKthe aged, the infirm, and the little chil-
'61 Then, methinks, many who now feel

itlis and hard to be pleased ; and who have
al\ so little trouble or privation that they
•e jirompt in making " mountains out of
olihills," would be brought, in contrasting
leicondition with the destitute and affliet-

l, i a sense of their great obligation to their
iptme Benefactor,—and the language of

their humbled and tender hearts would be,

" Not more than others I deserve, yet God has
given me more," and I shall have to render an
account to Him of how I have used it ; and
under this feeling everything like superiority

and self-consequence would retire crest-fallen,

and these in their turn would become beggars,
pleading earnestly of Him who knows all

things, not to suffer them to become guilty of
the sin of forgetting, or neglecting those who
are needy and have none to help them. And
a blessed consideration would make its way
into such minds, " Blessed is he that consider-

eth the poor, the Lord will deliver A«m in time
of trouble." The rays of the sun of righteous-
ness would produce a feeling like balmy sum-
mer in such hearts, whez-e, hitherto, the cold-

ness pi'oduced by indifference, or penurious-
ness, or indolence, had too much prevailed

;

and the effusion from this summer in the heart
be, "What shall I render unto the Lord for

all His benefits."

Alpine Climbing.

The scenery of portions of the Alps, and
the dangers sometimes encountered by those
who undertake to scale their summits, are
well described by Professor Tyndall, in his

account of the ascent of the Old Weissthor in

1861. He says:
I had onl}' seen one-half of Monte Eosa

;

and from the Italian side the aspect of the
mountain was unknown to me. I had been
upon the Monte Moro three years ago, but
looked from it merely into an infinite sea of
haze. To complete my knowledge of the
mountain it was necessary to go to Macugna-
ga, and over the Moro I accordingly resolved
to go. But resolution had as yet taken no
deep root, and on reaching Saas I was beset
by the desire to cross the Alphulel. Benen
called me at three, but over the pass grey
clouds were hanging, and determined not to

mar this fine excursion by choosing an im-
perfect day, I then gave it up. At seven
o'clock, however, all trace of clouds had dis-

appeared ; it had been merely a local gather-
ing of no importance, which the first sun-
beams resolved into transparency. It was
now, however, too late to think of the Al-
phulel, so I resorted to my original design,
and at 9 a. m. started up the valley towards
Mattmark. A party of friends in advance
contributed strongly to draw me on in this

direction.

Onward then we went through the soft

green meadows, with the river sounding to

our right. The sun showered gold upon the
pines, and brought richly out the coloring
of the rocks. The blue wood smoke ascend-
ed from the hamlets, and the companionable
grasshopper sang and chirruped right and
left. High up the sides of the mountain, the
rocks were planed down to tablets by the an-
cient glaciers. The valley narrowed, and we
skirted a pile of moraine-like matter, which
was roped compactly together by the roots
of the pines. Huge blocks here choke the
channel of the river, and raise its murmurs
to a roar. We emerge from shade into sun-
shine and observe the smoke of a distant
cataract jetting from the side of the moun-
tain. Crags and boulders are hero heaped
in confusion upon the hillside, and among
them the hardy trees find a lodgment, asking
no nutriment from the stones—asking only
a pedestal on which they may plant their

trunks and lift their branches into the nour-

ishing air. Then comes the cataract itself
plunging in rhythmic gushes down the shin-
ing rocks.

The valley again-opens, and finds room for
a little hamlet—dingy hovels with a little

white church in the midst of them; patches
of green meadow and yellow rye, with the
gleam of the river here and there. The moon
hangs over the Mischabelhorner, turning a
face which ever waxes paler towards the
sun. The valley in the distance seems shut
in by the AUalein glacier, which is approach-
ed amid the water-worn boulders strewn by
the river in its hours of turbulence. The
rounded rocks are now beautified with lichens,
and scattered trees glimmer among theheaps.
Nature heals herself. She feeds the glacier
and planes the mountains down. She fuses
the glacier and exposes the dead rocks. But
instantly her energies are directed to neutral-
ise the desolation, clothing the crags with
beauty, and sending the wandering wind in
melody through the branches of the pines.
At the Mattmark hotel, which stands at

the foot of the Monte Moro, I was joined by a
gentleman who had just liberated himself
from an unpleasant guide. Benen halted on
the way to adjust his knapsack, while my
companion and myself went on. We lost
sight of my guide, lost the trail also, and
clambered over crag and snow to the summit,
where we waited till Benen arrived. The
mass of Monte Rosa here grandly revealed
itself from top to bottom. Dark cliffs and
white snows were finely contrasted, and the
longer I looked at it the more noble and im-
pressive did the mountain appear. We were
very soon clear ofthe snow, and went straight
down the declivity towards Macugnaga.
We put up at the Monte Moro, where a

party of friends greeted me with a vociferous
welcome. This was my first visit to Macu-
gnaga, and save as a caldron for the genera-
tion of fogs, I knew scarcely anything about
it. But there were no fogs there at the time
to which I refer, and the place wore quite a
charmed aspect. I walked out alone in the
evening, up through the meadows towards
the base of Monte Rosa, and on no other oc-
casion have I seen peace, beauty and grandeur
so harmoniously blended. Earth and air
were exquisite, and I returned to the hotel
brimful of content.

Monte Rosa with her peaks and spires
builds here a noble amphitheatre. From the
heart of the mountain creeps the Macugnaga
glacier. To the right a precipitous barrier
extends to the Ciraa di Jazzi, and between
the latter and Monte Rosa this barrier is

scarred by two couloirs, one of which, or the
cliff beside it, has the reputation of forming
the old pass of the Weissther. It had long
been uncertain whether this so called "Alter
Pass " had ever been used as such, and many
superior mountaineers deemed it from inspec-
tion to be impracticable. All doubt on this
point was removed this year; for Mr. Tuck-
ett, led by Benen, had crossed the barrier by
the couloir most distant from Monte Rosa, and
consequently nearest to the Cima de Jazzi.

As I stood in front of the hotel in the after-

noon, I said to Benen that I should like to
try the pass on the following day; in ten
minutes afterwards the plan of our expedi-
tion was arranged. We were to start before
the dawn, and to leave Benon's hands free, a
muscular young fellow named Andermatten,
was engaged to carry our provisions. It was
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also proposed to vary the proceedings by a8-

sailing the ridge by the couloir nearest to

Monte Eosa.

I was called by my host at a quarter before

three. The firmament of Monte Eosa was

almost as black as the rocks beneath it,

while above in the darkness trembled the

stars. At 4 a. m. we quilted the hotel. We
wound aloDg the meadows by the slumbering

houses, and the unslumbering river. The
eastern heaven soon brightened, and we could

look direct through the gloom of the valley

at the opening of the dawn. We threaded

our way amid the boulders which the torrents

had scattered over the plain, and among
which groups of stately pines now find an-

chorage. Some of the trees had exerted all

their force in a vertical direction, and rose

straight, tall and mast like, without lateral

branches. We reached a great moraine, grey

with years, and clothed with magnificent

pines; our way lay up it, and from the top

we dropped into a little dell of magical beau-

ty. Deep hidden by the glacier-built ridges,

guarded by noble trees, soft and green at the

bottom, and tufted round with bilberry

bushes, through which peeped here and there

the lichen-covered crags. I have rarely seen

a spot in which I should so like to dream

away a day. Before I entered it, Monte Rosa

was still in shadow, but on my emerging I

noticed that her precipices wore all aglow.

The purple coloring of the mountains observ-

ed in looking down the valley was indescriba-

ble ; out of Italy I have never seen anything

like it. Oxygen and nitrogen could not pro

duce the effect ; some effluence from the

earth, some foreign constituent of the atmos-

phere, developed in these deep valleys by the

southern sun, must sift the solar beams,

weaken the rays of medium refrangibility,

and blend the red and violet of the spectrum

to that imcomparable hue. The air indeed is

filled with floating matters which vary from

day to day, and it is mainly to such extran-

eous substances that the chromatic splendors

of our atmosphere are to be ascribed.

The ancient moraines of the Macugnaga
glacier rank among the finest that I have

seen ;
long, high ridges tapering from base to

edge, hoary with age, but beautified by the

shrubs and blossoms of to-day. We crossed

the ice and them. At the foot of the old

Weissther lay crouched a small glacier, vyhich

had landed a multitude of boulders on the

slope below it ; and amid these we were soon

threading our way. Wo crossed the little

glacier, which at one place proved disagreea-

ble, and here I learned from the deportment

of his axe, the kind of work to which our por-

ter had been previously accustomed. Half a

dozen strokes shook the head of the imple-

ment from its handle. We reached the rocks

to the right of the couloir and climbed thom
for some distance. At the base the ice was

cut by profound fissures, which extended

quite across, and rendered a direct advance

up the guUey impossible; but higher up we
dropped down upon the snow.

Close to the rocks it was scarred by a

furrow six or eight feet deep, and about

twelve in width, evidently the track of ava-

lanches, or of rocks let loose from the heights.

Into this we descended. The bottom was
firm, and roughened by stones which found

lodgment there. It seemed that we had here

a. very suitable roadway to the top. But a

Budden crash was heard aloft. I looked up

ward, and right over the snow brow which
closed the view, perceived a largo brown
boulder in the air, while a roar of unseen
stones showed that the visible projectile was
merely the first shot of a general cannonade.
The}' appeared—pouring straight down upon
us—the sides of the furrow preventing them
from squandering their force in any other di

rection. " Schnell," shouted the man behind
me, and thei-e is a ring in the word, when
sharply uttered in the Alps, that almost lifts

a man off his feet. I sprang forward, but

urged by a sterner impulse, the man behind
sprung right on to me. We cleared the fur-

row exactly as the first stone flew by, and
once in safety we could admire the energy
with which the rattling boulders sped along.

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Jolin Barclay.

(Contiaoed from page 13S.)

To W. F.

"London, October 10th, ISIG.

" Dear Friend,—Whilst taking up my pen
to address you, I feel very desirous not to

incur the sentence denounced in Scripture

against him 'that trusted in man, and made
flesh his arm, and whose heart departed from
the Lord :' for there is a disposition to regard

the creature more than the Creator, in whom
alone is everlasting strength. And yet a say-

ing of the apostles Peter and John, when
brought before the Jewish council, has often

been comfortably remembered by me, after

much unreserved communication with some
of my dear friends; and I trust I may safely

adopt it as my own on this occasion :
' for wo

cannot but speak the things which we have
both seen and heard.' How shall I then be

silent concerning the dealings of Infinite

Goodness, or how shall I forbear to testify of

Him who ' delighteth in mercy ;' of whom it

is said, and has been experienced by thou-

sands, as well as by myself,— ' He will subdue
our iniquities, and will cast all our sins into

the depths of the sea.' Indeed I have reason

to say thus, and much more; for few suspect

the depth of perdition from which I have been

rescued. Awfully appropriate was that lan-

guage twice repeated in the little company I

sat with, at our friend's house at S. 'Thou
wert as a brand plucked out of tho burning:'

I earnestly desire that what follows may not

equally applj',—'yet hast thou not returned

unto me, saith the Lord.' How strongly have
I been encouraged, my dear friend, to believe

that even in these latter times the same arm
of everlasting mercy is still underneath, the

same crook of loving kindness is yet conspi-

cuously stretched out to reclaim and to re-

store. Though I have but little time or space

to spare, yet one circumstance attending my
former course of life, I may not omit to men-
tion :—I remember, my dear friend, (bear

with me if you can,) a season when my wick-

edness had arrived at such a complicated and
aggravated height, as to threaten (to all ap-

pearances and all probability) inevitably im-

pending consequences ; and these so encom-

passed mo round on every side, that, though

a thorough adept, I totally despaired of escap-

ing that which was likely to follow. At this

eventful crisis, when ray wretchedness was
more than I can describe, and almost more
than I could bear, there was a secret but fer-

vent desire raised in my very inmost soul, that

if it were possible, I might be delivered from

this anguish of mind and dilemma of suj

which were then owned by me to huv.

brought on by my own sinfulness, and
less than was deserved. There was also soij

thing like a covenant on my part, thati(

might be thus rescued, no bounds should

placed to the dedication of my future 1

The sequel was as striking as the fact itSi

each black cloud of this storm, from that v

day forward, rolled gradually away, and i

surprising manner withdrew- and dissipa;

So that in truth I have had, and still h

most feelingly to adopt a language, as li

ally and remarkably applicable to myself

it could perhaps have been to him that n

it, ' He brought me up also out of the homl
pit, out of the miry clay:' and I think I tj

add, it is equally my desire and belief,

the remainder of this passage may and
be as nearly my experience; 'This is

,

Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in onrej]

Yes, my dear friend, ' I am as a wonder uji

many,' amongst those who knew me lijj

more than three years ago, then living in
1

1

forgetful ness, or rather abandonment of B
who notwithstanding did not utterly abaa

me; but, as Fenelon says, 'who followed

in my ways, which were those of sin; >

has run after me, as a shepherd in searc)

his strayed sheep.' So that I cannot be si

on this subject; but am constrained toi

knowledge, that in all my various difficuh

distresses, and dangers, the power and :

senco of One, ' who is able to save to the q1

most, has been with me, and around

bringing about seeming impossibilities, n

ing a way where no way was, and effeci

deliverance ' with a mighty hand, and tI

an outstretched arm.'

"With respect to that share of afflicj

which has been handed to me of late, I

truly say, it is my desire, that other.s iutc

various trials, may be equally enabled ^

'

myself to discover and acknowledge in t

the hand of Him, who 'is righteous in all

ways, and Holy in all His works.' V<

privations are permitted to attend, wh
consolation, my dear friend, to find a Fa

of the fatherless; when about to separate!

those who have from childhood shared i(

same mixed cup of joy and grief, what af oi

to feel, that wherever scattered, still eac^i

us is near that Fountain, to which we mail

have access; when a total revolution in il

outward condition takes place, when lusy,

delicacy, splendor and vanity, together '

all those objects endeared by fond reco

tion, are to be relinquished, how swee

know ' it is the Lord—let him do what seei tk

him good :' and in taking up the cross, the i lyj

cross, denying ourselves, and following Ji|

Lord thi-ough evil report and good re t

through sufferings, conflicts, and probn "

what a blessing it will be if we 'are ke| i;

the power of God through faith unto -^ "

tion.' Your sincere friend,

J. 1

"1816. October 22d.—The farther
'

vance in my course along this valley oi

and obscurity, the more evidently am I'l'

mitted to discover—the more frequent!; "H

I constrained to admire the infinite ci 1*

scension of the Lord. O! how sincerel}"

I exclaim with the Psalmist, ' What is a«

that thou art mindful of Him, or the s Oj

man that thou visitest him.' Fervent iDM

have been my desires, and still more and "^

so, as the visitations of condescending it oj
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IT been ronewedly extended

—

lha.t my ivhole

iii!i\ be prepared for tbe reception and

i-ici- iiuuiilestalions of this groat and gra-

0, (iiirsL. O! may there be in my inmost

iL'lii^i :ind imaginations, as well as over

yvdiils and outward demeanor, such a con-

vatchfulness, as may evidence a holy

d fear of giving Him offence, or occa-

ng a separation between Him and my

thou who seest in secret, and to whom'
most secret petitions are thoroughly

and known to ascend even daily and

ly, bo pleased in thy exceeding great

jassion and wonted mercy, to hand me a

help. Grant that I may be made will-

o follow thee whithersoever thou lead est,

to become whatsoever thou wouldest

me to be."

516. November.—Do not look at others,

her their example seems to recommend
ine of conduct or another, no, not even

eh as are very industrious in business,

et accounted strictly religious characters;

are no guide for you : stand on your own
id; nothing will justify what you are

to do, or to forbear to do, but a full con-

1 of dutj'. If you have that true peace

no man can give or take away, it mat-

ittle what others may say or think. Eo-

ber that the honest fishermen quitted

lawful concerns, nay all, to follow Him
jailed them, but it was not till He called :

andred fold reward, and the everlasting

itance were promised, not to those who
y forsook all that they had, but to those

lid so for his name's sake. I think it was
enn who said, " It is not the sacrifice

ever great) that recommends the heart,

he heart that gives the sacrifice (how-
mean) acceptance."

816. November 12th.—O Lord God Al-

ty ! it is of thy exceeding mBrcy that I

sed up, and enabled thus fervently, thus

ly to address thee, as the God which
led me unto this day. O ! how clearly

iomfortably hast thou, during this time

ed, revived the remembrance of what
hast done for them that have sought or

sdto seek thee. Where is not thy 'mighty

i'
and thy ' outstretched arm,' to bo dis-

ed? When I ' look at the generations of

md see,' through thy grace I am enabled

ence every doubt, every discouraging

by that feeling and forcible interroga-

'Did ever any trust in the Lord, and was
unded ; did any abide in his fear, and was
ken; or whom did he ever despise, that

ill 1 upon him?' Well might thy servant
ly' The earth, ! Lord, is full ofthy mercy ;'

acthy prophet exclaim—'The whole earth

fll of his glory.' ' And now Lord! w
a Ifor?my hope is in thee:' in thee, in thee

m is my joy, my crown, my confidence. I

not a.-^k of thee deliverance out of trouble,

scjit in thy time ; but O ! my very soul doth
of thee, that I may be kept from every-

like evil ; that I may be supported and
ined by that 'hidden manna,' which i

ised 'to him that overcometh.' Oh
rat. Lord, unto him, who feels himself at

;ime awfully humbled under thy mighty
that he may be made still more deeply

anble, that 'thou art God alone:' and as
fti as thou art pleased, in thy very abundant
oniassion, to renew within him that which
ODi-ains him to cry out, 'Jtly soul thirsteth

od, for the living God,' at such precious

seasons, may he be satisfied with nothing
short of thee ; and strengthen thou him to

endure patiently through all, waiting upon,

hoping in, and watching for thee !"

The Pacific Mills, at Lawrence, Mass., are

rated as the largest establishment of the kind

in the world, employing 4200 operatives, and
making all kinds of delaines, worsted goods,

calicoes, &c. They have been established since

1853. The works are now operated by water-

power, and there are twenty acres of flooring-

all covered with the necessaiy machinery for

prosecuting the business. There are twenty-
four large boarding houses owned and run by
this corporation, each capable of accommo-
dating forty persons. The buildings and ma-
chinery have been increased, so that there arc

now in operation about 130,000 spindles for

spinning cotton, with cleaning, picking and
carding machines to supply them, and about

16,000 spindles for worsted, with all the ne-

cessary preparing machines to occupy 3500
looms for weaving the two classes of goods
above named, together with 22 printing ma-
chines, producing a weekly average of about

700,000 yards. The machinery is propelled by
eight turbine wheels, six of them being 72
inches in diameter, and two 8-1 inches in diame
ter, with a foil of water equal to 26 feet, yield-

ing 1500 horse power. The average of the

manufactured goods of this company, for a few
years past has exceeded §7,500,000 annually.

Both in her private deportment and in

meetings, she was concerned that no cause

of offence should be thrown in the way of

any, especially of the young, and those who
were under serious impressions. Those who
were entrusted with the care of young child-

ren were particular objects of her solicitudfe,

and she often found it her duty affectionately

to impress upon them the obligation to bring

up thoir tender charge. /roni early infancy,

consistently with our religious profession.

As she advanced in years this subject ap-

peared to rest with increasing weight upon
her mind. The last time she attended our
Monthly Meeting, when laboring under much
physical weakness, she was engaged in great

tenderness to impress upon mothers the ne-

cessity of faithfulness in tbe discharge of this

important dutj'.

—

Memorial of Mary Wistar.

John Clark of Frome (England), was a man
of peace. lie was asked one day by a friend

how he kept himself from being involved in

quarrels. He answered, "by letting the an-

gry person always have the quarrel to him-
self." This saying seems to have bad some
influcnco on some of the inhabitants of th

town ; fjr, where a quarrel has been likel}' to

ensue, tboy have said, " Come, let us remem
ber old Mr. Clark, and leave the angry man
to quarrel by himself." If this maxim were
followed, it would be a vast saving of expense,

of comfort and of honor to thousands of the

human race.
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Tbe developments taking place at most of

the General Aleetings, now so frequently held,

and in the First-day school conferences, while

they must call forth in the minds of sound

Friends saddening reflections on the evidence

they give of the astonishing changes that

have taken place, within a few years in our
eligious Society, are productive of good, by
jiving emphatic and conclusive testimony to

the correctness of the predictions long since

uttered by many of the most experienced and
clear-sighted servants of the Lord among
Friends, in the generation now nearly all re-

moved from the church militant. Those wor-
thies left their testimony on record, that the

departures from the doctrines originally pro-

mulgated by the founders of the Society,

adopted and adhered to by it for two centu-

ries, in relation to the place to be occupied by
the Scriptures; in relation to tbe doctrine of

justification ; to the right of man to appropri-

ate the promises to himself, after deciding by
his reason that they belonged to him ; in re-

lation to the origin and character of saving

faith, the qualification for prayer, public or

private ;
the personality'of the three that bear

record in heaven, and the immediate partici-

pation in the salvation purchased by Christ,

by making confession of Him by word of

mouth, embodied seminal principles, if gen-

erally adopted by the members, would pro-

duce the precise effects which are now taking

place in so large a part of the Society.

The accounts we have read of the proceed-

ings at the " General Meeting," recently held

at Brooklyn, N. Y., recite very much the same
scenes as those described in the extracts we
£;ave in a former number, from the account of

that held at Poughkeepsie, with the addition

of opening some of the meetings with reading

in the Scriptures, and perhaps a more free

interchange of " ministerial services," with
those occupying the position of ministers in

other religious societies.

We think that few, if any, can give the

various accounts of the several meetings and
conferences,— some of which^ are given in

the public newspapers—serious consideration,

without admitting the conviction that the

religious principles held by one part of those

included among members of our religious So-

ciety, and those held by another part of them
are not only dissimilar but incompatible, and
that this difference is on points of such pri-

mary importance as to prevent their being

reconciled.

There are yet a goodly number—not a few

we trust in every Yearly Meeting, who highly

value and hold to the doctrines and testimo-

nies of the gospel, as set forth by Fox, Bar-

clay, Penn and other of the primitive believ-

ers and writers, but a far greater number
charge these with defects, and have adopted,

as better adapted to the times, the principles

introduced into the Society of recent time,

and, by their own showing, they are fast fall-

ing into practices which naturally grow out

of those principles, and which no true Friend

can approve, or seek to apologise for.

We need not be surprised that these inno-

vators continue to claim to be Friends, for

oven the followers of Elias Hicks did so, when
they were denying some of the fundamental

doctrines of the New Testament; and we
believe there are those among them who do

not see that they are departing from the

original ground on which the Society has

stood for two centuries; and who express

the expectation, thai when the whirlwind

that is now shaking the whole body shall

have passed by, they will be found side by-

side with those who adhere to the primi-

tive faith : but some of their more
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and unguarded co-laborers do not hesitate to

admit they expect that what have been term-

ed the distinguishiyig views, and what are call-

ed the minor testimonies of Friends, will all be

swept away.
This is a dispensation that will try the foun-

dation of every member sufficiently interested

in the Society, to be concerned whether it

shall continue to maintain its primitive faith,

or go back to that held by other denomina-

tions from which it was brought out. It calls

for deep searching of heart, for the clothing

of a meek and quiet spirit, and the exercise

of that wisdom which cometh down from

above. The final result may confidently be

left in the hands of Him who watches over

his own cause by day and by night, and who
can save by many or by few. While the

mighty wind, the earthquake and the fire are

doing their work, happy is that servant who
is found standing where his Lord has placed

him, and, with his face wrapped in his man-

tle, listening to the still small voice, and ready

to perform whatever command may be given

COEEECTION.

The writer of the article in our last num-

ber " Getting ofi' the true Foundation," desires

to correct the statement in it, that a car was

chartered by some of the delegates returning

irorn the lale First-day School Convention,

"for the purpose that they might sing" with-

out hindrance. The car was secured and the

singing took place, but it was not chartered

for that purpose. He says, " My intelligence

came second band, from one of the passengers

who was present, and as the facts were stated,

I gathered that the object referred to, was a

part of the design in thus separating into one

car."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—Charles Francis Adams, member of the

Board of Arbitration for the United States, and Lord

Tenterden, counsel for Great Britain before the Board,

have returned to London.

The Queen has received the congratnlations of the

President of, the French Bepublic on the recovery of

the Prince of Wales from his dangerous illness.

Earl Ellenhough, formerly Governor General of In-

dia, died on the 22d insl., at'the age of 81 years.

Notice has been issued from the American Legation

in London, that it is desirable that all citizens of the

United States, intending to travel on the Continent,

should procure passports.

The vessel which ran down the French bark Costa

Eica was the British ship Windsor Castle, which has

since arrived in port. Her officers deny that they heard

any cries of distress from the Costa Rica.

The steamship Delaware, which sailed on the 15th

inst. from Liverpool for Calcutta, was totally lost on the

21st inst., off the Scilly Islands, and all on board are

supposed to have perished.

Parliament is prorogued until the 6th of Second mo.

next.

Letters from South America state that the earth

quake at the town of Oran lasted nine hours, with forty

different shocks. The streets were split open and every

house tumbled into ruins. The inhabitants all fled to

camps outside the town, only one death occurring.

The committee of the French Assembly to whom the

subject was referred, have rejected the proposition to

return 1o Paris.

President Thiers has issued a decree dissolving the

Council of Algiers.

The French government refuses to sell the Crown

jewels to private parties.

Due d'Aumale and Prince de Joinville, took their

seats in the National Assembly without opposition.

Their appearance created no sensation in the body.

A deputation of French Protestants have had an in-

terview with President Thiers. He received them with

affability, and promised that religious equality should

be maintained.

The work of trying the Communists is progressing as

fast as possible, and additional courts are to be created

the more rapidly to dispose of the remaining cases. Up
to the present day 14,378 prisoners have been tried. Of
these, 2022 have been convicted and sentenced, and
2,356 have been discharged.

The Emperor of Germany has accepted the arbitra-

tion between Great Britain and the IJnited States, in

the dispute respecting a part of the northwestern boun-

dary of the United States, and Minister Bancroft has

delivered to the Emperor a memorandum of the Ameri-
can government in regard to the question." arck has sent a dispatch to the German repre-

sentative at Paris, setting forth the feeling of exaspera-

tion caused in Germany by the outrages perpetrated on

her soldiers in France. He threatens to seize hostages

in the occupied provinces, unless the assassins in the

future, who escape to the neighboring provinces, are

delivered to the German officers by the French autliori-

ties ; and declares that unless these outrages cease, the

army of occupation shall be increased, and the expense

and burden of its support, which is paid by France,

shall be doubled.

A Russian imperial ukase makes compulsory the use

of the Russian language in the schools of Poland.

The official organ, in an article on the present aspect

of Europe, says, that other Powers should see no danger

to themselves in the friendship of Russia and Germany.
Their common interests suffice to explain their mutual

esteem.

The Roman Catholic Bishops of Holland have united

in a memorial to the king, praying him not to discon-

tinue the Dutch Legation at the Vatican.

The forthcoming Austrian budget will, it is said,

show a considerable surplus in the receipts over the ex-

penditures of the year, instead of a deficit as was anti-

cipated.

The members of the Maleampo Ministry have ten-

dered their re.signations to the King of Spain, and an-

other Ministry has been formed with Sagasta at its

head.

A London dispatch of the 24th says, that the Prince

of Wales is gradually regaining his strength. The pro-

gress of convalescence is slow.

London, 12th mo. 23d.—Consols, 92-;. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 92J ; ditto of 1867, 93J ;
ten-forties, 91:

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9|- a lOd. ;
Orleans,

Ipjrf.

The French Assembly has adjourned until the 5th of

next month.
The bill to increase the circulation of the Bank of

France for the relief of trade and commerce, was still

pending in the Assembly when it adjourned.

United States.—In the U. S. Senate, Morrill, of

Vermont, reported the House bill appropriating S4,-

000,000 for the construction of public buildings at

Chicago, and asked its immediate consideration. After

a short debate the bill was passed.

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 134 to 36,

has passed a bill to provide for the appointment of a

Commission on the subject of wages and hours of labor,

and the division of profits between labor and capital in

the United States. The Commission is to consist of

three persons with a salary of So,000 each, to be ap-

pointed by the President with the advice and consent

of the Senate.

Late advices from the agents and army officers in

charge of the Apache Indian reservations, established

in New Mexico and Arizona, under the President's

order, state that the roving Apaches have come in in

large numbers.
There are now reported to be at Canada Alamosa

1900 ;
Camp Apache, A. T., 1200 ; Camp Grant, A. T.

700; Camp Verde, A. T., 500; Camp McDowell, A. T.,

100 ; total, 4400.

No reports have been received at this office from the

feeding stations temporarily established until reserva-

tions can be selected at Camp Hualleppi and Camp
Date Creek, where there are probably one thousand

more. Without counting the.se there are more than one-

half of all the roving Apaches of these territories

at Pedee, within call, reaping the benefits of the peace

policy.

Controller Green, of New York, in an official state-

ment, publishes the debt of the city and county on the

16th inst. at $95,493,186, with cash in hand amounting

to $6,959,919. Claims in addition to the above have

been presented amounting to about $6,000,000, and

many others are expected. Some of the parties who by

fraud and peculation have increased the city debt so

enormously, have been arrested in order for their trial

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

554. There were 228 deaths from small pox
;
51 of

consumption ; 29 inflammation of the lungs ; 15 conges-

tion of the brain ; 11 congestion of the lungs ; 10

plexy, and 14 disease of the heart.

The winter has been terribly severe in the i

district of Utah, causing a cessation of the shipme

ore. A few days since the snow in that region wa

feet deep on a level, and more snow was falling.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quota

the 23d inst. New ror/c—American gold, 108 Ja!

U. S. sixes, of 1881, 117 ; ditto of 1868, 115^; dit

1862, 109 ; ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents. 109}. Supe

flour, $5.50 a $6 ; finer brands, $6.25 a $10.85, thel

for St. Louis " triple extra." Amber western w,

$1.58 ; red western, $1.53 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1
xed spring, §1.45. Oats, 56 a 67 cts. State r^

. Western mixed corn, 76 cts.; old mixed, 79

new yellow corn, 79 cts. Carolina rice, 8J a 8:

PAifade/pAia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton. :

.

21J cts. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; finer bran 1

a $9. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.53 a §1.-J'i;

western, S1.59; amber, $1.60; white, $1.65 a S„,

Rye, 88 a 90 cts. Western mixed corn, 70 cts.
; |

How, 63 a 67 cts. Oats, 53 cts. Western canvj|

hams, 13 a 14 cts.; city smoked, 12 a 13 cts.

lOi cts. Clover-seed, lOJ cts. Flax-seed, |
Timo'thy, $3.25 per bushel. Baltimore.—Sontheia t

corn, 68 a 70 cts.
;
yellow, 70 cts. Oats, 53 a 5£

Lard, 10 cts. St. Louis.—No. 3 red wheat, $1.45.

2 mixed corn, 42i- a 43 cts. New Odeans.—CoTa. &
Extra flour, $7.70 a $8.12. Cotton, ,19A cts. Qki

No. 1 spring wheat, $1.21* ; No. 2 do., $1.18|;

3 do., $1.08. No. 2 mixed corn, 40i cts. No. 2
,

2 cts.

Received for the Freedmen, from Friends of K
cas Prep. Meeting, through Samuel Williams, $28

AN APPEAL.
By recent accounts from the South, we learn

Freedmen, both old and young, are in a very suffi

condition. Many children are prevented from att

ing school by want of necessary clothing.

If any Friends would contribute new or part-'

clothing, bedding or shoes, they would be thank

received. Any such donations sent to the Offii

Friend's Freedmen's Association, 116 N. Foiu'tl

would be immediately forwarded to suffering peep

On behalf of the Women's Aid Association,

'

Sarah Lewis, Secretd

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhiUodel

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANJ
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp

Physician and Superintendent—JosHtiA H. Wo'

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of th, I

Managers.

Married, on the 14th inst., at the Friends' Me«

hou.se, cor. Ninth and Tatnall streets, Wilmington,

Isaac H., son of David S. and Hepsa H. Shearmi

Philadelphia, (former deceased ), to Susan W., dau.

of William S. and Sarah L. Hilles, of Wilmingtpt

Died, in this city, on the 30th of 11th mo. 18".

the residence of his son, Egbert Alexander, ii

87th year of his age, a member of Falls Monthly J

ing of Friends, Bucks county.

, at the residence of Robert Ellyson, Middl

Columbiana county, Ohio, on the morning of theS

12th mo. 1871, Ambrose Boone, of Pickering, On
a beloved member of Scipio Monthly Meeting,^ J

in the 66th year of his age. He was a firm belief

the doctrines of the Society as held by ancient Fr:i

, on the 14th of 12th mo. 1871, at the resirfl

of her father, near Flushing, Ohio, CiDNEY E., dau «

of Daniel and Martha S. Williams, aged 28 years
•

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Central Arabia.

i62-3 an exploration of the central
of Arabia was undertaken by an Eng-

an named Williatn G. Palgi-ave. The
Ities and dangers to be encountered
considerable, arising in part from the
e of the country, but much more from
igoted and intolerant character of the
e vrho inhabit it. The parts under the
olof the Turkish authorities, adjacent to

tine and the coasts of the Red Sea, and
of the region bordering on the Persian
have often been visited, and are com-
ively well known. In those parts com-
al intercourse with other nations has
away that exclusiveness and self-conceit

lead isolated nations to look with con-
and enmity on foreign people. But to

nhabitants of the central plateaus of

a, who know but little of the outside

,
all others are infidels or heretics; and
yare perhaps the most fanatical people
e face of the earth, it may easily be seen
to venture within their territory is a
dou8 enterprise for an unprotected trav-

author had resided long in the East,
)eing very familiar with the customs of

rn nations and quite at home in the
c language, he decided to go in the guise
ihysician from Damascus, seeking prac-
He was attended by a native Syrian in

he could entirely confide, and carried
him a quantity of coffee as an article of
I, and a well-selected assortment of drugs
used in curing the sick he might meet
Their general route was from north-

iO south-east. He commences his narra-
'ith their departure from Ma'an, a station
east of the Dead Sea, and on the pilgrim
from Palestine to Mecca. From this
they struck off almost due east into the

Bl^t, having a distance of about 200 miles
^averse before they reached the first in-

led or indeed inhabitable spot. The rou-
)f their daily march is thus described :

"jiODg before dawn we were on our way,
n^iaced it till the sun, havingattained about
allvay between the horizon and the zenith,
88i|[ied the moment of alighting for our
loijing meal. This our Bedouins always

took good care should be in some hollow or

low ground, for concealment's sake; in every
other respect we had ample liberty of choice,

for one patch of black pebbles with a little

sand and withered grass between was just

like another; shade or shelter, or anything
like them, was wholly out of the question in

such ' nakedness of the land.' We then alight-

ed, and my companion and myself would pile

up the baggage into a sort of wall, to afford a

halfscreen from the scorching sun-rays, and
here recline awhile. Next came the culinary

preparations, in perfect accordance with our
provisions, which were simple enough ; name-
ly, a bag of coarse flour mixed with salt, and
a few dried dates ; there was no third item on

the bill of fare. We now took a few handfuls

of floui", and one of the Bedouins kneaded it

with his unwashed hands or dirty bit of

leather, pouring over it a little of the dingy
water contained in the skins, and then patted

out this exquisite paste into a large round
cake, about an inch thick, and five or six

inches across. Meanwhile another had lighted

a fire of dry grass, colocynth roots, and dried

camel's dung, till he had prepared a bed of

glowing embers; among these the cake was
now cast, and immediately covered up wit^
hot ashes, and so left for a few minutes, then
taken out, turned, and covered again, till at

last half kneaded, half-raw, half-roasted, and
burnt all round, it was taken out to be broken
up between the hungry band, and eaten scald-

ing hot, before it should cool into an indescri-

batile leathery substance, capable of defying
the keenest appetite. A draught of dingy
water was its sole but suitable accompani-
ment.
"The meal ended, we had again without

loss of time to resume our way from mirage
to mirage, till ' slowly flaming over all, from
heat to heat, the day decreased,' and about
an hour before sunset we would stagger off

our camels as best we might, to prep;

evening feast of precisely the same description

as that of the forenoon, or more often, for fear

lest the smoke of our fire should give notice

to some distant rover, to content oursel

with dry dates, and half an hour's rest on the
sand."

As they approached the termination of this

part of the journey, they encountered a
moom :

" Here, however, an incidentoccurred
which had well nigh put a premature end to

the travels and the travellers together. My
readers, no less than myself, must have heard
or read many a story of the seraoom, or dead
ly wind of the desert, but for me I had never
yet met it in full force ; and its modified form,
or shelook, to use the Arab phrase, that is,

the sirocco of the Syrian waste, though dis-

agreeable enough, can hardly ever be termed
dangerous. Hence I had been almost inclined

to set down the tales told of the strange phe-

nomena and fatal effects of this ' poisoned
gale' in the same category with the moving
pillars of sand, recorded in many works of

higher historical pretensions than ' Thalaba.

At those perarabulatory columns and sand

smothered caravans the Bedouins, whenever
I interrogated them on the subject, laughed

outright, and declared that beyond an occa-

ional dust storm, similar to those which any
ne who has passed a summer in Scinde can

hardly fail to have experienced, nothing of

the romantic kind just alluded to occurred in

Arabia. But when questioned about the ee-

moom, they always treated it as a much more
serious matter, and such in real earnest we
now found it.

It was about noon, the noon of a summer
solstice in the unclouded Arabian sky over a

corched desert, when abrupt and burning

jasts of wind began to blow by fits from the

south, while the oppressiveness of the air in-

creased every moment, till my companion and
myself mutually asked each other what this

could mean, and what was to be its result.

We turned to enquire of Salim, but he had
ali-eady wrapped up his face in his mantle,

and, bowed down and crouching on the neck

of his camel, replied not a word. His com-

rades, the two Sherarat Bedouins, had adopted

a similar position, and were equally silent.

At last, after repeated interrogations, Salim,

instead of replying directly to our question-

ing, pointed to a small black tent, providen-

tially at no great distance in front, and said,

' try to reach that, if we can get there we are

saved.' He added, ' take care that your camels

do not stop and lie down ;' and then, giving

his own several vigorous blows, relapsed into

muffled silence.

" We looked anxiously towards the tent; it

was yet a hundred yards ofl", or more. Mean-

while the gusts grew hotter and more violent,

and it was only by repeated efforts that we
could ui-ge our beasts forward. The horizon

rapidly darkened to a deep violet hue, and

.seemed to draw in like a curtain on every side
;

while at the same time a stifling blast, as

though from some enormous oven opening

i-i<Tht on our path, blew steadily under the

gloom ; our camels too began, in spite of all

we could do, to turn round and round and

bend their knees preparing to lie down. The
semoom was fairly upon us.

" Of course we had followed our Arab's ex-

ample by muffling our faces, and now with

blows and kicks we forced the staggering

animals onwards to the only asylum within

reach. So dark was the atmosphere, and so

burning the heat, that it scented that hell had

risen from the earth, or descended from above.

But we were yet in time, and at the moment
when the worst of the concentrated poison-

blast was coming around, we were already

prostrated one and all within the tent, with

our heads well wrapped-up, almost suffocated

indeed, but safe; while our camels lay without

like dead, their long necks stretched out on

the sand awaiting the passing of the gale.

'•On our first arrival the tent contained a

itary woman, whose husband was
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away with his camels in the Wadi Sirh

When she saw five men, liice us, rush thus

suddenly into her dwelling without a word of

leave or salutation, she very properly set up

a scream. Salim hastened to reassure her by
calling out 'friends,' and without more words
threw himself flat on the ground. All followed

his example in silence.

" We remained thus for about ten minutes,

during which a still heat like that of red-hot

iron slowly passing over us was alone to be

felt. Then the tent walls began again to flap

in the returning gusts, and announced that

the worst of the semoom had gone by. We
got up, half dead with exhaustion, and un-

muffled our faces. My comrades appeared
more like corpses than living men, and so, I

suppose, did I. However, I could not forbear,

in spite of warnings, to step out and look at

the camels ; they were still lying flat as though
they had been shot. The air was yet darkish,

but before long it brightened up to its usual

dazzling clearness. During the whole time

that the semoom lasted, the atmosphere ^

entirely free from sand or dust; so that I

hardly know how to account for its singular

obscurity."

(To continued.)

For "The Friend

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 148.)

The following letter to M. R., from Ezra
Gillingham, of Baltimore—probably a young
lawyer—was written near this time. It affords

another testimony to the interesting fact, that

the visitations and the strivings of the Lord's
Holy Spirit are often at work within, when
there may not be much evidence thereof
But like locked rooms, how easily the wards
of the heart open when the right key is pre-

sented. There can be no doubt that full manj-,

when the light of Christ Jesus shines unto
them, see the right and approve it too

;
yet

in whose cases too often Satan catcheth away
that which is sown, from the unquiet listless

heart.

" Baltimore, 12th mo. 3d, .

"Dear Friend.—Thy letter was very wel-

come to me, especially as it was received at

one of those moments when the soul seems
about equally to love earth and heaven. The
honors of the world are the medium by which
a man in my profession must obtain subsis-

tence
;
but I dare not neither seek them, nor

hold them. Thy letter tended to add a wing
to the pursuit after Divine enjoyment, and
to weaken the desire after worldly diguitj-.

"It is astonishing that the world of time
should ever claim as much of our aff'ection, as

the world of eternity. Yet men can calmly
relinquish the latter, even when every enjoy-
ment of temporal blessings is cut off. It

must bo a more difficult thing to turn back
from the search for eternal rewards, after one
has tasted of the ' good word of life.' There
are moments, however, in which even those
who liave bound themselves to the service of
their Sovereign, feel a veil as it were hung
between Him and them, and the world around
seems to possess peculiar attractions. This
is a moment of severest trial. If the heart
can be preserved pure and faithful in its

allegiance, through this condition, how sweet
is the reward !

" Jly mind has often accompanied theo in

thy journey since thou left us. The duty
which thou art engaged in, is arduous, but

there must be, I have often thought, a satis-

faction in being called to fulfil our Lord's
command literally—to leave all and follow

Him. The heart then rests upon its Saviour,

as its comforter. It is taking no thought,
what shall we eat, or what shall we drink, or

wherewithal shall we be clothed! It feels no
temptation for these things after which the

Gentiles seek; but its meat and drink are to

do the will of our Father which is in heaven.
True, at all times, this should be our meat and
our drink ; but the dutiful child feels the
greatest delight when its father finds employ-
ment for it.

" Our Heavenly Father has given us a wise
and a merciful dispensation. It is not the
number, nor the importance of the works
which we perform, that gives acceptance in

His sight. ' Though I bestow all my goods
to feed the poor, and though I give my bodj-

to be burned, and have not charity, it profit-

eth me nothing.' Everj- work which is ac-

ceptable must be performed in the heart,

whether it be accompanied by external acts
or not. The first scene of the operation must
be in the heart. 'Lord,' said Isaiah, 'thou
wilt ordain peace for us; for thou hast
wrought all our works in us.' Oh that we
could love Him more.
"The period when w'e are forever to be

fixed often looks awful to me. How shall one
appear before the Judge, without his sins

have been washed awaj' in the blood of the
Lamb, and he clothed with the white gar-
ment of salvation.

" If thou should at any time find sufficient

leisure, and the will to occupy it in writing to
me, a few lines from thee will be acceptable.

Thine sincerely,

EzKA Gillingham."

From Elizabeth Gillingham to Mildred Batcliff.

" Baltimore, 12th mo. 8th, .

"My Dear Friend.—Thou hast very fre-

quently been the subject of my thoughts since
thou left us. I feel thee to be a sympathizing
friend, and when we meet with such, how
edifying, how strengthening, how encourag-
ing ! But I am so unworthy of the least favor
that it seems as though I needed continual
chastisement. When I look around and see
the progress some, under very unpropitious
circumstances have made, and consider the
advantages which I have had, without greater
improvement, I feel discouraged, and some-
times am ready to conclude I never shall at-

tain any good. My feeble efforts seem una-
vailing, and I fear I shall be of the number of
those who shall strive to enter in, but shall

not be able.

" I feeJ my want of faith. Oh ! that I could
kit of God without wavering; then it would

be given : but not until it is thus asked for.

I see no other waj' but to endeavor to keep
-triving with all my might, trusting the event

found her quite as well as usual, possessin
the love and innocency of a true Chris
How encouraging, how animating it is, t(

hold religious beams grow brighter in

evening of life, and that they have so lived tl

' yesterdays look backward with a smile,

ask myself what comparison will a life devc
to this world bear with the above. AVill

not cry out, O that I may live the life of
righteous, that my latter end may be 1

theirs.

" I wish to be affectionately remembered
dear Mary [Mildred's companion.] I des
she will not suffer discouragements to ent

She will find her reward to inci-ease acco
ing to her labor,

" Thy affectionate though unworthy frie

Elizabeth Gillingham,

B. W. Ladd to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Pro.spect Hill, near Smithfield, Ohio, 185

"Beloved Friend,—To the living memb
of the church, beautiful indeed must be tb

feet upon the mountains who go forth w
gospel tidings—those who are ready to sui

with the seed when and where it is under
fering, that they may reign with it when g

where it reigns. The labor of these dedicai

servants, of whom I esteem thee, dear 1

dred, one, cannot fail of being a blessing

the visited. Although under a sense of th

own insufiBciency, as men or women for

arduous work, they may go out weeping,

as their sole dependence is upon the pov

from on high, from whence all true minis

flows, they will be favored to return ag;

with sheaves of sweet ])eace.

" I sometimes think there is nothing abi

which our time and substance can be empl
ed so usefully, as in bringing the minds of

people to an acquaintance with that inw
principle [a manifestation of the Spiritof Gr<

a measure of which, in mercy, has been cc

municated for our safe guidance through t

probationary state. Were it not for the fa

instructions of those teachers who are se

ing their gain from their quarter, I b:

thought this blessed principle would ere tl

have gained a more universal acknowle
ment amongst the children of men

" iSTotwithstanding thou, my dear friend

the progress of thy present journey, may
sometimes have to exclaim with one formei
' Who hath believed our report ; and to wh
hath the arm of the Lord been revealed,'

as thou art diligently engaged in the discha

of duty to Him who hath called thee to

work of the ministry, thou wilt, beside sec

ing the pennj' of peace in th}- osvn experiei

be instrumental in hastening the blessed

when the knowledge of the Lord shall co

the earth as the waters do the sea.

"You will doubtless have heard before

gets to hand, of the death of James Steer,

a father in Israel we may regret the lost

to the Allwise Giver, who still bestows His him, but believing he was gathered like ai

grace upon the truly humble. this humility, shock, we have reason to hope our los

bow have I coveted it! There have been sea- eternal gain. I would have Mary [hisdau

sons when I thought I could say with truth, ter] to remember one of the highest anth(

I am the clay, thou art the Potter.' O that sung in the heavenly mind is, ' Thy will

I could always realize this feeling ! I know it done.'

will not do to be feeding on the manna of " I may say in conclusion, dear friend,

yesterday, but that wo must every day gather near unit)' and love is with thee and thy c
fresh supply. panions in your present embassy, and i

"Our ancient friend E. T., since thou left feel much interested in your safe and satis,

us, has had something like a paralytic stroke, tory getting along, shall be pleased to h

which deprived her of recollection nearly all from you.
one day. I called to see her soon after, and

|

"In breathing desires that He that £
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out, may condescend to be present and ff)

re you, I conclude in much love, in which
I joined by my dear Elizabeth, thy friend

B. W. Ladd
CTo be continned.)

Alpine Climbing.

(CoDClud.'d from page 150.)

ar way now lay up the couloir; the snow
steep, but knobbly, and hence but few

3 were required to give the boots a hold.

crossed and recrossed obliquely, like a

drawing a laden cart up hill. At times
)auBed and examined the heights. Th
ended in the snow Holds above, but near
ummit suddenly rose a high ice-wall. If

ersisted in the couloir, this barrier would
to be surmounted, and the possibility of

ng it was very questionable. Our atten-

therefore was turned to the rocks at our

;, and the thought of assailing them was
ral times mooted and discussed. They
sngth seduced us, and wo resolved to

don the snow. To reach the rocks, how-
we had to recross the avalanche chan-

ybich was here very deep. Benen hewed
p at the top of its flanking wall, and,

)ing over, scooped steps out of its vertical

He then made a deep hole, in which h
ored his left arm, let himself thus partly

], and with his right pushed the steps to

)ottom. While this was going on, small
18 were continually flying down the gully.

n reached the floor, and I followed. Our
lanion was still clinging to the snow
when a horrible clatter was heard over-

. It was another stone avalanche, which
1 was hardly a hope of escaping. Hap-
n rock was here firmly stuck in the bed
e gully, and I chanced to be beside it

1 the first huge missile appeared. This
4ithe delinquent which had set the other
•tiL I was directly in the line of fire, but,

ading behind the boulder, I let the projoc-

le<hoot over my head. Behind it came a

id of smaller fry, each of them, however,
iii cdin potent to crack a human life.

Smell' with its metallic clang, rung from
lehroat of Benen ; and never before had I

so his axe so promptly and vigorously ap-

liC

\|hile this terrible cannonade was directed

pd us, we hung upon a slope of snow which
. I'l. II pressed and polished to ice by the

!i_; stones; and so steep that a single

• i ilJ have converted us into an ava-
jc-j also. Without steps of some kind wo
airjl not set foot on the slope, and these had
) I cut while the stone shower was falling

a i. Mere scratches in the ice, were all the
sepuld accomplish, and on these we steadied
arllves with the energy of desperate men.
eijn was first, and I foUovved him, while
»e|tones flew thick beside and between us.

[ylxcellent guide thought of me more than
f mself and once caught upon the handle
[" Ip axe, as a cricketer catches a ball upon
is at, a lump which might have finished my
iming. The labor of his axe was here fur

ti|o divided between the projectiles and the
at every pause in the volley, he cut
sprung forward. Had the peril)

would have been amusing to see'

arjiuckings and contortions as we fenced
'itjour swarming foes. A final jump landed
8 >\ an embankment out of the direct line'

f je, and we thus escaped a danger, ex-'

reiiily exciting to us all. '

«, 'hile at

sjp and i

Bejless, it

We had next to descend an ice-slope to a
place at which the rocks could be invaded
Hero Andermattun slipped, shot down the
slope, knocked Benen off his legs, but before

the rope had jerked me off mine the guide
had stopped his flight. The porter's hat, how
ever, followed the rushing stones. It was
shaken off his head and lost. If discipline for

eye, limb, head and heart, be of any valu

wo had it, and were still likely to have
here. Our first experience of the rocks was
by no means comforting; they were uniformly
sleep, and as far as we could judge from a

long look upwards, they were likely to con-

tinue so. A stiffer bit than ordinary inter-

vened now and then, making us feel how pos-

ble it was to bo entirely cut off.

We at length reached real difficulty num-
ber one. All three of us were huddled to-

gether on a narrow ledge, with a smooth and
vertical cliff above us. Benen tried it in vari

oiis ways, but he was several times forced

back to the ledge. At length ho managed to

hook the fingers of one hand over the top of

the cliff, while to aid his grip he tried to fas-

ton his shoes against its face. But the nails

scraped freely over the granular surface, and
be had for a time to lift himself almost by
single arm. As he did so he had as ugly a

place beneath him as a human body could

well be suspended over. We were tied to h"

of course; but the jerk, had his grip fail

would have boon terrible. He raised at length

his breast to a level with the top, and leanin

over it he relieved the strain. Seizing upon
something further on, he lifted himself quite

to the top; then tightened the rope while I

slowly worked myself over the face of the cliff

after him. We were soon side by side, and
immediately afterwards Andormatton, with

his long unkempt hair, and face white with

excitement, hung midway between heaven
and earth, supported by the rope alone. We
hauled him up bodily, and as he stood upon
the ledge his limbs quivered beneath him.

We now strained slowly upwards amid the

maze of crags, and scaled a second cliff,

sembling, though in a modified form, that just

described. There was no peace, no

delivery from the anxiety which weighed
upon the heart. Benen looked extremely

blank, and often cast an eye downward to the

couloir we had quitted, muttering aloud, " Had
we only held on to the snow." He had soon

reason to emphasize his ejaculation.

After climbing for some time, we reached d.

smooth vertical face of rock from which, right

eft, there was no escape, and over which
we must go. Benen first tried it unaided, but

was obliged to recoil. Without a lift of five

ix feet the thing was impossible. When
a boy I have often climbed a wall by placing

comrade in a stooping position, with his

hands and head against the wall, getting on

is back, and permitting him gradually to

straighten himself till he became erect. This

plan I now proposed to Bonen, offering to

take him on my back. Ho however preferred

mounting on Andermatten, so the porter got

upon the ledge, and fixed his knee for Benen
to stand on. In this position my guide ob-

top was entirely out of reach, but obliquely
along the face of the cliff. He succeeded,
anchored himself, and called upon me to ad-
vance.

The rope was tight, it is true, but it was
not vertical, so that a slip would cause me to
swing like a pendulum over the cliff's face.

With considerable effort I managed to hand
Benen his axe, and while doing so my own
staff escaped me and was irrecoverably lost.

I ascended Andermatten's shoulders as Benen
did, but ray body was not long enough to reach
the guide's arm, so I had to risk the possi-

bility of becoming a pendulum. A little pro-
trusion gave my left foot some support. I
suddenly raised myself a yard, and hero was
met by the iron grip of my guide. In a second
I was safely stowed away in a neighboring
fissure. Andermatten now remained. He
first detached himself from the rope, tied it

round his coat and knapsack, which were
drawn up. The rope was again let down, and
the porter tied it firmly round his waist. It

was not made in England, and was perhaps
lighter than it ought to be; so to help it hands
and foot were scraped with spasmodic energy
over the rock. He struggled too much, and
Benen cried sharply to him. The poor fellow

looked very pale and bewildered as his bare

head emerged above the ledge. His body
soon followed.

The young man seemed to regard Benen
with a kind of awe. " Sir," he exclaimed, " you
would not find another guide in Switzerland
to lead you up here." Nor, indeed, in Benen's
behalf be it spoken, would he have done so if

he could have avoided it; but we had fairly

got into a net, the meshes of which must be

resolutely cut. I had previously entertained

the undoubting belief that where a chamois
could climb a man could follow; but when I

saw the marks of the animal on these all but
inaccessible ledges, my belief, though not
eradicated, became weaker than it had pre-

viously been.

Onward again, slowly winding through the

craggy mazes, and closely scanning the cliffs

as we ascended. Our easiest work was stiff,

but the "stiff" was an agreeable relaxation

from the perilous. By a lateral deviation we
reached a point whence we could look into

the couloir by which Mr. Tucket had ascend-

ed : here Benen relieved himself by a sigh and
ejaculation: "Would that we had chosen it!

we might pass up yonder rocks blindfold!"

But repining was useless; our work was
marked out for us and had to be accomplished.

After another difficult tug Benen reached a

point whence he could see a large extent of

the rocks above us. There was no serious

difficulty within view, and the announcement
of this cheered us mightily. Every vertical

yard, however, was to be won only by stren-

uous effort. For a long time the snow cornice

hung high above us ; we now approached its

level ; the last cliff formed a sloping stair with
geologic strata for steps. We sprang up it,

md the magnificent snow-field of the Gorner
glacier immediately opened to our view. The
anxietj^ of the last four hours disappeared like

an unpleasant dream, and with that keen en-

tained a precarious grip, just sufficient to en- joyment which perfect health can alone

able him to pass with safely from the knee tO| part, we consumed our cold mutton and cham-

tho shoulder. He paused here, and pulledl pagne on the summit of th^ old Weissthor.

away such splinters as might prove treacher-j —

*

ous if he laid hold of them. He at length! Knowledge is proud that he has learned so

found a firm one, and had next to urge him- much; Wisdom is humble that he knows no

self, not fairly upward, for right above us the more,

J
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For "The Friend"

A Short Biography of Mary Griffin.

The name of Mary Griffin has long been

familiar to many of the present generation
;

and the few gleanings or traditional accounts

left us, havoled some of her descendants to

desire some written information respecting

her; in order that her piety and devotion to

the cause of the Truth might be more known
and appreciated.

It is much to be regretted that most of the

manuscripts in her own hand writing have

been lost
;
yet from materials gleaned from

various sources, the following narrative has

been compiled, in the hope that it may en-

courage others to accept the offers of a Sa-

viour's love.

Mary Palmer was born in Stonington, Con-

necticut, in the Fifth month, 1710. Her
parents were members of the Presbyterian

Society ;
and being zealous in their profession,

endeavored to educate their daughter agree-

ably thereto.

In early childhood her mind was tenderly

visited with the influences of Divine love. In

allusion to which seasons of favour she writes

:

"I do certainly know from a degree of ex-

perience, that the Holy Spirit is moving on

the minds of children in early life, reproving

for evil, and justifying for well doing. I often,

in such youthful seasons, retired alone, and

secretly desired that if I was spared to arrive

at womanhood, the Lord would enable me to

become a good woman. But from not yield-

ing to the manifestations of Truth, my mind

was led into many vanities incident to youth,

for which I was often reproved. On one oc-

casion I was met with in a very unexpected

manner, as follows :—Being engaged on the

floor in a dance, I was solemnly impressed

with the sad effects of misspent time ; and im-

mediately retired and took my seal. The
company appeared surprised and inquired the

cause ! I honestly told them I could not take

another step in that way, and accordingly

did not."

A remarkable instance is related of her

knowledge and quickness of apprehension.

"When about sis years of age, hearing her

parents conversing about their minister's

salary, or his perquisites, her mother advised

to liberality, saying we must not starve the

gospel ! Starve the gospel, mother, said the

child I that we cannot do, for "it is the power
of G-od unto salvation to every one that be-

lieveth."

When quite young she was united in mar-

riage with William Moore ; who with herself

became the subject of conversion, and re-

mained a faithful advocate for the Redeemer's

cause until the close of his useful life.

In reference to her convincement she says :

" 1 was unacquainted with the Society of

Friends until led to attend one of their meet-

ings appointed for a minister who was travel-

ling through the country in Truth's service.

When informed of this meeting I felt a desire

to attend it. But my husband being from
home, and not having any attendant to whom
I could commit the care of my children dur-

ing my absence, I did not know at first how
to accomplish it ; but finally concluded to get

them to sleep, and then leave them to the

care of a kind Providence, saying secretl}-, I

have faith to believe they will be protected

until my return. This meeting was held some
four miles distant ; and on my way I was
obliged to cross a stream which had risen so

high that it covered a small bridge over which
I was expecting to pass. Being on foot, this

seemed an obstacle not easily surmounted
;

nevertheless, fully believing that it was my
duty to go, I did not give up my intention,

but waded through the strong current of the

stream without receiving any material injury.

" During this meeting my Heavenly Father

was pleased to visit me in a wonderful man-
ner ! May I never forget His gracious deal-

ings. The following passage of Scripture pre-

senting, I believed it right to express it:

'Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle, and

though thou set thy nest among the stars,

thence will I bring thee down, saith the Lord.'

After the meeting was ovei-, I returned home,
rejoicing that I had gone."

For some time she did not see the impro-

priety of adorning her person with the gay
attire to which she had been accustomed in

the Society to which she belonged. Mean-
while a Friend addressed a meeting which
she attended in these words: "Laces proceed

from pride
;
pride is sin ; and sin will lead

down lower than the grave." I was then

made sensible of the inconsistency ofmy dress,

and immediately laid aside those parts which
I saw were superfluous.

Her mind being confirmed in the truths of

the gospel as professed by Friends, she soon

applied for membership, and was received-

After which she writes: "My husband having

also become convinced of the Truth, we en-

tered into a solemn covenant with Almighty
God to dedicate ourselves, body, soul, and

spirit, unto Him
;
promising, through His

grace, to serve Him in newness of life
;
and,

depending always on a measure of His Spirit

to abilitate us to do His will; fully believing

his mercy and love will be extended. This

covenant appears to have been solemnly en

tered into the 15th day of the Third month,

1740, and signed by Mary and her husband
Upon which, in M. M.'s hand writing, dated

Nine Partners, 3d mo. 1st, 1782, is the follow-

ing endorsement :
" This was written almost

in the first of our convincement; and, as it

was signed I believe in the simplicity of our

hearts, I thought best to leave it behind me
;

hoping that where we failed in performing

it, mercy will be extended to us.

—

Mary
MoORE."

In the year 1750, she removed with her

husband to Dutchess Co., N. York, where she

continued to reside until the death of the

latter. The truly christian resignation with

which this event was met, is evinced by the

following remarks : Although the Lord has

seen meet to try me in the very sudden death

of my dear husband, he has not left me com-

fortless, but has been near to sustain ;
and has

given me the assurance that the change is a

happy one; so that I can truly say, my soul

has been brought into subjection to the great

Disposer of events, believing he wounds to

heal, and kills to make alive. May I ever

trust in him: for he remains to be a Father

to the fatherless, and the widow's Judge.
(To be continued.)

Euclid, a disciple of Socrates, having ofi'en-

_-d his brother, he cried out in a rage, "Let
me die, if am not revenged on'you one time or

other;" to whom Euclid replied, "And let

me die, if I do not soften you by my kind-

nesses, and make you love me as well as

'ever." What a reproof to unforgiving pro-
' fessors of Christianity.

A WINTER LILY.
The bitter days are liere,

And all the snow world stretches wide and drear-
No bird songs thrill the air,

For Winter reigns relentless everywhere.

Without are storm and woe,
AVithin are summer's'warmth, and joy, and glow,

Without are want and dearths
Snow-drifts, and leafless stems, and frozen earth.

Within all creamy white,

A royal lily opens to the light

—

Lovely beyond compare,
And sending up a perfume like a prayer.

AVhite robed evangel ! lo,

Thy shining raiment shames the pallid snow,
But thou art meek and fair,

Thou hast not murmured at the bitter air

—

Nor lost the time of snows,
In weak regrets or indolent repose

—

Nor grieved because thy bloom
Has come to thee in Winter's chilliest gloom

—

Nor pined unthankfully
Because thy life has known a tenderer sky

—

Nor yearned unsatisfied

That no sweet kindred blossomed at thy side.

More wise alas than I,

Who have not smiled into the wintry sky

—

But wept that frowning fate

Made my soul's flowering time so cold and late.

No loving faith like thine

Makes my life blossom and my garments shine,

No fragrant flower of praise

Blooms up to Heaven, out of my barren days.

But thy unfaltering trust-
It bids me lay my forehead in the dust,

And learn, thy white life through,

To be more brave, more patient, and more true.

Florence Pei'

SHORT WORDS.
BY J. ADDISON ALEXANDER.

[This poem is remarkable as a specimen of what

be done in vigorous, forcible writing, using only^
of one syllable.]

Think not that strength lies in the big round won
Or that the brief and plain must needs be weak.

To whom can this be true who once has heard

The cry for help, the tongue that all men speak,

When want, or woe, or fear is in the throat.

So that each word gasped out is like a shriek

Pressed from the sore heart, or a strange wild nob

Sung by some fay or fiend ! There is a strength

Which dies if stretched too far or spun too fine;

Which has more height than breadth, more c

than length.

Let but this force of thought and speech be mine,

And he that will may take the sleek, fat phrase,

Which glows and burns not, though it gleam

shine,

—

Light but not heat,—a flash but not a blaze !

Nor is it mere strength tliat the short word boastsj

It serves of more than fight or storm to tell,— .

The roar of waves that clash on rock-bound coasts,

The crash of tall trees when the wild winds swe.

The roar of guns, the groans of men that die

On blood-stained fields. It has a voice as well

For them that far ofl' on their sick-beds lie.

For them that weep, for them that mourn the dr,

For them that laugh, and dance, and clap the ban-

To Joy's quick step, as well as Grief's low tread

The sweet plain words we learned at first keep tin i

And, though the theme be sad, or gay, or grand,

With each, with all, these may be made to chime,

In thought, or speech, or song, or prose, or rhyn

The Mont Cenis tunnel is not the »t

one through the Alps. More than t''«

hundred years ago a tunnel was built 7

1

the Marquis of Saluces, through the Mi*l

Viso, at whose foot the Po rises. It is all'

one-sixth as long as the Mont Cenis i'

nel, and, considering the difference in '"

methods and implements in use, itwasqt*
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old an uudertakiog. It opens on the

an Bide, at the very source of the Po,

it 2G0U j'ards above the level of the sea,

more than 2150 yards of its length is

in a straight line through the solid rock

he very heart of the Alpine chain. It

intended to be used as a turnpike road,

is to this day the only direct route

Embrum toSaluces. Partly destroyed

he King of Sardinia, so as to impede
nvasion of the French Eepublican ar-

it was afterward repaired and improved
S'apoleon I. Strange that such a work
Id have been almost forgotten, and

lid now be of no practical use.

—

North

rican.

For "The Friend."

Blessed Toil.

steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the

of tlie Lord, foreasmuch as ye know your labor is

vain in the Lord."

S, a Monthly Meeting, held the eighth of

enth month last, with a voice clearer than

n his for some time past, our aged

id S. Cope, spoke for our hearing the

e charge of the Apostle, commenting a

sreon. Vividly his countenance he-

ed the conflicting emotions and feelings

Is mind. The present retrospect of the

'e past, how solemn it is, when sensible

the future of time is bounded by but one
more.
Iteadfast, immovable" in that he believed

right ; the fruit of these labors are not

before him, but the cup of discourage-

i is presented and tasted of a little. Yet
was his closing testimony amongst us,

1 do know that that which was done un-

;he Spirit of God, will not be in vain ;
for

jord is sufficient for His own work."
ministering Friend, who sat by him, re-

l (in the^course of Gospel labor) another

nand, " Strip Aaron of his garments."

bought of our aged brother, and it proved
J so; ere the week had closed he was
ped of that which must be laid down

;

iling no more for his backsliding people
;

leaving them where his desires and his

•8 had tended to bring them. Yet no
t he has entered that rest where works in

Lord do follow, and is forever safe from
ionflicts that wo must still have to con-

with, till safely entered into the Promised

Much as we prize the active worth
Of those who, day by day.

Tread with us on this toilsome earth

Its devious, thorny way

;

A charm more hallowed and profound.

By purer feelings led.

Imagination casts around
The memory of the dead !

Cj'ster countv, 11th mo. 1871.

I

For " The Friend."

iii the editorial in the last number of " The
^rnd" gave no account of the " General
tfting" held last month at Brooklyn, per-

lai it would interest the readers of that
3nlial to peruse the following extracts from
airticle copied into " The Providence Daily
Mnal" of the 23d ult. It is well for Friends

je how the proceedings at many of these
ae|,ing8 strike those who are not in our
aelbership. It is observable that the ac-

oita prepared for circulation among the
ae|bers of the Society omit very many of
tcjiircumstances attendant on these meet-

ings, which are so glaringly inconsistent

with the religious profession of Friends, as to

excite alarm among those not yet prepared

to approve them. This misleads, by not tell-

ing the whole truth, though it may be accom-

panied with an observation that some things

occurred not altogether satisfactory.

A NEW DEPARTURE OF THE FRIENDS.

The New York correspondent of the " Bos-

ton Journal," under the date ofDec. 8th, writes

as follows

:

One of the most remarkable religious move-
ments of the age is now goingon in Brooklyn.

It is a protracted meeting held by the Friends.

It has been in session over a week and con-

tinues with unabated interest. Three services

are held a day, and the plain brick meeting

house is crowded. No revival meetings and
no camp meeting—not even Eound Lake

—

exceed in interest, in fervor, and in enthusi-

asm this staid sect.
^

The 7nost eminent ministers, both men and
women, have had charge of these meetings.

Mr. Douglas leads. He has been invited to

half the pulpits of Brooklyn. He could preach

to crowds for a month, if he would stay. The
most eloquent preachers from the south, the

west, from the north and from Europe are in

attendence. The elders' seats—not unlike

the bench of a judge—will hold about thirty,

and is crowded. A few brethren are dressed

in Quaker costume. The most of them are in

the garb of the world. The lady preachers

wear the Quaker cap, and, with few excep-

tions, wear no ornaments. Some of the lady

preachers are eloquent and dramatic beyond
description. They work the audience to

such a pitch of excitement, that some cannot

contain themselves, but screech and scream,

cry amen, and groan. It would take but a

slight stretch of imagination to suppose one-

self in a red-hot glowing camp meeting.

The foremost preacher is Miss Smiley. She
is chaste, learned, fluent and impressive. Anna
Dickinson never controlled an audience as

Miss Smiley does. She wore the Quaker cap,

but had on black gloves and allowed a golden
ornamenttodanglefromherneck. Thedrama-
tic speaker is Esther Frame. She is the Gough
of the assembly. She stirs up her hearers like

a trumpet. She is about forty years old—tall

and commanding—with a sonorous voice.

She was a Methodist, became a convert to the

Friends, and brings the fervor and intensity

of her old faith to her new field. Mrs. Lucas

Several arose. A morning inquiry meeting
was appointed for all who wanted to be
saved or wanted holiness. The meeting was
closed by the rising of the whole congrega-
tion and repeating in concert a verse of
Scripture, and repeating also in the same
manner the Long Meter Doxology. During
the services several oral prayers were offered.

"1 wanted to sing," said an enthusiastic
Presbyterian elder at its close. " If thee had
sung," said a Friend, "thee would have found
quite a number feeling the same way."
Looked at from any standpoint this move-
ment is a very remarkable one.

For ".The Frieud."

Mary Pryor.

The publication in a late number of "The
Friend" of the account of the shipwreck
of Mary Pryor, taken from the "British
Friend," has revived some other particu-
lars chiefly connected with her sojourn in

this country, which may be worthy of peru-
sal, some of which have not hitherto been
published.

Upon the arrival of the schooner Archi-
bald, Capt. Macy with the passengers saved
from the wrecked ship Fame, in the Del-
aware opposite Philadelphia, J. Willis, a
Friend of this city, learning that a woman
Friend was on board, proceeded to the vessel

and invited her to his house. On beingland-
ed at Chestnut street wharf, although rain
was falling at the time, Mary Pryor imme-
diately knelt, surrounded by the sailors and
others, and returned thanksgiving and praise
for their great deliverance.

A copy of an old manuscript account of
this circumstance states: "The following
though penned from memory, is believed to
be nearly verbatim what was delivered by
her:

" It is under a reverent sense of thy
gracious dealings, O Lord ! and of thy infi-

nite mercy in casting up a way on the
troubled sea for our deliverance, and of thy
condescension in supporting me by thy Di-
vine power, when to appearance we were
likely to be closed by the deep, for which my
soul bows in thankfulness to thee. And be
pleased, O, Lord ! to be with me and direct
my steps, th^t what little good in the promo-
tion of righteousness in this part of the world,
thou seest meet to pass through me, may
proceed from thee, thou matchless, merciful
God. Be with my affectionate husband, and

isasisterof John Bright, and is a visitor from
I support him through all trials thou mayst

England. Caroline Talboth, Esther Tuttle see fit to inflict. Be with my dear children,
and others make up the force.

I who affectionately care for me. O Lord, be
On Thursday night I looked in on this re-! pleased to be with the instrument thou wast

markable movement. The house was crowd-
j

pleased to use for our deliverance; vouchsafe
ed, aisles and all. Men and ministers of all .to him of thy spiritual favor of blessings;
denominations were present. The service give him an increase of light and knowledge,
began at half after seven, and continued till] as also of the things of this world. Be with
ten. There was no singing, no change of[his wife; afford of thy gracious favor unto
posture, yet the interest never flagged one her

; support her mind in the absence of her
moment. A brief Scripture was read, and husband, and let them again be favored to
Mrs. Smiley occupied nearly an hour in a meet together. And O, Lord! keep me hum-
sermon, and was very eloquent. She was fol- jble and attentive to thy will, an unworthy
lowed, one after another, till five or six spoke,

j

worm, whom thou hast graciously cared for,

Esther Frame—on the TwoEoads, the Broad
j

and vouchsafed to assist with thy Divine aid
and the Narrow, with their terminations— ^in the needful time; who art God over all

with her irapassionedgesturesand fervid des- and worthy of all praises, amen!"
criptions of Heaven and Hell, actually thrill- On the same day that she arrived she thus
ed the audience. The meeting was then 'communicated the information of her re-

thrown open to all Christians present. At .markable deliverance to her family,

least a dozen persons participated. Persons Philadelphia loth of 3d mo. 1797.
desirous of salvation were called on to rise. I

jj;^ -q^^ Husband and Children :—In
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that love which alters not do I affectionately

salute you, and inform j'ou of my safe arrival

in this citj', heing favored with a remarkable
preservation by leaving our ship Fame and
shipping on board the schooner Archibald
Edmund Macy, master, a valuable young
man, who took us all on boai'd, and more like

an affectionate son than a stranger. We got
a few put on board a New York vess
Many Friends have already called at

Friend's house near the wharf where I now
write, thinking a vessel might sail, and
time to lose, lest you should hear a worse ac-

count. (Signed,) Mary Pryor

The manuscript account above referred to

states that when the instrument of her de
liverance, Capt. Macy, was about returning
to Halifax, he was presented with two hun-
dred dollars by Friends of this city as a recog-

nition of his humane exertions. He died

about five years ?fter, leaving a good report.

The next day Mary Pryor again wrote to

her family. "I am now at James Pembei
ton's, brother to m^^ late beloved friend John
my landlord and his beloved Phebe appear as

a prince and princess, both outwardly and
'

wardly
; already more than twenty visitors

have called. * * I do not know if I told

you I got a good place for our steward, and
that he saved my little trunk and my dol

lars."

This little trunk or box a few inches square
has been preserved by her descendants, and
at that time probably contained a few let-

ters which Mary Pryor brought with her, and
which, with the credentials of the unity of her
friends, appear to have been the only articles,

excepting the clothing upon her, she saved.
There is a tradition that shortly before she em-
barked, Thomas Scattergood, who was then
in England, entrusted to her care a small
package directed to his wife, with the remark
" This will go safe." Three letters written
by Thos. Scattergood, were however brought
safely by Mary Pryor, two of which, one
addressed to his wife, the other to his son,

are still in the possession of his family

;

the other letter vs-as written to his friend

Elizabeth Foulke.
An extract from the former of these taken

from the original, dated Hartford, 12th mo.
11, 1797, is as follows :

"I did not hear until a day or two past
that the bearer hereof, Mary Prj'or, was like-

ly to go till spring, and I believe she thought
so herself. 1 am now at her comfortable
habitation, kindly entertained by her two
children," and after referring to the accounts
which had reached him of the prevalence of
the yellow fever shortly previous in Phila-

delphia, and the deep exercise which he had
felt for his native city, he adds, " I have said

in ray heart, oh, that dear Mary Pryor maj'
find the ground in Philadelphia prepared by a
pinching winter season of affliction, * *

and be favored to dig about some of the ten-

der plants, and that my dear children maj' be
amongst the number."
Thomas Scattergood again alludes to her

under date of 2d mo. 16, 1798. "My last

was by Marj^ Pryor, who if she is favored,

dear woman, to reach your shore in safety,

can and I hope will call and see you, &c."

It is stated that after Mary Prj^or had
taken her passage at London, it was discover-

1

ed that the Fame had a low standing at I

Lloyds', and an effort was consequently made I

to discourage her from going in that ship.

She, however, expressed her belief that she
" must go in this vessel," and took leave of
her family on the 15th of 12th mo. 1797, on
board the ship.

The ministerial services of Mary Pryor be-
gan soon after her arrival in this country,
and an interesting incident is recorded,* con-
nected with probably the first meeting she
attended. One of her fellow passengers, a
young nobleman, who had been an irreligious
and dissipated man previous to this voyage,
but who during the course of it became
attached to Mary Pryor with the tenderness
of a son, followed her to a meeting at the
Market Street House on the Fifth-day after
their arrival. This was his first attendance
of a religious meeting. She was led to eluci-

date impressively the parable of the prodigal
son, and her testimony being sealed on his

mind, he supposed it to be designed by her,

especially for himself. Visiting her in the
afternoon, he wept much, and said, " Oh ! why
did you expose me so before so many persons.
Why could you not have told me all this in

private ?"

The following allusion to Mary Pryor's re-

ligious labors while in this country, from the
pen of Elizabeth Foulke, a valued minister
residing in Philadelphia, will be read with in-

terest. It is contained in a letter addressed
to Thomas Scattergood, in reply to the one
received from him by Mary Pryor, and is

dated 18th of 1st mo. 1799.

"It is likely thou may have heard of my
having partaken of a similar cup of affliction

near a year since, when I was deprived of ray
greatest earthly treasure, and bereft of the
fostering wing of a tender mother, in whom
was blended everj'thing a child could desire

in a parent ; and though in that trying season
I was favored to see the necessity there is

for such as we to evince by example that re

signation which we are at times called upon
by precept to invite others to labor after

;
yet

such a veil was cast over all created beauty
and everything without so lost its aniraatino

influence, that for two months I went no
where but to meeting, except to my sisters'

In this time of depression, dear Mary Pr\*or

arrived, whose peculiar circumstances so en-

gaged my sympathy, that I made her an early

visit, when mj' spirit was so united to her as

roused me from the retirement in which I

had settled; and have since been six months
and one week travelling with her, and may
acknowledge I esteem it a favor my lot has
been cast with her; for truly she is a mother
n Israel, who has passed along among us in

meekness and humility; whose sweet and
pertinent labors I trust will be as bread cast

on the waters, found after many days."

Mary Pryor returned to her own home
early in the year 1799, after having labored
principally in the neighborhoods of New
York and Philadelphia.

The following extract from a letter of Thos.
Scattergood to Eebecca Jones, dated 3d mo.
17, ISOO, may appropriately conclude these
brief notices. "lam now sitting along side

of dear Mary Pr3'or, in whose company, and
under whose comfortable, peaceful roof, I have
felt refreshment to my wearied mind. She
appears now to be enjoying the sheaves of

sweet enriching peace. How tendering, i

was yesterday, amongst a considerable com

* Memorials of Rebecca Jones.

pan}' of Friends, both young and old at
house, to hear her with deep humility reco
the Lord's mercies !

"

The Potter and Henry ///".—Bernard
Palisay, a native of Agen, in France, \vs

maker of earthenware at Saintes, and dig

guished himself by his knowledge and tale:

He was a protestant, and the French k

Henry III. said to him one day, that he she

be compelled to give him up to his enem
unless be changed his religion. " Tou h

often said to me, sire," was the undaun
reply of Palisay, " that you pitied me

; bu

for me, I pity you, who have given uttera

to such words as ' I shall be compelled.' Th
are unkingly words ; and I say to you in ro

phrase, that neither the Guises, nor all y-

people, nor yourself, are able to compel
humble manufacturer of earthenware to bi

bis knee before statues." Bernard wasac
of humor, as well as of courage ; and he wc
sometimes say, alluding to his trade and
trust in Providence, " My only properti

heaven and earth."

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 6, 1872.

Our present number bears the date c

new year. I'oung tells us, " We take nor
of time, but from itsloss," and there seem'

few who manifest much thought about
latter. It shows the blindness and
bility of the general mind, that nearly all

pear to hail the end of one year and the

ginning of another, as a season to be speci

devoted to mirth and folly ; forgetting

in the dread account of the time allotted

the soul's probation, the one adds anothei

the years—improved or unimproved—wl
are gone forever, and the other may
last vouchsafed, the period within which
here will terminate. This may be truly i

of every opening and departing day, but

close of the year is a marked epoch in the

ration of time, and it ought not to pass w
out inviting to serious retieetion.

We live in a world so busy, so full

changes, and of plans to advance intelleci

or material improvement, that we are lii

to be too much occupied with the present

find time for retrospect of the past, or to f

cast the future. But if " memory is a st

room," it is well once in a while to over!

it, ventilate and rearrange its several (

tents, so as to know what we have on h

and how to apply each parcel to the

use. It maj^ be well to check the natt

disposition, to turn away from the exami

tion of the conduct of the past, and to r

over in the light of increased experience

more mature thought, the transactions ofd

that are gone; for though they cannot be

called, we may nevertheless profit by the

sons they will teach, if our self-examinat

Is directed to discover how constantly

have striven to perform our duty, and 1

nearly we have lived in accordance with

religion we profess. We may gain wise

nd prudence, if the conviction that our p
as not shone more and more towards

perfect day, incites to increased watchfVih

unto prayer, that we may avoid or cori

suoh errors as loom up and mar the re
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It can hardly be that any one who
thus to acquire true self knowledge will

see the value of the grace of modesty.

speak of the rapid tiigbt of time and tho

tainty of life, may seem trite, if not

but the j uncture of the old and the new
forces both on a reflecting mind, in as-

ion with the incidents of life, as we re-

hose that have most impressed us dur-

fleeting hours of the j'ear just closed,

dismiss the painful remembrance of

ated plans or disappointed hopes in our

affairs, our feelings may perhaps be

mzed, as we recall the memory of

—relatives, dear friends, or acquain-
1—who during the year, have left us

r. We may be led to reflect that we are

ndulging similar fond anticipations of

ture, as those with which these relatives,

J or acquaintances, and thousands of

frail mortals, hailed with delight the

ng of the year now ended, and who, as

ys passed away, were borne, one by
fill the silent grave. The thought

to bring home impressively the con-

less, that vigorous as we may be, and
life and spirit to encounter whatever
may await us, before the year just

ed shall have been added to time past,

may have been summoned to give an
nt of our stewardship, and our places be

by others, who will step into them as

epped into the places of our predeces-

Can we entertain this train of thought
ot feel, that to search for happiness

_ the mean and perishing pursuits and
of the men of this world, is to insure
isappointment and remorse will attend
ile within the narrow verge of this life,

16 priceless hours of our probation be
ded, without laying up a good founda-
orthe time to come.
wever care and anxious thoughts, the
ealities of life, may press upon us, or
s of good animate with glowing hope
better future, there is an irrepressible

Ethat the things of time cannot sat-

e longings of the soul ; thus witness-
its immortality, and that its tar-

here is but a hasty though check-
ourney towards a world of higher, no-

ervice, and of changeless duration. If
ave made the trial we have found that
bjeets of a living faith are not to be
sd from the investigations of science, nor
knowledge of our duties to our Creator
tracted from the theories of worldly
ophy ; and the still small voice within
1 for a new creation, shows that unless
(art is regenerated, though we may re-

injon heaps of gold, and range at will
rc|gh the enticing paths of pleasure, we will
arp for repose and consolation in vain.
Elections such as these ought to incite so
imber our days as to apply the heart

it(|wi>ilom: those who have entered the
mw way, to double their diligence, to
al their calling and election sure; those
hdave not entered the strait gate, to begin
iOJie to strive to go in thereat. There is

Jjrning point in the life of anyone so
ony of note, as that at which he yields
.mdf unreservedly to the convicting, con-
»tig power of Divine Grace. Where this
diae ho may be sure that he will not be

3C(7ed, that come what may come, as he
86 to his guide he cannot be led astray.
•
iijn trained amid religious influences may

never be tempted to doubt the truths of

Christianity as recorded in the Huly Scrip-

tures. Literally and intellectually he may
believe that Jesus Christ made atonement for

his sins and for the sins of the whole world,
and that He is the Author of eternal salva-

tion to as many as obey him. He may store

his memory with the contents of the New
Testament, be assiduous in teaching them to

others, repeat prayers often for himself and
others, and his external conduct be irreproach-

able. Yet all this may be mere acquiescence
in the opinions or teachings of others, and
his faith stand in the wisdom of men and not
in the power of God. If while doing all this,

he is slighting the secret manifestations of the

Light of Christ, he may be so ignorant of his

own heart as to be deceived into believing

that his hopes of salvation are safely centred
in the righteousness of Christ and the cleans-

ing virtue of his blood, while yet he is nothing
better than a self-righteous Pharisee, priding
himself upon not being as other men are. Ii

is not until he allows the Light of Christ,

shining in his dark heart, to discover to him
the deep though secret sinfulness lurking
there, and ho yields obedience to what it

makes known, that the work of religion is

begun. W^atchiug for and obej'ing these

divine manifestations is like putting our
puny and feeble hand into that of the Omni-
potent Saviour, who, as we are humble and
self-denying in our walk, will hold us up
firmly amid temptation and trouble, lead

safely in the path of holiness, adding one
cubit after another to our stature, until we
became full-grown and strong men in his

church militant, and valiants in the cause of
truth and righteousness. Would that all our
readers would come to know this in their own
experience.

As the great world outside of us rolls on
in its mighty cycles, each added year brings

it nearer to the consummation of all things.

Vast changes are going on in the whole
human family. The secrets of nature are being
more fully unveiled, giving deeper and clearer

insight of the laws by which that Being of
infinite resources, and of goodness equal to

his means, upholds and governs the creation

of his word. As knowledge has thus increas-

ed, the mind of man has rendered it tributary
to his wants. Science and art have availed
themselves of it to relieve him of toil, by
mechanical inventions; to transform material
things heretofore deemed useless, into instru-

ments to promote his profit or his pleasure,

and to oblige the elements to serve the great
interests of mankind. A year in the present
era comprehends more of life, measured by
means of knowledge and action, than ten or
twenty a century ago, and it may be a ques-
tion in the profitable meditation of the houT,
whether our individual accountability does
not keep pace with the enlarged means for

doing good of which we may avail ourselves.

We have received a pamphlet of twelve
pages, entitled "Extracts from the Writings
of Early Friends, showing their Doctrines
and Principles," printed at Brooklyn, 1871:
In a few remarks explanatory of the reasons
for publishing at the present time, it is said,
" It is feared, however, that there may be
some in the Society at present, whose religious

views do not correspond with those •' great
evangelical truths" declared by our worthy
predecessors. Yet seeing there is such^ " a

lively desire," for "a revival amongst us of
the zeal and earnestness which characterized
the labors of Qa.v\y Friends," it is hoped that
these extracts may prove instrumental in

pointing the way to that Life and Power in

which they dwelt. And when we realize a
similar depth of experience we may again ex-
pect " these precious truths" to find extensive
acceptance." The extracts are takeiijfrom Fox,
Barclay, Bunoughs, S. Fisher, Penn, Pening-
ton, Wm. Dewsbury, S. Crisp, W. Edmund-
son, and I. Parnell. They are upon Justifica-

tion, Immediate Revelation, Light of Christ,

Freedom from Sin, Worship, Confession of
Christ, Scriptures, Sabbath, Communion, Bap-
tism, and Tribulation. Coming from the au-
thors named, though brief, they express noth-
ing but the religious belief of Friends on the
points touched on.

At the close of one of the sittings of the
"General Meeting" in Brooklyn, we are told,

this pamphlet was 'dislribuled among the
audience by some of those who had had it

printed, and upon its contents being known,
the committee having these meetings un-

der their charge and ordering, openly dis-

avowed and repudiated it. It may seem
strange, that in a meeting professedly held
to produce '• a return to the zial and earn-
estness of Friends in the early period of
their history," a committee acting under the
authoritj' of a Yearly and a Quarterly Meet-
ing, should feel itself justified thus openly to

disavow anj" sanction of a publication con-
taining nothing, except the few introductory
lines, but extracts from the writings of those
early Friends, expressive of their faith. But
when we refluct that this same committee had
not openly disavowed any of the extraordin-

ary scenes and occurrences, altogether incom-
patible with Friends' views on the subject of

divine worship, which took place in the meet-
ings held professedly as those of Friends, wo
may understand why, and cease to wonder at

their rejection of all responsibility for the
pamphlet.

We desire the attention of our readers to

the notice of works to be had at Friends'

Book Store.

For several, years pas
iiving copies of " Vick

ast, we have been re-

ceiving copies ot " Vick's Illustrated Cata-
logue and Floral Guide." By James Vick,
Rochester, N. Y''ork. Though we do not pub-
lish business notices of any kind, this Floral
Guide has increased so much in size, it seems
entitled to the name of" Book ;" and we think
it merits a " Book Notice." Not because it

is a work of 120 pages, nor that it is got up
in very tasteful stjie, with fine type and
numerous engravings on almost every page,
but that it contains much useful information
and instruction, both in the cultivation of
flowers and vegetables; with explicit direc-

tions to the inexperienced about the sowing
of seeds, and the transplanting of seedlings;
also hints as to the probable causes of failure,

the varieties of flowers most likely to prove
successful, &c., &u. It is illustrated by well

executed wood cuts, of over a hundred of dif-

ferent kinds of vegetables, of nearly two hun-
dred different varieties of flowers, very true

to nature, with descriptions of them, their

habits and required treatment, and many
other engravings, including plans for grounds
—with ample instructions for these, the ar-

ranging of flower beds, &c. It can be readily
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attained by mail, and we think is well worth

possessing, especially by the lovers of Flori-

culture.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—Tlie London papers of the 29th ult. pub-

lish a letter from Queen Victoria, in which she expresses

her deep sen.se of the touching sympathy exhibited for

the family by the whole nation at the illness of her son,

the Prince of Wales.

The Prince of Wales is considered convalescent, but

he regains his strength very slowly.

A London dispatch of the 29th says, that being

alarmed at Gladstone's republican tendencies, the con-

servative section of the liberals, led by the duke of

Somerset and Viscount Halifax, are seeking to form a

coalition with the tories for the purpose of electing a

conservative speaker of the House of Commons, and to

compel the retirement of Gladstone.

The mail steamer from the Cape of Good Hope has

arrived, and brings accounts of the manner in which

the announcement of the annexation of African terri-

torv to the British dominions was received by the in-

habitants. The intelligence that the treaty had been

finallv concluded produced much excitement. Brand,

president of the free state, had issued a formal protest

against the transfer of the diamond fields to Great

Britain. Discoveries of gold in considerable quantities

had been made in the Transvaal republic. The reports

attracted many adventurers to that quarter. The dia-

mond-seekers were abandoning the diamond district for

the newly-discovered gold country.

In the French Assembly a proposition to impose a

general tax on incomes was earnestly opposed by Thiers

and Ponyer Quertier, Minister of Finance, the latter

denounced it as arbitrary and inquisitiorial. The pro-

posal was rejected by a large majority.

It is stated that the Prince de Joinville is about to

resign his seat in the Assembly to strengthen the posi

tion of the Duke d'Aumale. The committee of the

Assembly on the reorganization of the army, proposes

to make the terms of military service five years in ac-

tive dutv, four years in the first reserve and six years

in the second army reserve. The Paris papers assert

that Bismark is seeking a pretext for the reoccupation

by the German troops of the evacuated French pro-

vinces.

The session of the Austrian Reichsrath was opened

on the 27th ult. The estimates of the minister of finance

for the coming fiscal year were submitted, and give the

probable expenditures at 369,000,000 florins, against a

revenue of 398,000,000 florins.

On the 28th, the emperor delivered a speech from the

throne, in which he says that his readiness to grant ex-

treme concessions has not brought internal harmony to

the State as he desired. Great stress is laid on the en-

forcement of and obedience to the laws. The govern-

ment will accede to the wishes of Galicia, in so far as

they are compatible with the interests of the empire.

Measures are promised which will render the reichsrath

a completely representative body. Bills to reform elec-

tion abuses, to develop the landwehr system, and to im-

prove the pecuniary condition of government officials

and the proper clergy will be submitted. The prompt

settlement of educational questions is recommended.

Regret is expressed at the fact that a portion of the em
pire remains unrepresented in the reichsrath, where

alone the attainment of an understanding is possible^

The emperor closes by declaring that Austria, weary of

internal conflicts, desires peace and order.
_

An imperial decree has been published in St. Peters-

burg, fixing the conscription for the Russian army, for

the year 1872, at six men in every thousand.

The meeting of the Spanish Cortes has been post-

poned unlil the 20th inst. The appointment of Mar-

shal Concha to be captain general of Cuba, it is reported,

has been determined on by the Spanish government

Reinforcements continue to go forward to Cuba to aid

in the suppression of the insurrection on that island.

Dispatches from Shanghae announce that the Chinese

government has determined to follow the example of

the .Japanese, and send young men to England and the

United States to be educated

countries.
<-. . j

The speedy establishment of peace between Spain and

the South American Republics is expected.

The Russian steamship Kama, plying oii the Caspian

Sea, recently foundered in a violent gale, and all on

board, officers, crew and passengers, were drowned

The .steamer had a million of roubles ($750,000) in trea-

sure on board, which is lost.

The St. Petersburg .Journal, official organ, says tht

cordial reception of the Grand Duke Alexis in the

the schools of those

United States, creates a profound sense of satisfaction

throughout Russia.

Supplementary elections are to be held in Paris to

fill the vacant seats in the Assembly.

On the 29th ult. the French Assembly debated the

question of augmenting the circulation of the Bank of

France. The discussion took a wide range. President

Thiers spoke several times, and on one occasion, allud-

ing to the violent language used by deputies, provoked

by the threats of the Germans, said, " Silence was the

best reply to the harsh words of M. Bismarck." This

was received with prolonged applause. Throughout
the debate Thiers expressed determined opposition to

burdening the present fiscal year with fresh loans. The
Assembly finallv voted to increase the note circulation

of the bank 400;000,000 francs.

The sale of photographs of executed Communists has

been prohibited.

The London Times, in its review of 1871, devotes con-

siderable space to commenting on President Grant's

late message to Congress. The Times makes a forecast

of the political prospects in the United States, and

comes to the conclusion that Grant will be re-elected.

The opinion is also expressed that Cuba should be

parated from Spain.

The ship Pye, from Wilmington, N. C, with a cargo

of 2200 barrels of turpentine, was burned while lying

at South End on the Thames.
A ship named the Edward foundered ofT Falmouth

on the 29th ult., and all on board were lost.

While a large road wagon, propelled by steam, and

carrying heavy boiler.s, was passing through Glasgow

on the 30th, surrounded by a throng of children, one

of the boilers exploded, killing five of the children, and

injuring seven others so much that their recovery is

doubtful.

London, 12th mo. 30th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. sixes,

1862, 92^ ; ditto, 1867, 94i;.UayDrties, 91 1.

Liverpool.— Uplands cottenfjei- a Kkl.; Orleans,

10\d. Red winter wheat, lis. 7(4 per 100_ lbs.

United States.—The board of Indian Commis-
sioners have presented their report to President Grant.

It gives the details of their proceedings during the past

year ; states the condition of the various Indian tribes

from personal observation of the members ; makes vari-

ous suggestions, and gives a cheerful view of the peace

policy. In the purchase of Indian supplies and other

measures, they have saved about $1,000,000. General

Schofield's report on the present condition of military

and Indian affairs in Arizona, says that a state of war

with the Apaches has existed for many years. During

the years 1869 and 1870 a large proportion of the

Apaches were gathered on temporary reservations near

certain designated military posts, but some bands still

remained at large, and committed depredations when-

ever opportunity offered. The belief that these depre-

dations were committed by Indians from these

tions was given as an excuse for acts on the part of some

of the people of Arizona no less barbarous than those

hich characterize the Apaches. The efforts of the In-

dian peace commissioners and officers of the army tc

convince the Indians of the good faith and humane pur-

pose of the government appear to have been successful

and hopes are entertained of a lasting peace.

The soulhern railroad companies which bought the

railroad, material and rolling stock that the govern

raent found itself in possession of at the close of the war

are paving their debts and, on the whole, doing very

well. The value of the property sold was §8,500,000.

On the first of Sixth mo. last, beside paying their in-

terest, the companies had reduced the principal of the

debt to «4,724,350.

In accordance with the suggestion of the civil service

commission, the president will appoint as a regiilar ex-

amining board three persons from each of the different

departments of the government, who will personally

conduct all examinations of applicants, being governed

their actions by such regulations as may from time

time be established by the advisory board.

The annual report of the Erie railway company gives

the earnings of the road for the past year at $17,168,005,

and the expenses at $17,049,740, leaving a surplus of

SI 18,264. There has been an increase of $3,000,000 in

the funded debt.

The interments in Philadelphia during the week

ending at noon on the 30th ult , numbered 540. The
deaths from small pox were 223; consumption, 57 ; in-

flamm.ation of the lungs, 24 ; inflammation of the brain,

16; old age, 17. The number of deaths in this city

during the year 1871 was 16,993, including 1,879 from

small pox.

During the year just closed there were 521 fires in

Philadelphia, with an estimated loss therebv of $1,-

359,000.

The Northern Pacific Railroad has been finishe.

Moorhead at the crossing of the Red River, Min
two hundred and sixty miles west of Duluth,

western end of Lake Superior.

The Union Pacific railroad was still snow-blockec

the 31st ult. Persons who went on hor.seback westf

Cheyenne, report the snow eight feet deep in pli

that ha%'e been already shovelled out twice.

X%e Markets, Ac—The following were the quotatii

on the 30th ult. New Ybi-A;.—American gold, 1(

U. S. sixes, 1881, IISJ; ditto, 1868, 116; diUo, 10-

5 per cents. 110. Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.25;

brands, $6.50 a $10.85. White Genesee wheat, $1.

red Pennsylvania, $1.54 a $1.56 ; No. 2 Milwaul

$1.51. Oats, 54 a 57i cts. Western mixed corn,

75J cts.; yellow, 77 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 2C(

21
J-

cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine fit
|

$5.25 a S5.75; finer brands, $6 a $9. White, wh-!

$1.69 ; amber, S1.58 a $1.60 ; red, $1.54 a $1.-57. B
iS a 90 cts. Yellow corn, 68 a 70 cts. ; western mij

a 71 cts. Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Lard, 9J a 10

Clover-seed, 10J cts. Timothy, $3.25 a $3.-50 per basl

£a/«imore.—Southern white corn, 70 a 71 cts.
;

yell

70 cts. Oats, 53 a 58 cts. Rye, 90 a $1.05. Chic

—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.22J- ; No. 2 do.', $1.20;

3 do., $1.09. No. 2 corn, 40} cts. No. 2 oats, 31|

Lard, 8| cts. St. iouis.—Extra winter flour, $5.7

$6.10. No. 3 white winter wheat, $1.45. Mixed o
41 cts. Cmcmiiafi.-Familvflour, i6.50aS6.75. Wb t
$1.40 a $l;43. Corn, 47 cts. Rye, 82 cts. Clexek -
—No. 1 winter red wheat, S1.46 ; No- 2, $1.38.

wawA-ie.-No. 1 spring wheat, $1.22i_; No. 2, $1.!

No. 2 oats, 32 cts. No. 2 corn, 40| cts. Detm
Extra wheat, $1.50; No. 1 white, $1.45 a $1.46; i

$1.40. Mixed corn, 54 cts. Oats, 41 a 42 cts.

The Philadelphia market for beef cattle on

inst., was rather better. - Extra sold at 7 a 7 J cts

to good, 6} a 6| cts. and common 4 a 5.V cts. pel

Receipts 1550 head. About 12,000 sheep f

at 6 a 7^ cts. per lb. gross, and 2472 hogs at 6} a 6f
for corn fed.

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE.
There have been recently reprinted editions of

following works, which are now for sale at No.

Arch Street.

Examples of Y^outhful Piety.

Barclay on Church Government.
Ussher's Letters.

Memoirs of Edwin Price.

True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Concise Account of Friends, by T. Evans.

Journal of William Evans, 2d edition.

There are also on hand a supply of other appn

writings of Friends.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIi
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thoma-s Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadul

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., ilo.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Fhiln.lflp

Physician and Superintendent—

^

Joshua H. \\ o

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patient ^ m;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of tl.. 1'. i:i

Managers.

Married, at Hickory Grove, Iowa, on tin ^ >!

Second month, 1871, Thomas Fawcett, of tii-

place, to Margaret Ann, daughter of Ah-x

and Margaret McGrew, of Muscatine, Iowa.

, at Friends' Meeting-house, Hickd? v i

Cedar county, Iowa, on Fourth-day, 6th of T« li

month, 1871, Lindley, son of Israel and Rtla

Heald, and Nancy L., daughter of Adam and Maij el

Ann Fritchman.

Died, at her residence in GJermantown, Phili

on the 5th of Twelfth month, 1871, Cathakini
widow of Thomas Evans, in the 70th year of li

, at the residence of her husband, near

ton, Hartford Co., Md., on the 14th of 6th n

Elizabeth C, wife of Gideon G. Smith, in

year of her age.

WILLIAmIiTpILeT PMNTEB,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend'

A Short Biography of Mary Griffin.

{Goncliid-_^d from pa^e~l56.)

any of her letters .show that her faith was
3 closely tried

;
yet her trust in the only

ce of true consolation remained unshaken.
e of these letters are extracted from as

B)w. The name of the individual addressed
e first two is not given.
My heart is bowed and humbled within
under a sense of the many favorable op-
pnlties we have had together ; may it not
orgotten by thee and me. Although the
i has been pleased to try me in the re-

al of so near and dear a friend as my hus-
i, be hath not left me comfortless

; but has
1 near to support. Oh, the i-emembrance
le love that was felt amongst us when his
»9e lay in the house ! A friend remarked,
QOw feel a measure of the same love we
3 often enjoyed when he was personally
I us. I can truly say, that at that time
soul was in subjection to the great Dis-
r of all things.

Dear friend, my heart's desire is, that we
keep near the pure Counsellor, and True
e to all the faithful followers of the Lamb.
if at anytime, through unwatchfulness,

Wliould step aside, we may, by the inshin-
iid^f the pure light, come to see it; that,
hingh the purging power of the Truth, we

be preserved pure, and clean. So desireth
ibjsincere friend,

Mary Moore."

1744.

Dear Friend,—I thought I should not be
:le|' in the discharge ofmy duty unless in
hijway heartily desiring thy preservation
tncjfurther growth in the Truth. It was on
iivlniiid when with thee to have spoken a

U by way of advice to thee, to keep
Hreotion and guidance of the Holy

' And may thou be preserved from run-
licjinto words hastily; but rather wait low

bar the voice of the true Shepherd of
«"p. His sheep know his voice, and they
oUk him; but a stranger they will not fol-M As the Lord has been pleased in a good
leie to make known his will to thee, be
iamil to do it in all things. Mayestthou'
nit!terfrom that ability which God only gives.

I

ttaM thou rise in the spring of life, and!

when it withdraws, sit down. And mayest
thou, with my soul, be preserved in an hum-
ble, bowed frame of mind, clear from a lofty
and haughty spirit, is the fervent desire of
thy friend, Mary Moore."

"Providence, 13th of 1st mo. 1761.

" Dear Children,—We are now confined at
Governor Hopkins by reason of the severity
of the weather, and the danger of crossing
the ferries. The governor is exceedingly kind.
We are in health. And now, dear children,
I may say from my own experience, ' It is the
willing and obedient that shall eat the good
of the land.' Therefore is my heart bowed
on your account that ye may yield obedience
to the inward appearance of Light and Truth
manifested in your own hearts. And while I

consider your circumstances, I yet crave it of
you not to neglect the one thing needful, even
inward peace attained by obedience. Oh,
dear children ! let not the world nor the cares
thereof, choke the seed that is sown in your
hearts. If I should never see you more, may
the God of peace pi-eserve you in peace will
Him and one with another. So desireth you
loving mother, Mary Moore."

" Dear Brother and Sister,—These lines
come to inform you we are all in a measure
of health at present, through Infinite Good-
ness, and hoping this will lind you enjoying
the same blessing. I have often had it in my
mind to write to you, and more especially
since I have been exercised with the loss of
my dear son Allen; who was taken from us
in an awfully sudden and surprising manner.
It was thus:—In the Second month we had
exceeding hard frost for some weeks, followed
by rain and a sudden thaw. This caused such
a freshet as never had been before in these
parts ; in which time my poor child, in striv-

ing to save his mill, was carried off by the
force of the water and cakes of ice, to the
great surprise of his wife and child. His body

found next day, and was no way dis-

figured, nor were any bones broken. His
countenance looked like one in a sleep. Dear
brother and sister, may the uncertainty of
time and thoughts of eternity be as motives
to engage our minds to suitable thoughtful-
ness to prepare for our great and last change

;

seeing there is no durable city here, let us
seek one to corae, eternal in the heavens.
Thus desireth and prayeth your affectionate
sister, Mary Griffin."

As will be observed by the signature of the
ast letter, Mary Palmer had again changed
her name. In advanced life, as appears from

r memoranda, she was united in marriage
with a Friend of the name of Bartholomew
GrifSn ; whom also she survived.
The following is from a memorandum dated

9th mo. 6, 1782, when afflicted with a cancer
on her tongue. " O Lord, have mercy upon
me ! Forgive my iniquities, and blot out my
transgressions I Support me through this fur-

nace of affliction, and grant relief in thy own
time! May thy everlasting arm be under-
neath ! Thou hast been my helper hitherto

;

leave me not in old age I Wilt thou remem-
ber also my offspring! Wean them from
vanity and folly, that they may learn to trust

in thee !"

Having long been exercised in the Lord's
work, she seemed absorbed in his love ; and
her conversation was much upon subjects

which pertained to an everlasting inheritance.

On one occasion she was heard to say. My
heart is filled with praises to the Lord. He
that not only called me in my youth, but en-

abled me to follow Him, is yet with me in old

age. Again, after a season of retirement be-

fore the Lord, she says, "My heart overflows
with love to the whole human family; and I

believe this [the Savior's] love will increase

yet more and more; and that [His] truth will

prosper and spread through distant lands,

even where the people now sit in darkness:
for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of

the Lord as the waters cover the sea." At
another time she says, "I hope ere long to

rest in the arms of Thy love. Oh ! it is well

when we can say with the Apostle, ' I have
fought a good fight, I have finished ray course,

I have kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid

up for me a crown of righteousness, which
the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me
at that day : and not to me only but unto all

them also that love his appearing.' " As her
physical strength gave way, she gradually

declined. A few hours before her death she

desired to see her children and grandchildren;

and addressed them in these her last words :

" Fear the Lord above all things, and keep up
your religious meetings."

A Testimony issued by Nine Partners Monthly
Meeting concerning Mary Griffin :

—
As the subject of this memoir attended to

the teachings of Divine grace, her understand-

ing became enlarged in knowledge and ex-

perience in spiritual things; and through obe-

dience to the manifestations of Truth, she

came forth in public testimony for the cause

of righteousness, in the 20th year of her age.

Her ministry was sound and edifying. She
was frequently led in the fresh flowings of

gospel love to invite the youth to forsake the

vanities of this life ;
clearly holding up to their

view the great advantage of early dedication

choosing the Lord for their portion.

She was eminently qualified for service in

the management of the affairs of the church.

As she dwelt near to the spring of eternal life

n her own heart, she was prepared to feel for

others ; and was remarkably distinguished by
the character of a true disciple, being kind,

affectionate, and courteous to all.

She was frequently engaged in the service

of the gospel in different parts of New York
and New England Yearly Meetings, much to

the satisfaction of Friends : faithfully occupy-

ing her gift to the honor of Him who had be-

J
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stowed it. She visited the meetings of Friends Society having been appointed by the aa-

in Vei-mont, when in the 82d year of her age: thorities of that city as the authorized cus-

performing the journey on horsebaclj. When Itodians and distributors of all contributions.

in her hundredth year, she felt drawn to visit jThe judicious, impartial, humane and effec-

thefarailios constituting the meeting to which tive methods of relief eiiipioycd liy this So-

she belonged; and was admirably led to speak cioty, have already been publicly reported
with clearness to different states; communi
eating suitable counsel in a lively and perti-

nent manner. In this her last visit especially,

the declaration of the Psalmist seemed veri-

fied : "These that be planted in the house of

the Lord, shall flourish in the courts of our
God. They shall still bring forth fruit in old

age."

She died on the 2d of 12th month, 1810;
aged 100 years and 7 months. A minister

about fourscore years.

The following extract i'roni the report of
the Executive Committee of the Chicago and
North Western Eclief Funds will be of

terest to many of our readers. The report

is long, entering into many particulars, and
shows much care and labor on the part of th

committee.
Eeport of the " Executive Eelief Com

mittee," of Philadelphia, to the Contributors
to the relief of the sufferers by the great con
flagrationsin Chicago, and the States of Michi
gan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, in October,
1871.

Amount of Contributions.

From that time until the date of this report
the contributions, all of which have hereto-
fore been publicly ackno\vledged in detail,

sent through this committee have amounted
to ... . §260,73449

Facts Goncerninj the Great Calamity.

When the first intelligence of the Chicago
conflagration reached Philadelphia, the state-

ments received fell far short of the appalling
magnitude of the disaster, as was subsequent-
ly ascertained. The fire swept over an area
of 2124 acres, or about three and one-third
square miles of the city, and this by far the
most valuable portion. It destroyed 17,450
buildings and left 98,500 people without homes,
and the greater part of them in the extremest
condition of distress and destitution. During
the fire, it is now known that more than two
hundred and fifty lives were lost. The com-
mittee recite these figures as matter of
record, and add to them some of the details,
showing the tremendous destruction of pro-
perty. The latest inventory of the money
losses by the conflagration present them as
follows

:

Losses on buildings destroyed, $53,000,000
Losses on produce destroyed, 5,262,500
Losseson manufacturesdestroyed, 13,255,000

ion other business property
destroyed, . . 65,455,000
on personal and household
effects destroyed, . 58,710,000

Losses on miscellaneous properly
destroyed, . . 373,000

. $196,055,500

4,000,000

Total,

Less salvage
Eaported money loss in property

destroyed, . . $192,055,500

Operations of the Chicago Societi/.

The contributions entrusted to this com-
mittee for the Chicago sufferers have been
forwarded to, or placed at the disposal of

by the committee after careful personal in

spection by a sub-committee who visited

Chicago for the purpose, October the 26th
and 27th. The contributions of the people
of Philadelphia, your committee believe, are
eminently well placed in the hands of that
Society. The committee deem it well to add
some further particulars concerning the So-

ciety's operations.

The number of families (averaging five

persons each) receiving aid from the Society
was as follows at each of the dales mentioned :

November 11th, 12,765 families; November
18ih, 14,137 families ; November 25th, 15,122
families

; December 23d, 9375 families. Each
of these families receives at ever3- distribu-

tion of provisions one week's supply (or ra-

tions.) Total cost one week for one family,

S1.98.

Coal (bituminous) is supplied at S4.50 per
ton, delivered at the door, at the rate of a ton
every three weeks for a family of five. This
makes the cost of food and fuel -SS.IOJ per
week per familj'.

These particulars afford some idea of the
care and economy of the Society in the expen-
diture of the moneys and supplies entrusted
to it. In the matter of providing houses and
shelter for the greater portion of the 98,500
houseless people whose necessities compelled
them to appeal for aid, the Society exhibited
similar business forethought and true econo
my. It had to look forward to the erection of
eight thousand separate temporary houses,
and while the price of lumber was rapidly ris-

ng and had in a few days afier the fire run
up to 820 a thousand feet, the active agent of
the Society, himself an experienced lumber
erchant, made contracts for the whole
nount required for the 8000 houses at an

average of §16.50 per thousand. The Society
thus economized in this one business matter
bout $140,000. Such traits of care, prudence

and conscientious dischargeof duty are visible

nearly all its transactions. Of the sepa-
rate shelter houses for families of five persons,
costing SUO each (including mattress, bed
ding, cook stove and half ton of coal), the
Society had erected 5941 to December 23d.
With respect to other articles of supplies than
provisions and shelter as already mentioned,
the Society had distributed to November 25th
the following, viz: 10,737 mattresses, 25,339
blankets, 4653 tons of coal, 9956 stoves, 22,581
pairs of shoes, 54,729 articles of men's cloth-

g, 65,986 articles of women's clothing, and
44,937 articles of children's clothing. This
was before the active demand for winter wear
set in.

The relief furnished by the Society extends
to nearly every want in life among "their des-
titute poor. One thousand sewing machines
have been furnished to the helpful women
ho were willing to work to support them-

selves—tools to meritorious workmen who
had lost their own by the fire—employment
for every one able to vvork—free transporta-
tion to those who had friends in other places
—medicines, medical attendance and hospitals
for the sick—and finally burial for the dead.

—whose buildings and means were swet
away.
Such a vast work, it is easy to understan(

requires vast means. The estimate of the S(

ciety for the six months from Oct. 9, 1871, t

April 9, 1872, is as follows:

Food and fuel rations for 15,112
families, at 83.10i per week,

8000 houses and furniture, at 81;

Barracks and furniture for 2000
families, at $80,

Hospital and storehouses,

Stoves (additional).

Aid of Bureau of special relief,

Aid to charitable institutions.

Clothing, shoes, &c., for 15,122
families, .....

Expenses of all other kinds.

Making a total of .

Total contributions reported to
Nov. 25th, ....

$1,220,7'

1,000,0(

160,0(j

83,0(

75,0(

250,0(

25,01

866,91

295,71

$3,976,4

3,418,1

?558,3

It has furnished aid also to the charitable _
the Chicago Relief and Aid Society, said 'stitutions—Orphans' Asylums, " Homes," Ac.

Yet to be provided for.

This deficit has been reduced $156,214
by the deposit of the Philadelphia Commilt

Other PhiladeJphia Contributions.

The cash contributions of $260,734 49 whi
have been collected through the agency;
this committee, do not by any means rep

sent the sum of the contributions by the p
pie of Philad 'Iphia to the people by Cbiea,

The committee have made industrious

to get the particulars of other contributic

sent direct or through other channels, I

have orily been partially successful. The Cc
mercial Exchange collected $10,000 for

Chicago sufferers. Contributions from bene

lent organizations, theatres, opera compani
musical associations, merchants, individuj

Are companies, &c., which were sent direct

Chicago, have come to the knowledge of yi

committee to the amount of $14,642 89. 1

Methodist churches, besi<les their contri

tions to the relief fund, sent over $43,

towards rebuilding churches.

The contributions of food, clothing, t

ding, &c., sent from this city were also v

liberal. The money value of ihem can

now be ascertained, but they made one 1:

dred and forty-four tons of freight as f

over the Pennsylvania railroad.

The ascertained contributions from Pt
delphia to Chicago, in money, as aire

mentioned amount to $362,877"38. The
plies forwarded in kind in the quantity r

tioned and the unreported cash contribat

are sufticient to swell the total to half'ar

lion of dollars at least.

This is a result which our benevolent

pie may contemplate with profound satie

tion—never was destitution greater t

that our people were called upon to allev

and never has benevolence been more gi;

fully received or more carefully distribodl

The words which most fittingly conclude li*,

report concerning the Chicago Fund rt

found in the concluding paragraphs of a

phlet recently j^ublished by the ChicaL

lief and Aid Society.

"The time has not come, to a peoj

worn and disordered as our own, for a]

priate acknowledgment of the wonderful ft«

that have reached our city fioni all par of

the world. They were made to the peoj of

Chicago, and the people, in their own aj

and time, will prefer to perform this a <•(
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jaliiude. But we may be permitted, as
;:i!\' inimediato observers, to say that it is

;.r'l'y ]irobable that the immense necepsitj'

;il usefulness of this aid will be ever thor-

( ujiiy known. With it the terrors of a long:

1 liter to hungry, unsheltered thousands have
jiiii wiiy to a reasonable degree of confi-

( ncr and hope.

J'lic spectacle of all nations rushing to lifl

jt from our deep desolation has made an im-

ession upon our hearts which will long sur-

e the rebuilding of our city. Our people

p commanded by the confidence and the

pathy of all mankind to ijrove themselves
ual to this emergency, and in a most ton-
• manner are instructed anew that He
0, for a purpose wiser than we can know,
mitted this afHiction, hath made of one
)od all natious^of men."

The "Northwest" Fund.

A-fter the organization of the Executive
lief Committee, the benevolent people of

r city, feeling that the distress caused by
) fires which devastated large but thinly

pulated areas in the States of Michigan,
Isconsin and Minnesota, called for relief as

11 as that in Chicago, began to send incon-
butions for the relief of the suffering peo-

of those States. The Committee were
iged to take charge of these also. The
IBS amount of the contributions for this

d has been $32,698.28. The details have
m already published in the newspapers.
No instructions were received from the
itributors as to the division of these dona-

ns among the three Slates which suffered

the great fires. But the committee hav-

j been informed on good authority that the

tressed families in the three States were
Iributed in about the following propor-

ns, viz: One thousand families in Wiscon-

, eight hundred families in Michigan and
hundred families in Minnesota—decid-

to send one-tenth of the "JSTorthwest

nd" to Minnesota and divide the remain-
r into two equal portions, one-half to Michi-

a and one half to Wisconsin. At the time
this decision it was sujiposcd by the Com-
ttee that this fund would reach but not ex-

d $30,000. Accordingly, 827,000 were ap-

priated to Michigan and Wisconsin, and
)00 were appropriated to Minnesota.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page J55.)

The annexed letter of E. Gillingham to M.
], will not fail to commend itself to all those

110, amid the trials and vicissitudes of life,

83 above all things else desirous to have their

made single by the eye-salve of the king-

m, and their hearts directed into the love

God, and into the patient waiting for

(lirist.

"Baltimore, 1820.

"My Dear Friend,—I think I may say in

th that I hold thee in affectionate remem-
l|ance, and it has been a source of comfort to

to find I have a share in thy sympathetic
^ard, and that thou hast not forgotten me,
hough among the least and most unworthy.
ly letter was truly acceptable and humbling
my mind. I wish to appreciate all favors

coming from the Fountain of good, and I

tsire to be able to return thanks for his

Uny unspeakable and unmerited mercies.
^|iou art one to whom I feel that I could un-

burthen my mind, but what would it avail?
Perhaps a desire may arise in thy mind, per-

haps a petition may be offered up by thee to

the throne of Grace, that I may be strength-
ened to endure that fire which burns as an
oven, whilst the chaff in me is beingeonsumed,
and the dioss completely removed, leaving
alone the refined gold. But the inward con-
flict is so hard to endure, nature in rae is so
strong, and the wiles of the enemy are so
cunningly devised, that I fear I shall not be
able to escape from them, and am tempted to
distrust the merciful extendings of Divine
Providence for my help. Why cannot I throw
myself into His widely extended arms ? Arms
which are ever open to receive poor repentant
sinners. Why do I not continually' feel com-
punction for my sins? Why do my eyes cease
weeping? I mourn because I cannot mourn !

I weep because I cannot weep! The query
often arises in me. Did ever mortal pass
through this dark labyrinth? this land of
drought? this wilderness of woe? Support
me. Lord, by thy unerring hand, and guide
me safely through all my difficulties. Thou
canst make the desert bloom, and the wilder-

ness to smile.
" I feel thankful that your steps were di-

rected to our habitation. When thinking of
it, I alwaj's remember some expressions of
my dear mother. She used to tell us, her
children, ' If you are faithful, the feet of those
who trod your parents' threshold, will tread
yours.' O that we may be counted worthy
to administer a cup of cold water to the Mas-
ter's little ones.

" With desires that thou mayest, wherever
thou art, bo preserved in the Master's safe-

keeping, that thy lot in thy travels may ever
be cast among the kind and affectionate, and
that thou mayest in the end richly reap the
reward of the righteous, I bid thee affection-

ately farewell,

Elizabeth Gillingham."

Stephen Grellet to Mildred Ratcliff.

"New York, 2d mo. 16th, 1821.

" My Beloved Friend,—I have thy letter of

the 30ih of last month to my liebecca and
myself jointly. We had been wishing to know
where thou wast, or if thou hadst returned to

thy home. Thy letter written to me about
three months ago from the northern part of

this State, I should have answered, if I had
knovvn where a letter would have met thee.

I had anticipated seeing thee in this city on
thy way homewards, but since thy dear Master
made way for thy escape from this field of

labor, I could but feel thankful for thy sake.

Yet my selfishness and brotherly affection,

could they have had a say in it, would so far

have increased thy bonds.

"It is a great favor indeed that thou hast

been enabled to perform the great work laid

upon thee. The daily strength with which
thy slender tabernacle has been clothed, in

the performance of daily dutj% has displayed

the sufficiency of that Power in whom thou
hast trusted. I do not marvel that now, on

thy return from thy Lord's embassj', thou
shouldst be let down to feel thy great weak-
ness, both of body and mind. There is great

wisdom in such dispensations. They are in

mercy vouchsafed. I think I may say, as far

as my knowledge extends, unto all the Lord's

faithful servants, ' that upon every glory there

may be a defence.' For they feel their pover-

y, emptiness, and inability,—whatever may

have been their past experience when clothed
with the spirit of wisdom and power— of
themselves even to think a good thought or
to do a good thing. Then it is, with spirits

prostrated at the sacred footstool, and every
crown laid there also, every glory and every
praise is ascribed to Him to whom alone they
belong; and nothing remains for the poor in-

strument but blushing and confusion of face.

When the full sense of this is upon him, the
greatness of the power, and the efficacy of
that grace which has upheld in the great
work required of him, is the more magnified.
Then out of weakness, he is afresh strength-
ened to trust implicitly in the Eock of his

salvation. Nothing new has occurred to thee,

raj' dear sister I Only keep still under the dis-

pensation. I could say much of the baptisms
that have attended me since my return home,
but I see that He whose ways and dispensa-

tions are all perfect and in mercy, has laid

nothing too much on me, that I might rightly

bear my portion of suffering for the church's

sake.
" Many spirits have gone forth, many new

doctrines are proclaimed ! Some are willing

to bring in a new way or gospel which is not

by Jesus Christ. It behooves his servants,

laborers in his vineyard, to descend even to

Him, their Foundation, and to have all their

stones of memorial bi'ought up from thence,

and all their excellency and their glory from
the deeps, where His wonders are seen. Many,
we know, would gladly rejoice with the dear
Saviour, but how few are willing to suffer

with Him. Those only who die with him,

can give an experimental testimony to his

resurrection, and that He is the Way, the

Truth, and the Life, without whom none
comelh to the Father. Our hope in life and
in death, in joy and atfiictiou, centres in Him.
This is my belief respecting thee, my dear

Mildred, under which I can salute thee in the

way as a fellow-pilgrim.

Thy si-ncere friend,

Stephen Grellet."

Additional by Eebecca Grellet: "Thy letter,

my dear friend, I can assure thee, awakened
tender feelings in my heart, but as my S. G.

has so fully replied to it, it seems unnecessary

to add, except the saying of the experienced

Apostle, which now comes freshly to remem-
brance :

' After j-c have done the will of God,

ye have need of patience.' He endured to the

end, and thus obtained the crown.
" When we parted, I expected divers oppor-

tunities might occur of conversing again with

thee before thy return homeward, but in this

have been disappointed. We are taught not

to desire any indulgence but what is best for

us; having proved that of ourselves we know
nothing, we can do nothing that will promote
our happiness.

Our late letters from P]ngland mention
that Nathan Hunt was pursuing his way very
ndiistriously. Uuldah Seers was about going

nlo Ireland. We have late information that

dear Mary Naftel is removed from the militant

hurch; and no doubt is entertained by her

friends that to her it is a happy change. Her
bodily sufferings were great, and were borne

with much patience."

E. Gillingham to Mildred Butcliff'.

" Baltimore, 8th mo. 13th, 1821.

"My Dear Friend.—Thou hast often been

the companion of my mind on thy late ardu-

ous journey, and I rejoice to hear of thy safe
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arrival at thy own habitation. I doubt not

but thou hast the rich reward of peace, which

is an ample recompense for all the toil and

suffering we may have to endure, whilst pass-

ing through this vale of tears.

" How blessed is the soul entirely devoted

to the Master's cause, when it partakes of the

foretaste of the recompense of reward some-

times granted it. Its felicity is the earnest of

eternal rest, the feasting of the just ! It is the

being anointed with the oil of joy, the being

clad with the garment of praise! I have no

doubt but thou canst say with the Psalmist,
' Return unto thy rest, O my soul, for the

Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee.' Noth-
ing can hurt or destroy in all the Lord's holy

mountain. O, that I could at present realize

this experience. But I must bear the turn-

ing and overturning of the Lord's hand upon
me, until all be consumed that his controversy

is against. If I can but possess my soul in

patience, and be preserved from that state

that would conclude with the unfaithful ser-

vant described by our dear Lord, ' The master
delayeth his coming,' and in his absence fol-

lowed his own evil ways, I shall be thankful.
" I feel the necessity of a double watch over

my poor mind, which is often reduced to a

doubting state. I know the Lord's power /.s

sufficient; but it is hard work to keep up a

continual warfare, when He sees meet to with-

draw his presence. Then our efforts seem
weak; our desires after good seem to proceed

from no deeper source than the lips. I believe

we are permitted to pass through these dis-

pensations in order to prove our steadfastness,

and for the trial of our faith. If I had greater

evidence of this respecting myself, I should

be willing I think to endure the famine and
the fire.

" With the] sincere desires of a weak child

for thy prosperity, &c.

E. G-ILLINGHAM."
CTo be continued.)

Selected.

THE BEST IN STORE.
My God, I thank Thee who hast made
The earth so bright—

So full of splendor and ofjoy,

Beauty and light

:

So many glorious things are here
Noble and right

!

I thank Thee, too, that thou hast made
Joy to abound

;

So many gentle thoughts and deeds
Circling us round,

That in the darkest spot of earth

Some love is found.

I thank Thee more that all our joy
Is touclied with pain

;

That shadows fall in brightest homes;
That thorns remain

;

So that earth's bliss may be our guide
And not our chain.

For thou who knowest. Lord, how soon
Our weak heart clings,

Hast given us joys tender and true

Yet all with wings
;

So that we see gleaming on] high.

Divine things

!

I thank thee, Lord, that thou hast kept
The best in store.

We have enough, yet not too much
To long for more,

A yearning for a deeper peace
Not known before.

I thank thee, Lord, that here our souls

Though amply blest,

Can never find, although they seek,

A perfect rest;

Nor ever shall, until they lean

On Jesus' breast.

How Salt is Manufactured at Turk's Island.

The island bearing this familiar name has

been conspicuous for its production of salt, oi

which millions of bushels find their way intc'

the markets of the world, our own country

receiving about half a million bushels annu-

ally. Salt is obtained from sea water, by

either extreme cold or heat; here it is madi
by solar evaporation. Lying under the intenst

rays of a tropical sun, the sea soon gives up
its water and leaves its salt behind ; and were
it not for the influx of the mighty rivers of

the tropics, and the general system of currents

^uid tides, the ocean lying near the equator

would soon become one vast sea of salt. For
centuries, advantage has been taken of this

natural process, and in the dry seasons, over

a thousand natives are at work, in the dif

ferent stages of the preparation of salt for the

market. The sea water is let into the basins,

or " pans," by a canal, cut through the beach,

which separates the sea from the interior

lagoons and affords a good foundation for the

town proper.

This beach is a few rods—perhaps ten or

Qfteen—in width and back of this, extending
toward the bluffs about a quarter of a mile,

was originally a marsh, which has been con-

verted into salt tanks. These tanks are shal-

low, with a varying depth of from eight to

eighteen inches, the bottom made of stiff marl

or clay, and they cover several hundred acres

of this evaporating ground, divided into a

great many compartments, varying from a

quarter of an acre to two or three acres in

size. These are separated from each other by
low stone walls, which serve also as walks.

In the middle of these is an impervious claj',

which prevents the passage of water from one
tank to another, unless by the little gateways
or sluices, through which the supply is regu-

lated. The water in these is found in all

stages of evaporation. In some, you see the

clear limpid water of the ocean ; in others it

has a soiled appearance, and, when far ad-

vanced in the process, it assumes a beautiful

pink color. The first pond allows the subsi-

dence of mud and other physical impurities,

and is, consequently, the deepest. As the fluid

runs from tank to tank, it gradually becomes
thicker, giving up its water and becoming
more and more concentrated, until it reaches

the last and shallowest pan, where crystals

begin to appear on its surface. These first

crystals are purest, and are raked off with an
iron hoe. Exposed for a still longer time,

more crystals form, but these mostly collect

on the bottom and sides, and are scraped off

when the " mother liquor" is drawn away.
They are then hauled in carts to the beach,

where piles, like great, white snow banks,

may be seen from the ship's deck.

'This salt is more or less impure—the chief

impurity being chloride of magnesium—and,

to get rid of this, the heaps are covered with
straw and hay; the chloride of magnesium,
being deliquescent, absorbs moisture from the
atmosphere and drains off, leaving the pure
chloride of sodium—common salt— behind.

To produce the same result, sometimes slaked

lime is placed in the last tanks. The making
of salt by solar evaporation depends greatly

upon the absence of rain ; and Turk's Island

has this advantage, as well as extreme heat
in summer. In addition, the trade winds con-

stantly agitate the surface of the ponds, and
thus facilitate vaporization.

— Overland Monthly.

For "Itie Frithd."

In view of circumstances now transpiiio;

in some portions of our Society, the followiu;

testimonj^ to the efficacy of the Holy Sp rit

and also to the value of Barclay's Apology, i

offered to the readers of " The Friend.'' Ih

extract is from a letter dated 12th mo. I'ith

1831:, from Deborah Cope, then travellin.

with Dugan and Asenath Clark, in N. Yorl

and New England Meetings, and addressed ti

Sarah Emlen.
" We paid Moses Brown a visit, who gd

quired affectionately for thee, and desired hi

love ; 8a3^s thou mayest come back to N. E
and he, for one, will be glad to see thee. I

was really a feast to be in his company; h
still seems green in his ninety-seventh yeai
He had just received a letter from a youDj
man, with whom we afterward were in com
pany, one in and for whom we feel a deep am
sincere interest. He belonged to the baptists

and had spent three years at college prepai

ing to be a missionary; got through his studie

with good reputation, and was considered o i

much more than ordinary capacity by th
-

professors in the institution : is said to b.

master of eleven languages. He returnei

home to his father ; but no call offering whicl

they considered equal to his talents, his fathe:

prevailed on him to return to the college

six months more, which he did; and whil
ransacking the library one day, in quest o

something to amuse, he lighted on Barclay'

Apology, an old, dusty volume, in Frencl:

He bore it off to his study and read it atteu

lively, and was met in a narrow place. H
became very thoughtful, and asked one of

professors one day if there were any peopl

now living, holding the faith of Eobert Ba>

clay ? and was answer, ' No ; that was onl;

an old controversial book, which they keptt
show the reasoning and arguments whic
could be advanced by those who once pn
fessed such principles.' 'Well,' said G.

is such reasoning and arguments as I neve

met with before ; I must set out and see if

can find any such people ; and if not I must B

down alone.' Accordingly he went to S

—

and made inquiry, and was directed to H. C
a very suitable Friend. He knocked at th

door, and H. opened it; whereupon Gr. ii

quired if there were any now living, profesi

ing the faith of E. Barclay. H. smiled an^

said he hoped so, and invited him in. The
had much conversation, and G. repeated h

visits. His father was now displeased, an

his friends disappointed, and they reporte

that he was deranged ; but G. persevered unt

he became a member; attended last Yearl

Meeting, and promises to be a consistent om
The following is an extract from his letter

M. Brown, and will speak his own languag
' At last my mind became so exercised ths

I was constrained to leave the institution i

quest of a people who believed in Barclay

Apology, and if I could not find such a peopl

I determined to worship the Lord alone; be

blessed be God, the Lord has still a remnai)

who are not conformed to the vain and wicke

fashions of this world. To this people I d'

sire to join myself, though I feel most ni

worthy to come among them. Yes, I can sa

with the pious Barclay, that having for a Iod

time been seeking after human learning,

have found that Heavenly learning whic

gives content to the soul ; after this learnio

may I seek forever. I now believe thi

though a person may read the Bible ever i
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'ally and critically in the original lan-

es, yet, the most unlettered person under
.eachings of the Spirit of God, is more
to have a true understanding of it, than
Bsrned man with all his critical care and
r;^nd though I myself have read the

ible in Hebrew (except the book of

el); although I have read the ISTew Tes-
nt critically in Greek and Syriac, and
studied the Bible in several other Ian

38; yet the most ignorant man, who is

T taught of the Spirit, can understand
tible better than I can, unless taught of

ime Spirit. And oh ! that all who may
this_ letter might feel the necessity of

taught of God, of sitting as little chil-

kt the Saviour's feet, and learning of him
was meek and low of heart. Farewell

G. W. E.'
"

For " The Frit

The Coral Growtiis.

rtwig in his interesting work on
and its Living Wonders," speaks thus of
of the corals: In our seas the coralli-

B Zoophytarians, distinguished by the
jalcareous skeletons they deposit within
tissues, are but feebly represented by a
.raggling caryophilliaj, but in the tropi-

cean they branch out into numerous
genera, and species, and play a highly

tant part in the economy of the mara-
domain. Originally proceeding from
ova, which at first freely move by

1 of vibratile ciliiB, and become fixed
i short period of erratic existence, they
'ly cyy gemmation, and grow into an im-
variety of forms, of which the follow-
sscription by one who has long and at-
ely studied tbem in their native haunts

to give an idea. " Trees of coral,"
Professor Dana, "are well known; and

hjigh not emulating in size the oaks of our
m—for they do not exceed six or eight
tl height—they are graceful!}' branched,
i (he whole surface blooms with coral
y'-' in place of leaves and flowers. Shrub-
3tufts of rushes, bedsof pinks, and feath-
rj:<si-;, are most exactly imitated. Many

I- < Njircad out in broad leaves or folia, and
di 'le some large-leaved plant just unfold-

alive, the surface of each leaf is

tjvarieties have their

. I

the

an exaggeration to assert that the colors of
the rainbow are put to shame on a bright
iunny day by what meets the view on look-
ing into the sea in those fairy regions." And
Ehrenberg was so struck by the magnificent
•fpectacle presented by the living polyparia
in the jRed Sea that he exclaimed with enthu-
siasm, " Where is the paradise of flowers that
can rival, in variety and beauty, these living
wonders of the ocean !"

Besides th charms of their own growth,
the tropical coral gardens afford a refuge or a
dwelling place to numberless animals clothed
in gorgeous apparel. Fishes attired in azure,
scarlet and gold, crustaceans, sea-urchins, sea-
stars, sea-anemones, anuelides, of a brilliancy
of color unknown in the northern seas, glide
or swim along through their tangled shrub-
beries; and frequently the gigantic tridnaca,
embedded in their calcareous parterres, dis-

closes, on opening her ponderous valves, her
violet mantle, tinted with emerald green.
The enchanted naturalist lingers for hourt
over the magnificent spectacle, and forgets
the lapse of time, as wonders upon wonders
crowd on his enraptured gaze.
But the tropical coral-gardens serve not

only as a harbor of refuge to the numberless
creatures that frequent their labyrinthine re

for many annelides, crustaceans, as
terias and even fishes, feed upon their animal
flowrets. Among these, the Scari are provided
with a very remarkable dental apparatus to
protect their mandibles from injury while
biting the calcareous corals. These fi

have their jaws, which resemble the beak of
a parrot (whence they receive their usual ap-
pellation " parrot fishes" ) covered externally
with a kind of pavement of teeth, answering
the same purpose as the horny investment of

^erve to give an idea. " Trees of coral," the mandibles of the bird. The teeth that
^Professor Dana, "are well known: and form this pavement are perpetually in pro-

gress of development towards the base of the
jaw, whence they advance forward, when
completed, to replace those which become
worn away in front by the constant attrition
to which they are subjected. Thus armed,
the Scari browse without difficulty on the
newest layers of the stony corals, digesting
the animal matter therein contained, and set-

ting free the carbonate of lime in a chalky
state. Many of the Diodons, Chetodons, and

J with polyp-flowers. The cactus, the'Balistie or tile fishes, of which Kittlitz saw
ehnging to the rock, and the fungus in

j

some new species, one still more splendid than""
' ^e their numerous represen- the other, in every lagoon-island hevisitedin

these forms imitating vege- !
the long range of the Carolines, likewise feed

are gracefully modelled vases, 'upon corals, and possess a dental apparatus fit

lef which are three or four feet in diame-j for masticating their refractory aliment. The
ade up of a network of branches and [Diodons have grooved teeth, excellently adapt-

„.,j ^c ij mi
g^ ^^ crush and bruise, and the Balistea; have
eight strong conical teeth in each jaw, with
which they easily nip ofi" the shoots of the
coral bushes.

Of the reef-building corals it may well be
said that they build for eternity. The bones
of the higher animals vanish after a few years,
but the stony skeleton of the polyp remains
attached to the spot of its formation, and
serves as a basement or stage for new genera-
tions to build upon. Life and death are here
in concurrent or parallel progress

;
generally

the whole interior of a corallum is dead. The
large domes of the astrteas are in most species
covered with a hemispherical living shell,

about half an inch thick; and in some porites

We are astonished when travellers tell us
of the vast extent of certain ancient ruins;
but how utterly insignificant are the greatest
of these when compared with the piles of
stone accumulated in the course of ages by
these minute, and individually so puny archi-
tects ! The history of the formation of coral-
roefs is no less wonderful than their extent.
They have been divided according to their
geological character, into three classes. The
first fringes the shores of continents or islands
(shore-reefs) the second, rising from a deep
ocean, at a greater distance from the land,
encircles an island, or stretches like a barrier
along the coast, (barrier-reefs;) the third, en-
closing a lagoon, forms a ring or annular
break-water round an interior lake (atolls, or
lagoon-islands.)

Many of the high rocky islands of the
Pacific lie, like a picture in its frame, in the
middle of a latroon encircled by a reef. A
fringe of low alluvial land in these cases, gen-
erally surrounds the base of the mountains;
a girdle of palm-trees, backed by abrupt
heights, and fronted by a lake of smooth
water, only separated from the deep blue ocean
by the breakers roaring against the encir-
cling reef; such, for instance, is the scenery
of Tahiti, so justly named "the queen of is-

lands." But the encircling reefs are often at
a much greater distance from the shore.
Thus in New Caledonia, they extend no less
than 140 miles beyond the island.

As an example of barrier-reefs, I shall cite
that which fronts the north-east coast of Aus-
tralia; it is described by Flinders as having a
length of nearly a thousand miles, and as run-
ning parallel to the shore at a distance of be-
tween twenty and thirty miles from it, and
in some parts even of fifty and seventy. The
great arm of the sea thus inclosed, has a usual
depth of between ten and twenty fathoms.
This probably is both the grandest and most
extraordinary reef now existing in any part
of the world.

(To be continued.)

lets, and sprigs of flowers. There are
e id coral hemispheres like domes among
vses and shrubbery, occasionally ten or
iveuty feet in diameter, whose symme-

lal urface is gorgeously decked with polyp-
rsf purple and emerald green."
Iner such aspects appear the living or-
liss whose combined efforts have mainly
Sticted those reefs and islands of coral
jiiwhich now lie scattered far and wide

he surface of the equatorial ocean.
re are inadequate to express the splendor
tbj submarine gardens with which the
Ojytes clothe the rocky shores of the
piil seas.

Tiare are few things more beautiful to
M," says Captain Basil Hall, " than these |of the same size the whole mass is Tifeiess,
»h|ie8 when viewed through two or three 'except the exterior five-sixths of an inch in
lois of clear and still water. It is hardly ' depth.

It does not appear that Eobert Barclay was
convinced of the truth of Friends' principles,
merely by the means of preaching. In his
Apology, Prop. 12th, speaking of himself he
says: Not bj' strength of argument, or by a
particular disquisition of each doctrine, and
convincement of my understanding thereby,
I came to receive and bear witness of the
Truth, but by being secretly reached by this
Life. For when I came into the silent assem-
blies of God's people I felt a secret Power
amongst them which touched my heart; and
as I gave way unto it, I found the evil weak-
ening in me, and the good raised up; and so
1 became thus knit and united unto them,
hungering more and more after the increase
of this Power and Life, whereby I might find
myself perfectly redeemed.

Dr. Eush was a great enemy to theatrical
amusements. He was once in conversation
with a professor of religion, who was speak-
ing of the pleasure she anticipated at the
theatre, in the evening. " What, madam,"
said he, " do you go to the theatre?" " Yes,"
was the reply; "and don't you go, doctor?"
"No madam," said he, "I never go to such
places." " Why, sir, do you not go? Do you
think it sinful?" said she. He replied, "I
never will publish to the world that I think
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Jesus Christ a hard uiaster, and religion an
unsatisfying portion, which I should do if I

went on to the devil's ground in quest of hap-
piness."

For "The Friend.'

Central Arabia.

(CODtinued from page 156.)

The day after the semoom had overtaken
them, our travellers entered the Wadi .Sirhan

or "Valley of the Wolf," a long depression in

the desert, running in a south easterly direc-

tion, containing wells of water, and a certain

amount of vegetation, which attracts thither

numerous bands of Bedouins, who are under
the control of the ruler of Djebel Shomer, the

more northerly of the civilized states which
occupy Central Arabia.

" We had not long wound among the little

sandy hills which stud this low ground, when
we saw far and near planted amid the bushes
numerous black tents, the dwellings of Kedar.
likened once of a time by Solomon to his dusky
Egyptian bride.

" Passing tent after tent, and leaving be-

hind us many a tattered Bedouin and grazing
camel, Salim [his guide] at last indicated to

us a group of habitations, two or three of

which seemed ofsomewhat more ample dimen
sions than the rest, and informed us that our
supper that night (for the afternoon was al

ready on the decline) would be at the cost of

these dwellings. 'Ajaweed,' /. e., ' generou;

fellows,' he subjoined, to encourage us by thi

prospect of a handsome reception. Of coursi

we could only defer to his better judgment
and in a few minutes were alongside of thi

black goat's-hair coverings where lodged our
intended hosts.

" For some time we remained undisturbed,

though not unnoticed; a group of Arabs had
collected round our companions at the tent

door, and were engaged in getting from them
all possible information, especially about us

and our baggage, which last was an object of

much curiosity, not to sa}' cupidity. ]S'ext

came our turn. The chief, his family (women
excepted,) his intimate followers, and some
twenty others, young and old, boys and men,
came up, and after a brief salutation. Bedouin-

wise, seated themselves in a semicircle before

us. Every man held a short crooked stick

for camel-driving in his hand, to gesticulate

with when speaking, or to play with in the

intervals of conversation, while the younger
members of societj', less prompt in discourse,

politely employed their leisure in staring at

us, or in picking up dried pellets of dirt from
the sand and tossing them about.

" But how am I to describe their conversa-

tion, their questions and answers, their man-
ners and gests? 'A sensible person in this

city is like a man tied up among a drove of

mules in a stable,' I once heard from a respect-

able stranger in the Syrian town of Homs, a

locality proverbial for the sullen stupidity of

its denizens. But among Bedouins in the

desert, where the advantages of the stable are

wanting, the guest rather resembles a man in

the middle ofa field among untied mules frisk-

ing and kicking their heels in all directions

around him. Here you may see human nature

at its lowest stage, or very nearly ; one sprawls

stretched out on the sand, another draws un-

meaning lines with the end of his stick, a

third grins, a fourth asks purportless or im-

pertinent questions, or cuts jokes meant for

witty, but in fact only coarse in the extreme.

Meanwhile the boys thrust themselves for-

ward without restraint, and interrupt their
elders, their betters I can hardly saj', without
the smallest respect or deference.

"And yet in all this there is no real intention
of rudeness, no desire to annoy; quite the re-

verse. They sincerely wish to make them-
selves agreeable to the new comers, to put
them at their ease, nay, to do them what good
service they can, only they do not exactly
know how to set about it; if the}' violate

all laws of decorum or courtesy, it is out of
sheer ignorance, not malice prepense; and
amid the aimlessness of an utterly unculti-

vated mind they occasionally show indica-

tions of considerable innate tact and shrewd-
ness

;
while through all the fickleness proper

to men accustomed to no moral or physical
restraint, there appears the groundwork of a

manly and generous character, such as a
Persian, for instance, seldom offers. Their
defects are inherent to their condition, their

redeeming qualities are their own ; they have
them by inheritance from one of the noblest

races of earth ; from the Arabs of inhabited
lands and organized governments. Indeed,

after having travelled much and made pretty

intimate acquaintance with many races, Afri-

can, Asiatic, and European, I should hardly
be inclined to give the preference to any over
the genuine unmixed clans of Central and
Eastern Arabia.

" ' What are you ? what is your business ?'

so runs the ordinary and unprefaced opening
of the discourse. To which we answer, ' Phy-
sicians from Damascus, and our business is

whatsoever God may put in our way.' The
ne.Kt question will be about the baggage

;

some one pokes it with a stick, to draw atten-

tion to it, and says, ' What is this ? have you
any little object to sell us?'

" ' Ya woleyd,' or 'young fellow' (for so

they style every human male from eight to

eighty without distinction), ' will j^ou not fill

my pipe ?' says one, who has observed that

mine was not idle, and who, though well pro-

vided with a good stock of dry tobacco tied

up in a rag at his greasy waist-belt, thinks

the moment a fair opportunity for a little

begging.

"But Salim, seated amid the circle, makes
me a sign not to comply. Accordingly I evade
the demand. However, my petitioner goes
on begging, and is imitated by two or three

others, each of whom thrusts forward, (a true

Irish hint,) a bit of marrow-bone with a hole

drilled in one side to act for a pipe, or a porous

stone, not uncommon throughout the desert,

clumsily fashioned into a smoking apparatus,

sort of primitive meerschaum.
" As they grow rude, I pretend to become

angry, thus to cut the matter short. ' We
are your guests, O you Bedouins

;
are you

not ashamed to beg of us ?' ' Never mind,

excuse us ; those are ignorant fellows, ill-bred

clowns, &c.,' interposes one close by the chief's

side ;
and whose dress is in somevvhat better

condition than that of the other half and
three-quarter naked individuals who complete
the assembly."
The boiled meat of which the feast consist-

ed was placed in a large wooden bowl, around
,vhich all the company gathered and waited

n silence for the signal to commence eating,

which was a formula of welcome given hy the

chief, when each reached forth his hand and
took what suited him, pulling it in pieces

with his fingers—encouraged by the host

who reiterates at short intervals " Wh;
you not eat ? eat

;
go to work at it ; O, a 1

dred welcomes to j'ou our worthy guests

At noon, " a new dish is brought in

looks much like a bowl full ofcoarse red
]

or bran mixed with ochre. This is Sato

main article of subsistence to the Bedouii

Northern Arabia. Throughout this par

the desert grows a small herbaceous anc

ed plant, with juicy stalks and a little o

yellow-tinted leaf ; the flowers are of a bri

er yellow, with many stamens and pif

When the blossoms fall off, there remali
place of each a four-leafed capsule about
size of an ordinary pea, and this, when
opens to show a mass of minute reddish s(

resembling grit in feel and appearano
farinaceous in substance. The ripening se

is in July, when old and young, men and
men, all are out to collect the unsown
untoiled-for harvest. The capsules are gat

ed, the seed separated from them, and
like a stock of flour for the eusuii _
These seeds, when wanted for use, are coai

ground in a hand mill, then mixed with w
and boiled into the substance which we
had before us. Its taste and quality

pretty well hit oft' by Salim, who describi

' not so good as wheat, and rather better

barley-meal.'

"Another giftof nature is the Mesa'a, a

well known to Bedouins, though neglecte

all else. Its shrub attains two or three

in height, woody and tangled, with smal
pointed leaves of a lively green, and a
red star-like flower. This in Junegives^
to a berry much resembling in size, coloi

taste our own red currant, though infer;'

it in flavor, while its sweetness predomi
too much over its acidity. The Bed'"!')-

lect and greedily devour it, or, boiling

with a little water, procure a sort ot i

much esteemed by them, but by thuin

This, with the Samh just mentioned, ci t

milk, and an occasional repast of Imt.'

meat, though that is a rare luxury, fori

their list of eatables."

(To be contiDned.)

In the Spirit there is but one coiVt.—

"

seed, and of the seed, is the pure hi:

but out from the seed are the many c

languages (even the confusion of Babei oii|

speaking as he apprehends, thus; ai hfl

speaking as he conceives, thus ; so ]> nlj

manifesting that they are out from th etj

dence and demonstration of the Spirit, ""HI

voice is one, and language one, in all,mi\M
of the gospel.

—

I. P.

The Mussel.—It is a curious fact u

rearing of mussels should have been ii

ed into France as far back as the vt:

by an Irishman of the name of Waltc.

man who had been shipwrecked in i

de L'Aiguillon, and gained a precaii

ing by catching sea-birds, observed i

mussels, which had attached themv
the poles on which he spread his in

the shallow waters, were far superior t

that naturally grew in the mud, and i

ately made use of his discovery by li

the first " bouchot," or mussel park, •

ing of stakes and rudely interwoven br.

His example soon found imitators, :i

method of construction adopted by V

centuries ago, has been maintaiij

altered to the present day. It may givi ^"^'
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of Iho resources that might be obtained

1 BO manj' utterly- neglected lagoons when
[hear that the tishermen of L'AiguiUon,

out^h they sell three hundred weight of

lels for the small sum of five francs, or

shillings, annually export or send them
the interior to the amount of a million

olve hundred thousand francs.

—

Hartwig.

ime of the unconverted Greenlanders had

d that the world would be destroyed,

as in that case they would have no-

iji-o to go, tlioy expressed a desire to be

ijertod, that thoy might go with the Chris-

believers. "But," added they, with that

Jessness and procrastination so natural

an, in the things that belong to eternity,

Jthe destruction will not happen this year,

ill come in next season."

^toxicating Drink. — Lord Chief Justice

feionce remarked, "The places of judica-

) which I have held in this kingdom have

vn me an opportunity to observe the ori-

(l cause of most of the enormities that

p been committed for the space of nearly

fity years; and by a due observation, I

i'l found that, if the murders and man-
hters, the burglaries and robberies, the

and tumults, and other great enormities

have happened in that time were divided

five parts, four of them have been the

3 and product of excessive drinking, or

vern and alehouse meetings."

Relic of Antiquity.—It is stated on the

ority of the Leoant Herald that a valua-

e|elic of antiquity has lately been discover-

the grounds of the Russian Pilgrim's

icjastery"outside the walls of Jerusalem. It

ishaft cut out of a single block and only

complete. From a description in the

8J)ry of Flavius Josephus it is believed to

column intended for the decoration of

neient Temple of Solomon ; but that, as

(column split while it was being worked,
\8 left unfinished, the lower part of it re-

in a rough unhewn slate. The mono-
is about thirty-nine feet in length by six

araeter.

—

Living Age.

(larity, though not apt to look abroad for

neither blind nor unfeeling.
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ends have always believed the gospel

isBnsation to be one of Spirit and of power.

hje who are brought practically into this

nsation, are baptised into the spirit that

3gs to it, and are made partakers, mor
ss, of the gifts which the glorified Head
nses among the members of his body,

le ministry of the gospel is emphatically

inistration of the Spirit, eitherimmediately

the great High Priest himself, or through
leuments prepared by his transforming
er for the reception of the divine gift, and
cising it under the renewed unction of

liiHoly One ; so as to reach the witness for

ro in the hearts of the hearers, quickening

edifying the living members, or exposing

njwounding the man of sin in the rebellion

ministry, it consequently requires neither art,

learning nor eloquence to prepare for its ex-

ercise, or to make it recognizable or effective.

" My speech and my preaching," saith the

Apostle, " were not with enticing words of

man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the

Spirit and of power; that your faith should

not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the

power of God."
As the true gospel ministry stands not in

word only but in power, so the qualification

rightly to judge of and estimate it, requires a

measure of the same divine unction which
alone qualifies to preach. In neither case is

this spiritual qualification, nor the exercise of

it, at the command of the individuals on vvhom
the gifts have boon conferred. So that both

ministers and the rightly authorized judges

of rainistr}', require the renewed quickening

clothing of a measure of that Spirit which
searcheth all things, even the deep things of

God, rightly to perform the several functions

assigned them, to the preservation and edifi-

cation of the body in love.

But outside this sympathetic relation exist-

ing between minister, elders and other living

members of the body of Christ, the general

condition of the visible, professing church, ex-

ercises a powerful influence on the kind of

ministry prevailing in it, and a reciprocal in-

fluence of the ministry is manifested among
the members. Where the members generally

have been brought in good measure under the

regenerating power of Divine Grace, many
being created anew in Christ Jesus, they are

spiritual worshippers in the inner temple,

with the faculties of their renewed minds
quickened and strengthened by reason of use,

and they will have and require a baptizing,

gospel ministry. When assembled for the

purpose of divine worship, each gathered to

the divine gift in him or herself, the weight

and solemnity of their spirits will be felt over

the whole assembly, and their religious dis-

cernment quickly detecting the authority and

tendency of whatever offerings may be made,

they will be enabled to silence that which

lacks the seal of a divine commission, and

thus guard the flock from being hurt and led

astray.

But in a lapsed condition of the church,

where there is a large proportion of nominal

members, whose religion is superficial, though

making much profession, there will be a, dispo-

sition not only to tolerate, but to encourage

preachers and preaching, which are also super-

ficial and tend to keep the hearers on the

surface, not disturbing their false rest, but

lulling them into a belief that the christian

religion does not call for so selfcrucifying and

humiliating work as others may have taught.

This ministry may appear correct or even

beautiful outwardly, or it may be sensational

and calculated to stir the emotional feelings,

but it is mainly adapted to itching ears rather

than sin-laden souls, and while it may amuse
or delight the greater part of an audience, it

must grieve and burden those whose spiritual

faculties are alive, and who cannot esteem a

discourse, however nicely constructed or ap-

propriately delivered, as any thing more than

sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal, if it is

devoid of the demonstration of the spirit and

power of Christ. Thus the condition of a

church and the character of the ministry it

cherishes, generally operate reciprocally on

each other. Not but that among a backslid^attendant power of the Holy Spirit being

Malone authority and substance of gospel I den people a spring of true gospel ministry

I

may be kept open, and it is a great blessing

where, under such circumstances, the com-
passionate Shepherd of the sheep condescends
to clothe his delegates with power to preach
the preaching that Ho bids them. As they
are made willing to visit the suffering seed,

and to be baptized for the dead, their labor

is not in vain in the Lord, and however little

they may be regarded bj' formal professors,

He richly compensates them for every act of
dedication. But in such a church silent wait-
ing for ability to worship is irksome, and there
is hankering for something to be said or done.
Peading or studying the scriptures, and

making verbal profession of belief in Christ
and the efficacy of his atonement, are much
easier than taking up the daily cross and fol-

lowing him in the regeneraiion ; and they may
be much dwelt on, and the notion generally
prevail that as these take hold on the atten-

tion of the people, and many arc said to be con-

verted^ because they openly declare thoy have
found Jesus, and many prayers are repeated,

therefore religion is prospering, and the Re-
deemer's kingdom spreading ; though the pe-

culiar characteristic of Christianity, the bap-
tism of the Holy Ghost and fire, may be lit-

tle witnessed.

The converts to this kind of religion are

easily led into what they consider religious

activity; something that may let others know
they are justified believers, and must set to

work to save others. Preaching becomes an
easy thing, requiring no special preparation
therefor, nor special divine anointing for

such service. The babe state of the true born
child, is so small, weak and requiring nourish-
ment and instruction, as to be overlooked or
disregarded. Thus some who have been sensi-

ble of a visitation of the Day Spring from on
high, and awakened to a sense of their need
of the washing of regeneration, deceived by
the example of others, and through the trans-

formations of Satan, ma}- mistake the nature
of the work they are called to engage in, and
imagine they are to minister to others, what
was intended solely for themselves; thereby
bringing darkness on themselves and death
over a meeting, to the grief of the spiritually

minded.
Oh! the lamentable condition of a people

where this state of things prevails among
them. A ministry of the letter, and a love

for words, instead of visiting the Seed in the
hearts of the people, or waiting in reverent
prostration at the feet of the Minister of the
Sanctuary, to hear and obey his voice. One
of the deeply experienced ministers in our
Society remarks :

"That excellent gospel liberty of all who feel

themselves inspired thereunto, whether male
or female, speaking or prophesying one by
one, hath been, and still is, abused by false

pretenders to divine inspiration
;
yet the lib-

erty ought to be preserved inviolable, and
other means found out to remedy this great
inconvcniency ; which would not be difficult,

were the members in a general way spiri-

tually minded, rightly savouring the things

that be of God. Forward and unsanctified

appearances, bj- way of ministry, would then
bo easily awed and suppressed, so as not to

disturb the peace of the church. The case

has been otherwise, as I have observed in

some places ; but little minded, if the words
and doctrine were sound, and nothing to blame
in the conversation. Hero the main thing,

which is the powerful demonstration of the
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Holy Spii-it, is little regarded: and if a few

are deeply pained at heart with such lifeless

ministry, they find it exceedingly difficult to

lay hands thereon, for want of more strength
;

especially when they perceive what strength

there is against them : for formal professors

love to have it so, rather than to sit in silence.

And I have observed such pretenders all

mouth or tongue, and no ears to receive in-

structions ; fond of teaching others, but very

unteachable themselves. I pray God to quick-

en his people, and raise his society into a more
lively sense of that blessed arm of power
which gathered us to be a people; or, I fear,

the great evil above hinted at will prove a

very growing one : profession without posses-

sion being the proper element for such a

ministry to grow and flourish in. I am not

quite free to'omit a remark on this head, as

I am fully persuaded the living members of

the church of Christ groan under a painful

sense of this sorrowful token of a declined

Society."

SUMIVIAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.— The London Times, referring to the

rumor that the United States makes exorbitant demands

before the Geneva Board for indemnity for losses bythe

Alabama and other rebel vessels, professes to believe

that the American government has no such intention
;

that its main desire is to obtain public acknowledgment

that the position it took and remonstance,s it made dur-

ing the war. were founded on reason. The Treaty, and

the American claims under it, are the leading topics of

the public journals at the present time. The Advertiser

alone opposes the Treaty. It declares that the English

Commissioners have been outwitted ; that England
'

bound hand and foot, and if the C4eneva board should

award to the United States all that they ofTensivelj

claim, a war would be less injurious to England than a

settlement.

The chief .secretary for Ireland, in an address to his

constituents at Eodner, treated on Irish affairs at con-

siderable length. He declared that the government

must be firm in repressing the rebellion in Ireland, and

should set its face against leaving education in the

hands of the priesthood.

British sovereignty has been proclaimed over that

portion of African territory which was recently annexed

to the colonial possessions of Great Britain. Brand,

president of the Free States, has issued a formal protest

against this act of annexation.

Portions of England have been visited by violent

thunder storms At Manchester a large building was

struck by lightning, took fire and was destroyed. In

Portsmouth and its vicinity the lightning and thunder

were accompanied by hail, and the glass in nearly all the

windows exposed to the storm was broken.

The floor of the court-room at Kiltyclogher, Ireland

gave way while a trial was in progress. The room was

crowded at the time, and three hundred persons were

precipitated a distance of thirty or forty feet. The
number killed is not stated ; about thirty persons were

badly injured, most of them fiitally.

A London dispatch of the 8th says, the health of the

Prince of Wales has so greatly improved that his phy-

sicians do not think it necessary to issue any more

bulletins in regard to it.

The American chamber of commerce at Liverpool

has adopted a resolution declaring the opinion that the

mail service between Great Britain and the U. States,

would be improved if the carrying of the American

mails was restored to the Cunard line of steamers, and

requesting the consul of the United States at Liverpool

to communicate the resolution to the postmaster general

at Washington.
The committee of the French Assembly, to whom the

subject was referred, has made a report approving the

project of a steam ferry across the Straits of Dover, be-

tween the towns of Dover and Calais.

The orders recently issued from Berlin for the arrest

and detention of French citizens as hostages, in places

where outrages are perpetrated on German soldiers,

have been rigorously executed. About one hundred

prisoners, taken in accordance with these orders, are

now in the hands of the Germans. Warning is given

of summary proceedings in all cases of murder or assas-

Bination.

A dispatch from Marseilles reports that the presence

of Gambetta in that city was the cause of much agita-

tion and some disorder. His hotel was surrounded by
throngs of friends, who endeavored to call him out- At
one time the assemblage became so numerous and tur-

bulent that troops were ordered to the scene, and chas-

rs charged upon and dispersed the mob. Gambetta
was not allowed by the police to leave the hotel, for

fear that his appearance would lead to further disturb-

ances. Dispatches from Algeria report a defeat of the

rebels in Gran by the French troops. Two of the rebel

chieftains and 150 horsemen were killed.

At the meeting of the French Assembly on the 6th

inst., a large number of petitions were presented pray-

ing for the restoration of the monarchy. Some asked
that the Count de Chambord should be declared king,

and others wished the Count de Paris. The republi-

cans and radicals made a noisy opposition throughout
the reading, which was frequently interrupted.

A select committee of the Assembly, appointed to

consider the method of forming a new constitution, has

made a report, in which it rejects a popular vote on the

question, and declared it the duty of the National As-
sembly to make the constitution.

The Spanish Cortes are to meet on the 22d inst.

Jose de la Concha has been appointed captain general

of Cuba, and Admiral Polo minister to the United
States.

The King of Italy sent a special ambassador to the

Vatican on New Year.s' Day to tender his congratula-

tions to the Pope. The ambassador was met by Car-

dinal Antonelli and informed that the Pope was unable

to receive visitors.

Ofiicial advices from Ispahan show that the famine
in Persia continues, and suflfering and desolation are

undiminished. Entire districts of that country are de-

populated, and the distress in the cities is terrible. The
efibrts of the government to aflTord relief are unavailing.

Serious difficulties continue in Belgium in conse-

quence of the strikes of workingmen who demand
higher wages and a reduction of the hours of labor. In
some places there have been much turbulence and dis-

order.

A Paris dispatch of the 8th says, that the Americar
Minister Washburne, is indisposed, aud has gone to

Nice for the restoration of his health.

Victor Hugo was a candidate for the Assembly ir

the recent supplementary election in Paris, but was un-

successful.

The Prussian admiralty have cancelled the order re

cently issued for the equipment of iron clads and other

naval vessels for service on the Atlantic Ocean. An
order has also been Issued granting furloughs to the

naval reserve.

London, 1st mo. 8th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. 5-20's of

1862, 92 ;
of 1867, 93 j ; ten-forties, 5 per cents, 92.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOfii. ; Orleans, lOfd.
Sales of the day 30,000 bales. California wheat, 13s.

per 100 lbs.; red winter wheat, 12s. Id.; spring, lis. id.

a lis. dd.

United States.—The Public Debt on the first inst.,

less balance in the treasury, was §2,243,836,411. The
decrease during the Twelfth month was $4,412,9-56.

The balance in the trea.sury in coin was 3111,432,826,

and in currency 815,861,493.

The interments in Philadelphia during the week
ending at noon on the 6th inst. numbered 559. There
were 230 deaths of small pox, 59 of consumption, 25 of

ation of the lungs, 19 of convulsion.s, and 12 of

old age ;
261 were adults and 298 under twenty years

of age. The mean temperature of the Twelfth month,
by the Penn.sylvania Hospital record, was 30.85 deg.,

the highest during the month 45 deg., and the lowest

2.50 deg. The average of the mean temperature of the

Twelfth month for the past 82 years is stated to have
been 32.60 deg., the highe.st mean during that entire

period, 1848, was 45 deg., the lowest, in 1832, 25 deg
The total amount of rain and melted snow in 1871, was
47.27 inches, in 1870 it was 44.06 inches. The total

number of commitments to the County Prison during
the year 1871 was 13,171, of whom 9,974 were men, and
3197 women.
The annual report of the superintendent of common

schools in Pennsylvania, shows an increase of 1,488

.schools during the past year. The number of pup""

attending the schools is 834,614. The total cost of

maintaining them was §8,580,918, not including S520,
000 applied to the support of orphan schools.

Congress reassembled on the 8th inst. In the House
of Kepresentatives a resolution was offered directing

the Committee of Ways and Means to report a bil

promptly repealing the income tax, so that it would
not be collected for the year 1871. The resolution

defeated by a vote of 81 to 71. The House also voted

down a resolution to instruct the Ways and M
Committee to report a bill repealing all taxes ex

those upon liquors and stamps. A joint resolutic

amend the constitution so as to make naturalized

zens eligible to the presidency and vice-presidenci

the United States was oflered and failed, yeas 81, ]

65, less than the necessary two-thirds being in.

affirmative.

Tne Markets, &c.—The following were the quolaf

on the 8th inst. New York.—Sales of cotton weren
t 21i cts. for this month, 21J cts. for the next mo
and 22V cts. for the Third month. American g

'. U. S. sixes, 1881, 1151 ; ditto, 1868, 112,\; d

10-40, 5 per cents, 109}. Philadelphia.—FennsyW
' -vheat, S1.61 a §1.62. Mixed corn, 73 cts.

;

, 68 a 69 cts. Oats, 54 a 56 cts. Sales of 2100

cattle at 7J a Hi cts. for prime, 6 a 7 cts. for medi

and 4 a 51 cts. per lb. gross for common. Sheep

6 a 73 cts. per lb. gross. Hogs, 7 a 71 cts. Clw
No. fspring wheat, $1.27 a $1.28; No. 2 do., SI.;

No. 3 do., $1.13. No. 2 corn, 41i cts. Oats, 34^.

St. iouis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.30 ; No. 3 wi.

red, Sl.oO a $1.51; No. 2 do., SI .55 a $1.57. J
"xed corn, 40i a 41 cts. No. 2 mixed oats, SSJj

. Spring barley, 65 a 70 cts. Eye, 76 a TO
Lard, 8| cts.

EREATrJi.—On page 158, middle column,
from top. The sentence should read. This
first attendance at a Friends' meeting.

1
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FRIENDS' BOOK STORE. fi

There have been recently reprinted editions

following works, which are now for sale at

Arch Street.

Examples of Youthful Piety.

Barclay on Church Government.
Ussher's Letters.

Memoirs of Edwin Price.

True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Concise Account of Friends, by T. Evans.
Journal of William Evans, 2d" edition.

There are also on hand a supply of other apprt

writings of Friends.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhUadeli

Samuel Morris, Ohiey P. O., do.

Joseiih Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. "Wo

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ini

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, on the 30th of Eleventh montli last, .

Sharpless, widow of the late Henry Sliarpless, S

the 82d year of her age, a member of Chester Mo:

Meeting, Pennsylvania.
, at the residence of her parents, Elnathat

Sarah Roberts, in Moorestown, on the 12th of 1

mo. 1871, Sallie W. Roberts, in the 21st year c

age, a member of Chester Monthlv Meeting, N. J
, on the 20th of Twelfth month, 1871, at the

deuce of his father, Samuel W. Maris, near Darlin

Harford county, Maryland, Jes.se I. Maris, ii

22d year of his age. From early life he had b

markably circumspect and watchtul. One of the i

traits of his character was freedom from detrae

being unwilling to engage in conversation that \

be to another's disadvantage. His sickness was

without a murmur. The day before he died he in

many comfortable expressions, such as " I am res

go." " I feel so happy," and on bidding his ft

farewell, and a.«king them to " meet him in Hea
he quietly passed away. " Blessed are the pure in

for they shall see God.''

, at his residence in Soleburv Township, 1

County, Pa., on the 14th of Twelfth "month, 1871,

.

D- Balderston, in the 71.styearof hisage, aneste

member of Buckingham Monthly Meeting of Frit

AVILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Central Arabia.

CCoutiuu^d from page 1G6.)

' )ii the 27th of the month we passed witli
n; (liliu-ulty a series of abrupt sand-hills
ncloM' in the direct course of Wadi Sirhan.
(, fir the fii'st time, we saw the Ghada, a
ill aiinost characteristic, fi-om its very fro-

ii(L'.y, of the Arabian Peninsula, and oftc
hied to by its poets. It is of the genus
Ijiorbia, with a woody stem, often five or
sieet in height, and innumerable round
n twigs, very slender and flexible, form
izx large feathery tuft, not ungi-aeefiil to
ye, while it affords some kind of shelter
traveller and food to his camels. These

ire passionately fond of Ghada, and will
rjnnaliy turn right out of their way, in
of blows and kicks, to crop a mouthful

,

and then swing back their long necks
tthe former direction, ready to repeat the
- manojuvre at the next bush as though
had never received a beating for their

^voracitj'."

iter passing the sand hills, the party en-
n. upon an open, desert country. Here
sighted a large troop of ostriches, a bird
h is very timid and difficult to approach.
saw them far in the distance running in

g line, one after the other. The Arabs
them, as their plumage is eagerly bought
a the frontiers to be resold in Egypt and
,
whence it often passes on to'^Eui-ope.

)(fateris found on this steppe. They jour-
jd on all the long summer day, and only
d an hour at sunset to prepare a cinder-
ed meal ; then remounted, and did not
till after midnight for rest and sleep,
line," says our author, " was, however,
iwhat disturbed by a scorpion bite; not
iousan accident, indeed, as it sounds, con-

fog the genus of the aggressor, but pain-
aough, though soon passing off. These
t scorpions are curious little creatures,

ot a fourth of an inch in length, and, ap-
iJHly, all claws and tail, of a deep reddish
n color, and very active. They abound
ghout the sandy soil. In the daytime
wisely keep out of the way, but at night
out to take the cooler air. Their stin

felt my forehead thus assaulted, I jumped up
exceeding quick, anticipating twenty-four
hours of suffering, the usual period allotted,

it least in popular credence, to the duration
of scorpion torture; but I was agreeably dis-

appointed, for the pain did not last above an
houi-, was accompanied by little swelling, and
then went entii'ely off, hardly leaving any
perceptible mark.
"We remounted by the light of the morn-

ing star, anxious to enter the Djowf before
I he intense heat of noon should come on ; but
we had yet a long way to go, and our track
tollowed endless windings among low hills

and stony ledges, without any symptom ol

:ipproach to cultivated regions. At last tl

slopes grew greener, and a small knot of

houses with traces of tillage close by appear
ed. It was the little village of Djoon, tht

most westerly appendage of Djowf itself. I

•ouuted between twenty and thirty houses.
We next entered a long and narrow pass,
whose precipitous banks shut iti the view on
either side." ^

" At last we cleared the pass, htit found the
onward prospect still shut out by an interven-
ing mass of rocks. The water in our skins
was spent, and we had eaten nothing that
morning. When shall we get in sight of the
Djowf? or has it flown away from before us.

While thus wearily laboring on our way, we
turned a huge pile of crags, and a new and
beautiful scene burst upon our view. A broad
deep valle}-, descending ledge after ledge till

its innermost depths are hidden fi-om sight
amid far-reaching shelves of reddish rock, be-

low everywhere studded with tufts of palm-
groves and clustering fruit-trees in dark green
patches down to the furthest end of its wind-
ings

; a large brown mass of irregular imasonr}-
crowning a central hill; beyond a tall and
solitary tower overlooking the opposite bank
of the hollow, and further down small round
turrets and flat housetops half buried amid
the garden foliage, the whole plunged in a
perpendicular flood of light and heat; such
was the first aspect of the Djowf as we now
approached it from the west. It was a lovely
scene, and seemed yet more so to our eyes
weaiy of the long desolation through which
we had with hardly an exception journeyed
d.ay after day since our last farewell glimpse
of Gaza and Palestine up to the first entrance
on inhabited Arabia.
"Reanimated by the view, we pushed on
ir jaded beasts, and were already descend-
g the first craggy slope of the valley, when

two horsemen, well dressed and fully armed
after the fashion of those parts, came up
toward us from the town, and at once saluted

th a loud and hearty ' Marhaba,' or ' wel-

Ihen spreading out these most opportune re
freshmonts on the rock, and adding, ' we were
sure that you must be hungry and thirsty, so
we have come ready provided,' they invited
lis once more to sit down and beginC

" Hungr}^ and thirsty wo indeed were
; the

dates were those of -Djowf, the choicest in

their kind to bo met with in northern Arabia,
the water was freshly drawn, cool and clear,

no slight recommendations after the ammo-
niacal wells of Magooa' and Owcysit, so that
altogether we thought it unnecessary to make
our new friends repeat their invitation, and
without delay set our.*elvc8 to enjoy the pre-
sent good, leaving the future with all its cares
to Providence and the course of events."

The Djowf is a sort of oasis, a large oval
depression of sixty or seventy miles long, by
ten or twelve broad, lying between the north-
ern desert that separates it from Syria and
Euphrates, and the southern sandy waste
which must be crossed before we can reach
the nearest mountains of the Central Arabian
plateau. It is as it were a porch or vestibule

to Central Arabia.

The Djowf supports a population of about
-10,000 people. Its principal town, bearing
the same name as the valley itself, is loosely

built, interspersed with large gardens, and
extends about four miles in length by one half

breadth. Its gardens are justly
celebrated in the East for productiveness and
variety, supplj'ing the universal date palm,
and also the apricot, peach, fig-tree and vine.

In the intervals between the trees and in the
fields beyond, corn, leguminous plants, gourds,
melons, &e., are widely cultivated. Here, too,

for the last time, the traveller bound for the
nterior sees the irrigation indispensable to
ill growth and tillage in this droughty climate,

kept up by running streams of clear water,
whereas in more central Arabia this has to be
procured from wells and cisterns.

'The gardens just described are every-
where enclosed by high walls of unbaked
brick, and are intersected by a labyrinth of
little watercourses passing from tree to tree

and from furrow to furrow. Among all their

different kinds of produce one only is con-
dered as a regular article of sale and export
-the date ; and from this the inhabitants de-

rive a tolerable revenue, not, indeed, by traffic

within the limits of the Djowf itself, where
every one is supplied from his own trees, but
froin the price received in exchange at Tabook
or Ha'yel, Damascus and Bagdad, for even so
far is this fruit carried. It is almost incredi-

ble how large a part the date plays in Arab
sustenance; it is the bread of the land, the
staff' of life, and the staple of commerce. Ma-
homet, who owed his wonderful success at

least as much to his intense" nationality as tocome;' and without further preface they add
ed, 'alight and eat,' giving themselves the any other cause, whether natural or super-
example of the f)rmer by descending briskly natural, is said to haveaddres^^ed his followers

;
-— 7./""^';' "'"' ^^^'<=' iiii. -Lueir sung from their light-limbed horses, and untying a 'on the subject in these words: ' Honor the
actiy like the smart of a white-hot iron large leather bag full of excellent d:ites, and I date-tree, for she is your mother.'

"

',. nrmly pressed on the skin, and when I a water-skin, filled from the running spring : I They remained several weeks in thisI valley.
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bartering their goods with the inhabitant^^,

becoming acquainted with their customs, and
maliing arrangements for their southern jour-

ney into Central Arabia.

The two horsemen, who so hospitably re-

ceived our travellers on their arrival, eon-

tended for the honor of entertaining them as

guests. The elder carried his point. He " was
a man apparently of about forty years of age,

tall, well-made, dark-complexioned, and with

a look that inspired some mistrust, while ii

denoted some intelligence and more habitual

haughtiness. He was handsomely dressed

for an Arab, wearing a red cloth vest with

large hanging sleeves over his long white
shirt, with a silk handkerchief, striped red

and yellow, on his head, and a silver-hiltcd

Bword at his side. In short, all about him
denoted a person of a certain wealth and im-

portance. This was Ghfifil-el-Haboob, the

chief of the most important and the most tur-

bulent family of theDjowf, Beyt-Haboob, who
were not long since the rulers of the town,
but are now, like all the rest of their country-

men, humble subjects to Hamood, vicegerent

of Telal, the prince of Djebel Shomer."
On ari-iving at his house they were intro-

duced into the K'hawah or reception room,
a large hall about 50 feet by 16, and 20 feet

high, with small triangular recesses in the
walls, designed for the reception of books,
lamps, &c. The floor was strewed with fine

clean sand, and garnished all round along-

side of the walls with strips of carpet, upon
which cushions, covered with silk, were placed
at suitable intervals. In one corner was placed
a small charcoal furnace, hollowed out of
block of stone, designed for preparing coffee,

with a range of copper coffee-pots on its edge.

The number of these indicate the riches and
munificence of their owner, by implying the
frequency of his guests and the large amount
of coffee that he is in consequence obliged to

have made for them.

For "The Friend.

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(CoDtinuod from page 16i.)

Eltahdh Gillingham to Mildred Batcliff.

" Baltimore, 1st mo. bt\\, 182.3.

" My Dear Friend,—I received thy truly

welcome letter, and my spirits revived in th

evidence thereby afforded, of my being re

membered by thee. When the poor mind i

under sore discouragement, it is refreshing to

receive a token of love from a dearly beloved

friend in the Truth, and to feel that we still

live in the hearts of the faithful. In the pre-

sent instance thy kind remembrance has been
like opening the prison doors to that which
was bound, and proclaiming liberty to that
which was held in captivity.

" The account thou hast given of thy travels

and exercises was truly interesting. In this

is your heavenlj^ Father glorified, that ye
bring forth much fruit. When we are so
favored as to be enabled to rejoice in suffering,

and to count all things but loss for the excel-

lency of Christ Jesus, then and then only are
we prepared to meet our allotted portion of
trial with true resignation ; nay, even with
thankfulness. Then we can desire with truth
and in sincerity, that we may partake of the
Lord's purifying baptisms, and that His hand
may not spare, nor his eye pity, until all his

designs towards us are accomplished,

going on pretty much as when thou wast here,

except that brother William has removed to

Alexandria. This seems to make a break ii

our little band. But it is not a matter of th

greatest importance to be separated in this

life, if we are so living as to have an assur-

ince of meeting at last in the alone permanent
abode. May desires after this condition over
balance in our view ail other pursuits! May
our hearts continually crave the Bread of

Life, that they may be sustained in holiness

until the day comes when the silver cord
loosened. Then fully prepared to join those
who have washed their robes and made the

white in the blood of the Lamb, we shall be

ever empioj'ed in ascribing glory and honor,
thanksgiving and praise, unto Him who hath
loved us, and redeemed our souls. Notwith
standing these thoughts, my faith is so weak
at times, that I can hardly say with the poor
publican, 'Lord have mercy upon me.' I do
desire above all things, that the small portion

of faith I have may not fail: for what else

can comfort the soul under tribulation, when
everything seems clothed with blackness. Oh
when death hovers on the eyelids; when the

curtain which will shut us from life seems
I'eady to drop ;

when we are forced to cry out,

'A Saviour or I die;' then to feel faith revive,

to hear her voice command our fears to b

still, and to see her light upon our patli, this

is the one desirable thing for the soul. Young
says,

' What's night eternal, but a frown from Thee ?

What's Heaven's meridian glory, but Thy smile.'

" Friends here are generally well in health

and although we have been assailed by a di

viding spirit, yet we trust the destroyer may
stay his hand, and that filthy lucre may no

more blind the eyes of those who ought to

lead the flock as delegated shepherds, and to

be wajmiarks to those who inquire the way
to Zion."

Sarah Morris to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 2d mo. 12th, 1823.

" Thy acceptable epistle was cordial to my
feelings. The tender appellation of sister 1

can reciprocate. My mind when I first be

came acquainted, sweetly saluted thee, and I

thought I felt that unity which remains to be

the bond of peace.
" I fully unite with thee, my beloved friend,

that the end crowns all. Many begin well,

but alas! fall short of the glory which awaits

the faithful. The terms are too hard, and

they turn away sorrowful. Happy is it for

those who hold fast their confidence without

wavering, knowing that the foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal, 'The Lord
knoweth them that are his.' To these is his

promise, ' When thou passest through the

waters, I will be with thee: and through the

rivers, they shall not overflow thee : when
thou walkest through the fire thou shalt not

be burned, neither shall the flamo kindle upon
thee.'

" I find, my dear friend, the tribulated path

has been thy portion, and though thy trials

are great, thy consolations are many. There

is no way to the kingdom but through sufter-

ng. Yet, though many are the afflictions of

the righteous, the Lord delivers them out of

them all. Though at times the heavens may
seem as brass, and the earth as iron bars, yet

It other seasons, the mind is refreshed with
• Dear father enjoys good health. Wo are] the hidden manna, which, if faithfulness is|

abode in, nourishes up the soul unto et€

life."

Though the name of the individual add
ed is not given in this letter, from the

following it, there is no doubt it was tc

writer of the above, Sarah Morris, of P
delphia;

"Short Creek, 10th rao. .3d, 18

"My very dear sister,—For so I can
thee in the fellowship of the everlasting

pel of Jesus Christ. Very sweetly my t

was drawn this morning towards thee

thine, saluting you in the language. May
Lord Almighty bless you now and forev(

"The above lines were written this m
ing before meeting. Now (the afternoon"

same precious love sweetly flowing seems
to dictate. May the Lord Almighty bless

now and forever, and give you not onlyc
bread, but daily strength to walk in His
and maintain even to the end, your chrie

care and comely order in reading the I

Scriptures. This I was permitted not on;

observe, but also to become a sharer in

blessing. Ah, ray dear S., what blessin

like that of an evidence that the Divine 1

ter owns us in the practical part of our
gious duties. Therefore, let others do as 1

will, may you be enabled through all and
all, to thank God and take courage. ]

you run through the troop, and leap over

wall, gaining the prize and wearing ihe en
that is in store, on the terms of holding

to the end. Many a time the comfort I 1:

enjoyed in your circle has been brought
view, and desires have been raised, that

members of our Society everywhere, '

more in the practice of reading the very
cious Scriptures of Truth, and more car

to maintain christian discipline in their ft

lies. Then should we more frequently pi

in the line of our experience, the grac

promise fulfilled, 'Where two or three

gathered together in my name, there am
the midst of them.' Oh, how would the bles

Lord and Master delight to bless his pee-

in basket and in store, here and hereai

forever! But alas! instead of this, how
the mighty fallen in high places, and the

gold become dim. Yet this moment the

guage occurs, ' Fear not little flock : it is y
Father's good pleasure to give you the ki

dom.' What cause of thanksgiving and pra

May we always and on all occasions, be foi

in this glorified, sanctified, and purified

saith my soul. In it there is nothing to f
' Neither death, nor life, nor angels, norp
cipalities, nor powers, nor things present,

things to come, nor height, nor depth, nori

other creature, shall be able to st-par

from the love of God which is in Christ Je

our Lord.' What a comfort to feel we -

trust that the same Divine Power which
thorized this language in humble confidei

is the same, the very same, yesterday, to-d|

and forever. Ten thousand hallelujahs 3

offered unto the Lord God and the Lamb.i

whom there is neither variableness norshad'

of turning. May we, ray dear sister, dv

I

deep in the power of His might to the It

moment of our stay here. Then shall we
deed have an eternity to spend togetl

,,

here the wicked cease from troubling,.'!

the weary spirit is at rest. A few more fii'

baptisms, a few more purifying dispensatio ,'

will bring about the glorious, the very soleV
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)d, if we hold fast the profession of oar
without wavering to the end.

Uas, what do I say ? how comes it that I

to? for suroly I see, as in a moment,
aking back, my many misses and frequent

3rings, 1 trust it is safe to say not as re-

ts faith and doctrine, but rather from the

of rectitude. Not that the way is not

and comprehensive, and clearly seen!

)agh the adorable mercy of a gracious

t is so plain that a wayfaring man,

gh a fool, need not err therein. It seems
all my misses are for want of a deeper

Dg in the power of an endless life ;
even

elluig in Him who declared himself to be

rine from whence the branches must de-

all their nourishment. It is a mercy to

he cause why we so often totter, or miss

tepping-stones. May the Lord Almighty
inly remember me in his mercy, but all

little depenJing children everywhere,

e meat and drink it is to know and do

ill, and keep them as in the hollow of his

hand now and forever,

'hy letters, and kindness everyway, with

other beloved friends of that city, are

anly acceptable, but refreshing and hu-

ting to my feelings. The Lord will re-

you all—praised be his name forever !

lad a good Yearly Meeting. My health,

gh poor, was so much increased, as to

le me to attend all the sittings. O how
: mercies I What shall we render to the

forall his benefits? What but the tribute

anksgiviniT and praise! In a fresh feel-

if which, I again salute thee and thine,

)id you an affectionate farewell,

Mir.DRED Ratcliff.

jase give my dear love to those who think

'orthy of enquiring after."

S. Morris to M. Ratcliff..

"Philadelphia, 10th mo. 24th, 1824.

he receipt of my dear Mildred's commu-
ion of the 3J instant, was salutary to me.

|

B remembered in so affectionate a man-
and to receive the language of encour-

Rient, was like a brook by the way. It is

y ' They that feared the Lord spake often

k.o another, and the Lord hearkened and
ffil it: add a book of remembrance was
fi;en,' &c. Now may we not evince our

iiianco, by conferring together in an epis-

liy intercourse, endeavoring thereby to

r< gthen each other in every good word and
d:.

"'hy letter was sweetly brought to my
B this evening whilst my companion was
a ng the best of books. The reading there-

catinues to be our daily practice. I greatly

iBe we may not faint or grow weary in the
irrmance of any duty I All we can do is

111, small return for the mercies received.

a the aspirations of the mind often be,

Pit shall I render unto the Lord for all his

mSts.' These are indeed new morning and
'eing. A pious author observes,

' In the dark watches of the night,

I'll count thy mercies o'er,

!
I'll praise thee for ten thousand past,

I
And humbly hope for more."

'phou speaks of the present state of things
migst us. How indeed are the mighty
Ilji, and the fine gold sadly become dim !

'^eliave been for some time standing as on a
lajf glass mingled with fire. Were it not
ir degree of faith, graciously dispensed, we
Kild fear being overwhelmed in the torrent

The language thou hast transcribed, ' Fear

not little flock,' &c., is truly consoling. If

He, the Lord Jesus, is for us, no matter who is

against us. I rejoice in the belief that He is;

and that the foundation of Truth standeth

sure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth them
that are His. His precious promises are yea

and amen forever; and I have not a doubt

but that in His own time. He will arise, and

his enemies be scattered. I greatly desire we
may abide in the everlasting patience; not

saj'ing by ni}' own might, or own power, I

have done this, but give the glorj^, honor, and

dominion to Him unto whom they belong.

" I do not want to introduce thee too much
into our troubles, believing thou art not ex-

empt from many others. Though outward

comforts may have been in measure denied

thee, I trust thy bread will be given thee, and

thy water will be sure. If the dew of Heaven
rests on thee, which I trust will be the case,

it will be a greater blessing than the fullness

of the earth.

Sincerely thy friend,

Sarah Morris.
" P. S. My husband sends his dear love to

thee, and hopes thou wilt write again, and

keep the chain bright."

(To be continned.)

For "The Friend."

The Coral Growths.

(Concluded from page 166

)

The atolls, or lagoon-islands, are numer
ously scattered over the face of the tropical

ocean. The Marshall and Caroline islands,

the Paumotu group, the Maldin, Lacadin

and many other groups or solitary islets of

the Pacific or Indian ocean, are entirely built

up of coral; every single atom, from the small

est particle to large fragments of rock, bear-

ing the stamp of having been subjected to the

power of organic arrangement. A narr

rim of coral-reef, generally but a few hundred

yards wide, stretches around the enclosed

waters. When a lagoon-island is first seen

from the deck of a vessel, only a series of dark

points is descried just above the horizon

Shortly after, the points enlarge into the

plumed tops of cocoa-nut trees, and a line of

green, interrupted at intervals, is traced along

the water's surface.

The long swell produced by the gentle but

steady action of the trade wind, always blow

ing in one direction over a wide area, causes

breakers which even exceed in violence those

of our temperate regions, and which nev

cease to rage. It is impossible to behold these

waves without feeling a conviction that a low

island though built of the hardest rock, would

ultimately yield, and bo demolished by such

irre.sistible forces. Yet the insignificant coral

islets stand and are victorious; for here an

other power, antagonistic to the former, takes

part in the contest. The organic forces sepa-

rate the atoms of carbonate of lime one by

one from the foaming breakers, and unite

them in asymmetrical structure. Letthe hur-

ricane tear up its thousand huge fragments, yet

what will this tell against the accumulated

labors of myriads of architects at work night

and day, month after month. Thus do we
see the soft and gelatinous body of a polyp,

through the agency of vital laws, conquering

the great mechanical power of the waves of

an ocean, which neither the art of man nor

the inanimate works of nature could success-

fully resist.

The reef-building corals, so hardy in th's

respect, are extremely sensitive atid delicate

in others. They absolutely require warmth
for their existence, and only inhabit seas the

temperature of which never sinks below 60°

Fahr. They also require clear and trans-

parent waters. Wherever streams or currents

are moving or transporting sediment, there

no corals grow, and for tho same reason we
find no living zoophytes upon sand^' or muddy
bores.

As within one cast of tho lead coral-reefs

iso suddenly like walls from the depths of

ocean, it was formerly supposed that the
polyps raised their structures out of the pro-

found abysses of the sea; but this opinion

could no longer be maintained after Darwin
and other naturalists had proved that the

lithophy tes cannot live at greater depths than
twenty or at most thirty fathoms.

Hereupon Quoy and Gaimard broached tho

theory that corals construct their colonies on
the summits of mountain ridges, or the circu-

lar crests of submarine craters, and thus ac-

counted both for the great depths from which
the coral-walls suddenly rise, and the annular

form of lagoon-islands. Y'et this theory, in-

genious as it was, could not stand tho test of

a closer examination : for no crater ever had
such dimensions as, for instance, one of the

Raduck islands, which is fiftj'-two miles long

by twenty broad ; and no chain of mountains
has its summits so equally high, as must have
been the case with the numerous reefs bear-

ing submarine rocks, considering the small

depth from which the lithophj'tes build.

Another seemingly inexplicable fact was, that,

although corals hardly exist above low-water

mark, reefs are found at Tongatabro or Eua,

for instance, at elevations of forty and even

three hundred feet above the level of the

ocean.
Charles Darwin was the first to give a satis-

factory explanation of all the phenomena of

coral formations, by ascribing them to the

oscillations of the sea bottom, to its partial

upheaving or subsidence.

It is now perfectly well known, that large

portions of tho continent of South America,
Scandinavia, North Greenland, and many
other coasts are slowly rising, and that other

terrestrial or maritime areas are gradually

subsiding. Thus on every side of the lagoon

of the Keeling islands, in which the water is

as tranquil as in the most sheltered lake, Dar-

win saw old cocoa-nut trees undermined and
falling. The foundation-posts of a store-house

on the beach, which, the inhabitants said,

had stood seven years before just above high

water, were now daily washed by the tide.

Supposing on one of the subsiding areas an

island mountain fringed with corals, the lith-

ophytes, keeping pace with the gradual sink-

ing of their basis, soon raise again their solid

masses to the level of the water; but not so

with the land, each inch of which is irreclaim-

ably gone. Thus the fringing reef will gradu-

ally become an encircling one ;
and if we sup-

pose the sinking to continue, it must by the

submergence of the central land, but upward
growth of tho ring of coral, be ultimately con-

verted into a lagoon island.

The numerous atolls of the Pacific and In-

dian ocean give us a far insight into the past,

and exhibit these seas overspread with lofty

lands where there are now only humble mon-
umental reefs dotted with verdant islets. Had
there been no growing coral, the whole woul(i
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have passed away without a record
; whih

from the actual extent of the coral-reefs and
islands, we know that the entire amount ol

high land lost to the Pacific was at least

50,000 square miles. But as other lands maj
have subsided too rapidly for the corals to

maintain themselves at the surface, it is ob-

vious that the estimate is far below the truth
As living coral-reefs do not grow above low-

water mark, it may well be asked how habit
able islands can form upon their crests. Tht-
breakers are here the agents of construction
They rend fragments and blocks from tht

outer border of the reef, and throw them upoi
the surface. Corals and shells are pulverised
by their crushing, grinding power, and gradu
ally fill up the interstices. In this manner
the pile rises higher and higher, till at last

even the spring tides can no longer wash over
it into the lagoon, on the border of which the
fine coral sand accumulates undisturbed. Thu
seeds which the ocean-currents often carry
with them from distant continents, find here
a congenial soil, and begin to deck the white
chalk with an emerald carpet. Trees, diift-

ing from the primeval forest, where tbej' havu
been uprooted by the swelling of the river on
whose banks they grew, arc also conveyed by
the same agency to the new formed shore,
and bring along with them small animals, in-

sects or lizards, as its first inhabitants. Before
the stately palm extends its feathery fronds,

sea-birds assemble on this new resting-placf,

and land birds, driven by storms from their

usual haunts, enjoy the shade of the rising

shrubbery. At last, after vegetation has com-
pleted its work, man appears on the scene,
builds his hut on the fruitful soil which falling

leaves and decaying herbs have gradually en-
riched, and calls himself the master of this

little world. In this manner doubtless all the
coral reefs and islands of the tropical seas
have gradually become verdant and habitable.

For " The Friend."

A Word of Encouragement.

The following extract from a letter recently
received from a Friend, of another Yearly
Meeting, it is hoped may convey to some of
its readers a little comfort, and encourage
them still to persevere in pursuing that hum-
ble, self-denying jiath, into which they were
led b}^ the Spirit of Truth in the day when
their feet were turned from the broad way
that leads to destruction.

" The query often arises, what will become
of our poor Society, once highly favored, and
still watched over for good, in many places
almost shattered to pieces, and a large pro-
portion in many places seem to be running
into creaturely activity, it is to be feared,
without the leadings of the Spirit of Truth.
Where will it hind us? Off the true founda-
tion it will undoubtedly land those who are
carried by the whirlwind of excitement that
seems now sweeping over the Society

; and
although we may be ready to say ' what wilt
thou do for thy great name sake;' yet He,
who knows the end from the beginning, who
rules over sea and land, is also able to turn
the hearts of the children of men, as a man
turns the water-course in bis field ; and though
thousands fall at our side, and ten thousand
at our right hand, j'et I believe if His humble,
dependent children dwell in humility and
watchfulness before him, they will be pre-
served as in the hollow of His Almighty hand,
until the storm is overpast; for our place of

defence shall be the munition of rocks, our
bread shall be given us, our water shall be
sure. ' I am the Lord, 1 change not ; therefore

\e sons of Jacob are not consumed.' The
foundation of God standeth sure, having thi

seal, the Lord knowelh them that are His
so that there seems to be encouragement for

his humble, dedicated servants, to hold on
their way, however discouraging and isolated

our situation maj^ appear to be. One thing
I have remembered, dear friend, that it wa
said, 'They that feared the Lord spake often

one to another, and the Lord hearkened and
heard it, and a book of remembrance was
written before him, for them that feared the
Lord and thought upon his name. In that day
when I make up my jewels, I will spare them
as a man spareth his son that serveth him.

" Now as we walk by the way and are sad,

pondering the things that are coming to pass
in these days,it seems like cordial to the spirit

to be greeted, from time to time, by our fel-

low pilgrims, journeying the same way, en-

deavoring to make strait steps to our (eet,

through all discouragements that may sur-

round and beset us, keeping our eye to the
Captain of Salvation, whilst endeavoring to

steer our course toward the land of rest and
peace, where the wicked cease from troubling,

and the wearj- soul may rest in the enjoj-ment
of the recompense of reward, prepared for

those who, having fought the good fight, have
kept the faith and finished their course ; their

robes being washed in the blood of the Lamb.
These shall bo clothed with white robes, and
with palms in their hands, shall celebrate the
praises of the Lord God and the Lamb, who
are worthy forever and forever more."

To feel things spiritually, is to be a door-

keeper in the house of God; to know them
only outwardly, or to talk of them, are but
the tabernacles of Mesech and the tents of

Kedar.—/. Eoerard.

Selected.

LINES ADDRESSED TO A FRIEND ON HIS
SIXTY-SECOND BIRTH DAY.

Just sixty-two—then turn thy light.

And get ihy jewels all re-set

'Tis past meridian, but still bright

And lacks some hours to snnset yet.

At sixty-two

Be strong and true

vScour off thy rust and shine anew.

'Tis -yet high day, thy staff resume
Aiid fight fresh battles for the truth,

For what is age but youth's full bloom,
A riper, more transcendent youth.

A wedge of gold
Is never old,

Streams broader grow as downward rolled.

At sixty-two life is begun
;

At seventy-three, begin once more,
Fly swifter as thou nearest the sun,

And brighter shine at eighty-four.

At ninety-five

Shouldst thou arrivej

Still wait on God, and work and thrive.

Keep thy locks wet with morning dew,
And freely let thy graces flow,

For life welt spent is ever new,
And years anointed, younger grow.

So work away,
Be young for aye

From sunset breaking into day.

Selected.

Oh make our house thy sanctuary,

Come in to us, a friendly guest

;

And in our circle ever tarry,

Tlien shall we be forever hlest.

And Thou a housemate, shall these walls

Transligure into royal halls.

Joy dwells, oh Lord, where'er thou stayeat,

There blooms a heavenly bles.sedness

;

In silk thy poorest thou arrayest,

Tho' men see but a ragged'dress.
The purest, high delight is there,

And even in want, is wealth to spare.

Thou every morning us awakest
And graciously to prayer dost call

—

The household cares thou undertakest
Thou knowest what is best in all.

And care, though 'twere a leaden load
Is but a feather's weight with God.

One tender bond all hearts embraces
A heavenly bond thy hand hath wove

;

The rooms are turned to temple spaces,

Illumined with God's peace and love.

Grace is the sunshine of our home
And there God's angels go and come.—From the Germa

For "The Friea

Controversy

The following reinarks on controversy
extracted from a work on Eitualism publisl

;i few years since—and contain much of tr
Bxpressed in a clear and forcible manr
While we admit the necessity of controvei
it must not be forgotten, that those who
gage in it in defence of religious truth, ouj

to know the right qualification and prepa
tion for it, as for all other religious servit

" Sometimes one has heard the observati
that truth is never promoted by controvei
This statement narrowly escapes being
xuct reverse of the fact. For it surely

quires but a very superficial knowledge
history to produce the conviction that c

troversy has been the most conspicuous metl fi

through which truth has succeeded atleDjii

in fighting its way to victoiy. And indt

so invariable has been this process, that

to recognize any truth which can be

garded of high importance that does not b

the marks of this fiery ordeal. Men
natural timidity, approaching to a raor

nervousness—or men who are not quite b

that they are in possession of the truth, i

are apprehensive lest controversy should
them of their insecure faith—^or men who

]

fer peace to principle, and would suffer €

the gospel to incur discredit, rather than

peril worldly friendships, discountenance »

presentment of truth, or the presentment
any truth which may require defence-

such men Mount Carmel must be a dark!
the histoiy of Judaism, for there

troversy was waged between the livin

d Baal, which resulted in the discomfit

of the false prophet, and false priests, and
the triumphant demonstration that "theL
he is the God, the Lord he is the God" ; i

ow shall the Saviour escape their censa

when with divine wisdom and power He
puted vvith the Pharisees and the Saddaci

and silenced, if He did not convert, the

And what must they think of Paul, who
the ancient Agora at Athens encoun'

Stoics and Epicureans, and (withersoever

went) entered into the synagogues and >

puted with the Jews, and for the space of 1

years conducted a daily controversy in

school of one Tj'rannus ? And what will

said of bis Epistles to the Eomans, and
Galatians which are controversial treatise

he most subtile, elaborate, vigorous, unflin

ng, and triumphant character? Or w
shall be said of the controversial workf^
Irenreus, or Origen, or of Augustine ? ^

the Eeforraation under Luther a hugi

because, strong in the truth of God, he
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Pope, and all the papal powers in Europe,
eeattered his polemical tracts and trea-

1 "thick as leaves in Vallambrosa?" Must
drop tears of sorrow over the immortal
ks of Baxtei", and Barrovv, and Taylor,
Chillingworth, and Jewel, and Calvin,

vuso they tore the citadel of ilomanism to

es, stone bj' stone ? The noblest works
arnin^^ and genius, works which will sur-

il as mr,numcnls of the greatness of men,
ithose which have been written in defence

|io truth ; and the subliraest epochs in the

hry of our world have been those in which
^jbaiiipions of truth and of error have met

and resolute encounter, long continued
ay be, but invariably resulting in the
iph of the right over the wrong. Not
tep in advancement has truth or liberty

made and secured without struggle, and
which has been from the beginning will

nue unto the end. Now, as in apostolic

the injunction has force, "Contend
estly for the failh once delivered to the
8," and the word he uses expresses a
\ of the most determined and unflinching
^cter. It denotes the struggle of man
i

man as for very life, every muscle and
5 yielding its fullest power to vanquish
nemy."

tTiic Great Salt Mine of Cracow.

most celebrated and productive salt

lis in the whole world are those of Wie-
m, in Galicia or Austrian Poland, ten miles
I Cracow. The greatest depth of the
m is about eight hundred feet. Thej-
seven different levels or stories, one

i the other, connected by countless pas-

, flights of stops and bridges.

•ecent traveller describes a visit to this

ty which is condensed as follows

:

e apparatus for letting us down into the
was a species of iron basket, in which
It, holding to ropes fastened above to a
incirelingan iron shaft. This ring slipped

thly down the shaft, carrying us, clinging
ropes, down with it. The entrance to

iines was something like a well, though
r square than round

; and, as we sped
ward, the feeble light of the torches
r increased than lessened the darkness;
flashing fitfully and throwing shadows
nd there, made it seem as if the ropes
eld us had snapped asunder. I had no
of the depth, which appeared much
rthan it was, from the silence and dark
hat surrounded me. I did not know

Me might be going to the lowest depths
nes, and when we stopped in our

wjward course, I was surprised to learn
il^we were little more than two hundred
itbelow the surface of the earth. Then
f|3al journey began. One of the torch-

went before, and the other behind
>,|3 we walked over a wooden bridge, and

a flight of stairs, and through several
jes, all cut out of what appeared to be
ock, veined with quartz. I asked the

ids to stop, and, lifting up a torch, saw
iflvhat I had taken for quartz was rock
t,l.nd most of the rock was green salt, as
isalled, being largely mixed with clay.
Aer walking up and down, right and left,

d :ft and right, we entered a considerable
"ir, which reminded me somewhat of the
iij^haraber in the Mammoth Cave. This
d een hewn out by the workmen, I was
'ojaed, and after they had gotten all the

salt contained in the stratum, thej' had aban-
doned it lor another field of operations. 1

noticed in the chamber several crosses, an
altar, and a number of images which were
made of rock salt, and which looked beautiful
while the light of the torches fell upon them.
We went on again, over more bridges, down

more flights of steps, through more passages,
until wo reached what the guides styled the
" river." It was just such a river as the Lethe
or the Slyx in the gi'eat Kentucky cave, and
we crossed it in just such a boat. The guides,
in a few seconds, pushed the boat over with
poles, and we got out on anothei' bridge, and
began descending one of the longest and worst
series of steps 1 had encountered. At the
bottom, we branched off into a crooked pas-
s;ige, at the end of which was still another
tiresome and rickety flight of stairs.

One thing which had astoni>hed mo wa",
that we had met so few workmen. Wo had
passed them here and there, using pickaxes
and crowbars, but nothing like the number I

had expected to find. The reason, as I learn-

ed by inquiry, was, that the parts through
wnich we had gone had been mostly worked
out, and the laborers had been removed to

lower and richer strata. About twenty min
ules later, we observed several men making
a new passage. They had just begun it, and
were lying down on their backs, and striking
their picks into the salt overhead. One might
believe that the falling particles would h;

destroyed their sight; and so they would, no
doubt, had not the men drawn a kind of coarse
hat over their faces, and shut their eyes, while
they actively employed their implements.
This was the first instance I had observed
of men doing work effectively with their eyes
shut.

After crossing several more pools or rivers

—there are at least twenty of these, formed
by the percolations of water through the
strata—we entered a very large open space,
some four hundred feet broad, and at least a
hundred feet high, known as the Chamber of

Letow ; and, fifteen minutes later, another of

still greater dimensions, the Chamber of JVlich-

elawic. These were fitted up like chapels,
having altars, candlesticks, statues, chairs,

thrones, and various kinds of ornaments, all

cut out of rocli salt.

The lamps had a remarkable effect, and the
burning of the red and blue lights transform-
ed the chamber into a grotto of diamonds.
The spectacle was really splendid. From
every part of the walls, with their uneven
surfaces, were reflected, again and again, the
rays of light, until the place was a blaze ol

radiance and glory. It was more like a lairy

scene than any thing else, and the thought
that it was six hundred feet or more under-
ground, amid natural darkness and silence

and desolation, added to the wonder of the
vision.

The Infernal Lake—a large pool of water
some seven hundred feet long, three hundred
feet wide, and fortj' deep—particularly im-

pressed me. I went out upon it in a boat,

and burned some of the fireworks, while a
number of the workmen awoke the echoes of
the drear}' place by crying, " Gluck Auf,
Gluck Auf," (\Velcome, Welcome).
During the remainder of the journey, I saw
L;reat many of the workmen, who were get-

ting out the salt very much as coal is gotten
out, with bars and picks. In the lowest re-

gions, where we then were, the salt was much

purer, being sometimes in solid blocks as clear
and white as crystal. The laborers were
muscular and stalwart fellows, with very lit-

tle intelligence in their faces generally-, and
their features, for the most part, were coarse
and harsh. They were usually stripped to the
waist. Nearly all the workmen, I believe,

are Poles, poor and ignorant, of course, who
pass their lives in these mines, toiling night
and day lor barely enough to keep body and
soul together. Their pay varies from thirty
kreutzers to a florin a day, very few earning
the latter amount.
Some five hundred horses are employed in

the mines to draw boxes or cars of salt to the
entrance shafts, where it is sent to the surface
of the earth. When these horses are once
brought into the mines, the}- seldom go out
until crippled, or too old for further use.

The salt varies a great deal in qualit}-. The
so called green salt contains six or seven per
cent, ofclay, which destroys the transparency.
Another sort, spisa, is cry.stalline, but mixed
with sand, while the perfectly puri', s:ybik, is

found in large crystallized masses. The general
yield of the mine is, 1 think, about 500,000 tuns
annually, valued at twenty florins, or ten
dollars, per tun, making the revenue $5,000,-
000. When the mines were discovered is

not known, though it is certain that they have
been worked nearly nine centuries. From
the twelfth to the latter part of the seven-
teenth century they belonged to Poland. In
1756 they were ceded to Austria

; but, twenty-
seven years afterwards, they were recovered
by John Sobieski. When the first dismember-
ment of Poland took place, in 1772, Austria
again obtained them, and, an interval of six
years excepted, has held them ever since.

I might have passed two or three weeks
underground, if I had travelled all the pas-
sages and excavations, whose combined length
is over three hundred miles. The extent of
the mines, from east to west, is about thirty-
two hundred yards, and from north to south,
fourteen hundred yards.

—

Late Paper.

For " Tlie FrienJ."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.
tCoutinued from page 151 )

" 1816.—I see evidently, that 'Jesus Christ
came into the world to save sinners,' and that
unto them that look for him, shall he appear

the second time, without sin unto salvation;
' the wages of sin is death,' and consequently,
that without repentance there is no remission
of sin

; that we must be in the way of being
redeemed from the power of evil, or the pun-
ishment will not be remitted; that we must
be deliveied from sin itself, before we can be
delivered from the wages of it, which is con-
demnation

; for it is aptly expressed, 'There
is now )io condemnation to them thai are mi
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the Spirit.' O I then my soul, surely there
is required of thee a clean heart and a right
spirit to be renewed within. O! how shall I
bestow pains and anxiety about cleaning the
exterior, whilst there lurks any filth in the
interior. How shall I garnish the outside
with an appearance of the beauty of holiness,
and polish it after the similitude of a temple
didicated to the Lord, when it stinketh with-
in by reason of the defilement there concealed.
Surely it was well said by the Lord to those
hypocrites the Pharisees, and it equally ap-
plies to many in these days as to them:

—

'Cleanse farst that which is within the cup
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and platter, that the outside of them may be clean

also :' and the latter part of this exhortation

remains striliini;ly true,—for 1 am fully per-

suaded that alf cleansing of the exterior, to

be sincere and not hypocritical, must be the

effect of a change of heart.

" 1S16, December 4Lh.— Is it not beyond a

doubt, that the Lord will make known his will

to his poor, dependent creatures, who with

8i"-h8 and tears both day and night seek to serve

him aright in all things? Surely He is no hard

master, who does not evidently let his ser-

vants see what is required of them ;
nor, I am

persuaded, does he at any time call for more

arduous service, than he gives strength to ac-

complish. But then He must and will be

sought unto, both in order that his will may

be clearly known ;
and when known, that

BuflBcient strength may be handed to enable

to perform the same. All my desire is before

the Lord ; and he knows, and I believe hears

my prayers,—he sees ray watchings. and my
weepings, and is witness to all ray woes. 1

do indubitably believe, that the present time

is very precious to me,—that the hand, the

mighty hand of the Lord is upon me for good,

—tliat he is extending his gracious visitation

to me his poor sinful creature, who has been

bound by the bond of darkness, by the power

of the destroyer. O ! ho is and has been aris-

ing for my help, for my deliverance; he has

assuredly in some measure, brought me as it

were out of the land of Egyptian and cruel

bondage; and it appears to me impossible,

unless by my own default, that his promises

should fail in the midst of the fulfilment of

them, and that he should leave me in the wil-

derness to die in my sins, to be destroyed by

famine and want; no, he has a fountain of

living waters in store for me ;
and though I

know not whether I may partake of that de-

licious and reviving consolation, out of the

bare and barren rock, or on the fruitful and

flowery banks ;
'yet I will rejoice in the Lord,

I will joy in the God of ray salvation.'

"1817, January 27th.—'Having food and

raiment, let us be therewith content,' &c. I

have admired the honest simplicity and plain

speech which the first Christians, and especi-

ally their great Pattern, made use of to in-

struct their hearers: the reasoning of the

apostle in this place is unanswerable, and the

process of his thoughts appi^ars to me so na-

tural, as to be not easily misunderstood. The

substance of that which he sets forth, is, with

out any strained exposition, nearly as follows

the gain of riches is by no means godliness,

nor can it bo a substitute for godliness in the

end ; on the contrary, godliness is profitable

both here and hereafter, and therefore is alone

true gain. Wealth and possessions last us

only whilst we live: wo had them not when

we came into the world, and it is certain we

can retain them no longer than whilst we are

here. Seeing then, that soon, very soon, wo

must part with these things, let us provide

' bags which wax not old, a treasure in the

heavens which faileth not :' and as to every-

thing else, the riches, the enjoyments of this

vain and passing scene, let us use those things

as not abusing them ;
let us not be slaves to

them, but rather render them of service to

us. If we are rich, let us not hide our talent

in the earth, but bo rich in good works: and

if we are in a middling condition as to out-

ward circumstances, let us endeavor so to act,

as to be able strictly to adopt the apostle's

language, 'these hands have ministered unto

my necessities, and to them that were with

me.' Thus we shall be enabled more fully to

understand, and more freely to accede to the

text, 'having food and raiment, let us be

therewith content.'"
(To be continued.)

The Fair at Novgorod.— ¥&r and wide over

the plain below extended long lines of booths

[flittering in the morning sun, horses and

wagons rattling ceaselessly to and fro, vast

piles of merchandize lying heaped on every

ide, and a multitude whom no man can num
ber, picturesque in every variety of dress and

feature, eddying unrestingly through the

countless channels of the timber Archipelago.

Prom the first glimpse of this great gather-

ing one gets little except an overwhelming

idea of its size and numbers; for, in truth, it

is not so much the influx of a large body of

strangers, as the springing up of a new city

by sudden enchantment, in the very centre ol

the old one. In and around this third-rate

provincial town, of perhaps 20,000 inhabitants,

there are gathered during the six weeks of

the great commercial Parliament, nearly half

a million of men, or a larger population than

that of Moscow ;
and a mighty aggregate of

human faces, from whatever cause assembled,

has always a kind of grandeur collectively,

no matter how insignificant may be the

dividual items. But, as you pursue your

y, the great assemblage developes another

striking feature, viz: the extraordinary d'

versify of the elements which compose it. In

Moscow, in Kazan, in Nijni itself, you maj

any day see three or four, or a half a dozen

different types ;
but here all the principal

races of Europe and Asia are represented

ao-ain and again. There are the portly Ger-

nian, the hard-faced Dutchman, the dappei

Frenchman, the fresh-colored Swede, the lum

pish Cz!ch, with his cracked, tuneless voice

the handsome, knavish, dark-eyed Greek, ever

on the lookout for a bargain, with all the un-

studied grace and intense vitality of his in-

domitable race betraying itself in every line

of his lithe, sinewy frame, the hook-nose Jew,

with his sharp suspicious look (taught him

chests of tea from swarming Chinese cit

hardware from Birmingham and ShefSn

wine from the Gironde, and fruit from

Danube, soft carpets from Samarcand, andr

stuffs and silks from Rhodjent, around wh
swarm grimy Tartars and greasy Cossac

stareing, fingering, criticizing, admiring

tableau such as one might have seen, man
time, in the stormy days when Alaric's Got

and Genseric's Vandals, in the rude trappii

of their native barbarism, rifled with unspsi

ng hands the bazaars of Imperial Rom
Shilling Magazine.

Too much Liberty.—A- great concern

often upon the mind of Margaret Ellis,

too much liberty should creep into the chui

and thereby mar the beauty of Zion, i

cause her excellent name to be a scorn to

heathen. Oh! that her ministers may
faithful, lest they give occasion to open

eye in many that watch for more liberty,!

that they raay be careful in all things, botl

word and deed.

—

Piety Promoted.

by centuries ot oppression) in his keen black

eyes ; the bluff Anglo-Saxon from the banks of

the Thames, and the beetle-browed Muscovite

from the steppes of the Volga. There, too,

appear the spare, high-cheeked Armenian;

and the brown, bullet-headed Tartar ;
and the

. quan, shaggy Kirghiz ;
and the squat, yellow-

haired Finn. There side by side, tower the

tately Bokharist and the tall, wiry Cossack,

gaunt and tireless as the wolves of their

native deserts. The gipsy visage of theSarth

faces, the sleek, tiger-like beauty of the Cir-

isian ;
and the sturdy Esthonian from the

f\ictories of Narva, jostles the yellow, narrow-

eyed Chinese froni the slopes of the Altai

Mountains. And it is not only the vast

variety of races which strikes one, but also the

distant out-of-the-way regions from which

they have come. One's right hand touches

the dress of a man from the extreme east of

Asia, one's left shoulder jostles a man from

the extreme west of Europe. The whole

fair is one vast geographical abridgment, in

which the four points of the compass join

hands with bewildering suddenness. One

foels as if he had traversed the whole globe in

a few seconds, and this feeling is enhanced

by the aspect which lies strewn on every side:

costly furs from the depths of Siberian forests,

Friends' Select Schools.

The charges for tuition at these Schools

the term commencing 1st mo. 29th, 1872, ^

be as follows :

In the Northern Primary School, (helc

the Meeting House on Sixth St.,) twelve i

lars per term.

In the Primary School in the Cherry

building, twelve dollars per term.

In the Introductory Departments of

Boys' and Girls' Schools, eighteen dollars

term. In the higher classes of the Boys'

Girls' Schools, twenty-four dollars per ter

Latin, Greek or French, five dollars ext

A charge of one dollar per term is

towards defraying the expenses of fuel, &

For an additional charge of one dollar

the Introductory, and one dollar and i

cents for the higher classes, the use of all

necessaiy books will be furnished.

Under the authority recently given by

Monthly Meetings to the committee, a de.

tion will be made of a part, or the wbol

the above charges, in the case of any chi!

member of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, tc

parents or guardians of whom these cha

may be burdensome. These deductious

be charged to the Fund arisingfrom thelej

of William Forrest, deceased.

The attention of Friends residing bej

the limits of the Monthly Meetingsin

city, who may hitherto have been ('

from sending their children to the school

invited to the above provisions, by

fixcilities are now afforded for the educatk

their children at a low cost.

The Spring Term begins on the Second

following the fourth Fifth-day in the 1

month, and closes on the Sixth-day foUoV

the third First-day in the Sixth month.

Fall Term begins on the first Second-da

the Ninth month.

It is desirable that children should bi

tered, if possible, at the beginning of the t

and after a child is entered no deduction

be made for absence except with thesan*

of the committee.
Further information may be obtained i

application to the Treasurer of the cotn

tee, James Smedley, No. 415 Market St;

Philadelphia, Ist mo. 9th, 1872.
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any of my dear youog country women
wandering in sell-cliosL'n ways, and doing
r own wills with a sincerity of purpo
jh belongs to the natural heart, which they
all zeal.—.-1. Shipton.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 20, 1872.

686 ;

le Church of Christ is composed of many
bers, each having a gift or gifts con-

d on him or her, to be used for the edifi-

n of the body. These, therefore, are not

ly independent one of another, but whik-

has His proper place and service, labor-

iccording to the measure of Grace re-

id, there is an intimate union subsisting

them, 80 " that if one member suffer,

le members suffer with it, or if one raem-
le honored all the members rejoice with

here a visible church is mainly composed
living, upright members, it is a corn-

body, laboring harmoniously for the

r of Truth, and for the spiritual growth
preservation of each other.

1 member of the religious Society of

ids acquainted with the history of its rise,

the manner in which those who first be-

lts members were called out of the
us professions of religion, were taught
iduully in the school of Christ, and thus
rht to understand the doctrines of his

;1 and the tostiinoniea conforming there-

id were enabled to maintain them before

hl-hly professing, but persecuting genera-
Bcan, we think, fail to see that it was the
8 worl<, and that He designed to consti-

, he Society so that it should pre-eminent-
tness to the spirituality, the purity, the

itctiveness and the simplicity ofthe gospel
ijinsation. After having gathered them
,Ci church He showed them the necessity

,[nd guided them into the institution of
^iline intended and adapted, in its proper
listration, to encourage faithfulness in

liance \vith religious obligations, to pre-

from hurtful things prevailing in the
unity at large, and to check every thing

axity of religious principle in the
ers, or indulgences incompatible with
ijuirements of the gospel as Friends had
aught them.
this discipline originated in the wisdom

t|) Head of the church, so it derived its

tnrity fiom Him, and required that those
were engaged in its support, and in

ting theduties connected with its admin-
)n, should be clothed with his spirit of
tyaud love. The outward bond of the

iiiy's union was the unquestioning belief

tq doctrines and testimonies which it had
d and promulgated to the world, as

sealed on the understandings of
nders and members bj' the grace of

iind vphich they were convinced were in

accordance with the teachings of the
riptures. The law of their seif-preser-

as a united body of witnesses for Christ
I lis truth, rendered it necessary there

system of church government,
ib learly expressed rules, not only as " an

hedge of preservation against the
nitemptations and dangers to which our
laion in the world exposes us," bat in order

that where members depart from "unity of
faith and practice," and cannot bo reclaitncd,
the church should clear its skirls of them, and
strive in accordance with established order, to
prevent the defection from spreading.
The members of the true church cannot

"live unto themselves;" they feel that one
being thi-ir Master, and they baptised by the
same Spirit into the one bod}', they have a
common interest, and are bound to watch
over each other for good ; to bear each other's
burdens, and build one another up in our most
holy faith. Hence in the administration of a

discipline such as was adopted by the primi
live Friends, designed to keep the camp clean
and the members stirred up to lead lives con-
sistent with the high profession the}' made,
there was ample room for the exercise of

spiritual gifts conferred on the individual
members; and in discharging their respective
duties, under the government of the Holy
Spirit, the}' "grew up together into Him, in

all things, who is the Head even Christ ; from
whom the whole body fitly joined together
and compacted by that which every joint
supplieth, according to the effectual working
in the measure of every part, maketh increase
of the body unto the edifying of itself in love."

How beautiful was the structure I how sym-
metrical in all its parts ! and how simple and
harmonious in its working as the headship of

Christ was duly regarded, and the affairs of the
church transacted under the qualification

which He alone can impart. Truth was de-

fended and exa'tcd, error was testified against,

and the banner which the Lord had given to

them that feared him, was kept displayed as
over a city set on a hill, that could not bo hid.

Speaking of the institution of the discipline

by the early Friends, London Yearly Meeting
on one occasion says: - The history of theso
proceedings alfords no small evidence that the
ipirit of a sound mind influenced the body in

ts earliest periods. Contending as they did
for so large a measure of individual spiritual

liberty, and placing the authority of men, in

religious matters, in a position so subordinate
to that ofthe one Great Head of the churc
they nevertheless recognized the importance
and necessity of arrangements and of human
instrumentality, under the direction of the
Spirit of Christ, and they were led to estab-

lish a system of order at once so simple and
efficient, that notwithstanding the varying
circumstances of the Society, and the power
of every -annual meeting to alter it, it has
been found in its main particulars adapted to

those changes, and it remains to this day
essentially the same as it was within forty

years of the rise of the Society."

Alas! how have things changed since that

was first written, both as to the mutilation of

the discipline, the authority with which it is

clothed, and the manner in which its require-

ments are carried out. But our object is to

remind our readers—of what probably they
know as well as ourselves—that the disci-

pline had its origin in Divine Wisdom; that

alterations or additions to it can be properly
made, only under the same divine sanction;

that upon its faithful administration, in the

Spirit of Him who came to seek and to save
that which was lost, depends, in great measure
he life and healthfulness of the Society, and
that weakness or defection in one part of the

Society cannot liberate the members in other
parts from the duty of maintaining it and
supporting the testimonies of Truth in all

their original integrity. This is the Lord's
work and should be done as in his sight, and
while engaging in it, each one will do well to
lay to heart the following advice contained in
the Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

" Dear friends, be patient in the exercise of
your gifts and services, and take no offence
at any time, because what seems to be clear
to you is not presently received by others;
let all things in the church bo propounded
with an awful reverence of Him that is the
head and life of it ; who said, ' Whore two or
three are gathered together in my name
there am I in the midst of them.' Therefore'
let all beware of their own spiiitsfcpd keep
in a gracious temper, that so ihevmay be
fitted for the service of tho house of God,
whose house we are, if we keep upon the
foundation that God hath laid; and such Ho
will build up, and teach how to build up one
another in him. And as every member must
feel life in himself, and all from one Head,
this life will not hurt itself in any, but be
tender of itself in all ; for by this one life of
the Word, ye were begotten, and by it ye are
nourished and made to grow into your several
services in the church of God. It is no man's
learning nor artificial acquirements; it is no
man's riches, nor greatness in this world ; it
is no man's eloquence or natural wisdom,
that makes him fit for government in the
church of Christ: all his endowments must
be seasoned with the heavenly salt, his spirit
be sulijeeted, and his gifts pass through the
"" e of God's altar, a sacrifice to his praise and
honor, that so self being baptised into death,
the gifts may be used in the power ofthe re-
irrection of tho life of Jesus in him."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British press generally approves the

project for laying a new cable from the English coast to
that of the United States, and agree that cheaper rates
than those of the present lines will be an incentive to
the business community and the press of both coun-
tries.

An arrangement has been made for the introduction
of American cars on English railways.
The captain of the .ship Windsor Castle, which ran

down a vessel in the channel, and was reported to have
passed on without heeding the cries of the drowning
mariners, has been examined and acquitted of all blame.
The Irish agitation in favor of "home rule," appears

to be on the increase. A procession numbering thirty
thousand persons, recently marched through the prin-
cipal streets of Limerick, and finally halted at Daniel
O'Connell's monument where a number of speeches
were made.
Lord Stanley has addressed a kirge meeting of work-

ingmen at Liverpool. In the course of his remarks he
said the old Liberal programme has e.xhausted its
vitality, and he expected that in future the Conserva-
tives would predominate in all new questions.
The small pox continues to spread in all parts of the

British isles. Cardinal Cullen, in a pa.storal letter, per-
mits Catholics to use meat on all days of the week, for
sanitary reasons, on account of the prevalence of the
disease.

An explosion of lire damp in the Oakland colliery
Wales, caused the death of twelve miners.
A special dispatch from Berlin to a London paper

states that the representative of Great Britain has de-
vered to the Emperor of Germany the arbitration

agreed upon by England and the United States, under
the Treaty of Washington, and of the British govern-
ment relalive to the San Juan boundary line.
London, 1st mo. 15th.—Consols, 92?. U. S. sixes.
62, 911 ; do. of 1867, 93J ; ten-forties, 92.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, ]0|rf.; Orleans, lOfd.
A remonstrance .signed by eight hundred manufac-

turers of Paris, has been sent to the Assembly against
the passage of any bill increasing the duties on raw
cotton and silk. Strong remonstrances are also made
from other parts of France.
The journals of Paris reviewing the contributions of
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food, clothing and raonev, received from foreign lands

for the suffering inhabitants of Paris since the war,

commend the people of the United States for their great

liberality, and for the .iudicioHS manner in which tli

aid has been distributed.

It is stated that the Minister of Finance will, in two
weeks, pay a fourth half milliard of the German war
indemnity.
A committee of the Assembly has reported ur

mously in favor of repealing the law sequestrating the

estates of the Orleans princes. Another committee haf

reported to the Assembly a bill providing for the re-

lease of all Communists now confined in tlie hulks, who
are not known to be guilty of criminal acts. A bill has

been introduced providing for the temporary taxation

of houses, in order to more speedily pay the war indem-
nity, and liberate the French territory from occupation

by Germa^troops.
"The Fmieh bishops oppose the compulsory educa-

tion bill. The committee to wliich was referred the

proposal that the Assembly should return to Paris, re

ported adversely.

Rinderpest prevails in several of the French depart-

ments. The Assembly committee on army re-organi-

zation has agreed to recommend the adoption of a rule

that soldiers unable to read and write at the expiration

of their term of service, shall remain in the army unti'

they are able to do so.

On the 14th, Thiers addressed the Assembly on the

question of taxes, and alluding to the treaties of 1880
characterised them as fatal to the interests of France,
detestable and intolerable.

The Red Republicans are becoming active in Lyons,
and the authorities are exercising more than usual vigil-

ance to prevent an outbreak.

Difficulties have ari.sen in the Spanish Cabinet with

regaid to the policy to be pursued in Cuba, and the ap-

pointment of Marshal Concha as Captain General of

that island. The departure of the latter from Cadiz
has consequently been deferred.

The note of the Russian Chancellor, Prince Gorts-

chakoif, to the U. States Minister at St. Petersburg, in

relation to the recall of Catacazy, Russian Minister at

Washington, in accordance with the request of the

American government, has been published in the officii
'

new.spaper. The Chancellor complains that in some of

the correspondence on the part of Secretary Fish, there

wasneither sufficient attention nor proper respect shown
to a Russian amb.assador performing duties; such as

he had a right to expect from the government at which
he was accredited- He says

:

" The letter of Secretary Fish presents serious though
vague complaints against M. Catacazy, and thus invites

the Imperial Cabinet to judge the conduct of its repre-

sentative.
" In the opinion of the government of His Majesty

the Emperor, M. Catacazy has satisfactorily refuted

many-*f the complaints; on the others, the Imperial
Cabinet will deliver its judgment when M. Catacazy
has had full liberty to present his case.

•'The Imperial "Chancellor hopes that justice is suffi-

ciently understood in the United States not to expect

it before."

Both Houses of the Austrian Reichstrath have adopt-

ed, without amendment, the address to the Crown call-

ing its attention to the manifest increase of discontent

among the subjects of various portions of the empire,

arising from recent ntisgovernraent, and particularly

opposing an increase of taxation for military piir|insf^.

A Madrid dispatch of the 17th says : The .Miiii~trv

have unanimously resolved not to remove Ciuiul \'al-

raaseda from his post as C.'iptain General of Cuba. The
session of the Cortes will open on the 22d inst.

The Mikado of Japan in a late edict says :
" My

country is now undergoing a complete change from old

to new ideas, which I sincerely desire. Therefore I

call upon all the wise and strong minded to appear, and
become good guides to the government." The Mikado
designs sending six young Japanese women of rank to

the United States, to be instructed in some seminar}- of

learning at the expen.se of the government.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—-The proceedings

of Congress have had no special interest during the past

week. The Senate has discussed a joint resolution, in-

troduced by Charles Sumner, proposing a con.stitutional

amendment which shall limit service as President of

the United States to a single term. The House of Re-
presentatives, by a vote of 170 to 31, has passed a gen-

eral amnesty bill, removing all legal and political dis-

abilities from persons engaged in the rebellion—a few
individuals excepted.

It has been decided that the next convention of the
Republican party for the purpose of nominating candi-

dates for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency, shall be

The United States Indian Commission met at Wash
ington on the 11th inst. There were also in attendance,
by invitation of the Commission, representatives from
the religious societies to whom the government has
committed the moral and educational training of the
western tribes. The .statement presented of the pro
gress made by these societies during the past two oi

three years, in turning the Indians from their wild and
nomadic life, was satisfactory. All the delegates
port the schools established on the reservations as doing
well, and the Indians as generally satisfied with the re-

sults of the change in the policy of the government,
The only anxiety expressed by any members present
was in regard to the efforts being made in certain quar-
ters to remove some of the tribes from their reserv.i-

tions. The success of the present policy of the govern-
ment could only be assured by steadfastly resisting
these efforts. Upon this, and theduty of securing lands
in severalty to the Indian.s, who were desirous to culti-

vate the soil, all the delegates present seemed to
agreed.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
518, including 216 deaths from small pox.
Two destructive tires occurred in New York on the

14th, by which large quantities of lumber and merchan-
dize were consumed. Estimated lo.ss S3-50,000.

.Serious difficulties have arisen in New Orleans by
contention between two factions composing the legisla-
ture. It is divided into two bodies of nearly equal
strength

; each appeals to the United States government
for assistance

; but so far it has not been judged expe
dient to interfere in the quarrel.
A bill has pa.ssed both Houses of the Legislature of

Illinois making a radical change in regulating the sale
of liquors in this State. It enacts that no intoxicating
liquors shall hereafter be sold in Illinois without a
license, and that no license shall be issued without the
party applying therefor shall give bond in the sura of
S3,000, with two freehold securities, conditioned that
they shall pay all damage to any person injured in per-
son or property by the selling of liquor under said
license—the penaltyJo be recovered in the name of the
State for the use of any person injured by the liquor
sold by such licensed person.
According to the census report. New Hampshire,

with a total population of 318,300, had 1.5,885 person.s
over the age of seventy—or five per cent, of the whole
number. Of this aggregate more than .seven thousand
were between the ages of seventy and soveuty-fi
nearly five thousand were over seventy-five and"under
eighty; seven hundred octogenarians," and three h
dred were between ninety and ninety-five. Ten were
ninety-eight years old, two were ninety-nine, and si.i

had passed the age of a century.

A majority of the judgesof the LTnited States Suprem(
Court have announced their decision affirming the con
stitutionality of the Legal Tender Act, and reversing the
former judgment of the same tribunal. The Chief
Justice and three of the Associate Justices dissent from
the opinion of the majority, and adhere to the views
expressed in the first decision.

Tke Markets, <6c.—The following were the quotation:
on the 15th inst. New rori.—American gold, 108i
U. S. sixes, 1881, 115^; ditto, 1868, 112|; ditto, 10-40,
5 per cents, 109J. Superfine flour, $5.80 a $6.30 ; i

brand.s, $6.50 a SlO.8.5. White Genesee wheat, SI
iinher, $1.60 _a $1.66; No. 2 Milwaukie .spring, S1.57.
1

1
Its, 54i a 57* cts. Western mixed corn, 74 a 75 ct.s.;

yrllow, 75 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 22J a
•S.i ct.s. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour,

S5.2o a *5.75; extra, $6 a S8.25; finer brands, $6.-50 a
S9.50. Red wheat, $1.62 a $1.64; amber, $1.67;
Illinois spring, $155. Rye, 88 a 90 ct.s. Yellow corn|
66 a 67 J cts. ; western mixed, 69 a 70 cts. Oats, 52 a 55
cts. Clover-seed, 10 a lOJ cts. Timothy, $3.25 a$.3.50
per bushel. Beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard
at 7| a 8} cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 6} a 7 cts. for fair
to good, and 4 a 6 cts. per lb. for common. Sales of
about 1500 head. Sheep sold at 5.i a 7i cts. per lb.
gross, and hogs at .$7 a $7.12 per 100 Ib.'net. Balti-

.—Penn.sylvania red wheat, $1.56 a $1.62. White
, 63 a 67 cts.

;
yellow, 64 a 68 cts. Oats, 52 a 56

cts. Chicago.—'^o. 2 spring wheat, $1.24. No. 2 mixed
corn, 41 cts. No. 2 outs, 32| cts. No. 2 spring barley,
61 i cts. St. Louis.—'No. 2 spring wheat, S1.31 ; No. 3

er wheat, $1.55. Corn, 41 cts Oats, 41 cts. Lard,
8} cts. Cincinnati.—Family and extra flour, j6.65 a
$6.80. Wheat, $1.-50 a $1.53. Corn, 48 a 49 cts.

Detroit.—Extra wheat, $1.56. Corn, 52 a 53 cts. Oats,
42 cts. Cln^eland.—'So. 1 winter red wheat, $1.48!
Corn, 54 cts. Oats, 45 cts.

WANTED
A Friend to take charge of the Primary Depart

j

ofthe Adelphi School for Colored Children, on Wix
\

St. below 13th St. Apply to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second Si.

Joseph W. Llppincott, 413 Walnnt ;

Jonathan Evans, 15 North Seventh
'

SITUATION WANTED.
A young Friend from Massachusetts, desires a £

tion in a Friends' School or private family, as Tutc
For further information apply to E. M". Huntin
245 North Tenth street.

FRIEND.S' BOOK STORE.
There have been recently reprinted editions o

following works, which are now for sale at No.
Arch Street.

Examples of Youthful Piety.
Barclay on Church Government.
Ussher's Letters.

Memoirs of Edwin Price.

True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Concise Account of Friends, by T. Evans.
Journal of William Evan.s, 2d" edition.

There are also on hand a supply of other appt
writings of Friends.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INI
CHILDREN, TUNESSA.SA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted tc

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farro
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co..

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philade)
Samuel Morris, Olney P. O.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN:
Near Frankford, (Twentij-third Ward,) Philadetf
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients in

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boi
Managers.

Married, Twelfth month 21st, 1871, at Fr
Meeting-house, Easton, N. J., William Henr-?
of Joshua Wilkin.s, to Esther A., daughter of

Engle, all of the above place.

Died, on the first d.-iy of the Ninth mo. 1871, It

daughter of Micajah arid Delitha Emmons, at th(

sidence in Tama county, Iowa, in the 17th v
age, a member of Springville Monthly Meeting,
Co., Iowa. She bore a protracted illness with pai

and resignation, frequently saying that if she couk
be prepared for the solemn change, it w.%s all si

sired. As the disea.se progressed, her hopes am
spects of acceptance and of eternal happiness seen

brighten, and her love to increase and abound ti

all. On the day befo.-e her departure, sh
afltjctionate leave of the family and all present, an
they would all have to come to this, to be laid

dying bed, and it mattered not how soon, if they
only prepared, earnestly desiring them to endea
be prepared to meet her in Heaven. A short tir

fore the close she raised her hands saying, " Thei
place prepared for me amongst the holy angels,

dear Saviour has prepared it for me." Soon afte

plicated, "O Heavenly Father, be plea.sed to ta

home to rest." Then quietly, and peacefully,
]

away.
, on the second of Eleventh mo 1871, atl

sidence, near Pennsville, Morgan Co., Ohio,
Embree, in the 64th year of his .age, a mem'
Pennsville Monthly and Particular Meeting. B
enabled to bear a protracted illness, accompaniet
bodily suffering, with patience and a good deg
resignation, and increasingly so for some week
vious to his dis.solution ; several times expressing
self to that effect. The calm and peaceful man
which he passed away left a comfortable hope rfflj

upon the minds of his bereaved relatives and f n*

that his end w.as peace.

, on the 31st of Twelfth month, 1871, at t »
sidence of her son-in-law, N. D. Tripp, nearScipi U*

Cayuga Co., N. Y., Sarah Gifford, widow of tl »l»

Charles Gifford, in the 87th year of her age, loin re-

commended minister and a firm supporter of the a wil|

doctrines, principles and testimonies of Friends.

WILLIAM II. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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iber of tlu'
take from the last nu

Ion "Friend," the following communica-
which is quite as applicable to the course
Qcd by a large portion of the members o)
oeiety in this country as it is to the
ber.s in Great Britain. For members
ig Friends, especially those occupying
Dns which, at one time, would have inv
their well-grounded settlement in the

tines

and testimonies of the gospel as held
e Society, to decide to keep them out ol
as being sectarian, and not needful to bv
ulgated or publicly upheld, shows a lack
igious understanding and sincerity

; and
yer it may please shallow professors, ex
in the minds of the truly religious of

.hr societies doubts of thorough integrity,
:(ften feelings of contempt. We have not

ong us whose "charity" towards other
lous professors is so great, that they can
II the distinctive doctrines and testimonies
lends, and yet claim all the privileges of
bership in the Society, and a right to

tie their course in laying it waste, and at
Eiarae time make no little profession of
Efiration for religious services.

OUR TITLE TO CHURCH EXISTENCE.
36 critique npon the Society of Friends,
eorgo Dawson, siven at page 290 of the
dumber of The Friend, is too pointed and
•We to receive a mere passing glance. If
ijme degree a caricature, it has nevertte-

d basisof truth
; and this truth ought

iun the serious thought of our members.
I>. remarks

: M^aakerism, it has been
• has made its fortune and retired. It has
ng to say touching its ownpecidiar doctrines
•er met with but one Quaker who tried
qnvort me. It busies itself in little outside
inthropies; it will do anything to seta
man free. But the Quakers have for-
tho faith of their fathers; they run

other creeds,—there is nothing attrac-
n them,—they cannot keep their own
en,—their day is done; they had better
and say, "Lord, now lettest thou thy
nt depart in peace; our sect has done

^

ttle work it could." '

'3 there not too much ground for all this?
not a fuct that multitudes within our
rs conscientiously suppress or keep out
ht those points of Quakerism which they

call 'our peculiar doctrines?' Is it not true
that many say, ' Let these things in which we
differ from other Christians be kept as much
in the background as possible? Let us uphold
those groat fundamental truths, upon which
all real Christianity must stand, and put the
peculiar doctrines of our sect—the " secondary
points"—aside, or only bring' them promi-
nently forward when fellow-Christians make
inquiry respecting them.' Do not some even
think that it is a matter of regret that all
Christian sects do not cast aside their 'pecii-
liar doctrines,' as so many hindrances to the
spread of plain practical Christianity? Do
they not urge that each Christian community
should surrender its peculiar views to the sup
posed common weal?
"There is something very fascinating and

very specious in such a thought ; but it is not
solid—it will not bear close scrutiny? Do the
iiyersities, which such persons so deplore,
arise from the mere love of diversity? Do the
Episcopalians, or the Independents, or the
Methodists, or the Baptists, originate their
•peculiar doctrines' because they desire to be
iifferent from other churches? "Undoubtedly
not! E:ich_diflers because it believes that it

the expositor of a truer and more scriptural
Christianity than other sects. It believes thai
Its views are nearer the views of the Apostolic
Church, and more in accordance with the
teaching of the New Testament, than those
of other sects; and, as such, that its doctrines
and practices are the most worthy of accept-
ance, and the most likely to help the immor-
tal interests of mankind. Admitting that }w
Christian Church can either thrive "or stand
that is not based upon those great fundamental
doctrines which alone give vitality to the
nameof 'Christian'—admitting that the hold-
ing of those fundamental doctrines must ever
constitute the foundation platform upon which
all Christian Churches must build—and ad-
mitting, also, that any 'peculiar doctrines,' or
'distinguishing views,' without that underlying
foundation, would be as worthless chaff- i*!

remains, nevertheless, a fact that our title to
self-existence as a separate religious community
depends upon these 'peculiar doctrines,'—
these ' secondary things,'—these ' non-essen-
tials,'—and upon these alone I I can well be-
ieve that many will be startled at these words;
but such will do well to deeply ponder them!
What do the terras 'non-essential' and 'se-
condary' mean ? They surely mean non-essen-
tial to salvation! They mean that a man »irt(/

be a Christian without holding our views on
War, on the Sacraments, on Oaths, on the
Spirituality of the Gospel Dispensation, and
on the immediate teaching of the Holy Spirit!
But do they not also imply that we can do
justice to the Society to which we belong, and
to ourselves as members of that Society, ivith-
out bringing these peculiar doctrines promi-
"-ntly forward; that it is a matter of discre-

" But we have no right either to separate
ourselves from other religious communities,
)r to remain separate from them, as a distinct
body, if we only consider it our great duty to
press forward those essential and primary
doctrines which other Christian communities
hold like ourselves. If what zee call 'essential'
he identical with what they call 'essential'

—

i. e. if fitness for membership with us bo only
what they also regard as 'fitness'—we have
no right either to set up, or remain a separate
community for an hour!

" We should be schismatics of the worst
class! We should be separating ourselves
when we know that we agree! If we have
nothing stronger to separate ourselves from
others upon, than those cardinal points of
Christian faith which they hold as truly as
ourselves, and which we hnow that they hold,
what authority have wo for our existence as
a separate body ? None whatever ! We must
either stand, as a Church, upon our ' peculiar
doctrines,' or fall !—fall under the just censure
of sowing discord among brethren !

" The tact is that wo do stand as a separate
Church upon our peculiar and non-essential
doctrines. It is precisely these doctrines
which give us our title to self-existence as a
separate Church. For although these ' second-
ary' matters are not essential to salvation,

they are essential to our right to separate CMirch
"xistence! And the moment that we conceal
ir ignore these secondary things, that moment
?e reject our title, and ignore our authority
nd right to be what we are! Once let a So-
iety lose sight of its responsibility in regard

to the points of truth which it was specially
raised up to proclaim and uphold, and exactly
what George Dawson so dexterously and
satirically throws at us must follow. If the
Society of Friends fails to uphold its doctrine
of the Spirituality of the Gospel Dispensation
(and that doctrine includes its testimony
against what are called ' the Sacraments,')
nothing but weakness and confusion will fol-

low. We cannot escape by saving, 'We will

teil people if they ash us.' No Society will

thrive which thus 'puts its light under a
bushel!' We are pre-eminently responsible
for the clear upholding of those special points
of doctrine which have been given to us, as a
people, to display to the world.

"To put these aside, and to act as though it

were of little matter whether our views on
these points were known or not, is merely to
say in effect that we are not convinced of our
•own principles.' And it is true, and ever
will be, that they who are not convinced of
what they profess, and who act as though
they doubted their own creed, will fail to at-

tract ; will cease to make head-way ; and will,

sooner or later, exist in little but name.
On the other hand, whatever society

really believes in its -peculiar doctrines ;' and,
the earnestness of its deep conviction,

tion and choice as to whether, in these things,
I

presses those doctrines forward 'in season
we do, or do not, show our special colors ? |and out of season'—be they true, or be they
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false—will gain converts; not mere adher-

ents from selfish or secondary motives, but

thoroughgoing disciples, whose acts testify to

the solidity of their faith. Mohammedanism
and even Mormonism prove this. Lut us look,

therefore, to ourselves, and beware how we
hide our special light for fear it may not be

exactly like the light of others! They will

respect us more and not less for faithfully up-

holding it. And as surely as our light is a

ray from heaven, so surely will its fearless

manifestation before others be instrumental

in helping them onward, and in advancing

the great cause of Truth and Righteousness

in the earth. How solemn is our responsi-

bility, at the present time, with regard to

ceremonialism, even in its simplest forms. It

we see that multitudes are running into an

opposite error, and, in their contempt for re-

ligious ordinances and priestcraft, are lurch-

ing into materialism, and denying the Lord

that bought them, how can we stand acquit-

ted, if, by smothering our protest against ex-

ternal rites, we give them a handle against

us, and any ground to say, 'You who are

drifting back towards the beggarly elements,

or failing to speak out boldly against them,

are alike unfit and unable to give advice to

us. Tolerate these things amongst you, as

"secondary matters in which liberty may be

used," if you like; but if so, do not come to

teach MS .''

"Let us not shrink from these considera-

tions, but seek for wisdom and strength from

above ; not only that our foundation may
stand immutable upon the Rock of Ages, but

that we may escape from error in superstruc-

ture both on the right hand and on the loft,

and be enabled faithfully to exalt that Chris-

tian Standard which has been committed to

us as a people.

James Backhouse.

York, Twelfth month, 1871."

For "The Friend."

Central Arabia.

(Continued from page 170.)

On passing the threshold it is proper to say,

" Bismillah," i. e., " in the name of God ;" not

to do so would bo looked on as a bad augury
alike for him who enters and for those within.

The visitor next advances in silence, till on

coming about halfway across the room, he

gives to all present, the customary' "Peace be

on you." All this while every one else in the

room has kept his place, motionless and with-

out saying a word. But on receiving the

salaam of etiquette, the master of the house

rises, and replies, "And on you be peace, and

the mercy of God, and his blessings." All

present follow the example thus given, by
rising and saluting. " The guest then goes up
to the master of the house, who has also made
a step or two forwards, and places his open
liand in the palm of his host's, but without
grasping or shaking, which would hardl}' pass

for decorous, and at the same time each re

peats once more his greeting, followed by the

set phrases of polite enq\iiry, ' How are you ?'

' How goes the world with you ?' and so Ibrth

all in a tone of great interest, and to be gone
over thi'ee or four times, till one or other has
the discretion to say ' Praise be to God,' or, in

equivalent value, ' all right,' and this is a sig

nal for a seasonable diversion to the ceremoni
ous interrogatory.

"The guest then, after a little contest of

courtesy, takes bis seat in the honored post

by the fireplace, after an apologetical saluta-

tion to the black slave on the one side, and to

his nearest neighbor on the other. The best

ushions and newest-looking carpets have

been of course prepared for his honored

weight. Shoes or sandals, for in truth the

latter alone are used in Arabia, are slipped off'

on the sand just before reaching the carpet,

and there they remain on the floor close bj'.

But the riding stick or wand, the inseparable

companion of every true Arab, whether Be-

douin or townsman, rich or poor, gentle or

simple, is to be retained in the hand, and will

ve for playing with during the pau'ses of

conversation, like the fan of our great-grand-

mothers in their days of conquest.

Without delay Soweylim begins his pre-

parations for coffee. These open by about

five minutes of blowing with the bellows and

irranging the charcoal till a sufficient beat

has been produced. Next he places the largest

of the coffee-pots, a huge machine, and about

two-thirds full of clear water, close by the

edge of the glowing coal-pit, that its contents

may become gradually warm while other

operations are in progress. He then takes a

dirty knotted rag out of a niche in the wall

close by, and having untied it, empties out of

t three or four handfuls of unroasted coffee,

the which he places on a little trencher of

platted grass, and picks carefully out any
blackened grains, or other non-homologous

substances, commonly to be found intermixed

with the berries when purchased in gross;

then, after much cleansing and shaking, he

pours the grain so cleansed into a large open

ron ladle, and places it over the mouth of the

funnel, at the same time blowing the bellows

and stirring the grainsgently round andround
till they crackle, redden, and smoke a little,

but carefully withdrawing them from the

heat long before they turn black or charred

after the erroneous fashion of Turkey and

Europe; after which he puts them to cool a

moment on the grass platter. He then

the warm water in the large coflTee-pot over

the fire aperture, that it may be ready boiling

at the right moment, and draws in close be-

tween his legs a large stone mortar, with a

narrow pit in the middle, just enough to admit

the black stone pestle of a foot long and an

inch and a half thick, which he now lakes
'

hand. Next, pouring the half-roasted berries

into the mortar, he proceeds to pound the

striking right into the narrow hollow with

wonderful dexterity, nor ever missing his blow

till the beans are smashed, but not reduced

into powder. He then scoops them out, now
reduced to a sort of coarse reddish grit, very

unlike the fine charcoal dust which passes
'

some countries for coffee, and out of which

every particle of real aroma has long since

been burnt or ground. After all these opera-

lions, each performed with as intense a serious-

ness and deliberate nicety as if the welfare of

the entire Djowf depended on it, he takes a

smaller coffee-pot in hand, fills it more than

half with hot water from the larger vessel,

and then shaking the pounded coffee into it,

sets it on the fire to boil, occasionally stirring

it with a small stick as the water rises to

check the ebullition and prevent overflowing.

Nor is the boiling stage to be long or vehe-

ment; on the contrary, it is and should be as

light as possible. In the interim he takes out

of another rag-knot a few aromatic seeds

called heyl, an Indian product, but of whose

scientific name I regret to be wholly ignorant,

a little saffron, and after slightly pound!
^

these ingredients, throws them into the si

mering coffee to improve its flavor, for su
;

an additional spicing is held indispensable
,

Arabia, thougii often omitted elsewhere >

the East. Sugar would be a totally unheal

|

of profanation. Last of all, he strains off t

liquor through some fibres of the inner pal
j

bark placed for that purpose in the jug-spo
j

and gets read}' the tray of ^delicate par|

colored grass, and the small coffee cups rea'l

for pouring out. All these preliminaries ha!

taken up a good half-hour. i

But before a quarter ofan hour has pas9<|

and while blacky is still roasting or poundi s

his coffee, a tall thin lad,^Ghafirs eldest 8('

appears, charged with a large circular dii

grass-platted like the rest, and throws it wi

a graceful jerk on the sandy floor close befc

us. He then produces a large wooden In

full of dates, bearing in the midst of the he

a cup full of melted butter; all this he i)la(

(m the circular mat, and says, ' Semmoo,' liti|

ally, 'pronounce the Name,' of God, und(j

stood; this means, ' set to work at it.' Herei

the master of the house quits his place by t)

fireside and seats himself on the sand oppos'j

to us; we draw nearer to the dish, and fo|

or five others, after some respectful coyue

join the circle. Every one then picks on

date or two from the juicy halfamalgaraat

mass, dips them into the butter, and thus g.

on eating till he has had enough, when

rises and washes his hands.

"By this time the coffee is ready, a.

Soweylim begins his round, the coffee-pot j

one hand, the tray and cups on the othi

The first pouring out he must in etiquel

drink himself, by way of a practical assurar.

that there is no ' dea'th in the pot ;' the gae:

are next served, beginning with those nt

the honorable fireside; the master of t'

house receives his cup last of all. To refi

would be a positive and unpardonable iiisu

but one has not much to swallow at a titi

for the coffee-cups, or finjans, are about li

^ize of a large egg-shell at most, and are nei^

more than half tilled. This is considered >

sential to good breeding, and a brimnj

would here imply exactly the reverse of wlj

it does in Europe. The beverage itself is f'

gularly aromatic and refreshing, a real tori

and very different from the black mud saeki

by the Levantine, or the watery roast-bei

preparations of France. "When the slaved

freeman, according to circumstances, preset

you with a cup, he never fails to accompc''

it with a ' Semm,' ' say the name of God,' i

'

must you take it without answering '
•

millah.'
" When all have been thus served, a seed

round is poured out, but in inverse order, f

the host this time drinks first, and the gucS

last. On special occasions, a first rcceptij,

for instance, the ruddy liquor is a third ti?

handed round ; nay, a fourth cup is soraetirS

addeJ. But all these put together do t

come up to one-fourth of what a Europii

imbibes in a single draught at breakfast."

(To be continued.)

A person who retires from the semhlancd

truth in search of the substance, will not 0/

appear singular and contracted to oths

who arc not in the same way, but be m!(

circumscribed in his own apprehension t

things.
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For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

CCoDtinuud from page 171.)

t. B. to Sarah Morris, of Philadelphia.

"Short Creek, 1st mo. 2Sth, 1825.

My very dear friend,—I am tbanisrul once

to feel so muuh strength as to conclude

ill do at least to try to return an answer

ly last very precious letter of tlie Tenth

th.

Truly I may say your kindness, long con-

ed, has many a time tended to humble
spirit in the dust, from whence did and

irise thanksgivings unto God, even tlie

ho put it into yo\i.r hearts thus to re-

iber a little sister in the flowings of sym-

y, notwithstanding thomuny miles which
rate us. Ah I doubtless He will be your
reward. Sometimes in the strength ot

•e, I am ready to say, Yes, so will it be to

fourth generation. May I not say I know
ill be so, if these generations—the dear

Iran coming after we are gone—are found

he list of those who love the Lord and

) his commandments. With thee, my be-

d Sarah, I have often had to remember
declaration, ' They that feared the Lord
;e often one to another.' Yea, the same
ription of people through different ages,

te often one to another; and may we not

B. conclude, that if this act of duty was in

B age of the world not only right but bene-

ejl, it is, it must be so to us in these days
fiesolation. We seem to hear on the right

aid and on the left, many voices crj'ing, Lo,

i| is the way 1 and again, Lo, it is that ! But
II knovvest, my dear, these things need

H move us off that foundation which God.

iliugh his dear Son Jesus Christ, has laid

jhsto build upon. Ah with gratitude, fresh

ing to the Father of all our sure mercies

)eak it, there are a few, a very precious
! that have known, that do know, 'This is

felernal to know thee, the only true God,

nl Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent.' To
hlo everywhere this language will appl}'

Sig unto the Lord, O ye saints of his, and
i'; thanks at the remembrance of his holi-

er. For his anger endureth but for a mo
1' t. In his favor is life. Weeping may en

n- for a night, but joy cometh in the inorn-

J ' All ! Were it not so, who would bo able

o'tand iu these days? Who would at times

ii refreshed, and realize the promise, ' All

h gs work together for good to those who
)' and fear God?' May we love Him more,

D serve Him better to the last moment of

n time, saith my soul. It did my heart

01 to find you continue daily that truly

hstian practice of reading the precious

Ic ptures. May the arms of your hands grow
tiJQger and stronger, and your branches run
V the wall forever.

Some time ago, feeling at least for the
rent released from a concern I have long

a to go to the South, my mind was so drawn
D'lrds you at your Yearly Meeting; and so

nns far as Rhode Island, that I began to

h:k it possible for me once more to be with
0 under your roof. 1 thought so much
ibit Friends that way, that 1 did not know
?1 1 better to do with it, than to give it to

i't nds of our Monthly Meeting. They did

lOappear to slight it, and so far united with
Q«s to appoint a committee to bring forward
I Irtificate. Yet a full willingness among
t'most living, I thought, yea, I felt was

\

i

wanting. I sank under it, and desired the

committee to withhold it: so no certificate

was handed in. I thought it might not be

amiss to let thee know a little how it had

fared with me ; not that I wish to burden thee

with my complaints; nor would I have thee

ipprehend I view myself as dealt with in an

in friendly manner. No ! It appears my dear

riends here were in some degree frightened

it the idea of my going out into the field, and

especially into that partof the vineyard where

wars and rumors of wars seem to abound.*

Indeed I think nothing but the desire to be

found faithful in the sight of my beloved,

Christ Jesus the Lord, in whom my humble

confidence stands, would have made me will-

at such a time as this, ever to lay before

the meeting any religious concern. However

n this my poor mind is staid in a good degree

of quiet. I know the blessed Master is good,

ind yet knows whether it be all our living, or

)nly a part wo cast into his treasury. I think

[ can appeal to Him, at least sometimes, even

as Peter did, for the attachment and integrity

of my soul. Yet oh, my dear sister, how often,

very often, I seem to be sinking fast. Pray

for mo, I entreat thee! Pray that my faith

fiiil not. My health of body and mind are

often such that I seem to myself just gone

can neither write nor do anything else that

is good. My paper is full. My heart is also

full, even full of precious love, I was going to

say, to the blessed Master, and his people

everywhere ; in which I conclude to thee and

all thine, with enquiring friends ;
and sweetly

bid farewell,
Mildred Eatclipf."

Mildred Ratcliff, jn the Fourth month of

1826, having obtained the requisite creden-

tials, left her home for a religious visit to the

West and South. There being in her account

of this journey but little more than a relation

of the meetings she attended, and the friendly

greetings received among those with whom
her lot was cast, it is thought best to omit

it in these memoirs. She thus concludes her

Journal thereof: "12th mo. 1st, 1826. Got

home, and found things as well as I could ex-

pect. For all these mercies, O righteous

Father, I do desire to return the tribute oi

thanksgiving and praise."

Jane Bettle to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 4th mo. 3d, 1827.

"My dearly beloved friend,—Think not

that my long delay in answering thy affec-

tionate letters, has been occasioned by any

diminution of interest in thee or love for thee.

No! it has not in the least degree. A con-

tinuation of circumstances at the time of re-

ceiving them, rendered a reply then difficult

;

and since that period I have found a procras-

tinating spirit stealing upon time. Perhaps,

my dear, thou may sometimes feel a little of

thatin which I most abound—a want of quali-

fication to oflfer anything in this way to my
friends.

" I rejoice to hear of thy liberation to per-

form a religious visit to Friends of Indiana.

May the Lord bless his own work in the hands'

of His faithful servants, in whatever part of

his vineyard they may be employed. Surely,

my dear friend, the harvest is great, and the

faithful laborers few, in the present day as

well as in that spoken of in the Holy Scrip-

tures. I think it sometimes needful for the

christian traveller, who may feel as though
he had been toiling; and in moments of deep
discouragement may be ready to say, ' I have
aught nothing,' 'I see nothing I have ever

done for the good cause,' 'Nothing that will

afford me sustenance in this season of extreme
poverty, and suspension of all good.' Ah, my
dear friend, who among us does not know
what it is, at seasons, to dwell in a barren

state, in which we are ready to say. Here is

neither dew, nor rain, nor fields of offering!

I do not know, my beloved friend, why I

should thus write to thee ; but so it has arisen

in my heart to address thee. Whether our
poverty and suffering bo on our own account,

or on account of others, may we diligently

and perseveringly labor after faith, patience,

and hope, that blessed anchor to the soul,

which ever will prove a sure and safe stay to

all those who keep their hold thereon.

"Ilh mo. 23d. Thou wilt perceive by the

dates that I commenced this before our Yearly
Meeting. I lake my pen now to add a little,

that I may forward it by our friend J. C. and
wife, from Miami Quarterly Meeting: who,
after visiting our friends in New York State,

have attended our late Yearly Meeting. I

expect thou wilt see them on their return

homeward.
" Our Y'oarly Meeting was large, and

throughout the different sittings thereof, has

been through mercy and condescending good-

ness, owned by the Great Head of the church.

He still continues near his own precious seed

through all their varied conflicts and suffer-

ings, persecutions and trials. The greatest

of all trials are those we experience among
false brethren. We have had the company
of our beloved friends Elizabeth Robson, and

George and Ann Jones, from England, our

worthy Henry Hull, from New York Yearly

Meeting, with others from different quarters.

I have no doubt but that we had the sympathy
of the spirits of some of you, our dear Ohio
Friends, during the past week, who feel as

bono of our bone. Yea, ye are nearer to us

than outward kindred, who do not unite with

us in reverent acknowledgment of that grace

which comes by Jesus Christ our Lord and
Saviour. Groat remains to be the mystery

of godliness to all who are willing to bow to

his power. There has been great boldness in

some among us of late, in declaring publicly

anti-christian doctrines. Y'et, I believe we
may thankfully acknowledge their power in

our religious Society is evidently lessening.

" E. Robson, thou mayst have heard, is

visiting the families in our district. In about

ten days she hopes to conclude. George and

Ann Jones have paid a visit to the Friends of

the Western district, accompanied by Mary
Wistar and Ellis Yarnall. Elizabeth is accom-

panied by Ruth Ely, with Caleb [probably

Pierce] and Thomas Stewardson in turn.

They expect to attend New York Yearly

Meeting ; after which G. and A. Jones are

going eastward ;
Catharine W. Morris and

William F. Miller, of Salem, New Jersey, ex-

pecting to accompany them. Elizabeth Rob-

son has not yet found her bonds broken. She

must remain yet longer in America. « * *

Thy friend, Jane Bettle."

CTo be coDtinaed.)

Opinions connected with our hopes of hap-

in;^^4:?^.^S:^d^S!iiSi^^^^lpi-B ««««.. 6. too dosely e^amir^e^.
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The Albatross is the monarch of the high

seas; the picture of a hero, who, under ever^

storm of adverse fortune, preserves the im
moveable constancy of an undaunted heart.

Proud and majestic he swims along in his own
native element, and without ever touching

the water with his pinions, rises with the ris

ing billow, and falls with the falling wave.
It is truly wonderful how he bids defiance to

the fury of the unshackled elements, and how
quietly he faces the gale. "He seems quiti

at home," say the sailors; and indeed this

expression is perfecllj' characteristic of hi.'-

graceful ease as he hovers over the agitated

ocean.

The albatross exceeds the swan in size, at-

tains a weight of from 12 lbs. to 28 lbs., and
extends his wings from ten to thirteen feet

His plumage is white and black, harmonizinu
with the wave crest and the storm cloud

For weeks and months together he is seen to

follow the course of a ship; but, according to

Mr. Harvey, " the time he can remain on th

wing seems to have been much exaggerated,
for although, like the gull and the petrel, he
is no diving-bird, he swims with the greatest

ease; and notwithstanding the enormous
length of his pinions, knows well how to rise

again into the air. He is indeed unable to

take wing from a narrow deck, but when he
wishes to rise from the sea, he runs along
flapping the waters until he has acquired th

necessary impetus, or meets with a wave of

sufficient height, from whose lofty crest he
starts as from a rocky pinnacle, and resumes
his extensive flight over an immense expanse
of ocean." A short winged species frequents
the waters of Karaschatka and Japan ; but
the ivandering albatross {jD. e.vulans) belongs
more particularly to the southern hemisphere,
being rarely seen to the north of 30° S. lat.

and appearing more frequently as the higher
latitudes are approached. The region of

storms—the Cape of Good Hope and Cape
Horn—are his favorite resorts, and all travel-

lers know that the southern point of Africa
is not far distant as soon as the albatrosses

show themselves in larger numbers. These
birds are the vultures of the ocean; their

crooked sharp-edged beak is better adapted
to lacerate a lifeless prey, than to seize upon
the rapid fish as it darts swiftly along below
the surface of the waters. From a vast dis-

tance they discover the floating carcase of a
whale, and soon alight in considerable num-
bers upon it. They also feed upon the large

cephalopods that inhabit mid-ocean, and re-

mains of those molluscs are generally found
in their stomach. The Auckland and Camp-
bell islands seem to be two of their favorite

breeding-stations. When Sir James Ross
visited these secluded groups, the birds were
so assiduously breeding as to allow themselves
to be taken with the hand. The nest is built

of sand mixed with dried leaves and grasses,

generally eighteen inches high, with a diame-
ter of twenty-seven inches at the surface, and
of six feet at the base.

—

Hartwig.

The Excellence of the Blble.—Sir William
Jones, whose writings on oriental subjects
elucidated many obscure points in Scripture
history,- was a general scholar, and embel-l
lished and adorned every subject that passed'
under his pen. On the blank leaf of his Bible

|

the following remarks were found written:
" I have regularlj' and attentively perused
these Holy Scriptures, and am of opinion that

'

this volume, independently of its Divine origin,

contains more true sublimity, more exquisite

aeauty, more pure morality, more important
History, and finer strains of poetry and elo-

quence, than can be collected from all other
books, in whatever age or language they ma}
have been written."

THE HUMBLE HEART.
Thy home is -with the humble, Lord

!

The simplest are the best;

Thy lodging is in child-like hearts

;

Thou makest there thy rest.

Dear Comforter ! Eternal Love !

If thou wilt staj' with me.
Of lowly thoughts and simple ways

I'll build a house for thee.

Who made this beating heart of mine
But thou, ray heavenly Guest?

Let no one have it, then, but thee.

And let it be thy rest.

Selected.

BE PATIENT.
Be patient! oh be patient! Put your ear against the

earth

;

Listen there how noiselessly the germ of the seed has
birth-

How noiselessly and gently it upheaves its little way,
Till its parts the scarcely broken ground and the blade

stands up in the day.

Be patient ! oh, be patient ! go and watch the wheat ears

grow-
So imperceptibly that ye can mark nor change nor

throe

—

Day after day, day after day, till the ear is fully grown.
And then again, day after day, till the ripened iield is

brown. —Trench

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

CContinned from page 17-1.)

To L. A. B.

" Clapham, Janu.ary 29th, 1817.

" Dear Sister,— I am inclined to believe

that we are somewhat similarly situated in a
spiritual point of view, and therefore that a

few lines from one who desires to accompany
you [thee] hand in hand through this painful

pilgrimage, may not be unacceptable. On
reading to you the very reviving and refresh-

ing Psalm which occurred to me yesterday,

I was ready to think that we could hardly
take with us too much courage on our perilous

journey through life. Some may look forward
at the commencement of their course, with
no other feelings than those of cool compla-
cency and comfort, as if our life whilst here

was somewhat like a summer's day; others

may view this state of being as a vivid and
glittering scene of continued enjoyment, and
ke the gay and giddy butterfly, no sooner

are thej^ in existence than their sport begins,

"ut O! the longer I am permitted to remain
here, the truth of that view of life which the

Scriptures present, appears more and more
evident. Is it not there said to be a state of

trial and of trouble? 'Man is born unto
trouble as the sparks fly upward.' When I

look as far before me, as my imperfect and
short-sighted senses will enable me, I see

mountains of opposition and difficulty, wastes
of desolation and desertion, floods of affliction,

and rivers of bitterness to wade through and
to pass over,—the heavens above appearing
black, and the horizon beyond veiled in ob-

souiit}'. Whatever you, or I, or any, may
think or say, be assured, that the Christian's

path through this state of being to a better,

is no other than that which it has alwaii

been, and will ever be ; as it is said, ' We muj
through much tribulation enter into the kin.j

dom.' Oh ! the path for j-ou and me, as we,
as for all, is not such as the flesh could wis!!

it is indeed a narrow path, too narrow for 8«i

and sense to walk in ; there is in it but jui

room and that is all : it is not wide enoujj

for us to pass pleasantly along with singjijf

and with mirth ; but may rather be compare'

'

to those narrow defiles between the snov'

topped Alps, through which the traveller
'.

directed to pass quickly, without trifling, wit]

out delay, and in silence, lest the huge mass'j

above him, or the parts on which he stand]

should in a moment consign him to destru

tion. If this be true, then, how very rauc

occasion is there for us both to lay aside evei

weight, everything that is likely to entangl
to ensnare, or to impede, in the race tliat

set before us. Is it not the case that we a:

less disposed to remember our providenti

escapes, and the many mercies that have bet

granted, than to murmur at the scantiness .

our fare, or the bareness of our shelter,

does then appear to me especially necessar

that we should take with us all the stronijt

and encouragement afforded. And where
this to be found, but as it were in the vei

bosom of perfection, in Him who alone is tl

true source of every good, and the resuur.

in every evil. Let us consider what is sa

of Him in Scripture, that not one sparrow ;

his vast creation escapes the protecting han
and the observing eye of its Maker. We hai

indeed a Parent, who is nothing but love, wl

created us out of the purest love, who pi

serves our natural lives every moment, who:
love alone gave us immortal souls fitted fi

immortal joys, and through his Son opene

a way, by which all might enter into the po

session of eternal life and glory: and it is e

presslj^ said, 'no good thing will God wit

hold from them that walk uprightly.' So th;

there is help, and hope, and happiness f jr a

whatever may be their condition or situatio

excepting only such as wilfully persist in r

fusing or abusing extended and contiou

mercy. J. B.

The above allusion by John Barclay to tl

circumscribed path, in which all, as straiiLre

and pilgrims in an uncongenial clime, a

called to walk, is very accordant with tl

aphorism of our blessed Lord and Lawgive
''Straight is the gate and narrow is the wa
which leadeth unto life, and few there be th:

find it."

Can there be a doubt that it ia the calK

for submission and obedience of the heart

the transforming power of the grace and cro

of Christ Jesus, that makes to flesh and bloi

by which it is ever resisted, this only way
life hard, and to be indeed a narrow and
straight path? The fleshly mind loves eaM

and would fain seek for itself a smooth ai

easy way to peace, as well as a pleasant ar

beaten highway to the celestial country, tb:

should command the suffrage and approb
tion of the multitude, which, now as aior

time, hates the self-denying religion of Chri;

its divine Original. By this too general cot

plicity with the spirit, manners, and masin
of this world, what room has been giveu II

any who may have been looking towards tt

Society as an asylum, to be turned back, ai:

for enemies to the cross of Jesus to indulge

sarcastic strictures, and with too good reaso

against professors of the religion of Chri;
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they can see but little difference, in the

essive language of lile and conduct, be-

n the one and the other—such and tbem-
8.

is through being washed in the laver of

leration, and through the obedience

h is of faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,

must ever constitute the way of life and
tion. He is himself the xmij, through

jy whom all may enter if they will, and
ke of the water of life freely ; whereupon
ncient promises will be made good: "The

and obedient shall cat of the good of

ind." " The mountains shall depart, and
lis be removed ; but my kindness shall

epart irom thee, neither shall the covc-

of my peace bo removed, saiih the Lord
hath mercy on thee." " My grace is

t for thee." " My yoke is easj-, and
arden light." These rich and precious

ises will abundantly make up for all the

and conflicts to be met with in the

jht and narrow way; and as the hun-

bid here, are also the gracious earnesi

it eternal fullness and blessing reserved

aven for all those who, coming out of

tribulation, shall have washed their

and made them white in the blood of

iamb.

317. February Sth.—The very important
on, as to the line of life which I am to

e, has often for this year past, given rac

anxiety and inward exercise—it has
been the cause of restless nights and
U3 days, and even (I have reason to be-

to the injury of my health of body, as

as of mind. The anxiety which it ex-

in me, seems, however, to have been mis-

I ought to have been desirous

lOW what was right to be done in the

Sand how, and when, rather than to find

trhat could be contrived or thought of,

ly own skill and management. There
a;|t to have been more of that simple reli-

>, and dependence, that trust and confi-

n|, which is the behaviour and feeling of

i;'e towards its mother; how quiet, how
n it slumbers in her arms, how safe and
prit, is whilst there. O! my soul, take
;( lest uf\cr having experienced marvellous
i>TaiR\'S, — after having been, like the

aites of old, led in the day time, ' with a

a anil all the night with a light of fire,"

iiT liiiving been fed as with manna in the
uiiess, and thy thirst quenched with

tf as I'rom the rock,—take heed lest after

flat has been done for thee, thou shouldst,

rdgh unwatchfulness or unbelief, in the

spegree doubt the strength of that hand
ktnpholds thee, the depth of that wisdom
liji is directing thee, the providence of
itkye which slumbers not, the extent or

it|iuance of that love from which nothing
t n can disengage thee.
' ''hatever is to be thy lot, whatever task
aigned thee in the vineyard, wherever
^jbe the scene of thy earthly tarrying,
lejier afflictions surprise thee as a flood, or
Pleasures be as a full flowing fountain, 'hope
njnly in God,' for 'from him cometh ihy
V-ion.' Neither give place to doubt or
ibief, nor to very much anxiety or dis-

loce of mind, respecting what may befal

s« never fear,—there is one that provideth
'^e sparrows, there is one to whom every
8t is in subjection,—He is good: from his

n|' proceedelh not evil;' and he hath said,

i^s shall no evil happen to the just.' In

the meantime, in all thy watchings and wait-

ings, in all thy wants and weariness, cease

not to think of his mercies, his goodness, his

lender dealings with thco ; be mindful of these

tilings; hide them not, bo not ashamed of

Ihcm ; but to show 'to the generation to come,
the praises of the Lord, and his strength, and
his wonderful woiks that ho hath done.'

Surely, O I my soul, if thou doest thus, if thou
icmemberest that God has been and will bo

thy rock, and tlij' redeemer,— if thou trustcst

in the Lord, and makest liim thy hope,—thou
shall ' be as a tree jilanted b3- the waters, and
that sprcadcth out her roots by the rivers ;'

thou shalt prosper in thy day, and be estab-

lished."
(To be continued.)

The Pearl Oyster.

A shell nearly related to the oyster, pro-

duces the costly pearls of the East, that have
ever been as highly esteemed as the diamond
itself. The most renowned pearl-fisheries are

carried on at Bahrein, in the Persian Gulf,

:ind in the Bay of Condatchy in the island of

Ceylon, on banks situated a few miles from
the coast.

Bcf'oro the beginning of the fishery, the

government causes the banks to be explored,

and then lets them to the highest bidder,

very wisely allowing only a part of them to

be fished every year. The fishing begins in

February, and ceases by the beginning of

April. The boats employed for this purpose
assemble in the bay, set off at night at the

firing of a signal-gun, and reach the banks
after sunrise, where fishing goes on till noon,
when' the sea-breeze which arises about that

lime warns them to return to the bay. As
soon as they appear within sight, another gun
is fired, to inform the anxious owners of their

return. Each boat carries tvventy men and a

chief; ten of them row and hoist up the divers,

who are let down by fives, and thus alterna-

ting, diving and resting, keep their strength

to the end of their day's work. The diver,

when he is about to plunge, seizes with the

toes of his right foot a rope to which a stone

is attached, to accelerate the descent, while

the other foot gr:ispsa bag of net work. With
his right hand he seizes another rope, closes

his nostrils with the left, and in this manner
rapidly reaches the bottom. He then hangs
the net round his neck, and with much dex-

terity and all possible despatch collects as

many oysters as he can while be is able tore-

main underwater, which is usually about two
minutes. He then resumes bis former posi-

tion, makes a signal to those above by pulling

the rope in his right hand, and is immediately
by this means hauled up into the boat, leav-

ing the stone to be pulled up afterwards by
the rope attached to it. Accustomed from
infancy to their work, these divers do not fear

descending repeatedly to depths of fafty or

sixty feet. They plunge more than fifty times

in a morning, and collect each lime about a

hundred shells. Sometimes, however, the ex-

ertion is so great that, upon being brought
into the boat, they discharge blood from their

mouth, ears, and nostrils.

While the fishing goes on, a number of

conjurers and priests are assembled on the

coast, busily employed, as the divers suppose,

in protecting them by their incantations

against the voracity of the sharks. These
are tho great terror of the divers, but they

have such confidence in the skill or power of

their conjurers that they neglect every other
means of defence. The divers are paid in

money, or receive a part of tho oyster-shells

in payment. Often, indeed, they try to add
to their gains b}' secreting occasionally a pearl,

but tho sly merchant knows how to find the
stolen propert}-. The oysters, when safely

landed, arc piled up on mats, in places fenced
round for the purpose. As soon a" the ani-

mals are dead, the pearls can easily be sought
for and extracted from the gaping shells.

After the harvest has been gathered, the
largest, thickest, and finest shells, which fur-

nish mother-of-pearl, are sorted, and the re-

maining heap is left to pollute the air; The
pearls are drilled and stringed in Ceylon, a
work which is performed with admirable
quickness and dexterity. For cleaning, round-
ing and polishing them, a powder of ground
pearls is made use of
The Pacific also furnishes those costly or-

naments to wealth and beauty, but tho pearls
of California and Tahile are less prized than
those of the Indian Ocean.

Pearl like excrescences likewise form on
the inner surface of our oysters and mussels,
and probably originate in the same manner
as the true iiearls, but the formation of these
has not yet been quite satisfactorily accounted
for.

Brilliancy, size, and perfect regularity of
form, are the essential qualities of a beautiful
pearl.

—

Hartwig.

For "Thp Friend."

" Gallicr up the Frtigmrnts thit Remain, that noth-

ing be lost."

It is under a little of this feeling we hope,
and with a view of adding "another to the
ijreat cloud of witnesses that have gone be-

fore," that the following brief account of a
deceased minister of the Society of Friends,

is forwarded for insertion in "The Friend."
Elizabeth Kirk, was the daughter of

Samuel and Hannah Eichards, and was born
in Philadelphia in 1765. She married in 1787,
Isaiah Kirk, of East JSTantraeal, Chester Co.,

Pa., and removed with her husband some
years later to reside at the latter place, and
continued to be an esteemed member of that
meeting until her death, which took place 2ad
mo. 28ih,1831. She came forth in the ministry
soon after her marriage, to the satisfaction of
her friends. Tho following expressions were
taken down by different persons during a
very severe illness which she had about nine
months before her decease. She labored
under a verj' afflictive dropsy several years,

and at times suffered much. It was in one
of tho worst relapses of her disorder, when she
and all around her believed her close very
near, and when her sufferings were very
severe, that the following expressions were
c;^llod forth. In addition to what may be
gathered from the expressions themselves, it

ma}' be added, she was a woman of lively,

cheerful and benevolent disposition, felt a
strong interest in the cause of Truth, and
though deeply impressed with the correct-

ness and importance of the doctrines and
testimonies held and maintained by our own
religious Society, yet her mind was imbued
with a charity which embi-aced the truly pious
of every sect and name. She believed her-

self called to tho work of the ministry when
very young, and in tho exercise of her gift, it

is believed, gave general satisfaction to her
friends. Her communications were often ita>
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pressive, and generally more directed, earnest-

ly to recommend the great praclical duti< 8 of

a religious life than a discussion of doctrinal
questions. She was a constant attendant of

religious meetings, and st-ldom allowed any
considerations to interfere with hur attention

to this important duty. Her travels in the
ministry were mostly within the compass of
her own Yearly Meeting, and had in their

prospect and perforraanci^ the unity of her
friends. In her last illness, which, as above
intimated, was protracted, and often painful

and distres-ing, she manifested great resigna-

tion and patience, and appeared more con-

cerned that she might be prepared for her
change (which she constantly believed ap-
proaching) than to recover her health, or
even to be relieved from her suffering. She
appeared to have some presentiment of her
close, and about two weeks before it took
place, said to a son, who then lived at a con-
siderable distance from home, on taking leave
after a visit, ' that she felt as though it were
the last time they should see e^ich other in

this world." This was the case, and though
her change was rather sudden and unexpect-
ed, there is no reason to doubt but that her
work was finished. It is thought it may,
without hesitation be affirmed, that her whole
conduct through life, manifested a singleness

the correctness of her principles as formerly,
she said :

" No doubt of it! No doubt of it
!"

A reference having also been made to her
former ministry, she replied, she had noth-
ing to boast of but the mere mercies of her
Saviour.

A neighbor coming in she observed, " Oh
I am glad thou thinks me worth coming to
see, though of myself I am nothing, but I do
know the house of mourning is better than
the house of mirth."
At another time having suffered extremely

most of the daj', towards evening being told

she appeared some better, she said siie did
not know but she did feel somewhat better,

hut if.she could have had hei- wish, or if she
dared to wish, it would be that she might be
taken, and that before the light of another
day. She said someof her wishes had been grati-

fied ; "they have been that I might live to see
you, my children,"most ofwhom were present,
'grown upandchoosegood companions, which
3^ou have done, and now could I have a full as-

surance you would choose the Lord for your
portion I could cheerfully leave you." Again
feeling much relieved from the extreme suf-

fering she had endured for several days, she
said : "What a favor; I hope I shall feel grate-
ful for this relief and ascribe it to Him who
a abl ! to give relief" The next morning she

have gone off; if the righteous scarcely cat
siived, where will th<! unbelievers appei
The person replied, thy confidence (mean
in her religious piinci])ies) is not then shak.
She answered, " Oh no ! there is no other;
' Fear not for I am with thee, be not dismar
for 1 am thy God.' "

and sincerity of spirit; a lively interest for I said to a relative who was with her, "I
both the spiritual and temporal welfare of |calm and quiet, and it is not of myself but of
others, and that her memory is cherished

j the Lord. 1 have an assuraneel have not been
with affectionate respect by all who intimate- .following cunningly devised fables," then after
ly knew her. a pause; "this is a feeling the unrcgenerate
On the evening of 3rd mo.29t,h, 1830, a num-|mind has no conception of." In the afternoon

ber of her neighbors and her children being, being much worse, and the family havin
presentj^ though under great bodily weakness collected around her, believing her close very
and suffering, she broke forth in earnest ex
hortation, saying her feelings had often been
engaged in deep solicitude on behalf of her
truly kind neighbors, and that they were re-

newedly called forth on the present occasion
;

near, she said in a very earnest manner,
" Pray for me! Pray for mel Oh Lord have
mere}' upon me, and let me breathe my last.

Thou knowest I have alwa3's loved thee, and
now take me to thyself; let me go the way of

she had followed, but the Truth as it is inji think my sufferings
Jesus; that it issued as it were from under I have them all to go (

the threshold of the door, a small fountain, I time feeling uneas}-

that she seriously recommended them to the righteous and be at rest ! Give mo u
choose the Lord for their portion, and rely on

j

my dear husband, don't detain me; and you.
Him who was able to save the poor soul to dear children, oh ye tender ones, give me up

;

the uttermost. That she could testify fromjdon't hold me; have pity on me; follow th^
a degree of living experience, and on the pre-

j Lord and He will preserve and guide j'ou.'

sent occasion she thought she felt a renewal .Sometime after, finding herself recovcrin:;
of it; that it was no cunningly devised fable [she said, "Howl am disappointed ; often whe'n
she had followed, but the Truth as it is injI think my sufferings nearly at an end, I find

loveragain." Atanother
_ and restless, she said.

and became a great river of living waters. 1 "Oh! that my transgressions may all bo for-

She then addressed her husband in a very Igiven, and that I may have patience to hold
affectionate manner, said her earnest desire[out to the end : I fear my patience will not
for him was that his eyes might be opened ihold out." Being asked to take some food,
to know clearly on whose side he was stand- Isho said, " I do not know; I do not wish to

]g ; and that he might be enabled to choose Istrengthen this body of flesh and thereby pro-

long my sufferings, though I am aware it

would not be right to hasten the end, but I

desire to be released; and oh, if I could only
get free from this flesh, what a relief it would
be. I once thought it would be hard to part
with you," addressing some near connexions
present, " but I do not think so now; although
I love you as. much, nay more, than over I

did, but it is a signal favor to love Jesus more
than all : to know Him to be our only Re-
deemer, is an especial favor." On one occa-
sion she said to a neighbor who was attend-

ing upon her, " What a favor it would be if I

should be taken this night, and what a favor
some allusion was made to the late separation it is to be ready and willing to go ; I find nolh-
in the Society, she referred to those who had jing in my wa}', I am willing to await the ap-
gone off, and said: "Dear people, how myipoinied lime, I have confidence in a Saviour. ,. -.,---_,

heart has often ached for them." Being asked My Redeemer liveth, and because he lives, I halfapoundofouravordupois weight. Thoi
if she felt the same unshaken confidence in live. Oh 1 how my heart is rent for those who I France still enjoys the reputation of being

the right way. She then addressed her chil

dren collectively, exhorting them to keep
their firm trust in the Lord, assuring them
from her own experience, if they did so. He
would bo near to preserve them, to succor
them, and to be their joy and consolation in

every needful time.

Asking for a colored girl living in the
family, when she came she said : she wished
her to understand that He who had made of
one blood all the nations of the earth was no
respecter of persons, and equally desired the
preservation and salvation of all.

At another time, a neighbor being present

Umbrellas.—A picture preserved in the B
laian M.S.S., represents an Anglo-Saxon

g
tleman with an umbrella held over his hi

by a servant. But though there is this (

dence of the use of the weather-screen in B
land, in pre-Norman times, umbrellas were
carried by our ancestors of the feudal peri

and were so unfamiliar to our forefathers

the earlier part of the seventeenth centu
that Thomas Coryat occasioned infinite div

sion to Londoners by telling thorn in

"Crudities," how the Italians used little lea

ern canopies, "called in the Italian toD{

umbrellas, that is, things that ministershad
unto them for shelter against the scorch
heate of the sunne." Introduced into Lone
from Italy in Coryat's time, the umbn
gradually won the favor of our worn
in spite of the derision poured on the fant

tic novelty b}' satirists of both sexes.

Ben Johnson, Drayton, Beaumont and P
cher, and Collop, author of the "Pce<isE(
viva," mention umbrellas, one of which
exhibited as a curiosity in John Tradescat
museum, at South Lambeth, in 1856
Charles the Second's London umbrellas
often carried by modish gentlewomen;
the fashion descending, persons of the loV

social grades, the sempstresses ofQueen Am
town used the oily shed as a defence aga^

the rain.

Britain ere long used it for the protectior

her sons as well as her daughters. While Jo
Hanway, the founder of the Mngdalen \

pital, endured the jeers of hackney coachn
for daily carrying a contrivance that thrc

ened 10 lessen the public need ofclose carriaj

John Macdonald, the footman, who wrote
own biography, was accustomed to run ab

the streets of London with his "fine

umbrella, newly brought from Spa
derive amusement from the shouts that

drew from passers-by of "Frenchman, Prer
man, why don't 3'ou call a coach ?"

In 1758, Under-sheriff Beardman allow(

footman to hold an umbrella over Dr. S
beare, to keep off the rain and rotten e

from the man of letters while he stood in

pillory. Such a canopy as was used for

protection of this author in trouble wa
create a sensation in the London of to-d

fit were borne by an otherwise wellappo
ed gentleman down Regent Street during

afternoon ofthefuU season. Made with clan

cane ribs, hung on an iron ring, draperj

cotton cloth, and a stick bigcrerthaft

staff of a modern carriage umbrella, it we
ed several pounds, and, though useful ii

pelting shower unattended with gusty*!
was precisely the shed to be turned inside

by a violent breeze.

The fashionable French umbrella of

seventeenth cjntury weighed three poBB

ight and a half ounces. At the presenK
, vender of parapluies on the bouleva

could blush unless he ciuld provide acusti

with an umbrella weighing no more tl
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• i-t ]M()iluccr of the most elegant and cosl-

laili'i- screens, England surjiasses her in

cinLiiiiilac:ure of llie stouter and chcaj)er

n,i(_'lKi>. Of late j-cars great iniprovomenU
V lncii made in the English umbrellas of

:i;ir\ ii!^e in respect of simplicity of design,

,M'>s ^il'i'abrio, and exaclness of mechanism.

]ii' I'n nch treatjT has caused silk to be

1 1 more generally used for umbrella cano-

.. a:i'l recent years have produced some
\((iin|ii)sile fal)rics that are said to equal

Kii -iM-oiness and surpass it in durability.

i|io liieanlirae our trade in umbrellas of the

Ijper and less modish sorts has not lan-

ed, and the firm which, in 1851, introduc-

B)aca—the fabric made (ifthe wool of Peru-

and Chilian sheep, which has almost

?ly superseded the old gingham—have

early four millions of umbrellas covered

that material.

—

London Graphic.

The Influence of a Christian Spirit.

X , a shoe black of the New Cut,

ion,) was one of the- most desperate of

oung lads who infest the neighborhood.

hisearliest years he seemed to delight

3chief. He was well known to the police

) district as an expert young gambler,

8 a consequence he received no favour

them. His habit of profane swearing

le so strong that he could not utter a

ace without either an oath or some filthy

ssion. His mother was determined to

3 him from the streets, and to put him
ne trade. This was the tirst step towards

nation. He found honorableemploymeni
rd otf many a temptation, and to him it

, new experience to have his mind set a-

ing b}' hard work. Working at the bench

isido was a young hid of quite a different

cter—Quiet, shy, unassuming, and medi-

I. He was never known to join in the

lemies of other lads; he always refused

iok with the workmen, and was noted

s love of induatr3^. He was a Christian !

was enough of itself to secure the dislike

UDgodly workmen in the shop; but their

1 of iiim was increased the more, when
bund the foreman honorably appi-ove of

induct and attention to work. It was
frht that nothing would annoy the con-

titlad more than impure language, and

nwas urged to vex his righteous soul as

ii. a-^ |iossiblo in this way. Proud thus to

)'(jil' his diabolc skill, he sought inces-

Ui- to arouse the temper of the young man;
t jr.'atly to his 8'jr|5riso and disajipoint-

every art and provoking allusion failed,

e was compelled eventually to give up
:ng him. One day it happened that Tom
1 ditiieulty about liis work, and although

orkmen knew well enough how to help

utof it, they declined to render him any
lianco or offer him an}^ suggestion. Not
t3 persecuted lad, who volunteered his

If and when Tom had conquered the diffi-

he was quietly invited to come at any
isjbr " a lift." He was staggered, and be-

speechless, and so unable to thank, as

'3uld have done, his unexpected fi'iend.

ooking at his friend witn a wondering

hand was laid on his shoulder, and

ning man said, " I have hope in you yet;

have praj-ed very much for you."

ayed for me ! prayed very much for me !"

3iht the astonished Tom, '-why, what
Bnomean?" Though he went about his

heartily, and set about his amusements

in the evening, yet the words would ring in

his ears, " Prayed very much for me." The
plane in his hand seemed burdened with the

same words, as be used it, and the saw seemed
to echo the same mj-sterious language. When-
ever he attempted to swear or to use foul

speech, he was gagged as he thought of the

words, " 1 have hope in you yet, for 1 have
prayed very much lor you."

The young Christ an observed with joy that

his shopmate did not swear at or otherwi-o
annoy him, and he hoped that the words he

had said to him had touched a secret chord in

his heart. In vain did his cowardly com-
panions now urge him to assault his new
friend.

"Give him a peal, Tom," said an old man,
as he passed Tom's bench.

" What for," a>ked Tom ;
" he never annoy.s

me." " Oh," said the other, " he's a religious

blako, he is. Why, he ought to be burnt. I'd

burn them all, if I only had my way with the

crawlers." " I'll tell you what," was the reply,

" he's the quietest young chap that we've got,

and the civilest too; so you may say wliat

you like; but I wont abuse him any more,

and I think you had better let the man alone."

"Bravo! Tom," exclaimed a voice by his

side. Turning round he encountered the fore-

man, with an approving smile on his counten-

ance. " Bravo! Tom, I am right down glud

to hear you say so. I wish you were all like

him. Why, I should'nt have half the trouble

I have, if you all were; well, well, I've hop.-

of you yet, Tom. To tell you the truth, I had
thoughts a day or two ago of getting rid ol

you, as an incorrigible fellow, but now I have
some hopes of you." And with this the fore-

man moved on.

" Thanks," said Tom; " butyou've not done
for me what he has done,— ' prayed very much
for me.' " The foreman had passed out of

hearing; but the object of his remarks ob-

served in a quiet tone, " Praise the Lord. I

do, Tom."
"Well," said he, "Ido'nt know why you

should; for I've been a regular torment to

you ever since I came here; but I'm very

sorry for it, and promise that I'll never do it

again, and so I hope you'll forgive me, though
I iiave been so bad to j'ou."

"I forgive you," was the quick response,

"though you must ask God's forgiveness, and
you cannot do that unless yon know Him

;

but if you come to Jesus, God will forgive you
for His sake."

Tom's curiosity was aroused. Ho reflected

soberly on what had passed, became interested

in religious truth, and sincerely attached to

his Christian friend.

—

E. Wright.

For "The Fri>Dd "

In reflecting upon the prevalence of the

small pox in Pliiladelphia at the present time,

we have thought the following, from the pen

of liebecca Jones, might be suggestive of

good :

—

" 9ih mo. 2d, 1807. We have had a general

visit of what is called influenza, so that very

few in the city and country have escaped,

though few cases have proved mortal. Some
aged peisons have died with it. It has been

a serious matter, and I esteem it no less than

a gentle shaking of the rod, from the same
fatherly Hand who has often visited our poor

city, both in mercy and in judgment. Oh
that the inhabitants may now learn right-

eousness."

Misdirected Wealth.

The following remarks, published some
months ago in the New York " Independent,"
touch upon a subject which must often have
been a source of anxiety to thoughtful minds.
The display and expense connected with fash-

ionable places of worship, have a tendency
to drive away the])oor, and practically to make
a distinction even in religious concerns be-

tween them and the rich—inconsistent with
the language of Scripture. " The rich and the
poor meet together. The Lord is the maker
of them all."

" Go into our large cities, and look at many
of our church structures, some of them cost-

ing three or four times as much as is needful
for permanence, utility, or reasonable taste.

What does this meati ? Does it not mean an
extravagant display under the forms of re-

ligion ? Why these vast sums expended in

rearing splendid and costly edifices, when
cheaper ones would equally and in some re-

spects much better answer all the normal
purposes of church worship? Why these
elaborate decorations, which, though very
Hne as exhibitions of art, have nothing to do
with the worship of God, and, indeed, are
more likely to defeat it than promote it?
Why this rivalry among city congregations
to see which can build the most gorgeous
churches ? Why this expenditure of five or
six thousand dollars per annum, and in some
cases seven thousand, to procure the most
attractive singers, charged with the task of
singing for the entertainment of the people ?

We are asking these questions in no cynical
spirit; we are more than willing to concede
to good taste its full demands; but it does
seem to us that the machinery of church-life
in our large cities, especially within the last
thirty years, has been rapidlj' tending toward
a most wasteful if not corrupting extrava-
gance. This system is bearing its fruits in

aristocratic churches, sometimes called "first-

class churches," built for the rich and exclud-
ing the poor. It is bearing its fruits in the
temptations which it supplies to the pulpit to
minister a fashionable religion and in a fashion-
able way. It is bearing its fruits in the
unnecessary absorption of funds that are
urgently needed to propagate the Gospel in
the destitute portions of our country and
throughout the world. We doubt its wisdom
and its Christian propriet}'. We believe that
the church can do better with its wealth than
uselessly sink millions of dollars in the at-
tempt to ape the cathedral and monumental
S3'8tem of the Papacy.

Christ tells the church, as well as indi-
viduals, to gather up the fragments, that
nothing be lost. The law of economy in
the just use of property is as proper for the
church as for the private individual. The one
has no more right to be a spendthrift than
the other. We would not have the church
hoard its wealth

; but, if it were to spend less
in some directions and more in others (less
for display and mere art, and more for the
solid utilities of Christian evangelization,) it

would come much nearer the idea of the
Great Teacher, as given in the direction that
" nothing be lost." The church cannot afford
to fool away its money in empty show, that
really has no useful relation whatever to its

vital interests. The people have justly com-
mended our excellent President fur his wise
economy in cutting down the expenditures
of the Government, and thereby saving mil-
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lions of dollars, which huve been appropriat-

ed to the paj-ment ol'thc public debt. Would

it not be wise for the church to pracii>o a

like econom)', and thereby enable itself to

pay the debt which it owes to Christ in labors

and larger expenditures for the conversion of

the world."

—

Independent.

Beet Root Sugar.—The cultivation of beet

root sugar in France, has now risen to an in-

dustry of the first importance. It employs

more than four hundred manufactories, and the

process of manufacture is each year brought

to a higher state of perfection. There are in

France three or four journals specially devoted

to subjects connected with the manufacture,

the machinery required, the chemistry of the

process, the cultivation of the beet, iho sale

of the products, &c. In jjortions of Germany,

also, beet root sugar is produced in large

quantities, and the business appears to be

established as one of the great industries ol

the countr}'.

THE FRIEND.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In the French N;itional Assembly on the

19th inst., the discussion was resumed upon the pi-opo

sition to impose a lax on raw materials. It soon becam

apparent that the opposition were in the majority ;
and

finally the Assembly, by a vote of 376 against 307,

adopted a resolution providing that the government

shall only resort to taxation on raw materials when the

other taxes fail to produce sufficient revenue to meel

the expenses of the nation. A committee of fifteen was

appointed, who are in tlie meantime to make a thorough

examination of the tariH'. Tliis action of the Assenihly

gave offence to Pr. : i .i I'lip r . and on the 2ath h

senttothat body iii . :
' iiiion as President of

the Repulilic. It \i i
,. I with the announce

ment that all the M ; . i
i

1^.. i.m,.|.tp.1 th.-ir re

signations. Great (•:
: i, :

i , .

'. -1 m i
!, i li inr.i'rs

on the reading ol' I

> \ .was
adopted almost nn:nii,ii'i.i-.> . -,m . .a m' .m. i

- .i,-^>au-

ing, appealing to the iiauiouMii ui tiiL- I'ilmiIl-iii, re-

fusing to accept his resignation, and passing to the con-

sideration of the order of the day. When informed by

a deputation that the Assembly refused to accept his

resignation, he consented to withdraw it for the present,

but told them also he was worn out and discouraged,

and sooner or later he would be compelled to retire

from the Presidency.

Notwithstanding the efforts of the French authorities

to prevent the assassination of German soldiers, in the

departments occupied by them, these outrages still con-

tinue.

The principal of the college at Vitry le Francais,

who wa.s arrested by the Germans on account of a hos-

tile demonstration made by the students of the institu-

tion, has been condemned by the German court-martial

to three months' imprisonment.

The long promised additional cable between England

and the United States, seems to be assured, the British

Telegraph Construction Company having actually

signed a contract for a cable direct to New York.

The treaty for the cession to Great Britain of ihe

Dutch possessions ofthe Guinea coast meets w-''- •:"'".,*

opposition in Holland, where it is generally si

as dishonorable. The matter will soon come 1.. i.i. ili.

States General. A telegram from the Hague am n .-

that the treaty has been adopted by the uppi'r IhniM;

but its rejection in the Chamber is probable.

It is reported that the German goveniment I'efuses

to join in the movement for the suppression of the In-

ternational Society.

London, 1st mo. 22.1.—Consols, 92|. U. S. sixes,

52 92| ; do., 1867, 93| ; do. ten-forties, 92i

The Diet of Croatia havinL; i;;iiin\-.l ihc compromise
proposed by the joint govci iiiiuni- ul Ans'riaand Hun-
gary, has been dissolved liy an iiii|iL]i:il decree.

A Constiintinople dispatch uf the ITlh says : The first

Turco-European train over the railroad skirting the

Sea of Marmora, entered Stamboul yesterday, crossing

the old Seraglio grounds.

Dispatches from Batavia report heavy floods in Java,

which have done considerable damage to the crops.

A telegram from Bombay reports the loss of a ves.sel

off'Suratwith thirty-five natives on board, all of whom
were drowned.
A dangerous revolt among the Looshias of India has

been suppressed. At the first signs of trouble troops

were dispatched for Delhi, and marched direct to tlie

headquarters ofthe rebels whom they met in large force,

but completely defeated, killing one hundred and taking

several hundred prisoners. Tlie rebels have dispersed.

nd the country is now tranquil.

The Spanish Minislry have sent a circular to the

overnors of the provinces, instructing them to suppress

11 organizations belonging to or in any way connected

I'nh the international society, within their respective

irisdictions. While thus breaking up a system danger-

us to the civil peace, they are directed not to interfere

with the liberty of speech.

The late intelligence from Mexico has been favorabU

for the Juarez government The Diaz party have snf

fered several defeats, and while the government has

been gaining strength, the revolutionists are, it is stated

operating without concert, and its chiefs are quarreling

among themselves.

Honolulu dates of the 27th ult., report serious damage
upon some of the Sandwich Islands by a violent gale.

The islands of Maui and Kauai were the chief sufitrers.

On Kauai the wind raged with great force in squalls,

tearing up trees and unroofing houses. In many in-

stances the houses which were not destroyed by wind

were swept down by rain. The whole island suffered

from freshets.

A Paris dispatch of the 22d says: It is understood

that President, Thiers has decided to abstain hereafter

from participation in the debates of the Assembly, ex-

cept on important occasions.

The trial of prisoners for the murder of hostages in

Paris, during the reign of the Commune, has termi-

nated, and their sentences have been promulgated.

Genton is condemned to death. Three of the prisoners

are sentenced to banishment to the penal colony of

Cayenne for terms as follows; Francois for life, Latour

Fortin for twenty years, and Remorn for ten year

Eight others are sentenced to transportation from the

country. The remainder of the male prisoners who
ere on trial, together with all the women, were ac-

The reforms which President Grant desires to in,

duce into the civil service of the country meet i

strong opposition from some of the leading menibeil

Congress in both Houses.
Miscellaneous.—The interments in Philadelphia

week numbered 508, including 209 of small pox. 1

1

the year 1871, 157,453 tons of coal were used in
,

ladelphia gas works ; the number of gas meter

'

is 69,793, of street lamps 8,656. The street in

laid during the year amounted to 33,295 feet, iu:il

he entire length 'of gas pipes laid in the city 571 uj

The production of gas last year was 1,338,972,000 cp

feet.

The difficulties in New Orleans continue. Presii

Grant ignores both partie,s, insisting only that I

hould obey the laws. The House of Represental i

n Congres.s, has appointed a committee to visit }

Orleans, and if possible effect a reconciliation betiv,

the two factions.

'Eie MarkeLi, &c.—The following were the quotat

on the 22d inst. New York.—American gold,

Q. S. sixes, ISSl, 1151; ditto, 1867, 1121; ditto, 10

5 per cents, 110^. Superfine flour, $5.70 a $6.2il ; f

brands, §6.30 a §10. No. 1 spring wheat, §1.57 ; a;i.

$1.63. Barley, 95 cts. a §1.02. Oats, 54 a r^;

Western mixed corn, 63 a 70 cts.; yellow, 70 a 7:i i

southern white, 77 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, -l:

23 ,j cts. for uplands and New Orlean.s. Superfine ti

$5.25 a &5.75; finer brands, #6 a $10. Pennsvh-;

red whe.at, §1.55 a §1.60 ; amber, §1.60 a Jl.Oa ; ul

$1.70 a $1.75. Eye, 90 cts. Old yellow corn, 7.] (

new, 60 a 67 cts. Oats, 52 a 56 cts. Clover-seeJ,

lOJ cts. Timothy, $3.25 a §3.50 per bushel.

rrivals of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-}

reached about 2,800 head. The market was dull

prices lower, extra sold at 7J a 7-J cts.; fair to g io,l,

7i cts., and common 4 a 5} cts. per lb. gross. < )i' si

ibont 15,000 sold at Ih a 8 cts. for choice, prinn

7i cts., and common 5i a 6i cts. per lb. grO". '!

S6.25 a $7 per 100 lbs." Receipts, 4,628. £"',-

Western famllv flour, §7.50 a §3.25. Southe;:

corn, 63 a 66 cts.; yellow, 66 a 67 cts. ; westeii,

67 a 68 cts. Oats, 53 a 55 cts. Chicago.—'So. 1

heat, $1.27 ; No. 2 do., §1.22} ; No. 3 do., Sl.l

:

2 mixed corn, 39| cts. No. 2 oats, 32.} cts.

itted.

United States.—The New York Chamber of Com
merce has sent a memorial to Congress, representing

that the higher cost of American labor and material

,ed prevents American shipbuilders from competing
th foreigners, and is the princijial cause of the d:

pression of our marine. (

' .u i
r-- \^ ur^'ed to give re-

f, and more liberal e^ m ,
, ,

i
,

,
. American ocean

steamers carrying the mi -
, : .-.i as a measure

for the restoration of our . ,iii u :

The whaling business of the I :-,).- , .ntiuues

to decline from year to year. Tie ! ,, vIStand
ard, in its annual review of tin/ - -

: !
-Tl, says

the history ofthe business of the [i i-i ye ir i- like tha

of its pretiecessors for the past few years, one of disastei

and discouragement. The number of vessels engagec

in the business has con.itantly decreased by lo.ss, con

demnation and sale, and few new ones are added. Dur
ing the past year only one vessel has been added to thi

whaling fleet of the country, and 72 have been lost to

the busine.ss. Of these last "six were wrecked, 26 others

were abandoned in the ice, thirty are employed in other

business, and several old ships" have been broken up.

In 1846, 534 ships, 136 birks, 31 brigs, and 20 schoon-

ers, with an aggregate of 230,218 tons were employed,
in 1.371 the fleet had dwindled down to 24 ships, 143

I. irks, 13 brigs and 33 schooners, with an aggregate of

.e_:,.'i72 tons.

The Amnesty bill, and a supplementary Civil Rights

bill, which Senator Sumner has proposed" as an amend-
ment, have been discussed in the Si?nate. In his speech

Sumner read a great mass of testimony, consisting of

addresses, of meetings, resolutions of colored conven-

tions, and letters from colored persons, setting forth

their grievances, and e.'cpressing an earnest desire for

WANTED
A Friend to take charge ofthe Primary Depart

ofthe Adelphi School tor Colored Children, on \\"n

St. below 13th St. Apply to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second 8i.

Joseph W. Lippincott, 413 Wabnu
Jonathan Evan.s, 15 North Seventli

SITUATION WANTED.
A young Friend from Massachusetts, desires a

tion in a Friends' School or private family, as Tat

For further information apply to E. M. Hnmii
245 North Tenth street.

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE.
There have been recently reprinted edition- .

following works, which are now for sale at Xt

Arch Street.

Examples of Y'outhful Piety.

Barclay on Church Government.
Ussher's Letters.

Memoirs of Edwin Price.

True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Concise Account of Friends, by T. Evans.
Journal of William Evans, 2d edition.

There are also on hand a supply of other appn
writings of Friends.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND'
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farmi

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelj

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street,

Liverpool.—Uplands "cotton, ]0|d.; Orleans, Wld. the immediate passage of the supplementary civil righ

California wheat, 12s. 5(?. per 100 lbs. Red winter, Us. ''

bill. He closed with an appeal to pass the bill as a

Od a Us. Urf. Red spring, lis. a Us. Hd. | amendment to the amnesty bill, so that the rebels might

Published statistics show that 90,000 emigrants left alwiiys remember that amnesty came to them coupled

Germany last year, nearly all going to the U. States, | with justice to the colored race.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
JVear Frankford, (

Twenty-third Ward, 1 Philaddm
Physician and Superintendent—JosurA H. Wo"

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients int

made to the Superintendent, or to any ofthe F
Managers.
~

WILLIam' H."'PILE,"PRINTEE;
'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Central Arabia,

(ContiDii^d from page 178.)

>n the morning after onr arrival [in

f]—it was now the Ist of July—Ghatil

id a small house in the neighborhood, be

ng to one of his dependants, to be put at

mire disposal, accordinir to our previous

8t. This our new abode consisted of a

court, with two rooms, one on each side,

arehouso and habitation, the whole being

landed with an outer wall, whose dooi-

jlosed by lock and bolt. Of a kitchen-

there was small need, so constant and
table are the invitations of the good folks

to strangers; and if our house was not

spacious, it afforded at least what we
desired, namely, seclusion and privacy

II ; it was, moreover, at our host's cost,

and reparations.

Either accordingly we transferred bag-

and chattels, and arranged everything
mfortably as we best could. And as we
Jready concluded from the style and con-

tion of those around us, that their state

nety was hardly far enough advanced to

aa sufficiently good prospect for medicu'
tJivhose exercise to be generally advan
gius requires a certain amount of culture

idiptitudo in the patient, no less than oi

:il in the physician, we resolved to make
mierce our main affair here, trusting that

f i doing wo should gain a second advan
ig that of lightening our more bulky goods,
ic as coffee and cloth, whose transport had
rc:ly annoyed us not a little,

"ut in fact we were not more desirous to

ill lan the men, women, and children of the
jof were to buy. From the very outset
arittle courtj'ard was crowded with cus-

mrs, and the most amu-ing scenes of Arab
agling, in all its mixed shrewdness and sim-

licy, diverted us through the week. Hand-
oriicf after handkerchief, j^ard after yard
fcih, beads for the women, knives, combs,
jolng glasses, and what not? (for our stock
'asb thorough miscellany,) were soon sold

ff, itr.e for ready money, others on credit;

ndjt is but justice to saj' that all debts so

onjaoted were soon paid in very honestly

;

M'ti High Street tradesmen, at least in

former times, were not always equally for-

tunate.

Meanwhile wo bad the very best oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with and ap-

pi-eciating all classes, nay, almost all indi-

viduals of the place. Peasants too from vari-

hamlcts arrived, led by rumor, whoso
trumpet, prone to exaggerate under every
sky, had proclaimed us throughout the valley

of Djowf for much more important characters

nd jiossesscd of a much larger stock in hand
than was really the case. All crowded in, and
before long there were more customers than
wares as^^embled in the store-room.

' Ghafil, for his part, employed a hundred
petty artifices to prevent our seiling the coffee,

which be vehemently desired to reserve for

his own bargain. No sooner had we an offer

for it, than he sent some of his relations or

friends to dissuade us from coming to terms;
;ind though we bad early perceived his aim,

we thought it best to wink at it, willing to

gratify our first and principal host, even at

the cost of some slight loss to ourselves.

"I say, our principal host, for everybody
who had a dinner or a supper to offer was
also our host at the Djowf; invitations rained

in on all sides, and it would have been con-

sidered a shame on the hospitality of the peo-

ple in general, and a blot on their fair name,
had we ever been left to dine twice under the

same roof. Our manner of passing the time
was as follows. Wo used to rise at earl}' dawn
lock up the house, and go out in the pure cool

air of the morning to some quiet spot among
the neighboring palm-groves, or scale the wall

of some garden, or pass right on through the
bye-lanes to where cultivation merges in the
adjoining sands of the valley ; in short, to any
convenient place where we might hope to pass

an hour of quiet undisturbed bj' Arab socia-

bilitj', and have leisure to plan our work for

the day. We would then return home about
sunrise, and find outside the door some tall

lad sent by his father, generally one of the

wealthier and more iiiiluential inhabitants of

the quarter, yet unvisited by us, waiting our
return, to invite us to an early breakfast. We
would now accompany our Mercury to his

domicile, where a heart}' reception, and some
neighbors collected for the occasion, or at-

tracted by a cup of good coffee, were sure to

be in attendance. Here an hour or so would
wear away, and some medical or mercantile
transaction bo sketched out. We of coui-se

would bring the conversation, whenever it was
possible, on local topics, according as those
present seemed likely to afford us exacter
knowledge and insight into the real state and
circumstances of the land. We would then
return to our own quarters, where a crowd of

customers awaiting us, would allow us neither
rest nor pause tiil noon. Then a short in

terval for date or pumpkin eating in some
neighbor'.s house would occur, and after that

business be again resumed for three or fou

hours. A walk among the gardens, rarely

alone, more often in company with friends

and acquaintances, would follow ;
and mean-

hile an invitation to supper somewhere had
ifailingly been given and accepted.

"This important meal is here, as almost

everywhere else in Arab towns, a little before

sunset. The staple article of Djowf fare, and

n Djebel Shomer also, is Djcreeshah, that is,

wheat coarsely ground, and then boiled; but-

ter and meat are added, sometimes vegetables,

gourds, cucumbers, and the like; eggs, hard-

boiled by the way, occasionally come in ; but

however various the items, the whole is piled

up bcapwise on one large copper dish, of cir-

cular form, and often a foot and a half or even

two feet in diameter. The food itself is served

scalding hot, but is to be eaten with the hand

alone; not that any philosophical or moral

objection exists to forks and spoons, as I have

seen ingeniously stated by an author—French,

I believe—but simply that those articles are

not to be had here, nor are they indeed any

way requisite where soup and joints of roast

meat are alike out of the question. Bread

never figures at a Djowf supper, though it is

common enough at breakfast. This article

assumes in Arabia infinite varieties of form

and quality ; here it consists of large un-

leavened cakes ofa moderate thickness. Dates

are often added to represent garnish at sup-

per; from what meal indeed are they absent?

No drink but water is known hereabouts,

though date-tree wine might easily be manu-

factu'red, and the old poets and writers of

Northern Arabia often mention it; but it has

now gone out of fashion, and even remem-
brance.

After supper all rise, wash their hands,

and then go out into the open air to sit and

smoke a quiet pipe under the still transparent

sky of the summer evening. Neither mist

nor vapor, much less a cloud, appears; ^he

moon dips down in silvery whiteness to the

very verge of the palm-lrco tops, and the last

rays of daylight are almost as sharp and clear

as the dawn itself. Chat and society continue

for an hour or two, and then every one goes

home, most to sleep, I fancy, for few Pen-

seroso lamps are here to be seen at midnight

hour, nor does the spirit of Piato stand much
risk of unspheringfrom the nocturnal studies

of the Djowf; we, to write our journal, or to

compare observations and estimate charac-

ters.
" Sometimes acomfortablelanded proprietor

would invite us to pass an extemporary holi-

day morning in his garden, or rather orchard,

there to eat grapes and enjoy ourselves at

will, seated under clustering vine-trellises,

with palm-trees above and running streams

around. How pleasant it was after the desert I

At other times visits of patients, prescrip-

tions, and similar duties would take up a parti

of the day ;
or some young fellow, particularly

desirous of information about Syria or Egypt,

or perhaps curious after history and moral

science, would hold us for a couple of hours
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in serious and SL'nsible talk, at any rate to our
advantage."
Our author paid frequent visits to the castle

of the governor, Hamood, and passed a spare
hour in stud^'ing the interesting scenes it pro

sented. " For Hamood, in virtue of his judi-

cial and executive powers, held every morn-
ing, and some afternoons also, long audiences
in behalfof whoever had grievances to redress

or claims to advance; the contending parties

would on such occasions come to plead their

cause in person before him in the K havvah
;

and the governor himself, after a patient hear-

ing, would pronounce sentence. I ought to

say that cases of life and death, along with
all permanent legislative acts, are reserved
for the head jurisdiction of Ha'yel; whatever
falls short of tliese is left to the vicegerent,
who has accordingly plenty of work to go
through, the more so that it has almost all to

be done personally. A lawyer would have
but an indifferent chance of livelihood in

Arabia, where every one, the very Bedouins
included, has eloquence and presence of mind
enough to defend his own cause ; and the
chicane of courts would be of little purpose in

such an assembly, though bribery is not a"

•ways absent nor unsuccessful. 1 was much
amused by the simplicity and straightforward
ness of all parties in these tribunals ; a court
martial is complicated in comparison. But
when the plaintiff or defendant chances to be
a Bedouin, wo have a thorough comedy; the
following, for instance.

" One day my comrade and myself were on
a visit of mere politeness at the castle, th
customary ceremonies had been gone through,
and business, at first interrupted by our en-
trance, had resumed its course. A Bedouin
of the Ma'az tribe was pleading his cause be-

fore Hamood, and accusing some one of hav-
ing forcibly taken away his camel. The
governor was seated with an air of intense
gravityin his corner, half leaning onacushion,
while the Bedouin, cross-legged on the ground
before him, and within six feet of his person,
flourished in his hand a largo reaping-hook,
identically that which is here used lor cutting
grass. Energetically gesticulating with this
graceful implement, he thus challenged his
judge's attention. 'You, Hamood, do you
hear?' (stretching out at the same time the
hook towards the governor, so as almost to
reach his body, as though he meant to rip
him open ;)

' he has taken fiom me my camel

;

have you called God to mind ?' (again putting
his -weapon close to the unflinching magis-
trate ;)

' the camel is ray camel ; do you hear ?'

(with another reminder from the reaping-
hook ;)

' he is mine, by God's award and yours
too; do you hear, child?' and so on, while
Hamood sat without moving a muscle of face
or limb, imperturbable and impassible, till

some one of the counsellors quieted the plain-
tiff, with 'Remember God, child ; it is of no
consequence, you shall not bo wronged.' Then
the judge called on the witnesses, men of the
Djowf, to say their say, and on their confir-
mation of the Bedouin's statement, gave or-
ders to two of his satellites to search for and
bring before him the accused party; while he
added to the Ma'azee, 'All right, daddy, you
shall have your own

;
put your confidence in

God,' and composedly motioned him back to
bis place."

(To bo continued.)

If Heaven is lost, all is lost.

For "The rrienii."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratclll'f.

CCoutiniicd from page 179.)

Hannah Shinn to Mildred BatcUff.

"Philadelplii;!, 6th mo. 4th, 1S27.

"My Dear Mildred,—Thou hast olten been
the companion of my mind since I have been
confined in my chamber; and more especially

since I heard of thy being out from home in

Truth's service. My sympathetic feelings

have been awakened for thee, reflecting on
the awful state of things in our Societj'. Great
trials must await those who are travelling in

the cause of the blessed Jesus, through whom
the revealed will of the Father is manifested,
and by whom we are redeemed I Oh, let us
cleave unto Him ! not easting away our con-

fidence, but holding fast the profession of our
I'aith without wavering; and having done all

to stand. Let us stand in our allotment,
whether it be through evil report, or good re-

port ; being willing to suffer with the Seed, il

tiaply we may reign with it. Truly this is a

day of suffering with the spiritually minded !

A. day wherein the secret cry of lamentation,
and mourning, and woe, is the prevailing lan-

guage of the soul. What can we do better

than to bow low before the throne of grace,

with weeping and supplication, as between
the porch and the altar, saying. Spare thy
people, O Lord ! Give not thy heritage to re-

proach! There is doubtless a remnant, who
have kept firm their standing upon that Eock
which is sure and steadfast. These having
kept the word of His patience, are preserved
in the hour of temptation and trial. Oh! for

an increase of that patience, yea, invincible

patience! For want of having this, many
have suffered loss.

"Much more I would like to say, if my
strength of body would permit me ; but it is

with difficultj' I write this much.
" With much affection, I am thy friend,

Hannah Shinn."

Jacob Hampton to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Wayne county, Indiana, 5th mo. 22d, 1828.

" Dear Mildred Eatclift",—Having an oppor-
tunity of sending thee a few lines, I gladlj'

embrace it. We are willing to let thee know
we have not forgotten thee, nor the satisfac-

tion we enjoyed in thy comjian^- and conver-
sation when at our house. It was a time of

great favor to my poor soul. I had been read-
ing Elias Hick's sermons, and was almost
captivated by his eloqueucre, and the apparent
I'easonableness of much that he said. A few
lays before thou wast at our house, I dis-

covered in his plausible diseourses that he did

not believe in Jesus of Nazareth as the Sa-

viour of mankind, and denied the doctrine ol

the atonement. I was not willing by any
neans to lose my faith and belief in our dear
Lord and Saviour, and when thou came to

house I was under much concern and
trouble of mind, fearing I might be shaken off

)f tiio right foundation. The enem}' was
tempting me very sorely, through reasoning
nd glossing lies, to allegorize away the plain

meaning of Scripture, and to reconcile them
to the views of Elias Hicks. But, blessed be

the Lord who knew that I loved him, and
iesired to serve Him with a perfect heart and
1 willing mind, He in his providence sent tlieo

to my house in the needful time to cause the

scales to fall from my eyes, and, as it wer

dear Redeemer, and in the doctrines of 1

Gospel. Praised be his holy name! Since tl

time I have found it my duty when abili

has been given, to contend for the faith or

delivered to the saints, and endeavor to cd

vince my poor mistaken friends who bo
embi-aced the views of Elias Hicks, of t

awful mistake they have committed.
"It appears to me to be a time in wh

all true believers in Christ ought to unite

the support of our holy religion, and in

deavors to maintain the truth as it is in Jes
being willing to contend as occasion requi
It, for that holj- faith which was once dcliv

ed to the saints. I greatly desire that we ir

all be careful to adorn the gospel of Christ
a consistent conduct, regulated by that gr
and truth which came by Him. Withoul
re shall bear an imperfect testimony to

xcellency of the Gospel dispensation,

ive the enemies of Truth an opportunitj
speaking evil of it. Thus we shall showo

ves to be like the foolish builders

erected their houses upon a sandy foundati
I'or such our blessed Redeemer compared
those vvho heard his sayings and did tb

not. I have been grieved for some who
fess to contend for our faith against E. Hii

and yet are iTot altogether sound in Christ

loctrine, having gone to an opposite extre

This has been injurious to our testi

Some I believe contend for our faith, who!

not live in obedience to the faith they pret*

to contend for.

" Thou knowest it is a time of deep sm
ng, and that we mourn for the candlesti

hat have been removed out of their pi;

Notwithstanding ibis, it is a time of favo,

the true followers of the crucified Savi

who know the truth which is worth su

ing for. It has been a time of shaking my
foundations, that that which cannot be slia

may remain: a time that triie believers'O

more nearly united in love towards i h

other than has been common. Of sticit

may be said, as was said formerly, 'See w

these Quakers love each other !' Lot us tb k

God and take courage ! Watch over onea-

ither for good! Pray one for another, d

endeavor to build up each other in our Mt

holy faith. Thy aftectionate and true fri J,

Jacob H.^mpto.n

H. Recjina Shober to Mddred RalcHf.

"Philadelphia, 8tl. mo. 21st, IS

"My Beloved Friend,— I remember je

precious feelings that accompanied the \'i-.

sal of thy very acceptable letter, reeeivi«t

a time when my poor tried mind felt as it

really needed every little word of encnuiffri

mont which my kind and gracious M- er

was pleased to i'avor mo with. Those fee jgsi

have been renewed whenever I have ilM^

read it.
'

" I could not feel at all satisfied to lejbt

opportunity pass without attempting t('ell|

thee how much I regretted not having li rd

of thy return to our city, and thy prospe of

leaving it for home, until it was too latenee

thee. "l do not feel as if I could say i <:^

now, yet my dear friend, I may venture t eU

thee, that according to my little ahiliifw

sympathy and fellow-feeling, I travelled itb

thee from place to place on thy return tov'ds

thy earthly dwelling. I believe that as ;a9

hou hadst been enabled to go, f^iithfi esi

had been abode in, and therefore, tknt\'*t

fully to^re-establish my iaitb and belief in the
|
which an humble hope of this can aloi ^
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(w, and which the dear Muster promised to

is doiiicated children, would be the result,

y sweet reward of thy labor of love amongst

In looking towards your approaching Tear-
pMeeting, ray spirit is sometimes clothed

h f'rvent prayer, that if consistent with
will who hath all power in heaven and in

h, that both thy body and mind may be
ngtbened for whatever may be therosultof
cruel, dividinn:, soparatini^ spirit amongst
; that thy head may be covered in the da^-

attle; and the hands of all the faithful in

i ist Jesus may bo made strong in Him,
) ever has and over will be, the refuge ol

oor and afflicted jjcople from the storms,
shadow from the heat.

It is really a comfort to rae that you will

fJDably have the company of some of the
fill from other Yearly Meetings. Some

f.hoso from our's have had a very large

|>"e of the burdini to bear amongst us in

I day of perplexity and treading down.
Uae having been enabled to stand faithful

I heir allegiance to the king immortal, are
nlified to enter deeply into sympathy and
H ng with you.
My dear and beloved friend Jonathan

Kns I expect will hand thee this. I trust

evill be a comfort to some of you, and be

lired to return in safety, strengthened in

n' anl s])irit. Ho is to me a kind sympa-
ing father and friend. Now I believe it

not be best for me to add much, although
uld till my paper with complaints about

O'self; and tell theo how for several month-
I have been wading in darkness, through
deeps; almost ready to conclude with
Jonah that I was down at the very hot-

of the mountain, and earth with her b.irs

re Id ero long close about mo for ever. Yet
is hope, and something like a little glim-

mng of light on the path, although very
t. I cannot but hope thou wilt feel will

liand able to drop mo a few lines by thf
sjrn of our friend. Thou knowest not what
13' be handed thee to give a poor, feeble, and
fl,ir verj' unfaithful little sister.

'Prom thy affectionate E. Shober."

June Settle to Mildred RatcUff.
" Philadelphia, 1829.

My ever beloved friend M. R.,—I thought
Itough my time was limited, I must send
n).iper the expression of my past and pre-

31 desire that thou shouldost keep me in thy
Bismbranco when it is well with thee. Ii

n I think, the request of one formerly,
i:3thren, pray for us.'

3ur friends from your parts, as well as
tl|r3, have been acceptably with us. May
bj Lord bless the work assigned them

!

li-st thou, dear Mildred, through heights
depths, continue faithful in the occupancy
le gift. Though I say this, it is not that
Ive felt jealous of thy having given back.
This is all I have time to say at present.
Thy affectionate friend,

Jane Settle."

tTo be continned.)

The Temperature of the Sea.

8 water is a bad conductor of caloric, the
perature of the sea is in general more con
than that of the air.

quinoctial ocean seldom attains the
H^:imum warmth of 83°, and has never been

itiit 1

known to rise above 87°, while the surface o(

the land between the tropics is frequently

heated to 120^. In the neighborhood of tlu'

lino, the temperature of the surface water

oscillates all the year round only between 82°

and 85°, and scarce any difference is percep-

tible at different times of the day.

The warmest part of the ocean docs not

coincide with the Equator, but seems to form

two not quite parallel bands to the north and
south.

In the northern Atlantic, the line of great-

est temperature (87° F.) which on the African

coast is found but a little to the north of the

Equator, rises on the north coast of South
America as high as 12° north lat., and in the

Gulf of Mexico ranges even beyond the tropic.

The influence of the warmth-radiating land

on inclosed waters is still more remarkable in

the Mediterranean (between 30° and 44° north

lat.) where during the summer months a tem-

perature of 84° and 85° is found—three de-

grees higher than the medium warmth of the

open tropical seas.

"While in the torrid zone the temperature of

the ocean is generally inferior to that of the

atmosphere, the contrary takes place in the

Polar seas. Near Spitzbergen, even under 80°

north lat., Gaimard never found tho tempera-

ture of the water below 33°. Between Nor-

way and Spitzbergen, the mean warmth of the

water in summer was 39°, while that of the

air only attained 37°. In the enclosed gulfs

and seas of the Arctic Ocean, the enormous
accumulation of blocks of ice, which the

warmth of a short summer is unable totally

to dissolve, naturally produces a very low
temperature of the waters. Thus in Baffin's

Bay, Sir John Ross found during the summer
months, only thirty-one days in which the

temperature of the water rose above freezing

point. The maximum warmth was 34°, the

minimum 30°.

In the depths of the sea, even in the tropi-

cal zone, the water is found of a frigid tem-

perature, and this circumstance first led to

the knowledge of the submarine polar ocean

currents ; for without these, the deep sea tem-

perature in the tropics could never have been

lower than the maximum of cold, which the

heat radiating particles attain at the surface.

Sir James Ross found that throughout the

whole of the deep ocean there is a certain

level, at and beneath which the water has an

invariable cold temperature of 39° 5' Fahr.

At the Equator this level descends to 7,200

toet; in lat. 56° S., it has risen to the surface.

The ascending line becomes a descending one

as we proceed northwards or southwards to

the pole; the stratum of invariable tempera-

ture subsiding below the colder water, and in

lat. 70° S , occurring at a depth of 4,500 feet.

Thus, in the southern hemisphere, and no
doubt in tho northern also, there is a belt or

circle round the earth, where the mean tem-

perature of the sea (39° 5') obtains through-

out its entire depth, forming a boundary or

kind of neutral ground between the warmer
and colder basins of tho ocean.

To the north of 56° South lat., the sea be-

comes warmer than its mean temperature, by
reason of the sun's heat, which it has ab-

sorbed, elevating its temperature at various

depths in different latitudes; while to the

south, in the absence of an equal solar supply,

tho radiation of the heat of tho ocean into

space occasions the sea to be of a colder tem-

perature as we advance to the pole.

Sir James Ross is of opinion tliat this circle

of mean temperature of tho Southern Ocean
IS a standard point in nature, which, if deter-

mined with sufficient accuracy, would afford

to philosophers of future ages another means
of ascertaining whether or not the globe wo
inhabit shall have undergone any change of

temperature, and to what amount, during the

interval. The experiments which his limited

time and means admitted of his making,
served to show that tho mean temperature of

the ocean at present is about 39° 5', or seven
and a half degrees above the freezing point

of pure water, and as nearly as possible the

point of its greatest density. But it would
be indispensable that this temperature should

be ascertained to the tenth part of a degree;

and as science and mechanical art are at pre-

sent so far advanced, that thormometers may
be sent down to the greatest fathomable
depths without an alteration of temperature
even to that small amount, this desideratum
might be very easily obtained.

'i'husthe sun writes his history in the ocean.

and future generations will be able to read his

annals in that lucid mirror.

If we add to the tropical seas all that part
of the ocean where the temperature of the

surface waters never falls below 68° F., and
where consequently living coral reefs may
occur, we find that it nearly equals in size the

temperate and cold ocean regions added to-

gether. This distribution of the waters over

the surface of the globe is of the highest im-

portance to mankind ; for the immense exten

of tho tropical ocean, where, of course, the

strongest evaporation takes place, furnishes

our temperate zone with the neces-sary quan-
tity of rain, and tends by its cooling influence

to diminish the otherwise unbearable heat of

the equatorial lands. Can chance have pre-

sided over this salutary distribution? and is

it not far more philosophical to attribute it to

tho forethought of an all-wise Providence?
The circumstance of ice being lighter than

water also contributes to the habilableness of

our earth. Ice is a bad conductor of heat;

consequently it shields the subjacent waters
from the influence of the strong winter cold,

and prevents its penetrating to considerable

depths. If ice had been heavier than water,

tho sea-bottom, in higher latitudes, would
have been covered with solid crystal at the

very beginning of the cold season ; and during

the whole length of the polar winter, the per-

petually consolidating surface-waters would
have been constantly precipitated, till finally

the whole sea, far within the present tem-

perate zone, would have formed one solid mass
of ice. The sun would have been as power-
less to melt this prodigious body, as it is to

dissolve the glaciers of the Alps. The cold

radiating from its surface would alone have
rendered the neighboring lands uninhabitable;

even if the disturbance of that beneficial sys-

tem of ocean currents, which conveys part of

the heat engendered within the tropics to the

polar regions, and imparts refreshing coolness

to the equatorial zone, had not alone sufficed

to change many northern countries into a

dreary waste. 'The more we are impressed

with our dependence upon the physical laws
which rule the universe, the deeper ought to

be our gratitude to that Power which has so

bountifully ordained them for tho happiness

of man.

—

Hartwig.

I Labor and God's mercy bring riches,
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'

The Axe laid to the Root of the Old Corrupt Tree,

A Distinction between the Faith which is

of Man, and the Faith which is of God
One whereof i3 the Faith of Sion, theoihe
the Faith of Babylon : The one laying hold
on Christ, as ho is revealed the Kimrof Life
in Sion

;
the other laj-s hold on a Historical

Eelation of Christ, the Fame whereof hath
sounded in B.ibylon.

There is a faith which is of man's self; and
a faith which is the gift of God: or a power
of believing, which is found in the nature of
fallen man; and a power of believing, which
is given from above. As there are two births,

the first and the second, so they have each
their faith

; and each believes with his faith,

and seems to lay hold on the same thing for

life; and the contention about the inheritance
will not be ended, till God determine it. Cain
will sacrifice with his faith, and he believes he
shall be accepted : if he had not believed so, he
would not have been so angry when he found
it otherwise: and the Caini:.h spirit in man,
the vagabond from the life of God, which hath
not a habitation in God, nor the eternal life

of God abiding in him, is busy with the same
faith at this day, and hath the same expecta-
tion from it as Cain had.

This is the root of the false religion ; of the
false hope ; of the false peace ; of the false joy

;

of the false rest; of the false comfort; of the
false assurance; as the other is of the true.

In this faith, which is of man, and in the im-
provement of it, stands all the knowledge,
zeal, devotion, and worship of the wor
general, and of the worldly part in every man
in particular: but the true knowledge, the

true zeal, the true devotion, the true worship,
stand in the faith which is given of God, to

them that are born of the immortal seed
;

which lives in God, and in which God liveth

for ever.

Now it deeply concerns every man, to con-
sider fi'om which of those his knowledge, re-

ligion, and worship proceed, and in which of
them they stand. For if they proceed from,
and stand in, the faith which is of man, thi'y

cannot please God, nor conduce to the salva-

tion of the soul. But though they may taste
very picasantlj' to man's palate now, and ad-

minister much hope and satisfaction to him
at present, yet they will fail at the time ol

need
;
for, as Christ said concerning the right-

eousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, so may
I concerning thisfaitli; Kvcept your faith, with
the works of it, exceeds that faith, and all the

works of it (even to the uttermost improve-
ment thereof) which is to be found ia man's nn
ture, it will never lead you to the kingdom of God,
nor be able to give you any right to the inherit-

ance of life. For he that will inherit, must be

the right heir, must have the faith of Abra-
ham, the faith of Isaac; which springs up
from theroot of life in the seed ; and this leads

the seed into that spring of life (out of which
it shot forth as a branch) which is the in-

heritance promisjd to the seed. And hero is

Christ, Alpha and Omega, in ever}' particular
Boul where life is begun and perfected, run-
ning its course through lime, back to that
which was before the beginning.

Therefore observe, and consider well, what
this faith which is of man's self can do; and
how far it may go in the changing of man,
and in producing a conformity of him to the

change it cannot make, what it cannot con-

form to: that so the true distinction may be
let into the mind, and not a foundation laid

of so great a mistake in a matter of so great
concernment.

1. A man may believe the history of the
SLiriptures

;
yea, and all the doctrines of them,

so far as he can reach them with his under-
standing, with this faiih which is of man. As
by this faith a man can believe a history pro-

bably related to him ; so by this faith he be-

lieves the histories of the Scriptures, which
are more than probably related. As by this

faith a man can receive doctrines of instruc-

tion out of philosophers' books; so hy the
same faith he may receive doctrines of instruc-

tion out of the Scriptures. Reading a relation

of the fall of man, of the recovery by Christ,

that there is no other way to life, &c., this

faith can believe the relation of these things,

as well as it can believe the relation of other
things.

2. This being believed from the relation of
the history of those things, it naturally sets

II the powers of man at work (kindling the
understanding, will, and affections,) towards
the avoiding of misery, and the attaining of
happiness. What would not a man do to

avoid perpetual extremity of misery on soul

and body for ever, and to obtain a crown of

everlasting blessedness? This boils the affec-

tions to an height, and sets the understand-
ng on work to the utmost, to gather all the
rulesof scripture, and to practise all the duties

nd ordinances therein mentioned. What can
the Scriptures propose to be believed, that he
will not believe? What can it propose to be
done, that ho will not do? Must he pray?
lie will pray. Must he hear? He will hear.

Must he read? He will read. Must ho medi-
tate? Ho will meditate. Must he deny him
self, and all his own righteousness and duties,

and hope only f>r salvation in tho merits of

Christ? He will seem to do that too; and
say, when he has done all he can, hd is but
an unprofitable servant. Does the scripture
say ho can do nothing without tho Spirit?

llo will acknowledge that too, and hope he
has the Spirit. God hath promised the Spirit

to them that ask it; and ho has asked long,

and asks still, and therefore hopes he has it.

Thus man, by a natural faith, grows up and
spreads into a groat tree, and is very confident
ami much pleased; not perceiving the defect

in his root, and what all his growth here will

come to.

3. This being done with much seriousness

and industry, there must needs follow a great
change in man: his understanding will be
Qiorc and more enlightened; his will more
and more conformed to that to which he thus
gives himself up, and to which he thus bends
himself with all his strength; his affections

more and more weaned
; he will find a kind of

life and growth in this, according to its kind.

Let a man's heart be in any kind of study or
knowledge, applj'ing himself strictly to it,

ho gathers understanding in his mind, and
warmth in his affection: so it is also here.

Yea, this being more excellent in itself, must
needs produce a more excellent understand-

g, and a more excellent warmth, and have
greater power and influence upon the will.

4. Now, how easy is it for a man to mistake
hero, and call this the truth! First, he mis-

takes this for the true faith ; and then he mis-
letter of iho Scriptures. And then consider lakes in applying to this all that which be-

where it is shut out, what it caauot do, wkat
I
longs to the true faith : and thus entering into

tho spirit of error at first, ho errs in tho wl
course of his religion, from the begiuninj

the end. He sees a change made by thi

him ; and this he accounts the true convert

and regeneration. This leads him to ask,

seek, and pray; and this he accounts the

praying, the true seeking, the true ask'

Thiscleanseth (after its kind) bisundersta
ing, will, and affections; and this betakes
the true sanctification. The justification wh
is to the true believer, he also applies to

faith ; and so he has a peace, a salisfactioi

rest here, and a hop? of happiness hereaf

Thus he receives what is already reveal

and he waits for what may be further

vealed, which he can embrace and conft

to, turning still upon this centre, and grow
up from this root. And he that does not cc

hither in religion, falls short of the impn
nient of man's nature, and of the faith f

grows there (which naturally leads

powers of nature hither, and fixes them he

which is but dead. And now this man is 8i

he is a believer; he is a worshipper of G
he is a Christian ; he is an observer of

commands of Christ: when tho overflow

scourge comes, it shall not touch him
the judgments, plagues, thrcatcniogs, in

Scriptures, belong not to him, but to the

believers; to them that know not God;
them that worship not God

;
to them

observe not the commands of Christ. Ti

by his untompered mortar from his f

faith, he has built up a wall against the;

luge of wrath; which wall will tumble d(

upon him when the wrath comes. The gro-

of this faith, and great spreading of it into

this knowledge, zeal, and devotion, hath
changed the nature of it all this while; bi

is the same that it was at the beginning, e

a power of nature in the first birth ; anc

these fruits are but the fruits of the first

ture, which is still alive under all this,

this can never kill the principle out of wl

it grows ; but feeds it more, and fattens il

the slaughter.

Thus far this faith can go : but then tl

is somewhat it is shut out of at the very fi

there is somewhat this fiiith cannot reef

believe, or enter into. What is that?

the life, the power, the inward part of i

Though it may seem to have unity will

the scriptures in the letter; yet it eat

have U'.ity with one scripture in tho li

its nature is shut out of the nature of

things there witnessed. As for instance

may have a literal knowledge of Christ

cording as the scripture relates ;
of his bi

preaching, miracles, death, resurreclionj

cension, intercession, &c. Yea, but thetl

spoken of it knowelh not. Tho natur

Christ (which is the Christ) is hidden f

that eye. So it may have a literal knowle
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r, and the other contending for its kno
in the life: the one setting up its faith

1 the natural part, eallingit spiritual
; an

other, which has felt tlae stroke of God
1 this (and thereby come to know th
rence,) setting up the faith of the true

: which faith hath a different beginning,
a different growth from the other, and
be welcomed into the land and kingdom
fe; when the other will be manifested to

ut the birth of the bond woman, and be
St forth with its mother to seek their

d abroad : for the seed of the bondwoman
t to inherit with Isaac, the seed of pro-

test. What then is that faith ivhich is the

f God ? And which is distinctfrom this ?

is. It is that power of believing which
gs out of the seed of eternal life; and
ns the heart, not with notions of know
1, but with the powers of life. The other
is drawn out of man's nature, by con

ations which affect the natural part, and
pt alive by natural exercises of reading,

ngi pi'aying, studying, meditating in that
; but this springs out of a seed of lif

1, and grows up in the life of that seed,
foeds on nothing but the flesh and blood
hrist; in which is the living virtue, and
)rtal nourishment of that which
al. Thisfaith,at its first entrance, strikes
pan dead in which the other failh did

^, and by its growth perfects that death,
jraiseih np a life which is of another na-
than ever entered into the heart of man
lueeive. And by the death of this part
;,
we come to know and enjoy life ; and

le life wo have received, know, and enjoy,
ame to see that which other men call' life

which we ourselves were apt to call life

Brly) to be but death. And from this
knowledge, we give a true testimon}' to
rorld of what we have seen and felt ; but
an rt'ceiveth our testimony. It grieves
the heart to see men set up a perishing

;
as the way to life ; and our bowels are

idingly kindled, when we behold an hon-
lal and simplicity betrayed

; and in tender
do we warn men of the pit, into which
are generally running so fast; though
reward us with hatred for our good will,

lecome our bitter enemies because we tell

the truth, and the most necessary truth
hem to know ; which they can boar
er in plain words, nor yet "in parables.
10 not rough and angry

; but meekly wait
•id this following parable aright, and it

pen into life. The parable is briefly this :

;it which sold the birthright, seeks the
right with tears and great pains; but
never recover it. But there is one which
ead, which hath the promise, which stirs
i^hich seeks not till he is raised by the
i-ofthe Father's life, and then ho wrestles
the Father, prevails, and gets the bless-
rom him. Therefore know that part
1 is up first, and is so busy in the willing
1 the running, and makes such a noise
duties, and ordinances, and graces, to
Jown the life which it hath slain : and

halh only painted the old nature and scpul
chre, but never knew the old bottio broken,
and a new ono formed, which alone is able to
receive and retain the now wine of tho king-
dom

; whereas tho other, Pharisee-like, can
only receive a relation of the letter concern-
ing the kingdom.

that seed of life which is the heir, which
iderneath all this, and must remain slain
this lives: but if ever ye hear the voice
Son of God, this will live, and the other
And happy fjr ever will he be who
3 this I But miserj- will bo his portion,
cannot witness a thorough change by
mighty power of the living God, but

For "Tho Friend."

The Bunicil Money of Cliieago.

In consequence of tho destruction of a large
number of the so-called fire proof safes at
Chicago, during the great conflagration there
on the 10th month last, a largo amount of pa-
per money and other valuables were reduced
to ashes. The ashes, however, of the United
States currency if undisturbed, retain distinct
evidences of the handwriting of tho signers
tho dates, and tho engraving by which it;

value can be determined, and even the note
identified.

The charred remains contained in thesafes
or boxes containing the money when forward
ed to Washington ar,^ placed in tho hands of
employees of tne Treasury Department of
tho Government, who are each provided with
a magnifying glass, and several small, thin,
sharp steel instruments with flat blades for
separating the notes. Those notes which are
so far consumed as to crumble at the slightest
touch, are when possible pasted on sheets of
tissue paper. A recent visitor remarks: "The
contents of a safe which was in Adams E.'c-

press Company's building, in Chicago, were
being counted when I wont in. There were
national bank notes, United States Treasury
bonds, nickels, railroad bonds, and postage-
stamps upon tho tables. All these must be
sorted and arranged, counted, and the value
estimated. Such work as this, as may easily
be believed, is no light task. Tho notes are
baked to a crisp, and are perfectly black, and
the idea of separating them and "deciphering
iho engraving on their faces seems at first

utterly absurd. Some of the packages are in

tolerable order; in other cases, three or four
hundred notes, which have been carelessly
thrown into a box, are so melted together
that it seems impossible to separate thi-ra ; in
others, bonds have been tied up in a roll for
convenience sake, and are in the worst con-
dition possible to bo separated.

^Yilh national bank notes, tho name of the
State, the bank, and tho denomination of th
note must bo deciphered, that the money may
bo returned to tho banks which issued" it fo
redemption. Tho counter certifies to tho
number of packages, of pieces, denomination,
and the total amount. In the case of the
Treasury notes, the counter furnishes -a sched-
ule for the office of tho Secretary of the Trea-
sury, another for tho Treasurer, and a third
for the Register. These schedules are care-
fully looked overin those bureaus, signed, and
afterward the notes are burned in the pres-
ence of representatives of the three officers

above named. This work is only complicated,
but imposes great responsibility upon those
having it to do.

There is a considerable degree of ceremony
attending upon the burning of the notes, al-

though they have already been canceled and
reduced to the value of waste-paper. The
representatives of the officers named and the
agent of the bank whose notes are to be
burned go down into tho cellar of the Trea-
sury building, into a small room resembling a

lurnaco resembles an oven, and is Bet in tho
wall. It has an iron door, which is fastened
with three padlocks. Each lock will open
only to its own key. The gentlemen acting
as representatives of tho three oflicers before-
mentioned have each a key, and each in turn
unlocks the padlock which his key fits. The
boxes containing tho money are opened by
the Secretary's representative

; the messenger
in attendance sweeps back the ashes of yester-
day's burning, piles shavings in the furnaces,
throws in a package of notes as a first offer-
ing, closes tho furnace door, and tho fire be-
gins to roar. The door is opened again, and
package after package of notes is thrown in

;

mutilated notes, defaced and time-worn notes]
and the charred relics of tho Chicago disaster
are tossed in.

After all the money is thrown in, the door
of tho furnace is locked with the same cere-
mony with which it was unlocked, and the
money is left to burn alone."

For " The Friend."

A Call to Faillifuincss.

It is doubtless occasion of deep exercise, of
unfeigned lamentation, with many up and
down in our Society, to witness the numerous
departures from primitivcsimplicity and plain-
ness amongst us, not only in dress and lan-
guage, and the extent and furniture of our
dwellings, but also in many cases in our public
religious exercises, entered upon and per-
formed, it is believed, in tho will and wisdom
of man, whereby they are deprived of the
heavenly savor and influence; the holy unc-
tion which has ever characterized and sweet-
nedthe genuine ministry and teachings of

prison-cell more than any thing else. The I manifestation of uneasiness and concern

Truth
We seem by many of the unfavorable tokens

amongst us, in great danger of going bac/; to
tho weak and beggarly elements;" against

which we profess to be bearing testimony,
even while many are giving countenance to
I reliance upon them, and practically deny-
ng the faith of the gospel ; loaning to our own
understandings in religious labors, both in
ministry and teaching, and mingling with
those whoso profession and practice are dif-
'erontfrom ours. Thus a creaturely boldness
md forwardness are begotten and fostered,
often bringing forth extended declamation in
our meetings for worship and discipline, in-
stead of humble ministry and teachino-s from
the great Head of the Church, through his
prepared and qualified instruments, whose
care is, not to move before the appointed time,
nor to extend their ministry or teaching be-
yond the evident source of divine life and au-
thority.

When we lose our faith in the duty of silent
waiting and worship, and iu the gift of the
Holy Spirit in the work of the ministry as an
indispensable qualification, not only to be ex-
perienced in the beginnings, but renewed upon
every succeeding religious exercise, we may
well disclaim any title to tho name we bear;
yea, and we should do so in justice to our-
selves, and the truth profe.s.sed by Friends,
lest we incur tho displeasure pronounced
upon hypocrisy, and be the means of trouble
and concern to the faithful, as well as of stum-
bling to honest inquirers after truth.
Let such as give evidence of departure

from our faith, and yet are permitted to hold
high portions in the church, bo tenderly and
faithfully admonished. As there is a general
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tbis account, we can hardly doubt that we
should soon behold a jnaWic-tZ difforenco in the

character of our meetings, ministry and teach-

ings, now so often burdensome to a goodly

number amongst us; leading as they do awdy
from a humble dopendonce upon the call,

teachings and renewiiigs of the Holy Ghost,

into creaturely confidence, exaltation and ac-

tivity.

O, for more of the faith and faithfulness

which would unite us again in the one bond
of Christian fellowship and labor, the worl'J

over; and without wliich there will ever be

discord and disunity! O, for more of that

honest}^, one with another, (where admoni-
tion is more needed than adulation) which
fidelity to the truth does require of us, in order

to be helpful one unto anoihor, and thus to

the body of which we are members; enabling

us to move on, in the service and fellowship

of Truth, to its honor and our own unspeak-

able enjoyment and peace, as one united house-

hold of living, saving faith, having but o/ieend

in view, even the glory and honor of God,
rather than the exaltation and glory otself!

Sixth mo. 29th, 1871.

The Fer-de-laiicc of the West Indies.

We were, of course, anxious to obtain at

St. Lucia, specimens of * * the Fer-de-lance,

or rat-tailed snake, which is the pest of this

island, as well as of the neighboring island of

Martinique. It occurs also in Guadaloupe. In

Great Martinique—so the French say—it is

dangerous to travel through certain wood-
lands, on account of the Fer-de-lance, who lies

along a bough, and strikes, without provoca-

tion, at horse or man. I suspect this state-

ment, however to bo an exaggeration. Thc-;e

Fer-ile-lftQCOS are a gr.-at pest in St. Lucia.

Dr. Davy says that he was told bj' the lieu-

tenant governor that as many as thirty rat-

tailed snakes were killed in clearing a piece

of land, of no great extent, near Government
House. I can well believe this, for about the

same number were killed only two years ago
in clearing, probably the same piece of ground,
which is infested with that creeping pest of

the West Indies, the wild guava bush, from
which guava jell)'' is made. The present

lieutenant governor has offered a small reward
for the head of every Fer-de-lance killed; and
the number brought in, in the first month,
was 80 large that I do not like to quote it

merely from memory. Certainly it was high

time to make a crusade against these unwel-
come denizens. Dr. Davy, judging from a

government report, says that nineteen per-

sons were killed by them in one small parish

in the year 1849; and the death, though by
no means certain, is, when it bcfaU, a hideous

death enough.
Strangely enough, this snake, so fatal to

man, has no power against another West
Indian snake, almost equally common,—name-
ly, the Cribo. This brave animal, closely

connected with our common water-snake, is

perfectlj' harmless, and a welcome guest in

West Indian houses, because he clears them
of rats. Ho is some six or eight feet long,

black, with more or less bright yellow about
the tail and under the stomach. He not only
faces the Fer-de-lance, which is often as big

as he, but kills and cats him. It was but lust

year, I think, that the population of Curcnage
turned out to see a fight in a tree between a

Cribo and a Per-de-lanco of about equal size,

which after a struggle, ended in the Cribo
swallowing the Fe '-de-lancej head foremost.—Kingsley's West Indies.

From The "British Triend."

Why Reject Robert] Biirchy's Apology?

When Barclaj-'s Apology was first put into

my -hand, I was a member of the Congrega-
tional bod}-, preparing myself, aided by a
' theological teacher," to be a missionary to

the islanders of the South Seas. I was zeal

ous with a longingdesire for usefulness in my
da}-, and was willing to sacrifice anything in

my possession to carry out the wish of my
life. At that time, though favored with a

truth-loving and consistent mother, a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, I regarded the

Friends as a people waning and passing away.
Their tenets I considered as manifestly un-

scriptural, and lamented that one so near and
dear to mo as my loved parent should be so

far separated, as I believed she was, from
•'orthodox Christianity."

One evening, when about to go to my
study, she handed me an old dark-covered

book, and expressed her desire that I should

read it, particularly Burclay's proposition

concerning the ministry. On reaching my
teacher's house, I asked him if he had ever

seen the book. He replied he had, and that

it had been refuted years ago. This at the

time I took for granted ; but the more I read

the more my mind became opened, and soon

I felt my position was unsound—my faith in

the system with wliich I was identified be-

came shaken. I resolved to read the "refuta-

tion ;" but I have been unable to find it, or

any record of it. The more I read of the

Apology, the more I hungered for a better

comprehension of the truth so explicitly put

forth by B.irclay. I lonijed for a fullrealiza

tion of a true spiritual life apart from mere
types and shadows.

Convinced that Barclay was right, though
not yet enjoying the spiritual state of which
he had written, I withdrew from the Con
gregationalists, and sought the fellowship of

Friends, amongst whom now arc my dearest

tie-', amongst whom I have formed the sweetesi

fellowship, and for whom are the most preci-

ous offerings of my love, with them I desir.

for ever to share the joys and sorrows peculiar

to those only who have committed unto them
the treasures of the kingdom.
Though I had accepted in my understand-

ing the testimony of Barclay, believing it in

my heart to be the truth
;
yet I felt a want

of clearness in my efforts to lay it before my
old associates. This was often a cause of griei

to me, until 1 had learned the extent to which
man can teach, and that the Spirit of Truth
alone can beget in the truth. To me Barclay

had been as the law to Paul, "just—and good,"

the "schoolmaster" to lead me to a higher

and more efficient Teacher. To mo it ha<

been a matter of surprise to find so many pro-

fessing the principles of Friends, who know
so little about this unanswerable exposition

of the doctrines ihoy are supposed to hold.

Many in Sydney and Brisbane, who have
been strangers to the belief of Friends, have
latterly admitted its inestimable worth. So
much so, that every copy to be had from book
sellers has boon purchased ; and h:id it nol

been for the late edition printed by W. Irwin

of which one hundred copies were obtained

many an opportunity would have been lost to

give to sincere inquirers the privilege of re

ing for themselves. Dr. Charles Meyn
whose memory isdear to many in Sydney,
in my hearing, shortly before his death, "ij

I been favored to read that book when y
age, my labor would have been in a differ

sphere." R ject Barclay !—no, dear Fr'

von cannot do this and be friendsof the Tri

Reject his Apology if you will ; but the t

minded of generations to come will won
at your want of discernment, and this po»
t'ul and unchanging declaration of your
which is one of the noblest of the rai

treasures you possess, will last when the p
cnt theological system of what are called

churches will have passed as the morn'

mist.

My love is to all who suffer for and 1

Christ, who is essentially the Truth.
Alfred Alle>

Friends' Farm, Mooloolali Eiver, Queensland.

Selected for "The Friei

A Plain Dress and the Plain Langnjge

There are many who have experienced f

a plain dress and the plain language h

proved as a hedge about them, oontributi

in no small degree to their preservation fi

evil. Irksome as the parental restrain'

these particulars has boen at the time to

unmortifled will, years of espjriencj un

the teachings of Divine Grace, have chan

the whole course of feeling in the matter,

raised a tribute of gratitude to those \

would not yield to the craving of the nati

mind, but steadfastly stood their gro

against indulgeace in gay and f.i3hion!

attire and address. Many have had ocoa^

to rise up and call those blessed, who t

curbed their wayward inclinations.

It is not unusual to find these testirao

designated as small matters; and we havi

disposition to magnify them beyond t

proper importance. Bat the Bible assure

in several places, that they are not too

to claim the notice, and to call fjrth thee

mands of the Most High, through hisinsp

servants; and we have signal proofs of his

displeasure against those who decked tb

selves in ornamental apparel. Nothing
be snail which the Almii^hty ordains; ai

we disregard the expression of his will,

compliance in greater things will not be li

to meet with acceptance. The simple

semingly unimportant injunction to M
' Put off thy shoes from off thy feet,"

from the same source as the command t(

liver the Lord's chosen people out of Egyp
bondage, and equally obligatory; and
Moses presumed to disregard it, there ii

probability he would ever have been hoti'

as the servant of the Most High, to stand

awed before the proud despots of the e!

and to become the mighty deliverer of Is

It is not for finite reason to presume toa

against those thinsrs, and because it hasp
ed our Heavenly Father to reveal the §

truths of christian redemption, to diminis

contrast with these, and affect to despise

ridicule his commands in minor affairs. <*

cast opprobrium on the Holy Scriptures oi

their inspired writers, and are in dani: o'

being found " fighters against God."
Those members of our religious ^

who have been most devoted to do the

will, have found the cross in dress a:

guage, one that must be borne, if thoy li:'

hope of wearing the crown ; and being J^: ;
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his, lias not onl3' yielded lliem enduring

le, but opened the way Ibi- further disulo-

s of their Lord's will, and He has clothed

n with fctrengih, as a fruit of their obedt

by which tlu'y have been enabled to run

holy slabiliiy and joy the further ways ol

requii'ing'.— Thomas Evans.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 3, 1872.

1 a rceent number of the eurient volume
The Frienil," there is an aecount of the

rersiou to Friends' principles of a young
ent at a college in this country by the

of Barclay's Apology, and in this

ber will bo found, taken from the "British

nd," a narrative of a similar convince-

t by the same means, given by one resid-

on the opposite side of the globe. We
believe that, excepting the holy Scrip-

3 themselves, no other printed work has
the means of convincing so many of the

18 of the gospel, as held by Friends-, as

ilay's Apology. It has stood as the clearest

ition and the unrefuted demonstration
defence of the true christian divinity, be-

d in by the Society, for more than two
Ired years ; and by no one act has London
•ly Meeting more conclusively shown its

i from the primitive faith of Friends,

fter having again and again sanctioned

work, printed it in various languages, and
ly circulated it in Europe and America

—

afusing, at its last session, again to au-

its publication as a declaration of its

ious principles,

.lacks upon the perspicuous statements,

logical reasoning of the work itself have
ed futile, as is conspicuous in the modern
pts of Dr. Ash and E. Charlton

; but its

ority may be undermined among the
bers of a Yearly Meeting by its giving

Banclion to vague and unlbunded doubts,

insinuations of the work not being rcli-

e have had it recently given forth, as

gh it was something new, that the Scrip-

are the onl^' outward standard of doc-

recognized by the Society. This ha>

ys been declared by Friends, who from
aysof Fo.x,Penn and Barclay, havostead-

f maintained "That whatever any do
snding to the Spirit, which is contrary
e Scriptures, be accounted and reckoned
usion of the devil." And so say all other
)tian professors. It is therefore necessary

' now, how did these Friends, who were
lenstruments in the Divine Hand to gathei'

icestablisb the Society, understand the
!il)tiii-es? That is, what docti'ines did they
'ijve, preach and uniformly promulgate as
ii|,' in accordance with the recorded truths
' (e go.spel ? Whatever they were, if they
cl received, professed and officially sane-
ijiJ by the Sociel}', they were its formal
:l|f, or, as it may be called, the creed of the
Kily: and no member, nor number of mera-
inlius u right, while voluntarily retaining
e bership in it, to alter, subvert or modifj-
lacrccd or system of belief. Among all the
r ngs setting forth or propagating that be-

jfnono has been more esteemed than, ori

kt precedence of Barclay's Apologj', shovy-

gsit has heretofore been declared to do, I

liow completely Friends' princ pies arc in har-

mony wiih the Scriptures.

The editor of the " British Friend," com-
menting on the raaiked dishonesty of the

sepai-atists of Manchester, England, in assum-
ingthe name of "Friend," for a ]ieriodical they

haveciimmenci d there, says, "These seceders

comjilain of Friends attempting to impose a

creed upon their members. We maintain
there is no constraint in the case; member-
ship being purely voluntar}-, no one being

compelled to continue in the communion anj^

longer than i.s agreeable to himself. When
an individual finds that the basis of the So-

cietj^'s bond of union is too narrow for him, he

is at liberty to withdraw ; he has broken the

connection. But it ill becomes those to com-
plain of being imposed on, who have perpe-

trated vo gross an imposition, as palming off

themselves and their organ as identified with
the Society of Friends."

With these remarks we fully agree, but

does it not apply with equal force to the

party in the Society, which claims to be more
evangelical ih-dw Friends? Not that the de-

paitures of the latter from the original and
true faith of Friends are as gross and danger-

ous as the unitarian sentiments adopted by
the separatists at Manchester, but are they
not nevertheless departures which make those

adopting them equally forfeit an honest title

to the name of Friends? Other professors

see this, notwithstanding the efforts made to

gloss the defection over, and very many be-

side G. Dawson, mentioned in the article by
J. Backhouse in our last number, have adopted

the opinion that '-The Quakers have Ibrgotten

the faith of their fathers ; they run alter other

creeds." Even the very seceders at Man-
chester, instance this palpable dereliction of

correct principle on the part of those who
claim to bo more evangelical than Friends

have heretofore been, as validating their claim

to the name of Friends, notwithstanding their

dcistical free-thinking. After frankly stat-

ing they " do not pretend to agree with them
[Quakers] in every opinion," but that "they
adopt that principle of theirs which recognizes

man's ability to learn from, and accountability

to God above," they say, " On this account
we think ourselves as fully en titled to the name
of Friends as the Evangelical party, who
consider the most characteristic ideas of the

early Quakers to be dangerous exaggerations
i)f truths, which they, in their desire to modify,

praelically destroy."

We would rejoice to see our respected co-

temporary expose in as clear and forcible Ian

guage as that used relative to the Manehester,

seceders, the far more extensive departures,

as respects the numbers embracing them, of

the, so-called, evangelical Friends. We think

time was when the "British Friend" openly
look the ground, " No Barchi}- no Friend,"

and wo know of nothing said in its editorial

columns that indicates change of opinion.

Never did the cause of genuine Quakeri-m
stand more in need of fearless, plain spoken
advocates, who in the meekness of wisdom,
will instruct and encourage all tho-se who
"ask for the old p:iths, where is the good
way, and walk therein."

We have given considerable space to one
article in this number, in order to present to

our readers, unabridged, the elearand weighty
description of the all-important disiinetioa

between " The faith which is of man and the

iih hich is of God," drawn by that deeply
ex|)erienced and devoted servant of Christ,
Isaac Peningion. He speaks as a father in
the church, who had obtained his knowledge
of divine things from long continued teaching
in the school of Christ, and dear-bought ex-
])erience us a faithful witness for the truths
of the gospel and the testimony of Jesus.
The earl}' Friends found the professing

christian church resting very generally in
" The faith which is of man ;" and claiming
to regard the Scriptures as the primary, all-

sufficent rule of faith and practice; the])osse8-
sors of that faith satisfied themselves with a
knowledge of the work of salvation by Christ,
obtained through their study, or the teaching
of those who undertook to explain them.
Hence those faithful ministers of the gospel,
while fully believing in and inculcating the
sacred truths recorded in the holy Scriptures,
respecting the divinity, atonement and medi-
ation of Christ Jesus, the Redeemer and Sa-
viour of man, found themselves called in an
especial manner to preach Christ vviihin, an
universal, saving Light, or measure of the
Holy Spirit, given to all men to effect their
salvation

; and the indispensable necessity of
experiencing it to bring forth that living,
operative faith, which alone can enable the
soul to rely savingly on Christ. It is against
resting satisfied with "the faith which is of
man," that Friends who adhere to the doc-
trines and testimonies of the gospel, as held
by the Society from the beginning, are con-
cerned to guard the members. It is the
tendency to produce and build up the spuri-
ous, counterfeit faith, and thereby to obstruct
the experience of that faith which is "of the
operation of God," that constitutes one insu-
perable objection in their minds, to the "Bible
classes;" the "First day school teachings;"
the formal " Prayer Meetings," and the sensa-
tional " Eevival Meetings," which are now
engaging the attention of so many within the
pale of the Society.

The doctrine of faith, and the distinction
between the faith originating from, and per-
fected by man, through the working of his
intellectual power.^, and that which springs
from and increases through the operation of
the Holy Spirit on the soul, causing it to re-

alize, in measure, "the substance of things
hoped for," and " the evidence of things not
seen" are of vital importance. May all be
preserved from the fatal mistake of substitut-
ing the image for the reality!

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Diike of Newcastle tleclare.s that the

Conservative.'^ nf En.t;land distrust Glad.stone because he
is believed to favor the abolition of the Hoii.se of Lords,
and dallies with the dangerous principle of Sir Charles
Dilke and other disturbers of the constitutional order
of things.

A nie.-isenger left the Foreign OlBre on the 26th ult.,

with important dispatches fur the British ambassador
to France. These dispatches state delinitely the attitude
of the English government with regard to the commer-
cial treaty between the two nations, and are intended
to rectify misapprehen.sions which have prevailed in
France.
The trustees of the Peabody fund have let five hun-

dred houses, with planted grounds attached, at Brixton,
to small families, in accordance with the directions of
the founder of the fund.

A deputation from the Anti-Slavery Society waited
on Lord Giv.nville and made representations in regard
to Spain's non-ob,^ervance of the treaty for the suppres-
sion of the slave traffic. Granville, in reply, said it

was undeniable that Spain had infringed the treaty, but
the matter was too delicate for the iaterference of Eng-
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land at the present time, Spain liaving an

on lier hands.

The Lord iMavor of London has called a public meet-

ing in aid of an"expedition for the relief of Dr. Living-

stone, the African explorer.

On the 'J3d and 24th nit., a storm of violent wind and

heavy rain prevailed over the British island.*. The

streams in the south of England overflowed their banks,

and wliole villages are deluged. Great damige has

been done to propertv, especially in the Valley of the

Severn, where the flood was wide-spread and devasta-

tion extensive. The Thames also rose above its bank.s,

and the town of Windsor has suffered severely. The

effects of the freshet were felt even in London. The

upper portion of the city on the river was flooded, and

the loss of property and interruption to business are

quite serious.

By the recent census, New Zealand is found to ha

a population of 256,393, exclusive of Aborigines. The

males numbered 150,356, and the females 106,037.

The Alabama claims, and their consideration before

the Geneva Board of Arbitration, are themes upper-

most in the English journals.

London, 1st mo. 29th.—Consols, 921. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 92J ; of 1867, 93 ; ten-forties, five per cents, 91 J.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 10|d.; Orleans, Ud.

Sales 20,000 bales.

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 29th says: Intelli-

gence was received here to-day of the total destruction

yesterday, by an earthquake, of Schamachi, a town of

Asiatic Rii.ssia, trans-Caucasia. From the few details

received of tliis terrible disaster, it is learned that the

Bchocks were protracted and that many lives were lost.

A manifesto has been issued by the Count de Cham-

bord to the French people. The Count claims the right

divine, and says, " 1 shall never abdicate my claim to

the throne of "France ; I shall never forsake tl

narchical principles which I have preserved intact for

forty years, and which are my last hope for Fra

greatness and liberties " President Thiers is ende

ing to secure the complete evacuation by the Prussian

troops of the French territory which was hostaged to

Germany in security of the payment of the war ind

nity. Prince Bismarck will a.ssent to the immediate

withdrawal of the German troops on condition that the

three milliards of money are paid by the French int<

the Berlin treasury earlier than was previously stipu

lated.
.

The Bonapartist agents are very active in the army.

They are distributing pamphlets urging the restoration

of the Empire as the ending of all the woes of France,

Copies have been found in the barracks and seized by

the police.
.

A Paris dispatch states that the Rothschilds and

other eminent bankers, have proposed to the French

government to advance the entire three thousand five

hundred millions of francs, still required to make up

the war indemnity, at an early day, on condition that

the tobacco monopoly of the government, which now

yields a revenue of 204 millions of francs yearly, shall

be transferred to the parties making the advance for a

periodof thirty years.

On the assembling of the Spanish Corte.s, it soon be-

came manifest tliat the Ministry did not possess the

confidence of a majority, they therefore waited upon the

king and tendered their resignations. On considering

the matter, the king refused lo accept the resignations,

and decided to dissolve the Cortes. When the decree

for that purpose was read on the 26th ult., the House

seemed to be taken by surprise, and the members were

unable to conceal their indignation. Elections are or-

dered for 4th mo. 2d, and the new Cortes is convoked

for the 24th of Fourth month.

In a session of the Cortes on the 25th, a member in

the course of his speech on Cuban aftair.s, a.sserted that

" It is quite time for Spain to cede Cuba to the United

States." The .sentiment called forth universal condem-

A cen.sus of Rome has just been taken, showing a

total population of 240,000. Notwithstanding the dis-

inclination of the Pope to leave Rome, his advisers are

urging him to quit the city and establish the Holy See

in some other locality. A new religious journal ha"

been e.stablished in Rome, which will oppose the dogmi

of papal infallibility.

The steamer America, plying between Rio and Mon
tevideo, while on a trip from the latter place, on the

night of 12lli mo. 22d, took fire. The flames sprea

with great rapidity, and the vessel was soon hurned to

the water's edge. A large number of passengers were

on board, of whom eighty-seven lost their lives, being

either burned to death or drowned.

The Empress Dowager of Brazil has freed all her

personal slaves.

A St. Petersburg dispate

Czar a decree has been issued making compulsory the

the Russian language in the primary schools of

Poland.
United States.—The Senate Judiciary Committee

has reported a new apportionment bill reducing the

number of Representatives in Congress from 283. as

proposed in the House bill, to 243. The same com-

mittee have reported on the memorials claiming the

right of women to vote under tlie Fourteenth and Fif-

teenth amendments to tlie Constitution, and say the

committee are unanimously of the opinion that said

amendments do not confer the right of female suflTrage,

the power of the States to exclude women from voting

being untcmched by these amendments. The Senate,

by a vote of 36 to 12, has adopted a joint resolution

adjourn on the 29th of Fifth mo. next.

Many speeches were made and various subjects d

cussed in both Houses of Congress, last week, but

important measure was finally resulted.

Returns show that during the last quarter of 1871,

50,948 immigrants landed at New York, viz: 28,583

es and 22",365 females. A large portion of the im
rants were Germans.
'he annual mortality report for the city of New

York, shows the number of deaths in the year 18"'

to have been 26,941, a decrease of 255 from the number
in 1870. There were 61 homicides and 105 suicides.

The interments in Philadelphia, from the 20th to the

27th ult., numbered 500, including 177 deaths from

rail pox.

The Legislative Assembly of Utah having passed an

act a.sserabling a Constitutional Convention, Governor

Woods vetoed it on the grounds that the Territory had

not sufficient population to constitute a State
_;

that it

was without Congressional warrant for this action, and

that, before seeking admission to the Union, polygamy

other acts conflicting with the government and laws

of the countrv should be abolished.

On the 29th ult., the U. S. Senate passed the appor-

tionment bill as reported by the committee. The House

of Representatives referred a bill granting belligereni

rights to Cuba, to the Committee on Foreign Affairs

The proposition to adjourn on the 29th of Fifth month

were referred to the Committee of Ways and Means.

Vie Markets, (£c.—The following were the quotations

on the 29th ult. New ror/;.—American gold, 109J.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115i ; ditto, 1868, 112J; ditto, 10-40,

o per cents, 110|. Superfine flour, S6.70 a $6.20 ;
finer

brands, §6.30 a S10.75. No. 2 Milwaukie spring wheat,

$1.52; red wheat, $1.61 aSl.65; white Michigan, S1.72.

Oats, 54 a 56 cts. Yellow corn, 74 cts. ; southern

white, 77k a 78 cts. Philadelphia—Cotton, 22} a 23 cts.

for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $5.25 a

5.75; finerbrands, S6 aSlO. Pennsylvania red wheat,

S1.53 a §1.57; amber, Sl.60arl.62; white, Sl.70 a

Rve, 92 cts. New yellow corn, 66 a 67J cts.

;

mixed, 68 a 70 cts.' Oats, 52 a 56 cts. Lard,

d\ a 9.V cts. About 2,000 beef cattle were sold at tli

Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 71 a 7-J cts., a few choice

81 cts. ; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 51 cts

per lb. gross. Prime and extra sheep sold at 71 a 8

Its.; medium, 6 a 7 cts., and common 51 a 6 cts. per lb.

jross—sales 15,000 head. Corn fed hogs sold at S6.2o

I S7 per 100 lbs. net. dlnniqn.—'So. 2 spring wheat,

51.24. No. 2 corn, 41'; -I ~ o .i~, :;j cts. No. 2 rye,

68 cts. No. 2 barley, -V' :
>

'
,

^ ' ,.,i)iaii\—Family

flour, SQ.S5aS7. Redui,, r, -
:

,
_ . ~l,-").5. Corn, ear,

46 a 47 cts. Oats, 38 a 4-j li-. L-iul, J a 91 cts. Balti-

more.—Punn^yUsmia red wheat, $1.59 a $1 61. Southern

yellow corn, 67 cts. ; white, 65 a 70 cts. Oats, 53 a 55

By direction of the FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR I^D
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK.

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelj

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpl

Physician and Superintendent^JosHDA H.
"'-"

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers,

Died, at the residence of Walter Newbold, Bur!

ton Co., N. J., on the 10th of Eleventh mont

Lettitia Wright, in the 71st year of her ng

teemed member of Mansfield Particular and U
Springfield Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the morning of the 10th of Twelfth mo

1871, at her residence in Cedar Co., Iowa, Emeun.
wife of Samuel Armstrong, in the 26th year o

a member of Middleton Monthly and Carrael Par

ar Meeting, Ohio. This young Friend was appare

n the bloom of life and health, ten days before he:

cease ; and although her sufferings were scyere, she

ibled to bear them with becoming patience

signation, evincing tho,se about that

cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for the Boys' 2nd Mathematical

School. Application m:iv be made to

Jo.seph" Walton, 413 Walnut St.,

Chas. .J. Allen, .304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE.

There have been recently reprinted editions of tl

following works, which are now for sale at No. 304

Arch Street.

Examples of Y'outhful Piety.

Barclay on Church Government.
Ussher's Letters.

Memoirs of Edwin Price.

True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Concise .-Vccount of Friends, l)v T. Evans.

Journal of William Evans, 2d" editi..n.

There are also on hand a supply of other approved

writings of Friends.

_ence and support were in the wise Disposer of ev

On the evening before her death she remarked ti

dear companion, " Our prospects are very diflerent

what they were two or three weeks ago, and if I sb

he taken away at this time, I w.ant the dear little

dren brought up as they .should be. If it wis lu

living with thee, and to help raise those dear

babes, I would as soon be in another world, for 1

that there is One to look to for support in such a

as this." As her end drew near it was difficult fo

to talk, and early in the morning she quietly p;

away, without a struggle So that her rela
'

friends have a comforting hope that her end \

, at Germantown, on the 29th of Twelfth

1871, Mary Ai^na, wife of John E.Carter, and ds

ter of Alfred Cope, in the 29th year of her age

unexpected removal of this dear young friend in

than a year after her marriage, which she entered

with as' fair a pro.spect of happiness, and length of

as most are permitted to enjoy, has attWrded anuthi

stance of the uncertainty of all earthly thini^

deeply impre.ssed upon many minds the force of tl

junction :
" Be ye therefore ready also, for the S

Man Cometh at an hour when ye think not." Natu

diffident and unassuming, she seldom spoke of h(

ligious feelings, but her careful circumspect beh

evinced the desire she felt faithfully to perforii

various duties ; and her friends have the consolati

believing that the great work of regeneration \

,illy carried forward, by attention to the inspe;

word of Divine Grace, and that, through redeeming

and mercv, she has become an inhabitant of one of

mansions'which our Saviour went before to prepa

, at Middleton, Columbiana Co., Oh'

20th of Tenth mo. 1871, Abigaii. Allmas, ag(

vears and 7 months, a member of Middleton Mo
and Particular Meeting.

, on the 18th of First month, 1872, at Midd

Columbiana Co., Ohio, Orpah, wife of Levi Boi

iged 80 years 6 months and 15 days, a member of

Jleton Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, on the'9th of Fir.st month, 1872, at the i

of her husband, near Haddonfield, N. J., Rache
wife of John H. B illinger, in the 52d year of ht

a member of Haddonfield Monthly and Parti

Meeting. Her close was calm and peaceful, i

humbly trust her spirit has been gathered into

lasting rest and peace.

, on the 10th of Fir.-t month, 1872, at his

dence, near Haddonfield, N. J., Amos Evans, a be

member, elder and overseer, of Haddonfield Mo

,ind Particular Meeting, in the 75th year of his

He was of a meek and humble disposition, notdes

great things ; he was frequently heard supplicati

our heavenly Father for mercy, which we doiiL

was granted'him. We deeply mourn the loss i

dear friend, but have the consoling belief he h»

permitted, through mercy, to enter into that he!

rest prepared for the righteous.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Lofoden Islands.

hese islands have been made the subject

,n interesting article by one of the cor-

ondents of Frazer's Magazine, who visited

last summer. They are thus noticed in

nncott's Gazetteer. " Lofoden, a group of

:d8 off the K W. coast of Norway; be-

|en lat. 67° 3U' and 69° 30' N., and Ion. 12°

16° J'l, and stretching from S. W. to N. E.

t 175 miles. The largest are Andoen,
goen, Hindoen, E. and W. Vaagoe, and
stadoe. They have almost all bold, pre-

tous, rugged and deeply indented coasts,

elevated and very sterile interior,

jliral of them containing mountains, vyhich,

gh not very lofty are covered with per-

Hal snow. The coasts only of the islands

i^inhabited, and contain some tracts under
Bi cultivation as the rigor and uncertainty
fjhe climate will admit; but the chief value
fl,he whole group is derived from the im-

1 lae shoals of cod and herring which fre-

dot them, and the extensive and valuable
ieeries which are consequently carried on
tjthe proper seasons. In ordinary years,

b|it 3,000 boats, each manned by five hands,
I- "i, Olio ill all, are employed; and the pro-
n- in cod is about 9,000 tons dried fish,

'I 00 liurrels of oil, and 6,000 barrels cod roe.

?| principal cod-fishery ends in April; but
h herring fishery continues, and furnishes
lE important branch of national revenue.
'tmanent population about 4,000. The is-

iils are exposed to severe storms from the

^(t, and violent currents set in between
hjn."

[he writer in Frazer says: "Only within
hjlast few years has the patient survey of

hi Norwegian Admiralty presented us with
. jinute and exact chart of the coast, and the
ojlino may now be considered as accurately
»i| down. But with the interior of the is-

s it is not so; they consist of inaccessible
s, dreary morasses, and impenetrable

E V fields. The Lofoden islander prizes the
shore, for it feeds and enriches him ; the

irige of rich pasture which smiles along it,

t pastures his cattle ; but the land which
iq behind these is an unknown wilderness
im

;
if ho penetrates it, it is to destroy the

lent eagles that snap up stray lambs, or

to seek some idle kid that has strayed beyond
the flock. Hence it is very difficult to find

names for the peaks that bristle on the hori-

zon, or tower above the valleys; in many
ases they have no names, in many more
these names have found their way into no

printed maps."
The islands, however, are not without a

certain picturesqueness and beauty, as will be

shown in the following extracts:

If the traveller visits the islands in sum-

mer, and makes the passage across the Vest
Fjord at midnight, as he is almost sure to do,

the scene, provided the air be clear and dry,

will be gorgeous. In the weird Arctic mid-

night, with a calm sea shimmering before the

bows, and all things clothed in that cold yel-

low lustre, deepening to amber and gold be-

hind the great blue mountains, which is so

strange a characteristic of the sun at mid-

night, the scene is wonderfully impressive.

As the steamer glides on, making for Balstad

on the south-west corner of Vest Vaagoe,
Flakstadoe and Moskensesoe lie somewhat to

our left ; and perchance if the eye is very keen,

far away in the same direction it may detect

the little solitary rock of Vaero, and still

farther Eost itself, our ultimu Tlude. The
southern range of the Lofodens has been com-
pared to a vertebrated skeleton, and the simile

is well chosen ; for the isles taper off to a mi-

nute tail, and the channels that run between
them are so narrow and fit the outline so

exactly that they appear like joints Seen
from the Vest Fjord the whole looks like one
vast land undivided. Higher and higher on
the primrose-colored sky, the dark peaks rise

as we approach our haven. And now the hills

of Moskenaisoe assume definite shape; the
two central points rising side by side, are

Gultinol and Reinoloing, the former being the

southern one. The mountains of Moskenassoe
are not very lofty, but the island is very
accessible, the shores being so steep and the
outline so indented by the sea, that it is neces-

sary to take a boat from haven to haven ; one
cannot go by land. The highest mountain of

Flakstadoe, the precipitous Napstine, is on
the northern extremity of that island, and
hidden from us by the projecting promontories
of Vaagoe ; but the lofty hills very slightly to

our left, belong to this island. Even while
we speak, we glide between halfsubmerged
rocks and rounded islets crowded with sea-

birds, into the bay of Balstad, and the Lofo-

dens are around us. The hour is that one of

glamour in these arctic summers when th

day is yet but a few hours old, and the golden
sheen of midnight has given way to the bright-

ness of sunrise. Above our heads rises the

mountain Skotlind, and we perceive how
strange is the land we have arrived in

;

longer the rounded hills of the mainland, no
more any conventional mountain forms or

shapes in any wise familiar. Skotlind soars

into the clouds one vast cliff of dark rock split

across now and then with a sharp crevasse,

above which rises another wall of cliff, and
so on to the summit, where thin spires and
harp pinnacles clean cut against the sky,

complete the mighty peak. This is charac-

teristic of all the mountains of this southern

and grandest range ; especially unique and per-

plexing is the thin look of the extreme sum-

it; apparently the ridge is as sharp and
narrow as a notched razor; one can see no
marks of the receding of the edge." All these

points are inaccessible on one side ; from the

nterior it might be possible to reach the top

of some of them, and sublime would be the

V so gained. At present, this chilly July

morning, Skotlind rises a wall of darkest in-

digo blue between the sun and our faces
;

about its horns the heavy tissue of clouds is

smitten and shot through with the brilliant

lute light of sunrise, and the fainter wreaths

of vapor, delicately tinged with rose-color and
orange, pause before they rise and flee away
over the awakened heavens. As for Balstad

itself, it is a cluster of wooden houses painted

grey and green, and some deeply stained with

red ochre, scattered about on a frightfully

rugged platform of rocks, so uneven that 1

cannot think a square yard of earth or toler-

bly flat rock could be found anywhere. Some
of the houses are built on the outlying islets,

treacherous low reefs, on which the gray sea

creeps and shows his ominous white teeth.

Such places seem to promise certain destruc-

tion in the first storm, but the cottages sur-

vive, and the bay certainly is very sheltered.

"Ijeaving Balstad we pursue our voyage
through an infinite multitude of sterile rocks,

and under fine stormy crags till wo reach the

mouth of the broad Gimsoestrom, the gulf

that divides us from Ost Vaagoe. Here the

colossal precipices of Vaagekallen come into

sight, the sublimest though not the loftiest of

all the Lofoden mountains. This stupendous

mass occupies the south-west extremity of

Ost Vaagoe, and is almost always shrouded

in cloud ; the snow lies in patches about its

ravines, but most of its summit is too sheer

for snow to rest on or any herb to grow.

Vaagekallen is the beacon towards which the

fisher, laden with finny spoils, wearily steers

at fall of day ; for under its spurs, or a group

of islets in the sound, is built the village of

Ilennigsvajr, the most important of all the

fishing stations, and a flourishing little place.

It has a lighthouse also, the largest on this

coast. A little further on wo pass the quaint

church of Vaagoe, Kirkevaag, as the inhab-

itants call it, built like all northern churches

of wood, and painted dark brown. Here we
find the only track of historic importance that

Lofoden can boast, I believe, for it was from

Kirkevaag that that enthusiast Hans Egede,

led by christian love for the souls of men,

went, in 1721, to preach the gospel to the

desolate savages of Greenland. We pass on

through crowds of eider-ducks and terns and

cormorants to Srolvajr, a prominent station

on Ost Vaagoe. The entrance to this harbor
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is through a maze of black, cruel rocks, round
which the sea tumbles and glides ominously;

at last, after an intricate half-hour of steering,

through passages where no path seemed pos-

sible, a largo village is reached, built like a

lacustrine town, on piles above the water.

Srolvffir is thrown about on a heap of islets

and promontories, here a house and there a

house, on a site even wilder than that of Bal-

stad. The mountain rising sheer behind it is

the Srolvier Fjeld. Leaving Srolvror the Ost-

nas Fjord, gloomy, narrow and terrible, looms
on our left; enormous mountains hem it in.

On the west side, eminent above the rest, is a

peak called, I believe, the Jomfrutind ; it

a sombre and sinister water-glen on whose
shores it would be a dismal thing to live.

But now, straight before us, we perceive

three islands, not belonging to the general

range, but standing at right angles to it, run-

ning far out into the Vest Fjord ; and between
them we see glimpses of the mainland, now
not very distant. These islands are circular,

and not indented by the sea; but a shelf of

rock, covered with rough pasturage, runs
round each of them, and then a mountain
soars suddenly into the skies. Ster Molla,

the one largest and nearest to Ost Vaagoe,
is a double peak of quite exceptional grandeur;
and Little Molla and Skraavon, though less

lofty, are scarcely tamer in their forms. It is

difficult to form a due conception of this pecu-

liarly masculine scenery ; there is nothing
pretty or charming about it, but it is osti-eme-

ly impressive. Compared with the rest of Nor-
wegian sea-scenery, with that south of the
Arctic Circle especially, it differs from it as

an American backwoodsman differs from a
London counter-jumper. I would here protest

a little, in wonder, at the compliments paid
to the coast scenery of South and Central
Norway; saving that terrible sound which
runs between Bremangerland and the main,
under the awful cliffs of Hornelon, there is

nothing from Torghatten to the Naze, to call

forth the slightest enthusiasm. There is much
finer country in the Hebrides. To return to

Little Molla. This island and its congeners
are all inhabited, and not two hours sail from
Srolvier. 1 think this little group would be
well worth investigation. They have just
that amount of geographical independence
which often suffices to produce a difference in

flora and fauna. Between the two Mollas we
steam, noticing the rough steters on the shores,
the rows of cod fish flapping in the wind, and
the caldrons of stewing livers, faintly odorous
from the steamer's deck. The northern pas-
sage is too narrow to admit the steamer, but
turning north as wo leave the Moldorm, we
enter the celebrated Eaftsund.

Owing to an oversight, the following did
not come in its proper place.

For "Tha Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Jotin Barclay.
(Contiiiaed from page 181.)

The mind of John Barclay seemed often,
about this period, turned to the subject of his
apparel and outward appearance; being the
legitimate result of that inward cleansing of
the cup and the platter that the outside may
become clean also. It is no wonder that a
mind constituted as his was, and, like that of
Lydia of old, so susceptible to the gentle im-
pressions and illuminations of the light of
Christ Jesus, that makes manifest the thinj^sl

that are reprovable, should feel itself strait-

ened in respect to a subject that has grown to

be one of the greatest idols of our day—dress,

It is useless to say that religion has noth-

ing to do with, or does not, when submitted
to, regulate our outward appearance and ex
ample before men, when it is so obviouslj^ a
matter in which the devil, through the pride
and vanity and the love of conformity and
approbation of the fallen and unrenewec
heart, can and does so covertly work to en
slave to the fashions and idolatry of the world,
and lead from the ornament of a meek and
quiet spirit which in the sight of God is of

great price. That which the holy Prophets
and Apostles of our Lord bore an unequivocal
testimony against; nay, which that all-wise

Lawgiver himself has directly alluded to, to

reprove, must of necessity claim a place

that Christianity which He came to introduce
and to establish; and by which we are bound
to regulate our practice and our lives. " B
not conformed to this world," (Rom. xii. 2) is

a clear testimony. So are also those of Paul
and Peter: (1 Tim. ii. 9, 10, and 1 Peter
3, 4 ;) and no less definite is that of the former
to Titus (ii. 11, 12) viz., "For the grace of

God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to

all men, teaching us that denying ungodliness

and worldly lusts," &c. These worldly lusts

—

"the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life"—our Saviour reprehends as

being not of the Father, but of the world
which passeth away. Now is not dress, with
" the outward adorning," a significant part of
" the lust of the flesh," and of " the lust of the
eye," and no less of "the pride of life," which
the dear Redeemer notices to condemn? Let
us beware of any sowing to the flesh, whose
harvest is corruption ; or any complicity with
the excessive attachment and idolatry of the
worldling in this respect; remembering that
where the treasure is, there will the heart be

also; and that "God is not mocked," and
"whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also

reap."

The constantly operating influence to vanity
and pride, which those who indulge in this

excess exert over others, not to speak of its

weakening effect upon those who set the ex-

ample, we believe is gravely calculated to,

and often does intercept Truth's heavenly
beam, which otherwise might, through the

raercj' of God in Christ Jesus, infuse light,

and life, and vigor into the soul. That it has
been fruitful for evil, and though reported a
small thing in itself, has much retarded the
growth and pace of not a few, who had they
not quenched the Spirit in this respect, might
have become the humble, selfdenying, and
dedicated servants and handmaidens of their

Father in heaven, there is no doubt.
One instance just now occurs, which we re-

member lately to have somewhere seen re-

corded, viz: A young woman, not a member
of this religious Societj', whose affections had
been strongly wedded to the world, was
brought under such deep conviction that she
could neither eat nor sleep, but day and night
wept and prayed. In this state of brokenness
and contrition, she made some sacrifices of

things less dear to her than the one called for,

vainly hoping thus to obtain peace of mind
;

'ike king Saul being willing to slay the vile

aid refuse, if but the best of the sheep and the

):rcn could bo retained. But in her ease as in

his, " the bleating of the sheep and the lowing
of the oxen"— the unyielded whole burnt-

offering and sacrifice of the will in that

called for—witnessed against her; and
found herself cramped and balked, like to

compassing of a mountain in the wildert

so as to be unable to go forward. Upon r

tioning this to a friend who was deeply

terested in her welfare, the latter que
whether the Holy Spirit did not show
wherein her sacrifice was defective ?" Sh
plied that she had been impressed with
conviction that she vinst dress much pla

than she did : and that she eould not reeeiv

blessing until she could feel willing to do i

After intense agony of soul in the strugg.

give the idol called for up, she exclaimed
cannot do it; I cannot do it." She wa;

minded that there was no room in the nar

way for indulgence in these forbidden thi

which lust against, being contrary to

Spirit ; and that as no one can serve two i

ters, there must of necessity be a thorc
giving up, if we expect to obtain peace \

Him, who for our sakes endured the ci

despising the shame, &c. ; thus setting u'

example that we should follow His steps.,

It cannot be too much impressed, that

the requirement of our Lord that gives \m\
ance to things, whether they seem in our
significant or insignificant. We cannot
perly term anything small that has a bea
upon our life and character; since sue

seem most trifling in themselves, are often

introduction to those which we judge the

important. The great disciplinary purpo
our Father in heaven is to subject the

and for this. He who knows all things,

gave His dear Son a propitiatory sacrifici

us, and has a right to do what He w
His own, sometimes calls for one thing, S(

times for another. That which is demai
may be comparable to a right hand or a

eye, or it may be as small as an articl

dress. In the case before us, dress was
long cherished idol of the heart and aft'ecti

and hence here the All-seeing Reprover
Saviour laid His repressing, restraining h

And where, it may be queried, seeing th

credible amount of time, and mind, and Ii

and expense appropriated to this, for C
tian professors, weak and paltrj^ indulgi

which began with sewing figleaves toge

as a covering for sin—-where could the

of knowledge more discriminatingly woi
mortify, and to humble, and to teach

denial, and taking up the cross to the i

of this vain and wicked world?
The young woman alluded to, gave wf

reasoning, and greatly wishing to con

mise between God and the world, halted

between two opinions ; but allowing the I

to preponderate, finally said, " / know Is)

make this sacrifice of dress ; but I cannot d

Thus—dreadful choice—preferring the &\

bation of her fellow worms before peace

her Creator. Thus quenching the S|

abusing warnings and mercies, and sti

conviction that had in her case been rent

ably manifested, they were now extingui

or withdrawn ; leaving her in great dark

and still more a votary of fashion, and i*

of the world, because she would not be wrott

upon in the day of precious visitation, tcW-

rifice unto the Lord that which seeme. o«

great a cost— the decoration of the O'

perishable hodj".

Say not then that dress is nothing ii to

eyes of Hina with whom we have to dc Of

that it comes not under the restraining iA
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le church; neither is within the solemn
isilions of the cross of Christ Jesus whose
religion we profess: even that of which
ipostle Paul has left this impressive tes-

ny, " God forbid that I should glory, save

le cross of our Lord Jesus Christ; by
no the world is crucified unto me, and I

the world."

9W infinitely more wise and emulative
the course pursued by John Barclay I He
it is true, his fears, and conflicts, and

?d tribulations; but as William Penn in

t recommends, having mentally placed
canities of time in the scales of eternity,

finding they had no weight there, de-

ately but resolutely chose the path of
lenial and whole-hearted dedication to

jord who had bought him, having respect

e recompense of the reward reserved for

eternal in the heavens.

16 journal is resumed with some extracts

it on the subject under consideration.

816. November 23d.—At the present
red interval of retirement and leisure, I

loncerned to repeat an inquiry more than
instituted befoi-e this time, whether I

lot now called upon to declare and pro-

before men, the religious persuasion and
eiples which I most surely hold ; and to

(t that course of daily practice in conduct
conversation, of the reasonableness and
tness of which I have not any doubt. It

appear to my view highly and impera-

y necessary, that an internal change
Id precede an external one. I believe

conversion is that of the heart ; that pro-

on must follow, not go before possession :

that an outward show and appearance of
liar seriousness is hypocrisy and increased
emnation, if not accompanied by the
ird work of sanctification in the soul,

ertheless, it is certain to my mind that
invariable evidence of true religion having
edand taken up its abode in lis, will always
hat we shall no longer conform ourselves to

world in its vanity and folly ; and that, in

iress, address aud general conduct in every

jcular, we shall not be governed by worldly

ims or opinions, but by the law written in

hearts. How far then is this the case with
How far can 1 assuredly say, that this

ige of heart is my experience ? Oil feel

ed that I come short of what ought to be
practice; that though I have given up my
e to serve the living God, even Him who

ii led me unto this day,—though I have
iiheld not some things which were required
'le to give up and to forsake,—-yet has not
i; heart fully, entirely, and without reserve,

;ned my all. 01 there have been those
eys and tamperings with sin, those secret
pses, those connivances with the enemy,
3h the Lord abhors. What a total sur-

ler of self does our pure and righteous
i call for

;
what an abandonment of every

g evil does He expect from his followers;

t a daily and hourly watchfulness and
^imspection isrequired of those, who would
3 eirs of a glorious mansion, where nothing
Dure can enter! How very appropriately
written, ' Bo ye holy, for I the Lord your

( am holy.'

1816. November 27th.—I have been long
I luch trouble and difficulty about changing
rdress, as well as adopting those other dis-

.ijtions and testimonies which Friends up-
cjl and practice ; and my anxiety respecting
lij.e things has been, lest I should take them

up without good ground, and without being

clearly and indubitably sensible that these

sacrifices are called for. Indeed, I have gone
mourning on my way, day after day, and
night after night. Perplexity and discourage-

ment, darkness and distress, have at seasons

clouded the horizon of the morning of my
days; and mainlj-, because I knew not cer-

tainly the Divine will, as to these external

observances, and as to many other sacrifices,

"ut I think that this subject has been cleared

up very satisfactorily to me this day, in much
ercy, both by what I felt, and by what was

delivered through a servant of the Lord, at

iting.

1817.— Lord I thou who knowest all

things, the hearts of all men are open and
bare in thy sight ; thou canst not be deceived

;

thou lookest upon the heart; thy regard is to

the thought and intent of it, and thy contro-

versy and thy judgment only with the evil

thereof. Lord I no one but thyself fully

knows, how fervently and frequently my soul

doth crave of thee, that thou wouldst enable

thy poor longing creature to step forward
with faith and firmness in the way of thy re-

quirings. 01 be present with me on this

troubled ocean ; O ! take me, I beseech thee

by the hand, saying, ' fear not :' and if it be

thy gracious will, be pleased to guard and
govern me day by day, and hour by hour;

that so through thy sufficient and availing

help, I may be made willing and able to be-

come thy true disciple and servant,—to follow

crucified Redeemer, through the tossings

and tempests of this troubled scene, to a glori

ous and an immortal inheritance.

(To be coDtinned.)

For "The Friend."

Central Arabia.

(Continued from page 186.)

The general type of Arabia is that of a

central table-land, surrounded by a desert

ng, sandy to the south, west, and east, and
stony to the north. This outlying circle is in

its turn girt by a line of mountains, low and
sterile for the most, but attaining in Yemen
and 'Oman considerable height, breadth, and
fertility, while beyond these a narrow rim of

coast is bordered by the sea. The surface of

the midmost table-land equals somewhat less

than one-half of the entire Peninsula. If to

this be added whatever spots of fertility be

long to the outer circles, we shall find that

Arabia contains about two-thirds of cultivated

or at least of cultivable land, with a remain-

ing third of irreclaimable desert, chiefly to

the south. Our author thus describes a spur

of this desert which he was compelled to cross

in going from the Djowf, to the central pla-

teau :

" We were now traversing an immense
ocean of loose reddish sand, unlimited to the

eye, and heaped up in enormous ridges run

ning parallel to each other from north to south,

undulation after undulation, each swell two
or three hundred feet in average height, with

slant sides and rounded crests furrowed
every direction by the capricious gales of the

desert. In the depths between the traveller

finds himself as it were imprisoned in a sutfo

eating sand-pit, hemmed in by burning wall;

on every side; while at other times, whih
laboring up the slope, he overlooks what seems

a vast sea ot fire, swelling under a heavy mo
soon wind, and ruflied by a cross-blast into

little red-hot waves. Neither shelter nor rest

for eye or limb amid torrents of light and
heat ]KJured from above on an ansvvering glare
reflected below. Add to this the weariness of
long summer days of toiling— I might better

say wading—through the loose and scorching
soil, on drooping half-stupefied beasts, with
few and interrupted hours of sleep at night,

nd no rest by day because no shelter, little

to eat and less to drink, while the tepid and
discolored water in the skins rapidly dimin-
ishes even more by evaporation than by use,

d a vertical sun, such a sun, strikes blazing

down till clothes, baggage, and housings all

take the smell of burning, and scarce permit
the touch. The boisterous gaiety of the Be-

douins was soon expended, and scattered, one
to front, another behind, each pursued his

way in a silence only broken by the angry
snarl of the camels when struck, as they often

were, to improve their pace.
" Near sunset of the second day we came in

sight of two lonely pyramidal peaks of dark
granite, rising amid the sand-waves full in our

way. ' 'Aalam-es-Sa'iid,' the people call them,

that is, ' the signs of good luck,' because they
indicate that about one-third of the distance

from Be'er-Shekeek to Djebel Shomer has been

here passed. They stand out like islands, or

rather like the rocks that start from the sea

near the mouth of the Tagus, or like the Mal-

dive group in the midst of the deep Indian

Ocean. Their roots must be in the rocky
base over which this upper layer of sand is

strewn like the sea-water over its bed; we
shall afterwards meet with similar phenomena
in other desert spots. Here the under stratum

is evidently of granite, sometimes it is cal-

careous. As to the average depth of the sand,

I should estimate it at about four hundred

feet, but it may not unfrequently be much
more ; at least I have met with hollows of full

six hundred feet in perpendicular descent.

" The further we advance the worse did the

desert grow, more desolate, more hopeless in

its barren waves; and at noon our band broke

up into a thorough ' sauve qui peut ;' some
had already exhausted their provisions, solid

or liquid, and others were scarcely better

furnished; every one goaded on his beast to

reach the land of rest and safety. On a sud-

den my attention was called to two or three

sparrows, twittering under a shrub by the

wayside. They were the first birds we had
met with in this desert, and indicated our ap-

proach to cultivation and life. I bethought

me of tales heard in childhood, at a comfort-

able fireside, how some far-wandering sailors,

Columbus and his crew, if my memory serves

me right, after days and months of dreary

ocean, welcomed a bird that, borne from some
yet undiscovered coast, first settled on their

mast. My comrade fell a crying for very joy.

" However we had yet a long course before

us, and wo ploughed on all that evening with

scarce an hour's halt for a most scanty sup-

per, and then all night up and down the un-

dulating labyrinth, like men in an enchanter's

circle, fated always to journey and never to

advance.
" The morning broke on us still toiling amid

the sands. By daylight we saw our straggling

companions like black specks hore and there,

one far ahead on a yet vigorous dromedary,

another in the rear, dismounted, and urging

his fallen boast to rise by plunging a knife a

good inch deep into its haunches, a third

lagging in the extreme distance. Every one

for himself and God for ui all!—so we quick-
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ened our pace, looking anxiously before us

for the hills of Djobbah, which could not now
be distant. At noon we came in sight of them
all at once, close on our right, wild and fan-

tastic cliffs, rising sheer on the margin of the

sand sea. We coasted them awhile, till at a

turn the whole plain of Djobbah and its land-

scape opened on our view."

Djebel Shomer, the most northerly of the

Central Arabian States, was governed by a

wise and energetic ruler named Telal, who
promoted commerce and kept in order the

Bedouin or wandering tribes in his vicinity.

His residence was at Ha'yel, a town of more
than 20,000 inhabitants. Here W. G. Pal-

grave remained about six weeks, practising

medicine and studying the character and his-

tory of the people. When the time for his

departure came, Telal furnished him with a

passport, of which the translation follows:
" In the name of God the Merciful, we,

Telal-ebn-Rasheed, to all dependent on Shomer
who may see this, peace be with you and the

mercy of God. Next, we inform you that the

bearers of this paper are Seleem-el-'Eys-Abou-

Mahmood and his associate Barakfit, physi-

cians, seeking their livelihood by doctoring,

with the help of God, and journeying under
our protection, so let no one interfere with or

annoy them, and peace be with you." Here
followed the date.

After some delays and difficulties he finally

reached the Nejed or highest central plateau,

the seat of the VVahhSbee government, which
is the strongest of the Arabian powers. The
approach to Riad, the capital is thus described:

" Before us stretched a wild open valley,

and in its foreground, immediately below the

pebbly slope on whose summit we stood, lay

the capital, large and square, crowned by high
towers and strong walls of defence, a mass of

roofs and terraces, where overtopping all

frowned the huge but irregular jjile of Feysul's

royal castle, and hard by it rose the scarce

less conspicuous palace, built and inhabited

by his eldest son, 'Abd-Allah. Other edifices

too of remarkable appearance broke here and
there through the maze of grey roof-tops, but

their object and indwellers were yet to learn.

All around for full three miles over the sur-

rounding plain, but more especially to the

west and south, waved a sea of palm-trees

above green fields and well-watered gardens
;

while the singing droning sound of the water-

wheels reached us even where we had halted,

at a quarter of a mile or more from the nearest

town-walls.
" We followed a path ending at the north-

eastern portal, a wide and high entrance, with
thick square towers on either side ; several

guardsmen armed with swords were seated in

the passage. Aboo-'Eysa [his guide] answered
their challenge, and led us within the town.
Here we found ourselves at first in a broad
street, going straight to the palace

; on each
side were large houses, generally two stories

high, wells for ablution, mosques of various
dimensions, and a few fruit-trees planted here
and there in the courtyards. At last we
reached a groat open square : its right side,

the northern, consists of shops and ware-
houses; while the left is entirely absorbed by
the huge abode of Nojdean royalty; in front

of us, and consequently to the west, a long
covered passage, upborne high on a clumsy
colonnade, crossed the breadth of the square,

and reached from the palace to the grea^

which it thus joins directly with thg

interior of the castle, and affords Feysul a

private and unseen passage at will from his

own apartments to his official post at the

Friday prayers, without exposing him on his

way to vulgar curiosity, or perhaps to the

dangers of treachery. For the fate of his

father and of his great-uncle, his predecessors

on the throne, and each of them pierced by
the dagger of an assassin during public wor-
ship, has rendered Feysul very timid on this

score, though notat prayer-time only. Behind
this colonnade, other shops and warehouses
make up the end of the square, or more pro-

perly parallelogram ; its total length is about
two hundred paces, by rather more than half

the same width. In the midst of this space,

and under the far-reaching shadow of the

castle walls, are seated some fifty or sixty

women, each with a stock of bread, dates,

milk, vegetables, or firewood before her for

sale'; around are crowds of loiterers, camels,

dromedaries, sacks piled up, and all the wont-

ed accompaniments of an Arab market."
(To be continued.)

For " The Friend

With the necessary allowance for different

ways of looking at the mysterious union and
inexpressible distinction of time and eternity,

or of body and spirit, I have thought the fol-

lowing observations might now be interest-

ing and seasonable to many readers.

E.

" It now remains that what is yet behind

of his sufferings and afflictions be filled up in

us." (Col. i. 24.) His sufferings are not ended;
' For as the sufferings of Christ abound in us,

80 our consolation also aboundeth by Christ."

(2 Cor. i. 5.) Again, "As ye are partakers of

the sufferings, so shall ye be also of the con-

solation," (v. 7). " If so be that we suffer with

Him, that we may be also glorified together."

(Eom. viii. 17.) Here we suffer with Him
expressly in order that wo may be glorified

together. " If we be dead with Him, we shall

also live with Him ; if we suffer we shall also

reign with Him ; if we deny Him, He will also

deny us." (2 Tim. ii. 11, 12.) " Rejoice inas-

much as ye are partakers of Christ's suffei--

ings." (1 Pet. iv. 3.) "That I may know him,

and the power of his resurrection and the fel-

lowship of his sufferings, being made conform-

able unto his death." (Phil.iii. 10.) This is the

baptism that now saves us. It is not a figure.

We never receive remission of sins, but in the

fellowship of the sufferings of Christ, and con-

formity to his death. This was always the

only way. So that of old, when blood was
taken for atonement, and no remission was
had without blood, the outward was but the

shadow, and of itself procured no remission,

no reconciliation. It is, through all time, only

by the death and sufferings of Christ that we
can be, or any could be, reconciled to God.

And as none obtained these blessings by the

offerings themselves, without knowing in

themselves a death to sin, a fellowship in the

sufferings of the Holy Seed, so none can now
receive it otherwise.

—

Joh Scott.

Fishing with Cormorants.—In spite of the

voracity of the cormorant he always remains

thin and meagre, the picture of a hungry
parasite. But fishing he understands remark-

ably well, and formerly used to be trained for

this purpose in England, in the same manner
as a nearly related species is to the present

day employed in China. An observer thus

describes this curious employment which
witnessed on the Yellow River :

" There wi

two boats, each containing one man, s

about ten or twelve birds. The latter stc

perched on the sides of the boats, and 6

to have just arrived upon the scene of acti

Their masters now commanded them to lei

the boats ;
and so excellent was their traini

that they instantly obeyed, scattered tht

selves over the canal, and began to look

prey. They have a splendid sea-green e

and quick as lightning they see and dive uj

the finny tribe, which, once caught in

sharp notched bill, finds escape impossij'

As soon as a cormorant rises to the surf

with his prey in his bill, his master calls h
when, docile as a dog, he swims to the b

and surrenders the fish, after which he

resumes his labors. And what is more w
derful still, when one of them has got holi

a fish so large as to be with difficulty dragj

to the boat, the others come to his assistan

and by their united strength secure the pi

Sometimes when a cormorant is lazy or pi

ful, and seems to forget his business.

Chinaman strikes the water with a long b

boo near to the dreamer, and calls out to I

in an angry tone. Immediately the bird, '.

a school boy caught nodding over his lessc

gives up his play, and returns to his duty,

small string is tied round the neck of the bi

for fear they might be tempted to swal

the fish."

Selected for " The Friei

A Tesliraony from England in 1815.

There is a spirit in this land that is trj

to insinuate itself into the church, and wc
fain persuade the Daughter of Zion to

lieve, that " more liberty is now grantee

her children than could have been in the

ginning ; that this is a different age of

world, and a different state of the church

of things altogether." And these things bi

the living members into great straits,

cause them to go heavily on their way.
are not to remind the children of the dai

of the love of dress, &c., "for their minds

not in such tri,fies." We are not to tell tl

that "foxes have holes and the fowls of

air have nests, but the Son of Man hath

whereon to lay his head," " because they t

a little fur about them." * * * i t

ventured to tell some, that I hope we s

not lose the Qual;cr badge." And yet

all this "light stuff" there is that wbie

excellent; things that are true and just

things that are lovely, and of good rep

so if there is any praise, or any virtue

ought to think on these things. But that

chaff will be sifted out, without a " grai

the weighty wheat falling to the groun

have no't a doubt; and the testimony of 1
given this people to uphold, in the face o

world, ivill be supported by others, who
come in by convincement. How many,'
many times, have I thought of iate of

centurion's conversion ;
and how our bl©

Redeemer should have marvelled at hisfs

and said, " many shall come from the east

the west, and shall sit down with Abral
Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of hea

But the children of the kingdom shall be

out into outer darkness." If this should

pen to us, as a people, through unfaithfuli

what a mournful thing it will be.

—

S
Emlen.
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For "The Friend."

Annual Report of the Women's Aid Associa-

i.

again coining before our friends we wish

18 our gratitude to those whose gcn-

ly has enabled us to relievo much suftor-

mong the Freedmen.
endeavor to render assistance mostly

e aged and infirm, and to destitute chil-

attonding the schools under the care of

Treedmen's Association,

some instances the board and salary of

lers have been defrayed by our Associa-

after the term for which they had been

ged had expired, thus lengthening the

)l-term and enabling the poorer pupils to

in in the schools who, from inability to

;he stipulated fee required for the board

teachers, would otherwise have been

rred from attendance. In one case the

)I was increased by 75 scholars by this

igement.

veral hundred dollars were expended last

gr in opening and supporting soup houses

oldsboro', Lincolnton, Charlotte, Hills-

and Salisbury, N. C, and at Danville, Va.

was a new feature in those communities,

was a great comfort to many suftering

These soup houses have been reopened

winter. Care is taken to have the soup
able and nutritious. On soup days the

le flock to the houses with their tin ket-

)r cans to receive their portions of it and
kfully carry it away to their cold and
;ry families. In this way, by a compara-

Y small outlay, many are relieved from
)ressure of hunger.
)propriations of money have been made
lida Clark, Helena, Arkansas, and to

lel C. Mather, Beaufort, S. C, to enable

3 friends to continue the good work ofshel-

g and training orphan children. Those
the latter establishment are generally

ided with good homes in families residing

ew England.
pplies of material, made and unmade, or

J, in some cases both, have been sent to

n and Beaufort, S. Carolina, to Hillsboro'

olnton, Salisbury, Charlotte and Salem,
larolina, to Clover, Hanover Co., Alex-

ia and Danville, Va., and to Knoxville,

I. Last month an appeal was issued ask-

3r contributions of half-worn clothing, &c,

has been kindly responded to, and 453
lents received have been immediately for-

led to the South. Five dollars from an
liown friend, have been expended in shoes

les the garments enumerated above sev

iboxes of clothing have been shipped di

ly to A. H. Jones by the donors. These
..orn garments, many of them for men
boys, and of substantial make and ma
1, have been specially acceptable for dis

tion among the Freedmen.
le field for work is an open one, we find

st immediate opportunity for the employ
. of all the funds we can collect, and have
reason to believe that they are well ap

Qj' our prompt and timely cooperation the
alational work of the Freedmen's Associa
Mis much facilitated. Children who could
itl]therwise attend the schools, are enabled

\< 80 comfortably clad in the warm flannel

iclheav}^ linsey we have sent. Sewing
bpls are maintained, the patient teachers
Bjucting the women and girls not only in

ajng up but in cutting and fitting gar.

ents—^a work for which, in former times,

they were entirely dependent upon their mis-

tresses.

We have now in hand, the continued sup-

port of the soup houses (so long as the cold

weather lasts these will be needed), the sup-

port of " exempt class" of destitute children

at Hillsboro, i. e., exempt from tuition fees,

and a monthly allowance to a visitor among
the poor at Charlotte, N. C.

le shall probably be called upon for further

supplies of unmade material and shoes.

In addition to these things we have assumed
the expense of transporting from North Caro
Una to the comfort of a home at the "Shelter

for Colored Orphans," in West Philadelphia,

twelve destitute orphan children. With them
will come, if nothing should prevent, a poor

crippled boy, Jerry Brown, for whom wo have
undertaken to pay board in some respectable

colored family hero in the city.

In meeting these various expenses our

slender resources will be heavily taxed, and
invite those interested in this work to

strengthen our hands in it by liberal contri-

butions.

By direction of the Association,

Sarah Lewis, Secretary.

Treasurer's Report.

Cash on hand from last account, .

Cash withdrawn fromGirard Trust,

Subscriptions, donations and sale of

goods,

$106 34
813 10

710 15

$1629 59

Expenditures :

For dry goods and shoes, . . $589 81

Support ofschools and physical relief, 822 73

Envelopes and stamps, . . 1 50

$1414 04

Balance, .... 215 55

Sarah W. Cope, Treasurei

First mo. 6th, 1872.

In compliance with the request of our

friend, I. Cox, we give space for the following

report. It is a satisfaction when any of the

now frequent " General Meetings" are held,

without any of the testimonies of the Society

being laid waste. But these assemblies are

so numerous, and many of the proceedings

therein often so contrary to what Friends

have heretofore believed to be required of

them, that we feel restrained from generally

admitting accounts of them into our columns.

We should have been glad had the committee
discarded the novel, and, as we cannot but

think, unwise imitation of other professors,

in appointing a chairman. Time was when
Friends generally, wanted none other to pre-

side over them but the Head of the Church.
—Eds.

For " The Friend."

After a favored Quarterly Meeting at Deep
River, on the 20th inst., a number of the

Yearly Meeting's Committees on General
Meetings convened and reappointed Allen

Jay, chairman, and Isham Cox, clerk, and
then adjourned until 10 o'clock Second-day
morning.
On First-day two meetings for worship

were held, both in the fore and afternoon, ac-

knowledged to be seasons of favor from the

Master of assemblies. Faithful laborers from
various parts of our own, and a few from other

Yearly Meetings were acceptably with us,

and earnestly engaged in labor. On Second-
day a crowded audience listened attentively

to the Gospel as it was preached in demon-
stration of the Spirit and with power. The
secret aspiration of many hearts doubtless
was, " Bless the Lord, oh my soul, and forget

not all his benefits." A concern was felt and
united with, to devote the afternoon session

more especially to the instruction of the chil-

dren ; the necessity of watchfulness and prayer
was feelingly dwelt upon, and the tendering
influence of the Spirit of God was felt to bind
the assembly together in the love and fellow-

ship of the Gospel.

On Third-day the meeting was soon intro-

duced into the Life of prayer, baptising us by
the one Spirit into the one body ; and the
living stream of Gospel ministry continued
to flow freely and copiously. Sinners were
invited to come to Jesus, and wanderers en-
couraged to return to the Father's house, and
the good Shepherd was clearly presented to

their view as a merciful Saviour, lending a
listening ear to the bleating of the lambs that
were entangled in the wilderness, ready to

carry them homo in His arms.
Professors, of whatsoever name, were ten-

derly exhorted to give less attention to the
paying of tithe of mint and anise, which are
but secondary things, and more to weightier
matters of the law. And although other men
have labored, and we have entered into their

labors, Friends were forcibly reminded that
we "should not take up our rest here, but con-
tinue to labor, looking not only to our ances-
tors but to the God of our fathers for direc-

tion
;
and those v;ho are seeking a closer walk

with God, were entreated to look beyond the
watchmen in order to find the beloved of
souls.

On Fourth-day the meeting soon became
solemnized into a worshipping frame, when
the healing virtue of our dear Saviour as
imparted to the impotent man at the pool at
Jerusalem was brought to view, and people
were exhorted to accept of healing, although
it might not come through the channel an-
ticipated by them. We were forcibly remind-
ed that by man's disobedience he was deprived
from partaking of the tree of Life, and now
must be healed by the leaves thereof before
he can again have right to eat of the fruit.

Our individual duty of presenting our bodies
a living sacrifice unto God, was clearly set

forth ;
and in order to do that acceptably we

must consecrate all our powers to His service.

The meeting was then favored to close under
a precious covering of the Spirit of love.

Signed on behalf of the committee,
Isha.m Cox, Clerk.

First mo. 24th, 1872.

Milking in Silence.—The London Milk.Jour-
nal, in reference to this subject, says:
At a Farmers' Club in West Cornwall, Con-

necticut (U. S.), a farmer said that no talking
should be allowed while milking was going
on. He said he discharged one of his servants
who persisted in talking during milking time,
and that in three days the increase of milk
was equal to a man's weekly wages. We fear

an increase to such an extent must have been
due to other causes besides the one assigned.

If the enlarged yield followed solely from the
dismissal of the man, we suspect his presence
affected the supply of milk in some way apart
from his loquacity. We have frequently found
a change of servants prove beneficial. It may
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be that talking prevents hens from laying

also. We know we have often experienced a

vast increase in the number of eggs brought

into the house after the removal of a too offi-

cious individual from our employ. Besides,

our cows have sometimes improved in pro-

duce by the same moans, but we generally

attribute it to cleaner milking by fresh and
more industrious hands. It is, however, well

known that cows are peculiarly sensitive to

sights and sounds during the time they are

milked. Unless they are at perfect ease,

they will not give their milk freely. They
should be daily milked under the same con-

ditions. Cows that are fed at milking time

require their usual meal, or they become rest-

less and dissatisfied, and put a stop to their

bounty. Many of them will only allow some
special favorite to milk them. In those parts of

the country where women are solely employed

to milk, we frequently find one or two tune-

ful lassies singing at their work, and many
cows become so pleased with the rustic har-

mony as to show evident signs of their ap-

proval of the loud sweet voice, by giving their

milk only by being sung to. Everything that

distracts the attention of the cow and ruffles

her placidity, should bo avoided when she is

called upon to yield her milk. Her nervous

system should not be excited by strange noises,

unwelcome objects, or rough treatment, or the

effect will be apparent in a diminished supply

in the milk pail. It would no doubt be good
advice on the whole, to tell those who milk

to hold their tongues, and keep their tempers.

The Connecticut farmer appears to have suffi-

cient reason indeed to say, that speech is

silver, but silence is gold.

Tor "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 187.)

Sarah Morris to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Cedar Grove, 7th mo. 7th, 1821

" My Beloved Friend.—After reading thy

valuable letter, the passage of Scripture oc

curred, " As iron sharpeneth iron, so a man
sharpeneth the countenance of his friend.'

So in epistolary intercourse, the mind is re-

freshed by the salutary counsel of a friend.

This has been my case. I rejoice that there

are yet many standard-bearers who can set

their seals to the Truth as it is in Jesus, the

great Captain of oui- salvation. There have

been a considerable number lately removed
from us, who fought the good fight, kept the

faith, and finished their course with joy

Amongst these was a dear friend of ours,

John Parker, who deceased last month in

eighty-second year. He died as he had lived,

resting only on the merits of his dear Redeem
er and Advocate, to forgive him his trans-

gressions. He spoke largely at their week-

day meeting, held at Ivennet, three or foui

days before his death, to the great comfort

and satisfaction of his friends.

" I fullj' unite with thee, my dear friend,

that the right use of the pen is to be ranked

among the Lord's many mercies. We kno
that ile alone can give ability to say a good

-word, or express a good thought; and when
we feel weak and little in our own eyes, it ii

then we can take hold of his precious prom
ise, 'When the poor and needy seek water,

and there is lione, and their tongue faileth

for thirst, I the Lord, will hear them, I, the

God of Jacob will not forsake them,' (fee. I

can reiterate thy expression, 'there never

was a time when christians should strive

more fervently, so to deepen in the root of

life, as to be permitted to enter in at the strait

gate.' May wo and our beloved children, be

held in the Lord's holy hand, and our dear

son, who has wandered in a strange land, be

permitted to return to his father's house.
" We have, as thou observes, much rubbish

to be removed yet from amongst us. Ann
ones, in a public testimony, said of us.

Much of the dross and tin is gone, but there

is yet a good deal of reprobate silver.' With
you I hope it is better.

" May the blessing of preservation be thy
experience.

Thy affectionate friend,

Sarah Morris."

Ann Jones to Mildred Badcliff.

"Philadelphia, 1st mo. 22nd, 1830.

My Dear Friend.—Thy two kind and inter-

esting letters I received ; the last on my re-

turn to this city, which was not until the

2ith of the 12th month ; when I was favored

to meet my dear and truly kind and sympa-
thising companion—my husband—in usual

health. Myself also, quite as well as I could

expect ; and much better than I deserve to be.

" The only reason of my long delay in wri-

ting to thee has been want of time or leisure

for the employ. Whilst separated from my
husband, I found the necessary information

to him occupied most of mj' leisure. And
since my return, in addition to two little

trips to neighboring meetings in the country,

1 have had to pay off some old debts in wri

ting to England, &c.

"On a review of my long western journey,

taking into account my many omissions and
commissions, I can very feelingly acknowledge
myself an unprofitable servant, having done
very imperfectly even that which I attempt-

ed to do. And in various instances through
uuwatchfulness, faithlessness or fear, having
wholly omitted what ought to have been

done. As far as I am capable of discerning,

I apprehend that the list of my omissions

exceeds that of commission ; still thankful-

ness covers my mind, under a sense of thi

mercy and loving kindness of Him, whom I

do at times, I hope, sincerely desire to serve,

with my body and with my spirit, and to be

more and more His on his own terms. There
is mercy and forgiveness with him that he
n\ay be feared. And His dedicated children

still have this testimony, that He deals with
us poor worms of the dust, not according to

our deserts, but according to the multitude

of his tender mercies.
" By accounts from England it appears

that Isaac Stephenson is visiting meetings
and Friends in the western section of the

country; and that his dedicated sister, Eliza-

beth Robson, is employed in her good Master's

cause in London and its vicinity. Thot
Shillitoe, is at home, cheerful and active. A
letter from a Friend of his meeting, says, If

wo are not benefited by his example and
counsel, the fault will be our own.

" On third-day last we dined at Catharine
Sheppard's. She and family were well. I

think her daughters give evidence of in-

creased submission to the cross, and conse-

quent preparation for usefulness. There are

a number of valuable j'oung women in this

city, and I trust that the good work is secret-

ly going on in the minds of many of the

rising generation—men and women, both in

city and country. I cannot believe that

the sifting and suffering of this generatiori

for naught. I rather cherish the hope a\ >

belief, that through the overruling power £

wisdom of Him whose tho cause is, the thii

that have happened to the visible gathei

church in this day, will tend eventually

the furtherance of the gospel ; to spread £

ucrease the dear Redeemer's kingdom on
earth ; though even now, all are not Isr

who are called Israel.

"23rd. had another attack of heme]

hage about three weeks ago; and has ag,

been brought very low ; but it is comfort'

and instructive to witness the calmness,

sweet and peaceful resignation with which
is favored. A sweet smile on his countenaii

indicates that all is peace within. Wl
under great suffering and oppression, he ir

mated to a friend, that he felt he was in

divine Hand, and that though much reduc -

he could not wish it otherwise. We spen

little time there last evening ; he was tl

in the parlor, having ventured down staj

twice.
" Jonathan Evans has been repeatedly

'

well from cold, &c., this winter ; but is n

in usual health. His love to his dear Masi '

and zeal for his cause, do not abate. I an

the mind, that whenever his head is laid l(i

his worth will be more fully known, and
loss more felt than some are aware of.

ever lives to see his close, will find tha

will then be known, that ' a prince anc

great man has fallen in Israel ;' but gathe

to the just of all generations, his Immoi -

spirit will live with Him who hath rede

him ;
and who liveth and reigneth, and is i

ever worthy.
"As thou sweetly remarks in thine ofl

month 2nd, The blessed, good Master
permitted us to rest awhile with our (

Friends in Philadelphia. And though it

been in poverty, in weakness, and in fear t

I have passed my time amongst them ; k

like a poor servant in waiting day by c

scarcely knowing how I was to be dispo

of; j'et in, and through all, this testimon;

raised, that the Lord deals with me, not

cording to my deserts, but according to

multitude of his tender mercies.
" I am concerned to find that thou hast

fered so much from indisposition of body;
what an unspeakable mercy it is, that am
all our infirmities of flesh and spirit, we h

a faithful High Priest, mercifully touched v

a feeling of our infirmities ; who chastem

in order to subject, and bring us nearer to h

self; that wo should not trust in oursel

but in him that raiseth the dead. May
be more and more my experience.

"Since my return, we have been twice

on little turns into the country. The first'

to Woodbury, where we enjoyed the compfl

of dear Joseph and Hannah Whitall. We *

ited a few of the families of the afflicted («

in their neighborhood, and were at two m
ings with them on First-day. The tii~i

a verj' trying one, as Friends have to i'

with the opposers on that day. We appli-

ed one in the afternoon for Friends and t*

neighbors. This was a quiet, favored In^

ing-
,

"Our second turn out, was into Comd
Quarter to a few meetings. There, as we w

in many other places, Friends are greatM-

convenienced by meeting in small, crowJ

houses; but there they have at times §«
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tings, through the condescending good'

of Israel's Shepherd.
ind now, my dear friend, I must request

to accept this scrawl, poor as it is, as the

proof that I can at present give of mj'

and unabated affection for thee. I have
forgotten thy kind helpers. Remember
ffectionately to them. My husband unites

me in love to Jonathan and Ann Taylor;

very affectionately to thyself. Mine to

tiusbaud. Prom thy frioad in the bond of

el fellowship,

Ann Jones.

?. S. My dear friend, Lydia Miller, spent

f days with her friends in the city after

•eturn, and then went home. I have had
ffectionate letter from her, in which she

!S her satisfaction in having given up
bcompany me, notwithstanding all the

d many low seasons attendant upon
ourney.
should have many messages of love for

if Friends knew of my writing."

CTo be coDtinned.)

le Beauty of Winter.—Winter scenery has
ims of its own, that yield to no other

)n. On a clear winter daj', the landscape

1 has a depth of coloring such as no other
of the year affords. An indescribabij'

and tender atmosphere rests upon the

1, through which glows the deep purple
blue of the distant hills. The whiteness
ie snow gives to the scene a celestial pu-

a suggestion of heavenly thiogs.

lere is abundant beauty too, of the minu-
dnd. What is more delicate and ex-

te than the tracery of the bare tree-tops

ved against the sky ? And every snow-
a works a myriad miracles of dainty
itecture. It clothes the black spruce

a hundred feathery plumes. It hides

Y unsightly object with a soft white man-
Under its touch in a single hour the

e earth is transformed, and masquerades
ery variety of beautiful and grotesque
rel. Then, as by the quick changes of a

elan, comes a sudden shower or thaw,
again a frost, and the sun rises upon a
d clothed in diamonds.
it the deepest charm which nature has
'nter is that which night brings forth.

earth is not more unlike in summer and
&r than are the heavens. Compare the

)W glory with which the harvest-moon
s the earth with the cold bright light of

ar-off moon of winter. And the winter
,—what sight that is given to man so

bis sense of awe and mysterj', so moves
to rejoice and reverence and adore?
seems to us that in the severity and
ness of winter, the moods vvhich Nature
sets are higher and more heroic than the

sr seasons inspire. When the earth
nds with every fruitful thing, when the

air wraps us, and the wind breathes
ly upon us, the sense of these things

J8 great delight. But when the blood

i to resist the cold, and bound in

jj and snow the earth seems under the
thr of some mightier influence than those
bh minister to the physical man, then we
B to come closer into the presence of the
liite One. Let one stand in the forest at

|t, when the ground is white about his

eland look up through the net-work of the

^t branches to the stars blazing from their

pite distance and listen to the mysterious

voices of the wind, and he may well feel

himself within the courts of God.

—

Christian

Union.

Selected.

Contentment and Humility.

Be content with such things as ye have.

Thou shall not covet : each desire

For what another holds,

Is adding fuel to the tire

Of envy in our souls.

Take heed, and beware of covetousness.

Thou sh.ilt not covet, God has said
;

But be content with what
He, in his sovereign will, has made
The portion of tliy lot.

Neither murmur ye, as some of them also

murmured.
Since, mighty God, my health and ease

And life belong to thee,

I would not murmur though thou please

To take tliem all from me.

Where envying and strife is, there is con-

fusion and every evil work.

In a modest, humble mind,
God himself will take delight

;

But the proud and haughty find

They are hateful in his sight.

God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace
unto the humble.

God scorns not humble things :

Here, though the proud despise,

The children of the King of kings.

Are training for the skies.

By humility and the fear of the Lord are

riches, and honor, and life.

Help me to watch and pray,

And on thyself rely
;

Assured, if I my trust betray,

I shall forever die.

Kest for my soul I long to find.

Saviour of all, if mine thou art;

Give me thy meek and lowly mind,
And stamp thine image on my heart.

'Tis thine to cleanse the heart,

To sanctify the soul,

To pour fresh life in every part.

And new-create the whole.

For "The Frien 1."

Hindoos in the West Indies.

For some years past a systematic importa-

tion of natives of Hindostan has been carried

on by some of the West Indian islands, in

order to obtain an additional supply of labor-

ers for their extensive sugar and cotton plan-

tations. Charles Kingsley, in his recent book,

entitled a "Christmas in the West Indies,"

thus gives some interesting particulars re-

specting this people, and the regulations under
which the business of importing them is car-

ried on.

"The Indian government jealously watches
the immigration, and through agents ofits own,
rigidly tests the bonafide 'voluntary' character

of the engagement. On their arrival in Trini-

dad, those who are sick are sent at once to

the hospital ; those unfit for immediate labor

are sent to the depot. The healthy are ' in-

dentured'—in plain English, apprenticed—for

five j'ears, and distributed among the estates

which have applied for them. Husbands and
wives are not allowed to be separated, nor

are children under fifteen parted from their

parents or natural protectors."

Among the various provisions by which the

government seeks to regulate this sj'Stem of

labor, and prevent oppression by the employer,

are the following: "No estate is allowed toj

employ indentured Coolies which has not a
dulj' ' certified' hospital capable of holding
one tenth at least of the Coolies on the estate,
with an allowance of 800 cubic feet to each
person; and these ho.'<pitals are under the
care of direct medical visitors

; appointed by
the governor, and under the inspection (as
are the labor books—indeed, every document
and arrangement connected with the Coolies)
of the agent-general of immigrants, or his
deputies. One of these officers, the inspector,
is always on the move, and daily visits, with-
out warning, one or more estates, reporting
every week to the agent-general. The gov-
ernor may at any time, without assigning any
cause, cancel the indenture of any immigrant,
or remove any part or the whole of the im-
migrant laborers from any estate, and this
has been done before now."

This system, under the various checks plac-
ed upon it, is reported to bo working well in
Trinidad, to which island particular reference
is made. This statement is confirmed, also,
by the fact that many Coolies who returned
to India after their five years apprenticeship
expired, "are now coming back a second time
to Trinidad, bringing their kinsfolk and fellow-
villagers with them, to a land where violence
is unknown and famine impossible."
Our author remarks on seeing them for the

first time at the depot where they were landed :

" Very interesting was the first glim23Se of
Hindoos, and still more of Hindoos in the West
Indies—the surplus of one of the oldest civiliza-

tions of the old world come hither to replenish
thenew. Three things were noteworthy;first,
the healthy, cheeiful look of all, speaking
well for the care and good feeding which they
had had on board ship : next, the great variety
in their faces and complexions. Almost all

of them were low-caste people. Indeed, few
high-caste Hindoos, except some sepoys who
found it prudent to emigrate after the rebel-
lion, have condescended, or dared to cross the
" dark water;" and only a very few of those
who come west are Mussulmans. But among
the multitude of inferior castes who do come,
there is a greater variety of feature and shape
of skull than in an average multitude, as far
as I have seen, of any European nation. * *

The third thing noteworthy in the crowd
which cooked, chattered, lounged, sauntered
idly to and fro under the Matapolos, the pil-

lared air-roots of which must have put them
in mind of their own banyans at home, was
their good manners. * # *

" They have acquired—let Hindoo scholars
tell how and where—a civilization which shows
in them all the daylong; which draws the
European to them and them to the European.
* * a civilization which must make it easy
for the Englishman, if he will but do his duty,
not only to make use of these people, but to
purify and ennoble them."

For "The Friend."

In a recent editorial of the "National Bap-
tist," is contained the following passage, which
briefly refers to what had long felt to the
writer to be the strongest and most satisfying
proof of the reality and truth of the Christian
religion ; i. e., the experience of its faithful

disciples.

' There is a theology of Christian experi-
ence,—a great body of precious doctrines
which have endured the test of ages, and have
been the abiding comfort of all who believe
them. The faithfulness of God, the love of
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Christ, the ministry of the Spirit,—how these

have wrought themselves into the inmost char-

acter and life of God's people, attesting them-

selves by evidences compared with which even

mathematical demonstration is weak. When
the blind man was restored to sight, he might

be excused if he gave little heed to an argu-

ment that proved miracles impossible. When
Lazarus was brought from the tomb, the Sad-

ducee could not hope to convince him that

there is no resurrection ;
when the penitent

sinner has heard in his heart the pardoning

voice of Christ, he cannot easily be persuaded

that the Gospel is a fiction ;
and when these

experiences of spiritual renewal and healing

have been repeated in millions of biographies

and through whole periods of history, the ac-

cumulated testimony, with all its incidental

confirmations, justifies our completest confi-

dence. We may be told that the world has

outgrown these dogmas of Christianity, but

the cloud of witnesses for their truth is too

large and too dense to be so easily blown

aside. The pangs of guilt, the deep unrest of

conscience, the fear of punishment, are as cer-

tain as any facts which the senses can recog-

nize or the reason apprehend ;
and it is no

less certain that guilt and unrest and fear

have been removed, in almost countless in-

stances, by penitence and faith in Christ.

And so long as man's nature and needs re-

main, so long will the old paths be the only

ones which lead to peace and to God. We
cannot yield the Scriptures and the doctrines

of salvation by the cross, until some surer and

happier way of spiritual life has been discov-

ered. If skepticism or philosophy or science, or

anything else, will surpass the moral virtue of

the Gospel, and work greater miracles in lift-

ing up the sinful, and purifying society, then

it will be easy to supplant the Bible and su-

percede Christ. We hold to the old, not be

cause it is old, but because it shows itself the

power of God unto salvation. Virtue goes

out of Christ, to whomsoever may touch him
;

thus we know that he still has power on earth

to forgive sins, that he is still the old and only

path to God,—the way, the truth, and the

life."
_

No bye-paths lead further from the right

road, than some of those which, at the b^

ginning, appear to lie almost parallel with it,

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 10,

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The German authorities have prohibited

the sale of French journals in the streets of Strasburg.

The French Assembly liave authorized the abroga-

tion of the commercial treaties with Great Britain and

Belgium, by a decisive majority. The Assembly, by a

vote of 377 to 318, has again rejected the proposition to

return to Paris. This decision caused great disappoint-

ment in Paris.

The Duke d'Aumale and Prince de Joinville, in a

communication to the official journal, state that if they

had been present in the Assembly when the vote was

taken, they would have voted in favor of the return of

the Assembly and government to Paris.

The French Minister of War states that 3,473 of the

captured Communists have been sentenced to various

punishments, 12,015 are still confined in the hulks at

the several naval stations, and 19,222 have been set at

Deputy PalLadines stated to the Assembly that he

would contribute his salary to the voluntary fund for

the payment of the war indemnity.

The authorities of the towns of Aix, Vichy, Pombiers
and Baregos, have petitioned the government for the

abrogation of the law against public gambling, and offer

40 million francs per annum for the privilege of licens-

ing gambling houses at these watering places.

Great uneasiness prevails in England in regard to

the settlement of the Alabama claims, in consequence
of the United States having put in a large claim for in-

direct damages. This claim is strongly objected to, and
the Times and other leading papers insist on its with-

drawal. In the event of the United States continuing

to urge the claim, then it is declared that the British

government must immediately recede from the treaty

of Washington. This can scarcely be now done, inas-

much as the British government representing the

Queen, pledged her royal word in commissioning the

British High Commission that whatever things should
be transacted and concluded by them should be agreed
to, acknowledged and regarded by her in the fullest

manner, and that she would not suffer any person to in-

fringe the same or act contrary thereto.

The Times complains that the American statement of

the case against England, has been translated into con-

tinental languages and scattered broad cast over Europe,
thus making retraction almost impossible.

A large meeting of the supporters of Sir Charles
Dilke was held in Trafalgar Square, London, on the

evening of the 5th. Fully ten thousand persons were
attendance.

4t the meeting in aid of the Livingstone expedition,

subscriptions to the amount of £3,000 were received

and measures were taken to send off the relief expedi-

tion at an early day.

London, 2d mo. 5th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 92} ; of 1867, 92i ; ten-forties, 91 J.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, ll|^allfd. ; Orleans,

U.V a U|d
the Captain General of Cuba states that he has just

made a journey through the disaffected districts, and
declares that from personal observation he is certain

that the insurrection will be ended in two or three

months at furthest.

Serious disturbances broke out recently at Barcelona,
caused by the resistance of the people to the payment
of octroi' duties. The disturbances in that city and
elsewhere, appear to have been fomented by the Inter-

national Society.

Dispatches from the Governor General of the Phili-

pine Islands, states that a company of 200 native sol-

diers, belonging to the artillery service, rebelled/and
took possession of the fort. The place was subsequently
carried by .assault by regular troops, and all the in-

surgents were killed.

A Russian imj^erial decree appoints Baron von Offen-

burg, late Consul General at Bucharest, Minister of

Russia to the government of the United States. Cata-

cazy is attached to the Foreign Office in St. Petersburg
The Archbishop of Cologne has ordered four profes-

sors of the University to subscribe to the dogma of

papal infallibility, the penalty in case of refusal being
excommunication.
United States.—The Public Debt, Jess cash in the

Treasury, amounted on the first inst. to $2,238,204,950,
having been reduced §5,638,462 during the First n

The balance in the Treasury consisted of $103,371,730
in coin, and $12,840,271 in currencv. The decrease of

debt since 3d mo. 1st, 1871, was $82,509,897. The de-

crease in the annual interest charge, since 3d mo. 1st,

1869, is $17,598,534.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
451, including 158 deaths from small pox.
The mean temperature of the First month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 30.83 degrees, the
highest during the month 48 deg., and the lowest 10 deg.

The amount of rain 1.26 inches. The average of the

mean temperature of the First month for the past 83
years, in stated to be 31.34 deg.; the highest mean of

temperature during that entire period occurred in 1790
44 deg., the lowest in 1857, 22.37 deg.

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 110 to 86
has approved the action of the Secretary of the Trea
sury in regard to the negotiation of the late loan of

$200,000,000 five per cents. By a vote of 166 to 22, the
House passed a resolution recognizing the thirteenth,

fourteenth and fifteenth amendments, as valid parts of

the constitution.

The Sen.ate has further debated the amnesty bill, and
Senator Sumner's civil rights bill.

"^n attempt is being made to turn the waters of Bayou
Sara, Louisiana, so as to prevent the caving of the levees

surroVinding the town. Already several houses have
been moved, which were threatened with imminent
daiiger,\nd unless tlie effort proves successful very little

of the town of Bayou Sara will remain in a few years

Returns to the Internal Revenue office show the

:

her of grain distilleries in operation on the first in;

to be 313, with a daily capacity of 232,185 gallons,

the number of molasses distilleries was eleven, w
daily capacity of 13,321 gallons.

The number of licensed drinking houses in Phil;

phia is returned as 5,511. The 28th ward has

smallest number, 74, and the 19th the largest, 355.

The Markets, <6c.—The following were the quota

the 5th inst. New ybri.—American gold, ]

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115J; ditto, 1868, 112; ditto, V

per cents, 1 lOJ^. Superfine flour, $5.70 a $6.25

;

brands, $6.50 a $10.75. White Michigan and Ger

heat, $1.72 a $1.73 ; amber, $1.68; red, §1.62 a $:

No. 2 spring wheat, $1.56. Western barley, 85

Oats, 53 a 56 cts. Western mixed corn, 71 cts.; yel

74 cts. ; southern white, 75 a 79 cts. Philaddph.

Cotton, 23}^ a 23J cts. for uplands and New Orh

Cuba sugar, 9J a 9i cts. ; Demerara, lOJ a 11.} cts.

lb. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; finer brands,

$10. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.57. Rye, 92

Yellow corn, 68 a 69 cts. Oats, 53 a 57 cts. Ck
seed, 9J a lOV cts. per lb. Timothy, $3.56 a U:

The arrivals and sales of beef cattle at the Av'

Drove-yard reached about 2,600 head. Extra so

7i a 8 cts., ; fair to good, 6J a 7 cts., and common '

cts. per lb. gross. Sales of about 16,000 sheep at 8

cts. per lb. gross for choice, and 6 a 7 cts. per 11

common. Hogs, $7.25 a §7.75 per 100 lbs. net Chi

—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.24. No. 2 corn, 40.V cts.

2 oats, 32} cts. No. 2 rye, 73 cts. No. 2 spring ba

60 cts. Lard, 8 8-10 cts. Ciiwinnati.—Familv 1

$7.10 a $7.25. Red wheat, $1.55 a §1.57. Corn,

47 cts. Rye, 92 cts. Oats, 38 a 45 cts. Lard, SJ

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for the Boys' 2nd Mathema

School. Application may be made to

Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut S

Chas. J. Allen, 304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce

WANTED
A Friend to take charge of the Primary Depart

ofthe Adelphi School for Colored Children, on Wu
St. below 13th St. Apply to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second St.

Joseph AV. Lippincott, 413 Walnut
Jonathan Evans, 15 North Seventh

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INE
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm

nected with it. Application may be m.ade to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadel

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOB THE INSAN!
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wc
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the !"

Managers.

Died, on the 22d of Tenth mo. last. Baths.

Robert.?, widow of Benjamin Roberts, in the78tb

of her age, a member and elder of Evesham Mo
and Eastou Particular Meeting of Friends, N. J
The calm and peaceful manner in which this

friend passed away, left a comfortable hope restmg

the minds of her bereaved relatives and friends

her end was peace.

, on Fourth-day, the 13th of Twelfth t

1871, Jane Coe, widow of Benjamin T.aylor,

87th year of her age, a member of the Western Di

Monthly Meeting.
, suddenly, at the residence of her son-ii

George S. Gould", on the 1st of First mo. 1872, Has
widow of the late John Knowles, of Richmond,

in the S9th year of her age, a member of South B
ton Monthlv Meeting, R. I.

, on Fourth-day night, the 10th of First n:

1872, Asa Thomas, aged about 74 years, a mem'
Philadelphia Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

Central Arabia.

(Continued from page 196.)

le Arabs of Central Arabia belong to the
babee sect of Mahometans, the strictest
most bigoted of all the professors of that

[jion. Some j^ears before the visit of Pal-
^e to that region, it had suffered severely
)| the cholera; and this had aroused anew
^:eal of government and people. The re-
hvas the appointment of twenty-two per-
whose duties were somewhat like those
le censors of ancient Eome. " On these
ty-two Feysul conferred absolute power
he extirpation of whatever was contrary
/"ahhabee doctrine and practice, and to
morals in general, from the capital first-

nd then from the entire empire. No
an censors in their most palmy days had

hl;her range of authority, or were less fct-

by all ordinary restrictions. Not only
3 these Zelators to denounce offenders, but
e mi<;-ht also in their own unchallenged
;; inflict the penalty incurred, beat and
loat discretion, nor was any certain limit
BJoed to the amount of the mulct, or to the
Liper of the blows. Most comprehensive
ovas the list of offences brought under the
iadversion of these new censors: absence
)i| public prayers, regular attendance five
liji a day in the public mosques being hence-
rj of strict obligation; smoking tobacco,
Bgsnuft', orchewing; wearing silk or gold;
Wig or having a light in the house after
g, prayers; singing, or playing on any
ii|:al instrument; nay, even all street-
3s of children or childish persons: these
some of the loading articles on the con-
ed list, and objects of virtuous correction

icijieverity.

' uriiished with such powers, and backed
' y the whole weight of government, it
ajbe easily supposed that the new broomm clean, and that the first institution of
e elators was followed by root-and-branch
»i Eank itself was no protection, high
rt| no shelter, and private or political enmi-
!8|iow found themselves masters of their
m DJeloo'wee, Feysul's own brother, was'
lajn with rods at the door of the kinc^'s
yijpalaco for a whiff of tobacco-smoke; and
B |iyal kinsman could not or would not in-

1

terfere to save him from undergoing at fifty

an ignominy barely endurable at fifteen.

Soweylira, the prime minister, and predeces
sor of Mahboob, was on a similar pretext, but
in reality (so said universal rumor) at the in-

stigation of a competitor for his po.«t, seized
one day while on his return homeward from
the castle, thrown down, and subjected to so
protracted and so cruel a fustigation that he
expired on the morrow. If such was the
chastisement prepared for the first personages
in the state, what could plebeian offenders
expect? Many were the victims, many the
backs that smarted, and the limbs crippled or
broken. Tobacco vanished, though not ui

finno, and torn silks strewed the streets or
rotted on the dunghills ; the mosques were
crowded, and the shops deserted. In a few
weeks the exemplary semblance of the out-
ward man of the capital might have moved
the admiration of the first Wahhabee him-
self."

In illustration of the bigoted views of the
Wahhabees, our author relates a conversation
with one of their learned men, named Abd-el-
Kereem, as to what they considered the
"greater" and what the "lesser" sins. " Put-
ting on a profound air, and with a voice of
first-class solemnity, he uttered his oracle,
that ' the first of the great sins is the giving
divine honors to a creature.' A hit, I may ob-
serve, at ordinary Mahometans, whose whole
doctrine of intercession, whether vested in

Mahomet or in 'Alee, is classed by Wahhfibecs,
along with direct and downright idolatry. A
Damascene Sheykh would have avoided the
equivocation by answering, 'infidelity.'

•'Of course,' I replied, 'the enormity of
such a sin is beyond all doubt. But if this
be the first, there must be a second; what is

it?'

"'Drinking the shameful,' in English,
'smoking tobacco,' was the unhesitating an-
swer.

" ' And murder, and adultery, and false wit-
ness?' I suggested.

"
' God is merciful and forgiving,' rejoined

my friend
; that is, these are merely little sins.

"Hence two sins alone are great, polythe-
ism and smoking,' I continued, though hardly
able to keep countenance any longer. And
Abd-el-lvereem with the most serious assev-
eration replied that such was really the case."
Among the patients who came to Palgrave

for prescriptions, were some of the inmates of
the royal palace itself This led him to an
acquaintance with Abd-AUah, one of the sons
of the reigning monarch, which brought him
'nto a situation of much danger. A deadly
mmity existed between the two sons of the
king, and the palace was disturbed by their
rivalry. About this time, says our author,
"In one of my medical cases, the nature of
the malady had led me to try that powerful,
though dangerous therapeutic agent strych-
nia

;
and its employment had been followed

by prompt and unequivocal amelioration.

Everybody talked about it, and the news
reached the palace. " Now 'Abd-Allah in the
course of his amateur lectures had learnt
enough to know the poisonous qualities of
various drugs, and of strychnine in particular;

and though probably unacquainted with the
exploits of European criminals, was fully

capable of giving them a rival in the Bast.

The cure, or at least the relief, just alluded to,

had occurred about the 16th of November,
exactly at the time when I had given him to

understand our definite refusal of his offers,

and when he was in consequence somewhat
uncertain what course next to follow. A day
or two after he sent for me, expressed his re-

gret at our resolution to quit the capital, and
begged that we would at least leave behind
us in his keeping some useful medicines for

the public benefit, and above all that we would
entrust him with that powerful drug whoso
sanitary effects were now the subject of gen-

eral admiration.
" All that I could say about the uselessness,

nay, the great danger, of pharmacy in un-

learned hands, was rejected as a mere and in-

sufficient pretext. At last, after much urging,

the prince ended by saying that for the other

ingredients I might omit them if I chose, but

that the strychnine he must have, and that

though at the highest price I might fancy to

name.
"His real object was perfectly clear, nor

could I dream of lending a hand, however in-

direct, to his diabolical designs, nor did I

any way oper before me but that of a firm

though polite denial. In pursuance, I affected

not to suspect his projects, and insisted on the

dangerous character of the alkaloid, till he

gave up the charge for the moment, and I left

the palace.
" Next day he renewed his demands, but to

no purpose. A third meeting took place ; it

was the 19th or 20th of the month. Beckon-

ing mo to his side, he insisted in the most
absolute manner on having the poison in his

possession, and at last, laying aside all pre-

tences, made clear the reasons, though not the

person for whom he desired it, and declared

that he would admit of no excuse, conscien-

tious or otherwise.
" He was at the moment sitting in thefarther

end of the K'hawah, and I was close by him

;

while between us and the attendants there

present, enough space remained to prevent

their catching our conversation, if held in an

undertone. 1 looked round to assure myself

that we could not be overheard, and when a

flat denial on my part had been met by an
equally flat rejection and a fresh demand, I

turned right towards him, lifted up the edge

of his head-dress, and said in his ear, ' 'Abd-

Allah, I know well what you want the poison

for, and I have no mind to bo an accomplice

in your crimes. You shall nerer have it.'

"His face became literally black and swelled

with rage ; I never saw so perfect a demon
before or after. A moment he hesitated in
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silence, then mastered himself, and suddenly

changing voice and tone began to talk gaily

about indifferent subjects. After a few minutes

he rose, and I returned home.
" There Aboo-'Eysa, Barakat, and myself

immediately held council to consider what
•was now to be done. That an outbreak must
shortly take place seemed certain ; to await

it was dangerous, yet we could not safely

leave the town in an over-precipitate manner,
nor without some kind of permission. We
resolved together to go on in quiet and cau-

tion a few days more, to sound the court,

make our adieus at Feysul's palace, get a good
word from Mahboob (no difficult matter,) and
then slip off without attracting too much
notice. But our destiny was not to run so

smoothly."
fTo be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continned from page 199.)

Newherry Smith, Jr., to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 2d mo. 13th, 1830.

" My Dear Mildred,—I thought I could

hardly let so favorable an opportunity pass,

as that afforded by the return of James Ham-
mond, who has acceptably spent part of the

time he has been in the city under our roof,

without renewing to thee, my much esteemed
and endeared friend, the assurance of my con-

tinued love and regard. I have in recollec-

tion, the strong and lively feeling of interest

and affection that flowed towards thee, when
favored to enjoy thy company whilst thou
wast on a visit whither thy lot was cast.

"Under the influence of these feelings,

freshly renewed, I am confirmed in the belief,

that the great and unslumbering Shepherd of
Israel, who knoweth our frames, and seoth us
altogether as we are, is still mindful of His
servants, and his heritage, being near to sup-
port and sustain the drooping mind when
bowed down under a sense of its own mani-
fold infirmities and utter unworthiness. Dear
Mildred, the prayer and desire of my heart
on thy account is, that He who in the morn-
ing of thy days, and in the bloom of thy life,

brought thee out of the land of bondage and
spiritual darkness, with a high band and an
outstretched arm mercifully extended for thy
deliverance, to thy own humbling admiration

;

He who has since been near to support and
bear up thy afflicted spirit whilst passing
through the wilderness, even a waste howling
wilderness, wherein there was often no water,
towards the land of promise— the spiritual

Canaan ; He who has from time to time seen
meet to reduce thee and to prove thee, that
he might bless thee, and do thee good at thy
latter end; may He still condescend, in his

everlasting goodness and mercy, to continue
to be near to thee now in thy declining j'ears,

when the bonds of thy infirmities may seem
to be increasing. May Ho still keep thee as
in the hollow of his hand, not only from the
pride of man, but from the strife of tongues.
May He hide thee as in the secret of his pavil-

ion, and enable thee to abide patient and faith-

ful, until the measure of thy service and suf-

fering, for thy own purification, the benefit of
those amongst whom thy lot may bo cast, and
for the church militant, shall have been ac-

complished
;
and then may He permit thee to

enter the mansion of everlasting rest, receiv-

ing the welcome salutation, ' Come ye blessed

of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared
for you from the foundation of the world.'

" Thou still retainest a warm place in the

affectionate remembrance of many friends

here, and hast no small share of their christian

sympathy and unity.
" Please remember me to thy husband, and

convey to the other members of thy family

the assurance of my regard. I hope and be-

lieve they are disposed and willing, according
to their measure, to bear up the hands of one
of the servants of the Lord's household, who
is not only often bound under a sense of her

own manifold infirmities and afliictions, but

because she sees the abomination of desola-

tion standing where it ought not, goes mourn-
fully on her way, sorrowing that so few really

come to Zion's solemn feasts.

Thy assured friend,

Newberry Smith, Jr."

4th mo. 5th, 1830, Mildred Ratcliff 's journal

states she " left home in order to pursue a re-

ligious prospect eastward, as far as New Eng-
land Yearly Meeting : and went that day to

our friend B. Ladd's.

"6th. Attended meeting at Smithfield;

and next day parted with my dear husband
and others, having for my companions, dear
E. Ladd and J. Hammond. Crossing the

mountains on the 16th, my companions and
I came to the house of^our friend Thomas
Edge ; his wife being a relation of Elizabeth
Ladd's.

" 17th. Eeached the city of Philadelphia,

and went to the house of our much beloved
friend Catharine Sheppard's, and found a com-
fortable home.

" ISth. Rested in the forenoon ; and in the

afternoon paid a visit to our dearly beloved
friend Elizabeth Robson, who makes her home
at Samuel Bettle's. Here, in a precious little

circle of sound Friends, firm in the faith of

our Lord Jesus Christ, we were comforted
together.

" 19th. I attended the Select Yearly Meet-
ing which was large and thought to be much
favored. Next day was at Pine St. Meeting.

" 21st to the 26th, inclusive, attended the

sittings of the Yearly Meeting. On the 27th,

being the First-day of the week, I was at

Twelfth Street Meeting in the forenoon, and
at Arch St, in the afternoon. The next day
ended the Yearly Meeting, which I thought
the most interesting one I had ever attended
before.

" 29ih, 30th, and 5th mo. 1st, attended the
Monthly 3Ieetings for the northern and south-
ern districts, and on Arch Street : at all of
which most of the business was testifying

against those members who bad joined the
separatists. I thought it was indeed like

burying the dead : a sorrowful though neces-

sary work.
" 2d. Went to see the infant school, which

was an interesting privilege ; and I was com-
forted in the hope that the teachers would be
found amongst those who bring little children

to Christ.
" 3d. I attended the Select Quarterly Meet-

ing. Next day went over the river to New-
town

;
and returned on the 5th to the Q. M.

in the city, which was, as was the Yearly
Meeting, much larger than I expected, and I

think a good meeting."
These are all the memoranda, known to the

Compiler, of this journey. And from some
evidences left, it is presumed they are all she
herself made during the visit.

The following letter, in 1830, from this (

in Israel, conveys the first intimation to \

mind, recorded in these memoirs, of anotl

and greater day of trial—" the worst was yet

come"—than that which then was so recen

passed. " If so," she adds, " who will

to stand?" "The people are too many," I

the unproved army of Gideon, conveys stirr:

and solemn admonition to the greed, the b

tie, and stir and zeal manifest in some pla

to multiply professors with us, mayhap wi

out increasing the joy. It is well always
remember that numbers do notof themsel

give strength. And that while the bless

of the Lord maketh rich. He can save by i

as by many. Equipped with His arn

though it be but a sling and a stone,

anointed with His power, one can yet ch

a thousand, and two put ten thousand
flight. That which is wanting, then,

'

tion from on high, with a whole-hearted

turn and full surrender unto the I Am of.

people, whose promise was and yet is, "]

by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, bs

the Lord of hosts."

Mildred Ratcliff to Sarah Morris.

" llth mo. 29th, 183

" My dear and precious friend,—I recei

thy very acceptable letter, dated 4th of

month, together with the accompanying
|

which was also truly acceptable, and i

safely add that the kind remembrance
christian sympathy of my dear friends, do;

much good both temporally and spiritua-

inasmuch as these things do not fail to fill

cup anew with the tribute of thanksgivin

God, and stirs up afresh much gratitud*

near affection to my friends. And a fi

evidence is graciously given, that the Goi

my poor trrbulated life, will surely rew

you in full measure, shaken together, and i

ning over. Thus, my dear sister, thou

not marvel when I tell thee, that the m
proofs of my friends kind remembrance of

gives rise to the testimony, ' This is the Lo
doings, and it is marvellous in my eyes,

often wish I could or did walk more wor
"I was the more glad of thy letter, beoi

the last account of thine and thy husba

health was such, that I had much reaso

fear you were both removed from the Ian

the living. Thou knows, such is our sel

ness on these occasions, that we want
truly living members of the church to

tinue with us as long as the dear Master

please to let them stay. And perhaps tl

never was a time since Friends were a pec;^

that the rightly exercised could be morey
spared, than at the present time. Yd"
know that the Judge of all the earth v

right, and we must resign and adore.

health has been much as when in your i. i

so that I have often thought none had greir

need than myself to live everj^ day and e'7

night as though it were the last. Myfe

seems like something upon a balance, thaW

don't know which way it may turn. ButiH

is a matter of secondary consideration. Nt'f-

theless I am begging daj- and night, if t !<>

from this to another state of being, I maM
fully prepared ; and if to stay a little lonr,

whether to do or suffer anything more, I 'J

through the dear Master's own qualif'?

power, be more fully where and whal"

would have me to be. But alas, alas, '"

verj' far short I come ! so that I somet *

view life with fear and trembling; fea*
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sometimes believing that notwithstanding
hrough which we as a Society have passed,

t loas yet to come. Ah I my dear Sarah,

), who will be able to stand when the hour

he severest trial doth overtake? This is

solemn enquiry; but when, none
weth but Ho who has long been the Be-

d of my soul, the chiefost among ten

isand. I was comforted in thy remarks
; Truth gained some ground. O, I wish

mid bo said to everywhere! But the lan-

ge still seems to be often through my in-

d. ear, The people are too many 1 Yes, my
• friend, the people yet remain too many
ngst us who know not the only true God
Jesus Christ whom Ho hath sent. These
gs sometimes present in such a view as to

ir the mind with the garment of laraenta-

and woe. I don't want to dwell on the

my side of things too long, or say too

h in any way ; therefore may just add, we
w the terms of safety. So that let others

9 they will, we may, if we strive, deepen
ihe root of eternal life. Thanksgiving,
Be, and high renown be ascribed now and
ver unto the Lord God and the Lamb.
The account thou gave of thy precious

hter's marriage, was pleasant. May they

f administer in some way or other, con-

tion to their tender parents, so that you
re to give thanks on their account.

n will the tribute of praise become more
more mutual, and ascend with acceptance
re the Father and the Son. I love the

iren, and crave their welfare every way

;

sometimes comfort myself with the hope
aving eternity to spend with parents and

I
Iran in another and better world. * * *

kve used freedom towards dear ; a
sdom not common for mo, with any that

13 taken the course he has. But I feel that

ke you all, and do desire that he may re-

to the fold from whence he has strayed,

re it is too late.

My dear and tender love to all my pre-

18 friends there, as though named; and
86 accept a large share for yourselves,

write; for it doeth me much good to get

bra from any of my dear friends.

Mildred Ratcliff."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Lofoden Islands.

(Concluded from page 194.)

he Raftsund, which has won the hearty
I iration of every traveller who has seen it,

narrow channel, fifteen miles long, run-

if north-east between Vaagoe and Hindoo,
of various width, narrowest towards the

ch ; on each side mountains of the most
ijirous and eccentric forms rise in precipices

n| lose themselves in pinnacles and sharp
d|38 that cut the clouds. As this is the one
ei; of the Lofodens that has been somewhat
ijutely described, 1 need not linger in paint-

ttjit. A few of the peaks, however, I can
lie. All the loftiest and boldest are on the
^igoe side. Perhaps the strangest is listind,

Igantic mass with a tower-like cairn on
hlsummit ; Mahomet's tomb, we nicknamed
6,ill a native obligingly gave its true title.

Dip is at the middle of the sund, whore an
sljid breaks the current, and several small
j(ji8 push into the land. These peaks are
nttly wreathed with foamy cloud, that on a
It day daintily rises and lays bare their

Wc beauty, and as airily closes round them

J

again. About the summits the rifis and joints

are full of snow all the summer, and from
every bod, leaping over rocks and wliding over
the smooth slabs of granite, a narrow line of

water, white as the parent snow, falls in a

long cataract to the sea. On the Hindoo side,

Kingstind, which lies north-east of L'stind, is

the most striking mass. On both sides near
the water the ground is covered with deep
grass, of a bright green color, and flowers

bloom in beautiful abundance. In.one place

the harebells were so thick on the hill-side

that they gleamed, an azure patch, half a mile

away. Flocks of sheep and goats luxuriate

in this herbage; here and there ferns are in

the ascendancy, some kinds being every where
abundant.
Leaving the Raftsund, we suddenly enter

that sea-lake which, as I said above, holds the

centre of the archigolago. We are now at

the heart of the weird land, and the sight be-

fore us is one of the loveliest that can bo con-

ceived. The bristling character of the south-

ern coast gives place to a calmer, more placid

scenery. Here there are no subtle rocks,

o frightful reefs; all is simple, serene and
stately.

I cannot do better than give my remem-
brance of the first time I saw this scene, on a

calm sunlit morning in July. Leaving the

Raftsund we bore due north. As wo steamed
through quiet shimmering water gently down
ocf-Ulvoe, at our back the mountains lay, a

semi-circle of purple shadow; down their sides

the clear snow-patches, muffling the vast

crevasses, show dead white, or stretched in

glaciers almost to the water's edge. In sweet

contrast to their grandeur, sunny Ulvoe rose

before us, with the little kirk of Hassel nest-

ling in a bright green valley ; in its heart one

violet peak arose, and hid its dim head in the

mystery of the vaporous air above. The sea

had all the silence and the restfulness of dream
land: not a ripple broke the sheeny floor,

save where a flock of ducklings followed in a

fluttering arc the mother bird, or where th-

cormorant hurled himself on some quivering

fish. Round the eastern promontory of th

lovely isle we drifted
;
peak by peak the

pleasant hills of Langoe gathered on our right,

while to the loft of us, and ever growing dim
mer in the distance, the prodigious aiguillei

of Vaagoe, in their clear majestic color, soared

unapproachable above the lower foreground

of Ulvoe. Behind us now was Hindoo, less

gi-and perhaps than Vaagoe, but displaying

two central mountains of immense height

Fisketind and Mosadlen, the latter reported

to attain a greater elevation than any in the

group.
Langoe lies very close on the right when

we enter the Boroesund and make for Stok

marknaB?. Boroo itself lies in the strait be

tween Ulvoe and Langoe. On the northern

shore of Ulvoe, at the mouth of a small valley

lies the large village of Stokmarkntes. It is

almost a town, containing perhaps 120 houses

it may be the most populous place in the Lo
fodens, though I am told that the discovery

of coal in Andoe has greatly increased tht

village-port of Dverberg in that island. Stok-

manknffis looks very pretty from the sea, with

its clean painted houses of deal wood, and

bright tiled roofs. Ulvoe is the richest, most

fertile, and most populous of the islands. It

stands in the sea like a hat, having a central

mountain mass, and a broad rim of very flat

and fertile land. These flats were originally,

I suppose, morasses, but have been in great
part reclaimed, though on the eastern side of
Saiterheid there are still great bogs, and two
"ttle tarns, full of trout. At StokmarknjBS
(which is quite a place of importance, and had
this summer a bazaar for the sick and wound-
ed French) good accommodation can be had.
" * * There is one road in Ulvoe, running
from Stokmarknies round the eastern coast to

Melbo, a farmstead opposite Vaagoe. It is a
very good road, more like a carriage-drive

through a gentleman's park than a public

thoroughfare. It is about ten miles from
Stokmarknffis to Melbo. On the way our way
passes HasselChurch, at theeastern extremity
of the island, an odd octagonal building of
wood, painted retl, with a high conical roof.

It is a structure of high ecclesiastical dignity,

for not only all Ulvoe, but parts of Langoe
and Hindoo, and the whole north of Vaagoe
depend upon it for pastoral care. A very
pretty sight it is on a summer Sunday morn-
ng;, to see the boats gathering from all parts

to it, full of the simple devout people in their

holiday dress.

In ordinary years the snow disappears from
the low ground in these islands before May,

d the rapid summer brings their scanty

harvest soon to perfection. A few years ago,

however, the snow lay on the cultivated lands

till June, and a famine ensued. These poor
people live a precarious life, exposed to the

attacks of a singularly fickle climate. A
whim of the cod-fish, a hurricane in the April

sky, or a cold spring, is suflScient to plunge
them into distress and poverty. Yet, for all

this, they are an honest and well-to-do popu-

lation ; for being thrifty and laborious, they
guard with much foresight against the severi-

ties of nature. In winter the aurora seinti-

lates over their solemn mountains, and illu-

minates the snow and roan gray sea; in sum-
mer the sun never sets, and they have the

advantage of endless light to husband their

hardly-won crops. Remote as they are, too,

they can all read and write : it is strange to

find how much intelligent interest they take

in the struggles of great peoples who never

heard of Lofoden. It is a fact, too, not over-

flattering to our boasted civilization, that the

education of children in the hamlets of this

remote cluster of islands in the Polar Sea, is

higher than that of towns within a small dis-

tance of our capital-city ; aye, higher even

proportionally, than that of London itself."

The writer closes bis article with a descrip-

tion of the last sight he had of the islands, on

a calm sunny night in summer.
"All day we had been winding among the

tortuous tributaries of the Olbten Fjord, and
as evening drew on slipped down to Trano, a

station on the mainland side of the Vest Fjord,

near the head of that gulf. It had been a

cloudless day of excessive heat, and the com-

parative coolness of night was refreshing ; the

light, too, ceased to be garish, but flooded all

the air with mellow lustres. From Trano we
saw the Lofodens, rising all along the northern

sky, a gigantic wall of irregular jagged peaks,

pale blue on an horizin of gold fire. The sur-

face of the fjord was slightly broken into little

tossing vvaves, that, murmuring faintly, were

the only audible things that broke the sweet

silence ; the edge of the ripple shone with the

culor of burnished bronze, relieved by the cool

neutral gray of the sea-hullows. From Trano
we slip across the fjord almost due w. st to

the mouth of the Eaftsuud. The sun lay like
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a great harvest-mooD, shedding its cold yellow
light down on us from over Hindoe, till, as we
glided gradually more under the shadow of

the islands, he disappeared behind the moun-
tains: at 11.30 p. 'SI. we lost him thus, but a

long while after a ravine in Hindoo of more
than common depth again revealed him, and
a portion of his disk shone for a minute like

a luminous point or burning star on the side

of a peak. About midnight we came abreast

of Aarstenon, and before us rose the double
peak of Lille Molla, of a black-blue color, very
solemn and grand ; Skraavon was behind, and
both were swathed lightly in wreaths and
fox-tails of rose-tinged mist. There was no
lustre on the waters here ; the entrance to the
sound was unbroken by any wave or ripple,

unillumined by any light of sunset or sunrise,

but a sombre reflex of the unstained blue

heaven above. As we glided, in the same
strange utter noiselessness of the hour when
evening and morning meet, up the llaftsund

itself, inclosed by the vast slopes of Hindoe,
and the keen rocky points of Yaagoe, the

glory and beauty of the scene rose to a pitch

so high that the spirit was oppressed and over-

awed by it, and the eyes could scarcely fulfil

their function. Ahead of the vessel the nar-

row vista of glassy water was a blaze of pur-

ple and golden color, arranged in a faultless

harmony of tone, that was like music or lyri-

cal verse in its direct appeal to the emotions.

At each side of the fjord reflected each ellow,

each ledge, each cataract, and even the flowers

and herbs of the base, with a precision so

absolute that it was hard to tell where moun-
tain ended and sea began. The centre of the
Bund, where it spreads into several small arms,

was the climax of loveliness ; for here the har-

monious vista was broadened and deepened,
and here rose listind, towering into the un-

clouded heavens, and showing by the rays of

golden splendor that lit up its topmost snows
that it could see the sun, whose magical
fingers, working unseen of us, had woven for

the world this tissue of variegated beauty."

Selected for " The Friond."

Often under the fresh influence of the divine
anointing, Samuel Watson was enabled to

drop living counsel, to the afi'ecting and ten-

dering of many hearts, and to raise that life

in meetings of discipline which alone is the

crown of all our religious assemblies. Though
sharp in reproof to those in general who
trampled upon the testimony of truth, or
lived in carnal security; yet he greatly re-

joiced to see the buddings forth of good de-

sires in any, and was a tender nursing father

to such.

Strong and fervent were his desires that
the youth amongst us, and particularly his

own children and their oftspring, might dedi-

cate their hearts fully to the service of God,
that there might be a succession of faithful

members in the church whereof Christ is the

head, following the ancients in that self-deny-

ing path which they had walked in : at times
observing, that when Friends lived more re-

tired and inward, the revelation of the Spirit

and divine help are witnessed in a larger de-

gree ; often desiring in his declining years,

when his natural strength and faculties gradu-
ally decayed, that he might never survive the
inward sense and feeling of that which is the
life of the soul: also sorrowfully remaiking,
that some by grasping at the present visible

enjoyments, had left large posseasions to their

families; but their table had become a snare,

and to several there was neither name nor
memorial among us.

—

From a Testimony Con-

cerning Sa7nuel Watson : Piety Promoted.

True Dignity.—Lofty ends give dignity to

the lowest offices. It is, for instance, an
honest, but you would not call it an honorable
occupation, to pull an oar; yet, if that oar
dips in a yeasty sea, to impel the life-boat over
mountain waves and through the roaring
breakers, he who has stripped for the venture,

and, breaking away from weeping wife, and
praying motlier, and clinging children, has

bravely thrown himself into the boat to pull

to yonder wreck, and pluck his drowning
brothers from the jaws of death, presents, as

from time to time we catch a glimpse of him
on the crest of the foaming billow, a spectacle

of grandeur which would withdraw our eyes

from the presence of a queen surrounded with
all the blaze and glittering pomp of a royalty.

Take another illustration, drawn from yet
humbler life. Some years ago, on a winter
morning, two children were found frozen to

death. They were sisters. The elder child

had the younger seated in her lap, closely

folded within her lifeless arms. She had strip-

ped her own thinly-clad form to protect its

feeble life, and, to warm the icy fingers, had
tenderly placed its little hands in her own
bosom ; and pitying men and weeping won^n
did stand and gaze on the two dead creatures,

as, with glassy eyes and stiffened forms, they
reclined upon the snow wreath—the days of

their wandering and mourning ended, and
heaven's own pure snow no purer than that

true sister's love. They were orphans ; house-

less, homeless, beggars. But not on that ac-

count, had I been there to gaze on that touch-

ing group, would I have shed one tear the

less, or felt the less deeply that it was a dis-

play of true love and of human nature in its

least fallen aspect, which deserves to be em-
balmed iu poetry, and sculptured in costly

marble.

Yes, and however humble the Christian's

walk, or mean his occupation, it matters not.

He who lives for the glory of God, has an end
in view which lends dignity to the man and
his life. . . . Live, then, " looking unto Jesus;"
live for nothing less and nothing lower than
God's glory; and these ends will lend gran-

deur to your life, and shed a holy, heavenly
lustre on your station, however humble it may
be.—Dr. Guthrie.

The Famine in Persia.

The region of present famine in Persia be-

gins in the Province of Irak, near Hamadon,
the capital of ancient Media, and extends east-

ward for 800 miles over the table laud to Af-

ghanistan and southward over the same table

lands and the mountains to the Persian Gulf
To be sure the greater part of this immense
area was but mountains and deserts before the

famine began. The resources which once made
Persia a great nation have gone to decay under
successive wars, constant misrule, and the

curse of a false religion. Vast regions once
irrigated by man or watered by the rains of

heaven, have ceased to be cultivated. An}-

one who has travelled in the Far Bast remem-
bers the vast dry prairies, which, with water,

would be as fruitful as Illinois, but without it

are as barren as the shifting sands. The
places supplied with water yield every kind

of fruit and grain in abundance. K
every variety and loveliest flowers bl

the gardens and fields and by the way-si

These beautiful and favored districts hs

nourished the large and famous cities of Per
that now are famishing.

On the Persian Gulf is Bashire, the prii

pal commercial port of the south. North
this is Shiraz, the capital of Fars or Per

proper, celebrated as the home of poets e

the successor of the capitals of Cyrus and ]

rius. Eastward is Yezo, Kerman, Meshed
each the capital of a large province. Ir

which comprises the greater part of ancii

Media and Parthia, contains many of the fin

cities of the kingdom. Ispahan, the old caj

tal, and Teheran, the present capital, hi

each a population of near 100,000. Cast

Koorn, Cashan and many other towns arei

considerable size. Ilamadan bounds the

gion of actual famine on the west, as fr-

this point westward and northward the fail

of the crops is but partial.

The famine-stricken region, besides th

populous cities, has countless villages of on

vators of the soil and numerous tribes of p
toral nomads. The population within 1

famine amounts to five or six millions ii

three classes indicated, dwellers in cities

are the artisans and merchants, dwellersi

villages who till the soil, and dwellers in te

who pasture their flocks and herds on 1

mountains and deserts. The severity of
'

famine in the cities and villages during t

past twelve months has been terrible in

extreme. In Teheran, the royal residet!

the resources of the governmentand theeffci

of foreign residents have prevented the !

tent of suffering to which other places h;

been reduced. In Ispahan the number
deaths by famine up to August last was sta

officially at 14,000, the actual number ^

doubtless far greater. Eobert Bruce, an E
lish missionary on the spot, under date

April 3d, writes of the sufferings in Ispahii

" The famine here has reached a climax. 1

state of the poor in Ispahan is truly dep

able. It is impossible to go through the to

without seeing numbers of dead or dying

the sides of the streets." A month later

May, he says :
" I could fill letters with hei

rending scenes and stories of miseries, star

tion and death. Dead bodies, half eateo

animals, on the roads are seen by almost ev

traveller." A few weeks later he writes agi

" The famine here has been frightful,

one-third of the population of many towni

the neighborhood having died of it."

Another eye-witness,—a Nestorian preao:

laboring in Ispahan and vicinity,—gives si

lar testimony. He says :

" It is impossible for tongue to describe

horrors. Multitudes are dying of starvat

and multitudes have fled. The famished p

pie hardly look like human beings. As I

into the streets the dead and dying i

speechless meet the eye on every side. T!

snatch at everj'thing to eat,—chaff of bar)

blood of animals, flesh of horses and donkt

Lamentations and bitter crying for bread

heard on every hand as the poor people st

ger along the street. You will see peopl'

the public square selling their clothes i

everj'thing they possess in order to get a

pieces of bread to prolong their suffering

a brief hour, when the}' must die. Thi

fourths of Ispahan are beggars for bread.'

The condition of things further south
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even more fearful. In Shiraz and vi-

j whole families have died off and lain

ried, or in some instances the corpses

devoured by the survivors. In Ispahan,

in a few instances children are known
ve been kidnapped to be killed and eaten,

ugh the great provinces of Kerman and
asan this famine has been increasing

igh three successive years, and in many
half the population have perished. The

al of the last named province is a very

rated Persian city and shrine—a city of

00 or 120,000 inhabitants. The latest

is that of the inhabitants of Meshed,

lirds perished the past summer from

er and disease, and most of the remnant
,0 the country and were captured by

g bands of Turkomans and led into cap-

)m the little intelligence that reaches the

1 from missionaries and other European
rie8,'we catch glimpses of the ghastly and
il calamity that covers the land. The
depicted in Ispahan, in still more lurid

9 might bo witnessed in thousands of

[68 and towns, and ten thousand families.

xtravagance of imagination can out-do

acts. Much as the people of France
ed in war and defeat, or the people of

,go and the Northwest from fire, the

1871 has its darkest record in the unre-

d horrors of famine and pestilence in

. This famine, moreover, is not at an

In some localities, as in the vicinity of

ID, there has been a partial harvest,

alleviates the distress for the time. But
lort store of provisions furnishes no sur-

and will be soon consumed, and thus be-

tinother harvest the severity of suffering
' eturn even in the towns and villages.

tutside the fixed population are two or

millions of Eelyats or pastoral tribes.

among these, at the present time, the

miseries are experienced.

je famine is not only one of cereals, but
age as well. The prophet of old ex-

i,
" Alas ! for the day I how do the beasts

I The herds of cattle are perplexed
86 they have no pasture, yea the flocks

)6p are made desolate." All communi-
1 is by caravan, over paths not high-

;
provinces two hundred miles apart are

cally of no service to each other Each
ice must depend on itself; and when the

of burden are perished, and in the case

Eelyats the flocks and herds also, on
they depend for food, there is little

t for them to sit down in the Moham-
. resignation of fatalism, and live on
allowance till either relief or death
There are this winter tens of thou-

of the Eelyats of Persia with their

d6ad, their cattle and sheep largely so,

10 accumulated wealth with which to

'6 bread, and no place where bread can
Blight if they had the means. The grass

5'a,rrive with the coming spring, but it

1 3 three years at least before the flocks

1 srds can be renewed, and one year at

•i|)efore there can be a harvest to supply
i leople with tiread. Thus Sir Henry
'Wngs, who knows Persia well, speaks of
is), "doomed country." Certainly many
t^se pastoral tribes are " doomed," unless

Iplhall reach them. Their own resources
» <hausted, and their isolation is such, and
3 [leans of communication so destroyed,
itiractically, they might as well be on a

barren island in the sea whitened by no sail,

as in the dried up valleys.

Another aggravation of famine in such a

land is the lack of sympathy or charity.

There is no Joseph in Persia to make sys-

tematic provision for such a crisis. There is

no public channel of supply even in the na-

tion's capital and in the large cities and
towns. The Persian Minster in London says
the Shah does all he can, and no doubt he has
sent supplies of grain to a few points. Under
the pressure of fear for his thione, and of

foreign interference, he has issued orders for

food to be supplied. But such orders mean
but little. The officials through whom they
pass make what gain they can for themselves,

but precious little is the aid rendered to the
poor. The cupidity, rapacity and cruelly of

the ruling class is beyond belief. No such
outpouring of charity as follows the Chicago
disaster is possible in any but a Christian land.

Christianity in its most corrupt form is better

than the best forms of any other religion.

Mr. Bruce, missionary in Ispahan, is able to

tell us of supplies sent to the Armenians for

their brethren in India, and of the compara-
tive immunity among them from starvation.
" The Mohammedans say Julfa, the Armeni-
an quarter, is a paradise compared with the
Mohammedan towns around. Never did Mo-
hammedanism appear in a more unfavorable
light; nothing is being done for the starving."

Can nothing be done for the starving? is a
solemn question

—

Interior.

For " The Friend."

Forgiveness of Trespasses.

We have heard of a professor who could
make no progress in the spiritual journey,
neither draw near in prayer to that God in

whose hand our breath is, and whose are all

our ways, because of a grudge he entertained,

and was not willing to have cancelled, against

a brother member of the same religious So-

ciety. He persistently went on, with the beam
unremoved from his own eye, till the burthen
grew heavier than he could bear ; when quick-

ened by a fresh manifestation of light and life

from the Father of mercies above, he went to

the individual towards whom hardness had
been felt, and meeklj' asked his forgiveness,

at the same time freely in turn forgiving him
of the real or supposed trespass he had com-
mitted. Whereupon the feelings of sweet
peace which flowed into the heart of the in-

dividual first alluded to were such, that he
said he could almost wish he had a dozen or

a score more to get forgiveness of, it made
him feel so light, and easy, and comfortable.

The following extract from a letter to a

friend is of the same import, viz :
" Dear

,

Are the quarrels made up? Tell those who
know what communion with Jesus is worth,
that they will never be able to maintain it, if

they give way to the workings of revenge,

jealousy, and anger. This will provoke the

Lord to leave them dry, to command the

clouds of his grace that they rain no rain

upon them. These things are sure signs of a

low frame, and a sure way to keep it so.

Could they bo prevailed upon, from a sense

of the pardoning love of God to their own souls,

to forgive each other, they would find this

like breaking down a stone wall, which has
hitherto shut up their prayers from the Lord's
ears, and shut out his blessing from filling

their hearts. Tell them, I hope to hear that

all animosities, little and big, are buried by

mutual consent in the Redeemer's grave.
Alas ! the people of God have enemies enough !

Why then will tlaey weaken their own hands?
Why will they help their enemies to pull down
the Lord's work ? Why will they grieve those
who wish them well, cause the weak to stum-
ble, the wicked to rejoice, and bring a reproach
upon their holy profession ? Indeed, this is

no light matter
; I wish it may not lead them

to something worse
;
I wish they may be wi86

in time, lest Satan gains further advantage
over them, and draw them to something that
shall make them (as David did) roar under
the pains of broken bones."

The Primeval Forest of Trinidad.

The primeval forest, or high woods, as it is

called in the tropics, is a region with which,
even through life-long study, one could never
grow familiar. A world of confusion and
mystery, it fills the beholder with awe and
terror. One is afraid at first to venture in

fifty yards, and indeed, without a compass
and skilful guide one must be lost in the
first ten minutes, such a sameness is there in

the infinite variety. That sameness and va-
riety make it impossible to give any general
sketch of a forest. Once inside "you cannot
see the wood for the trees." You can only
wander on as far as you dare, letting each
object impress itself on your mind as it may,
and carrying away a confused recollection of

innumerable perpendicular lines, all straining

upward, in fierce competition, toward the light-

food far above ; and next of a green cloud, or
rather mist, which hovers round your head,
and rises, thickening and thickening, to an
unknown height. The upward lines are of
every possible thickness, and of almost every
possible hue; what leaves they bear, being
for the most part on the tips of the twigs,

give a scattered, mist-like appearance to the

I

under foliage. The straining upward of all

growths toward the air and light gives

the impression at first that the lower
is open, and so it is in comparison with the
huge mat of flowers, vines, and branches
high above your head. But try to walk
through it, and ten steps undeceive you.
Around your knees are probably mamures,
with creeping stem and fan-shaped leaves,

something like those of a young cocoa-nut
palm. You try to brush through them, and
are caught up instantly by a string or wire
belonging to some other plant. You look up
and around ; and then you find that the air is

full of wires—that you are hung up in a net-

work of fine branches belonging to half a
dozen different sorts of young trees, and in-

tertwined with as many different species of

slender creepers. You thought at your first

glance among the tree stems that you were
looking through open air; you find that

instead you are looking through a lab-

yrinth of wire rigging, and must use the

cutlass right and left at every five steps.

You push on into a bed of strong, sedge-like

sclerias, with cutting edges to their leaves.

It is well for you if they are only three and
not six feet high. In the midst of them 5-ou

run against a horizontal stick, triangular,

rounded, smooth, green. You take a glance

along it right and left, and see no end to it

either way, but gradually discover that it is

the leaf-stalk of a young cocorite palm. The
leaf is five and-twenty feet long, and springs

from a huge ostrich plume, which is sprawl-

ing out of the ground and up above your head
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a few yards off. You cut the leaf-stalk

through right and left, and walk on, to be

stopped suddenly by a gray lichen-covered

bar as thick as your ankle. You follow it

up with your eye, and find it entwine itself

with three or four other bars, and roll over

with them in great knots and festoons and

loops twenty feet high, and then go up with

them into the" green cloud over your head,

and vanish as if a giant had thrown a ship's

cables into the tree-tops. At another of the

loops, about as thick as your arm, your com-

panion, if you have a forester with you, will

spring joyfully. "With a few blows of his

cutlass he will sever it as high up as he can

reach, and again below, some three feet down .

and while you are wondering at this seem-'

ingly wanton destruction, he lifts the bar on

high, throws his head back, and pours down
his thirsty throat a pint or more of pure

cold water. This hidden treasure is, strange

as it may seem, the ascending sap, or, rather,

the ascending pure rain-water which has

been taken up by the roots, and is hurrying
aloft to be elaborated into sap and leaf and
flower and fruit and fresh tissue for the very

stem up which it originally climbed; and
therefore it is that the woodsman cuts the

water-vine through first at the top of the

piece which he wants, and not at the bottom
;

for 80 rapid is the ascent of the sap that if

he cut the stem below, the water would have
all fled upward before he could cut

above.
Far above your head, supported by a mat

of gigantic branches, is a whole green garden
of vegetation, the homo of many monkeys
burly red howler and tiny peevish sapajou,

living aloft in absolute security. They may
peer down at you through cracks in their

green mansion, but you cannot peer up
them.
You look upward at the aerial garden far

above you, and wonder whence it has sprung
You scramble round the tree to find, if pos

sible, some token of connection with the soi

below. \"on find nothing. The tree trunk
is smooth and free from climbers; and that

mass of verdure may belong possibly to the

very cables which you met ascending into the

green cloud twenty or thirty yards back, or

to the impenetrable tangle, a dozen yards on.

which has climbed a small tree, and then a

taller one again, and then a taller one still, till

it has climbed out of sight. And what are

their species ? what are their families ? Who
knows? Xot even the most experienced

woodman or botanist can tell you the names
of plants of which he only sees the ste

The leaves, the flowers, the fruit, can only be

examined by felling the tree; and not even
always then, for sometimes the tree when cut

refuses to fall, linked as it is by chains of

liane to all the trees around.
And what is that delicious scent about the

air ? Vanilla ; and up that stem zigzags the

green, fleshj' chain of the vanilla orchis. Tht
scented pods hang far above out of j-our reach

Soon you will be struck by the variety o:

the vegetation, and will recollect, what you
have often heard, that social plants are rare

in the tropic forests. Certainly they are

rare in Trinidad, where the only instances of

social trees are the Moras and the Jloriehe

palm. jSTorthern forests are usually made up

of one dominant plant—of firs or of pin

of oaks or of beeches. But here no two
plants are alike. Stems rough, smooth, prick-

ly, round, fluted, stilted, upright, sloping,

branched, arched, jointed, opposite-leaved, al-

ternate-leaved, leafless, or covered with leaves

of every conceivable pattern, are jumbled
together till the eye and brain are tired of

continually asking " What next?" The stems
are of every color—copper, pink, gray, green,

brown, black as if burned, marbled with
lichens, many of them silvery white, gleam-
ngafar in the bush, furred with mosses and
delicate creeping film-ferns, or laced with the

air-roots of some parasite aloft. Up this

stem scrambles a climbing seguine; up the
next another creeper quite different ; and so

on, through all the infinite variety of tropi-

cal vines.

Another fact will soon force itself on your
attention. The soil is furrowed every where
by holes ; by graves, some two or three

feet wide and deep, and of uncertain length
and shape, often wandering about for thirty

or forty feet, and running confusedly into

each other. They are not the work of man, nor
of an animal; for no earth seems to have
been thrown out of them. In the bottom of

dry graves you sometimes see a decaying
root ; but most of them are full of water, and
of tiny fish also. These graves are, some of

them, plainly quite new. Some, again, are

very old, for trees of all sizes are growing in

them and over them.
What makes them? A question not easi-

ly answered ; but the shrewdest foresters say
that they have held the roots of trees now
dead. Either the tree has fallen and torn its

roots out of the ground, or the roots and
stumps have rotted in their place, and the

soil above them has fallen in.

But they must decay very quickly, these

roots, to leave their quite fresh graves thus
empty; and—now one thinks of it—how few
fallen trees, or even dead sticks, there are lying

about in the high woods I

There are forests in Xorth America throug
which it is all but impossible to make way,
so high are piled up, among the still growing
trees, dead logs in every stage of decay.

And here, in a forest equally ancient, every
plant is growing out of the bare yellow loam.

Most strange, until you remember that you
are in one of nature's hottest and dampest
laboratories. Nearly eighty inches of yearly

rain and more than eighty degrees of pe

petual heat make swift work with vegetable

fibre, which iu a colder climate, would crum-
ble into leaf mould, or perhaps change into

peat. This zone of illimitable sun-force de

stroys as swiftly as it generates, and gen-

erates again as swiftly as it destroys. Here
when the forest giant falls, with the crackling

of the roots below, and the lianes aloft rat-

tling like musketry through the woods, till

the great trunk comes down upon the forest

floor with a boom as of a heavy gun, the

genial rain and genial heat act upon the

fallen monarch until all the tangled ruin of li-

anes and parasites, and the boughs and leaves,

melt swiftlj' and peacefully awa}' into the

water and carbonic acid and sunlight out of

which they were created at first, to be ab-

sorbed instantly by the green leaves around,

and, transmuted into fresh forms of beauty,

leave not a wreck behind.

—

Kingsley's West
Indies.

A conceit of knowledge is the greatest

enemy of knowledge, and the greatest argu-

ment of ignorance.

For "The fri

At a time when such varied influence

at work to vitiate the testimony of our So
regard to plainness of dress, it were

to embrace every suitable opportunity t

courage our members in its support. A
n the last number of " The Friend

connection with " Papers of John Bare
has especial reference to this subject,

experience of that devoted follower of C
is deeply instructive, and if rightly

stood, should induce all our younger men
to attain to that degree of sanctification w
would render the adoption of plain dress

cessary consequence. But in the quota

in the article referred to, there is lang

employed that, with some, may tend to s

ferent effect from that designed. Whe
says "possession should precede profess

he utters an unchangeable truth ; but in

accompanying remarks, expressing his a]

hension lest adopting the plain garb too e

he should be guilty of hypocrisy, he pec

flections which it may be feared would
some minds to rest, in indulgence in the

ions of the world. We cannot be too pos

in holding the ground, that the All-seeing

cannot be deceived by any outward confor

with the requirements of religion,—ths

generation and amendment of life are th

sentials of the Christian character; ye

should be careful how we admit the 6

meut, that if a plain dress is not imperat

required of any one, it is therefore wror

wear it. Much has been said in regard t

advantage of a plain garb as a " hedge a

us," and this argument I believe is f

force. But its force can apply to none
strongly than those whose religious stal

is yet untried. We may not know the d«

of spiritual refinement in many amongs
It is not the approved habit among Fr

to make our spiritual warfare a subje

common talk. Moreover, it is becomir

us to be modest in our claims to religion

vancement, and hence should we assume
the plain dress should be worn by non

those of a high degree of Christian perfec

we shall do much to discourage its use.

It is presumable that these notes of J,

claj-, penned while still in his minority, si

be taken as the exposition of his feelings,

er than as being adapted to every stat

experience. Did we all, whether youi

older, enter upon the Christian path wit

dedication which characterized him, we e

safely say to any brother or sister comin

ward in the work, " wear thy gay clothi

long as thou canst." But unhappily th

durance is not generally to be reliec

Paul saith, "I am become all things t

men, that by all means I might save 8(

And when we consider that according t

uniform experience of those who have ai

ed to religious stability in the Sooie

Friends, it becomes a matter of du(

adopt a plain garb, although such be sin

in the eyes of the world, there need be

fear of danger that such, if adopted volui

ly, will be worn too soon. It should ev

admitted as an evidence'that we have

with Jesus. And if ever in our intere

with the world, we be tempted to deny

we may be thankful for any the least p
of our allegiance, that shall in some 01

moment decide the wavering scale, anc

us from deeds for repentance.

The example adduced of the young w
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Friend," who, while under religious preaching of such departed Philadelphian
worthies as Thomas Scattergood, George Dill-

wyn, and, in more recent times, Thomas
Evans. These dear Friends indeed, preached
in the demonstration of the Spirit and of
power, and not mere prolonged, wordy effu-

sions, which, however well meant, are certain-

ly very different from real gospel ministi-y.

A similar remark may, it is believed, apply
to much of the so-called 'extension' of the
Society in the Western States. There is rea-

son to believe that in more than a few in-

stances very superficial profession has been
mistaken for convincement, and has led to

premature and unedifying unions with the
Society.

May we never lose the weighty, though of-

ten silent, solemnity of true spiritual worship

;

and may no crude and verbose communica-
tions (however much ' acknowledged' by some
meetings) be fostered in the place of reverent,
brief, powerful ministrations of the gospel and
of the living spirit.

Thine truly, X.
11th Month 14th, 1871.

otion, felt required to dress plainly, may
serious warning. Let no one under simi-

lelings be turned from thorn, by the idea

are wanting in clearness. Assured that

3card the fashions of the world is a step

le right direction, let all our younger
bers be encouraged to take this step in

agree of strength afforded. What though
have turned back, let this but incite us

ave the assistance of the Almighty arm,
in all our intercourse with men " wo may
;
forth fruit unto holiness," the end

eof is everlasting life,

other extract from John Barclay, writ-

oon after those above adverted to, may
this article. Friends' Library, Vol. 6,

402. '' With regard to my present dress

jutward appearance, it is evident there

eh to alter. That dress from which my
ithers have without good reason, and
improper motives departed, to that dress

3t return,—that simple appearance no
ae singular, which occasioned, and still

ions to the professors of Truth, sufferin^

lontempt, the same must I also take up,

ubmit to the consequences thereof It

;ht if the vain customs, folly and fash-

)f this world have insinuated themselves
my branch of our daily conduct, to oradi

;hem with every one of their useless in

ions, whatever trouble, anxiety or per
ion it may cost us. But after we have
broken our bonds, we shall find a free

from thought, trouble or anxiety about
pparel, far surpassing the unconcern of
ave of custom.

1 Co., Md., 2nd Month 12th, 1872.

Friends or Methodists."

le Editors of " The Friend :"

) following, from a late No. of " The
h Friend," with the above caption, will,

ly be, interest, and at the same time not
ise many of your readers.

y the number be increased, whose know-
of the deep things of God, will enable
to savour spirits, and to discriminate

jen sound and substance ; between " mere
wordy effusions, aud that proach-

(rhich is in the demonstration of the
; and of power."
ear Friend.—In the current month's
•er of thy journal there was an extract
an Indiana newspaper, describing the
hing of the Friends in the AVestern
of America. It contained the foUow-

iggestive paragraph :

most of the preaching we noticed a
derful similarity to that of the Methodists,
speakers would frequently repeat pas-

from hymns, just as Methodist minis-
lo. Both in sentiment and manner, the
hing was rather in the revival style. The

i, too, were more Methodistic than
er.'

passage will be felt by many English
ds to confirm the impressions derived
much of the preaching heard of late

in our meetings from trans-atlantic

rs. AVithout anything derogatory either

Methodists, who number many most
ent people, or to the western Friends,
vlso number many very worthy persons,
eve a desire very generally prevails that
linistry of our modern American visitors

lore of that deep, weighty spiritual char-

which was wont to be a feature in the
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The evangelical prophet, speaking in refer-

ence to our Saviour, says, " He shall grow up
before him as a root out of a dry ground ; he
hath no form or comeliness, and when we shall

see him there is no beauty that we should d

sire him. He is despised and rejected of men
This extraordinary prophetic description of

the appearing and reception of Him who left

the glory which He had with the Father bo

fore the world was, to come upou earth to

seek and to save that which was lost, has been
fulfilled, not only when Christ tabernacled

amongst men, as a man of sorrows and ac-

quainted with grief, but also as He manifests

himself by his Spirit in the heart. So like-

wise does it, in measure, portray the estima-

tion in which the religion of which He is the

author, is held by man in his unregenerate
state. There are many who profess to believe

in the reality of the Christian religion, and
who would be greatly displeased if told they
bad never really embraced it, who nevertho-

oss hold its self-denying requirements in con-

tempt, and can see no form nor comeliness in

the narrow and straightforward path in which
the true disciplesof a crucified Lord find them-
selves constrained to walk. The lust of the

a, the lust of the eye and the pride of life

act so powerfully on the spirit, degenerated

and enfeebled by the fall from primitive purity,

and the indulgence of self, that it shrinks from
coming under a government that, to the car-

nal eye, has " no beauty" because it allows of

no courtly compliance with the spirit of the

world, nor tacit connivance at wrong things,

but requires, under all circumstances, to act

and to speak the truth earnestly, though
meekl3^, and to contend against error fear-

lessly, let it oftend whom it may.
From these indelible characteristics of Chris-

tianity, it is in accordance with sound reason,

as well as with the teaching of experience,

that the outward demonstration of the con-

tempt or persecution of men of the world has

always been more congenial with the preser-

vation of the pure doctrines of Christianity,

and the spiritual growth of those practically
embracing them, than the sunshine of the
world's favor, and its unsanciified attempts to
support or spread the religion it professes.
The hatred and oppression from those whose
oycs are blinded by the god of this world, by
raising a barrier between them and the self-

denying disciples of Christ, in measure pre-
serves the latter from contamination by the
low principles and evil practices of the former,
and at the same time they stimulate them to
more entire dependence on, and more fervent
prayer to the Searcher of hearts, that they
may be kept in unyielding integrity and
singleness of purpose to his will.

Friends came forth as a Society in a time
of extraordinary commotion, a time of high
profession, which though accompanied by sin-
cerity on the pait of some, cloaked tho spirit
of intolerance and persecution in very many.
This defection in christian principle was wide-
ly and boldly displayed, when, after the resto-

ration, luxury and dissipation spread through-
out every class in the nation that could com-
mand the means to indulge in them, and
fashion ran to the height of extravagance and
folly. Amid all this, and exposed as they
wero to tho vengeful assaults of the spirit of
libertinism, enraged at the felt reproof con-
stantly administered hy their uniform adher-
ence to the requirements of the selfdenying
religion they professed, and tho stern rebuke
of vanity and pride unequivocally expressed
by their plain and simple dross and address,
Friends shrunk not from stemming the de-
moralizing torrent, and to adhere to their
peculiar garb, language and manner of life, as
part and parcel of a religion depending on
faith in and obedience to Christ Jesus their
Lord, who led them thus to bear the daily
cross, without which Ho has declared no man
can be his disciple. The persecution which
arose proved a soil in which Quakerism grew
and strengthened, and the testimonies of
Truth which they wero required to maintain,
despised and rejected as they were by the men
of the world, and hold in contempt by the
superficial professor as springing out of a dry
ground, became increasingly dear to all those
members who were willing to confess their
Master before men, and desired to know Him
to preserve them from the pollutions that
abound in the world.

In tho present day so many of the members
in the Society have shaken hands with the
world, or under the specious pretext of liber-

ality and of increased usefulness, have joined
with other religious professors in " religious
works," that many of those precious testimo-
nies, for the support of which our worth v an-
cestors were willing' to suffer the loss of all

things, and which they enshrined in suffering
as deep and bitter as any endured by other
martyrs, are evaded or wholly relinquished,
as being of no importance; as peculiarities'
unworthy of enlightened minds; burdens vol-
untarily assumed by those of peculiar consti-
tutional temperament, but having no connec-
tion with bearing the cross of Christ; and this
is said or acted even by some holding respon-
sible stations in the church. "How is tho
gold become dim! how is the most fine gold
changed

! the stones of the sanctuary are
poured out in the top of every street." The
prediction uttered years ago is being verified,

that Friends would have to contend for the
testimonies of Truth, as before held by the
Society, against their fellow members.
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The causes producing this state of things

are not difficult of detection. Perhaps the

two following are the most apparent. In

order to encourage and assist its members in

performing the responsible duty of rightly

bringing up their children, the Society, while

believing that a change of heart is indispen-

sable for union with the church of Christ, has

extended the salutary restraint and teaching

connected with membership, by admitting

birthright members. This, while it has many
recommendations, has undoubtedly opened a

door through wliich the Society has become
burdened with nominal members, many of

whom claim all the rights pertaining thereto,

while they give little or no evidence of pre-

paration or qualification for participation in

the affairs of the church, or for rightly esti-

mating its doctrines or testimonies, many of

which they reject as having no form nor come-

liness. Again, many in membership, sound

in principle, and punctual in the performance

of external duties, have rested satisfied with

a mere assent of the understanding to the pre-

cious truths of Christian doctrine which the

Society holds, while the all-important work
of regeneration, a thorough change of heart

through the cleansing, sanctifj'ing baptisms

of the Holy Spirit—-has been shrunk from or

overlooked. Hence many of our testimonies

—the inestimable value of which is realized

Mersey during the year 1871, was 155,8.52, showing an
increase over 1870 of 3,154. The number going to the
United States was 134,885, and to Canada 20,167.

There are now 118 daily newspapers published in

Great Britain and Ireland, viz : England, 83 ; Wales, 1

;

Scotland, 11 ; Ireland, 22; Channel Islands, 1.

The Atlantic Cables of 1865 and 1866, are showing
signs of decreasing insulation, but their condition does
not at present affect the regular and rapid transmission
of messages.

On the 12th inst., both Houses of Parliament were
officially informed of the assassination of the Earl of

Mayo, Governor-General of India. He was stabbed by
a convict at Port Blair, in the Adaman Islands, on the

evening of the 8th inst.

A Versailles dispatch of the 12th says ; The com-
mittee upon the subject of a national loan for the pay-
ment of the German indemnity, have suspended their

deliberations, having been apprised that the govern-
ment will negotiate with the Germans for a new basis

of settlement, which will shortly be communicated to

the Assembly.
The French National Assembly has passed a resolu-

tion authorizing the prosecution of the publishers of ten

provincial papers which have published articles insult-

ing to the Assembly.
The Assembly has approved the report of its com-

mittee recommending amnesty to all Communists under
the rank of a commissioned officer, and who have com-
mitted no offence under the common law.

A schism has broken out among the clergy of Paris,

on account of the extreme ultramontanism of the new
archbishop.

In the German Diet on the 9th, during the debate on
the Education bill, Bismarck said the government was
disposed to propitiate the Roman Catholics, but its

patience was exhausted. He announced it as the policy

by those only who have had them opened to "f P''"^^!''
''^/^/'f

.t" Gej-manize the Polish schools,

,,•'. , -1 J. , ,, CI -^ [• rM. t. as 1? ranee had Gallicized those ot Alsace and Liorraine.
their understanding by the Spirit of Christ,

whence they sprung—are considered by them
as having no beauty that they should be de-

sired, and being loosely held, can be easily laid

aside to suit circumstances.

The degeneracy is too apparent to be de-

nied, and to palliate it we are told, that it is

impossible to resist the general current of

more enlightened thought, and that allowance

must be made for change of times and circum-

stances. It is evident that those who, from a

deep sense of religious duty, cannot consent

to lower the standard to suit the unfaithful-

ness and cowardly compliance of mere nomi-

nal members, must be willing, like their faith-

ful predecessors, to suffer derision and oppo-

sition in support of what many among us call

little things, but which are of momentous im-

portance to those who dare not suffer the

pride of life or the love of the world to draw
them away from dedication to the cause of

their Master.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times says it is morally cer-

tain that the attempt to settle the Alabama claims before

the Geneva Board of Arbitratiqp will be a failure. We
must, therefore, make efforts to prevent angry recrimi-

nation. If we are successful, the time is possibly near

when more dexterous negotiations will .settle all dif-

ferences.

A terrible storm had prevailed for several days on

the south coast of Ireland, and caused marine disasters

with serious loss of life. Three vessels had foundered

off a village twenty miles southeast of Cork, and their

crews perished.

In the English Channel the steamer Electra was run

into by the ship Dholeran, and sunk. Captain Bruce

and seventeen persons belonging to the steamer were

drowned.
The Queen's speech, at the opening of Parliament,

was without much importance. The renewal of the

commercial treaty of 1860, with France, ha.s not been

effected, but was atill under discussion. With reference

to the Geneva arbitration, it is merely remarked thai

the American claims include some not understood by

the English government to be within the scope of the

Washington treaty, and that friendly overtures had been

addressed to Washington for a rectification.

The total number of emigrant pas :ngers leaving the

The Bishop of Strasburg having notified the Cabinet

at Berlin that the Holy See no longer recognizes the

ordat as applying to Alsace and Lorraine, Prince
Bismarck replied that the Emperor of Germany will

undertake, independently of such measure, the Church
government of these provinces.

A Vienna dispatch says : A basis of compromise has
been agreed on by which certain concessions towards
self-government are granted the province of Galicia.

In Spain agitations against the government are re

ported in the provinces of Valencia and Andalusia.

The 2,000 troops asked for by Captain-General Val
maseda, have sailed from Cadiz for Cuba.

It is proposed to have an international exhibition in

Constantinople, before the close of the present year, in

order to further the progress of agriculture, manufac-
tures and arts in Turkey.
A Vienna dispatch says : The Presse newspaper of

this city, in an article upon the claims of America be-

fore the arbitrators at Geneva, says England has pro-

bably learned that the opinion of the board will be un-

favorable to the conduct of that nation during the civil

in America, and fears the consequences of her
course toward the United States.

London, 2d mo. 12th.—Consols, 911- U. S. 5-20's

91 J a 915 ; ten-forties, 90.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 11', alljc?.; Orleans,

llJall|rf.
United States.—The Government will make no

formal reply to Lord Granville'.s note respecting the

Geneva arbitration, until the full and exact text of the

communication shall be received. It is, however, fully

understood that the United States will not modify its

statement of the case. It is willing to abide the result

of the tribunal of arbitrators in all matters submitted to

their determination, and will expect like good faith on
the part of the British government.
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 115 to 98,

has passed a bill to establish an educational fund, and
to apply the proceeds of the public lands to the educa-

tion of the people. The House, by a vote of 140 to 37,

has adopted a resolution instructing the Committee on
Ways and Means to report a bill repealing all import
duties on tea and coffee.

After long debate in the Senate, Sumner's suppl
mentary civil rights bill was attached as an amendment
to the amnesty bill by the casting vote of the Vice Pre
sident. The bill as thus amended required a two-third

vote, which it failed to receive, the yeas being 33 and
the nays 19. A number of Senators favored the passage

of the amnesty bill alone, but would not accept the civil

rights bill also.

The mortality in Philadelphia last week was 510, in

eluding 183 of small pox. The whole number of deaths

from small pox since 9th mo. 9th last, has been

The number of mercantile failures in the U. i

in the year 1871, is stated to be 2,915, with an aggt

of liabilities amounting to $85,2-52,000.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has accepte

offer of a lot of ground in Chicago for the sum ol

250,000. It is intended to erect the public buil.

thereon.

The number of blind persons in the United S
according to the census of 1870, was 20,320. The
ber of those in Pennsylvania was 1,767.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota

the 12th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115}; ditto, -5-20, 1867, lllf ;

10-40, 5 per cents, llOf. Superfine flour, $5.95 a $
finer brands, $6.50 a $10.75. No. 2 spring wheat, $
red wheat, $1.63 a $1.65; white Genesee, $1.80.

barley, 86 cts. Oats, 54 a 57 cts. Western mixed
~3 a 74 cts.; yellow, 74 cts. ; southern white, 75 a 8

Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 1

24 cts. Porto Rico sugar, 9J cts. Crude petrol

16} cts. ; white, 25 cts. Superfine fiour, $5 a %',

finer brands, $6 a $10..50. Pennsylvania and we
heat, $1.60; white, $1.75. Rye, 92 cts. Yi

corn, 68 cts. ; western mixed, 69 a 70 cts. Oats,

57 cts. Lard, 9} a 9| cts. Clover-seed, lOi a 1!

Timothy, $3.65 per bushel. About 1,850 head oi

cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at

cts., a few choice at 9 a 9; cts. ; fair to good, 6 a

and common 4 a 5i cts. per lb. gross. About
'

sheep sold at 7 a 8 cts. per lb. gross for prime, ai

7 cts. for common. Corn fed hogs, $7.25 a $7.75 pe

'bs. net. £a/(more.—Red wheat, $1.63 a $1.65.

ow corn, 63 a 70 cts. Western mixed, 69 a 7

Oats, 53 a 54 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 5

No. 2 corn, 40} cts. No 2 oats, 32.V cts. No. 2 s

barley, 58J a 59 cts. Lard, 8 8-10 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Ins:

TION will be held in Philadelphia on Seventh-da;
24th instant, at 10 A. M. Charles J. Alle>
Second mo. 13th, 1872. CI.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for one of the schools ii

Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Ph:

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for the Boys' 2nd Mathem

School. Application may be made to

Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut
Chas. J. Allen, 304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce

WANTED
A Friend to take charge of the Primary Deparl

ofthe Adelphi School for Colored Children, on Wii

St. below 13th St. Applv to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second St.

Joseph W. Lippincott, 413 Walnul
Jonathan Evans, 15 North Seventh

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddj

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W(
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients id

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boi

Managers.

Died, on the third of Twelfth month last,

Smedley, in the 77th year of his age, an
member and elder of Goshen Monthly and Whil
Preparative Meeting, Pa. It is rarely that

record the removal of one more conspicuous for h

hearted integrity and unostentatious sincerity,

walked not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor sU

the way of sinners, nor sat in the seat of the sco;

but his delight was in the law of the Lord, and
law did he meditate day and night."

, First month 31st, 1872, George K. Sm
beloved member of the Monthlv Meeting of Frie

Philadelphia, for the Wctern District, in the 95tl

of his age. " Thou shalt come to thy grave i

age, like as a shock of corn cometh in, in his s

The language of the text is balieved to be applii

onr departed friend ; who, being fully ripe, has

gathered, we reverently trust, into the Heavenly g
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The Land of Desolation,

a work recently issued by the Harpers,
written by Dr. Isaac Hayes, describing

visit of a pleasure party to Greenland in

gammer of 1869, there is contained a de-

)tion of some of the ruined buildings

ed there by the early Norwegian settlers,

a history of the settlement, growth and
destruction of the Scandinavian colonies,

r to the voyages and discoveries of Co-

bus and other navigators of his time. The
wing account is condensed therefrom:

—

!rfc the Rod, the son of a Norwegian earl,

I
banished from Iceland, for three years,

tilling a man who would not return a bor-

3d door post, which was always a sacred

Dt, and was preserved with pious care by
Scandinavians. He determined to go in

uit of land said to lie to the westward of

md, and set sail in the summer of the year
in a small halfdecked ship. Coming to

; of Greenland, he turned south along

bores, rounded Cape Farewell and settled

grand fiord, near where the present town
Uanshaab is situated. He liked the coun-

vell. Upon the meadow-lands immense
of reindeer were browsing on the luxu
grass; and sparrows chirruped amont

)ranches of the trees ; and he named it

nland. " For," quoth he (according to

Id Icelandic sage,) "if the land have
name, it will cause many to come hither."

eturning to Iceland, at the expiration of

JBanishment, ho persuaded many to remove
>ie newly opened country. The settlement
Pc|- and prospered. Norwegians, Danes,
e nders, people from the Hebrides, from
leJrilish Isles, from Ireland, and even from
le.ioiith of Europe, came there in ships to

U>. Emigrants poured in, new towns were
nit new farms were cleared, and ambitious
noidventurous men searched up and down
iBoast for other fields whereon to display
lej enterprise. How far north the most ad
Boirous went we can not certainly know

;

UtjSafn places one of their expeditions in

itiide 75°, a point to which the stoutest

Mj of modern times can not now go with-
utjmcountering serious risk. And all this

TiBventured, eight hundred years ago, in

alilecked ships and open boats. It is posi-

tively known that one of tiieir expeditions

reached as far as Upernavik, latitude 72° 50',

a stone having been discovered near there, in

1824, by Sir Edward Parry, bearing the fol-

lowing inscription in Runic characters:

" Erling Sighvatson and Biorn Thordarson and
Eindrid Oddson on Saturday before As-

cension iceek raised these marks
and cleared ground. 1135."

Think of " clearing ground" in Greenland
up in latitude 72° 50'. What kind of ground
would now be found to clear? Naked wastes
alone; and the desert sands are not more un-

productive. But, as intimated already, the cli-

mate has certainly changed during the seven

hundred years since this event happened ; in

evidence of which, it is not unimportant to

observe that, in the old chronicles of the

voyages of those ancient Northmen, there is

very little mention made of ice as a disturb-

ing element in navigation.

The Icelandic record thus describes the in-

troduction of Christianity into Greenland :

—

" When fourteen winters were passed from
the time that Eric the Red set forth to Green-
land, his son Lief sailed from thence to Nor
way, and came thither in the autumn that
King Olaf Tryggvason arrived in the North
from Helgaland. Lief brought up his ship at

Nidaros [Drontheim], and went straightway
to the king. Olaf declared unto him the true

faith, as was his custom unto all heathens who
came before him ; and it was not hard for the

king to persuade Lief thereto, and he was
baptized, and with him all his crew." After
his return to Greenland, "Lief straightway
began to declare the universal faith through
out the land ; and he laid before the people
the message of King Olaf, and detailed unto
them how much grandeur and great noblen
there was attached to the new belief Eric
was slow to determine to leave his ancient
faith, but Thjodhilda, his wife, was quickly
persuaded thereto, and she built a kirk, which
was called ' Thjodhilda's Kirk.' And from
the time she received the faith she separated
from her husband, which did sorely grieve
him."
And this appears to have been the last, and

(as the sequel shows) was the most potent
argument for his conversion. To get his wi
back, he turned Christian, and ordered the
pagan rites to be discontinued, and the pagan
images of Thor, and Odin, and the rest of
them, to be broiien up and burned.
The Christian population of Greenland bo

came, in course of time, so numerous that it

was necossarj^ for the Bishop of Iceland to

come over there frequently to administer th
duties of that part of his see; for the diocese
of Gardar, as it was called, was from the first

attached to the See of Iceland.
The Northmen in Greenland prospered.

Their intercourse with Europe was regular,
and their export trade, especially in beef, was
considerable. Indeed, Greenland beef was for

a long time highly prized in Norway, and

there was no greater luxury to "set before

the king." The people were almost wholly

independent of the Icelandic government.

Under a system of their own devising, which

appears to have perfectly satisfied their neces-

sities, they lived quite unmolested by the out-

side world, and, undisturbed by wars and ru-

mors of wars, the descendants of Eric the Red
were as happy as any people need wish to be.

They were very anxious to have a bishop

of their own, and in 1126 their request was

granted, and from that time to 1409, the see

was regularly maintained.

The final destruction of the Northmen in

Greenland is a matter of melancholy interest.

Exactly when it came about we cannot know.

We have seen that the bishop's see was aban-

doned in 1409. Prior to that time, however,

we have accounts of the desperate straits to

which the people were reduced. In 1383 we
find the following curious entry in the Ice-

landic annals:
" A ship came from Greenland to Norway

which bad lain in the former country six

years, and certain men returned by this vessel

who had escaped from the wreck of Thorlast's

ship. This ship brought the news of Bishop

Alf's death from Greenland, which had taken

place there six years before."

Of the causes which led to this state of

affairs we are not, however, left wholly to

conjecture. First came a royal decree (for by

this time Greenland had passed over, along

with Iceland, from a state of independence

into the possession of the King of Norway)
laying a prohibition on the foreign trade, and

creating Greenland a monopoly of the crown.

This was a dreadful blow, and the shipping

was practically at an end. Trade must, in-

deed, have been sadly languishing when six:

years were required to obtain a return cargo.

The principal northern settlements were on

the banks of what is now Baal's River, a deep

fiord or arm of the sea. About the year 1349,

an attack was made upon these by the Skrael-

lings. Word was sent to the southern colo-

nies, and an expedition was fitted out for

their defence and succor, and was placed in

charge of Ivar Bore (the same who left a writ-

ten account of his Greenland experiences,)

who was secretary to the bishop, and lay su-

perintendent of Gardar. He found, however,

on arriving there, not a human being left, but

merely a few cattle, which he brought away
with him. Nor did he discover any enemies.

Having accomplished their murderous and

plundering design, the savages had retreated

with the fruits of their raid, and for a time

were not again heard from. But at length

they learned of the still greater wealth of the

white men lower down the coast, and there

they began to show themselves—at first in

small bands, and finally in great numbers,

until they overran the habitable parts of the

I

country, driving the Northmen from place to

I
place. The churcheswerepillagedand burned,
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and the monasteries of St. Olaf, St. Michael,

and St. Thomas were levelled with the earth.

A peculiar interest attaches to the church
at Krakortok from the circumstance that here
the Northmen made their last stand, and,

under the leadership of a man named Un-
gitok, for some years maintained an obstinate

and successful resistance. At this time great
numbers of the savages were collected upon
the island of Aukpeitsavik (about midway
between Krakortok and Julianashaab), under
the lead of their chief, Krassippe.

These savages, or Skraellings, were the
Esquimaux of the present time. Originally

they appear to have been warlike and aggres-
sive. At present they are an inoffensive,

harmless people—a change entirely due to

the influence of the Danish missionaries and
the Moravian Brethren, who have been among
them during the past hundred and fifty years.
Whence they came, we can of course only

conjecture, since they had formerly no written
language of any kind, and possessed only
vague traditions of having come from the
West. That they crossed from Asia by Beh-
ring's Straits, and then wandered eastward
along the coasts of Arctic America, until, in

course of time, they reached Greenland, there
can be no reasonable doubt. Of the period of
their original migration we cannot, of course,
have ground for even a rational speculation.
This is, however, wholly unimportant to our
present purpose, which concerns only their
appearance in Greenland—an event which,
as we have seen, happened in the fourteenth
century. Could it be that these same savages
were identical with those of similar character
which Lief and his successors, three centuries
before, had found on the shores of Massachu-
setts, and who were there in sufficient num-
bers to prevent the Northmen from occupy-
ing the country? I think it very probabL
and their appearance in Greenland is, perhaps,
due to the fact that the tribes now known as
Indians (who first appeared upon the eastern
slope of the Alleghanios about that time)
drove them from their southern hunting-
grounds, and forced them to seek safety in

the inhospitable North, compelling them to
reside upon the sea-shore, because the land
produced but little game, while the sea every-
where abounded in fish. Hence their name,
derived from the Indian word EsquimaUik,
applied to them in derision, and signifying
"eaters of fish."

CTo be continned.)

For " The FrieDd."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.
CCootinued from page 195.)

" 1817, February. I have been at this time,
as at many others, verj- seriously impressed
with the belief of the immediate influence of
the Spirit of that great and gracious Being,
who promised by the mouth of Him whom'
Ho sent into the world, that it should be, in
his true disciples, a teacher of all things, and
a guide into all truth. There has been felt
this evening a still small voice, whispering in
the secret of my soul, and gently opening
what would be required of me. It has been
given me to see with an unusual degree of
clearness, that there will be an important post—an honorable station for me to hold, if I am
but faithful to the smaller discoveries of duty :

that the track, which for a short space I have
been stepping in, though likely to lead me in

pointed for me; bufthat way will be opened,
in due time and manner, to engage in a more
extensive occupation, even a high and holy
calling. I speak not here of a prospect of en-

gaging publicly as a minister among Friends,

but of religious usefulness generallj'. I desire

not to be misunderstood, and thus to bring
disgrace on the Truth, or the true lovers of

it : I therefore can scarcely forbear to mention
the view of my mind, as it is and has been on
this matter. I have long mourned day and
night, and have been grievously affected with
the rapid advances which the enemy of souls

is making, in the earth at large, on professing

Christians generally. Under this impression
my soul has been weighed down more or less,

for the space of above two years with little

intermission, even before I came into acquaint-

ance with that Society, of which I was born
a nominal member. My very health, I be-

lieve, has been at times injured by this con-

stant anxietj-; which was not to be erased or
smothered by close application to business, or

by society, or recreation. My concern has
been much increased by a review of the depth
of perdition from which 1 have been plucked,
even as a brand from the burning: and by the
deplorable effects of sin on those, with whom
in my vile courses I kept company. Now I

believe I may not with innocency or impunitj-

quench, or reject, or make light of such con-

erns and impressions as have their founda-
tion in Truth, and the end of which is the
advancement of Truth ; nor am I at liberty to

treat such thoughts as he did, who said, ' Go
thy way for this time, when I have a con-
venient season I will call for thee ;' forasmuch
as I know not that another opportunity may
be afforded me. I therefore feel bound to en-

courage and cherish good impressions bj- all

means and at all times. The oftener I have
considered this important and extensive sub-

ject, the more strongly have I been induced
to believe, that sacriiSces will be called for at
my hand

; and that I shall be constrained to
take up my daily cross in a peculiar manner,
not only as to things which are wrong in

themselves, but as to those which have a ten-

dency to evil, and even in many things which
religious people account innocent and allow-
able. O! when I read in the Scriptures the
very excellent precepts and instructions given
for us to follow ; and when I examine closely

the conformity of the lives of those by whom
the precepts are delivered ; my admiration at
the coincidence in every minute particular, is,

as it were, swallowed up in mourning, at the
declension of the present professors of the
same religious duties. By such considera-
tions and reflections, my soul is stimulated
very fervently and frequently to petition Him,
who is the fountain of all good, that He would,
in his own time and way, aid his own cause

;

that He would be pleased to regard the sighs,

the cries, and the tears of His exercised peo-
ple— ' His own elect, which cry day and night
unto Him,' for the advancement, extension,
and prosperity of every thing that is good.

1817, March. The subject of dress has
very frequently come under my serious con-
sideration,—it has of late been still more often
and more deeply impressed on mj' mind ; and

I have kept quiet and calm, singly desirous
to know and to do whatever might be re-

quired, the matter has opened more and more
clearly before my view ; and some things with
regard to it, which had been hitherto hid from

|

reasonings and fleshly wisdom, or concern
which I seemed then to be uncertain an(

decided, now brighten up into clearness,

to make me conclude that they are indispi

bly right for me to adopt. And surely, I n

add, no sooner is a truth clearly manifeg-

a duty distinctly marked out, than it

without hesitation be obeyed. With res
to my present dress, and outward appeara:
it is evident there is much to alter. T
dress, from which my forefathers hav
out good reason and from improper mot:
departed, to that dress I must return:
simple appearance, now become singo
which occasioned and still continues to o
sion the professor of the Truth, suffering

contempt, the same must I also take up,

submit to the consequences thereof. Si

may object to this, as if it were impropi
' taking thought;' but I differ from them,
in the rule itself about the anxiety bestO'

on clothing, but about the application off
rule. It is right, if the vain customs, f

and fashion of this world, have insinns

themselves into any branch of our daily t

duct, to eradicate them, with every on'

their useless innovations, whatever trou

anxiety, or persecution it may cost us.

after we have on'ce broken our bonds,
shall find a freedom from anxiety, troublf

thought about our apparel, far surpassing
unconcern and forgetfulness, which seem
deaden the spiritual eye and apprehensio
the slave of custom."
Would that such, under our name, whc

sert that they feel called upon to bear i

timony against our testimony to plainnee

speech, behavior, and apparel; as well as tl

who, not having much partaken of the sw
of obedience, or, with the Apostle Paul, I

not gloried in the' cross of the Lord J
rist, would gladly find an excuse fo

yielding to so world-renouncing a testiii

might with our enlightened Author i

take this " subject under serious consid

tion." How instructive are his words:
I have kept quiet and calm, singly desiro:

know and do whatever might be required,

matter has opened more and more clearl'

fore ray view." He afterwards speak"

things being hidfrom him, whilst in a dis]

tion to follow his own reasonings and fleshly

dom, &c. Is not this the true cause andgn,
of any turning away from, of slighting otB.
regarding the testimonies of our forefatiM

which, being so contrary to the spirit M.
usage of this world, tend perhaps more p
any other one thing, to mortify and hn:«
the pride and haughtiness of the nai«l

heart! Moreover every budding of a ae

growth in grace, and in the kingdom of' '

Jesus, must ever have its beginning in

ence to the day of small things. ""He tl

faithful in that which is /fa.??, is faithful

»

in much," says that Prince and Saviour, l«0

mostly if not always tests the allegiance,*

dience, and love of His followers by some ol

humiliating requisition of duty. If fai W
'n the small tithes (if small they be) evi

for, such faithful ones are gradually i<J'

rulers over more. But, if on the contranW
deny our Saviour in the, so called, smal *
coveries of His light and truth, there is-fi-

nite danger of our being left blindly to W-

selves—to our own devices, and to wal •>

our own deceitful and deceiving waj's.

O ! may none make light of the obsei
way of usefulness, is not the track ap-lme, whilst in a disposition to follow my own i of testimonies which, when yielded to
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ce to the law of the Lord inwardly re-

ad, have been so fruitful for good in teach-
' denial, as well as in restraining our

ig people from those places of resort,

5, disguised and unknown as Friends,

can act moro in accordance with the

es of the natural heart, and with the

of pleasure, fashion, and custom.

it firm is the belief, that the testimonies

ir Society are co-extensive with its exist-

That He who gave them to our fore-

srs to maintain before the world, and at

lost of 80 much selfdenial and reproach

—

oppressor's wrong, the proud man's cou-

)Iy"—will never allow them to fall wholly
e ground ; but will yet in tender compas-
raise up those here and there, who, like
~ relay, shall not draw back nor falter

faithful maintenance of the doctrines and
monies of this religious Society upon its

nal foundation.

if upon looking back to an illustrious

sne ancestry, who, " With the courage
artyrs followed their Lord," there seem

the suggestive verse,

'se days are long past, and new light rises o'er us,

longer we sufier such hardship and loss
;

March of Refinement' now opens upon us,

i points other ways than the way of the cross."

e Lord in the riches of His mercy can
turn back the threatening surge; can
favor this branch of His heritage, and
up our waste places'; can turn and over-

and settle a faithful people. May He
n it in His own time.

For "The Friend."

Central Arabia.

COoDCluded from page 202.)

)n the evening of the 21st we were sit-

np late, talking over the needful pre-

tions of the journey, and drinking coflPee

few good-natured townsmen, who had
jjection to a contraband smoke; a prac-

for which our dwelling had long since

ne famous or infamous, when a rap at

door announced 'Abd-AUah—not the

je, but his namesake and confidential re-

ir. "What brings you here at this hour
night?" said we, not overpleased at the

ur of his visit.

The king' (for such is in common Ri'ad

ince the title given to the heir-apparent)

ds for you ; come with me at once," was
'lort and sharp answer. " Shall Barakat
with me?" said I, looking toward my
anion. " The king wants you alone," re-

the messenger. " Shall I bring one of

)Ook8 along with me?" "There is no
" " Wait a few minutes while we get a
)f coffee ready for you."
^his last offer could not in common de-

T be refused. While the ceremony was
rformance, I found time to exchange a
words with Aboo-'Eysa and Barakat.
' agreed to dismiss the guests, and to re-

on the alert for the result of this noc-

il embassy, easily foreseen to be a threat-

j one, perhaps dangerous. Yet the fact

y companion's not being also sent for,

ed to me a guarantee against immediate

?he royal messenger and myself then left

leiouso, and proceeded in silence and dark
J^through the winding streets to the palace
' Lbd-Allah. Arrived there, a short parley
isjed between my conductor and the guards,
'if then resumed their post, while the for

mer passed on to give the prince notice, leave-

ing me to cool myself for a minute or two in

the night air of thecourtyard. A negro then

came out, and beckoned me to enter.

" The room was dark, there was no other

ght than that afforded by the flickering

gleams of the firewood burning on the hearth.

At the further end sat 'AbdAUah, silent and
gloomy; opposite to him on the other side

was 'Abd-el-Lateef, the successor of the Wah-
habee, and a few others, Zelators, or belong-

ng to their party. Mahboob was seated by
Abd el-Lateef, and his presence was the only

favourable circumstance discernable at a first

glance. But he too looked unusually serious.

At the other end of the long hall were a

dozen armed attendants, Nejdeans or negroes.

When I entered, all remained without
movement or return of greeting. I saluted

'Abd-Allah, who replied in an undertone, and
gave me a signal to sit down at a little dis-

tance from him but on the same side of the

divan. My readers may suppose that I was
not at the moment ambitious of too intimate

a vicinity.
" After an interval of silence, 'Abd-Allah

turned half round towards me, and with his

blackest look and a deep voice said, " I now
know perfectly well what you are; you are

no doctors, you are Christians, spies, and rev-

olutionists ('mufsideen') come hither to ruin

our religion and state in behalf of those who
sent you. The penalty for such as you is

death, that you know, and I am determined
to inflict it without delay."

"Threatened folks live long," thought I,

and had no difficulty in showing the calm
which I really felt. So looking him coolly in

the face, I replied, " Istaghfir Allah," literally,

"Ask pardon of God." This is the phrase

commonly addressed to one who has said

something extremely out of place.

"The answer was unexpected: he started,

and said, " Why so ?" " Because," I rejoined,
" you have just now uttered a sheer absurdity.

'Christians,' be it so ;
but 'spies,' 'revolution-

ists,'—as if we were not known by everybody
in your town for quiet doctors, neither more
nor less I And then to talk about putting me
to death I You cannot, and you dare not.'

" But I can and dare," answered 'Abd-Allah,

"and who shall prevent me? you shall soon

learn that to your cost."

" Neither can nor dare," repeated I. " We
are here your father's guests and yours for a

month and more, known as such, received as

such. What have we done to justify a breach

of the laws of hospitality inNejed? It is im-

possible for you to do what you say," contin-

ued I, thinking the while that it was a great

deal too possible after all ; the obloquy of the

deed would be too much for you."

He remained a moment thoughtful, th

said, " As if any one need know who did it.

I have the means, and can dispose of you
without talk or rumor. Those who are at

my bidding can take a suitable time and place

for that, without my name being ever men-

tioned in the affair."

" The advantage was now evidently on my
side ; I follovved it up, and said with a quiet

laugh, " Neither is that within your power.

Am I not known to your father, to all in his

palace ? to yourown brother Sa'ood among the

rest ? Is not the fiict of this my actual visit

to you known without your gates ? Or is

there no one here ?" added I, with a glanceat

Mahboob, "who can report elsewhere what

you have just now said? Better for you to

leave off this nonsense ; do you take me for a
child of four days old?

" Ho muttered a repetition of his threat.
" Bear witness, all here present," said I, rais-

ing my voice so as to bo heard from one end
of the room to the other, " that if any mis-

hap bofals my companion or myself from
Ri'ad to the shores of the Persian Gulf, it is

all 'Abd-AUah's doing. And the consequences
shall be on his head, worse consequences than
he expects or dreams." The prince made no
reply. All was silent ; Mahboob kept his eyes
steadily fixed on the fireplace ; 'Abd-el-Lateef

looked much and said nothing.

"Bring coffee," called out 'Abd-AUah to the

servants. Before a minute had elapsed, a

black slave approached with one and only one
coffee-cup in his hand. At a second sign from
his master he came before me and presented it.

" Of course the worst might be conjectured

of so unusual and solitary a draught. But I

thought it highly improbable that matters
should have been so accurately prepared ; be-

sides, his main cause of anger was precisely

the refusal of poisons, a fact which implied

that he had none by him ready for use. So I

said, "Bismillah," took the cup, looked very
hard at ' Abd-Allah, drank it off, and then

said to the slave, " Pour me out a second."

This he did
;
I swallowed it, and said, " Now

you may take the cup away."
" The desired effect was fully attained.

'Abd-Allah's face announced defeat, while the

rest of the assembly whispered together. The
prince turned to Abd-el-Lateef and began
talking about dangers to which the land was
exposed from spies, and the wicked designs of

infidels for ruining the kingdom of the Mus-
lims. The Kadee and his companions chimed
in, and the story ofa pseudo-Darweesh travel-

er killed at Derey'eeyah, and of another (but

who he was I cannot fancy
;
perhaps a Per-

sian, who had, said 'Abd-Allah, been also re-

cognized for an intriguer, but had escaped to

Mascat, and thus baffled the penalty duo to

his crimes), were now brought forward and
commented on. Mahboob now at last spoke,

but it was to ridicule such apprehensions.

"The thing is in itself unlikely," said he,

" and were it so, what harm could they do?"
alluding to my companion and myself

" On this 1 took up the word, and a general

conversation ensued, in which I did my best

to explode tho idea of spies and spyraanship,

appealed to our own quiet and inoffensive

conduct, got into a virtuous indignation

against such a requital of evil for good after

all tho services which we had rendered court

and town, and quoted versos of the Coran re-

garding the wickedness of ungrounded sus-

picion, and the obligation of not judging ill

without clear evidence. 'i\.bdAllah made
no direct answer, and the others, whatever
they may have thought, could not support a

charge abandoned by their master.

"'This kind of talk continued a while, and
I purposely kept my seat, to show tho un-

concern of innocence, till Mahboob made mo
a sign that I might safely retire. On this I

took leave of 'Abd-Allah and quitted tho pa-

lace unaccompanied. It was now near mid-

night, not a light to bo seen in the houses,

not a sound to ba hoard in the siroL'ts, tho sky
too, was dark and overcast, till, for the first

time, a feeling of lonely dread came over me,

and I confess that more than once I turned

my head to look and see if no one was follow-
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ing with 'evil,' as Arabs saj', in his hand.
But there was none, and I reached the quiet

alley and low door where a gleam through the
chinks announced the anxious watch of my
companions, who now opened the entrance,
overjoyed at seeing me back sound and safe

from so critical a parley.

"Our plan for the future was soon formed
A day or two we were yet to remain in Ri'ad,

lest haste should seem to imply fear, and
thereby encourage pursuit. But during that
period we would avoid the palace, out-walks
in gardens or after nightfall, and keep at

home as much as possible. Meanwhile Aboo
'Eysa was to get his dromedaries ready, and
put them in a court-yard immediately adjoi

ing the house, to be laden at a moment's n
tice.

" During the afternoon of the 24th we
brought three of Aboo-'Eysa's camels into

our courtyard, shut the outer door, packed
and laded. We then awaited the moment of
evening prayer ; it came, and the voice of the

Mu'eddineen summoned all good Wahhabee
the men of the town-guard not excepted, to

the different mosques. When about ten rain

utes had gone by, and all might be supposed
at their prayers, wo opened our door. Mob
eyreek gave a glance up and down the street

to ascertain that no one was in sight, and we
led out the camels. Aboo'Eysa accompanied
us. Avoiding the larger thoroughfares, we
took our way by bye-lanes and side passages
towards a small town-gate, the nearest to our
house, and opening on the north. Nobody
was in watch at the gate. We crossed its

threshhold, turned south-east, and under the
rapid twilight reached a range of small hil-

locks, behind which we sheltered ourselves
till the stars came out, and the ' wing of night,'

to quote Arab poets, spread black over town
and country.

" We drew a long breath, like men just let

out of a dungeon, and thanked heaven that
this much was over. Then, after the first

hour of night had gone over, and chance
passers-by had ceased, and left us free from
challenge and answer, we lighted our camp-
fire, drank a most refreshing cujj of coffee,

set our pipes to work, and laughed in our
turn at 'Abd-Allah and Feysul."

The travellers made their way in safety
across the arm of the great desert which in-

tervened between the Central Plateau and
the fertile regions, bordering on the Persian
gulf. After narrowly escaping with life from
a shipwreck between two Arabian ports,

they returned unharmed to Syria, from whence
they had sot out on their adventurous tour.

The Fever Tree.—The cultivation of the
Eucalyptus globulus (says LitteVs Living Age)
ia making great progress in the South ot

France, Spain, Algiers and Corsica ; nor is this

to be wondered at, remarks the JJedical Times
and Gazette, if an account lately given of its

virtues, by Professor Gubler, is even partially
true. It is a native of Tasmania, where it

was of old known to the natives and settlers

as a remedy for fever. It prefers a marshy
soil, in which it grows to a gigantic height
with great rajiidity. It dries the soil by the
evaporation from its loaves, and shelters it

from the sun, thus preventing the generation
of marsh miasm. Its wood is hard as teak.
Every part of it is impregnated with a bal-

samic oil, of camphor-like odor; and, besides
a notable quantity ofastringent matter, it con-

tains a peculiar extraction, which is supposed
to contain an alkaloid allied to quinine. At
any rate, its efficacy in intermittent and marsh
fevers has gained for it in Spain the name of

the " fever tree." It is a powerful tonic and
diffusible stimulant, does wonders in chronic

catarrh and d^'spepsia, is an excellent anti-

septic application to wounds, and tans the
skins of animals, giving the fragrance of

Russia leather.

SPRING.
The sweet south wind, so long

Sleeping in other climes, on sunny seas.

Or dallying gayly with the orange-trees

In the bright land of song.

Wakes unto us, and laughingly sweeps by,
Like a glad spirit of the sunlit sky.

The laborer at his toil

Feels on his cheek its dewy kiss, and lifts

His open brow to catch its fragrant gifts

—

The aromatic spoil

Borne from the blossoming gardens of the south

—

While its faint sweetness lingers round his mouth.

The bursting buds look up
To greet the sunlight, while it lingers yet
On the warm hill-side ; and the violet

Opens its azure cup
Meekly, and countless wild flowers wake to fling

Their earliest incense on the gales of Spring.

The farmer, in his field,

Draws the rich mould around the tender maize

:

While Hope, bright-pinioned, points to coming davs.

When all his toil shall yield
An ample harvest, and around his hearth
There shall be laughing eyes and tones of mirth.

The reptile that hath lain

Torpid so long within his wintry tomb,
Pierces the mould, ascending from its gloom

Up to the light again
;

And the lithe snake crawls forth from caverns chill.

To bask as erst upon the sunny hill.

Continual songs arise

From universal Nature ; birds and streams
Mingle their voices, and the glad earth seems

A second Paradise!
Thrice blessed Spring ! thou bearest gifts divine

!

Sunshine, and song, and fragrance, all are thine,

Nor unto earth alone

—

Thou hast a blessing for the human heart,

Balm for its wounds and healing for its smart,

Telling of Winter flown.

And bringing hope upon thy rainbow wing,
Type of eternal life, thrice-blessed Spring !

Discovery of Vaccination.—Dr. Thomas, in

his Biographical Dictionary, gives the follow-

ng notice of Jenner and his great discovery.
Dr. Jenner was born at Berkely in Gloucester-

' 're, England, in 1749. He studied surgery
at Sodbury, and afterwards went to London,
where he attended the lectures of the cele-

brated John Hunter with whom ho formed
an intimate friendship. He commenced prac-
tice at Berkeley, and obtained a high reputa-
tion for skill. His attention was first called

to the subject of vaccination by hearing a
country woman remark that she could not
take the small pox because she had had the
cow pox. Upon investigating the subject, he
ascertained that milkers frequently caught a
disease from an eruption on the cow's udder,
and that to such persons it was impossible to

communicate the small pox by inoculation.

Jenner related the circumstance to several
eminent men in the profession ; but they
treated it with ridicule. 'Rj further experi-

clearly demonstrated the fact that

body, and then from one person to anotl
and that this was a preventive of the
pox. After nearly twenty years of exp.
ments he published "An Enquiry into
Causes and Effects of the Variolte Vaccir
(1798) and soon after more than seventy p
sicians and surgeons signed a declaratiot
their entire confidence in the truth of Jenn^
theory. He was rewarded by Parliament
his discovery by a present of £10,000 in \i
and a grant of £20,000 in 1807. He also;

ceived marks of distinction from theErape:
of Russia and the King of Prussia. Diet
1823.

Napoleon, the first French Emperor,
treated Dr. Jenner with great considerati
and at various times liberated manyprisoE
who were confined in France on his interr
sion. When Dr. Wickham was imprisoti
Jenner was applied to as the fittest person
soliciting his liberation. This was at the ti

ofBonaparte's greatest animosity to Engla
The time chosen for presenting Jenner's lei

was when the emperor was in his carri,

and the horses were about being chanj
On seeing the paper he exclaimed, " Aw;
away!" The Empress Josephine, who

1

eompanied him, said, " But, emperor, do
;

see who this comes from? Jenner!
changed his tone of voice instantly, and Si

" What that man asks is not to be refuse

and tho petition was immediately grani
[t is said the emperor never refused any
quest made by Dr. Jenner, who, of cou

was careful not to apply too frequently.

Selected for " The Frien

About this time many mouths being op

ed in our meetings to declare the goodnea
the Lord, some that were young and ten
in the truth would sometimes utter
words in thanksgiving and praises to &
that no disorder might arise from th
our meetings, I was moved to write an e

tie to friends by way of advice in that matt
All my dear friends in the noblo seed of G

who have known his power, life and prese

among you, let it be your joy to hear or

the springs of life break forth in any; throi

which ye have all unity in the same
life and power. And above all th ings take h
of judging any one openly in your meetii

except they be openly profane or reb6lli(

such as are out of the truth, that by thepov
life and wisdom ye may stand over them,;
by it answer the witness of God in the '

that such, whom ye bear your testimi

against are none of you, that therein the tr

may stand clear and single
; but such as

tender, if they should bo moved to bal

forth a few words, and speak in the seed i

Lamb's power, suffer and bear that; thai

the tender. And if any should go beyl
their measure, bear it in the meeting r

peace and order's sake, and that the sp -

of the world be not moved against you. i

when the meeting is done, if any be movei*

speak to them, between you and them, onf
two of you that feel it in the life, do it in »

love and wisdom that is pure and geie

from above, for love is that which edi •

bears all things, suffers long and fulfils e

law. In this ye have order and edifieatii

ye have wisdom to preserve you all wise d

'n patience, which takes away the occasio ifments
from one of the several eruptions to which I stumbling the weak, and the occasion of

cows were subject, the true cow-pox, as ho spirits of the world to get up, but in the ml
termed it, could be propagated to the human |

seed, the heavy stone, ye keep down all ('
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roDg, and by it answer that of God in all.

ye will hear, see and feel the power of

preaching, as your faith is wholly in it

n ye do not hear words) to bind, to chain,

mit, to frustrate, that nothing shall rise

come forth but what is in the power;
that ye will hold back, with that ye will

3 and open every spring, plant and spark,

lich will be your joy and refreshment in

jower of God. 1656.

—

From the Journal

'. Fox.

he Bed Coral.—-This beautiful marine pro

ion, though also occurring in the Ethiopic

and about Cape Negro, is chiefly found

le Mediterranean, on the shores of Pro-

about the isles of Majorca and Minorca,

he south of Sicily, and on the coast ot

It grows on rocky bottoms, and fre-

tly in an inverted position, or downwards
under the surface of stones, generally at

)th of several hundred feet.

hen alive, the soft rind which invests the

ible stony axis is studded with snow-white
9. The fishing is still carried on in the

way it was described by Marsigli 150

ago. The net is composed of two strong

rsof wood tied crosswise, with leads fixed

lem ; to these they fasten a quantity of

twisted loosely round and intermingled

some loose netting. This apparatus is

3WD, and while the boat is sailing or being

|d along, alternately raised and di-opped

to sweep a certain extent of the bottom;
entangle the corals in its coarse meshes,

labor, as may be imagined, is very great;

ently after a long toil, the net is brought
pty, or filled only with other marine

ictions, which, however interesting to

aaturalist, are worthless to the coral-

; and not seldom great exertions are re-

d to loosen it from the rocks, among
it has got entangled.

e chief seat of the coral-fishery is at pre-

"ong the coasts of Algeria and Tunis,

it is almost exclusively carried on by
talians, who fit out more than 400 small

or " coralines," of from five to sixteen

for this purpose. In spring this fleet

tie vessels leaves the ports of Torru del

I, Sicily, Sardinia, and Genoa, and pro-

to its various points ofdestination, where
nains until the autumnal gales compel
agile " coralines" to retire. Every month
rtnight the products of the fishery are
ired up to agents in Bona, or La Calla,
' whose direction the corals are sorted,

id in cases, and sent to Naples, Leghorn,
moa, where they are cut, polished, and
factured into necklaces and other orna-

1 or trinkets. About 4,000 sailors are
yed in the fishery, each man receiving
erage pay of 380 francs for the season,

1 he almost entirely brings home with
lis trifling expenses on land being gener-
efrayed by the small pieces of coral he

iCges to conceal from the sharp eye of the
iWrone." The average quantity of coral
111 by each " coraline" amounts to about
: 'indred weight, and the total value of the
biy to more than £200,000, without taking
;ojiecount the produce of the fisheries at
roiboli, in the Straits of Messina, and other
njof the Italian coast.
Tja manufactured articles sell of course for
iii:h higher price, so that the red coral is

ij means an inconsiderable article of trade.
e' quantities are exported to India, and

in Leghorn and Genoa, several large manu-
factories work exclusively for that distant

market.

—

Hartiing.

For "Tlie FrieDd."

Late Hours.

Facts.—When I was young, I was privi-

leged to unite in social evening gatherings
with others, at the houses of some of our
most respectable Friends—-the practice then
was for the young people to gather at from
5 to 6 o'clock in the evening, rarely ever later

than G o'clock. When refreshments were
given at all, these would be served from 8i to

9 o'clock; and after a little further social con-

verse, the guests would feel liberated to return

to their homes; reaching them at from 10 to

quarter past. JVow, however, such companies
usually gather from 7* to 8 o'clock. Refresh-
ments are served from 9i to 10 o'clock, and
the youthful guests reach their homes from
IV. to 12 o'clock. This is very demoralizing,

and paves the way to more damaging ex-

cesses. The remedy is in the hands of the

parents who so kindly open their houses and
thus keep bright the social chain among oui"

young people, which is so desirable ; and which
ought to be freed from every thing which
would in the least degree lower the standard
of purity. Let parents giving the entertain-

ments only exercise their lawful authority in

this matter, and I believe they will find the

young people just as willing to observe suit-

able as unsuitable hours. The whole practice

of late hours is simply a yielding to the de-

mands of a pernicious fashion which ought to

be resisted. " A word to the wise is sufii-

cient."

Philadelphia, 2d mo. 17th, 1872.

Utilization of Coal Dust.

To bring into practical use the coal dust or

slack coal is a question which has attracted

and is still attracting much attention from
practical and scientific men. Immense quan-
tities of fine coal are produced annually in the

ordinary operation of mining and preparing
coal for market. In the anthracite coal re-

gions this waste is constantly being piled up
around the mines in vast, unsightly mounds,
burying the mining villages and sadly en-

croaching on the limits of many of the chief

towns.
In Europe, the slack of the bituminous

and semi-bituminous has been utilized by mix-
ing it with raw coal tar, fluid pitch, or dry
pitch, and compressing it into lumps or bricks

by appropriate machinery. Factories have
been erected in England, Germany, Belgium
and France. In this last country more than
twenty factories are in full operation, and
some of them, as in Havre, for instance, are

even importing the bituminous coal dust from
England.
According to the report made by the United

States Commissioners to the Paris Exposition
of 1867, the manufacture of artificial fuel

amounted in 1866 to 1,200,000 tons.

Many plans for consolidating coal dust with-
out cement at all have been tried, and the ac-

complishment of this end is very desirable,

but has not as yet been attained. Evrard, in

France, and Bessemer, in England, tried it,

but could not succeed. The bricks prepared,

according to the plan of Evrard, by mere pres-

sure, burnt well, but could not bear transpor-

tation. The process of Bessemer, in which
the coal was heated almost to redness and

then compressed, was too expensive and waste-
ful.

Among cements used in Euro])e to consoli-
date coal dust, the best and the cheapest is

undoubtedly potter's claj* ; the most usual,
coal tar and its derivative, solid or fluid pitch.
The coal selected is always bituminous or
semi-bituminousof short flame and well wash-
ed.

In this country many attempts have been
made to convert anthracite coal dust into a
solid combustible. For this purpose, gum,
coal tar, petroleum, asphaltura, rosin, solutions
of glue, alkalies, silicates, magnesium, graha-
mite, the remains of fabricated oil, &c., have
been used, and the processes patented. These
various experiments of solidifying anthracite
slack have been failures. If the lump was
not solidified under a heavy pressure, the fire

would consume the resinous substances before
half of the heating power of the coal had
been obtained, and the lump would slack in
the fire. If on the contrary, the slack was
compressed by a heavy pressure, the lump
would stand the fire without slacking, but a
powerful pressure would expel from the lumps
thus manufactured almost every amount of
hydrogen, and in burning it would remain in
the fire as a dead mass, but partly consumed,
in consequence of the adhesion of the ashes.

In Liege, Ham-sur-Sarabre, and Tamines-
sur-Sambre, Belgium, where anthracite is

mined, the working population are burning ^
anthracite coal dust, by mixing with it fromy
30 to 40 yer cent, of yellow clay. - It will be«^
easily understood that such a large proportion
of clay must reduce considerably the burning
qualities of the coal. Still after a fire has
been started with ordinary bituminous lump
coal, they pile upon it the artificial fuel, and
they obtain a fire lasting sometimes a whole
day without replenishing. This coal is made
simply by hand. About eleven years ago, at
Ham-sur-Sambre and Tamines-sur-Sambre,
factories were erected to manufacture that
kind of fuel by machinery, and as the process
of manufacturing artificial fuel from bitumin-
ous coal dust and coal tar had been consider-
ably improved, the same machinery was ap-
plied to the manufacture of artificial fuel from
anthracite coal dust and clay. It gave excel-
lent results, and allowed the proportion of
clay to be reduced to 20 per cent. The factories
alluded to are still in full operation, and al-

though the coal is far from being of a good
qualit}', although it has to be sheltered, as it

disintegrates by the action of moisture, the
factory at Tamines produces 400 tons daily.

Clay is the best agglomerant, and is un-
doubtedly the cheapest and the easiest to be
got. A peculiarity of the clay is its progres-
sive contractility at very elevated temperature
and the only objection to its use is its per-
meability and the increase of the ash. A
slight increase in the percentage of the ash
is not to be regarded as a serious defect.
Such increase gives little trouble and does
not lessen greatly the heating capacity of the
combustible ingredients.

One of the most practical plans which has
been made public for utilizing the waste coal
has been submitted for examination to the
Franklin Institute, and the committee on
science and artsreports very favorably. The
inventor reduces the proportion of clay to
seven per cent., and by dipping the lumps in

a bath of benzine in which rosin has been
dissolved, renders the lumps impervious to
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moisture. Lumps which had laid in water
for tivelve hours were found to have lost none
of their compactness and to be still dry in the

interior.

The inventor asserts that the cost of man-
ufacture at the mines will not exceed $1 per
ton. It takes three gallons of benzine and
eighteen pounds ofrosin Xo. 3 to render one ton

of artificial fuel impervious to moisture, the

size of the lumps being two cubic inches. If

such be the case this is certainlj' an invention

of great value, worthy the serious attention

of capitalists, as there is no doubt that the
manufacture of artificial fuel will take its

place in the future among the great industries

of the woi-ld.

—

X. American.

Little things in Religion.—Little words, not
eloquent speeches nor sermons; little deeds,

nor miracles nor battles, nor one great act of

mighty martyrdom, make up the true Chris-

tian life. The little constant sunbeam, not
the lightning; the waters of Siloam, "that
go softly " on their meek mission of refresh-

ment, not the waters of the river "great and
mighty," rushing down in torrent noise and
force, are the true symbols of a hol^' life.

The avoidance of little evils, little sins,

little inconsistencies, little weaknesses, little

follies, little indiscretions and imprudences, lit-

tle foibles, little indulgences of self and of the
flesh, little acts of indolence, of indecision, or
slovenliness, or cowardice, little equivocations
or aberrations from high integrity, little bits

of worldliness and gayety, little indifference

to the feelings or wishes of others, little out-

breaks of temper and crossness, or selfishness,

or vanity ; the avoidance of such little things
as these goes far to make up at least the neg-
ative beauty of a holy life.

And then attention to the little duties of the
day and hour in public transactions, or private
dealings, or family arrangements

; to the lit-

tle words and tones, little benevolences, or
forbearances, or tendernesses

;
little self-deni-

als, selfrestraints, and selfthoughtfulness ; lit-

tle plans of quiet kindness and thoughtful con-
sideration for others

;
punctuality and method

and true aim in the ordering of each day,
these are the active developments of a holy
life, the rich and divine mosaics of which it

is composed.
What makes yon green hill so beautiful?

Not the outstanding peak, or stately elm, but
the bright sward which clothes its slopes,

composed of innumerable blades of grass. It

is of small things that a gi-eat life is made up
;

and he who will acknowledge no life as great
save that which is built up of great things,

will find little in Bible characters to admire or
copy.

—

Pulpit and Peiv.

Power of Influence.—The stone flung from
my careless hand into the lake splashed down
into the depths of the flowing water; and
that was all. No, it was not all. Look at
those concentric rings, rolling their tinj' rip-

ples among the sedgy reeds, dipping the over-
hanging boughs of yonder willow, and pro-
ducing an influence, slight but conscious, to
the very shore of the lake itself. That hasty
word, that word of pride or scorn, flung from
my lips in casual company, produces a mo-
mentary depression ; and that is all. No, it

is not all. It deepened that man's disgust at
godliness; and it sharpened the edge of that
man's sarcasm; and it shamed that half-con-

verted one out of his penitent misgivings;

and it produced an influence, slight but eter-

nal, on the destiny of an immortal life. Ob !

it is a terrible power that I have, this power
of influence; and it clings tome. I cannot
shake it oflf. It is born with me; it has grown
with my growth, and strengthened with my
strength. It speaks, it walks, it moves; it is

powerful in every look of my eye, in every
word of my lips, in every act of my life. I

cannot live to myself. I must either be a
light to illumine, or a tempest to destroy. 1

must either be an Abel, who by his immortal
righteousness, being dead, yet speaketh ; or
an Achan, the saddest continuance of whose
otherwise forgotten name is the fact that
man perishesnot aloneinhisiniquity. O breth-
ren ! this necessary element of power belongs
to you all. Your sphere may be contracted

;

your influence may be small ; but a sphere
and influence you have.— W. H. Punshon.

Selected.

I have been renewedly confirmed in the
great advantage to families, and even to
small children, that results from sitting down
in solemn silence and therein waiting upon
God. I have seen the children much broken
and tendered in such seasons. So that even
when there has not been a word spoken, the
tears have rolled down their cheeks, and their

looks have beenevidently expressive of heart-
felt sensations. This practice also learns them
silence and subjection

; it curbs their wills and
habituates them to restraint, and a patient
waiting for their parents' permission to en-
gage in their little diversions. The habits of

silence, subjection and patient waiting for per-
mission, are very useful to children from in-

fancy to mature age, and many suffer much
for want of it. I have also seen much ad-
vantage to children, and indeed to whole fam-
ilies, from the practice of a solemn pause at
meals; it learns children stillness, decency
and reverence. And where it is done in a
feeling manner, with minds rightly turned to

feel after God, and experience his blessing,

and is not practiced in a light, formal man-
ner, it tends to season and solemnize the minds
of young and old. I have seen it done in a
very careless, lifeless manner, with scarce any
reverence

; divers of the family conversing
not far from the table; and scarce any sense
of the divine presence prevalent in the minds
of those around it, and perhaps the pause,
scarce long enough to allow of much solid

sensibility, or reverential acknowledgment
of the favors received from the bounty of a
gracious God in the ample provisions of his

providential care for our bodies, or his con-

tinued extension of fatherly regard to our
immortal souls. I think such an undevout
appearance can bo very little to the divine

acceptance, but where a proper pause is ob-

served, and the Lord is therein seriously

sought to, the mind being feelingly impressed
with a sense of his aid and assistance, and all

branches of the family are reverently silent,

it is an oblation well pleasing in the sight of
God, and very useful to such families. I am
morally certain that I have many a day
gone through the cares and concerns of life

with much more composure, stability, satis-

faction and propriety for the strength and
assistance I have found in drawing near to

God, in solemn silence in my family, and I

wish the practice of reverently adoring him
in this way may increase more and more.
—Job Scott.

Our Responsibilities.—Eebecca Jones, be
she became a member of this religious
ciety, thus writes:—"I frequently comps
my situation about this time with that of
children of solid Friends, many of whoi
perceived, walked widely from their holy
fession. I thought if I had been favored '

privileges like those which many of them
joyed, I had not had so much work for

pentanco. Oh, that they did but
rightly understand the manifold obligat
they are under to the everlasting Father,
also to their pious parents. Oh, the unspi
able advantage of an early education in

and the fear of the Lord I Certainly in

great day of decision it will but add to

xoeight in the scale against those who pu
lying vanities, forsake their own mercies,
rebelliously turn their backs on the adm
tions, counsel and instruction of tender, pi

heart-aching parents." * * * "'~

high-minded, but fear,' was the solemn ad
nition frequently sounded in the ears of
soul."

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 24,

Our attention has been called to an
now under consideration in the Legis
of Pennsylvania, entitled, "An act for

reorganization, regulation and disciplin*

the National Guard of Pennsylvania, an 1

provide for the enrolment of the Mi
It is not a little remarkable, that althi

Pennsylvania was purchased and foundt

a colony by a Friend, who is admitted i

believe, by every unprejudiced histoiia

have been an enlightened statesman as

as a sincere Christian, and who took espi

care to secure to all who might become!
zens under the government he instituted

right of conscience ; and although the ei

ment of that right was conscientious!

garded and vigilantly protected, so lor

Friends retained the government in their

hands, yet ever since it has passed inti

control of other Christian professors, the
ligious principles and conscientious scr

respecting the unlawfulness of war, and
obligation to abstain from all participatl

it, though well known to have been hel

the Society from its rise, have been disr

ded. While others of the States, wb
acting laws that contravened these print

and scruples, have so ftir regarded th

mands of Christian charity and justice,

exempt Friends from their operation, ]

sylvania has rigidly visited upon then
punitive infliction of fines and imprison
for not complying with requisitions, froi

performance of which their whole histoi

clared they were conscientiously restrai

This is the more striking, when we
into consideration the clear and emj
terms in which Wm. Penn sets forth I

alienable character of the right of consc
and lays down his determination that
one living in, or who should thereafter!

the province, who " acknowledged
mighty God," should then and ever aft

joy that right. " Because no people," ht

"can be truly happy, though under the

est enjoyment of civil liberties, if abridj

the freedom of their consciences as to
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nous profession and worship, and Almigh-
jrod being the only Lord of conscience,

her of lights and spirits, and the Author
well as object of all divine knowledge,

i and worship, who only doth enlighten

minds, persuade and convince the under-

dings of people ; I do hereby grant and
are that no person or persons, inhabit-

in this province or territories, who shall

'ess and acknowledge one Almighty God,

'Creator, Upholder and Ruler of the world,

profess him or themselves obliged to

peaceably under the civil government,

1 be, in any case, molested or prejudiced

is or their person or estate because of his

heir conscientious persuasion or practice,

be compelled to frequent or maintain any
;ious worship, place or ministry, conti-ary

s or their mind, nor do or suffer a7iy other

^r thing contrary to their religious persua-
" And again, "And because the happi-

of mankind depends so much on the en-

lent of liberty of their consciences, as

ssaid, I do hereby solemnly declare, prom-

,nd grant for me, my heirs and assigns,

the first article of this Charter relating

berty of conscience, and every part and

36 therein, according to the true intent and

Qing thereof, shall be kept and remain,

out any alteration, inviolably forever."

ader the Charter containing these articles

province of Pennsylvania was settled, at

principally by Friends, who, having suf-

l cruel persecution in Great Britian, came
in the expectation that they would find

.sylum where they and their successors

Id be allowed to live unmolested, in ac-

ance with the sacred truths of the gospel

rded in the New Testament, as they had
opened by the Holy Spirit on their

irstandings and sealed on their hearts.

a. that day to the present time no one can

;hat either their conduct or conversation

tizens of the State, or members of civil

)ty, has been such as to forfeit the right

solemnly guaranteed to them ; or that,

)ugh restrained by their sense of duty to

• Savior from taking any part in aid of a

tary system, or in carrying on war, they
1 not uniformly performed the obligations

ng on good citizens.

sensible were the eminent men who, in

;!onventions of 1790 and 1837, franaed the

ititution of the State, that the right of

Bienoe and of worshipping God in accord-

therewith, as guaranteed bj^ Wm. Penn,

\ not be revoked, that in each case they

d to secure its enjoj-ment by the foUow-

trong and far-reaching declaration.

. " All men have a natural and inde-

ble right to worship Almighty God ac-

iQg to the dictates of their own con-

ces : no man can of right be compelled to

t|id, erect or support any place of worship,
•

i
maintain any ministry against his con-

ii|: no human authority can in any case

Meivr, control or interfere with the rights of

>h,ienre : and no preference shall ever be

\a by law to any religious establishment or

o'j of worship."
Uh. "To guard against transgressions of

ieQiu;h powers we have delegated, We de-

a that every thing in this article [relating

' e rights of conscience]' is excepted out of

le'jenoral powers of government, and shall

ri-'r r,:iaain inviolate.'"

'le^jo provisions of the State Constitution
ic conclusively that those who framed it,

fully admitted that the rights of conscience
are natural, conferred upon man by his Crea-
tor and Judge alone, and, being such, they
are indefeasible and inalienable by any human
authority. It must therefore follow that any
action or law, whether emanating from a Con-
vention, a Legislature or any other authority,

which interferes with the exercise of this

right by any one who " acknowledges one
Almighty God," and "professes himself ob-

liged to live peacefully under the civil govern-
ment," is contrary to a fundamental provision

of the Constitution, and is absolutely and for-

ever forbidden by the 26th section, which we
have quoted.

The 87th Section of the pending Bill pro-

vides that there shall be a " State Military

Fund," raised annually, "at the rate of fifty

cents for each person on the last military en-

rolment," returned by the Inspector General
to the Adjutant General. The Adjutant Gen-
eral, with others specified, is to estimate the

whole amount«Df this military fund to be

raised throughout the State, and the propor-

tion thereof to be paid by each county, certi-

fying the same to the Auditor General of the

State. Section 89, " It shall be the duty of

the Auditor General, as soon as said certifi-

cate is received for the year * * * to notify

theCountyCommissionersof the several coun-

ties of this State, of the amount required as

aforesaid from their counties respectively
;

which amount shall be taken into account by
said commissioners when they make their es-

timate of the probable expense of their coun-

ties for the ensuing year, and in addition to

the county rates and levies now authorized

by law, there shall be levied and collected, as

other county rates and levies now are, a tax
sufficient to raise the amount as aforesaid

charged to the counties respectively ; which
amount shall be paid into the State treasury,

at the same time that other levies upon coun-

ties for State purposes are paid ; said amounts,
so levied and collected for military purposes,

and paid into the State treasury, shall be held

erclusiuely for military purposes."

By this it will be seen that every taxpayer,

whether within the age of 18 and 45 years

—

the limits which include alt who are subject

to military duty—-or not, is subjected to the
payment of this tax, the proceeds of which
are to " be held exclusively for military pur-

poses." Of course this is a levy which it is

generally known no Friend can pay, consist-

ently with his religious principles, and he will

therefore be subjected annually to all the pen-

alties, loss and distress inflicted by its collec-

tion through process of law. The law notonly
interferes with, but it destroys the free exer-

cise of the right of conscience, which is posi-

tively forbidden by the Constitution, and if the

members of a christian church may be thus
mulct in damages for not deserting their chris-

tian faith in one particular, they may be simi-

larly punished by the legislature for not giv-

ing up every other article of their religious

belief

In defence of such a palpable infringement
of a solemnly guaranteed right, it is usual to

rely on the following clause in Section 2J of

the Constitution. " Those who conscientiously

scruple to bear arms shall not be compelled
to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for per-

sonal service." But the tax proposed to be

raised by this militia law, is not, perhaps in a

majority of cases, to be an equivalent for per-

sonal service, for that service is not required

by the law from any one over forty-five years of
age; therefore those over that age are proposed
to be taxed simply and solely to raise a fund to
be applied exclusively to military purposes.
We think however it is clearly demonstrable
that the clause we have quoted, authorizing
the imposition of a fine, as an equivalent for
citizens not being compelled, it practicable,
into violation of their conscientious scruples,
being in direct antagonism to those sections
which declare the rights of conscience to be
paramount to human authority, indefeasible
and unalienable, and that no legislature shall
ever trench upon them, must be, according to
a fair construction of the whole letter and
spirit of the Constitution, null and void. It
is an attempt to do that, which the instru-
ment containing it, has just before declared
there was no human authority to do. Could
this bo doubted, there is nevertheless ample
evidence that the legislature may exercise
discretion, and that it is not bound to impose
such a law upon those who conscientiously
scruple to bear arms, or to contribute in aid
of military measures, because they cannot be-
tray their religious fiiith. The Section of the
Constitution from which the clause just re-
ferred to is taken, declares, "The freemen of
the Commonwealth shall be armed, organized
and disciplined," &c. : this includes all the free-
men, and there is nothing said any where to
exempt &ny one. Yet in the 1st Section of
the pending Bill, all freemen not between the
ages of 18 and 45 years, are exempted, and
various other exceptions to the general re-
quisition are made ; among which are paupers,
vagabonds, habitual drunkards, ministers of
the gospel, judges and many others; showing
that the legislature scruples not to exercise
discrimination as to the intent and application-
of that clause of the Section of the Constitu-
tion which declares that the freemen of the
commonwealth shall be armed, organized, &c.
Now if the legislature can so discriminate as
to exempt paupers, vagabonds, drunkards,
ministers, judges, and many others, from the
operation of this clause, surely their hands
are not so tied that they may not exempt
from the operation of the succeeding clause,
those who they well know cannot pay a tax for
any military purpo.ses because of their firm
belief that in so doing they would disobey the
commands of Christ the Saviour of the world.

There are christian societies, the members
of which, though conscientiously opposed to
war, do not scruple to pay a tax for military
purposes, nor a fine for not training; but it is

not so with Friends. They have ever felt re-

ligiously restrained from contributing in any
way towards the support of a military system,
or voluntarily paying for exercising the right
of liberty of conscience, and there is no valid
reason why they should not be exempt there-
from in accordance with the clear intent and
meaning of the provisions made therefor in

the Constitution.

There are other objectionable features in

the proposed Bill, but our space will not allow
of a more extended review at the present
time.

The whole history of Friends shows they
are ever ready and willing to give their full

share of support to the civil government under
which thej' live, and to obey actively all laws
which do not contravene the requirements of
the gospel, as they understand and believe
them ; also to suffer unresistingly the penalty
imposed where their active compliance can
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not be conscientiously yielded, and it is a sad

commentary on the boasted enlightenment ot

the acre, and a little heeded fact, by no means

honorable to the character of Pennsylvania,

which owes so much to the liberal christian

policy, and the sound, upright social system

with which Friends inaugurated her introduc-

tion among the governments of the earth,

cherished and strengthened her safe and rapid

development, that for a long series of years

she has refused them the free enjoyment of

their religion, and has persisted, in times ot

peace as well as of war, to turn a deaf ear to

their pleadings for immunity from laws which

they cannot obey, and maintain their alle-

giance to the Prince of Peace.

An esteemed friend writes us, that on com

paring some quotations from the Scriptures-

having quotation marks— contained in ar

article on page 196 of the current number of

our Journal, he finds they are not verhaUy

correct, though conveying the meaning. We
would be obliged if our correspondents would

be careful to verify such quotations betore

sending their contributions, as our time w"
not allow us to attend to it.

—

Eds.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The case submitted to the Geneva Board

of Arbitration, by tlie counsel of Great Britain in regard

to the Alabama claims, has been laid before Parliament

and is published. The statement is long and is divided

into ten parts. The document concludes as follows:

While England regrets the departure of the rebel cruis-

ers from her ports, she cannot acknowledge the justice

of the claims against her for pecuniary damages for

their acts. The United States must solidly establish the

fact of England's negligence. England is ready to ac-

cept the award of the tribunal, whether favorable or

unfavorable. She desires only that it be just.

The English expedition to search the interior oi

Africa for Dr. Livingstone, has left London, £o,000

having been subscribed to defray its expenses.

The attention of the British House of Commons has

been called by several members to the coolie traffic, and

the part taken therein by citizens of Portugal, Spain,

and Cuba. The traffic was denounced as a disgrace to

civilization, and a greater evil than the slave trade.

Dennison, late Speaker of the House of Commons,

has been created a peer, and admitted into the House

of Lords as Viscount Assington.
, ^, , ,, .,.,,,

The House of Commons has passed the ballot bill to

a second reading, by a large majority.

It is stated that about £100,000,000 are annually ex-

pended in the United Kingdom in strong drink. The

government draws a yearly revenue of over ±,2b,0U0,-

000 from the manufacture and sale of intoxicating

The' assassin of the Governor-General of India has

been tried, convicted, and sentenced to death. Francis

Napier, Governor of the Madras Presidency, has sue

ceeded the Earl of Mayo as Governor-General.

Sir Charles Dilkes addressed his constituents at

Chelsea on the 19th, in a long and powerful speed'

He protested against the effort to suppress free discus

sion of monarchical principles. He had attacked the

monarchy because of the evils it engendered. Never

did the rich less understand the wants of the poor, and

should they continue to ignore them grave results would

follow He warned his opponents to beware, or they

might push the people too far. Alluding to the rela-

tions of England and the United States, he attributed

the existing state of ill-feeling to the ignorance which

prevailed in the aristocratic circles of American institu-

tions. Sir Henry Hoare, Dilkes' colleague in Parlia-

ment, followed in a speech in defence of the crown. He
was frequently interrupted by the audience.

Washburne, the American Minister, has received in-

structions from his government to negotiate a postal

treaty between France and the United States.

The subscription committee in Nancy, has already

received 1,500,000 francs contributions to the voluntary

fund for the payment of the war indemnity.

The adherents of the ex-emperor are actively en-

gaged among the workmen in some localities, endeavor-

ing to create a feeling in favor of his return to the

throne of France.

$1.62; amber, $1.65. Eye, 92 cts. Yellow com,

cts. ; western mixed, 70 cts. Oats, 54 a 56 cts. L
,

9| a 9| cts. Hams, 12 a 13 cts. Clover-seed, 9i a

cts. Timothy, 53.65 per bushel. About 1,800
'

cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at

'

8 cts., a few choice at 9^ cts. ; fair to good, 6J a 7

and common 4 a 6 cts. per lb. gross. Sheep sold
;

a 7 cts. per lb. grass for common, 7i a 8 cts. for p
and 10 cts. for choice. Sales 16,000 head. Corn

hogs sold at $7.75 a $8.50 per 100 lbs. net. Keen
2 head. .Baftimore.—White corn, 72 cts.; yc-l

ts. Oats, 52 a 56 cts. Rye, 98 cts. a $1.05.

cmnats.—Family flour, $7.25 a $7.40. Wheat, SI..

$1.60. Corn, 47 cts. Oats, 42 a 45 cts. Lard, y ;

cts. Chicago.—'^0. 1 spring wheat, $1.29. No. 2

$1.26. No. 2 corn, 40J^ cts. No 2 oats, 32J cts,

iouis.—Family flour, $8 a $8.35. No. 2 winter

wheat, $1.65 ; No. 2 spring, $1.35. No. 2 corn, 41

;

No. 2 oats, 37 J cts. Barley, 87 J cts. No. 2 rye, ,9

Lard, 8| cts.

The Journal des Debats, commenting on the contro-

versy over the Alabama claims, declares England and

America are both wrong, and fears that protracted mis-

understanding may lead to a rupture.

The Opinione Nationcde asserts that a conspiracy has

been discovered, in which three generals under the late

Emperor are leaders. Their plan was to disperse the

Assembly by force, and take possession of the govern-

ment, when they were to be supported by a large num-

ber of ex-officers and soldiers of the empire from the

north.

The Spanish government invites offers for the con-

struction and laying of the telegraph cable between

Spain and the Canaries, to be extended to some Spanish

possession in America.

The Official Gazette publishes the text of the armistice

"letween Spain and the South American Republics,

greed to at Washington.

A Madrid dispatch of the 19th says: The resignation

of the Ministry causes considerable excitement. It was

thought last night that Senor Sagasta would be entrust-

ed by the king with the duty of forming a new Cabinet,

but It is now said the task will be delegated to Admiral

Topete or General Serrano.

Dispatches received in London from Teheran, state

that the famine in Persia continues with unabated

severity. Many persons were dyii:^ daily from starva-

London, 2d mo. 19th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 91 1 ; of 1867, 92^ ;
ten-forties, 88J.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, ll}d.; Orleans, IIJ a

ll§d. California wheat, 12s. 6d. per 100 lbs.

Jnitbd States.—Corjprm.-Many speeches were

made last week in both Houses, but the amount of ac-

tual legislation accomplished was not important. In

the Senate much time has been occupied in debate on a

resolution offered by Charles Sumner for the appoint-

ment of a committee of seven members to investigate

the sales of arms and ordnance stores to the French

government during the late war between Germany and

France. The preamble insinuates that these sales had

been made to the French agents with the privity of the

United States government, and also that the entire pro-

ceeds had not reached the U. S. Treasury. Some of

the speakers denounced Sumner's resolution as uncalled

for, and dictated by a spirit hostile to this country, and

that most of the statements made in its support were

false. It is denied that the government had any know-

ledge of, or interest in, the sales referred to. A supple-

mentary civil rights bill was read in the House of Re-

presentatives on the 19th inst. It proposes to punish

discrimination on account of color in schools, theatres,

cars, hotels, places of public worship, &c., by^fine and

imprisonment, and makes it the duty of U. S. officers

to enforce the law. A motion to reject was defeated,

89 to 116 ; but it will probably fail for want of a two-

thirds vote.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

486. There were 1.36 deaths from small pox, 52 of con-

sumption, 42 inflammation of the lungs, 24 disease of

the heart, and 17 old age. The number of boys attend

ing public schools in this city, on the first of the year

was 40,462, of girls 40,613 ; attending night schools,

6,353: total 87,428. The school expenditures for the

year were $1,370,457 ; the number of teachers employed

1,668. The report of the City Controller shows the net

receipts from taxes during the year 1871, to have been i ^^-^'^^ ^^^ Superintendent, or

$6,184,252. . Managers
During the sixteen years, from 1856 to 1871, inclu-

sive, the shipment of treasure from San Francisco

amounted to $677,523,082. In 1869 the shipments

were $56,708,201, and in 1871 they were only $17,253,-

347. The greater part of the gold and silver produced

in California now goes east on the Pacific railroad.

Recent advices from the officers in charge of the

Apache Indian Reservations in Arizona and New
Mexico, give an encouraging view of the working of the

peace policy of the government.

It appears from official documents that the number

of steamers inspected by the United States officials,

during 1871, was 3,307; the value of property destroyed

by fire, explosion, collision and wreck, was $3,234,000,

and the number of lives lost 1,455.

The Markets, Ac—The following were the quotations

on the 19th inst. New Ybri.—American gold, llOJ^.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115|; ditto, 1868, 112}; ditto, 10-40,

5 per cents, 110|. Superfine flour, $6.25 a $6.65 ;
finer

brands, $6.75 a $11. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.60; No. 2 do., $1.56 J ; red western, $1.65 a $1.71

;

white Michigan, $1.77 J. Canada barley. $1.14; State,

80 cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts. Western mixed corn, 71 cts.;

yellow, 72 a 73 cts. Philadelphia.—Vp\ands and New
Orleans cotton, 23J a 24 cts. Superfine flour, $5.25 a

$5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a $10. Red wheat, $1.59 a

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Inst! .

TION will be held in Philadelphia on Seventh-day,

;

24th instant, at 10 A. M. Chaklbs J. Allen,

Second mo. 13th, 1872. Cle,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher for one of the schools in ,eU

Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St, Germantown,

Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phil'

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher for the Boys' 2nd Mathcma i

School. Application mav be made to

Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut St.,

Chas. J. Allen, 304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce

WANTED
A Friend to take charge of the Primary Depart i;

ofthe Adelphi School for Colored Children, on Wii •

St. below 13th St. Apply to

Caleb Wood, 524 South Second St.

Joseph W. Lippincott, 413 Walnut t

Jonathan Evans, 15 North Seventh

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDS
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to «<

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm ti-

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., ,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philaad i,

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., '1".

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, ilu.

FRIENDS' ASYLUjM FOR THE INSAX
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,} Philadflj,

.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wt a-

INGTON, M. D.
. r T. • k.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m te

• " ' - — *
IV of the Bo; of

Died, at the residence of her son, M.ahlon Kirkile,

an the 15th of Twelfth mo., 1871, Mary Kirkb*

in the 94th year of her age, an elder of Fall? Moilf

Meeting of Friends, Bucks Co., Pa.

, at Camden, N. J., on the 15th of Fir,<t n Hi.

1872, John M. Kaighn, in the 76th year ot In- v-

a member of Newton Particular and HaiM" 'l

Monthly Meeting.
, , .r,. ,i

.at Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 30th of First n t|i,

1872, Edward Snowdon, of Germantown, ag '-

years, a member of Frankford_ Monthly ami i"'
^

town Particular Meeting of Friends.

, on the 2d of Second month, 1872, a:

dence in Somerset, Niagara Co., N.Y., in th>

of her age, Mary M., wife of Levi H. Atwater I

'•

was an esteemed member of Hartland Monthly «

ing, an affectionate companion, and a carefnl and 1 M
mother over a large family of children. She hot iB

much patience and cliristian resignation the prot »

sufferings incident to a lingering disease, and H «•

rowing friends and relatives are favored with tlu m

forting belief expressed by herself a .short t.aie )«

her death, that through Divine mercy "all wot «

well."
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For "The Prieod."

The Life of the Plains.

BY E. C. COl'IO.

(W Eastern people who have not visited

Far West, appreciate the difference be-

ll "tlie prairies" and " tiie plains." They
be acquainted with the fact that prairies

•eater or less extent exist in the western
north-western States, which constitute

K interruptions in a more or less hilly

iJtry. Sonietiines, as in southern Indiana
ij Illinois, they may be covered with mag-
fient timber, but in many cases they are
aess. Their soil is deep and alluvial in

liacter, and supports high grass and an
»;|idance of flowering plants. But these are

iiere
gardens and parks, when compared

the great Plains, which stretch in one
oken expanse from Eastern Kansas to the
cy Mountains, and from Texas to British

njrica. While the prairies are mostly of
dern formation, or filled with modern de-

)8.8, the plains are the elevated beds of an-
ej; oceans and seas, lying almost in the
)<!ontal position in which they were de-

Kjed. The soil is not so deep, nor so rich

I jiat of the prairies eastward of them, but
oer great areas, only second to these in pro-
iilive capacity. It supports a rather close

illihort covering of a peculiar grass, which
I pee arrests the attention of the visitor,

its uniformity or freedom from admix-
iijof other grasses, and its general appear-
l(. It is not a bright green, and is fine,

il^and curled, forming an admirably elastic

irbt, or bed. Its small size and light pro-
i(|will always prevent its being ranked by
leigriculturist along side of the cultivated
»e es, and true to the principle of the " sur-

.V of the fittest," it yields readily to the
t'r, on their being introduced by the set-

Bi Thus in the neighborhood of Topeka,
Is been entirely extirpated, and its place

If lied by good and bad grasses from the
ai, some of the latter greatly improved in

iftyand yield by the change. This, the
• lied buffalo grass, however, supports an
Hdant life, and that of a peculiar kind, as
ilbe presently explained.
"le plains are not an uninterrupted level.

v| since their surface was raised above
ie|jcean, the drainage from rains or springs
aSiought the slight depressions, and worn

channels to still lower levels. The lateral

drainage entering these, has cut away their

sides, and widened them in some cases into

caiions, or deep narrow ravines, or into wider
valleys with level floors. The mud of the

old sea-bottom, has not experienced sufficient

pressure for its conversion into rock of much
hardness, hence it is cut away with case and
rapidity. Add to this the fact that the lower
strata are more easily worn and removed than
the upper; and we have all the conditions

necessary for the explanation of the fact, that

the valley borders are nearly all vertical bluffs,

varying from twenty to one hundred and fifty

feet in height. Occasionally the traveller

meets with tracts in process of removal, where
the fragments of bluffs are separated b}^ deep
caiions which cross and wind among each
other like the alleys of a great city. These
strange places have their huge edifice-like

blocks and mounds, consisting of harder parts

of the strata which have not yet yielded to

the action of rain and frost; they have forti-

fication like walls, pierced with loop-holes or

natural bridges ; they have terrace on terrace,

which were they only covered with rich vege-
tation, would rival the hanging gardens of

Babylon. Some larger tracts of much hard-

ness, or capped perhaps by a hard stratum,
remain far out in the valleys. If they be of

conic form they are called " Buttes," and it is

not uncommon to find two such peaks stand-

ing together, in western Kansas, whence they
are termed " twin buttes." The scene from
these buttes along the valley borders is often

peculiar in the highest degree. The Kansas
upper bed, is of a bright yellow color, and the
eye ranging over the long line of the eroded
patches, presents to the imagination the gau-
dily painted walls of many ruined towns and
cities of a race of banished giants.

In the yellow and blue chalk strata, are en-

tombed the bones of the ancient population
of the ocean of the cretaceous period. Quad-
rupeds have not yet been obtained from beds
of this period in any part of the world, but
many reptiles and fishes, and a few birds,

have been discovered in most of its areas. In
Kansas twenty-five species of reptiles and as

many fishes, have rewarded examinations
made within the last three years only. Most
of these are sea monsters of huge proportions,
and with few exceptions carnivorous.

Interesting as it would be to trace the bal-

ance of life presented by the living creatures
of this period, wo pass on to consider the
stages by which it was prepared, according to

the views of modern geologists, for the exist-

ing fauna, represented by the bison, the ante-
lope, the wolf, &c.

The process of drying the surface was far

from completed by the elevation of the cre-

taceous sea-bottom.

The waters as they flowed away from the
swells, accumulated in extensive depressions,

and formed lakes or inland seas. One of theae
occupied the region of northern Utah, but a

later elevation divided it, and part extending

to the eastward, covering part of the present

territory of Wyoming, was separated from
another part which remained to the south-

west, and has left a remnant in the Great

Salt Lake of Utah. Other great lakes existed

in Nebraska and Oregon, long after that of

Wyoming had dried, and when the former

tracts were elevated, a largo body of fresh

water remained in southern Idaho.

Each one of these basins i-eveals in its sedi-

ments the history of the life of the slowly ex-

tending plains. These were more humid at

the time of the first enclosure of the great

lakes than now, for the Rocky Mountains
were not then as elevated or extended as at

the present time, and the winds from the

Pacific discharged abundant rains upon them.

Great forests of palms spread over the level

land, and dense swamps margined the lakes

and islands.

Land animals were so numerous as proba-

bly to excel in profusion and variety, even

the teeming plains of Africa. The study of

the succession of life of these different periods

is of great interest. It is enough for the pre-

sent purpose to note that the older the lake

deposit studied, the more different are the

living beings from those that now dwell and
graze ovci the burial places. In the Utah
beds, is the huge Bathmodon, part rhino-

ceros, part hog, and part deer ; the shores of

the Wyoming sea were haunted by many
species of hogs, from the size of a rat to that

of the ox. One of these was furnished with

a great development of canine teeth which

were in contact in front, so as to resemble

the gnawing teeth of a beaver. This arrange-

ment may have been designed for the destruc-

tion of the turtles, which existed in myriads

of shoals in the lakes and on the shore. Such

teeth would pierce their hard shells, and ren-

der them an easy prey to the omnivorous Tro-

ijosus, as it is called. Later, horses and true

ruminating cloven footed animals appear in

great abundance in the deposits of Nebraska

and Oregon, but an admixture of hog charac-

ters appears in many of them. The ruminants

were chiefly camels and musk ox; no oxen

or deer, and but a single antelope represented

the herds that now furnish food for the red

man. But the ranges of the Rocky Moun-
tains rose from time to time, amid earthquake

and flood. Lake after lake became high

ground, or was swallowed up in the wreck
caused by mountain ridges rising through

their waves, or were gathered into narrow
valleys to be drained by new river courses.

The climate of the plains grew cooler, for not

only were they higher, but the ranges of the

Rocky Mountains arrested the moisture of

the Pacific winds, which was thus precipitated

on their western sides. But a still greater

change overtook this once prolific land. The
northern regions, it is thought, rose so high,

that the short summer was insufficient to melt

the snows of winter, which thus accumulated.
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year by year, and spread their frigid influ-

ences far to the south. In any case the plains

became a desert, and its frozen dirt and rocli

beds were a vast mausoleum of perished races.

A few hardy immigrants from the north pro-

bably redeemed the region from utter desola-

tion, and remained to people the land on the

advent of better days. Better days came
;

the ice sheet yielded to the sun's rays, and

its borders retreated to its ancient domain.

There is reason to think that wanderers from

the tropics spread at this time over the region,

but as they were more at home in a forest

covered country, they seem to have preferred

the region east of the Mississippi river
;_
at

least the remains of sloths, tapirs, peccaries,

&o., are much more abundant hero than on

the plains. With their advance the musk ox

retreated to the north again, and in time the

herds of bison, antelope, deer, &c., once more

enlivened the solitudes, and almost rivalled

in abundance the days of the old tropical

swamps and forests.

CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff,

(Continued from page 203.)

To Sarah Morris.

" 6th mo. 15th, 1831.

"My dear and well beloved friend, Sarah

Morris,—As this may perhaps be conveyed,

at least as far as Westtown, by some of our

young women who expect soon to
""

t off

therefor, poorly as I am both in body and

mind, and hardly able to do anything, yet I

thought if I could send thee a few lines with

out expense, it would, at least to me, compen

sate for the undertaking. And more so when I

tell thee that thou and thy interesting charge

not only in thy family, but also in the church,

has frequently been brought to view, as deep

calleth unto deep, in feelings not easily de-

scribed in this way.
"When the account was received, through

' The Friend,' of the death of thy precious

husband, it was a blow very sensibly felt by

me, notwithstanding the distance, and what

I had been looking for some time before the

Bad tidings came. These things are sad to us

who remain, and perhaps rightly so: but on

the part of the deceased, when ready as I

trust thy dear Isaac was, it is not so, inas-

much as the messenger of death seems to be

but the porter to open the gate of heaven,

where the precious soul washed and made

clean in the blood of the Lamb, is permitted

to enter, without spot or blemish, into the

Bight of a gracious God, for the sake of his

dear Son Jesus Christ, who died that we might

live. Ah I my dear sister, this reflection is

calculated to dry up the tear and comfort the

heart, when our dear friends have paid the

last debt, and mortality is swallowed up of

life, yea, eternal life. O, saith my soul, that

we' may also be ready; ready to meet the

Bridegroom of souls though called at the

gloomy hour of midnight!

"This midnight hour seems long to bang

over our poor Society! How sorrowful, that

notwithstanding the many who have left the

dear Master and his peculiar people (as I am
persuaded we as a people are designed to be)

there should be such cause yet to fear all are

not Israel that are of Israel. What a pity it

is that there should yet be many, there is

cause to fear, unto whom the language would

apply, 'Will ye also go away?' And yet I

humbly hope that there are some, yea many,

so striving to deepen in the root, that with

Peter they could say, 'Lord, to whom shall

we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life.'

"Maj- we, my dear sister, afflicted as we
are, thou with m'e, and I with thee—we, whose

health is such that we dare not boast of to-

morrow—often remember the charge, 'Be ye

sober, and watch unto prayer; for the end of

11 things is at hand.' Yes, verily, to me it

flen seems that the end of all sublunary

things is at hand. For though my health has

been" delicate all my life, yet for three years

past I have had more hard sickness than per-

haps ever before. For six months it has been

such that I have seldom been able to get to

own meeting, and a good deal of that time

very ill. And yet I hope I have been in a

good degi-ee preserved from murmuring; not

doubting but my blessed Lord and Master

knows what is best for me, and that the judge

of all the earth will do right. So that it often

seems to me all I want, or at least what I

want above all things, is to be ready when

the time of my departure comes; and may it

be so with my dear friend. We don't expect

it can be long before we too must pay the last

debt due to mortality, as thy beloved Isaac

has done. My spirit is dipped into sweet sym

pathy with thee and thy dear children ;
and

my desire for you is, that you may so gain

inwardly by your loss outwardly, that each

one may be comforted in hope that our dear

friend is gone to the mansions of eternal bliss.

My paper is nearly full, and yet it seems hard

to stop the current of sympathetic love. May
we frequently be able to say with the Apostle,

'jStone of these things move me ;' but I will

still trust in the Lord, nothing doubting but

that the time of release will come. Yes,

verily, it will come. O, how sweet is the lan-

guage of our blessed Lord where he says,

'^Behold I come quickly, and my reward is

with me, to give to every man according as his

works shall be." May wc mark well the terms;

and so strive to deepen in the root, that th

towards all the true Israel of God. In whi

I bid an affectionate farewell,

Mildred Eatclifp.

eye may be indeed single. So that our work

may be to do the will of Him who knows

what is best for us.

"O Philadelphia! I do love to get letters

from my friends in that place. May the Lord

keep the city, and his people in it, from the

evils that abound."

Of later date no doubt, she continues

...ay now inform you, I hope with humble

thankfulness, that my health is better; so

that, if it continues, I expect in a few weeks

to take a little journey to some of the neigh

boring meetings, and appoint some among

those not professing with us. O that I may
have the prayers of my friends ! May they,

with their little sister, availingly pray that

ny faith tail not ; and thus the dear Master's

cause may be magnified. My love to inquir-

ing friends as though named.
Mildred E.\tcliff.

P. S. " When I wrote the forepart, I had

not heard of the accident, thou, my dear

friend, had met with by a fall. Thus it is,

and thus it must be! Many are the afflictions

of the righteous, but the Lord thy God will

deliver out of them all. How consoling, how
comforting, to look forward to the time when

tribulation shall cease, and sorrowing and

sighing shall be done away. Therefore let us

hold fast our integrity to the end.
" I am too poorly to say much more, than

that my love in the life of our Lord runs freely

On the 29th of Seventh month, 1831, M
left home, having in prospect a religious v

to the meetings of Friends in some porti

western Pennsylvania, and a part of O'

She had for companions, she says, " my w

beloved friends John Hall and Mary EaU
The memoranda state she visited said m
ings, speak of the needful help in the neec

lime—the strength made perfect in weakr

—and without much further comment, t

she got home in safety the 1st of 9th mo
of the same year.

Would that the following, from a li\

epistle of Beulah Sansom to M. E., migh

read by all Friends, North, South, East,

West ! How would the practical applical

of its precepts tend to preserve from putt

the light of our example and influence un

the bushel of worldly gain, or beneath

bed of carnal security or indifference.

" Philadelphia, 10th mo. 21st, 18c

" My Dear Friend,—An unexpected opj

tunity induces me to offer a few lines in

knowledgment of the receipt of thy accept;

favor per A. D. It is a great satisfactio:

hear of and from the faithful few, who
scattered up and down within the encloi

of the Lord's heritage.
" When I contemplate the vast domain

which our Society, as a people, are spres

can but be sensible of the incalculable res

sibility that must rest upon a people so hij

favored as we have been with a knowledj

the true light. Awful will be the consequ

if the light that is in us should, through

unfaithfulness, be changed into darkness,

our candlestick be removed out of his pi

Oh ! that we may lay these things to h.

lest we prove in the end stumbling blocl

others.

"Such have been our difficulties, and

our discouragements, that it appears tc

comparable to a miracle, that any are

served from the contaminating influen

the spirit of a deluded and delusive w
We are told that ' because iniquity

abound, the love of many shall wax cold:

he that shall endure unto the end, shi

saved. Blessed assurance for the suppc

such as are sincerely seeking the kingdc

heaven, and the righteousness thereof,

though they may be tried in the furna

affliction, they have a well-grounded ho

the consolations of the gospel, which arep

quietness, and assurance forever, throug

love of the Holy Head of the church,

t loved us,' and ' who having love

own, which were in the world, loved th.

the end.'

Thy aft'ectionate,

Beul.\h Sanso

Harrison and Mildred Eatcliff, probal

the winter of 1831-32, removed from

Creek neighborhood, Ohio, to Westlai

Pennsylvania, within the limits of Eed

Quarterly Meeting. A small lot had

purchased for them ;
and the Friends of

land meeting had put seed in the groun

prepared the house for their reception.

(To be continned.)

Overturners are

they make.

often involved in the
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For "The Fricud."

The Land of Desolation.

(Concluded from page lilO.)

n what manner they crossed Baffin's

is lelt in doubt. It would not have been

ossible for them to do so in their skin

Possibly, however, they went higher

and crossed over on the ice of Smith's

nd. Some tribes still exist in that neigh-

)Ood ; and to show their insatiable love of

deriug, I may mention that I have found
encos of their presence upon the shores

rrinneH's Land as far north as latitude

It has been conjectured that they came
in fleets of boats, crossing the narrowest
of Davis's Strait, which is less than two

dred miles wide, from land to land. It

be that they wore not less influenced by a

ive of revenge for the wrongs of their

istors than fleeing from the Indians who
essed their land, for they had been sad!}'

jed in Massachusetts by the Northmen
n they first came here. These Northmen
killed and tortured a great many of them
ery wantonness, before actual hostilities

There might seem to bo, therefore,

le destruction of the Northmen by these

tellings, something of retributive justice.

'his destruction went on, as we have
,
until the remnant of the race was

ght to bay and driven to defend them-
38 at Krakortok. But they could neither

islodged nor completely destroyed until

tagem was brought to bear; and the de-

to which these savages resorted in order
eomplish their purpose deserves to rank
the famous wooden horse of Troy,

his did not, however, happen until after

D3t desperate attempt had been made by
itok to get free from the clutches of his

al adversaries. He managed, with a large

y of his followei-s, to get over to the

id, and in the dead of the night he sur-

3d them in their huts, and, with the loss

nly one man, destroyed the entire party,

ing men, women, and children to the

pd. It was a fearful massacre, and a dread-
evenge ; but it only further imbittered the
igea against the whites, and caused them to

able their efforts. One man escaped the
ral slaughter, and carried with him the
lOry of their burning huts and bleeding

I and children. Two there were at first,

unhappily for the whites, ono of these
was the chief, Krassippe ; while the
d was his brother. These Ungitok pur-

upon the ice (the attack was made in

er), with several men following after;

I

CTngitok outstripped them all, and over-!

ag the brother, ran him through the body, I

then cutting off the right arm of his fal-|

snemy he brandished it in the air, shout-'

it the same time to Krassippe (who by
j

time had reached the shore), intimating
tn, in an obliging manner, that if he ever
ted an arm he would know where to come
;. Krassippe was now beyond pursuit,

ngitok returned, well pleased with the
by he had cut from his victim.

'ter this Krassippe neither rested by
t nor day until he had compassed the de-

ition of Ungitok and his band. In a fair
|

I every Northman was good for at least;

dozen savages, and, notwithstanding'
destruction they had spread elsewhere,
leople of Krakortok held them person-
Id the greatest contempt. But Kras-

Il3 was nevertheless, by numbers and atrat-

'

egy, to get the best of them at last. He con-

structed an immense rafts of boats, over

which he erected a low and irregular scaffold-

ing. This he covered with tanned and bleach-

ed seal-skins, so that when afloat the structure

looked like an iceberg. This he filled with

armed men, and turned it adrift upon the

fiord, allowing it to float down with the tide

towards Krakortok among some pieces of ice.

When it floated too fast, the people throw

overboard stones, with lines atlachedjto them.

These, by retarding the progress of the raft,

enabled them to keep in company with the

icebergs. Ungitok and his people saw the

raft; but so much did it appear like the ice

alongside of it, that they never once suspect-

ed its character, and the armed men drifted

around into a bight almost at the rear of the

town. Eunning the raft ashore, they then rush-

ed up and made for the church by an unfre-

quented route, which was left unguarded, ex-

cept close to the town. The sentinel was killed,

and the church was surrounded before a sin-

gle person escaped from it. Then it was fired,

and all who were not burned or smothered

with smoke met their death, as they rushed

out, on the points of their enemies' spears.

Not a soul escaped except Ungitok and his son,

who was but a small boy. With him Ung-
itok fled to the mountains, and there hid for

a time in a cave, where at length he was dis-

covered through the indefatigable exertions

of Krassippe. The hiding chieftain was sur-

rounded, and, discovering that his case was
hopeless, he threw his son into the lake to

prevent his falling into the hands of the

savages, who would be sure to torture him,

and then prepared to sell his life as dearly as

possible. In the end he was overpowered

and borne down. Since that day the Esqui-

maux, whom their defeated rivals had so con-

temptuously called Skraelling^, have held

possession of the country undisturbed. They
have, however, very evidently decreased in

numbers, and where there were once tens of

thousands, there are only thousands now.

For a long period of time they remained the

sole occupants of the country, and nothing was
known of them save vague and exaggerated

accounts brought by occasional ships—such

as those of Davis, Baffin, and Frobisher, who
touched at Greenland on their way to the

discovery of a north-west passage. In latter

times, however, the Danish Government (to

which Greenland as well as Iceland had be-

come subject") made uumernus efforts to re-

cover the " lost colonies," with the hope of

sustaining the trade and fisheries. Admiral

Lindenau reached the coast in 1605, and car-

ried oft' some of the savages. Afterwards

Captain Hall, an Englishman in the employ

of Denmark, took away four others, and shot

what more he could, as if by way of amuse-

ment. Another, who was not versed in

ocean currents, did not get near the land at

all: but becoming frightened at being able to

make no progress, he declared that there was

a huge magnet in the sea holding his ship,

which so alarmed him that he returned home.

About half a dozen enterprises followed, the

last in 1670, without any further result than

the killing of a few more of the savages.

Then the " lost colonies " were given up alto-

gether, until that excellent missionarj', Hans
Egede, went there in 1721, and established

himself in Baal's River, near where the West
Buygd had flourished. Here he founded the

colony of Godthaab. Then came the Mora-

vians; and from that time to the present the

re-establishment of colonies, and the civili-

zing and Christianizing of the natives, has
gone steadilyon. This improvementis large-

ly due to the good character of the Danish
settlers, and the exclusion ofspirituous liquors.

For "The Frieod."

Providential Interference.

The following account, not long since told

to the writer, is believed to be authentic:

A man residing in the vicinity of Boston,

at the close of the day was preparing to retire

to rest, being engaged in covering the coals

on the hearth, when his mind received a sur-

prising intimation that he must go at once
into the city. While considering what this

language should mean, it was again repeated

to his mental ear. Still wondering at the un-

usual command, the language was again im-
pressed, Go into Boston instantly. No longer
hesitating, he took his horse and chair and
drove directly to the city ;

and proceeding for

some distance into it, his horse stopped before

a house, from an upper story of which there

shone a light through the window. Stepping
down from his chair, the man rang the door-

bell for admission. Soon the lighted window
above was raised, and a masculine voice, in

impatient accents, inquired, "What is want-
ed?" "You know, I do not," was the answer.
Waiting a while without further response, the

man at the door again rang the bell. Again
the window flew up, and the same question

was asked, and the same answer returned.

Still further waiting a while the man once
more rang the bell for admission. .Again
came tho almost angry question, " What is

wanted?" when the reply was once more re-

turned, "You know, 1 do not." Pausing a
moment, the man above responded, " Yes, I

do know ;" then closing tho window he imme-
diately descended to the door and gave ad-

mission to tho stranger. Together the two
men retired to the upper room, when an inter-

view of no ordinary kind ensued. It was
there disclosed that tho man in tho chamber-
having provided means for the purpose, was
engaged in the act of taking his own life,

when the sudden ringing of the bell, at so late

an hour, startled him, and for a moment ar-

rested tho dreadful intention. Returning to

another attera.pt upon his life, again the bell

sounded, and again his wicked purpose was
turned aside. And thus it was to the third

and last time; when, by the Providential in-

terruption so remarkably brought about, time
was given, and doubtless a little strength af-

forded to resist the tempter, who else must
have hastened the unhappy man to his de-

struction.

It is related in conclusion that the two men,
neither of whom had previously borne a re-

ligious character, withdrew from tho inter-

view, which lasted for several hours, deeply
impressed with the occurrence, and that both
of them afterwards lived worthy and circum-

pect lives.

The influence of those who stand in the
station of ministers is great over the people,

either to bring them to Christ, by their ex-

ample or precepts, or to scatter them from
Him. If a forward, self willed ministry gains
the ascendency among U'^, we must become
scattered as a people ; for that ministry which
standeth in the wisdom of man, can never
reach to the deep things of God; it can neither
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understand them nor minister of them ; Christ

crucified is foolishness to it.

—

Stephen Grellett,

1809.

A Mendicajit Author.—-Even in the reign of

the literary James, great authors were re-

duced to a state of mendicity, and lived on
alms, although their lives and their fortunes

had been consumed in forming national la-

bors. The antiquary Slowe exhibits a striking

example of the reward conferred on such
valued authors. Stowe had devoted his life,

and exhausted his patrimony, in the study of
English antiquities; he had travelled on foot

throughout the kingdom, inspecting all monu-
ments of antiquity, and rescuing what he
could from the dispersed libraries of the mon-
asteries. His stupendous collections, in his

own handwriting, still exist, to provoke the

feeble industry of literary loiterers. It was
in- his eightieth year that Stowe at length re

ceived a public acknowledgment of his servi

ces, which will appear to us of a very extra
ordinary nature. He was so reduced in his

circumstances that he petitioned James I. for

a license to collect alms for himself "as a recom-
pense for his labor and travel offorty five years
in setting forth the chronicles of England, and
eight years taken up in survey of the cities of Lon-
don and Westminster, towards his relief now
in his old age; having left his former means
of living and only employing himself for the
service and good of his country." Letters
])atent under the great seal were granted.
After no penurious commendation of Stowe's
labors, he is permitted " to gather the benevo-
lence of well-disposed people within this realm
of England : to ask, gather and take the alms
of all our loving subjects." These letters

patent were to bo published by the clergy
from their pulpits ; they produced so little

that they were renewed for another twelve
month

; one entire parish in the city 'gave
seven shillings and six pence ! Such, then,
was the patronage received by Stowe, to be
a licensed beggar throughout the kingdom for

one twelve-month! Such was the public re-

muneration of a man who had been useful to
his nation, but not to himself.

—

D'Israeli.

For " Tho Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.
(Continued from page 211.)

" 1817. March 15th.—Nothing can show us
and detect within us evil, but that good prin-
ciple which manifests what is evil. It is

therefore the business and duty of all men, in

respect to their salvation, to become acquaint-
ed with the grace and Spirit of the Lord Jesus
Christ, as it is revealed and appears to all

men
;
to follow its leadings, to obey its teach-

ings, to heed its reproofs. And how are we
to become acquainted with—how shall we
know its appearance? There is nothing of
or in man that is good, but that which is of
and from God,—that which is of and from
His grace and Spirit. Therefore, ! reader,
follow that which inclines to good in thee:
and whatever gives thee inward pain, and
trouble of mind abstain from. The more we
turn away from and deny sin through Divine
grace, the more weak is its power in and over
us; but the less we mortify our evil inclina-
tions, the less power we have to resist them,
when next they assail us. Ho that is faithful'

over one city, will be made ruler over many;
that improved his talent, was lid __, _.__^^

_,

the Scriptures, to be intrusted with more. If sincere-hearted Friends, and I am also aware

any one says how shall I know assuredly the

teachings of the Holy Spirit from the sugges-

tions of my own mind and reason, or from
the insinuations of him, who sometimes puts
on the resemblance of an angel of light? O !

inquiring reader, know of a truth, that what-
ever may be the artifices and deceitful appear-
ance of the enemy, whatever may be the
reasonings, imaginations, and mental work-
ings of the natural part in thee, however spe-

cious, however excellent they may appear,

—

yet are they easily and with certainty de-

tected, by the humble, waiting, patient, pray-
ing soul

;
yes, by every one who in sincerity

and simplicity thirsts and hungers after the
knowledge and performance of the whole will

of God concerning him. These shall know
the Truth, and the Truth shall make them
free. These shall know Him who is Truth

;

these shall be led and guided into all Truth
" 1817. March 13th.—I think it right at this

time to set down my opinions, or rather such
opinions as I conceive to be sound and good,
relative to the subject of business. * * * i

believe that it is good for man to earn his

livelihood by the sweat of his brow. If any
one has, or ever comes to have sufficient for

the support of himself or family,—(by a suffi-

ciency, I do not mean that which will satisfy

all his desires, nor that which may raise his

family above the sphere in which they were
born, neiiber that which will furnish his chil-

dren with large capitals to enter lucrative or
extensive concerns,)—but if he has where-
with to support himself and family in a mod-
erate way of living, and to afi'ord his children

an useful education, the knowledge of some
honest employ, and a little to begin with,—it

is enough. I am inclined to thinu, that such
an one should consider, whether it be not
right for him to give up his business to his

children, to faithful dependents, or to relations

that want it ; unless he be of a disposition that
can hardly find occupation for his mind out
of business, and in this case, let him continue

ploy himself in it, taking only a small
share of the profits. With respect to charity,

let not any in trade nicely glean their vine of

the fruit with which the Lord hath so abun-
dantly blessed them ; but let them gather suffi-

cient, and the rest let them leave for the por-

tion of the poor. For my own part, if waj'
open for my going into business, I believe it

will be safest for me to engage in such an one
as is moderatelj' profitable, yielding regular
returns, and tending to the general and sub-

antial welfare of mankind, to the injury of

none, and which will not take up much atten-

tion or anxiety. But especially I desire, that
I may never sell to others any article which
has an evil tendency, or which evidently and
often is misapplied. With respect to this par-

ticular, I have lamented to see that Friends,

who are fearful lest they should give way to

the spirit of vanity, pride, and extravagance,
and who on that account neither decorate
their persons nor houses, nor even allow their

servants to dress gaily,—that these should
yet feel easy to deal to others things which
they disapprove of for themselves ; that they
should not hesitate to buy and sell such arti-

cles, as they well know are inconsistent and
incompatible with the pure teachings of that

principle, by which they profess to be led.

This matter has impressed moinuch. I know
that by adopting this sentiment, I show
my disapprobation of the conduct of many

how few descriptions of occupation in li

entirely free from this objection. Never
less, I do believe that the eincere-hea

amongst us will not hesitate to give up
in their outward concerns, which they see

know to be an encouragement to evil in

shape. That these may come to see this r

ter, as clearly as I do at this present timi

the warm desire of my soul I

" But the ground upon which I think it 1

for me to be not much engrossed in the thi

of this life, is this: having experienced
small share of the forbearance and merc_'

the Lord, having been rescued and delive

from the pit of destruction, having
and fervent desires for my own preserval'

and salvation, as well as for that of my pi

fellow-creatures everywhere, I have inch
towards the belief that the Lord will

use of me, if I am faithful to His requirit

in the way and time, and for the purpo
which He sees best. Under this impress
it is, that I believe it right for me lo sitlc

to this world and its anxieties, and not tc

too much entangled in them ; lest I should,

incapacitated for performing that sen
which may be shown to be my duty, or
able from my situation in business to nnt

take it. Though I scarcel}' think it my pi

to be out of business
;
yet I believe that i

good for some to be entirely released from
and also, that well disposed persons she:

devote a considerable portion of their talei

time, and money, to visiting and relievi

poor, and advancing and promoting the gi

of mankind in various other ways, accord-

to their several gifts."

(To be continned.)

Cost of Fencing.—Fences are costly, ant

is probable if the intelligence of neighl
hoods could be brought together it would
decided that fully one-half of them were
necessary. Indeed in some portions of

West where they have a no-fence law,

voters have refused to return again to the (

tem of fencing. An illustration of this d

be found in Livingston county, Illinois,

In Germany, France and Holland sim

lines or paths divide estates. Illinois is 6

to have ten times more fence than Germs
Dutchess countj', New York, has more ti

all France. Besides the first cost of
the annual repairs are equal to ten per ci

of the original cost. Nicholas Biddle 8

thirtj' years ago, that the fences of Pe
sylvania had cost §100,000,000. Ohio
ire said to be worth 8115,000.000, and th

of New York 6144,900,000. England is

discarding her traditionary hedges, and
time is not far distant when, except for roi

or as a protection from winds, they will

discarded in the West.

In the time of waiting on the Lord in ail

retirement alone, which was mostly my di

practice, it sometimes pleased him to vail

holy presence from me, in order to prove

patience and steadfast reliance upon him;

,

sometimes to command a solemn awful sile

in me, wherein he often stood revealed

majestic all-sufficiency before me, in a man
which I have no words to convc}' a cleari*

of to any who have not experienced the 8£»

in themselves. But I am assured that It

who rightl}' wait upon him in their cH

minds, will find him a God nigh at hand, 4

graciously disposed to replenish and sat J
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iiuiiL^ry soul. I do not believe a man can

^i^ic. and sit down alone, to make the ex-

iici.i merely to see what Ibo consequence

ttiiii^'^jn silence will be, without a rea'

;er ;ind heartfelt travail ; and therein be

•ed]\vith the Sowings of the holy oil. But
ever wait rightly and perseveringly upon

in vain. Tbe incomes of his love afford

true joy, than'ali^earth's richest enjoy-

3.

—

Job Scott.

Selected.

SUMMER MORNING.
How brightly on the hill-side sleeps

The sunlight with its quickening rays !

The verdurous trees that crownthe steeps,

Grow greener in its shimmering blaze;

While all the air that round us floats,

With subtile wing, breathes only life,

And, ringing with a thousand notes,

The woods with song are rife.

Why, this is Nature's holiday

!

She puts her gayest mantle on
;

And, sparkling o'er their pebbly way,

With gladder shout the brooklets run
;

And every bird, exulting, gives

A sweeter cadence to its song;

A gladder life the insect lives

That floats in light along.

"The cattle on a thousand hills,"

The fleecy flocks that dot the vale,

Rejoice in all the life that fills

The air, and breathes in every gale.

And who, that has a heart and eye,

To feel the bliss and drink it in.

But pants, for scenes like these to fly

The city's smoke and din

—

A sweet companionship to hold

With Nature in her forest-bowers,

And learn the gentle lessons told

By singing birds and opening flowers?

for do they err who love her lore

;

Though books have power to stir my heart,

Yet Nature's varied page can more
And deeper joy impart.

fo selfish joy : if duty calls

Not sullenly I turn from these.

Though dear the dash of waterfalls,

The wind's low voice among the tree.s,

Birds, flowers, and flocks ; for God hath taught,

(O, keep, my heart! the le.sson still,)

His soul alone with bliss is fraught

Who heeds the Father's will

!

WINTER,
eautifnl is AVinter ! Earth hath put

lowy vesture on, and the wide fields

1 beneath the radiance of the sun,

eless ocean of most dazzling white,

slant sunbeams flashing, the tall trees

) their jeweled crests with regal pride,

iscious of their beauty ; and, at times,

! faint wind caressed, profusely fling

to the earth the burden of their gems,
ost with his most cunning ministry

visited the streams, whose drowsy song

th the long summer time continuously

the soft air, and stream and song are still

:

ight the ripple's curl deceive the eye,

ch it looks like motion, and the wave
to fret along its rocky bed,

ash adown the cascade with its spray.

3re, o'er the deep ravine, the precipice

9, and the water from its hidden springs

ed erewhile along the rocky ledge,

jught with frequent plunge the depth below,

n what varied and fantastic forms
drops, congealed, are wroughj ! How different all,

1 how beautiful ! Pillars of pearl

ing the clifl^s above, stalactites bright

the ice-roof depending ; and beneath,
les and temples with their crystal spires

learning columns radiant in the sun
;

ea carved from purest porphyry, whereon sit

rarrior-forms in coats of dazzling mail

;

trown profusely over all, rich gems,
with rainbow hues, and flashing back
asive sunlight,—these are thine, O Frost!

Thy marvelous doings, wizard architect

!

For thus thou praisest God I And we will praise

His name with hymns, that He has sent us thee
With power to make the Winter beautiful.

For " The Friend."

Arctic Birds.

In Dr. Hayes' " Land of Desolation," is de-

scribed a visit to one of the breeding-places
of the sea-birds, on a grand rocli rising out of
the waters of the Greenland Sea to the height
of 2,300 feet. He says :

" A strange feature of this cliff, and others
of like geological formation, is that the rock
is fractured here and there horizontally, and
that scales have splintered off from time to

time, leaving a series of narrow ledges, or
steps, which extend from the very bottom to

the top ; and these ledges are in the summer-
time the home of myriads of birds. These
birds are the well-known ' bacaloo bird' of

Newfoundland and Labrador, and the St.

Lawrence region generally, where they win-
ter. They are the lurame of the Arctic seas,

and the Uria Brunichii of the naturalist—

a

species of what are popularly known as ' di-

vers.'

" When about half a mile away from the
cliff we began for the first time to perceive
something of its character. The birds came
flying over us in considerable numbers. Many
of them were on the water, and, like all the
divers, who rise with difficulty, they made a
great noise about us as they prepared to take
the wing, flapping along close over the sur-

face of the sea. As we kept nearing the cliff

the}' became still more numerous.
"Presently we heard a murmuring sound

like that of distant falling waters. When we
had arrived under the cliff, this sound in-

creased in volume, and became so loud that
we were obliged to elevate our voices to make
ourselves heard by each other. This result

was caused by the constant fluttering of in-

numerable birds, and their incessant scream-
ing. Some of the ledges, or shelves, on which
they sat were very narrow, others were two
or three feet wide; some were but a few yards
in length, others were many rods; some were
in jjrettj' regular order, one above another,
others were sloping and irregular; but upon
all of them, from near the water's edge to the
summit of the cliff, birds were sitting, packed
close together, and facing outward—sitting

bolt upright, row above row, crowded into

the smallest possible compass, and looking
for all the world like soldiers with white coats

and black caps standing shoulder to shoulder
on parade. Low down the birds were easily

counted ; but higher up they melted away
into scarcely distinguishable lines of white-
ness, and higher still they disappeared from
sight altogether.

"At first it puzzled me to account for their

strange attitude; but when I discovered that
each female bird lays but one egg, it was
readily explained.

" They make no nest whatever, but lay

their single egg upon the naked rock. The
bird can only cover it, therefore, by placing
it upon its end, which is accomplished with
the bill, and then she sits down upon it as if it

were a stool.

" After listening a while to their strange
cries, and watching their movements, we re-

membered that we had come out to try our
luck at shooting. Our guns were fired simul-

taneously, and down came plump into the

water birds enough to make a meal for the

whole ship's company. But what
now there was in the aspect of the cliff! Fol-
lowing the discharge of the guns there was
an instant of calm. It seemed as if every
scolding voice was hushed. Every bird had
leaped into the air; and now the wild flutter

of their wings, as they darted away from the
rock, was like the rush of a tornado; while
they were so numerous as they passed over
that they threw a shadow on us like a cloud.
Having sprung from their eggs so quickly,
many of them were left insecure, and a per-
fect shower came spattering down the cliffs.

"But the birds did not long keep the air.

They soon lit upon the water, with a great
splash, about a quarter of a mile from the cliff,

perfectly blackening its surface. Some of
them did not even go so far; but, wheeling
about in mid air, they put back in haste to
get once more upon their eggs before they
had time to cool; and those who took the
water quickly came back, despite the danger,
to shelter their precious treasure of a single
egg-

"Many of the birds were now observed to
be in a state of violent anger with their near-
est neighbors, and, as they sat there upon
their stools, they reminded me of angry fish-

wives. With ruffled feathers they were con-
tinually scolding each other at the very top
of their shrill voices. When it is borne in

mind that the birds must have numbered mil-
lions, the volume of sound may be well im-
agined. It was at first difficult to account for

all this disturbance, except upon the ground
of pure love of fight. Presently, however, I

observed that there was a deeper cause at the
bottom of much of the difficulty. The bird
must sometimes leave her egg, for she cannot
remain there and starve to death while the
chick is hatching. She may be a careless

bird, and as she leaves the ledge, her precious
egg may roll off the cliff after her and thus
be destroyed ; or her neighbors may roll it off

while quarrelling. Upon her return she looks
for her egg, but does not find it, and steals

the first egg she can lay her bill upon ; and
then down she sits upon it with as much cool-

ness and unconcern as if it had belonged to
her from the beginning. When the true
owner of this stolen egg comes back, she may
steal in like manner, or she may accuse some
other bird with the theft."

Selected for "The Friend."

Tlie Cliristian Testimonies Peculiar to our Society.

There are those in the present day who
mourn over the weakness and declension in our
religious Society ; whose sorrow is not a mere
fruitless emotion, but incites them, as Ne-
hemiah's did him when he surveyed the deso-

lations of Jerusalem, to arise and build against

their own houses, and to animate others in

the same good work. These are the true
mourners, on whom the blessing rests. Such
have no cause for dismay, or to distrust Him
who has ever been the helper of the poor and
afflicted, "the healer of the breach, and the
restorer of paths to dwell in." We believe his

love and mercy are still toward the Society;

which he raised up as by his own right arm,
protected, preserved, and prospered it, amid
cruel persecutions and bitter sufferings, and
made it the instrument of great good to thou-

sands.

And why should any distrust Him, or
doubt that he will do the same for it in the
present day, if he is but faithfully sought unto?
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"I am the Lord," says he, '^ I change not."

"His arm is not shortened thao it cannot
save, neither is his ear heavy ibal it cannot
hear." ''The mercy of ihe Lord is from ever-

lasting to everlasting upon them that fear

Him; and his righteousness unto children's

children ; to such as keep his covenant, and to

those that remember his commandments to

do them." This is all that is wanting. Many
as are the burdens and trials of the upright

;

and much as they are struck at, if they hold

on in their integrity, patiently and quietly

pursuing the path of duty, help equal to their

need will be granted, they will have their re-

ward from Him, who knows their sincerity,

and a brighter and better day will yet dawn
upon the church.

We sometimes hear it said that the Society

has fulfilled its mission ; that its service is

closed, and there is no longer occasion to hold

up conspicuously those Christian testimonies,

•which were peculiar to it. We entertain a

very different view. Xever, in our apprehen-
sion, was it more important that the free

and independent work of the Holy Spirit, the
manifestations of the light of the Lord Jesus
Christ, should be faithfully maintained, as the

foundation of all vital religion; as that, with-

out the practical experience of which, all pro-

fession of religion is an empty form ''as

sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal." The
other testimonies and principles held by
Friends, are also necessary to be supported,

if they exist as a distinct body of Christian

professors. And we believe they will so exist;

and that however some may swerve to the
right hand, or others to the left ; there will

be those raised up and preserved, from one
generation to another, who will be religiously

bound to maintain these principles in their

fullness and integrity; and to commend them
to others, not by precept only, but by a godly
and consistent example.

While listening to the presumpLous asser-

tions that the services of Friends are over, and
their testimonies obsolete, it is sometimes
forcibly presented, that the wish is author of

the thought. That the restraints of the cross,

the mortification ofhuman pride attendant on
plainness of dress, language, behaviour and
living, and the disuse of outward ceremonies,

and the contemptuous sneer with which the

wise and great of the world treat those chris-

tian practices, induce the lukewarm professor

to wish they were out of the way ; and that

he could be esteemed a good Friend without
them, or that the whole Society was merged
into some more fashionable sect. But, how-
ever agreeable tbis might be to such cross-

shunning (Quakers, we think they are not
likely soon to be accommodated. He who
laid upon the first Friends the obligation

firmly to uphold these Christian principles

and practices, as intimately connected with
true religion, we believe, will not leave him-
self without witnesses, constrained, by the
power of his Spirit, firmly to maintain them

;

not in the dry formality of mere traditional

authority, but in the newness of a spiritual

life, flowing from Christ their Head. May
none, then, yield to unprofitable discourage-

ment ; or indulge a disposition to lay the de-

generacy at the door of others, while neglect-

ing their own work
; but all labor in the prof-

fered ability, which can only come from on
high, to "be built" up themselves "in our.

most holy faith," and to encourage others in'

the same blessed work.— Thomas Evans.

The East Indian Cocoa-nut Crab is said to

climb the palm-tree, for the sake of detaching
the heavy nuts ; hut Darwin, who attentively
observed the animal on the Keeling Islands,

tells us that it merely lives on those that fall

spontaneously from the tree. To extract its

nourishment from the hard case, it shows an
ingenuity which is one of the most wonder-
ful instances of animal instinct. It must first

of all be remarked, that its front pair of legs

are terminated by very strong and heavy pin-

cers, the last pair by others, narrow and
weak. After having selected a nut fit for its

dinner, the crab begins its operations by
tearing the husk, fibre by fibre, from that end
under which the three eye-holes are situated

;

it then hammers upon one of them with its

heavy claws, until an opening is made. Here-
upon it turns round, and by the aid of its

posterior pincers, extracts the white albumi-
nous substance. It inhabits deep burrows,
where it accumulates surprising quantities of

picked fibres of cocoa-nut husks, on which it

rests as on a bed. Its habits are diurnal; but
every nightitissaid to pay a visitto thesea,no
doubt for the purpose of moistening its bron-
chiai. It is very good to eat, living as it does on
choice vegetable substances, and the great
mass of fat, accumulated under the tail of the
larger ones, sometimes yields, when melted, as

much as a quart of limpid oil.

—

Hartwig.

Selected for " The Friend."

Mary Dudley, before she became a member
of our Society, had such a clear view of the
profession and peculiar testimonies of Friends,

and was so strongly convinced of their consis-

tency loith the truth, that she believed it would
be required of her to demean herself conform
ably thereto, both in profession and practice.

But in submitting to this sense of duty, the

opposition from her family was so great, and
the cross to her own will so heavy, that she
thought the yielding up of her natural life

would have been an easier sacrifice.* She
was, however, through mercy, strengthened
to obey the Divine requiring, and in the

twenty-third year of her age, on the ground
of settled conviction, joined our religious So-

ciety.

—

Pieti/ Promoted.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 2, 1872.

In the 2nd month number of The British

Friend, received last week, there is an article

under the head of " Barclay and his Assail-

ants," in which there are some observations

on the subject of dress, which though contain-

g sentiments from which we dissent, we
quote for the purpose of showing to our readers

one of the evil results that have followed in

GreatBritain from the members of our Society
exchanging the well-known plain dress of a

Friend for that of the world.

"Nor is it now a question of mere outward
peculiarities. They have long been given up
as marks or tests of inward piety, or of fitness

for offices in the church ; although they found
a defender, inconsistently, as I think, with his

general religious views, in our ablest and most
prominent writer of the last generation. But

* How different the.'se from the views and feelings

maintained by some now, and are even carried out by
them into painful, if not disgraceful practice.

since the discipline has been relaxed, ai

phase has come over us. Instead ot a .

to circamspection and simplicity in liic .

manners, which must ever become the C
.tian character, and which one had a rig!

expect when the motive for rebellion ag;

a conventional rule was removed, we fine;

changes—not onlj' among our young pe

'

—have gone on to extremes, in adopting

prevailing customs of societ}-. With thi,

tension of liberty, the disposition to judgt

also changed sides. Some who claimed 1

ality to be extended to them, now thati
are greatly in the majority are somewhat
posed to be uncharitable, and to look d'

upon those who still think it right to ad'

to the old Quaker language and costuuK

men and women of somewhat narrow t

and antiquated intellect, of whom it is ne

time that the last specimen was placed in

British Museum ! It is almost denied

these outward observances can be consis

with truly enlightened views and an hut:

unobtrusive walk in life ; or that they

needful to uphold any deeply awakened
conscientious minds in the conduct of tl

selves and their families. And yet there

clear and living Christian testimony on

half of simplicity of "speech, behaviour,

apparel," and all other circumstances of i

vidual habit and influence, and against

formity to the maxims, customs, and e

changing fashions of the world, in fava

circumspection and sobriety at all times,

against flattery, supei-fluity, and extravagi

on all occasions, in the giving up of whiol

should lose greatly ; and it is not a littli

markable, that in all ages especial relig

profession almost always results in cost

singularly analogous, in numerous instat

to what has been adopted by Friends. In

translation of a Sanscrit religious MS., pr

bly more than 3000 years old, I read,

—

" Let his house, his diet, and his clothes

Be always of the plainest."

We are not without public expressions f

the outside world, of how sincerely the n

serious and sensible part of the religiouB c

munity in general regret the rapid disapp

ance of the old Quaker garb and langu

and their accompanying severity of manmi"
On this the editor of The British Fr:i

makes the following comment

:

" Our esteemed correspondent must af
us to express our dissent from what he *

down in reference to outward peculiarii

He saj'S these "have long been given uU

tests of inward piety and titness for office 1

the church." Wo think the author alladeS

(J. J. Gurney?) was not inconsistent witbi»

general views in defending these peculiarH

which if ever they were held as descrili

was by a mistake. This, however, is no -0

say that they are non-obligatory or oughi)

be discarded. They are unquestionably scpr

tural in their root. Suppose, by a like 8-

take, it had ever been thought thatapersll

scrupulous non-payment of tithes rendiii

him fit for office, would that justify FrifU

in relaxing their testimony against cleiil

impositions? Assuredly not. Neither (*

the discovery (?) relative to other distinCS

features in our profession annul their obs?-

ance. We disapprove of singling out any K

testimony and calling it a "conventional ri

We might further suppose our Yearly Alt-

ing deeming it unnecessary to inquire if 'f

members were "just in their dealings." Wi <*
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oeasing to make such inquiry exonerate
r rom the duty of honesty ? We presume

t Tlic root of any of our testiraonios is not

(3 " f^iiieries." Our obligations would re

I
iniait though no inquiry was made as

leir (>l)servauce ; they spring from the

,-c will.

Hir roirespondent admits that there is a

u anil living testimony on behalf of sira-

L)' (if 'speech, buhaviour, and apparel,'

live maintain that it is not competent for

i a Yearly Meeting to rescind that testi-

)ii' nor the smallest obligation of any Chris-

liuU . Wo are aware it has been sup-

^1, to liave such power, but this is altogelh-

a'allary, and its evil fruit is largely mani-

m every hand. How is it possible to

testimony against conformity to the

at the same time that we rush among
remost into it? No! Wo must ever be

distinguished from the world and its

nical fashions, or be their slave,—there

ledium. In a word, if we are Friends

ciple, we must not be afraid to carry

ir profession consistently in all things, in

tie as well as in the great. Fitness for

in the church is not to be found in our
faithful in one branch of our profession,

our being careful to adorn the doctrine

dour Saviour in all things—in letting

hole conduct or conversation be such as

leth the gospel."

B DO marvel that those who have given

3 garb of a Friend, should, as they con-

to conform more nearly to the world,

to "look down" with contempt on those

maintain the plain appearance that has

characterized the true Friend. The
;e has its root in the spirit of the world,

lat spirit has always scorned and ridi-

the dress which consistent Friends have
H. Here, wo believe, is the true though
iknowledged source ofthe now wide-spread

)'ture from the testimony to "plainness

3!!ech, behaviour and apparel ;" producing
Ijermination so to dress that the world
I pt recognize who are members of a So-

t whioh openly avows it has Christian
tioiiii's to bear which that world hates,

;:.^e thej- rebuke its fashions, its manners
its cherished amusements.
[e idea held out that the Society has, at

pime, been so weak as to suppose that the
I wearing of plain clothes constituted

t38S for offices in the church" is an un-

filed assumption, used, we apprehend,
II as a blind to obscure the source of the
ije desired to be made, or already made,
I as being believed by those who broached
Supposing the dress of Friends, like other

S things, may have been a mere substitute

Bne individuals for what it ought to indi-

i(-conformity to the religious principles

,(by Friends, or that it may have served
I in their hypocrisy ; as the editor of the
iv.h Friend clearly shows, this affords no
!i excuse for laying it aside: the same
I' of reasoning might be used to discard

j/ither testimony of Truth held by the So-

t.

lis objected that Friends in the beginning
Died no particular costume, and that it

3)ecome a form, and Friends should not
ibservient to forms. It is true, that no

ijostume was prescribed by the early
lids, but under the constraining influence

'e Holy Spirit operating on their minds
I (dually, they were obliged to strip off all

ornamentation, and also to refuse to follow

the changeable fashions. Hence the}- almost
at once became peculiar in their garb and
were known by it, and that which wroughi
this peculiarity in apparel in them, has kept
Friends to it, with comparatively little altera-

tion from that day to this. If it is a form, it

is one not likely to betray those who observe
it into evil, and in very many cases where
obedience to the restraining power of Divine
Grace had not yet been yielded, it has kept
from going into wrong acts and hurtful as-

sociations which would otherwise have been
indulged in ; because it speaks a language
which beholders understand to mean self de-

nial, restriction from mueh that the world
deems allowable and even praiseworthy, and
which would excite its disgust did it see a

plain Friend participating in them. If this

form is forsaken, for what is it to be exchang-
ed ? for the -form of the world, and that wo
know is adapted to allow of indulgence in the

lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the
pride of life. Therefore, those who are using
their positions and influence to remove the
restraint which the plain garb of a Friend
has heretofore exercised on both young and
older, are opening more widely the avenues
which lead away from comparative innocence
and safety, and incurring a fearful responsi-

bility of being instrumental in betraying them
into refusal to wear the yoke of Christ.

Where the plain dress of a Friend is rejected

by members holding influential stations in the

Society, supposing that they themselves do
not change with every fashion, which they
are likely to do, it is vain to expect modera-
tion in dress among those who look up to

them for examples. Such, seeing those filling

the places of shepherds of the flock dressed

like the people of the world, and yet claiming
to be consistent Friends, and there being no
criterion of plainness loft in the Society, will,

each one^anless providentially arrested by
the convictions of the Holy Spirit, and kept
from imitating the leaders of tho people—be

tempted to conform to the prevailing mode,
just so far as he or she pleases, and few will

withstand availing themselves ofthe grateful

excuse. Hence it is that such frequent com-
plaint, from various quarters, is heard of the

members in England,—not merely the young,
—having "gone to extremes in adopting the

prevailing customs of society," and are now
learning to look with contempt on the few
who feel bound to keep to the plain dress.

To believe that the change from the plain

dress is sanctioned by the Head ofthe Church,
is to discredit the experienco or the truthful-

ness of the faithful members of the Society

from its rise to the present day ; for we ven-

ture to say that of all such, of whose lives and
conversation records have been preserved,

not one can be cited who did not show by his

garb that ho was not ashamed to bo recog-

nized as a Friend. On tho contrary, those

records toom with expressions of the religious

exercise such were brought under, that tho

members should not depart from the dross

which marked to what society they belonged.

How many who had been accustomed to wear
tho form of the world, whether educated in

the Society or not, found they could make
little or no progress in religious life, nor ob-

tain peace of mind, until they were made will-

ing, by tho convictions and teaching of Divine

Grace, to put on tho apparel of a Friend. Can
we then believe that this same Grace would

instruct any among us to go back to that
which so many succeeding generations before
us have been obliged by it to come out of?

If, as alleged, dress is too small a thing to
be taken into consideration in estimating re-

ligious standing, why, for that which is of so
trifling moment, give up that which has al-

ways distinguished a Friend ? It may be that
there is no religion in the cut, color, or texture
of a garment considered abstractly, but as
expressive of the relation between the soul
and its obedience to the divine will, they are
inseparable from it. Hence both prophets
and apostles have been commissioned by Him
who knoweth what is in man, to give specific
directions in relation thereto. Discarding the
plain dress among P^riends is not a small thing,
but one of great importance : it is opening the
door to corresponding departures in language,
manners and amusements. We will close these
remarks by an extract from this Journal,
published some 3'ear8 ago.

" We may be sure that Satan is too cunning
to expect to succeed in laying waste the So-
ciety of Friends by tempting them to launch
out at once into the extravagances of fashion-
able life, but having overcome the scruples of
tho members against the cut and color of their
garb, and deceived them into a belief that
language, being the mere representative of
thought, that in common use, whatever its

form, is the most appropriate for them, he
may securely trust its overthrow to time and
familiar intercourse with the world. Indul-
gence will sharpen and strengthen tho appe-
tite for more liberty, and there being no cri-

terion of simplicity preserved, it will not be
very long ere all the barriers to fashion, vain
show and dissipating amusements may be
overleaped and forgotten. The cross being
'aid down in relation to dross, it becomes in-

creasingly burdensome in reference to all

other testimonies, and tho same mode of
reasoning adopted to reconcile departures
from plainness, is effectual in silencing objec-
tions to conformity with other practices that
are current among other religious professors,
and thus the whole system which has charac-
terized Friends for over two hundred years,
may be laid waste."

How far these observations have already
been realized on the other side of the Atlantic
is known to many of our readers. Let Friends
here take warning.

We think it proper to state that tho wrong
quotation marks at the commencement of the
extract from Job Scott, on page 196 of the
current volume, alluded to in our last issue,

were a typographical error.

—

Eds.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times says the companies

controlling the existing cables between Europe and
America, have agreed upon a basis whereby the French
company will proceed to lay another cable. It is in-
timated that a modification of the present tarilf upon
cable dispatches may be expected.

In the House of Commons a resolution was intro-
duced to censure the ministry for the appointment of
Sir Robert Collier to the judicial committee of the privy
council. After protracted debate the house, by a vote
of 268 to 241, rejected the resolution.

Dispatches from Dundee give accounts of a wide-
spread and devastating flood in the valley of the Tay.
The waters of Firth and River Tay overflowed their
banks, and poured into the plains on both sides, sweep-
ing everything before them. The flood extends from
Dundee, at the mouth of the Firth to a point above
Pertli, on the south side of the River Tay and head of
navigation. The level country around the latter city
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is covered with water, and portions of Dundee have
been rendered uninhabitable. The railroad between
the two cities is washed away in many places, and much
of the road-bed must be rebuilt.

The British government has exchanged communica-
tions with foreign governments in regard to the Inter-

national Societv.

London, 2d "mo. 26th.—Consols, 92J-. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 9U ; of 1867, 92 ; ten-forties, SSJ.
Liverpool.— Uplands cotton. Hi a Hid.; Orleans,

IIW. California wheat, 12s. 4d. per cental.

The French National Assembly has elected a com-
mittee to examine the bill introduced by Le Franc,
Minister of the Interior, increasing the powers of the
government over the press. The bill, which has been
made a Cabinet question, is opposed by about 308 mem-
bers of the Assembly, and favored by 285 of them.
The publication of the newspapers La Gaulois and

L'Armee, has been suspended by orders of the govern-
ment. The discovery of the last Bonapartist conspiracy
has caused the government to double the police force

on duty at Versailles, and the troops have been ordered
to remain at their barracks ready for action. In the

northern departments also, extraordinary precautions
have been- taken against a surprise.

The Count de Chambord having taken up his resi-

dence temporarily at Antwerp, has revived the hopes
of the French legitimists, and great numbers of them
have visited him at that place. A dispatch of the 22d
says : The gathering of legitimists, at Antwerp, is in-

creasing daily and becoming formidable. It is confined

to no nationality although the French predominate in

numbers; the German and Spanish legitimists were well

represented.

The leading ultra-Montanists from Italy, Germany
and France are also flocking to the city. It is rumored
that all are acting together harmoniously, and that the
chiefs are deliberating over plans for the restoration of I

all deposed sovereigns. A disturbance of the public
peace being threatened, the Count de Chambord on the

25th ult., requested his friends to refrain from coming
to Antwerp.
The Assembly contains a strong royalist party, di-

vided between the legitimists and Orleanists. A mani-
festo, recommending a fusion of the two branches of

monarchists, has been signed by 256 of the members.
A Berlin dispatch says : The German nation is arm-

ing again and assuming an aspect for war rapidly. Two
corps of the Imperial Prussian army have received or-

ders from the War Office to hold themselves fully

equipped and in readiness to move immediately when
directed. The reason for this is to be found in the great

and unusual activity which just now prevails among
the French political parties at Versailles, and a conse-

quent apprehension on the part of the Germans of the
possible occurrence of a sudden change, not only of the

Ministry, but of the form of government on the soil of

the French Republic. In the event of any change:

likely to interfere with a .strict execution of the cond:

tions of the treaty of peace, a new German invasion of

the French territory will follow.

President Thiers has summoned the principal gen-
erals to give an account of the present state of feeling

in the army.
It is reported that Prince Bismarck proposes to issue

invitations to the powers for an international congre,ss

to establish a system of cheap and uniform rates of

postage, and facilitate the transmission and exchange
of mails.

A Vienna dispatch says : The reichsrath, by a two-
thirds majority, have passed a compulsory electoral

bill, which makes important changes in the political

system of the provinces, and is intended lo bind them
closer to the crown.

In Spain a new ministry has been formed, with Sa-

gosta at its head, which will, it is hoped, have the sup-
port of the entire progressist party.

Dispatches from Rome state that the pope has been
strongly urged to hold an Ecumenical Council at Trent.

The Austrian government, however, does not seem dis-

posed to permit the council to meet in its dominions.
Malta has also been proposed as a place for holding the

council, provided the consent of the British govern-
ment can be obtained.

The police authorities of Leipsic have issued a pro-

clamation against the International Society. Tlie arti-

sans of the city are prohibited from becoming members
of the society, or contributing money to its support.

A dispatch from Batavia reports that heavy gales

have prevailed throughout the island of Java, and that

the clove crop has been destroyed.

Encouraging reports from the diamond fields con-
tinue to reach Cape Town. Diamonds were selling at

auction at a decline of twenty-five per cent, on prices

reported by previous steamer. Good order has been
restored among the miners. i

A Paris dispatch of the 26th says ; Subscriptions to
the national voluntary fund to pay the German war
indemnity continue to come in from all parts of the
country. The fund now amounts to 23,000,000 francs.
United States.—3Iiscellaneoiis.—The interments in

Philadelphia during the week ending at noon on the
24th ult., numbered 495. There were 138 deaths of
small pox, 56 of consumption, 32 inflammation of the
lungs, and 13 old age.

The number of new buildings erected in Philadelphia
in 1871 was 6,295, including .5,365 new dwelling houses.
Since 1866, the number of dwellings erected in this city
has been 21,973. The rapid growth of the past few
years is attributed to the great increase of manufactories
of iron, cotton, wool, &c.
The bill which passed the House of Representatives

in Congress, abolishing the duties on tea and coffee,
will, it is supposed, fail in the Senate. The finance
committee of that body have reported a bill making
numerous changes in the tariff: It is proposed that the
duty on tea shall hereafter be ten cents a pound, and
that on coflfee two cents, and that the duties on cotton,
woolen and silk goods, &c., shall be re"duced ten per
cent, from the present rates.

The total earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
branches, during the year 1871, were $18,719,836, and
the expenses 3-11,823,433, leaving $6,896,403 as the net
earnings of the road. The main line is 358 miles in
length, and the branches 2.58 miles.
The Pennsylvania mine-inspectors in the anthracite

regions, report a total of two hundred and seventv-two
men killed in the mines last year, and six hundred and
twenty-two injured by accidents. About one-third of
the deaths were caused by the faulty construction of the
mines, some of which were worked with only a single
opening.

A bill has passed both Houses of Congress, removing
political disabilities from 3,624 persons in the Southern
States. A motion to reduce the duty on pig iron to five
dollars a ton, was rejected in the House of Represen-
tatives.

The Chicago Board of Trade gives the receipts and
shipments of grain at that place, during 1871, as fol-

lows; receipts 83,518,202 bushels, which is a greater
quantity than in any previous year. The shipments
were 71,800,789 bushels. The manufacture of flour fell

off" 116,237 barrels, owing to the burning of six large
mills. The fire destroyed about 17,000 houses, and de-
prived 100,000 people of shelter. It is expected that
the business portion of the city will be restored within
two years and the rest a little later.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 26th ult. New York.—American gold, 1103
U. S. sixes, 1881, 115.^ ; ditto, 1867, 111 J; ditto, 10-40,
110|. Superfine flour, S6.25 a $6.50; finer brands,
$6.70 a $11. White Michigan wheat, $1.82 a $1.8
red western, $1.65. State barley, 78 a 80 cts. Oats,
a .55 cts. Southern white corn, 73 a 75 cts.

;
yellow, 69

a 70 cts. Philadelphia.—MiddUnga cotton, 23.t a 23f
cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Cuba sugar, 9 cts.

Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; finer brands, s6 a $10,
Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.61 a $1.62; white, $1.70;
white Michigan, $1.88. Rye, 92 cts. Yellow corn, 65
a 67 cts. Oats, 53 a 55 cts. The receipts of beef cattle
at the Avenue Drove-yard reached 2,400 head. Extra
sold at 7} a 8 cts.; choice, Cti a 7 cts. ; fair to g
6 cts., and common 4 a 4| cts. per lb. gross. Sheep
sold at 7| a 7 cts. per lb. gro.ss for fair to good ; choice,
10 cts. Hogs, $7 a $S per 100 lbs. net. Chicago.-
Spring extra flour, $6.50 a $6.65. No. 2 spring wheat,
$1.25. No. 2 mixed corn, 39 cts. No. 2 oats, 32 cts.

No. 2 rye, 74 cts. No. 2 barley, 59 cts. Si. Louis.—
Flour, $5.75 a $7.25. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.36. Corn,
39 a 40 cts. Oats, 35 a 37 cts. Rye, 82 a 83 cts. Lard,

8J cts. MUwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, SI.28; No. 2
$1.25. No. 2 corn, 39 cts. No. 2 oats, 31J cts. Cleve
tad.—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.59 a $1.60; No. 2,

$1.50 a $1.51. Corn, 52 cts. Oats, 35 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for one of the schools in th(

Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phila.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher ibr the Boys' Writing Depart

ment. Application mav be made to

Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut St.,

Chas. J. Allen, 304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IXI
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW Y< ii;K

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanii-.l tf

charge of this Institution, and manage the I'.irn

nected with it. Application may be made t.j

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester ( ^i,,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Phila. 1,1

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., ilo.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

vSAX; !

nl.,,l.:lp[

H.\Vo,,.[

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAX
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Ph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshita
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Pati

made to the Superintendent, or to any of t

Managers.

Married, Twelfth month 27th, 1871, at 1

Meeting-house, Concord, Ohio, Edward Str m
East Carmel, Columbiana county, Ohio, to .M.

daughter of Asa and Asenath Raley, of tli.

place.

Died, near Barnesville, Belmont Co., Ohio, a^
residence of Joseph Gibbon.s, on the 8th of First m
1872, in the 87th year of her age, Catharine, w
the late William Planner, and a member of S(

Monthly Meeting. Her illness was lingering, :

often expres.sed a desire to be released from this

tabernacle of clay, and to be with the ransomed a

, at his residence in Darlington, Harforc
Maryland, on the 15th of First month, 1872, Th
C, son of the late Samuel Worthington, in the

year of his age, a member of Deer Creek Mo
Meeting.

, suddenly, in Reading, Berks Co., Pa., on 1

day morning, the 18th of First month, 1872, Jo
Dickinson, in the 72d year of his age, a :

Exeter Monthly Meeting of Friends.
, at her residence in this city. First month

1872, Elizabeth Flanegan, in" the 73d year
age, an esteemed member of the Western D;

Monthly Meeting. Though the sufferings of this

Friend were often great, she was enabled to bear

with much patience, and expressed, a short time
her close, that she felt herself to be an unprolitab

vant ; having nothing to trust in but the mercy c

in Christ Jesus our Saviour ; and again, what a fa

is to have salt in ourselves, and bread in ou
houses at such a time as this. Her end was peac

, at his residence, Tuckerton, N. J., Second i

3d, 1872, Ezra Blackman, in the 55th year of h

a member of Little Egg Harbor Monthly Meetin;
, on the 6th of Second month 1872, at tht

deuce of his son, Benjamin D. Stratton, in W
Ohio, Daniel Stratton, in the 76th year of h
a member of Pennsville Monthly and Particular

ing, Ohio. This dear Friend evidenced his lo

the truth by a circumspect life and conduct,
fervently concerned that the doctrines and testio

of Friends might be maintained in all their si

and completeness, unimpaired by any innovation
evinced much patience as his weakness increasei

ing, he felt himself to be a poor creature, yet at

was refreshed by a sense of a redeeming love" and i

A Friend inquired if his prospect appeared brig

replied, it did, increasingly .so. On learning th

midweek meetings of a neighboring Monthly M
were often small, after a pause he said, " The w
Zion do mourn because so few come to the s

feasts." He was frequently engaged in siippli

that his faith fail not ; and was fiivored as his en(

near, with a degree of tranquillity and peace, in

state we humbly believe he quietly passed away
eternal rest.

, at the residence of her father, at Greei<

Columbia Co., Pa., Second month 8th, 1872,

Cordelia, daughter of George and the late Eos!

Kester, in the 19th year of her age. This youngl
endured a long and painful illness, in which
evident she was deeply impressed with the all i

tant work of the soul's salvation. The followi'

some of her last expressions: Oh Lord, have me
me ! I am a jioor wayfaring stranger, travelling tl

this world alone
;
yet not alone, for Thou has pr»

to be with all Thy weak, depending children,

father, weep not for me, I am going home. Shi

an affectionate leave of her retatives and frienc

ing, I hope to meet you all in heaven. There
no sickness, toil or danger in that bright land to

I go.
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The life of the Plains.

.BY E. D. COPE.
tContiujed from page :218.)

yona question, the most striking of the
68 of quadrupeds now found on the plains

•(e bhson or buHalo. In spite of the de-'
ition which has thinned their columns
still roaoa iii immense herds. The travel-
rst meets with them near to JJunker Hill

a,on, on the Kansas Pacific railroad, and
ay be seen at the proper time of the

I!, throughout a distance of 250 miles west-
hl, or to about fifty miles west of the east-
houndary of Colorado.
^eir north and south range is of course
ni greater, and they are found in different
nof It at different times in the year, spend-
gjhe winter along the Arkansas, and soutn
and the summer in Nebraska and D
It is said that the buffalo of northern

ta and Montana form a distinct herd
1 never mingles with those of Kansas'

Uirst impression produced on thestran<Ter
le sight of a buffalo, is that of ugliness,
auge forequarters seem quite out^of pro-

ron to the light hind legs; the massJs of
3D the forehead and chin have a parlicu-

rr,.

'mpression
untidy appearance. Th
mproved when they strike into a slo„
- tor the immense tufts of hair depend-

1 the fore-legs swing awkwardly, and
111 which is held straight up, with a short
down again at the middle, is ridicu-

t small. When however a herd, roused
etharg3-, rushes at a speed of ei<rh

or twenty miles an hour, contempt" i,

red for admiration. The once lumbering
handled with perfect ease • allumsy appendages become streamers in

ind, and the huge withers give the fly-
)dy, mass and power. The black eyes

13 beneath the matted hair, and were the
hanged for claws, and the horns hid-

;
would not be difficult to believe that
tbe old giant lions of antediluvian davs
)me to light.

-^

ODg animals, propensities run in families
las in species. The buffalo is as an.^ious
ss the railroad track in front of the
otive, as is the road feeding co

from quite a distance to anticipate the passage
of the locomotive on the Kansas Pacific Road,
and often succeed in their object. Others that
fail, will run alongside the cars for consider-
able distances, apparently unwilling to wait
a minute till the rear of the train has passed.
Passengers of destructive proclivities indulge
their passion by shooting them from the car
windows, sometimes with fatal effect. In no
part of the 250 miles ranged by the buffalo,
are bleached buffalo skulls and bones out of
sight from the railroad cars. Sometimes the
cowcatcher strikes them and knocks them

to the ditch, where the passengers can ob-
serve from the windows, their frantic efforts
to rise and escape

; sometimes they are killed
;

but when the train encounters the main herdj
it has to make frequent stops to let them pass.
On one occasion when a train was snowed up
in Colorado, hundreds of these animals con-
gregated on the leeward side of the cars for
shelter.

The buffalo may be readily overtaken by a
swift horse, and may bo easily surprised by
the hunter stealing up the caiions into the
herd. In fact there is no animal on the plains
more readily killed by those who know the
mortal points, and though their increase is
rapid, their extinction is only a question of
time. Congress has appropriated 3575 square
miles in Montana, as a reservation, for the
sake of preserving from injury, and for the
free observation of visitors, the wonderful
geysers of the Fire Hole region. Our rulers
should, in the same manner, sot apart a large
tract in Kansas or Colorado as a buffalo pre-
serve, where the noble animals might increase
unmolested, and remain open to the ob;

its shy disposition, it continues to exist in
large numbers over the whole region occupied
by the buffalo. It lives in small herds, some-
times containing as many as one hundred in-
dividuals, but is sometimes seen in pairs only.
Its movements arc in many respects quite
peculiar. As the traveller approaches it, it
displays much curiosity, and while often keep-
ing out of rifle shot, pursues a zigaag course,
crossing and recrossing the probable track of
its human enemy, in straight lines, watching
his movements the while. The animal's fur
is remarkably coarse, and the respective hairs
flat and curiously brittle, and capable of being
folded like the fibril of a feather. A large
white spot covers the rump and hind quar-
ters, and when the antelope is excited, " each
particular hair doth stand on end," giving a
puffed appearance, orresemblinga large white
cushion.

When the antelope's curiosity is satisfied,
he runs in a straight line. A herd frequently
selects an elevated ridge or tract forming the
horizon of the object of their fear, and runs
round it in single file. Suddenly the animals
become invisible, but a careful examination
will show that they have all faced about sud-
denly, and stand at equal distinces, but are so
slender on a front view, as to be scarcely dis-
tinguishable from the tall weeds that are
scattered through the grass. The flesh of the
antelope is the best meat on the plains, and
resembles tender beef steak. The animal is

most readily shot by surprise from the canons
or the swells. The grey hound is the only
dog that can overtake them, and very few of
these succeed in it. It is accomplished by a

„„„„P,, , p i^*"^
enormous leaps, before the antelope istion ot the lovers of nature, one of the finest fairly off: if the dog loses this opportunity

types of creative power remaining on our he must give up the chase. The animal ir
planet.

Next to the buffalo in size, come the three
species of deer. The elk (Cerous canadensis)
IS not very rare in middle and northern Kan-
sas, but abounds in great herds in Dacota and
Montana. The largest of the known deer, it
s an object of interest^Hljje naturalist and the
hunter, but is very shy-and difficult to observe.
The same habit characterizes the other species,
the mule deer, (Cariacus macrotis), and the
white-tailed deer, (^Cariacus leucurus), which
show in this respect, a great contrast to the
buffalo. The mule or black-tailed deer, is next
to the elk the largest of its family in America.
Its horns are peculiarly branched, and it is
very swift of foot. Often the hunter, wander-
ing through the shallower canons or ravines,
or in the bushy creek bottoms, hears a rush
and sees perhaps a whisk of the black tail as
it disappears over the bluff. The tracks are
bout as large as those of a yearling heifer,

and are much more frequently seen than the
animal.

While this deer extends its range through

give up tne chase. The animal in
question is now only called antelope in defer-
ence to custom. It is not a true antelope, but
forms a peculiar family which combines the
features of some of those most extensively
multiplied during the present geologic period.
Naturalists arrange the cloven-footed animals
without upper cutting teeth (or ruminants),
into several families, in consequence of the
peculiarities presented by their horns. The
camels have no horns. The giraffe has short
horns, which are covered with hairy skin.
From this point we may trace two lines of
succession, one ending in the deer, and the
other in the oxen. Turning towards the deer,
we find the rauntjac of India, with a hairy
base, surmounted by a short naked horn,
which is attached to it by a temporary bony
union only. Periodically it is shed, and the
young horn which follows, is covered with a
continuation cf the skin of the long base, until
it is fully grown. The skin then dies from
the young horn, which remains with the bony
surface exposed. Now this is the history of
the growth of the horns of all deer, but they

horse and carria-e"'oFthe"JLr
i

I^o^^y Mountains, the antelope Gl^f/to-difter from the muntjac in having a rery sW<
Smaller m<X\lllfhLtJTl^^^^^^^ '" especially an animal of naked base, and are "ihus less like the giraffeana larger herds will runlthe plains, Protected by its swiftness, and The case is entirely different with the oin
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They have the; fixed horn of the giraffe en-

larged, but instead of a covering of skin and
hair, they are protected by a horny sheath.

Neither the bony core nor the horny case are

ever shed. The antelopes proper, the sheep,

goats, &;., agree with the oxen in these points.

This external horn is a continuation of the
epidermis or upper skin, and its constitution

is much like that of agglutinated hairs; a
structure bj^ the way much more disiinctlj'

seen in the horn of the rhinoceros. That this

is its formation is rendered probable from the

nature of the horn of the antilocapra of the

plains to which we now return. This animal
has the bony horn with the horny sheath of

the true antelope, ox, &c., but it regularly

sheds the sheath, and leaves the core covered
with a dense coat of hair. From this the new
sheath is developed, which when complete
resembles that of the ox; when the animal
has the core only covered with skin and hair,

it more nearly resembles the giraffe! The
growth of the new skin beneath it causes the

old sheath to full, and when the latter is re-

moved by the hand, many of the new hairs

from within, arc found to penetrate it.

In size the antelopu is rather smaller than
the Virginian deer, but larger than the sheep.

Swiftness is the prime necessity of those
animals of the plains which have not other
means of protection, and to none of these doc-^

this remark apply more trulj- than to the

"jack rabbit," Lepus callotis of naturalists.

It receives its popular name from the great
length of its ears, as well as from its colors,

which resemble those of a Spanish Jack. It

is large, much exceeding the grey rabbit of
Pennsylvania, and is in every respect an ele-

gant animal. Its run is of two kinds; the
one a succession of leaps performed in a hulf

erect attitude like the kangaroo, the other
more like that of other rabbits, except thatil
pursues a zigzagcour.se like the antelope. Its

movement differs from that of the latter, in

that it turns out on each side of a straight
line in graceful curves, like the rolling of a
skater, and its speed is such, that the body is

inclined or swayed to the one side or the other
in the same manner. Its long ears are held
erect, and as each is terminated by a large
black spot, it is easily marked by the hunter.
It is a valuable addition to the camp larder,

when buffalo and antelope give out.

The eye of this rabbit is large and red. On
one occasion, coming on one squatting on its

form, gathered up with its huge ears lying
entirely over its back, it was sometime before
I could convince myself that it was not the
head of a doe or other large animal, thrown
there by a hunter.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.
(Continued from page 22il.)

"1817. April 4th.—Last Tuesday week, the
25th of March, was our Quarterly Meeting;
at which precious opportunity I was much
favored to feel refreshment and instruction:
the business of the meeting was conducted
pretty much to satisfaction, and the conclu-
sion of the last sitting, I have reason to re-

member. During the interval of ten days
which has since elapsed, I have frequently
had on my mind an inclination to record the
awful and weighty posture, into which ray soul
was brought on that occasion, by the merci-
ful visitation of a tender Father. Towai'ds

the latter part of the concluding sitting, after

the business of the meeting was transacted,

and a suitable pause had ensued, a minister

got up with this most impressive language
of the apostle, ' Other foundation can no man
lay, than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.

Now if any man build upon this foundation,

gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, stub-

ble,—every man's work shall be made mani-
fest; for the day shall declare it, because it

shall bo revealed by fire; and the fire shall

try every man's work, of what sort it is. If

any man's work abide which ho hath built

thereupon, he shall receive a reward.' I be-

lieve nothing was added to this by the Friend
himself, though R. Phillips carried forward
the subject a little with much force and vigor.

After this another minister rose, and in a

solemn and earnest manner applied the fore-

going to the youth then present: he urged
them in a power-ful manner to look to their

foundation, and to examine what hope they
wore laying up against the time to come: he
I'ominded them how soon and how suddenly,

even the young, the healthy, and the strong,

were cut off; and desired them to recollect,

that the Lord loved an early sacrifice, a sac-

rifice of time, and talents, and treasure,—

a

sacrifice of everything: and he recommended
to those who were ready to give up all and
follow their crucified Saviour, fully to ascer-

tain, that what they were about to offer, was
required and called for at their hands ; and in

all their undertakings and designs, thorough-

ly to try 'the fleece.' I cannot repeat vvhat

I felt upon this awful occasion, especially as

the remarks came from one to whom I am
not known, nor do I even know him by sight.

[ could scarcely speak to any one, after the

meeting broke up; but walked homo in fear

and trembling, under a renewed impression

and belief, that the Lord is yet as mindful of

his poor frail creature as ever he has been.

As I was returning to Clapham in deep retire-

ment of spirit, and in silent waiting before

Eim ' who giveth us all things richly to en-

joy,' these texts of scripture were revived in

uiy recollection, and sealed very firmlj' the in-

structive communications which I had heard:
' Let every man prove his own work, and then

shall he have rejoicing in himself and not in

another:' 'Be not deceived, God is not mock-
ed: for whatsoever a man soweth that shall

he also reap. For he that soweth to his flesh,

shall of the flesh reap corruption : but ho that

-ioweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit reap

life everlasting.' I had also occasion to re-

member, that he it was, who came to Christ,

heard his sayings, and did them, that was
likened to a man who built upon a rock."

By a glance at the date of the last memo-
randum and that of the next letter, the reader

will perceive that our author has just yielded

compliance with what his mind, as wo have

seen, has gradually been preparing for—taking

up the cross respecting primitive simplicity

and plainness of speech. The testimony of

the Society against conformity to the spirit

of the world as manifested in its modish and
changeable fashions in dress, he had already

practically exemplified. The following com-

ments of his pen, on perhaps both of these

changes, are deeply suggestive and instructive.

To a Friend.

"Clapham, 22a of 4th mo. 1817.

"My dear : In the season of sore

affliction, which has at this time overtaken

me, next to that consolation which sp
from Him who is the source of all gooi
knovv of nothing that affords such refresh

as the sympathy of dear and valued frier

And that I have thy tender sympathy
solicitude at this time of trial and of tear

feel too well assured to doubt. How in

niflcant, how comparatively light did
adoption of any alteration in appearance ;

behavior seem to my view, whilst they to

looked upon at a distance : how little di

suppose, that such trembling and disti

would have been occasioned, by so trifliu

circumstance as the discontinuance ot sc

paltry practices and habits, which were clot

seen to have had their origin in evil, or te

ed to it: how far was I from believing, t

when the time should come for my stand
forth, and showing under whose banner I !

enlisted, in whose chosen regiment I serv

there could be any other feeling in my he

but joy, that I was counted worthy to su

whatever might be the consequence. \A

dear , we have that which is better t

words, by and through which we can c

municato; why then need I add more,

maj^, however, relieve thee a little of wh:

know thou feels for me, to be assured, tha

every respect as to this important mat
whether I look at the time, the mode, or

tent of this act of dedication, I have notl

tor which to reprove myself as yet,—notb

that I could really and truly vvish to be ot

wise than it is; and that I have abunc

cause for thankfulness and encouragemen
Believe me, thy affectionate friend

J. B
In a letter to a Friend, dated about

time, he writes: "We have truly witue

the 'mighty hand,' and the 'outstretc

arm :" then let neither of us be using in e

any other language than— ' the will of

Lord be done.' Lot us beware, lest we I

any wise counteracting the intention of I

who intends better for us, far better thai

can possibly provide for ourselves. I bel

there is a work assigned to each of us;

whilst to one is given a talent of one

wherewith to occupj-, to another maj

handed one of a very different descripl

and as long as we are in our allotted stat

a blessing attaches to us. That thou a

may both be found not blindly choosing

own path, or laying down our own self-\

plans and projects; for that which we
call our welfare in life, is my earnest d*

For assuredly it is not the estimated

ness or service which we may be renderii

ourselves and to society by taking up tb

the other course of life ; but it is the bei

our right places which is acceptable. C

R. Barclay said, 'If Paul, when his face

turned by the Lord towards Jerusalem,

gone back to Aehaia or Macedonia, he n

have supposed ho would have done God
acceptable service, in preaching and con

ing the churches, than in being shut i

prison in Judea; but would God have

pleased herewith ? Nay, certain I3'. Obe(i

is better than sacrifice : and it is not our (

that which is good simply, which pie

God, but that good which he willcth us to <

(To be continnod )

Thousands have been able to say, an(j

I

self as loudly as any of them, it has been!

I for me that I have been afliioted.— W. Go\
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Frederick the Great a7id his Libraries.—The
incipal amusement of Frederick's leisure

lire, at all periods of his life, was his library.

3 plan for his reading in general, which he
pted in his youth, and to which he con-

Qtly adhered, was this: He divided all

ks that ho chose to read into two classes

hose for study and those for amusement.
3 second class, by far the more numerous
he two, comprehcndud all the works which
wished to know something of, and which
merely skimmed or read through once.

) first consisted of tho-ie which he meant
tudy, to read over again, or to consult as
T as he lived ; these he took up continually,

after another, in the order in which he
ranged them, unless upon occasions when
)Dly wanted to verify, to quote, or to imi

some passage. He had five libraries

)lutely alike, and composed of the sam
cs—at Potsdam, at old Sans Souci, at

,
at Breslau, and at Charlottenbiirg,

he removed from oue of these residences

inother, ho had only to note how far he
got in a book, and on his arrival, he could

1 as though ho were on the same spot
CO he alvvays bought five copies of every
that he wished to have. To the five

ines above mentioned were afterward;

id another in the new palace of Sans Souci
a travelling library ibr the review time.

books belonging to all these libraries

uniformly bound in rod morocco with
leaves. Each book had its particular

and on the cover was a letter, denoting
ibrary to which it belonged.

—

Kiddie.

Selected for "The Friend."

New Nature, and the New Understanding,

men come to the truth as it is in Jesu
wdl find their own apprehensions about
things to have been but di-eams, where-
the enemy hath fed and pleased them,
he halh lulled them asleep in the night
rkness, that ho might the better steal

the true weighty knowledge of the
'3 of the kingdom from them. Thus men
dreamed about justification, about sanc-

tion, about regeneration, about redemp-
about faith, hopo, love, righteousness,

joy, &c. And have been mistaken abi:)ut

missing of that power and tight whereby
wherein they are revealed and made
fest. Now ho that will rightly know
things, must know them in the feeling

ue experience ; and thoroia ho shall find

sse are wrought in a mysterious way of
ife's operation, out of the reach of man's
rehension; and no man can understand
but as the new and holy understanding is

him; nor retain the sense and know-
jf them, but as he abides in the new

e, and retains the now understanding.

—

Penington.

For "The Friend."

Ascent of the Jungfrau.

Professor Tyndall says: "I had spent nearly

a fortnight at the .-Eggischhorn in 1863, em-
ploying alternate days in wandering and
musing over the green Alps, and in more vigo-

rous action upon the Alelsch glacier. Day
after day a blue sky spanned the earth, and
night after night the stars glanced down fi'ora

an unclouded heaven. There is no nobler

mountain group in Switzerland than that seen

on a fine day from the middle of the Alolsch

glacier looking southwards; while to the

north, and more close at hand, rise the Jung-
frau and other summits familiar to every
tourist who has crossed the Wengern Alp.

The love of beinir alone amid these scenes

caused mo, on the 3d of August, to withdraw
from all society, and ascend the glacier, which
for nearly two hours was almost as even as a

highway, no local danger calling away the

attention from the near and distant moun
tains. The ice yielded to the sun, rills wen
formed, which united to rivulets, and these

again coalesced to rapid brooks, which
with a pleasant music through deep channels

cut in the ice. Sooner or later these brooks
were crossed by cracks; into these cracks thi

water fell, scooping out gradually for itself a

vertical shaft, the resonance of which raised

the sound of the falling water to the dignity

of thunder. These shafts constitute the so-

called raoulins of the glacier, examples of

which are shown upon the Mer do Glace to

every tourist who visits the Jardin from Cha
mouni. The moulins can only form where
the glacier is not much riven, as here alone

the rivulets can acquire the requisite volume
to produce a moulin.

After two hours ascent, the ice began to

wear a more hostile aspect, and long stripes

of last year's snow drawn over the sullied

surface, marked the lines of crevasses now
partially filled and bridged over. For a time
this snow was consolidated, and I crossed

numbers of the chasms, sounding in each case

before trusting myself to its tenacity. But as

I ascended, the width and depth of the fis-

sures increased, and the fragility of the snow-
bridges became more conspicuous. The cre-

vasses yawned here and there with threaten-

ing gloom, while along their fringes the erj^s-

talizing power of water played the most fan-

tastic freaks. Long linesof icicles dipped into

the darkness, and at some places the liquefied

snow had refrozen into clusters of plates,

ribbed and serrated like the leaves of ferns.

The eases in which the snow covering of the

crevasses, when tested by the axe, yielded,

became graduallj' more numerous, demanding
commensurate caution. It is impossible to

feel otherwise than earnest in such scenes as

this, with the noblest and most beautiful ob

jects in nature around one, with the sense of

danger raising the feelings at times to the

level of awe.
My way upwards became more and more

diflJcult, and circuit after circuit bad to bo

made round the gaping fissures. There is a

passive cruelty in the aspect of these chasms
nt to make the blood run cold. Among

them it is not good for man to bo alone, so 1

halted in the midst of them and swerved back

towards the Faulberg. But instead of it I

k tho lateral tributary of the Aletsch,

which runs up to the Griinhorn Liiuke. In

this passage I was more than once entangled

mesh of fissures, bat it is marvellous what

steady, cool scrutinj'can accomplish upon the

ice, and how often difficulties of apparently
tho gravest kind, may be reduced to a simple

form by skilful examination. I tried to get

along the rocks to tho Faulberg, but after in-

vesting half an hour in the attempt I thought
it prudent to retreat. I finally reached tho

Faulberg by tho glacier, and with great cora-

tbrt consumed my bread and cheese and
emptied my goblet in tho shadow of its

caves. On this day it was my desire to get
near the buttresses of the Jungfrau, and to

see what prospect of success a lonely climber
would have in an attempt upon tho mountain.
Such an attempt might doubtless bo made,
but at a risk which no sane man would will-

ingly incur.

On August 6, however, I had the pleasure

of joining Dr. Hornby and Mr. Philpotts,

who, with Christian Aimer and Christian

Lauener for their guides, wished to ascend the

Jungfrau. Wo quitted the jEggischhorn at

2.15 P. IM., and in less than four hours reached
the gi-ottoes of tho Faulberg. A pine fire was
soon blazing, a pan of water soon bubbling
socially over the flame, and the evening meal
was quickly ])repared and disposed of. For a
tiine tho air behind the Jungfrau and Monk
was exceedingly dark and threatening; rain

was streaming down upon Lauterbrunnen,
and the skirt of the storm wrapped the sum-
mits of the Jungfrau and the Monk. South-
ward, however, the sky was clear, and there

wore such general evidences of hope that we
were not much disheartenel by the state of
the atmosphere to the north of us. Like a
gust of passion the clouds cleared away, and
before we went to rest all vvas sensibly clear.

Still the air was not transparent, and for a
time tho stars twinkled through it with a
feeble ray. There was no visible turbidity,

but a something which cut off half the stellar

brilliancy. The starlight, however, became
gradually stronger, not on account of tho aug-
menting darkness, but because the air became
clarified as the night advanced.
Two of our party occupied the upper cave,

and the guides took possession of the kitchen,

while a third lay in tho little grot below.

Hips aiad ribs felt throughout the night the
pressure of the subjacent rock. A single

blanket, moreover, though sufficent to keep
out the pain of cold, was insufficient to induce
the comfort of warmth ; so I lay awake in a
neutral condition, neither happy nor unhappy,
watching the stars without emotion as they
appeared in succession above the mountain
heads.

At half past twelve a rumbling in the
kitchen showed the guides to be alert, and
soon after Christian Aimer announced that

tea was prepared. Wo rose, consumed a crust

and basin each, and at 1.15 A. m., being per-

fectly harnessed, we dropped down upon tho
glacier. The crescent moon was in tho sky,

but for a long time we had to walk in the

hadow of the mountains, and therefore re-

quired illumination. The bottoms were knock-
ed out of two empty bottles, and each of these,

nverted, formed a kind of lantern which pro-

tected from the wind a candle stuck in the

neck. Aimer vveut first, holding his lantern

his left hand and his axe in the right,

moving cautiouslj' along tho snow which, as

tho residue of the spring avalanches, fringed

the glacier. At times, for no apparent reason,

the leader paused and struck his ice axe into

the snow. Looking right or left, a chasm
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id the

le fis-

leath

was always discovered in these cases, an

cautious guide sounded the snow lest the fas

sure should have prolonged itself underneatt

80 as to cross our track. A tributary glacier

joined the Aletsch from our right—a long

corridor filled with ice, and covered hy the

purest snow. Down tbis valley the moon-

light streamed, silvering the surfoce upon

which it fell.

CTo be conclnded.)

IX MEMORIAM.
M. AXNA CARTER.

Here to-day, and gone to-morrow,

Young, and trne of heart

;

Early hast thou fought life's battle,

Finished soon thy part.

Not the soldier scarred and bleeding,

Foremost in the battle's fray
;

Not the leader worn and weary,

Doth the Master call,—alway.

But the young, the new-enlisted.

And the conflict just begun ;

For the Master only knoweth,

When our work is done.

Thus He called thee from the warfare.

In thv early life,

From the heat, and from the turmoil.

And the daily strife.

And in place of spear and buckler.

To thee giveth now,

Folded hands, and lips nnparted.

And the marble brow.

Here to-day; and gone to-morrow.

To the Father's throne

;

All the "end from the beginning,

Now to thee is known.

" All the mystery of our being"

Unto thee is plain
;

"While we ask with secret yearning,

Ask, and ask in vain.

First mo. 3d, 187-2.

"^
Sel

GOOD IN ILL.

When gladness gilds our prosperous day,

And hope is by fruition crowned,

" O Lord," with thankful hearts we say,

" How doth thy love to us abound !"

But is that love less truly shown

When earthly joys lie cold and deadr

And hopes have faded one by one.

Leaving sad memories i" " "'their stead ':

For "The Friend."

Speaking the same Language.

Years ago, as the writer, then a lad, was

passing through a room where were seated

several Friends in serious conversation, his

ear caught this phrase from the lips of one of

the comiDany, expressed in accents of unusual

gravity :
" They all speak the same language.

More of the conversation, if heard, is not now

recollected ;
but the sentence above recited

has since many a time revived in memory

through a period of nearly forty years. \V e

know not the particular subject of this con-

versation, but its character is disclosed in the

weio-hty and most certain testimony to disci-

pleship, " They all speak the same language."

Children of the same spiritual household,

alike instructed in the mysteries of His king-

dom, who teaches as man never taught;

purged, cleansed, refined, "By the spirit of

"
' ment and by the spirit of burning," the

living members of His family ever speak the

same language.

Keeping close to their Leader and (ruide;

eking unto Him for a reneioal of strength,

hearke"ning to His voice as it is heard in the

secret of the heart and silence of all flesh, the

Lord's children are safely led along, each

ppointed path and field of labor; and as

any go forth in His name more publicly to

advocate His cause, the work is blessed at

their hands, the bands of gospel affection are

strengthened, the harmony of the body is

maintained, and the members thereof are in-

strumental in building up one another in the

most holy faith. Discords there are none
;

but far oiherwise, these are permitted in very

truth to feel, that " One is their master even

Christ, and all they are brethren."

" For then will 1 turn to the people a pure

language, that they may all call upon th«

name of the Lord, to serve Him with one con

we can to extend the kingdom of God u]

earth; for that was commanded by Je

Christ, saying, 'Go ye into all the world.

preach the gospel to every creature.' 1

our friends from beyond the seas have cc

here and do all they can to benefit us, t

we may know Jesus Christ ;
much more on

we (who live in the land) to do so. Th-

fore, let all, whether men or women, be i

o-ent, for every one has a work to do; and

all of us strive to extend the kingdom ofj

to the very utmost of our abilities ;
for

~

mon says, ' Whatsoever thy hand findetl

do, do it with thy might.' "—Golden Sow

God knows the discipline we need.

Nor sorrow sends for sorrow's sake

;

And though our stricken hearts may bleed,

His mercy will not let them break.

O, teach us to discern the good

Thou sendest in the guise of ill

;

Since all Thou dost, if understood,

Interpreteth thy loving will.

For pain is not the end of pain.

Nor seldom trial comes to bless.

And work for us abundant gain,

—

The peaceful fruits of righteousness.

Then let us not, with anxious thought.

Ask of to-morrow's joys or woes.

But by His word and Spirit taught.

Accept as best what God bestows.

W. H. Burleigh.

sent." Zeph. iii. 9.

Scott's Early Attempts in Ferse.— When
Walter Scott was a school-boy, between ten

and eleven years of age, his mother one morn-

ing saw him standing still in the street, and

looking at the sky, in the midst of a tremen-

dous thunder-storm. She called to him re-

peatedly, but he did not seem to hear; at

cpth he returned into the house, and told

his^mother that if she would give him a pen-

would tell her why he looked at the

sky. She acceded to his request, and ir

few minutes he laid on her lap the follow

lines :

—

" Loud o'er rar head what awful thunders roll

!

What vivid lightnings flash from pole to pole

!

It is thy voice, O God, that bids them fly

;

Thy voice directs them through the vaulted sky

Then let the good thy mighty power revere
; _

Let hardened sinners thy just judgments fear.

Through unfaithfulness, Saul lost his king-

dom and°crown, and became as one that had

not been anointed with oil; the beauty of

Israel was slain, and fell upon the high places

of GrWho&.—Mary Smith.

He descants most on the failing

who is least sensible of his own.

of others

A Queen's Speech.—The following speech of

the Queen of Madagascar was delivered at

the opening of a Memorial Church :
" I thank

the missionaries and the friends beyond the

seas, who have helped to finish this house

;

for completion of this stone building as a place

in which to pray to, and for praising God, and

giving glorv to Jesus, on account of the re-

demption he has wrought, is a thing whicii

rejoices both me and you. But not this build-

ing alone is called a ' House of God,' but our

hearts too; for Paul says in the Corinthians,

' Ye are the temples of the living God.' There-

fore it rejoices my heart when we all do what

Westtown Boarding School.

A concern for the religiously guarded €

cation of the children of Friends, origins

with the first rise and organization of the

ciety, and appears to be a necessary oflfsb

of their principles applied to the dutief

practical life. Sensible of the impressible

dition of the minds of youth to the influet

of example and association, either good or 1

Friends have, when practicable, establis

select schools for the education of their (

children, and have had them conducted|(

teachers in membership with the Society,

these means their children are in good n

sure protected from the influence of exam|

disposing them to the use of the impure

guage, fashionable address and manners pn

lent in the world. In such schools the,

quent and serious reading of the Holy Sc

tures and other religious books approved

Friends, together with the promptings

religious concern and consistent life on

part of teachers, will, we believe, exe.ii

favorable influenceupou the habits and cha>j

ter of the pupils. Convictions of this lU

exercisedthemindsof many Friends for y
previous to their development in the ee

lishmentofWesttown Boarding School by

Yearly Meeting. Between the years of .

and 1799, this work was so far compi

that in the latter year it was opened for

reception of pupils. Thus the concern oi

Yearly Meeting resulted in the foum
__

permanent educational Institution. The

yet in comparative youth, its usefulness if

parent from the fact that many Friends

have been engaged there as agents in cs

ing out the designs of its founders, as

those who have received their education tl

n, are found to have been amongst the

useful and influential members of soCi

Friends, as a body, have ever been carefi

instruct their children first in the ease-

branches of knowledge, and when opportn

occurred to impart to them a more lilM

education—keeping always in view the pa-

mount importance of religious care and (>^

sight. Established at a period when litefy

culture was low in the community, as W|««

in the Society, the range of study at \
«r

town was at first comparatively narrow."

the ceneral progress of education hassteiij

and of late rapidly advanced, it has beeM

earnest effort on the part of the coram*

charged with the care of the school, to fc'"

in the wake of improvement, both as res;i«

the subjects taught, and the methods c n-

struction pursued; in the latter they «"

themselves of numerous facilities and belt"

the work of teaching, such as an approP *

library, numerous books of reference, cabw

and charts of natural history, ample cb*

cC
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and philosophical apparatUL^, &c., and
(dels illustrating human and comparative
ysiology and anatomy. So that at the pre

it time, it may fairly be stated to include a

ige of instruction and culture, not inferior

the best academies and many of the col

68 in our country. Its local position is

tral, retired, easily accessible and salubri

. The exemption enjoyed by the pupili

m the contaminating influences of corrupt

imple and evil associations, such as they
uld be necessarily exposed to, were the

ool in town or village, must be regarded
conscientious parents as a prominent ad-

itage. Nor should it be overlooked that

culture of the farm attached to the school,

well as the surrounding country, compares
orably with the best agricultural districts

the States. Besides the advantages and
lities for conducting the instruction, the
sonal comfort of the family is scrupulously

nded to. A generous diet, capacious, well

ted, lighted and ventilated apartments,
chambers, cheerful and shaded play

unds, shedding for exercise in foul weather,

i and hot-water baths, nurseries and cura-

treatment for the sick ; add to which the

ming of the entries and passages through-

the building, to nearly a tropical heat,

pletes the catulogue of comforts,—exceed-

those of many homes. Consideration of

these advantages, and many not named,
convince a reflecting mind that the an

I expense of such an Institution must be
and that the low price charged for

rding and tuition must necessarily be in-

qa&te to cover the expense of its main-
mce. In fact, the price charged at this

ol is not one half that paid at many othe
jols of a like character. Nor must it be

jotten, that as there has been frequent
d of advancing the standard of instruction

:nowledge has progressed among the peo
teachers of corresponding qualifications

increased facilities, have had to be pro
3d—thus further swelling the expense. It

always been the concern of the Yearly
ting to keep the price of education here
3w as possible, with a view of meeting the
^ts of members in moderate or straight

1 circumstances. In the present stale of
market it can not be a matter of surprise
i the income of the school shows a defi-

ey compared with the outlay. Taking
account the extent, and value of the In-

ition, and its influence upon posterity,

—

to us it is an inheritance from our forc-

ers, for whose endowment we have done
e—can we do less than cheerfully to sus-

it, even at some cost, remembering that
3 doing we contribute to a legacy soon to

fe:end to our own children. To the small
n|unt annually made up for this purpose,
'"nds will cheerfully contribute, who con-

tho advantages it has conferred upon
ety, and through it to their own families,

actual cost of boarding and tuition for
Bj pupil per annum, at \Vesttown, exceeds
il!.t is charged for the same, more than SllO.

rdingly the Friend who sends one child
[ijially to the school, and pays five or ten
Bars over and above his bills, is still enjoy-
i«a clear bounty of at least one hundred
[)|ir8 per annum from the funds of the In-
iiftion. This is a consideration, wo fear
»9 have overlooked, when thej- comment
pi the unavoidable debtor balance on the

such Friends fully realize the fact that those
persons who are entrusted with its manage-
ment, have no private or personal advantage
to seek, in endeavoring, at a cost of much
time and solicitude, to maintain the school on
a broad and intelligent basis: their eftbrts,

whether well or ill directed, being intended
to promote the best interests of our youth,
and through them of the Society. Among
the motives for sending children to this school]
is the formation on their part of extensive
acquaintance with their coevals, members of
Society. So manifest, indeed, are the advan-
tages accruing to children educated here, both
in a literary and religious aspect, that wo can-
not do less than encourage and advise our
members everywhere to avail themselves of
their privilege so to do. T. C.
Third mo. IST'J.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(CoDtinuud from page 218.)

Beidah Sansom, to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, 4th mo. 23th, 1832.
" Beloved friend, I received thy favor of

the 10th of First month last, and could not
fail to enter into sympathy with thee on ac-
count of thy various tribulations. I did not
esteem it to be the least of these, that thou
hadst felt it to bo a duty laid upon thee, to
exchange one neighborhood for another; and
the meeting thou hadst been accustomed to
attend, for one less familiar to thee.. These
things cannot be effected but in conflict with
the affectionate feelings of the human mind.
But when duty calls, all minor considerations
must give way, however we may have to go
forth in bonds. I am inclined to think thou
art one of those who are willing in their day,
and according to their measure of faith, to
become bound, for the hope of obtaining in

the end that liberty, which there is in the]
everlasting gospel ofpeace, through the tende
mercies of our God.

" Our late annual assembly I consider to
have been a time of favor, wherein the Heav
enly Father's love was eminently manifest
ed towards his dependent children. Further
particulars I shall not enter into.

"That sent is presented to thee by Ann
Mifflin, a valuable elder of Pine Street meet-
ing, to which I have belonged during the last

eight or ten years. With this Friend I had
been acquainted long before I settled within
this district. Several years after my widow-

"ke two solitary birds of passage.hood,

concluded to keep house together in my
dwelling place. Thus we are now situated,

d I believe as comfortably as we can rea-
sonably expect to be anywhere, in this change-
able and mingled state of things. Such, how-
ever, is the uncertainty of all temporal pos-
sessions that is unsafe for us to calculate upon
the duration of any present enjoyment.

' If thy next should inform me that thou
art comfortably settled under a belief that
thou art in thy right place, it will be accepta-
ble information to thy affectionate friend,

Beulah S.vnsom."

Sarah Morris, to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, .5th mo. 18th, 1832.

" My beloved Mildred, the time seems long
since I addressed thee in this way; but my
thoughts being much engrossed on a subject

., — I

which I fear lies too near my heart, it absorbs
Jaunts of the school. It would be well did I other feelings, and produces a listlessness and

incapacity in addressing my friends; but I
love them and that's a great comfort. T do
not go much from home except on business,
or to visit those who are afflicted. In them
I think I sometimes feel a respite from my
own sorrows. In feeling for such, I think I
may say, ' The waters compassed me about
oven to the soul: the depth closed mo round
about, the weeds were wrapped about my
head.' Yet I was sustained by an Almighty
Power, who permitted his ' waves and billows
to pass over me.'

" I hear from our friend J. Johnson that
thou hast been deeply tried. I feel for thee

;

I thought after hearing of thy situation, these
lines of Cowper convej^ed comfort:—

' Did I meet no trials here,

No cliastisement by tiie way,
Might I not, with reason, fear

I should prove a castaway.

Bastards m.ay escape the rod,
Slink in earthly, vain delight;

But the true-born child of Wod
Must not, would not, if he might.'

" Our late Yearly Meeting has been largo
;

it is thought more so than it has been since
the separation. May I not say a holy solem-
nity seemed to cover our daily assemblies,
and the tribute of gratitude, I trust, was raised
to the Author of all good for our preserva-
tion and continued support.

'I

Elizabeth Evans has opened a prospect of
visiting the meetings composing New York
Yearly Meeting, which was fully united with.
I understand she expects to be absent four or

mouths. Her companions are Charles
Allen, and Deborah Howell.
"Brother Israel desired me to inquire of

thee, if thou would give him an account of
thj' visit some years ago to Egg Harbor.
And if not inconvenient, I would be obliged
if thou would give me an account of thy early
life. I remember being much interested in thy
relation thereof My family are in usual
health as well as myself Though poorly in
the winter, I have recovered from my fall be-
yond my expectation. So that I think I can
say with David, ' I laid me down and slept.
I awaked, for the Lord sustained me.'
"Accept my dear love, united with my

daughter's. Thy sincere friend,

Sarah Morius."

The following is a journal of a visit to
Philadelphia, New York, New England, and
Baltimo7'e Yearly Meetings :

" 1833. 3d mo. 27th.— I left home in order
to attend Philadelphia, New York, New Eno-.
land, and Baltimore Yearly Meetings, and to
have some meetings both amongst Friends
and others, as my dear Master may open the
way : having for companions my kind friends
George and Euth Smith."
Holding meetings on their way^ with the

few Friends at Downing's Creek and Lamp-
eter, they came on the 11th of 4th mo. to
Radnor. Upon which she writes: "At all
of which meetings I hope we were mutually
glad to see each other; especially all those
who love the Truth above all. From Radnor,"
she continues, " we went home with our dear
brother Israel Morris, he being our pilot.
Next day came to the house of my dear and
loved friend Catharine Sheppard; where we
found a kind reception, and a good home
through the cotirse of the Yearly Meeting
held in Philadelphia. In this was renewedly
found the evidence that the Lord has not
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forsaken his people. The moating concluded

the 20th of Fourth month.
"21st. Went to Newtown meeting, where

I humbi}' hope the great exercise through
which 1 passed will not be altogether lost.

Eeturnod the same evening to our comforta-

ble home, where wo remained the next day,

trying to rest a little.

"23rd. Paid several visits to widows, and
orphans, and sonie sick persons.

"24th, 25th and 26th. Attended the three

monthly meetings resjjectively in this city as

they came in course. Next day paid a visit

to Friends infant school; the colored orphan
school ; and also to some who could not get

out to meeting.
" 2Sth. Again visited some who were under

affliction. And on the 29th, attended Orange
St. meeting (a new house) in the morning, and
Twelfth Street in the afternoon. Next day
went over the Delaware river to Benjamin
Cooper's."

5th mo. 2nd, 3rd, and 5th, she attended

Haddonfield, Cropwell, and Burlington meet-

ings without comment.
"9th. At Old Springfield with the little

handful of dear Friends there; 1 hope to our

mutual comfort and encouragement. Eesled

for two days at the house of our kind friends

Benjamin and Sarah Taylor. This is a rest-

ing place indeed."

She then, on the 12th, attended Monnt
Holly meeting; and on the 15ih and IGih,

was at the Quarterly Meeting of Shrewsbury
and Eahway. "This," she remarks, "is a

very small Quarter. But I trust there are more
than two or three in its little circle, whose
religious exercise is such as often to realize

the promise fulfilled, 'Where two or three are

met together in my name, there am I in the

midst of them.' I think it safe to say at this

time this was a good Quarterly Meeting.

"17th. Travelled more than forty miles

—

too much for my frame to endure. First day,

the 19lh, attended Rihway meeting. Our
friend, Jose[)h Hoag, had a good deal to say

to the people. At the close of the meeting;
one was appointed for me at four o'clock.

But alas, alas I At this meeting it seemed to

me the old serpent, the devil, presented him-

self in the hearts of some who were present,

determined to stand in opposition to every-

thing that was good ; so that notwithstand-

ing there was a precious remnant in the com-
pany well exercised, it was among the most
painful meetings I ever attended. Yet through
all, the blessed Master being my strength in

much weakness, I trust I may say it was a

season of profit to some.
" 2l3t. Rjached the house of our friend N.

Vail at Plaintield; and next day attended

their Monthlj' Meeting. Went on to Eliza-

bethtoivn to meet the steamboat for New
York; where, at the house of our friends Wil-

liam and Sarah Waring, we are now resting.

"25th. At the Select Yearly Meeting,

which, through favor, was I hope a profitable

season. Next day at the public meeting, both
fore and afternoon.

" 31st. The Yearly Meeting concluded ; and
I think it safe to say fresh evidence of Divine
kindness was graciously given. The Lord
has not forgotten his people ; inasmuch as

Ho has been pleased once more to give his

Bocioly a good Yearly Meeting. A beloved

brother from Ireland, Jacob Green, was also

in attendance."

(To bo conUnued.)

To THE Editors,—There is an article that

was published in your Journal about twelve
years ago, which is worthy of being revived,

as being peculiarly appropriate at the present

time. It was written by our late beloved

friend Thomas Evans, and I believe was re-

printed in England in the form of a tract. I

hope you will be willing again to lay it before

your readers, and that thej' will ponder well

the sound doctrine it contains.
* * * *

For " The Friend."

Worldly Compliance.

It was a noteworthy feature in the teach-

ings of the Saviour of men, when he fore-

warned his disciples, that the religion which
he introduced, should not be popular. For
the worldly, the ambitious, the self-pleasing

and the voluptuous, it had few attractions.

Instead of alluring followers by promises of

being flattered and caressed, or holding out

to their view tbe friendships and honors, the

riches and pleasures of this world. He plainly

told them that they should be hated of all

men for his sake, and that in making choice

of Him and his religion, they must be pre-

pared to endure the loss of everything else,

to be despised and persecuted, and accounted

as fools. " If ye were of the world," says

He, " the world would love its own ; but be-

cause ye are not of the world, but I have

chosen you out of the world, therefore the world

halcth you."

Here the cause of the hatred is plainly

stated to be separation from the world; not

being of its spirit, nor following its fashions

and customs, which is ever the ease with the

sincere disciples of Him who declared, "My
kingdom is not of this world." The apostles

understood it so, and such force had their

Master's teaching on their minds, that they
wrote in very strong terms to the believers,

respecting the subject.

Gentle and meek as was the disciple who
leaned on Jesus' breast, j-et such was his zeal

against the spirit of worldly compliance, that

ho says: "Love not the world, neither the

things that are in the world. If any man
love the world, the love of the Father is not

in him. For all that is in the world, the lust

of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride

of life, is not of the Father." Again, " We
know that we are of God, and that the whole
world lieth in wickednes-s." Another apostle

says of those who art lost, that the god of

this world hath blinded their eyes, lest the

light of the glorious gospel of God should

shine unto them. The Apostle James makes
a great part of pure and undefiled religion to

consist in keeping ourselves unspotted from

the world ; and another enjoins, "Be not con-

formed to this world."

The antagonism between the world and the

christian, as thus set forth by our Lord and
his apostles, is so broad and entire, that the

dullest comprehension cannot fail to perceive

it
;
yet there is a studied and systematic eff'ort,

even under the guise of religion, to bridge

over the chasm which divides them, to recon-

cile their opposite and hostile views and
practices, to smooth down or fritter away
palpable dift'erences; and, regardless of the

express declaration of our Lord himself, to

inculcate the idea that it is possible to serve

two masters—God and mammon.
Many listen to these flesh-pleasing sugges-

tions ; and not liking to give up religion alto-

gether, and yet, averse to the cross and g

denial, and desirous of shunning them, tl

readily drink in the plausible and aceommoc
ingtheorieswhich propose to helpthem to'

en without renouncing the world, and tl

to make them heirs of two kingdoms as wi

ly different as light and darkness, and Cb
and Belial. Of the teachers of such em
the apostle says, "They are of the woi

therefore, they speak of, or in favor of,

world, and the world heareth them."

The teachers and the hearers are of

same spirit, and to both the doctrine of

Lord is very distasteful, when he says, "W
soever doth not hear his cross, and come al

me, cannot be my disciple." " If any n

will come after me, let him deny himself i

take vp his cross daily, and follow me. ]

whosoever will save his life, shall lose it:
'

whosoever will lose his life for my sake, t

same shall save it. For what is a man
tagcd, if he gain the whole world, and 1

himself, or be cast away."
It is not a little surprising to observe wl

ingenuity is evinced in endeavoring to app
priate these unmodish but honest tests, a

yet to indulge in the customs and fashio

the grandeur and show, the vain convei

tion, empty compliments and hollow frie

ships of the world, as though the ma:

of refinement and the social improvements
our day, had rendered the sayings of Chi

and his apostles obsolete, and changed th

plain meaning.
In our own religious Society the tender

is obvious ;
and not a few, perhaps, argue

more strenuously in favor of the modern c(

pliances, because they are inwardly sensi

iheir cause is a weak one, and feel that tt

have need of all the courage and countenai

which bold assertion and sophistical reas

ing can give them, to allay the uneasin

which secret compunctions ofconscience of

create. They would gladly be convin

by their own arguments, that the disreg:

of plainness of speech, behavior and appa

and indulgence in costly and showy furnit

and living, &c., are not incompatible v

being good Friends; but after they have

hausted all their resources, there is still in

deep recesses of the heart a consciousn

which no argument can wholly efface, tha

is not so. We would aff"ectionatel3' coui

such not to reason against the convictions w

which they are favored, however weak i

faint they may be, lest the visitations of

Spirit of Truth be gradually withdrawn,!

they left to the guidance of their fallen reas

which, in religious matters, " leads to bei

der and dazzles to blind ;" and thus tl

realize the sa3'ing of the dear Saviour, "If

light that is in thee be darkness, howgrea
that darkness."

Friends did not take up their testimc

against gaietj'and grandeur, and other

ly compliances, from any aflFectation of

larity, or desire to mark themselves bj

peculiar badge, but from a firm persnas:

wrought in the mind by the operation of

Holy Spirit, that it was the Divine will, t:

should thus evince their noncomformity «

the world and its ways. Many who hai

birthright in the Society, and many otl

who have been convinced of its principles,

been brought into it, have found, as t

kept under the power of the Spirit of Tn
that their only way to peace, tboughgrei'

in the cross, was by being obedient in tl
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ID'S; and it vvould be presumptuous to sup-

3 tliat the Lord would call I'or obedience

matters which were of no importance,

ise who have known this work of grace

liemselves, will readily admit that nothing

ffectually humbled the pride of the heart,

subdued the stout and stubborn will in

n, as the humiliating process by which

T were brought to submit in these little

despised things, as they are considered

nany; yet painful as it was, they found

blessed work to them, and the day of

lienco one of sweet peace and consolation,

[often by weak things and foolish, in the

of men, that the Lord chooses to lay low

ofiy, and humble the proud ; and nothing

h he pleases to use as a means of carry-

Dn the work of salvation, can be esteemed,

mpunity, of light obligation or import-

Tho Scriptures moreover show, that

hets and apostles were commissioned hy

Host High, to give commands to the be-

on the subjectof dress, and our Saviour

elf did it in respect to language also
;

will any one presume to say, that sub-

thus noticed by the Almighty, are of

Dg moment?
t some say, that we can adopt another

than that of Friends, and jot equally

)l3^ with the requirements of christian

licit}-. We would say to such, If it is

wish to observe the plainness which the

I enjoins, why do you want any change?

never hear the objection made that

ids' dress is not plain enough; but, on

ther hand, that it is too plain, too nn-

sh and singular, rendering it a cross to

en in it. The desire to put it off arises

not from a desire to be simple, but ob-

ily to be more like other people, more
he world, and thus to get rid of the plain-

which marks the wearer as a Quaker,

of the yoke and cross which attach

to.

side, if you adopt another dress now,

though it be according to the prevailing

I, so changeable are the fashions, that in

,le while, it too would become singular

sonspicuous, calling for another altera-

on the same ground as the first; and

Y it is far more dignified and consistent

the stability of the christian character,

ake no change at all, but keep to the

and convenient dress which true Friends

long worn.
is not pretended that putting on and

ly wearing a plain dress, has ever prov-

disadvantage to any one in the spiritual

On the contrary, many have found

ervation from evils, to which they

strongly tempted by alluring but delu-

)rospects of pleasure ;
and in withhold-

lem from which, the inconsistency of in-

nce, with the plain apparel they wore,

no inconsiderable part ; and though irk-

at the time, they afterward had cause

ss and praise the hand which imposed

alutary restraint. There are those who
off the plain dress of their early educa-

and found it like the opening of "the

gate," and smoothing the descent into

broad way," leading them into the false

Drrupt pleasures of the world ; and when
ened at times to a sense of their prodi-

iate, they have lamented their wander-
"rom their father's house, but found it

work to return.

the advocates of change point us to a

single instance, where a dying Quaker, young
or old, ever regretted keeping to his simple,

selfdcnj'ing apparel, and language and liv-

ing ? We believe not. But we have instances

of such, even among the young, where their

obedience in these respects, afforded them
comfort, and they have warned others against
going out into the fashions and ways of the
world.

In the solemn hour of sickness and death,
when the gilded fascinations of the world
fade away, and all the flini.sy sophistries with
which men seek to lull their consciences and
soothe their uneasy convictions, are dispel-

led ; we have many cases recorded, in which
the Witness for God in the soul has arisen in

judgment, and brought individuals undergreat
condemnation for departing from the plainness

and simplicity of their educaiion, and some
have found no rest or peace until they altered

or destroyed the fashionable attire and orna-

ments with which they had decked them-
selves, when in health; declaring that it

was nothing but pride and a desire to shun
the cross, and to look like the world, that in-

duced them to depart from the plainne.9s in

which they had been brought up in earlier

life.

Are we to reject and set at nought all these

testimonies, and arrogantly conclude that in-

finite wisdom and goodness was wrong in

thus dealing with his creatures; that we
know better than He does, and that mankind
are too highly cultivated and refined now, to

render attention to such trifles necessary ? If

our actions and arguments practically say so,

will not our spiritual vision become dimmed,
and may we not bo in danger of balking the

visited children of our heavenly Father ; and
bringing ourselves within the import of the

saying, " Whoso shall offend one of these lit-

tle ones that believe in me, it were better for

him that a millstone were hanged about his

neck, and that ho were drowned in the depth
of the sea."

It is especially worthy of serious notice,

that all the modern innovations in our Socie-

ty, respecting plain dress, language, living,

demeanor and other matters, are in the di-

rection of nearer conformitj' to the world and
its ways, and not to lead from it. Is there

no significance in this fact? Whatever the

motives of the proposers of them may be,

when we see that they all tend in this direc-

tion, and then read the solemn declarations

of our Lord and his apostles, regarding con-

formity to the world, should not this fact in-

duce us to pause and take warning, lest, hav-

ing thrown down what was designed to be a

hedge about us against the inroads of evil,

and given the rein to our inclinations in these

things, we find, when it is too late, that we
have prepared the way for the destroyer to

enter and spoil the flock. And as regards our
individual condition, we may be tossed as on
an unstable sea, where we have wilfully

launched out, after having dismissed the

heavenly Pilot, may be driven hither and
thither, we know not where, drifting nearer

and nearer to the fatal shoals of a mongrel
profession of religion, a little christian and a

good deal worldly, and at last be stranded

and make fearful shipwreck of fiiith and a

good con.science.

Far be it from us to place undue importance
upon any outward observances or conformity.

We know that religion does not consist in

these, but in doing the will of God from the

heart, under the sanctifying power of that

^

living faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, "which
;is of the operation of God," and which noth-
ing else can give to the soul. But we also

.know that it is the Divine will, that our reli-

[gious Society should be separated from the
spirit and customs of the vain world in the
particulars of which we have been treating,
and it is not for us to choose out such re-

quirements as we please, or to say this is a
small and unimportant matter, and I need not
conform to it. We must take his command-
ments as a whole, or we shall practically re-

ject his government. We may try to excuse
our deficiency by charging others with tith-

ing the mint, and rue, and anise, and cummin,
and neglecting the weightier matters of the
law; but if wo refuse obedience in rendering
the tithe in vsrhat, from its seeming littleness,

is the nearest and closest test of the enlire-

ness of our love and allegiance, we may soon
come to disregard justice, mercy and truth

—

for he that is unfaithful in the least, is un-
faithful also in much, and if we wilfully re-

ject one point of the Divine law, we maj' in-

cur the guilt of the whole.

D. A. A. Buck, jeweller, of Worcester, Mass.,
has built the smallest engine in the world. It

is made of gold and silver, and fastened to-

gether with screws, the largest of which is

one-eightieth of an inch in size. The engine,
boiler, governor, and pumjis, stand in a space
seven sixteenths of an inch square, and are
five eighths of an inch high. Perhaps a bet-

ter idea of its smallness will be conveyed by
saj'ing that the whole affair may be com-
pletely covered with a common tailor's thim-
ble. The engine alone weighs but fifteen

grains, and yet every part is complete, as may
be seen by a microscopic examination

; and it

may be set in motion by filling the boiler with
water and applying heat, being supplied with
all valves, &c., to be found upon an ordinary
upright engine.

—

Boston Advertiser.

For "Tho Friend."

It was the declaration of the Blessed Jesus,
" I am the waj-, the Truth and the Life." I
believe that the Society of Friends was gath-
ered from the spirit of the world by the in-
fluence of this Son of the Father, who is the
Head of the church, the " vf-.iy, the truth and
the life." He bestowed upon this people the
excellent gift of discernment, to be exercised
in the transactions of the church, and aLso the
invaluable gift of sound gospel ministry.
The faithful Friends of an early period

were inspired to form a code of discipline to
regulate the conduct of members hy. Deep
inward dwelling, under the influence of the
Holy Spirit, was and is needful to be realized
by all who minister or are active in the affairs
of the church. I apprehend that all who as-
sume the title of Friends may put on sack-
cloth and mourning, under a sense of the de-
plorable diminution of the spirit of discern-
ment. Hence a lifeless ministry has spread,
and an unw-arrantable activity in other mem-
bers of Society. I have long felt it to be my
duty to bear an unflinching testimony against
a lifeless ministry. In the language of the
prophet I will say, " Come, my people, enter
thou into thy chamber and shut the doors
about thee, until tho indii;nation is overpast."
Let us bo still and hearken to hear what He
the Spirit saith.—Mary Pike.
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SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In London and througliout Great Britain

the 27th ult., was observed as a day of tlianksgiving for

the restoration to health of the Prince of Wales. A
great procession moved from Buckingham palace to St.

Paul's cathedral, where the services consisted of sing-

ing and the reading of a prayer and sermon by the Arch-

bisliop of Canterbury. The city was crowded with peo-

ple, drawn together from all parts of the kingdom, and

many were injured by pressure and the iiilling of stands

erected for spectators.

On the evening of the 29th ult., the Queen returning

from a drive had reached Buckingham Palace. As her

carriage stopped at the gate, a young man ran to the

side and presented a pistol within a foot of the Queen's

head. She bent down her head to avoid tlie shot, but

the pistol did not explode. The young man was im-

mediately arrested and taken to the nearest police sta-

tion. He gave his name as Arthur O'Connor, and is

about nineteen or twenty years of age. His behavior

at the station, and papers found upon him, lead to the

conclusion that he is insane. Previous to his attack

npon the Queen, O'Connor scaled the iron i-ailing ten

feet in height, which surrounded the court-yard of the

Palace.
Prime Minister Gladstone, in a letter, denies that he

used in his speeches the oS'ensive language concerning

the Washington Treaty, attributed to him. He simply

declared that he believed the meaning of the treaty to

be clear and unambiguous, according to any legitimate

test which could be applied to it, and he did not assert

that every rational mind must see but one meaning in

the said treaty.

The political situation in France continues critical.

The members of the Cabinet are not united, and a min-

isterial crisis is believed to be impending. A diflerence

has arisen between President Thiers and the committee

of the Assembly on the bill granting the government
additional powers for the control of the press. The
committee insist on an amendment giving journals the

right to discuss the constitution, which Thiers is not

willing to concede.

The pope has addressed a letter to the French bishops,

asking them to support the Count de Chambord for the

ruler of France. T'lieCount has left Antwerp and taken

up his residence at Dordrecht, a town of the Nether-

lands, ten miles southeast of Kotterdam.

The German government has notified the French
Minister of Finance that it will accept an anticipatory

payment of 410,000,000 francs of the war indemnity,

with a discount of 5 per cent. Ponyer-Quertier will

immediately pay that amount, thereby saving 20,000,-

000 francs.

Three more men-of-war have been fitted out to cruise

in the British channel to guard against a Bonapartist

expedition.

i'lie Assembly have rejected a bill, the object of which
was to commit the Chamber to the movement for the

payment of the war indemnity by voluntary subscrip-

tions. During the debate Minister Lefranc showed that

the subscriptions were insufficient.

Prince de Joinville has been reinstated in his rank

as admiral in the navy, and Duke de Aumale as general.

The Committee of the Assembly has reported in

favor of the restoration of their property to the Orleans

Princes.

The extension of the fortifications of Metz and Stras-

bourg has been ordered by tlie German authorities.

At Frankfort on the first instant, a building in which
a large number of persons resided fell, burying the in-

mates in the ruins, and causing a melancholy loss of

life.

Goner:il (.uiiMl-ii p.! .1 i -lir- :, M.iiiiii ,i' ihe reports

that lie i- ;
' :

-society.

A ilisiMi. ,
I

, i, . „ :. Heved that

the Popu mu uLiiL-. .iji uii:j„ iV-ia ini- c;iv at^at early

day. The arcliives and jewelry in the Vatican are

being securely packed, so as to be in readiness for re-

moval.
The Times' special dispatch from Berlin says, it is

thought in that city that the decision of the German
Emperor, tlie arbitrator in the San Juan boundary d
pute between the Englisli and American governments,

will be adverse to the former. Also, that Count von
Arnim, German ambassador to France, has been or-

garding the stability of the present government of Oats, 52J a 56 cts. Eye, 91 cts. Western mixed ooi 1

p'rance.
1

71 a 71 J cts. ; southern yellow, 71^ cts. Philadelpk
i

Copies of the American case in full, as submitted to —Cotton, 23 a 23J cts. for uplands and New Orleail

the Geneva Board of Arbitration, will be distributed to Superfine flour, $5.25 a S5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a $1'

the members of Parliament. i Ked wheat, $1.60 a $1.62. Rye, 88 cts. Yellow coi>

The French Assembly on the 4th, had a strong de- 63 a 64 cts.; white, 65 a 67 cts. Oats, 54 a 55 cts. Csl

bate on the bill imposing penalties on members of the|Vassed hams, 13 cts. Lard, 91 a 91 cts. The c

International Society. One of the deputies made a market dull and prices lower, sales of 2200 beef c

long speech in defence of the society. I at 71- a 7J cts. per lb. gross for extra, 5i a 7 cts. forii!

President Thiers, in reply to a deputation of English- to good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common. About 17J!!

aen, promised encouragement for the tunnel project, sheep sold at 9 cts. per lb. gross for choice, and 7Js;

nd stated that the present passport system was only
j

cts. for fair to good. Sales of 3,243 hogs at $7 a $7.

temporary. per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. CAicajo.—No. 2 spri!

The Prefect of the Department of the Khone asks for I wheat, S1.24|. No. 2 corn, 38| cts. No. 2 oats, :

military reinforcements for the maintenance of order, ' cts. Lard, 8 7-10 cts. Si. Louis.—Flour, $6.25 a $8..

hich he states is menaced by the rapid increase of 'No. 2 spring wheat, $1.28 ; No. 3 winter wheat, $l.i

workmen's clubs and illegal secret societies.

London, 3d mo. 4th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 95 ; of 1865, 93 ; ten-forties, 88]-.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lid.; Orleans, llj a

lip.
United States.—The Public Debt, less cash in the

Treasury, amounted on the first inst. to $2,225,813,498,

having been reduced $12,391,452 during the Second
month. The decrease of the debt between 3d mo. 1st,

1869, and 3d mo. 1st, 1872, has been $299,649,762. The
balance in the Treasury on the fir.st inst., consisted of

$110,405,319 in coin, and $14,453,427 in currency.

The U. S. Government has forwarded a reply to the

note received from England touching the arbitrament

of questions at issue between the two countries. The
communication is understood to be a courteous defence

of the American construction of the Treaty, and an ex-

pression of adherence to the tribunal of arbitrators, who
will be expected to decide whether any claims put for-

ward are admissible under the Treaty, and if so to esti-

mate their value.

General O. O. Howard, at the request of the Secre-

tary of the Interior, is to visit Arizona and report upon
the" spirit of the Apaches in reference to their alleged

hostile disposition.

The value of iKi -; imhIiiii, now in use on the west

ern rivers is pi:: i :j '
I

'.-i Hi, and that of barges

at $5,769,400. i i:
:

:• ~, St. Louis is interested

to the amountoi
-

'.. IJ -i:'. ::n.l the barges at $834,000,

The total tonnage cap:ieity of tlie steamboats and barges

now on the western rivers is estimated to be 803,844.45.

The following statement of receipts and expenditures

for the quarter ending 12th mo. 31st, 1871, has been

issued from the Treasury Department : Net receipt:

from customs, $45,822,613; internal revenue, 829,47

321; public lands, $616,656; miscellaneous, $4,202,:

E-xpenditures : for

,'.i37
; war department,

1,567,807 ; Indians and
n public debt, $22,129,-

—tola

civil a

$7,3S:i

pensiii

195— tot:ii, sti;:.-j,su.yu4.

Botii Houses of Congress have passed a bill setting

apart tlie Yellow-stone valley, in Montana, and Wyo-
ming territories, as a national park- The region so set

apart is reported unfit for tillage, but it is reserved

within the control of the United States, if ever it should
appear better to devote it to any other purpose than a

park.

The Legislature of Kansas has passed, and the Gov-
ernor has signed, a bill which practically abolishes

capital punishment in tlint State,

The interments in Philadelphia from the 24th of

Second month to tiie 2d of Third month, numbered 448,

including 121 of small pox, 53 of consumption, 45 in-

flammation of the lungs, 12 disease of the heart, 10

apoplexy, and 12 old age. The mean temperature of

the last month by the Pennsylvania Hospital record,

was 33.02 deg., the highest during the month 54.05, and

the lowest 13 deg. Amount of rain 1.18 inches. The
average of the mean temperature of the Second month
for the past S3 years, is stated to be 30.82 deg,, the

highest in that entire period 41.03 deg., and the lowest

24 deg. The mean temperature of the past three winter

months was 33,58 deg,, the highest winter mean in the

last 83 years, was 38.33 deg., and the lowest 26.66 di

Jayne's building, on the south side of Che.stnut stre

east of Third, was burned on the evening of the 4tli

in.st. and the following morning, causing a great de
struction of property. The edifice was seven stories ii

height with a front of Quincy granite, and was substan

tially built.

The Blarkets, &e.—The following were the quotation:

on the 4th inst. New York.—American gold, llOJ

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115; ditto, 1865, 112; ditto, 10-40, 5

per cents, 107|. Superfine flour, $6 a $6,45; finer

brands, $6.50 a $11. Ked .Jersey wheat, $1.68; red

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 cts. Barley, 65 a 68 cts. No
oats, 361 a 37 cts. Lard, SJ cts. Cincinnati.—Fam
flour, *7',40 a S7.65, Bed wheat, $1.62 a $1.65. Co,

43 a 46 cts. Eye, 00 a 92 cts. Oats, 40 a 45 cts.

NOTICE.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Kahway a

Plainfield Monthly Meeting, will meet on Sixth-c

afternoon, the 15th inst., at 4

Room on Arch Street.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTO
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the "Contributor!

the Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of

Use of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day,

13th of Third month, 1872, at 3 o'clock, p. M,, at A
Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clerk

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher for one of the schools in

Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phils

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
W^anted, a Teacher for the Boys' Writing Dep

ment. Application mav be made to

Joseph Walton, 413 Walnut St.,

Chas. J. Allen, 304 Arch St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruced

dered to return home for the purpose of reporting to
j
western, $1.70; amber, $1.73 a $1.75; No. 2 Chicago

the government of the German Empire his opinion re- ' spring, $1.53, State barley, 81 cts.; Canada, 95 cts.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted tot

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadelj,

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

Died, on Fourth-day, the 31st of First month, 1

Caspak Wistar, a beloved member and elde

Salem ilonthly Meeting, New Jersey, in the 77th

;

of his age.

, Second mo. 19th, 1872, Mary, wife of M
Chace, of Fall River, Mass., aged 79 years. She

an elder in the Society, and expressed but a few h

prior to her departure, "I am a firm believer in

spirituality of the religion of Friends." She had

endured much bodily suflTering, but evinced a spir

calm submission and'resignation, devoting her strei

to the welfare of her family. Her last sicki

brief. When informed that" she was not likely t(

cover, she remarked, " It was well ; she had endeay

to live in a way that she should be ready to go at

time ; she felt her Saviour near her, and that she sh

be at rest." Words of supplication were upon her

and her purified spirit seemed lifted far above the

fering body. "Blessed are the dead which dieir

Lord, from henceforth
;
yea, saith the Spirit, that

may rest from their labors and their works do fc

them."
, at her residence in Salem, Columbiana

Ohio, on the 22d of 2d mo. 1872, Ruth, wife of D
Sattertliwait, in the 74th year of her age, a memo
Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends.

"^"' WILLIAM H, PILE, PRINTER,',, ,

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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' The Friend,'

Ascent of the Jungfrau.

ere we cast our lamps away, and roped
ve.s together. To our left a second long

^rridor stretched up to the Lotsch saddle,

h hung like a cliain between the oppos-
nountains. In fact, at this point four
ieo streams form a junction, and flow

wards in the common channel to the
Aletsch glacier. Perfect stillness might
been expected to reign upon the ice, but
at that early hour the gurgle of sub-

1 water made itself heard, and we had
cautious in some places lest a too thin

might let us in. We went straight up
flacier, towards the col which links the
and Jungfrau together. The surface

hard, and we went rapidly and silently

the snow. There is an earnestness of

g on such occasions which subdues the

for conversation. The communion we
was with the solemn mountains and their

ground of dark blue sky.

erTag bricht!' exclaimed one of the men,
ked towards the eastern heaven, but
discern no iilutnination which hinted at

pproacb of day. At length the dawn
appeared, brightening the blue of the
n firmament ; at first it was a mere aug-
ation of cold light, but by degrees it as-

d a warmer tint. The long uniform in-

of the glacier being passed, we reached
rst eminences of snow, which heave like

around the base of the Jungfrau. This
region of beauty in the higher Alps

—

y pure and tender, out of which emerges
avage scenery of the peaks. For the
hy and the pure in heart, these higher

"da are consecrated ground.
e snow bosses were soon broken by
18 deep and dark, which required tor-

winding on our part to get round them,
ig surmounted a steep slojie, we passed
ne red and rotten rocKs, which required
)n the part of those in front to prevent
30S0 and slippery shingle from falling

those behind. We gained the ridge and
d along it. High snow eminences now
sd us to the left, and along the slope over
1 we passed the siracs had shaken their

1 boulders. We tramped amid the knolls

) fallen avalanches towards a white wall

1, 80 far as we could see, barred further

progress. To our right were noble chasms,
blue and profound, torn into the heart of the
neve by the slow but resistless drag of trravity

on the descending snows. Meanwhile the
dawn had brightened into perfect day, and
over mountains and glaciers the gold and
purple light of the eastern horizon was liber-

ally poured. Wo had already caught sight

of the peak of the Jungfrau rising behind an
eminence, and piercing for fifty feet or so the
rosy dawn. And many another peak of stately

altitude caught the blush, while the shaded
slopes were all of a beautiful azure, being illu-

minated by the firmament alone. A large

segment of space enclosed between the Monk
and Trugberg was filled like a reservoir with
purple light. The world, in fact, seemed to

worship, and the flush of adoration was on
every mountain-head.
Over the distant Italian Alps rose clouds

of the most fantastic forms, jutting forth into

the heavens like enormous trees, thrusting
out umbrageous branches which bloomed and
listened in the solar rays. Along the whole

southern heaven these fantastic masses were
ranged close together, but still perfectly iso-

lated, until on reaching a certain altitude they
seemed to meet a region of wind which blew
their tops like streamers far away through
the air. Warmed and tinted by the morning
mn, those unsubstantial masses rivalled in

grandeur the mountains themselves.
The final peak of the Jungfrau is now be-

fore us, and apparently so near! But the
mountaineer alone knows how delusive the
impression of nearness often is in the alps.

To reach the slope which led up to the peak,
we must scale or round the barrier already
spoken of. From the coping and the ledges
of this beautiful wall hung long stalactites of
ice, in some cases like inverted spears, with
their sharp points free in air. In other cases,

the icicles which descended from the over-
hanging top reached a projecting lower ledge,

and stretched like a crystal railing from one
to the other. To the right of this barrier was
a narrow gangway, from which the snow had
not yet broken away so as to form a vertical

or overhanging wall. It was one of those ac-

cidents which the mountains seldom fail to
furnish, and on the existence of which the
success of the climber entirely dejjends. Up
this steep and narrow gangway wo cut our
steps, and a few minutes placed us safely at the
bottom of the final pyramid of the Jungfrau.
From this point we could look down into

the abyss of the Roththal, and certainly its

wild environs seemed to justify the uses to
which superstition has assigned the place.

For here it is said the original demons of the
mountains hold their orgies, and hither the
spirits of the doubly-damned among men are
sent to bear them company. The slope up
which we had now to climb was turned
towards the sun ; its aspect was a southern
one, and its snows had been melted and re-

congealed to hard ice. The axe of Aimer

rung against the obdurate solid, and its frag-

ments whirred past us with a weird like

sound, to the abysses below. They suggested

the fate which a false step might bring along

with it. It is a practical tribute to the

strength and skill of the Oberland guides,

that no disaster has hitherto occurred upon
the peak of the Jungfrau.

The work upon this final ice-slope was long

and heavy, and during this time the summit
appeared to maintain its distance above ub.

We at length cleared the ice, and gained a

stretch of snow which enabled us to treble

our upward speed. Thence to some loose and
shingly rocks, again to the snow, whence a

sharp edge led directly up to the top. The
xhilaration of success was here added to that

derived from physical nature. On the top

fluttered a little black flag, planted by our

most recent predecessors. Wo reached it at

7.15 A. M., having accomplished the ascent

from the Faulberg in six hours. The snow
was flattened on either side of the apex so as

to enable us all to stand upon it, and here we
stood for some time, with all the magnificence

of the Alps unrolled before us.

We may look upon those mountains again

and again from a do2,en diff'erent points of

view, a perennial glory surrounds them which
associates with every new prospect fresh im-

pressions. I thought I had scarcely ever seen

the Alps to greater advantage. Hardly ever

was their majesty more fully revealed or more
overpowering. The coloring of the air con-

tributed as much to the effect as the grandeur

of the masses on which the coloring fell. A
calm splendor overspread the mountains,

softening the harshness of the outlines with-

out detracting from their strength. But half

the interest of such scenes is psj'chological

;

the soul takes the tint of surrounding nature,

and in its turn becomes majestic.

And as I looked over this wondrous scene

towards Mont Blanc, the Grand Combin, the

Dent Blanche, the Weisshorn, the Dom, and
the thousand lesser peaks which seemed to

join in the celebration of the risen day, I asked

myself, as on previous occasions: How was
this colossal work performed ? What agency
chiselled these mighty and picturesque masses

out of a mere protuberance of the earth ? And
the answer was at hand. Ever young, ever

tnighty— with the vigor of a thousand worlds

still within him—the real sculptor was even

then climbing up the western sky. It was
the sun who raised aloft the waters which
cut out these ravines; it was he who planted

the glaciers on the mountain-slopes, thus giv-

ing gravity a plough to open out the valleys
;

and it is ho who, acting through the ages, will

finally lay low these mighty monuments, roll-

ing them gradually seaward

—

Sowing tlie seeds of continents to be;

80 that the people of an older earth may see

mould spread and corn wave over the hidden

rocks which at this moment bear the weight

of the Jungfrau."
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For "The Friend.

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 2300

" 1833. 6th mo. Ist. We rested, I being

poorly. Xext day attended meeting in this

city (New Yorkj both fore and afternoon, to

a good degree of satisfaction
;
and afterwards

visited some dear friends.

" 4tb. Attended the schools for the African

people, who all meet here for examination;

the committee who have the care, meeting
with them. Truly it was a sight animating,

and at the same time humiliating; and gave
rise to a hope that the time is near at hand,

when this people shall prove themselves quali-

fied for usefulness equal with others. It is

said there were about two thousand con-

vened.
"5th. Was at the Monthly Meeting to our

comfort. Next day rested, and made prepara-

tion for going to New England Yearly Meet-
ing.

"7th. Went on board the steamboat, and
on the 8th landed at Providence. There met
us here a kind young man, C. J., with a car-

riage to take us to his father's house, where
we tarried until evening. Then went to

Moses Brown's—an old man in his ninety-

fifth year. A resting place indeed.
" 9th. Attended the Boarding School meet-

ing to comfort : and in the afternoon the meet-
ing in town ; but not to the same degree of
consolation. Eested for two days at the house
of our dear old friend Moses Jirown ; who is

indeed not only alive, but green in old age.

"14th. Left Providence
; and came in the

steamboat to Newport. We have for our pilot

C. J. He is very promising. May the Lord
Almighty be pleased to keep him, and all such
in the hollow of his hand, now and forever.

Made my home at a very kind friend H. G.'s.

" 16th. Yesterday was at the Select Meet-
ing at Portsmouth. To-day at two large
public meetings in the town of Newport.
From the 17th to the 2l8t attended the Yearly
Meeting,^ which closed on the latter day. And
I trust many who were permitted to attend,
were in a good degree prepared to gather up
the fragments that nothing should be lost.

" 24th. Had a meeting at the poorhouse in

the morning, and at Portsmouth in the after-

noon. Afterwards rested two days at the
house of my kind friends P. and L. T. I do
greatly desire to commemorate the Lord's
tender mercies to me-ward in this journey.
So that at this moment the language of my
mind is, ' What shall I render to the Lord for
all his benefits!' What, but greater and
greater dedication of body, soul, and spirit,

to the pointings of that Truth which He is

the Author and Finisher of.

" 7th mo. 3d. Attended the Select Meeting
on the island of Nantucket; and the day fol-

lowing the Quarterly Meeting at large. I had
close work in both. May the Lord Almighty
be pleased to give an increase of that watch-
ful care, and humble prayer, which enables
to become moi-e and more what we ought to
be in His sight.

" 5th. Eeturned again in the boat to New
Bedford; and on the 7th attended meeting
there with Friends and some others, both in
the fore and afternoon

; but not feeling clear
of that place, had another meeting the next
evening at early candlelight. This was largely
attended; and I think it safe to say, was a
good meeting. The Truth reigned over all

that was disposed to rise in opposition. For

which favor may the tribute of thanksgiving
be ascribed unto God now and forever.

"11th. Attended their week-daj^ meeting
at Newport. After which we took the steam-
boat again, and having a pleasant passage,
reached New Y'ork in safety. Came, on the
12th, to our very kind friends, William and
Sarah Waring's; and the same afternoon took
the boat and went to Long Island, to our
friends Samuel and Mary Parsons.

" 15th. Visited the widow and fatherless."

M. E. attended hereaway meetings at Flush-
ing, Westbury, at the house of her friend

Thomas Willis, at Oyster Bay, and at Jeru-
salem. To the last of which, she thus alludes :

"It was largely attended. May the Lord
Almighty fasten as a nail in a sure place what
was delivered in their hearing at that meet-
ing.

"22d. Called to see our friend Gideon
Seaman ; and then on to Flushing to Samuel
Parsons. Next day left the island, and came
again to our old home in New Y^ork."

After being at some meetings in this city,

visiting the afflicted, and attending the funeral
of an aged Friend, she on the SOth says:
" Trying to rest and be ready to fulfil an ap-
pointment to meet with the colored people
this evening at eight o'clock, at one of their
own houses. May the Lord Almighty be
pleased to meet with us, and give us a profit-

able opportunity together. And I trust it

turned out so, through the goodness of our
only Helper. I think there is ground to hope
this meeting will prove an opportunity of
profit to many who attended it; there being
about two thousand colored people, besides a
number of our Friends. After this my mind
was quiet and easy to leave the city."

From 7th mo. Slst to 8th mo. 10th, she
came to Philadelphia and attended its Quar-
terly Meeting, and that of Abington

; with an
appointed meeting at Frankford. On the 10th
she writes: "Am now trying to rest a little

at the house of our very kind friend Sarah
Morris, where, a few miles out of the city, she
mostly spends the warm season. So far I can
thankfully say the dear Master has been good,

y good to a poor, dependent one. O, saith

ray soul, that I may love Him more, and try
to serve Him better all the days of my life

:

and thereby be permitted to sing His praise
through never-ending years, in another and
better state of being.

" Then returned to the city, attending meet-
ngs with Friends there, time after time, and
visited the afflicted ; and thus took up the
time from the 10th to the 19th of the month,
when a meeting was held by appointment for

all the members in the city. It- was large,

and I trust a solemnizing opportunity. After
which we parted under feelings of that love
that remains to be the badge of discipleship.

20th. Left the city and came to West-
town School, where on the 21st wo had a
meeting much to our satisfaction. From
thence came on and attended the Western
Quarterly Meeting, which was held the 22d
and 23d.

24th. Trying to rest a little at the house
of kind Friends, Mark and Lydia Hughes.
And truly I can say under fresh feelings of
love to Him, that the Lord is good. The lan-

guage freely flows, ' What shall I render to

the Lord for all his benefits.' What but the
tribute of thanksgiving, praise, and high re-

nown, henceforth and forevermore.
25th. Went to Westgrove meeting, which

1
1 hope was a good one, at least to some. K
day paid a visit to our dearly beloved Will

Jackson and wife, and I think found tl

alive in the Truth andin good spiritual tn;;i

though the poor body seems decliniii.

O, what a mercy to be green in spiritiim

in advanced age."

From this time, viz: 8th mo. 26th to

9th of Eleventh month, M. E. visited a n
ber of meetings, including Baltimore Yes
Meeting, where she simplj' records the
tendance of her dear friend Henry Hu
that his Master was with hira. With this

ception she makes almost no comment
hence her diary would bo but of little into

to the general reader. She reached home
the 9th, as aforesaid, whereupon she wri
" It is much to my comfort to find my c

little family alive, and in usual health

own is still poor; yet think I feel as if I

not know how to be thanklul enough foi

Thy benefits at home and abroad, throi

all and over all, O Thou preserver of men.
The allusion of M. E. in a foregoing

graph to good old Wm. Jackson and
whom she found in spiritual health when
shades of evening were fast gathering aro

them, is interesting and instructive. It

been often said that the end crowns all. .

when we see such living witnesses of

power and coming of Christ, those who h

suffered many trials, and crosses, and i

cises of spirit ; those who could even
with the Prophet from a degree of living

perience, "all thy waves and billows h

passed over me ;" to see these alive

Truth, rich in faith, and enabled to rejoic

last in the humble hope of being admit

within the pearl gates of the heavenly c

bow does it make up for all ! How is

bounteous foretaste of that blessedness

crown of rejoicing and joy which must ri(

compensate for whatever any can do, or b

or sufter in this school-place of trial, of dis

line, and of preparation !

It is worthy of note that such substat

christian characters—refined and chosei

the furnace of affliction—are not of sudi

hasty growth, but gradual and progressiv

first the blade, then the ear, after that

full corn in the ear. Being faithful in the

of their espousals, and of small things, as

as faithful afterwards in " holding the H
from which all the body by joints and bs

having nourishment ministered, and knii

gether, increaseth with the increase of G
they ''grow in the knowledge of the So

God, into a perfect man, unto the measur

the stature of the fullness of Christ." Tt

in the humility and self-distrust of their ti

lated hearts, could full often adopt the

guage of the Apostle : "Not as though I

already attained, either were already perl

but I follow after, if that I may apprei

that for which also I am apprehended

Christ Jesus." These, "like the path of;

just, are as the shining light, that shineth

and more unto the perfect day."

How cheering, helpful, and refreshing!

be the conversation and mingling of spi

such as these, when permitted, in the joiuj

of life, to commune one with another byi»

way, of Jesus, as they walk and are sad.'U

is written that Jonathan went to David w'-o

an osilo in the wilderness, and strengtbiii

his hand in God. And they two there n l*

a covenant before the Lord. Again, "
1 .^

that feared the Lord spake often one li
"•
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r; and the Lord hearkened and heard it:

a book of remembrance was written be-

him, for them that feared the Lord, and
thought upon his name." To which is

d, "And they shall be mine, saith the
1 of hosts, in that day when I make up
jewels." " They shall be mine" embraces
h : all that the poor, dependent, way-
g, earthly pilgrim need to desire or ask

less encouraging is the record, " They
be planted ia the house of the Lord,
flouribh in the courts of our God ; they
still bring forth fruit in old age," &c.

Id that all, especially those who are in

younger walks of life, would see of the
rs that belong to their everlasting peace,
the things which accompany salvation,

at, enamored of holiness and the fullness

Heavenly Father's house, they might
ted early in the house of the Lord unto

rest and peace alone to be found in Him:
knowledge, growth, and settlement in

knchangeable Truth, which is the earnest
le Christian's fruition and glory in the
d of spirits.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Life of the Plains.

BY E. D. COPE.

(Concluded from page 226.)

e type of animal of the plains is without
1. These are the skunks, whose mode

(fence is well known, and if abundance
indication of preservation, they are well

3ted by it. One rarely rides a day with-
eeing one or several of them, of probably
! species. Eiding into camp one evening,
) of them took up positions near together
d alongside of the wagon track, so that
8 fain to take to the grass.

her quadrupeds without swiftness are
iCted by their subterranean mode of life,

e are two species of marmot and the
ers, mice, &c. Of the former the mis-

id "prairie-dog" is the most noticeable,

often described "prairie-dog towns," are
ily collections of their burrows, which
r from one to several acres. Each bur-

sas the earth brought from within accu-
ted about the entrance, and on this chim-
stretched across the opening, the praricr

awaits all risks in perfect safety. His
at the approaching traveller, is loud and

,
and is accompanied by a jerk of the

.vhieh is so simultaneous with it as to
Jllike a part of the process of producing it.

as the stranger approaches too near, he
a shrill twitter, the tail vibrating in

lii'U, and drops out of sight into his hole.

i(! mouth of a burrow is surrounded by a
i area entirely denuded of grass by the
ssor. It bears a curious resemblance to

lill of a species of large red ant, which
londs near the dog towns and elsewhere.

e industrious creatures build an oval pile.

'Q'Osed of minute pebbles procured from
oil below. These are mixed red and

h|^, and are often fragments of agate, chal-
idjiy, &c. Eound these they denude the
•r of grass for a circle of four or five feet

Qimeter.

1 e carnivorous animals of the plains, leav-

gut skunks, otters, weasels, &c., belong to
le og famil}'. Three species are common,
zihe wolf, {Canis lupus), the coyote, (Cants
tr^xs), and the Kit fox, or swift, {Vulpes

I

velox). The wolf is one of the most abundant
animals of the region. When fully grown,
they are a little shorter than a Newfoundland
dog; and a little higher on the legs. Their
fur is cream colored, the hairs with dusky
tips; in the autumn and winter it is in fine

order, and they are so warmly clad as to re-

ist the coldest blasts. Near to the posts

and settlements, where buffalo are frequently

killed, and cattle die, they appear in fine con-

dition, and increase in numbers. On one of

the well-beaten wagon roads entering Fort
Wallace, after rain, the surface of the ground
was, on the occasion of my visit, entirely

covered with wolf tracks, from side to side,

resembling in closeness those left by the pas-

sage of a flock of sheep. Not far from the

writer's camp, near Fort Wallace, a drove of

about one hundred was seen one night, and
on another occasion, while jogging quietly

along the old Smoky Hill Trail, on a mule, he

rode into a party of twenty or twenty-five, at

about nine o'clock in the evening. They were
devouring a cow which had dropped from
some herd, and were too much interested in

their occupation to retreat far. They trotted

unwillingly to the right and left, but made no
hostile demonstrations. Wolves in fact are

not to be feared, on the plains, so long as they

obtain food readily, but as elsewhere, when
ushed by hunger, will follow man ; examples
f their committing injury are, however, rare.

They find many a shady retreat among the

canons and bluffs, where their doleful howls

may be heard^even at midday. The geolo-

gist may leave his pick, knives, and even his

watch, among these lonely scenes, miles from

camp, and returning the next day find all un-

touched. But the locality will be well marked
with wolf-tracks, and if ho have left gloves or

other leathern articles, thej^ will probably

have been moved by these inquisitive ani-

mals.

The coyote, is the American Jackal, and is

intermediate in size, between the red fox and
the wolf It has a very foxy appearance,

which is partly due to its largo bushy tail.

Its physiognomy is sharp, and its color red-

dish. The traveller often meets it in pairs or

alone, especially in the neighborhood of bluffs

and ravines, but at night it assembles in small

droves, and makes the air vocal with its bark-

ing. This sound is very peculiar, and becomes
well known to the traveller on the plains. It

has often roused me from a comfortable slum-

ber between warm blankets spread on the

buffalo grass, on cool frosty nights, lit by an

autumn moon. The cry is shrill and musical,

and at the same time weird and slightly mel-

ancholy. Great numbers of sharp quick barks

are rapidly uttered, by apparently a great

number of voices, alternating with a rising

note between a whine and a howl, uttered

with great emphasis, slightly resembling the

latter part of the crow of a cock. The whol
effect is that of the " noise of many waters,"

or of the cry of numberless night birds, whose
whereabouts the ear cannot determine. Then
the chorus dies out, and all is still for a time,

and when it recommences, the wind or other

cause brings the plaintive clamor from a new
direction.

The Kit fox is less commonly seen than

the species above noticed. It is a very small

fox, less than those of the East, and has a

prodigiously large tail. Its color is a mixture

of grey and reddish. It is well named the

"swift," and its motions are as elegant as

those of the jack-rabbit. Its track rolls out-

ward alternately on each side of its direct

course, and its body is inclined like the

-katers, as it takes this mode of watching its

pursuers.

The treeless plains are naturally very defi-

cient in birds. Thrushes and warblers are

absolutely wanting, and ground finches and
a few larks take their places. These birds

are adapted to their dwelling place by their

brown color, which conceals them effectually

on the brownish prairie. The traveller con-

stantly starts up little flocks of them, which
drive about like eddies of leaves and light

again. In the low ground, often overgrown
with bushes, on the river borders, species of

the black-bird family are found. The yellow-

headed black-bird resembles our red-wing, but
is larger, has white-epaulets and a yellow
head. They fly very close together, and alight

in close masses, appearing to be exceedingly

social in their nature. The " cow-bird" of the

east abounds here, exchanging the occupants
of the pasture field for the buffalo herd. They
crowd among these beasts, and rid them of

many noxious insects, by alighting on their

backs.

Birds of prey are rarely out of sight in

western Kansas, and sometimes whole flocks

appear. The white-headed eagle does not dis-

dain to alight on the ground, in default of a
tree, and to live on prairie-dogs and grass

snipe. The prairie chicken does not occur on
the plains, except near the settlements. It is

a bird that flourishes best near civilization

where its natural enemies, the quadrupeds
and birds of prey, are kept in check by the

hand of man.
The manners of the prairie rattlesnake are

worth observing, and his whole organism is

oneof the most beautiful examples of economy
in the animal kingdom. The first notice of

his presence to the traveller, is the well known
rattle, and the serpent is seen making off at

a slow rate of speed, with head erect, and
looking backwards at his enemy. If^oUowed
not too closely, he will continue his retreat

till pursuer and pursued are both outof harm's
way, but if pressed, he seeks a knoll or bunch
of higher grass as a vantage ground for a leap.

He coils on this with the inevitable S for the

anterior third or fourth of the length, and
with head erect and swaying defiantly from
side to side, awaits his foe. It is a curious

spectacle: the whole body of an animal con-

verted into a spring nearly as stiff as steel,

which a few minutes before was limp as a
string. Curious influence of the will in han-

dling a machine which in other animals is de-

voted to every other use but this one.

This snake (Candisona confluentd) is abun-
dant, chiefly so near posts and settlements.

Hundreds are sometimes killed in making
camp on the head waters of the Republican
river, and they sometimes get into tents at

night. Their bite is very dangerous, but they
seldom succeed in inflicting it on a human
being.

Several cases of that curious resemblance
between animals of no zoological relationship,

known as " mimetic analogy," are easily ob-

served on the plains. One of these is between
an insect and a spider. The former is related

to the wasps, but is wingless, and is armed
with a powerful sting. It is altogether a

dangerous customer, and belongs to the wide-

ly spread genus Mutilla. The spider is one

of those that make no web, but procures its
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prey by stealth. It bears the appropriate

name of attus. These creatures areof sim

size, and colored nearly alike; that is, bright

ochre yellow on the upper surfaces, and black

ish on the sides, and below. That animal

must have a sharp eye that can distinguish

them without careful examination, and no
doubt the spider is far more abundant than it

would be, were it not protected by its resem
blance to the formidable 7nutiUa.

The prairie rattlesnake in its brownish olive

hue, is not easily distinguished in the buffalo

grass, whose color it so greatly resembles. It

has a row of brown spots on the back, and
two rows on each side. Now another snake
called the hognose or shovelnose, (Heterodon

nasicus), is almost equally abundant with the

rattlesnake, in the regions where it is com
moD, and is absolutely undistinguisbable from
it, except on careful examination. The shade
and pattern of coloration are the same, even

to the brown and white bands on the head
and jaws ; but it is perfectly harmless, and is,

zoologically speaking, no relation to the rattle-

snake. No one can doubt that the Heterodon

shares in all the immunities and dangers of

the armed warrior which he so closely resem
bles, and that he owes his abundance to the

fear inspired by his likeness to his dangerous
prototype, is highly probable.

The predominant type of beetles, one findi

in the crevices of the rocks, in the canons, and
on the open plain, is that to which our slug

gish meal bug belongs. Most of the related

species over the world are of dark colors, and
slow in their movements ; they are the Tene-

brionidae of entomologists. The Kansas spe-

cies are rather large, and one would think

liable to be soon exterminated by animals of

prey. They are however protected, like the
skunk, by a foul fluid which they discharge

from their bodies, in doing which they assum(
a position, with the head to the ground
Another and widely different family of beetles

is the Cicindelidae. It embraces the brilliant

tiger beetles, which are swift on foot and
wing, and ornamented with bright colors; all

the species of the Eastern .States are thus
characterized. But on the plains, the only
member of the family, Ambhjchila, is of a uni-

form black, and in its sluggish movements
and waddling gait, almost exactly resemble
the usual Tenehrionidae of the same region.

It is of nearly the same size as the larger of

these, and though it does not appear to exud
the acrid juice, its appearance is no doubt so

suspicious, as to act as an efficient caveat

against all insect loving beasts and birds, ex-

cept such as are acute enough to distinguish

it.

Many examples of this " mimetic analogy"
have been observed in many countries, and
the question is full of interest to the enquir-

ing student.

Selected.

ister in the meetingsFriends, ye that m
do not judge one another in meetings; 'for

your so doing hath hurt the people, both with-

in and without, and ye have brought your-
selves under their judgment. Your judging
one another in meetings, hath emboldened
others to quarrel, and to judge you also, in

the meetings; and this hath been all out of

order, and the church order also. If ye have
anj-thing to say to any, stay until the meet-
ing is done, and then spt-ak to them in private,

between yourselves; and do not lay open one

another's weaknesses, for it is weakness and
not wisdom to do so; and is for want of the

love that beareth all things ; therefore, let it

be amended. \&bQ.—Friends' Library.

Selected.

THOUGHTS ON SILENT MEETINGS.

Tis good to sit us down in stillness

In silent waiting on the Lord,
With prayerful hearts to Him uplifted,

Discerning His inteaching word.

The blessed Saviour while on earth,

This lesson taught to age and youth,

That worship, when performed aright,

Must be in Spirit and in Truth.

He knocketh at the inner door,

The inmost threshhold of the heart,

And waiteth long for entrance there

His grace and mercy to impart.

Ah ! why keep waiting such a guest.

The holy Lord of life and light.

Until his head is wet with dew,
And all his locks with drops of night.

Oh ! that in humble childlike faith,

We would invite Him to come in

An honored guest into our hearts,

To sup with us, and we with Him.

This would be worshipping indeed,

Tho' not a word be uttered there.

But sweet communion in the heart.

And all of self laid low in prayer.

But oh ! if idle musings take,

The place of inward praise and prayer.

Or things of time engross the mind.
In vain do we assemble there.

The Holy One sees every heart.

And all that passeth there within.

And jealous is He of his right.

Nor will accept us in our sin.

Then oh ! thou great and holy One,
Who canst our every action see,

Wilt thou prepare our erring hearts

Acceptably to worship Thee.

Selected.

" IN THE NIGHT SEASON."

Lord, give us rest! Night's shadows round us close.

Hushing the tumult of the voiceful day
;

Over our souls let thy divine repose
Assert its gentle sway.

The night is thine! its skies above us bent
Glitter with worlds all fashioned by thy hand

—

The radiant armies of the tirmament,
Marshaled at thy command.

Rank upon rank the shining squadrons press
Through the far spaces which no eye can scan;

Thy mercies. Lord, like them are numberless.
Showered upon sinful man !

We read thy record in the starry sky,
Nor less we trace it in earth's lowliest flower

;

And, in adoring wonder, magnify
Thy goodness and thy power.

Yet, when we view thy works, so vast, so fair.

Till fails our vision in the distance dim,
"Lord, what is man," we sob amid our prayer,

" That thon shouldst visit him ?"

Formed in thine image, with thy glory crowned,
O, let thy lore our yearning spirits fill;

And be our will, in all life's change.s, found
Obedient to thv will I

IF. H. Burleigh.

Bearing up against temptations and pre-
vailing over them, is the very thing wherein
the whole life of religion consists. It is the
trial which God puts upon us in this world,
by which we are to make evidence of our love
and obedience to Him, and of fitness for mem-
bers of His kingdom.

—

Dr. Clark's Sermon.

Selected for "Tho i yi.-i

leaf Butterfly, in Flight and Repose.

Alfred Wallace says: " The most wonJe
and undoubted case of protective resenii-la

in a butterfly, which I have ever seen. N i

of the common Indian Kallimainachis, aucji

Malayan all}', Kallima paralekta. The wy
surface of these is very striking and she

as they are of a large size and are ador
with a broad band of rich orange on a d

bluish ground. The underside is very varis

in color, so that out of fifty specimens no
can be found exactly alike, but every on
them will be of some shade of ash, or bro

or ochre, such as are found among dead, (

or decaying leaves. The apex of the up

wing is produced into an acute point, a v

common form in the leaves of tropical shi

and trees, and the lower wings are also

duced into a short narrow tail. Betw
these two points runs a dark curved line

actly representing the midrib of a leaf,

from this radiate on each side, a few obli

lines, which serve to indicate the lateral

of a leaf The marks are more clearly f

on the outer portion of the base of the wi'

and the middle side tovvard the middle'

apex, and it is very curious to observe 1

the usual marginal and traverse strife of

group are here modified and strengthenei

as to become adapted for an imitation

venation of a leaf. But this reserablai

close as it is, would be of little use, if

habits of the insect did not accord with itJ

the butterfly sat upon leaves or upon flow

or opened its wings so as to expose the u[

surface, or exposed and moved its head
antennas, as many other butterflies do, its

guise would be of little avail. We migh
sure, however, from the analoay of m
other cases, that the habits of the insect

such, as still further to aid its deceptive g;

but we are not obliged to make any such

position, since I myself had the good fori

to observe scores of Kallima paraleka, in

matra, and to capture many of the

can vouch for the accuracy of the follov

details. These butterflies frequent dry for

and fly very swiftly. They were seen to

tie on a flower or a green leaf, but were
times lost sight of in a bush or tree of c

leaves. On such occasions they were
ally searched for in vain, for while gazing

tently at the very spot where one had di

peared, it would often suddenly dart out,

again vanish 20 or 50 yards further on.

one or two occasions the insect was dete

reposing, and it could then be seen how (

pletely it assimilated itself to the surroun
leaves. It sits on nearly an upright twig
wings fitting closely back to back, conces

the antenna? and head, which are drawi
between their bases. The little tails of

hind wings touch the branch, and form a

feet stalk to the leaf, which is supported i

place by the claws of the middle pair of

which are slender and inconspicuous,

irregular outline of the wing gives exactly

perspective effect of a shrivelled leaf,

thus have size, color, form, markings,
habits, all combined together to prodU'

disguise which may be said to be absolc

perfect; and the protection which it afi

is sufficiently indicated by the abundanc
the individuals that possess it.— The Ge

of the Species.

Eeformers should begin with thetnselvet
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Selected for "The Friend.'

Easy Routine of Specious Religious Activity

thoughtful reader of modern religious

iture, can scarcely fail to be struck with

ironiinont position and great importance

h the authors generally assign to active

pation in works of a benevolent or re

13 character. In many cases it is made
est of growth in grace and flourishing

ty, as "regards both congregations and
duals.

e idea of discriminating as to the pre

,ion for usefulness, the gifts conferred on

ent individuals ; or the no less important

derations, whether there is any gift, at

yr whether the individual is called and

fied b}' the only adequate authority, th

e Head of the church, to engage in such

ty, seem to bo mucli overlooked. The
aim appears to be, to set all to work

are willing, and to represent such work
ronioting religion, and as proper and
sary to it.

a well ordered family, there are services

,ed to each member, to be performed in

rescribed time and way, and all regulated

ontroUed by the will of the ruler of the

hold. If each member should assume
oose his own work, and to engage in ii

and as ho pleased, whether qualified oi

it is easy to see that confusion and dis

would be the consequences, and proba-

I little injury be done,

pist's church is no less under his govern
and bidding than is such a family under
sf its head, and each member of it can

rightly employed as he is filling the

and performing the service assigned

by the heavenly Head and husband,
who thrust themselves unbidden into

ous activity, however great the extent

ariety of their performances, or however
may be applauded for their usefulness

elf-sacrifice, are in danger of being met
le query, " Who hath required this at

hands?"
the warmth of natural emotion, from
gs of sympathy and kindness, or from a

to do good, persons may engage in

3 osten-iibly religious, and evince much
edness and perseverance in them, and
lere may be no religious obligation or

pie involved in the matter, and they
wholly beside the proper business of

dividuala employed in them. The effort

be the mere prompting of the natural

Desirous of doing something which
a religious aspect, and which will com-
thetn to themselves and to others as

)us persons, they may " kindle a fire of

own, compass themselves about with its

and walk in the heat and light of the

ley have kindled;" and yet there may
hing in all their zeal and activity to

them from the sentence, " This shall ye
)f my hand—ye shall lie down in sor-

External performances may be very
tly gone through by those ivhose hearts

lever been changed. They may assume
ruct others in religion, when they have
learned of Christ themselves, or are
iisobedient to his requirings. Hence
propriety of making such things a test

gion, for it settles persons at ease in the
f their having attained, when they may

alto bo taught the very first lessons in

MJian knowledge.
5*^ be it from us to discourage even the

least child from the discharge of any duty as

signed it by the Head of the church. Wc
would rather have all incited to faithfulness

in all the Divine requisitions, even to the

smallest particular. But let it over be borne
in mind that religion is an inward work ; a

work of the heart, and not of the head ; and
that to live and walk in theSpiiit with Christ,

comprehends its essence. There may bo a

great danger of turning from this inward
work, which is crucifying to self, and attend-

ed with many humiliations and mortifications;

and substituting for it tho more easy routine

of specious religious activit}', and thus suffer-

ing great loss—becoming lean and dwarfish

in a spiritual sense, instead of growing in

grace and daily wailing on the Lord, and in-

wardly watching against sin, so as to be per-

fecting holiness in His fear.

There is room in the church for tho exer-

cise of every gift, which the Holy Head of it

sees meet to dispense to his servants, and
there is no shortness or stinting on his part.

What is wanting is humble submission to those

fiery baptisms vMch purify the soul, and prepare

it for the reception of the Lord's gifts. Where
these baptisms are patiently endured, until

the times are fulfilled, and the period for being

shown unto Israel is fully come, then "a
man's gift maketh room for him," whatever
that gift may bo; and a door of usefulness in

the church is opened to him, under the lead-

ing and government of the great Giver, who
will always help every obedient servant to

occupy the gift profitably and acceptably, in

his fear.

—

Thomas Evans.

For "The Friend."

The Tides.

The following observations are taken from
Hartwig's "Physical Geography of the Sea:"
Tho spectacle of the tides is not merely

pleasing to tho eye, or attractive to the ima-
gination; it serves also to rouse the spirit of

scientific inquiry. It is, indeed, hardly pos-

sible to witness their regular succession with-

out feeling curious to know by what causes

they are produced, and when we learn that

they are governed by the attraction of distant

celestial bodies, and that their mj-steries have
been so completely solved by man, that he is

able to calculate their movements for months
and years to come, then indeed tho pleasure

and admiration we feel at their aspect must
increase, for we cannot walk upon the beach
without being constantly reminded that all

the shining worlds that stud the heavens are

linked together by one Almighty power, and
that our spirit, which has been made capable
of unveiling and comprehending so many of

the secrets of creation, must surely possess

something of a divine nature!

On all maratimo coasts, except such as be-

long to Mediterranean seas not communica-
ting freely with the ocean, tho waters are

observed to be constantly changing their level.

They regularly rise during about six hours,

remain stationary for a few minutes, and then
again descend during an equal period of time,

hen after having fallen to the lowest ebb,

they are shortly after seen to rise again, and
so on in regular and endless succession. In

this manner twelve hours twenty-four minutes
elapse on an average from one flood to an-

other, so that the sea twice rises and falls in

the course of a day, or rather twice during the

time from one passage of the moon through
the meridian to the next, a period equivalent

on an average to lyggij day, or nearl3' twenty-
five hours. Thus llio tides retard fiom one
daj- to another ; at least at new and full moon,
when our more active satellite accomplishes
her apparent diurnal motion round the earth
in twenty-four hours, thirty-seven minutes;
and most at half moon, when, sailing more
leisurely through tho skies, she takes full

twenty-five hours and twentj'-seven minutes
to perform her daily journey.

As the retarding of the tides regularly cor-

responds with the retarding of tho moon, they
always return at the same hour after the lapse

of fourteen days, so that at the end of each
nf her monthly revolutions, the moon always
finds them in the same position. The know-
ledge of this fact is extremely useful to navi-

gators, as it is easy to calculate the time of
any tide in a port by knowing when it is high-

water on the days of new and full moon.
The height of the tides in tho same place

is as unequal and changing as tho period of
their intervals, and is equally dependent on
the phases of the moon, increasing with her
growth, and diminishing with her decrease.

New and full moon always cause a higher
rising of the flood (spring tide) followed by a
deeper ebb, while at half moon, the change of
level is much less considerable (neap tide.)

Thus in Plymouth, for instance, tho neap tides

are only twelve feet high, while the ordinary
spring tides rise to more than twenty feet.

The highest tides take place during the
equinoxes; and eclipses of tho sun and moon
are also invariably accompanied by consider-

able floods, a circumstance which cannot fail

to add to the terror of the ignorant and super-

stitious when a mysterious obscurity suddenly
veils the great luminaries of the sky. It has
also been remarked that the tides are stronger
or weaker as the moon is at a greater or less

distance from tho earth.

Thus as the height of the floods is always
regulated by the relative position of the sun
and moon, and the movementsof these heaven-
ly bodies can be calculated a long time before

hand, our nautical calendars are able to tell

us the daj's when the highest spring tides

may be expected.

This however can only be foretold to a cer-

tain extent, as the tidal height not only de-

pends upon the attraction of the heavenly
bodies, but also upon the casual influences of
the wind, which defies all calculation, and of
the pressure of the air. Thus Mr. Walker ob-

served on the coasts of Cornwall and Devon-
shire, that when the barometer falls an inch,

tho level of the sea rises sixteen inches higher
than would otherwise have been the ease.

When a strong and continuous wind blows
in an opposite direction to the tide wave, and
at the same lime the barometer is high, the
curious spectators will therefore be deceived
in their expectations, however promising the
position of the attracting luminaries may be;
while an ordinary spring tide, favored by a
low state of the barometer and chased by a
violent storm against the coast, may attain
more than double the usual height. When
all favorable circumstances combine, an event
which happil}' but rarely occurs, those dread-
ful storm tides take place, as menacing to the
flat coasts of the Netherlands as an eruption
of Etna to the towns and hamlets scattered

ong its base, for here also a vast elementary
power is let loose which bids defiance to hu-

man weakness. It is then that the raging
sea affords a spectacle of appalling magnifi-
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03nce. The whole surfiico seethes and bo
in endless cobfiision. Gigantic waves rear
their monstrous heads, and hurl their whole
colossal power against the dunes and dykes,
as if, impelled b}' a wild lust of conquest, they
were burning to devour the rich alluvial
plains which once belonged to their domain.
Far inland the terrified peasant hears the roar
of the tumultuous water,-i, and well may he
tremble when the mountain-waves come thun-
dering against the artificial barriers, that
separate his fields from the raging floods, for
the annals of his country relate many sad ex-
amples of their fury, and tell him that numer-
ous villages, and extensive meads, once flour-

ishing and fertile, now lie buried fathoms
deep under the waters of the sea.

Thus, on the first of November, 1170, the
storm flood bursting through the dyke^, sub-
merged all the land between the TexL-1, Meden-
blik, and Stavorm, formed the island of Wier-
ingen, and enlarged the openings by which
the ZuiderZee communicated with the ocean.
The inundations of 1232 and 1242 caused each
of them the death of more than 100,000 per-
sons, and that of 1287 swept away more than
80,000 victims in Friesiand alone." The irrup-
tion of 1395 considerably widened the channel
between the Fiie and the Texel, and allowed
large vessels to sail as far as Amsterdam
and Enkhuisen, which had not been the case
before. While reading these accounts, we are
led to compare the inhabitants of the Dutch
lowlands with those of the fertile fields and
vineyards that clothe the sides of Vesuvius

:

both exposed to sudden and irretrievable ruin
from the rage of two different elements, and
yet both contented and careless of the future;
the first behind the dykes that have often
given way to the ocean, the latter on the
very brink of a menacing volcano.
The tides which sometimes cause such

dreadful devastations on the shores of the
North Sea are, as is well known inconsidera-
ble, or even hardly perceptible in the Medi-
terranean, and thus many years passed ere
the Greeks and Eomans first witnessed the
grand phenomena. * * * *

The flux and reflux of the sea is evidently
80 closely connected with the movements and
changes of the moon, that the intimate
lations between both could not possibly escape
the penetrating sagacity of the Greeks. Thus
we read in Plutarch, that Pytheus, of Mar-
seilles, the great traveller who sailed to the
north as far as the Ultima Thule, and lived
the times of Alexander the Great, ascribed to
the moon an influence over the tides. Aristotle
expressed the same opinion, and Cajsar says
positively that the full-moon causes the tides of
the ocean to swell to their utmost height.
Strabo distinguishes a three-fold periodicity of
the tides according to the daily, monthly, and
annual position of the moon, and Pliny ex-
presses himself still more to the point, by
saying that the waters move as if obeying the
thirsty orb which causes them to follow its

course.

This vague notion of obedience or servitude
was first raised by Kepler, to the clear and
well defined idea of an attractive power. Ac-
cording to this great and selftaught genius,
all bodies strive to unite in proportion to their
masses. "The earth and moon would natur-
ally approach and meet together at a point,
so much nearer to the earth as her mass is

superior to that of the moon, if their motion
did not prevent it. The moon attracts the

ocean, and thus tides arise in the larger seas.
If the earth ceased to attract the waters, they
would rise and flow up to the moon."

CTo be concluded.)

To Professors of tiie Truth.

Wherefore I cannot but cry and call aloud
to you, that have been long pWesssors of the
Truth, and know the tru'th in the convinc-
ing power of it, and have had a sober con-
versation among men, yet content yourselves
only to know truth for yourselves

; to go to
meetings, and exercise an ordinary charity in
the church and an honest behavior in the
world, and limit yourselves within those
bounds, feeling little or no concern upon
your spirits for the glory of the Lord in the
prosperity of his truth in the earth, more
than to be glad that others succeed in such
service; arise ye in the name and power of
the Lord Jesus : behold how white the fields
are unto harvest in this and other nations, and
how few able and faithful laborers there are
to work therein. Your country folks, neigh-
bors, and kindred want to know the Lord and
his truth, and to walk in it: Does nothing
lie at your door upon their account? Search
and see, and lose no time, I beseech you, for
the Lord is at hand. I do not judge you

;

there is One that judgeth all men, and his
judgment is true; you have mightily increased
in your outward substance, may you equally
increase in your inward riches, and do good
with both while you have a day to do good.
Your enemies would once have taken what
you had for his name's sake in whom you
have believed, wherefore he has given you
much of the world in the face of your ene-
mies. But oh ! let it be your servant and not
your master, your diversion rather than your
business; let the Lord be chiefly in your e}-e,

and ponder your ways, and see if God has
nothing more for you to do; and if you find
3-our8elvcs short in your account with him,
then wait for his preparation, and be ready
to receive the word of command, and be not
weary of well-doing when you have put your
hand to the plough ; and assuredly you shal
reap, if you faint not, the fruit of your heav
enly labor in God's everlasting kingdom.—
William Penn.

The Strait of Magellan.—The Strait of
Magellan, or Magalhaens, which separates
South America from the island of Terra del
Puego, was discovered hy Fernando Magal-
haens, the Portuguese navigator, who was
born in Oporto in the latter half of the fif-

teenth century, and was killed at Mactau,
one of the Phillippine Islands, April 27th,
1521. His life is interesting on account of
the discoveries that were the rewards of his
perseverance. While quite young he entered
the Portuguese navy, serving forfive years in

the East Indies under Albuquerque, and win-
ning honorable distinction at the siege of
Malacca in 1511.

Dissatisfied with the poor pay he received
for his services, ho went to Spain about 1517,
accompanied by a certain Ruy Falero, a Portu-
guese astronomer of much learning, and there
Magalhaens made propositions to Cardinal

attempt to persuade the Spanish court tha
Moluccas, or Spice Islands, then much c{

ed, might be gained by a vessel taking
course, and in that way fall into the ban
Spain, according to the compact existinc
tween that countiy and Portugal, decla
that all countries discovered one hundred
eighty degrees west of the Azores ehouli

long to Spain, while all east of that
should come under the government of P(

gal. Magalhaens was placed in commai
a fleet of five vessels, of from sixtj- to
hundred and thirtj' tons, manned by
hundred and thirty-four pei-sons, and s

from Seville, August 10th, 1519.

Hearing the coast of Brazil in the mi
ofDecember, hesteered to the south and e

ed the river La Plata; thence he directe(

course again to the southward, till he rea
a harbor on the Patagonian coast, whic!
named Port San Julian. Leaving Port
Julian in August 1520, after taking possei

of it in the name of the Spanish king, M:
haens proceeded still southward, and ot

1st of October entered the strait since c

by his name, but which he named the S

of the Eleven Thousand Virgins. jSTo

ber 2Sth, the fleet, reduced by'losses to

vessels, put forth upon the waters of

Pacific. For over three months they sa

land except two sterile islands. On M
6th, 1521, they neared a cluster of isl

which Magalhaens called the Ladrone;
account of the thieving propensities

natives, and on the 18th caught sigl

Pamar, the first of the Phillippines,

group was taken possession of in the Is

name, and the latter islands were callei

Archipelago of San Lazaro. These discos

rank next to those of Columbus.

—

Ba
Monthly.

Let the poor, as they pass by my g
point at the little spot, and thankfull
knowledge, " There lies the man, wh
wearied kindness was the constant rel

my variousdistresses; who tenderly visits

languishing bed, and readilj' supplied n

digent circumstances. How often wei
counsels a guide to my perplexed thot
and a cordial to my dejected spirits!

owing to God's blessing, on his seasc

charities, and prudentconsolations, that
live, and live in comfort." Let a person
ignorant and ungodly, lift up his eyes to

en, and say within himself, as he walki
my bones, " Here are the last remains o
sincere friend who ivatched for my soi

can never forget with what heedless ga
was posting on in the paths of perdition

I tremble to think into what irretri(

ruin I might quickly have been plungei
not his faithful admonitions arrested
the wild career. I was unacquai
the gospel of peace, and had no conce
its unsearchable treasures ; but now, ei

ened by his instructive conversation, I si

all-sufficiency of mj' Saviour, and anima
his repeated exhortations, 1 could cou
things but loss, that I may win Christ
thinks, his discourses seasoned with re

and set home by the Divine Spirit, still

my ears, are still warm upon my
Ximenes, prime minister of Charles V., in re- Lnd I trust, will be more and more ope
gard to new discoveries. He believed with till we meet each other in the house not
Columbus that the East Indies might be reach- with hands, eternal in the heavens."-
ed by sailing to the West, and succeeded in his

| Mervey.
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liction see the necessity of it, and b
jle; SCO the use of it, and improve it; see
)ve there is in it, and be thankful. 1

of no greater blessing than health, ex
pain, and sickness.— Thomas Adam, 1760,

your affections on things above, not on
8 on the earth.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 16, 1872

3 of the early convictions developed in

jmaii mind—thought by some to be an
ive piirception—is, that there is a right
ind a wiong way, and the intellect is

sercised long, before it recognizes the
3tiou between truth and error. Ed-

may have much to do in rightly
ig, or in vitiating the judgment, in re-

to what i.-j embraced within these two
and wrong opinions and actions may

be the result of error in human judg-
even where there may be sincerily of
3 and purpose; for "There is a way
eeracth right unto a man, but the end
faro the ways of death."
obligations aad duties of religion are

iposed on one more than on another,
est equally on all. Ko one can exempt
If ii-om them by declining openly to as-

them. They pertain to ttie relation
ig between the created, rational being,
im who gave that being life, endowed
'ith all the faculties he possesses, sus-

lis existence, and bestows on him every
he enjoys. They begin with the con-
is of right and wrong, and with or

It a profession or covenant, he is re-

blo for their performance. Man needs,
in a christian community he must be
led if he is not conscious that he needs,
provisions which have been made in the
for salvation from the euemies of his

ouse, and to fit him for the purity and
ny of heaven.
le he relies on his intellectual powers
pe his opinions and regulate his actions
igs connected with religion, those opin-
id actions will be more or less influenced
natural propensities ; he will be unsla-
d more likely to be wrong than right.

the gift, of Divine Grace, purchased
uD by Christ, is well described as an
sakable gilt," as it is by it that his dark
3_ enlightened to see himself as he really

mind enabled to comjn-ehend his

and his dutj-, in order to walk in the
"life and salvation. "As many as are
the Spirit of God, they are the sons of

s is the difference between the true
3 of Christ and the mere professor of
ne; and here is the origin of the con-
ly between the spirituality and cross-

requisitions of ihe gospel, and the
systems, more or less adapted to the

ds of man's carnal nature, which have
ubstituted for it in every generation,
hristianity was ushered into the world,
one who has entered, or attempted to

.nd walk in the narrow way, has found
-agonism between his own nature and
the religion of Christ, for "The flesh

against the Spirit and the Spirit

against the flesh ; and these are contrary the
one to the other; so that ye cannot do the
things that ye would." Temptation and the
power of temptation consist in the effort to
keep or to draw the will under subjection to
the lusts of the flesh, in opposition to the con
victions and influence of the Spirit. So that
the words of Peter are as applicable to the
deeply tried disciples of Christ of the present
day as they were to that class when he pen
ned them, "Beloved, think it not strange con-
cerning the fiery trial which is to try you, as
though some strange thing happened untoy-

"

ou.'

Our religious Society has long been bask-
ng in the sunshine of prosperity' and ease,
exempt from outward suffering in support
of the spiritual views of the gospel which it

professed to hold, and lukewarmness and
deadness ou the part of very many have
been the natural result. Now that our nest
is being stirred up, and many are giving reli-

gion and religious life more earnest thought,
the old effort is renewed to blurtho clear and
sharply defined doctrines of the gospel, and
to put aside the mortifying reqiiisftions of the
cross, 60 that more latitude may be given to
man's natural inclinations in the religion he

braces, than primitive Quakerism could
sanction, and he be allowed to approximate
more nearly toother professors in doing "the
things that he would."

In some respects this may be said to be a
time of peculiar trial, wherein the faith of not
a few is ready to waver, and they are tempt
ed to doubt whether Friends are yet called to
uphold testimonies which were laid on our
cross-bearing forefathers ; who as unfalter-
ing witnesses for the truths of the gospel,
were led out of the spirit and ways of the
world, into a close walk with their crucified
Redeemer, into marked plainness of dress,
demeanor and language, and away from con-
formity to formal worship, ministry and
prayer, and other self-willed religious perfor-
mances.
We can well understand these feelings of

discouragement, and that in contemplating
the progress of events in our Society, we might
bo driven into despondency, were we not sure
that the principles and testimonies committed
to it, are the truths and the products of the
gospel; and that however that nature which
" lusteth against the Spirit" may oppose them
now, as it did when the Society was first

gathered, they will again triumph, by the cer-
tain discovery on the part of sincere seekers
after truth, that regeneration and happiness
are inseparably linked with their practical
adoption. When the true-hearted disciples
seem to be few, and some who have stood as
standard-bearers may have fainted in the day
of trial, and rather than appear as fools before
the liberty-loving members, are willing to
conform to, or connive at, their compromising
views, then those who are endeavoring to
bear patiently the suffering attending consci-
entiously adhering to the testimonies of Truth
ever held by Friends, must derive their eon-

'ation from their Lord alone, be willing to
be despised as He was, and seek to become
more weighty' in spirit, more deeply versed

heavenly things, so that they may stand
movable as pillars in the church, in meek-

ness performing the work allotted them, and
for which they have been anointed. " Fear
not little flock, it is your Father's good plea-
sure to give you the kingdom."

Christians who have long been learners in
the school of Christ, know from experience
there is a communion in spirit, and they de-
rive encouragement and strength from the
sensible evidence that they partake of the
same cup, even though it be a cup of suffer-
ing; and that they also have access to the
same river, "the streams whereof make glad
the city of God, the holy place of the taber-
nacles of the Most High." As they become
sanctified in Christ Jesus, they witness the
fellowship of saints, and are prepared to in-
cite each other to keep the eyo singly fixed
on Christ, the Rock of ages, upon which the
militant church is built, and aguinst which
the gates of hell shall never pievuil. Thus
Wm. Dewsbury says, "I with many of the
servants of God were put into prison, as many
of his servants are in this daj\ And the
blessed presence of God kept and doth keep
those that truly fear his name, in sweet unity
and peace with himself and with one another,
to their everlasting comfort, and to the con-
founding of the enemies of God, who behold
their steadfist standing and entire union in
bearing their faithful testimon}' in whatever
they are called unto for the truth of God."
"Let every man prove his own work, and

then shall he have rejoicing in himself, and
not in another."

ASENATH CLARK.
On our last page will be found an obituary

notice of this dear Friend. The letter accom-
panying the notice contains some particulars
of her last days, which we think will be in-
teresting to many of our readers who knew
and loved her.

Her last religious labors were within the
limits of White Water Monthly Meeting, In-
diana, having obtained a minute to visit its
families. She visited over two hundred fami-
lies, and had several meetings. This was in
the latter part of the lllh and the fore part
of the 12th months, 1871. From this arduous
service she returned home much worn, but
was able to get out a few times to her own
meeting, when she became unable to keep up,
and was confined to bed for several days!
Having somewhat recovered, about the mid-
dle of the First month she attended the meet-
ings, during three days, at a General Meeting
held at Westfifld. On returning home she
was again confined, most of the time to her
bed, until the 18th ult., when she got to her
own meeting, and spoke in the ministry, ex-
horting her hearers "to be ready for the final
summons." She was taken with a severe chill
on the 2l8t ult., and soon be came almost help-
less, which physical prostration continued
until her death on the 26th.
Though "her mind seemed almost a blank

as regarded the world during the last two
days of her sickness, it was clear and rational
as to the things of the world to come, so long
as she could speak. Those who knew her
many years ago, would have known her still

as the same sympathizer in spiritual trials,
and encourager in difficulties and tribulations,
and as desiring to uphold the testimony of
Jesus, to the extent of the ability afforded."
In a letter to her sister, commenced just be-
fore her illness, she remarked, " I have sought
and found entire resignation to the Divine
will." The broken sentences uttered during
her last sickness evinced that she was looking
beyond the things that are seen to those that
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are unseen and eternal. "I want the sweet

waters which Jesus gives." " I am going over

to Canaan; there are sweet things there,"

and many other similar sentences. She was

in the 87th year of her age.

Her deep travail for the restoration of

primitivo Qualcerisra is well known to some

of her friends in this city.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A commission of medical men who were

appointed to examine as to the sanity of Arthur O'Con-

nor the assailant of the Queen, have finished the duty

assigned to them. They find that he is of sound mind,

but an enthusiastic Fenian. O'Connor, in explaining

to the commission why his weapon was not loaded when

he assaulted the Queen, said he would have used a

loaded pistol in his attack, but he only desired to

frighten the Queen into compliance with his demand, for

amnesty to the Fenian prisoners. Any fatal result of

his assault would have brought the Prince of W ales to

the throne, and that event he does not desire to oeeur,

but wishes Queen Victoria to be the last English

monarch. The Queen ha.s presented her groom with a

gold medal, and has granted him an annuity of £2-5, in

recognition of his promptness in arresting O'Connor.

The Library of William Penn was sold at auction on

the 8th inst.
. ^ , t^ ,

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the t rench

Atlantic Cable Company, it has been decided to lay an-

other cable to America, which will be under the man-

agement of the present cable combination.

The London Times notices the friendly tone of the

American press toward England, and infers from the

admissions made by some of them, that the Americans

now acknowledge the extravagance of the demand for

indirect damages, although they show no disposition to

withdraw them from the case. The Times says : If the

claim for losses by the transfer of American commercial

marine to the British flag is not abandoned, England

will declare the reference to the Geneva tribunal inad-

missible.
, ,-T r r.

In reply to an inquiry in the House of Commons,

Viscount Enfield stated that the government had no

knowledge of the Pope's intention to leave Rome. The

Pope had made no application that Malta or any other

place should be put at his disposal.
_ _

The committee appointed to receive subscriptions for

the sufl'erers by the great fire in Chicago, report that

the total contributions in England reached £162,000.

The Prince and Princess of Wales left England on

the 8th inst. for the south of France.

The Observer states that Secretary Fish's reply to

Lord Granville's note has been received. It expresses

the desire of the American government for a final ami-

cable settlement of the whole question. The Observer

adds that neither government is in favor of re-opening

the proceedings of the Joint High Comi:

London, 3d mo. 11th.—Consols, 92.i,

of 1862, 92 ; of 1865, 93 ;
ten-fortie.s, 88',.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lljd.; Orleans, ll^d.

Ponyer Quertier, Minister of Finance, having given

ofience to his colleagues by testifying in favor of La

Motte before the Court at Rouen, has resigned and

withdrawn from the French Ministry.

The payment of two milliards of the war indemnity,

with interest to the 7th inst., on the remaining three

milliards has been completed. This gives France entire

control of six departments, in which she is allowed to

maintain as large a military force as before the German

. occupation.
Emigration from Alsace to Algeri

is aided and encouraged in France.

The French ambassador at Londc

Minister of Foreign Affairs that tl

reaching an understanding with the British government

in re<'ard to the commercial treaty.

A dispatch from the French Minister at Berlin an

nounces that the Emperor William has granted par-

dons to the French prisoners held by the Germans for

civil and military offences.
_

In the National Assembly on the 9th insl.. Deputy

Gouraud made a violent as.sault on President Thiers,

who, he said, had failed in founding either a republic

or a monarchy, and nothing remained for the country

but an empire or chaos.
_ .

The condition of the French Treasury is satisfactory,

the Minister of Finance reporting a balance of 450,-

000,000 francs on hand after making the recent pay-

ments on account of the war indemnity.

The Prince and Princess of Wales were received by

President Thiers on the 11th inst.

The syndicates of the various watering places in

France have petitioned the Assembly for the restora-

tion of licenses for gambling.

A Berlin dispatch says: The donations granted by
the emperor on the anniversary of the entry into Paris

have given rise to much comment on account of the

largeness of the sums disposed of. General Moltke and
four others, received each 300,000 thalers, and there

were a large number of donations of 150,000 and 200,-

000 thalers each.

Shocks of earthquake were felt on the 6th, in many
parts of Germany. The movement was not violent,

b\it was more or less felt at intervals for over an hour.

The German government has discovered that the

Pope has secretly appointed the Archbishop of Posen
Primate of Poland. This primacy has long been ex-

tinct. When Poland was a kingdom, one of the duties

of the Primate was to act as regent in case of the death

or absence of the sovereign.

The Emperor and Empress of Brazil have arrived in

Lisbon, and were to sail on the 13th for Rio Janeiro.

The Upper House of the Austrian Reichstrath has

passed the compulsory election bill, previously adopted

by the Lower House.
It is ascertained from an official source, that Austria

has made no offer of an asylum to the Pope, and it is

not believed that he will leave Rome.
The revision of the Swiss Federal constitution has

been completed by the State and National Councils.

A numerously attended electoral meeting of the

members of the Ministerial party was held in Madrid
on the 9th. The assembly was addressed by Marshal
Serrano and others, but there was not much enthusiasm

manifested in favor of the king and the constitution. A
co.ilition of the opposing parties has been organized for

the coming elections. The Carlists are embraced in the

U. S. 5-20's

is increasing, and

has informed the

little hope of

coalition.

The Mexican news is in the main unfavorable to the

revolutionists. The government has removed the ex-

port duty on specie.

Joseph Mazzini, the well known Italian Republican,

died at Pisa on the 11th inst. He was in the 64th year

of his age. The Italian Chamber of Deputies, by a

unanimous vote, adopted a resolution of regret for the

death of Mazzini, and the President pronounced an

eulogy on the deceased.

The Pope at a public audience on the 10th, .said the

isfortunes of the church dated back to 1848. He
further stated that the existence of two powers in Rome
at the same time was impossible. The report that the

Pope is making preparations to depart from Rome is

denied.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 455. Including 118 deaths from
small pox, 56 of consumption, and 13 of typhoid fever.

The Northern Pacific Railroad is opened to Red
River, for business.

The wool clip of the United States for the year 1871,

is estimated at 170 million pounds, or seven millions

more than in 1870. In 1850 it was only 52,500,000

pounds.
There were 678 interments in New York last week,

of which 24 were from small pox.

There were 107 new ca-ses and 47 deaths from small

pox in Brooklyn the past week.

Tne Markets', &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 11th inst. New York.—American gold, llOJ

llOi. U. S. sixes, 1881, lloi ; ditto, 5-20's 1862, lllf;

ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, 108. Superfine flour, S6
56.35 ; finer brands, S6.50 a $11. No. 2 Chicago sprinj

wheat, S1.50; No. 1 Milwaukie, $1.58; red Jersej

$1.67. State barley, 76 cts. ; Canada, $1.07. Oats, 53

a 57 cts. Western "mixed corn, 68 cts.
;
yellow, 69 cts.

Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 23 a

23J cts. Cuba sugar, 9 cts. Superfine flour, $5.25 a
*.5"75. Extras, ^6 a $6.-50; finer brands, $7 a $10.

Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.63 a $1.64 ; amber western,

$1.71. Rye, 88 a 90 cts. Yellow corn, 63 a 64 cts.

western mixed, 65 cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts. Canvassed

hams, 13 cts. Lard, 9i a 93 cts. About 1600 beef

cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 7i a

8 cts. ; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5J- cts,

per lb. gross Choice sheep sold at 9 a 9-} cts. ; fair to

good 7^ a 8 cts., and common 6 a 7 cts. per lb. gro

Receipts 12,000 head. Hogs sold at $7.50 a $8 per 100

lbs. net. Receipts 3213 head. Baltimore.—Pennsyl-

v.ania wheat, S1.68 a $1.72. Corn, 64 a 66 cts. Oats,

51 a 54 cts. Rye, 95 cts. a $1. Chicago.—Spring extra

flonr, S6.60 a *7. No. 2 spring wheat, S1.22J. No,
"

mixed corn, 37 cts. No. 2 oats, 30.V cts. Lard, S8.40

a $8.45 per 100 lbs. Si. iouis.—Flour, $6 a S8.75,

No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.76; No. 2 spring, $1.41,

No. 2 corn, 40J cts. Oats, 34 a 35. Barley, 65 cts. Rye,

80 cts. Sugar-cured hams, 12 a 12J cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Gran.

1 the Girls' dep:irtment. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germanic,

,

Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., IVu
Sai-ah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., I

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, tht

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending t(

children to the Institution, will please make ap

tion, as early as they conveniently can, to A
Sh.irpless, Superintendent, (.address S(ree( iJoad.

Chester Co., Pa ,) or to Charles J. Allen, Trea

304 Arch St. Philadelphia.

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Associati

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of

Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening, the

instant, at 7h o'clock. Friends are invited I

Edward Maris, Q

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IN]
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORI

.\ suitable Friend and his wife are wanted t

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farr

nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philade

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, dc

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.iN
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadel

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients u

made to the Superintendent, or to any of th "

Managers.

Married, Ninth month 21st, 1871, at Friends'

ing-house, Harrisville, Ohio, Thomas, son of Jes

Rebecca Dewees, of Pennsville, Morgan Co.,

Martha W., daughter of William and Hannah
of the former place.

Died, at the residence of her son, Nathan H.
on the 26th of 2d mo. 1872, .^sexath Clakk,
ister of Greenwood Monthly Meeting, Hamilton t

Indiana, in the 87th year of her age. She h.ad i

in the love of the Gospel, nearly all the meet

Friends on the American continent and in

Britain, having been a minister more than sixty

She was gathered in the full triumphs of Fait

shock of corn fuUv ripe.

, in East Whiteland Township, Chester C
on the 8th of Second mo., 1872, Alice Hibberd,
of the late Josiah Hibberd, in the 90th year of h

a member of Goshen Monthlv Meeting.

, the 2d of Twelfth riio. 1871, Eliza,

of John W., and Maria H. Smith, of Harrisville

in the 22d year of her age. She bore a protrac

ness with christian fortitude and patience, strii

know a preparation of heart for the final change;

shortly before her death, tlie prospect at time

bright, at other seasons not so much so; that she

merit of her own to trust to, it would all be of

As eternity was nearing to her view, she %
strained to acknowledge, she had worn some
which she felt right lo condemn, and were tlie

pass again, she would dre.ss more plainly ; andtc

peace, she requested her mother to burn a few-

which was then a burden, among which wen
photograph pictures. For the last few hoursof

she was frequently engaged in prayer, that herf

might be pleased to be with her through the dark

of the shadow of death, and conduct her safel)

mansions of rest and peace.

, on the morning of the 29th of Second m
after a few days illne.ss, at Mt. Pleasant Bi

School, Ohio, Walter, son of John W., and M
Smith, of Harrisville, Ohio, in the 17th year of

After being apprised, a few hours previoiis to hi:

that his situation was very critical, this dear yc
fervently engaged for some time in supplicatio:

Heavenly Father, that his sins might be forgiv

an entrance granted into that city which had i

of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it:

glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is t)

thereof.
~

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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- For "The Krienil."

iiti Adventures and Experiences.

is is iho title of a book published in
Ion (.luring last year, and relating the ex-
iie.s of an Oxford graduate, who, with
money and no training to bodily labor,
oiu to Queensland, the northeastern

on of Australia, to seek his fortune. Ho
1 on his intellectual cultivation, hoping
id profitable employment for an educated

This hope proved like the broken reed,
hich if a man leans it will ever pierce
and. He found Queensland a very thinly
)d country, the portions occupied by the

k ish being mainly large tracts occupied as
hpsive sheep farms, on which a few cabins
^he shepherds were often miles apart.
ng, as he says, about as much fitness for

'i|5 in the colony, as for living in the moon,
as speedily reduced to groat extremities,
(vas glad to undertake employments, he
d once have rejected with disdain. His

iq seems reliable, and gives much insight
he condition of society and the manners
ustoms of the land.

lisbane was the first stopping place. The
situation that presented, was an offer
one, to whom he had brought letters of
duction, to give him a job at digging his

iijjn at ten shillings a week. This was de-
il and he resolved to try his success at
)i|Denison, a newer settlement on the coast,
er north. Taking passage in a small
ng schooner, he was compelled to leave
hd his baggage, consisting of three en-
njus chests containing a great quantity of
<\ clothes and other articles. These he

not take with him, owing to the small
^)f the vessel, and he thus relates what
sty was done with them.
"he only thing I could do, therefore, was
ake a bundle of such things as I most

I ed, which I rolled up in my blankets. I
liimost perplexed about my boxes, which
1] not like to leave at the hotel. The land

difficulty, by offering to take charge of vay
boxes until such times as I might be able to
send for them, or fetch them away. This was
another of those to whom I had had letter

Ho held a very good position in the town, and
1 had the highest opinion of his honor and
friendliness; so I thanked him, and made ar
rangements for sending the boxes to him. 1

may as well here relate the sequel of this ad
venture, as far as my luggage is concerned.

"After reaching Port Denison, I wrote to
this gentleman, Mr. M., asking him to forward
the boxes to an address which I gave him.
Ho wrote back shortly, and said that he would
take the first opportunity of doing so; at the
same time he was kind enough to express the
most fervent interest in my future success.
I was soon after forced by cii'cumstances to

go up into that dreary region called the Bush
and had no opportunity for a long period, of

ascertaining whether or no my boxes had
arrived. At length I found, incidentally, that
nothing had been heard of them.
"While I was in Queensland, I got very

much into the habit of ' finding myself at
places;' in the course of the next two years,
during which I had been the sport of circum-
stances, kicked about like a football, I found
myself again at Brisbane, having at that time
some substantial hope of obtaining a situa-

tion, and being very poorly dressed, my ward-
robe consisting of two shirts and a couple of
pairs of moleskin inexpressibles. I felt pleased
to think that I had such a large supply of
clothing lying by. I called on Mr. M., who
feigned an expression of great joy in recog-
nizing me, but told me that he had forwarded
my boxes to Port Denison a year ago. In
proof of this statement he showed me a re-

ceipt fur them purporting to bo given by the
captain of a steamboat ; with this explanation
I was forced to be content for the time, but I

could not help remarking that the respectable
black coat that he was wearing bore a very
suspicious resemblance to one of my own. I

began to suspect very much that this man
was no better than a scoundrel. However,
he offered to lend me a coat and waistcoat,
somewhat old and worn, and a collar, and I

began again to think that I must have wrong-
ed him. My suspicions, however, were soon
turned into certainty

; for just before putting
on the collar, I noticed a small strip of linen
pasted over the back of it; on removing this,

I found my own name underneath. On men-
tioning this to a man who was boarding in

the same house, ho told me that if 1 went to
the back of Mr. M.'s house, I should see the

(iiaa already offered to buy the contents j remains of my boxes, which he had thrown
e pound, as he said he had a
ing, and some of them might -be useful
opping up chinks in the stable. Clothes,
as gentlemen wear in England, are quite

in the market in Brisbane; but still I

among a neap of rubbish. I did so, and was
amply satisfied by finding bits of the cover
with my name on them in printed characters.

" I was so enraged that I wont at once to
the police-offioe and stated my case. The

Oj?ht this rather an extraordinary ofl:er. 'officer whom I saw treated the matter with
rtjinately when coming up from the wharf, great unconcern, and asked me if I had taken
nt a gentleman who relieved me of my i an acknowledgment for the boxes. I told

him that I could prove that I had left them
under Mr. M.'s charge. ' The more fool you
for doing so,' he replied, and told me that this

gentleman was noted for such sharp practice

as this, and had served several other people
in the same way. He did not seem at all in-

clined to take the matter up, and at last posi-

tively refused to do so. He said that I should
only get laughed at. ' But,' I said, ' I shall at

least expose this rascal.' ' Bless you,' cried

tho officer (I don't know whether he was
constable, inspector, or superintendent,) ' he
won't care for that, he's used to it.' I could
get no redress. But not long afterwards I

had the pleasure of witnessing an exceedingly
sound thrashing which M. received from some
one else whom ho had cheated in a similar

manner. There is no pity in such matters
for the new hand in a colony, the new chum,
as he is called. He has no vested rights. He
is robbed and cheated on all hands, and if he
complain, ho is only treated with ridicule. I

must say, however, that when he takes the
law into his own hands, he is very generally
applauded. This process of being cheated and
knocked about, and learning to cheat and
knock about in one's turn, is facetiously term-

ed by the old hands ' colonial experience."
" However, to return to the schooner, on

which I was going to embark. Her chief

cargo consisted of the boilers and machinery
for a saw-mill, which was about to be estab-

lished on one of the islands far north. It is

as well to state here that when a colonist

speaks of 'the north,' or ' the far north,' he
means the new and comparatively unsettled

districts.

"Tho little schooner dropped slowly down
the river, the banks of which lie low, and are

generally edged by mangroves, which grow
for a considerable distance in the water, and
ftir back in what are called swamps. I man-
aged to find a place to sleep among some spare

sails in the hold, which, however, were swarm-
ing with vermin, while big cockroaches, the
size of a crown piece, ran over my face and
limbs, and got caught by the dozen in the
folds of my blanket. Tho second day we
reached the bay, and, having passed out
through the channel among the shoals, stood

away northward, in beautiful weather, (it was
7 the end of winter.) The coast is bold

and picturesque, wooded to the water's edge,

and has very much the color and appearance
of the dwarf oak downs on Dartmoor on a
day in September. Our track lay in a kind
of channel two or three miles wide, outside

which are numerous islands, which were not
easily distinguished from the mainland at any
distance, often looking like capes stretching

far seaward. After the first fifty miles, we
noticed frequent blackfellows'* fires, and col-

umns of signal smoke answering one another
from height to height and island to island.

* [The native inhabitants are

onists.]

called by the col-
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"One great feature of this coast (as it

struck me) was its loneliness. You may sail

for hundreds of miles, through tbe wildest

and most savage scenery it is possible to con-

ceive, without seeing an}' sign of life, except

the occasional signals of the blackfello ws. The
sea is almost always beautifully calm, the is-

lands acting as a breakwater even when it is

blowing hard, which it occasionally does for

a few hours. There is no sea-room, but it is

always easy to get shelter for a time until it

is quiet again. Cyclones are not unfrequeut.

In 1866 I was witness to the Port of Towns-
ville, Cleveland Bay, being destroyed by one:

every house and store was levelled to the

ground, with the exception, curiously enough,
of the police station, where numbers of people

took refuge ; others crouched behind crags

and rocks, as best they could ; the air was full

of fragments. Huge sheets of galvanized iron

were torn from the roofs, and went skimming
about like butterflies. When once a breach
vras made in a house, the whole structui-e

seemed to collapse and melt away. In a few

hours all was over, and tbe wreck and ruin

was gigantic. The damage was calculated at

ten thousand pounds. I witnessed the pro-

gress of the storm from underneath a bullock

dray, in company with a Methodist parson,

who had taken refuge there. For many
miles, in the regular course of the storm, the

trees were knocked down in rows like nine-

pins, and the road to the interior was impass-

able for weeks. At Rockingham Bay a large

boat was blown out of tbe water, and rolled

over and over many yards up the beach. The
force of such a wind is tremendous; no living

being could stand against it, and, as a matter
of course, any vessel caught unawares by its

fury must inevitably founder."

(To be continned.)

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(ContLnuod from page 235.)

Sarah Sillman to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 10th mo. 2oth, 1833.

"MyDear Friend,—With a trembling hand,
and a heart full, from a sense of the awful
service to which some of us have believed

that our dear Lord and Master has called us,

and for which my poor spirit feels that I am
altogether unfit, I sit down just to say to thee,

Hold on thy wa)-, for I believe that the blessed

Shepherd of Israel will string thy bow for the
battle, and teach thy fingers to "tight, even in

that place where it seems to me there is occa-

sion to remove much rubbish, before the true
seed can be found. Ah ! my dear friend, I do
sympathise with. those who are so bound to

the Lord Jesus, to his law and to his testi-

mony, that they dare not rejoice while the
seed reigns not ; but who are willing to go
down to the very bottom of Jordan, and abide
there, not only until all the people pass over,
but until the command is given to come up.

These will bring stones of memorial up with
them, to the honor and praise of Zion's King.

" While I fear and tremble for myself, most
earnestly do I crave to be of this number,
however despised by such as can speak their

own words, and cr}' peace, when there is no
peace. Truly when I began, none of these
things were before me ; but thou wilt under-
stand me I hope, and feel with me, when 1

tell thee, that in obedience to what seemed to

be a required sacrifice, I have just been the

round of our Monthly Meetings; in which I

had to feel decplj', both for myself and others.

It cost me some sufl:ering, but the peace which
passeth understanding, is infinitely beyond
every earthly satisfaction. And I trust that

I may say to the praise of His grace who hath

loved us and died for us, that He was near to

strengthen me, and his Arm did bear me up.

He remains to be the mighty Help of Israel

;

the shadow of a great rock in a weary land.
" Thou knowest, my dear friend, that to be

thus led about, is a humbling, a selfabasing

employment: but if wo are, from season to

season, renewodly made to feel that the Most
High reigneth ; and that notwithstanding our

own weakness and vileness are great, yet
through the power of an endless life, his

strength is perfected in our weakness, how it

animates, and enables us patiently to submit

to the watchings, the fastings and the deaths

many, which we have to pass through, not

only while treading the awful path of prepa-

ration, but while eating the roll of prophecy,
written within and without with mourning,
lamentation and woe.

" Thou hast no doubt heard of the death of

dear K. S., furnishing another evidence of the

necessity of faithfulness, and that here we
have no continuing city, but are strangers

and pilgrims, whose business it is to seek a

city that hath foundations, with diligence.

Ah! the time draws near, when this mortal

must put on immortality ; when we shall each
have to appear before the judgment seat of

Him, who is our Prophet, Priest, and King,
and who will be our Judge also. And Oh ! I

humbly hope that we may be permitted,

through the boundless mercy of our adorable

Advocate and Redeemer, to enter that glori-

ous holy city, whose walls are salvation, and
her gates eternal praise, where the troubles

of time shall affect us no more.

I affectionately salute thee, and bid thee

farewell.

Thy attached, Sarah Hillman."

Attn Jones to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Stockport, Eng., 12th mo. 3rd, 1833.

" My Dear Friend,^Thy great kindness in

writing to me so repeatedlj', is worthy of a

difterent and better acknowledgment than it

has yet had from my hand. But 1 can truly

te'll thee, that my heart appreciates the favor

of being had in remembrance by thee ; and to

receive a written proofof it, is always pleasant

and grateful to my feelings. Thy last letter,

written in Rhode Island, so far away from
thy outward habitation, was doubly welcome.
It was welcome, not only on account of its

givingproof of thy liberation from some bonds
in which thou wast held, when it was my lot

to be a sojourner in the part where thou re-

sides, but it was welcome also because it con-

veyed the tidings of thy being enabled to

move along from day to daj", in the service

of thy dear Lord and Master Jesus Christ.
" VVhatever may be the attendant weak-

ness, the infirmity or the conflicts of flesh and
spirit, through which thou and I may yet

have to pass, in fulfilling the remaining duties

of our day, in filling up the portion of labor

or of suffering which is yet behind, for our
own or the body's sake—the church ; may He,
who in mercy visited and awakened our souls

in early life, and brought us, by his grace and
good spirit in our hearts, to see and to feel

our lost and undone condition, unless redeem-
ed from all the power of the enemy, continue

to watch over us as He did when he gav.
g

to feel our helplessness and utter inabilit
)f

ourselves to do any good thing; and who j.

der these humiliating feelings, strengthe j

us to enter into covenant with Him, th;if

He would be with us and would keep u n

the way that we should go, and would ro

us bread to eat, and raiment to put on, li

bring us in the end to our Father's hou.s a

peace, then He the Lord, should be our (

" Ah ! may He be pleased in his great me
to keep us from falling, and strengthen u

fulfil his blessed will; that so in the end,

glorious holy Name may be magnified, gl

tied and adored, in and through the rede

tion of our immortal souls, unto final

ciliation and acceptance with himself, thro

Jesus Christ our Saviour, unto whom
longeth eternal praise, alleluia, glory

honor, might, majesty and power, world w
out end. Amen.

"Before the receipt of thy letter, I

heard of thy attending the Yearly Meeti

of Philadelphia and New York, to the c

fort of Friends. And from the manne'
which thy companions were spoken of, I t

they were fellow-helpers with thee, beai

thy burdens, and supporting thee as far i

was in their power. Are they membei
the same particular meeting with thyself

do not recollect meeting with them, but\

to be affectionately remembered to them
the work's sake.

" What thou mentions of Jacob Green
his services, so entirely corresponds witl

that we have heard of his visit and lal

amongst Friends in America, that it is t

comforting to find that he had been so fav(

of his great Master as to acquit himself 1

satisfaction, comfort, and edification of tl

amongst whom he has labored. We have

seen hira since his return, but hope he i

be at our next Yearly Meeting. I have kn^

this dear Friend from the early time of

appearance in the ministry, when I

Ireland in the latter part of 1811 ; and 1

ever esteemed and loved him as a humble

ciple of a crucified Lord. Well would r

for our Society if we had more like him.

dear Elizabeth Robson continues to be

same diligent laborious handmaid of her g
Lord and Master, as when with you.

has been laboring for tbe last six moi

amongst Friends and others in the soutl

and w'estern counties of our isle, to the (

fort and edification of many. Her husb

being with her as companion, must be ac

fort and strength to her, as well as pleai

and desirable to himself
" Our endeared friend Stephen Grellei

industriously pursuing his good Master's 1

ness. He is much favored in speaking

Truth in love, and in dividing the wore

the difterent states amongst whom he lat*

He has been through Scotland and Ireha

since the Yearly Meeting, and is at preot

engaged in visiting Friends in some ofie

northern counties.
" We have not seen since he c :ie

to our country. We hear him spoken of &

great minister, very eloquent, and the yoig

people are much pleased with him bot m

and out of meetings. They say that he i >n

intelligent man, and cheerful in conversain.

All this is good in its place ; but I am ap'S-

hensive that we shall have something toy

our foundation, and cause us to seek to "it

deeper than the mere surface of things. -
—
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ig;t present travelling with him, though not
ji,h the approbation of many feeling Friends.
Our lot is much at home of late, and often

ni low spot, mourning over the state of

,i
,gs amongst us as a people, both hero, and

)i .-Qiir side of the mighty deep. I am some-
i ;;8 ready to conclude that all which
lie yet seen of scattering and desolation

,r ugst this people, is but as the beginning
,1 m-vws. Where the devastation will stop,

h Lord alone knows. May we dwell so

e- to the Fountain and Source of wisdom,
g,t and strength, as not only availingly to
ii rn, to sigh and to cry because of the de-

a lire of many from the purity and simpli-

j of the ever-blessed and unchangeable
i.h : but also that we may be prepared, by
eiiiii,^ the eye single to our holy Leader,
1 by watching in the Light, to blow the
npet in Zion, and to sound an alarm at

:i bidding whose the cause is, and who does
; mes, in his unutterable mercy, renew the
,ii of his little ones; and revive the hope
i; i-Lc will not suffer his heritage to be
Illy trodden down by the wild boar of the
lU, nor permit the enemy of all good to
iuph over the remnant of his people, who
I not forsake the standard of truth and
gteousness which He erected in the view
fjie nations, and gave to our worthy pre-

i ssors to support; nor let go one of those
pjious testimonies, however small in the
i<Qation of this world's wisdom, which he
d them to bear, and enabled them to sup
through much suffering, scorn and con-

it. Ah ! who among us is now prepared
idure so great a fight of afflictions as they
tred? or take joyfully the spoiling of our
Is ? or enter prison houses, suffering bonds
imprisonment—yea, death itself for the
nony of a good conscience towards God

)[30unting our lives dear unto ourselves, so
we might finish our course with joy, and
ministry which we have received of th

il Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace
' od ?

j\Iy dear husband, who is a true yoke fel

in the gospel, unites with me in endeared
I to thee. In which I am thy affection

" attached friend, Ann Jones."

For " The Friend."

The Tides.

(CoDclrd«d from page 238.)

The general notion of a mutual attraction,
however, did no more than point out the way
for the solution of the problem, and it was re-

served to our great Newton to accomplish
the prophecy of his predecessor, "that the
discovery of the true laws of gravitation would
be accomplished in a future generation, when
it should please the Almighty Creator of Na-
ture to reveal her mysteries to man."
Newton was the first who proved that the

tide-generating power of a celestial body arises
from the difference of the attraction it exerts
on the centre and surface of the earth. Thus
t was at once made clear how the water not
only rises on the surface facing the moon, but
also on the opposite side of the earth, as in
the latter case the moon acts more strongly
on the mass of the earth than on the waters
which cover the hemisphere most distant
rem her. The evident consequence is that
the earth si7iks (so to say), on the surface
turned from the moon, whereby a deepening

other words, a rising of

(To

Selected.

hen a man has once consented for any
ideration to screen vice from merited ex

the work of his own moral debase
t is already begun—and it needs but time
other favoring influences to bring that
: to its completion. He has taken a down
1 step in the process of individual degra-
in. Before wo can in the secret of our
Is consent to screen vice, even for the
of the holy places in which it is corn-
id, comparatively elevated as our own
d standard may yet be, and sincerely as
nay reprobate the iniquity wo conceal,
lUSt nevertheless have lowered that stand-
toward the level of the guilty person,
iannot screen vice, and yet hate it, with
holy hatred of high-minded christian

y. His own moral sentiments have re-

d a deadly wound, and though he may
. time retain a moral sensibility to the
isness of vice ; and it may require years
eparatory influence before the ugliness

of the wate
the tide, is occasio

It now also became clear how the moon,
whose attractive power upon'the earth is 160
times smaller than that of the sun, is yet able
to occasion a stronger tide, since, from her
close proximity to the earth, she attracts the
surface more forcibly than the centre with the
thirtieth part of her power, while the distant
sun occasions a difference of attraction on
these two points equal only to one twelve
thousandth part of her attractive force.

Now also a full explanation was first given
why the highest tides take place at new and
full moon; that is, when the moon stands be
tween the sun and the earth; or the latter
between the sun and the moon, as the two
celestial bodies unite their powers ; wh
half moon the solar tide corresponding with
the lunar ebb, or tho lunar tide with the solar
ebb, counteract each other.

But even Newton explained the true theory
of the tides only in its more prominent and
general features, and the labors of other ma-
thematicians, such as Mac Laurin, Bernorelli,
Euler, La Place and Whewell, were required
for its further development, so as fully to ex
plain all the particulars of the sublime phe
nomenon.
The reproach has often been made to science

that she banishes poetry from nature, and
disenchants the forest and the field

; but this
surely is not the case in the present instance,
for what poetical fiction can fill the soul with
a grander image than that of the eternal rest-

lessly progressing tide-wave, which, following
the triumphant march of the sun and moon
began as soon as the primeval ocean was
formed, and shall last uninterruptedly as long
as our solar system exists

!

Were the whole earth covered with one sea
of equal depth, the tides would regularly
move onwards from east to west, and every
where attain the same height under the same
latitude. But the direction and force of the
tide-wave are modified by many obstacles on
'ts way, such as coast lines and groups of is-

lands, and it has to traverse seas of very un-
equal depth and form. Flat coasts imped "

current by friction, while it rolls faster along
11 disappear, yet the heart will be- deep mural coasts. From all these causes

[|
finally perverted, and the monster be the strength of the tides is very unequal in

ii aced as a bosom companion.

—

J. J: Stone. ' different places.

They are generally low on the wide and
open ocean. Thus the highest tides at Ota-
heito do not exceed eleven inches, three feet
at St. Helena, one foot and a half at Porto
Eieo.

But when considerable obstructions oppose
the progress of the tide-waves, such as vast
promontories, long and narrow channels, or
bays of diminishing width, and mouths of
rivers directly facing itsswell, it rises toavery
great height. Thus, at the bottom of the Bay
of Fundy, which stretches its long arm be-
tween Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the
spring tides rise to sixty, 8event3', or even one
hundred feet, while at its entrance they do
not exceed nine feet, and their swell is so
rapid as frequently to sweep away cattle feed-
ing on the shore.

The Bristol Channel and the bay of St.
Malo, in Brittany, are also renowned for their
high tides. Near Chepstow the flux is said
sometimes to reach the surprising height of
seventy feet, and at St. Malo tho floods fre-
quently rise to forty and fifty feet. When
the water is low, this small sea-port town ap-
pears surrounded on all sides by fantastically
shaped clifls covered with sea-weeds and
barnacles. Pools of salt water interspersed
here and there among the hollowed stones,
r on the even ground between them, and
arboring many curious varieties of marine

animals, are the only visible signs of the
vicinity of the ocean, whose hoarse murmurs
are heard resounding from afar. But an as-
tonishing change takes place a few hours
after, when the town, surrounded by the sea,
would be a complete island, but for a long',

narrow causeway which connects it with the
main laud.

Although the sun and the moon exert some
attraction upon the smaller and inclosed seas,
yet the development of a powerful flood- wave
necessarily requires tbat tho moon should act
upon a sufficiently wide and deep expanse of
ocean. Even the Atlantic is not broad enough
for this purpose, as its equatorial width mea-
sures no more than one-eighth of the earth's
circumference

; and the Pacific itself, notwith-
standing its vast area, is so studded with is-

lands and shallows, that it presents a much
more obstructed basin for the action of the
tide-wave than might be expected from its

apparent dimensions and equatorial position.
Thus it is the Southern Ocean, where the

greatest uninterrupted surface of deep water
is exposed to the influence of tho moon, that
we must look for the chief cradle of the tides.

Prom this starting point they flow on all sides
to tho northward, progressing like any other
wave that arises on a small scale in a pond
from a gust of wind, the throwing of a stone,
or any other cause capable of producing an
undulating movement on the surface of the
water.

The tide wave, which ultimately reaches
the shores of England, arrives at the Cape of
Good Hope thirteen hours after it has left

Van Diemans Land, and thence rolls on-
ward in fourteen or fifteen hours to the coasts
of Spain, France and Ireland. It penetrates
'nto the North Sea by two different ways.
One of its ramifications turns round Scotland
and thence flows onwards to the south, tak-
ng nineteen or twenty hours for the passage
from Galway to the mouth of the Thames.
A tide-wave, for instance, which appears at
five in the afternoon on the west coast of Ire-

lland, arrives at eight near the Shetland Is«
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lands, reaches Aberdeen at midnight, Hull at

five in the morning, and Margate at noon.

The other ramification of the same tide-

wave, taliing the shorter route through the

Channel, had meanwhile preceded it by twelve

hours, having reached Bi'est about five o'clock

of the afternoon (at the same time that the

northern branch appeared at Gal way), Cher-

bourg at seven, Brighton at nine, Calais at

eleven, and the mouth of the Thames at mid-

night.

Thus, in this southern corner of the North
Sea, two tide-waves unite that belong to two
successive floods ; the Scotch branch having
started twelve hours sooner from the great

Southern Ocean than the Channel branch,

which thus results from the next following

tide. The meeting of the two branches natur-

ally gives rise to a more considerable rising

of the waters, so that this circumstance, by
allowing large ships to sail up the Thames,
may be considered one of the fundamental
causes of the grandeur of London.

In other parts of the North Sea, where the

two tide-waves appear at different times, the

contrary takes place, for the ebb of the one
coinciding with the rise of the other, they
weaken or even neutralize each other.

Selected for " The Friend.'

Effects of Giving Place to False Reasoning,

Sixth mo. 1826. Now when I feel the in-

firmities of age coming upon me, the cause

appears as precious to me as ever; but alas!

how different is the state of Society ! Schism
is beginning to make its appearance in an ap-

palling manner; and why is it so? Because
all have not kept their first love; but giving

place to false reasoning, have departed from
the Truth, and made innovations in doctrine

—

the minds of Friends have become alienated

one from another, and those who should have

been examples to the flock, have been the means
of leading others astray. The discipline of

the church, if not discarded, is much neglect-

ed, and endeavors used to weaken this hedge.

Discordant sentiments disturb the quiet of Society,

and in some places threaten its dissolution. The
youth, taking advantage of the commotion,
have, in many instances, taken their flight

into the customs and fashions of the world,

so that they could not be recognized either

by their dress or address, as members of our
religious Society. An awful responsibility

7-ests upon some of those who stand in the fore

ranks ; and I have often felt willing to inves-

tigate myself, and see wherein I have con-

tributed to this sorrowful change; and now
fervently desire not to justify myself, by
avoiding a close scrutiny, as respects my con-

duct and the doctrines I preach. 1 am not
sensible of holding any sentiments different

from what I first set out with, and held up
to the public in the beginning of my minis-

terial labors ; which doctrines had a good
effect to unite me to my friends, and rendered
them near to me.*****

I mourn over the state we are in ; but as

oar religious Society was gathered by an out-

stretched arm, and our worthy predecessors

were supported by the invincible power of

Jesus, under the deep sufferings they had to

endure, for their faithfulness in the cause of

their Lord and Saviour, so I am at times com-
forted in the belief that, however great the de-

fection, and wide-spread the devastation, the
Society will yet know the armies of aliens

and apostates to be arrested in their career,

and turned backward ; and that the blessed

Head of the church will raise up judges as at

the first, and counsellers as at the beginning.

—Henry Hull.

LOOK AT HOME.
Should you feel inclined to censure

P'aults which you in others view,

Aslc your own heart, ere you venture,

If "that has not failings too.

Let not friendly vows be broken,

Rather strive a friend to gain

;

Many a word in anger spolien

Finds its passage home again.

Do not then in idle pleasure

Trifle with a brother's fame

;

Guard it as a secret treasure.

Sacred as your own good name.

Do not form opinions blindly,

Hastiness to trouble tends.

Those of whom we've thougiit unkindly
Oft become our warmest friends.

STILL WILL WE TRUST.
Still will we trust, though earth seem dark and dreary

And the heart faint beneath His chastening rod,

Though rough and steep our pathway, worn and weary.

Still will we trust in God

!

Our eyes see dimly till by faith anointed;

And our blind choosing brings us grief and pain
;

Through Him alone who hath our way appointed

We find our peace again.

Choose for us, God ! nor let our weak preferring

Cheat our poor souls of good Thou hast designed

;

Choose for us, God_! thy wisdom is unerring.

And we are fools and blind.

So, from our sky the night shall furl her shadows.

And day pour gladness through his golden gates

—

Our rough path lead to flower-enameled meadows
Where joy our coming waits.

Let us press on in patient self-denial,

Accept the hardship, shrink not from the loss
;

Our guerdon lies beyond the hour of trial,

Our crown beyond the cross.

W. H. Burleigh.

Obedient Followers of the Crucified Immanuel.

—Is it not our interest to leave all to the

Lord, simply pursuing that path on which the

light shines with clearness; for in a little

while this will prove the greatest consequence

to us all ? I endeavor to keep in view, that

to the obedient followers of the crucified Im-
manuel, tribulations will cease and difficulties

come to an end, being succeeded by that con-

sumate felicity which shall never end. May
we therefore press after this pure and perfect

obedience unto life. Oh ! may not only we who
are seniors be so engaged, but the dear chil-

dren, Moses-like, choose rather to " suff"er

aflliction with the i)eople of God," than to

enjoy "the pleasures of sin" for a moment;
having an eye to the glorious recompense of

reward.—Sarah (Lynes) Grubb.

Experiments on the Lower Animals.—Till

late in the last century aneurism in the ar-

teries was treated by cutting oS' the limb.

The great physiologist. Dr. Hunter, was led

by his intimate knowledge of anatomy to

think it probable, that by the simple device

of tying a silk thread round the artery in a

certain part of its course, he should be able to

cure the disease, and save both life and limb

He made trial on living dogs, and succeeded
;

he proceeded to the same with the human
sufferer from aneurism, and, at the expense

of a small amount of pain, effected a ci
..

The operation introduced by Dr. Huntei is

now universally practised in surgery.

Woe to them that have their hearts in tl,i<

earthl}' possessions! for when they are gc^,

their heaven is gone with them. It is jo

much the sin of the greater part of the wo 1,
-

that they stick in the comforts of it. \\%

lamentable to behold how their affections *a ^

bemired, and entangled with their conviji-

ences and accommodations in it. The t'e

self-denying man is a pilgrim
; but the sel ih

man is an inhabitant of the world ; the 19

uses it, as men do ships, to transport lh.'|i.

selves, or tackle in a journey, that is to jt

home ; the other looks no further, whatejt

he prates, than to be fixed in fulness and eie

here, and likes it so well, that if he could, .e

would not exchange. He will not trou.e

himself to think of the other world, till h s

sure he must live no longer in this: then, all

it will prove too late. Not to Abraham, ,t

to Dives he must go; the story is as triu s

sad.

—

No Cross, no Crown.

Gutta Percha.—The tree yielding this n.

ful substance was first observed by a botaijil

named Lobb, while engaged in a botanij

mission in Singapore; but gutta percha \(,8

first brought into general notice in 1845, ;y

Dr. Montgomery, whose attention was t-

tracted to it by seeing the Malays emploiit|

to make handles for implements. He foiil

that the material could be advantageou
substituted for caoutchouc in the construct

of the parts of surgical instruments her(

fore made of that substance. He ascertai:

from the natives that the tree yieldin

gutta (Malayan for gum) attains a height

60 or 70 feet, and a diameter of three or f r

feet, that its wood is valueless as timber, :t

that its fruit yields a concrete oil, whicb.s

used for food. The tree is found in Sim-

pore, Borneo, and the adjacent islands, le

largest quantity of juice 3nclded by a t^ine

trunk, is only 20 or 30 lbs.; and the imprci-

dent natives will rather sacrifice a tree oa

hundred years growth, for the sake of ohtii-

ing all its juice at once, than submit to e

process of tapping the trunk and allowing e

gum to exude in small quantities annua'.

The people fell the trees, strip off the bai,

and collect the milky juice in a cavity forni

by the hollow stem of the plantain lea-

when, being exposed to the air, it coagula i.

All the large trees in the island of Singap'e

have been destroj-ed, but they are found II

along the Malayan peninsula as far as P-
ang. Hot water (about 150°) has a rema
able action on the substance, the gum c -

tracts and becomes plastic, and may tluMi ?

made to assume any form, which will e

permanent at any ordinary temperature

-

Keddic.

I can honestly say, that the greatest delii t

and satisfaction that I ever have in pres.t.

possession, is to feel the baptism of the Sp t;

to wash my heart, and unite it to the seedO'

the bitter sense of suffering; and the mt
pleasing contemplation that I have in futie 1

prospect in this life, is to see the prosper 7

of Truth, and to be favored with liberty :il

capacity to serve the cause thereof in :.'

generation. And for the integrity of ts

declaration I dare appeal to the Searchei f

all hearts, who hath even now tendered 1'

a
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irit in humble prostration before him.

—

chard Shackleton.

i Tor "The Friend"

jCorrespondenco, (with notes,! between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

j "Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime,

And departing, leave behind ns

Foot-prints on the sands of time,

—

Foot-prints, that perhaps another

Sailing o'er life's stormy main,

Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother.

Seeing, may take heart again."

![t 19 perhaps to be regretted that we have

[it more of such particulars of the lives ofj

iiinent Friends, as would enable us to see

fern in their more ordinary characters as

in among men, and would exhibit them at

168 when not engaged in special religious

srcise, as well as at those more favored

riods when such exercises were upon their

nds. For though it be true that such

iends have generally' thought the events of

(sir ordinary lives scarcely worthy of record

the journals they have left us, and that the

loant of the Lord's dealings with them as

much greater value, yet as oven the ordinary

ly life of a true Christian is governed by
1 imbued with the same Spirit which ac-

npanies his hours of closer communion, the

ord of this also is well worthy of preserva-

Q, and often instructively evinces a clear-

htedness in things of the present life, which
he gift of the same Spirit. And this latter

ict of the influence of the Holy Spirit, is

re intelligible or obvious to those who are

, inexperienced in religion, or are " halting"

i doubtful " between two opinions," than
deepe,r experiences and exercises of min-

irs. I have therefore thought that some
Actions from a friendly correspondence be-

!en Thomas Story and JamesLogan, might
acceptable and instructive, as well as in-

ifcsting, especially to the younger, as ex-

I'itint,' the writers in their positions as

w-mly attached, mutual friends, helpful and
ibrcstod members of human society, and in-

!• tigators in those branches of natural and
iicral science which have called forth, and
si continue to call forth usefully, when
jler due regulation, the powers of the mind
)lDan.

Vlthough both these Friends are known by
'('utation to many of our elder members, and
rStoi y generally to the readers of Friends'
L i-ary, yet it may be advisable in this place
:i ntriM.luce a brief sketch of their lives and
1 raciiTs, the materials for which are drawn
'I'll Wilson Armistead's Memoir of James
l-'iiin, iVom whence also the letters are taken.
Tlmnias Story was an eminent preacher

lung i'riends. His ministry was very con-
i'ning and edifying, so that he was acknow-
e;ed, not only by the Society of which he
Wii a member, but by other people, as a truly

jyngelical minister. He was brought up in

pi'fession with the Church of England, and
nijiug studied for the law, practised in Car-
ifi;, and subsequently in London. Being
I'll his youth inclined to piety, he examined
1 i-'ly into the doctrines of several sects, and
-MUiKiUy became convinced that the princi-
pl; of (.(uakerism accorded with those of the
Njv Testament, and he espoused them.
'In 1698 he accompanied William Penn

iti John Everot in a religious visit to Friends
ipjreland, and in the same year he embarked
folAmerica, believing it his duty to pay a

religious visit to his Friends in that country.
Being solicited by William Ponn to take up
his residence in Philadelphia, to assist in set-

tling the affairs of the province of Pennsyl-
vania, and reducing them to order, he re-

mained in America fourteen years. Ho was
appointed one of the Governor's council.

Keeper of the groat seal. Master of the rolls,

and one of his commissioners of property for

special purposes, besides the oflSce of Recorder
for the City of Philadelphia, &c. In 1706, he
was also chosen Mayor of the city, but de-

clined to accept the office. During his resi-

dence in America he paid frequent religious

visits to Friends in different parts of that con-
tinent, and to the West Indian islands. In
his passage from Jamaica to Philadelphia, the
vessel he was in was taken by a French priva-

teer, and carried into Martinique, where he
and the ship's company, except in losing their

goods and clothes, were kindly and hospitably
treated. After some stay there, they got a
passage to Guadaloupo, and thence in a flag

of truce to Antigua. In 1714 he passed again
to Barbadoes, and thence returned to England,
where he continued his gospel labors, in a
successive course of travelling in the various
quarters of the British Islands. His last jour-

ney was in 17-40, and he departed this life at

Carlisle in 1742, aged near eighty; a minister

pears, in the following reflections, addressed
by him "to myself," and which are inserted

for their intrinsic value as well as to throw
light on this essential part of character, to
have been a truly religious man, and in this

respect, as well as others, a congenial spirit

to the former, his friend and correspondent.

Paper drawn up by J. Logan. Addressed
" to myself."

1st. Remember that thou art not of thy
own production, but brought into this world
by the Creator and supreme Lord of it; who
being the only Fountain of true wisdom and
goodness, has certainly proposed some good
and wise end in it. This end is his honor and
thy happiness, through an exact obedience
to his will, the standard of all order, and only
rule for thy direction. Seeing therefore, this

is thy end, live not in vain, but make it thy
only study to consecrate thy whole life to

him
;
enter into covenant with him forever

to be his by service, whose thou art by crea-

tion. Remember always that thou art a
servant to an Almighty Being, whose eye is

ever upon thee in thy most secret retirements;
who perpetually beholds thy actions

; and can
never be deceived ; who by thy service pro-

poses thy own true happiness as the reward
of thy obedience, and if thou wilt be faithful

about fifty j'oars. His funeral was attended to Him, will never disappoint thee.

by a great number of Friends from several 2nd. Remember that thou art by profession
parts of the country, and also by many people
of the neighborhood, who were deeply affect-

ed with the loss of a man so valuable and
useful to his country in several stations of
life."

—

Memoir of James Logan.
(The sketch of James Logan is abbreviated

from the same source.)

James Logan was born in membership with
the Society of Friends, atLurgan, in Ireland,

ut the year 1074 or 1675. Being endowed
with a good genius, and favored with a suit- thyself before thy Great Master, who has led
able education, he became a polite scholar,

being master of the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew,
French, Spanish and Italian, acquainted also

with the oriental tongues, and well versed in

the mathematics, natural philosophy', and
other branches of physical science, so that in

after life his correspondence was sought by
the most distinguished literary characters of
Europe. In the spring of 1699, he was so-

licited by William Penn to accompany him to

his newly founded colony in America, to act
as his secretary there. Having accepted this

proposition, he sailed with the Proprietor to

Pennsylvania, where he continued, as Secre-
tary, to serve the interests of the Proprietary
family through many difficulties and embar-
rassments, and for many years without com-
pensation, with exemplary fidelity and disin-

terestedness. He acquired a handsome com-
petency by his business as a merchant, and
having married Sarah Reed, a sister-in-law of
Israel Pemberton the elder's, built the ancient
mansion, still standing at Stenton, near Ger-
mantown, where the evening of his life was
spent. He held several offices of trust in the
colony, was Chief Justice four years, and
Governor of the Province two years

; Presi-
dent of Council, Commissioner of Property,
&c.

;
yet found time for pursuing his researches

in literature and science, one result of which
was that valuable collection of books be-

queathed by him to the City of Philadelphia,
known as the Loganian Library. As a re-

ligious character he was less widely useful
and less known than Thomas Story, but ap-

a Christian ; that is, one who art called after

the immaculate Lamb of God, who, by offer-

ing himself a sacrifice for thee, atoned for thy
sins ; and, by debasing himself to thy condition,

has given thee the example of his own unspot-
ted life to copy after. Clothe thyself, therefore,

with his spirit, make him thy holy pattern,
and do nothing unbecoming so great and
glorious a title.

3rd. In the morning at thy rising, prostrate

thee safe through the dark vale of the past
night, as a servant roadj-and desirous to per-

form his holy will the following day. Wait on
him in humility to know it. Pray to him
with thankfulness for his past goodness, en-

treating him to make it further manifest to
thee, and to give thee strength diligently to

execute it; devote thyself to his service ; re-

commend thyself to his protection
; remember-

ing that without His assistance thy best on-

deayors can avail nothing. Call to mind the
orbs that have once more rolled about. The
advancing sun summons the creation to its

wonted labors, the world prepares for its re-

spective duties, and now there is an universal

dressing; much painsis bestowed on this fading
vehicle ; do thou at least with no less care, adorn
thy immortal soul with more permanent and
solid beauties. The choristers of the air per-

form their matins to their heavenly King.
Do thou, as a more intelligent and enlighten-

ed being, offer up thy morning sacrifice pro-

portioned to the measure of grace imparted
to thee. Suffer not the sun in winter at

farthest, or the sixth hour in summer, to find

thee, if in health, on thy pillow. Rouse with
the more simple servants of nature, and,
borrowing one hour from the sleep of slug-

gards, spend it in thy chamber in dressing
thy soul with prayer and meditation, reading
the Scriptures and good authors. Thrice
happy those blessed moments, they will yield

an immortal harvest of never failing treasures.

4th. In the evening, before thou suffer sleep

to invade thine eyes, recollect the actions of
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the past day, keeping, if possible, an exact

account of all thy hours. Consider, then,

how far, and wherein, thou hast swerved from

thy morning resolutions, (as too often thou

wilt find thou hast.) Praj' earnestly and
humbly for forgiveness, not only for all those

slips, but for all the past sins and errors of thy
life. Implore a greater degree of strength,

from Him who alone can give it, both to help

out thy natural infirmities, and guard thee

against the snares of the soul's enemy. Thus
anticipate the reckoning of the great and last

day, and calming thy conscience in a true

peace with thy God, to his Divine protection

commit thyself, and, as if it were thy last

sleep, compose thyself to rest.

5th. As piety and virtue, (that is, a true

adoration of God, and the study and observ-

ance of the established order of the creation,

according to the original laws prescribed to

it by his will in its primitive purity, from
which mankind is unhappily fallen,) is to be

the whole aim and business of this life, so re

and suffer not thj- heart or mind to become a

theatre of empty vanities, instead of a holy

tabernacle for the God of wisdom and purity

to dwell in. James Logan.
(To bo continued.)

*""*
For " The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

The article in a recent number of "The
Friend" in relation to Westtown, was in-

teresting, and it is a hopeful circumstance to

perceive the minds of Friends attracted to-

wards this valuable seminary.

The following, on the same subject, taken

from the "Life of Philip and Eac-hel Price,"

by Eli K. Price, now an eminent jurist of

Philadelphia, is a just tribute to its character

and usefulness, and comingfrom such asource,

commends itself to the careful attention of

Friends of the present day.
" Towards the close of the last century, the

Yearly Meeting of the Societj' of Friends,

held in Philadelphia, had come to the resolu-

tablishina: a Boarding School at

ou«v,u,.vy.o uv.,
J.

„„ v^^.. ..^^ """""'r. tion, opening, ana supervision oi
this, and frustrate to thee the passion of thy

j^io^^ i^ ti.jg capacity he continue
Eedeemer.

_

His temptations are constantly .^u^h of his time from his first a]

hold composed of teachers, caretakers, ..

sistants and pupils in which their usefuli .

was chiefly conspicuous. It was in ro ,,

nance with the views of the Society, and v
t,

their own characters, mild, considerate i

parental. All found there the best com
t

and solace in their separation from ]);a\ ;

and home—affectionate and sympathiz ,

protectors and friends; and di-parting tliei ",

they carried with them into the world q

affectionate remembrance to be reiai i

through life."

If Friends of a generation that has rr

entirely passed away did so much in establ .

ing an institution which has conferred si

great benefits, and have handed it down j

us free from all pecuniary incumbrances^ n .

we not honestly inquire of ourselves wliet r

we are fulfilling our whole duly in aiding s

usefulness by contributing to its support t

of the abundance with which we have b i

tion of «. — _, _ o -
member that the same enemy that caused thy - -^Vesttown, for the better and guarded educa
first parents to forfeit their blessed condition,

|
^ Jq^ ^f ^^^ p^ij of tt,e Society. In the year

notwithstanding the gate is now opened foriirjQ^ Philio Price was appointed one of the
a restoration, is perpetually using his whole Lgj^^-^^gp^ ^^^^^ had charge of the construc-
endeavors to prevent thee from attamijigl^jg^ opg„i„g_ ^ud supervision of the institu-

led to devote

„_ appointment
working, his snares ready, and his attacks ^^^q ^^^ .^r 1818, when Philip and Eachel
always preparing to battle thy soul, as thou -p^.-^^^ ^^g,,^ appointed the Superintendents, in
too feelingly knows by dear experience ; do

^j^i^tj q^,.^^ tliey remained until 1830, mak-
thou therefore keep as constantly on thyjj^^ ^ connected service of thirty-five years
guard, knowing that the life of a christian islfoj? ^i,g welfare of that School. There were
a continual warfare. Pray earnestly to thoLjm,j^ted successively all their ten children,
God of strength to support thee, recommend Loji^n^encin..- with the day of its opening in

thyself frequently to his protection, clothe U 799 . ^nd to it those children owed nearly all

thyself with a firm faith and dependence on ^j^^ ^^ley received of an education beyond the
this as with the surest armor; in it alone • • " '

repose thy confidence, and support thy
ith cheerful and enlivening hopes, yet takeL^i;;^!;;";;^,.;' b^^t Yt ^as so much more and
.......-„....,.„ ....,..„sec«rit^^f^^^^^^

It IS a state not
jas to be an invaluable blessing to them, and|i , „„„; ° „.„„,;„„iw fi-"

i

primary instruction of the country schools.

'^[The course of studies did not then extend to

care of heightening them to

that lies the greatest danger;

There is one department in particular t t

has frequently claimed the serious considc,.

tion of many who are interested, not onln

its welfare, but through it, in the ris^'

generation and the future standing of the 1.

ciety ; and that is, that a more liberal :i

permanent compensation should be rendei

to those who are engaged in the arduous d
confining occupation of teaching. Could the

not be contributed a permanant fund :

clusively for this object, the income fia

which should be suflftciently large to atttt

and retain there the very best educatic.l

talent that is to be found in the Sociei?

Men and women possessed of all the ml-

lectual acquirements requisite satisfucto c

to fill those important stations, and. yet m-

sistent in their appearance and deportm t

with the well known and long establi> d

testimonies of the Society ;
men and wni n

who should go in and out before the chilJii.

designed for this life.

^,^. „..,, „, The value of the in-

at present, yet may be turned into a mercy. mj.m,tioQ derived at this seminary has been
It is an opportunity given thee of conquering,

j^f j^g^lculable service to the members of the
and It is to the victor that the crown is duo. 3^^;^^ of Friends, putting them generally in
Constantly watch, therefore, against his as-Ldvance of others in otherwise equal eircum-
saults, whose study it is wholly to prevent 'tances, for intelligence, respectability of char-
thee from attaining -"^ --^ '- -' "'

—

"
. . .

into utter ruin.

and saying practically, follow us as we
endeavoring to follow our dear Master

Redeemer.

^_ ,
, . .,. , ,

, to the large numbers who have been educated
The church is militant here, but triumph-

|j]^gj,e numberintr generally about two hut
ant hereafter; there is no trophy without a L^gj ^f ^^Q^ti sexes at a time, through nov
warfare; every temptation, though afflictivcL^gj.

j^^jf a century." "" ' " '' '

If we let the love of unity hush the vte

of Truth, we shall drive out true religion,

may put off for awhile the day of confl;,

but we shall thereby accelerate the triunh

it, and to-plunge 4hee =^Z:a,o^^i:i^jj^^^
he immediate benefit be excWelyt<,m^^^^^

sentiment would hush all chrisU.
bers of the Society, the remote advan ages

1

^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^

]'^^'.}^': Z}^^ .^'^^!rJ^'ZtZ':'\fj mood for the successful propagation of w.g

;
doctrines and practices—which deprec;«

6th. The heart is the workshop of sin as
well as of grace

;
there first are formed the

seeds of all thy actions as moral; first, there-

fore, labor to have that truly sanctified by ;7mber'of educated citizen
God's Holy Spirit, and then endeavor to

late all the thoughts and actions of thy

sent forth to mix

ind
as active

multiply!

ambers of the community, but by

practices-

nothing more than controvers}-, and des*
^cio VI tuc v>^iiii^..^.^j,^^^ ..J I ^^j^.^ more than to be let alone to doa

by this reflection,-MYhat if this thought re'wfiTs tfldu'cSoT Ho^ 1^^^^^^^ in silence, under the dim shades,:;*

were seen by men as well as my person and Society of Friends have thus been the bene-
outward actions are? Could I justify it

?: factors of the country it would be difficult to
Could I own it as mine without shame '?" and over-estimate, and it is a str

hushed awe of wide spread mental bond.'*

There is in every true christian heart a

of ^g'^ggj depth below which the love of unity ou«t

I
not to strike its root, and another deh

where the love of truth should be found gr?'

ing alone, deeper down than any other sei-

ment, because identical with the love of En

who is truth itself—and for the sake of 'is

we should be willing to give up life itself'f

shouldst have no cause to blush for them. ;;^^"|g;o;;,;g,;o;e7of7mpir8iz"er for shade be driven into solitary ortJhodoxy beyond a

Eemember It is thy soul, (and thought isjhe ^'^J^gg^g^y .=i„ kggping ^ith the beautiful
bounds of ^any out^J^rdM\oj.shyjvjJ^

yet there is a much greater eye, (who must a,.u
I

ggjjgg ^^^^t flows in perpetuity,
judge thee tor it,) that beholds thee. Let this

<>it was during the superintendence of Philip
constantly awe thee, and so study to correct i^^^^ jj.^ghel Price, that some of the local im-
thy thoughts, that it they were all to be de-| .^^gj^g^tgof ^^e property were commenced,
lineated in one continued chain and e.xposed '^^t have been since greatly advanced in the
again to thy view, and that of the world, thou!

I ing out of walks and planting of trees,

action of the soul,) that is truly thee. Thy:
^^^i ^^^.-^^ landscapes Ihat surround th:

real essence is such, as by thought thou makes ligt retreat of learning. But it was the
and dresses that soul

;
carefully banish every

j
^qj.^^! ^^^ religious goverment of the house-

imagination, therefore, that has not a certain

tendency to some good end of the creation, ' * xhis was written about 1S50.

munion. May a spiritual baptism of genj-

ness and zeal united come on us in its il-

ness—that we may neither be bitter agatj

a single opponent, nor abashed before a r»

—neither wounding charity by our harshnSi
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)etraying the gospel by our timidity

—

nding earnestly for the faith without

ual pride or worldly prudence, and lot

len never draw back from our labors

at the sacrifice of ease, jiroperty, or life

:— ,/. ./. Stone.

hen we have looked around to see who
d be found prepared for the importunt

)n of ciders, we can discover but/e;(' who
not fallen back or are making but little

688 ; so that instead of being ready for

imen and watchwomen, and instructors

inisters, they have need to be reminded
slackness, and of the mournful feel-

which their unfaithfulness brings over

who have been watching for their

th in the blessed Truth. This state of

ty, is at times, very discouraging ; never-

,
we are not to be hindered by such

tul ones, from doing the work which our

3r points out, and requires us to perform,

her others have or refuse to prodt bj' it.

DOW our own souls delivered from the

1 to come, is of the highest importance

and as we are engaged for ourselves,

jord may secretly bless the honest dis-

je of duly to others also.— TF". Eoans.

e Duty of a Mother.—She should be firm,

I, kind, always ready to attend to her

She should never laugh at him, at

ho does that is cunning; never allow

think of his looks, except to be neat

lean in all his habits. She should teach

,0 obey a look ; to respect those older

himself; she should never make a com-

without seeing it is performed in the

manner. Never speak of a child's

or foibles, or repeat his remarks be-

iim. It is a sure way to spoil a child.

reprove a child when excited, nor let

tone of voice be raised when correcting.

3 to inspire love, not dread ; respect, not

Kemember you are training and edu-

a soul for eternity.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MOXTH 23,

an epistle issued by London Yearly

ng in "the fore part of this centurj-, that

declared, " We have at this time been

ediy convinced that the gathering and
ishing of our religious Society was not

feet of human wisdom. It pleased the

by the powerful influence of his eternal

on the hearts of our fiiithful pi-edec^s-

^'.0 prepare them to receive the truth in

ve of it. They consulted not with flesh

ood, but obeyed the heavenly call. They
strengthened to bear, with firmness and

., the scoffs and persecutions and im-

Biments to which they were subjected,

porting their religious testimonies they
dt not the praise of men, but the appro-

of God. Believing their views of the

in the coming of Christ, and of the ua-

'ei)f his dispensation, were confirmed to

understandings by the power of his

rl, they suffered freely and cheerfully for

mo. Their patience and fortitude, and
arm reliance on the Lord alone for de-

siQce from the hand of their persecutors,

fislear proof of their sincerity, and ulti-

t 7 secured a free and undisturbed profes-

f their religious principles. And it has

been under the influence o( the same Almighty

Power we have been preserved an united and
religious body, and that these testimonies have

been faithfully borne among us from generation

to generation."

In a previous epistle the same meeting says,

"It is much upon us to put Friends in re-

membrance to keep to the ancient testimony
Truth begat in our hearts in the beginning
against the spirit of this world, for which
many have guttered cruel mockings, boatings,

stonings, &e., particularly as to the corrupt

fashions and language of the world ; that the

cross of Christ in all things may be kept

to, which preserves Friends blameless, and
honors the Lord's name and truth in the

earth."

This was the language of that Yearly Meet-
ing before so many of its members sought to

modify the original doctrines and testimonies

held by Friends from the beginning; and in

order to promote the end they had in view,

inculcated, secretly and openly, that the

founders of the Society, and those in suc-

ceeding generations who had adhered to the

scriptural faith opened on their minds by the
Holy Spirit, were mistaken in their under-

standing of the biblical texts, and had deviated

too far from the belief and practices of other
religious professors, in their views respecting

the work of the Holy Spirit, the doctrine of

inspiration, and the place assigned to the
Holy Scriptures. These seminal principles of

change and defection were sown broadcast
throughout the Society, and in proportion as

they took root, grew and bore fruit, depar-

tures from tho original faith of Friends in-

creased, and, as a natural result, one testimony
after another which sprung from that original

faith, has been discarded. We think it can
hardly be denied—it has been confessed by
some of the prominent innovators themselves
—that the tone and course of the movements
in the Society for the last thirty years, have
been characterized by nearer and nearer ap-

proximation to the principles and practices of

other religious professors, which true Friends
have always declared they were restrained

from, and towards the manners and ways ol

the world. A more outward and sensuous
religion, with its vocal demonstrations, and
its ostensible religious works and observances,

has been substituted for the inward, spiritual

travail of the new birth, and the immediate
guidance of the Holy Spirit.

By the ])ublications of their own members
we learn that in England the testimony ti

plainness of speech, behavior and apparel, i

altogether laid aside by the greater part of

their members, and it being disregarded, the
manners and amusements of the world are

easily and more generally indulged in. In a

large number of their meetings for worship,

portions of Scripture are regularly read as

part of the service, and the testimony against

the use of what are commonly called the " or
dinances" is much frittered away by many,
by some even who occupy the station of rain

isters. Barclay's clear and unanswerable
Apology for the true Divinity, was so far re

pudiated by London Yearly Meeting as to re

fuse to sanction its republication, it beina

pronounced by some unscriptiiral ; and accord
ing to the statement of a writer in the British

Friend of 2J month last, this work has been
denounced, in a joint meeting of men ;

women in a Monthly Meeting in London, by
" a Friend of position and experience," as

book of " dangerous tendency," and he warned
" his young friends against its perusal as lead-

i ng to rationalism ;" and this " without a single

voice being raised in deprecation of senti-

ments so startling and unqualified." Those,
and other grievous departures from doctrines
and testimonies which were dearer than life

to the faithful sons and daughters who were
instrumental in gathering our religious So-
ciety, whom, in the language already quoted,
" It pleased the Li)rd by the powerful influence

of his eternal Word on their hearts, to prepare
them to receive the truth in tho love of it," have
become so common in both Great Britain and
America, that many who once would have
been shocked at being told they would come
to be tolerated, or have disbL-lieved the pre-

diction as the product of an overheated im-
agination, now appear to receive them as
matters of course, or as aberrations which
merely require a given amount of a peculiar

kind of "love" and "charity" to reconcile

them to.

We naturally ask what advantages have
resulted from tho removal of so many impor-
tant landmarks and characteristics of Friends?
Will tho sophistries about not being bound to

a form, and that gospel freedom does not re-

strict to a stra ght-coUared coat, or the use of
thee and thou, prevent tho mischief resulting

from discarding a plain dress, and thereby in

viting our members to conform to the fashions
and manners of the world? Will the First-

Jay School System, with its various accom-
paniments, compensate for tho retrograde
changes constantly meeting the eye or the
ear ? Let any one re id the report of tho last

conference of its teachers and delegates, and
if ho understands the principles and usages of
Friends, he can hardly fail to find, that not a
little of the sentiment and practice inculcated
therein, savor much more of those of other
professors than of the views of Friends, and
if carried into practice will lead still further
from the gospel standard of Truth. Nor is

there consolation or encouragement to be
drawn from the effect manifested from the
stated " prayer meetings," or the sensational
General Meetings, where, under the excite-

ment produced by multitudinous speakers,
many are induced to utter "confessions" or
profess " consecration," in language, the scope
and seriousness of which, it is to be feared,

they little comprehend. Ashamed of the
strictness and simplicity of the religion of our
forefathers, which, as George Fox says, " So
cuts into ]iroud flesh," and yet, in order to re-

tain the honored name of Friends, unwilling
to leave tho long established organization of
tho Society, will we not become like those of
old who " wandered in the wilderness in a
solitarj' way, they found no city to dwell in.

Hungry and thirsty, their souls fainted in

them."
But alas! disobedience has brought blind-

ness on some, and dimness of vision on others,

so that the root of tho evil being hid from
them, the fruit is partaken of as being pleasant
to the eyes, and of a tree to be desired to

make one wise. So much the more need is

there for those who see these things as they
really are, who cannot join with them, and
are conscientiously bound to bear testimony
against them, to strive to keep close to the
same Almighty Power that gathered tho So-

ciety to tho truth as it is in Jesus, in the be-

ginning. Let them give heed to the follow-

ing advice contained in one of the epistles to
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-which we have already referred. " 3Iay all

keep and walk in Christ Jesus, the Sancluarj-,

for in hira are peace and safely, who destroys

the destroyer, the enmity and the adversary.

For Christ is your Sanctuary in this day of

storm and tempest, in whom you have rest

and peace. Therefore whatever storms or

tempet-ts do or should arise within or with-

out, Christ your Sanctuary is over them all,

and has all power in heaven and in earth

given unto him ; and none is able to pluck his

iambs and sheep out of his Father's or his

hand, who is the true Shepherd; neither are

any able to hurt a hair of your head, except

it be perrailted bj' his power for your trial."

It is only in this way that the plague can be

stayed. There is also instruction and en-

couragement in the declaration of the psalmist,

" Then they cried unto the Lord in their

trouble, and He delivered them out. of their dis-

tresses. And He led them forth by the right

way, that they might go to a city of habita-

tion. Oh that men would praise the Lord

for his goodness, and for his wonderful works

to the children of men."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Observer states that at a meet-

ing of the Cabinet on the 16th inst., the American reply

to Earl Granville's note was read and discu.ssed. It

produced a favorable impression, and was regarded as

furnishing an opening for further negotiations on z

basis of arrangements provided by the 'Ireaty of Wash-

ington.

It is reported that all friendly relations between

England and Uruguay have for the present ceased.

The French Cabinet have given official notice of the

abrogation of the commercial treaty between Great

Britain and France.

A special dispatch from Paris to the London Standard

says, a number of prominent Eussians are now in that

city negotiating with Polish refugees there for their

return to their native country. The dispatch says the

negotiations look to a reconciliation between the Czar

and the disafl'ected Poles, a general amnesty for all pa.st

offences, and the appointment of the Grand Duke Alexis

to be Viceroy of Poland.

In the House of Commons on the 18th, Gladstone, in

replying to Disraeli's inquiry, declined to lay the recent

correspondence with the United States government be-

fore Parliament at present. He however stated that

the last communication from the U. S. Secretary of

State was couched in friendly and courteous terms,

though the views of the British Cabinet were not adopt-

ed. An answer would be prepared and delivered to the

American Minister in London, without delay.

London, 3d mo. 18th.—Consols, 921. U. S. 5-20's

of 1862, 92| ; ten-forties, 89^.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, ll^d. ; Orleans, llf a

Hid.
The committee of the French Assembly on the ca-

pitulations of the late war, have submitted a report

recommending that Marshal Bazaine be tried by court-

martial.

The Committee on the Defence of Paris have sub-

mitted a report condemning the present system of forti-

fications around the city, and the government has re-

solved to fortify the points occupied by the Germans
during the siege.

The Assembly, by a large mnjority, have passed a

bill for the suppression of the International Society. It

is declared a criminal offence to belong to the society,

and fines and imprisonment are the penalties of belong-

ing to or having any connection with it, and in some

cases offenders lose their civil and domestic rights.

President Thiers consents to reduce the army con-

tingent from 460,000 to 440,000 men, thereby saving

ten millions of francs.

A meeting of the shareholders of the Suez Canal was

held last week. President Lesseps made a report, in

which he stated that the directors had no intention of

selling the canal to any government. The traffic over

the canal is largely increasing. The receipts during

the first two months of 1872 amounted to 2,577,000

Pere Morels Canon of the Cathedral of Bordeaux, has

joined with other French ecclesiastics in a protest

against the doctrine of papal infallibility.

The Swiss Federal Council has appointed the 12th of Milwaukle.—No. 1 spring wheat, §1.26 ; No. 2, $
Fifth month as the day for the people to vote on the 1 No. 2 corn, 36J cts. No. 2 oats, 31 cts. No. 1 rye

ratification of the revised constitution, adopted by the cts. No. 2 barley, 58 cts,

National and State Councils.

The Spani.sh government publishes a decree authoriz-

ing Ortega to lay a direct telegraph cable between
Spain and England.

Tlie Duke de Montpensier refuses to become a can-

didate for the Cortes at the approaching election. Es-
partero also declines a nomination.

in Austrian Imperial edict has been issued, dissolv-

ing the Diet of Bohemia and ordering elections imme-
diately for a new Diet, which is convoked for the 24th
of next month.
The Archbishop of Cologne has formally excommu-

nicated four Professors of the University of Bonn, for

their rejection of the dogma of papal infallibility.

The Prussian government has requested the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Ermeband to revoke the sentences

of excommunication pronounced by him contrary to the

laws of the coimtry.

At Rome on the 17th, a great demonstration took
pl.ice in honor of the memory of .loseph Mazzini. There
was an immense procession through the principal streets

of the city. Good order was maintained throughout
the proceedings.

Europe, which, at the outbreak of the Italian war of

1859, contained fifty-six independent states, now con-

tains only eighteen.

Late Mexican intelligence received last evening, an-

unce the recapture of Zacatecas by the government
troops, under General Rocha, completely defeating the

rebels under Generals Trevino, Guema and Martinez.

. The assassin of the Earl of Mayo has been executed.

He made a confession declaring that the death of tlie

Viceroy was not the result of a conspiracy, as he alone
designed and carried out the murder. He also said

that he intended to kill General Stewart, who accom
panied Ihe Earl of Mayo on his tour of inspection to

Port Blair, and was only prevented from fully execu
ling his purposes by the promptness of his arrest after

attacking the Viceroy.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 459. There w
120 deaths of small pox, 52 of consumption, 28 infl;

mation of the lungs, 21 of convulsions, 17 of heart

disease, and 14 old age. There were 13,171 commit-
ments to the Philadelphia County Prison in 1871. No
fewer than 9,038 commitments are referred to intern

perance, that prolific source of crime.

The aggregate wool product of California, for the last

year, was 24,276,253 pounds, an increase of nearly five

millions on the previous year. The clip of this season
promises to be much larger than that of 1871.

Now that the Omaha bridge over the Jfissouri is

complete, there is an unbroken line of rail from Oak-
land, Cal., to Boston, 3539 miles, and even further east

into Maine.
During 1871, 12,884 persons emigrated from Sweden

to the United States, by the way of Gothenburg ; in

1870 the number was 14,286, in 1869, 2-5,667.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 18th inst. New York.—American gold, 110 a

01. U. S. sixes, 1881, 115J-; ditto, 1868, 112J;
ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, lOSJ. Superfine flour, $5.95 a

$6.25; finer brands, $6.50 a $11. White Michigan
wheat, $1.75; amber State, Sl.68; No. 2 Milwaukie
spring, $1.60. State barley, 85 cts.. Oats, 53 a 58 cts.

Western mixed corn, 672a68icts.
;
yellow, 69 a 69

J

cts. Cuba sugar, 9i cts. ; refined, 12^ cts. Philadelphia.

—Cotton, 23 a 23J cts. for uplands and New Orleans.

Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75; finer brands, i?6 a
$10.50. Pennsylvania and western red wheat, $1.62 a

$1.65. Rye, 87 cts. Yellow corn, 64 a 65 cts. Oats,

54 a 57 cts. Lard, 9} a 9J cts. Clover-seed, 9 a 9.V

cts. per lb. Flaxseed, $2 per bushel. Timothy, S3..50'.

The arrivals and sales of beef cattle numbered 2,800
head. Extra sold at 7i a 8 cts., a few choice 8i cts.

;

fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5i cts. per lb.

gross. Choice sheep sold at 9J cts. ; fair to good, 6.1 a
8J cts., and common 6 a 7 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts
12,000 head. Hogs sold at $7.50 a $8 per 100 lbs. net.

Receipts 3,209 head. Baltimore.—Pennsylvania wheat,
$1.60 a $1.72. Corn, yellow and white, 60 a 62 cts.

;

western mixed, 61 a 62 cts. Oats, 51 a 56 cts. Sugar-
cured hams, 12.V a 13 cts. Chicago.—Extra spring
flour, $6.37 a »7.' No. 2 spring wheat, $1.19f. No. 2
mixed corn, 36.} cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. Rye, 66 a 70
cts. No. 2 spring barley, 49 cts. Lard, $8.25 a $8.30
per 100 lbs. St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.39 a
«1.40 ; fall wheat, $1.70. No. 2 mixed corn, 40.} cts. No.
2 oats, 36 cts. Barlev, 70 cts. Rve, 80 cts. Cincinnati.

—Family flour, $7.2.5 a $7.50. Wheat, $1.58 a $1.62.

Corn, 44 a 45 cts. Oats, 38 a 42 cts. Lard, 8f a 8f cts.

An Exposition of the Faith of the Religioui

ciety of Friends, commonly called Quakers, in the

damental Doctrines of the Christian Religion : I

cipally selected from their Early Writings. To w
is added, at the Author's request, An Historical Ii

duction to the Memoir of George -Fox, in Frit

Library, Vol. I, by Thomas Evans."
The above work, commonly called Evans's Ex]

lion, being out of print in this country, one hun.

and fifty copies of an edition published in Eng
have been imported, and are now for sale at Frie

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia. I

cts. per copy.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee who have ch

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be hel

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, the 29th inst., at 1 o'cl

p. M.
The Committee on Instruction and that on Ad

sions meet in the city on the morning of the same
at 10 o'clock.

The Visiting Clommittee meet at the School

Second-dav evening, the 25th instant.

Third month 20th, 1872.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Commi
conveyances will be at the Street Road Statioi

Second-day, the 25th instant, to meet the trains

leave the City at 2.30 and 4.40 p. 3i.

The Stated Annual Meeting of Haverford Sc

Association will be held at the Committee-

Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Sec

day, 4th mo. 8th, 1872, at 3 o'clock, p. M.
Philip C. Garrett, Secreta

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammar,

in the Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Gerraantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phi

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, the

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to

children to the Institution, will please make apj

tion, as early as they conveniently can, to Aj
Sharpless, Superintendent, (address Street Roadl
Chester Co., Pa,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treas

304 Arch St. Philadelphia.

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Associatic

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of .

Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening,

instant, at 7i o'clock. Friends are invited to be

sent. Edward Maris, Cfe

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadel

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (

Twenty-third Ward, } Philade

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W
rNGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bi

Managers.

Married, at Friends' ^Meeting, in Smyrna, ^
7th of Third mo. 1872, Franklin Rockwel
Westmoreland, Oneida Co , N. Y., to MawA
daughter of Benjamin Knowles, of the former pU'

Died, on the first of First month, 1S72, in t

year of her age, Alice C, relict of the lati

"Pickering. " Blessed are the pure in heart, f

shall see God."
^"

WILLIAM H. PILE,^ PRINTE]^'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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roluiiial Adventures and Experiences.
(Coi tinued from page 242.)

•VtUi- a f odious voyage of about three
l:s, uo at last arrived at Port Deoison,
1
tmi-s c.illed iodifferently Bovven. It pos-

.'^s i.nrof the finest natural harbors that I
>sa\.. It is perfectly circular and land-
:.(-..ml entered by a very narrow chan-
I. Iliirojsdepth of water for ships of large
Dacrc. A jetty was being built out into it.
' toiind I ort Denison resembling Brisbane
iliny respects, only that it was not so larcre,
c hal the houses were more primitive, ifut
Til (•miiot bo expected to see a tow
SI .ms|,ices, who is set ashore in it with

I seven shillings in his pocket, with a very
ly supply of clothes, aud without a hat
I was exactly my present state. I looked
lor a boarding-house, where I could at
t stay cheaply for a day or two, and I was
lited to the generosity of one of my shin-
tfs for an old hat which he did not care to
any longer. The boardiog-house which
cted was kept by a German.
rested that night, and next day went

1 to all the stores, asking for work and
ig forth my capabilities, but I met with
iccess. While I was in Brisbane I had
htlle, if anything, of the working men

no expectation that I should be ever
Q to a.ssociate with them. liow I was
ht suddenly to their level, and I was as-
led to tind what an intelligent and com-
nable set of men they were for the most
As tar as I have been able to judee

ire far above the ordinary level. There
nal absence of that crawling deference
'se who happen to have money in their
ts and good clothes on their back, which
)Uen be found in those of England and

Here I found realized much that I
etore been accustomed to consider hio-h-
and nonsensical

: I could now und'er-
tho true meaning of the nobility of
When I say that the working men of

sland are, as a body, far superior, both
ir mental and physical capacity, to the.looo -n England, I am saying very little.

are eagerly sought after and read by most of
them, whatever their employment. This is

more remarkable when you got further into
the bush than it is in the towns. This proves
that the new emigrants who are now being
sent out to the colony are far inferior to the
first settlers. These latter have most of them
received a certain amount of education, some
of them a very good one. Those men, by
constantly mixing and rubbing together, com-
municate their ideas to one another, and
taste for information is thus created. But
the worst of it is, from the first to the last,
they all drink.

" After remaining three or four days at the
boarding-house, I heard that a number of men
were required to work at the beginning of the
new telegraph line. I called on the superin-
tendent who had the engaging of the men,
and was told that they were not in the habit
of employing ' new hands,' but that I might
see what I could do. Accordingly, the next
day I rolled up my blankets, and started to
walk seven miles to the camp, which had just
been formed. The road (which was ancle
deep in mud) lay for part of the way along
the edge of the sands, and then through a
piece of forest, and acro.s8 a vast treeless
swamp, on the other side of which lay the
place of my destination. This telegraph line
was to be taken along the coast southwards
to Eockhampton. The only beginning that
had yet been made was the cutting down of
a few trees. I reached the camp just before
sundown, and in time to join the men at sup
per. That night I slept on some straw in one
of the tents, in company with half a dozen
others, and we were all called to breakfast the
next morning when the stars were just grow-
ing dim. We eat our breakfast of bread and
beef, and pumpkins, with plenty of tea to
drink, each man helping himself with his
heath-knife out of the common stock, and

dipping his tea out of a capacious bucket in
his private pint-pot. I had neglected to pro-
vide myself with any of these things, but the
cook lent me a knife and cup. We had just
finished as the sun rose, and the overseer
came out of his tent, yawning and stretching,
to set us to work. He asked each of the
newly-hired men, what they had been accus-
tomed to dOj and according to their answers
he gave them their task. Some he set to fell

the trees along the line which was to be
cleared for the wires, others to cut saplings
for posts, and the rest to sink holes to receive
the posts when cut. When it came to my
turn, he asked me what I could do. I told
him I didn't know, that I had never done
work of any kind. ' Then you'll bo no use
here,' he replied. In the end, however, he
vyas persuaded to allow me to try my hand at
sinking one of the holes, and I was provided

36 of independence conduces to the one

sS t'htre^is a I^ 'V^?
°''^"'- ^"' "'^"^ "^ ^™"^^'' '^'^'^ '^'^^^ fo'" ^^at purpose.

™arkabte Boot °'? ''*'''
^^'^'^k'^ ^^ a body, and after walking about a mile,remarkable. Books and newspapers I found the places marked by pegs, where the

holes were to be made. They were to be two
feet square, and five deep. 1 started at mine
with a will, and I was rather glad to tind that
my station was at such a distance from those
on either side of me, that no one could notice
my awkward movements. I thought it was
not at all hard work, and had got down more
than a foot in a very short time, and wonder-
ed what po.ssible use I should find for the
crowbar, although one of the men had already

plained to me its use. But I very soon
found out, for all this time I had been merely
removing a superstratum of sand, and it was
not long before I reached a stratum of solid
granite. Now came the tug of war: I began
chipping the granite with the crowbar and
shovelling it out; but, alas, there were very
few chips to shovel, and my hands began to
blister, and my back to feel half broken, added
to this the sun began to got hot, and I was
streaming with perspiration. At noon we
were to repair to a certain rendezvous and
have dinner, and a ' spell' for smoking. When
the sun had reached the meridian, I felt as if

I should never got to the bottom of my hole.

However, my dinner and a pipe refreshed my
mind, and I began to feel quite hopeful. I
soon lost this feeling, however, for the harder
I worked the less results I seemed to produce.
I was expecting every moment that the over-
seer would come by to see what I had done,
but he didn't come at all that day, aud I

greeted the setting sun at last with a great
sigh of relief. I was so tired and stiff that I
could scarcely walk back to the camp, and I
had nothing scarcely to show for the last five

hours' work but blisters ; certainly the granite
was not much the worse. I thought, how-
ever, I shall do better to-morrow. The next
morning we went out as before, and I resumed
my toil ; but I found it no better, and I began
to think ' Why this useless labor? I am only
breaking my back for nothing.' So about
eleven o'clock in the morning I threw down
my tools in the hole, and fairly ran away.

" I was now in poor case indeed, and I had
not yet acquired that philosophy which ex-
perience afterwards gave me, the ' cequam
rebus in arduis mentem,' with which I after-

wards learnt to solace myself I said that I

an away; if I did not literally do this, at all

events I walked pretty fast, until I had put a
considerable distance between myself and the
piece of ground which I had been attempting
to pierce. Thon I reflected that I had loft my
blankets and belongings at the camp. Now,
although I did not care to face any explana-
tions, it was necessary that I should go and
fetch them away, and it was also expedient
that I should decide as to my next meal and
night's lodging. At present I did not know
how I should obtain either, and had not a
farthing in my pockets. Nor had I anything
which I could sell in this my extremity, as I

had disposed of my watch and chain in Bris-

bane. I took a roundabout way to the camp,
so as to avoid the different working parties,
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and having reconnoiterod and found that the '/>ro(7ress can be made in best things. Faith
camp seemed deserted by all save the cook
who was occupied in making a damper, I ven
tured to the tent where 1 had left my blan-

kets. You see, I felt as yet a sense of dis-

grace and degradation which created a kind
of false shame. The cook was not surprised

to hear that I had left the work, as he said be
had been sure all along that it would not suit

me. He gave mo some dinner, and some beef

and bread to take with me, as well as a small

bag of tea and sugar, and a stick of tobacco.
" Such are the amenities of colonial life,

and very little importance is attached either

to the giving or accepting. Every man knows
that he will probably be in want of help him-
self at some time or other, and he does, there-

fore, as a matter of expediency, what religion

teaches us to consider as an act of morality.

There is of course much kindly feeling at the
bottom.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend "

A Correspondence, (with notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

CCuDtinued froai (Jttge 24G.)

The foregoing reflections, old-fashioned in

thesomewhatantique, yetappropriateand/eeZ-
ing simplicity of the language; old-fashioned
also in the daily exercise and discipline they
portray, which have been, in the main, those
of the Christian in all ages, are yet new, as
that daily exercise and discipline must eve
continue to be ; they being as necessary for

the Christian of the present day as they were
for him of the olden time. The expressions
throughout, being " Prostrate thyself," etc.

intended for the writer's private eye alone,

are unstudied. Outward prostration is not
here meant, as indeed is apparent from th
context, but a spiritual prostration "before
the Great Master, as a servant ready and de-

sirous to perform His holy will." And as the
necessity of " waiting on Him in humility to
know it" is inculcated in the next sentence
we are not to suppose, that in the sevei-al

prayers afterwards commended to himself, a
will-worship without waiting for the spirit of
prayer was intended.

" The study and observance of the establish-

ed order of the creation." To guard against
an error as to the meaning here,- by whic
at a hasty reading some might suppose J. I
to pronounce the study of the ivorks of the
creation to be " the whole aim and business
of this life," it is sufficient to remark the dif-

ference in the meaning of the words "observ-
ance" and "observation;" the hitter would
have been more liable to this highly objection-
able sense

;
but by the " study and observance

of the established order of the creation," &c.,
is clearly meant the conforming oneself to the
will of God, and to the place and office ori-

ginally ordained by Him for man in His crea-
tion, "from which mankind is unhappily
fallen; and this is undoubtedly "the whole
aim and business of this life."

"Cheerful and enlivening hopes." It may
perhaps, be safe to say, that much backsliding
results, especially in the earliest stages of
Christian life, from a want of faith, and of
cultivating as a duty, a hopeful and cheerful
view of our spiritual prospects. No state is

less fruitful of good than that of despondency,
and hence the duty, as well as great utilit}', of
cultivating a cheerful, liopeful frame, devoid of
dependence on ourselves, and sustained by
faith in the Divine Master, without which no

d hope are hence placed by Paul with
charity, as chief among religious attainments.
Few things are more common than for young
people to shrink, at the commencement of th(

right way, the strait gate, from a deep feelino

of their weakness, and dread of bringing dis

honor to Truth by future backsliding. And
this want of faith and proneness to discou
agement continue in later life to be among
the most obstinate besetments with which
we have to contend. Faith in Christ, and
cheerful hope, not degenerating into false

security, are therefore here earnestly com-
mended (by J. L.) as the sovereign antidotes
to unfruitful slothfulness.

(The letters which follow are parts of a
familiar, friendly correspondence, iilustratin^

the home and everyday characters of the two
friends.)

James Logan to Thomas Story.

Stenton, near Germantown, 22d 10 ber, 1730,

I am extremely pleased with thy account
of the progress of Truth in Scotland. It will,

I believe, and must prevail everji^where. Tin-

dal's last wicked book will, I imagine make
very great way for it ; for as man has natur-

ally a propensity to religion, and will have
some, he will find none other left for him than
the spiritual. But [ apprehend terrible per-

secution first, which perhaps may be neces-

sary to render those possessed of ecclesiastical

power more odious. I mean universally. I

was much pleased with A. Arscott's little

piece, which we, (brother Pemberton and I),

are reprinting here. I am, with dear love,

thy real friend, James Logan.

" Tindal's last wicked book." Dr. Tindal,

the son of a clergyman of the Church of Eng-
land, took his degree at All Soul's College,

Oxford. During the period of James the

.Second's efforts to Romanize England, he
avowed himself a proselyte to Popeiy. On
the accession of William and Mary, when
Deistical ideas began to find their way across

the channel, Tindal deserted his late-found

religion, and espoused the fashionable error.

He began his attacks on Christianity by a

book entitled "the Rights of the Church," in

which he was careful not to expose the full

extent of his new views, but gained favor bj'

his exposures of the slight foundation upon
which the rights of the established church
rested, and attacks upon the grasping and
persecuting spirit of the clergy. He followed

this up with " Christianity as old as the Crea-

tion," in which he aimed a more sweeping
blow at all the forms of religion comprised
under that general name. This appears to

have been a powerfully written work, and
though tending to land the unwary reader on
the quicksands of Deism, no doubt opened the

eyes of many to the want of solid authority

in the various systems that have claimed an
exclusive right to the name of the true Church.

It is interesting to remark, in this and the

following letter, that T. Story and J. Logan
were inclined to take a hopeful view of even
so gloomy a symptom as the irruption of

Deistical principles, trusting that the gracious

designs of Providence were the overruling of

t for good, to the end of destroying the foun-

dations of previous man-made sj-stems to make
the way of true, spiritual religion.

A. Arscott's little piece." Alexander Ar-

scott, a friend, of Bristol, (appears to have
written in reply to Tindal.)

Thomas Story to James Logan.

Carlisle, 2dmo. .jtli, 17,

Things remain well in Scotland, ami 1 1

p
will continue and Friends increase, our n -t

ings being still crowded in Edinbui'L;li.;t

Attempts have been of late made iu Parliar,a

against some part of the interest of the ele;y

and Friends have been secretly moving fd

further ease against their destructive procsd

ings in the Exchequer, but some partici.r

are given to understand that this tinii' ii- o

thought seasonable for anything of th;it 1 id

when so much industry is used to infuse t(

the populace a jealousy and dislike of the re

sent establishment. Yet it plainly ;i|nir.

that many in this nation, of all ranks. ,r,

falling in with us in our sentiments re-jiei qi

the clergy and tithes, and are not remuie la

our way of thinking, concerning th'- in

pies of Truth we profess, but stumble ;

they call our particularities and nariiu ...

for which they in their reason cannot accent

nor conceive how these should be a neces

effect of that. Tindal's book or Alexac'

I have not seen, but heard of, under as di

ing characters as they arise from springs

views. But why may not the grand a(

sary of human kind be permitted to adv
his whole power and cunning in defeu

himself and kingdom, now drawing to a pe

that all nations may see him fully and £

conquered by the power, wisdom, and br

ness of the coming and appearance of Mi
the Prince. These things are no surpri

me at all ; though, as thou apprehends,

not improbable that some sharp perseci

may precede, of which, (if not averte

mercy), the clei-gy of all sorts will be

chief instruments, and trumpeters of Sati

the fatal battle. Fatal, I say, not to relij

but as a final period and demolition of

which hath been called so, under va

shapes, but falsely. Thy sincere friend,

Thomas Stoi

The infrequency of communication in

days had its effect upon the epistolary

by the necessity of saying much in few \

producing a condensation, which somet
;ave rise to obscurity, as in some senti

of the above. The " sharp persecution

prehended by these Friends, seems to

died away, leaving us a Societ}- much re:

d b}^ the world, "and almost daily dimi

Qg in numbers, through schism and indiv

desertion. Yet the worthy author ol

hove letter, with J. Logan, appears to

anticipated that Truth, (more especially

prominent and most precious truth wh'

the chief among those given to our fath

preach to the world, the immediate gai(

and presence of the Holy Spirit in the

of each individual Christian), would and
prevail everywhere, and that speedily

machinations of self-interested priests &

Deists only contributing to the more 8t

overthrow of its grand enemy, and c

" kingdom, now drawing to a period."

grand truth of the spirituality of reli

without at least a practical understandin

belief iu which, no man can be truly a (

tian ; which is, in the belief of the pi

writer, the greatest step in the retir

primitive Christianity that has been

since Luther, is becoming gradually mor
more a part of the faith and practice c

Christian world ; but the view of the St^

which was its first standard-bearer and I
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( been of latter years, and since the time of

Story, more and more introverted within

own borders; and there has been less and

) of that hopeful and world-subduing zeal

ich animated early Friends. It is oertainl}'

lewhat saddening to contemplate the scant

'ree in which the hopes of T. Story, rela-

1} to the increase of the Society, have been

lilled, and it gives rise to the query whether
;re has not been a too great neglect of our

;3t important mission as a religious Society,

spreading of spiritual religion in the world,

\[ loo much of a feeling similar to that which
(mated the ancient Jews, of these truths

iag cijmmitted to us for our own exclusive

lefit and distinction as a peculiar and sepa-

ls Society, rather than for the advantage of

jakind universally. The question is one

it must be left to individual sense of respon-

jlity.

I'he " particularities" which appear to have

ju at that period as well as now, to a

isiderable degree a stumbling-block to in-

ers, will always remain.to be such, for the

ral reason "cannot account" for them,

r conceive how these should be a neces-

7 effect" of spiritual religion. Yet were
more of the catholic zeal which made

I willing to be all things to all men that

might win souls, these "particularities"

Id more readily be seen to be a badge of

ipleship.

The clergy of all sorts will be the chief

ruments," &c. Though many among those

clergymen are undoubtedly concerned
,evon probably gifted, some of them,

he ministry, yet in so far as they have run

re being sent, in this work, as the large

ority, it is to be feared, are doiug, so fa

are injuring, instead of aiding, the best

and the clergy of those days, too,

in a pei-secuting spirit which made them
y " instruments of Satan."

(To be continued.)

Ernption of St. Vincent, 4th mo. 27th, 1812.

negro boy—he is said to be still alive in

'incent—was hording cattle on the moun
side. A stone fell near him, and then

iher. Ho fancied that other boys we
ing him from the cliffs above, and begi

wing stones in return. But the stones

thicker ; and among them one, and then
ther, too large to have been thrown by
lan hand. And the poor little fellow woke
the fact that not a boy, but the moun
was throwing stones at him ; and that
column of black cloud which was rising

the crater above was not harmless vapor,
dust, and ash, and stone. He turned, and
for his. life, leaving the cattle to their fate

the steam mitrailleuse of the Titans—
hich all man's engines of destruction are
popguns—roared on for three days and
t8, covering the greater part of the island

ihes, burying crops, breaking branches off

trees, and spreading ruin from which
ral estates never recovered ; and so the
ofApril dawned in darkness which might
At.

aanwhilo, on that same day, to change
icene of the campaign two hundred and

ues, "a distance," as Humboldt says
lal to that between Vesuvius and Paris,'

inhabitants, not only of Caraccas, but of
bozo, situate in the midst of the Llanos,
a space of four thousand square leagues,

terrified by a subterranean noise whioh

mbled frequent discharges of the loudest

cannon. It was accompanied by no shock,

and, what is very remarkable, was as loud on

the coast as at eighty leagues' distance inland
;

and at Caraccas, as well as at Calabozo, pre-

parations were made to put the place in de-

fense against an enemy who seemed to be ad-

vancing with heavy artillery." They might
as well have copied the St. Vincent herd-boy,

and thrown their stones, too, at the Titans;

for the noise was, there can be no doubt, noth-

ng else than the final explosion in St. Vincent

far away. The same explosion was heard in

Venezuela, the same at Martinique and Gua-
daloupe ; but there, too, there were no earth-

quake shocks. The volcanoes of the two
French islands lay quiet, and left their Eng
lish brother to do the work. On the same
day, a stream of lava rushed down from the

mountain, reached the sea in four hours, and
then all was over. The earthquakes which
had shaken for two years a sheet of the earth'

surface larger than half Europe, were stilled

by the eruption of this single vent.

The day after the explosion, " Black Sun
day," gave a proof of tuough no measure of,

the enormous force which had been exerted.

Eighty miles to windward lies Barbadoes.

All Saturday a heavy cannonading had been

heard to the eastward. The English and
French fleets were surely engaged. The sol

diers were called out; tho batteries manned;
but the cannonade diedawaj', and all went to

bed in wonder. On the 1st of May the clock

struck six, but the sun did not, as usual in the

tropics, answer to the call. The darkness
was still intense, and grow more intense

the morning wore on. A slow and silent rain

of impalpable dust was falling over the whole
island. The negroes rushed shrieking into

the streets. Surely the last day was come
The white folk caught (and little blame to

them) the panic, and some began to pray who
had not prayed for years. The pious and the

educated (and there were plenty of both
'

Barbadoes) were not proof against the infec-

tion. Old letters describe the scene in the

churches that morning—prayers, sobs, and
cries, in Stygian darkness, from tremblin,

crowds. And still the darkness continued

and the dust fell.

I have a letter, written by one long si

dead, who had at least powers of description

of no common order, telling how, when he

tried to go out of his house upon the east

coast, he could not find the trees on his own
lawn save by feeling for their stems. He
stood amazed not only in utter darkness, but

in utter silence ; for the trade wind had fallen

dead, the everlasting roar of the surf was
gone, and the only noise was the crashing of

branches, snapped by the weight of the clam
my dust. He went in again, and waited

About one o'clock the veil began to lift

;

lurid sunlight stared in from the horizon, but

all was black overhead. Gradually the dust-

cloud drifted away ; the island saw tho sun

once more, and saw itself inches deep in black

and in this case fertilizing dust. Tbe trade

wind blew suddenly once more out of the clear

east, and the surf roared again along th

shore.

Meanwhile a heavy earthquake-wave had
struck part at least of the shores of Barb:

does. A gentleman on the east coast, going

out, found traces of the sea, and boats and
logs washed up some ten to twenty feet above

have gone unmarked during the general dis.

may.
One man at least, an old friend of John

Hunter, Sir Joseph Banks, and others their

compeers, was above the dismay, and the

panic which accompanied it. Finding it still

lark when he rose to dress, he opened (so the

story used to run) his window ; found it stick,

and felt upon the sill a coat of soft powder.
The volcano in St. Vincent has broken out

at last," said the wise man, "and this is the

dust of it." So he quieted his household and
his negroes, lighted his candles, and went to

scientific books, in that delight, mingled
with an awe not tho loss deep because it is

rational and selfpossessed, with which he,like

other men of science, looked at the wonders
of this wondrous world.

Those who will recollect that Barbadoes is

eighty miles to windward of St. Vincent, and
that a strong breeze from E.N.E. is usually

blowing from the former island to the latter,

be able to imagine, not to measure, the
force of an explosion which must have blown
this dust several miles into the air, above the

region of the trade wind, whether into a to-

tally calm stratum, or into that still higher

one in which tho heated southwest wind is

hurrying continually from the tropics toward
the pole. As for the cessation of the trade

wind itself during the fall of tho dust, I leave

the fact to be explained by more learned men
;

the authority whom I have quoted leaves no
doubt in my mind as to the fact.

—

Kingsley's

West Indies.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 243.)

Jonathan Eoans to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 2nd mo. 14th, 1834.

"Dear friend Mildred Ratcliff,—I received

thy letter a few weeks since, and ought to

have replied to it sooner, but for some months
past my engagements in the affairs of our re-

ligious Society have so occupied my time, that
it has been deferred. Thy late visit to these

parts has been satisfactory to Friends, and
it is indeed cause of thankfulness that through
the goodness of the Shepherd of Israel, thy
weak bodily frame was enabled to perform
such an arduous travel, not only as regards
the natural exposure and fatigue, but the con-

tinual exercise of spirit which the low state

of the church must unavoidably occasion.

The present is a day of deep inward sorrow
and mourning,—not that there is anything
outward which is remarkably oppressive and
distressing, but the want of more sincere close

indwelling with the Seed of life, manifests

itself in mere superficial observance of the ac-

knowledged forms of our holy profession, and
hence our meeting together for the avowed
purpose of Divine worship, is often not so

owned by the Groat Master of assemblies, as

to afford a well-grounded belief that He has
been honored and adored in that simplicity

and reverence which is continually due to his

ever worthy name. We have not had any
accounts from England for a long time ; but
from those we have had, it appears that many
of the members of our religious Society there,

and some in high stations too, are endeavor-

ing to lessen the obligations we have always
believed were incumbent upon us to maintain,

in a strict adherence to the religious testi-

monies and practices of our ancient Friends,

high-tide mark: a convulsion which seems to' or rather the precepts and example of the
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primitive believers in the Christian church

;

and thus gvtidually taking off the yol^e, the

way will become more broad and open for the

exercise of the abilities and energies which

the natural man may acquire, in connection

with the distinguished circles of polished and

highly applauded characters of the world.

But, my dear friend, let us endeavor to abide

in that lowlj', despised littleness and filial

fear, which have always been the clothing and

ornament of the Lord's faithful children, walk-

ing by the same rule and minding the same

thfng, which He was graciously pleased to

spread upon our minds in our early tender

state; and if through unmerited mercy He
may condescend to preserve us in this tribu-

lated path, we shall clearly see that nothing

of real worth belongs to us, but all praise,

honor, and power, must ever be ascribed to

Him who compassionates the weaknesses and

sufferings of his people.

"Sarah Emlen and Elizabeth Pittfield are

visiting the families ofPriends in the Northern

District; and from what I have heard, there

is reason to hope it may have an awakening

and beneficial effect." " love, . . , ^
Speaking of the proposed conference ofi my return home, has been occasioned trom

Yearly Meetings, he savs :
" Our Yearly Meet- other causes than the want of tender regard.

m<r endeavored to act" in no other way than I have felt so very poor, stripped and worth-

asli-'ht and judgment were afforded ; and be- 'less, that it has often seemed to me, I was not

lieving from our feelings, and from undoubted worth a cent: and almost the only sign re-

evidence, that it was a project got up in the'maining, that I knew anything of passing

will and contrivance of man, we could not [from death unto hfe, was because I did and

move until it should please the Great Head of do know I love the faithful everywhere. And

the Church, to go before and load us on to the I that although there are or may be but few of

work At the same time we had not any|thi8 description, I do above all things desire

disposition to condemn the motives of other jto be one with them; not doubting but tha,t

meetings- but leaving them to proceed as for these the dear Master's promises are all

they mit^ht think proper, we hoped they yea and amen forevermore. So that we need

should have as much charity as least, as to let
! not be discouraged beyond measure, when the

us alone, until Divine wisdom should clearly {poor mind is clothed, even day and night,

show us that the business was of his direction.
I

with the garment of mourning, lamentation

Under all these afliictions and discourage-
]
and woe. Because we know (if the fault be

others felt in dreaded prospect and foretold,

has been and is realized by some in all the

Yearly Meetings in this day, and especially in

that of Philadelphia; which has long and faith-

fully warned of what has now come—the bit-

ter fruits of the adoption of changes and new
views—of a modified Quakerism, or by what-

ever name we may call it—which must ever

be subversive of the Quakerism of our fathers.

To Sarah Morris.
" 3rd mo. 28th, 1834.

" My dear and well-beloved Sarah Morris,

—

I little thought when I parted with thee and

thy precious daughters, that it would have

been bo long before I gave a written proof of

my continued attachment, which has not in

the least degree abated, no, but rather in-

creased; and I hope will continue to increase

for my beloved friends in that city : knowing

there are more reasons than one, why many
of you feel as bone of my bone; which brings

not only thou and thine, but some, yea very

many, sweetly to remembrance in the fellow-

ship of feeling, and I humbly hope Christian

My not writing more and sooner after

ments, a little hope is at seasons revived, that

the blessed Arm of Omnipotence that has

hitherto been near, will not suffer us to be

laid waste, but in his own time will pity those

that cannot rely upon anything short of his

heavenly regard.
" I have little to communicate but a desire

that through patience and meekness we may
mutually be preserved unto the end.

Thy affectionate friend,

Jonathan Evans."

The allusion by M. E. in the following let-

ter to feeling "so very poor, stripped and

worthless," as to seem " not worth a cent,"

not on our part) the time will come, when
shall have beauty given for ashes, the oil of

joy for mourning, and the garment of praise

for the spirit of heaviness. Thus, my dear,

may we trust in the Lord whilst we have any

life. For truly the day in which we live is a

day of trial, a day wherein the signs of the

times are perhaps as gloomy as ever they

were! But what of all that? "We know the

truth changeth not ; and we can at least some-

times rejoice in believing that if the Lord be

for us, we have a claim on the query, ' Who
is he that can hurt us ?'

" Sometime ago I received a letter from our

beloved Ann Jones ; and the same day one

11 not be unintelligible language to those :from our honored and well-beloved Jonathan

who have known the humbling discipline of

their chastening Father upon them for their

refinement, as well as enlargement and pre-

servation. Such, she says, need not be dis-

couraged beyond measure, even when the

poor mind is clothed day and night with the

garment of mourning, lamentation, and woe.

For, if the fault be not our own, " the oil of

joy" and " the garment of praise" w
time be given.

Her remark that

Evans. These letters were truly reviving to

my poor mind; assuring me I was not alone

in my apprehensions concerning the state of

things amongst us as a people. Dear Ann
writes, it is her fear (as it has been mine all

along,) that what we have had of suffering or

of scattering as a Society, is only the begin-

ning of sorrows. "Where the devastation will

due end the Lord only knows. If, not trusting

in ourselves, we keep in the faith and in the

the day in which we Lord even unto the end, we shall be safe
;
and

live is a day of trial " and which is also con- shall sometimes feel persuaded, that neither

firmed by her friend A. J., "that what we things past, present, or to come, will be able

have had of suffering or of scattering as a So- to separate us from the love of God in Christ

cietv is only the becinning of sorrows:" so Jesus our Lord. O what a mercy that this

that "where the devastation will end thejis our privilege, oven to trust in the Lord.

Lord only knows," has been painfully fulfilled
|

May we, my dear sister, strive day and night

in the present generation. What Jonathan to dwell deeper and deeper m the power of

Evans Ann Jones, Mildred Ratcliff, and many ' an endless life. Thus we shall be preserved

unto the end, and then meet where part

will be no more.
"My health has been better for the n

part since my return home than for yi

past, and still is tolerable ; but since beginn

this letter I have felt so poorly that I
i

hardly finish it. Indeed if that love wl
has ever lived in my heart towards thee

thine, was not stronger than my poor be

I could not. It is my comfort that I do 1

the faithful everywhere; and nowhere
than in Philadelphia. For I am bound to

knowledge that my dear friends in that

have oftener reminded me of the Samari
of old, than they of any other place,

the Lord bless you and your city accord

to his will. Truly I may tell thee, my d

friend, my conflicts are many and sometii

sore. Yet I hope my trust and confidence

in the Lord : having abundant cause to

lieve that in His arm is everlasting strenj

My dear love is to all enquiring friende

though named. I want to write some let!

to precious ones there, such is my sine

attachment to Philadelphia Friends. I

close this with the renewal of endeared \

to thee, and all thy precious children.

Mildred Eatclht.

(To be oontlnned.)

MY HOME.
A thanksgiving to God for a house in the green

]

of Devonshire.

Lord thou hast given me a cell

"Wherein to dwell,

A little house, whose humble roof

Is weather proof,

Under the sparres of which I lie,

Both soft and drie
;

Where thou mv chamber for to ward.

Hast set a guard
Of harmless thoughts, to watch and keep

Me while I sleep.

Low is my porch, as is my fate,

Both void of state

;

And yet the threshold of my doore
Is worn by the poore.

Who hither come and freely get

Good words or meat.
Like as my parlor, so my hall

And kitchen's small

;

A little butterie, and therein

A little bin,

Which keeps my little loafe of bread
TJnchipt, unstead.

Some sticks of thorn or briar

Make me a fire,

Close bv whose living coals I sit,

And glow like it.

Lord I confess too when I dine,

The pulse is thine,

And all tliose other bits that bee
There placed by thee

;

The worts, the purslain and the messe
Of water-cresse,

"Which of thy kindness thou hast sent;

And my content

flakes those and my beloved beet

More sweet.

Lord, 'tis thy plentv-dropping hand
That soiles liy land,

And gives me, for mv bushel sowne.
Twice ten to one.

Thou makest my teeming hen to lay

Her egg each day,

The while the conduits of my kine
Kun cream for wine.

All these, and better, thou dost send
Me to this end.

That I should render for my part

A thankfuUe heart,

Which fired with incense I resigne

As wholly thine

;

But the acceptance, that must be,

Mv Christ, by Thee.
B. Herrick,-lW?
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For "The Friend."

Whose Faith Follow,

e sometimes meet with expressions which
e first glance appear plausible, yet when

I closely examined tbey do not stand the

In the language of a certain writer,

I expressions, if they contain not error,

it least in the neighborhood of it. To
class we would assign the following:

be it from me," says a late writer, " to

irage the disposition to build our faith

our forefathers of 200 years ago. If we
9ay ouly the early Friends were sound,

gree with the early Friends, therefore

re sound," &c.

our apprehension, such language as this

tendency to edification. Can it be be-

1 that there are any in this day who
d build their faith upon man alone? We
ersuaded that nothing of this nature can
md in the whole range of our approved
,ture. Or will it be claimed that the faith

3 apostles and martyrs of the Lord Jesus,

her of 200 or 2000 years ago, is not a

for the christian ever to follow ? " Whose
follow, remembering the end of their

irsation, Jesus Christ, the same yester-

,nd to-day and forever."

th reference to the second clause of this

tion we remark, that if there be those

r times who undoubtingly believe that

of the early merahers of the religious

y of Friends were men and women fear-

od; that they were a self-denying and
bearing people, some of whom in an es-

manner loved not their lives unto death
ihey might win the crown immortal;

y, if there be in this our day any pil-

to a better land, waiting, mourning,
ng ones, who in favored seasons feel

riielves united in spirit to those devoted
[ers of the Lord Jesus, who, having

I their generation according to the will

d, are fallen asleep in peace; who shall

hit such as those to declare that they
building on the same everlasting

ation, and building securely too!

it well-instructed elder, E. Shackleton,
in 1763, " When I am led to believe

ur forefathers in the last century were
e to bold forth again in their lives and
iples that most holy faith (even chris-

linn its purity) which Christ Jesus taught
li immediate followers, and established on
il to remain to the end of the world

;

111 ponder that we are the successors in

mo faith, of those dignified ancestors
iustrious sons of the morning of our day,
at the same cause is now committed to

ti be maintained in the same spirit and
i same power ; I say, when these things
bught under my solid reflection I am at
3i weighed down under a sense of the
ii station I am placed in by the wisdom
'iridence: even to be a professor of this

;o of Christ, so that I am ready to say,

^^ dreadful is this place.'" Again he re-

% in allusion tothe unchangeable charac-
the testimonies into the support of

e the truth led our forefathers of 200
ffigo, and into the continued support of
c the truth still leads their faithful de-
icnts of the present times; (the passage
\h excellent for doctrine and beautiful
e!)res3ion,) " He that is not faithful in

lijle will not be made ruler over much,
tjne is to be observed inviolable which
ii the children of the kingdom from the

children of this world. Their language, their

manners, their aspect, their outward demeanor
and habit, as their country is different. It has
seemed meet to Infinite Wisdom to charac-

terize his people by visible marks, and I am
bold to say, they will never prosper in true

religion, according to the extent of his gra-

cious designs upon them, who violate those
marks of distinction and respect. The Naza-
rite is known not only by his temperance, but
by his exterior appearance."

Edible Birds' Nests.

The Chondus crispus, or Carrigeen, which
grows in such vast quantities on the coasts of

the British Isles, belongs to the rhodosperms,
though when growing, as it frequently does,

in shallow tide-pools, exposed to full sunlight,

its dark purple color fades into green, or oven
yellowish white. When boiled it almost en-

tirely dissolves in the water, and forms on
cooling a colorless and almost tasteless jellj',

which of late years has been largely used in

medicine as a substitute for Iceland moss.
Similar nutritious gelatines, which also sorvo
for the manufacture of strong glues, are }'ield-

by other species of rhodosperms, among
others by the Gracillaria spinosa of the Indian
Ocean, which the Salangana, a bird allied to

the swallow, is said principally to use for the
construction of her edible nest.

The steep sea-walls along the south coast
of Java, are clothed to the very brink with
luxuriant woods, and screw-pines strike every
where their roots into their precipitous sides,

or look down by thousands from the margin
of tbe rock upon the unruly sea below. The
surf of incalculable years has worn deep caves
into the chalk cliffs, and here the Salangana
builds her nest. Where the sea is most agi-

tated, whole swarms are observed flying about,
and purposely seeking the thickest wave-
foam. From a projecting cape, on looking
down upon the play of waters, may bo seen
the mouth of tbe cave of Gua Eongkop, some-
times completely hidden under the waves,
and then again opening its black recesses,

into which the swallows vanish, or from which
they dart forth with the rapidity of lightning.

While at some distance from the coast the
blue ocean sleeps in undisturbed repose, it

never ceases to fret and foam against the foot

of the mural rocks, where the most beautiful

rainbows glisten in the constantly rising va-

pors.

Who can explain the instinct which prompts
the birds to glue their nests to the high dark
vaults of those deep and apparently inacces-

sible caverns? Did they expect to find them
a safe retreat from the persecution of man ?

Then surely their hopes were vain, for where
the refuge to which his insatiable avidity

cannot find the way ? At the cavern of Gua-
gode, the brink of the precipitous coast lies

eighty feet above the level of the sea at ebb
tide: the wall first bends inwards, and then
at a heightof twenty feet from the sea, throws
out a projecting ledge which is of great use
to the nest-gatherers, serving as a support for

a rotang ladder let down from the cliff. The
roof of the cavern's mouth lies only ten feet

above the sea, which, even at ebb-tide, com-
pletely covers the floor of the cave, while at
flood-tide the opening of the marine grotto is

entirely closed by every wave that rolls

against it. To penetrate into the interior is

thus only possible at low water, and during

very tranquil weather
; and even then it could

not be done, if the rugged roof were not per-
forated and jagged in every direction. The
boldest and strongest of the nest-gatherers
wedges himself firmly in the hollows, or clings

to the projecting stones, while he fastens

rotang ropes to them, which then depend four
or five feet from the roof. To the lower ends
of these ropes long rotang cables are attached,
so that tbe whole forms a kind of suspension
bridge throughout the entire length of the
cavern, alternately rising and failing with
its inequalities. The cave is 100 feet broad,
and 150 feet long as far as its deepest recesses.

If we justly admire the intrepidity of the St.

Kildans, who, let down by a rope from the
high level of their rocky birth-place, remain
suspended over a boisterous sea, we must
needs also pay a tribute of praise to the bold-
ness of the Javanese nest gatherers.

As already mentioned, the Salangana builds
her nest of sea-weeds, which she softens in

her stomach and then disgorges. During its

construction new layers, which soon grow
hard in the air, arc continually deposited on
the margin until it has attained the proper
size. When gathering lime approaches somo
of the pluckers daily visit the cavern to ex-
amine the state of the brood. As soon as they
find that most of tho young are beginning to

be provided with feathers, their operations
commence. These nests form the first quality;
those in which the young are still completely
naked, the second, while those which only
contain eggs, and are consequently not yet
ripe, rank third. The nests with young whose
feathers are completely developed arc over
ripe, black, and good for nothing. All the
young and eggs are thrown into the sea. The
gathering takes place three times a year; the
birds breed four times in the year. In spite

of these wholesale devastations, their num-
bers do not diminish; as many of the young
have no doubt flown away before the day of
destruction, or other swallows from still un-
explored caverns may fill up the void. In
this manner about 50 piculs are annually col-

lected, which the Chinese pay for at the rate
of 4,000 or 5,000 guilders (1.500 to 1900 dolls.)

per picul. Bach picul contains on an average
10,000 nests.

In the interior of the island, in the chalk-
stone grottos of Bandong, the Salangana also
breeds, but in far inferior numbers, as here
the annual collection amounts on an average
to no more than 14,000 nests. In Sumatra
and some other islands of the Indian Archi-
pelago, bird's nests are likewise collected,

but no where in such numbers as in Java.
They are brought to the Chinese market,
where they are carefully cleaned before being
offered for sale to the consumer. The addi-
tion of costly spices render them one of the
greatest delicacies of Chinese cookery, but as
for themselves they are nothing better than
a firm sort of gelatine.

The Japanese have long been awai'e that
these costly bird's nests are in fact merely
softened algfe. They consequently pulverize
the proper species of sea-weeds which are
abundantly found on their own coasts, boil

them to a thick jolly, and bring them to
market as artificial bird's nests. T'he Dutch
call it Agar-agar, and make groat use of it;

simjjle boiling sutiicing to convert the dried
substance into a thick uniform jelly which is

both nutritious and easy of digestion.—Hartwig.
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For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Joha Barclay.

(Continned from page 226.)

The sacrifices of obedience which the Lord

calls for, He always makes a way for: as is

written, " When he putteth forth his own
sheep, he goeth before them." This, as ap-

pears, was remarkably verified in the case of

John Barclay. He not only was enabled

through submission and willing obedience, to

know the Shepherd's voice, but to follow Him.
And though trials and crosses attended, as

they always must, the warfare of life, yet the

promised after-fruits of righteousness, and

peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost—the penny
of peace here, as the earnest of life eternal

hereafter—are, to such as are willing in re-

signation and obedience to take up their

daily cross in all that the Saviour calls unto,

abundant to compensate for every sacrifice

made, as well as incite to much encourage-

ment and thankfulness of heart. It is the

testimony of the prophet, " Lord, thou wilt

ordain peace for us : for thou hast wrought

all our works in us." It is whole-hearted

submission and child-like dependence that He
who ordaineth peace for us, will regard and

bless. It is the humble and the cootrite in

spirit that the Lord condescends to; and

where these acceptable oblations are duly

rendered to Him, such, like " the willing and

obedient" formerly, shall eat of the good of

the land. LTpon these, their Lord's blessing,

like the dew of the morning, as was the case

with our devoted Author, shall rest bounti-

fully to the perfecting of holiness in His fear.

To J. F. M.
" Clapham, Fifth month, 1817.

"I could say much to thee at this time, and

could tell thee what a precious interval the

present is more and more felt by me ; how
clearly matters seem daily to open before me,

as a calm, willing, watchful state is abode

under ; how hard things are made easy, bitter

things sweet, and how things that were ex-

pected to have brought suffering, have yielded

little else but joy and rejoicing, as ' a song in

the night.'
" It must be an encouragement to thee,

and a cause of joy to see how very graciously

and tenderly I am dealt with day by day,

—

how the task is proportioned to the measure
of ability afforded,—and when the spark is

cherished by obedience, and everything that

tends to damp or check is removed, how an

iocrease in strength is experienced—and es-

pecially what sweet peace is at intervals the

result. 'What shall we render to Him,' for

all our blessings and benefits ; is there any-

thing too great to sacrifice, or that any of us

shall withhold ? May we become more and
more learned, more and more deeply taught
in that best of lessons, humility; for without

this seasoning virtue, the highest attainments

in religious knowledge, are likely to produce
nothing short of additional condemnation.
O ! it is the humbled and contrited spirit that

is an acceptable sacrifice, and said to be ' pre-

cious in the sight of Him with whom we have

to do.' Farewell, J. B."

" 1817, Fifth month.—I think I have heard

a remark, made by some amongst us, tending

rather to the injury and prejudice of them
that give place to the sentiment,—namely, that

persons should not let their outward profes-

sion and appearance outstep their inward and

real condition and character. This sentiment
sounds very well, and perhaps is sound with

some qualifications. It is however in the

neighborhood of error ; and therefore should be

cautiously received and acted upon. For,

verily, the reason why I or any others have
adopted a strict appearance in dress, address,

or other particulars, is not that we thought
ourselves better than those who have not
found this strictness expedient for them ; nor
is this strictness of profession among men,
any certain or safe mark of taking up the

cross of Christ. The cross that we have daily

to take up, as followers of a crucified Saviour,

is a spiritual cross, a cross to our appetites,

passions, affections, and wills. The crucify-

ing power will, no doubt, after cleansing us

from all manifest wickedness, cleanse also and
purify our very thoughts and imaginations,

our very secret desires and latent motives

;

and amongst these, will it also destroy ' the

lust of the eye and the pride of life,' with all

the fruits and effects thereof, which have crept

into, and are so apparent, in the daily con-

duct of men of the world. Thus, no doubt
remuins with me, but that if we, as a Society,

were more universally subject to the opera-

tive and purifying power which we profess to

believe in, there would be found more strict-

ness, even in minor matters than is now seen,

d trreater necessity for circumspection, se

embrace it, to encounter the buffetings of ,

enemy, the perils and pains of the body, the .

ercises and conflicts of the soul, the unccit: .

ties and exigencies of time, with the same c;
i

confidence, and at seasons, even with trium .

ant joy. Then, dear fellow traveller, deai

)

me in proportion as thou art near to Him v
,

is very tender to us all, I do affectiuuat .-

salute thee, whoever thou art that rem t

what is here written, whether a relation r
i

stranger, young or old, born in a higher or m ;

humble station,—I affectionately entreat tl
,

that thou wouldst weightily lay these thi i

to heart, whilst it is day unto thee,

—

\\h<,

the light, which makes manifest what thi i

are reprovable and what commendable, shi ^

in thine heart,—whilst the Lord is in exci .

ing mercy condescending to care for thee. ; 1

to plead with thee,—O! lay these things x
heart. I testify as in the sight of Him v.

sees in secret, who knows thy and my in

thoughts, that there is no other way to

rest, amidst the contingencies of time, noi

an unfading reward, when this earthly t

ernacle is dissolved, but in obeying Him, «

said ' I am the way, the truth, and the li

Be warned—be prevailed upon, dear reac

by one, who acknowledges to thee that

himself has been in great depths of wick
ness, through disobedience to the faithful,

fiatterincr monitor, and who has found
riousDess, and a continual standing in awe. [peace, no deliverance, but through the I

portal of obedience to the same. By this

has been from day to day encouraged i

strengthened to leave off one evil practice

disposition after another, and has been hel

in some very small degree to put on a be

righteousness than his own : and he ass

thee, that thy repentance and thy faith art

be measured by thy obedience to this appt

ance of Christ within, ' the hope of glory,

he is received in his secret visitations, i

obeyed in his manifested requirings
'

CXo be concluded.)

1817, Fifth month 13th.—I have been
reading and have just finished the journal of

the life and religious labors ofMary Alexander.
1 have not read very many of the journals of

deceased Friends, but from those which I have
read, there has been impressed upon me many
an instructive lesson. It is in such accounts
that we gain that treasure of experience, which,

without books or writings, would be onl}- at-

tainable by the aged. We see from these

narratives, at one comprehensive view, the im-

portance, the value, the object, and the end of

human life. The travellers whose pilgrimages

are described, seem to traverse their course

again under our inspection : we follow them
through their turnings and windings,—through
their difficulties, discouragements,and dangers,

—through the heights of rejoicing, and depths
of desolation, to which in youth, in age, in

poverty, in riches, under all conditions and
circumstances, they have been subject. From
these accounts, we learn the many liabilities

that surround us, and we may (unless through
wilful blindness) unequivocally discover where
the true rest and peace is to be found ; and in

what consists the only security, strength, and
sure standing. O ! how loudly do the lives

and deaths of these worthies preach to us;
they being dead do indeed yet speak, exhort-
ing and entreating, that we who still survive,

may lay hold and keep hold of those things,

in which alone thej' could derive any comfort
in the end. 1 have accompanied this dear
friend, as it were, from place to place, and
from time to time ; I have seen her as she
passed through the changing circumstances
and events of each revolving year; and can-

not but observe, that while she followed the
gentle leadings of Israel's Shepherd, giving
up her own to His will, she found such peace
as encouraged and strengthened her under [and all this comes to pass for want of de h

every distress, perplexity' and darkness. O ! enough in waiting in the silence of all fl'3<

it was an unwearied, unshaken belief in the 'May the Lord open the eyes of all the v !•

being of an infinitelj- great and gracious
|

disposed, to see and shun the snares of i«

Master, that enabled her, as it ever has, and ^ enemy. For it is not only among young*"

as it does even now, enable all who rightly 'ginners that this is to be discovered, bate*

Selected for "The Prien

I was now renewedly made sensible w
is meant bj' his leading the blind by a v

they know not; and by the query. Who ii

blind as the Lord's servants, and the mess

gcrs whom he sends ? I also see it necess

to be so ; for, till we arrive at this, we an
danger of carving for ourselves, and robb

God of his glory; who is never in his pro

dominion in us, till he becomes our all i

and our whole trust and dependence is on I

alone, without leaning to our own understaP

ings. The want of this has marred the wk
on the wheel; and I fear ruined many^O
have begun well, and run well for a seailj

but growing weary of waiting, of poverty, 4

self-abasement, they have let up the acta,

wise, self-sufBcient part; and so run out in •

multitude of words without life, and yet UDir

pretence of great openings. And some he

become very visionary, and seem, or pretd

often to be seeing into the state of thii9,

where they are and where they go; and i'

all or too much in the airy, flighty, uncena

region, whereof self-activity is uppermost d

unbridled ; though they seem not fully sensle

of it, and can scarcely bear to be told ofi
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ong too many that seem far advanced, at

it in their own and their friends' estima

d I have seen a danger to attend the

e humble, careful traveller, when by a cir

ispect progress he has been enabled to

his brethren of the reality of his

imission, and become established in their

ds as a real gospel minister. For now if

is not very cdreful to lie low before the

d, he may after all make shipwreck of his

; and by giving way to a disposition to

c and adorn himself with God's jewels,
r cause dimness to come over that which

I shined with clearness and brightness in

through him, when he stood only as the

d's trumpet, and had nothing of bis own to

3nd upon. Alas I the danger we are in,

we begin to think we stand ; for then
e begin to fall. When we think we have
ined, Oii I how apt we are to lag behind,

II back. And I have ever found, that

king wo are humble, may and often does

e an inlet to spiritual pride. So that

3ar a constant and deep watch is always
issary in every growth and degree of ex-

Bnce ; for our adversary is exceeding sub-

nd goes about, not awhile only, but con-

illy, seeking whom he may devour, by
ng an idea of superior experience, greater

h of humiiitj', or more stability, than is

thers, more authorilj' in the Truth
a mistaken apprehension of moving more
ly in the life

; as he is to devour by any
r stratagem. For if he can prevail to

J from a single dependence on the Lord,
latters not how it is effected ; but is very
ng we should persuade ourselves, we are
'"ng only in Divine counsel, for he knows
the more we have of this persuasion if

real, the more secure he has us in his own
Therefore let all not only get down

t the littleness, yea nothingness of self, but
ija there. Oh ! it is a great thing to abide
3 rightly. For self is apt to be getting
gain in a kind of disguised, hidden man-

i: and that of keeping rightly down is a
great work, and requires many deep

isms to attain to it ; and he that once be-

to think he has attained to it, short of
it is very likely that sclt is beginning or
t to show its head again. Let us there-
look unto the Lord, and trust only in

Unot daring to lean to our own under-
ling.—J. S.

For " The Friend."

!^' ari' authorized to publish the following
IjU-t li-iim private memoranda of our late

led friend, Eleanor W. Maris, penned
tj time before her marriage :

"JJew York, 12th mo. 2nd, 1855.—I have

Sently
felt during the last few weeks,

Teat need there is for us as a Society, to

to that plainness and simplicity which
'ilids in early times believed was required
(em. There are quite a number of mcm-
rin I his city, who appear to think there
li liarjn in having their garments made
" tlh' changeable fashions of the world.
M-:eriviii,' say they, 'does not consist in
e:ut lit' a coat.' True, Quakerism does not

3t in the cut of a coat; but I do believe
B|where Friends are earnestly concerned

up to that which is required of them,
'Avvy out our principles as they are so

I|aid down by some of our ancient wor-
their exterior will bear witness thereof.

Birthright members may be plain in dress and
address and still not be good Friends ; they
may attend to these things, and neglect our
great fundamental doctrines; but ii ihoy fully
adopt and carry out these great doctrines,

which I believe are exactly those which were
believed in by earlj' Christians, they will be

led into great simplicity, and will feel no de-

sire to follow fashions of the world, which are

so continually changing. Oh! that all the
members of our Society in these parts, were
possessed of that humility which is so neces-

sary for the christian, and then how could

they indulge in such extravagances in dress

and the furniture of their houses, as some do
In this city, where there is so much poverty
and suffering, in how manj^ ways could their

surplus money bo usefully appropriated."

Selected.

When the love of unity overmasters the
love of truth— the hope of a safe ehui'ch is

gone. The first step from this fatal disturb
ance of the true balance is to confound the
idea of christian unity, with a merely outward
visible consolidation, and then for the sake
of maintaining this kind of unity, comes the
gradual result of mixing truth with error and
corruption, a mixture in which truth is sure
to be ultimately precipitated into concealment
at the bottom, while error and corruption lie

atop, penetrating everywhere, and making
the whole mass unsavory to God, and un-
saving to man.

—

J. J. Stone.

Open reproof is better than secret disaffec-

tion.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH .30, 187S

It is a solemn consideration that our ac-

tions, our words, and even our silent exam-
ple, may exercise a powerful influence for

good or for evil ; affecting the everlasting
well-being of some immortal soul. Such a
consideration should promjDt each one to scru-

tinize carefully and often, whether the watch
is maintained so that no one may find just
cause to upbraid us, either now or hereafter,

for being instrumental in tui-ning him aside
from the footsteps of the flock of Christ's com-
panions. It is a great attainment to have all

ourcarriage and conversation so seasoned with
grace that, by manifestation of the truth, we
may commend ourselves to every man's con-
science in the sight of God ; and it cannot be
reached but by accepting the loving invita-

tion of the blessed Saviour of men, " Take my
yoke upon you and learn of me," whereby we
will become clothed with his pure, gentle, for-

giving and loving spirit, preserving from un-
just estimates of the actions of others, and
from undue anxiety to defend our own.

If we walk in the truth, and perform our
duty to promote and defend the truth, we
must expect to incur the enmity and the re-

proach of those who are unwilling to submit
to its demands, or acknowledge the gifts or
authority it may have conferred on others.
The Jews were offended at Christ, and up-
braided him with being a carpenter's son,
though they could not but acknowledge the

sdom with which He taught ; and the
apostle declares "All that will live godly in

Christ Jesus shall sufi'er persecution." But

where the true hunger and thirst after right-
eousness are kept up, they will draw the soul
near to the Source of light and strength, and
the opposition encountered and the trials en-
dured will incite to seek with increased earn-
estness for a firm establishment on that foun-
dation which cannot be shaken.
Were not the unregenerate heart at enmity

with the Spirit of Christ striving with it, self-

interest might prompt uurelaxed vigilance
over the character of our thoughts, words
and actions ; for it is a serious reflection that
though the memory may lose hold of these,
as they occur day by day, yet they are im-
perishably graven on the mind, and will be
recalled at some future period, either in this
world or in that which is to come. There
are few, we apprehend, who have not at some
time experienced the evidence which renders
it more than probable, that an impression
once made on the mind is never obliterated.
It may be corrected, or it may be overlaid by
others, so as to pass from notice

; but it is

stored away in some mental recess, to be re-
produced at a future time, when something
occurs to unfold the leaves of our past life and
bring to sight again what has long been buried
in oblivion, and restore the consciousness of
former trains of thought, with all the distinct-

i of the original. Some accidental sound,
some long lost scene, some tone of voice, even
some peculiar odor may, with electric swift-
ness and truthfulness, connect the present with
the forgotten past, and like the light of the
sun on the plate of the photograph, bring out
former impressions in all their pristine colors.

If this be so, and there is no reason to
doubt it, of what incalculable importance is

it that we should be brought under the trans-
forming, saving power of the gospel; that
thus our pride should be brought low, our
prejudices removed, our rough nature polish-
ed, and the inextinguishable glow of christian
love diffuse its warmth and brightness through-
out our daily life, that so nothing should be
inscribed on the tablet of memory that may at
a future day awaken the sigh of compunction
or clothe the spirit with sorrow at the revived
recollection of words or deeds, perhaps long
since consigned to what we may have consid-
ered the dead past. If the apostle says truly
that those who abide in Christ ought also to
walk as He walked, then it is our duty to
keep constantly in view that we are to aim
at perfection, in our measure

; to make it the
object of our life-long struggle, and our growth
towards it the test of our preservation in that
fe which is hid with Christ in God, whereof
we will have the witness in ourselves. All
the true born sons of our Father who is in
heaven, must walk by the same rule and mind
the same thing, and however varied their dif-

ferent allotments may be, however many and
sore their trials, either on account of their
own deficiencies or in the part they are
called to for the defence of the truth, the
apostolic advice is applicable to them, "Do
ill things without murmurings and disput-
ngs

;
that ye may be blameless and harmless,

the sons of God without rebuke, in the midst
of a crooked and perverse nation, among
whom ye shine as lights in the world; hold-
ing forth the word of life."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Daily Telegraph says, that

Lord Granville's second note with regard to the Ala-
bama claims, has been delivered to the United Stales
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Minister. It does not recede from the position taken
|

The late Mexican advices report successive defeats

in the first note, and reiterates the repudiation of the of the revolutionists by the governmen forces. AH the

claims for indirect damages, but proposes that counter Mexican papers express the belief that the revolution

caseTon both sides be lodged with the Geneva Board of k a failure, although they differ as to the proper policy

i »i,;t,»t;r.n r,n 1 nrpscrihpd date without preiudice to of the government,

it po"n tTken^'thi^Jardlo indirect Images. I The annual budget of the British Chancellor of the

TwYinlv severe "ales have prevailed on the A tlan- 1 Exchequer, was laid before the House of Commons on

ticToaut^ng-a mmbc5- ofmarine'^ disasters to vessels in the •25tl inst. The total public debt is £792,740,000

tS trTde between England and America. Receipts for the financial year 18, 2-73 are estimated at

Vereat sensation was caused in the House of Com- £74,915,000, including from customs £20,250,000 ;
ex-

mots'^ on the 19th, by the introduction of Sir Charles else £23 250,000; stamps £10,000,000; assessed taxes,

Dilke's resolution to investigate the expenses of the £2,2o0,000; income tax, £10,000,000
;
post-office, £4/0,-

Crotn In the face of Itroifg opposition, DUbes sue- 000
;
postal telegraph, £750,000 ;

crown lands, £400,000;

ceeded in reading his resolution and then supported it miscellaneous, £325,000.

in a sneech He was replied to by Prime Minister The total expenditures for the same period are esti-

Gladsione, who contradicted some of the statements of !
mated at £71,313,000 ;

inclading mterest and manage-

the mover and ur<Ted the House on every ground to re- ment of debt, £2b,2o0,000 ;
consolidated fund charges,

the "^o^^^^^^'i^"'-''^^,^;

'^^if^House divided, there were £2,000,000 ;
army, £15,000,000 ;

navy, £9,500,000 ;
civil

£10,500,000; collection ot revenue, £2,500,000
ject the motion,

for the motion 4, against it 274.

On the 21st inst., a driving snow storm prevailed in

Loudon, the city was enveloped in a dense fog, and at

1.30 P. M., the dav was as dark as at midnight.
• Queen Victoria left England on the 24th for Berlin,

via Paris, and arrived at Cherbourg at noon. It was

her intention to proceed at once to Berlin from Paris.

The Prince and Princess of Wales arrived at Kome
on the 24th.

London, 3d mo. 2oth.—Consols, 92+. U. b. sixes,

1862, 921 ; ten-forties, 891.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lid.; Orleans, 11.1 a

Owing to the renunciation by France of the commer-

ciaL treaty with England, the 'members of the Left in

the National Assembly have determined to favor the

tax on raw materials. The passage by the Assembly

of the bill impo.sing such taxes is therefore certain.

Lord Lvons, the British Ambassador to France, has

notified President Thiers that England cannot modify

her customs duties on the commodities of France dur-

ing the year that the commercial treaty between the

two nations remains in force.

On the 22d inst., the galleries of the Assembly were

crowded with spectators in expectation of debate on the

Catholic petitions which had been postponed to that

day. Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans, rose to open the

discussion, but yielded to President Thiers, who ad-

dressed the Assembly, and urged further postponement

of the debate. He deprecated discussion, which he de-

clared could not by any possibility serve the interests

of the Holy See. After hearing Thiers' appeal Dupan

loup declined pressing the debate, and the Assembly

passed to the consideration of other matters.

The Minister of the Interior asks a large increase in

the appropriation for the support of the police, whose

numbers have been greatly augmented.

The taxes established within the last few months

have produced 500,000,000 francs, which exceeds the

estimate by 30,000,000 francs. The government is now

willing to postpone the debate on the proposition to tax

raw materials until after the recess.

The English and Spanish ambassadors have expressed

to the French Minister of Foreign Afl'airs the deep re-

gret felt by their i-espective governments at the recent

change in the commercial policy of France.

TheGerman Emperor William completed his seventy-

fifth year on the 22d inst.

The town council hall and the celebrated Academy

of Art at Dusseldorf, were destroyed by fire on the 20th,

involving the destruction of a great number of valuable

works of art.

A decree of the Russian government re-opens Sebas-

topol as a commercial and military harbor, with the

fortifications restored.

A Petersburg dispatch says : Catacazy was received

very coolly by the Emperor and Prince Gortschakofi".

It is reported" that the ex-Minister is about to tiuit offi-

cial life and betake himself to journalism.

The Spanish government has appointed Admiral de

Barnarde as Minister to the United States, in place of

Lopez Roberts, relieved. King Amadeus has sent the

Collar of the Golden Fleece to the Count of Flanders

This collar is the same one which Ferdinand and Isa

bella gave to Columbus when he was made a Knight of

the Order.
, , . ,, , .,

The doors of the last Protestant chapel in Madrid

have been clo.sed.

The workmen in the mines of the Rothscluld.s, at

Wiltkowitz, in Moravia, enraged at the non-payment of

their wages, attacked the office of the superintendent

gaining entrance, they burst open the safe and .appro-

priated its contents ; then demolished the building. The

soldiers were called out and fired on the rioters ;
four

were killed and fifty wounded. The mines are now

guarded by the military.

HAVERFOKD COLLEGE.
The Faculty are prepared to receive applicatioi

the admission, free of charge for Board and Tuitii

small number of students, members of the Socii

Friends, and in circumstances to justify the exte

of such aid.

The next Term will open 9th mo. 11th, 18/2.

Address, Samuel J. Gcmmere, Presi,

Haverford College, Pen

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of Germantown PrepaiJS

Meeting School. Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, Franklin Institute, Phil

Marv R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., d

post-office, £2,500,000; postal telegraph, £500,000;

abolition of purchase, £1,000,000
;
packet service, £1,-

000,000. The Chancellor recommended that the duties

on cofl'ee and chicory be reduced fifty per cent., and

that two pence per pound be taken off the income tax.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 427, including 94

deaths from small pox, 56 of consumption, and 40 in-

flammation of the lungs.

The total imports of merchandize during 1871,

.ounted to S572,.509,314, specie value ; the exports

during the same time consisted of merchandize §460,-

331,614, and specie and bullion §65,632,342 : leaving

an adverse balance of §46,545,358.

The Supreme Court of Mississippi has decided that

payments by railroads to the State during the war, in

confederate money, were illegal, and the indebtedness

must be paid in U. S. currency. The roads owe large

sums to the State.

The United States Senate, by a vote of 35 to 13, have

agreed to put tea and coffise on the free list.

The bark Germini arrived at Philadelphia on the

20th, from Foochew, China, laden with 14,000 packages

of carefully selected teas. It is stated that this is the

first tea ship that has arrived at the port of Philadel-

phia for thirty years. The supplies of tea have been

obtained from New York, and latterly to some extent,

from San Francisco by railroad.

A full and detailed report of pork packing in the west

is published. The total ntimber packed was 4,868,448,

against 3,695,251 last year. Average weight of hogs,

yield of lard per hog, 39:t pounds. The increase

in tiie crop is 30 4-9 per cent., and the increase in lard

is 28J per cent.

The balance in the U. S. Treasury at the close of

business on the 23d inst., consisted of §10,033,076 cur

rency, and $119,042,747 in coin.

The published census for 1870 gives the U. States a

total population of 38,558,371. Pennsylvania, 3,521,951

Philadelphia, 674,022. Philadelphia contained 183,-

624 persons of foreign birth, including 96,698 natives

of Ireland, and -50,746 Germans.

Tiie Market.i, &c.—The following were the quotations

Dn the 25th inst. Xew York.—American gold, 109|.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1151-; ditto, 1868, 112| ; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 107J. Superfine flour, $6.25 a $6.70

finer brands, $6.80 a $11. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,

§1.55; red wheat, §1.70; amber, $1.73 a $1.75; white

Michigan, §1.80. West Canada barley, $1.10. Oats,

531 a 58 cts. Western mixed corn, 70J cts.
;
yellow, 7:"

cts' Philaddphia.—Cotton, 23 a 23J cts. for upland;

and New Orleans. Superfine flour, §5.25 a $5.75 ; finer

brands, $6 a $10.50. Pennsylvania red wheat, SI.73 a

$1.75; amber, ljfl.75 a S1.76. Rye, 88 cts. Yellow

corn, 66 a 67 cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts. Canvassed hams,

cts.; city-smoked do., 11 a 121 cts.. Lard, 9 a 9} cts.

Clover-seed, 9 a 9.V cts. Timothy, $3 per bushel. About

2050 head of cattle were sold at the Avenue Drove-

yard, extra sold at 7} a 8} cts. per lb. gross ; fair to

good, 6^ a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5 cts. About 15,000

sheep sold at 9 a 9| cts. per lb. gross for choice, 81 a 9

cts. for fair to good, and 7 a 8 cts. for common. Hogs
sold at $6.75 a $7.75 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—

Pennsylvania wheat, §1.80. White and yellow corn

64 cts. Western oats, 51 a 53 cts. ; southern, 53 a 57

cts. Cincinnati.—FamiW flour, $7.50 a $7.80. Red
wheat, $1.71 a $1.73. Corn, 45 a 47 cts. Oats, 38 a 42

cts. Lard, SJ a 8| cts. Chicago.—Extra spring flour,

$6.50 a $7. No. 2 spring wheat, §1.19|. No. 2 corn,

375 cts. No. 2 rye, 70 cts. Lard, 8| cts. Milwauhie.

—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.28; No. 2, $1.21 J. No. 2

mixed corn, 39]: cts. No. 2 oats, 311 cts. No. 2 barley,

58 cts. No. 1 rye, 67J cts. Detroit.—Amber Michigan

wheat, $1.57 ; No. 1 white, $1.61 ; extra, $1.66. No. 1

corn, 49i cts. Oats, 40 cts.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

Wanted, a teacher in the classical department

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of the

term in the 9th month next.

Application may be made to

James Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fiftl

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St

" An Exposition of the Faith of the Religion

ciety of Friends, commonly called Quakers, in tb(

damental Doctrines of the Christian Religion:

cipally selected from their Early Writings. To '

is .added, at the Author's request. An Historical '.

duction to the Memoir of George Fox, in Fr

Library, Vol. I, by Thomas Evans."

The above work, commonly called Evans's E;

tion, being out of print in this country, one hu

and fifty copies of an edition published in En

have been imported, and are now for sale at Fr

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.

I cts. per copy.

The Stated Annual Meeting of Haverford S

Association will be held at the Committee-ro(

Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Se

day, 4th mo. 8th, 1872, at 3 o'clock, p. M.
Philip C. Gakrett, Sea-el-

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.;

Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Gramma
in the Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co.. Penn

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Ph

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, thi

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending t

children to the Institution, will please make af

tiMi:, ;
. . ,.;. a~ they conveniently can, to A

Sii,, ,~ .Miintendent, (address 5(rce(i?oad

r ' ; I n- to Chakles J. Allen, Trea

3(1 1 I
', N-. r.:lndelphia.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INI

CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YOKI
A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted

charge of this Institution, and manage the Fan
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philade

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhilaMi

Physician and Superintendent—JosuuA H. Wi
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients^u;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the
"

Managers.

Married, Tenth month 12th, 1871, at Friends'

ing-house. Hickory Grove, Iowa, Pearson, :

and Miriam B. Thomas, to Sarah, daughter of

and Lvdia N. Walker, all of the above place.

^— , Second month 15th, 1872, at Friends'

ing-house, Mansfield, N. J., Joseph K., .son of

Evens, of Marlton, to Elizabeth, daughter of C

Wright, of the former place.

" WILLLOI H. PILE, PRINTEB;'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From " Frazer'a Magazine."

Notes on East Greenland.

PANSCH, JI.D., OF THE GERMAK ABCTIC EXPEDI-
TION OP 1869-70.

he writer was the naturalist attached to
steumor Gerinania, which left Bremer-
in tLe summer of 1869, and succeeded
ching the Pendulum Islands on the east
ot Greenland in the early autumn

erous meteorological, tidal, and magnetic
•vatious of considerable importance were
|i during the winter; and valuable addi-
contributed by sledge excursions to our
'ledge of the coast line as far north ai
de 77°.]

jple have hitherto been too ready to con-
(j
that the Arctic regions are buried, even
gh the summer, beneath a coverin<^ of

,

and to picture to themselves a steep,
crag, or peak, towering hero and there
I this eternal whiteness; or, perhaps in
eight of summer, a few isolated spots
rom .snow, and affording space for the
h of a scanty vegetation called forth by
lly favorable circumstances.
8 idea, however exaggerated in many
,
IS partially justified by the experience

ivellers in some Arctic districts As
B^countries are situated in a high latitude
eintly shrouded in mists, and only favored
r'e and feeble sunshine, there is not suffi-
livarmth to melt the mass of a winter's
often increased as it is during summer
lewed falls, more especially as the thaw

(jast-ice renders latent so greatan amount

too, reached the coast of East Green-
inder the same impression—the more
a stream of ice, and with it one of cold
flows continually along the coast. But

t did we find ? A country in the main
Y[iJ tree from snow, and that not only

I height of summer, but during three
'Ij months. It will of course be under-
j'hat accumulations of frozen snow and
«st always remain on the slopes and in
vines And if it is asked, how the

11. could possibly be bare so early as
9ind continue so for such a length of
' ur sojourn there has furnished us with

most always one and the same direction, viz.,
towards the north. On this account the snow
does not cover the ground evenly, but is, for
the most part, collected in drifts of various
sizes, according to the local formation of the
ground. In the same manner, even what falls
in a still atmosphere is tossed up and scatter-
ed by subsequent winds, so that in every gale
we suffered from a heavy drifting of the snow;
and how thoroughly the wind sweeps the
ground may be concluded from the fact that
a considerable amount of earth, sand, and
stones is carried with the snow through the
air to such a distance, that after one of these
storms the ice becomes of a dirty brown color
for miles around. In this way, the otherwise
singular fact is explained, that we really only
once saw a totally white landscape, (it was at
the end of June,) and even this completely
disappeared in the course of a few days. In-
deed, there are many places, such as steep
declivities and open plains, which remain free
from snow nearly all the winter; the rest of
the country is covered by snow from one to
three inches thick ; and drifts on every scale
from the largest to the smallest are found
scattered in every direction. As the snow
melts from our roofs in the spring, and they
become heated by the sun long before the
temperature of the air is correspondin<rly
raised, so it is in that mountainous country
in a still higher degree. Favored by the gener-
ally clear and dry air, the snow disappears as
early as April

; after which, with the inter-
ruption of an occasional snow-fall, the dark
rocky soil proceed, " most surprising man-
ner, to absorb the heat th at incessantly streams
from the now unsetting sun. While the tem-
perature of the air had, till the end of May
been continually below the freezing-point, the
ground at the same time, at a depth of a' few
centimetres, had already risen several de<rrees
above it. In our latitudes the ground cools
down every night, and stones become percep-
tibly cold even at midsummer, so that the
moisture of the air falls upon them as dew •

in these parts of the Arctic regions there is
only a trifling nocturnal cooling in the heirrht
of summer; dew is almost as unknown to the
Esquimaux as snow to the inhabitants of th.
tropics. In the course of the summer th
heating of the ground is, indeed, somewhat
moderate, as the sun is often hid by mists and
clouds

;
but, to make up for this, the radiation

from the ground is checked also. It thaws
according to circumstances, to a depth of from'
1- to 18 inches, and possesses a temperature
very well adapted to stimulate energetically
the growth of the roots of existing plants A
considerable degree of warmth, too, must
even m a cold atmosphere, reach the parts of
plants above the surface, as well from th

ous, undulating motion, so that it is necessary
to make all exact trigonometrical measure-
ments by night ; and at times the eye discerns
even the summits of the highest mountains
only in distorted images. This mass of warm
ascending air naturally follows the slope of
the mountains to their highest points, and in-

stead of becoming cooled here, is further
heated by the purer rays of the sun, which
fall both more continuously and more directly.
And since, moreover, the summits of the
mountains rise above the densest fogs that
shroud the land, it is readily understood that,
if other circumstances be favorable, vegeta-
tion may exist to quite the same extent on
the mountains, (I speak only of those ob-
lerved, from 1000 to 3000 feet in height,) as
n the plain, and that there is hero really no
line of highest vegetation. On the summits
of the lower mountains wefound the saxifrage,
silene, dryas, and other plants, often in finer

development than on the plain ; and is it not
a wonderful fact that, on a peak 7000 feet

high, in addition to beautiful lichens, moss
several inches long is found growing in thick
cushions

!

There is a complete contrast between the
whole method and operation of the Arctic
summer, as well as of every single summer's
day, and that with which we are familiar in

the frozen regions of the Alps. In the latter

there is a daily alternation between cold and
heat, darkness and light, winter and summer;
and on both sides the change is rapid and

dden, the several forces operating quickly,

energetically, and with immediate result. In
the north there is properly no cycle of twenty-

'

four hours ; the day is not divided into light

and darkness, heat and cold, but each of these
opposite conditions holds its sway during a
whole season ; they do not advance with con-
sciousness of victory and rapid results, but
their lack of power is amply compensated by
the exhaustive use of all existing advantages.
Thus it is that the summer heat of East Green-
land, though beginning slowly, yet steadily

continuing, increasing and sometimes even
becoming intense, renders it possible, during
the short time in which the ground remains
unfrozen, for a rich and vigorous vegetation
to be developed. Thus it is that some plants

send long tap-roots deep into the soil ; that
they all ripen their seed ; that some attain the
height of many inches above ground ; that the
leaves are large and vigorous, and the colors

of the blossoms bright and beautiful.

Here, too, the other essential condition of
all vegetation, moisture, makes its appearance
in quite an unusual manner. Most people
imagine all the Arctic regions wrapped, dur-

ing the summer, in perpetual mist, not unfre-

quently varied by snow and rain. During the

lanation as interesting as it is satisfac-
J-N early all the snow in that region
nng violent storms, and these have al-

heat radiated by the ground as from the sun, summer of East Greenland there is scarcely
wnicu never sets, but shines in turn on every any precipitation of moisture from the air,
side. 1 he heating of the ground is so con- but plants live almost entirely on that which
siaerable, that by day the ascending warm they derive from the ground. It is not, of
currents keep the air everywhere in tremul- 1 course, the rich and luxuriant cushions of
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moss, which grow on the banks of the merrily-

rippling stream, that one must expect to find

here; these are seen but rarely. But we find

large tracts uniformly watered and saturated

with moisture from the melting of a slope of

snow ; for, since the lower stratum of the

ground is frozen, the water can not penetrate

it and run oft' below, but precolates down the

whole slope through the uppermost stratum

to the shore. To pass such places, which are

often miles in breadth, is one of the severest

labors of spring and summer travelling, as one

often sinks knee-deep in loamy mud. A mul-

titude of plants, however, rejoice in this soil,

so that we find them flourishing in these wet
tracts in great profusion. On the other hand,

where there are real river-beds, the banks are

generally barren ; for, when the thaw com-
mences, the water rushes along with such

tremendous force as to carry down quantities

of earth, plants, and stones.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continaed from page 252.)

Mildred Batcliff to Jonathan Evans.
" 3rd mo. 24th, 1834.

"My dear and well-beloved friend,—May I

be indulged with the privilege of correspond-

ence in a needful time with one who I do be-

lieve is not only an old disciple, but an ex-

perienced disciple of our Lord Jesus Christ!

And to tell thee that oftentimes my poor mind
is in a very low spot since my return home,
notwithstanding the remembrance ofthe faith-

ful is as precious as ever; believing as I do

the foundation of God standeth sure, having
this seal, the Lord knoweth them that are

His. Yes, blessed be his name, he knoweth
them everywhere that trust in Him, and not

in their own understanding; those who dare

not rely on a good memory or good natural

abilities, but in Him alone who has promised
to bring things to remembrance as his little

dependents hath need. In this, sometimes my
spirit can rejoice through all and over all the

gloomy signs of the times. I may safely say,

when I got thy letter, and with it one from
our beloved Ann Jones, my poor mind bowed
in thankfulness under fresh feelings of the

Lord's numberless mercies still continued to

a poor nothing (^for so 1 feel many a time.)

These letters coming, not only in the needful

time, but from those unto whom my soul has

been sweetly united in the fellowship of feel-

ing from our first acquaintance, no marvel
they were to me as a refreshing brook by the

way. I had been for some time thinking

about thee, and could freely have written,

but was afraid to intrude, not wishing to be

troublesome. Yet such was the exercise into

which I was plunged for Zion's sake, and for

the dear Master's peoples' sake, that at times

the language would seem to arise from the

altar of the heart after this manner: My soul

is exceeding sorrowful even unto death.

Which I hope will more and more bring about

the necessary death to my own will, so that

at least these feelings may profit myself,

though it is through suffering. But the con-

tents of both these very acceptable letters was
indeed reviving, inasmuch as they gave evi-

dence that I was not alone in my apprehen-

sions concerning the state of things among us

as a people. Ah, my dear friend, one thing

I think 1 am sure of; that is, the old serpent,

the devil, is as busy as ever he was to break

our bands and scatter our tribes. As time ad-

vances it seems to me more and more dear that

what we as a people have had to suffer is only

the beginning of sorrows. Where and when the

devastation will stop, the Lord only knows!
And who loill be able to stand in the hour of

closer trial, time must evince I What a comfort
then, under the consideration of all these

things, to feel in that we can trust the Truth,
the ever blessed Truth which changes not.

The encouraging language, Fear not worm
Jacob, for I am with thee ; though thou pass

through the water, it shall not overwhelm
thee, or through the fire it shall not kindle

upon thee, is something like the account we
find in the Holy Scriptures ! A blessed book,

in which the humble Christian believes, while

his dependence for any use he has for the

Scriptures is not on his memory, but on that

Divine Power which gave them forth.
" I don't want to say too much, but I want

help ;
and I think I know to whom I am writ-

ing, and hope I.may with safety use that free-

dom which is allowable between a child and
a father. I have often wished there were
more among us as a people, like thyself, so

bound to the blessed cause as to deal plainlj-

with such as are in any way likely to breed
dissensions among us. But alas ! it is as it is

;

too many being more disposed to plaster up
with untempered mortar, crying, peace, peace,

where there is no peace. And while this is

the case, we need not marvel if when one woe
is past, another comes quickl}'. Sometimes,
though attended with much fear and trem-
bling, I cannot but desire that the Divine

hand may not spare, nor eye pity, until we
are more what we ought to be. The dear
Master knows best what is best for his people,

and in this the faithful can sometimes rejoice,

that if we rightly strive our souls shall live.

May we then, my dear friend, thank God and
take courage; holding fast the profession of

our faith unto the end, however many may
fall on the right hand and on the left. This
we do know, that the Truth changeth not!

May we live and die under the ])reserving in-

fluence thereof; then nothing will be able to

hurt us, either in life or in death.
" I noticed with interest thy remarks about

the great committee ! I know I am but a poor
little one, and I love to feel myself so, yet I

think that according to my measure, I have
felt with you and for you on that subject all I

have been capable of, and do hope you will

be able to hold fast and do right, let others

do as they will.

"Our dear sister Ann Jones writes very
comfortably about Jacob Green and E. Rob-
son. She speaks of not having seen E. B.

since his being in their country, but had heard
him spoken of by the young people as a great

man. She then goes on to tell me her fears

about things there ; so that it is easy to per-

ceive the signs of the times with Friends there

as here are gloomy indeed.
" Please give my love to all thy dear chil-

dren, who I 'often view as olive branches
round about thy table.

Thy truly attached friend,

Mildred Eatcliff."

Some parts of the foregoing epistle are cal-

culated, methinks, particularly to interest the
serious reader! Thus, she writes, the remem-
brance of the faithful was precious to her
when in a very low spot; while also the let-

ters of the sanae caused her mind to bow in

thankfulness under fresh feelings of the Lord's

and still continued mercies. Sure!

it is not one of the least evidences of tl

loving-kindness and blessing of our Heaven
Father, that our condition in this prison-hou

of clay should be ameliorated and soothed I

the sympathy and brotherly kindness of or

fellow candidates for the same happy hotn

Hence the language, " Iron sharpeneth iro

so a man sharpeneth the countenance of 1

friend." Especially, and perhaps chiefly

this the case, when these see eye to eye ini

spect to faith and practice; being engage

whereto thoj- have attained, to walk by t

same rule, and to mind the same thing. The
are enabled at times to take sweet couni

together, and to fulfil the apostolic injunctlc

" Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fa'

the law of Christ." O! that the exercise

true religiousfellowship, manifested by wat<

ing over each other for good, and to be help(

of each other's joy, might, through Heavei
mercy, increase and abound more and mc
amongst us.

Again she speaks of feeling many times
" a poor nothing ;" of her soul being " excei

ing sorrowful, even unto death ;" with

added hope, that all her various exercises a

plunges and baptisms might more and mi

bring about the necessary death to her o-

will! Are not these but part of the
'

of discipleship with Him, our crucified I

risen Lord, and the ever glorious Captain

salvation, who made himself of no reputati(

who was despised and rejected of men ; w
bad not where to lay his head ; and wb
thoroughly cleansing baptism of fire and I

Holy Ghost is unto the death of all the car

devices and fleshly counsels of the unsta

mind and will of man ? It was the langaj

of the Spirit to the church of Smyrna:
know thy works, and tribulation, and povei

(but thou art rich.) * * Fear none of th

things which thou shall suffer; * * be tl

faithful unto death, and I will give the

crown of life." O ! that more of this abne

tion of self; more of the " tribulation f

poverty" that maketh rich, with faithfuir

also unto death ; more of humility, and c

trition, and abasedness of spirit—accepts

sacrifices to the Lord—were in larger i

sure apparent in these days ;
more of thefo

state unto being made wise and strong

Christ ; more of'the feeling of the poor poj

can when he smote his hand upon his b«|

sa3'ing, "God be merciful to me a sinnti

more of becoming like clay in the handj

the Heavenly Potter unto being moulded i

just what He would have us to be. Ta
would these experience a strength made r-

feet in weakness ; these would grow fin

stature to stature in the Truth and in ^e

Lord to becoming valiants for the promon

of His cause, and the exaltation of his ki{-

dom in the earth.

Again, her pen sets forth the unrelenig

enmity of the serpent, who is no less by

now than ever, "to break our bands, J

scatter our tribes;" that to her it seemed ti'')

and more clear, that the sufteriug and con ;t

of her day were but as the beginning of r-

rows ; with the superadded enquiry, who I

be able to stand in the hour of closer ti}'

Has not this oft-predicted period come to ^

generation, and is not the hour alread'"

hand ? When than now were the golden 1 tf

of temptation more varied and inviting^i;

when were tribulations more painful and c. 8;

besetting since the time that the docti*

fo

m
D<|
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testimonies of this religious Society were,
V our iorofatbers, contended for in prisons,'
rveanness and painfulness, and in suffering
Ml unto doatli ? When has the god of this
rid, and enemy of all righteousness, more
certly and deceivingly clothed himself with
t mantleof religion, or as an angel of light,
3 ho ])rompting indeed of the query, "who
: Lie able to stand?" When were the sift
1

1

as li-om sieve to sieve, when the index of
iioss and paleness of the countenance d'

3:3 the effort to conceal by washing and
inting, when the wearing of sackcloth,
I the putting the hands upon the loins^
I much inward exercise and panting ot
it; and when withal the deep baptisms
close provings and searchings of heart,

I the watching unto availing prayer, more
ifest than in these days when the Lord
afflicted Zion for the multitude of her
agressions; and when her children are so
I into captivity, as to cause, in M. R's
ated vision, the woes quickly to succeed
other ?

istly, well may we, with Midred Eatcliff,
atly wish there were more who like her
SBpondent—straightforward in duty and
,—were so bound to the blessed cause as
obe jostled by every wind of doctrine,
er turned aside by any oblique influence
;ever; but holding, without compromise,
.e original principles and testimonies of
•eligious Society, should stand steadfast
)veable in their faithful support. Then
i there be less plastering with the un-
ered mortar of creaturely zeal and ac-
r; less seeking to shirk difficulty and
msibility; less turning from the cross of
neek and lowly Saviour, and the sup-
ra of it unto too manifest instability and
ness; and less too of being stumblino--
s to those for whose welfare and srowlli
3 Straight and narrow way, wo shall be
10 greatly accountable : but instead there
ere would be one uniform, consistent,
ching staidness of purpose to keep to
iw and the testimony as committed so
fnsihly to our trust. Then would the
;•. make us " more what we ought to be;"
reould we more often "thank God and
courage;" then be enabled to "hold fast
•ofo-sion of our faith unto the end, how

i^aany n7ay fall on the right hand and on
t ;" then also should wo know " that the
changeth not," and that under its pre-
g influence, nothing shall be permitted
irt us either in life or in death."

(To bo continaed.)

For "The Friend."

polonial Adventures and Experiences.

!
(CoDtinued from page 250.)

|t leaving the telegraph camp— dis-
rjned by his unsuccessful efforts to sink
jthrough the solid granite—our author

gor hawks wheeling and hovering, and now
and then darting down on some piece of re-
fuse. I saw one coolly snatch a bone from a
dog's mouth, and carry it in triumph to the
roof of a house. 1 should have been amused
by watching them at any other time, but my
mind was now occupied with the thought
that I knew not whore to go for the night.

" On the outskirts of the town and just
within view of the blue waters of the bay, 1
espied the framework of an unfinished house,
one corner of which was roofed over. I had
noticed this house before, and was aware that
no one was at present working on it. Here
was the very place ; I could spread my blankets
in shelter from the dew, and there were plenty
lA' chips to make a fire. Then it occurred to
me that although I had some tea and sugar,
[ had neither vessel nor water wherewith to
make it.

I believe that people who drink tea as a
conventional beverage, have little idea of its
strengthening and refreshing qualities. It is

hardly likely that they should, drinking it,

IS they often do, when neither in want of
strength or refreshment; but in Queensland
and like countries, tea is not only a luxury, it
is one of the necessaries of life; and many a
man would rather be short of food than lose
his modicum of tea. Three quarts a day, one
at each meal, is only considered a moderate
allowance

; beer or spirits in that climate could
never take its place. Now although I had
not yet learnt the value of tea, or acquired
much taste for it as an universal beverage,
yet I was in this difficulty, it was necessal-y
for me to drink someting before morning, and
I was already tolerably thirsty,—water is

never starved in Queensland
; I began to feel

that that statement was now on its trial in
my own person. I first went to the news-
paper office, and had a good look at the ad-
vertisement sheet, which was posted outside:
I got small encouragement from this'. I found
tnat had I been a female servant I could have
had my pick of two dozen situations, with
wages varying from twelve pounds to thirty
" and all found." Had I been a boy between
twelve and thirteen, I might have become a
candidate for the post of assistant to a chim-
ney-sweep

: this would indeed have been a
black prospect. An experienced assistant
was also wanted by a watchmaker; a little
later 1 think I could have gone boldly and
offered myself for this, but my recent failure
was still graven on my memory, my back
had yet a twist in it, and the blisters were not
healed."

A photographer by profession, but whose
principal business consisted in keeping the
books of different storekeepers in the town
offered him his board in return for taking care
of his office and other light duties. This offer
was gladly accepted, and it enabled him to
subsist until he was engaged as assistant by
a surveyor, at a salary of one pound a week

is rations. Their destination was the

scarce commodity in Queensland. In many
places, water which we in England should re
ject as filthy, is eagerly sought after, and
highly prized. It is not a land of running
streams, and brooks; pumps and wells are
rarities even in the townships, and the supply
is chiefly drawn from surface water, that is,

rain water which runs off the soil, and collects
in holes and lagoons. Few of the rivers have
permanent water in them, and most of them
have large trees growing in their beds. But
in the rainy season there come what are called
floods, which take a long time to subside, and
which generally leave behind them large pools
containing a sufficient supply until the rain
comes again. At this town, with the excep-
tion of a little brackish water from some old
"native wells" on the beach, the water was
brought in on carts from some distance, and
sold for half-a crown a load.

" I went into the empty house to look about
me, and sat down to smoke a pipe. By that
time the sun had set, and it was dark, for
there was little or no twilight; after I had
rested a little I began to feel hungry as well
as thirsty, so I determined to go out and see
what I could borrow at a house oppositeI started off towards the town, for I They lent me a bucket, which th"ey filled" halflot yet make_up my mind to start for | full of water, and a small ' billy' for makinj.8h There was as yet within me altea: armed with these I was set up for the

|g
to c vilization and society, even if night, and after eating a good supper and

u e ?nJ :h'P"''°'''^ ^.^ '^^ ^T """^ "'"°'^''^S ^°°''^'^'-
P'P*^' ^ rolled mys If in myuse and the occasional sight of a shop blankets, with my spare clothes tbr a pillow

[v. I had no occasion to hurry, as I did and slept soundly till morning. In the morn-
ith myself when ling 1 made breakfast from the remnants of

pw what I should do '

'horn T ,.„.,^u„.i *u c ,. r-i, ,
'^ ^^^^ ^^ic.io.ia.-3i, num une remnants 01

C P nn\r K f
first Of the housos my supper, and packing my possessions into|balf an hour before sunset: working a corner of the house, sallied out to try my

llsVhP
3"^ u"" u

emp'oyment; fortune. I was now again in the position of ..^.-

fflthem fh^Trw.Tf,^^^^^^^^
knowing whence the next meal was to them. A7e were now getting into the countrywaited them. The air was full of scaven- come. I had often heard it said that men 'of the wild blackfellows, of whom we often

Upper Burdekiu and Clarke River districts,
where they were to mark out the boundaries
of several new runs. There were a cook and
three working men besides our author, in the
party. He thus describes the journey and
his experience in surveying.

" As we expected to be ' out' three months
certainly, we carried a large supply of rations
packed on the backs of horses. We had also
our own riding horses, of course, and spare
horses for occasion, so that there were eigh-
teen or twenty in all. One man's duty was
to look after these: at present all wo had to
do was travel. As we could not travel very
fast with the pack-horses, the surveyor him-
self stayed behind, intending to overtake us
bye and bye. Having our own provisions,
tents, and cook, we were quite independent
of any houses, and could choose our own halt-
ng-places. Our average rate of travel was
about fifteen miles a day, but we could not
always obtain water exactly where we wanted
it. It would be useless to describe our jour-
ney minutely, as one day's travel was almost
exactly the counterpart of the one before it.

We used to rise at daybreak and have break-
fast; then one of the party, slinging a bridle
over his arm, vanished among the trees in
search of the horses; meantime we occupied
ourselves in packing up. When the horses
arrived, each one having received his load, we
started at a walking pace, driving the pack-
horses before us.

Travelling in the Bush in Queensland is
usually excessively tame work. The roads
(mere dray-tracks winding among the trees)
are dry and dusty ; the scenery is the same
for miles—no flowers, no fruit, very little life.

Nothing but trees, trees, each with three
branches and six leaves on each branch,
throwing no shade except from their trunks

;

dry waving grass between the trunks, one
exactly like the other which stands a few feet

from it; now and then a kangaroo to be
seen, or an emu, or a flock of parrots.
"As we went on the stations became less

numerous, and the distances longer between
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used to see traces, but they take care never

to show themselves. Doubtless every move-

ment of our party was eagerly watched by

them. ,

"All the country which we had traversed

was very fair pasture land, but fit for nothing

else. The solitude, however, was wonderful

;

DO one would have supposed that it was in

habited and traversed by numerous tribes of

natives, or that it was every bit of it ' taken

up' for pastoral purposes. A square mile of

average country in Queensland is computed
to be capable of maintaining a hundred sheep,

or twenty head of cattle. The cattle are al

lowed to range at will, only visited and kept

together occasionally by stockmen ;
but the

sheep are tended in "flocks by shepherds, and
are kept in yards every night.

"In the older colonies, where the native

dogs have been destroyed, and the runs have

been fenced in, the sheep also are allowed to

stray, but this would be impossible in Queen
land. Some of the runs are of enormous size,

many as large as an English county, and are

held by license on a nominal lease. This

is fair enough, as the produce has to pay
duty."
After the real work of the survey com-

menced, he says " we travelled, dragging the

chain, about seven or eight miles a day, chang-

ing our camj) every night. We now of course

had no roads to travel on. As we went on

we marked the miles on trees, having first

removed a small square piece of bark. For
many miles our course lay along the bed of

the river, and yet we generally had to carry

water with us, as there was often none to be

got. The water was carried in large canvas

bags, slung across the backs of a couple of the

pack-horses. If any one wanted to drink, all

he had to do was to catch one of these horses,

remove the plug from one of the bags, and
squeeze. The water thus carried, was kept
nice and cool, and very little was wasted.

" The chain work, though fatiguing, was
not very difficult. It was very tiring for the

arras, as the country over which the chain

had to be dragged, was stony and broken, but

after a few days I began to get used to the

work. We generally worked from a little

after sunrise until almost four o'clock, seldom
stopping in the middle of the day. We all

took our turns to belong to the working party,

which consisted of two men besides the sur-

veyor himself. The rest stopped behind to

pack up, and look after the horses, and come
leisurely on to the next camping-place.

"We were about the first white men who
had visited this part of the country. It was
very wild and broken, and fit only for cattle.

We saw many signs of blackfellows, but they
took care that their persons should not be

seen by us. Once we heard a child crying in

a thick scrub.
" At the end of three months I was paid ofi'

in company with the rest, at a station situated

on a tributary of the Eiver Burdekin. My
employer had given me the option of remain-
ing where I was, or of riding one of his horses

down to the township. I preferred the former
course."

CTo be oontinned.)

Lopping off the branches of sin, is labor in

vain, and always to be renewed; there is no
way but laying the axe to the root.— Thomas
Adam.

HERE AND NOW.
Look around thee ! Say how long
Shall the earth be ruled by wrong

;

When shall error flee away?
And this darkness turn to day ?

When will evil from the soul

Render back its dread control ?

When shall all men duty see,

And the world be pure and free ?

House thee for the mental strife !

Gird thee for the task of life !

With the sword and with the shield,

Forward to the battle-field I

" On !"—a thousand voices cry

Through the earth and from the sky ;'

" Up !"—Heaven's light is on thy brow I

Let thy work be—Here and Now

!

Selected.

THE BLESSING OF TO-DAY.
Strange, we never prize the music

Till the sweet voiced birds have flown
Strange that we should slight the violets

Till the lovely flowers are gone

;

Strange that summer skies and sunshine
Never seem one half so fair

As when winter's snowy pinions
Shake the white down in the air

!

Lips from which the seal of silence

None but God can roll away.
Never blossomed of such beauty
As adorns the mouth to-day

;

And sweet words that freight our memory
Witli their beautiful perfume,

Come to us in sweeter accents

Through the portals of the tomb.

Let us gather up the sunbeams
Lying all around our path;

Let us keep the wheat and roses,

Casting out the thorns and chaflf;

Let us find our sweetest comfort
In the blessings of to-day,

With a patient hand removing
All the briars from our way.

The Spider Monkey.—The queen of all the
pets is a black and gray spider monkey from
Guiana, consisting of a tail which has de-

veloped, at one end, a body about twice as

big as a hare's ; four arms (call them not legs,)

of which the front ones have no thumbs, nor
rudiments of thumbs; and a head of black
hair, brushed forward over the foolish, kindly,

greedy, sad face, with its wide, suspicious, be-

seeching eyes, and mouth which, as in all

these American monkeys, as fiir as we have
seen, can have no expression, not even that
of sensuality, because it has no lips. Others
have described the spider monkey as four legs

and a tail, tied in a knot in the middle; but
the tail is, without doubt, the most important
of the five limbs. Wherever the monkey
goes, whatever she does, the tail is the stand-
ing-point, or rather hanging-point. It takes
one turn at least round something or other
provisionally, and in case it should be wanted

;

often, as she swings, every other limb hangs
in the most ridiculous repose, and the tail

alone supports. Sometimes it carries, by way
ofornament, a bunch of flowers or a live kitten.

Sometimes it is curled round the neck, or car-

ried over the head in the hands, out of harm's
way ; or when she conies silently up behind
you, puts her cold hand in yours, and walks
by your side like a child, she steadies herself
by taking a half turn of her tail round your
wrist. The spider monkey's easiest attitude
in walking, and in running also, is, strangely,
upright, like a human being

; but as for her
antics, nothing could represent them to you
save a series of photographs, and those instan-

taneous ones ; for they change every mora'

;

not by starts, but with a deliberate ease \vl 5

would be grace in any thing less ugly.
ll

absurd efforts of agility which you ever 1 c

at a seance of the Hylobates Lar Club at C 1.

bridge are quiet and clumsy compared to e

rope-dancing which goes on in the bough if

the Poui-tree, or, to their great detrimen if

the Bougainvillea and the Gardenia ou e

lawn. But with all this. Spider is the gent
t,

most obedient, and most domestic oif' be; i

Her creed is, that yellow bananas iire e

summum bonum ; and that she must not c e

into the dining-room, or even into the vorai
1,

whither, nevertheless, she slips, in fear d

trembling, every morning, to steal the lie

green parrot's breakfast out of his eagot
the baby's milk, or fruit off the sideboard d

which case she makes her appearance : 1-

denly and silently, sitting on the thresh i,

and begins scratching herself, looking at ct y
thing except the fruit, and pretendinu; t \\

absence of mind till the proper moment co ;s

for unwinding her lengthy ugliness, d

making a snatch at the table. Poor wi c-

headed thing, full of foolish cunning; aUij
doing wrong, and knowing that it is wrdsj,

but quite unable to resist temptation
; d

then profuse in futile explanations, gestict

tions, mouthings of an "Oh! oh! oh! 10

pitiably human that you can only punish

by laughing at her, which she does not a

like.

—

Kingsley's West Indies.

For "The Priai

A Correspondence, (with notes,) between Tho
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from pags 251.)

Thomas Story evinced much interest in

children of his friend James Logan, thoi

not personally acquainted with them, ha^

removed to England, apparently, before ti

births. He sent them occasional presents

tokens of his regard, which were mutu.y

exchanged. The following was written oi.o

occasion of this kind :

Thomas Story to Sarah Logan, junior.

London, 4th mo. 2Sth, 17

Eespected Friend, Sarah Logan, jun., It

is a long time since I was agreeably favcd

with a specimen of thy early ingenuity, id

some of the first fruits of it, in a-^resent it

me through the medium of thy father, wiJi

was very acceptable, and justly admireca

the work of a person so young, and beconig

much riper years, with long practice andx-

perience. And though other matters l.'e

interposed and suspended my intention iO

long, yet I have not forgot the obligatij

and now, though late, make my acknowl g-

ments, desiring that some small tokens of ij

respects, (which I hope will come safe to ij

fiither's hands with this,) may be accept.' fl.

And that all goodness and happiness majit-

tend thee to the end, through every scenof

this uncertain life, and crown thy last wi ft

blessed immortality, is the sincere wish of ly

loving though unacquainted friend,

Thomas Stor

Accompanying the above, bearing s w

date

:

Esteemed friend, James Logan,—Thc;l»

I have not written, nor had any letters fm

thee these several years, I have not altoge W
forgotten the duty of friendship to thee id

thine, which prompts me on this favor 18

occasion, (by our valued friend Jos. Gill, '
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rig to visit your parts,) to salute thee and
'im with these few lines and sincere re-

licts. And remembering, as I have often

|, e. tlic present made me long ago from thy

I
ghtoi- Sarah, as some of the tirst fruits of

1 tai ly genius, which I have not hitherto

,(
niiwlodged to herself, though often in-

£ IlmI, 1 now beg leave that I may do so in

(10 small returns, which I hope will be
rinUnl. And, as her acceptable token, when
c'oung, was presented to me through thy
i.xh. 1 think the same method most proper in

fit 1 now send her, intended to be sent hence

B. box, to-morrow towards Bristol, to our

i'nd J. G. aforesaid. (The articles are then
liticularized.)

have been, for the most part, travelling

otbree years, and greatest part of the two
1 winters here in this city, where, as also

a he nation, the principle of Truth takes
'(.erall}' with the brightest geniuses, though
b state and works it would lead to are too

i:h yet awanting. But as men must first

ebefiire they can act with judgment, I am
( in tU'spair of a more general reformation
aimo, that is, of Him who doth in heaven
I earth what and when he pleaseth, and
a turn the hearts of nations as the stream
firater. Three sorts of people at this day
ijnly oppose the life of the Son of God, th«

(iiour of the world : the wicked, immoral
rj profane; the false teachers, kept up by
il'ian power and wisdom, who, by their late

cleavours, seem bent upon excluding the

jl'it of Christ outof his church, and advanc-
f the latter, or rather their own notions
Der that pretence, and their own power and
ijy ; and the Deists, who despise the priests,

B|designing and insincere men, yet not
ijwina; the Divine essential truth in them-
ves, the guide of mankind in all things.
I latter increase in number.

TnoMAs Stoky.

'e can hardly measure in this age the
Her of priestcraft over the human mind in

i! ; and it is probable, that for the com-
tively moderate pretensions of the hu-
ly ordained ministers at the present day,

is much due to the questioning spirit

h displayed itself in what was termed
'free thinking" of that, and a succeeding

ilod. (The nest below was S. L. jrs. ac-
[wledgment of the present, above spoken

'arah Logan, junior, to Thomas Story.

teemed Friend,^About three months
I was favored with thy kind letter by

i|worthy friend Joseph Gill, in which thou
pleased to remember a small piece of

shildish performance, and to retaliate it

I

I

great excess with a valuable present, for
H;h I wish it lay in my power to make a
ijible return

; but as from this country in

jsitnation, it does not, I can now only
ae my acknowledgments, not forgetting at
i^same time a handsome shagreen case,
ij knife, fork, and spoon, that my father
'(ght me as from thee, when last in Eng-
D, for all which, as I am bound in grati-
c, I return thee my very hearty thanks,
I'
am, with kind respects, thy much obliged

''<^) Sarah Logan, junior.
^aton, 14th 9ber, 1734.

46 following from a previous letter of her
tj'.r's to T. S. gives a pleasant picture of
«|3haracter and pursuits of this daughter,

who afterwards married Isaac Norris, the
younger.

"Sally, besides her needle, has been learn-

ing French, and, this last week, has been
very busy in the dairy at the plantation, in

which she delights as well as in spinning ; but
is this moment at the table with me, (being
First-day afternoon and her mother abroad,)
reading the 3-lth Psalm in Hebrew, the letters

of which she learned very perfectly in less

than two hours' time"

—

James Logan to Thomas Story.
Phih-wlelphia, 9th mo. 16th, 1764.

Respected friend T. S.,—Having for some
days past been here, despatching a ship for

London that I am concerned in, or more prop-
erly my letters by her, my daughter sent this

unsealed, and therefore I make use of this blank
page for saving of postage, to acknowledge
the receipt of thy very kind letter by Joseph
Gill, as also, in my wife's name, thy present
to her of some silk stockings, as I remember;
but whatever it was, it came in good order,
was carefully delivered, and thy old friend
very kindly accepts of them. The girl speaks
for herself, as well as she can, I su^ipose, but
thou hast really been too generous to them.
I have four children now all with me, who, I

think, generally take more after their mother
than me, which, I am sure, thou wilt not dis-

like in them
;
yet, if they had more of a mix-

ture, it might be of some use to them, to
bring them through the world. And it some-
times gives mo an uneasy thought, that my
considerable collection of Greek and Eoman
authors, with others in various languages,
will not find an heir in my family to use them
as I have done

; but, after my decease, must
be sold or squandered away. But this is not
inhuman power to remedy; and therefore,
I must be content and thankful they appear
not vicious, and of the girls I think I may
truly say they are discreet. Had I not forgot-
ten thy letter at home, I should have been larg-

er, but I must now desire this may excuse me,
who with sincere good wishes for thy happi-
ness, am thy affectionate friend,

James Logan.
The collection of books, amounting to 3000

volumes, James Logan afterwards very suita
bly and worthily disposed of, in bequeathing
them to the city of Philadelphia for use as a

ding library, and they formed the nucleus
of the present Philadelphia Library of 70,000
vols. In those days the only way in which
't was possible to pursue a studious life, was
by costly purchase and importation of books
from Europe ; and this bequest was designed
to supply for posterity a want and deficiency
he had, no doubt, often himself felt with ur-
gency.

Thomas Story to Sarah Logan, junior.
London, 11th mo. 21st, 1734.

Dear Friend,—As thy father was pleased
to mediate between thee and me, in handing
me thy very acceptable letter of the 1-lth

9ber last, I don't doubt but that he will like-

wise this acklowledgment of it, which I

kindly accept as a full return at least, to those
"ttle things sent with my last, which, in my
own account were due to a former and early
favor, and can assure thee that it is a pleasure

to know from thyself that they are
acceptable, having no view or desire of any
other return than the friendship I observe in
such agreeable lines from an innocent and
virtuous mind.

That Heaven may preserve thee, my dear
friend, and by the sweet Divine dew thereof
from above, daily descending upon thy tender
heart, increase and furnish thy mind with
all sweetness, goodness, understanding, and
knowledge of the true God and Divine things,
which as it is the greatest blessing I can
wish for thee, so I sincerely do.

Thy affectionate, loving friend, though I
may never see thee in this world,

Thomas Story.

How encouragingly and tenderly such
friendly, condescending language from elder
lips reaches the young heart, many can testi-

fy. The pretty lines of the maiden show
that modesty which characterized a former
generation of young people.

Bearing even date with, and accompany-
ing the above.

Thomas Story to .James Logan.

Eespected Friend,—I take this first oppor-
tunity that presents, to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of thy frank letter of 16th 9th month
last, which is satisi'actory on several accounts

;

I am glad to know thereby, that my very
dear friend, thy wife, and all your children,
are well, and hopeful in the better part ; and
that those little things were acceptable to
her, as directed, in which I meant no other
than as a token of my remembrance, and of
the respect I owe her. I perceive thou art
apprehensive thy children inherit the quali-
ties of their mother more than thy own

; and
thy sentiments of the satisfaction 1 would
reap by it are very right, for, as her person
was amiable, I looked upon it as the figure
of her mind—full of sweetness, innocence,
and virtue ; and think I perceive much of that
in thy daughter, by her letter, though wholly
a stranger to her person, only have heard she
is comely and agreeable.

As to the inaptitude of all thy family of
succeeding thee in such satisfaction as thou
hast reaped in thy acquaintance with books
and languages, thou wilt be easy in that, if it

be possible for thee to consider, that these
things are generally speculative, and so
barren as to us, that they cannot afford us
one morsel for support of a short uncertain
life in this teazing world, or much help to-

wards a better. If, then, we have so much
understanding and application as to conduct
ourselves with honesty and safety, as respects
bread and clothes, and pursue the rule of
grace and virtue to the end, we shall not miss,
at last, of a safe conduct to that haven which,
I doubt not, we all aim at in our most solemn
thoughts. Yet I am no enemy to learning,
though I have but little of it ; that field afford-

ing great variety for contemplation, and much
delight to the mind therein. But, as I have
read, chiefly, in those small glimpses of the
Divine Being I have been mercifully favored
with, in the face of the Son of God, and His
attributes, Divine, moral, and personal. He
hath not left me quite ignorant of the knowl-
edge of His works, which are indeed stupen-
dous and amazing, even the least of them,
rightly viewed.' But I have nothing to boast
of but His mercy and goodness in the whole
course of His providence hitherto. The little

peep I have had into the records of time by
my scanty literature and want of proper op-
portunity for more, furnishes me only with a
satisfaction in the general view of the conduct
of the world from the beginning of it unto this

time ; though the greatest part of the particu-
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lars have escaped my notice. To conclude,

then, I may have been as happy, all this time,

and 80 may thy children, and may remain and
end 80, circumstanced as I am and have been,

BOme cross occurrences in life, and these too

not unuseful, excepted, even as him, whoever
he may be, if any, that may have a kind of

omniscience in human things; and so may
any other of a capacity lower than mine.

But where am Iran?—I now return from
thee to thyself and family, (if thou canst make
sense of this,) and in that love which engageth
me to wish all happiness to thee and thine in

this life and that which is to come, conclude
this from thy very loving friend,

Thomas Story.
CTo be continued.)

For " The Friend."

The following ancient testimony to plain-

ness is commended to the serious perusal of
all, and especially of our beloved young
Friends; for truth is the same in this d&y
that it was then, and leads into godliness, and
simplicity in apparel, as it did then. The
enemy of all righteousness seems unusually
potent with argument in this day for draw-
ing aside from the straight and narrow way
that leads to life and peace.

What follows is addressed by the writer to

her children while she was on a religious

visit in Ireland. (See account of her in Piety
Promoted.)

"After my dear love to my husband, this is

to signify my tender love to the precious
Truth, by my motherly care for my children,

that whether I live or die, you may be careful

and take heed that you do not stain the testi-

mony of Truth, that you have received, by
wearing of needless things, and following the
world's fashions, in your clothing and attire,

but remember how I have bred you up. Con-
sider what manner of persons j'ou ought to

be, now you are come to years of under-
standing, that you may not grieve the Spirit

of the Lord, nor me, nor any of his dear chil-

dren. But that you may walk as becomes
the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you
may be good examples to others, and patterns
of plainness and uprightness in j'our conver-
sations among all people; then will the bless-

ing of the Lord attend you, and it will be well
with you in this world, and in that which is

to come
;
then shall God be honored, and my

soul with yours and with the souls of all his

tender ones that desire the same be comfort-
ed, and Truth promoted over all ; and then
you will have cause to say with me, that its

excellency far transcends all that the world
can afford, and will endure when that shall
have passed away. * * *

"Truth is the same here as in England, and
Friends do not suffer the world's fashions to
be followed, for both men and women here do
go plain in their apparel, according to Truth,
in a comely manner. The women do not
attire their heads, setting their clothes aloft,

imitating the world's fashions, wearing any
needless things, nor in a needless manner.
And some public Friends from hence, are going
to England in the service of Truth, and more
to go, and they will be grieved to see Friends'
children stain the truth, by attiring them-
selves not in modest apparel, and it would
also be a great grief to me, if my children
should be some of them. And therefore, look
to it, I charge you, in God's holy fear, that
you may be warned and escape the dangers

that do attend youth, and be preserved out of
all the snares of the evil one, for they are
many. **=(!**

" Oh, that it may be so with you, that your
delight may be to serve him according to

j'our measures, that you may clearly see, by
the bright shining of the Light, the vanity
and folly of needless things in apparel, and
that to lean after the world's vain unsettled
fashions, is so far from being comely, or an
ornament to any professing Truth, that it is

a great cause of shame for any such to be en-

snared thereby!
" I am certain that if you keep to the gift of

Christ's Spirit, that is given you to teach you
to profit, and to lead you into all truth and
plainness, I say, that I am sure that if j-ou

hearken to the Spirit of Christ in your own
hearts that then these needless things afore-

named, and foolish fashions of the world, will

become a burden to you as they are to me,
and then you will soon be weary of them,
and of all that is needless : round attire upon
the bead, set up aloft, &c. I desire the Lord
may lay it home for your consideration.

Your dear mother,
Joan Vokins."

From Dublin, the 18th of the 9th mouth, 1686.

The barks of trees which grow by an in-

crease of size outwardly are divided by bot-

anists into three layers ; viz., the inner bark,

composed of long, fibre-like cells ; the cellular

tion, or green bark ; and lastly the corky
envelope, which is sometimes very thick, as
for example, the cork of commerce, which is

certainly a rather unusual development of
the outer laj-er. From the inner barks are
derived most of the fibres for making into

cordage, matting, or similar articles. One of
these barks, the Lace Bark of Jamaica, is ex-
ceedingly beautiful and interesting, and it is

moreover useful to the natives of the West
Indies for many economic purposes. It is

composed of a series of concentric layers of
very fine and strong fibres, which, by cross

ing and interlacing each other, form a com
plete network, the beauties of which are quite
hidden till the bark is beaten out, and the
fibres partially separated by carefully pulling
them in a lateral direction, when a piece of
vegetable lace, a yard or more in width, will

be produced. This natural lace is used in Ja-
maica for making caps, hats, collars, frills, &c.,

first being bleached by sprinkling with water
and exposure to the sun. It is said that
Charles II, was presented by the then Gov-
ernor of Jamaica, with a pair of ruffles and
other articles of dress made from this lace

bark, and also that, in former times, the
whips used for flogging slaves were mostly
made from this bark. The bark of the Mul-
berry tree of the South Sea Islands is another
of the fibrous kinds ; it is very strong and
tough and is used in the Pacific Islands for
making what is called tapa cloth, which serves
the natives for various articles of clothing.

Another remarkable fibrous bark is the Sack
Tree in Western India and Ceylon. The
bark of this tree is used for making sacks,
hence its common name. A trunk is selected
of the requisite diameter, and a piece is cut
off, of the required length ; the bark is then
soaked and beaten loose from the wood,

turned back, or inside out; if it is en-

In the natural order Myrtacece, some v
^

valuable bark structures occur, for instai

in the Stringy Bark Tree of Tasmania, wt \

is toughly fibrous or stringy, while in e

Iron Bark it is of such a compact solid nati,,

and so hard, that it might be taken fo j

close grained wood, rather than a bark,

other very remarkable bark is that of c

Pottery Tree at Para; a large straight gr .

ing tree. A microscopical examination of o

bark shows all the cells of the different lajs

to be more or less silicated. The name f

Pottery Tree has been given to this p] t

in consequence of the uses to which the .

dians apply the bark for making into a k i

of earthenware. The bark is burnt and s

ashes mixed with clay, in proportions vai i

at the will of the operator. All sorts of c

nary articles and cooking utensils are m e

from it ; they are very durable, and will I r

any amount of heat.— The Cabinet Maker.

tirely stripped off, it requires simply to be
sewn up at one end, but it is usual to leave a
small piece of the wood to form the bottom. I

cerity of soul, we can say that we" have

For " The Frier

" Seeing that ye have purified your souls in obe
;

the Truth through the Spirit unto unfeigned h\ ?.

the brethren, see that ye love one another with a e

heart, fervently." 1 Peter i. 22. " And above all tli s

have fervent charity among yourselves." 1 Pete ,

Whilst it is the duty of the establisj

members of the Church of Christ, when e

faith once delivered to the saints is assail

or denied, to contend earnestly for its mn-

tenance ; it is also of essential importance 1

1

they be clad on such occasions as it were ^i
double armor, lest the enemy take advante
of them by substituting the warmth of paj^

zeal and controversial heat for the meekra
and gentleness of Christ. The true objee'f

all argument or controversy is clearly to Ci-

vince the minds of those addressed, and t

merely to vindicate the orthodoxy of the -

putant, or obtain an advantage over an i-

ponent. Those who stand as watchmen

i

the walls have much need to know their it

hod with the preparation of the gospel f

peace, that their admonitions and warni 3

may find a place in the minds of those

dressed, and turn the disobedient to the v-

dom of the just. If one member of the liv ,'

church suffers, all the members must part •

pate in the suffering, if their life and se

bility is preserved by abiding in the true Ti

;

so that those not particularly injured the

selves by the offence yet experience th
sympathies excited, and their souls to mon
at the spiritual loss sustained by the be
On such occasions that fervent charity il

be felt which suftoreth long and is kind, whi
vaunteth not itself over the erring, but

sires their restoration and spiritual health s

that of our own souls, counting them not^

enemies, but admonishing them as brothi

.

What a beautiful example of this ferv t

charity does Paul exhibit in his 2nd EpiiS

to the Corinthians, when he writes: "For't

of much affliction and anguish of heart I wrJ

unto you with many tears : not that ye sbo 1

be grieved, but that ye might know the I-

lohich I have more abundantly unto you."

In this critical period of distraction d
""

change in our Society, it seems particular
"

ncumbent that all should be diligent to h.'3

the foundation upon which they may be bu-

ng, brought to the test of that Spirit wh;i.^

is comparable to a two edged sword, and i»
^

discerner of the thoughts and intents of '%;

heart. And even when in' humility and Efl
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hope or foundation than that tried

) which is elect and precious, there seems
J a still further need that " every man
heed how he buildeth thereupon;" "for

ire shall try every man's work of what
it is," and " if any man's work shall bo

3d, he shall suffer loss." No merely tra-

lal zeal for ancient forms in doctrine or

ice, without that faith which works by
on the one hand, nor exertions for the

re of others standing in the wisdom of

and not in the power of God on the other

can abide the fire of His jealousy, who
lot give His honor to another,

ivould seem at least to be reasonable that

who imagine they have made discoveries

toting
the Truth, and its liberty or reqiii-

s, inconsistent with the long cherished

I and practices of our predecessors, should

iry of their foundation. Especially when
variations tend towards the side of car-

ase and worldly compliance. I cannot

link the presumptions of christian faith

jxperieneo are against such innovations,

ipostle in writing to the Eomans speaks

"Now I beseech you, brethren, mark
which cause divisions and otfences con-

to the doctrine which ye have learned,

void them. For they that are such serve

ir Lord Jesus Christ ; and by good words
'air speeches deceive the hearts of the

e."

I
my beloved brethren, let us beware

|ve offend any of the little ones whom
[[aster has called out of the customs and
iers of a world which lieth in wicked-

f.est we become amenable to the woe pro-

ued by Him on those who cause offences.

f i-od liath chosen the foolish things of the

t to confound the wise, and these requisi-

1 felt as they have been by divers of all

, cters and conditions, from one genera-

1,0 another, stand not in the wisdom of

[)ut in the power of God, who brings to

1 It the understanding of the prudent,

tio flesh may glory in His presence.

!o 3-ounger, submit yourselves to the
' well becomes the youthful traveller

ard. If he has not yet felt the personal
tion to assume those testimonies which
^uiah Friends from others in their man-
nd appearance, let him be clothed with
ity, and bo willing to follow in the faith

)8e who have obtained a good report,

aving overcome, have laid down their

with the new name written upon their

liads. Then I doubt not in due time,

lihall reveal even this unto them, and
will be no schism in the body. " Put
!erefbre, as the elect of God, holy and

ihd, bowels of mercies, kindness, humblo-
9|>f mind, meekness, long-suffering; for-

g one another, and forgiving one an-

if any man have a quarrel against any,

as Christ forgave you, so also do ye.

il.bove all these things put on charity,

is the bond of perfectness, and let the
cbf God rule in your hearts, to the which

called in one body."

THE FRIEND.
)UETH MONTH G, 1872.

'1' approach of a Yearly Meeting must
ipver the minds of those belonging to it,

Jjfe religiously concerned for the promo-

tion of the cause of Truth and the edifying of

its members in christian love, much serious

thougl>tfultiess, and earnest prayer that its

sittings may bo hold under the preserving
care and authority of the great Head of the
Church. The subjects which claim its con-
sideration generally relate more or less di-

rectly to the spiritual health and growth of

the members; and these can be secured only
by their individually seeking to experience
the Holy Spirit to impart divine life, and so

quicken their spiritual faculties that whether
called silently to travail, or to speak or to act,

it may bo with the Spirit and the understand-
ing also.

One of the peculiar traits of the religious

observances of consistent Friends, is silent

waiting before the Lord, and reverently seek-

ing to know tho mind of the Spirit concern-
ing them. As an assembly is brought under
this holy exercise, solemnity and weight
spread over it, and whether it be a meeting
for worship or for the transaction of the dis-

cipline, tho presence of Christ is recognized
as a crown of glory and a diadem of boiiuty,

clothing it with spiritual strength and^au-
thority. However insipid or irksome such
seasons may seem to the superficial professor,

whose life is in outside performances which
please the senses, to the rightly baptized dis-

ciples,—though when the Seed is in suffering,

they may have to go into suffering with it,

—

as they abide with their crucified Lord, keep-

ing the word of his patience, they are often

times of refreshing, wherein Ho will "gird
himself and make them to sit down to meat,
and will come forth and serve them."
We apprehend there are few in the Society

who know anything of its history, but will

acknowledge that Friends were once an emi-
nently favored people, on whom was bestowed
the spirit of power, of love and of a sound
mind, and who, in their religious gatherings
knew what it was to be baptized by tho one
Spirit into one body, and largely to partake
of that peace and joy which are the portion

of true believers. They held tho truth in the
spirit of it ; and as individuals and as a church,
were jealously watchful that no false charity,

no unsanctified affection, no desire to receive

honor one from another, should draw them
aside from maintaining in precept and prac-

tice, the doctrines and testimonies of the
gospel.

What has wrought the change from this

good estate, of which we apprehend few can
be 80 lifeless as not to be sensible ? Has it

not boon, by the individual members in the
first place, being ensnared by the spirit of the
world, refusing to give up their own will and
to walk in tho straight and narrow way of
holiness, so as in life and conversation to

stand as witnesses that Christianity is opposed
to the vain fashions and impure ways of the
people of the word, and its true converts can-
not have fellowship with them? And if we
are honest to our convictions must we not
confess that this refusal to wear the yoke of
Christ has so crippled and blinded many, who
while retaining tho government on their own
shoulders are yet anxious to have a name
to live as members of the visible church, that
they have thought themselves justified in

lowering the high standard of truth originally
displayed, and to contend for an easier path
to heaven than our forefathers trod? We
think it can do none of us harm to examine
ourselves, as favored by that light which can-

not deceive, and see how far this may be, or
have been our case. Inqiiiro what wo have
known of those baptisms which crucify to the
world, and slay that propensity of tho human
heart which prompts to a course, even in re-

ligion, so that what is done may be seen of
men, and promotes self rather than endure the
offence of tho cross. Just in proportion as
these baptisms may have been considered ob-
solete in religious experience, or now uncalled
for, and something more easy to the flesh has
been substitutocT in their place, silent waiting
upon the Lord, and wrestling for his enlight-
ening and strengthening presence have be-
come more distasteful, extending its deaden-
ing influence over our religious meetings, and
undermining the strength and authority of
the church, to the grief' and suffering of its

rightly qualified members.
Wo often please ourselves with tho hope

that " better times" are at hand, and wo be-

lieve there are many who are sincerely sigh-

ing and praying that a brighter day may
speedily dawn upon our loved Society. If
we ever realize these hopes and petitions, it

must be by the members more generally aban-
doning those things which have retarded their

growth in tho truth, and kept their spiritual

vision dim. They must more generally live

consistently with the high profession they
make; knowing what it is to bo buried with
Christ by bapti-im into death, that like as He
was raised up from the dead by the glory of
the Father, even so they also may walk in

newness of life. It was thus our faithful pre-

decessors were prepared for the work of tbeir

daj^, and it was this that enabled them to hold
their meetings in the power of God. As we
are grafted into and abide in the same Vine,
we will bring forth tho same fruit.

We trust that all such living branches who
may convene in our approaching annual as-

sembly, will not grow weary of struggling to

keep to the original ground of humbly wait-

ing in believing dependence, so as to knovv
the mind and will of the Leader of Israel,

following faithfully when He doth appear,
whether as a pillar of cloud or a still small
voice. " The world by wisdom knows not
God," therefore the worldlj'-wise, those sub-

ject to the spirit of the world, know not how
to order aright the affairs of the Church of

Christ. This can be done only by tho wisdom
that Cometh from above, which " is first pure,

then peaceable, gentle and easy to be en-

treated, full of mercy and good fruits, without
partiality, and without hypocrisy." To the
dedicated seeker, willing to endure hardness
as a good soldier of Jesus Christ, this wisdom
will be dispensed, and for their encourage-
ment we commend the following, written by
a deeply experienced elder of this city, who
deceased some years ago. " It is common to

say it is a low time, and indeed we may truly

subscribe to its verity; but then what is the

business of the poor bleating flock? Shall

they stray away in expectation of finding a
leader that will furnish them with a more
plentiful supply ? No; we are at best only
beggars, unable to minister to our own wants;
therefore, unable as we are, let us look for-

ward in hope, adopting the counsel and prayer
of the Apostle, 'The Lord direct your hearts

into the love of God and into tho patient

waiting for Christ.' I cannot doubt but the
present is a dispensation permitted in Divine
Wisdom to purge and purify the church, that

as the hunger of its real members is increased
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by want, tho ej'e may be more steadily di-

rected to its holy Head, whose blessed hand

will, in due time supply all their need, cause

the seemingly desolate and forsaken to rejoice

in his goodness, and to sound forth, with the

voice of thanksgiving, the praise which is bis

due from everlasting to everlasting."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGK.—A motion made in the House of Com-

mons by a member from Scotland, ^that the coast de-

fences liear Leith and Glasgow be strengthened, was

opposed by the Secretary of War, and negatived with-

out a division. He argued that Liverpool should be

properly defended first, and then Glasgow. The Uni-

versity Tests bill was debated and passed to its second

reading by a large majority.

MacFarne's extensive warehouse and adjoining budd-

ing, in Glasgow, were burned on the 27th ult. Loss

£f6o,000.
An explosion occurred on the 30th ult. in a safety-

fuse manufactory in Cornwall, where a number of

women were employed. Seven were killed and several

others seriously injured so that it was feared they would

not survive.

An explosion occurred in a coal mine at Atherton,

near Bolton, on the 2Sth, attended with the loss of

nearly forty lives.

London.—Consols, 93^. U. S. sixes, 186S, 93| ; ten-

forties, 89}.

On the 31st ult., the French National Assembly took

a recess until the 22d of this month. Previous to the

adjournment, Thiers addressed the Assembly. He
guaranteed the maintenance of internal order, declared

the army was faithful, and assured the Chamber that

no interruption of the peace was threatened from

abroad.

Marshal Bazaine has received permission to publish

a pamphlet justifying his conduct at Metz.

The Counseil General of the Department of the Seine

has voted an appropriation of 18,000,000 francs for the

schools of Paris.

The Constitutionnel again asserts that negotiations

proceeding between France and Germany looking to

the speedy liberation of French territory from the pre

sence of the German troops, and the German govern

ment is favorably inclined toward some arrangement

by which this result may be attained. "Germany,"
says the Constitutionnd, " is willing to order the evacua-

tion of that portion of France now occupied by its

troops, upon the payment of 500,000,000 francs of war
indemnity, and the remaining two-and-a-half milliards

in yearly instalments.

The Queen of England was at Baden, Germany, on

the 31st ult., round which place she had made several

excursions, riding out daily. A band of robbers last

week removed rails on the Madrid and Andalusia Rail-

way, between Valdepenas and Manzanares, and stopped

the mail train. They then made an attack on the train,

which was resisted by the guard. Shots were exchanged,

and one of the guards, an officer and a passenger were

wounded. The bandits finally gained possession of the

cars, and took some £3000 sterling. Madrid dispatches

report the condition of the country as tranquil. A
Republican .society called the Advance Guard, having

for its object to influence the policy of Spain, has been

formed in Madrid. The society, it is stated, is making
preparations to carry out its purpose.

A postal convention has been concluded between

Russia and Italy. Negotiations with the Peninsular

and Oriental Steamship Company for the establishment

of a line of steamers between Italy and Asia are pro-

gressing to a satisfactory conclusion.

The Pope has given a long audience to the Prince

and Princess of Wales. He desired them to convey to

the Queen of England his thanks for her constant evi-

dences of sympathy. The Prince and Princess have

also visited Cardinal Antonelll.

The Sultan of Turkey has announced his intention

of visiting Lyons in the Fifth month, for the purpose

of attending the Exposition to be held there.

The Khan of Khiva has sent an ambassador to St.

Petersburg, bearing a valuable present to the Czar, and

credentials expressive of an ardent desire for the friend-

ship of the Russian government.

City of Mexico dispatches to the 21st ult., .state that

disorder and anarchy prevail throughout the Republic.

Persons and property are outraged wherever govern-

ment troops are absent. The prospect is good for the

government triumphing in the present struggle with

the revolutionists, but the probabilities of internal

peace and order being soon established are very small.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 461. There were
83 deaths from small pox, 47 inflammation of the lungs,

44 consumption, and 20 old age. The number of regis^

tered births in this city during 1871, was 18,346, viz.,'

males 9,657 : females 8,689. The number of marriages
806, and that of deaths 16,993, of whom 16,036

were white, and 957 colored.

The total quantity of gas made at the Philadelphia
gas works in 1871, was 1,338,972,000 cubic feel, being
an increase in quantity over the year 1870, of 97,487,000
cubic feet. The maximum consumption in 24 hours

.543,000 cubic feet, which occurred on the 23d of

Twelfth month last. The number of consumers of gas
is 70,774, being an increase of 3831 during the year.

At the close of 1871, 571 miles of street mains were
laid. The total number of gas lights in the city at the

same date was 933,684.

In 1840, when the first census of Michigan as a State

was taken, it was the twenty-third State of the Union,
and contained 212,567 inhabitants. In 1870, it had a

population of 1,184,059, and ranks as the thirteenth

State. In 1840, the assessed value of the property of

the State was $37,000,000 ; in 1870 it was §630,000,000.
At Lone Pine, in the mountainous part of California,

an earthquake recently occurred, by which fifty houses
were demolished, and extensive fissures made in the

ground for miles around. About 20 persons were killed

and 30 wounded by the earthquake. The earth was in

a constant tremble for over three hours, and a chasm
was opened for thirty-five miles down the valley, and
varying from three inches to forty feet in depth. The
region aflected by the earthquake is sparsely inhabit-

ed by people engaged in working silver-bearing lead

mines.
The Legislature of Pennsylvania has enacted a _

eral Local Option law. It authorizes the citizens of

every city and county of the State to vote on the ques
tion of license or no license, for their respective cities

and counties, in the Third mo 1873. In all cases where
a majority vote no license it is declared unlawful for a

license to be issued for the sale of any kind of intoxi-

cating drinks.

On the first inst., the British Minister, Sir Edward
Thornton, delivered to the U. S. Secretary of State,

Earl Granville's reply to his last note relative to the

Geneva Conference.

At the election in Connecticut on the first inst., the

Republican candidate for Governor was elected. The
Republicans have also majorities in both houses of the

legislature.

The public debt of the United States, less cash in the

Treasury, amounted on the 1st inst. to 82,210,331,529,

having been reduced $15,481,969 during the previous

month. The balance in the Treasury consisted of $10,-

431,299 currency, and $120,200,610 coin.

27te Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the first inst. New York.—American gold, 110.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115f; ditto, 1868, 113; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 108^. Superfine flour, $6.40 a $6.70

;

finer brands, $7 a $lL No. 2 Chicago spring wheat
$1.50; red Jersey, $1.72; amber, $1.75; white Michi
gan, common, $1.81. State barley, 75 a 83 cts. Oats
53 a 56 cts. Rye, 89 cts. Western mixed corn, 71 a 7:

cts. ; southern yellow, 72 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton,

23 a 23J cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Cuba
sugar, 8J cts. Choice superfine flour, $6.25 ; finer

brands, $6.50. a $11. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.'

a $1.78; amber, $1.80 a $1.82; white, $1.95 a $2. Rye,
87 a 88 cts. Yellow corn, 65 a 66 cts. Oats, 55 cts.

Lard, 8| a 9 cts. The arrivals and sales of beef cattle

were light, reaching only about 1,500 head. Extra sold

at 8 a Sj cts.; fair to good, 6 a 7J^ cts., and common 5 a
5i cts. per lb. gross. About 13,000 sheep sold, choice

at 9 a 10} cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 8 a 9 cts., and
common 7 a 8^ cts. Hogs sold at $6.50 a $7.50 per 100
lbs. net. Receipts 2,111 head. Chicago.—Spring extra
flour, $5 a $7. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.20J. Mixed
corn, 38 cts. No. 2 oats, 30| cts. No. 2 rye, 68 a 70
cts. Lard, $8.15 per 100 lbs. St. ioui«.—Superfine
flour, $5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $8.75. No. 2 spring

wheat, $1.43 ; No. 2 winter red, $1.90. No. 2 mixed
corn, 40 cts. No. 2 oats, 35 cts. Cincinnati.—Family
flour, $7.50 a $7.75. Red wheat, $1.68 a $1.70. Corn,
47 cts. Oats, 38 a 42 cts. Lard, SJ- a 8J cts. Detroit.

—Amber Michigan wheat, $1.57 ; white, $1.62 a $1.69.

Corn, 48i cts. Oats, 38 J cts. Clover-seed, $5.10 a $5.15.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammar, &c.,

in the Girls' department, ."^pply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Gerraantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phila.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATIOX,

The Ninth Annual Meeting of ' Friends' Associa
,

of Philadelphia and its vicinity, for the relief of Cole
[

Freedmen," will be held at Arch Street Meetmg-ho
^

Second-day evening. Fourth month loth, 1S7:
t

7A- o'clock.

Our Superintendent, Alfred H. Jones, is expectei >

be present to give details of the winter's work.

All Friends interested in the Freedmen are inv 1

to attend the meeting.
John B. Garrett, Secrdar

The Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid Associa
i

of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, wil j

held in Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadeliihia.
i

Fifth-day, Fourth month 18tb, 1872, at 8 o'clock i
,

Friends generally are invited to attend.

RiCHAKD CadBURY, CUr

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, the i

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending to i

children to the Institution, will please make appl

tion, as early as they conveniently can, to Aa
Sharpless, Superintendent, (address Street RoadM
Chester Co., Pa ,) or to Charles- J. Allen, Treasn

304 Arch St. Philadelphia.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of Germantown Prepare

Meeting School. Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olne}'.

James E. Rhoads, Germanto-wn.
Jane E. Mason, Franklin Institute, Phila

Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., do

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Faculty are prepared to receive application;

the admission, free of charge for Board and Tuitio;

mall number of students, members of the Sociei

Friends, and in circumstances to justify the extefi

of such aid.

The next Term will open 9th mo. 11th, 1872,

Address, Samuel J. Gummere, Prest^

Haverford College,
"

'friends' SELECT SCHOOLS.
AVanted, a teacher in the classical department oi

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of the

term in the 9th month next.

Application may be m.ade to

James Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fifth

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

" An Exposition of the Faith of the Religious

ciety of Friends, commonly called Quakers, in the

damental Doctrines of the Christian Religion : ]

cipally selected from their Early Writings. To w
is added, at the Author's request. An Historical I;

duction to the Memoir of George Fox, in Frii

Library, Vol. I, by Thom.as Evans."

The above work, commonly called Evans's Ex
tion, being out of print in this country, one hnn

and fifty copies of an edition published in Eng
have been imported, and are now for sale at Fri(

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia. 1

80 cts. per copy.

Died, on the 29th of Second month, 1872,

Ann Blackwood, relict of the late Dr. B. W
wood, of Haddonfield, N. J., in the 66th year ol

age. " Blessed are the dead which die in the L<

" And God shall wipe away all tears from their f

and there shall be no more death, neither sorroW;

crying, neither shall there be any more pain : fin

former things are passed away."
, at West Chester, Penna., on the 2d of 1

month, James Smith, in the 84th year of his a

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friei

, at her residence in Moreland, on the 15

Third month, 1872, Susan Spencer, a beloved n

her of Abington Monthly Meeting, in the 88th ye.

her age. This dear friend was of a courteous and ai

disposition, which, with more than an ordinary i

of natural and acquired knowledge, rendered he

ciety both attractive and profitable. Sincerely atta

to the doctrines of the religious Society of Friends

was careful through the course of a long life, to pu

profession in practice, and relying for acceptance O:

mercy of God through Jesus Christ, we reveientl,

lieve that her end was peace.
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Toloiiial Adventures and Experiences.
(Continued from page 260.)

[ .shall never foi-£;et the fit-st night I ever
t ;ib)no in the Bush. Soon after I left
sarvrj'or, I was hired on a station to loois
siMuo rams, about a hundred in number.

3d b. t;iico my meals at the head station,
'SloL-\> in the woolshed. Every morning
I'd ti. stroll out with these rams, taking
1 111 a book or a newspaper, if I could by

borrow one, and wander aboutClll

I he sun told me that it was time to turn
jjewards. This was solitary work enough,
iftheu 1 bad company in the evening

: su^ch

fwas.
I used generally to have a talk

somebody before I went to bed. But
vas only a half-and-half kind of shepherd-
your true Queensland shepherd is on
seldom sees a human being more tha;

i< a week, and whose sole company is with
E|'wn thoughts.
' Vhon I had had charge of the rams for
t while, a shepherd was wanted for a flock
res and lamb.s, and I was selected for the

Ij. Being a -new hand,' I was sent out
B to stay for a day or two with the man
bjie chai-ge they at present were. The hut
about five miles from the head station,

for once built of wood with a roof of
It had even a door to it.

Hihephords' huts in Queensland are usually
b; are called ' Gunyahs,' this is the native
I) for a hut made of bark, which is laid on
t d of rude framework, and slopes from a
1^ polo to the ground. A few pieces of
II are lastened at the back, and there is of
uie no door.
"•"he present occupant of the hut stayed
t me a day or two to put me in the way
I

ngs, and then departed, taking with him
I -he flock, as it had to bo divided in con-
[ince of the scarcity of grass.
'' was thus left entirely alone with these
;i hundred sheep. I had a week's rations
a, sugar, flour, and beef, and did not ex-

Sthat any one would visit me till the endU week. Having seen the last of my late
1 anion, I turned my sheep out, and let
i take whatever way they pleased. I felt
B3nely during the day than I might have
n because I had never been entrusted with
!la number of sheep before; and I was

somewhat needlessly anxious about them. ]

kept ftmcying they wanted to stray away,
when they were only looking out for some-
thing to eat, poor things. I was quite sur-
prised to find the day go so quickly.
"In the evening I eat up the last piece of

damper which had been made by the shepherd
who had just left, and I thought to myself,
to-morrow I shall eat bread ofmy own baking!
This, and other gloomy ideas, began to op-
press me much, and in order to counteract
this feeling as much as possible, I dragged to-

gether a quantity of logs and made a cheerful
blaze, by the light of which I could see to
read. 'The sheep were long ago safe in the
yard behind the hut. When enough ashes
had been made, I set about making a damper
for to-morrow's breakfast.
"Now although I had seen many dampers

made, I had never made one myself, nor in-
deed had I ever eaten any food of my own
cooking. A damper is merely a cake made
of flour and water, and baked in the ashes
But simple as this cookery seems, it is very
diflScult to bring it to a successful issue. A
good damper is as nice a kind of bread as can
be made, a bad one is—well I don't know
what to compare it to. I have had to eat
many bad ones too, before I learnt to make a
tolerably good one. However, I mixed my
damper on the clean side of a sheet of bark,
and made a place for it in the ashes, and
covered it up.

"Now I had forgotten one important part
of the ceremony, and that was, that I ought
to have sprinkled a layer of cold white ash
over the damper, to keep it frona burning
In twenty minutes time I dug for my dam
per to see if it was done, and found only a
crumbling lump of dry cinder. So much for
my first essay as a cook. I said to myself
' 1 must be content with "Johnny cakes" for
breakfast.' Now Johnny cakes are thick
cakes baked and turned, on the top of the fire,

but are looked on only as a hasty substitute
for the genuine and glorious damper. I then
turned my attention to going to bed. I ar-
ranged my blankets in a corner of the hut,
and lay down (as I thought) to sleep. But
sleep would not come. First of all, I began
to think what a long wity off I was from my
fellow-men, at least from men of my own
color, cut off entirely from all assistance,
ihould I require it. Supposing I was taken
11, suppose the blacks attacked me, I might
ihout for help, no one could hear me. Then
- began to argue that this was all nonsense,
was well and strong, and there were pro-

bably no blacks anywhere near. It was fool-
ish to annoy myself with such idle specula-
tions, 1 had better go to sleep, but it was no
use

;
all the horrible stories that I had ever

heard thronged to my recollection : of men at-
tacked by savages and murdered, of ghastly
corpses subjected to frightful mutilations, of
dead men lying unregarded and found days
after in lonely huts. Then I began to picture

to myself the dreary bush outside, and the
forms that might even then be creeping up in

silence, shortly to be broken by unearthly
yells. I lay now broad awake, and the per-
spiration streamed from every pore. My
hearing seemed unnaturally sharpened, and
the Bush seemed as noisy as it had before
been silent: all round the hut I fancied I heard
the cracking of dry sticks, and the rustling of
grass. After a time I got up and looked out

;

there was no window, but I opened the door.
The night breeze was fresh and cool; the fire

gleamed up now and again, and threw long
shadows, and made the darkness behind,
among the rustling trees, blacker by contrast.
I went and sat by the fire, and smoked a pipe.

The sounds which I had heard now seemed
more natural; what I fool 1 had been I How
could I expect the Bush to be still: it would

all right in the morning. It must have
been indigestion ; but I could have accounted
for it better if I had been eating my own
dampers. This reminded mo : I thought ' Per-
haps a little occupation will do me good ; I'll

make the Johnny cakes now, instead of in

the morning.' So I raked the fire together,
and mixed some dough, and put on the cakes.
This occupied some time, and I began to feel

sleepy. I went in and lay down again, but
the change of posture seemed at once to bring
me back to my old state of mind. And now
I began to be disturbed by real noises; the
sheep began to stir and bleat, and from the
creek below there rose on the air an unearthly
kind of scream, answered by another from
the opposite direction. This went on for
some time: 'it must be some animal, or a
black,' I thought. I got up again to lookout;
the moon had just risen, and the outlines of
things were much more clearly visible. I
tood and waited for the noise: again it came,
ising as it were from the ground a few yards
away, a long-drawn wail or screech, as of .

something in pain. The space immediately
around the hut was bare with the trampling
of the sheep, and presently I could make out
something moving. Moving along with a
kind of jerking, rollicking motion towards

as it came nearer, I saw that it was a
great cream-colored or grey bird with long
'egs, and from this doubtless the noise had
proceeded. Satisfied so far, I went round the
yard, to see if anything was the matter with
the sheep. They seemed to be uneasy, but I
supposed that this was caused by the rising
of the moon. They were clustering together

groups, from which now and again a mut-
•ed bleat arose : some few were suckling

their lambs.
I lay down again, but it seemed as if the

orgies of the night had only just begun. The
cuckoo took the lead with a note somewhat
harsher than that of the English bird. Then
another wretched species did his best to make
night hideous with his monotonous cry, ' mo-
poke, mopoke, poke-poke-mopoke.' An opos-
sum had established himself on a tree close
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to the hut, and kept up a continual hissing

and screaming noise, and a native dog howled

long and loud in the distance. I don't know
when I got to sleep, or how long my si

lasted, but it seemed to me only a minute or

two compared to the wakeful hours I had spent
" I was just settled into a comfortable nap

•when the regular daybreak nuisance began

First of all a solitary old crow, then a laugh-

ing jackass chuckling under his breath, next

a magpie with three notes of tolerable music,

and the sun rises to the general chorus, all in

full swing, like a German band, an intolerable

noise and very little music, at least so people

are apt to think when they are awakened by

it after a bad night. But once out of bed, and
stretching and washing over, these morose
feelings vanish, and one is apt to feel quite as

lively, and fresh, and cheerful as the birds.

Such are the exhilarating effects of a cloudless

sky and a glorious rising sun.

"After that first night I think I hardly

over felt lonely, and I usually slept as sound

as a top, notwithstanding that I invariably

got two or three hours sleep in the day time.

For "The Friend."

from the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

CContinued from page 254.)

How often our Author endeavors to with-

draw his readers from every outward depend-

ence, and to direct them with faithful obe-

dience to the guidance of the Holy Spirit of

Christ as the only sure Teacher in the heart 1

This, he assures us, would " enable clearly to

see the things which belong to our peace ;"

would bestow a peace which the world can

neither give nor take away ; and as it was im-

plicitly recognised and followed, would yield,

for the sacrifices called for and made, the hun-

dredfold reward in this life, as well as the

everlasting inheritance in the world to come.
While fully accepting the Lord Jesus Christ

in His outward appearance as the propitiation

for our sins, as God manifest in the flesh, as

our Passover who was sacrificed for us, it was
the fulfilled promise of His inward and spirit-

ual coming to guide into all truth, and to

abide with us forever, that seems to have been

a cherished doctrine laid upon him to uphold
to the world ; as it is calculated and designed

in the character of the Comforter, to give rest

and settlement to the tribulated and weary
soul. Belief in, and obedience to this, must
in every trial and calamity, in every tossing

and tempest, be an anchor to the soul both
sure and steadfast.

"Would that this doctrine that is so pre-

eminently according to godliness, could have
more free scope—the Teacher within—the

light of Christ in the heart—the anointing

which abideth in us—the grace of God that

bringeth salvation—the faithful and true wit-

ness—" the hidden manna"—the still small

voice of life and power—the Strength made
perfect in weakness—the Balm of Gilead for

every wound—the kingdom that cometh not
with observation ! Surely this could not fail

to be more universally the case, were we not

so drowned in the love of the world, and in

the pleasures and pursuits of time and sense.

May the precepts, backed bj' the consistent

example of this well instructed scribe unto

the kingdom of heaven, have due place with
us all. So that in the legacies he has left us,

may be verified the language concerning one
of old, " She being dead yet speaketh."

A few lines affectionately offered and ad-

dressed to every young person whom they
may concern.*

" 1817, Sixth month 10th.

" Dear fellow-traveller,—In a little of that

love which has been extended to me by Him,
who 'showeth mercy unto thousands,' I send

thee these few lines; sincerely desiring that

the eye of thy soul may be so effectually

opened and enlightened by the healing hand
of the great physician, Christ Jesus, as to en-

able thee clearly to see iho things which be-

long unto thy peace, before they are hidden

from thee.
" Dear fellow-traveller, dost thou not at

limes, when thy mind is in some degree dis-

engaged from the round of sin and folly, or

when thy natural flow of health and spirits is

somewhat broken, dost thou not feel within

thee convictions of thy wickedness, and con-

demnation for the same ? Hast thou not in-

telligibly heard at such intervals a language
which whispers, ' all is not right?' Hast thou

not felt that the end of these things, in which
thy gratification is placed, can never be peace,

—can never be anything short of death, eter-

nal death to the soul that persists in them ?

Be assured then, that although these are thy

secret feelings, thou art still the object of in-

finite condescension and loving-kindness; he

who desires not the death of the evil-doer, but

the death of the evil, is still near thee, not-

withstanding all thy rebellion,— following

thee in thy ways which are those of sin, and

running after thee as a shepherd, in search of

his strayed sheep. These pleadings of Divine

grace, these convictions of the Spirit of Christ,

which in spite of thy concealment of them are

pursuing thee, and in spite of thy endeavors

to appease them hy partial reformations, are

galling thy soul,^even these are the evidences

of His gracious hand upon thee ; who wounds
only to heal, and whose very judgments are

in mercy. O ! that thou mayest come to see

with undoubted clearness the truth of this;

that thou mayest be encouraged and embold-

ened unreservedly to follow that which is, as

I fully believe, shown thee to be right and
acceptable in the sight of the great judge of

all the earth. Assuredly He has shown thee

what He is requiring at thy hands, and what
his righteous controversy is with : He requires

of thee nothing but that which has separated

thee from Him, the only source and centre of

true joy,—nothing but that which, if not for

saken, will embitter thy present life; and
plunge thee into utter darkness after it. Dear
fellow-traveller, it may bo that thou hast been,

within these few years, my companion in the

walk of wickedness; that we have taken de-

light to set at defiance the commandments of

a great Creator ;
and have yielded ourselves,

and all that we possess, the ready instruments

of Satan: our time, our talents, our means,

our youth, oui- health, our peace have been

freely sacrificed at the altar of our soul's

enemy. Bo then entreated by one who has

himself trod in this path; who has hurried

forward with impetuosity down this fatal cur-

rent, who, borne by the rushing waters to the

very brink of a tremendous precipice, has

been there snatched from the very mouth of

destruction. There is indeed, dear young
person, neither help, nor hope, nor happiness,

even in this state of existence, but in the favor

of Him, (in whose favor is life,) in implicit

* This may,be had separately in a Tract.

obedience to the Divine will as far as it

made known to us. It is to no purpose th

we reckon ourselves, or are reckoned
others as belonging to this sect or the oth

church, to this class or the other division

professing Christians—if we fall short of the

unalterable marks and evidences of true Chr
tianity, by which we shall be known ami d

tinguished in that great day, when every gk
will be removed, and every ceremony a

shadow shall fade before the eternal sun
truth. We read that at that awful cri.-

there shall be but two names or classes,

which the inhabitants of the whole woi
shall bo known,—the sheep and the gDats
the good and the bad. Well, dear tdlo

traveller, it remains for each of us, if wc lia

any desire that this transient state of Kei

may terminate in an unfading inheritance,

lay aside all the false and foolish reasoniu;

all the vain suggestions, the cheating insini

tions of an unwearied adversary; and \vi

sincerity and simplicity of soul, to take
the holy resolution to seek and to serve t

Lord our God, during the few remaining da

that may be allotted us ; and to this enk tt

we may be found daily inquiring in his te

pie, the temple of our own hearts, and wd
ing upon him there, where his kingdom mi;

come and his will be done; that so we iiv

feel his presence and power, to direct and i

guide us into the saving knowledge of hi-

self That thou and I, as well as all our p.

brethren upon the face of the earth, may ;

of that gloriouslj- happy number, who sbl

inherit an eternity of joy unspeakable in ti

kingdom of heaven, is the earnest desire

f

one who feels himself thy soul's true frien
'

"1817.—In what words shall 1 express i-

tender dealings, thy loving-kindness, U L i
^

to my poor soul? How shall I approach th
,

how shall I speak of thee, or speak to th

,

O I Thou, the Giver of every good gift ? Tl i

art far more gracious than anj- language (

i

commemorate, or than any tongue can e •

vey an adequate notion of Thou hast \vr;i

me in a garment of praise; thou hast cove i

me with a sense of thy compassion, I i

swallowed up with love of thee, with thy 1 e

towards me. Take pity upon the poor di

,

which thou hast been pleased to animate wj
the breath of thy pure Spirit, and to raaku

living soul; still condescend to continue f

fatherly protection

—

thy very tender meri j

and forbearance, hitherto vouchsafed; ;d

enable me and all thy poor creatures, to i-

swor yet more and more t^y end and parjie

in creating us,—still more and more to 1 e

and adore thee, who art our all in all. >\

may thy kingdom, thy power, and thy gh ",

j^et more widely and triumphantlj' exi i

over every thing within us and without :

O I may thy blessed will so come over i,

that the period may again be known, w d

'the morning stars sing together, and all y
sons, O God, shout for joy!'

"

ICultivate inward stillness, that thou ma^
_

be favored to know the secret teachings of i»

Holy Spirit. Meddle not with argumii

What comes to thy ear unsought bear pati ^

ly; guard against excitement; wrestle n

prayer, both for thyselfand others, for strer .h

if in the right, still in the right to stay ;
if 'U

that heavenly Wisdom may teach the be

»

way.

—

31. Ca})per.
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From " Frazer'a Magazinu."

Notes on East Greenland.

(Continued from page 25S )

It will be supposed that there must also be

any places of greater elevation, which, not

ling within the reach of mehingsnow, must
jerefore be almost entirely devoid of mois-

jre, and unable, through the great dryness

j the air, to support the least vegetation,

here are certainly many such places; but
jsolute sterility is exceedingly rare. We
jw few spots where we did not meet, every

or three yards, with at least a few blades

grass, a tiny patch of willow, or a little tuft

sileuc or lychnis. The appearance which
86 present is, to be sure, dismal enough.
arcely, even in early Bpring,^can we speak
green shoots; the grass puts forth a dry
d stunted blade and ear; in a short time
9 throe or four little leaves, which every
Jk of herb or shrub develops, become of a

le brown color, like those of the previous
ar, which never fall ; the tufts produce their

jasional short-stalked blossoms, and their

lumer is passed. Is it not marvelous that
|)t as the Arctic traveller, during his wan-
riugs, suffers from nothing more than from
T8t, so we find vegetation here reduced to

minimum, not by cold and wet, but by
jught and parching heat ? It is these cir-

jmstancos, too, which impede the growth of
[bens and moss to such an extent that, even
ikhis " kingdom of mosses and lichens," we
Ijd often to search for a long time before
Sding a locality answering in any degree to

description ; and though many reindeer
found, the reindeer-moss is one of the

est plants. I cannot, in these few words,
w any thing like a complete picture of the
;etation of the Pendulum Islands, as many
1 various additional details would have to
taken into account.
IBut the mainland, exposed as it is to a more
ijense heat, produces a vegetation of con-
Sierably higher character. There, not only
lithe loot of the mountains, but also to a

Wght of more than 1000 feet up their slopes,

kj: seen large tracts of uninterrupted green,
li)rding pasture for herds of reindeer and
atia. in many places may be found the
nst beautiful close grass, which, as with us,

itleeked with the yellow flowers of the dan-
iion

;
the blades, adorned with clusters of

; s, reach the height of from one to two feet;

il bilberry grows side-by-side with the an-
i mcila, and covers large tracts of ground,
a:on our own moory heaths. In the damp
:lj't8 of the rocks flourish the most delicate

Peiis, and the acid leaves of the sorrel grow
tun unusual size; on the sunny slopes the
i k-lilue campanula nods on its long stem,
n>. \vi_' are attracted by the tender evergreen
pjola with its marble-white flowers. Among
tti rounded pebbles of the streams and sea-

sire the epilobium unfolds its large blossoms,
W'oh, with their magnificently bright-red
3()r, entice from afar even the most indif-

fe:nt. Among the bare rocks the curious
piiiraonium has settled in great profusion,
81! out of the feathery circle of odoriferous
Ices rise the thick clusters of its large,

bi;ht, light-blue flowers.* Clothed as they
ai, in such a very familiar dress, these plants
i&n like strangers in their Arctic surround-
im. And that peculiar color of the moun-
tai slope is produced, as we find to our as-

tc.shment, by very small but vigorous dwarf-
bih, which, although it grows but little

every year, seems to thrive very well, as it

has ripened both blossoms and fruit. Close

by stand bilberry-bushes, bearing ripe and
peculiarly sweet fruit, which is plucked and
enjoyed with childlike pleasure; and, lastly,

the botanist is enraptured at the discover}' of

some beautiful Alpine roses, which have, alas!

already shed their blossoms. This rhododen-
dron brings him back at once to the Alps; he
even bears, in imagination, the tinkling of

the cow-bells and the herdsman's call.

Thus, then, is it possible for the vegetable
world in East Greenland to expand into un-

wonted beauty and to ripen its annual blos-

soms and fruit: in winter receiving from the

snow its needful protection against the cruel

frost, and in the short summer subjected to

the influence of a strong and constant light,

and of a heat proceeding both from above and
below.

In the midst of such luxuriant vegetable
life, wo were prepared for the presence of

many herbivorous animals, and particularly

of the reindeer and snow-white Arctic hare,

which inhabit all parts of the icy north. On
the rich and extensive pastures of the main-
land we found large herds of the splendid rein-

deer, undisturbed and unaff'righted by blood-

thirsty man. But there was another gre-

garious animal, quite as important and inte-

resting, which we mot there, and whoso dis-

covery in East Greenland was, curiously

enough, reserved for our expedition. It was
the Arctic ox, known as the " musk-ox" by
the Franklin expeditions, with its low stature,

long dark hair and heavy horns, immensely
thick at the roots. Here, too, this strange
animal lives in herds, gains access to its food

in winter by scraping from it the thin cover-

ing of snow, and afl'ords, as well as the rein-

deer and hare, an excellent and wholesome
food for man. Lesser animals, also, live on
plants ; the little gray lemming digs for the

smaller roots ;
and among the birds we saw

geese feeding on the meadows, and the pretty

ptarmigan eating the young shoots of the

willows. But here, also, as throughout the

realms of nature, these animals have their

peculiar enemies. The ermine, which lives

among the stones, and the ever-prowling fox,

are ready to pounce upon them on land, as

the owl and falcon to swoop down on them
from the air. Nevertheless, the snow-bunting
chirps and sings its joyous song in the bitter

cold of early spring, the plover (charadrius)

and sandpiper cry in the hollows of the shore,

as they waylay the little larvse, gnats, and
flies, which also spend an unobtrusive exist-

ence there.

A plentiful source of nourishment for birds

and mammiferous animals is afforded by the

sea. In the beds of seaweed on the flat beach,

and in the forests of gigantic Laminaria, re-

side millions of the small species of Crustacea
which, favored by the equable temperature of

the water, that never varies from year to

year, attain an unusual size; bivalves and
snails live among the rocks and at the bottom
of the sea ; they are partly the same as in the

Baltic, but are generally of a stronger build.

.Vnd these Crustacea, along with other small

fishes, serve for nutriment to hosts of water-
birds, such as eider-ducks, gulls, divers, terns,

and others. These birds, which build their

nests on the high cliffs, wheel restless and
screeching day and night through the air, or

splash about in the calm water. They, too,

have to defend their young from the birds of

prey just mentioned, to whose number wo
may also add the glaucus-gull, and, above all,

the black raven. But, however acceptable to

the European explorer the flesh and eggs, the
fur and the feathers of these quadrupeds and
birds may be, their value to the natives is in-

significant compared with that of the walrus
and seal. These aro the most important ani-

mals on all ice-bound coasts, on whose exist-

once and use the whole life of the Esquimaux
there depends. Even they do not enjoy their

spoil unmolested ; that mightiest beast of prey,
the polar bear, lays equal claim with them on
seals, walruses, and reindeer; and between
the strength and cunning of the beast, and
the intelligence and perseverance of man, is

maintained the most wonderful conflict and
rivalry.

CTo be concluded.)

For "The Friend.'

A Correspondence, ("with notes,') between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from pag" 2G-2,)

Whether the partiality of Thomas Story
for Sarah Logan, (senior), was a friendship of
mature years, or dated from the earlier period
when she was still Sarah Reed, does not ap-
pear, and may be left to conjecture. It seems,
at all events, to have been a warm and tender
regard.

Thomas Story above indicates his belief,

illustrated in some of the later epistles of this

correspondence, that, among the glimpses of

the Divine character and attributes he had
been favored with from time to time, he had
also been permitted some view and insight

into the laws of nature, without overmuch
study, and in the interim of more important
labors; and that these studies were of a more
healthful character, religiously speaking, than
historical or other researches into "human
things" or learning, which latter were the de-

light and occupation of his friend's leisure

moments; at the same time this opinion ia

advanced or hinted, with modesty and care
not to offend. This letter breathes that solid

contentment, peace, and innocency which
should attend the evening of so well-spent a
life.

James Logan being intensely occupied with
the Proprietor's affairs and other business,

did not reply at once to the above.

Thomas Story to James Logan.

London, l'2th mo. 20tli, 1735.

James Logan, Dear Friend,—My last to

thoo was of the 21st of 11th month, 1734, since

which I have not had any from thee ; so that

all the information I have had concerning the
welfare of thyself and family has arisen from
my inquiries of such persons as have come
from Pennsylvania, and that as often as occa-

sion has offered. I wish thee and them heartily

well, and therefore send my inquiries hereby,

having so good an opportunity, by thy nephew
Pemberton, whose conduct has gained him
reputation.

I have not many occurrences to relate con-

cerning public affairs, only the face of Europe
looks much more serene and amiable than
last year, which may the Almighty and all-

wise Creator and Governor of all things in-

crease and establish. The Parliament is now
sitting, and we are preparing to apply for

further ease with respect to tithes, but our
success seems very dubious, though many
seem to pay regard to the priests now, as the

Indians do to their Hoccomocco, to escape
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their mischief, and they will reign on in do-

minion till our superiors be inspired from

above with greater courage and resolution,

which seems to be the greatest want, in order

to humble the pride, and break the dangerous

power, of an antichristian hierarchy.

As to the state of our Society, as a religious

people, it is but low at present everywhere
The life of the Word of God is too little known
and less obej-ed amongst us. Too many who
have received the doctrines and traditions of

our profession in their heads, are yet ignorant

of the prevailing power and virtue of it ii

their hearts, which is also the case with thou
sands in other persuasions in this great city

and nation, and in others who are not yet

come to profess openly with us. Yet we have
still a truly religious, well-experienced, and
grown people among us, and the Lord is like

wise adding here and there a few into our
profession, in open communion with us. I was
down in Cornwall and those parts last sum
mer, where there is great openness. About
forty had been convinced, near Austle, not

long before, and some of them had stood nobly
in testimony against the priests and their anti

christian demands and maintenance. Havinc
been through divers counties, and at severa

county Yearly Meetings, and in sundry cities

and towns, I observe there is a general incl

nation, in all sorts and ranks of people, to hear
us, and behave with friendly sobriety, and re

spect. This is so far well, yet much short of

what we mean in religion ; that real renova-
tion of the mi ad by the quickening power and
life of the Word of God, which I hope is in

visibly proceeding (though it be by slow de
grees) in many souls. And some are publicly

added to us, lately, in some part of the east

of Cumberland and Northumberland. I have
had a letter from a friend lately, that there is

a gentleman and his family, of good reputa-

tion and estate, that way, and sis or seven
families more already joined with us, and it

is thought about twenty heads of families

more are ready to do the same. And a good
openness still remains at Edinburgh.
As to myself, I am still transient, not see-

ing any place of settlement unto this time,

but have wintered here in London three or
four winters last past, making it the centre
of my travels, which have been pretty con-

stant for some years; and am favored with a
good share of health, my natural strength not
much abated, for which I have occasion to be
thankful.

I have not been so far north as Cumberland
for several summers, but may this coming
one ; for I have, for my diversion and amuse-
ment at leisure times, raised there many sorts

of forest plants, and divers American exotics,

which I chiefly value, still retaining an affec-

tionate remembrance for that part of the
world, and wishing you well; and thee and
thy family being at this time in a particular
manner in my view, I salute you in love, es-

pecially the mother and first daughter, and
remain as ever, thy and your real loving
friend, Thomas Story.

P. S. I was at Bristol last fall, where, with
A. Arscott, I spent an evening to satisfaction

with Dr. Logan. He is in esteem there, and
he and spouse were very frank and hearty.

Dr. Logan was a brother of James ; he set-

tled and established a large practice at Bristol,

England. Although it is apparent from the
above letter as well as from other sources of

information, that the Society was at that

period in a state of growth ; and as to num-
bers and increase exceeded its present condi-

tion, and that the spiritual life also prevailed

in a greater degree than at present among
us, yet concerned minds, then ae now, had to

mourn that want of knowledge of " the Ufe of

the Word of God, and its power and virtue i

the heart, which is, and will ever be, the chief

obstacle to the growth of religion. " Which
want of the life of religion "is also the case

with thousands in other persuasions in this

great city and nation, and in others who are

not yet come to profess openly with us." It

is obvious, at least to the present writer's ap-

prehension, from this as well as several other

sentences in his letters, that Thomas Story,

in common with others of our ancient wor-

thies, believed Quakerism was about to be-

come the religion of the world. And why
should it not be so? Why should we not be-

lieve that Quakerism is to be the religion of

the world ? Those who do not/ee? that it will

be, are not thoroughly convinced of the truth

of that which they profess, of its identity with

the doctrine of the Saviour and practice of

primitive Christians. Were there a more
thorough and vital belief in oar own principles,

and (stTll more) a more thorough appreciation

of them in each individual heart and walk;
were they held up to the view of others with

an undoubting boldness, and at the same time

with the persuasive candor. Christian sim-

plicity and innocence, and in that spirit of

perfect love to souls, and to our fellow-crea-

tures, which would exemplify and commend
them irresistibly to the heart, the fulfilment

of the confidence of Thomas Story would not

be long delayed. "Sharp persecution" might
assail, but would quickly give place to the

perfect victoiy of Truth. The Society, having
in its keeping as it were, that is, recognising

more fully, understanding more thoroughly,

and applying more practically, than does any
other body, that great truth of the immediate
guidance of the Holy Spirit, a doctrine more
practically helpful in the individual religious

walk, than any other excepting that of redemp-
tion through Christ, (as well as other doctrines

second in importance to it only), would, if

these were held up and proclaimed with the

innocent boldness of former days, spread and
grow as of old, and absorb other denomina-
tions into itself, by virtue of its greater ap-

proximation to primitive and true Chris-

tianity.

(To be continued.)

Drum Fish.—Our night, as often happens
in the tropics, was not altogether undisturbed,

for, shortly after I had become unconscious of

the chorus of toads and cicadas, my hammock
came down by the head. Then I was woke
by a sudden bark close outside, exactly like

that of a clicketing fox ; but, as the dogs did

not reply or give chase, I presumed it to be

the cry of a bird, possibly a little owl. Next
there rushed down the mountain a storm of

wind and rain, which made the cocoa-leaves

flap and creak, and rattle against the gable of

the house, and set every door and window
banging, till they were caught and brought
to reason. And between the howls of the
wind I became aware of a strange noise from
seaward—a booming, or rather humming,
most like that which a locomotive sometimes
makes when blowing ofl' steam. It was faint

and distant, but deep and strong enough to

set one guessing its cause. The sea beaiii

into caves seemed, at first, the simplest a

swer. But the water was so still on our si:

of the island that I could barely hear the li

of the ripple on the shingle twenty yards o

and the nearest surf was a mile or two awa
over a mountain a thousand feet high. £

puzzling vainly, I fell asleep, to awake in i

gray dawn, to the prettiest idyllic pictui

through the half open door, of two kids dai

ing on a stone at the foot of a cocoa-nut trt

with a background of sea and dark rocks.

As we went to bathe we heard again,

perfect calm, the same mysterious boomii

sound, and were assured by those who oug
to have known that it came from under i

water, and was most probably made by no

other than the famous musical or drum fis

of whom one had heard, and hardly believe

much in past years.

Mr. Joseph, author of the History of Tri

dad from which I have so often quoted, i

ports that the first time he heard this sini;

lar fish was on board a schooner at anchor •

Chaguaramas.
"Immediately under the vessel I heard

deep and not unpleasant sound, sirailav

those one might imagine to proceed fVoir

thousand .Eolian harps; this ceased, and Je

twanging notes succeeded ; these gradua
swelled into an uninterrupted stream of s

gular sounds like the booming of a number
'

Chinese gongs under the water; to these si

ceeded notes that had a faint resemblance

a wild chorus of a hundred human voices sii

ing out of tune in deep bass."

" In White's ' Voyage to Cochin China,

adds Mr. Joseph, " there is as good a deser

tion of this, or a similar submarine conce,

as mere words can convey: this the voyas'

heard in the Eastern Seas. He was told \.<

singers were a flat kind offish; he, howev,
did not see them."
Meanwhile I see Hardwicke's "Scien

Gossip" for March gives an extract from,

letter of M. O. de Thoron, communicated
him to the Academic des Sciences, Decemh,
1861, which confirms Mr. Joseph's story, j

asserts that in the Bay of Pailon, in I-]sm-

aldos, Ecuador, /. e., on the Pacific Coast, a I

also up more than one of the rivers, he h
heard a similar sound, attributed by the i-

tives to a fish which they call " The Siren,"

"Musico." At first, he says, he thought;

was produced by a fly, or hornet of extra-

dinary size; but afterward, having advand
a little farther, he heard a multitude of (•

ferent voices, which harmonized togeth,

imitating a church organ to great perfecti .

The good people of Trinidad believed that U

fish which makes this noise is the trump-,

fish, or Fistularia—a beast strange enougbi

shape to be credited with strange actioi;

but ichthyologists say positively no ;
that u

noise (at least along the coast of the Unili

States) is made by a Pagonias, a fish sor-

what like a great bearded perch, and cou '.

of the Maigre of the Mediterranean, whicH

accused of making a similar purring or gru •

ing noise, which "can be heard from a dep

of one hundred ar\^ twenty feet, and guict

the fishermen to their whereabouts.

How the noise is made is a question. (•

vier was of opinion that it was made by t!

air-bladder, though he could not explain ho
;

but the truth, if truth it be, seems strau;

'

still. These fish, it seems, have strong bf
palates and throat-teeth for crushing sh'J
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d crabs, and make this wonderful noise

iply by grinding their teeth together.

—

ngsley's West Indies.

OUT OF THE DARKNESS.
Oh for one hour of shining,

Master Divine

!

To cheer with its blessed beauty
This heart of mine.

Must all of the day be shadowed,
Dreary as night ?

Is it only the blessed evening
That "shall be light?"

Are there no lands of Beulah
Along life's way ?

Eests, where these pilgrim footsteps

Awhile may stay?

Is life but a time of toiling.

Trouble and tears?
And death the jubilee, ending

Its seventy years ?

Are there seventy years of labor,

And all in vain ?

Seventy years of weariness.

Doubt and pain ?

Not so ! O merciful Master

!

This life of mine
Is linked in a holy mystery

To that of Thine.

None of its pain is needless,

Nor labor naught

;

All of its future lieth

Within Thy thought.

Give me enough of shining
Thy face to see,

And know the manifold mercy
That leadeth me.

Or, if there mmt be darkness
And shadowed sun.

Give me the faith that prayeth,
" Thy will be done !"

Give me the trust that clingeth

Close to Thy hand
;

The love that endureth all things
At Thy command.

Give me the perfect patience
That waits on Thee,

Until at last is finished

Thy work in me !

THE LILIES OF THE FIELD.
See the lilies of the field.

How they bloom in glory
;

Say, who bade them fragrance yield.

Telling their sweet story ?

Who is it that made them fair,

And sustains them by His care,

Trustfully up-gazing ?

God the Lord has bid thera shine.

Decking earth with beauty.
Witnessing of love divine.
Teaching man his duty

—

Bidding tried hearts suffer long,

Doubting hearts in faith be strong.

Like Heaven's flowers up-gazing.

For " The Friend."

THE Editors,— The following is an
gment of an essay which recently ap-
id in a periodical published at Oberlin

hj, devoted to, and under the supervision
Me Protestant Episcopal Church in that
*. There are suggestions in it which may
> heftilly pondered by members of our re-

jijis Society, both in the exercise of minis-
ffjl gifts at funerals, and in the preparation
•Jiituary notices. While there is not the
injtest intention in these remarks to limit
ttji" the power or the mercy of the Eternal,

manifested when and as he will, perhaps at
the same time there is no more fruitful way
of settling the living in carnal security oi

a false rest, than the "funeral flattery" (what
softer name can be justly given it) which
sometimes heard at our burials. A woe must
ever attend the pleasing of the ears of the un-

converted, instead of alarming their souls.

When our deceitful hearts are much bent
upon the love of the world, and, though evi

dently in a less degree, desirous of loving God
too, or at least of getting to heaven when dis

possessed of earth, how eagerly would such
be likely to catch at testimonies either spoken
or written, that would tend to induce the
hope of their not being rejected at the final

assize, though to every eye the preference for

the things of time and sense was paramount.
How prone is poor human nature to come
under the interdict of the Apostle: " but they
measuring themselves by themselves, and
comparing themselves among themselves, are
not wise," or understand not. Thus if sur-

vivors are told, either by the tongue or pen,
that those have been chosen and accepted to

dwell with the pure in heart in the kingdom
of the redeemed, who in their daily lives and
conversation, when blessed with health and
opportunity were far from piety, having given
but little evidence of being in subjection to

the cross of Christ, and under the government
of the Prince of Peace, will not these be stum
bled, or soothed and induced to tarry yei

longer in the bowers of worldly ease, and of
self-indulgence? While at the same time dc

vout ears and purity-loving hearts may b

pained ; and no possible good be done to the
dead. A word to the wise is sufficient.

"funeral pulpit flattery.

" The Bible sanctions the bestowal of just

praise, and furnishes numerous examples of
it. But as one of the results of the fall, mar
craves praise, even when it is not merited
And in nothing is this made more consf)ieuous
than in the craving that every where prevail

for flattering funeral sermons. That kind of
funeral sermons is in almost universal demand;
and, I grieve to say, the demayid seldom fails

to create a supply. A great many funeral ser-

mons are preached in which unmerited praise
is lavished on the dead, solely to gratify the
mourning relatives. There are thousands be-

sides the writer, who can testify that this is

so; thousands who, like him, strongly dislike

all flattery in the pulpit, and pronounce it an
evil that needs correction. It is where a funeral
sermon represents one as having died happy
and gone to heaven, when in truth there is no
evidence that he was fit to go there. In in-

stances not a few, a passport to a better world
is given a deceased person, when his only title

to it consisted in his having sent for a minis-
ter to come and pray with him. In other in-

stances, the mere fact that a man, when he
finds he cannot live, says that he is willing to

die, is paraded before an audience as proof
that he was prepared for heaven. A wicked
man hears this, and thinks :

' When I am
called to look death in the face, I too will

have a minister sent for; I will ask him to

pray for me ; and when I am gone, my weep-
friends will have his assurance that I have

gone to heaven 1' Ah, friend, lay not the
flattering unction to your soul, that a little

solemn solicitude in the dying hour is all you
need to fit you for heaven. A lifetime is none
too lo7ig to get ready for death.

" Let me ask my brother ministers not to
indulge in funeral flattery. If they feel that
they must say some laudatory things about
the dead, at least let them not send any body
to heaven save those who have left behind
them convincing evidence of their meetness
for it. May wo be able to say, as did one of
old :

' As we were allowed of God to be put in
trust with the Gospel, even so we speak, not
as pleasing men, hut God, which trieth our
hearts. . . Neither at any time used we flat-

tering words.'
" What is often witnessed at funerals, tends

to efface in men's minds, all distinction be-
tween the righteous and the wicked, between
him that servelh God, and him that serveth
Him not. Who has not heard eulogies at the
graves of men of whom all that could be said
was, they seemed somewhat solemn just be-
fore they died, and desired to have a minister
pray with them. * * * I am glad to know
that my views on these points are the views
of many other ministers; and if there are
those whose theory and practice are opposite,
let me hope that a sexagenarian brother's
counsel will be well received and thoughtfully
pondered.

" Lest any one should infer, from what I
have said, that I would have a minister, when
preaching at the funeral of an irreligious man,
make mention of the vices or bad traits of the
deceased, I beg leave to say that such is not
my idea of duty, nor is such my practice.
Were I preaching the funeral sermon of an
infidel, or a libertine, not one reproachful
word would I utter respecting the dead, but
would leave his well-known character to speak
for itself To wound the mourners' hearts by
delineating his bad life, I should regard as un-
christian, and wholly uncalled for. But then
I would not waft him to heaven on the wings of
my funeral sermon. No, nor would I even
give out a hymn that should seem to intimate
that I thought him a glorified saint. Let us
eschew and condemn all kinds of flattery, and
funeral flattery especially, even though it be
found installed in the pulpit."

For " The Friend."

ConversatioD.

The following remarks, taken from one of
our daily papers, contain suggestions worthy
of attention. Cowpersays:

" ' Though conversation in its better part
May he esteemed a gift and not an art.

Yet much depends, as in the tiller's toil,

On culture and the sowing of the soil.'

If we except that intercourse which re-

lates to strictly business purposes, or the com-
unication of facts, we shall find the essence

of social conversation to consist in the mutual
expression of thought and emotion. As far

ve truly open our hearts to another, and
he to us, we enjoy real conversation

; where,
from any cause, this is prevented, we forfeit

ts chief benefits and delights. The most per-
fect sincerity would then seem to be the first

requisite. If all conversation were suddenly
stripped of the insincere disguises, we should
marvel at the silence. Passing by the more
flagrant instances of the intentional dissimu-
lation, various motives continually induce us
more or loss consciously to refashion our
thought, or re-color our feeling before pre-
senting it to our friend.

" We calculate its probable eftects on his

esteem for us, and accordingly dress it up, or
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tone it down, so as often to make it a long re-

move from its original. This is the chief

danger of regarding conversation as an art.

The desire to appear well too often leads us

to speak when we have no real thought to

convey. To saj' what we may be supposed to

think, instead of what we really do; to pre-

serve consistency with something we have
previously said, or to which we think our-

selves committed, even at the expense of men-
tal integrity, rather than to use speech as a

simple and straightforward means of photo-

graphing our real thought, however crude, or

im])erfeet, or changing that thought may be.

" If only sincerity reigns supreme, if neither

vanity nor ambition nor fear misrepresents

the real mental state, then art assumes her

rightful place in endeavoring to clothe the

thoughts in suitable and effective language.

Ideas often float in the mind without definite

shape, and one of the benefits of free and in-

telligent conversation lies in the very effort

we are thus compelled to make to bring them
to the light and make them intelligible to our-

selves and to others. But the art must con-

sist in so clothing the thought as most fully

to reveal its true proportions; if it tamper
with the thought itself, it has injured the vital

element of conversation.
" To utter our real sentiments honestly and

eftectively is, however, only half the duty in-

cluded in conversation. We must also be

thoroughly receptive in our frame of mind.

There are some good talkers who are very
poor listeners. They cannot converse, they
can only declaim. Such may have great in-

tellectual talents, but they lack that humility,

that sympathy for other minds, and that glad

welcome for truth in every form, which marks
the superior mind. The mighty river is no
more anxious to pour out her abundance into

the bed of the ocean, than she is to receive

the pure water from all the tiny springs and
rivulets that combine to fill and invigorate

her. So he who is a real power in conversa-

tion will not only bestow what is the most
valuable, but will ever be eager to drink from
every fountain. This may also be an encour-

agement to the timid and self-depreciative to

utter their thoughts freely and sincerely on
suitable occasions, knowing that the greatest

mind will also be the humblest and the most
appreciative. There is a vanity in some kinds

of reticence and silence as well as in bombas-
tic speech, and true humility will be equally

ready to speak or to be silent, as truth and
sincerity may demand.

" Warm sympathies and generous affections

are of all importance to the ready flow of true

and pure conversation. These will enable us

not only to convey and appreciate thought,

but to share in one another's feelings. Spen-

cer says :
' To become conscious of the feeling

which another is experiencing, is to have that

feeling awakened in our own consciousness,

which is the same thing as experiencing the

feeling.' This can only be where a quick and
tender sympathy pervades the heart, and cre-

ates a magnetism between those who con-

verse. If we would elevate the character of

our daily conversation, let us purify its source.

If we would raise it above the frivolous and
trivial, let us occupy our thoughts.with higher

things. If we would have free, genial, worthy
and enjoyable intercourse, let us cherish broad

and generous sympathies, an eagerness to

learn, and a willingness to communicate, and,

above all, the sincerity of spirit and fidelity to

truth which are the vital air of all true con-

versation."

Did we only abide habitually under that

divine influence which led the Psalmist to ex-

claim, "Let the words of my mouth, and the

meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy
sight, O Lord, my strength and my redeemer ;"

how far more elevated and profitable would
all our conversation and intercourse with
others be.

For '*The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 269.)

Jonathan Evans to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, 7th mo. 22nd, 1834.

"Beloved Friend Mildred Ratcliff,—Several

engagements in Society, and being for a con-

siderable time unwell, have prevented my
acknowledging the receipt of thy letter before

this.

" Our Yearly Meeting was upon the whole
a serious time, some ability being mercifully

vouchsafed to dip a little into the state of the

meetings; and likewise the rules of discipline

as prepared by the large committee, were
deliberately considered, and in much harmony
united with. I think the standard of Truth
has not been lowered by this effort to keep
the meetings and members in some degree of

consistency with our religious principles and
testimonies, but we must acknowledge that

great weakness and backsliding have come
over us, and unless a more fervent concern
and true zeal should take place in the minds
of Friends, this spirit of degeneracy will

travel through our borders. By letters and
other accounts received from England, things

there are verging to a very sad pass among
the members of our Society. Many of them
in the foremost stations are shaping their

course towards the Episcopal church, joining

with the priests and other influential mem-
bers in popular institutions, under the plausi-

ble guise of more extensive usefulness, than
they could be if they kept under the exercise

and restraints which the Holy Spirit has, and
would continue to lay upon us as a people,

gathered to show forth to the world the

nature and excellency of the kingdom and
government of the Lord Jesus Christ. Thus
the minds of several of the ministers and
elders among us, becoming leavened with
the opinions and spirit of those of other de-

nominations, they have in various instances

coincided with their doctrinal views, and seem
prepared to join in several of their practices.

Some have, indeed, become members of the

national church. Some of those in the sta-

tion of ministers in our Society, say, that faith

in the outward is suflicient for salvation, and
very much set at nought the necessity of deep
inward crucifixion to the spirit of the world.

Several in membership approve of observing
the fasts directed by the government, and ac-

cordingly have shut up their shops. They
strive to exalt the Sci-iptures so much as to

make them a primary means of salvation.

And many other departures from our ancient

testimony, more glaring than any of these,

are sorrowfully apparent; so much so that

those of other societies have said, 'Why, you
are coming to us! This ought not to be. We
should come to you.' Several of our valuable

Friends in England are greatly grieved and
painfully burdened with those violations of our
well-known and established principles, viz :

Thomas Shillitoe, George and Ann Jones, John

and Sarah Grubb, Elizabeth Robson, an'

number of others. But owing to the ini

ence and great activity of those called /.V;

minded, our dear and exercised Friends can

little more than groan in spirit, and put

their petitions to the great Head of the ehur

that He will be pleased to interpose his jijw

and save our poor Society from entire de^c

tion. There are already some in memt.
ship in this country who are encouragiuLT '

meetings and ministers of other societie- ; t

if spoken to on account of the inconsistei

of this with our religious testimonies, tl

reply that we are swayed bj- contraetuj ;

,

sectarian principles. Thus thou may suet

Hicksism is only one among the many .

gines that the enemy is making use of to ;

waste the righteous and blessed testimorj

which Divine Wisdom has seen meet to cc -

mit to our Society. If the adversarj- can •

his subtlety bring us to believe that we 3

not to be a distinct people, and thus persu: 3

us that launching forth with others i d

measures which have the show of more -

panded benevolence, that it is fruit good r

food, pleasant to the eyes, and desirable,

make one wise, then he knows that Ij

Samson, we have lost our spiritual coveiv

are in a defenceless state, and will becv :

easy prey for his merciless fangs.
" With much sympathy and love, I rem

;_

thy friend, Jonathan Evans,

To Sarah Morris.
" 1st mo. 11th, 183

"My dear and well-beloved Sarah Morrii

I have ventured at length to undertake
answer to thy truly acceptable letter of Te
month last, which I received when I retur:

home from Indiana. It is a truth, as t

remarks, we cannot write when we pies

This I have proven for many years, and
thereby the better able not only to m
allowance, but to feel with those who can:

and do indeed desire to wait, (O, if I C(,

patiently !) for the right time. But it 86'

to me I often fall very short of that pati'

which remains to be a blessed anchor.'

an increase of this my poor mind often b
" Thy precious communication was to t

fresh proof of what I have long believed.

Lord will have a tried people. And ble88e(

His great name, he knoweth best what
pensation to assign us—no matter whattt

outward circumstances are, whether ric ir

poor—which will have the blessed effeclQ

wean our hearts from things below, andp3e

them on things above. And sometimil

trust that in sincerity and truth I do feel is

language for myself and my friends: Ld,

letnotthine hand spare nor eye pity, i.il

thou hast brought the judgment of thy ete al

truth forth unto complete victory over cv-

thing that is of a defiling nature in thy -

Thus it is, and thus it must be! Wi -

tried and proven again and again, if eve.

are clean enough to enter into that city w m-

walls are salvation and gates praise ;

I'i

we know Divine Wisdom erreth not.

we then, my dear sister, more and n *

through every conflict, trust in the Lord.Hl

in the power of his might. AVe are varic Ij

circumstanced, and as various must be m
trials, in order to apply to evei-y case ;

ba b(

length, and breadth, and height are all C*
for rich and poor, simple and wise, the ^V
over. O the wisdom, the goodness, the an'J

and mighty power of Him, who has <"
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' created ub for the purpose of his ow
y, but 80 arranged for us, as to leave all

10 without excuse, who fall short of

3ed immortality, where the wicked cease

troubling, and the weary are at rest

Thy letter made me think of the mixed
whereof all more or less have to partake

st in this mutable state. Whilst I was
forted in thy remarks concerning our
deceased friends R. P. and H. Hull, and
d feelingly unite with thee concerning

I, I was permitted to feel a degree ot

ble thankfulness to arise from the altar

le heart, unto Him who alone can enable

people to have a [blessed reunion in the

iaemer's kingdom ] The account of your
iing for our dearly beloved youth did me

All have their trials, some in oneway
le in another. Blessed will that soul

ho like the frugal bee, can get something
h treasuring up out of them all, however
the conflict, or bitter the flower.

ay the Lord be pleased to keep us safe

igh all we have to pass, is often the

er of my heart. I may say of a truth,

fe has been a life of mourning for the

,er part of it ; and fi-om various causes

more deeply so than of late. I think I

been as near letting all go of late as ever

So that it seemed to me I could do
og, neither enjoy anything. And was
t from a sensible feeling that it would
,0 to give out striving for the blessing

eservatiou, the high rolling billows of

ion surely before this must have sunk
b the very bottom of the sea. But the

mbrance of the sufferings of our Holy
emer, when his sweat was as great drops
od falling to the ground, and many other

8 brought to the view of my poor mind,
Ijid to keep the head above water. Oh

!

rlear Sarah, language would fail to de-

through what I have had to pass in

lings lor Zion's sake. My life has long
abundantly bound up in the life of our

Society ; and when itseemsas though
i|nemy was gaining ground upon us in

j?of his deep laid snares, 1 am alarmed
' 3',sclf and my beloved Friends; desiring

Jlo the welfare of the flock and family as

'jwn. I have often thought of Mordecai
tySsther of old ; and what they passed
:cgh for their people's sake ; and it seems
1-^, aix-ording to uiy small measure, my

1 gs liuve been like unto theirs, ily very
ik'cnis day and night bowud down in the

B. and 1 trust it is at the gate of the King
kjigs. 1 don't want to say a word I ought
ti At the same time I humbly hope the
m Almighty will be pleased to hear the
ir, cry of his Mordecais and Esthers every-
i«;, for Israel's sake; that thus He who
tr has the power, may disappoint the
i^7 of our soul's peace. What a cunning
we have to watch and to war with !

Jjiwe be able to wield the sword of living

U turning it every way against his deep
dpares, saith my soul.

J

hope tho.u, my dear S., will please to
"
as soon and as often as the way opens.

Mher j'ou believe it or not, I think it safe

many in your city are often brought
reet remembrance, and do feel as bone
bouc. May the Lord keep you all,

tljmy own soul, as in the hollow of his

Hand now and forever; and thus we
illndeed farewell.

Mildred Eatcliff.

" P. S.—I am thankful I had the opportuni-
ty of seeing our beloved Henry Hull on his

death-bed, and to take an affectionate fare-

well of him in the fellowship of the gospel.

We had been acquainted for more than thirty

years; and he said with feeling, 'I have al-

ways loved thee.' This did me good."
(To be contlnned.)
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"Whatever may be the discouragements that
oppress, there is always consolation for the
rightly baptized disciple of Christ, in that He
has overcome the world, and that He com-
mands his disconsolate follower to lift up his
head iu hope

; because however greatly evil

may seem to exalt itself, "the Lord God om-
nipotent reigneth," who, in his own time, will
give the victory to his little flock, causing tho
wrath of man to praise him, and restraining
the remainder of wrath.
He can turn the hearts of the children of

men as a man turns the water-course in his
held, bringing them out of darkness into his
marvellous light, and enabling them to see
and to forsake that which alienates them from
him, and scatters from the fold of safety, into
which He is the alone door. It is good to
trust in the name of tho Lord, to remember
his mercy, his many former deliverances, and
to cast all our care on his arm of everlasting
strength.

" All we, like sheep, have gone astray ; we
have turned every one to his own way, and
the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us
all." This self-abasing, yet hopeful considera-
tion, should ever be kept in mind, making us
humble, and filling our hearts with love and
gratitude, under a sense of our unworthiness
of the infinite mercy extended to us. But let

it be also kept in view, that on each one has
been bestowed a measure of Divine Grace to
profit withal, for the right estimation of, and
subserviance to which we are accountable, and
that there is a possibility of dwelling so con-
tinually on our weakness, as at last to doubt
whether we can come to know the mind of
Christ, and experience Him to deliver us in-

dividually, and his people collectively, from
tho.se things that grieve him, and to "build
them up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood
to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to
God by Jesus Christ."

" Thou art my servant ; I have chosen thee,
and not cast thee away. Fear not, for I am
with thee: be not dismayed, for I am thy
God. I will strengthen thee, yea, I will help
thee, yea, I will uphold thee with the right
hand of my righteousness." "Cast not away,
therefore, your confidence, which hath great
recompence of reward. For ye have need of
patience, that after ye have done the will of
God, ye might receive the promise. For yet
a little while, and He that shall come will
come, and will not tarry."

We have received and read with much in-
terest four numbers of " The American His-
torical Record and Repertory of Notes and
Queries, concerning the HLstory and Antiqui-
ties of America and Biography of Americans,"
Edited by Benson J. Lossing. This is a
monthly Magazine, intended to treasure up
and spread the knowledge of fragments of

historical material connected with the history
of the United States collectively and separate,
which is now scattered throughout the com-
munity, known to comparatively few and in
danger of being lost. Short biographical
notices and letters, throwing fresh light on
well known characters, or incidents, add to
the value of tho work. Of course into such a
miscellany articles find their way relating to
men or circumstances which we may think
are of little worth, or had better be forgotten,
but those interested in antiquarian researches,
or narratives which give correct and vivid im-
pressions of what are often miscalled "good
old times," may obtain from it much that is

highly interesting and of permanent worth.
It is published by Chase & Town, 142 South
4th St., Philadelphia.

"The Underground Rail Road. A record
of facts, authentic narratives, letters, &c.
Narrating the hardships, hair-breadth escapes
and death struggles of the Slaves in their ef-

forts for freedom, as related by themselves
and others, or witnessed by the author, to-

gether with sketches of some of the largest
stockholders and most liberal aiders and ad-
visers of the road

; by William Still."

The work with the above long title is an
octavo of 780 pages, handsomely got up as to
type and paper, and illustrated by numerous
engravings of scenes and portraits

;
published

by Porter & Coates, 822 Chestnut St., Phila-
delphia, and "Sold by subscription only."

'The body of the work is made up principal-

ly of concise narratives of incidents attending
the escape of slaves,—men, women and child-

ren—from the cruel bondage in which they
were held under the laws of the land, and of
the assistance rendered by those cognizant of
and interested in the system, styled the " Un-
der Ground Rail Road," instituted for the pur-
pose of affording secret hiding places and
baffling the pursuers while the fugitives were
hurried on their way to Canada, or other
places where they could enjoy freedom.
As was to be expected, most of these fugi-

tives were from Delaware, Marj-land, or Vir-
ginia, though occasionally there are accounts
of those who fled out of more Southern States.
Many of the sketches are of absorbing inter-

est, and present a vivid picture of the suffer-

ings willingly endured by the oppressed " chat-
tel" in order to get rid of the horrors of
slavery, and obtain possession of his or her
own person.

We think, however, the book would have
been much more e.xtensively read, and have
been improved by a judicious pruning out of
a third or a half of its contents, as there is

necessarily much sameness in the leading in-

cidents of many of the narratives. But we
suppose that the author, who was requested
to compile the work by the Pennsylvania
Anti-Slavery Societj', wishing to do justice to
all, found it difficult to decide what should be
rejected. The work possesses historical value,

and will give posterity an insight of a barbar-
ous system, the wrongs and atrocities of which
will hereafter seem almost incredible, deeply
staining our national character, and sorely
disgracing the nineteenth century.

We are requested to state that the com-
munication signed "Mary Pike," in our num-
ber of the 9th ult., was not written by Mary
Pike of Woodbury, N. J.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the 7th inst. Queen Victoria landed

at Portsmouth, having returned from her visit to Ger-

many.
Disraeli, in a recent speech at Manchester, referred

to the difficulties growing out of the Alabama claims,

and pronounced the present situation of the controversy-

fraught with great danger to tlie relations of the two

countries. He admitted that it was impossible for

America to recede from her position in regard to the

questions to be presented to the Geneva Board, and con-

demned the course taken by the government. He ex-

pressed the belief that the record of ministerial incom-

petence would be sealed by the ultimate acknowledg-

ment of the principle of indirect claims, the results

whereof must be fraught with the utmost danger to

England. The Earl of Derby, and others, followed in

speeches of similar political import. Disraeli also made
an earnest defence of monarchy, and declared that the

blessings which Englishmen enjoy must be ascribed to

the throne. The English monarchy cost less than that

of any other nation, and far less than the national and

State governments of the United States. He closed

with a vindication of the aristocracy and defence of the

House of Lords as an essential element of the govern-

ment.
The number of emigrants which left the British Isles

during the Third month exceeded that of the Second

month by 7,000.

The agricultural laborers in Cambridgeshire have
struck for higher wages. The London compositors re-

cently struck for an increase of wages, and limitation of

a day's work to nine hours ; these demands were acced-

ed to by one hundred and forty-two firms.

A convention has been signed by the Maintenance

and Construction Company of Great Britain and the

government of Portugal for the laying of a telegraphic

cable from Lisbon to Brazil, by way of Madeira and

Cape de Verde islands.

London, 4th mo. 8th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. o-20's of

1862, 92i ; of 1865, 93} ; ten-forties, 89.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lljd. ; Orleans, ll.V.

A Paris dispatch of the 7th says, Thiers and Von
Arnim will soon commence negotiations for the com-
plete evacuation of the French territory by the German
troops.

The French Assembly, before adjourning, appointed

a committee to represent it during the recess. Thiers

has informed this committee that official notice had
been given Belgium of the termination, within the

stipulated time, of the treaty of commerce. He had
explained to Belgium that this action was necessary, as

France required full liberty to remodel her commercial

systems in accordance with her altered circumstances

The new tarift', he said, would be terminable every six

months.
Thiers also alluded to the restoration by Russia of

her fortifications in the Black Sea, and said England
was responsible for this infraction of the Treaty of

Paris.

The time is near at hand when the inhabitants of

Mulhause, in Alsace, must clioose between French or

German nationality. It is expected that nearly all will

adhere to their French nationality.

On the 8th, President Thiers gave a reception

Paris, which was well attended. Official and diplomatic

Ijodies were largely represented. During the recess the

President has remained most of the time in Paris, and
gives receptions and dinners at the palace of the Elysee.

The permanent committee of the Assembly object to

this practice as an underliand preparation for the re-

moval of the seat of government to Paris.

A Madrid dispatch of the 7th says, the latest returns

show the following result of the elections for the Cortes;

Ministerialists elected, 229; Coalitioni.sts, 137 ; doubtful,

18. Returns from Porto Rico and the Canaries are con-

sidered favorable to the government. The elections in

various places were accompanied with much excitement

and disorder. In San Loranzo, Catalonia, a mob at-

tacked the building wherein the voting was in progress

and stopped the election. The urns containing the

ballots were demolished, and the poll lists scattered

throughout the town.

The three hundredth anniversary of the revolt of the

Netherlands was celebrated throughout Holland on the

3d. At the Hague there was a great procession, and a

review of the troops by the king. Motley, the Ameri-

can historian of the Dutch Republic, was honored with

special attentions, by the king and people, on the occa-

sion. Among the honors conferred on Motley was the

degree of L.L. D. by the famous University of Leyden.

City of Mexico dispatches of the 1st inst., mention

that the States of San Luis Potosi, Guanagato, Zaca-

tecas, and Durango, are again in possession of the gov-

ernment. The revolutionary cause was considered
hopeless, but terrible anarchy prevailed throughout the

country. A shock of earthquake was felt in the capital

and several States, on the 26th ult.

A telegram from Constantinople brings intelligence

that the city of Antioch, in Syria, had been visited by
an earthquake, causing a terrible loss of life. The dis-

patch states that one-half of the city was totally de-

stroyed, and fifteen hundred persons lost their lives.

Great distress prevailed in that portion of the city not

demolished.
The session of the German Parliament opened in

Berlin on the 8th. The Emperor was not present, and
his speech was read by Prince Bismarck. The speech
enumerates various subjects of legislation to be sub-

mitted to Parliament for the regulation and develop-
ment of national institutions. Bills are promised to

provide for the disposition of the large surplus of 1871,

and of sums received on account of the French war in-

demnity. Alsace and Lorraine, it is stated, are recover-

ing from the shock of the late war. The foundations

of German administration have been laid in these pro-

vinces. The new University of Strasburg will soon

, and grants will be required to provide for scien-

tific establishments connected with that institution.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 439, viz: of small

pox, 74 ; consumption, 61 ; inflammation of the lungs,

39 ; old age, 15. The mean temperature of the Third
month, per Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 34.24

deg. ; the highest during the month 42 deg., and the

lowest 6 deg. Amount of rain 3.37 inches. The aver-

age of the mean temperature of Third month, for the

past 83 years, is given as 39.14 deg.; the highest mean
during that entire period was in 1871, 48.70 deg., the

lowest occurred in 1843, 30 deg. During the first three

months of 1872, the rain fall has been only 5.81 inches;

in the corresponding months 1871, there was 12.35

inches of rain.

The Secretary of the Treasury has decided that the

income tax on the salary of the President and Judges
of the Supreme Court is unconstitutional, and the same
will be refunded, and will not hereafter be imposed.
About 1000 emigrants from Alsace and Lorraine,

arrived in New York during last week. They were all

boiind west, and were apparently in good circumstances.

The amassed wealth of the whole country in 1870,

according to the census of that vear, amounted to $30,-

068,488,.d07, against $16,159,616,868, in 1860, and $7,-

135,780,228 in 1850. Ten of the late slave States which,

in 1860, had property valued at $5,155,048,887, were
reduced in 1870, to $2,879,026,665, the consequence of

the rebellion, and emancipation which followed. The
valuation of property in New York increased from
$1,843,338,517, in 1860, to $6,500,841,264 in 1870, and
Pennsylvania from §1,416,501,818, in 1860, to $3,868,

340,112 in 1870. The most wealthy State is New York,
and the poorest Nevada.
The civil rights bill, which for some time past has

been before the U. S. House of Representatives, ha
passed to a third reading by a vote of 100 to 77.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatior

on the 8th inst. New York.—American gold, 110:

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1151; ditto, 1868, 113; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, 108}. Superfine flour, $6.25 a $7
;

finer brands, $7.50 a S12. No. 1 Milwaukie spring

wheat, $1.60; red western, $1.71 ; amber, $1.79; white
Michigan, $1.90. Canada barley, $1.10 a $1.15 ; State

72 a 75 cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts. Western rye, 88 cts.

Western mixed corn, 71 cts.; j-ellow, 73J ; southe

white, 77 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 23} a 24 cts. for

uplands and New Orleans. Flour, $6 a 11. Spring
wheat, $1.75; red winter, $1.87 ; amber, $1.95. Rye
87 a 88 cts. Yellow corn, 67 cts. Oats, 52 a 55 cts.

Canvassed hams, 13 cts. Lard, 8} a 9 cts. Clover-seed,

8 a 9 cts. Flaxseed, $2. Timothy, $2.87 per bushel

The arrivals and sales of beef cattle reached about 1,700

head. Extra sold at 7J a 8 cts.; fair to good, 6

and common 4 a 5} cts. per lb. gross. Choice sheep
sold at 9 a 10 cts. ; fair to good, 8} a 9 cts. per lb. gross.

Hogs sold at $6.50 a $7.25 per 100 lbs. net. St. Louis.

—Family flour, $8 a $8.80. No. 2 winter red wheat,

$1.90 ; No. 8 $1.85. No. 2 corn, 40} a 41 cts. Oats, 37

a 37} cts. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, S6.25 a $7.

No. 2 spring wheat, $1.22}. No. 2 mixed corn, 38}
cts. Oats, 31 cts. No. 2 rye, 68 a 69J cts. No. 2 barlev,

50 cts. Lard, $8.37 a *8.50 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.—
Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.85. Western corn, 63 a 65
cts. ; southern, 66 a 67 cts. Western oats, 54 a 57 cts.

;

southern, 57 a 61 cts. Cincinnati.—Ya,m\\r flour, $7.60

aS7.75. Red wheat, $1.69 a S1.71. Corn, 48 cts. Oats,

38 a 42 cts. Barley, 60 a 75 cts. Milwaukie.—l>io. 1

wheat, $1.29}; No. 2, $1.22}. Corn, 39J cts. No. 2

oats, 32| cts.

WANTED.
Friend as Principal of the School under ca

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful appliances

a full academic course, and the salary offered is libe

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Philat

Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., do.

The Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid Associat

of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, will

held in Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia,

Fifth-day, Fourth month 18th, 1872, at 8 o'clock p
Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, Clen

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, the 2

of Fourth month. Parents and others intending tog
children to the Institution, will please make appl

tion, as early as they conveniently can, to Aai
Shakples-s, Superintendent, (address Street iJoad P.
Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allen, Treasu
"04 Arch St. Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION
The Ninth Annual Meeting of " Friends' Associa

of Philadelphia and its vicinity, for the relief of Cole

Freedmen," will be held at Arch Street Meeting-ho
on Second-day evening. Fourth month 15th,

7} o'clock.

Our Superintendent, Alfred H. Jones, is expecte

be present to give details of the winter's work.

All Friends interested in the Freedmen ar

to attend the meeting.
John B. Garrett, Seeretar

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Faculty are prepared to receive applicatioiw

the admission, free of charge for Board and Tuitioi

a small number of students, members of the Sociel

Friends, and in circumstances to justify the exten

of such aid.

The next Term will open 9th mo. 11th, 1872.

Address, Samuel J. Gummere, Presid

Haverford College, T

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a teacher in the classical department of

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of the

term in the 9th month next.

Application may be made to

James Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fifth

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammar,

in the Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co.. Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YORK

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas AVistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhUadel
Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Cottonwood, Ka,

on the 15th of Second month, 1872, Samuel, 8

Henry W. and Elizabeth Worthington (the form(»
ceased) to Sarah Catharine, daughter of J. W.'jl

and Hannah L. Reeve (the former deceased.)

, on Fourth-day, the 3d inst., at Fri y
Meeting-house on Orange St, Phihadelphia, I'>

DeCou, son of James DeCou, of Mansfield, X.
'

RuTHANNA L., daughter of John C. Allen, of tin-

Died, 3d mo. 2Sth, 1872, Lucy M.. wife of J.I*

Tatum, in the 59th year of her age, a beloved me i*

of Woodbury Monthly Meeting. Near her tra 4
close she was enabled to say, " Thy rod and th^ if

they comfort me. I have had too many evident OP

His merciful goodness to doubt now. All is peac
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Notes on East Greenland.
Cunciud.'d from page 267.)

U.\ THE INHABITANTS.
-. i" 1 1.0 population of East Greenland, we

. II
. living human being on the whole

1 111 ')! coast over which we travelled. The
U'liiuit in which Clavering found twelve
>, in lSi3, must, to all appearance, have
•^

tlf,-,orled at least twenty years ago.
|revor, all remaining traces of it, especially
ler and summer dwellings, as well as
68, were carefully searched, and any uten-
ind weapons that wo found were brought

sal " winter huts," that is, the stationary
i[,er dwellings of the natives, were found
jiven places, to the number of sixteen the
d northerly on Hoohstetler's Promontory
i(|nfiost southci-Iy on Cape Franklin. They
anearly always situated not far from the
ijo on the south side of those capes which
)1 towards the south-east, and are built in
I ps oi two, three, or sometimes four. Hall
o^cJ into the ground, the walls are built
juituble and, in the inside, exceedingly
i\)th stones, pretty regularly set, and as
Pjis they rise above ground, strengthened
i<de by mounds of earth and stones laid
::ist I hem. The surface of the walls is
il inloirupted inside by a few small niches,
hjh are generally found in the corners, es-
Kjilly in the front ones. The floor is par-
l^ paved with flat stones, particularly in
<20rners, which probably served as 'fire-
a|)8.

3>e average length of the interior of these
I IS, according to several exact measure-
8.8, 11 feet, and their breadth 9 feet. The
lilt of the walls, which probably pretty
||y corresponds with the original heights,
i feet. At the front end towards the south
,?hich 18 the same thing, towards the
ir, there is an opening in the floor of Li
>'quare; it descends to a like depth, and
e commencement of the only egress a

•e^ge or tunnel which extends, in a nearly
iiontal direction, under the front wall to
Itgthoffrom 6 to 12 feet. It is constructed
lone, and terminates in a rather wide

'jing, being itself of barely sufficient size
jmit a man in a creeping position. This
f«reover the only opening to the hut, for

I

there is no sort of window in the roof. The
roof is constructed, as we could clearly prove
from some that had fallen down, of two or
three wooden poles or laths placed lengthwise
over the walls, on which flat stones are laid

diagonally, and sometimes supported by more
laths, the whole of which is covered and made
tight with smaller stones, sods of grass and
other things. The whole arrangement of the
huts insures the greatest possible maintenance
of heat, as owing to the depth of the door no
continual ventilation can be produced, but
only the most necessary exchange of air. As
to how many inhabitants such huts contained
we cannot, of course, be certain; if we com-
puted them at six, it would be certainly with
in the mark. In the corners, especially the
front ones, we sometimes found so-called
" lamps" (Kudluk) of the most primitive
form ; a stone, with a hollow, which was still,

in some instances, thickly blackened ; in others
we found the remains of food, the fat, bones,
and flesh of seals.

In digging through the rubbish of earth
and stones, which covered the floor of the
huts, in a layer of from six to twelve inches,
we obtained several utensils, or fragments of
them, as well as a number of pieces of wood,
bone, &c., the waste of their work.
Of their summer dwellings also traces are

everywhere found, viz., the so-called " tent
rings," that is, stones left there after being
used in fastening the border of the tent. They
are arranged in circles of from ten to twelve
feet in diameter, with an opening turned
towards the water, and generally divided into
a front and back half by a diametrical row of
stones. They are met with on nearly all parts
of the coast, both close to the winter huts and
also at a great distance from them. They
were most numerous on Walrus Island and
on Shannon Island, (Cape Philip Broke,)
here th^ not only lay close to one another,

but, so to speak, in several generations on the
top of one another. As for the rest, we may
also mention holes, lined and covered with
stones, from 12 to 18 inches in diameter, which
are found in the vicinity of the dwellings,
'ther made in the ground or built against a

larger stone or rock, and which represent
roughly built store-rooms

; they are found
scattered in every direction, and may have
served as places for the safe preservation of
arae. In the neighborhood of the dwellings,

especially of the huts, close and often luxu-
riant grass, intermingled with the various
beautiful flowers, has sprung up, from easily

gnable causes. The bleached bones of
seals, walruses, narwhals, and other animals,
elics of former banquets, which are thickly
strewn over this green grass, stand out clearly
and characteristically.

The graves must also be mentioned. They
are not dug in the ground, at least very sel-

dom, but consist of a superstructure of stones
over the corpse, which is placed in either a
recumbent or a crouching position. The form !

of these is either oblong, (4^ feet long, 2i feet
wide, li feet high,) or circular, (SV feet in
diameter.) In the first case, the covering
consistsof flat long stones or shortones, which
are supported by rods placed underneath

; in
the other case, the roof is arched all round.
Any accidental gaps are carefully filled up
with stones of all sizes down to the very
smallest. In this manner the body can be pro-
tected against foxes, but certainly not against
hungry bears. The form of the graves seems
to have no particular meaning, but to have
been regulated by the form of the stones
available, as flat stones are necessary for the
covering of oblong graves. In the interior

we generally found quite a heap of earth and
willow leaves, (blown in,) from among which
the bones were onlj^ partially, or sometimes
not at all visible. The bodies must, of course,
have decomposed very soon in the Greenland
climate

;
even the bones were already partially

decayed in the damp ground. The long graves
lie lengthways towards the south ; it could be
seen from several that the head lay towards
the north, and that therefore the dead were
buried as if to face the south.
The graves were numerous and scattered,

often at a great distance from the dwellings.
Nearly all admitted of close investigation

;

and twelve skulls, as well as many single
bones, were brought back for subsequent and
more thorough examination. Strange to say,

weapons, and utensils were very seldom found
in the graves, although, as they were made
of ivory, they would have been kept in good
preservation. On the other hand, we dis-

covered, in what was probably a child's grave,
a human figure roughly carved out of Avood;
and in another grave, among rocks, we found
the pieces of a finely carved wooden box of
about 9X4X21 inches.

The things we discovered were made of
wood, horn, bones, ivory, (walrus and nar-
whal teeth,) and stone.

Besides a pretty goblet, we found a cajak-
rudder and several dagger hilts, handles, &c.,

manufactured of wood ; also two figures of
animals, roughly carved. A dog-sledge, which
lay on the shore, nearly complete in all its

parts, deserves special mention. It consists,

as is well known to be the case in West Green-
land, of two runners, very roughly made,
about seven feet long, across which several
boards are fastened with thongs, and at the
end two sloping pieces fastened as a back. In
place of our iron tires, the runners are covered
underneath with strips of bone, ivory, or
whalebone, fastened with wooden pegs.

All the wood there is drift-wood, which,
however, is not very plentiful on those coasts,

and whoso origin (Siberia or America) and
species (fir or larch) have still to be more
exactly determined.
As to iron instruments, only one was dis-

covered. It was a piece of iron an inch long,

fastened into a wooden handle. As the shap-
ing of all the wooden articles indicates the use
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of stone instruments, it is very probable that

this iron may have been a presentfrom Claver-

ing to the Esquimaux then living there.

We saw nothing made of flint, but several

splinters of it, and one whole unbroken stone

in the huts. It is to be remarked, that with

this exception, we hardly found any flint.

Some fine spear-points and knives were made
of slate, parts of vessels constructed of a softer

crystalline slate; most of the articles, how-
over, were made of bone or tusk. In default

of saws, these are divided into the desired

shapes by boring holes close to one another

in the intended planes of division, so that at

last the parting may be effected b^' the appli-

ance of some force. A smooth surface can

then bo obtained by scraping, grinding, and
polishing. Of the mechanism of the boring,

we could find no direct explanation.

According to our observations, the huts of

the former inhabitants of East Greenland,
between lats. 73° and 76°, may be estimated

at about 16, and the population at about 100

persons. In the year 1823, it seems pretty

certain that only two inhabited huts were in

existence, (observed to contain 12,) and these

must have been forsaken between 20 and 30
years ago. This circumstance, and the exist-

ence of traces of huts of considerably earlier

date at the southern stations, together with
the traditions prevalent among many branches
of Esquimaux of an impending extinction,

may perhaps best answer the question that

has universally arisen about the disappear-

ance of those who once lived here. People
are too ready to trace the cause to the climate
becoming colder, and to the increase of the
ice inclosing the coast, and generally cite as

proof several facts which are partly false and
partly falsely applied. But we all, in conse-
quence of a whole series of reasons, which can
not here be more fully developed, are unable
to agree with such a view. On the contrary,
we have the well-known assertion, that there
are periods offavorable and unfavorable years,
i. e., winters, confirmed by our own sojourn,
and by the state of the ice on the coast. And
so the conjecture may not be false that, on
account of some such particularly unfavorable
years, and owing to hunger and cold, in firmity
and mortality may have increased, that the
few remaining inhabitants must have been
driven by hunger to expose themselves to
greater danger and exertions, and that thus,
perhaps, the last may have sought safety in a
migration towards a more bountiful land, the
existence of which they kneW or suspected,
farther south.

Among the observations and collections
here made by us there is, perhaps, little i-eal-

ly new, yet their significance may be quite
peculiar, as those settlements in East Green
land have not for many centuries been in com-
munication with those of other Esquimaux.
The utmost exertions would have been neces
sary to hold any communications with the
west, on account of the high mountainous in-

terior, and with the south, owing to the east
coast being eternally beset with ice. But
time does not allow a further discussion of
this point.

Our troubles of every kind are all known
to God, who careth for us, with the most
fatherly affection. Why then should Zion
mourn, or why should the watchers on her
walls say, " The Lord hath forsaken me, and
my God hath forgotten me."

For ''The F'iend "

A Correspondence, (witli notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Contiaued from page 268.)

James Logan continued to serve in the office

of Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, though with
great reluctance, there being at that time no
other person within the colony, of a character

itable for Proprietary recommendation to

the Crown, who was at the same time public

spirited enough to undertake the weighty
d ill-paid oflice. About this time he de-

livered a Charge to the Grand Inquest, which
is referred to in the following letter. This
document may be pronounced an admirable
one, well weighed, and requiring to be, by the

hearer or reader, well weighed, in every word,
and calculated to produce in the jury, the

frame of mind best suited to the discharge of

the serious business about to come before

them. Tne Inquest made the following ac-

knowledgment of it:—

•

To the Hon. James Logan, Esq., ChiefJustice
of the Province of Pennsylvania, &c.

"The Grand Inquest for the City and County
of Philadelphia, having with attention heard,

and duly considered the seasonable Charge
delivered to us from the bench, do gratefully

acknowledge our own and the country's obli-

gations, for the excellent precepts and direc-

tions therein set forth, and so well recom-
mended for the good of society, and benefit of

human life. And to the end, that the inten-

tion and generous design thereof may have a

just influence on the minds of the people in

general, we humbly request that the same
may be made public," &c., &c.

Signed, in behalf of the Inquest,

KicHARi) Martin, Foreman.
The Charge was accordingly printed in

Philadelphia, in 1736, and was republished in

London the following year. The following

note was prefixed to it by James Logan, be-

fore printing.
" If any into whose hands this Charge may

fall, should think it a defect that there is no
mention made in it of religion, they are de-

sired to consider that government, laws, and
courts, are of civil institution, founded on the

laws of nature, and the dictates of reason
;

these, therefore, as their original, were only

proper to be mentioned here."

By "religion," ho here intends scrqytural

religion or Christianity, as natural religion or

duty to the Divine Author of our being, is

prominently put forward throughout the en-

tire document as the only basis for law and
government.
James Logan must have been one of the

most hard-working men of whom we have
accounts. Besides his large business as a

merchant, to have filled as he did (and was
doing at the last above date), at one and th

same time, the onerous offices of Governo
of the Province, President of Council, and
Chief Justice, and some minor offices, besides

managing the complicated affairs of the Pro
prietor as his Secretary, without assistance,

and in the midst of this still finding timt

pursue his studies, and to write for the press

several interesting treatises on subjects eon

nected with mathematics, natural history, &c.,

involves a degree of activity and an economy
of time not easy to realize, it is true that in

the nascent state of the country, these offices

required less time to be bestowed on them
than thejr would at present, j-et that of Gov-
ernor was sufficient even then to occupy the

entire attention of one man, a gentleman
good family being, at this period, usual(y se

over from England on a handsome salary, e

pressly to fill that station. To illustrate U
energy of J. L.'s character and mental o|,ei

tions, the following, relative to the Chiii_;e.

quoted from a letter of his to T. Story:—
had nothing further in vievv, therein, thuii.

my quitting that station, to say soraethi

usefully instructive and edifying to the pt

pie ; and though I was to be in court, as I w:

on the 2d-day before noon, I had not, t

preceding First-day morning, so much uh i

solved what the particular subject should I

which I mention only to show how far I w
from all previous intention of advanciiiii; a

singular opinions." The Charge occu[ju-.s

pages of Armistead's Memoir, and is wi

ten in a polished and apparently elabon,

style.

Friends in that day held many State a

juridical offices, but juries were already co

posed of members of various sects. Jan;

Logan's aim, in the Charge above alluded

was, before entering upon the considerati.

of special laws, to find the foundation for

whole system of law and justice, in natural

ligion, so-called. Believing, as shovvn

note prefixed to it before publication, tha.il

was founded altogether on this and not on
vealed religion, and that tbe latter shou

therefore, not be introduced into the ar;

ment, he avoided allusion to revealed religi

throughout. Now this natural religion, " r

rality, conscience, the moral sentiments a

affections," as it has been variously stj'led

other denominations, Friends declare to

the inward teaching of Christ by his

Spirit, heard and obeyed by, and exeraplif

in the lives of, the best heathens, as in

eminent instance of Socrates, and that thii

the appointed guide to, as the atonement
Calvary is the only means of, reconciliat

with the Father. That this is an all-suf

guide if consistently and tiniformly follow

and that it is the obstructions offered to it

man and his great enemy, and our partial i

very stinted obedience, hindering it, that
j

vents its dominion, and leave, in unconver

men, only that scanty illumination propt

called conscience. At the same time rec

nising the unspeakable privilege of posse

the Scriptures, which were given by insp

tion, and are able to make wise unto salvat

through faith that is in Christ Jesus,

record of the life, miracles, death and at(

ment of Christ, and a testimony to and'

roborator of His inward teaching,—all wl

is abundantly set forth in our standard w

ings. In order to make the Charge intellig

and useful, however, to the mixed jury

Logan thought it was best not to put/on(

—at the same time injno way compromisir

our peculiar views of this point. Yet, the

the Charge itself is not only excellent aD(

together suitable to the occasion, but in e

respect appears unohjectionable, the tempoi

ignoring of Friends' full and clear view
insight as to this mystery, (and tempoi
indulgence or assumption of that imperfect

ception of it known to sects, which asci

these " moral sentiments" to the human,
enlightened nature), seems to have h»

transient effect in obscuring the writer's

perception of the truth in the case, thf

the Divine character of the impressions f

which those sentiments rise. He began si

ly afterward, and carried to some exte:
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UIJ'SC

hi, 9t:T

i
' on all tbo duties of man," in wbioh

ma so clear on this point as could bo
il. He proposed to consider the subject
p'lilosophically, without a view to anj^"

iilai' "profession of religion," and thus,
!i inplating it from the point of view
I'V other sects, and those who are with-

!:> advantage of Friends' peculiar eu-
iimont in regard to the moral impres-
iuiii sentiments, not unnaturally lost
il iho clearness of his own vision by the
•I, :i3 it were, of their imperfect and
(1 conceptions. In attempting to ac-

jihilosopbically for our moral impres-
lakiiig for a basis the reasoning of days

I ho purer light of early Friends, he
aiuc to a stand

;
finding it impossible to

lie such an explanation with the Divine
lor of those impressions as deduced and
mlod from the Scriptures by our early
s. Instead however, of doing what a
iMii'oughly converted man would pro-
JKive done, and going on in the pride
iiing and reason to frame some specious
I or theory, he wisely stopped hero

;

\\ lodged himself unable to proceed, and
Uvi his friend and more experienced
r ill Christ, T. Story, when a little con-
-y ensued, terminating in agreement
lily. These preliminary explanations,

II somewhat lengthy, are necessary to a
i.lorstanding of the further correspond-

;i letter written 5th mo. 12th, 1736,
l-'igan says, referring to the Charge:

II what I would crave thy sentiments
is, how far thou thinks what is men-
ihere, if strictly adhered to, will re.ich,

lit farther knowledge or instruction;
s is a point, that, under the Christian
sation, 1 confess I know not how to an-

) I'l [ shall never enter into disputes on
ilijoct. I desire thee only to take the
,
as 1 said, seriously into consideration,

]•' laid down ; that is, that the Creator
t rurnished man with strong natural in-

>MS to lead him into the practice of aU
liil virtues. I call them natural, be-

";"VirS((/?(/ implanted in the species; but
nM'verso use of his free will he became
it li, yet there are still sufficient remains
t jii'iraitive splendor, as it is there called,

. Il' duly cultivated, may yet lead him
'jiiness.

^ lii I should inform thee that in form-
:ii discourse, I framed not nor proposed

any manner of hypothesis. 1 had
rther in view than at ray quitting

a, to say something usefully instruc-

1 edifying to the people; and though
> he in court, as I was, on the 2d-day
noon, I had not the preceding First-

irning so much as resolved what the
!;a- subject should be; which I mention
show how far I was from all pi-evious

111 of advancing any singular opinions,

niaon way of talking on these subjects

?!i, that reason is the great guide, and
ss it may be a great one; but I am
•1 siiaded, thatwithout the concurrence,
11 the loading, of the affections, reason
ilos very little to virtue; it disfin-

and when not too much biased, de-

mt it rarely incites. This is the work
!''/•;, and, I am convinced of it, was so

il ill our formation. But then, if this

(/((/, where is the divinity of it, other-

an as it is the work of the Creator ?

I say, again, this is a point beyond my reach,

and there I must leave it.

But I shall further acquaint thee that, for

several months past, I have been on a 'trea-

tise of all the duties of man as founded in

nature,' and these words will fully show thee

that I am to consider them only philosophi-

cally, without a view to any profession of re-

ligion whatever. Last winter I sent over
the first chapter of it to Poter Cullinson and
Josiah Martin, with orders to Peter, to whom
1 am more obliged than to any man there,

for his diligence in obliging me in what I

want, not to bo free in communicating it, yet
1 now wish I had thought of and mentioned
thee; but I never consider thee as a resident

in London.

As to the progress of true religion, I am
persuaded it will gain ground; but tyranny
in church and state is so established in most
parts, that without a general concussion and
revolution it cannot greatly obtain

;
for while

that grand article obedience, the principal

tbundatioii of the Church of Rome, together

with the power of punishing, subsists, I have
a very slender prospect of any great progress

to be made short of what I have mentioned.
My family, through mercy, are all in

health, and give their kind love to thee. My
younger dauiihtor now in all respects equals

the elder, save in years, being both, I think,

exactly of a height, and they are now much
what their mother was when thou left her,

though she, thou may be sure, is very different

in her person, yet in her better part she con-

tinues much the same, as also does thy real

loving friend, James Logan."

(To be continueJ.)

For "The Frienil."

Colonial Adventures and Experiences.

CCoDtinued from page 256.)

" I got more accustomed to the ways of the

sheep, and found that the less I bothered them
tho better they behaved, and the fatter they
got. One day's shepherding will do pretty

well for all. I rose at daybreak and opened
the hurdles, having first put on a pot of water
to boil. The sheep would stream out and
draw gradually away, feeding as they went
and arraying themselves with the discipline

and precision of an array. I ate my breakfast

by the hut door, and lighted my pipe, and by
that time the leading sheep were far out of

sight, but that mattered little. 1 then saun-

tered after them, carrj'ing with me a book or

newspaper, if I had one. By about eleven

o'clock the sheep would begin to camp under
tho shadiest trees that they could find, there

they would stay until about three. This was
the time when I used to get my siesta; at

three o'clock the sheep would turn round and
walk composedly homewards, and I used gen-

erally to precede them and do my domestic
arrangements, picking up, as I came along a

bundle of firewood. I knew a shepherd who
was doing precisely the same thing, when he

heard his dog bark violently. Turning round,

he saw a tall blackfellow in the act of hurling

a large waddio or club at him; the waddie
came, and my friend, though no fool, must
have been rather thick skulled, for the weapon
was split into fragments by the force of the

blow. He was knocked down, and while on
the ground, the blackfellow threw another,

which stunned him. The savages would doubt-

less have proceeded to mutilate him after their

fashion, had they not been alarmed by the
galloping past of a stockman with a mob of
horses. Tho blacks decamped, and the shep-
herd who had been only stunned after all,

crawled as best he could into the head sta-

tion. It was remarkable that this same man
had been actually captured alive by tho blacks
only a few weeks before. They had lighted

a fire, and were proceeding, as he believed, to
roast him alive, laughing and poking fire at
him all tho time, when three horsemen came
up who had seen tho biackfellows' tracks and
suspected some mischief. However, where I

was at this time the blacks were 'quiet,' and
although there were plenty of thom about,
never offered to molest me.

" Altogether I pursued this occupation of
shepherding for nearly three years, never,
however, staying long at one place, for the
monotony used to sicken me. The life is

frightfully lonely, and is apt to dull the facul-

ties, both of mind and body. Tho professional
shepherd is easily known by his general ab-
stracted and neglected appearance, and his

lounging habits. He is strange and ' cranky'
in his ways, too. Indeed squatters assert

that the best shepherds are those who are
more or less mad, and consider a little crack
in the understanding to be a great qualifica-

tion.

" Shepherding, as an occupation, is not held
in very high esteem in Queensland. In the
first place, men who are able to turn their
hand to anything can get bettor wages by
doing the various kinds of Bush work; still,

in the north, and unsettled districts, shep-
herds obtain from thirty shillings to two
pounds a week, with their rations. A man,
however, can earn considerably more than
this by putting up huts, splitting and fencing,

&c. One advantage that the shepherd has, if

it be an advantage under the circumstances,
is, that he can, if ho choose, save the whole of

his monej\ He has absolutely no expenses;
he wants no tools. He can go about in what
rags he please, or none at all ; there is no one
to observe or check him.
"The greater portion of these men are not

rough uncouth follows, with no information
and less manners, but ' broken-down swells,'

as they are contemptuously called, who object

to hard work, and many of whom are not
physically equal to it, and find in shepherding
the least laborious way of getting their living.

Six monlhs' shepherding, say the old hands,
ruins a man for any other occupation, and so
thoy avoid it as much as possible. It is cer-

tainly about the laziest occupation that a man
can possibly find, and the laziest shepherds
are generally the best, and are so esteemed.
Sheep, in order to thrive and grow fat, require
to be let alone as much as possible; and tho
overseer who knows his business will not
grumble at the loss of a sheep here and there,

if the rest be in good condition.
"1 was once shepherding on a station be-

longing to a man who could barely read and
write, who could not have done a rule of three
sum to save his life, and the list of whose
shepherds stood as follows: one Cambridge
man; one Trinity, Dublin

; one ex-lieutonant
in the army, educated at Rugby, who had
carried the Queen's colours (so he said) into

the Redan, and buried the dead afterwards;
one Oxford man (myself;) one old Wintonian

;

and two Germans. We five used to feel bound
together by a kind of freemasonry, and used
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to meet together by the hour and talk shop
under the gum-trees.

" All these men (myself excepted) used to

drink frightfully wben they got the chance.

I did not—simply from disinclination ; and it

is owing to that iact that I am here now, and
writing the present pages. About once in

three months, they would demand, each, his

cheque, and ask leave of absence for a few
days : this would be readily granted, and they
-would return at the end of a short period,

minus money, and often minus horse, saddle,

bridle, clothes, and blankets. Their employer
was wise enough to take advantage of this

penchant on the part of his shepherds : he es-

tablished a public-house about nine miles from
the station, at a road junction which lay on

the road to the nearest township. His shep-

herds, even if thej- intended to go further,

were generally 'pulled up' by this place; but

he always did his best to make his men satis-

fied with an order on ' the hotel' in payment
of their claims. Thus his money came back
into his pockets, minus the small price of the

grog consumed."
One terrible plague of Queensland is an

affection of the eyes, called locally, the sand}-

blight. " Few people, if any, escape the blight

in the summer months, though to some it is

merely a disfigurement and inconvenience,
the eyes growing dim, and the lids and parts
adjacent swelling up to an enormous size.

The flies have a great deal to do with this; I

mean the common black flies, like the English
house-flies. They swarm in myriads, and are

especially fond of settling on people's eyes.

If the eyes are at all sore or inflamed from
the glare of the hot ground or some other
cause, they speedily make matters worse.

"I think a severe attack of sandy blight is

one of the most agonizing inflictions that
could possibly be endured. It sometimes
causes complete blindness for many days to-

gether, and during the time that the inflam-

mation lasts, the eyes feel as if they were fall

of small pieces of gravel cutting into the eye-

balls. I have passed a whole week of agony,
when blind from this disease, and during that
time did not obtain a wink of sleep.

"After the inflammation goes, a sort of scum
forms over the eyes, and they are dim and
watery for many weeks, indeed it is hopeless
to expect any improvement until the cool

weather comes. During one summer I never
saw anj'thing that was at a greater distance
from me than fifteen yards, and this state

lasted for three months. In the summer
months, numbers of people are almost helpless

from this eause, although they get a knack of
going about their work in spite of it."

(To be continued.)

Friends, I do warn and exhort you all in

the presence of the Lord God, dwell in the
measure which God hath given you [of?] him-
self, in which is no strife, but unity; therefore
every one of you dwell in it. Boast not your-
selves above your measure, but dwell in the
Truth itself; that with the measure of the
Spirit of .the living God ye may be guided up
to God, in which Spirit ye will have unity in

the least measure of it. Every one of you
judge self, for it would have the mastery;
which is to be condemned with the light, in

which is unity. So, the eternal God of light

and life and power be with j-ou all, and in you
all. Keep from all strife and above it, in love

and unity, in every place. Friends, the going

from the life into the changeable, is the cause
of strife and confusion.

—

G. F.—1655.

"IN DUE SEASON."
You wlio sow with anxious yearning

Till the tiny leaflets peep.

Waiting, watching,Ppatience learning,
" If ye faint not, ye shall reap."

Tho' the harvest long delaying
Cause you, sorrowing, to weep,

Still believe this faithful saying,

—

" If ye faint not, ye shall reap."

Ground now dead and barren seeming.
Blooming shall awake from sleep.

For the promise rises beaming,

—

"If ye faint not, ye shall reap."

Seeds of truth around you flinging.

On fair mead and rugged steep.

In your ears one truth be ringing,

—

" If ye faint not, ye shall reap."

Fearless tread the path of duty,

.Icy shall cause your hearts to leap,

When from fields of golden beauty,
" If ye faint not, ye shall reap."

WOEDS.
Guard well thy lips, for none can know
What evil from the tongue may flow.

What guilt, what grief may be incurred
By one incautious, hasty word.

Be slow to speak ; look well within,

To check what there may be of sin,

And pray unceasingly for aid
Lest unawares thou be betrayed.

Condemn not, jndge'not; not to man
Is given his brother's faults to scan

;

One^task is thine, and one^alone,

To search out and subdue thine own.

Shun vain discussions.'trifling themes
;

Dwell not'on earthly hopes or schemes;
Let words of meekness, wisdom, love.

Thy heart's true renovation prove.

Set God before'thee ; every word
Thy lips pronounce, by Him is heard

;

Oh ! could'st thou realize the thought,
What care, what caution would be taught.

Think on thy parting hour ; ere long
The approach of death may chain thy tongue
And powerless all attempts'be found
To articulate one meaning sound.

The time is short ; this day may be
The very last assigned to thee

;

So speak, that should'st thou speak no more
Thou may'st not this day's words deplore.

The Cheshlre;.Salt Trade.

A late English periodical furnishes the fol-

lowing information: Northwich is the great
centre of the salt trade of this locality. The
manufacture is principally carried on now at
Northwich and Winsford, both towns lying
in the valley of the River Wearn, though
formerly Nantwich was engaged in this trade,

and Middlewich still continues so to be. The
salt is found lying in two beds, called the
upper and lower rock salt. The first bed is

met with in tho neighborhood of Northwich
at the depth of about forty yards, and is

twenty-five yards thick. Although brine
springs had been known and worked as early
as the time of the Xorman conquest or earlier,

yet the bed of rock salt was only discovered
in 1670, when searching for coal at Marbury,
about a mile to the north of Northwich. Dur-
ing the last 200 years this rock salt has been
worked, or to speak more correctly, for more
than a century the upper bed was worked,
when an agent of the Duke of Bridgewater

sank lower still, and after passing throu

about ten yards of hard clay and stone, w
small veins of rock salt running throut^'h

the lower bed of rock salt was discovi^T

This lower bed is between thirty and foi

yards thick, but only about five yards of 1

purest of it is worked. This good port
i

lies at a depth of from 100 to 110 yards, .

cording to the locality. In the neighboibcl
of Winsford both beds are met with at a mn
greater depth. The whole of the rock s;

obtained is got now from the lower bed, 1

1

last year it reached nearly 150,000 tons, t

may as well be said that this mining of n;
salt has had nothing to do with the su .

dences and sinkings of the surface ot >

ground in the vicinity. At present thrrn
no danger to be expected from the lower 1]

of rock salt. The whole danger arises fr i

the upper bed, as will be seen from the fulh .

ing account: The salt trade of Cheshire i

very extensive one, and during the year 1.^
^

upwards of 1,250,000 tons of white salt h e

been sent from the various rocks in that eo .

try. The whole of this immense quantity r

been made from a natural brine which is fm 1

in and around Northwich and Winsford <

well as in several other smaller places, I <

brine is produced by fresh water tindini.'>

way to the surface of the upper bed ot' r k

salt, technically called the Rock Head, 'e

fresh water dissolves the rock salt, and ;-

comes saturated with it. The ordinary ])

portion of pure salt in the brine is 25 per e t.

To obtain the quantity of salt above n i-

tioned, it would be necessary to pump 5,0.-

000 tons of brine. The pumping of brin s

incessantly going on, and as a natural coi--

quence the bed of rock salt is being grailii:v

dissolved and pumped up. As the surfae )!

the salt is eaten away, the land above it ii-

sides. This subsidence is not spread over e

whole surface, but seems to follow depress! is

in it, thus forming underground valleys vh
streams of brine running to the great cen *
of pumping. Wherever a stream of bud

runs, there the subsidence occurs, undo
many localities the sinking is rapid and : i-

ous, but fortunately is almost always gr;n li

and continuous. A lake more than iia a

mile in length, and nearly as much in brea hj

has been Ibrmed along the course of a siJI

brook that ran into the river Wearn, and ill

lake is extending continually. Besides iB

gradual continuous sinking, which affects iB

town of Northwich very seriously, cauiig

the removal or rebuilding of houses, or «
raising of them by screw-jacks in the Au.i-

can fashion, the raising of the streets an*
on, there is at times a sudden sinking of l!»»

patches of ground, leaving deep cavita

These latter are more terrifying and dan*
ous. They are in most cases caused byi«

falling in of the old disused mines in the u)er

bed of rock salt. These old mines were woud
so as to leave but a thin crust of rock salt*

tween the superincumbent layers of earth id

the mines. The roof of the mine is suppo 3d

by pillars of rock salt at intervals. Of co»
the weakest and most dangerous point isie

old filled-up shafts. As most of these mea

have been disused for nearly a century »
po.sition of the old shafts is unknown. ^30

the brine has eaten away the layer of Jjk

salt left as a roof, the whole of the earth hg
above falls into the mine, and an enoroOB

crater-like hole, some 100 feet or mor iB

depth is formed, which in the process of «
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ijomes filled up with water, the mine itself

Dg nearly choked with earthy matter. In

immediate neighborhood of Northwich
re are a great number of these rock pit

68, as thoy are called, and it is nothing

y unusual for one to fall in.

For "The Friend."

?he following accounts of lively exercises

t in years gone by took hold of the minds
;he burden bearers in Philadelphia Yearly

ating, as preserved in the private diary of

ftluable elder, it is thought will be interest-

I and encouraging to Friends in this day.

ourth month, 1872.

?boraa8 Shillitoe, in the Women's Yearly

sting, in the year 1829, mentioned also his

raises on account of the manner in which
ihers dress their children in infant life,

ugh to appearance tolerably consistent

Imselves, yet by their conduct in these mat-
ii, proved they were not abiding under the

(?erof the cross in themselves—mentioned

1 little boys when at an ago to wear but-

[ed" clothes, his feelings had been hurt to

i how fantastic their clothes were made, so

lay needless buttons, &o. Sarah Cresson

tingthened the concern by adding her por-

ii, believing, as she said, the time was com-
1 that the Babylonish garment would be

irched out; that though these, some might
i, were little things, yet they were an out-

r-d and visible sign of inward want: en-

traged heads of families to be faithful to

be placed under their care, take time to sit

letirement with their little ones, that so a

Ising might attend; she expressed a hope
ht by discharging their duty in these re-

pjjts, a little army would be raised up for

tjLord from among the youth in this Yearly
Citing, who would stand faithful for the law
B testimony.

'. S., in speaking of the children's dress,

ll, "It prepared the way for departures as

Hf grew up, and often was the means of in-

rlucing them into unsuitable company,
rjireby there were outgoings in marriage."
1 the Select Meeting 1830 : The answer to

D!4th query was, through all the Quarters,

1e endeavor to train up our children and
kl youth under our care, in plainness of

1(18 and simplicity of manners becoming
dreligious profession :" The Clerk (Samuel
ijtle, Sen.,) founded the general answer in

li same manner, but observed, "he con-

iflred it an indefinite way of answering the
nl'y : we may endeavor and yet not have
li endeavor crowned with success ; thought
Mh weakness might be under that cover;

a the meeting not informed by a proper
K definite answer whether we did or did

cltrain, &c., * * * he considered a failure

f|Qlfilling our duty to our offspring in this

BJect, one fruitful source of the trials which
»3 overtaken oui' religious Society. * *

jqrying did we think it possible to come up
1 faithful discharge of duty? he believed
i pt only possible, but absolutely necessary
fcjhould if ever our Society shone in bright
e|."

|33. The queries with their answers
'« read, many lively and pertinent remarks
'95 made, adapted to the different subjects
ti(to the deficiencies still apparent; the
ii|rning of the church therefor was felt,

nlyet it was cause of thankfulness to the
rH Head of the church that He was pleased
i militate his servants to hold up encourage-

ment to be faithful in all our different meet-
ings to advise and encourage, as way opens,

such members as are negligent in the attend-

ance of religious meetings, and that we watch
over the youth and others for their good, and
in love encourage all to maintain faithfully

our testimony to plainness of speech, behavior
and apparel. The subject of an hireling min-
istry was very feelingly touched upon, the

peculiar testimony that our worthy predeces-

sors suffered so much for and so to be feared

all our members were not enough bound to

support. Bouiah Sanson expressed an appre-

hension that this testimony, and other of

Friends' precious testimonies, will not bo suf-

fered to fall to the ground, but if tee are not
faithful, the call will be extended to the high-

ways and hedges
;
her declaration was strong,

impressive and clear, carrying an evidence of

it being the language of Truth; how awfully
responsible is our situation as a people, the
representatives of early Quakers, &o. In
speaking of our slackness as a Society, in a
very comprehensive and impressive way she

quoted the sorrowful ancient declaration, that
"Israel hath justified herself, more than her
ti-eacherous sister Judah."

183.5. Elizabeth Evans expressed, in a
weighty manner, an apprehension that not a
few amongst us were in danger of being in-

sidiously made to believe, by the grand de-

ceiver, that this was a day wherein liberty

was more allowed in many things than was
first cast up by the author of the strait and
narrow way; even a broader way; that it

was not necessary, in this enlightened day,
to be so scrupulously careful about so many
small matters, as some might think them, but
which as a people we have felt bound by the

Spirit of Truth to maintain : her exercise was
coupled with a similar one of Sarah Emlen's.^

1837. Friends seemed prepared to labor

renewedly and honestly on account of the de-

ficiencies amongst us as represented in the
answers, very especially on the subject of

plainness of speech, of address, and of apparel:

mothers were encouraged to be faithful, over-

seers and other concerned Friends were urged
to bo watchful in these and other matters of
deficiencies. * * * Treating with offenders,

as the discipline directs, in the spirit of meek-
ness and wisdom for their help, was recom-
mended in a feeling manner by our aged
friend Hannah Gibbons, also an address by
her to the young women, inviting them to

forsake pleasures and gratification of a vain
world, and not to pursue lying vanities, such
forsake their own mercies.

Beulah Sanson was exercised for those who
out of the sight of their parents, as had fallen

under hor notice, would put on something
they would not be willing they should see,

and hide the volume they ought not to read,

&c. Mary Wistar mentioned that young peo-

ple were apt to think deviations in dress, &e.,

" little things"—called the attention of moth-
ers to it, and that she believed overseers ought
also to extend care to such.

1843. * * * Deficiencies are still marked—

-

much hidden exercise was felt—a little of

which some few were strengthened to spread
before the meeting: the neglect of our little

meetings at home, * * not careful enough
at all times to take the children, * * young
Friends attending places of worship whore a
hireling ministry is maintained. * * Slack-

ness of parents in carefully bringing up their

children, from very early life, in plainness of

dress, and habits prepares the way for depar-
tures from the testimonies of the Society,

makes it easy for them to mingle with the
world, and to go to their places of worship,
to the great grief of concerned Friends, and
to the hurt of the cause: it was revived in the
meeting, when this subject was before it, the
expression of the father of William Penn to

him, that if, "he and his friends kept to their

plain way of living and their plain way of

preaching, they would put an end to priest

craft to the end of the world." And by our
not so keeping to these things was considered

to be the cause of the "Bleating of the sheep
and the lowing of the oxen which is heard."

The Herring Fisheries.

Numberless indeed are the various kinds of

fishes which the ocean furnishes to man, for

almost every species affords an agreeable and
healthy food ; but of all the finny families or

tribes that people the ocean, none can com-
pare with that of the Clupeidie, or Herrings,

small in size but great in importance. In
mile-long shoals, often so thickly pressed that

a spear cast into them would stand upright

in the living stream, the common herring ap-

pears annually on the coasts of north-western

Europe, pouring out the horn of abundance
into all the lochs, bays, coves and fiords, from
Norway to Ireland, and from Arcadia to Nor-
mandy. Sea-birds without end keep thinning

their ranks during the whole summer ; armies

of rorquals, dolphins, seals, cod and sharks,

devour them by millions, and yet so countless

are their numbers, that whole nations live

upon their spoils.

As soon as the season of their approach ap-

pears, fleets of herring boats leave the northern

ports, provided with drift nets, about 1,200

feet long. The yarn is so thick that the

wotted not sinks through its own weight, and
need not to be held down by stones attached

to the lower edge, for it has been found that

the herring is more easily caught in a slack

net. The upper edge is suspended from the

drift-ropo by various shorter and smaller

ropes, called buoy ropes, to which empty
barrels are fastened, and the whole of tJio

floating apparatus is attached by long ropes

to the ship. Fishing takes place only during

the night, for it is found that the fish strike

the nets in much greater numbers when it is

dark than while it is light. The darkest

nights, therefore, and particularly those in

which the surface of the water is ruffled by a

fresh breeze, are considered the most favor-

able. To avoid collisions, each boat is fur-

nished with one or two torches. From off the

beach at Yarmouth, where often several thou-

sand boats are fishing at the same time, these

numberless lights, passing to and fro in every

direction, aflKord a most lively and brilliant

spectacle. The meshes of the net are exactly

calculated for the size of the herring, wide
enough to receive the head as far as behind

the gill-cover, but not so narrow as to allow

the pectoral fins to pass. Thus the fish, when
once entangled, is unable to move backwards
or forwards, and remains sticking in the net

until the fisherman hauls it on board. In this

manner a single net sometimes contains so

vast a booty, that it requires all the authority

of a Cuvier or a Valenciennes to make us be-

lieve the instances they mention. A fisher-

man of Dieppe caught in one night 280,000

herrings, and threw as many back again into
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the sea. Sometimes great sloops have beeu

obliged to cut their nets, being about to sink

under the superabundant weight of the fish.

The oldest mention of the herring fishery

is found in the chronicles of the monastery of

Evesham, of the year 709; while the first

French documents of the kind only reach as

far as the year 1030. As far back as the days

of William the Conqueror, Yarmouth was re-

nowned for its herring fishery; and Dunkirk
and the Brill conducted it on a grand scale

centuries before William Beubelaer, of Biero-

liet, near Sluys, introduced a better method
of pickling herrings in small kegs, instead of

salting them as before in loose irregular heaps.

It is very doubtful whether Solon or Lycur-

gus ever were such benefactors of their re-

spective countries as this simple uneducated

fisherman has been to his native land ;
for the

pickled herring mainly contributed to trans-

form a small and insignificant people into a

mighty nation. In the year 1603, the value of

the herrings exported from Holland amount-

ed to twenty millions of florins; and in 1615,

the fishery gave employment to 37,000 men
and 2000 smacks. Three years later we see

the United Provinces cover the sea with 3000

herring smacks; 9000 additional boats served

for the transfer of the fishes, and the whole

trade gave employment to at least 200,000

individuals. At that time Holland provided

all Europo with herrings, and it may without

exaggeration be afiirmed that this small fish

was their best ally and assistant in casting off

the Spanish yoke, by providing them with

money, the chief sinew of war. Had the em-

peror Charles V., been able to foresee that

Beukelaer's discovery would one day prove

so detrimental to bis son and successor Philip

II., he would hardly have done the poor fisher-

man the honor to eat a herring and drink a

glass of wine over his tomb.
But all human prosperity is subject to

change ; and thus towards the middle of the

seventeenth century a series of calamities

ruined the Dutch fisheries. Cromwell gave

them the first blow by the Navigation Act,

Blake the second, by his victories; in 1703 a

French squadron destroyed the greater part

of their herring smacks; and finally the com-
petition of the Swedes, and the closing of their

ports by the English, under the disastrous

domination of Napoleon I., completed the ruin

of that branch of trade which had chiefly

raised the fortunes of their fathers.

In the year 1814, when the Dutch first be-

gan to breathe after having shaken off the

yoke of the modern Attila, they made a faint

attempt to renew the herring fishery with
106 boats, which up to the year 1823, had
only increased to 128; since 1S3G, however,
there has been a steady progress, and herring-

catching in the Zuyder Zee during the winter
months is yearly increasing in importance.
During the second half of the last century,

while the herrings began to desert the Dutch
nets, they enriched the Swedes, who, during
the year 1781, exported from Gottenburg
alone 136,649 barrels, each containing 1200
herrings. But some years after, the shoals

on the Swedish coasts began also to diminish,

so that in 1799 there was hardly enough for

home consumption. And now commenced^
the rapid rise and increase of the Scotch her-

ring fisheries; and it is certainly remarkable
that this should have taken place at so late a
period, since the British waters are perhaps
those which most abound in herrings. When

we think of the present state of British com-
merce, which extends to the most distant

parts of the globe, and ransacks all nature for

new articles of trade, it seems almost incredi-

ble that up to the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury the herring fishery on the British coasts

was left in the hands of the Dutch and Span-
iards, and that the acute and industrious

Scotchmen should have been so tardy in

working the rich gold mines lying at their

gates. But if their appearance in the market
has been late, they have made up for lost time
by completely distancing all their competi-
tors. In 1855, the Scotch herring fisheries

emploj-ed no less than 11,000 smacks or boats,

manned by 40,000 seamen, who were assisted

by 28,000 curors and laborers, exclusive of

the vessels and men bringing salt and barrels,

or engaged in carrying on the export trade.

The English herring fishery is also very im-

portant, for Yarmouth alone employs in this

branch of trade about 400 sloops, of from forty

to seventy tons, the largest of which have ten

or twelve men on board. Three of these

sloops, belonging to the same proprietor, land-

ed, in the year 1857, 285 lasts, or 3,762,000

fishes; and as each last was sold for £14 ster-

ling, it is probable that no whaler made a bet-

ter business that season. The importance of

the Y'armouth herring fishery may be inferred

from the fact, that it gives employment and
bread to about 5,000 persons during several

months of the year, and engages a capital of

at least £700,000. No wonder, that among the

north seamen the herring fishery is called the
" great" fishery, while that of the whale is

denominated only the "small."

But the herring is a very capricious crea-

ture, srldom remaining long in one place
; and

there is not a station along the British coast

which is not liable to great changes in its vi-

sits, as well with regard to time as to quanti-

ty. The real sources of these irregularities

are unknown
;
the firing of guns, the manu-

facture of kelp, and the paddling of steam-
boats, have been assigned as reasons, but

such reasons are quite imaginary. The pro-

gress of science promises to find, however,
a remedy even for the caprices of the her-

ring, and if his shoals frequentlj- appear and
disappear again in the more retired bays or

fiords of Norway, before the fishermen are

apprised of his movements, the electric tele-

graph (^the most wonderful discovery of a
time so rich in wonderful inventions) will be

used for his more effectual capture. By this

time the wires are already laid, which are to

communicate along the whole Scandinavian
coast, and with the rapidity of lightning,

every important movement of the marine
hosts.

The supposed migration of herring to and
from the high northern latitudes is not found-

ed on fact, the herring has never been seen in

abundance in the northern seas ; nor have our
whale men or Arctic voyagers taken any par-

ticular notice of them. There is no fishery

for them of any consequence either in Green-
land or Iceland. On the southern coast of

Greenland the herring is a rare fish, and, ac-

cording to Crantz, only a small variety makes
its appearance on the northern shore. This
small variety, or species, was found by Sir

John Franklin on the shore of the Polar ba-

sin, on his second journey. There can be no
doubt that the herring inhabits the deep wa-
ter all round our coast, and only approaches
the shores for the purgose of depositing its

spawn within the immediate influence iji

two principal agents in vivification— in

ed temperature and oxygen—and as xi'

that essential object is effected, the >h^

that haunt the superficial waters disa]i]H

but individuals are found and many are i<

caught throughout the year. So far are ti

from being migratory to us from the nr

only, that they visit the west coast of <
'' 'i 1

August, arriving there much earlier :;

those which come down the Irish Clm
and long before their brethren make tbii

pearance at places much farther north, i

common herring spawns towards the em
October, or the beginning of November. ^

it is for two or three months previous to t

when they assemble in immense nunv
that the fishing is carried on, which is ot -

great and national importance. " And li-

Air. Couch observes, " we cannot but adii

the economy of Divine Providence, by wh
this and several other species of fish

brought to the shores, within reach of m
at the time when they are in their high

perfection, and best fitted to be his foe

The herring having spawned, returns to d

waters, and the fishing ends for the seas
—Rartwig. ^

I

For "The Prienf

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(CoDtinued from page 271.)

Jonathan Evans to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, 2nd mo. 6th, 183

"Beloved Friend Mildred Eatclifl:;—

I

thy letter a few days past, which serves a

confirmation of the sympathy and tender c

cern which my mind has been under sine

heard of thy attending the Yearly Meeting

Indiana. and have been

cause of much exercise and concern to Frie'

in many parts, through a desire to be tra'

ling and putting forward plans and purpc

which their imagination may prompt them
hope will promote views and practices t

are not congenial with the principles and'

timonics, which through great mercy i

condescension have been committed to m.

a people, not merely for our own edificati

but that the nations through the light ti

shed forth and manifest in the life and spi:

of faithful servants, should be brought int

knowledge of, and true feeling of the spi

uality of the kingdom and government of'

Lord Jesus Christ. O! many indeed are

devices and plausible wiles of our subtle ad^

sary to lay waste the obligation of dail_y ke

ing under the operation of the cross ; man t

be very active with his many inventions, s

conceive that he is doing a great deal in •

work of righteousness, when in truth if

nothing more than the efforts of his own w

aiming to make the creature conspicuous, t

drawing upon him the applause of men.

great deal is said and done to enforce the op

ion that a knowledge of the Holy Scriptu

is almost, if not exclusivelj^ essential to

salvation ; hence many may be induced

get them by rote, and conclude that if tl

have them in possession they are safe, wl

at the same time the influence of the H
Spirit graciously granted bj^ our blessed

deemer to guide into all truth, is scare

known or even regarded. Many of our

ciety thus living upon the surface, and mi

unacquainted with a real travail of soul to

searched and purged from all pollution of fl«

and spirit, makes our meetings for wors
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jr discipline often very heavy, distressing

jciuiis. I am bound to the Scriptures as a
liiaration of the mind and will of the most
a |], mercifully dispensed for our instruciion

II IrI]), and it is my practice to read them
hy; but the religion inculcated by our

il sed J.ord is too pure and refined to admit
it.iiy external object in place of him, the
j,ie Saviour of men

;
and those only are the

r advocates for the Scriptures, who are

li.y and conscientiously striving to live ac-

oiiiii;- 10 the doctrines of self-denial contain-

close to the openings of the gift, in humble
reliance upon Him who can make it effectual

to the promotion of his cause ; though the
poor instrument may be ignorant thereof, and
at times assailed with apprehensions that
they have labored in vain, and spent their
strength for naught.

" I remain thy affectionate friend,

Jonathan Evans.'

I wish thee, my dear friend, not to be cast

;0 11 at the clouds of discouragement and dis-

n; Avhich the enemy may raise to over-

,'llin thy exercised mind; honest, true-

e led Friends, have unity with thee, and
f ul' us have keenly felt the disregard and

lilt ]mt upon thee at different times. But
bd.oid ilost High is a father to the faith-

ilthe helpless, dependent children of his

It ly : and however the supercilious and ar-

0; III may contemn their feeble efforts in the
a ol duty, yet his gracious language is,

L. lier alone, she hath done what she could.'

was a righteous man, and had done much
01 ill the world, yet the adversary was per-

lied not only to afflict him with grievous
oly sutterings, but to raise an opinion in

haniiids of his friends (religious men) that
euinly the Almighty inflicted this punish-
ut upoD him for some secret wickedness or
rDiuid principles. The prophet speaking
fie ei lining of our blessed Lord in that pre-
a d biidy, points out the fallacy of human
II meiit respecting the mission, labors and
a isms of the faithful,—'We did esteem him
il ken, smitten of God, and afflicted.' This
I ime i.iegree is the lot of the Lord's child-
3iin ( \'ery age, and yet at the time of pass-
i;anilei- this painful trial, it is so hid from
1 ji'iieption that it is permitted in Divine
r lum tor their refinement, that they are
Ji^y to conclude it must in great displeasure
ejlispensed for their unfaithfulness or cor-
i]ion. There seems to be no other way
III to eommit our cause to Him who judg-
d ii^liteously, and strive for preservation in

nilitv and fear, that in great condescen-
0, II luay regard our weak, low estate.

In I'.iiijjland there are a considerable num-
Mvhw now find the simplicity of the cross
) iiioiirily and so mean, that it has become
nioi'iliy of their notice: and hence they are
1' ehing up and laying great stress upon the
ci()tures, and some go so far as to place
I'ji above the Spirit, seeking to make them
>ipnly revelation of the Divine will that we
•iKiw to expect. There is also an opinion
'I 'tly suggested even in this land, that a
i^ti r is not under a necessity to wait for

i,iimediate influence to authorize him or
to address the congregation: but if he
ks according to Scripture, there is no

>)t but Divine Goodness will in some way
prceptible to us, make it profitable to the
jtory. Our testimony to plainness is also

1 3 disregarded. has at times en-
ored to cast a damp upon this as an af-

(|;d singularity; and there is no doubt that
ly have made use of these sentiments as
i iient authority for their indulging in the
IJfication of libertine practices.

".eep to th}' exercise. And whenever
feels the good Shepherd of the sheep to

ithee forth to spread it in the assemblies
be people, do it in simplicity ; keeping

Sarah Hillman to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Phila., 3rd mo. 1st, 18.35.

" My precious friend,—Thine of 1st mo. 7th
was received a few days after date, and read
with many tears of grateful contrition, per-
haps I may venture to say, in that it had
pleased my Heavenly Father at that moment
of trial and dismay, thus to cause thee to min-
gle in feeling and sympathy with my situa-

tion. Truly, my dear friend, the stream was
a gospel treat, and affords another evidence
that those who do love the Lord Jesus in this

day as formerly, are known of Him, speak one
unto another as they walk by the way in

sadness, and He hears. Ah then, though
our souls may be sorely pressed by distress,

let us not fear but that Ho will keep that
we have committed unto his holy keeping,
arise in the might of His povver, raise us from
the dust of death, and say to his poor, trera

bling, fearful, little ones, ' Fear not, little flock_

it is your Heavenly Father's good pleasure to

give you the kingdom.' It is truly an awfu
day to the church, and in the world, and every
one of those who have felt anj'lhiiig of tb
adoption, who have been enabled to breath
the language ' Abba Father,' as well as every
living soul, had need while the days of the
Son of man are lengthened to us, to seek foi

dailj^ strength to cleave closer and closer to

the blessed Shepherd, who not only laid down
his precious life for the sheep, but is still re
storing the souls of his servants, and causing
those whose dependence is upon Him alone
to feel that his ' mercies are new every morn
ing,' His promises sure.

"At the present time so destitute am I of
any fruit from the land that is afar oft", ]

scarcely know how to appear as a correspond
ent; yet it maj' serve at least to convince
thee, that tbou art remembered as a mother
in Israel by thy little sister; and that th

though a suffering path, is the lot of others,
not only in this city, but in many more places.

" From our beloved friend, Ann Jones, I re-

ceived a letter bearing date 1st of the year, in

which she speaks of trials as being the lot of
the disciples :

' nevertheless,' says she, ' " The
foundation of God standeth sure, having this

seal, the Lord knoweth them that are his."'

And if, my dear friend, through unmerited
mercy we may be found of Him in peace at

last ; if before our translation from time to a
never-ending eternity, the testimony concern-
ing us may be that which was given of Enoch,
' He pleased God,' of what account will it be
to us what may be the opinion of poor, falli-

ble man, who judgeth after the sight of his

eye or the hearing of his ear, not by that
spirit which is from above. Ah ! then, let thy
thummin and th}' urim continually be with
thy Holy One, and persevere in faith and
faithfulness, praying for the restoration of our
poor Society to its ancient apostolic founda-
tion, on which our worthy predecessors in the
ever-blessed truth, and all who since the
apostles' days have known the truth as it is

n Jesus, have builded—even the revelation of

the Father through His dear Son. And these
do know, 'that it is not by works of right-
eousness' which they have done, or can do,
they can be saved, (if they ever are saved)
but of the free and unmerited mercy of their
dear Eedeemer, and that by the washing of
regeneration and renewings of the Holv
Ghost.

^

"May the Lord in mercy keep us from the
wiles of the subtle enemy; by His own arm
of power, strengthen for the warfare He has
for us to endure; make it more and more
known unto us; cleanse us from every defile-

ment of flesh and spirit; and enable us while
finishing our earthly pilgrimage, to prove our
love to Him by unreserved dedication; and
finally grant us an admission through the
gates ' into the city,' into the mansion of rest,
reserved in heaven for all those who love his
appearing; says thy truly attached friend,

Sarah Hillman."

Selected for "The Friend."

The Meeting [North Carolina Yearly Meet-
ing] was brought under exercise on account of
the departure which had of later times taken
place among some of the members of this
Yearly Meeting from plainness of dress and
address, and nut altogether confined to the
youth

;
many pertinent remarks were made

thereon, and much salutary advice communi-
cated. The following circumstance was re-
lated in the Meeting by a Friend who was an
eye and ear witness, and who had acted as
one of the jurors in the case.

Four men were called to be witnesses in a
trial before the court, and were required to
take the oath ; all were dressed alike fashion-
ably. On being directed to put their hands
upon the book, all wore sworn but one, and
they departed, leaving the one standing

;

which the Judge observing, he addressed this
individual in nearly the following language:
Do you afBrm ? He answered. Yes.
Are j-ou a Quaker? He said, Yes.
Do you belong to that chinch or Society ?

He said Y'^es.

After a little pause the Judge observed

—

The time had been when the members of
that Society were known by their peculiar
dress or appearance; but it is not so now;
you could not be known by your dress; you
are like a ship on the sea or privateer, sail-

ing under false colors that, it may not be known.
I felt it best to give this circumstance a

place in these memoirs, should they ever meet
the public eye, in hopes it may prove as a
watchword to such, who may be tempted to
gratify their natural inclination by departing
from that symplicity into which the Truth
first led its followers.—i/ftf of Thos. Shillitoe.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 20, 1872

The sittings of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
T commenced on Second-day, the 15tb inat.,

and continue at the time of our going to press.
We hope to give some account of the proceed-
"'ngs in a future number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The meeting of the British House of

Commons on the 12th, was occupied chiefly with the
Alabama claims question. The ministry was severely
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censured by Disraeli and others, for consenting to de- ' protested against the jurisdiction of the arbitrators over depots, if the checks are left at their office No. o

liver the English counter case at Geneva, before the claims for indirect damages. I Eighteenth St. Baggage put under their care,

American government had withdrawn its claim for in- 1 The Lord Chancellor has introduced in the House of perly marked, will not require any attention fr

direct damages. In reply it was stated the government Lords a bill creating a Supreme Court of Appeals, the ' owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, o

iiad been careful to put the point so that England would judges to receive salaries of £6,000.
|
Street Koad Station, but will be forwarded direr

compromised in the matter of indirect claim.s,
|

London.—Consols, _92f. U. S. 5-20's of 1862, 90}; School. It may not always go on the same (raiK
" ' '

" '^
' ^ --— :c-j " •OS'- nm . .._ /•„_!:„ ann

Owner, but it will go on the same day, prov'and that the United States Government had signified. of 1867, 93} ;
ten-forties, syj.

the agreement to this understanding. The London Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 11 Jd. ; Orleans, 11 J.

Times says, that if the United States shall not, before United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

the tribunal is ready with its award, have abandoned Philadelphia last week numbered 462; including 71

its claim for consequential damages, then Great Britain of small pox, 62 consumption, 51 inflammation of the

will withdraw her ratification of the Treaty of Wash- lungs, 14 marasmus, and 10 old age.

ington. Tiie U. States House of Kepresentatives has passed a

The International Society was denounced in the bill to prevent cruelty to animals in transit by rail-

House of Commons by several speakers, and defended roads, and other means of transportation, and prohibit-

by others. One of the latter declared that its princi- ing the confinement of animals in the cars, &c.,

pies were not revolutionar\', but were designed to de-*''"" •"

stroy monopolies and protect women and children in

factories.

The case of Arthur O'Conner, the assailant of the

Queen, was tried on the 11th inst. The defence pleaded

insanity, but this was not believed by the jury, who
brought in a verdict of guilty, and O'Conner was then

sentenced to be imprisoned for twelve months at hard

labor, and to receive twenty lashes.

The weather throughout England was fair and un-

usually warm for the season.

John Bright, in reply to an address from some Re-
publicans, declaring that he was destined to be the first

president of the Republic of Great Britain, writes that

he hopes it will be a long time before the English peo-

ple are called on to decide between a republic and a

monarchy. Their ancestors settled the matter for them,

at least for the present, and ijoslerity must decide it in

the future.

The Bank of England has advanced the rate of dis-

count to four per cent.

A special dispatch from Pai'is to the Times says

President Thiers has formally declared that the order

requiring persons entering France to have passports

has been abolished. Henceforth travellers will be regis-

tered at the frontiers, and no tax will be levied there-

for, nor will they be subject to the scrutiny of civil

officers while sojourning in the country.

The London Observer of the 14th says, Tenterden
and Cushing will present the counter cases of their

respective governments at Geneva to-morrow. The
counsel for the United States will prolong their stay in

Paris until June. They are of opinion that the Board
of Arbitration is bound to adjudicate the Alabama
claims after the delivery of the counter cases, even

should one of the litigants withdraw.

Returns of the recent elections in Spain are nearly

all in. They show that the Cortes will stand Minis
terialists, 230: Opposition, 121. Castellar, the well

known Republican orator, in an address at Seville, de-

clared that he and his party aspired to the formation of

the United States of Europe, and the foundation of a
universal republic. An attempted rising of the Carlists

in Catalonia and Galicia, was speedily suppressed. The
bandits who stopped and pillaged a train on the Madrid
and Andulasia Railroad have been captured.

The Pope has refused to receive the sum of money
which was offered him by the Italian government. He
declares that when it becomes necessary for him to ac-

cept alms as a means of subsistence, he would only re-

ceive them from the Catholic world.

Mount Vesuvius is again in a state of violent erup-

tion. A column of flame shoots several hundred feet

above the crater, and stones, ashes, and cinders fall

dense showers around the summit.
A Berlin dispatch says that 47,000 women of Alsace

and Lorraine, have sent a petition to Prince Bismarck

in which they ask that their fathers and sons may be

exempted from service in the German army for a few

years.

The health of the King of Sweden has not been good

for some time, and fears are entertained that he may
not recover.

According to the London Builder, the net annual

revenue of the 14,247 miles of railway in the United

Kingdom exceeds £22,000,000, and the companies era

ploy more than 100,000 person.s.

The Board of Arbitration under the Treaty of Wash
ington, held a brief session at Geneva on the loth inst

at which only the representatives of Great Britain and

the United States were present. The counter cases of

the two governments were presented and the Board
adjourned. The official proceedings were "confined to

the delivery of the documents to the Secretary of the

Tribunal, who will forward them to the arbitrators.

In the House of Commons, Gladstone, in reply to in

quiries from Disraeli and others, assured the members
that the note accompanying the British counter case

than twenty-eight hours continuously, after which time
they are to' have five hours rest for food and water.

The ship Tranguibar, loading with cotton at Savan-
ih, and with 2700 bales on board, took fire on the 13th

inst., and was partially destroyed. The cotton was
valued at $250,000.
The balance in the U. States Treasury on the 13th

inst., consisted of 8124,064,191 coin, and $9,102,961
currency.

In the L'nited States Supreme Court a decision has
been given, reversing the action of Judge McKean in

the matter of the trial of citizens of Utah for alleged

crimes against the United States. This action will re-

quire new legislation on the part of Congress, and an
flbrt will be made to pass a bill increasing the au-

thority of the United States in the Territory.

Hie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 15th inst. New York.—American gold,

U.S. sixes, 1881, 115t; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 1131; ditto,

10-40, 5 per cents, lOSJ. Superfine State flour, $6
'

a $7 ; finer brands, $7.25 a $12. White Michigan and
Genesee wheat, $1.90 a $2.02 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring,

$1.55; No. 1 do., $1.59. State barley, 70 a 72 cts,

Oats, 51J a 53| cts. State rye, 91 cts Western mixed
corn, 69-v a 70 cts.

;
yellow, 70 ; southern white, 75 a 76

Philadelphia.—Cotton, 23| a 24J cts. for upland:

and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.50 ; finer
'

, $7 a 11. Pennsylvania red wheat, $1.84 a
$1.86. Western mixed corn, 67 cts.

;
yellow, 69 cts.

Oats, 54 a 56 cts. Rye, 90 cts. Clover-seed, 8 a 9 cts.

per lb. Timothy seed, $2.87 per bushel. The arrivals

and sales of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard,
reached about 1,900 head. Extra sold at 7t
fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 5 a 5^ cts. per lb.

gross. Choice sheep sold at 9^ a lOj cts. per lb. gro.ss

;

fair to good, 8 a 9| cts. Hogs sold at $6.50 a $7.25 per
100 lbs. net. Baltimoi-e.—Choice white wheat, *2.05

$2.10
;
good to prime red, $1.85 a $2. Western mixed

corn, 64 cts. ; southern white and yellow, 66 a 67 cts

Western oats, 54 a 56 cts. ; southern, 56 a 60. Milwaukie
—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.32 ; No. 2, $1.23. No. 2 oats,

32-2 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2 barley, 61 a

62"cts. Ghi-cago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.23. No. 2

mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2 oats, 3U cts. Lard, *8.50

per 100 lbs. Cincinnati.—Familv flour, $7.70 a S7.85.

Wheat, $1.70 a $1.73. Corn, 48 cts. Oats, 42 a 45 cts.

St. Louis.— No. 1 spring wheat, 81.48; prime red

winter, $2.08. No. 2 mixed corn, 41; cts. No. 2 oats,

37 i cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will commence

on Second-day, the 29th instant.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and who go
by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets at the

depot of the W^e.st Chester and Philadelphia Railroad,

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by giving

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnished

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In such

case the passage, including the stage fare from the

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to be

paid for with the other incidental charges at the close

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street Road
Station on Second and Third-days, the 29th and 30th,

to meet the trains that leave Philadelphia at 7.50 and
10 A. M., and 2.30 P. M.
6^° Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. If left at

the latter place, it must be put under the care of H.
Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Thirty-

first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, to

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their bag-

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of the

City, by sending word on the day previous to H. Alex-
ander & Sons, No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their charge

in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Chest-

nut Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same charge

they will also collect baggage from the other railroad

-1

notice to H. Alexander & Sons reaches them in tin

During the Session, passengers for the School
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of

first train from the City, every day except First-dE

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fr"

Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded
Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, and the expense charged
their bills.

Fourth month 16th, 1872.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under car

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful appliance

full academic course, and the salary offered is libc

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Ma.son, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phila
Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., do.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a teacher in the classical department of

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of the

term in the 9th month next.

Application mav be made to

James"Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fifth

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammar,

in the Girls' department. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., PhL

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESSASA, NEW YOEKJ

A suitable Friend and his wife are wanted to

charge of this Institution, and manage the Farm
nected with it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philadel

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., do,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce Street, do,

Died, on the 8th of Third month, 1S72, at her

dence in New Garden township, Chester Co., Pa.,

Larkin, in the 77th year of her age, a member of

Garden Monthly Meeting.——, at Wilmington, Delaware, Fourth raont

1872, Frances Clement, wife of Richard Clemei

the 79th year of her age, a member of Wilmf
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at his residence in Winona, Ohio, on the 5

4th mo. 1872, George Gilbert, a member and eld

New Garden Monthly Meeting, in the 70th yeart

age. Although this dear Friend was for some
previous in a feeble state of health, yet his sudde

moval was apparently the re.sult of a fall, rendi

him unconscious till his death, which took plac

day but one following. His consistent walk and

duct before his family and amongst his brethren

marked by the meekness of wisdom, coupled with

fervent charity which desires and seeks to proraot

good of all. He was aware of his liability to be t

suddenly from this state of probation, and seemed

served in a watchful frame, as a servant

his Lord. '' Blessed are those servants whom the

when he cometh shall find watching."

1 early on First-day morning the 7th inst., a

residence of' his son-in-law, Wm. Marshall, in Ke
township, Chester Co., Pa., Williaji W^alter, i

89th year of his age. The deceased was a high

teemed and valuable elder of Kennett Monthlj

Particular Meeting. He possessed a meek and g

spirit, sound judgment, and long tried experience,

ing largely partaken of the trials attending the

culties in Society of 1827, and since that period 1

a faithful testimony against the innovations of p
pies and practices with which our beloved Societ

been assailed. " Mark the perfect man and behol

upright, for the end of that man is peace,"
^
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lorrespondence, (with notesO between Tliomas
Story anil James Logan.

CGoDtin'ied from pass 275.)

Eeason contributes very little to virtue,"

The distinction between the functions of
.son, and those of what he terms " the

iirt," is well and clearly drawn, but might
bj improved if the words "Divine work in

t}) heart" were substituted for "work of the

airt."
" But then, if this be nature, whore

^;he divinity of it?" This inquiry is beauti-
Pily answered by T. Story, in his reply.

I' iMy younger daughter," (Hannah.) While
t; elder heads wore thus engaged in reason-
ii,s liigh and deep, and various contentions
nre ;i;:;itating the outer world, the fair daugh-
L'-i, like young and tender plants, were
»nving up in the retired security of home,
il in the light of their father's fireside at
jjiiton, expanding the petals of their wo-
niily intellects, and^shodding the brightness
a 1 perfume, as it were, of sweet looks, gentle
nv's and deeds, and innocent thoughts, about
ll ancient rooms that have now sheltered
si, generations since the Indians shared their
h pitality. We can imagine their soft voices,
utting with those coming from the millions
3women in millions of happy homes every-
ere, circling the globe in sounding that

sv'iot undertone, in which woman is hoard
tloui;h all the roar and rattle of the noisy
will. They were shortly afterwards united
injmarriago to Friends of good standing—
Hjanah to John Smith, and Sarah to Isaac
Nrris the j-ounger.
I'ho intervening letter from Thomas Story,

in opiy to the above, not being to hand, we
m,-t gather its contents from the next letter
i;t lames Logan's, in which much of it is

qiited, and which is thus rendered one of
tlij most interesting as well as one of the
lo|;cst of the series, by exhibiting, as it does,
tbi little controversy between them in a com-
p:t form. Thomas appears, in this intervcn-
iti,li;tter, to have requested further informa-

I

regarding the projected work of James
;an, which the latter accordingly gives in

next epistle,—afterwards proceeding to

V, and reply to, some remarks of T. Story
oiihe matter of his own letter, the last above
qiited.

ii this letter, dated "9ber 15, 1737," after

some preliminary remarks, he says, in refer-

ence to the projected work:
" On this" (work) " I began in 7ber or 8ber,

1735, about two years since, taking this for

my foundation against Hobbes, that man was
primarily in his nature formed for society, for

proof of which I discovered and adduced
several arguments that had never to ray

knowledge been advanced before, and having
run over the draught of it, and caused one of

my children to copy it, I sent it to Peter
Collinson, to show it to some two or three

such persons, as he should think the most
competent judges of it; for I have been un-

fortunate in this, that I have had very few,

if any, acquaintance here, or any correspond-

ents there, who would be of use to me on such
occasions.

The same winter, having drawn up a

sketch for a chapter on the senses, I proceed-

ed to another on the intellect, and a fourth on
the affections and passions. The two first of

these I soon saw I must run over again, for

the third I perceived required a much closer

application ;
and the more so, because, having

seen a book of Dr. Brown, late Bishop of

Cork, under the specious title of the Proce-

dure, Extent, and Limits of Human Under-
standing, I observed some errors in it of such
dangerous consequence that I thought it of

importance to have them rectified, particu-

larly in his sinking moral certainty to a de-

gree so far inferior to mathematical, which I

think I can clearly show to be equally built

on the same foundation.
" But the fourth chapter being more com-

plete, I caused a copy of that also to be drawn
out ; and because of some pretty deep anatomi-

cal speculations in it of the heart and nerves,

I sent it first to ray brother," (the doctor),
" and then to Dr. Mead, who had not returned

it, I find by P. C.'s letter, in 7ber last, but, if

not yet done, the few linos I am now sending

him I hope will oblige him to it, and then

thou may have the opportunity of perusing
it.

"In that piece I expect thou wilt find soi

thing to object to, but I cannot help it. It

has been, and is ray rule and method, to in-

vestigate the truth and the reality of things,

abstracted from all prejudice whatever, with
the most intense care and application ; and
though it is by no means proper freely to

publish all one's thoughts, yet it is indispen-

sably incumbent on an honest man to publish

nothing but what he is at least convinced of

in himself, and believes to be true, so far as

the nature of the subject admits of certainty,

or, in default of this, has the advantage of a

strong probability.

"My sole hope in that chapter was, as far

as I could carry it, to prove that the head,
which is the only seat of thought, and con-

sequently of reason, and the heart, the spring

of all action, are two distinct regions of them-
selves, though of the strictest communication.
That from hence every motion of the heart

(its affections, &c.), may be watched over and
guarded, as a chemist does his fires, stills and
bottles; and therefore, that every affection

and passion may, by a careful exercise, be

brought into subjection and under a just regu-

lation, by which, when directed by a good
understanding, morality is perfected, and this

is the true foundation of all social duties.

And, when there is joined to this a true sense

of our dependence on the supreme and divine

Author of all things, a constant contemplation

of his wisdom and goodness, and a sincere

love springing from thence, influencing us, by
the bent of affection, to observe and practise,

in what relates to us and is in our power, the

same good order that ho has established

throughout his creation, (which I make the

subject of a fifth chapter, on Moral Good or

Virtue), this is true religion and holiness. I

purposely forbear to treat those subjects other-

wise than philosophically.******
" But that these things will ever be finished

is more than I can reasonably anticipate, nor

do I at all expect it. I find my natural abili-

ties much decayed, and I am with those of

the brain too much in the same condition with

those hard laborers who in their youth spent

their strength without sparing it, the effects

of which they most sensibly feel in the pains

and weakness of age.
" On considering the Discourse of the Affec-

tions, &c., if thou meet with it, thou probably

may not be pleased with my ranging natural

conscience among the passions. I am sensi-

ble it is wholly new, but I think it is no less

just, and however it may appear on the first

view, I am persuaded I could not do a greater

service to virtue and true religion, for I have

there left full room for all superior influences,

as I have, though very briefly, hinted in one

sentence, for that is not the place to say much
more of it, though perhaps I may even there

add something.
" But now to speak to that part of thy letter

where thou treats of man, reason, &c., and

says, ' Man, in himself considered as a crea-

ture, is no more self-sufficient than self-pro-

ductive. The first state we find him in is

simply animal, with like senses and appetites

as others have. In this state, as in childhood,

he knows nothing of relation, of property, or

of moral virtue, yet is animally social to his

own genus and other species, till, gradually

growing and increasing to an intellectual

state, he distinguishes between the animal or

sensual appetites, and objects of reason, (or

the intellect), as moral truths, mathematical

problems, &c. His reason is not that which
makes the discovery, but is only susceptible

of it. That which makes the discovery, and

directs to the choice in the understanding in

moral truths, is essential and selfevidoneing

truth, furnishing the mind with an immediate

'intuitive view of right and wrong, without

I any reasoning or use of it. It is this that sug-

' gests strong inclinations in the rational nature
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of man, to practise all natural, social and
moral duties to his own genus, and not man
himself, or any property essential to him, or

constituent of his being. But, as the eye hath

a capacity of seeing, jet cannot without the

medium of light, even so, though the intellect

is capable of information in moral, social, and
divine truths, the true and certain informer

is essential light or truth, without which there

is no certainty.' (I have transcribed all this

for thy own review, because perhaps thou
raayst not have kept any copy) ; and by this

essential light and truth thou seems clearly

to mean the same thou mentioned before, viz.,

the Divine Logos, (or Word), spoken of by
John the Evangelist.

"In these words I think thou very plainly

delivers thy sense in what I requested of thee,

and yet to me I must own the matter itself

in that sense is incomprehensible, for, as from
what I said before of myself, thou wilt ea.sily

believe I cannot, without clear and distinct

ideas or notions of things, persuade myself I

understand them, so I cannot conceive thy
comparison of the eye and the outward light,

with reason and the essential one or truth,

for the eye cannot see at all without the out
ward light. I must, then, ask whether reason

can conceive or judge at all without the other

light; if not, then, though in the schools they

imagine they do something in distinguishing

between the subjective and objective parts of

knowledge, yet I must own I do not under
stand their jargon. The eye is an organ, but

acts nothing at all of itself, for thou hast seen

a glass of mine perform the very same thing

in a darkened room that the eye does in the

head ; but reason is an active principle, it is

the power of comparing ideas received into

the brain, which seems to be truly organical.

But then, perhaps, we are to suppose that it

cannot compare them without the accession

or presence of that essential light. If so, I

ask whether this light is necessary in all eases

and on all subjects, mathematical, artificial,

political, and moral ; or is there a distinction ?

If it be necessary in all, this is Malebranche's
notion of our seeing all things in God, which,
for very good reasons, with the absurdities

that would follow upon it, is justly exploded
in every other sense than that by the power
and influence of the Deity the whole universe,

with all its motions, is supported, and in this

sense the notion explains nothing at all par-

ticular in relation to the mind, more than it

does of the sun's rising, &c. But if not in all,

and only in moral and divine truths, I am
sure that, as to the first, there will difficulties

arise in all pretences or endeavors to give a
criterion that will plainlj^, and on the first

view, be found insurmountable. But, on the
whole, if reason cannot act without the influ-

ence, assistance, or presence of that essential

truth, then the same reason, which is the dis-

criminating faculty between man and brutes,

and with some share of which it is universally
allowed man must be endued, to entitle him
to humanity, is that Logos, and then what
becomes of the Spirit, itc. Be pleased only
to review thy own words, and then consider
where the matter will terminate ; for upon a
closer examination thou canst not fail of see-

ing that the faculty called reason, which is

lodged solely in the head, and the Logos, are
vastly wide from being the same.

(To bo continued.)

To vindicate error is to adopt it.

For " The Friend."

" Report of the Sixth Conference of Teach-
ers and Delegates from Friends' Firstday
Schools in the United States and Canada,
held at Wilmington, Ohio, on the 22d, 23d,

24th and 25th of Eleventh month, 187L"
The Report of the First-day School Con-

ference at Wilmington, Ohio, is an octavo
pamphlet of 111 pages, going much into de-

tail, and giving the names of those most promi-
nent in the proceedings, and llie substance of
their remarks. As it is published by order of

the Conference, it is no doubt a reliable au
thority for the remarks it represents to have
been mad

In reading it, I recognize an earnestness
and sincerity which deserve respect, but these
are connected with an obvious departure from
the principles of Friends—a departure which
has already assumed proportions, both as to

the number of persons involved and the ex-

tent to which our doctrines have been modi-
fied or deserted, that are calculated deeply to

alarm those who believe that the Society of
Friends was divinely raised up to bear a tes-

timony to the Truth, and who feel the respon-

sibility of maintaining that testimony unim-
paired. The Conference is said to have been
attended by about 1000 persons, many ofwhom
were probably in unity with the sentiments
advanced by the speakers.

The developments contained in this report
indicate a rapid approach to the system of
stated ministry in other denominations—

a

system which requires sermons to be delivered

at certain specified times, and therefore pre-

supposes the preparation of these beforehand,
by some one who is supposed to be able to in-

struct his fellow-members ;—but which is in-

consistent with the views of Friends on the
subject of true Gospel ministr}-.

In speaking of the object of First-day
School
not the instruction of the pupils, but " the
conversion of souls." "The aim of Sabbath
school instruction is the conversion of our
scholars." " If Sabbath-school teaching is

anything, it certainly is Gospel work." "There
is no more solemn work in the world than
teaching in the Sabbath-school. It seems to

me a more solemn work than preaching the
Gospel." One in the station of a minister

d : "I take my congregation, and you take
your sabbath-school, both on the same ground,
to bring them to Christ." Another remarked,
' I regard the First-day School as the depart-
ment of the Church for the exercise especi-

ally, though not exclusivelj', of the gift of
teaching. In this view it is growing in im-
portance upon our hearts and in our hands,

—

the exercise of this gift within the Church for

the building up of its members in its most
holy faith; the exercise of this gift without
the Church, in mission work, in teaching
Jesus Christ to a sinful world."
The teachers in these schools, having been

thus taught to look upon themselves some-
what as ministers of the Gospel, there are
'nstructions given them as to the best method
of preparing themselves for the discharge of
their duties. The need of Divine help is of
course not omitted, but lest any should be
discouraged by a sense of their own unfitness,

one speaker saj's: "I believe every one who
has gone into it heartly and earnestly, has
been called of God to do it, whether they know
it or not." Another adds :

" Let us remember
that Peter and the other disciples were sent

to preach the Gospel before they had the be <

tism of the Holy Ghost, and that Peter w,,]

bidden by the Master to feed the sheep befc-

;

that great dispensation had passed upon liic i

Any natural diffidence, or divinely-inspiii
j

doubts as to their call for service, having be .

j

thus removed, the teachers are told of thu i.j

portance of thorough study of the less-

be taught—that the Truth must be '

lyzed" and " broken up"—" we have to p
pare the food so that the little mouths c

take it. We have to make it a constant stn

to prepare it so that it can be received,

must be an intellectual and persistent eflii

a logical and clear statement, and it must
accompanied by the prayer that the Hi
Ghost will descend, and that it may nour
the mind in the same way that the fooc

animal life builds up the organism of nalur'

The speaker gives as his own practice, " H
ing rolled [the text] over in every possi

way, and then made use of the commenta
I sit down in my class and compare note

Teachers are recommended to hold moetii

among themselves for the preparation of

lessons. "Having studied the lesson at ho
we are prepared to throw our informat
into the common fund, and each teacher g
the benefit of the light of all the others."

The comparisons drawn between the effe

produced by this teaching when thus prep
ed, and the ordinary ministry in our Socio

are calculated greatly to increase the co

dence in an educated ministry, and to lea:

the esteem for that which relies for

efficacy on Divine inspiration alone. 1

Report contains such sentiments as the
lowing: "In view of the results attained

Sabbath-school organizations, I have si

Better do away with your pulpit than to

away with your Sabbath-schools.'" "TheS
bath-school is the Church at work." It gi

t was repeatedly stated that it was |" every child in the Church a field of wo
not only to go out and carry the glad tidii

of the Gospel to sinners around us, but

build up believers in the most holy fait

" We all know that our i^inistry does not c

tain the teaching which many other Ch
tian denominations have, and therefore

have grown up without being able to giv

reason for the hope that is in us, without
intelligent idea of the great plan of salvati

and of the work of Christ for usas individu;

We have been open to the assaults of the

adversaiy, and the sweeping tide of infidel

has rolled over us as a people. I regard
Sabbath-school as one of the great prevent!

of this. I believe the Lord had referencf

this when He said, 'Except ye become
little children ye cannot enter into the ki

dora of heaven.' The Sabbath-school will

our church with more living members."
Those who hold such sentiments have

proached very nearly to the position occup
by those religious denominations who th

it desirable or needful that their minis!

should be specially educated and trained
j

fessionally for the work—for these by
means overlook the paramount importa
of heart-felt religious experience—but hav
begun in the Spirit they seek to be made

j

feet through the flesh. It is not therefo

cause of surprise to find one of the promln
actors in this convention, in the station c

linister, when speaking of the eft'ect of

Sabbath-school" upon the ministry, us

this language :
" It is not our preaching t

has given tone to the teaching; but it is •
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iliatically the teaching in our First-day

i;hool8 that has given a higher tone to the

.
(reaching in our Society. Owing to this,

lere has been a demand for a difterent and
attor kind of preaching from that which
dsted twenty-five or even fifteen years ago.

fhen I loolf back to the first twenty-five

ears of my life, I think I could count upon
le fingers of my two hands all the sermons
lat made a lasting impression upon mo, and
cannot remember any one who instructed

,6. And I could count upon my two thumbs
ithout using both of them—all the ser-

lOns which showed me that the way of re-

mption was through Jesus Ciirist and Him
ucified. The words were very good, but we
id heard them a thousand times over, and
ley ceased to make any impression, and it

as not until our First-day schools com-
eneed, and our preachers went into them,
id listened to the teaching there, that they
igan to find the effect of the great doctrines

the Gospel upon the minds of the children.

'hey got their first hint there ; they have gone
to the work, and it has pleased God to bless

greatly. But I believe we have yet to draw
lother blessing. There is a demand for more
Btruction in the ministry; more preaching

lat shall help oq the believer. Our Bible-

asses are beginning to supply that want, point-

g the way to the higher Christian life; and
le ministry will follow there, I trust."

One who can advocate such views, can see

Ltle objection to a still more perfect training

the ministry under the supervision of pro-

ssors of Biblical Literature, who have made
life-long study of that " exegesis," the want
'which is deplored by another of the speak-

'S.

The inlroductioa of Scripture reading into

ir meetings for worship, leading as it is said

•metimes to do to comments on the passages

is another evidence of the disposition so

early manifested in this Report to forsake

te ground of true Gospel ministry, as pro-

ased by our Society, and to substitute there-

r the result of our own studies and specula-

pns on the words of Scripture. I doubt not

lat many of those who are in danger of being

tirely swept away from the principles of

riends, will indignantly repudiate the possi-

lity of such an issue ; but the path they have
itered on is one that gradually diverges

ore and more widely from the place assigned

this people in the universal Church, and
om the nature of the case, unless there is a

iturn to first principles, there is but little

ape that some of them will eventually retain

ren a nominal connection with the Society
"which they are members.

In thus plainly expressing what has seemed
me the tendency of the modern religious

movement in the Society of Friends, I desire

bo actuated by a tender feeling towards
Be who partake in it. I do not doubt the

ncerity of purpose of many of them, and re-

)ect the earnest efforts they make in doing
hat they conceive promotes the Redeemer's
ingdom among men. I doubt not some of

lem are conscious that their course is not
jusistent with the principles of their educa-

, but they say, " We believe we are doing
Dod, and we care not to inquire further." I

ould not willingly discourage a single child

?oar Heavenly Father, in any service which
ill really tend to his own good and that of

thers. iVIy controversy is not with First-day

ihools, with the study of the Scriptures, or

with religious instruction in themselves, when
rightly conducted ; but with these things as

they have been seized upon by a spirit or ten-

dency of the times, and made instrumental in

leading us away from a single attention to the

voice of Christ in our hearts, which is the

only source of heartfelt religious knowledge,
—and this is the only knowledge which can

be of essential service to us.

When the heart of any is touched by the

Divine finger ; and he is brought to see and
mourn over his weaknesses and sins, and seek

for forgiveness for the past, and strength for

the future; instead of encouraging that in-

wardness, retirement and humility into which
the Spirit of the Lord would lead such an one,

and in which he would know a settlement

and healthy growth in the Truth, this spirit

urges him at once to enter on active services

for which ho is by no means prepared, and
which tend, in his immature condition, to give

him an undue estimate of his own attain-

ments. He is told that it is his "privilege to

be converted and sanctified and given wholly
to the Lord as an instantaneous and simul-

taneous work." The prudent advice of the

Apostle Paul to Timothy, is neglected, where
he advises him not to place over others, one
who is a novice, "lest he be lifted up with

pride."

Our early Friends, and all their true fol-

lowers, were careful in their preaching, to

confine their ministrations to the fresh open-

ings of that Divine Spirit, by which the Scrip-

tures of truth were given forth, and which
alone can qualify any in this day to minister

in the ability that God giveth, and to baptise

an audience into the sensible evidence of the

Divine presence and goodness. In place of

this, we are now having our attention turned

to the opinions which a study of Scripture

may develop in our minds, and are in danger
of being led astray by systems of theology

not founded on the experience of the work of

grace in our own hearts, but the product of

our intellect, and therefore more calculated to

amuse than to edify.

Great is the mystery of godliness, and very
deep and weighty is the work of salvation.

No power can accomplish it, but God himself.

He alone can effect the wondrous change, by
which our affections are transferred from
earth to Heaven, and our evil propensities

brought and kept under the cross of Christ

—

the Spirit of God within us. We can do ab-

solutely nothing to forward this work in one
another, except as He pleases to use us as in-

struments. It is comparatively an easy mat-

ter to induce others to profess a faith in Christ,

to repeat vocal prayers, and even to become
active in benevolent and professedly religious

movements. Under the powerful influence of

eloquent speakers and the strong contagion

of sympathy, multitudes may have their feel

ings affected, and may even imagine they
are converted to Christ. Yet there may be

very little of that submission to the work
of the Spirit in the heart, without which all

else is little better than the sounding brass

and the tinkling cymbal. Nay, the very ex-

citement which has prevailed may load to a

state of greater dcadnoss and indifference

when it has subsided. These considerations

should not discourage us from earnest labor

in the Lord's vineyard, but they should lead

us to keep our eye and expectation ever fixed

on Him—to be careful to know His putting

forth, and to place all our hopes of success on

His blessing. And let us ever bear in mind
that as an unskilful workman may spoil the
material placed in his hand, so it is very pos-

sible for us seriously to injure the tenderly
visited minds of others, if without Divine
assistance, we " darken counsel by words
without knowledge." J.

For "The Friend."

Colonial Adventures and Experiences.

(Continued from page 270.)

'The poet tells us that solitude is most
easily to be found in great cities and uncon-

ial crowds, but I think there is a great
deal to be said on the other side of the ques-

tion. I have often tried to get an insight into

that feeling of which I have heard so much,
the solitude of a groat city; but I have never
yet succeeded in getting rid of a lively sense

of the presence of the omnibuses and shop
windows. Seriously, however, I wish you to

picture for yourselves some notion of the soli-

tude to which a Queensland shepherd is con-

demned. There have been times when it has
seemed to mo that I should go mad under it.

At certain limes of the day, the Bush is so

wonderfully still, that a man, if he has any
imagination at all, feels almost afraid to move,
the sound of his own presence seems so ghast-

ly. I have sat at mid-day and tried to read,

and the words have conveyed no idea to my
mind ; they have been just sounds—combina-
tions of letters—and nothing more.

" The supernatural stillness, in the midst of

so much life, is appalling; not a leaf stirs,

—

the parasites hang in great wreaths and chains

from the branches. As far as a man can see,

on all sides, trees, and motionless tufts of

grass, and every footstep seems to echo among
all the trunks. 1 have been glad to make
friends with the sheep. I used to carry out

a little salt, so that when I was with them
they might come and lick my hands. I used

to entice scorpions from their holes by means
of an inserted stem of grass, and found great

amusement by setting them on an ant-hill,

and watching the fight that ensued. I used

to work out chess problems in my head, and
acquired the remarkable faculty of putting

them by at the end of the day and finishing

them on the morrow. Sometimes I used to

get up into a tree, and sing over all the songs

I ever knew, and was once taken for a black-

fellow yelling, by a traveller who happened

to pass by. I have spent many hours in the

interesting sport of pelting iguanas with

sticks. These reptiles are perfectly harmless,

and when pursued betake themselves to the

nearest tree, whence they can, in time, be

knocked down. They are capital eating, and
an agreeable change from salt beef. 1 used to

take some interest in studying the manners
and customs of sheep. It is quite a mistake

to suppose that sheep are stupid animals; on

the contrary, they are a great deal too know-
ing. I used to try, at one time, to keep a

piece of grass near the hut, so that in wet

weather 1 should not have to go out : I had to

give up the attempt at last. The sheep used

to know as well as possible that this was for-

bidden ground, and, in consequence, would

make the most determined efforts to reach it.

I used, as I have said, to lie down under some
tree in the middle of the day. If I shut my
eyes, and pretended to bo asleep, one old ewe
would take the opportunity to slip past me,

treading as gently as a cat. Once past, she

would think all right, and give utterance to
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a loud bleat of triumph, which would bo th«

signal for me to rise and pelt her back again
This dodge would be tried again and again

until I fell asleep in real earnest, and on wak-
ing, if 1 found that the flock had decamped, I

always knew where to find them. After feed-

ing on this piece of ground for a few days,

they showed no particular partiality for it

over any other. I am almost ashamed to re

late it, but I once knocked a sheep's eye out
with a piece of bread of my own baking. I

had somehow managed to spoil a damper, and
had allowed it to lie on the ground until the

sun and the dew had hardened it to the con-

sistency of a stone. I picked up a piece of

this one evening to throw at a rebellious

sheep, and unintentionally destroyed one of

its eyes.
" I have an anecdote in connection with a

damper, which I may as well relate here.

When I went out in the morning I used to

stick my damper between two pieces of pro-

jecting bark in the side of the hut. One even-

ing, on coming homo, I could not find my
damper in its usual place, but presently spied

it lying on the ground at some distance from
the hut door. This happened on three con-

secutive evenings, and I could not account for

it at all. On the fourth evening I happened
to return rather earlier than usual, and caught
an old crow at the hut door, in the very act

of rolling the cake over and over, working
with his beak and one claw, and balancing
himself gravely on the other.

"Crows and havvks always infest any hut
or habitation, and although they clear away
much refuse, are also great thieves. They are
especially fond of stealing soap, which, how-
ever, they never eat, but deposit in some
neighboring tree. I have, when hard up for

the article, climbed a tree and recovered more
than a pound of soap, in small pieces.

" These little anecdotes and illustrations are
all trifling enough, but they are the only re-

miniscences which I have of my solitary life.

"I spent once no less than six weeks with-

out seeing a human being. My hut was on a
river bank, and the station was distant seven
miles, but on the other side. The river be-

coming flooded, and the people at the station

being too lazy to make a boat or raft, I had
no rations brought to me until the flood sub-
sided. During that time I had nothing to

live on except mutton, (there was plenty of
that,) and auy green stuff which had sprung
up after the rain.

" Queensland mutton, at the best of times,
is not a very first-rate kind of food : it is tough
and stringy, and the bones have very little

on thetn. A sheep, when skinned, dressed,

and hung up, would make a very tolerable

lantern, as they are only covered by a semi-
transparent yellow skin. Thirty or forty
pounds is a very good average weight for a
sheep. But the salted mutton is simply exe-
crable. I used to cut it into strips and rub
salt into it, and put it into a tub for an hour
or two, and then hang it in the sun to dry.

" There were large numbers of blackfellows
on the hills which bounded the view from my
hut, but, although they used sometimes to

come down on the plain, they never interfered

with me. I used to see their fires at night,

and hear them shouting or ' cooeing' to one|
another. When they came down, it was for

the purpose of getting 'sugar-bags' or wild-'

bees' nests, which form an important article

of their diet. I never actually saw them, but

I frequently heard them, and came upon their

tracks and the chips left by their stone toma-
hawks.
"Sometimes, when shepherding, I used to

get company in the evenings, and I have been

in the habit of walking five miles nearly every
evening, in order to have a talk with another
shepherd whose 'run' adjoined mine.

" Some shepherds, however, grow to prefer

their solitary life, and don't seem to care for

intercourse with any one; but these are men
who have been ' at it' for a long time. Shep-
herds, whose runs adjoin a road, get plenty

of company; as travellers, who are looking

for work, make their stages so as to spend
the night at a hut. They are always made
welcome, though of course there is a consider-

able extra expense in rations. It is generally

an understood thing that a man who is put

to live by the roadside should be allowed
rations for travellers. Men who are travelling

on foot, seldom think of carrying food for

themselves, and have not very often got the

means of providing themselves.
" Some of the squatters object to this extra

expense, and contrive to place the huts as far

from a road as possible. But I have known
men ask to be placed od a road, and offer to

provide travellers' rations out of their wages.
But even this is often objected to, as the squat-

ters say that these men, from seeing too much
company, are apt to get careless. So most
shepherds are condemned to perpetual soli-

tude. People who have not experienced some-
thing of the kind, can have no idea of the

value which attaches under such circum-

stances to any printed thing whatever. An
old tattered volume of auy description is a

treasure, a newspaper four or five months old

is eagerly sought and spelt over. I remem-
once that for a whole quarter, 1 saw no print-

ed thing except the second volume of a Ger-
man work on astronomy. I did not under-
stand the language, nor did I know anything
about astronomy, but there were several

plates and diagrams, which I used to examine
carefully and speculate upon. I don't know,
I'm sure, how the book came into the Bush
at all, or into the possession of the man who
lent it to me, who attached great value to it,

(although he could not even read his own
nguage,) and evidently thought it a most
teresting and useful piece of goods."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Mildred Eatcliff, in Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, 1840, said, "she could see as plain

as she could see us with her outward eyes,

that the cunning enemy had laid traps for

ihis people,' that they were thickly spread
about us, they were so hidden, so artfully

covered, that if we were not very watchful we
should be caught on one hand or the other;
that they were laid for the goodly members
of Society ;" she added that passage, "If the
good man of the house had known at what
time the thief would come he would have

tchcd and not have suffered his house to

be broken up," &c. The watch was recom-
mended, as the only way to be kept from the

my's traps; and she further said, he was
transformed into an angel of light, and in that
garb more to be feared than in any other way;
it spread an awful feeling over many of us;j

may we all be watchful. I have had a fear^

that this solemn warning will not be noticed,

as it ought. I do believe it was from best'

authority, and in mercy given through h:

faithful servant, then near her journey's en«

being old and feeble.

Fourth month, 1872.

WAIT AND SEE.
When my boy with eager questions,

Asking how, and where, and when,
Taxe.s all my store of wisdom,
Asking o'er and o'er again

Questions oft to which the answers
Give to others still the key,

I said, to teach him patience,
" Wait, my little boy, and see."

And the words I taught my darling

Taught to me a lesson sweet

;

Once when all the world seemed darkened
And the storm about me beat,

In the " children's room" I heard him.
With a child's sweet mimicry,

To the baby brother's questions

Saying wisely, " Wait and see."

Like an angel's tender chiding
Came the darling's words to me,

Though my FathePs ways were hidden
Bidding me still w.^it and see.

What are we but restless children.

Ever asking what shall be ?

And the Father, in His wisdom.
Gently bids us " wait and see."

Selec

IN THE EVENING.
All day the wind had howled along the leas,

All day the wind had swept across the plain,

All day on rustling grass and waving trees,

Had fallen " the useful trouble of the rain,"

All day beneath the low-hung dreary sky.

The dripping earth had cowered sullenly.

At last the wind had sobbed itself to rest.

At last to weary calmness sank the storm,

A crimson line gleamed sudden in the west.

Where golden flecks rose wavering into form,

A liushed revival heralded the night.

And with the evening time awoke the light.

The rosy color flushed the long grey waves

;

The rosy color tinged the mountains brown

;

And where the old church watched the village grave
Wooed to a passing blush the yew tree's frown.

Bird, beast and flower relenting nature knew.
And one pale star rose shimmering in the blue.

So, to a life long crushed in heavy grief.

So, to a path long darkened by despair,

The slow sad hours bring touches of relief,

Whispers of hope, and strength of trustful prayer.
" Tarry His leisure," God of love and might,

;

And with the evening time there will be light.

—All the Year Bound,

Then and JVow.—How we do progress I I

1832, lees than forty years ago, Matthei :;

Baldwin, now deceased, received from tb

Germantown Eailroad Company his first (

der for a locomotive. Amid difficulties tha c

at this day would seem almost insurmouni

able, he filled the order. It was a sucoest c

as the following advertisement in the dailj

papers of that day testify.

"Notice.—The engine (built byMr. BalA:
win) with a train of cars will run daily, (com j;.

mencing Thursday) when the weather is f
'

When the weather is not fair, the horses wii

draw the cars the four trips."

Now forty-eight trains pass over a portioi

of this road daily.

c

at
;;

In vain is the most orthodox prof(

the christian religion, if we
strangers to the great work of regeneration

and destitute of this saving knowledge. Fori

we do not know Christ to bo in us our hopE
of glory, whilst we are in this life, He will no

know us, in the great and awful day of ac
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in thai life which is to come. He whose

ds shall never pass away" hath declared,
every one that saith unto me, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven'
e that doeth the will of my Father
is in Heaven.—i>. W/teeler.

For "The rriecd."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(OontiDuod from page 279.)

Sarah Hillman to llildred Ratcliff.

."Philadelphia, 5th mo. 9tli, 183.5.

y dear Friend,—It seems pleasant by
t opportunity to let thee know we

ovmg along in this place, under weights
ardens, some of them new and unex-

Neverthele.?s in our late annual as-

T, we were favored with renewed evi-
that ' the foundation of God standeth
and with ability to labor for the arisino-
well-spring of life, and for the mainto'-
of those precious testimonies which, to
ear forefathers were dearer than life,

hich to a remnant in this day of revolt-
e still dear. These are known of Him

nd knows every heart; yea, He
3ep these as they cleave to him, not-
.anding the adversaries of truth may
and vaunt, and speak great swellinfr
and even under the specious appear'-

f preaching the Lord Jesus, and exalt-
kingdom of Christ, are laying waste

ry foundation of our faith by denyino-
mediate influence of the Holy Spirit^
our divine Lord and Eedeemer told
or weeping di.sciples He would send,
He said, .'It is expedient that I go
for if I go not away, the Comforter
t come.' I will not leave you com-

J, but I will pray the Father, and he
nd you another Comforter, even the
3f Truth

; He shall bring all things to
smembrance, whatsoever I have said
3U

;
He shall take of mine and show it

He shall lead and guide you into
Ah, what should we be, or what

hout this blessed holy Spirit, which we
ot separate from his outward coming,
eve in all He has in unmerited mercy

, without us, and may we be more
re willing to bow to the government,
baptising, sanctifying power of His
vithin us, until the refining process
Jlete, the new man is brought forth,
after God is created in righteousness
e holiness.' Thus walking in humility
before Him, we may gradually be
not only to stand for his blessed

nd Truth's sake, in the midst of a
and perverse genetation, but through

iation of the Spirit, and belief of the
ihow forth out of a good conversation,
leekness of wisdom, that we are seek'
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at our Yearly Meeting. An epistle indicating
our disunity with the doctrines afloat, was is-

sued by the Meeting for Sufferings to the
same meeting in London, which was truly to
the purpose: and I trust the great Shepherd
of the sheep still looks with pity down on all
those everywhere, who love Him above all.
And He will keep these by his power through
faith unto salvation, notwithstanding the
wrath of the opposors of Truth, and the temp
tations of a cruel adversary.

" Farewell
: in dear love thy sincerely at-

tached sympathizing friend,

"Sarah Hillman."

Jane Settle to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Phila., 5th mo. 28th, 1830.

My beloved Friend,—Thy letter forward-
ed by J. B. was truly acceptable. I may say
y love unfeigned remains the same as wlien

our acquaintance commenced, and floweth to-
wards thee. I then felt much sympathy
with thee, in meeting and out of meeting.s.
both for worship and discipline, lest through
difiidence, the church, and thou also, mi'^ht
sustain loss, what if I should say partly from
the fear of man, or of taking up the time that
others might occupy. Far be it from me to
maintain that proper care should not be exer-
cised by the true ministers of the gospel, that
no premature offering be offered. But bear
in remembrance, my dear friend, that the fear
of man bringeth a snare. May the arms of
thy hands bo made strong through the pow-
er of the mighty God of Jacob. He has co-
vered thy head in the day of battle, and will,
I confidently believe, continue to do so to the
end. Thanks be unto Him, for his weapons
are spiritual and mighty, even to the pulling
down of the strongholds, that Satan is striv-
ing to erect the world over. But happy,
thrice happy for poor man, his power is limit-
ed. I believe some of my dear Friends in
your Yearly Meeting have been deeply tried
by his subtle working in the minds of certain
members of it, who have thought fit to offer
sentiments not in accordance with those who
have kept their first love. The members of
the church of Christ should all speak the same
language

;
no confusion of tongues ought to

be heard among us. Our worthy predeces-
sors suffered great persecution in their day,
when the command was, ' Come out from'
among them, and be ye separate,' &c. The
sentiments above alluded to, are calculated to
mislead the minds of our young Friends, from
finding those of their elder brethren and sis-
ters are beclouded in their views. Yet I
know some among the dear young people,
who several years ago clearly discovered the
snare and avoided it ; and were strengthened
to speak plainly on the subject, to those who
were endeavoring evidently to my mind

panions. It is because man doth not attend
to the injunction formerly given, ' Watch and
pray, that ye enter not into temptation.'

_

" Thy sisterly salutation, I felt whilst read-
ing it, was offered in that love which the spi-
rit of the gospel inspires ; thy wishes in re-
gard to our having a good Yearly Meeting
have been realized, as thou wilt no doubt set
published in ' The Friend.' I therefore need
say no more on the subject than that I am I
hope, thankful therefor. Thy messages 'of
ovo were given to our mutual and justly va-
lued friends, Jonathan Evans and children
With thy request that some of them should
indulge thee with a few lines, which I doubt
not has been complied with. Their love to
thee has not diminished. Thou hast many
friends in this city and elsewhere,

" I may now give thee, my dear friend a
brief account of my own situation. I am still
confined to my chamber, with the exception
of being able to get out into some of the rooms
nearly on a level with it. My complicated
infirmities have varied but little for many
months past. I have often had to admire
that my stay in mutability has been thus
ngthened out: yet it is not for me to say
Th., A^.., rpu...

. :^ removing from worksWhat doest Thou :

Trti,„f V. .1, c J :• .

—
.

"c'c cuucavuriug eviaentiy to my mind to

nCr i, Pn?" v'''°°''
^*^°«^build-|make proselytes to their views. I^ is a sor

t^Zl'J^t?'"'^
my dear friend, rowful reflection, after our Society has passedn this way have a good hope through

vhen these poor, feeble, moulderinfr
ements shall fail, that through the ui?-
""""

'"'ng mercy of our adorable In
r and Advocate, not for any of our
perfect works, there is a house not
th hands prepared for us, eternal in
'ens. Then truly it matters not how
id thorny the road may be, so that it

home to Him at last. Our present
I seem small indeed, and heaven will
lends for all.

best ofcauses I believe gained ground

Society has passed
through a sore conflict in endeavoring to sup
port inviolable its principles and doctrines.
Oh may we, my beloved Friend, endeavor to
hold fast the profession of our faith without
wavering I I know it is not in man that walk
eth, to direct his steps aright; a good man's
steps are ordered of the Lord. Yet feeble and
helpless as we feel ourselves, the heavenly
Shepherd, who watcheth over his flock by
day and by night, would keep all in perfect
safety by the crook of his love; and why
should we be as those who have turned aside
from following the footsteps of Christ's com.

to rewards those who were in the prime of
life, and useful members of Society. His ways
are inscrutable and past finding out by us
poor short-sighted beings. Although I thus
speak, I may say I have frequently been
brought secretly to utter this languao-e Notmy will, but thine, O Lord, be done. Thou
hast the undoubted right to do with me ac-
cording to thy own good pleasure.

" We have had the company of our esteem-
ed friend, Isaac Thorn, from Nine Partners at
our late Yearly Meeting. He made us a vi'sit
and read to my husband and self, all his dear
wife's letters, forming a kind of diary, written
whilst crossing the mighty ocean, and [men-
tioning] her safe arrival at Liverpool. Frances
Thompson, wife ofThomas Thomp.son, a val-
uable elder of that meeting, is her companion.
Oh that all who go forth to minister to the
people, may minister 'in the ability which

d gives.' What will preaching avail with-
out the holy unction accompanies it?

" Thy husband's message of love to my hus-
band and self was acceptable. Please give
ours to him. I have often remembered the
kind reception our mutual friends E. Eobson
S. L. and I met with at your house. It was
a comfortable resting place to us. Dear Eliz-
abeth has often expressed in her letters, a
strong attachment to her American friends.
It IS now a very long time since I have writ-
ten to her or any other of my friends; lean-
ing to write is diflicult in my situation; it is
always attended with more or less pain.' The
little notes or memorandums* I make, are

* Mo.st of the readers of these Memoir.s have perhaps
read the Memorandums of .Jane Bettle." They were
commenced the year her sickness (dropsy) commenced
in 1832, and were continued till near the close of her
life in 1840. They are worthy, and, we trust, will well
repay, particularly by our dear young Friends, an atten-
tive perusal. The subjoined, in allusion to this inte-
resting class, is extracted from pp. 89, 90. Which is
also followed by " An Affectionate Address to the youtli
of the Kehgious Society of Friends."

" One of the prominent traits in the character of Jane
Bettle, was the tender attachment and interest she
manifested for those in the early walks of life. Her
heart and her house were alike open to receive them •

she entered feelingly into their trials and temptations'
and often found opportunities for imparting to them her
affectionate solicitude for their best welfare, either in
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generally done sitting ei-oct in my chair, hold-

ing in my hand a light book whereon is placed
my paper. My dear friends I think will ex-

cuse my not writing as often as would be de-

sirable
;
yet I do hope this will not discourage "Th

them from writing to me, when they feel an
inclination to do so. It is truly grateful to

me to receive a line from them. My dear
husband unites in love to thee. Ho has ob-

tained a minute to attend the ensuing Yearly
Meeting of Ehode Island. I have written
this, believing thou would be glad to hear of

a fellow laborer in the gospel, endeavoring to

do his day's work while the day lastetb. I

think it due from me to saj-, that my dear
husband is one who would gladly remain at

his own home, if he could with a peaceful
mind do so. But it seems to me that it is th

Heavenly Master's will that it should be
otherwise. Although he has had no exten
sive journeys to perform of late, yet here and
there, near home, a considerable portion of
labor has fallen to his lot. May the Lord
strengthen both thee and him to do all your
hands find to do, is my sincere desire.

"From thy affectionate friend,

Jane Bettle."
CTo bo continned.)

Parents and Children.—We as fathers, be-

seech you to attend to this heavenly In-

structor, and dutifully yield to the correspon-
dent tender adviue of your friends. Shrink
not from the cross of Christ in your garb,

language or manners
;
but through a subjec-

tion of your wills to the Divine will, in these
and all other respects, walk answerably to

the purity of our profession, and the simpli-

city and spirituality of our worship : so may
you be instructive examples to serious inquirers

after truth ; and not of those who, under a
profession thereof, are preferring their own
crooked ways, and turning othersfrom the foot-

steps of the followers of Christ.—Book of Dis-
cipline.

Selected for " The Friend."

1846. 12th mo. 2l8t.—I have been let down
into a low place, so that faith seemed ready
to fail. Those dispensations of the withdraw-
ing of all sense of Divine good, have a very
reducing effect upon self-importance, and
teach us true charity and tenderness towards
those who are in affliction, and those who
may be wrong. I was brought to cry for

mercy, and then to examine whether I bad
desired that mercy might be shovved to others,

as I desired it shown to myself. I believe 1

have craved it even for many, who I appre-
hended, had neither been nor done what they
ought. But this state of seemingly entire

desertion by our Heavenly Father, is a bitter

cup to drink. May I be more humble, more
steadily fearful of getting off the watch unto
prayer, and more constant in resisting a light

spirit, which would take its ease and indul-

gence on the Sabbath-day. We cannot pray
when we please, but it is our duty to watch,
and to wait for the pouring forth of the spirit

of supplication, which produces a broken
heart, and a contrite spirit, and enables us to

cry availingly to God for mercy, and for help
to keep us from falling, through his dear Son,
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

—

Journal

of William Evans.

the language of encour.igement, of admonition, or re-

proof; and the kind and Christian manner in which
this was imparted, generally made its way to the heart.

"What Matter," to the Earthly part.

The readers of the Memoirs of Mildred
Eatcliff, now passing through the columns of"

Friend," have their attention often taken
with the pointed and sententious phrase so

peculiarly her own, in which honest truths
are set forth with singular impressiveness.
From a former number of the memoirs we

extract a sentence of this kind, having allu-

sion to the death by drowning of two Friends,
respecting one of whom she remarks :

" The
other dear creature who was lost under the
ice is not yet found. But what matter, so that
the immortal soul, with kindred spirits, is

singing praises to God."
We cannot doubt that the subject of these

memoirs cherished sentiments which prompt
to a suitable respect for the earthly remains
of departed ones; yet consistently with hei

religious profession, and as one who felt her
self to be a pilgrim through a fleeting world
to a city which hath foundation, she could
have no fellowship with that undue regard
to the mortal part, that vain desire to dis

tinguish the resting places of the dead with
costly tokens—frail memorials indeed—which
tend far more to amuse and divert the minds
of beholders, than to impart those profitable
lessons of man's mortality, which should ever
be the solemn teachings of the grave.
The testimony of Friends upon this subject

consistently supported, has always been it

unison with the sentiment conveyed in this

laconic expression ; and when we consider
the upright walking and holy living, into

which the christian principles of the Society
would lead its members, so that through faith

fulness the fervent aspiration of each one
should be, tar beyond all earthly honors, far

above all earthly crowns, " Let me die the
death of the righteous, and let my last end be
like his." Could not the language be adopted
by every heart just entering upon a blissful

inheritance, "What matter" to the mortal
part : Dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
return.

tian knowledge, without christian faith

dangerous thing for an individual, or
people.

Cant utterances without commanding
er, is the catterpillar which is devouring'

freshness of the trees in the Lord's garde
Frederick Perthes.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 27,

Under various deep exercises, during this

journey (in parts of Holland, Germany and
France,) the language. Wherefore didst thou
doubt I has been so legibly inscribed on my
heart that I often think none has greater
cause to depend on the arm of everlasting

Help than I have; and the confirming evi-

dence of a peace, passing everj' enjoyment,
has been as a stay in the midst of conflict, an
anchor in times of storm ; nor do I ever re-

member feeling a more abiding sense of the
heavenly treasure than during my residence
with that dear little flock at Congenies,
towards whom the current of gospel love still

sweetly flows.

—

Mary Dudley, 1788.

There is a delusive religious system in the
present day, originating in an " inner life"

not implanted by God, but self developed, de-

ding and pitying with a kind of condescend-
ig scorn, the lowly christian who lives day

by day on " every word which proceedeth
out of the mouth of God."
The church is at this hour groaning be-

neath the burden of such as make use of

christian phrases, and an orthodox biblical

phraseology, which the breath of the age

—

not the Holy Ghost, has blown in their way
without being convinced of their sins or

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETINC

The sessions of the general Yearly Mei
commenced on Second-day, the 15th inst.

terminated on Sixth day, the 19th inst.

Meeting of Ministers and Elders convene
the Seventh-day previous. There were
tendance a number of Friends belongii

other Yearly Meetings. Some of them
certificates from their meetings at home

In the Women's Meeting the numb
strangers from a distance was smaller
usual, a ministering Friend from Ohio Y
Meeting, with her companion, being the

ones present with minutes. Soon afte'

business was opened on Second-day mor
the question was considered whether
credentials should be read. The langua
the discipline on this subject was quoted
several Friends favored our resumingi
practice, which had been discontinue'

some years past, others believed, that a

Yearly Meeting was not at present in c

spondence with others, it would be ne
in compliance with the requisitions o

Discipline, to have all such papers exat
by a committee before they could be re

the meeting at large ; and that the acti

the Yearly Meeting in not reading sue!

tiflcates for a number of years, was a pra
suspen.sion of its rule of discipline on thi

ject. The question, however, was not
fully entered into, and as the meetint
evidently not prepared to change its r

practice, it was deemed best not to prol

discussion which might have led to son

settlement, and lessened, instead of incre

that harmony of feeling which it is so i

tant to cherish in our assemblies.

A report from the committee of me)

women Friends, appointed last year,

sider whether any change could be mad(
advantage in the mode and time of hi

the sittings of the Yearly Meeting was
recommending that but one session sho

held each day, commencing, unless oth

directed, at 10 o'clock, excepting on
day, when the meeting should conven
o'clock in the afternoon, in order to all

the holding of meetings for worship
on that day. This proposition, allow

the easy return of many Friends
own homes at night and lessening the d

ties to others in attending all the sii

was generally approved, and adopted, ^

Friends also uniting therewith. Subseq
the time of the adjournment of the M
of Ministers and Elders, which had beei

subject to the action of the Yearly M,

on this subject, at 8 o'clock on Four
morning, was changed to 4 o'clock c

fternoon of that day. The arrangeraec

carried into effect, appears to have Ji

generally satisfactory.

and secured for her a place in their regard and esteem.''] longing for deliverance from them—Chris- 1 The minutes of the Meeting for Sofl|
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;) then taken up, detailing the proceedings

at bod}' during the past year. Pi-omi-

I among the subjects thus brought into

were the evidences of the care and
iise of that body for the welfare of their

-members, and the consistent mainten-

of our religious pi'inciples and testi-

B. These important subjects had en-

ithe weighty consideration of this meet-

jn several successive occasions. The
duction of a militia bill into the Legis-

e of Pennsylvania, in which the con-

tious scruples of Friends and others in

d to war were not recognized, had fur-

d occasion for the preparation of a me-

U to that body on behalf of liberty of

iience and the rights guaranteed by the

itution of this State. This document
jrinted and furnished to each member of

legislature, and several personal inter-

I with the members had been obtained

ree Friends appointed for this service.

5 Book Committee's report showing the

er of volumes and pamphlets taken from
Jookstore, and the destination of those

jhed gratuitously, was interesting, and
enerally were encouraged to improve

tunities which may present for the judi-

circulation of the approved writings of

ds.

er the usual appointment of two Friends
each Quarterly Meeting to examine and
the Treasurer's account, and propose
sum it would be needful to raise for th<

year, the meeting adjourned until 10

k the next morning.
rd-day morning, \Qth inst.—The repre-

lives made a report proposing the con-
ice of Joseph Scattergood as Clerk, and
son Sheppard as Assistant Clerk, which
pproved, and they accordingly appoint-
he consideration of the state of Society,

iwn by the answers to the Queries, was
intered upon, and occupied an unusual
Qt of time, keeping the meeting closely

ed during the remainder of 3d and 4th
The subject of our testimonies to plain-

jf dress, language and manners, was
;ly entered upon. While Friends were
I to keep in view, that without experi-

j the cleansing power of Divine Grace
heart, externalappearances would avail

ig; it was clearly shown that our testi-

1 these respects are in accordance
Scripture; that they are the necessary
>f our doctrines, and a component part
t system of faith and practice which we
•een commissioned to uphold by the
of the Church. A lively concern pre-

that Friends should not be beguiled
df|iui'ture from that simplicity of garb
laiiii.'rs, by which the Society, daring
sivi,' generations, has borne a consistent

oiiy against the changeable fashions of
irlii, and which in many cases has been
edge and safeguard around individuals :

I a link in the chain has helped to bind
ecp us together as a distinct people

upon these subjects had been so prudently $4500 should be raised for the use of the meet-
and tenderly, yet fully expressed. ing the pret^ent year.
The deficiencies in the attendance of week- ,Sixih-diiy, 19th inst.— Shortly after the

day meetings called forth aifectionate advice opening of the meeting, a subject which had
to those who were negligent in this respect, been referred to at the previous sitting, was
Concern was also felt because some of our now brought into weighty consideration, by
members had not fully maintained ou^ testi- the proposition to appoint a committee to vi-
niony to a free gospel ministry. Friends
were warned against baulking our testimony
by participating with other professors in hold-

ing general meetings and other religious per-

formances of an associated character. The
absolute necessity for waiting for and experi-

encing a fresh qualification and command as

a preparation for every exercise of the minis-

terial office, was dwelt upon and enforced,

and the danger pointed out of a departure
from this scriptural and fundamental doctrine.

The tendency of the First-day school system
was alluded to as leading away from this safe

foundation, and into a reliance upon intellec-

tual efforts and Biblical study; thus fostering

the development of a ministry which does not
proceed from the pure openings of Divine
wisdom, and closely resembling that from
which Friends were called out of in the be

timatc connection existing between the
onies referred to in the Third Query,
;en been shown by the effect which a

Bird of the one has had upon the con-

support of the others. This subject

ot been so thoroughly opened, in our
|i' Meeting for many years; and it was
Hee of much comfort to many exercised
ilen, that strength was given once more
ilup this standard, and that the exercise

A suitable minute embodying the exercise

of the Meeting was prepared by a few Friends
appointed for that service, and read and ap
proved at the concluding sitting on 6th day.

Fifth-day, 18th inst.—The reports from th(

Quarterly Meetings, showing the results of
inquiries among their members in reference to

the use of spirituous liquors were read, by
which it appears that fifty-two in all have
been in the occasional or more frequent use
of them during the year, to some of whom
labor had been extended to endeavor to dis-

suade them from the dangerous practice.

The danger which attends the use of wine
and malt liquors was pointed out, and Friends
encouraged to abstain entirely from an indul-

gence of whatever might be considered intox-

icating drink. This subject was again referred

to the care of the subordinate meetings.
By the statistics furnished in reference to

education, it appears that 717 of the 1023
children reported as of a suitable age to at
tend school, had received instruction under
the care of Friends. Of the total number, 24
had been temporarily absent or had not at-

tended school during the year. The concern
for the guarded education of our children, in

which the practice of instituting these inqui-

ries originated, was again revived, and the
attention of the subordinate meetings direct-

ed to this subject.

The committee to whom had been referred

the request of Rahway and Plainfield Month-
ly Meeting to be joined to another meeting,
made a verbal report, that they had given at-

tention to the case. It appeared that frequent
visits had been paid to these meetings and to

the families of Friends composing them ; the
results of which had been to awaken much
mpathy in the committee with them in their

stripped condition, and also it was believed to

draw the hearts of the visited more closely to-

wards their fellow members. The information
seemed acceptable to the Yearly Meeting, and
several Friends spoke of the advantage that
might accrue, if similar visits could be more
generally paid, under a right concern, through
many parts of our borders.

The committee appointed to examine and
settle the Treasurer's account reported hav-
ing attended thereto, and recommended that

sit the subordinate meetings. After a delibe-
rate and full exprchsion of unity therewith, a
nomination was proceeded with, and twenty-
four Friends were set apart for this purpose.
This important subject was introduced into
the women's meeting, and being united with,
a committee of twenty-one Friends was ap-
pointed tojoin in this service. The Quarterly
and other meetings were requested to make
such adjournments from time to time as might
accommodate the attendance of the commit-
tee. The latest previous appointment of this
kind was made in 1832.

The rtport of the Indian committee was
read, and was unusually interesting. By au-
thority of the Orphans' Court of Warren Co.,
three members of the committee had been ap-
pointed commissioners to divide the estate of
the late chief, Corn Planter, among his heirs,

a tract of upwards of 700 acres, which is now
the only portion of this State belonging to
the descendants of its original inhabitants.
This labor had been performed with the as-

sistance of an experienced surveyor, also a
Friend, without charge, and to the satisfac-
tion of the several parties concerned. It was
hoped that the example thus set would bean
inducement to the Indians residing on the
Allegheny and Cattaraugus Reservations to
look towards a similar partition of their land
and the holding of it in severalty, under pro-
per safeguards. The expenditures of the Com-
mittee had exceeded their income, and Friends
in the difl:erent meetings were encouraged to
forward contributions to Joseph Scattergood,
the Treasurer of the Committee, to supply
the deficiency, and increase the funds at their
disposal.

The Report in reference to Weettown school
was also very acceptable to the Meeting, and
sympathy and encouragement was extended
to the Committee, and to the Friends placed
at the head of that institution. [This and the
preceding Report will probably be published
in a future number.]
The concluding minute was followed by a

time of solemn silence—in which the meeting
closed; and we believe the hearts of many
were made thankful in a sense that the Head
of the church had again been pleased to help
his people to perform the services required at
their hands, and had granted a little fresh
strength to labor in his cause, and in looking
back over the proceedings of the body, wo
doubt not the tendering grateful acknow-
ledgment has been raised, under a fresh sense
of His favor, "What shall I render unto the
Lord for all his benefits towards me ?"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Tfie prospectus of the American Atlantic

Telegrapli Company has been issued. The company
propose to fay a cable from Mifford Haven, in Wafes
to Rye Beach, New Hampshire.
The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland states, in a recent

report, that the condition of that island has greatly im-
proved. Agrarian outrages during the past year num-
bered onfy one third oftho.se returned for the previous
twelve months ; deposits in the savings banks had farge-
fy increased, as weif as the trade of the principaf towns
and ports. " Never during the past thirty years," says
the report, " has Ireland been so prosperous and happy
as at the present time."
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A synopsis of the counter case, presented at Geneva China advices state; that on the 23d ult. an explosion

bv the a.'ent on the pari of Great Britain, has been pub- of a magazine at Tientsin destroyed eighty houses, and

lished
" many lives were lost. A riot among the Chinese

"xhe Times describes the British counter case as con- laborers in the tin mines at Takott, northern China, re-

ceived in a grave spirit, while the American case reads
|

suited iji the loss of many lives^

like an advocate's speech to a jury in a trial for an as-
'^'-- "-' '^ *" ''"-'^

sault and battery. England's reply is like the utterance

of a judge. ., . . ,

The ballot bill has been under consideration in the

An amendment, offered by the

for indi

House of Common ,. , .

government, punishing voters for openly displaying

their ballots at the polls, was defeated, after a long dis-

cussion, bv a vote of 274 to 296. The ministry have

also been defeated in the House on a resolution relative

to local taxation.

The ship Maria which left Bombay for Liverpool on

the loth ult., has been wrecked at sea, and thirty-five

persons lost their lives by the disaster.

The French steamer Avato came recently into colli-

sion with the steamer Rona on the coast of China. The

Bona was sunk and about sixty lives lost.

A cyclone has p.issed over the western part of Aus-

tralia, doing much damage to property.

France having abolished the passport system as re-

gards England only, other countries demand of her

similar exemption.
.

Lord John Kussell has announced his intention of

introducing an address to the Crown for the suspension

of proceedings on the part of Great Britain before the

Geneva Tribunal, until the American claiu

rect damages are withdrawn.

Disraeli, in the House of Commons, announced that

the government would be questioned whether it was

prepared to give an assurance that further proceedings

before the Geneva Board of Arbitration will be suspend-

ed unless the claims for indirect damages are abandoned

by the United States.

The trials of persons charged with participating in

the Communist revolt continue to be held at Versailles.

Some of the accused are sentenced to death, others to

imprisonment for life, and many are discharged.

The Commission on Capitulations, in their report

on the surrender of Sedan, severely censure Napoleon

for not consulting with his generals before capitulating.

The French government has issued orders to com-

manders of troops on the frontier, to exercise great

vigilance to prevent any movement which may be made

on French territory in sympathy with the Carlists. The

authorities of Bayonne, near the Spanish border, have

seized a quantity of munitions of war which were d

tined for the use of the Carlists.

Gambetta delivered an address at Havre on the 19th,

in which he said the first measure to be adopted to i

sure the needed reform was the dissolution of the pi

sent legislative body of France, and the election of a

Eepublican Assembly.

The North German Gazette denies the truth of the

alarming statements in regard to the relations of France

and Germany, but admits that the speech of Thiers,

previous to the adjournment of the National Assembly,

has produced an unpleasant feeling throughout Ger-

many, and that the character of the French war budget

dictates caution on the part of Germany. The occupa-

tion of French territory by the German troops may be

longer than would be necessary if the relations between

the two nations were more favorable.

Difficulties have arisen in Berlin between the master

and journeymen carpenters, and the former have dis-

charged their employes and closed their shops.

The Minister of Public Worship has given formal

notice to Bishop Ermeland that as the sentences of ex-

communication against German subjects clash with the

civil law, and affect unfiivorably the social status, there-

fore the consent of government must be obtained before

such sentences are pronounced. The session of the

Hungarian Diet was closed by the Emperor Francis

Joseph in a speech from the throne. He dwelt with

deep satisfaction on the five years of successful working

of the Austro-Hungarian compromise. During that time

the prosperity ofthe country had been steadily increasing.

A Madrid dispatch of the 21st says : The newspaper

organs of the Carlist party publish tlie manifesto of Don
Carlos, protesting against the late elections, signed by

his secretary and countersigned by Nacedal, and declar-

ing that henceforth Don Carlos and his followers will

protest only in the field. A general rising of the Car-

lists in all parts of Spain is momentarily expected, and

troops are preparing to meet it.

The session of the French National Assembly was

resumed on the 22d inst. The Assembly decided to

consider first the scheme for the Council of State, and

next the army bill, leaving the tax question to the in

definite future. Thiers wished the army bill deferred

The first Japanese fair under direction of the govern-

ment, was to open at Kioto on the 10th inst. Foreign-

Uowed to visit and exhibit their manufactures.

This is considered a virtual abandonment ofthe exclu-

sive policy.
" "exico is still torn by internal dissensions. The re-

bellion has broken out afresh in Chiapus and Tobasco.

In Yucatan, also, there are disturbances, and troops

have been sent from the City of Mexico to restore

order. President Juarez, in a message to Congress,

said the rebellion was crushed. He asks Congress to

so amend the constitution that his successor should be

President of the Senate. The Congressional Committee

on the Constitution have reported in favor of extending

Juarez's dictatorship indefinitely.

London, 4th mo. 22d.—Consols, 92J. U. S. sixes,

1862, 90 ; of 1867, 93J ;
ten-forties, 89J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 11 J a ll\d.; Orleans,

for grave political reasons.

Ud. Californiawhite wheat, lis. lOd.

per 100 fbs. ; red winter, lis. lOd. ; spring,

5d.

United States.— Miscellaneous.—On the 19th the

President transmitted a message to the House of Eepre-

sentatives in answer to a resolution of inquiry, in which

he stated that in nine counties of the State of South

Carolina tliere were illegal combinations for the pur-

pose of preventing the free political action of citizens

who were friendly to the constitution and government

of the United States, and of depriving the freed people

of the equal protection of the laws. He says : These

combinations embrace at least two-thirds of the active

white men of these counties, and have the sympathy

and countenance of the majority of the other third.

They are connected- with similar combinations in other

counties and States, and no doubt are part of a grand

system of criminal associations pervading most of the

southern States. The members are bound to obedience

d secrecy by oaths which they are taught to regard as

of higher obligation than the lawful oaths taken before

civil magistrates. They are organized and armed—
they effect their objects by personal violence often ex-

tending to murder—they terrify witnesses—they contro

juries in the State Courts, and sometimes in the Courts

of the United States. Systematic perjury is one of the

means by which the prosecution of the members is de-

feated.

Violent shocks of earthquake continue in Inyo county

California, but are not felt on the western side of the

mountains. An island is rising in Mono lake. The
earth has opened in many places and houses have been

thrown down.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
3 : including 62 of small pox, 50 of consumption,

and 31 inflammation ofthe lungs.

All the general appropriation bills have been acted

on by the U. S. House of Representatives, but the tariff

bill remains to be attended to.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations

the 22d inst. New rorA.—American gold, 1111.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116|; ditto, 1867, 114 ;
ditto, 10-40,

per cents, 109|. Superfine flour, $6.40 a $6.80;

ner brands, $7 a $12.75. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.58 a $1.60 ; amber, $1.80. State barley, 80 cts. Oats,

51 J a 54 J cts. Eye, 90 a 92 cts. Western mixed corn,

li cts. ; southern yellow, 73i cts. ; southern white, 76

ts' PAi/a(;e/:pAia.—Cotton, 23i a 24^ cts. for uplands

and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.25 ; finer

brands, $6.50 a 11. Penna. and western red wheat, $1.88

a $1.90 ;
amber, $1.95. Eye, 98 cts. Yellow corn, 69

Oats,' 54 a 57 cts. About 2100 beef cattle sold at

the Avenue Drove-yard ; extra at 7i a 8 cts. ; fair to

good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 5 a 5.] cts. per lb. gross.

About 13,000 sheep sold at 10 a lOJ cts. per lb; gross

for choice ; fair to good, 8i a 9J cts., and common, $4 a

$5 per head. Hogs sold at $6.50 a $7.12. Bcdlbnore.

— Southern wheat, $2 a $2.10; Pennsylvania, $2;

amber Michigan, i;l.98. Y'ellow corn, 66 a G7 cts.

;

white, 68 a 69 cts. Western oats, 55 a 56 cts. ; southern,

60 a 61 cts. Ohimgo.—Spring extra flour, $6 a $7.50.

No. 2 spring wheat, $1.29. No. 2 mixed corn, 42 cts.

No. 2 oats, 34 cts. Lard, $8.50. Ct»cm»a«t.—Family
flour, $7.85 a $8. Bed wheat, $1.70 a $1.73. Corn,

49 cts. Oats, 42 a 45 cts. Barley, 65 a 80 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL,
The Summer Session of the School will commence

on Second-day, the 29th instant.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and who go

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets at the

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Rail
\

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by gi

,

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furni
\

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In
j

the passage, including the stage fare from
f

Eailroad Station, will be charged at the School,
;,

paid for with the other incidental charges at the
,,,

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street I >

Station on Second and Third-days, the 29th and.t
the trains that leave Philadelphia at 7.5cl

, and 2.30 P. M. i
Baggage maybe left either at Thirty-firslJ

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. If h^
the latter place, it must be put under the care o

;(,

Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Th
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trun

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part o:

City, by sending word on the day previous to H. i

ander & Sons, No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their el

in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and C
nut Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same el

they will also collect baggage from the other rai]

depots, if the checks are left at their ofiice No. 5 f
Eighteenth St. Baggage put under their care, if

perly marked, will not require any attention froc

owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, or

Street Road Station, but will be forwarded direct

School. It may not always go on the same tram a

owner, but it will go on the same day, prov

notice to H. Alexander & Sons reaches them ii

DuEiNG THE Session, passengers for the School

be met at the Street Eoad Station, on the arrival

c

first train from the Citj', every day except First-i

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fri

Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded

Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, and the expense charg( r

their bills.

Fourth month 16th, 1872.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful appl

a full academic course, and the salary offered is li:

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phil

Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammai

in the CtIHs' department Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown.
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn!

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Ph

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a teacher in the classical department

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of thi

term in the 9th month next.

Application mav be made to

James "Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South FifU

Geo. J. Scuttergood, 413 Spruce

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadek

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H.W(
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients n

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Managers.

Died, on the 27th ult., at Pine Iron Works,

Co., Pa.. Anna S., wife of Joseph L. Bailey, in tjn

year of her age. Under a strong impression of tl

certainty of life, she had been increasingly engaj

latter time in seeking to know a preparation fi

solemn change. Through mercy we reverently b

that her purified spirit has been admitted into thei

of everlasting bliss.

, on the 19th of Fourth month, 1872, at he

dence in Philadelphia, Thomazin AshbridoE,
86th year of her age, a member of Western D
Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM^T PILE, PEINTEB,"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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respoiidence, (with notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(CoDtJDued rrom page 282-)

5ut in the following part of thy letter thy
mt of it is no less different. There thou

' the Almighty has clothed his wisdom
)ower, the eternal Logos, with a human
,
homogeneal to all mankind, and that

clothed or veiled in the proper nature of
it approaches his mind, so as to reach
lead even his affections, and begetting
into himself, makes him partaker of the
16 nature, whereby the Divine will is not
manifested in him, but becomes his law,
jreatest delight and pleasure,' &c. This
d is to the purpose, though not direcllj'
at of my question. The thing itself I
to be altogether inexplicable and incom-
iDsiblo, any otherwise than by feeling
experience

;
yet scarcely more so than

3t every part of our constitution, especi-
hat of the union of a passive body and
ing mind. And this notion or belief I
1 by all means desire to have cherished,
ter the most strict philosophical inquiries
able to make, I am strongly of opinion
rmly believe there is something Divine
ds mankind, exerting itself in that part
n that in my discourse on the affections
e called natural conscience, which, when
t desires are raised iu his heart to know
ill of God, to bo enabled to perform it,

have some communion with him, it

es, animates, and strengthens. I am
br also of opinion, that this arises not
'8 from the will of man, but sometimes
idiately, and at once, from a Divine in-
le, and sometimes it may co-operate only
the inclinations in the heart to good, in
which cases it is properly called Divine

it I forget that I am writing a letter,
lat it is already too long. I shall add,
i^er, that if thou shouldst differ from me
nion on any part of this, thou may, if

please, give me thy further sense of it,
" enter into no disputes, nor do I be-

thyself inclinable to them.
y Charge, of which thou art pleased to

edition here. By a letter I have now lately
received from J. Martin, I am informed thou
art writing some remarks on my Charge to
send me. What thou further says on those
heads I may consider, but hope they will not
tend to what I have guarded against,
"I know nothing further to add but that

my family enjoy a tolerable state of health,
and give their very kind love to thee, as doe
thy real friend, James Logan."

^*^ The reader will please to observe that
the excellent exposition of Friend's doctrine
by T. Story, in the above, could not be so well
understood without exhibiting the little con-
troversy that led to it, which induced the
contributor to transcribe the letter almost
without abridgment, though a long one.
"But that these things will ever be finish-

ed," &c. It seems probable that from what
he elsewhere justly calls "a vast hurry and
load of business," joined to advancing years,
(he was now G-t), J. L's reasoning powers had
become, as in this sentence he hints, some-
what less vigorous than in youth, and this
decay is manifested in his handling of the diffi-

cult subjects of this letter.

an in himself considered," &c., (from T.
Story's letter), "I cannot conceive thy com-
parison of the eye and the outward light," &c.,

(J. Logan). Most aptly are the Divinely illu-

minated and the unilluminated states of man,
compared to outward light and darkness, for
as the eye is useless and dormant in a dark-
ened room, so is the natural reason dark and
utterly unconscious in morals, until that light
is shed abroad in the heart, which enables it

to act, and intuitively to perceive what things
are congenial, and what uncongenial to the
Divine light, (with a feeling of comfort and
peace in the one, and of unsettlemont and
darkness in the other), which is the percep-
tion of right and wrong. And those things
that are of a contrary nature to the Light are
felt as dark shades and clouds obstructing the
same, and if the Light be not followed, these
will rise higher and higher until the whole
heavens are blotted out; but if the Light be
followed after, it prevails more and more unto
the perfect day. This light " lighteneth every
man that cometh into the world," (John i.

1—10) ;
its illumination is extended to man at

his first coming into the world; and this light
is explained in the same chapter to be Christ,
by whom " the world was made, and without
Him, was not anything made that was made."
But from Genesis we learn that it was by
" the Spirit of God," that the world was made

;

therefore it is by his spirit &\m, by his spiritual
' ppearance, (or Light), and not by his corpore-

1 appearance, that Christ "lighteneth every
man that cometh into the world;" (and that
too, before man can arrive at the knowledge
of the history of His incarnation.) And from
Esaias, as commented on in Eom. x. 20—21.

) niuch I find has been reprinted in; it appears that this grace and light, ("the
)n but they have done wrong to put my [grace of God which bringeth salvation}' and

ilat large to it, since it was not so in the|" hath appeared unto all men," Titus ii 11

and "the manifestation of the Spirit" which
" is given to all men to profit withal," 1 Cor.
xii. 7), extended to the Gentiles before His
outward coming, purchased bj' those outward
sufferings in the flesh, and that death, which
were yet to be, but in that time u)ere, only in

the fore-knowledge of God. It is thus clear

from the Scriptures that universally, when
man has come into the world, Christ appears
by his Holy Spirit and Light in the heart, to

disclose those " things of God" which are only
" spiritually" to be " revealed," and necessary
to " salvation."

But this Light and Spirit is not only spirit-

ually revealed in the soul of man to the end
of his salvation, it is also the source, and daily
supply of physical life. " In Him was life,"

all life, spiritual and physical, for there is here
no limitation ;

" in Him, we all live, move, and
have our being ;" not only by ou r first ancestor
having been created by Him, not only through
secondary laws of physical nature, but by and
through His immediate surrounding presence.
At the creation, it was by God "breathing
into him the breath of life," that man "be-
came a living soul ;" iho physical life was thus,

(as well as the spiritual), a direct emanation
from God, at that period, and partook, in its

very humble degree, of the Divine, Life-giving
nature. And the sacred flame has been kept
alive ever since. Physical inquiries show
that it is the life of the parent that passes
without extinction into, and becomes, that of
the offspring. Passing unchanged from sire

to son, that physical life which was breathed
into Adam, is that of all his descendants at
the present day. In the daily increases also,

of the physical life, there is something of a
Divine character, analogous to the first breath-
ing of life into Adam's clay. We may examine
the corporeal machinery in which assimilation

takes place ; it is open to our observation ; we
can familiarise ourselves with its details; but
the mysterious act, the mysterious moment,
in which and by which the particles of ?//eZe55

matter in the chyle become globules of the
living blood, can never bo intelligible or ap-
preciable by our finite senses or reason. This,

all medical microscopists admit. We are, in-

deed, in this function, undergoing a daily re-

creation, a daily miracle.

Now the reasoning power, with the mind
generally, increases and is strengthened, part-

ly with and through the development of the
physical nature, and partly by the accumula-
tion of facts and observations, and their being
assimilated to the mind, and becoming its

ideas, or in other words, part and parcel of
the mind itself. How this assimilation of
things in their natures so radically different,

as, (on the one hand), the qualities and rela-

tions oi material, tangible objects, and, (on the
other), the immaterial, intangible mind, how
this assimilation, by which the first are made

ideas and component parts of the last, is

effected, is as much above our comprehension
as the process of physical assimilation (or vital
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jiformation), and equally with it implies the

present aid of the alone Life and Power which

is capable of ' breathing the breath of life"

into dead aiaterial. The instrument, in which

the act is carried on, is indeed the complex

human mind, (as in the other it was the human
body;) but the aei ifse// implies the present

aid of superhuman and creative energy. The
step by which reason begins iu the originally

animal mind of the infant, is of the same
character. For whether we regard reason in

its quality as part of the immortal nature, (iu

which view it could not be begotten by any
development of the mortal part,) or as modi-

fied by and partaking of the physical life and

nature, (in wbich view the observations al-

ready made on that life apply to it), its origin

must be due to the immediate act of a some-

thing not ourselves, but higher than us, and
capable of creating.

So that, on the whole, not only do scrip-

tures show that reason is incapable of origin-

ating moral impressions, or perceiving moral

truth without the illumination of the Grace
" which bringeth salvation," but other scrip-

ture and physical considerations, bring us to

the wider conclusion, (including the former),

that it is incapable of any action, growth, or

even existence, without the constant support

and illumination of the same all-informing

Life, Light, and Holy Spirit. Though the

highest blessing of that Grace be in conferring

the higher life, the spiritual, yet it is the fount

also and daily supplying source of the material

life of the world, and, as God is Truth, is the

essence of all truth and reason.

The darkness and imbecility in which man
sinks if its aid be utterly withdrawn, is some-
times shown in the lamentable errors and
madness of wicked men even as to this world's

affairs. Until entirely deserted by it, they
often seem to prosper greatly in their under-

takings, but without peace or tranquillity;

but if it be entirely withdrawn, a real mad-
ness seems to hasten their destruction. While
of the calming, tranquillizing effect of this

serene Light of Truth in clearing the intellect

from the foggy mists and clouds of the low-
lying ground of our fallen nature, and giving
it clear vision in temporal matters, the lives

of many good men give beautiful examples.

The Origin of the Domestic Turkey.—Hitherto
ornithologists have been divided in their views
regarding the origin of the domestic turkey,
some believing with Linnasus that the Euro-
pean bird is a descendent of the wild race in-

habiting the United States, others holding an
opinion originally expressed by Gould, that it

is the domesticated Mexican race which this

ornithologist distinguished under the name
of Jleleagris Alcxicana. J. A. Allen, in a paper
on the Mammals and Winter-birds of East
Florida, devotes a separate chapter to an ex-
amination of this question, and shows that
the northern and Mexican birds are not spe-

cifically distinct. The domestic turkey, in

fact, was first introduced into Europe from
Mexico about 1524, and subsequently into the
United States from Europe : a fact which ad-
mits of an easy explanation, since in their
advanced condition of civilization'the native
Mexicans had succeeded in domesticating the
turkey, and this their more savage neighbors
on the north did not accomplish. The turkey,
after having been brought to Europe nearly
a century before the establishment of perma-

nent settlements in the United States, was
introduced thence into America with the

other domestic animals.

—

Academy.

For " The Jriend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

CContiniuid from page 260.)

" 1817. Sixth month 24th.—I think I have
never felt in so reduced a condition, in so piti-

able a state of mind, as during some intervals

of late: at this time especially, it seems as

though I were at the very boundary where
distress of soul ends, and where utter dark-

ness and desolation begin. Still is there some-
thiog like hope; still is there, through the in-

finite mercy of Ilim, whose kingdom and
whose power are far above the dominion of

the wicked one, something resembling the

faintest glimmer of a spark of light, through
all the honor and gloom which reigns. O
Lord ! this once help me,—condescend to bless

me, and be with me, and I will follow thee

whithersoever thou leadest. O Lord I God of

my fathers, I have read of thy goodness
towards those who sought thee, towards those

who trusted in thee, in times that are past

;

I have seen, and I have known, and am sure,

that it shall ever be well with those, who have
no help, or hope, or happiness, but in and by
and through thee, the source and centre, the

spring and the river of all consolation and re-

freshment.
" 1S17. Sixth month 25th.—I attended our

(Quarterly Meeting held this day, under a

weight of discouragement, without being able

to feel anything alive within me. It seemed
to some, however, to be an open time, a time
of refreshment ; the truly hungry and thirsty

were shown what a blessed condition they
were in ; and they were directed to the foun-

tain of living waters, the living bread from
heaven, whereby they might be nourished up
into eternal life. There was also a supplica-

tion put forth on behalf of some, who were
under discouragement and doubting whether
they ought not to enter upon some important

duty ; and a desire for such, that they might
'go forth in this their strength,'—in the deep
sense of their own weakness:—which much
reached me. The sittings for business were
no less trying to me, and I believe to some
others, who mourn at the untempered, (if I

may use that expression,) or rather perhaps
unleavened manner, in which these our meet-

ings for the promotion of good order, christian

conduct and conversation, are sometimes held.

Oh! how little of rt?i inwardly gathered and re-

tired disjjositioji do we see,—how little of that

weighty concern and exercise of soul—that

abiding under the overshadowing canopy of

pure fear, which were witnessed by those

amongst us, in former times, and spoken of

in these words of William Penn :
' Care for

others was then much upon us, as well as for

ourselves, especially the young convinced.

Often had we the burden of the word of the
Lord to our neighbors, relations, and acquaint-

ances, and sometimes to strangers also : we
were in the travail for one another's preserva-

tion, treating one another as those that be-

lieved and felt God present; which kept our
conversation innocent, serious and weighty.
We held the Truth in the spirit of it, and not
in our own spirits, or after our own will and
aflFection. We were bowed and brought into

subjection, insomuch that it was visible to

them that knew us; we did not think our-

Belves at our own disposal, to go where wo

list, or say or do what we list or when we li

our liberty stood in the liberty of the Spirit

Truth; and no pleasure, no profit, no fear,

favor, could draw us from this retired, sti

and watchful frame. Our words were fewi
savory, our looks composed and weighty,!

our whole deportment very observable,

cannot forget the chaste zeal and humilili

that day ; ! how constant at meetingt

how retired in them,

—

how firm to Truth's

as well as to Truth's principles !"^ Thus
William Penn, and oh I that we could e

that anything like all this, did really t

truly pervade our conduct now as a religi

body."

To Thomas Shillitoe.

" Clapham, 30th of Sixth mo. 181

" Eespected friend, T. S.—Having fulfil

the object which induced me to send the
j

ceding lines, I am inclined to add a few mo
which I am ready to believe I should h

done well to communicate to thee, when]
in thy company. I faintly recollect, mi
years past, when but very young and:

school, hearing thee (I think I cannot be i

taken as to its being thyself,) in a meeting ,

worship at Wandsworth, largely and pov

fully engaged in testimony. I also romem
my own feelings at that season, how
was to laugh thee to scorn, and to desj

thee. But I have been met with, like p
Saul ; and am now brought to such a p
that I cannot find satisfaction or even safi

in any thing short of a warm and unreser

espousal of that cause, which I but lal

made light of. The subjects to which tl

wast concerned to call the serious atteni

of Friends at the last Yearly Meeting, h

been deeply felt by me ; and I may truly j

that nearly as long as I have been privile

by an acquaintance with the houses and fa

lies of Friends, (which though I was boi

member, is not long,) I have at times ak
mourned at the great rela.ration from Go

strictness, and simplicity of living, so evict

amongst us. Surely 1 have thought if

were to east out the crowd of opinions, wl

have got the first place in our minds,—

o

ions founded or cherished by custom, ex

pie, and education in the good, and b}' van

or something worse, in the bad; and if

were coolly and calmly to listen to the silent

tates of best icisdom, we should clearly 886,1

the holy principle which we profess, (to

the words of John Woolman,) inevitf

'leads those, who faithfully follow it, to af

all the gifts of Divine Providence to the

poses for which they were intended.' I

ture to say, we should then find a grei

necessity laid upon us, to exercise self deniia

what wo are apt to think little matters, t J

is now often thought of; we should hayetik

a testimony to bear against superfluity^-

travagance, ostentation, inconsistency, ill

the unreasonable use of those things wlh

perish with the using, as we now profee-O

have; against the more flagrantly foolish i

toms and fashions of the world. What,

some may think in regard to these thinj

feel assured, that he, who in his outward

pearance or behavor, bears any remnant

testimony against the customs and fash

of the world^ ought to be ashamed of him

if he belies his avowed sentiments, byi

parture from simplicity in the furnitureOl

* William Pena's Kise and Progress.
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e, and way of living. Wilt thou excuse
laying a little more, dear friend, on so

rtant a subject as this has long felt to

I have been almost ready to blush for

I, at whoso houses I have been, where
glasses, with a profusion of gilt carving
ornament about them, delicately papered

is with rich borders, damask table cloths

usly worked and figured extremely fine,

nsive cut glass, and gay carpets of many
are neither spared nor scrupled at.

nndeedseem to be desirous of disguising

jxcusing their violation of the simplicity,

h their better feelings convince them
should practice, by saying, that this or

ither new or fashionable variety is an im-

ement on the old article,—that this gay
gaudy trumpery will wear and keep its

' better than a plainer one,—that this

ous bauble was given them by their re-

18. Thus are they endeavoring to satisfy

nquiries of those who love consistent

ness, and to silence that uneasy inmate,

inflattering witness which is following

I have been much exercised and trou-

on my own account, and on that of others,

these matters ; and have been very de-

8 that ive may all keep clear of these de-

thou seest I have felt much freedom
Idressing thee, even like that of an old

lintance; and hope I shall never want
lonest openness towards such, as are ex-

in conduct and conversation
;
for when

I a want in this respect, it seems with

o indicate a want of that, which brings

it boldness and confidence towards all

even a fear of One who is greater than
With desires that, in receiving and

ng this communication from one who is

ung in j'ears and experience, thou mayst
couraged in thy arduous labor, in which
re felt much sympathy with thee ; and
ing it may bo blessed by the reward of

to thyself, and by the return of many
kslider to the living fountain,

remain thy sincere friend, J. B."

there not much in the foregoing letter

is gravely applicable to our own country,

and time? Have we not as a people,

gh the many prevailing influences, been

festly " corrupted from the simplicity

'n Christ?" If " the accursed thing,"

e Babylonish garment, the shekels of

•, and the wedge of gold, evilly coveted
chan and concealed in his tent, kept the

5 army of Israel under Joshua from
ing before their enemies, what must be

le now, when so many have shaken
with the world, being in complicity

its spirit with respect to these idols? Is

not danger at hand for us, to bo more
lore manifested ? Is not the desire but
Jvious to find some happy expedient,

—

sconcile things in tlieir nature discordant,

clination and duty no londer at strife

;

ion with luxury kindly accordant,

le peace of the soul, with the pride of this life."

f none be so beguiled as to enter into a

J with their soul's enemies; but rather

t, through the powerful operation of the

of Christ Jesus, to have every false rest

n up. It was a woful peace to Israel

they could so harmonize with the old

itants of the land—the deep seated lusts

ffections of our natural hearts—as to

J'jthem to dwell with them contrary to

1 lill of their sovereign Lord.
(To be continued.;

For "The Friend."

Colonial Adventures and Experiences.

(Continued from page 2S4.)

" I have so often used this vague term,

'Bush,' that, I doubt not gome readers would
like to know what meaning is attached to it.

The word ' Bush' is used in two senses by the

colonists. Its general significance is the coun-

try as distinguished from the town. But it

is also used to mean the great expanse of

trees and grass which surrounds a man as he

walks or rides. Thus a horse or bullock is

said,to be turned out in the Bush, or a man
to be lost in the Bush. The greater part of

the Bush in Queensland is covered with trees,

at irregular intervals, though by no means so

densely as a wood in England. There is

plenty of room generally to ride between the

trunks, if a man be careful and his horse be

steady.
" The Bush is, as I have before remarked,

cut up into large runs, and each run has its

central station, which is situated, of course, on
a road, and occupies a position analogous in

some respects to an English village. On these

roads there are occasional public-houses. The
roads are usually mere dray tracks, to form
which no one ever thinks of cutting down a

tree, or removing such an obstacle as a fallen

log; the road therefore winds a good deal in

its course. In the north the stations are very
often long distances apart, and one may travel

one of these roads all day long without meet-

ing a soul. One great inconvenience in Bush
travelling in Queensland is the scarcity of

water. I have travelled many a twenty mile

stage without being able to obtain a drop. It

is not a very pleasant experience, to arrive,

hot and tired, at a water-hole after a twenty
mile walk, and find a dead horse or bullock in

the pool. This is frequently the case : cattle

and horses, in tho hot weather, if weak and
exhausted, invariably choose to lie down and
die in a water-hole. If the traveller is too

squeamish (which will probably not be the

case) to dip out the water between the ribs

and drink it, he must go without, till he comes
to the end of his journey. I have straine

"

little of such water through a corner of my
blankets and drank it. But the best thing to

do, if you have the materials, is to boil it and
make tea.

" The natural history of the Bush, as far as

my experience goes, possesses little interest.

The largest beast is the kangaroo, which
sometimes attains the height of six or seven
feet. The natives have a strange way of kill-

ing this animal, which, when attacked and
brought to bay, is dangerous, as it has a habit

of catching its foe between its fore-paws and
cracking his ribs. They drive the kangaroos
towards a certain point by setting fire to the

Bush in a circle: a blackfellow walks up to a

kangaroo, with a stick in each hand ; when at

a few yards' distance he throws one of the

sticks at the animal, who catches it between
his forepaws and holds it tight. The savage
then easily knocks his prey on the head with
the other stick. At other times the blacks

creep up in the grass, and spear the kangaroos
as they feed. In this way also they kill the

emu, from whose body they obtain a kind of

oily substance which is highly prized by
them. Emus frequent the open country, while
kangaroos generally prefer the scrubs and
thickets.

" I was living in a hut once which was built

on the edge of an extensive plain. One even-

ing I was picking up sticks for my fire, when
I saw stalking leisurely across the far corner
of the plain, a tall dark object, which I knew
at once to be a blackfellow. Another and
another emerged from the trees, until I could

itount nine, all walking in single file. They
disappeared among the trees on the other

side.

"I had been accustomed to the idea of black-

Hows, although I had never seen any before,

so I was not much alarmed. The next night,

about tho same time, the same incident oc-

curred, and on the following evening—the

overseer happening to be with me, after bring-

ing out my rations and counting the sheep

—

I told him what I had seen. He laughed at

me, and said there were no blacks on the run.

Just then out stalked darkie No. 1. ' There 1'

I said triumphantly, ' why * * * * ' he said,

' they're only emus going to water.' And so

they proved to be, for on his riding towards
them they immediately spread their tiny

wing-sails, and scuttled away with gigantic

strides, which no blackfellow could have imi-

tated.
" There are no dangerous beasts in the

Bush, and I believe the only carnivorous ani-

mal is the (so called) native dog, which re-

sembles a cross between a wolf and a fox.

These animals are very cowardly. They are

very destructive to sheep, and will bite all

that they can get near in a flock. The bite

is venomous, and the sheep bitten generally

die. Shepherds are usually allowed a quarter

of a pound of tobacco as a reward for every
pair of ' dogs' ears' which they can show.
The howl of tho native dog is shrill and hide-

ous, something like the yelping of a hound in

pain. The usual way of getting rid of them
is by poison. The poisoned meat it first laid

near some water-hole, and pieces of moat are

then dragged along the ground for some dis-

tance, so that the trails shall cover a consider-

able space, and the ' dogs' may not miss the

'baits.' Immediately a dog has eaten the

meat, he takes a drink which makes the effect

of the poison almost instantaneous, otherwise

he may wander into the Bush and die, and
his ears would be lost.

" Perhaps the most terrible fate that can
befall a man is to be ' lost in the Bush.' Few,
indeed, have been so lost for any time and
survived to tell their experience. I have been
several times lost for a few hours, and once
for a whole day, but I was always lucky
enough to keep my wits about me, and came
right, in tho end.

" I believe that generally after the first day
or two people go virtually mad. I have more
than once asssisted in searching for a man
tKat was lost. In 18GG, two men were driv-

ing some cattle through the Bush, one of

them a gentleman well known and respected

in the district, the other was a tried stock-

man. Mr. G., the first named, wishing to ex-

amine some horse tracks, and see in which
direction they led, requested the stockman to

ride on with the cattle, saying he would short-

ly follow. Tho man rode on, and reached his

destination, where he immediately repaired to

tho public house, and began drinking. As
tho man made no remark, no apprehension
was felt for G., and it was not until the next
morning that his absence was remarked. The
man, on being questioned, stated that he had
left him in such a place, and a party imme-
diately set out to see what had become of him,

not, however, anticipating any disaster. They
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thought, probably, he had returned for some
reason, to the place whence he had started.

No news being obtained of him there, the

party became alarmed. In the meantime
much valuable time had been lost, for men
lost in the Bush often travel enormous dis-

tances in a very short time. The services of

a black tracker were called into requisition

from the native police camp, and his tracks
were soon taken up from the place where he
had been last seen.

"These blackfellows are wonderful trackers,

and can track a wild animal or a man over
the stoniest and most difficult ground. For
three days thoy followed the traces of the un-
fortunate G. In his wanderings he had several

times described a circle, and once his tracks,

80 the blackfellow said, crossed those of his

trackers. They found the place where he
had spent each night, and saw the grass which
he had cut for his bed. The second and third

beds were tossed about in wild confusion, as
if the poor fellow had been mad, as doubtless
was the case. They found one of his boots
in a sandy creek, where he had been looking
for water, and, strange to say, there was
water within twenty yards of the spot, which
would probably have saved his life had he
found it. Finally, the tracks were lost in the
densest portion of an enormous scrub, and the
search was reluctantly abandoned.

" It is quite possible to live in the Bush for

a long time, if only water can be found. I

once rescued a boy who had been lost for

more than a week, and for whom I had been
requested to look out. His parents were
newly arrived in the country, and wore going
up the Bush to an engagement. They were
travelling with some bullock drivers, and one
night the lad disappeared ; he was sent a short
distance, to see in which direction the horses
were straying, and did not return. This hap-
Ijened about forty miles from my hut. Several
search parties set out, the country was scoured
in all directions, and the neighboring shep-
herds were warned. I was sitting under a
tree on the river bank one evening, when I

saw the figure of some one on the other bank.
Suddenly, he raised his arms and fled, with a
loud cry. I supposed it was a blackfellow,
but remembering the lost boy, went across to

look at his tracks. I saw that the person
whom I had seen had boots on his feet, and,
looking round, I perceived him standing at a
little distance. I walked towards him, and
he began to run again. I now had no doubt
of his identity, and ran after him, I soon over-
took him, and asked him why he ran. He
said, he had seen me, and heard a dreadful
noise. This I explained to him was only the
bleating of the sheep, and I brought him back
to the hut. It appeared that he had come by
chance to the river bank, and had had the
sense to keep to it, and had eaten grass stems
and sometimes a kind of plums, which grew
on the banks in places."

(To be continued.)

" Oh I that my head were waters, and mine
eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep
day and night for the slain of the daughters
of my people." Oh 1 the deep exercise of the
Prophet for the people in his day ; Lord be
thou pleased to raise up more that may in-

tercede with thee for the sons and daughters
of our Society, who have so widely estranged
themselves from thy holy commandments.

—

S. Cresson.

Selected.

TPIE MAN OF MACEDONIA.
Acts xvi. 6—10.

O for a vision and a voice to lead me,
To show me plainly where my work should lie

!

Look where I may, fresh hindrances impede me

;

^'aia and unanswered seems my earnest cry.

Hush, unbelieving one ! But for thy blindness.

But for thine own imiiatience and self-will.

Thou wouldest see thy Master's loving-kindness.
Who by those " hindrances" is leading still.

He who of old through Phrygia and Galatia
Led the Apostle Paul, and blessed him there,

If He forbid to " preach the Word in Asia,"
Must have prepared for thee a work elsewhere.

Courage and patience ! Is the Master sleeping ?

Has He no plan, no purposes, of Love ?

What though awhile His counsel He is keeping ?

It is maturing in the world above.

Wait on the Lord ! In His Eight Hand be hidden.
And go not forth in haste to strive alone ;

Shun—like a sin !—the tempting work " forbidden :"

God's love for souls be sure, exceeds thine own.

The Master cares ! Why feel, or seem, so lonely ?

Nothing can interrupt real work for God :

Work may be changed ; it cannot cease, if only
We are resolved to cleave unto the Lord.

None are good works, for thee, but works appointed

:

Ask to be filled with knowledge of His Will,
Cost what it may ! Why live a life disjointed ?

One work throughout ! God's pleasure to fulfil

!

But if indeed some special work awaits thee,

Canst thou afibrd this waiting-time to lose?
By each successive task, God educates thee

;

What if the iron be too blunt to use ?

Can walls be builded with untempered mortar?
Or fish be caught in the unmended snare ?

Must not the metal pass through fire and water.
If for the battle-field it would prepare?

O thou unpolished shaft ! Why leave the quiver?
O thou blunt axe ! What forest canst thou hew ?

Unsharpened sword ! Canst thou the oppressed deliver

'

Go back to thine own Maker's forge anew

!

Submit thyself to God for preparation :

Seek not to teach thy Master and thy Lord !

Call it not " zeal !" It is a base temptation :

Satan is pleased, when man dictates to God.

Down with thy pride ! With holy vengeance trampl(
On each self-flattering fancy that appears!
Did not the Lord Himself, for our example,
Lie hid in Nazareth for thirty years ?

Wait the appointed time for work appointed.
Lest by the Tempter's wiles thou be ensnared !

Fresh be the oil wherewith thou art anointed !

Let God prepare thee for the work prepared !

vicinity of Eome. Altogether, it is one r,f

wonders of the world, and affords a strik

example of the wonderful vegetable grov
of the Pacific coast.

A Famous Grape Tine.—Among the innu-
erable wonders of the Pacific Slope the

mammoth grape vine of Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia, deserves notice. Seventy years ago
was the riding-whip of a Spanish donna,

one of the earliest settlers of Santa Barbara,
presented to her by her lover. Now it spreads
ts branches over an area of more than five

thousand square feet, and produces annually
from ten to twelve thousand pounds of grapes,

ide it grows an offspring vine, twelve
years old, full}- as prolific as the parent stem,
and with their branches interwine those of a
very fine fig tree. The donna who formerly
owned this vine and the land on which it

ows, died recently at the ripe age of 10.5

years. Before her death she conveyed th
portion of her property to — Server, of
Canton, Ohio, who proposes to give the vine
the care which it very much needs. This
grape vine is said to be twice as large as the
famous vine at Fontainebleau, in France, and
larger than any found among the villas in the

For " The Frieni

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 286.)

Sarah milman to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, Sth mo. 17th, 183i

" Dear Friend,—Thou hast perhaps accn
me of neglect in having so long retained
acknowledgment of the reception of thy tr
acceptable letter, which came to hand shor
after M. Sheppard's return from your count
But my mind and attention have been cal

to a different kind of feeling from that of
cial intercourse ; even to participate in

cup of suffering and mourning, with th
who have been bereaved of their dear
earthly ties. My dear aunt, Esther Eobe:
wife of John Eoberts, at whose house tl

and thy companions lodged at Cropwell, a1

a week in the city with us, was suddenly
moved from this earthly home just one wi#-

after she went home, I cannot but believe

a house not made with hands, eternal in

heavens.' The mother's death was so sudd
that even her dear daughter, who married!
winter, and lives about four miles from
father's did not get there until she ceaseci

breathe. A very great and unexpected stro

Oh ! that it may be blessed to us all, has bi

and is my desire and prayer.
" Thou art, I doubt not, looking forw;

with some concern to the Yearly Meeti
May the great and blessed Head of the char
condescend to be a spirit ofjudgment to

that sit in judgment, and strengthen th
who turn the battle to the gate : that so

own work may be prospered in their ban
His own holy, gracious Name exalted in i

amongst you, His own precious cause
increasingly precious to the little ones, wh
He is gathering unto himself Ah, th^

is His! The power and the glory belong
Him! From Him must come all the qua
cation to use spiritual weapons. Then let

eye ever be unto Him ! In Him let us trc

and to His Name, which is an impregna
defence, be all the glory ascribed, now i

forever.
" Love awaits thy acceptance from thy i

ccrely affectionate, tribulated little sister

the fellowship of the gospel of our dear Li

and Master Jesus Christ.

S. HiLLMAN.'

Jonathan Evans to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Phila., Sth mo. 26th, 1:

Beloved Frield M. Eatclifi',—Though i

long since I wrote to thee, yet I have
been unmindful of thy situation in this d«

many close trials, some of which being o

nature rather singular, seem designed to

our Society to the very bottom of our r

ious profession ; in view of which, and
some that have been in eminent stations, fl

have slidden from our ancient and truly

tablished principles, makes the heart to

claim in the bitterness of its own painful fi

sations, Who indeed shall stand ? But ag
in the remembrance that all power is in i

hand of the Lord Jesus Christ, and that

truly humble, dependent children have e

found in Him, a ' refuge for the oppressec

refuge in times of trouble,' a grain of fa

and hope is revived, and a sincere desire

'
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en to keep near to the intimations of His
it in all the tossiugs and overturnings
h may be permitted to assail us.

Prom the accounts which we have re-

ed from England, it appeal's that Friends
} had a very trying Yearly Meeting,
se persons who are attached to the senti-

ts contained in the Beacon, which go to

setting up of the Scriptures so high, that

are to expect no other revelation than
I, and thus draw away the mind from a

f in the immediate influence and guid-

of the Holy Spirit, made a great effort

3Complish their purposes, in order to get
Yearly Meeting to accede to their un-

d opinions and practices. E. B. seems to

! sold himself to that party which are

ing divisions and offences contrary to the

ne which we have most surely believed,

which we have known to have its origin

establishment in the unerring counsel and
om of the Most High ; and accordingly
employed his pen in writing against

nds. It appears that the elders in several

38 have labored with him on account of

msound doctrine and other matters, but
las hitherto disregarded their care, and
IS determined to push on his favorite

mes, let the consequence be what it may,
like Elias Hicks will no doubt occasion

1 trouble and distress to our Society,

gh in a different form yet all from the

) root, the subtlety and malignity of the
3nt.

Jome of the younger part of our members
lis city have left us, and joined the Epis-
lians and Presbj'terians. It was the case

le time of the bodily appearance of our
ed Saviour upon earth, when He made
m to those that followed him, that eter-

fe was only to be obtained through a
of the carnal propensities, and receiving

ilification to live upon his body and his

Those discontented, unsettled people
ngland say a great deal about justifica-

by faith, and artfully endeavor to make
ipression that Friends depend very much
works; which is very untrue, for we
believed that any of our works were

led to merit. All merit and ail worthi-
n Christ alone, and although he is

ed to own works peiformed through the
snce and leadings of his Spirit, yet it is

ly his gracious condescension to accept
reature in those acts of obedience which
ifinite mercy and goodness enables it to

n up in, as certainly we can possess noth-
».hat is really good, but what is of and
I) him. O 1 the cross, the operation of that
Vir which lays the creature in the dust,

ains to be the great object of hatred, at

la the enemy is ever aiming his shafts!
II tli'Kc that are considerably under the in-

ci'c 111' the spirit of the world, are anxious-
eiiving to get rid of it through any plausi-

Siuise, if it will only seem to hide their

ti|>rtitied, barren state. I hope the Yearly
3<|ing of Ohio will stand firm, and that
i"ds there will do their duty in maintain-

^ iir lestimony against false members and
" unjust accusations.
" itli desires for thy encouragement, I

niule in real love thy friend,

Jonathan Evans."

Frum the same to the same.
" Philadelphia, 11th mo. 24th, 1837.

"ear Friend M. Eatcliff,—I have received

thy letter of the Gth and 7th instants, which
with the former are very acceptable : and have
only to say for my long delay in not writing,

that there seemed little to communicate but

the sound of sorrow and mourning; and not
wishing to depress thy mind, or cause an ad
dition to the painful sensation which a just

feeling of the state of things among us must
occasion. As a Society we have been raised

up to bear a true testimony to the purity and
spirituality of the kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, separate from all out
ward ceremonies and dependencies. This, as

it came to prevail in its faithful witnesses,

showed itself in the crucifixion of the aspiring

spirit and assumed excellence of the creature,

laying low everything that would tend to

exalt or puff up the mind with an imaginary
conceit of its own abilities and superior attain

ments, and to depend sincerely upon the in

timations and instructions of the Holy Spirit

from day to day. But ah, how is the state

of things changed! Now we are to look for

shining qualities, great proficiency in human
literature, and by a different interpretation of

scripture passages, be made to believe that

what wo have known and felt to be the Ian

guago and guidance of the Holy Spirit to us,

is to be considered as only of an outward
meaning, and thus to bring us into a prepara
tion to adopt the views and observances of

the Episcopal church. We are now told that

the Crospel which the Apostle declared was
and is the power of God, and preached to or

in every creature, is the truth of the christian

religion outwardly preached, and becomes
glad tidings to such as receive those outward
declarations. Prayer is to be offered, though
we do not feel the immediate influence and
putting forth of the Holy Spirit, but in expec
tation that our petitions will be accepted in

consequence of the intei-est which Christ has
with the Father. To eat the flesh and drink

the blood of Christ, means a belief in his

carnation. Thus an indwelling with the Spirit

of Christ, and, through his goodness being
made in our measures to experience a fellow

ship with him in his baptisms and sufferings,

is frittered away into a mere belief in his ap-

pearance in that prepared body, and the death

thereof: and in fact, these declarations or pro
fessed interpretations of Scripture are design-

ed to draw Friends away from the faith they
have always had in the spirituality of our re-

ligious profession, and to fix them upon a

superficial structure, that we may be easily

carried about with every wind of doctrine,

especially if it is accompanied by a great dis-

play of oratory. O, the want of more deep
inward exorcise, that true discernment may
be obtained

; that the Lord may indeed smell

a sweet savor, and delight to abide among us.

I was relieved in thy account of the state

of thy feelings during the time of your Yearly
Meeting; for really wo have such flourishing

reports of meetings where some have attend-
', that we see no other way than to strive in

secret to keep upon that foundation that is

declared to bo immovable, and to commit our
cause to Him that judgeth righteously. Surely
this is a time when the language of the gpirit

is solemnly impressed upon us, to labor for an
indubitable experience of the state of the be-

lievers formerly :
' Your life is hid with Christ

n God.' The Prophet, speaking in the name
of the Lord, says, ' I will turn to the people
pure language.' This may be fitly applied

as speaking or preaching under the imme-

diate influence and clothing of the Lord's
power, and not in the wisdom and art of man,
with all or any of his gathered stuff. And
indeed the true ministry, though it may be
with trembling lips and a stammering tongue,
is made a certain instrumental means in build-

ing up the church, the body of Christ, and
bringeth honor and glory to the Most High
and holy Name. 'A dry doctrinal ministry,
however sound in words, can roach but the
car, and is only a dream at the best.'

" There are a few Friends here, who though
they appear not unto men to fast, go mourn-
ing on their way with sackcloth underneath,
humbly desiring that the Lord may conde-
scend to preserve them unto the end.
"With desires for thy encouragement in

the path of duty, I remain thy friend,

Jonathan Evans."
(To be continned.)

Gigantic Tree.

We rode into the hills to see certain springs
and a certain tree; and well worth seeing
they were. Out of the base of a limestone
hill, amid delicate ferns, under the shade of
enormous trees, a clear pool bubbled up and
ran away, a stream from its very birth, as is

the wont of limestone springs. Then we went
in search of the tree. We had passed, as we
had rode up, some Huras (sandbox-trees,)

which would have been considered giants in

England, and I had been laughed at more
than once for asking, "Is that the tree? or

that?" I soon knew why. We scrambled
up a steep bank of broken limestone, through
ferns and Balisiers, for perhaps a hundred
feet, and then were suddenly aware of a bole

which justified the saying of one of our party
—that, when surveying for a road he had
come suddenly on it, he " felt as if he had run
against a church tower." It was a Hura,
seemingly healthy, undecayed, and growing
vigorously. Its girth—-we measured it care-

fully—was forty-four feet six feet from the
ground, and as I laid my face against it and
looked up, I seemed to be looking up a ship's

side. It was perfectly cylindrical, branchless,

and smooth, save, of course, the tiny prickles

which beset the bark, for a height at which
we could not guess, but which we luckily had
an opportunity of measuring. A wild jiine

grew in the lowest fork, and had kindly let

down an air-root into the soil. We tightened

the root, set it perpendicular, cut it off exactly

where it touched tiie ground, and then pulled

carefully till wo brought the plant, and half

a dozen more strange vegetables, down on
our heads. The length of the air-root was
just seventy-five feet. Some twenty feet or

more above that first fork was a second fork
;

and then the tree began. Where its head
was we could not see. We could only, by
laying our faces against the bole and looking

up, discern a wilderness of boughs carrying

a green cloud of leaves, most of them too

high for us to discern their shape without the
glasses. We walked up the slope, and round
about, in hopes of seeing the head of the tree

clear enough to guess at its total height, but
in vain. It was only when we had ridden

some half mile up the hill that we could dis-

cern its masses rising, a bright green mound,
above the darker foliage of the forest. It look-

ed of any height, from one hundred and fifty

to two hundred feet; less it could hardly

be. "It made," says a note by one of our
party, " other huge trees look like shrubs." I
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am not surprised that my friend St. Luce

D'Abadie, who measured the tree since my
departure, found it to be one hundred and

ninety-two feet in height.

I was assured that there were still larger

trees in the island. A certain locust-tree and

a Ceiba were mentioned. The Moras, too, of

the southern hills were said to bo far taller.

And 1 can well believe it ; for if huge trees

were as shrubs beside that sandbox, it would

be a shrub by the side of those locusts figured

by Spis and Martius, which fifteen Indians

with outstretched arms could just embrace.

At the bottom they were eighty-four feet

round, and sixty where the boles became

cylindrical. By counting the rings of such

parts as could be reached, they arrived at

the conclusion that they were of the age of

Homer, and 332 years old in the days of

Pythagoras. One estimate, indeed, reduced

their antiquity to 2052 years old; while

another (counting, 1 presume, two rings of

fresh wood for every year) carried it up to

4104.

So we rode on and up the hills, by green

and flowery paths, with here and there a

cottage and a garden, and groups of enorm
ous Palmistes towering over the tree-tops ii

everj'glcu, talking over that wondrous weed,

whose head wo saw still far below ;
for weed

it is, and nothing more. The wood is soft

and almost useless, save for firing ; and the

tree itself, botanists tell us, is neither more

nor less than a gigantic Spurge, [Euphorbia]

the cousin-german of the milky garden weed
with which boys burn away their warts.—

Kingsley's West Indies.

Selected.

It were greatly to be wished that all men
would hold themselves unconcerned in disput-

ing about what they have not received an assur-

ance of from the Holy Spirit ; since they beat

but the air and obtain no solid satisfaction,

neither can they upon any other bottom.

God never prostrates his secrets to minds dis-

obedient to what they do already know. Let
all practice what they assuredly know to be

their duty, and be sparing in their search

after nice and unknown matters. Weighty
and seasonable was and is the Apostle's say-

ing, " Nevertheless, whereunto we have al-

ready attained, let us walk by the same rule
:"

Where he both limits us to the present know-
lodge communicated to us, and exhorts us to

live up to that ; and if anything further be

necessary for us, God in due time will reveal

it by his Spirit, that only gives to know, dis-

cern and judge of the things that are of God.
— Wm. Peim.

Selected.

Extract of a letter from Samuel Fothergill,

2nd mo. 4th, 1757 :

" One general hint from my own experi-

ence, would I suggest to young people. Let
all your conduct demonstrate that you re-

member the worthy deceased with due affec-

tion, and though ho be dead with respect to

the body, yet let him speak. I have found it

my duty and great advantage to place in

view my worthy father, and in matters of

importance, or dubious cases, to consult what
would have pleased him, who was ripe in ex-

perience and judgment. I believe this rever-

ence to the memory of a worthy and religious

parent, is an oblation of sweet incense before

the Everlasting Father."

Influence of Forests on Climate.

Forests always cool the neighboring atmos-

phere, for their foliage offers an immense
warmth-radiating surface, so that the vapors

readily condense above them and descend in

frequent showers. At the same time their

'oots loosen the soil, and the successive falling

of their leaves forms a thick layer of humus,
hieh has an uncommon power in attracting

and retaining moisture. Their thick canopy
of verdure also prevents the rays of the sun

from penetrating to the ground, and absorb-

ing its humidity. Thus the soil on which

forests stand is constantly saturated with

water, and becomes the parent of perennial

springs and rills, that spread fertility and

plenty far from the spot where they origin-

ated.

The rain attractive influence of forests did

not escape the attention of Columbus, who
ascribed the frequent showers which refreshed

and cooled the air, as he sailed along the

coasts of Jamaica, to the vast extent and den

sity of the woods that covered the mountains

of that island. On this occasion he mentions

in his journal that formerly rain had bee

equally abundant at Madeira, the Canaries,

and the Azores, before their shady forests

were felled or burnt by the improvident set-

tlers.

The wanton destruction of woods has en-

tailed barrenness on countries renowned in

former times for their fertility. The moun-
tains of Greece were covered with trees during

the great epoch of her history, and the well-

watered land bore abundant fruits, and sus-

tained a numerous population. But man
recklessly laid waste the sources of his pros-

perity. Along with the woods, many brooks

and rivulets disappeared, and ceased to water

the parched plains. The rain gradually wash-

ed the vegetable earth from the sides of the

naked hills, and condemned them to sterility.

When the snow of the mountains began to

thaw under the warm breath of spring, it was
now no longer retained by the spongy soil of

the forests, and gradually dissolved under

their cover; but, rapidly molting, filled with

its impetuous torrents the beds of the rivers,

and overflowing their banks, spread ruin and
devastation along their courses.

Forests, when once destroyed are not easily

restored, and it requires many centuries ere

the bared mountain sidereassumes its pristine

vesture of shady woods. First lichens, mosses,

and other thrifty herbs, content to feed upon
nothing, have to prepare a scanty humus for

the reception of more pretentious guests. In

course of time some small stunted shrub

makes its appearance here and there in some
peculiarly favored spot, and after all i-equires

great powers of endurance to maintain itself

on the niggard soil, exposed to the full enmity

of wind and weather. This paves the way
for a more vigorous and fortunate offspring

;

and as everj' year adds something to the vege-

tation on the mountain's side, and opposes

increasing obstacles to the winds, the falling

leaves and decaying herbage accumulate more
and more, until dwarfish trees first find a suf-

ficiency of soil to root upon, and finally the

proud monarch of the woods spreads out his

powerful arms and raises his majestic summit
to the skies.

While Greece and Asia Minor have seen

their fertility decrease or vanish with the

trees that once covered their hills, other coun-

tries have improved as their vast woods have

been thinned by the axe of the husbandm
In the time of the Eomans all Germany forn

one vast and continuous forest, and its dim
was consequently much more rigorous tl

it is at present. All the low grounds w
covered by impervious morasses, and

winter is described by historians in terms 1

those we should employ to picture the col(

Siberia.

But the scene gradually changed as till;

usurped the sylvan domain. The excess

humidity of the soil diminished, the swat

disappeared, and the heat of the sun, pe

trating into the bosom of the earth, develo'

its productive powers. Thus the ehestj

and the vine now thrive and ripen their fri

on the banks of the Ehine and the Dam
where 2000 years ago they could not possi

have existed. But Germany would also

her fertility decline, if the destruction of

forests which still crown the brow of

of her hills should continue in a considers

degree. Numerous rivulets would then

dried up during the warm season, in coi

quenceof the more rapid descent and tha^

wintry snows, and most likely refresh

summer showers would be far less frequi

Even now the inundations which almost

nually desolate the banks of the Elbe,

Oder, and the Ehine, are ascribed by cotr

tent judges to the excessive cleai-ing of

forests in the mountainous countries vrh

those rivers originate. These few exam](

suflSce to prove to us the power of matj

modifying the climates of the earth, and

great importance of the study of terrest

physics. By planting or destroying woi

he is able to compel nature to a more eqm
distribution of her gifts. In marshy and

countries, ho may remove the superflu

waters by drainage, and increase the proc

tiveness of arid plains by judicious irrigat

Thus man is the lord and master of the ea

but hitherto he has done but little to reaj

the advantages he might have obtained fi

his dominion, if he has not even used it to

own detriment. Drainage, irrigation, ar

judicious management of forest-lands, arec

beginning to be understood even among
most enlightened nations. A great par

our damp island (Great Britain) still rem;

undrained, and we allow the rivers of Ii

to pour their waters into the sea, instea

diverting them upon her thirsty plains,

there can be no doubt that as knowledge

creases, man will gradually learn to pre

every soil with the measure of humidity 1

is requisite to make it bring forth its fruit

the greatest abundance. Views such as tl

teach us, that, far from having attained

summit of civilization, wo are still on

threshold of her temple, and that most lit

our descendants will look down upon our

sent condition as we do upon that of our 1

barous ancestors.

—

Hartioig.

A Holy Jealousy.— I have thought n

than usually of late of the withdrawing

the glory from the assemblies of our Soci«

I am jealous that it lamentably increa

What then must they do, who arc yet in

finite mercy and condescension measuK
preserved alive ? What but increase in

diligence and deepness of private retirem

wearing sackcloth as within on their fit

I desire above all things a capacity for

inward steady waiting frame of spirit, be

well assured that is is the safest state for (
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es, and most acceptable to the majesty of

van.

—

Bichard Shackleton.

The Banana,

inhabitants of America, Africa, and
ia, and the natives of the Pacific islands,

f appreciate the great value of this plant

eh sustains a large part of the races in-

iting tropical regions,

''e have the banana, in Florida at least, as

mt of our own also. Here, as every where,

not a tree, but annual in its growth, al-

igh the root is perennial. In one year the

ana grows from the root to about twel

high, bears its one bunch of fruit and
, Other shoots are however coming up
18 mean time from the root; they in turn

their fruit, each after a j'car's growth,

this method of growing brings the plant

extensive and beautiful groups. Every
I in Key West has its banana patch, and

rand glossy leaves lend beauty to the

le cottage, as well as to the imposing

ion.

be plant sends up a single rouna and
:ght stem, of a yellowish green color,

ih terminates in a fanlike expanse of large

leaves, sis feet long and from eighteen

iventy inches in breadth. A strong mid-

raverses the leaf, but the latter is so ten-

that it is almost invariably torn into

ds by the winds. The flower bud is pur-

contrasting finely with the green of the

es. It expands into a noble spike of

ars about four feet high, rising from the

re of the leaves eight or nine months
• the planting of the vegetable. The
ers are soon followed by the fruit, which
iQut eight inches long, and from one to

in diameter. These long spikes of fruit

Btimes weigh 70 pounds, and look like a

ntic cluster of grapes formed of a large

ber of fruits, which frequently count as

y as 150 or 160. When the plant is strip-
'
its fruits the stem also is cut down,

ih prevents the plant from drying up and
ies the suckers at its base to grow up more
dly, providing thus for another crop six

ths afterward. The growing plant is

i from time to time by cultivating the

around it, but this is all, and hence ba-

\, plantations, usually placed near rivers,

sasily kept up with very little care,

eight for weight, the banana is inferior

heat as nutritive food, but much more is

luced on the same extent of ground. It

Iculated that an acre of land in the tropics

ted in bananas, would produce food

for the support of fifty people.

—

\he Use of Snails as Food.—At Cheswick
» 88, the home of the Duke of Devonshire, in

I land, there is a picture painted by Murillo,

jesenting a beggar-boy eating a snail-pie !

(rible ! Yes, so it certainly seems to those
I never have indulged in this peculiar form
' ;astronomic luxury ; but the custom of

1 ]g snails, though as old as the hills, is fol-

>:d at this day in certain ])arts of the world.
[lour authority as to olden times, we can
1 Petronius Arbiter, who twice mentions
\ .8 as served at feasts of Nero, first as fried,

I afterwards as broiled on a silver gridiron,
\ Pliny tells of a man who had the art of
I ning snails with paste, until the shells

lid hold several quarts. One old time

writer gives the quantity a snail-shell was
capable of holding as ten quarts.

To-day it would seem the snail-eaters are

more numerous than ever. At Ulm, in Wur-
tomberg, Germany, snails are fed in great

quantities for the markets of Germany and
Austria. At Vienna, snails that have been

fed upon strawberries are esteemed a great

luxury. In Switzerland there are gardens in

which thousands of snails are fed with es-

pecial regard to their sale during the time of

Lent. In France, great attention is given to

the snail. The proprietor of one snailery, not

far from Dijon, is said to make $1,500 annually
from it. Snails abound in the vine-growing
lands of France. They are gathered by
peasants, who put them in pans, where they
are kept a few days, with frequent applica-

tions of salt-water. They are afterward boiled,

taken out of the shell, and eaten with a sauce

bj' the wine-dressers. In Paris, the favorite

manner of cooking snails is to fry them in

butter.

On the Isle of Bourbon, a snail soup is

made for invalids, and at Covent Garden
Market, in London, large white snails are sold

for consumptive patients. These are eaten

after having been boiled in milk. In the year
1868, it is said there were in France fifty

restaurants, and more than twelve hundred
private tables, where snails are considered a

choice delicacy. In Vienna, seven snails are

valued at the same price as a plate of beef.

The glassmen of Newcastle have a snail-

feast once a year. The snails are always
gathered on the Sunday before the feast, for

what reason does not appear. Edible snails

abound in the chalk districts of England, and
were imported to the United States as early

as the year 1859, in old casks. They travel

very well, arranging themselves on one an-

other around the cask, and leaving a vacant
pace in the centre.

—

-Hearth and Home.

Daily Preservation.

Some years ago, an inmate of the Chester
County poorhouse, in Pennsylvania, believing

himself to be near the end of life, and feeling

his conscience burthened with sins that he
had committed, desired the steward to send
for a Roman Catholic priest, to whom he
might make confession. There was no priest

living in the neighborhood at that time, and
at the suggestion of the steward, the poor
man related to him as a substitute, the crimes
of which he had been guilty. After telling

him that he had set fire to the house of a

man, who probably had offended him, and
thereby destroyed his building and with it

his two children, who perished in the flames,

he went on to say, that as he was travelling

in the southern part of Chester county, in

the neighborhood of London Grove, he passed

a new house, which was about being finished.

He stopped to look at it, and found no one
within. It was noon-time, and the carpenters
had gone to the farm house, a short distance

off for dinner. A pile of shavings lay on the

floor and the devil suggested to him, how easy
it would be to burn ihe building by throwing
a burning match into the pile 1 An obedient
servant of the prince ofdarkness, he lighted the

match and applied it to the pile ofshavings, and
the flames spread so rapidly, that when the
carpenters returned from dinner, it was too

late to save the building, which was burnt to

the ground.
This incident, related by our late friend

Samuel Cope, who was an intimate friend of
the carpenter, that had built the house thus
wantonly destroyed, brought with it a series

of reflections. The incendiary in this case
probably did not even know who was the
owner of the building he burnt, much less had
any cause of complaint against him. The
enemy of all good is over busy infusing into
the minds of all, especially of those who yield
to his suggestions, temptations to do evil in
various ways. It is so easy a matter for one
evilly-disposed to light a fire in a barn or
building, or to injure another in a multitude
of ways, that one almost wonders that such
evidences of wickedness do not much more
abound ; that any are saved, rather than that
a few are destroyed. What is it then to which
we must attribute our safety and preserva-
tion ? It has seemed to me that it is to the
overruling power and protection of our Al-
mighty Creator and Caretaker, that wo owe
our prosperity in our outward concerns, as

as our spiritual blessings. We are as-
sured that He feedcth the sparrows, and that
the very hairs of our head are all numbered,
so that no detail of His creation, however
minute and insignificant, escapes his notice
nd care. We cannot conceive the infinite
umber of perils and accidents to which we

are constantly exposed, nor can we fully
realize how absolutely dependent we are on
Divine regard for our daily preservation.
We are all ready to acknowledge it in general
terms, and even to recognize it, in what seem
to us important events—but it may become
to us a source of inexpressible comfort, and
a strength and support of priceless value in
our journey through life, to have an abiding
feeling, that our Heavenly Father is ever
round about us, watching over us for good,
and directing our steps by His gentle intima-
tions in our hearts (gentle, yet intelligible to
him who reverently listens for them, and
faithfully follows them.) A good man's steps
are all ordered of the Lord, is the language of
Scripture. He who comes to have this same
sense of the Divine presence, and through
race is made willing in all things to be sub-

ject to its influence, is prepared to appreciate
and adopt the beautiful language of the
Psalmist, " The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall
not want. He maketh me to lie down in green
pastures; he leadcth me beside the still

waters. He restorelh my soul; he leadeth
me in the paths of righteousness for his

name's sake. Yea, though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil ; for thou art with me." And again in the
fulness of his faith the Psalmist declares:
The Lord is my light and my salvation

;

whom shall I fear? the Lord is the strength
ofmy life

;
of whom shall I be afraid ? Though

an host should encamp against me, my heart
hall not fear ; though war should rise against
me, in this will I be confident. For in the
time of trouble he shall hide me in his pavil-
ion

; in the secret of his tabernacle shall he
hide me

;
he shall set me up upon a rock."

The want of suflScient faith in Divine pro-
tection and help often causes us far more
anxiety and trouble of mind, in relation to
our business concerns, than is needful or best
for us. One who is naturally of an anxious
temper, often dwells much upon the future

—

picturing to him or herself the evil conse-
quences which may follow if such and such an
undertaking should prove unsuccessful. It is

well to take so much thought for the future as
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may lead us to use all proper means to pro
tact our crops and our business, so that no
calamity may overtake us, which is justly
chargeable to our own neglect or idleness:

but it is very desirable, when this has been
done, to be able to rest our temporal as well
as our spiritual interests in the hands of the
iiuler of the universe, trusting that He will

send as much of a blessing on our labors as
he sees to be for our real good. Then,
when trials and losses overtake us, we may
remember the declaration, that all things
work together for good to them that love
God, and the promise will be trulj' applicable
to us—"Because thou hast made the Lord
which is my refuge, even the Most High, thy
habitation, there shall no evil befall thee,
neither shall any plague come nigh thydwel-

Selected.

Much of my outward employment from the
timeof my being married, was teaching school,

and having many children, Friends and others,

placed under my care, I found it always best
to ask counsel of Him, who is the groat Lord
and Lawgiver, that I might know how to in-

struct these dear children, thus committed to
my care, not only in instruction necessary to
fit them for business in this life, but also to

train them in the fear of God, and in His
nurture and admonition. And when I was
careful and waited on the Lord for direction,

I had great comfort in conducting my school.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 4, 1872.

SUIIMARY OF EVENTS.
FOREION.—Tlie London Observer uf tlie 2Sth, .says

the reply ol' Secretary Fish to Earl Granville' .s note has
reached the U. S. Minister. The Observer is informed
that it is a long paper, amicable in its tone, but the
position of the American government in regard to con-
sequential damages is maintained.
A thunder storm of unusual violence passed over the

midland counties of England, on the 25th ult., doing
great damage. Many houses were unroofed and some
lives are reported lost.

The British House of Lords has passed a bill to pay
Roman Catholic chaplains for their services in prisons.
In the debate on the bill it was stated that many sec-
tions of the country, notably Liverpool and its neigh
borhood, were intensely Catholic, and the passage of
this bill was as much a measure of policy as of justice.
The recent weather throughout England has been

fair and favorable to the growing crops.
It is now believed that the steamship Ispahan, from

Bombay for London, lias foundered off Brest, France,
Fifty persons who were on the Ispahan are supposed to
have gone down in it.

The whole number of registered voters in Great
Britain is stated to be 2,526,423. A motion was mad<
in the House of Commons on the 26th ult., that house
holders residing outside of Parliamentary boroughs, be
given the franchise. Gladstone and others opposed the
motion which was negatived, 148 to 70.

A Naples dispatch of the 2oth says : The eruption of
Mount Vesuvius, which has been increasing in violence
since the first signs of commotion, has now reached an
unwonted pitch of grandeur. A new crater has formed
and streams of lava are pouring down the mountain
side in different directions. Naples is already crowded
with vessels, and tourists are arriving from ail parts of
Europe to witness the spectacle. On the following dav
a fresh crater opened in the mountain, and the scene
Ijecame grand and terrible beyond description. The
lava and ashes ejected drove many thousands of people
from their homes and a considerable number lost their
lives. On the 28th a new crater opened, but with every
fresh opening the violence of the eruption abated. The
stream of lava which flowed out of the volcano was six-

teen feet in depth. The destruction caused by the erup-
tion has been very great, a number of villages being
entirely destroyed, and thousands of acres of cultivated
land overwhelmed by ashes and lava, the vineyards
and farms being buried out of sight. The government
will take the proper measures to provide for the people
who have thus been rendered homeless.
The threatened Carlist insurrection has broken out in

Spain, but the insurgents are concentrated in large
numbers only in a few northern provinces. They hold
no important point, and generally keep to the moun-
tains. The Carlists having cut the telegraph wires in
many places, but few dispatches relative to the insur-
rection reach Madrid. Marshal Serrano has been sent
to Catalonia to direct operations, and it was believed
in Madrid that the insurgents would be soon dispersed
or captured. The generals who are members of the
radical party, have offered to assist in suppressing the
Carlist movement. The provinces of Navarre, Lerida
and Biscay, have been declared in a state of siege. The
hole number of insurgents is estimated at from 10,000

to 15,000.

An Italian bark, with a cargo of petroleum, took fire
at MarseiUes in the midst of the crowded shipping of
the port. Through the energy of the officers and crews
of the United States fleet lying in the harbor, the burn-
ing vessel was isolated and an extensive conflagration
averted.

Count Von Arnim, German Ambassador to France,
s arrived in Versailles. It is reported that the Count
instructed by his government to assure President

Thiers that the recent alarming reports relative to the
relations between France and Germary are groundless.
The French government has adopted measures for the
prompt arrest and severe treatment of Spanish insur-
gents found on French soil. A cordon of troops has
been placed along the frontier, and all refugees who are
taken will be immediately sent beyond the line. The
trial of persons who were charged with murdering
hostages in the prison of La Roquette during the reign
of the Commune, have terminated. One of the accused
was sentenced to death, and thirty others to imprison-
ment for various terms. A large number of members
of the International Society have been arrested at Lyons.
In the French Assembly a motion opposing the aboli-
tion of the passport system for travellers to and from
England and Belgium, without the sanction of the
Chamber, was rejected by a considerable majority.
A Berlin dispatch of the 28th says : The labor trou-

bles have continued. The builders and master masons
have joined the carpenters in the lock-out movement.
Thousands of working men are thrown out of employ-
ment. The discharged journeymen, of all trades, have
united in an appeal to the public for support. They
discountenance the use of force or threats to prevent
others from working.

In the British House of Commons on the 29th, it was
stated by Prime Minister Gladstone that the govern-
ment had agreed to guarantee a Canadian loan of £2,-
500,000 sterling for the construction of a railway to the
Pacific, providing Canada should accept the Washing-
ton Treaty.

Two thousand cartmen of Liverpool struck work oi
the 29th ult., causing an interruption of all business a
the docks and warehouses, and throwing a great nuni
ber of laborers out of employment.
London, 4th mo. 29th.—Consols, 93J. U. S 5-'^0'

of 1862, 90} ; of 1867, 9.3J ; ten-forties, m.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lid; Orleans, 11} ;

Particulars of the late earthquake in Syria have
reached England. The number of persons killed in
the city of Antioch is less than three hundred ; but it is
known that sixteen hundred people living in the sur-
rounding towns and country lost their lives.
A Naples dispatch of the 29th says : The view of

Mount Vesuvius from that city is now the grandest
that has been witnessed since the year 1631. Many
persons have taken advantage of the panic among the
people of the towns which were threatened with destruc-
tion to take whatever goods they could find, and the
government has been compelled to take measures for
the protection of the abandoned propertv. In Naples
business is almost entirely suspended, the people use
umbrellas to protect them from the falling ashes. Rain
is greatly desired to prevent the crops from being de-
stroyed. It was hoped on the 29th ult., that the worst
of the eruption was over.

City of Mexico .advices to 4th mo. 15th, say that the
country is becoming more qniet, and confidence in the
government increases. The insurgents have been de-
feated in several encounters with the government
forces.

United States.— Miscdlaneoxis.—There were 396

interments in Philadelphia last week, including 53 f

small pox, 58 consumption, and 24 inflammation of
lungs.

The Senate Committee on Privileges and Electi
to whom were referred the House resolution declai
that the substitution by the Senate of its Tariff bill

the House bill to repeal the duties on tea and cc
was unconstitutional, have reported that the Senate
parted from the true principle in the case.
The census of last year shows an increase in Missi

of 539,283 or 45.63 per cent. ; in Texas 214,364 incn
or 35.48 per cent. Florida increased 33.69 per c
Georgia 11.97 per cent. Mississippi 4.63 per cent,
bama 3.40 per cent., and Louisiana only 2.67 per
Florida, Texas and Missouri, seem to have been
refuge of emigrant or fugitive population from the ol

slave States during the war.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat

on the 29th ult. New For/;.—American gold,
"

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117i; ditto, 1868, IISJ; ditto, 10
5 per cents, 110|. Superfine flour, $6.55 a $7 ; £
brands, $7.25 a $13.25. Red we.stern wheat, $1,
amber, $1.93 ; white Michigan, $2. Oats, 52 a 58
Rye, 93 cts. a $1. Western mixed corn, 76 a 77
yellow, 77 cts. ; southern white, 78 cts. PhUadelphi
Cotton, 23i a 24} cts. for uplands and New Orle
Flour, $6.25 a 11.25. Penna. and western red wi
Sl.90 a $1.92 ; Michigan white, $2.10. Rye, 81.
low corn, 69 cts. Oats, 52 a 56 cts. Lard, 9 a 9|
Clover-seed, 8J a 9} cts. Timothy, $2.87 per bus
About 2100 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-y;
ex^tra at 8 a 8i cts., a few choice 9 cts. ; fair to goo

,
7i cts., and common 4 a 5i cts. per lb. gross. Ch
heep sold at 10 a 10| cts.'per lb. gross; fair to

1} a 9 J cts., and common, 7i a 8 cts. Corn fedi
$7 a $7.25 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore—Red
and southern wheat, $2. White corn, 71 cts.

;
ye

and mixed, 68 cts. Oats, 55 a 60 cts. St. Louis.'—Fl
S8.25 a $9.80. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.40 ; No. 3
1.95

;
No. 2 winter red, $2.05. No. 2 corn, 43J cts.

oats, 40 cts. Milwaukie.—Spring extra flour, $6.
$7.25. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.47; No. 2, $1.3.5. J
corn, 42 cts. No. 2 oats, 35 cts. Rye, 74 cts. Bai
64 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $8.35 a $8.50.
wheat, $1.77 a $1.80. Corn, 49 a 50 cts. Oats,
46 cts. Lard, 8| cts.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under ca

Germantowu Prep.arative Meeting. The school
graded one, well supplied with needful appliance
a full academic course, and the salarv offered is lib
Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, PhUa.
James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phil;
Mary K. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., dc

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of Penmanship, Grammar,

in the Girls' department. Apply to
Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., GJerraantown,
Elizabeth Rhoads, Marple, Del. Co., Penn.
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a teacher in the classical department o(

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of the
term in the 9th month next.

Application may be made to

James Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fifth
Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PkHattM
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the I
Managers.

Died, in Nether Providence township, Delaware
on the 12th of Third mo. 1872, Sarah, wife of Th-
Chalkley Palmer, a beloved and valued elder and i

ber of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., in the 68th
of her age. " Blessed are the dead that die in the I
from henceforth

;
yea, saith the Spirit, they ri

their labors, and tlieir works follow them."
"

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Colonial Adventures and Experiences.
CContinued from page 292.)

In Bush-travelling you should always be
7 careful to keep a good .supply of matches
only for camping and lighting pipes,

ugh this is important, but also because^
uid you meet a ' Bush-tire' you can escape
danger by setting fire to the Bush to lee-

:d and walking on the burnt portion,
ire are numerou.s cases on record, of shep-
is and travellers having been burnt to
th by Bush-fires. It is next to impossible

nan should escape simply by his own
rtions. Bush-fires arise from various causes.
lan lights his pipe and drops the match
>ng the grass, or drops the smouldering
among it. Many fires are caused by black-
tw8, who set fire to the Bush to drive their

;
sometimes a traveller lights a fire and

ws the sparks to be blown about. Some
.caused by lightning, and there is little

bt that spontaneous combustion, combined
1 the heat of the sun, occasionally does its

•e. With all these agencies at work, the
immable nature of the material being con-

.
there is little need for wonder at the

Hoency of ' Bush-fires.' I once met a Bush-
r when in charge of a flock of ewes and
HJDS. The grass was very long and dry,
ai the breeze was strong, so that the fire
i upon me almost as soon as I first ob-
3'cd it. Fortunately the sheep happened
)[C feeding on the banks of a long narrow
>{j0n, full of water, and I hastened to place
»|a so that they were protected by this. I
alno difficulty in driving the ewes where I
'^ted them, but with the lambs it was a
b|- different matter. Australian lambs, when
bjit three weeks old, are very vexatious
ijgs to have to do with; they can run like
ijwind, and usually band together and
38iper in every direction, much to the an-
o'vnce of the shepherd. It is not a bit of
0'- tiying to drive them; one might as well
•JO drive a refractory elephant as a Queens-
'C lami), and they often scamper ofl', frisk-
i,t;iud jumping, into the Bush, and the only
'" to save them from being lost is to drive
ibiwes after them. Just as I flattered my-
»ljthat I had got them all into a tolerably
»fl position, and was occupied in burning
*is of grass at the corners of the lagoon bo

as to isolate our position, a large 'mob' of
lambs, about four hundred, broke away, and
began one of their usual games. I ran as
hard as I could to try and head them back,
but they were too much for me, and away
they went sweeping across the Bush right in

front of the fire, now retreating a little, and
then dashing right into it, each time leaving
a large number on the ground, smothered and
burnt; but the survivors seemed to consider
it the greatest fun in the world, leaping, and
jumping, and racing into the flames, until

there were very few of them left. Meantime,
the ewes were getting uneasy, and some of
them also ran into the fire, after their lambs,
and when the fire had gone roaring and crack-
ling by, leaving the ground strewn with ashes
and smouldering trunks and logs, there were
burnt and smothered lambs and sheep in

every direction. 1 had been almost 8uff"ocated

as the fire wont past, and could not have en-

dured the heat and smoke for many minutes.
Altogether I lost that day about throe hun-
dred and fifty lambs and forty sheep, and pro-

bably had we been caught away from the
lagoon, I should have lost the whole flock,

and my life into the bargain. These fires are
not confined only to the grass, but the flames
rise high in the air and soar among the
branches of the trees. The Bush looks very
desolate for a few days after a fire, and the
dead timber continues smoking and smoulder-
ing for days, sometimes for weeks. But the
grass soon sprouts up again fresh and green,
and in a month is probably long and dry
again. At certain seasons of the year, the
Bush is fired on purpose, in order to produce
this green herbage, and I have been paid five

shillings a day for doing it, just riding along
with a firestick in my hand, and stooping oc-

casionally to apply it to a tuft of grass.
" People who live in the Bush are usually

very sparing of matches, and when I was
shepherding I seldom used one. The only
matches which are any good in that climate
are the wax vestas, and they are very expen-
sive : I have paid five shillings for a box con-
taining five hundred. There are always plenty
of logs at hand to keep your fire from going
completely out, and it can, at any time, be
'jindled with the help of small sticks. I used
to keep one or two hollow logs burning, in

different parts of the run, so that supposing
my fire went out, I could easily obtain a fresh
'ight at one of them ; and I carried about with
ne a firestick, generally a piece of smoulder-
ng bark, with which to light my pipe.

"Travelling in the Bush, at any distance
from water, one cannot help being struck with
the scarcity of animal life. Few of the birds
are ever found straying far from water. Some-
times one might fancy that the Bush was al-

together uninhabited, were it not for the con-
stant wearisome buzz of a kind of cicada,
called by the colonists a locust. You cannot'
tell whence it comes, it is in the air and all I

pervading. By diligent search you may find]

its author, on the stem of some tree, but you
will oftencr find his empty skin, out of which
he has walked, leaving the logs clinging to

the trunk, and, apparently, the lenses of his

eyes, in their proper position. I am not suffi-

ciently acquainted with natural history, to be
able to account for these shells being so per-

fect in every respect. The insect is there en-

tire, only his stomach appears to have gone
for a walk ; his legs cling tightly to the tree,

and his eyes are as bright as any pair of

optics that can be imagined, but he has no
inside !

" As soon, however, as you approach water
you see plenty of birds, especially in the morn-
ing and evening. Glittering parrots fly in

flocks like starlings, twittering, screaming,

hanging from the boughs in clusters, upside

down, anyhow, dropping the husks of seeds

upon your head. Parties of sulphur and pink
crested cockatoos flaunt, and flap their white
wings, and scream in their enjoyment of life.

Ducks and waterfowl, by hundreds, float on
every pool of any size ;

and great pelicans,

grandest of birds in Capricornia, flap their

way on dreamy wing. But of all the birds

there is not one that has a decent song, and
very few that can utter even a musical note

The magpie has three notes, which are plain

tive and sweet, but they are seldom varied

and the ear soon tires of them. Of real sing-

ing birds there are none at all
;
yet, I fancy

in no country could the notes of birds be more
grateful to the ear, for they tell of water.

" There are few wild fruits in Capricornia,

and such as there are, are poor and tasteless.

There are wild plums, which grow, by the

bye, on one of the few shade-giving trees.

These are large and luscious to the sight, but

on examination are found to consist almost

entirely of stone, with a thin, a very thin,

covering of skin and pulp. In some of the

creeks (another name for small rivers) grow
huge native fig-trees, the figs growing in clus-

ters on the trunk ; but these have little flavor,

and moreover are found when ripe to be full

of small flies, in which .state they are devour-

ed by the natives, with great relish. On find-

ing any fruit not before seen, it is advisable

to ascertain whether the birds are in the

habit of eating it, for some of the most tempt-

ing looking fruits of Capricornia are poison-

ous. If, however, the birds eat them, they

may be considered safe. As I said, however,

there is very little fruit of any kind to be met
with.

" In the north of Queensland the cinchona

tree grows plentifully, and from its berries

and bark a drink may be made which is a

specific for fever and ague. The sarsaparilla

is also very abundant in some parts, and this

is a cure for scurvy. Thus, for the two com-

monest forms of disease in Capricornia, a

plentiful natural remedy ia at hand. The
root of the wild arrowroot, a parasite, which
grows in the forks of trees, is also a cure for

dysentery, and other internal complaints.
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"A Bush-life 18 generally a very healthy

one. I suppose that the open air and active

employments are conducive to this, iiut after

the rainy season, when the sun raises esha
tions from the ground, fever and ague, and
low fevers, are very rife, and few who have
resided in the Bush for any length of time are

lucky enough to escape tliem. A good deal,

of course, depends on habits and diet. Scurvy
is the result of the continuous use of unfer-

mented bread and salt provisions, and is also

promoted by inactive and sluggish habits

is, therefore, most frequently found among
the shepherds."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend "

A Correspondence, (wltli notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from page 290.)

The language of T. Story, as quoted in the
present letter, maj' be referred to as a succinct

and philosophical statement of the doctrine

of the inward Light, hardly capable of anj-

improvement, and forming its own best com-
mentary.

" Thesubjective andobjectivepartsof know-
ledge." Subjective knowledge, that which
relates to the thinking mind; objective know
ledge, supposed absolute knowledge of those
outward objects about which the mind forms
its thoughts. Now, we have no positive know-
ledge of outward objects; all we can know of

them is the impression they produce on the
mind through the senses; absolute knowledge,
therefore, can only be the subjective, the mind's
knowledge of itself. This is one of the " hard
sayings" of modern metaphysics, a science

which is only for those of a certain quality of
mind; many, otherwise of superior intellect,

finding io it no healthful aliment, and many
others of less robust powers, finding it posi-

tively injurious. Much of the obscurity with
which it has been invested, however, is due
only to those who, not being naturally en-

dowed with the metaphysical turn of mind,
have nevertheless put themselves forward as
the exponents of the science, and mistaken
the obscurity of half-comprehension for that
of profundity. James Logan appears to have
hit the truth above stated in the course of his

private speculations on the subject, ("I have
latterly concluded that all our certain know-
ledge," &c.,) for the " schoolmen" had as yet
only discriminated and named the two kinds
of knowledge, without having asserted the
want of absoluteness in the objective. This waot
of absolute certainty as to things external to
the mind seems to make the need of an in-

icard guide more apparent to the reason,
though thousands of unlearned men have felt

the necessity and benefits of that Guide, with-
out reasoning, through His own self-revealing
light, and this is the only acquaintance with
that Guide, that can avail to salvation.

" But on the whole," &c. He says " if reason
cannot act without the influence, assistance,
or presence of that essential truth, then the
same reason, which is the discriminating
faculty between man and brutes," "is that
Logos, and then what becomes of the Spirit,"
&c. A singular argument indeed. That his
acute faculties had become somewhat clouded
on this subject is now obvious, when it seems
he cannot perceive that the very words above.

that it is only by conceding the very matter in

dispute, (his own presupposition, namely, that
" reason" is of itself alone capable of moral
discrimination,) that his inference can reason-
ably be drawn from these words. For his in-

ference, if put into the syllogistic form, could
only be shaped into this,

—

Assume that 1. Eeason cannot act without
the assistance of the Logos.
But 2. Eeason can and does act (of itself.)

Therefore 3. Eoason and its assistant the
Logos, are one and the same, and thus, he
imagines, he has reduced T. Story's position
ad absurdum. But the absurdity is in his own
minor premise, for both jjremises, as every
logician knows, must be positions granted by
both parties, whereas the second or minor
premise is here the very point in dispute.
The syllogism, in fact, is one in which the
major is asserted by the first party and denied
by the second, and the minor asserted by the
second and denied by the first.

" Which when ardent desires are raised,"

&c. He does not see the unphilosophical charac-
ter of his " philosophy," shown in its giving a
compound explanation of moral sentiments
where a simple one is all-sufficient. L. must
have, first, a heart to originate desires to know
and perform the will of God, and then, the
' something Divine," to come in, to " purif}',

animate, and strengthen." A double opera-
tion! though, in the very words in which he
speaks of the origin of these desires, he can-
not avoid the passive form " are raised," which
implies something, other than the heart itself,

which raises the desires in the heart. He
then goes on to admit that this sometimes
arises immediately from the Divine influence,

without the intervention of the human will or
reason. How much simpler the explanation
of T. Story, that " the heart," (or moral sen-

sibility,) is a passive and dormant capacity of
feeling, and the reason a dormant power of
discrimination, until the Source of life and
light, the Spirit that once " moved upon the
face of the waters," by its illuminating power
enables the one to feel, and the other to dis-

criminate, and that no less, though in a less

obvious manner, in physical than in moral
truths. This assigns all illumination of the
heart and mind to one source, the Spirit.

But in expressing his difficulties, a modesty
and great carefulness to avoid anything like

hastiness or assumption, is evident, and it is

clear from the expressions towards the close

of the letter, that the venerable man, not
being able to proceed in these speculations to

his own satisfaction, and having wisely stop-

ped when he found them leading him into con-
fusion, was graduallj'and gently coming round
again to the safe and firm ground of the faith

of Friends on this point. Having found the
purely physical or rather natural theory of
moral sentiment, as based on the reasoning of
preceding philosophers, to be irreconcilable

th the clear and pure light thrown on the
subject by Friends' doctrine, he appears to

have quietly abandoned the further prosecu-
tion of his projected work. We are not to

judge of what it might have been, by the care-

less style of these familiar letters, but rather
by that of the Charge, of which it is not too
much to say that it is remarkably lucid, vigor-

ous and elegant. His bias towards a physical

then, as compared with that which obtains
present, as well as on that attempt in h

charge as head of a court, to set forth a sy

tern of morality which should be founded on
on such religious principles as are common
all, (and on those of metaphysical scienc

and philosophy,) which was the origin of tb

more extended treatise. The confusion
which such an attempt will land an inquire
who wishes at the same time to retain L

hold on a sound philosophy and on the u
altered principles of the Gospel, unl,'S.< 1

adopt that grand solution of the diffi'ult

Friends' doctrine of the inward Light
Christ, in its full meaning, is instructive
shown in the present instance.

An intervening letter from T. S. to .J. ]

not in the Memoir, is alluded to in the rep

of the latter, next below :

,
or natural theory of morals is easily intell

which make "the essential truth" therassistantgible when wo reflect on his extensive corre -- --- - - „
of "reason," imply that the assistant and the spondonce with the natural philosophers of very true that what is principally to be
thing assisted are two distinct things, andlthat day, and on the imperfect state of physics 'garded in our preaching is what affects »

James Logan to Thomas Story.

StentoD, 19th 9ber, 1738.

Esteemed Friend,— I was favored
thine of the 2d of 1st month in due time aft

its date, and perhaps ought to have ackno
ledged it sooner, but as thou gave me reast

to expect something larger from thee, I w
desirous to receive that first ; of which havii

heard nothing further, it is incumbent on d

at least to acknowledge not only that, but tl

kind present of thy four sermons, which
have not only looked into myself, but causi

my two daughters, on First-day evenings,
read to their mother and me together, an e

ployment on their part that they, as well

the hearers, were very well pleased wit
And indeed, I cannot but admire the singul

favor and goodness of Divine Providence e

tended to thee, in not only furnishing th

with bodily strength to undergo such exh
ing labors, but also in preserving thy infr

lectual faculties as serene and clear as eve
while I, whom I suppose thou wilt not nc

scruple to allow a good many years behii

thee, (though last month I entered my
year,) am very sensible of my natural dec.

in most respects, and that I am now far

of being capable of performing many thin

that I might in a more vigorous age to belt

purpose, or at least with more ease to myse
with the like advantages of leisure and otb

conveniences about me. For I truly ve
much doubt whether I shall ever be capal

of completing those things I have hinted
thee, which I began about this time thr

years ago, (for the letter thou hast seen
vegetation was purely accidental, and writt

the year before.) But, by our late Governo
death the subsequent summer, and our trc

bles from Maryland that directly ensu€

though I was no way accessory to thenii

was entirely diverted from them, (the oth

things alluded to above,) and have never sin

resumed them. Yet I have written someott
little things on diflerent subjects, in Lafc

which I suppose will soon be printed in H
land, or one of them, on a mathematical 8i

ject, probably by the Eoyal Society in thi

Transactions. But in these last (studies^

most sensibly and evidently feel my decay,

not being able in any measure to carry or

calculation as formerly.

But, to return to thy Discourses, I have
matter of objection to any part of them;
the contrary, I heartily wish we could ha

more of the kind from our galleries. It
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iches the heart, for all besides is lifeless

lODgst us. Yet it cannot but be more edi-

ng, as it is certainly more effectively per-

isive, if directed to that end, when what is

ivered carries at the same time our reason

ng with it, so that the natural understand-

is no less wrought on than the heart.

A.8 to those points in my last thou speaks

thine, I choose entirely to decline the

)ject till I hear further from thee, or, if

m please, forever. Yet if that should be

s case, to wind up the whole I shall here

, that that gift or grace, whatever it be, or

wever men may agree or disagree in ex-

Ining it, is the only source of true happiness

ainable in this life; and that the only path

it will lead to the true and real enjoyment

it is that of humility and a sincere charity,

(Ithout which all profession of religion is

pty show, and no better than hypocrisy,

wever attended with zeal, or the appear-

18 of a fervent devotion. I should, how-

3r, be well enough pleased to see what thou

3t committed to writing on the subject ; and

lat would add to this desire is the surprise

m under at the short hints thou hast given

of thy hypothesis concerning the com-

ncement of this present state of natural

ngs, which thou conceives to have been

malcules, (a word I would advise thee to

inge for some better,) and that to that prior

te, (as I understand thee,) are owing the

ills, &G., that are found in the strata of the

id earth. This, indeed, is a notion that I

ieve is not only new to thyself, but to all

.nkind. If thou truly means it, as I take

that matter was generally animated before

worlds were made of it, which last are thy

n words, I confess it surpasses ray under

nding. Thou says no one has seen it ex-

)t Dr. Clark. If thou means Samuel Clark,

tor of St. James's, I imagine this must be

nething thou hadst written before thou

V my Charge, because, if I mistake not, the

iter was dead sometime before. Whatever
I could wish to see something more of

', from thy brief hints, it appears to me
•y extraordinary.

Ily family are all, through mercy, in health,

1 my wife and daughter salute thee. I am,

h kind love, thy real friend,

James Logan.

Selected.

'he Guacharo (Steatornis Caripensis) in

jits caverns on the northern coast of South

verica and the adjoining islands. Its habits

thus described by Humboldt, who visited

tl) Cave of Caripe, one of their principal

ijunts.

'' The Guacharo quits the cavern at night-

f;l, especially when the moon shines. It is

S'uost the only frugivorous nocturnal bird

tit is known
;
the conformation of its feet

Bficiontly shows that it does not hunt like

Of owls. It feeds on very hard fruits, as the

I'ltcracker and the Pyrrhoeorax. The lat-

tl' nestles also in clefts of rocks, and is known
nder the name of night-crow. The Indians

ii(iured us that the Guacharo does not pursue

^her the lamelli-corn insects, or those Phal-

«!fe which serve as food to the goat-suckers,

lis sufficient to compare the beaks of the

('lacharo and goat-sucker to conjecture how
ijich their manners must differ. It is diffi-

dlt to form an idea of the horrible noise oc-

t|3ioned by thousands of these birds in the '
growth.—iKaa; Muller.

dark part of the cavern, and which can only

be compared to the croaking of our crows,

which in the pine forests of tlie North live in

society, and construct their nests upon trees,

the tops of which touch each other. The
shrill and piercing cries of the Guacharos
strike upon the vaults of the rocks, and are

repeated by the echoes in the depth of the

cavern. The Indians showed us the nests of

these birds by fixing torches to the end of a

long pole. These nests were fifty or sixty

feet high above our heads, in holes in the

hape of funnels, with which the roof of the

grotto is pierced like a sieve. The noise in-

creased as we advanced, and the birds were
affrighted by the light of the torches of copal.

When this noise ceased a few minutes arouud
us we heard at a distance the plaintive cries

of the birds roosting in other ramifications of

the cavern. It seemed as if the bands an

swered each other alternately.
" The Indians enter into the Cueva del

Guacharo once a year, near midsummer, armed
with poles, by means of which they destroy

the greater part of the nests. At this season

several thousands of birds are killed ; and the

old ones, as if to defend their brood, hover

over the heads of the Indians, uttering terrible

cries. The young, which fall to the ground,

are opened on the spot. Their peritoneum is

extremely loaded with fat. The quantity of

fat in frugivorous animals, not exposed to the

light, and exerting very little muscular mo-
lion, reminds us of what has been long since

observed in the fattening of geese and oxen.

It is well-known how favorable darkness and

repose are to this process. The nocturnal

birds of Europe are lean, because, instead of

feeding on fruits, like the Guacharo, they live

on the scanty produce of their prey. At the

period which is commonly called at Caripe

the " oil harvest," the Indians build huts

with palm-leaves near the entrance, and even

in the porch of the cavern. Of these we still

saw some remains. There, with a fire of

brushwood, they melt in pots of clay the fat

of the young birds just killed. This fat is

known by the name of butter or oil of tht

Guacharo. It is half liquid, transparent, with

out smell, and so pure that it may be kept

above a year without becoming rancid. At
the convent of Caripe, no other oil is used

the kitchen of the monks but that of the

cavern, and we never observed that it gave

the aliments a disagreeable taste or smell.

"Young Guacharos have been sent to the port

of Cumana, and lived there several days with-

out taking any nourishment, the seeds offered

to them not suiting their taste. When the

crops and gizzards of the young birds are

opened in the cavern, they are found to con-

tain all sorts of hard and dry fruits, which
furnish, under the singular name of Guacharo
seed, a very celebrated remedy against inter-

mittent fevers. The old birds carry these

seeds to their young. They are carefully col-

lected and sent to the sick at Cariaco, and
other places of the low regions, where fevers

are prevalent.

—

Kingsley's West Indies."

It was Christianity which first broke down
the barriers between Jew and Gentile, be-

tween Greek and barbarian, between the

white and the black. Humanity is a word
which you look for in vain in Plato or Aris-

totle; the idea of mankind as one family, as

the children of one God, is an idea of Christian

For "Tlio Friend."

From the Letters anil Papers of John Barclay.

(Continuod from page 291.)

" 1817. Seventh month 4th.—In reading

the 13th chapter of the 1st book of Kings, I

have at this time been much instructed, and

am ready to take the lesson to myself as a

ning or special admonition. Herein we
see, that it availed nothing in respect to the

future, that the prophet had (though so lately)

been favored with a divine csramission, and
hitherto upright in the faithful discharge

of that arduous duty which devolved upon

him from his Lord,—even that of openly pro-

claiming the vengeance of the Almighty
against the idolatry that had overtaken the

people,—and boldly asserting the destruction

of the priests even to their faces, and in the

presence of their king ;
saying to him in reply

to his invitation,
—

' If thou wilt give me half

thine house, I will not go in with thee ;
neither

will I eat bread or drink water in this place:'

—yet after all, he was weak enough to give

up his own clear convictions of duty, as re-

vealed in and to himself, (the truth of which

was indubitably evinced and sealed by the

miracle which attended the partial perform-

ance of them,) and to prefer obeying the old

prophet before compliance with ' the word of

the Lord.' Ol how greatly have I longed in

a peculiar and especial manner for myself, as

I am now situated and circumstanced, that I

may steadfastly adhere to no other law but

the law written on the heart; and closely to

attend to the secret dictates of Best Wisdom
alone. For assuredly there is no safety, but

in implicitly giving up to the reproofs of in-

struction, which are and ever will be the way
to life. ' Be ye followers of me,' says the

apostle Paul; but he adds,—'even as I also

am of Christ;' intimating surely that the ex-

amples of others in life and conversation are

to be followed, only so far as they accord with

the example and precepts of Him, who said,

' I am the light of the world,'— ' whilst ye

have the light believe in the light,'— ' walk

while ye have the light.' So that in looking

back at such acts of dedication, as have been

(according to ray belief) required at my hands,

and in contemplating the peace which has en-

sued after even the smallest surrender, when
the sacrifice has been offered out of a sincere

and upright heart; I have earnestly, and I

may truly say above every other earthly con-

sideration, desired that nothing may be suf-

fered to hinder me—to turn me aside, even in

trifling as well as in great matters and con-

cerns, from carefully, closely, unremittingly

attending to, and abiding by, the counsels and

teachings of that divine principle, even the

Spirit of Christ, which is given to every one

for his guide in the way of salvation. 1 have

found amongst many other acts and false sug-

gestions and temptations, which the enemy
makes use of to deter us from giving up our-

selves to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, one

which is much talked of and acted upon by

many, through their own inexperience and

the deceit of the prince of darkc^ss
;
namely,

that these leadings and secret influences and

inspirations, are not distinguishable from the

workings of our own mental or rational

powers; and if they are distinguishable, that

these persons have not felt them or known
them. Now in answer to this, which has been

my.own delusion, I may say, that every one

who has for a long season habitually stifled
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by disobedience this divine monitor, cannot
expect to hear or to understand so plainly its

voice, as those do who have for a long period
listened to its secret whispers, and surrender-
ed themselves unreservedly to its injunctions:
these can testify, that they follow no uncer-
tain vapor or idle tale ; but that its reproofs
are to be plainly perceived, and its incite

ments early to be felt; and that the peace
they witness cannot be imitated, neither can
it be expressed to the understandings, or con-
ceived by the imaginations of such, as have
none of this blessed experience. Nor let any
poor, seeking, sincere, or serious minds be dis-

couraged, that they do not upon submission
immediately or very quickly feel what they
wait to feel, even the arising of that secret,
influencing, actuating, constraining and re-

straining power or Spirit of the Lord. Let
them not be discouraged if this be their case,
nor be dismaj-ed if even after some consider-
able sacrifices and trying testimonies of sin-

cerity, they find not that rich reward of peace
which they had expected. Let such remem-
ber, it is written, ' he that endureth to the end,

the same shall be saved:' now where there is

a moment's enduring on\j, and that previous
to or whilst in the performance of what is re-

quired, this cannot be called ' enduring to the
end;' but 0! it is that 'resistance unto blood
(as it were) in faith and faithfulness, that
'patient continuance in well-doing,' in defi-

ance of difliculties, discouragements, darkness,
doubt, and distress, which will give us the
victory, and will make us through the mercy
of God in Christ Jesus, heirs of that eternity
of peace, and rest, and joy, which we know is

prepared for such as overcome.
" 1817. Ninth month 6th.—For more than

a week past, I have been plunged by the per-
mission of Best Wisdom, into such a depth of
darkness and discouragement, without any
perceptible glimmer of alleviation or ray of
comfort, that my poor, tossed, troubled soul
seems on the very point of giving up the con-
test, and losing hold of its only support and
securit}'. Whilst the heavens are as brass,
and the earth as it were iron, what is frail,

helpless man to do for himself? It seems to
my view, that there is nothing left for him to
do to aid himself, or to deliver himself out of
his forlorn situation, but to sink down into
his own nothingness; and there, as in the
dust, to remain all the Lord's determined
time, until he shall see meet to appoint unto
him ' beauty for ashes, the oil ofJoy for mourn-
ing, the garment of praise for the spirit of
heaviness.' When I took my pen to write
what has thus been written, [ did not expect
to come to the preceding conclusion, or that
any such reflection would arise out of the sub-
ject. The Lord grant that what I have writ-
ten, may be more than mere words; and that
through and over all difficulty and distress, I

may come forth the wiser and the better, and
more devoted to his disposal, and more patient
under his dispensations.

"1817. Ninth month 17th.—I believe my-
self called upon to bear an open, unequivocal,
unflinching testimony, not only against all

pride, extravagance, ostentation and excess,
but also in a peculiar manner against all the
secret insinuations and covered appearances,
under which they are creeping in, and grow-
ing up amongst us as a Society. I have for
years believed, that the declension amongst
Friends from the true standard of simplicity
is great ; and I am of the mind, that if they

had diligently hearkened unto, and implicitly
obeyed tho|dictatesofBe8t Wisdom, theywould
have been' led to ' apply all the gifts of Di-
vine Providence to the purposes for which
they were intended.' I believe that it is my
duty to live in such a humble, plain, homely,
simple manner, as that neither in the furni-

ture, food, nor clothing used, any misapplica-
tion of the gifts of Divine Providence be ad-
mitted or encouraged.

"1817. Ninth month.— ' Day unto day ut-

tereth speech, and night unto night showeth
knowledge ;' and where is an end to praising
the Lord for his mercy, which ' endureth for-

ever,' and which is abundantly shed abroad,
to the rejoicing of the hearts of those that
seek to serve Him, and to the great comfort
of their souls in the midst of much tribulation.

O I that there may be more and more reliance,

unshaken, immovable reliance on Him, who
thus daily scatters and profusely deals out
tokens of his living-kindness. O! that there
may be an increase of faith experienced, an
increase of resignation proportioned to th
nearer approach of perplexity and difficulty

and embarrassment on every hand. And
now when the waves of afHiction run high
and the floods seem irresistible, may the Lord
Almighty, who ' is mightier than the noise
of many waters,' in his own time lift up
standard against them,—saying ' thus far but
no farther.' O ! surely He who remains as
ever to be the only sure ' confidence of all the
ends of the earth,'—He who can overrule
events for the good of those that sincerely
seek him, will not overlook or despise any of
those, who desire to look unto, and who lean
upon Him alone in all their troubles.

"
! Lord God of my fathers, art not thou

God in heaven ? and rulest thou not over all

the kingdoms of the heathen ? and in thy
hand is there not power and might, so that
none is able to withstand thee"?' Art not
thou my God, art not thou my joy, my de
light, my glory, the crown of my rejoicing?
Art not thou He, that hath hitherto helped
me, that hath brought me out of much evil,

that hath inclined my heart to seek thee, and
my soul to love and fear thee ? Wilt thou
not arise for my help in the time of trouble,

of temptation, of darkness, of distress, from
whatever cause these may proceed, whether
by thy permission, or by thy appointment ?

O ! Lord, thou knowest perfectly, what are
the causesof my present disquietude, and how
to dispose of all things for the best, both as
to the present and as to the future: thou
knowest how poor, and weak, and utterly
incapable I am to help myself in any exigency
that may arise

;
and that without thee, noth-

ing but confusion, and sorrow, and desola-
tion, is likely to be my portion : O ! make
me yet more deeply and lastingly sensible
of this, and that 'I have no might against
this great company that cometh against me,
neither know I rightly what to do.' I be-

seech thee, renew daily and hourly my faith

and dependence, and watchfulness unto pray-
er, and my love and fear of thee. O ! arm

e with thy gloriously impenetrable armor
;

and make me strong in thee and in the power
of thy might; that through thy abundantly
sufficient grace and truth, I may be fit for all

occasions and trials, to which thou mayst see
meet to call me: that so, my eye being con-
tinually upon thee, thy precious cause may
prosper, and thy name be exalted by me, in

confined in this frail body, and for ever
ever. Amen.

TRY TO BE GOOD.
Children, try to be good

!

That is the end of all teaching,
Easily under.'itood,

And very easy in preaching.
Is it easy to do f

Speak, if you've really been trying
To be entirely true,

And honestly self-denying.

To weep with those that weep,
To be just in every dealing;

A careful watch to keep
On temper and tongue and feeling

;

Your greatest joy to find

In giving another pleasure,

And trying not to mind
That yours is the smallest measure

;

With a heart to hold and bless

Both lov.iltv and freedom
;

With a loving little Yes,
And a smile for those who need them

;

Yet all the time to show
Of steadfast faith the beauty,

And be able to say No,
When saying No's a duty.

Children, try to be good !

Tliat is the end of all teaching,

Easily understood.

And very easy in preaching

;

And if you find it hard,

Your efforts you need but double

;

Nothing deserves reward
Unless it gives us trouble.

Oh ! th<

GREEN THINGS GROWING.
: green things growing ! the green things gro'

The fresh sweet smell of the green things growing,
I would like to live, whether I laugh or grieve.

To watch the happy life of the green things growing
Oh the fluttering and pattering of the green thin

growing,
Talking each to each when no man is knowing.
In the wonderful white of the weird moonlight,
Or the gray dreamy dawn when the cocks are crowiE
I love I love them so, the green things growing,
And I think that they love me without false showing
For by many a tender touch they comfort me so mm
With the mute, mute comfort of green things growini
And in the full wealth of their blos,soms glowing,

'

Ten to one I take they're on me bestowing,

.\h, I should like to see, if God's will it might be,

Many, many a summer of my green things growing.

___^_^ —Midock.

Gum Copal.

It is almost impossible to give a report

the average export of copal from Zanzib
In 1834 there was little if any export trac

in it, but in 1859, it amounted to 875,r'

pounds, valued atS19S.834. Accordingto tl

late Col. Hamerton, it varies from 800,000 1

1,200,000 per annum, and if properly worke
there is no reason to believe that the suppl

will become limited for many years, as tt

copal producing districts are very extende<

and at present they are but imperfect!

worked.
At one time it was generally believed thj

the class of copals and amber, which is near)

allied to them, were all of mineral origin, an

that it had either flowed from the ground i

manner similar to petroleum oils, or is, s

some people still think, a bituminous sni

stance ranking between the liquid petrolenr

and coal. In a French work, now before n

the author says :

" A communication was made to M. Tourni

fort in the year 1700, saying that the yelloi

me, and through me, both whilst my soul is 'amber was found in the most sterile aa
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;d clefts of the roeks of Provence, which
i,he writer of the communication to be-

that the amber was a mineral gum and

I vegetable one, and that the amber of

ea of Dantzig was not dropped from trees,

Drought over by torrents,

the year 1703, M. Galland made known
he bad found yellow amber at Marseilles,

26 bottom of the sea, at a place where
b were no trees, and where the sea was
|d in on all sides by steep rocks. The
|w amber must have been detached from

p rocks and fallen in the sea."

(it, to-day, it is well known that both
pv and copal once flowed from trees.

6)t only does the copal itself point to a

table origin, but copal producing trees

to-day be seen growing on the island of

ibar, and all along the eastern part of

la, and one may watch the gum as it oozee

these, may see the ants and the spiders

ey are entombed by it, and follow up the

2SS of gradual hardening. And though
;opal of to-day's formation is of very lit-

ilue as a varnish gum, this is not due to

ll'erence of origin, but to another reason,

oinization, which we shall speak of pre-

7-

3hard P. Burton describes the copal tree

istern Africa, thus :

he tree still lingers on the island and on
mainland off Zanzibar. It is by no means,
me have supposed, a shrubby thorn

; its

ring bole has formed canoes sixty feet

md a single tree has sufficed for the

of a brig. The average height, how-
is only about half that height with from
to six feet girth near the ground. The
8 smooth, the lower branches are often

1 the reach of a man's hand, and the
requently emerges from a natural ring-

of dense vegetation. The trunk is of a

tv-whitish tinge, rendering the tree con-

ous amid the dark African jungle growth,
dotted with exudations of raw gum,
is found scattered in bits about the

and it is infested by ants, especially by

g ginger-colored and semi-transparent
ty, called by the people " boiling water,"
its fiery bite. The copal wood is yellow
and the saw collects from it large

When dried and polished, it darkens
loney brown, and being well veined, it

d for the panels of doors. The small
(liable branches form the favorite bas-

)ing instrument of those regions ; after

keeping they become brittle. The
'n habitat of the tree is the alluvial sea
and the anciently raised beach, though
ding over the coast of the latter forma-
t ceases to be found at any distance be-

the landward counterslope, and it is un-
oln in the interior."

[i|regard to the origin of the true copal,

[ys, " The ripe copal, properly called

Krusi, is the product of vast extinct for-

.8|)verthrown in some former age by some
)liit action of the elements, or exuded from
ajiots of the tree by an abnormal action
nil exhausted and destroyed it. That it

it produce of a tree is proved by the dis-

W of pieces of gum embedded in touch
m which crumbles under the fingers."
Vj-y little of the " raw copal" is imported
»!Lmerica, it being valueless in the mann-
itte of fine varnishes. It is smoky or

>W, feels soft to the touch, and becomes
»iutty when exposed to the action of

alcohol, and when acted upon by the solution

used for washing the true copal it becomes
viscid. Now the marked differences which
exist between the characteristics of the ripe

and the raw copal, are without doubt due to

the bituminization of the former. It has been
found that the character of the soil in which
copal is found has a very important influence

upon the character of the copal. Thus, when
the soil is white and clayey, the copal found
therein is whitish, but of less value than in a
golden soil, when the copal takes an amber
shade, which, when clear, is the most valua-

ble quality. The redder the earth from which
the gum is dug, the better the gum. Ma-
gagony, Kwaly, Burgamoier, and the coast
in the vicinity of these places, produce the
most valuable copal. As you leave these
places the soil grows white and more clayey
in proportion to the distance that you extend,
and so in the same proportion does the copal
grow poorer and poorer. In the case of the
best specimens of copal, undoubtedly a slow
chemical action has been kept up between
the soil and the gum for century after century,
during which process the soil has been at
work removing impurities from the gum, and
the gum in its turn has been extracting
certain important principles from the soil.

Being buried of a depth beyond atmospheric
influences, it has, like amber and similar gum-
resins, been bituminized in all its purity, the
volatile principles being fixed by moisture,
and by the exclusion of external air.

How long this action has been going on, or

in what age the great mass of copal was de-

posited, are questions upon which we cannot
speak with any certainty. On this point the
Pacific Monthly has an article written by Wm.
C Hines, late consul to Zanzibar, in which he
says

:

"At the diggings, no copal trees are found,

nor any signs of them, and to this time it is

mere conjecture in what ages these deposits

of copal were made, but probobly it tvas many
thousands of years ago. The merchants often

try to get specimens of anything the negroes
may dig up with the copal, but they in every
case say they get nothing whatever."

Dr. Packard, of Salem, thinks the antiquity
of the copal is not so great as has been
generally considered, and judging from the
remains of vegetable and animal life which
are found in it, he is of the opinion that its

origin should be referred to the age preceding
the historical, namely, the Tertiary age.

Prof. W. D. Gunning refers it to an earlier

period saying:
" We no longer wonder how the insect got

into the copal, but how long it has been there.

We have no data by which we can fix the
time, but we know enough to assure us that
it must be reckoned in thousands of years.

The revolutions of nature, from forest to

desert, are never achieved in a day. The
crimes of men ' have dried up realms to de-

serts.' Nature has done the same, but she
is not a swift architect of ruin. To have
wrought the extinction of a race from Africa,

and buried the soil which bore them under
eighty feet of sand, must have required many
ages."

Wo will now conclude this series of papers
by referring to the so-called " goose skin"
which is commonly found on the best varie-

tiosof Zanzibarcopal. What made this "goose-

skin?" The first copal dealer you ask will

probably tell you he doesn't know; the next

one will tell you that it is generally thought
to be the inijjression of the particles of sand,
which were imparted to the copal while in a
soft state. We have never believed in this

theory, for three reasons : First, the impres-
sions are too regular ; Second, they are utter-

ly different from what would be made by
sand. The surface consists, not in depres-

sions, but in small and regularly molded pro-

tuberances, and does not show indentations,

as would be caused by the pressure of sand
against it when in a soft state, but its surface

is rounded into a continued series of excres-

cences. A third, and very forcible argument
against the common theory, is the fact that
we have often examined pieces of copal which
were partly enveloped in decayed vegetable
matter, which crumbled under the touch

;

and, beneath this covering, which protected the
copal against any contact with the sand, tvas

found the same goose-skin, as perfect and as

regular as on pieces not so protected. Does
not this fact decide the matter? We think
so. If not, here is another fact which is given
in the Quarterly Journal of Science.

"At the meeting of the Linnean Society
held May 5th, 1870, Dr. J. D. Hooker read a
communication from Dr. Kirk, Her Majesty's
Vice-Consul at Zanzibar, on the distinction

between the recent and fossil states of the
resin known in commerce as copal. One
characteristic by which fossil copal is known
from the recent resin is the so-called ' goose-

skin.' Dr. Kirk has ascertained that the
fossil copal shows no trace of this goose-skin

ivhen first dug out of the earth, but that it

makes its appearance only after cleaning and
brushing the outer surface."

This not only goes towards unsettling one
theory, but it gives the hint of another and
more plausible one, which we had previously
been led to by other premises, namely, that
the " goose-skin" is caused by the contraction of
the yum (sometimes before and sometimes
after digging,) which follows the evaporation
of moisture and the volatile principles pre-

viously contained by it, and in the process of
contraction its surface is swelled or depressed
into regular forms. Instances of a similar

formation are very common. We have often

seen it on the surface of ice.

Such is gum copal, its formation, its posi-

tion as an article of commerce ; and such is

the principal ingredient of coach and car

varnishes.— The Hub.

For " The Frk'ud."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 293.)

" 11th mo. 11th, 1837. I think I see in the

light of Truth, and I believe I am not mis-

taken, that the religious Society of which I

am a member, and have been for more than
forty years, was raised up by the mighty
power of God in a marvellous manner; that
by the same power it has been preserved to

this day; and will be to the latest period of

time. It has been designed not only to be a
distinct, but a peculiar people, zealous of good
works. Although now, as of old, all are not
Israel that are of Israel, yet the faithful now,
as they were then, are safe under the protec-

tion of that Power, which was and is and
ever will be over all the powers of darkness.

" This day I am sixty-four years old. Truly
I view it as a marvellous thing that lam yet
alive. Suffering has been my portion pretty

much all my time—a complication of afflic-
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tions ! Yet 1 have, I trust, many a time been

enabled to magnify and adore that gracious

hand that wounds to heal, and kills to make
alive. At this moment the prayer of my
heart is. Lord keep me the little time I may
have remaining, from sinning in thy sight,

either in thought, word or deed.

Mildred Ratcliff."

There is hope and encouragement conveyed
in the foregoing memorandum of Mildred Rat-

cliff, respecting not onlj- the manner in which
our Society was raised up by the mighty
power of God ; but because notwithstanding

now as of old, all are not Israel that are of

Israel, she believed she had seen in the light

of Truth, that it had by the same Power been

preserved ; and would be through the faith-

fulness of the faithful, to the latest period of

time. She says further, that it has been de-

signed not only to be a distinct, but a peculiar

people, zealous of good works.

Her I'emarks have reminded, that as the

children of Israel were brought out of Egypt
by a mighty hand and an outstretched arm,

to the praise of the Great Name, so were our

forefathers from the varied religious Profes-

sors of their day, to be a distinct, inward, and
spiritually-minded people ; to maintain and
exemplify more fully the doctrines and testi-

monies of the new covenant dispensation of

light and life as they are revealed in the

Scriptures and by the dear Son and sent of

God in the heart. But though the language
used toward ancient Israel is, " The Lord thy
God hath chosen thee to be a special people

unto himself, above all people upon the face

of the earth ;" yet His preservation of them,
with the opening of His hand to them in

blessings, was ever conditional, viz: " Ye shall

diligently keep the commandments of the Lord
your God, and his testimonies, and statutes,

which he hath commanded thee." And "Be-
ware lest thou forget the Lord, which brought
thee forth out of the land of Egypt, from the

house of bondage." " It shall be if thou do at

all forget the Lord thy God, and walk after

other gods, and serve them and worship
them, I testify against you this day, that ye
shall surely perish ;

* * because ye xoovld

not be obedient unto the voice of the Lord your
God." When we reflect how minute, and, to

the natural mind perhaps, insignificant some
of these statutes and ordinances under that

theocracy were, we too may well " beware"
lest we be not obedient to the Lord in what
are called the smaller tithes or testimonies as

we have received thera, and which will be re-

quired at our hands. Remembering that to

Him, whose are " the cattle upon a thousand
hills," and " all nations before him are as

nothing," the lesser requisitions of His will

are, in point of obedience, as important as the

greater ; because that the great things of God
have usually small beginnings; and because

it is written, "He that is faithful in that

which is least, is faithful also in much." And
again, " He that contemneth small things

shall fall by little and little." This is also

very observable in the following biblical nar-

ratives, viz : If Moses had not submissively

taken off his shoes at the command of the I

Am of his people, would he have been further

instructed in His will, or sent to show the

signs and wonders he did before Pharoah, and
80 marvellously to lead Israel out of Egypt
with the all-sufficient promise, "Certainly I

will be with thee?" If Joshua, and the men
under him, had not blown with the rams

horns, as enjoined by the Most High, would
the walls of Jericho have fallen, and the
mighty hand of God been, through him, ex-

alted ? or would he afterwards as Moses' suc-

cessor, and with "the arm of the Lord re-

vealed" been instrumental in conducting His
chosen people to the promised inheritance?
If the youthful David had not put off Saul's

armor, saying, "I have not proved it," and
had he not instead gone forth with his staff,

the five smooth stones out of the brook, and
his sling in his hand—simple equipments—is

it to be supposed that he would have slain the
giant and delivered Israel ; or that he would
have been advanced to the post of dignity and
of honor unto which the Lord promoted him ?

If Naaman had not dipped himself, after all

his disappointment, misgivings and rage, seven
times in Jordan, according to the saying of

the man of God, would his flesh have return-

ed like that of a little child, or he been healed
of his leprosy ? If the blind men, sent by the

Saviour to the pool of Siloam, had not obej'ed

His mandate, would the restoration of their

sight have been effected ? Had the poor
widow, in the record of our Lord, not have
cast the two mites of her penury into the
treasury, would she have been commended by
Him; or would her simple dedication have
received a world-wide, and world-enduring
celebrity? If Mary had not washed the feet

I
of Jesus with tears, kissed them, and wiped
them with the hairs of her head, and had she
not also annointed thera with the ointment,
then would the odor thereof have filled the

house ; or would her devotion and faithful-

ness in all these, have been memorialized, and
handed down for the example and encourage-
ment of future generations? Well, are not
these, with the many more that might be
cited, comparatively little things ? Y'ea, was
not man's first disobedience in eating the fruit

of the forbidden tree, which brought death
into the world and all our woe, to the trifler

and skeptic, an insignificant act, unlikely to

produce such an unequal result? But to call

in question these is, in effect to call in ques-

tion evei-ything upon which our faith and
hopes of salvation rest. How true it is, " there
is nothing small that has a bearing upon the
kingdom of Christ, or upon the destinies of
eternity ;" nothing small in the sight of Him,
who works all His wonderful transformations
from a state of nature to a state of grace in

us, through overcoming strength by weak-
ness, and through our obedience to Him in

the day of small things, as the stepping stone
to being made rulers over more.
Then is there not ground for jealous fear

lest we as a people whom the Lord hath
called and blessed, like ancient Israel, have
turned aside from the testimonies and the
principles delivered to our fathers? The
promises to them, though under the more
perfect covenant, were hardly less full and
encouraging than to Israel. How, in the
early day at least, might the language in

measure be applied to both :
" Thy shoes shall

be iron and brass ; and as thy days so shall

thy strength be." "The eternal God is thy
refuge, and underneath are the everlasting

arms." "Israel shall dwell in safety alone."
" Happy art thou O, Israel : who is like unto
thee, Oh people saved by the Lord, the shield

of thy help," &c. Had Friends kept to this

primitive, practical ground, to which W. Penn
thus alludes, "I cannot forget the humility

and chaste zeal of that day." " How firm to

Truth's life, as well as Truth's prineij

&c. :—kept to the faithful support of

had been handed down to us from the b

ning, surely the present death, the wai
i

uniformity in practice, with the confusici

tongues too evident, would not have beenj

mitted to come upon us. On account of

things, are not those around us saying
too much cause, "Wherefore hath the

done thus," &c. And, " Then men shall

because they have forsaken the covena
the Lord God of their fathers, which he

with them when he brought them forth

of the land of Egypt"—or when heraisedt
up to be a distinct and peculiar people.

When either an individual or a meetit)

declines in zeal and allegiance to the Lor,

to cease to regard the precious testimoni'

faithful support of which cost our forefat

so much reproach and suffering, and w
have been committed to us as a sacred i

this is " as when a standard bearer fainti

The compromise or giving up of one ol

smallest (so called) of these, as we hav!

our day had opportunity painfully to wit i

is but the opening door to others, ti"

only the queries, but almost the whole
of discipline has been modified to suit!

prevailing thirst for change; and still thr

is more, and yet more. Not satisfied

this, the doctrines have now become the

ject of criticism and proposed modifiea

And Robert Barclay's Apology for the

christian divinity, which for near two
dred years has been considered a Stan

1

work in the Society, and recognized as

!

and faithful exposition of our principlei

been denounced as a book of dangerous
dency, which young Friends are

against perusing. Well, where began
spirit of innovation, change and revolut

Was it not, as manifested in act at least,

disregard of the unimpoi-tant (so called) t

monies of our forefathers? May it not

repeat, be thus legitimatelj- traced? W
not disobedience in the day of small thi

A soaring above the witness for Truth, wi

ever leads into an humbling sense of our
nothingness—into selfdenial and the

cross even in things accounted small, as di

language, &c. Then is there not cause in;

day for the admonition, "Beware,"
veyed to the children of Israel, and rei

near the beginning of this essay? Bev
lest we forsake the Lord, in turning

from a faithful support of all the testimc

handed down to us to maintain, by i

sistent life and conversation before the '

Beware lest on these accounts—"because

hast left thy first love"—thy candlestick

removed out of his place. Beware of a g
ing disregard, if not contempt, for the

j

old principles, and for testimonies long

"

and approved. Beware of lukewarmnesa
of a benumbing apathy and indifferenc

eternal things. Beware of removing th-

cient landmark (or bound) which thy fat'

have set. Beware less we be unsuspecti!

led farther and farther from the footstejj

the flock of Christ's companions. Anc

ware too of the grave admonition : " He
breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite I

We have no doubt there are those, true

faithful, and deeply tried ones left even w
these changes have most taken place,

cannot conscientiously yield to the new
of things! These are the suffering sec

<

wards whom their dear Saviour's regai
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I,
e remind of the language, " Thou hast a

viiameseven in Sardis," &c. These may
I
-jfcted or over-ridden, but as they keep

( pliu.es in the faith, and patience, and

I
ility of Jesus, Ko will ever make a way

1- hem, and overrule all for their good.

a this class, whoever and wherever they

ejo encouraged to trust in the Lord their

jienicr, who is mighty to save and to

lor; and who remains to be the ever pre-

Helper and sufficiency of His poor;

—

C! who fear before Him, and put their

be inist in llim.

(i the other hand, if there be those, who,

) wluitevor cause it ])roceed, whether it

lO increase of riches, the apathy of indif-

•1 ce and lukewarmness, or the love of the

3.1, allow their carnal wisdom to get above
oke and cross of Christ which brings

lowliness and meekness, with the morti-

on of self; and allow themselves also to

bove "the plain and homely manner, yet

re and substantial way" of our fore-

rs in the Truth, then what need there is

watching unto praj'er with all persever-
" lest they fall into temptations of the

task master. Moreover when this wis-

puts on a spiritual appearance, O, how
y deceived and hardened such may be-

, even to the beating "of the men-serv-

and maidens" of the true household, as

sn of in the parable of our Lord. Never-

j8 " The rod of the wicked shall not rest

the lot of the righteous." But how
ul it is to watch steadily against Satan

1 times, but especially so, when as an

of light he endeavors to beguile from
larrow way by inflating the head with

presentations. He ever lieth in wait to

ve even, as the Apostle says, " if it were
ble, the very elect." Where is our safety

but in the littleness and entire depend-

of teachable children at the feet of the

ur ; that we " may be renewed in the

of our minds, and that we may receive

meekness the engrafted word which is

to save the soul? As we thus above all

;8 seek to abide in Christ Jesus, the Vine

3, He will watch over and help us with

iring parental regard ; so that " When
aemy shall come in like a flood, the spirit

Lord shall lift up a standard against

He will encamp round about these, as

aountains are round about Jerusalem.

Jse shall not be afraid in the evil time.

in the days of famine they shall be

ied."

CTo be continued.')
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epistle " Prom the Yearly Meeting of

a Friends, held in London by adjourn-

Is from the 19th to the 22d of the Fifth

h, 1777, to the Yearly Meeting of women
ds in Philadelphia," carries with it, we
, even at this day, somewhat of a savor

Ltlife-givingsapwhich circulates through
irious branches of the true Vine, cement-
lem together in the unity of the Spirit

i.he bond of peace. Its opening para-

is show that then as novv, the members
e mystical body of Christ are often

;ht near to each other in the fellowship

Bfering, and also are led to encourage and

strengthen each other, by bringing into view
that these selfabasing dispensations have al-

ways been, more or less, the portion of the

Lord's true-born children, and that it is often

in and through them that He enables them
to partake of that hidden manna which the

world knows not of, and which nourishes the

soul up unto eternal life.

" Dear Friends, in an especial manner such

as have been permitted in the unerring counsel of
Divine Wisdom, to be i-eneioedly baptised into

suffering, we would in a degree of the fellow-

ship of the gospel, aS'ectionately salute you.

We desire that j'ou may, by the invincible

power of the Highest, be enabled to gird up
the loins of your minds and hope to the end,

remembering these encouraging expressions

of a tried minister of the gospel in eei,r\y

times, 'Though our outward man perish, yet
the inward man is renewed day by day. For
our light affliction, which is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory.' Keep this in view,

dear Friends, and labor to trust in the Lord
at all times."

It is impossible for the finite mind of man
to conceive the awful depth of suffering which
the adorable Son and Sent of the Father un-

derwent when the weight of the sins of the
whole world were upon him, nor to approxi-

mate to any adequate sense of his agony
when " His sweat was as great drops of blood,

falling down to the ground ;" but to the two
disciples, whose mother besought that theyl
might sit, the one on his right hand and the
other on his left in his kingdom. Ho declared,

"Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I drink
of, and with the baptism that I am baptized
withal shall ye be baptized;" and so, in their

respective measures, has it been with every
one of his dedicated followers from that time
to the present. The apostle speaks of partici-

pation in this suffering as one of the privileges

of the believer, where he says: " For unto you
it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only to

believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake."

Sarah Lynes Grubb, speaking of these suf-

ferings and the consolations rewarding them,
observes :

" Oh ! the deep baptisms the Lord's
precious ones have to pass through! Oh! the
bitter cups they have lo di'ink of as years re-

volve! and to be enabled to continue with
Christ through all temptation or proving, is

indeed that which sorely tries the faith and
exercises the patience. But it is not suffering
alone which Infinite Wisdom dispenses to his

own: their consolations abound likewise ; and
I fully believe that the truly dedicated, lowly
followers of the crucified "immanuel, would
not barter their privileges, peace and rest in

the soul's Beloved, for all the ease, the fleshly

indulgence, the transient joy and gratification

of such as seek their "good things" in this

life, regardless of pursuing the " one thing
needful."

Would that we had more among us in the
present daj', of those who, by being willing,

and undergoing these baptisms of suffering
and death, gave evidence they are born again
of incorruptible seed by the word of God, and
are therefore tit instruments for him to work
by, and fewer who though they may talk

fairly about Christ and the redemption pur-
chased by him, and act largely in works os-

tensibly religious, give little or no evidence
of enduring that chastening which, the apos-
tle declares, God dealeth to all his legitimate

In reading the epistle referred to we have
been much impressed with the following short
but suggestive paragraph. After alluding to
the number of valuable Friends, ministers, &c.,
who were in attendance, they say, " Some of
the most dee])ly baptized ministers have been
led fervently lo exhort to a more entire depend-
ence upon the inward teaching of Divine Grace."
May not this convey instruction to us of the
present day, setting forth as it does, in few'
words, the erticient cause of growth in the
knowledge of divine things, and the means of
preservation to those in our religious Society
who have realized and held fast the profes-
sion of our faith firm unto the end, and no
less truly indicating the source whence so
many others have made shipwreck of faith

and a good conscience, and the decadence of
the Society from its original brightness and
power.

This " entire dependence upon the inward
teaching of Divine Grace," as necessary to
every step in the way and work of salvation,
and in every religious act to which we may
be called, whether in our individual walk
among men, or in the church of Christ, is a
fundamental doctrine which Friends were
specially called to promulgate from the begin-
ning. "Their characteristic or main dis-

tinguishing point or principle," as Wm. Penn
says, was " The light of Christ within, as
God's gift for man's salvation ;" and it was
their close attention and obedience to this
" unspeakable gift" that enabled them to know
the effectual work of regeneration, and to ex-
emplify to the world the simplicity and spirit-

uality of the gospel of Christ. It was this that
gave them power to endure the contradiction
and persecuiion of sinners, and by their faith-

fulness thereto to triumph in patience and
resignation over the machinations of their
enemies, and to commend the "glad tidings"
to the acceptance of thousands, while holding
up a pure and perfect standard of christian
doctrine agreably to the Scriptures. As with
those worthy sons of the morning, so it has
been with every faithful minister and mem-
ber in the Society in every generation since.

Gladly recognizing that in the great work of
salvation Christ is all in all, they have incul-

cated, by precept and example, that to be
made partakers of his redeeming, sanctifying
power, the soul must be brought into humble,
reverent waiting on the measure of Divine
Grace, which, in his boundless mercy He dis-

penses unto every man. That it is by giving
heed to the convicting power of this inspeak-
ing word of life, any are made partakers of
living faith in the Lamb of God, and of that
forgiveness of sins and reconciliation to God,
which are freely offered to the true believers
in Christ.

But alas
;
very many, dissatisfied with the

sound faith of our fathers, have been carried
away by a less seH-crucifiying, less rigidly
restraining system of belief and practice, and
resting in an outward confession of what
Christ mercifully perfected for man's salva-
tion when personally on earth, have learned
to overlook the necessity for " entire depend-
ence upon the inward teaching of Divine
Grace," in order to be made partakers of that
salvation, and our helplessness and darkness
without the indispensable guidance of the
Holy Spirit in every act of worship, or in
ordering the affairs of the church.
As an inevitable result, important testi-

monies of the gospel, which our fathers bore
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faithfully amid scorn and contempt, have

lost their value in the estimati m of such, and

in many places, are almost entirol}-, laid waste,

and the garb and manners of the world hav-

ing been adopted, the effort is kept up to ap-

proach more and more nearly to the opinions,

and the modes of worship of other religious

professors. But though worldly minded pro-

fessors may deceive and destroy themselves,

the ordination of the Head of the church can-

not be changed, nor the foundation on which
He builds it removed, and if, as a Society,

Friends are restored to that sense and feeling

of divine things they once possessed, they

must return more universally to a practical
" entire dependence upon the teaching of Di-

vine Grace," so that the axe may be hiid to

the root of the corrupt tree, defection be put

down, and the heavenly life be known to

circulate throughout the members, wherein

their unity and fellowship will stand.

The sympathies of Friends, as well as others,

of this city and vicinity, were greatly excited

last fall by the fires 'at Chicago and other

parts in the north-west; and many of them
contributed of their means for the reliof of the

sufferers. As it may be a satisfaction to some
of the donors to know hovv this money was
distributed, we subjoin an abstract of the

statement furnished by Samuel R. Shipley,

who acted as Treasurer of the fund under the

care of Friends:

The whole amount received, including

82687.30, the proceeds of £.500 sterling sent

by Friends in England, was §11074.12.

Of this, there were sent at different times

to Joseph Jones, Treasurer of a relief com
mittee of Friends at Chicago, sums amount
ing to $5525

;
paid for clothing, dry goods,

shoes, &c., sent to the State Relief Committee

at Detroit, Michigan, and Green Bay, Wis
consin, $517.67 ; cash sent to the committee at

Detroit, $2500; to the committee at Green

Bay, $2000; to Samui^l S. Garrigues, at East

Saginaw, Michigan, $.i00 ; to S. M. Hyatt,

Howard, Wright Co., Minnesota, $17; paid

for telegraph dispatch, stamps, &c., $14.45.

There were also received from Friends in

England, seventeen bales of blankets; o

which nine were sent to Chicago, three each

to the Stale Relief Committees of Wisconsin

and Michigan, and two to S. S. Garrigues, of

East Saginaw, Michigan.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiON.—The London Times of the 4th inst., urgei

President Grant to send to the Geneva Tribunal Arbi

tration a communication which shall supersede the ori

ginal American case, containing the claims for conse-

quential damages.

The strike of the Liverpool cartmen resulted in the

employers yielding all that was demanded, on which

the men resumed work.

In the House of Lords Earl Granville, in reply to an

inquiry from Earl Derby, said the reply of the Ameri-

can government on the subject of indirect Alabama
claims had been received, and gave grounds for hope

of a settlement of the entire matter satisfactory to both

countries. He desired that the House would not ask

for the papers at present. Prime Minister Gladstone

made similar statements in the House of Commons,
The London papers of the (Jth, comment upon the

nomination of Horace Greely, though they seem to re-

gard his election as out of the question. The News
praises Greely, but doubts his fitness for the position of

j

chief magistrate of a great nation.

London.—Consols, 92t. U. S. 5-20's of 1S67, 93J ;

ten-forties, 89J^.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lid.; Orleans, 11.1 a

Marshal Bazaine, who was censured by the Commit-

tee on Capitulations for his conduct at Metz, will be

tried by court-martial. The trial it is supposed will

probably last over one hundred days, and require the

attendance of twelve hundred witnesses.

A remarkable speech was delivered in the Assembly
on the 4th by Deputy Pasquier, upon the conduct of

army contractors, whom he stigmatized as shameless
nd dishonest. The speech created much feeling in the

Chamber, and the Assembly passed a resolution order-

ng it to be printed and copies circulated throughout all

the Communes of France.

The Assembly, after warmly debating tlie project for

the organization of a Council of State, refused, by a vote

of 3-53 to 322, to allow the Pre.sident to appoint its

members.
Count Von Arnim, German Ambassador, has had an

important interview with President Thiers. The most
satisfactory assurances of Germany's friendly sentiment

were given, aud the statements to the contrary which
have been current were contradicted.

The report of the Commission of Capitulation having
criticised with severity the part taken by General
Wimpffen in the surrender at Sedan, the General re-

plies, protesting against the censure of the Commission
as unjust, and requesting that he be retired from the

army.
The Swiss government having remonstrated against

the maintenance of the French passport system with
regard to Switzerland, while it is abandoned for Eng-
land and Belgium, orders have been issued that pass-

ports will no longer be required for travellers to and
from Switzerland.

The Rhine is now crossed by eight pontoon bridges,

which connect Alsace with the Grand Duchy of Baden.
Several French Councils Generals have voted reso-

lutions in favor of compulsory primary instruction and
pulsory military service, and almost all have adopt-

ed addresses of confidence in Thiers, many also express-

ing themselves favorable to a republican form of govern-

ment.
Minister Goulard has informed the Committee of

Liberation that the German troops will evacuate France
immediately when the payment of the indemnity is

completed. " Ko definite negotiations have been opened

to anticipate the payment of the three millards due in

1874, but the manner in which the overtures of France
have been received indicates a favorable disposition on
the part of Germany.
The Carlist insurrection in Spain proved to be more

formidable than was at first anticipated. It has been

fomented and aided by many of the priests who have
endeavored to make it a religious war. The Carlist

forces were broken up into many small bands, and in

several minor engagements they were successful. On
most occasions, however, when collisions occurred, the

insurgents were routed by the government forces. Don
Carlos arrived at Vera, in Navarre, forty miles north of

Pampeluna, on the 2d inst., and immediately issued

proclamations calling the Spaniards to his banner, and
promising them peace, abundance and liberty. He was
here joined by Roda with a considerable body of troops.

On the 4th a severe engagement took place, resulting in

the complete defeat of the insurgents ; after which l3on

Carlos fled toward France with 200 of his followers. Of
the Carlist forces engaged 40 nien were killed and 630
captured. It was supposed at Madrid that this defeat

would soon end the outbreak. The Carlists have al-

ready given in their submissions to tlie government in

various parts of the kingdom.
The eruption of Mount Vesuvius has ceased, and the

inhabitants of the villages threatened with destruction

by the burning lava have returned to their homes. Ad-
ditional-troubles, however, have fallen upon them. A
hurricane of terrible violence has swept over and
vastated the country, greatly damaging the villages and
remaining crops. No harm whatever has been done to

Naples by the eruption, although there have been fre-

quent shocks of earthquake and showers of ashes from
tlie volcano, which latter fell to the depth of several

inches in the city.

Tlie city of Madras and its vicinity has been visited

by a terrific cyclone, which caused a serious loss of life

A number of vessels at anchor in the roadstead, which
were unable to put to sea owing to the sudden approach
of the cyclone were wrecked, and most of their

perished.

Advices from Zanzibar to the loth ult, state that the

island has been visited by a terrible hurricane. One

I

hundred and fifty vessels of all classes were sunk or

stranded on the coast. The town of Zanzibar was very
badlv damaged, and the loss was estimated at $10,

000,000.

United States. — The Cincinnati Convention—A
! large assembly of dissatisfied Republicans from all parts
' of the country, met in Cincinnati last week, and took

measures for the organization of a new party uii';

name of "Liberal Republicans." The cnnv

nated Horace Greely, of New York, for i

sidency of the United States, and B. Gratz I'.i

Missouri, for the Vice Presidency.
The Public Debt, less cash in the Treasury, ;iiii

on the first inst. to $2,197,743,041 ; the decrea.-, >.

the Fourth month having been $12,588,089. TIil ,

decrease of the public debt during the administi

of President Grant is $327,719,819, and the total

nution in the annual interest is .•^21,472,089.

The interments in Philadelphia last week, num
3.54, including 35 deaths from small po.x. The
temperature of the Fourth month, by the Pennsyl
Hospital record, was 64.31 deg., the highest durin

th 8.5°, and the lowest 33°. The amount of

for the month was 2.50 inches. The rain fall c

b-st four months of the present year has been
nches; in the corresponding months 1871, the an
fas 14.17 inches. The average of the mean tem
ture of the Fourth month for the past 83 yea
stated to be 50.31 deg.; the highest mean during
entire period was in 1871, 58.15 deg., the lowest vt

1798, 44 deg.

Both Houses of Congress have passed the bi

moving the import duty from tea and coffee, am
bill has been signed by the President. It goes

effect on the first of Seventh mo. next. The dut
present imposed on these articles are three ce

und upon coffee, and fifteen cents a pound upor
An examination of the figures of the United '

census of population furnishes the following state

of the native and foreign races during the
years

:

1860. If

Total population, 38,555,983 31,443,321 23,19
Native, . . 32,989,437 27,304,624 20,91

Foreign, . . 5,566,546 4,138,697 2,24

The deaths in New York last week numbered
including 36 from small pox
A. destructive fire took place in New Y'ork c

6th inst., entirely destroying Niblos Theatre, and
ously damaging the Metropolitan Hotel and
buildings. The total loss exceeded $500,000.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quoti

on the 6th inst. American gold, 113J. U. S.

1881, IISJ; ditto, 1868, 116; ditto, 10-40, 5 per
110 J. New Fori.-Superfine flour, $6..50 a $0.80
brands, $7 a $11.85. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,
a $1.67 ; red western, $1.86 a $1.88. Oats, 53 a 54

Western rye, 95 cts. AVestern mixed corn,

southern white, 78 cts. Philaddphia.—Middl
ton, 23J a 24} cts. for uplands and New Or
Superfine flour, $5.50 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $6.75
Choice Pennsylvania red wheat, $2 ; amber, $2 a j

white wheat, $2.10 ; Michigan spring, $1.80. By
Yellow corn, 69 cts. Oats, 54 a 56 cts. Canv
western hams, 12 cts. Lard, 9 a 9i cts. Clover
8J a 9V cts. Timothy, $2.87 per bushel. About
beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard at 7| a 8

for extra, 6 a 7i cts for fair to good, and 4 ;

lb. gross for common. The receipts of sheep
about 16,000 head. Choice sold at 10 cts. ; fair to

8 a 9i cts., per lb. gross. Corn fed hogs, sold at

a $7 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts, 3271 head. Chita
Extra spring flour, $6.50 a $8. No. 2 spring v
$1.42; No. 3 do., $1.32. No..2 mixed corn, 4
No. 2 oats, 36 cts. Barley, 56 a 57 cts. Lard, 5

St. Louis.—Family flour, $9 a $10. No. 2 spring a
$1.50 a $1.52J ; No. 3 fall, $2. No. 2 mixed coi

cts. No. 2 oats, 42 cts. Cincinnati.—Family
$7.85 a $9. No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.98. Oats,

45 cts. Omego.—White Canada wheat, $2 ; red '

$1.70. Corn, 68 cts. Cleveland.—No. 1 wintei
wheat, $1.90; No. 2, $1.80. Corn, 57 cts. No. 1

46 cts. Kew OHeans.—Flour, $7 a $9.75. Mixed
71 a 72 cts. Oats, 63 a 64 cts. Lard, 9] a llj ct

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under c

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful appliaaa
a full academic course, and the salary offered is lil

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.
James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phil
Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., dt

^

WILLiAM'H.lpiLE, PRINTEB,

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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orrespoiKleiice, (with notes,^ between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from page 209.)

I' The letter thou hast seen on veget.ation."

'his letter, was published, under the title

xperimenta et Meletomata de plantarum
aeratione,' in Latin at Leyden, in 1739, and
London in Latin, by Dr. Fothergill, with
English version on the opposite pages, in

i7. The experiments and observations,"
arsonally made by J. L. on the generation
plants.) "amply demonstrate the capacity
the author for successful philosophical re-

irch." (W. Armistead.) James Logan was
correspondence, on subjects in which they
)k a common interest, with Peter Collinson
d John Bartram, (the latter styled by Lin-
ens "the greatest living botanist,") whose
;eresting reciprocal letters have already, in

r_t, appeared in " The Friend." The ex-
riments on maize, by James Logan, formed
beautiful demonstration of the Linnsean
ctrine of the sexes in plants.

As to those points in my last," &c. This
dining of controversy was not in auger, but

I fear of the unsettling effects of length-
ed disputation. He says in a previous letter

'11 enter into no disputes, nor do I be-

ve thyself inclinable thereto." And accord
;ly we find T. Story, in his reply, closing
» argument in a manner so pleasant, as to
ve none of the feeling of defeat with

"

end, and at the same time to impress his
and the correct view. So that they were

arer together than before the controversy
sasantly exhibiting the benign results of
tedence of self, love, and the wisdom that
Mmes of love, in cases where friends may not
BS quite alike.

l"
The surprise I am under at the short hints

jou hast given me." James Logan might
IjH express surprise at this hj'pothesis of T.
^ory, for in^it, by a really wonderful intui-

tin, ho seems, without devoting to geologi-
il studies more than the scanty leisure of a
le devoted to more important and useful
bors for the good of men's souls, to have
5 ticipated, by a century at least, some of the
lews of modern geologists.
[The interesting and valuable sermons of T.
|ory, alluded to above, were reprinted with-
i! a few years.

Thomas Story to James Logan.
London, 2d mo. 11th, 1738.

Esteemed Friend,—My last was of the Sth

of 12th month, which may be come to hand
by this time, and as I said therein that 1 in-

tended to send thee a transcript of what I

have written on thy Charge, it comes here-

th for thy perusal and correction, and if it

be or can bo made conformable to thy own
sentiments, and be thought of any service, I

am willing to be at the cost of the publication

of some few of them, or the matters contained

in them, in some form or other. I do not

know there is anything in it counteracting

any part of the Charge, (nor did I design any,)

but if there be, in thy apprehension, please to

assign the places, and alter them by some
separate notes and references. In pages 10

id 11, I had missed the matter in transcrib-

g it, but have supplied it in the margins,

hich I think will be intelligible. In some
places I have repeated several of thy sen-

tences, but in so doing I have added some
further observations, comments, explanations,

or expatiations upon them, all which I freely

submit to thy own censure. What I have

advanced concerning the primitive production

of inert matter may be true, though I may not

be easily understood, for want of proper terms

whereby to express my sentiments on subjects

so uncommon and abstruse
;
yet as the effects

point back to the causes, and as the wisdo

of the operator is known by the work, so by

tracing nature backward by the manner of

her own productions and issues, we may, bet-

ter than by any other means 1 can think of,

come to the knowledge of her first form and

the state of, and from thence to her present

perfections, in her various parts and circum

stances, and again, in the whole connected

thing composed of many particulars. For it

is plain to demonstration, that all animals as

well human as others, are now first in an

animalcule state in the bodies of their immc
diate producers, before they issue into visi-

bility, and so, likewise, are all vegetables iu a

state of farina before they attain such degrees

of perfection as to become clear and distinct

objects of sense. The bodies of the animal

kinds being as so many sorts of soil into which
the animalcula, as seed, are sown, in which
they take root and are nourished for a time,

till they arrive at the perfections assigned

them there, and are fitted for transplantation

into another soil, wherein they attain their

full stature and strength, and answer the ends

proposed by the Creator, in perpetual succes-

sion. And in like manner, it is with vege-

tables after their kinds. They are first in a

farinal state in those plants which contain

them, and they issue thence in their blossoms

and flowers ;
and attaining their proper apti-

tude in that condition, they then descend into

their several germina, vagina, and stamina,

gradually, as by so many stations, until they

attain to the state of seeds after their various

species, which are as plants wrapped up in

pellicles, now capable of taking root in the

earth, and imbibing the water, and the vari-

ous chemical substances therein contained.

They are thereby, and by the action of the

sun and atmosphere, expanded, and sending

forth their tender roots, they attract their first

nutriment more powerfully, as likewise the

minute particles of the pre-existing inert earth

originally congenial to themselves, whereby
they then also continue to proceed to their

perfections for their several ends and uses, in

perpetual succession, and decline gradually,

as all animals (do), and resign their bodies at

last into the earth from whence they were
borrowed, and used for a time. So that there

is a perpetual revolution of all things, but no

oroper annihilation of any, save only of form

3ut not of substance.

But, leaving this, I proceed a little upon
another and more material subject. The
present posture of aff'airs in Europe and the

western parts of Asia, among the Turks and
Christians, seems to tend to some general

revolution, which the instruments thereof do

not see nor understand. For the minds of

mankind are generally under some uncommon
dissatisfactions and agitations, but of very dif-

ferent kinds and to various ends ;
the princes

thirsting after absolute power over their sub-

jects, and France over the whole, of which
that seems more likely now to prevail than

heretofore, by a fresh and close alliance with

Spain, being all of one house, and intermed-

dling in the affairs of all others, making her-

self as common arbitrator, whether requested

or not, and taking advantage of every acci-

dent to add to her own power and the extent

of her dominions. Of this the other powers,

especially the Protestant, being fully apprized,

seem ready to enter into some new confed-

eracy for their common safety, and though
some seem to abandon all religion as only the

invention of priests for their own ends, and
iu concert with princes to supplant the rest

of mankind and rule over them all, yet one

may with some pleasure observe the sober

concern that many of all sects are under in

matters of religion, which generally tends to

the acknowledgment of an inward principle

and work ; not excepting some Jews here in

London, of whom 1 heard yesterday, that

some of the more considerable sort among
them having lately had some business with a

Friend, (from whom I had the account,) after

their matters were settled, desired to have

some conversation with him concerning re-

ligion, in which they told him that they, (that

is, many of the Jews,) are weary of their own
ceremonies as mere empty shows of no value,

and have been looking into all the books of

controversy among the Christians they can

find, to see which of the sects and their prin-

ciples appear most like real religion, which
they agree is only the mind, and is spiritual.

In the end, one of the most eminent among
all of that sect in England, declared that if he

should leave his religion and embrace Chris-
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tianity in any form, it should be that of the
Quakers, for he did not see anything like real

religion in any other sect.

And again, that continued zeal and concern
among the Germans which thou hast heard
of, may contribute a good part towards the
advancement of religion. And among the
young men at Oxford and Cambridge, called

Methodists, some of whom appear publicly as

preachers, are very much followed and by
many approved, but their brethren the clergy

do not only now refuse them their pulpits

but begin to revile them as enthusiasts, in

deed to stir up persecution against them by
the government. However, the most noted
of them, (Whitfield,) is still preaching, some-
times to prisoners in the jails, and in the fields

and houses to multitudes of people who seem
much to admire him, as likewise another of
the same in Yorkshire, who has been into

Germany to see that people there, and I hear
has a very good opinion of them as a spiritual-

minded and innocent people. And here and
there, we have some fresh movings among us,

divers young persons of both sexes, here and
in the country in several places, lately ap-

pearing (speaking) in our meetings in public,

and are hopeful, with some in other parts
lately convinced. So that upon the whole it

looks like a fresh spring coming on, by those
buds, sprouts, and blossoms, in so many places
and forms, which, may the great and good
husbandman further cultivate to his own
glory and the completion of the salvation of
mankind.

I may have tired thee by this time, and
therefore shall only add, that things are at
present pretty peaceable here among us. De-
siring to hear from thee at thy leisure, with
love to thyself, family and relations, I con-
clude, and am thy sincere friend,

Thomas Story.

say of these Youghal vegetables was, that
they were "very good to pickle for winter
salads, and also to preserve." A year before
that, however, some one else had suggested
to the Royal Society that famine might be
prevented " by dispersing potatoes through-
out all parts of England." The idea, with or
without the help of learned men in London,
was quickly taken up. Before the end of the
seventeenth century the potato had become a
cheap luxury all over Ireland, and its cultiva-
tion had extended to Scotland and the north
of England. Once established as a popular
favorite, it quickly became a great staple of
food.

Other garden stuffs, some of them hardly
less useful, were introduced among us [in Bug-
land] rather earlier. Garden economy, still

insufficiently practised in England, was a
thing almost unknown in these islands until

the Flemish colonists—who came in frequent
tides under the Plantagenets, and most abun-
dantly in Queen Elizabeth's reign—set our
forefathers a good example of thrift and tact.

During the Middle Ages, even a common cab-
bage was a present fit for a king, only to be
obtained through the intervention of some
friend trading with the Low Countries. The
Flemish and Dutch refugees, however, who
fled to England from Philip II. 's persecutions,
brought their habits with them ; and carrots,

celery, and a dozen other vegetables, as well
as cabbages, first grown in the neat little gar-
dens that they planted in Kent, Norfolk, and
various parts of the country, were by them
established as common articles of food.

Of other substitutes for bread imported into
England, but not fit for native growth, rice is

Potatoes, Rice and Sugar.

The potato was first brought to Europe
about 1550, by the Spanish conquerors of

South America, who converted the Indian
name of i^apas into battatn ; but very little

heed was paid to it till 1586, when Thomas
Hariot—one of the unfortunate party with
which Sir Walter Raleigh attempted to found
his colony of Virginia—returned to England,
and wrote a learned account of the botanical
and other curiosities of the district he had
visited. Here ho described the potato as a
plant with "round roots hanging together as
if fixed on ropes, and good for food, either

boiled or roasted, in which way it was com-
monly used by the natives." A few years
later it was recommended by another writer,

Gerarde, as an excellent ingredient for " deli-

cate conserves and restorative sweetmeats."
" To give them greater grace in eating,"
Gerarde also said of potatoes, " they should
be boiled with prunes." Nearly a century
passed before the real value of potatoes was
discerned. Hariot, or some of his comrades,
brought over a few plants, which were culti-

vated as rarities. Raleigh, receiving from
Queen Elizabeth a grant of land at Youghal,
in the south of Ireland, took them to his new
home; and by him, as Sir Robert Southwell
said in 1693, some were given to his grand-
father, and naturalised in the country to
which they were to prove so important an
article of diet. But in 1663 the best that
Boyle, discoursing to the Eoyal Society, could

form like common salt; but in taste and sw.
ness like honey." It came from India av

the spices and other rarities brought by
Oriental traders, but nothing appears toh
been known of its production till the elevei
or twelfth century. The Crusaders learnt
like it, and the taste which they eneouras
was soon partly gratified by the Arabs c

Moors, who planted the sugar-cane in Rhod
Cyprus, Crete, and Sicily, and afterwards
Spain and Portugal. In 1420 the Portu^
troduced it to more congenial soil in Made

(discovered and colonised by them in the p
vious year), and in 1503 it was taken by t

Spaniards to the Canaries. Thence it -w

quickly carried to the Spanish and Portugui
settlements in the New World. Hispanic
and Brazil furnished most of the sugar c(

veyed to European markets until 1641, wh
its cultivation was established in the Encli
colony of Barbadoes. There it flourished
well, and by that time its value was so w
understood, that in 1676 Barbadoes sug
furnished employment to four hundred vesse
with an average burthen of 150 tons a-piei

It soon spread to the other West India co
nies, and to the Dutch settlement in Guiar
But sugar was a tolerably rare commodity
England till shortly before the year 17C
when some 20,000,000 lbs. were consumed
the country. By 1782 that quasty was mi
tiplied eight times, and it was again doubl
by 1840. More than 1,000,000,000 lbs. a
ow annually consumed in Great Britain ai

Ireland.

For "The Friend.

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay

CContinaed from page 300.)the chief—a staple food to a greater nu
of people than any other grain, and grown
extensively in India from the most ancient
period. It was in early times occasionally |and afflictions that await us" here, alluded
brought to Europe as a curiosity, and as soon |in the following memoranda by J. B., remii

The "deep plungings with buffetings ar

toilingsand groaningsof spirit" as "the bon^

the East India Company became influefitial

regular trade in it began. But the Indian
merchantmen had better cargoes at command
and rice was chiefly shipped by them for the
use of their sailors during the passage. About
two hundred years ago, however, a vesse'

coming to England from Madagascar, bein^

driven by winds upon the coast of Carolina
its captain gave a little bag of rice-seed to a
colonist named Woodward, who had befriend
ed him. Woodward sowed the seed in some
marsh land, and a good crop resulted ; but the
colonists knew not how to clean and prepare
the grain for use, and the rice was neglected
Finding the soil congenial, it continued to
grow and spread, so that it covered a wide
area before the residents took anj- trouble to
learn what use they could make of it. That
they at length did ; and then they found them-
selves possessed of a commodity of great value

'tself, and of greater value in that it grew,
almost without cultivation, in districts too
swampy to be made much use of in any other
way. It was principally by help of its rice,

used at home and sent in large quantities to

Europe, that Carolina throve during moi-e
than a hundred years, and it still vies with
cotton as a profitable article of trade.

Sugar is another commodity that has wan-
dered from the far East to the far West.
Honey was the only sweetening ingredient
known in Europe till the last days of the
Roman empire, when sugar was introduced
as a sweetmeat and a medicinal adjunct,

of the language of David: "I am thi;

weak, though anointed king:" of the recoi

concerning Gideon and the three hundn
men that went with him, that they passi

over Jordan "faint yet pursuing:" of tho

who " wandered about in sheep-skins ai

goat-skins, being destitute, afflicted, tormen
ed; of whom the world was not worthy:"
Him, our Lord and Saviour, who was mac
perfect through suffering," and had not whe;

to lay His head ; but whose language to tt

Apostle Paul was, " My grace is sufficient f(

thee." Though trials have ever, and will ev<

attend "the good fight of faith" here, " tl

arm of the Lord revealed" is the christian

unfailing refuge and help, and consolation i

every time of trial. It was this which e:

abled king David, though a stripling, to coi

tend with the proud Philistine, the bold defi<

of the armies of Israel. It is this " strengt

made perfect," and arm revealed^not of

nor at our command—the might and powe
of the Holy Spirit of Christ in the inner ma

that still remains to be the invincible armo:

the stronghold of every prisoner of hope; th

ht, the life, and the joy of those wh(

though " troubled on every side," "perplexed

and "persecuted," yet through and over a

can praise the Lord. The same which Job
Barclay found to be "the Rock of sar

rength, the immovable foundation of a^'

true wisdom."
1817. Ninth month 20th.—Truly do I rt

[joice in believing, that I find myself losin;

described as "the Indian salt, in color and 'more and more of that authority and abilit;;
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tiJo anj'thing for the service of the blessed

c ISO, \^'llich proceeds from the creature
; and

iitliis happy experience, I see advancement
swell as safety. O! that all shadow and

Jjcaianee of confidence in the fleshly part,

y bo still farther removed ; that there may
ow a yet more firm establishment on the

ok of sure strength, the immoveable foun-

ion of all true wisdom. Man may possibly

nk in his reasoning that a smooth path is

t for the Christian pilgrim: little knowing
it is, that ' we must through much tribib

on enter the kingdom'—except perhaps as

espects outward affliction. Yet we do see

1 some of us feelingly know, that deep
ngings with bufletings and toilings and
lanings of spirit, are the ' bonds and attlic-

iB that await us,' down to the final hour it

be of our departure hence : and we can
truth declare at times, that such heavily

iressing dispensations are by the permis-

1 of the Author of all good in love to our
Is; and we are sometimes enabled, in the
38ed moment, when we feel ourselves on

iks of deliverance, to extol His holy
ae; who hath made us a path through the

hty waters, and sustained us in the wilder-

B. O! how shall my soul forbear to sing

ad unto Him, who has preserved it in its

?el through a land of pits and of snares,

ough unspeakable darkness, and an almost
irly disconsolate state; and has given me
hour of rest and of peace, this little in-

ral of refreshment and joy and great con-

Ltion. O! that this precious season had
er been graciously given unto me, rather
1 that I should after such tender mercies,
I away from following the Lord in the
le moment,' when he may again be pleased
hide his face.'

"

To J. F. M.
"London, 22d of Ninth month, 1817.

My dear friend,—There are some bright
;8 in this wilderness journey, and I think
I wilt recognize them by my faint descrip-

; when as from an eminence we are en-

sd to see to a considerable distance both
)re and behind us; feeling ourselves as it

e removed into a purer atmosphere. We
even distinguish the little stumbling-
ks that have impeded our progress, the
;h and rocky ground that has sorely
nded our feet, the very brambles and
ry thickets that have jaded us, the narrow
sea and threatening precipices through

W ch we have escaped, and on the edge of
W ch we have been preserved. Here it is,

si'this interesting elevation, whilst the eye
jfLbe mind is rapidly traversing over and
T; iiig the windings of the road by which we
lie come, that we remember where and
V n • the troubles of our hearts were en-
abled;' wo call to mind the perplexity that
'X\\\ us, the secret conflicts that attended,
m the temptations that waylaid us; we can
jrliisoly point out the spot where ' we sat
lo,n by the rivers of Babylon,' where ' we
T^t when we remembered Zion,' and ' hanged
m harps upon the willows,' and refused to

»jomforted
; we can tell where it was that

fi'^' fell among thieves, who stripped and
Wnded' us, and left us, as it were, half dead :

iDjwo shall not easily forget where the good
SSiaritan found us, and had compassion on
Mjind how tenderly he treated us, how dili-

jejily he took care of us, and provided for

Jttwants. O I which of us at such a time

can fail to discover, and to admire the hand
that is over us continually for good

;
how sea-

sonably it has been stretched out for our de-

liverance, for our encouragement, when there

seemed no one near to help, and nothing to

do but to give up the tedious travel. It is in

such a season that we are truly enabled to

'praise Him, who is the help of our counten-

ance and our God;' and to repose anew in

Him our confidence and trust for the time to

come.
Thy very affectionate, J. B."

" 1817. Ninth month 28th.—During the

present and past fight of aiiiictions, which
the Lord has in wisdom appointed unto me,

I have at times, through the assisting grace

of Him, who has been pleased to fight for me,

maintained a fierce and desperate contest;

and in degree have been enabled to stand firm

against the fury of the enemy. Yet at other

seasons, after having been a long time under
arms and very weary with watching and fast-

ing, there has been a relapse or retreat ex-

perienced ; and the ground that had been

gained by hard fighting has been lost or re-

linquished. O I how difficult at such a mo-
ment, when harassed and oppressed, faint and
ready to drop, to keep from utterly falling

away, and fleeing before the emboldened ad-

versary ; who, exulting in his success, is

proudly pushing forward at this critical junc-

ture, to make the most of his advantages.

But firmly persuaded I am, that with the

Lord there is sufficient strength and power
to enable us to overcome all our enemies; I

do very earnestly desire to trust in Him, and
not be afraid, to repose my reliance upon Him
afresh day by day, to keep near to Him at

all times, to be very faithful unto his requir-

ings, to be very patient in waiting for his aid

and counsel, and increasingly watchful against

the snares of the enemy. And may his bless-

ing come upon me, and prevent my utter de

struction, which at times seems fearfully im-

pending. O I where is there hope, but in the

Lord I

" 1817. Ninth month.—O 1 it is good to

trust in the name of the Lord, to repose in

his arm of strength, his parental tenderness

and compassion. It is good to have our many
strongholds invaded, our misplaced confidence

unhinged, our secret props struck away ; that

we may more closely cling unto that, which
is not of ourselves, nor of our brethren, but
comes only from the Source of all might and
of all mercy. O ! it is good to have all sense

of hope and of help withdrawn,—to be laid

low in the dust with all our pride and selfish-

ness; that we may feel that which is good to

flow in upon us in the Lord's own time as an
unmerited gift, and thus be enabled to give

the praise to Him alone, from whom comes
grace and glory, and every good thing. O!
how great is my desire, that the Lord would
rather give me darkness and distress; than

that, enjoying his favor and blessing, I should

be unmindful of the Giver, or grieve him by
saying or doing anything inconsistent with
his blessed will concerning me."

(To be continued.)

It is an eminent sign that one is a child of

our heavenly Father, and a pupil of our Lord
Jesus Christ, dnd a dwelling of the Holy
Ghost, if he has learned of him to love his

enemies, and to carry a gentle heart towards
them that have done him ill, and to be peace-

ful with them that hate peace.

For "The Friend."

Colonial Adyentnres and Experiences.

(Concluded from page ^08.)

We will conclude these selections by a few
extracts illustrating still further Australian

customs. At one time our author was em-
ploj-ed by a blacksmith to get bark for the

roof of a shop. He says :
" The uses of bark

in Capricornia remind one of those of the

camel in Arabia, or the reindeer in Lapland,
two animals whose sphere of usefulness I have
regarded from my childhood with feelings of

admiration not unmixed with awe. For ex-

ample, my hut in Capricornia is either roofed

with bark or entirely built of it; my bed pro-

bably consists of a stift' sheet of it ; the board
on which I mix my frugal damper is also

bark. I make to myself, if I like to take the

trouble, dishes, plates, and spoons of bark. I

make a lid for my teapot of the same material

;

and if I die in the Bush, I shall probably be

rolled up in a sheet of bark, or flattened down
like a sandwich between two, and deposited

under some gum-tree, on the bark of which,

perchance, some pious friend or stranger may
cut an inscription, commemorative of my fate

and virtues. I am quite sure 1 have not enu-

merated half the uses to which this box-bark
is capable of being put; but I will now pro-

ceed to describe the method of obtaining and
preparing it.

" The box-trees usually grow in low-lying

situations, and usually on what is called
' black-soil ;' they seldom flourish far from
water. They are not, as a rule, so large as

many other of the forest trees, but they are

usually more shapely, and often attain a con-

siderable size. The trunks, too, are smooth,
and pretty free from bends and knots.

" 'The nearest available box-flat was distant

about two and a half miles, for the trees which
grew nearer had already been stripped, and
every tree so stripped dies, and eventually

falls.

" I had never been engaged in stripping

bark before, but had a pretty good general

idea of the method of proceeding, formed from
what I had heard. The instruments required

are an axe and tomahawk, afoot adze with a
tolerably long handle, and a long pointed

stick called a stripper.
" The first step in the operation is to make

with the axe a ring through the bark, at the

distance of about a foot from the ground, an-

other ring has then to be cut about seven or

eight feet above this. Next comes the opera-

tion of joining these rings by a perpendicular

slit, and then the pointed stick or stripper

comes into operation. The point is inserted

in the perpendicular slit, and separates a part

of the bark from the tree. As soon as suflS-

cient progress has been made, it is necessary

for one man to pull back the flap of the bark
while the other works with the stripper, and
in this way the bark is gradually stripped

right round the tree and finally drops off.

Care must, however, be taken not to be too

rough, as the bark is liable to split, and be-

come useless, if not handled tenderly. Our
plan was to leave each sheet of bark leaning

against the trunk, as we stripped it, and about

a couple of hours before sundown to collect

the sheets, ' fire' them and pile them. Each
sheet of bark requires to have a fire lighted

underneath it, in order to straighten it, other-

wise it would retain the shape of the tree.

The firing is done by means of dry grass.

The last operation is to pile the sheets, plac-
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ing boughs of trees to keep them flat ; they
will be ready for use in a couple of days. The
bark thus prepared is tough and flexible, and
will keep out wet for a long time. The box
bark is preferred to that of other trees, as it

strips without breaking, if properly handled
The bark of some of the species of gum, is

considerably thicker, but comes oS in flakes

and pieces. The ' stringy bark,' preferred by
the blackfellows, is too thin for ordinary pu
poses, although it strips well."

Seat.— " The ground sometimes grows
frightfully hot in Capricornia, and I often

wondered how the childi'en could stand it

Any iron tool thrown on the ground, and ex
posed to the sun, will shortly become so hot
as to burn and blister the fingers. Unfortu-
nately, in the hottest times and warmest re-

gions, I had not the opportunity of consulting

a thermometer, but a hundred and twenty to

a hundred and forty is no uncommon degree
of heat in the height of summer. I have seen
the parrots falling dead from the trees, and
have known an old sheep, who walked
cautiously out, from the shade where the rest

lay, to spin round and round, and roll over
dead. Men do not, however, generally ex-

perience much inconvenience from the heat,

as the air is fresh and clear."

Lost.—" In the middle of the day, to add to

my evil case, I lost myself altogether, or
rather, (which was much the same thing,)

lost the track on which I had been travelling.

Now I had only a general notion that I

wanted to go in a south-westerly direction,

but I knew that it would be quite possible to

walk hundreds of miles in that, or almost any
other direction, without arriving at a habita-

tion of any kind; it being very easy to pass
within a quarter of a mile, or less, of a station,

without having the least cause to suspect its

existence. After searching for some time for

marked trees, and finding none, I sat down
on a log to smoke a pipe and consider.

" I had kept the track all right, until it had
emerged on a small plain, thinly sprinkled
with grey grass. I had followed it to about
the middle of this plain, and my attention had
been suddenly attracted by a turkey stalking

along with a brood of young ones at her heels,

and when I looked for the track again, it was
not to be seen. There was not much of it at

the best of times, only here and there a horse's

footprint, and the fiiint trace of the wheels of

a horse-cart, which I knew had gone along
about a week before me; there was not the
faintest chance, either, of any one turning up,

to help me out of my difficulty. As I smoked,
an idea came into my head : I had often heard,
that people who were lost, had recovered
themselves by following the watershed—one
small gully loading to a larger one, and this

again to another, and so eventually to water.
" Now in Capricornia (water being a scarce

article) its presence usually indicates the
neighborhood of human habitations, or at

least of a road leading thereto. I had, at all

events, clearly ascertained that looking for

the track which I had lost was only so much
waste of precious time. So I took the first

little dry gully which I could find, and traced
its course ; I know that there were shepherds'
huts scattered hero and there in the valleys
and on the creeks, but I might be many miles
from any of them. After following my gully
for a couple of miles or so, it brought me, as

I anticipated, to a larger one. This was a
deeper watercourse, with abrupt and well.

|

defined banks—not a mere temporary chan
nel, made by the last thunderstorm ; and hav
ing found which way the current had been
running, for^the ground here had no percept"

ble slope, I continued my way. The banks
of this creek were clothed with the diff'erent

kinds of grass-tree, and tropical ferns, sho
ing that there was water underneath. The
grass was long and tangled, and walki
through it was no easy job ; moreover the

seeds stuck into mj^ legs like little arrows,

causing constant annoyance.
" It was clear, from the appearance of the

country, that I was in a region which few if

any, white men had ever traversed, nor wore
there any signs of blackfellows. Solemn tree-

trunks and waving grass, far as the eye could

reach, and the noise of my own progress was
quite distressing to my ear; all else was so

still. I began to think that this was the worst
fix I had ever been in, in my life. Still I

stumbled on somehow, fighting my way
through grass higher than my head, and tum-
bling over logs and branches. I felt that my
only chance was to persevere ; but after a

couple of hours of this work I began to feel

exhausted, and the sun was getting uncom
monly low ; there was not more than an hour
and a half of daylight.

" 3Iy perseverance was, however, soon re

warded. I began to emerge into a different

kind of country, the grass became thinner,

and instead of the everlasting iron-bark and
gum-trees, I saw an occasional box-tree. This

was encouraging. The soil, too, instead of

showing nothing but clay or black soil, now
became sandy. I was evidently near the

mouth of my creek. When there was about
half an hour of daylight remaining, I arrived

at a large sandy creek with timber growing
its bed, and an occasional sheet of water
eaming between the trunks. I could now

hold out for a day or two at all events. Just

as the sun was setting, I came upon some
fresh sheep-tracks, and about ten minutes
afterwards, there was just light enough left,

for me to distinguish a bark gunyah, and the

shepherd was just coming up with a bucket
of water from the creek. The joy which I

experienced, and the surprise with which I

was greeted, may easily be imagined, and be-

fore the sun was well down, I was sharing

with him a good supper of tea, salt mutton,
and damper, and explaining and relating my
late adventure. He was of course very glad

to seo me, as he would have been to see any
one. He had once (so he told me) been a
Cambridge under-graduate, and this fact at

once established a bond of sympathy between
Now some people may suppose that I

talk too much about these educated shep-

herds, but the fact is that the majority of the

shepherds whom I met in the north of Queens-
land were men of this class. Doubtless there

were others, but my way was not thrown
very much among them, and if it had been,

my experience in that respect would have
been hardly worth narrating.

This man struck me as being unusually
'cranky' even for a shepherd; for in the mid-

dle of a sentence, or whenever the whim
struck him, he would break into some quota-

tions, from Virgil, or Shakespeare, or Homer,
talking up and down the while, and looking

cry fierce. I stopped there, of course, that

night, and he insisted on my stopping the

next day also; for he declared that he had
not seen a civilized man for the last five years, I

which was very probable ; so the next day t

sheep went their way, after the manner ol

well-organized flock, and we sauntered
and sat in the shade together, or climbed
spreading plum-tree, and reclined among ti

branches. We called up a good many rec

lections, and discoursed learnedly about ma
things. After supper we played a game
cribbage, on a board made out of a bar

soap, (I have already extolled this invontio

and after that a game of draughts, on a hon
made board, with old trouser-buttons for m.

I soon found that, like so many others, ti

man used to drink his money regularly
;

deed he acknowledged no other end or a

in earning it. He used to go regularly, abc

once in six months, to the nearest pub
(about fifty miles,) and there revel in into

cation for a few days. He gave me a pair

good boots, (for mine were rather dilapidate

and in the morning, before I started, he w(.

out to the corner of the yard, and began
dig. I thought it was only a 'cranky i

and could not make out what he was doii

Presently he brought out an old tin maU
box, and, opening it, produced some pieces

paper, one of which he handed to me : it ^

a cheque for two pounds. He would not list

to my remonstrances. ' You see,' said

pointing to the box, ' this is my last th

months' pay, and I have buried it here in i

bank until the time comes when the six mom
are up, and I can spend it. It will only h
glass or two less for me, and I shan't misf

when I'm drunk, and it will help you on i

road.'

"

Our author finally became thoroughly sa

fied that Queensland furnished no field

operations for men without capital, and \v

were not fitted for manual labor ; and throu

the kindness of his friends was enabled to

turn to England.

For "The Frlenc

Oar Aims in Life.

[The following is a portion of an addn
delivered some years ago, to a class of yon
men about leaving school. It is publisl

with the hope that it may be of use to so

who may read it in these pages.]

It will be well to remember, in thinking

this subject, that in the Providence of

Heavenly Father, it is not designed that a

thing should be out of place, but that

should work together in harmony; and tl

for each of us there must bo a niche prepa;

in the great plan. In other words, that

have each an individual work to do, both

regards ourselves, and in doing our share'

farthering the design of our Creator. The
fore we cannot believe that there can ever

occasion for the repining that is so often hea

that any reason can exist for our conclad

that we are of no use in the world. Each
of us is a tvhole %init in the sight of our Path

and surely if He regai-ds the sparrows t'

fall to the ground, we need not fear his ov

looking or forgetting us. Then let us th

rather of our responsibilities, and eonsi

how we can best employ those talents so i

tainly committed to our keeping (to be

quired "with usury" in the end,
)^
so that

retrospect of a life well spent may be m
when we stand on the brink of the darkrh
and have nothing but the mercy of our

viour to trust in, to help us across.

I hope you have anticipated me in the sU

ment of what should be the first aim of i n
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i^ 1. ' To work out," to use the beautiful laa-

•ycrQ of the Bible, "our own salvation, with

b; and trembling." Notice the language;

—

t iri'/Vr out." It is not by the work of an

ci- 01- :i day or a year, that this is to be done,

,E by that of a life, from the time when
e on asserts her reign in our minds until

h abdicates her shattered seat. We all have
u ]iart of this to do, if our sojourn on this

all is to be followed by happiness hereafter;

It it is not of this that I wish to speak. 1

arely call it up before you lest you should
k I place inferior subjects before or above

That should be, then, our aims in life ? We
differently constituted ; each having pocu
^ties of mind, which will inevitably scatter

'ar asunder in the world of work. The
; that one performs, will bo impossible for

next perhaps, while the latter will find a

le, in which the former would be cramped
confined. He, of you, who follows the

V in after years, will not look with envy
lim who writes an M. D. at the end of his

le; and he who pursues the quiet routine
aercantile life, will not begrudge an old

jolfellow the pleasure of living among the
k and hum and whirl of incessantly mov-
machinery. Far be it from me to suggest

1, that there is not great advantage to be

ved from an intelligent selecting of our
ipation in life. On the contrary, I believe

mould make it a subject of much thought,
take into the account not alone its suit-

ity to our intellectual or physical powers,
also to our moral needs and dangers. But
ipondent of particular professions, there
certain aims which we should keep con-
itly before us, as applicable to all.

1 the first place it is our duty to recognise
importance of building up such a eharac-
as we grow older and older, that our in-

nce upon our fellow men will be as great
jossible on the side of truth and justice.

1 in endeavoring so to do, we must not
to remember that the moral element in a
8 character, is by far the most powerful

nfluencing other.s. How many examples
e we in history by which this is proven
ond dispute! And how many have we
wn, even in the limited circle of our ac-

intance, whose pure morals and integrity
e weighed far more in counsels, and in

ling otihers towards the right, than the
'6 brilliant parts of men in whom those
lities were not so conspicuous. Therefore
bould be our earnest purpose, to build our
racters upon the solid rock of perfect in-

rity and purity; believing implicitly that
itever storms may come, or whatever

r|d may blow, they will fail to overturn it,

that, whatever our other attainments are,

light will not be hid under a bushel, but,

)ur occupation what it may, will enlighten
circle in which we move. Remember
always, in all circumstances that can

I
" the Heart is more than the Head ;"

that we can only become truly great, can

\y approach the " fulness of the stature of
ristian man" by "taking heed thereto, to

nse our way."
econdly, we should become fully impressed
h the importance of intellectual culture. I

ot refer here to that education which we
ain in schools, though it is much to be
sed, but rather to that daily work which
io last through life. We go to school mainly
'earn how to study, not to perfect our

I

knowledge, and he who weakly imagines that

when his schooldays are over, he has an edu-

cation which will serve to make him a useful

citizen, will be by sad experience quickly un-

deceived. No, we stand, on leaving school

just on the threshold of knowledge, a child in

many things still. Another then, of our aims
in life should bo, constantly, day by day, to

expand our knowledge, to strengthen and
deepen our minds, to cultivate thoroughness,
to treasure up in the storehouse of memory
materials with which to work when the occa-

sion requires. Bacon's Aphorism, " Know-
ledge is power," though not wholly true, as

will be supposed, if my expressed views as to

the necessity of moral power, are admitted,
yet contains some truth, for there can be no
doubt that, as an instrument in the hands of

integrity, it is potent beyond almost any
other.

And here let me remark, that we should,

in all our endeavors, aim high. What if we
do not reach our goal ? The upward pointed
arrow will go further than that directed to

the earth, even if it does not hit the stars,

and so even if our attempts at improvement
do not bring perfection (as they assuredly will

not) we shall yet be conscious of gradually
mounting higher and higher up the hill, and
constantly becoming more and more able to

perform our work in the world, to our own
satisfaction, and to His glory who placed us
here for that purpose.

But is not this daily work a constant
struggle? Are we not meeting difficulties

and discouragements every hour, almost, in

our endeavors thus to perfect our character?
Undoubtedly so. But in what is it otherwise ?

This life of ours is one long struggle, made
so, in mercy, by our Heavenly Father. "In
the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat thy
bread," was the doom pronounced upon our
first parents, and it has not been removed
from us. Labor is necessary to almost every
thing we obtain, and it is an unquestionable
fact, that the more labor is bestowed, the
richer the reward, while that which is ob-

tained with little, is often not worth possess-

ing. But this we are sure of, that if with
high purpose we endeavor to bear up under
all discouragements, light will spring up where
all seemed darkness, way will be made where
there seemed no way, and capabilities and
capacities will be shown u's, of which we had
no idea before. One of the richest silver

mines in the world was discovered by the
giving loaij of a bush, that the Indian had
grasped in his toilsome ascent. So some of

our diflScultios, and failures even, may disclose

powers hidden before, which, thus brought
to light, will increase our usefulness in the
world.

Let me ask you to consider these things.

Let me impress once more upon you the fact,

that the formation of your characters rests

much upon yourselves,—upon your aims in

life, and that upon your characters, depends
almost altogether the influence, either for

good or evil, which you will exert upon your
fellow men.
We are all of us very weak ; and are often

constrained to say, as a good man of old did,
" That which I would I do not ;" yet if we en-

deavor to do right, if our aims are in the right
direction, and our purpose pure, we shall be
helped with strength that never failed, and
be enabled to feel that, while our example is

useful in guiding others, we are being guided

ourselves to a home where all diflicultii

and discouragements are no more.
; end,

SLEEP.
"So He giveth his beloved sleep." Psal.cxxvii. 2.

He sees when their footsteps falter, when their hearts
grow weak and faint,

He marks when their strength is failing, and listens to

each complaint

;

He bids them rest for a season, for the pathway has
grown too steep

;

And folded in fair green pastures,

He giveth His loved ones sleep.

1, that igh for the

ome and its

Like weary and worn-out childr
daylight's close,

He knows that they oft are longing for

sweet repose

;

So He calls them in from their labors ere the shadows
around them creep,

And silently watching o'er them,
He giveth His loved ones sleep.

He giveth it, oh ! so gently, as a mother will hush to
rest

The babe that she softly pillows so tenderly on her
breast

;

Forgotten are now the" trials and sorrows that made
them weep

;

For with many a soothing promise
He giveth His loved ones sleep.

He giveth it ! friends the dearest can never this boon
bestow

;

But He touches the drooping eyelids, and placid the
features grow;

Their foes may gather about them, and storms may
round them sweep,

But, guarding them safe from danger,
He giveth His loved ones .sleep.

All dread of the distant future, all fears that opprest
to-day.

Like mists, that clear in the sunlight, have noiselessly
passed away

;

Nor call nor clamor can rouse them from slumbers so
pure and deep.

For only His voice can reach them
Who giveth His loved ones sleep.

Weep not that their toils are over, weep not that their
race is run

;

God grant we may rest as calmly when our work, like
theirs, is done

!

Till then we would yield with gladness our treasures
to Him to keep,

And rejoice in the sweet assurance,

He giveth His loved ones sleep.

Oolden Hours.

Forest in Trinidad.

My first feeling on entering the high woods
was helplessness, confusion, awe, all but ter-

ror. One is afraid at first to venture in fifty

yards. Without a compass, or the landmark
of some opening to or from which he can look,
a man must be lost in the first ten minutes,
such a sameness is there in the infinite variety.
That sameness and variety make it impossible
to give any general sketch of a forest. Once
inside, " you can not see the wood for the
trees." You can only wander on as far as you
dare, letting each object impress itself on your
mind as it may, and carrying away a con-
fused recollection of innumerable perpendicu-
lar lines, all straining upward, in fierce com-
petition, toward the light-food far above

; and
next of a green cloud, or rather mist, which
hovers round your head, and rises, thickening
and thickening to an unknown height. The
upward lines are of every possible thickness,
and of almost every possible hue

;
what leaves

they bear, being for most part on the tips of
the twigs, give a scattered, mist-like appear-
ance to the under foliage. For the first mo-
ment, therefore, the forest seems more open
than an English wood. But try to walk
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through it, and ten steps undeceives you.

Around your knees are probably Mamures,
with creeping stems and fan shaped leaves,

something like those of a young cocoa-nut

palm. You try to brush through them, and

are caught up instantly by a string or wire

belonging to some other plant. You look up

and round, and then you find that the air is

full of wires—that you are hung up in a net-

work of fine branches belonging to half a

dozen different sorts of young trees, and in-

tertwined with as many different species of

slender creepers. You thought at your first

glance among the tree-stems that you were
looking through open air; you find that you
are looking through a labyrinth of wire-rig-

ging, and must use the cutlass right and left

at every five steps. You push on into a bed

of strong sedge-like Sclerias, with cutting

edges to their leaves. It is well for you if

they arc only three, and not six feet high. In

the midst of them you run against a hori-

zontal stick, triangular, rounded, smooth,

green. You take a glance along it right and

left, and see no end to it either way, but grad-

ually discover that it is the leaf-stalk of a

young Cocorite palm. The leaf is five-and-

twenty feet long, and springs from a huge
ostrich plume, which is sprawling out of the

ground and up above your head a few yards

off. You cut the leaf-stalk through right and

loft, and walk on, to be stopped suddenly (for

you get so confused by the multitude of ob-

jects Ihat you never see any thing till you run

against it) by a gray lichen-covered bar as

thick as your ankle. You follow it up with

your eye, and find it entwine itself with three

or four other bars, and roll over with them in

great knots, and festoons, and loops twenty
feet high, and then go up with them into the

green cloud over your head, and vanish, as if

a giant had thrown a ship's cables into the

tree-tops. One of them, so grand that its

form strikes even the negro and the Indian,

is a Liantasse. You see that at once by the

form of its cable—sis or eight inches across

in one direction, and three or four in another,

furbelowed all down the middle into regular

knots, and looking like a chain cable between
two flexible iron bars. At another of the

loops, about as thick as your arm, your com-
panion, if you have a forester with you, will

spring joyfully. With a few blows of his cut-

lass he "will sever it as high up as he can reach,

and again below, some three feet down ; and,

while you are wondering at this seemingly
wanton destruction, he lifts the bar on high,

throws his head back, and pours down his

thirsty throat a pint or more of pure cold

water. This hidden treasure is, strange as it

may seem, the ascending sap, or rather the

ascending pure rain-water which has been

taken up by the roots, and is^hurrj'ing aloft,

to be elaborated into sap, and leaf, and flower,

and fruit, and fresh tissue for the very stem
up which it originally climbed, and therefore

it is that the woodman cuts the water-vine

through first at the top of the piece which he
wants, and not at the bottom ; for so rapid is

the ascent of the sap, that if he cut the stem
below, the water would have all fled upward
before he could cut it off above.

Soon you will be struck by the varietj' of

the vegetation, and will recollect what you
have often heard, that social plants are rare

in the tropic forests. Certainly they are rare

in Trinidad, where the only instances of social

trees are the Moras (whioh I have never seen

i^rowing wild) and the Moriche Palms. In

Europe a forest is usually made up of one
dominant plant—of firs or of pines, of oaks or

of beeches, of birch or of heather. Here no
two plants seem alike. There are more spe-

cies on an acre here than in all the New
Forest, Savernake, or Sherwood. Stems rough,

smooth, prickly, round, fluted, stilted, upright,

sloping, branched, arched, jointed, opposite-

leaved, alternate-leaved, leafless, or covered
with leaves of every conceivable pattern, are

jumbled together, till the eye and brain are

tired of continually asking "What next?"

—

Kingsley's West Indies.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 303.)

Benjamin W. Ladd to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Near Smithlield, 12th mo. 22d, 1837.

"Beloved Friend,—Thy two letters were
acceptable to myself, and such as have had
the opportunity of seeing them. Many of us

hereaway can feelingly respond to the dis-

couraging prospects which seem at seasons to

attend thy mind in regard to our once highly

favored Society. Never, I believe, has there

been so great an apostacy as the late one,

since we have been a people. And never was
the adversary permitted to make a more bold,

and I fear a more successful attempt to bring

the Society and the worthy founders of it into

discredit, than is now, and of late has been

made by poor E. Bates. Thou perhaps hast

seen, or will see his late book of between three

and four hundred pages, entitled, ' Bates' Ex-
amination of Quakerism.' In this work the

author has put forth his strength and wit to

render George Fox and other early Friends,

odious in the eyes of other religious societies
;

laboring hard to fix upon them, particularly

dear George Fox, the character of a blasphe-

mer, an idolater, a heretic, &c. ; and worse
than all, contemning and ridiculing that

blessed divine principle of light and life in the

soul, by which early, and indeed all genuine

Friends profess to be guided. In this parti-

cular, how awfully is verified that scripture

declaration, ' If therefore the light that is in

thee be darkness, how great is that darkness.'

Poor Elisha ! I never see him but I mourn at

his awful downfall. He must have been once

highly enlightened; but leaning to his own un-

derstanding, the root of Divine life has dried

up. For the high and holy One will not give

his glory to another, nor his praise to graven

images.
" I have from my youth firmly believed in

the suflii'iency and certainty of the guidance

of the Holy Spirit to those who in singleness

wait for and upon the influence and leadings

thereof In this faith I hope to end my pil-

grimage, however small a measure of this

"blessed principle may be vouchsafed to me.

And I think I have seen with indubitable

clearness, and been confirmed more and more
of late in the sentiment, that in proportion as

the Lord's messengers minister in the ability

which He alone gives, the Truth rises into

dominion, and the people partake of the bap-

tising power: whilst that teaching or preach-

ing which is in the words which man's wis-

dom teachoth, brings death to the living. My
spirit is often of late clothed with mourning
under an apprehension that too many under

our name, in various parts of the world, are

seeking to accommodate our doctrines and

practices to those of other religious denomi-

nations, rather than maintain with integi

the principles and testimonies into which
worthy predecessors were led by the ins

ings and unfoldings of the light of the gl

ous gospel of our Lord and Saviour J(

Christ. These principles being too pure
the acceptance of the high professors, an
them, like the gospel of old was to the ^

Greeks, foolishness. But amid all these

couragements, I trust there will be those]

served, who while they weep as between
porch and the altar, will be concerned to

up their petition, 'Spare thy people, O L(

and give not thine heritage to reproach,' ;

that the grand adversary with all his devi

and all his agents, will never be permit

utterly to lay us waste as a christian soeii

" With my own and wife's love to the

conclude with feelings of christian sympat
thy attached friend,

Benjamin W. Ladd.

Mildred Ratcliff to Sarah Morris.
" 4tli mo. 3d, 183

"My dear and precious friend Sarah
—I think I am sure it is not from any abi

ment of that love which has lived in my he

from first acquaintance with thee and thy

loved children, that has been the cause of

long silence! Nay, verily; but from a mti

tude of other causes, many of which the
)

of a ready writer would fail to describe.
"

through all, I can say thou and thine hi

often been in sweet remembrance, brouj

near and made dear in the fellowship of lij

and life which will endure forever. So ti

I can say thy letters have been as a refre

ing brook by the way, when my poor mi

has been ready to faint. O, what a favor

receive a few lines from a kindred spirit

with me, desires above all things the pr

perity of our Zion, so that not one of 1

stakes may ever be removed. In this matt

my soul is satisfied that our Society was rais

by the power of God, and by the same caF

upon to be a distinct people, who were not

mix with others in their will worship, li

but by a deep dwelling in the power of

endless life, to draw others that they too mig

become partakers of the same heavenly tr

sure laid up in bags that wax not old. I

alas! how is it now? How is the swc

turned backward—the sword of the Divi

Spirit—and instead of drawing others ii

the right way of the Lord, too many of

a people, are drawn somehow or other by t

world, the flesh, or the devil, or all combim
into the by-ways and crooked paths whi

lead down to the chambers of death. A

surely for these things, the rightly concern

everywhere do mourn I Yea, and must moa
the desolations of our Society. To 1

mitted to be one of these is a privilege f

which we ought to be humbly thankful, ai

through all hold fast the profession of o

faith in Him who said, ' Blessed are they th

mourn, for they shall be comforted.' 1 it

a comfort to feel that in that we can tn

That the truth changes 'not : no, not fr

everlasting to everlasting. And under its

fluence the faithful can sometimes, throuj

and over all, rejoice in the Lord, and joy

the God of their salvation, though thousam

fall on the right hand, and ten thousand (

the left. It is a blessed truth, ' The found

tion of God standeth sure, having this set

the Lord knoweth them that are his.' M«
we, dear S., be of the number that are M«!
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ching eye to be building upon that for the remission of sins, andj perfecting the
rhich God through Jesus Christ

d ibr his people to build upon. Here
1}' here we are safe, through every con.

til of flesh and spirit; so that even the

A' hell cannot prevail against these,

laithful Friends, yea, all from the very
down to this day, have known this in re

18 experience. And though often tossed

ith a tempest, or with many and sor

, both within and without, have been, by
)Ower of God, enabled to stand firm for

aw and the testimony, so that notwith-

ling he who was permitted to afflict

t Job from the crown of his head to the

)f his foot, may also be permitted thus

al with the faithful even until now, yet
al high praises are due unto Him who
8 best what is best for his people every-

This I do believe, and greatly desire

yseif and dear friends, that we may be

ed to stand firm, holding fast our faith

it power which first raised us up to be a
distinct from those who think they

leard for their much speaking. How
much speaking) may do for other pi-o-

I must leave ; but for us I am deeply
)le it will not do. I greatly fear many
our name, in this day of declension
they that speak and they that hear,

somehow or other through the craft of
iwearied enemy, got upon his enchanted
d. May the Lord by the might of his

please to help us, and turn the battle

that straight gate which leadeth unt
il life. I don't want to say too muct

g as I do, bowed down under th

n of affliction for Zion's sake, it seem
I cannot but thus speak when writing
lear sister, who I hope can understand
eech in the fellowship of feeling and of
ng for the blessed cause sake. Wilt
not pray for me that my faith fail not!
ruly I need the help of the faithful in

ipproaches to the Divine majesty, being
overwhelmed with over much sorrow.

ig to pass through every day much of
an extent known only to the Lord.

rare it not that His power is underneath
rer all, I must long ago have been num-
with the dead. O I do desire to bless

)ly Name, for He is good, and has been
iO me, a poor nothing, ail my life long.

Y love sweetly flows to thee and thine
;

ly friends in Philadelphia, as though

work of preparation for admittance into eter

nal settlement.

—

JI. Dudley.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH

Your Yearly Meeting is near ap
ling! May the Lord be with you, and
ah his dear children in true and living

iO that neither men nor devils will be
) hurt you, is often my very soul's de-

please to write soon, and let us try to

en the golden chain, in that fellowship
troth that is precious.

Mildred Eatclifp."

rofitable servant, is a language I can
vocally adopt, and, if I sound through
lole earth what is my heartfelt belief,

id be in unison with the apostle's deela-

Not by works of righteousness which

We take the following from the Extracts
from the Minutes of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting:

" The following minute, prepared by a com-
mittee appointed for the purpose, was fully

united with, and directed to be printed with
other extracts from the minutes of this Meet-
ng, for the use of the subordinate meetings
and members, viz :

In considering the state of our beloved
Society at this time, much religious exercise
has prevailed in the Meeting for the best wel-
fare of its members. Friends were affection-

ately encouraged to increased diligence in the
attendance of all our religious meetings, and
not to be disheartened because they were in

many cases small—and to be engaged therein
n reverent silent waiting upon the Lord for
a renewal of their spiritual strength. As this
religious exei-cise of mind is maintained be-

fore Him who knoweth all our wants, both in

our public assemblies and in private retire
ment, the assuring and comforting language
will be verified, ' Draw nigh to God and He
will draw nigh to you.'

'' Much concern has been evinced in relation

to the subjects contained in the third Query.
Our religious Society has from its rise been
marked by its peculiarity as lo language,
manner and garb, and we cannot doubt that
the great Head of the church designed that it

should be so.

"The true Christian is called out of the
spirit of the world, its maxims, its fashions
and its follies, his faithfulness giving evidence
that he has chosen a better Master, whom he
is seeking to follow in that straight and nar-
row path of self-denial which our Lord and
Saviour marks out for all who would be His
disciples.

" A deep religious concern was manifested
for the incitement of Friends to increasing
faithfulness in the maintenance of our testi-

mony to plainness of speech, behavior and
apparel, in the renewed belief that the faith-

ful members of our Society had been from
generation to generation led to adopt these
testimonies and practices, under the leading
and guidance of the Light of Christ, and that
a caution seemed now to be peculiarly needed,
to guard our members against a disposition
to undervalue them, aud let them fall to the
ground.

"We are sensible of the proneness of the
human heart to rest in an outside profession
of religion, and we would not give an undue
prominence to those of our testimonies which
render us peculiar in language, dress and man-
ners, but we believe that they have their
origin in the same scriptural and spiritual
_:

^£ ^jj^^j Christianity from which our
doctrines spring; that their consistent main-
tenance has had an important

ed us, by the washing of regeneration,
mewing of the Holy Ghost. Mercy.

ve doue, but according to His mercy keeping us together as a people and in pro
moting the spread of our principles in the

.
- . world at large. The three are closely con-

is the sum and substance of my hope. Leeted with each other, and the abandonment
imerited mercy of God in Christ Jesus] of one, weakens our hands for the mainten-

ance of the others. We would therefore aflPee-

tionately impress upon our beloved fellow
members, the faithful support of them all, as
parts of that consistent system of faith and
practice which the great Head of the church
has laid upon us, seeking to Him for grace
and strength to bear them in singleness of
heart for His name and Truth's sake. Parents
and others, who have the care of children,
having come under the yoke of Christ them-
selves, will find it their religious duty to keep
them to plainness of dress aud simplicity of
manners; accustoming them to the regular
attendance of all our religious meetings, in-
structing them in the truths recorded in the
Holy Scriptures, and watching for suitable
opportunities to turn their attention to the
still small voice of their Saviour, and the ne-
cessity of obeying its monitions, in order to
experience a change of heart, and inculcating
the duty of their endeavoring to draw near

ith loving hearts to their Father in heaven.
" Our Meeting has been affected to find by

the answers to the 6th Query, that some in
membership with us have so far forsaken our
principles, and disregarded a wholesome rule
of our Discipline, as to give countenance aud
encouragement to a hireling ministry ; and
we counsel that labor in the restoring love of
the gospel be extended to convince such of
their error, and to bring them into unity of
faith and practice with us.

" A lively concern has also been felt at this
time in view of the present condition of our
beloved Society, that Friends may earnestly
seek to be preserved as a people in the fiiith-

ful upholding and maintenance of the doc-
trines and testimonies of Truth, which have
been committed to us to bear before the
world ; that our own place and allotment in
the universal church of Christ may be dili-

gently and faithfully kept; that the gracious
design of the blessed Head of the church in
raising us up and committing to our keeping
this precious trust, may not by any device or
stratagem of the enemy be marred or wholly
frustrated

; that entering by the right door
into the sheepfold, and coming under the gov-
ernment of the one Spirit, we may know more
and more of a being baptized into one united
body, and all made to drink into this one
spirit.

" Words of caution were expressed amongst
us by concerned brethren, designed to guard
against the reception of any views, the ten-
dency of which might be to lower in any de-
gree our testimony'in regard to ministry and
prayer and true spiritual worship

; fervently
desiring at the same time to cherish and ten-
derly to sympathise with the least babe in
Christ whose appearances in the line of the
ministry or other religious service, give evi-
dence of their having entered into the work
in the right way. We crave the preservation
of all, both older aud younger, upon the alone
sure foundation, for truly deep watchfulness
unto prayer is needful for both young and old.

" Valuable counsel was offered to those who
might be called upon to treat with any who
had deviated from the path of right ; that it

might always be done in the spirit of the gos-
pel of Christ, which is indeed a spirit of restor-
ng love, and that in all our intercourse with
such we should seek to create and to leave
upon their minds the conviction of true re-
gions concern for their best welfare, and not

the mere administration of the letter of the
discipline.
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" In our being together at this our annual

assembly, there has been, amidst much suffer-

ing, the evidence of a deep travail of spirit for

the welfare of the church, in which it is com-
fortingly believed an increasing number, both

of older and beloyed younger Friends have

been prepared and are preparing to partici-

pate. May the hands of these be strength-

ened, and their faith renewed and confirmed

by the everlasting Shepherd. And how ani-

mating is the language of our Holy Eedeemer
to those who may be thus introduced into bap-

tism and suffering on the behalf of Christ

and His cause, and who continue faithful to

the end. ' Te ai'e they who have continued

with me in my temptations: and I appoint

unto you a kingdom even as my Father also

hath ajDpointed unto me.'"

SUMMARY OF EVEKTS.
FoBEiGN.—In the House of Commons on the 13th

inst.. Prime Minister Gladstone made his promised ex-

planation of the negotiations regarding the indirect

claims of the United States, and the position taken by

the British government. It was on the 10th of January,

he said, that it first became known to him that such

claims had been presented at Geneva. On the 3d_of

February the English government protested that in-

direct claims were not witliin the scope of the Treaty,

nor within the intention of either party to it. The

U. S. Secretary of State replied that he thought the

Geneva Board ought to decide the entire question.

Since then many communications by telegraph have

passed between the two governments, and quite recently

one of considerable length expressing the views of the

British Minister, was s^nt to Minister Schenck, and by

him telegraphed to Washington. On the 11th inst. the

U. S. Minister informed Earl Granville that the Presi

dent had accepted and the Senate entertained that draft

Gladstone thought this fact was almost equivalent to

ratification, and he asked further forbearance of the

House now that the question was approaching a satis

factory issue.

Disraeli followed, with thanks to the Premier for his

statement. We should not seek to embarrass the gov

ernment. Whatever differences existed on other sub

jects, all parties united in a desire for a peaceful and

honorable settlement.

The Great Western Telegraph Company, which in-

tends laying the cable from IS^ew York to England, by

way of Bermuda, have paid the contractors who are

making the cable, the first instalment of £100,000.

The Scotch Education bill has been discu-ssed in the

House of Commons. A resolution providing that the

Scriptures shall form a part of the instruction in the

schools was carried against the government by a vote of

216 to 209.

London, 5th mo. 13th.—Consols, 93. U. S. sixes,

1862, 91i; 1867, 93 ;
ten-forties, 89.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 10| a lOid.; Orleans,

11 a llhd. California white wheat, 12s. 9d. a 13s. ; red

western spring wheat, lis. 8rf. a lis. lOd. per 100 lbs.

The French Commission on Capitulations declares

that it finds itself incompetent to adjudicate on the

question of the capitulation of Paris. The Commission

thinks, however, that the great responsibility for the

surrender of the city rests upon Jules Favre, and ex-

culpates Generals Trochu and Vinoy from all blame in

the matter.

Gambetta, replying to an address from a deputation

of Alsatians, said France must not .speak of revenge,

He advised them to adopt patience and tenacity as their

watchword for the future; true to the policy of whicl

these are the key notes, France would obtain satisfac-

tion without resorting to the sword.

The Municipal Council of Paris has resolved tc

build the Hotel de Ville, which was destroyed by the

Communists. The new structure will cost 6,750,000

francs.

Marshal Bazine has surrendered himself, to stand

trial by court-martial.

Madrid dispatches announce that Carlists in large

numbers are surrendering to the loyal forces, and that

the insurrection is over. Dispatches from the frontier

towns of Navarre report that the remnants of the Carlist

bands are dying from Spain into France.

The Spanish annual budget has been published. The
expenditures for the past iiscal year were 662,000,000

pesetas. Keceipts 548,000,000. The budget proposes a

tax often per cent,jon railway fares. Legacies are also

taxed, and the tax on landed property is increased ten
per cent.

A Berlin dispatch says that the new fortifications of
Strasburg are to cost £7^000,000.

Prince Bismarck is again indisposed, and his physi-
cians insist on absolute rest, or the consequences may
be serious. He has therefore retired to his estate, in-

tending to abstain from active participation in public
Tairs for several months.
The Pope declines to receive Prince Hohenlohe as

abassador from Germany. This is regarded as evi-

dence of the Pope's want of appreciation of the Ger-
mans, their friendliness and disposition to conciliate.

A telegram from Bombay brings intelligence of most
disastrous floods in the southern part of British India.
The town of Vellore, io the Presidency of Madras, has
suffered terribly, and many of the inhabitants have been
drowned. The number of lives lost is given at one
thousand. Ffteen thousand inhabitants of the town
have lost everything they possessed, the water having
washed away their houses, and left them in a perfectly

destitute condition.

Dispatches from the City of Mexico say that less an-
archy now prevails in the central, western and southern
States of the Eepublic. It appears that the present
evolutionary movements are for the purpose of gaining
ascendency in localities for the plunder and seizure of

the revenue.

An election was held in Switzerland on the 12th inst.

to ratify the revised constitution, which abolishes capi-

tal punishment and imprisonment for debt, and ex-

cludes Jesuits from Swiss territory. The popular vote

was 239,140 yeas, 223,023 nays ; but as thirteen out of

twenty-two cantons voted against the new constitution

it fails of ratification, a majority of the cantons being
required. The Catholic cantons all voted against it.

A Paris dispatch of the 13th says : Reports have been
received from Carlist sources that the insurgents have
occupied Bilboa. Don Carlos entered Biscay and the

Carlists are masters of three Basque provinces. The
Spitnish government has asked the Cortes for power to

raise 40,000 troops.

United States.—After protracted discussion of the
Amnesty and Civil Bights bills, the United States

Senate finally took action upon them as follows : The
motion to substitute Sumner's Civil Rights bill for the
House Amnesty bill was rejected by one vote. Sumner
then moved his Civil Rights bill- as an amendment
and it was carried by the casting vote of the Vice Pre
sident. Amendments were then adopted including all

the members of Congress who aided the rebellion, as

well as those who had taken part in the Ku-klux out-

rages, and the bill was then defeated for want of a two-

thirds vote, the yeas being 32, the nays 22.

The interments in Philadelphia last week, numbered
407. There were 50 deaths of small pox, 60 of con
sumption, and 23 inflammation of the lungs.

The report of the Congressional Committee to inves

tigate Senator Sumner's charges against the government
for the sale of arms, is a complete vindication of thi

administration. The Committee assert that after !

patient examination of all the facts, they have not found
any thing reflecting upon the administration, and noth

ing impeaching the conduct of those employed in the

sales, or calculated to give offence to foreign powers,

minority report by one of the Committee asserts that

the law in reference to the sale of arms was clearly vio-

lated, but he does not think that the Secretary of War
was to blame, whose order was a wise and judicious one
and that those who failed to carry it out are censurable
No sordid or corrupt motive can be imputed to any of

the government ofiicials.

A bill reported by the Judiciary Committee in the

House of Representatives, removing political disabili-

ties from all persons who aided the late rebellion, ex-

cept Senators and Representatives in the 36th and 37th
Congress, officers in the judicial, military and naval
service of the United States, and heads of departments
and foreign ministers of the United States, has passed
by the requisite two-thirds vote. Another bill remov-
ing political disabilities from about 25,000 persons by
name was also passed.

On the 13th, President Grant sent a confideptial

message to the U. S. Senate, in relation to the Alabama
dispute, together with the recent correspondence be-

tween the two governments. The President, it is stated,

wishes the advice of the Senate in regard to a proposed
new article to the treaty, withdrawing the claims for*

consequential damages, with the provision in substance,

that whenever England or the United States shall be at

war, and the other a neutral, the belligerent will make
no complaints for any indirect, remote or consequential

injuries or losses from a failure to observe neutral

duties. The message and documents were refem
the Committee on Foreign Relations.

Last week a most destructive fire occurred at So
;, Penna., by which more than half the town was
ashes ; estimated loss $1,000,000.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quota'

on the 13th inst. New York.—American gold, ]

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116}; ditto, 1868, 116i; ditto, 1'

5 per cents, 110|. Superfine flour, S7.15 a $7.75

;

brands, $8 a $12.25. No. 2Chicago spring wheat, SI
red western, §2.05 a S2.09 ; red State, $2.10. Oat

cts. Rye, $1.05. Western mixed corn, 77 a 78
western white, 85 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings
ton, 23| a 24} cts. for uplands and New Orh
Superfine flour, $6 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $6.75 a
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.92; Pennsylvania and wes
red, $2.18 a $2.25 ; white, $2.20 a $2.27. Yellow (

cts.; white, 75 cts. Oats, 54 a 60 cts. About ;

beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard, extra ;

;ts. ; fair to good 6} a 7 cts., and common 5 a i

per lb. gross. Clipped sheep sold at 5 a 7 cts. pe
gross, and wooled at 7 a 8 cts. per lb. Corn fed 1

$6.75 a $7 per 100 lbs. net. £a/hmore.—Westerr
wheat, $2.30; southern, $2.25. White corn, 82
yellow, 73 cts. Oats, 54 a 55 cts. Chicago.—^K

spring wheat, $1.60. No. 2 mixed corn, 47 cts. 1

38i cts. Rye, 91 a 93 cts. No. 2 barley, 70
St. iottis.—Family flour, $9.20 a $10, "'

spring wheat, $1.60 ; No. 2 winter red, $2.20.

, 39 a 40 cts. Lard, 8J cts. Buffalo.—No. 2 Ck
spring wheat, $1.70; No. 2 MUwaukie, $1.7'

corn, 58 a 59 cts. Oats, 4oi a 47 cts. Timothy
S2.75 a $3. Clover, $6. Lard, 9J cts. Ch

'

Family flour, $9.30 a $9.50. Red wheat, $2.05 a $

Corn, 51 a 55 cts. Eye, $1.06 a $1.08. Oat.s, 4S

THE INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUl
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Comn

Room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Third-daj
mo. 28th, 1872, at 3 o'clock, p. ji.

Richard Cadbuky, Seerek

Philadelphia, 5th mo. 1872.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under c

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The schoo!

graded one, well supplied with needful applianc

a full academic course, and the salary offered is li

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phi'

Mary E. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., i

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a teacher in the classical department

Friend.s' Select Schools, upon the opening of the

term in the 9th month next.

Application may be m.ide to

James "Whitall, 410 Race St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South FifH

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce S

FEIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAU
Near Frank/ord, {Twenty-third Ward.) Philaddt

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W(
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo.

Managers.

Married, on the 24th of Fourth month, 18'if.;

Friends' Meeting-house, Hopewell, Iowa, Cm ^

H., son of Benjamin and Mary Ann Clendennott .,

latter deceased) to Ritth S., "daughter of Thoin

and Lydia Ann Battey (the hitter deceased.)

Died, on the 5th of Twelfth mo. 1871, in th- -

year of her age, Ltdi.4., wife of Isaac Lippin
member and elder of Chester Monthly Meeting,
She was enabled to bear a long suflering illn

patience and resignation, and we trust her i

peace. i ^

, at the residence of her sister, Orpha® It

the 24th of Third month, 1872, Eliza Thub^
the 78th year of her age, a member of Hopewel .

'

ticular and Springville Monthly Meeting of Ft
Iowa.

WILLIAM H^ PILE, PRINTElC^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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)rrespondence, (with notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from page o06.)

For it is plain to demonstration," &c.
•e we have the story of the origin and de-
ipment of life from the embryotic or ger-
al cell, scarcely distinguishable from the
plest forms of animalcula, up to the perfect
nal or plant, well and succinctly told. It
oubtful whether it could have boon better
with the aid of the lights of modern

roscopic botany and anatomy. (It may
emarked in passing, that the embryotic
Jlopment from the simple animalcular
1, proceeds by that, first, of the spinal
,
giving the appearance of a fish or rep

before that of the mammal is attained
i typifying the order of creation as eslab
id by geology, in which the period of mol
8 and zoophytes preceded that of fishes
lib was followed by those of reptiles and
amalia. That T. Story had divined this
Qony or analogy of the procedures of
in two different eases, is plain from the
1b with which this general outline of vital
ilopment commences, "yet as the effects,"
He closes in deducing that beautiful
nothing is lost or wasted in the operations
iture.

Phat continued zeal and concern among
Germans." This was the origin of the
of the Moravians, so called. " Another
e same in Yorkshii-e ;" John Wesley, who
first convinced of the necessity of a more
tual religion in communion with the
iviane, and about this time had spent a
tight at Herrnhut, their chief settlement,

il|,t happy place," he calls it, "where I
"d gladly have spent my life." He re-
ad with a feeling of unity with "the
tually minded" character of that people,
without acknowledging their doctrines in

,
oints.

fjio that upon the whole it looks like a
spring coming on." How bright and

ful are these words in the veteran of 75!
'<^ The labors of Schloiden and Schwann

)jicroscopic botany and anatomy, trium-
"•tly demonstrate the grand result, that
rganic growth, whether of plants or ani-
M proceeds by the aggregation of simple
li,| beginning from a single primordial and

unitary cell, in all respects the counterpart of
the monad, or cell animalcule.

Thomas Story to James Logan.

London, 12th mo. 8th, 17.38.

Respected Friend,—I am much obliged by
thine of the 19th 9ber, which I take this op-
portunity to acknowledge, and it gives mo a
sensible satisfaction thou took so much notice
of that little collection (of sermons,) as to
cause it to be read in thy family with appro-
bation. And I must confess to the honor of
our Creator, his great goodness in giving and
preserving my strength of body and mind
unto this age, through so many and various
vicissitudes of life, personal dangers, fatigues,
troubles, and exorcises; all which, in his Di-
vine wisdom, he hath ordered or turned to
my good, preserving me in charily and good-
will to all mankind through many provoca-
tions to human nature, in which, in point of
time, I may be about ton years before thee;
but many more short with respect to acquire-
raonts, for which I never had suitable oppor-
tunity, or time, if capacity

; but have this only
to say, that by the grace of God I am what'l
am. But thy natural decays hinted at gives
me some concern, considering how useful thou
might yet be in the world, thine being no
great age, in setting some things in a more
lucid view, now, when kind Providence affords
thee, as I suppose, a little more leisure from
those labors of another kind, (which) thou
wast thoroughly fitted for; and yet a more
constant retirement may afford a recruit un-
expected, which I could heartily wish as not
impossible, though we ought to resign our-
selves and our friends in all things to the
Divine will.

As to anything that looked like controversy
between us, I never meant any. What hap-
pened was only occasional—I only intended
to support, or, as far as I could, to illustrate
that great and fundamental truth, that there
is in man, though not of man, nor essential to
him as a creature, a Divine intelligencer and
conductor, which, if believed and followed,

ill lead and guide into all truth necessary to
mankind in their several stations here, and
'n the end to complete happiness. And, with-
out doubt, is the same thing intended and
meant in thine, where thou sayst, "I shall
here say, that that gift or grace, whatever it

be, or however men may agree or di.-agree in
xplaining it, is the only source of true happi-

ness attainable in this life, and that the only
path that will lead to the true and real enjoy-
ment of it is that of humilitj', and a sincere
"-irity, without which all profession of re-

on is empty show, and no better than hy-
pocris}', however attended with zeal, or the
appearances of a fervent devotion, and as in
this wo undoubtedly agree, I am sure wo are
safe in leaving it there." To which I readily
subscribe, since "the gift or grace of God is

not the same till united by the efiiciency of
Divine wisdom and power. I therefore rest
satisfied on this point.

As to what I have written as a comment
upon thy Charge, and on that occasion a short
hypothesis concerning the commencement of
inert matter, in order to the establishment of
the present state of things, I did fully intend
to send it according to the expectation given
in my former, but was hindered by going into
Yorkshire last summer, where I spent some
months, especially at Scarborough, during the
season, attending the meetings, at whose high
cliffs, and the great varieties of strata therein,
and their present positions,. I further learned,
and was confirmed in some things; and that
the earth is of much older date, as to the be-
ginning of it, than the time assigned in the
Holy Scriptures, as commonly tinderstood, which
is suited to the common capacities of human
kind, as to six days' progressive work, by
which I understand certain long and compe-
tent periods of time, and not natural days,
the time of the commencement and finishing
of all those great works being undiscoverablo
by the mind of man, and hid in that short
period, "In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth." And then the au-
thor goes on to set forth the further modifica-
tions of the terraqueous globe; and, I conjec-
ture, verj' long after it had its being with the
rest of the worlds.

But staying so long in the country, and
some time at York, where were taken in short
hand some things I spoke in the meetings,
the others being much more spread in those
parts than I was aware of, and being engaged
in other matters ever since my return, I have
not had any time to transcribe what I wrote
on that subject; but intend to go upon it in a
day or two, though I doubt I cannot finish it

as to send it by this opportunity, it con-
Qing thirty pages in quarto, and having to

do everything of this sort with my own hands.
I am obliged to thee for the hint about the

word animalcule. It may not be properly
adapted to the subject; but is the best I yet
have in things so unusual and hard to be ex-
pressed in any terms known to me; and yet,

peradventure, when thou hast seen the whole,
it may do ; but shall be still more obliged by
thy correcting it, and helping me to more ap-
propriate terms where not fully so. This
notion is not altogether now to myself, unless
conceiving it in my own mind, and not from
any other, may be called new, for I have had
it in my thought some years; but never put
it in writing till on this occasion ; but it may
be new to all others. What I mean is, that
all inert matter was generally animated, con-
sisting of innumerable animalcula and farinae,

before the worlds were made of it ; and I do
not doubt but to bring it to thy understand-

t least that it may bo the most probable
._, o — -- .---J to account for the beginning of i7iert

V yy,^}''^'^''^^^^^^ happiness, attainable in ma^^r; and, well understood, may bring out
this life, &c. And the gift and receiver are

|
many more truths yet undiscovered in nature

;
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and I apprehend that the Creator of all things

never made anything dead in its first proce-

dure from him, but living.

Dr. Clark is a Friend, a young man of good

understanding, brought up under the famous

Boerhaave, and has practised physic some

years in London. I showed the hypothesis

likewise to Dr. Fothergill, now going to Ley-

den for improvement; and he made some ob-

jections, which I have answered, whereby

some things are made plainer. For as it ap-

pears to the rational man, that God^ is, by

referring back from the creation to the Crea-

tor, even so by tracing the works of nature

from their present state and manner of work-

ing, backward, we may thereby the better

perceive the manner of her procedure, from

her fountain and origin, the peradventured

mode to perfection in every particular.

1 am obliged by the salutation of my good

friends, thy wife and daughters. My love

salutes them, and likewise thyself. I am
thine and their sincere friend,

Thomas Story.

(To be continued.)

Tree Inhabitants.—The noble Moriche palm

delights in wet, at least in Trinidad and on

the Lower Orinoco; but Schomburgk de-

scribes forests of them— if, indeed, it be the

same species—as growing in the mountains

of Guiana up to an altitude of four thousand

feet. The soil in which they grow here is half

pitch pavement, half loose brown earth, and

over both shallow pools of water, which will

become much deeper in the wet season ;
and

all about float or lie their pretty fruit, the size

of an apple, and scaled like a fir-cone. They
are last year's, empty and decayed. The ripe

fruit contains first a rich pulpy nut, and at

last a hard cone, something like that of the

vegetable ivory palm, which grows in the

paim-troe, the tree of life of the missionaries,

not only affords the Guaraons a safe dwelling

during "the risings of the Orinoco, but its

shelly fruit, its farinaceous pith, its juice,

abounding in saccharine matter, and the fibres

of its petioles, furnish them with food, wine,

and thread proper for making cords and weav-

^ hammocks. These customs of the Indians

of'the delta of the Orinoco were found former-

ly in the Gulf of Darien (Uraba), and in the

greater part of the inundated lands between

the Guerapiche and the mouths of the Ama-
zon. It is curious to observe in the lowest

degree of human civilization the existence of

a whole tribe depending on one single species

of palm-tree, similar to those insects which

feed on one and the same flower, or on one

and the same part of a jylaut.—Kingslei/'

West Indies.

For "The Friend."

from the Letters and Papers of Jolin Barclay

(Continued from page 307.)

"1817.—0! how shall words set forth the

dispensation of desolation as to anything like

good, that seems to have come over my soul?

Darker and darker,—deeper and deeper^-

what will be the termination of this distresi

Yesterday I attended Westminster Meeting;

upon sitting down my sorrow began to arise

like a whilwind, and I was ready soon to

burst into tears, exclaiming in secret, 'the

Lord hath forsaken me, he hath utterly for-

gotten and rejected me.' After a time of

great trial and tossing, a young Friend got

up with these words, ' Fear not, for I am with

thee, be not dismayed for I am thy God
;
I

will uphold thee by the right hand of my
righteousness.' Soon after which, F. Smith

arose, and in a very tender manner addressed

the poor, afflicted, tossed, tried servants,

whose conflict he described as being so heavy,

main land, but not here. Delicious they are, land their souls almost in despair; he expa-

and precious, to monkeys and parrots, as well

as to the Orinoco Indians, among whom the

Tamanacs, according to Humboldt, say, that

when a man and woman survived that great

deluge, which the Mexicans call the age of

water, they cast behind them, over their

heads, the fruits of the Moriche palm, as Deu-
calion and Pyrra cast stones, and saw the

seeds in them produce men and women, who
repeoplcd the earth. No wonder, indeed, that

certain tribes look on this tree as sacred, or

that the missionaries should have named it

the tree of life.

In the season of inundations these clumps
of Mauritia, with their leaves in the form of

a fan, have the appearance of a forest rising

from the bosom of the waters. The navigator,

in proceeding along the channels of the delta

of the Orinoco at night, sees with surprise the

summit of the palm-trees illuminated by large

tires. These are the habitations of the Gua-
raons (Tivitivas and Warawetios of Raleigh),

which are suspended from the trunks of the

trees. These tribes hang up mats in the air,

which they fill with earth, and kindle on a

layer of moist clay the fire necessary for their

household wants. They have owed their

liberty and their political independence for

ages to the quaking and swampy soil, which
they pass over in the time of drought, and
on which they alone know how to walk in

security to their solitude in the delta of the

Orinoco, to their abode on the trees, where
I'eligious enthusiasm will probably never lead

any American Stylites The Mauritia

tiated on the number of promises contained

in Scripture for such as these, if they still

continued faithful and steadfast to the end,

if they still persisted in hoping in, waiting

for, and trusting to the Lord alone. He said

he believed there were some present, whose
language was,—'the Lord hath forsaken and

forgotten me;' with much more for the en-

couragement of such to patience and perse-

verance under suffering. As for me, I seemed
utterly unable to receive any comfort or hope

as if all hold was gone and out of reach, and

like poor Job, who refused to be comforted.

This evening, after a day of heavy exercise

and tears, my brother read a portion of the

Psalms. \Yhilst he was preparing to read,

my heart said, ' It is all over with me, there

is no good at all for me ; I am rejected of the

Lord, his presence and blessing is departed :'

however, when he began to read, the first

words awfully ran through mo, ' My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me, why art

thou so far from helping me, and from the

words of my roaring ? O my God I I cry in

the day time, but thou hearest not, and in the

night season I am not silent.' Then I was
somewhat comforted in remembering that

this was the language of David in great dis-

tress : yet he was not forsaken, but was great-

ly helped every way by the Lord in the ap-

pointed time.
" 1817. Date uncertain.—My mind has been

much burdened, and weightily affected with

the present aspect of things relating to the

growth and prosperity of the ever blessed

Truth: and not only do I allude to the Ic

state of things within my own bosom, and
the circle of our privileged Society, but al

in the world at large. Under a very humblii

sense of the infinite condescension, which 8t|

pares us from day to day, and from year

year, and of the unfathomable compassi'

which still pities, helps, preserves, and pi

vides for us with paternal tenderness, I a

ready to cry out, ' Who will not love, a

fear, and obey thee, O ! Lord ; and give the

selves up to be moulded into accordance ^'

thy blessed will?' But O! the ravages,

desolations, which the enemy hath effect

on the face of all the earth; how hath
blighted the blooming bud, and blasted t

richest grain, and parched up the fruitful fie

so that the time of harvest is become the he ;

of desolation and darkness ! Here and the

through the gloom of this vast howling wild

ness, a patch of green revives the droopi

eye, and cheers the desert scene; here a

there, amidst the straw and stubble in tl

great field, the earth, a few single ears are

be discovered raising their heads; and isjt

suflicient to show what the glory of the or

and of the harvest would have been, had

escaped the destroyer's hand, and not

trampled down by the wild beasts.

" 1817. Tenth month 2d.—' When the Lc
turned again the captivity of Zion, we we

like them that dream. Then was our moo
filled with laughter, and our tongue with sii

ing; then said they among the heathen, t

Lord hath done great things for them. T
Lord hath done great things for us, when
we are glad. Turn again our captivity,

Lord ! as the streams in the south. They tl

sow in tears, shall reap in joy. He that goe

forth and weepeth, bearing precious

shall doubtless come again with rejoich

bringing his sheaves with him?' O! the p

clous applicableness to my present conditi(

which my soul perceives, and warmly feels

the above written Psalm. I seem as thou

I dare not omit testifying of the abunda

riches of his mercies and of his grace, whi

the Lord hath profusely shed upon me to t

joy of my heart, to the very lighting up

my countenance. Weeping may endure "

the night season, but joy cometh in the mo;

ing, when the Suu of righteousness arise

with healing in his wings, and gladdens i

face of all things, making the whole herita
-

of God shout i'or joy. My soul did, duri

the several opportunities which were penr

ted us through this Quarterly Meeting, eai

estly crave and wrestle for a blessing, ev

for the slightest token of the Lord's comp
sionate regard ; and O ! how sweetly has

condescended to answer my petitions, I

cries, my longings for a little of the livi

bread,—that precious power and presen

which is only of and from him, and is in
'.

wisdom allotted or withheld. Much instr ,'

tion and comfort were also verbally convey

at this time ; and I was rejoiced to see soi

young persons, who appeared to have t

cause of truth and righteousness at heart,

well as their own individual advancements
preservation in the strait and narrow w
which they have happily set their feet,

alas ! what a number of this class seem to

readj^ to leave us ! I believe with some C(

fidenco, that but few of those who do lea

our religious Society, truly thrive in a spii-

ual sense; not that I confine true religion'

our own profession by any means; but tha
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ievo that there is that grace and truth to

met with, in a diligent and patient waiting
the teachings of the heavenly Guide, which
jy who leave us are in great measure unac-
iinted with, or do not much regard or value.

is I have found to bo the case, oven with
QO of the few who profess to leave us on
iscientious grounds. But O! if all left us

y for something, which after solemn in-

ry, they believed to be nearer the Truth,
few should wo have to lament the loss

I was very earnestly desirous for our
r young Friends, during our sitting to-

her in the Youths' Meeting (appointed at
quest of Mary Dudley) as well as during

first sitting for worship; that they might
16 up, in the strength and power of the
ag principle of grace and truth, to the help
he great cause; that they might in some
isure make up for the flagrant deficiency
tandard-bearers apparent among our sex

;

by such a steady, firm, consistent life

conversation, by such an abiding in the
ed life and power and strength of the

pel, as is now too rarely to be discovered
)ngst us."

ame date.—"I have been fearful of leaving
thing on record behind me, but what upon
r conviction has appeared to be right;
have often seen the necessity of looking
[osely to what is thus committed to paper,
any thing that may be said or done, it

ig my earnest desire that nothing may
1 in secret be done or said, but what will

the test of being brought to light. It

seem to many, who have not hitherto
I much, if at all brought under the re-

and refining power of Truth, that
exercises as have been permitted

iome upon me, and as have come upon
irs, are nothing but the effects of a weak
dand a bewildered imagination; and such
not enter into any understanding or fecl-

f these trials, which are described in such

pg terms. These may be yet more sur-

3d when they read of such sudden changes
revolutions as some experienced in their

pious states. Yet in the natural world,
often do wo see the greatest storm pre-
d,. and at other times followed, by the
)thest, calmest weather. The analogy is

ing, and it may be safely concluded, that
leae reverses aro designed to produce a
fieial effect."

(To be continued.)

Beer, Tea, Coffee.

ancient times the only drink common in

and, besides water, was a poor sort of
I produced from grapes, grown in Glouces-
lire and the neighboring counties. The
throve better in Franco, and during the
lie Ages Bui-gundian wine was almost the
lipal commodity imported into the coun-
Beer, now the national beverage, was

va to the Anglo-Saxons and occasionally
k, and even made at home, with worm-
1 instead of hops, throughout the subse-
t centuries. But its use has only been

aijral during the last four hundred years or
aj The Flemings were the first hop-growers
Qjthe tirst boer-drinkers, and great was the
bie heaped upon them by the media3val
Wlish for their gross tastes in this respect.
.cljrding to the old couplet

—

' llops, Keformation, baize, and beer,

Came into England all in one year ;"

tityear being 1524, when Flemish immi-

grants, settling in Kent, began to cultivate

hops in their gardens. Kentish hops, how-
ever, soon became famous, and beer quickly
grow into favour with the people.

The liking for beer has hardly lessened, in

spite of the wonderful extension in England,
during the last two centuries, of a taste for

less stimulating drinks. Tea, used from the
earliest known times by the Chinese, is men-
tioned occasionally by mediaeval travellers in

the East; but only became an article of Euro-
pean trade in the seventeenth century. It

first came overland to Russia. We aro told

of a Russian embassy to Mongolia, which re-

ceived a present of tea in exchange for its

costly gifts of sable furs. The Russians pro-

tested against such useless wares, but thej'

took the parcel back to Moscow, where it was
well liked that more was sent for, and thus

a trade began. About the year IGIO the

Dutch began to trade with China by sea, and
small quantities of tea were brought over by
them ; but it was not known in England
long before 1660, when a law was passed by
Charles II. 's first Parliament, levying a duty
of eightpence on every gallon of tea, choco-

late, or sherbet made for sale. In 1661 Pepys
rote in his Diary: " I did send for a cup of

a, a China drink, of which I never had
drunk before;" and in 1667: "Home, and
there find my wife making of tea, a drink
which Mr. Pulling, the potticaiy, tolls her is

good for her cold and the defluxions." But
Mrs. Pepys was lucky in being able to enjoy
her new medicine. In 16G4 the Bast India
Company had difficulty in buying thirty-four

ounces for a present to the king; and in 1669

we find the Company writing out to its ser-

vants in India to "send home 100 lbs. of the

best tey they could find." In 1678 it imported
13 lbs.; but thereby the market was great-

ly overstocked, and during the following six

years only 410 pounds more were brought
into the country. Soon after that, however,
regular and steadily-growing trade began.

In 1711 the consumption in Great Britain

amounted to 142,000 lbs., and in 1781 to 3,-

500,000 lbs. In 1785 the duty was reduced
from 119 to 12J per cent, on the value, and
the consequent reduction of price led to a
much greater demand. In that year about
13,000,000 lbs. were consumed ; in 1828 about
36,000,000 lbs.; in 1860 about 80,000,000 lbs.;

and in 1866 about 140,000,000 lbs.

Coffee-drinking, though a much^more mod-
ern custom than tea-drinking, began in Eng-
land a little earlier. It was first practised in

Arabia about the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury, when the story goes that the chief of a

company of dervishes noticed that his goats
frisked and played all night long whenever

the previous day they had eaten of a shrub
growing wild in the neighborhood. Finding
t difficult to keep his disciples awake during
their evening devotions, he prepared a bever-

age of the leaves or berries of the shrub, and
it pi'oved so helpful to the midnight piety of

the dervishes, that from that time coffee came
into use. The coft'ee-plant being abundant
and easily cultivated, the new beverage soon
became a favorite all over Arabia. Groat op-

position was offered to it by many good
Moslems, who urged that it was an intoxica-

ting drink quite as bad as the wine forbidden
n the Koran, and numerous raids wore made
upon the coffee-houses; but the very fact of

its serving as, in some sort, a substitute for

the j uice of the vine tended to make it popular.

It reached Constantinople about 1554, and
was of universal use in all Mahometan coun-
tries before the close of the sixteenth century.
So essential was it deemed to domestic hap-
piness that a Turkish law recognised a man's
refusal to supply his wife with coffee as suffi-

cient ground for her claiming a divorce.

About the year 1600 it began to be talked of
in Christendom as a rare and precious medi-
cine. In 1615 it was brought to Venice, and
in 1621 Burton spoke of it, in his "Anatomy
of Melancholy," as a valuable article which
ho had heard of but not seen. In 1652, Sir

Xicholas Crispe, a Levant merchant, opened
in London the first coffee-house known in

England, the beverage being prepared by a
Greek girl brought over for the work. Other
coffee-houses in abundance were soon opened.
In William III.'s and Queen Anno's days they
were the great places of resort for wits, beaux,
fops, gallants, wise men, and fools, and as such
are amply described in the Sjjedator and other
works of the time. And coffee was not merely
an excuse for social intercourse : its first drink-

ers in England knew how to drink it. Pope
says :

—

For lo! tbe board with cups and spoons is crowned.

The berries crackle and the mill goes round
;

On shining altars of Japan they raise

The silver lamp ; the fiery spirits blaze

;

From silver spouts the grateful liquors glide,

While China's earth receives the smoking tide.

At once they gratify their scent and taste.

And frequent cups prolong the rich repast."

The growing demand for coffee, of which
ore than 30,000,000 lbs. are now annually

consumed in Great Britain, caused the plant

to be cultivated in other districts as well as

Arabia, where it is indigenous and thrives

;. At a very early date tbe Dutch began
to grow it in Java and their other East Indian

possessions, and they were unintentionally

the causers of its introduction to the New
World. In 1690 some seeds were brought
from Mocha to the Botanic Garden at Am-
sterdam, and from the produce of these seeds

a single plant was, in 1714, sent as a present

to Louis XIV., and by him treasured up in

Paris. In 1717 a Frenchman named Declieux
obtained a plant raised from one of its seeds,

and carried it to Martinique. The ship was
weather-bound, and before the Atlantic was
crossed tho crew were in grievous trouble for

want of water. There was water on board,

but the captain, anxious above all things to

preserve his treasure, doled it out in meagre
quantities to the men, while ho nourished tho

coffee-plant without stint. And the plant

made a good return for the care bestowed
upon it. From its seeds, we aro told, have

descended all the coffee-trees now abounding
in the West Indies and Brazil.

Because it is the unutterable goodness of

God to people in those latter days, as the sum
of scripture-prophecy, thus to make known
himself [as an indwelling Spirit of Life, Light
and Wisdom] ; we are incessant in our cries

unto them, that they will turn their minds
inward (now abroad and taking up their rest

in tho externals of religion) that they may
hear His heavenly voice and knocks, and let

Him in, and be taught of Him to know and
do His will, that they may come to be ex-

perienced and expert in tho school of Christ;

for never man spoke and taught, as He living-

ly speaks and teaches in the consciences of

those who diligently hear him, and are will-
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ing to be taught of Him the knowledge ol

His ways.— Wm. Penn.

NO TIME TO PRAY.
No time to pray !

Oh, wlio so frauglit with' earthly care

As not to give to humble prayer

Some part of day?

No time to pray !

"What heart so clean, so pure within,

That needeth not some check from sin—

•

Needs not to pray?

No time to pray !

'Mid each day's danger, what retreat

More needful than the mercy-seat ?

Who need not pray ?

No time to pray !

Must care or business' urgent call

So press us as to take it all,

Each passing day ?

No time to pray

!

Then sure your record falleth short

;

Excuse will fail you as resort.

On that last day.

What thought more drear,

Than that our God his face should hide.
And say, through all life's swelling tide.

No time to hear !

Cease not to pray
;

On .Jesus as you all rely.

Would you live happy—happy die?

ARBUTUS.
Oft have I walked these woodland paths
Without the blest foreknowing;

That underneath the withered leaves,

The fiiirest ilowers were growing.

To-day the south wind sweeps away
The types of autumn's splendor,

And shows the pale arbutus flowers.

Spring's children, pure and tender.

O prophet buds, with lips of bloom,
Outvying in your beauty,

The pearly tint of ocean shells.

Ye teach me faith and duty.

Walk life's dark paths, they seem to say.

With Love's divine foreknowing,
That where man sees but withered leaves,

God sees the sweet flowers growing.

Leif/hton.

For "The Friend."

Alcoholic Drinks.

Dr. Eichardson, F. E. S., has furnished to

The Popular Science Mevieir, a valuable ar-

ticle entitled, "The Physiological Position of
Alcohol," portions of which may be instruc-

tive to some of our readers. As may be in-

ferred from the title of the essay, its author
does not enter into any discussion of the great
moral questions involved in the temperance
movement, but simply points out the actual

effects on the animal economy produced by
alcohol. These effects have been ascertained
by many observations and carefully conducted
experiments.

Dr. E. says : "I would deal now with one
part of the science side of the alcohol ques-
tion, and which put in very simple language,
would stand as follows: Is alcohol good for

the health of man and the lower animals?
Does it give them strength, readiness ior

work, endurance for work, length of days,
happiness? To answer the question relating

to the lower animals first, we may, I think,

come to the safe conclusion that alcohol is not
good for animals under the rank of man, I

Calves fed on gin-balls—barley meal and gin
—-are very soon prepared for the butcher, but
are not exalted into any thing very sprightly

and lively in the bovine kind. On the con-

trary they are rendered doll, slothful, and
sleepy animals. Cats and kittens are equally

deteriorated by alcohol. I knew some young
people who gradually taught a favorite kitten

to walk round the dinner table during dessert

and taste wine. It was not long before the

taste became a luxurious habit with the ani-

mal, but she soon began to fail under it. She
slept half her life, lost all desire for play, and
in the course of a month or two was dropsical

and beyond cure. She contracted the liver

disease called cirrhosis, and a very perfect

specimen of the disorder she presented after

her untimely death. I have observed that

birds can be made to acquire a taste for alco-

hol. Pigeons and fowls, after a little training,

will pick up peas saturated with spirit, and
subsist on such diet. The animals fatten and
sleep, but they lose their vivacity, and cer-

tainly lose their muscular power. The same
rule holds good with fish. These animals,

under the feeble but steady influence of alco-

hol, become indolent and sleepy, and soon
die."

The following are some of the ascertained

facts in regard to the use of alcoholic drinks

by man.
" The first symptom of moment that at-

tracts attention, alter alcohol has commenced
to take effect on the animal body, is what may
be called vascular excitement ; in other words,
over action of the arterial vessels and of the
heart, or, speaking still more correctly, over
action of the heart and arterial vessels. The
heart beats more quickly, and thereupon the

pulse rises. There may be some other symp-
toms of a subjective kind—symptoms felt by
the person or animal under the alcohol—but
this one symptom of vascular excitement is

the first objective symptom, or that which is

presented to the observer. I endeavored in

one research to determine from observations

on inferior animals, what was the actual de-

gree of vascular excitement induced by alco-

hol, and my results were full of interest.

They have, however, been entirely superseded
by the observations on the human subject,

made by Dr. Parkes and Count WoUowicz.
These observers conducted their enquiries

on the 3'oung and healthy adult man. They
counted the beats of the heart, first at regular
intervals, during what were called water peri-

ods, that is to say, during the periods when
the subject under observation drank nothing
but water; and nest, taking still the same
subject, they counted the beats of the heart
during successive periods in which alcohol

was taken in increasing quantities: thus step

by step they measured the precise action of

alcohol on the heart, and thereby the precise

primary influence induced by alcohol. Their
results were as follows :

The average number of beats of the heart
in 24 hours (as calculated from eight observa-
tions made in 14 hours) during the first, or
water period, was 106,000; in the alcoholic

period it was 127,000, or about 21,000 more;
and in the brandy period it was 131,000, or

25,000 more.
The highest of the daily mean of the pulse

observed during the first or water period was
77.5; but on this day two observations are
deficient. The next highest daily mean was
77 beats.

If, instead of the mean of the eight da^ L

or 73.57, we compare the mean of this o j

day, viz., 77 beats per minute, with the ahi;

holic days, so as to be sure not to over-ei

mate the action of the alcohol, we find :

—

On the 9th day with one fluid ounce
alcohol the heart beat 430 times more.
On the lOih day, with two fluid ounc

1,872 times more.
On the 11th day, with four fluid ounc

12,960 times more.
On the 12th day, with six fluid ounci

30,672 times more.
On the 13th day, with eight fluid ounc.

23,904 times more.
On the 14th day, with eight fluid ounc

25,488 times more.
But as there was ephemeral fever on

12th day it is right to make a deduction,

to estimate the number of beats in that d

as midway between the 11th and 13th daj'

or 18,432. Adopting this, the mean daily

cess of beats during the alcoholic days w
14,492, or an increase of rather more than
per cent.

The first day of alcohol gave an excess o

per cent., and the last of 23 per cent.; a

the mean of these two gives almost the ss

persentage of excess as the mean of the
days.

Admitting that each beat of the heart

as strong during the alcoholic period as in t

water period (and it was really more pow
ful), the heart on the last two days of alcol

was doing one-fifth more work.
The period of rest for the heart was sho

ened, though, perhaps, not to such an exte

as would be inferred from the number of bea

for each contraction was sooner over. T
heart on the fifth and sixth days after alcol

was left off, and apparently at the time wh
the last traces of alcohol were eliminat

showed signs of unusual feebleness ; and, p
haps, in consequence of this, when the bran

quickened the heart again, the tracings sho

ed a more rapid contraction of the ventiel

but less power, than in the alcoholic peril

The brandy acted, in fact, on a heart wh(
nutrition had not been perfectly restored.

It is diSieult at first glance, to realize

excessive amount of work performed by
heart under this extreme excitement. Lit

wonder it is that, after the labor impof

upon it by six ounces of alcohol, the

should flag; still less wonder that the brj

and muscles which depend upon the heart

their blood supply should be languid for ma
hours, and should require the rest of long sle

for renovation. It is hard physical work
short, to fight against alcohol; harder tb

rowing, walking, wrestling, carrying hea

weights, coal-heaving, or the tread-wheel

self.

While the heart is thus laboring under
action of alcoholic stimulation, a change

observable in the extreme circulation—tl

circulation of blood which by varying shao

of color in exposed parts of the body, such

the cheek, is visible to the eye. The p(

pheral circulation is quickened, the ves

distended. We see this usually in perse

under the influence of wine in the early sta

and we speak of it as the flush produced

wine. The authors I have already qnO'

report upon it in definite terms. "Tbepj
pheral circulation (during alcoholic exoi

ment) was accelerated, and the vessels

enlarged, and the effect was so marked
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{w that this is an important influence for

jd or for evil when alcohol is used."

iy common observation the flush seen on
cheek during the first stage of alcoholic

tation is supposed to extend merely to

parts actually seen. It cannot, however,
00 forcibly impressed on the mind of the

ler that the condition is universal in the

y. If the lungs could be seen they, too,

Id be found with their vessels injected ; if

brain and spinal cord could be laid open
iew they would be discovered in the same
lition ;

if the stomach, the liver, the spleen,

kidneys, or any other vascular organs or

,8 could be laid open to the eye, the va^cu-

jnlargement would bo equally manifest.

course of time, in persons accustomed to

hoi, the vascular changes, temporary only

he noviciate, become confirmed and per-

ent. The bloom on the nose which
acterizes the gonial toper is the estab-

ign of alcoholic action on vascular

3.

CTo be continned.)

For "The Frk-nd,

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(ContiDuod from page 311.)

be following anecdotes of Mildred Ratcliff

DOted about this period :

—

it one of the sittings of New York Yearly
ting, in 1838, the subject of slavery being
•duced into the women's meeting, a groat
lement was soon manifested in many,
much heat of manner, and warmth of

[ession. The solemnity of the meeting
being rapidly dissipated, and two or three

308 were speaking at once, when Mikh-ed
rupted them, exclaiming with a loud clear

Peter's wife's mother lay sick of a
The singularity of the scripture quo-

n, and the loud voice in which it was de-

ed, instantly brought all in the meeting-
e into silence ; and then Mildred added,
when the Master laid his cooling hand
her, immediately the fever left her.'

short discourse produced a wonderful
t. All excitement ceased, and anti-slavery

intion for that year was at an end.

Jeing at Joseph Rhoads' on her return,

aid to Hannah, ' Be thou faithful in doing
is requii'ed of thee, without reasoning

ly fitness : leave that to the Master, it is

of thy business.' Hannah was soon
exercised under an apprehension of duty
iit England.

the same visit, Mildred attended for

; time, the North Meeting in Philadcl-

Her mind was filled with gospel love

10 large body of young Friends present,
her strong and energetic manner she

imed, ' Dear young Friends, I grudge
the old sarpent should have one of ye.'

"

Jonathan Evans to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Philadelphia, 8th mo. 24th, 18.38.

>ear friend, M. Ratcliff,— I received thy
last evening, and can truly sympathize
thee in thy bodily and mental sufferings;

«d there is little to expect in the present
W)ut deep depression and painful conflict;

f jhen the seed of life is under oppression,
eiithf'ul must suffer with it. Our blessed
Hi said, ' Where I am, there shall also my
nnt be.' Our ancient Friends labored
ryntly to engage the people to receive and
i(| steadfastly under the crucifying power
^r Lord Jesus Christ ; that the old man

and his deeds being put off, they might come
to experience living faith in him—a being
made pure in heart, and of those who shall

see God ; thus being sanctified, they in their

several measures came to know a walking
with him in great fear and awful reverence,

and the weight of their spirits had often a

reaching eftect upon those about them.
" But alas ! having now as a Society, rules,

order and testimonies chalked out for us, how
are we resting in the superficial observance
and profession of these things. ' I had planted
thee a noble vine, wholly a right seed ; how
then art thou turned into the degenerate
plant of a strange vine unto me.' O, my dear
friend, it is a continual labor to keep near to

the movings and teachings of the Spirit of our
Lord that he requires of us now as well as

formerly, for it is thus only that we are en-

abled to show forth the praises of him that

hath called us to glory and to virtue. But
the humbling operation of the Spirit is so un-

modish, and to the worldly wise so foolish,

that the ingenuity of man has invented a way
more in accordance with the polish and max-
ims of the world, that we may get along with-

out derision, and in our imagination be heirs

of both kingdoms.
" Surely the Lord will in his own time bring

back his people to that lowly, trembling,

watchful state, wherein they shall be enabled
distinctly to hear his voice, to follow him, and
to flee from the voice of the stranger: and
this perhaps through the instrumentality of

poor, weak, obscure individuals. If our min-
isters do not abide faithfully under the purify-

ing hand of the power of Christ ; and descend
with him as to the bottom of the mountains,
wherein they can discern the real state of the

church, they may bo tempted and betrayed
into that most grievous snare, of seeking to

please the people with fine words and smooth
speeches, which like a leprosy will form and
fashion us to make very near approaches, if

not a coalition with those of other religious

persuasions.

Thy friend, Jonathan Evans."*

John Hall to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Near Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, 7th mo. 22d, 1839.

"Dear friend Mildred Ratcliff",—I often re-

member the opportunity that I, with some
other Friends, had by thy bedside, with feel-

ings for thee of near sympathy and affection.

* To the general regret, no doubt, of our readers, the
foregoing appears to be the last letter of that prince in

Israel, Jonathan Evans, to Mildred Eatclitf. As sup-
plemental to the close of a correspondence between two
such spiritually gifted ones, it may be interesting to

note, that the last time M. K. was at J. E.'s, and after

a short but solemn silence before rising from the table,

she addressed to him the following communication :

—

" I deem it a great privilege that I have been once more
permitted to be refreshed at thy table : and as it seems
to me it is the last time that this privilege will be en-
joyed by me, I cannot rise without expressing my earn-
est desire and belief, that we shall be permitted, through
the power of God and the mercy of his dear Son .Jesus

Christ, to meet together in eternity, and enjoy the feast

of fat things at the marriage of the King's Son, the
supper-table of the Lamb: where our enjoyment will

niinterrupted, and continue through the boundless
3 of eternity. Oh I may we keep our eyes singly

directed to the Pilot of our soul's happiness, and steadily
follow Him, so that nothing present or to come, may
be permitted to separate us from his love, or prevent

from being landed by Him in the haven of rest

;

ere in the enjoyment of the feast of fat things, we
shall ascribe glory, honor, and high praises to Him
who sitteth upon the throne, and to the Lamb who
liveth forever and ever,"

" Dear sister, how I crave the company of
those who are concerned for the law and the
testimony, to whom I might a little open my
feelings. Thou well knowest the preciousness
of that unity which subsists between the
rightly concerned members of the church.
These desire above all things that they may
be preserved from the lo here's and lo there's,

in the true path of deep humility before the
searcher of hearts. O the want of this in too
many! This has, I believe, brought our poor
Society into its present lamentable state. It

seems to me that mourning and lamentation
must be the lot of all the living, if any such
there be amongst us. Notwithstanding the
low condition, I do believe there are many
scattered up and down, who are travailing for

Zion's welfare and restoration.
" I wish to hear how is getting along.

If she is able to stand firm, I think it will be
through the mercy of the great Caretaker.
Yet He is able to preserve his dependent ones,
under all the trials and conflicts they may
have to pass through.

" I need not tell thee of the poverty and
distress felt in our meetings I 1 have some-
times been almost ready to cry out in the
language of tho mournful prophet, ' Oh, that
I had in the wilderness a lodging place of
wayfaring men, that I might leave my people
and go from them.' "

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Distribute the Tracts.

Since the opening of the public squares in

this city, the first of the present month, large
numbers of persons resort thither on First-

days. The time of many of them seems to
be much occupied in laughing or conversation,

probably not as a general rule on the most
improving subjects ; while some read news-
papers, pass their time in idleness, or fall

asleep. It occurred to me that hero would
be a good place to distribute tracts. I selected

a dozen byway of experiment, written under
religious concern by a beloved Friend who
has several years now been entered into her
everlasting rest, and of whom it was truth-

fully testified at her grave, that she was one
of whom the world was not worthy. The
first tract was handed to a man who was
seated by himself He respectfully received

it and commenced perusing it. Then to two
women, to some young colored men, and
presently I found myself surrounded by a
number of men and boys asking that each
should receive one. I could have distributed

a hundred.
The next afternoon, as I was walking in

the southern part of the citj', a colored man
with whitewash brush in his hands accosted

me, desiring I would furnish him with another

of the same tract I had given him the day
before—as he had given that away. He
stated that ho had read it to a company of

his people who had not been what they ought
to be, and who were surrounded by evil in-

fluences. For the first time in five years they
had accompanied him to a place of worship
that evening. This simple circumstance is

related with the hope of giving encourage-

ment to embrace some of the many opportu-

nities open in our daily walk, to sow good
seed, which the dissemination of pertinent

tracts and books may be compared to.

Philada., 6th mo. 17th, 1872.
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It may be remombered by our readers that

some time ago we placed before them extracts

from an article published in The British Friend,

under the beading of " Barclay and his As-

sailants," exhibiting the great change that

has taken place in the members of London
Yearly Meeting, as regards plainness of dress,

manners, &c., so that the few still keeping to

the garb of Friends, are looked upon with
disapprobation, if not contempt, by their fel-

low professors. We again give extracts from

a continuation of the same article in the last

number of our respected cotemporarj'. The
author, whoever he may be, expresses sen-

timents on some points with which we can-

not unite ;
but his statements are valuable as

adding to the cumulative evidence, from an

unprejudiced source, of the great departures

of very many of the members of that Yearly

Meeting, from the principles and practices of

Friends. It is a sad fact, but we see no good

to be gained by attempting to conceal or

palliate it.

We have italicised a few lines.

—

Editors.

Barclay and his Assailants.

It has not been my intention from the first

to enter into any detailed defence of the

several propositions of the " Apology for the

True Christian Divinity, as the same is held

forth and preached by the People in scorn called

Quakers ;" nor of those points in particular

which have lately been called in question.

That would occupy far too much space in the

pages of this Periodical, and would probably
only lead to unprofitable controversy. But
believing those principles to form one intelli-

gible and consistent whole, perfectly impreg-

nable from without, and perfectly scriptural;

and that the very life of our religious Society

lies therein, yea, in those very points which
have been more especially assailed of late, I

have felt the burden laid upon me to point

out, as far as I may be enabled, the symptoms
which appear to me to indicate a gradual de-

cadence in the full recognition and distinct

enunciation of some points of our pristine

faith, along with the growth of views more
consonant with those from the thraldom of

which our forefathers in the truth—under an

amount of obloquy and suffering we are now
wholly unable to realize—wore delivered, and
have handed down to us their living testimony
as a precious inheritance. That our carlj^

Friends were more highly gifted, more en-

lightened, and saw farther than the rest of

the professing world into the entire spiritu-

ality of the Gospel dispensation—upon which
we must advance, not retrograde, if we would
maintain our position—is the only ground
wo can claim for a separate existence, or that

can form a bond of union amongst us suffi-

ciently strong to resist extraneous influences,

and so to cement us together as to check the

dissolution which, others at least inform us,

has evidently for some time past been steadily

setting in.

I am aware there is what is thought to be

a revival amongst us, in the greatly increased

amount of religious activity of late years in

some directions, as in the institution of First-

day Schools, and variousother agencies for the

promotion of the social and religious welfare

of our fellow-men. These movements have
doubtless exerted both a direct and a reflex

influence for good in no small degree on the

minds of those who have been engaged in

them, as well as on the objects of their solici-

tude and exertion. It is not quite so clear

that these eff'orts and associations have had
altogether an attractive and deepening in

fluence on those who have taken the most
prominent part in their promotion towards

our Society and its primary principles

whether the result has been an increase of

loyalty and attachment on the whole, oi

whether there has not been an obviously scat

tering efi'ect, and even in some cases a degree
of estrangement. If it be so, I would be far

from drawing any arbitrary conclusion, be-

yond the notice of the fact, for the inference

may be made use of either way. But there
has not always been a perfect freedom from
an appeal to popular elements and motives of

action, of all influences one ofthe most stealthy

and insidious.

Our statistical tables likewise exhibit a
slight annual increase in the number of our
members for the last few years, but not nearly

in proportion to the general increase of the

population. Like all other statistics they are

necessarily very deceptive as to the right

conclusions to be drawn from them, and per-

haps nothing can be imagined more barren

and unprofitable as to any moral or religious

results than the mere counting of numbers.
They do not tell us how many of those re-

turned are only nominal members, as must
naturally be the case where birthright is the

principal avenue into the Society, and oc-

casionally attending a First-day morning
meeting the main test of a claim to the re-

tention of membership. There is no means
of ascertaining the proportion between our
sincerely attached and our lukewarm or more
or less disaffected members—the only thing
worth knowing at the expense of the time
and trouble incurred. Many of those enu-

merated would scarcely recognize their mem-
bership if challenged, or hold it as binding

to any particular walk or practice. This
loose state of things is mainly attributable

to an increased laxity in the discipline of late

years ; and how much of this is due to, and has
been promoted by, the statistical tables, they
must be left to answer for themselves. I am
no advocate for a penal discipline, love being

the only authority, and restoration the sole

object of discipline in a Christian church.

But we have a right to look for some sort of

consistency, and I think there can be no doubt
of our statistical tables being out of harmony
with the theory and constitution of our So-

ciety, in their inevitable tendency to direct

the attention, along with other prevalent in-

fluences, to outward considerations. This is

not alone my own solitary view. One of the

it experienced voices, now removed from
amongst us, pleaded against them to the last.

Notwithstanding anything they may seem to

cover, we can scarcely cast our eyes over the

length and breadth of the land without becom-
ng painfully sensible of a general decay going
)n in the attendance of our meetings both

for worship and discipline, in towns as well

as in the country, but more especially in some
of the rural districts, which were once the

strongholds of our Society. There are a few
cases of exception, where unusual zeal and
e.xertion have been devoted, or where the

neighboring meetings have been fed by the

surplusage of the large towns ; but the general

complaint is of old standing in the Answers
to our Queries, as to the continuous falling

in the attendance of First-day afternoon

and week-day meetings. It has gone on I

steadily increasing for some time past, am
now aftecting our First day morning me,

ings in many places. It has gone on incr«i

ing with much greater rapidity during
present and immediately preceding ge
ations, so that we hear more and more
the extreme diflSculty with which meetii

in some places are kept up at all, of oth

being discontinued, and of junctions tak

place between Monthly and Quarterly Mt
ings, one after another, in consequence of

diminished numbers attending them, t .

withstanding the greatly increased facilit,

of travelling ; which process, as far as rega:
.,

present appearances, seems not likely to
J.

counteracted. In endeavoring to trace tj:'

causes, we have no records exactly to shji,

when this decline first began to set in. Eij;

gration for the sake of greater freedom
conscience, and from under the hand of bit

persecution, was one main cause in earl

times, but that has long ceased to operate

anything like the same proportion. * *

Although some of our general principl

and several of our testimonies, are undoubt
ly meeting with increased recognition andli:

ceptance among the community at lar -.

those who have an extensive experience, a

the best welfare of the Society most truly^

heart, must be conscious of a loiJe-spn

alienation from our practices, if not d'fect_

from our principles, within our own bordti

and that by no means confined to the yonj^

and rising generation, but affecting manyi

those occupying prominent positions in the
|,

ciety, and to whom we are accustomed *•

look up as examples, if not as our leaders aj

our guides. If the cause should be foundj

in a general lukewarmness having cpj

over us, or, still more, in any shifting of <j,

ancient ground, in the gradual yielding upi-

less distinct apprehension of those deep,
j

ward, and spiritually experienced eonvictiij

which first gathered our early Friends, sj

of which Eobert Barclay is the able q
hitherto acknowledged exponent, it is well

should be thoroughly awakened to it bef

admirable organization is all that is),

to us.

There can be no doubt, I think, that

'

source of the diflSculties which arose in

Society in this country rather more tli.

thirty years ago lay really in a covert—i.
open at that time, I believe—attack njl;

le of the principles of Barclay and |.

early Friends. The views which were tli

.

being disseminated occasioned so much
j^

easiness when brought to the Yearly Mfj,,

r as to cause the appointment of a C(

ttee in the year 1835. That Commit
was composed of some of the ablest and m
qualified men we had amongst us,

equals in weight of character and religii

experience, I apprehend, without dispara

ment, it may fairly be said we should n

have difficulty in finding. They labored k

and faithfully ; and the Society had strenj

enough at that time to cast out from it

views which had occasioned the difHca

ut it resulted in the separation of so larf

number of influential Friends, many of tb

of the highest reputation and standing, afl

shake the Society in some quarters to

very centre. The result was greatly to

deplored. And I doubt whether there

any Friends now living, who can remem
and impartially review the whole of the

cumstances attending what is known SB
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icon Controversy," and who are not now
e judgment that the lasting interests of

Society were not best promoted by the

ie then taken—ever since so far regrot-

the action both of the Yearly Meeting
)f its Committee. Whether arising from
(rell-known law of reaction or otherwise,

ieve it to be no mistake to say that those

views are now the most prominently held in

leading quarters, if not in the Society at,*****
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that

8 which were looked upon as important
obert Barclay, William Penn, and other
fruits of the Spirit, and therefore held

ing testimonies, and some that are con
3d to belong to our minor views and
ices, now that they are acknowledged

aking their way in the world more
•ally, perhaps, than at any former period,

an increasing sense of the inconsistency

lat they are opposed to with the Chris-

aik and calling, are fast losing their

upon us, or are being mostly treated
more lightly, if not altogether lowered
ing into decay. The adoption of the

Qals of "mourning" is rapidly increasing
while a society has lately been
holly to discountenance those prac-

imoug rich and poor alike. As to the
al subject, a " Woman's Dress Associa-
has recently been instituted altogether
ut our borders. Again, the right and
ication of women to preach the gospel
oming much more extensively acknow-

,
while on this vital question a tone of

ation is sometimes to be heard in our
Some forms of speech—not those
many deem merely technical, but
that involve a clear and decided princi-

i-e freely used, and have crept into our
or semi-official documents at our meeting-

and on. other public occasions. Many
members are satisfied to contribute to

intenance of officially paid ministers, and
matters accept of their official services,

t any serious recognition of our discipline.

'entious persons throughout the country
jwing themselves to be distrained upon,
than support certain appropriations

disapprove of; while our testimony
t ecclesiastical demands once so con-
ly held, and for the faithful mainten-
f which our predecessors suffered so

^ has become a mark for controversy,
has almost disappeared.
now that these things held as mere
of rule,—as well as our testimonies
war, and against oaths, which are

'eserved almost intact,—are compara-
lifeless, and cannot take rank above
oral precepts, unless they spring from
iward conviction, as always so based
ert Barclay and his friends. Separated
loir living root, our practices become
dry and withered branches of a sap-

d decaying stem ; and in our very
of formality, we sink into the worst of

* * * *

is it may be said the complaint is

e ; that it is the old, old story of
iline of the Society, and departure
I first principles, almost from its rise,

a,8t the second generation ; and equally

g nearly every other religious move-
3von Christianity itself, according to

U-known course of events, or law of
nature. I have a scarce old volume

(1703,) written by an " enemy" of course,

which contains the picture of an elderly man,
with his hat on, in a bending decrepit attitude,

supporting himself on crutches, with the

legend,—" Quakerism drooping, and its Cause
sinking!" The difference, however, is this.

Defections then came from the margin, and
were partial, leaving the heart or responsible

portion sound ; now it is general, and may be

said to have reached the head in some cases,

that is, in the attacks upon our central princi-

ples, as far as regards the opposition to

Barclay. * * *

Great as are the moral principles of our
Society, it can never stand upon them alone.

If once the cementing bond of their true

spiritual basis is lost or depreciated, wo have
nothing left to hold us together worth con-

tending for ; or that other bodies do not pos-

sess, in some respects, in a superior degree.

There can bo no doubt about disintegration

having set in to a largo extent in the body
;

and what ought still more to alarm those

who have the good of the Society, and not

partial view.? or partisanship, truly at heart
is, that some of the finest minds amongst us,

and some of the most conscientious, are being

alienated, on one side or the other, from our
small numbers.

Selected for "The Friend.''

A Badge of the Party.

Though it be objected, that we seek to set

up outward forms and preciseness, and that

our plainness is but a badge of the party, the

better to be known ; I do declare, in the fear

of Almighty God, that these are but the im-

aginations and vain constructions of insen-

sible men, who have not had that sense, which
the Lord hath given us, of what arises from
the right and the wrong root in man. And
when such censurers of our simplicity shall

be inwardly touched and awakened by the

mighty power of God, and see things as they

are in their proper natures and seeds, they
ill then know their own burden, and easily

acquit us, without the imputation of folly or

hypocrisy herein.

To such as say that loe strain at small things,

which becomes not a people of such fair pre-

tensions to liberty and freedom of spirit, I

answer with meekness, truth, and sobriety,

that nothing is small that God makes matter
of conscience to do or leave undone, and that

as inconsiderable as they are made by those

who raise this objection, yet they are much
set by.— Wdliam Fenn.

Alas! if my best Friend who laid down his

life for me, were to remember all the instances

in which I have neglected Him, and to plead

them against me in judgment, where should
I hide my guilty head in the day of recom-
pense? I will pray therefore for blessings

upon my friends, though they cease to be so,

and upon my enemies though they continue
such.— Courier.
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It can hardly be otherwise than that every
one, whether he be a resident of the city, cn-

j

gaged in mercantile or professional pursuits,

lor living in the country and deriving his

means of subsistence from cultivation of the
soil, if he is accustomed to reflect on the de-
pendent condition of man, and the close con-
nection between his individual interest and
that of his fellow men, will be more or less

affected by any apparent unusual aberration
of natural j)honomona

; such as occasionally
occurs in the progress of the seasons, and the
prevailing character of the weather; influ-

encing irresistibly as they do the growth and
perfection of the fruits of the earth, from
which man derives the means of existence. If
we look on the multitudes around us, or con-
sider the vast aggregate of tho inhabitants of
our country, and reflect that all these must be
fed, day by day, it may be well if the query
is sometimes brought home to us, by what
wonderful means is the necessary food pro-
vided ? Accustomed to the daily rising and
setting of tho sun ; the constant and often un-
appreciated diffusion of light and heat; tho
varying apportionment of wind, clouds and
rain, we may learn to accept them as the mere
product of natural laws, forgetful of their and
our dependence on tho will of an almighty
and ever-present Creator, and thus fail to re-
cognize that tho supply of our daily wants is

altogether dependent on the goodness of Him,
in whom we live, move and have our being,
and that if He withholds tho bestowal of his
undeserved bounty, famine and death are the
inevitable result. Science with all its dis-
coveries, art with all its nice adaptations, in-
dustry with all its resources, and commerce
with all its appliances, mighty as thoy are in
assisting man in carrying on the labor which
belongs to him, and in perfecting his plans
and enterprises, each and all are powerless to
provide the means to support life, unless a
power far superior to any he can call into ac-
tion, so regulates the elements as rightly to
distribute genial warmth, and bring forth the
early and the latter rain necessary to make
" the fruitful field laugh with abundance."
The present Spring has been signally cold

and dry, there having been comparatively
little rain since its advent, and throughout
many sections of the country, the hopes of
the farmer aro disappointed by tho apparent
failure of some of his most needed crops. Tho
daily papers give gloomy accounts of tho con-
dition of the wheat and grass, and it seems
hardly probable, even should rain soon come,
that the yield will be sufficient to supply the
wants of man and beast, even in the neigh-
borhoods where it is gathered. The comments
of the press on this state of things in the coun-
iry, indicate that the thoughts of the writers
seldom rise higber than secondary causes,
and comfort is taken in the belief that as our
domain is vast, and its climate various, it is

probable the surplus of one part will supply
the deficiency of another. Such may prove
to be the case. It would be well however if

the minds of the people were more deeply
impressed with the guilt and deserved punish-
ment of the multiform aspects of sin con-
stantly thrusting themselves into notice; and
that although " The Lord God is merciful and
gracious, long-suffering and abundant in good-
ness and truth," yet his all-piercing eye be-
holds all these different phases of iniquity,
and He may be thus giving warning that his
long-suffering may be exhausted, and his
sleepless care to provide food for a rebellious,
ungrateful community be withdrawn, leaving
it to suffer by famine and pestilence, the re-
compense due to its many crimes. But how
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few comparatively appear to recognize his

hand in these dispensations, and how many
are disposed to thrust Him away from the

superintendence and government of his crea-

tion ;
deceiving themselves with the notion

that having established fixed laws, He has

left it to take care of itself. Can such rightly

learn to adore his glorious majesty, or to seek

with fervency of spirit his divine regard and

protection ?

How great is the patience and forbearance

of Him with whom we have to do; and yet

He does not always withhold his judgments,

as we have fearful evidence in what has been

and is even now taking place in the East,

where gaunt famine has reaped and is reaping

an awful harvest of corruption and death,

sweeping over cities, towns and country, car-

rying with it agony and terror, and leaving

to those who escape with life, little more than

lamentation and woes. Let us not flatter

ourselves that these are sinners above all

others who inhabit the earth, but rather seek

to humble ourselves and repent, lest we like-

wise perish. If we experience a merciful ex-

emption from such dire affliction, the louder

is the call for reverent gratitude and obedi-

ence to Him who can turn " a fruitful land

into barrenness for the wickedness of them

that dwell therein," who by a season so un-

propitious to vegetation, may be intending to

remind the people of their entire dependence

on Him who " watereth the hills from his

chambers," and who " causeth the grass to

grow for the cattle, and herb for the service

uf man, that he may bring forth food out of

the earth."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The supplemental article to the Treaty of

Washington, providing for a settlement of the indirect

claims controversy, continues to be a prominent topic

of discussion in the London papers. The London Globe

says, that the claims of the American government for

damages incurred by the destruction of vessels by the

privateer Shenandoah alone amount to $6,500,000.

The correspondence between the British and American

governments is published and commented on by the

journals, which generally express the hope of a favor-

able decision by the Senate.

The agent of the Cunard line has received informa-

tion of the loss of the steamer Tripoli, from Liverpool

for Boston. The Tripoli went ashore on South Tuskai

rock, off Carnsere Point, on the Irish coast. Her crew

and passengers were all saved, but the vessel will be s

total loss. Little of the cargo can be saved.

The qnestion of a university for women is being agi-

tated in England. Several influential journals strongly

advocate the measure.

The report of the Registrar General of Ireland, for

1871, shows a net decrease of 25,547 acres in the quan

tity of land under cultivation below the previous year'

returns. The number of emigrants who left Irish ports

last year was 72,004, a decrease of 3,476 compared with

1870. The emigrants consisted of 41,924 males, and

30,080 females.

London.—Consols, 93J. U. S. sixes, 1862, 89J ; 1867,

931 ; ten-forties, 89.

Liverpool.-Uplands cotton, Uld.; Orleans, UJ a

llfd. California white wheat, 12s. 8d. a 12s. lOd. per

100 lbs. ; red winter wheat, No. 2, 12s. 6(i. ; spring, lis.

8d. a lis. lOd.

Marshal Bazaine has been placed under arrest pre-

paratory to his trial before a special court martial,

which is to take place soon.

Subscriptions to the amount of $300,000 have been

raised in Paris for the suSerers by the eruption of

Vesuvius.
.

The Carlist disturbances in Spam continue. It

stated that 15,000 government troops are now con-

centrated in the department of Biscay, and opposed to

them are 7,000 Carlists, who avoid any general engage-

ment. Don Carlos has, it is supposed, taken refugi

France. A body of Carlists who entered Spain fi

Portugal, were met on the frontier by government

troops and driven back into Portugal. The Cortes have

passed a bill providing for bringing up the effective

force of the regular army in Spain to 80,000 men. The
Cortes rejected a resolution censuring the government
for declaring Navarre, Lerida, Biscay and Catalonia in

a state of siege.

A series of violent earthquakes occurred in Iceland

on the 16tb, 17th and 18th of last month.
A Berlin dispatch of the 16th says : The Reichstag

has passed a resolution asking the Government to sub-

mit for its action a draft of law which shall regulate

the license granted to religious orders, and provide for

the punishment of all members of such organizations

who are guilty of dangerous activity towards the State.

The resolution is aimed more particularly at the Jesuits,

who are especially mentioned as requiring restricting.

The Italian Government has sent a communication

to the Government of Prince Charles, of Roumania,
protesting against the persecution and oppression of the

Jews in that country.

Advices from Japan to 4th mo. 23d, state that by im-

perial decree the Mikado of Japan has abolished all

edicts directed against Christianity. These edicts had
been in force three centuries, and their abolition is the

voluntary act of the sovereign. Ten Buddhist priests

attempted to gain audience with the Mikado to protest

against his abolishing the edicts referred to, but were

warned off by the guards. Persisting in their efforts to

get into the palace five of the priests were cut down and
the others fled. A great fire had occurred in Yeddo,

destroying all the buildings in a space three miles in

length by two in width. It originated in " one of the

prince's late palaces," occupied by troops, and the flames

were carried by a severe gale " over whole blocks of

buildings," and set fire to places " a mile distant" from

where the fire began. The fire rendered 30,000 persons

homeless, and the government was feeding them. In

tlie new plan of the burned district, only wide streets

and substantial buildings are to be allowed.

A iladrid dispatch of the 20th says : It is officially

nounced by the government that desertions from

Carlist bands in the province of Biscay have com-

menced. Many of the insurrectionists present them-

selves to the government authorities and give up their

arms. More than four thousand have already submit-

ted. The insurgent bands in other provinces are dis-

persing.

It is stated that the attitude of the government of

France toward the Carlists, and the facility with which

the retreating insurrectionists have escaped into France,

have caused a deep feeling of irritation on the part of

the Spanish government. The Spanish Consul at

Bayonne, France, has arrived in Madrid, for the pur-

pose of formally complaining of the course pursued by

the French authorities toward the fleeing Carlists.

Detachments of government troops continue to en-

counter the Carlist bands in the disaffected provuices,

and the insurgents are invariably beaten and dispersed.

United States.— Miscdlaneoxis.—The number of

interments in Philadelphia last week were 328. There

were 29 deaths of small pox, 43 of consumption, 22 in-

flammation of the lungs, and 13 old age. The number
of interments in the corresponding week 1871, was 24

On the evening of the 19th, Jayne's large granite

building, extending from Dock to Carter Street, was

destroyed by fire, and other houses adjoining were

greatly damaged. The loss on stock and buildings is

estimated at j 552,000.

Last week forest fires swept over portions of Sullivan

and Delaware counties, N. Y., Sussex county, N. J.,

and several of the northern counties of Pennsylvania,

destroying much timber, and many dwellings,

mills, &c. A welcome rain on the 19th arrested the

destruction.

The U. S. Treasury balance on the 18th inst , con-

sisted of $100,618,340 coin, and $12,019,942 currency.

The Secretary of the Interior has received a commu-
nication from General Howard, dated Tucson, .Vrizona

The General, who spent four days at Camp Grant, in-

quiring into the Apache troubles, says there are nearly

one thousand of these Indians in the reservation, that

their conduct is good, and that scarcely any depreda-

tions are or have been committed in the vicinity.

The Labor report of Massachusetts for 1871 asserts

that since 1860 there has been a large decrease in nearl

every item of agricultural productions and in farm live

stock. From these facts it appears that Massachusetts

is becoming less a farming and more and more a manu-

facturing and trading and transporting community
The cash value of farms in that State has decreased

nearly $7,000,000 within the past ten years.

The total number of hogs packed in the west during

the past season was 4,782,41.3, an increase of 1,159,000

over the previous year. The cost of the hogs was $55

800,000.

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 147

1

passed a tariff and tax bill making considerable re

tions in the revenue. The estimated reduction bj

tariff bill, including the free list, is about $29,645.

d in internal revenue from $14,000,000 to $15,000^

Both Houses of Congress have agreed to adjc

finally on the 29th inst., but it is believed the Se

will not be ready for so early a day, and will ask fo

extension of the time.

ITie Markets, (fee—The following were the quolal

the 20th inst. New York.—American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118 j; ditto, 1867, 116}; ditto, K
5 per cents, llOf. Superfine flour, $6.90 a $7.30 ; I

brands, $7.50 a $12.15. No. 2 Chicago spring wl

$1.71; red western, $2.08; white Michigan, §2.

$2.20. Canada barley, $1.10. Oats, 57 a 67 cts.

98 cts. Western mixed corn, 73 a 74 cts.; we
white, 80 cts.; southern white, 88 a 90 cts. Pkiladei}

Cotton, 24} a 24J cts. for uplands and New Ork
Superfine flour, $6 a $6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $1'

New York and western red wheat, $2.20 ; amber, i

$2.35 ; white, $2.35 a $2.40. Rye, $1.10. Ye
corn, 74 a 75 cts.; western mixed, 73 a 74 cts. (

.58 cts. Canvassed hams, 12 cts. Lard, 9 a 9J

Clover-seed, 9 a 10 cts. per lb. Timothy, $2.75"

bushel. Sales of about 2000 beef cattle at the Av
Drove-yard. Extra at 7i a 8 cts. ; fair to good 6;

cts., and common 5 a 5J cts. per lb. gross. Clij

sheep sold at 6\ a 7-^ cts. per lb. gross : receipts

head. Corn fed hogs, $6.75 a $7 per 100 lbs. net

ceipts 3,261 head. Baltimore.—Familj flour, $i

a »13.50; western extra, $8.50 a $9.50. Penna

wheat, $2.20 a $2.30. Southern yellow corn

cts. ; white, 76 a 77 cts. Oats, 56 a 60 cts. Cincir

Family flour, $8.90 a f 9.52. Red wheat, $2
Corn, 50 cts. Rye, $1.06. Oats, 43 a 46 cts. Lar

St. iowis.-Family flour, $9.25 a $10.50. Choice s]

wheat, $1.70 ; fall red, $2.07 a S2.08. No. 2 n
corn, 50 cts. Oats, 40 a 41 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 sj

wheat, $1.51. No. 2 corn, 48 cts. No. 2 oa

Rye, 85 cts. No. 2 barley, 61 a 65 cts. Louim-

Choice wheat, $2 a $2.05. Corn in sacks, 65 cts.

in sacks, 53 cts. Sugar cured hams, 11 a 12 cts. ]

a 10 cts. Detroit.-Flour, $9.50 a $10. For c

amber and white wheat, $1.95. Mixed corn, 5

Oats, 47-1 cts. Oswego.—Amber Canada wheat,

No. 1 Mihvaukie spring, $1.78 a $1.80. Y'ellow

67 cts. Oats, 57 cts. Cleveland.—No. 1 winter

wheat, $1.95. Corn, 60 cts. Oats, 50 cts.

THE INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUT
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Comn

Room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Third-day;

mo. 2Sth, 1872, at 3 o'clock, p. M.
Richard Cadbury, Secrelu

Philadelphia, 5th mo. 1872.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful applianci

a full academic course, and the salary offered is lii

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., Phil

Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St.

Wi
FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS,

ited, a teacher in the classical department

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of

term in the 9th month next.

Application mav be made to

James 'Whitall, 410 Race St.

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South FiAh

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhilaMp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the 1

Managers.

Married, on the 16th of Fifth month, at Frii

Meeting-house, Germantown, Howard CoMFOJ
Susan F., daughter of the late Thomas Wistar, J;

WILLLUI II. PILE, PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Alcoholic Drinks.

CCoLtinuod from page 317.)

Recently some new physiological enquiries

ve served to exphiiu the reason why, under
johol, the heart at first beats so quickly and
ly the puhes rise. At one time it was im-

ined that the alcohol acted immediately
ion the heart, stimulating it to increased

tion, and from this idea—false idea, I should

y—of the primary action of alcohol, many
roneous conclusions have been drawn. We
ive now learned that there exist many
emical bodies which act directly by pro

icing a paralysis of the organic nervous sup

y of the vessels which constitute the minute
iSCular circuit. These minute vessels when
.ralyzed offer inefficient resistance to the

roke of the heart, and the heart thus liber

ed, like the mainspring of a clock from
Wch the resistance has been removed, quick-

in action, dilating the minute and feebly-

iting vessels, and giving evidence really not
increased but of wasted power.
The phenomena noticed above constitute

e first stage of alcoholic action on the body

;

le may call it the stage of excitement ; it cor-

Jsponds with a similar stage or degree caused
'/ chloroform.

;If the action of alcohol be carried further,

mew set of changes are induced in another
jirt of the nervous system—the spinal sys-

im. Whether this change be due simply to

le modification of the circulation in the
jiinal cord, or to the direct action of the al-

jihol upon the nervous matter, is not yet
lown, but the fact of change of function is

'ell marked, and it consists of deficient power
r co-ordination of muscular movement. The
[jrvous control of certain of the muscles is

[st, and the nervous stimulus is more or less

iifeebled. The muscles of the lower lip in

|ie human subject usually fail first of all, then
lie muscles of the lower limbs, and it is wor-
ly of remark that the flexor muscles give

iay earlier than the extensors. The mui
lemselves by this time are also failin^

)wer ; they respond more feebly than is

itural to the galvanic stimulus; they, too,

•e coming under the depressintr influence of

the animal functions under alcohol marks the

second degree of its action. In this degree,

in young subjects, there is usually vomiting,

and in birds this symptom is invariable.

Under chloroform there is produced a degree

or stage of action holding the same place in

the order of phenomena.
The influence of the alcohol continued still

longer, the upper portions of the cerebral

mass, or larger brain, become implicated.

These are the centres of thought and volition,

and as they become unbalanced and thrown

into chaos, the mind loses equilibrium, and

the rational part of the nature of the man
gives way before the emotional, passional, or

mere organic part. The reason now is off

duty, or is fooling with duty, and all the mere

animal instincts and sentiments are laid atro-

ciously bare. The coward shows up more

craven, the braggart more braggart, the bold

more bold, the cruel more cruel, the ignorant

more ignorant, the untruthful more untruth

ful, the carnal more carnal. " In vino Veritas"

expresses faithfully, indeed even to physio-

logical accuracy, a true condition. The spirits

of the emotions are all in revel, and are pre

pared to rattle over each other in wild disor-

der; foolish sentimentality, extending to tears,

grotesque and meaningless laughter, absurd

promises and asseverations, inane throats or

childish predictions impel the tongue, until at

last there is failure of the senses, distortion of

the objective realities of life, obscurity, sleep,

nsensibility, and utter muscular prostration.

This constitutes the third stage of alcoholic

intoxication. It is the stage of insensibility

under chloroform when the surgeon performs

his painless task.

While these changes in the action of the

nervous system are in progress there is a

peculiar modification proceeding in respect to

the temperature of the body. For a little

time the external or surface temperature is

increased, especially in those parts that are

unduly charged and flushed with blood. But
it is to be observed that in respect to the mass
of the body the tendency is to a fall of tem-

perature. In the progress towards complete

intoxication under alcohol, however, there

are, as we have already seen, three degrees

or stages. The first is a stage of simple ex-

hilaration, the second of excitement, the third

of rambling insensibility, and the fourth of

entire unconsciousness, with muscular prostra-

tion. The duration of these stages can be

modified in the most remarkable manner by
the mode of administration ; but whether they

are developed or recovered from in an hour

or a day, they are always present except ir

cases where the quantity of alcohol adminis

tered is in such excess that life instantly is

endangered or destroyed. In the first or ex

hilarative stage the temperature undergoes a

slight increase ; in birds a degree Fahrenheit,

comes back to its natural standard, but soon

begins to fall; and during the third degree

the decline continues. The third degree fully

established, the temperature falls to its first

minimum, and in birds comes down from five

and a half to six degrees ; in rabbits from two

and a half to three degrees. In this condition

the animal temperature often remains until

there are signs of recovery, viz., conscious or

semi-conscious movements, upon which there

may be a second fall of temperature of two or

even three degrees in birds. In this course

of recovery I have seen, for instance, the tem-

perature of a pigeon which had a natural

standard of 110^ Fahr. reduced to 102°. Usu-

ally with this depression of force there is a

desire for sleep, and with perfect rest in a

warm air there is a return of animal beat

;

but the return is very slow, the space of time

required to bring back the natural heat being

from three to four times longer than that

which was required to reduce it to the mini-

mum.
In these fluctuations of temperature the or-

dinary influences of the external air play an

important part as regards duration of the

fluctuation, and to some extent as regards

extremes of fluctuation.

These facts respecting fall of temperature

of the animal body under alcohol were derived

from observations originally taken from the

nferior animals ; they have been confirmed

since by other observers from the human sub-

ject. Dr. De Marmon, of King's Bridge, New
York, has specially proved this fact in some

instances of poisoning by whiskey in young

children. In one of these examples the tem-

^ ^ ressing innuence ^
le paraly'zing agent, their structure tempo- in mammals half a degree. In the second de-

irily changed, and their contractile power jgree, during which there is vomiting in birds,

?erywhere reduced. This modification of' or attempts at vomiting, the temperature

perature of the body fell from the natural

standard of 98° Fahr. to 94°, in another to

93 1-2°.
^ . ^

Through all the three stages noticed in the

above, the decline of animal heat is a steadily

progressing phenomenon. It is true that in

the first stage the heat of the flushed parts of

the body is for a brief time raised, but this is

due to greater distribution of blood and in-

creased radiation, not to an actual increment

of heat within the body. The mass of the

body is cooling, in fact, while the surfaces are

more briskly radiating, and soon, as the sup-

ply of heat-motion fails, there is fall of surface

temperature also ; a fall becoming mor6 de-

cided from hour to hour up to the occurrence

of the fourth and final stage, of which I have

now to treat.

The fourth degree of alcoholic intoxication

is one of collapse of the volitional nervous

centres, of the muscular organs under the

control of those centres, and of some of the

oro-anic or mere animal centres. It is true

that while the body lies pi-ostrate under alco-

hol there are observed certain curious move-

ments of the limbs, but these are not stimu-

lated from the centres of volition, nor are they

reflected motions derived from any external

stimulus ; they are strange automatic move-

ments, as if still in the spinal cord there were
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some life, and they continue irregularly nearl}'

to the end of the chapter, even when the end

Through the whole of this last stage two
centres remain longest true to their duty, the

centre that calls into jilay the respiratory ac-

tion, and the centre that stimulates the heart.

There is then an interval during which there

are no movements whatever, save these of

the diaphragm and the heart, and when these

fail the primary failure is in the breathing
muscle: to the last the heart continues in

action.

The leading peculiarity of the action of

alcohol is the slowness with which the two
centres that supply the heart and the great

respiratory muscle are affected. In this lies

the comparative safety of alcohol: acting
evenly and slowly, the different systems of or
gans die after each other, or together, gently,

with the exception of those two on which the

continuance of mere animal life depends. But
for this provision every deeply intoxicated

animal would inevitably die.

It happens usually, nevertheless, that under
favorable circumstances the intoxicated live

the temperature of the body sinks two or
three degrees lower, but the alcohol diffusing

through all the tissues, and escaping by diffu-

sion and elimination, the living centres are
slowly relieved, and so there is slow return of
power. If death actually occurs, the cause
of it is condensation of fluid on the bronchial
surfaces and arrest of respiration from this

purely mechanical cause. The animal is liter-

ally drowned in his own secretion.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

To the Editors of " The Friend :"—
In connexion with the "Letters and Papers

of John Barclay," that are being published in

your journal, I have thought that the follow
ing from the same, written near the close of
his life, might be helpful to some of our youno
Friends; for whom, in these shifting, shaking
proving times, a very sincere sympathy and
interest have been felt.

However disparagingly some may look upon
the adoption and maintenance of our peculiar
and distinguishing testimony to plainness of
dress and address, there is no doubt that when
entered upon, as was the case with J. B. on
the ground of religious constraint and duty,
it must ever be—unless such individuals be
intuitively taught, or are the subjects of early
training in these respects, by judicious, con-
sistent, and conscientious parents—a sacrifice

demanding no small degree of faith and forti-

tude, as well as resignation of our own wills.

And herein lies one of its most beneficial,

practical results! For it is this subjugation
of the natural heart and will to the cross of
the great Supreme—bitter as may be its re-

quisitions, or insignificant to the unanointed
vision as may appear the means by which it

is effected—that opens the way for the gospel,
or in other words, the power of God to have
free course unto the ever glorious reign of the
Prince of Peace in us.

It is the testimony of the Apostle, that
"The carnal mind is enmity against God;"
and again, " The natural man receiveth not the
things of the Spirit of God : for they arefoolish-
ness unto him : neither can he know them, be-
cause they are spiritually discerned." Then
must not these be slain through filial submis-
sion and obedience on our part to the power

of the cross of the Lord Jesus, and our wills

thus become subjected to His blessed will?

Is not the work of Christ's religion in the soul

the formation of a new and heavenly birth,

in the place of a corrupt, sinful, and lost crea-

ture? Is not obedience to the humbling
manifestations and convictions of the grace of

God that which we all need, and which will

do all things for us? Is not our Almighty
Creator and Eedeemer all-sufficient for His
own work, if we are but as little children

passive in His transforming hand ? And woe
betide him or her who will determinately
choose their own way or terms by which this

great end is to be obtained. The power is all

of God ; who also will if reverently sought
unto, bring about His own glorious results by
means of His own appointing: while be it

ever remembered and deeply pondered, that
" God hath chosen the foolish things of the
world to confound the wise;" and '^ivcak

things" " to confound the things which are

mighty;" "base things," "and things which
are despised hath God chosen, yea, things
which are not, to bring to nought things that
are; that no flesh should glory in his pre-

sence."

Incontrovertible is the fact, that there can
be no growth in the Truth as it is in Jesus,

savingly experienced, until our unrenewed
d deceitful hearts are mortified and hum-

bled; and " through the arm of the Lord re-

vealed," wo are brought to see, in that light

by which all things that are reproved are
made manifest, our lost and undone condition

children of the first Adam. Whereupon
shall follow such a sense of our prodigal, lost

state ' such mourning and contrition of soul;

such godly sorrow for sin ; such putting the
mouth in the dust if so be there may be hope

;

such abhoring of ourselves and repenting as
in dust and ashes; such counting all things
but loss and dross " for the excellency of the

knowledge of Christ Jesus," and that we may
win Christ, as shall manifest to all—that
which cannot be hid—that we have been bap-
tised with the thoroughly cleansing baptism
which is of and through the Holy Spirit of
our ever living Lord and Saviour, jjreparatory

to the rich consolations which are in and
through the Immanucl, and that sweetly flow-

ing reconciliation and peace with Him, which
the sanctifying power of His Spirit can only
give.

John Barclay writes : "Picture to thyself
anj' set of people raised up to a deep sense of
religion, and carrying out their watchfulness
and self-denial to all branches of their con-
duct, and endeavoring to follow that exhorta-
tion, 'Be ye holy in all manner of conversa-
tion,'—and whatsoever ye 'do in word or
deed, do all to the glory of God,' &c. Would
they not soon come to be distinguished from
other people, who follow the course of this

world, or who secretly yearn after their own
heart's lusts, and comfort themselves with
trjing to think there is nothing in this and
the other little thing, and that religion does
not consist in these things? Would they not
soon find themselves to be 'a peculiar people'

a singular people, a very simple people ; their

outward appearance, their manners, their

very gestures, restrained and regulated after

a mode totallj' contrary to the generality of
those around them? According to that strik-

ng passage in one of the Apocryphal writ-

ngs, setting forth the language of the ungodly
resjiecting the righteous, so will it be respect-

ing such a people or person as I have d
scribed

; 'He is not for our turn, he is clea

contrary to our doings
; he was made to n

prove our thoughts; he is grievous unto t

even to behold; for his life is not like othf
men's, his ways are of another fashion.' L
deed it has never been any wonder with
that a people gathered and settled and pr
served, as I have hinted at,—or as Frienc
were, when they found themselves estrange
from the world at large, and eccentric throng
this process of following their convictions (

duty,—should value this their privilege, an
these outward badges, which tend to keep u
this desirable distinction and separation froi

the world's spirit. * *

" I was brought up in the entire disuse o

and I even cherished a real contempt for sue

singularities ; until I came to see that ther

was ' no peace to the wicked,'—and that ' grea

peace have all they who love'—'the law c

the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus.' Then
yielded my mind to be in all things led an
guided thereby, nothing offended me but evil

nothing seemed too hard to give up unto, no
anything to be slighted as insignificant, whic
'n anywise contributed to this heavenly peac
and progress in what was esteemed s

premely excellent. The cross of Christ, tha

yoke he puts upon his disciples, was very eas;

and sweet ; and peace was the reward of bein,

faithful in ever so little. It is in this way,
have been made ruler over more, and not b;

despising the day of small things;' which i

the sure way (as the Bible tells us) of falliuj

by little and little :' of this we have
painful instances now around us: and eve.'

some, who have deservedly stood high in ou
Society, as teachers and examples to the floch

but who have even come to question, or hav
lost, all their former impressions and tendei

convictions,—these are, it seems all gone

and almost forgotten, as the early dew tha

passeth away,—and they have turned, as th

dog or the sow, to that which they once loath

ed and rejected. And truly it is a striking am
unanswerable fact, that there has not beei

one individual, who has risen to any eminenC'

for religious dedication in our Society, but ha '

had to tread the narrow and strait path :

has had to attribute his progress to giving nj

in the abilitj' received, to obey the secret mo
nitions of the Spirit of Christ even in littl

things: nor has there, I believe, been one whi

has swerved from this course, that has ulti

mately turned out better than the salt tha

has lost its savor."

For "The Friend."

A Correspondence, (with notes,) between Thomai

Story and James Logan.

CContinued from page 314.)

'As to anything that looked like contro

versy between us," &c. "And without doub
is the same thing intended and 7neant in thine,'

&c. Thomas felt that his friend's heart wa:

right on this important subject, knew tha

since youth he had both believed and obeyec

the voice of the inward Monitor as a Divim
guide, but that owing to the " natural decay'

of his faculties, pressure of business, and in

tercourse with philosophers, his mind 0'

easoning powers, and those only, had becotm

, little clouded in regard to the doctrine oi

this subject. He fully understood the strengtl

of his own position; his serene intellect sail

this clearly, as well as the temporary obscura

tion that had come over his friend's mind, anc
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to unsoundness of his reasoning. But, hav- all the strata superimposed on one another in

!L°"„Vil!'®7_'''^® ^''"".'^*^'°S
of .liis oppo- the crust of the earth, with all their included

myriads of fossil animals and plants, were
_nt, and the advancement of Truth, and not
lontroversial victory, he takes up the points
agreement rather than of disagreement,
I, with that knowledge of, and considera-
n and allowance for, the imperfections of
common nature, which is the " wisdom of

I serpent commended to the disciples by
rist, quotes James Logan's meaning rather
re fully than he himself had expressed, or
in_ entirely understood it,—so as to include

_ implied as well as the direct meaning,

—

I winds up with the expression of his satis-
tion and unity with this, which he perceives
be, in spite of a temporary confusion of
id and phraseology, the real belief of his
nd as well as himself Thus the disagree-
Qt terminated, and to mutual advantage, as
-y religious controversy might, do, were
disputing parties, (as well those who may

i, and know that they hold, the correct
7, as the opposites,) but actuated by that
forgetful humility, that sincere love, of
ith and of each other, which is displayed
this, instead of being impelled by a zeal
hout knowledge, which too frequently in-
8 upon an immediate conviction and renun-
ion of what we may deem to be error,
hout considering or allowing for the human
ikness, that, with the best intentions, may
ke such an immediate clearsightedness im-
uble. For such ill-regulated zeal, the origin
Qany persecutions, love is the grand cure.
Story's desire of having James Logan's
76 published with his own commentaries

exed, and yet that these comments should
abject to James's "censure," and altera-
if there should be any apparent diserep-

y between them and the Charge itself,

that he apprehended this document
entirely in unison with his own and

Esnds' sentiments, and perceived the point,
ft is, after the writing of the Charge, at
rich J. L.'s menial vision became clouded.

I

That the earth is of much older date," &e.
ti)rder to enable readers to appreciate the
53nl (if the stride, by which Thomas Story
iid ill advance of his contemporaries in his
ivs ril the antiquity of the strata, it has
ci tlidught advisable to introduce a short
;xh ..f the history of geological theory in
rlanl, where the science has been prose-
u!d with most ability. The 17th century
3 cImso.I before the expiration of the absurd
i.roviTsy as to whether the fossil shells

[

111 in strata at a great distance from, and
11 a! live, the sea, were genuine marine

or mere lusus naturae produced by a
istic power or fermenting fatty earth."
rational view of this phenomenon, the
stigation of which first led men to inquire
the history of the earth, was, however,
rally adopted in England towards the

3 of that century. This was chiefly due
le publication of a Theory of the Earth,
. Woodward, in 1675, which continued to
he standard of doctrine for more than
|e fourths of a century. This philosopher,
e attributing fossils to their true origin,
'als, formerly living, had no idea of the
ive antiquity of strata, but supposed them
) have been simultaneously deposited at
time of the deluge. To quote Phillips'

deposited by one general flood, 'the deluge.'"
"Even in 1740, we find the groat Italian au-
thor Lazzaro Moro, gathering all his strength
against the Woodwardian hypothesis of the
diluvial origin of the strata, and their regu-
larly arranged and successively deposited fos-

sils." The publication of Moro's work induced
men to look farther back than the deluge for
the origin of fossils, but the German author
Lehman, in 1756, appears to have been the
first proposer of a classification of rocks ae-
ording to their respective ages. He divided
them into three classes, according to age, the
oldest to be distinguished by their containing
no organic remains, the second to include all

fossiliferous strata, and the newest to be re-
ferred to local floods or the deluge of JSToah,
and corresponding to the modern alluvium.
And he judged his first class to bo coeval
with the Mosaic creation. In arranging these
classes, though they are in some measure co-

ordinate with those of the present day, ho
failed to arrive at the true method of discrim
inating the ages of strata.

William Smith, a civil engineer, inaugu
rated in 1790 the grand scheme of classifica
tion now generally adopted, basing it on the
partially accurate principle that rocks of the
same age may be distinguished by their pos
sessing the same, and those of different ages
by their containing different fossils. But the
more universally and readily applicable, as
well as broader and more philosophical modern
method, to which the subsequent rapid pro-
gress of geology is in great measure due, was
first enunciated by Werner, (whose work was
translated into English by T. Weaver, in
1805,) in the following rules or laws:—

1. " When too veins cross, and one of them
cuts through the other, the one which is

divided is the more ancient."
2. "Among stratified rocks superimposed

on one another, the lower members of the
series were deposited first, and the rela-
tive antiquity of the diflTerent strata is

exactly in the order o^ ih^'w position."
Although Werner, by a bold induction, had

thus arrived at the t,v\ie principles of geologic
investigation, he had not the patience, ho
ever, to be contented to labor toward a correct
'dea of the early history of the earth, by the
application of those principles in the slow
process of practical observation. He followed
the example of his predecessors in framing a
cosmogonic theory, (the JS^eptunian,) which
was even wider of the truth, in some respects,
than that of Woodward had been. He put
forth the dogma, that all the rocks observed
near the surface of the earth, wore deposited
from one chaotic fluid, which first permitted
the crystallization of granitic and other rocks,
and afterwards produced the secondary sand
stones, shales, and limestones I The defects
of this theory were partially compensated by
that of Dr. Hutton, a contemporary of Werner,
(that styled the Plutonic theory,) which
sought to account for all kinds of rocks by
the action of volcanic fire and subterranean
heat. But the accumulation of facts by dint
of laborious observation has since led geolo-
gists to discard the extremism of both these

the present century, that the application of
Werner's laws in practical investigation began
to force inquiries generally to the conclusion
of the antiquity of the earth being greater
than that of the creation as given by Moses.
15ut wo have seen Thomas Story already
arrived at that conclusion in 1738. To repeat
his words, " The earth is of much older date,
as to the beginning of it, than the time as-
signed in the Holy Scriptures, as commonly
understood," &c. And how had he arrived
at this deduction? By examination of "the
strata" in the " high clifTs" of Scarborough,
etc. But what was the method by which he
inferred that the underlying strata wore so
much older than the superficial ones which
we tread upon and which were deposited
within historical periods? By observing "their
positions." The under strata are older, he
tells us, than those superficial ones, whose his-

tory we are acquainted with, through Biblical
and profane records,—and why older? It was
proved, to his mind, by their very " position"
under the others. It is plain that his deduc-
tion was arrived at by the very method which
Werner first enunciated 67 j'oars later, (Law
2), but did not apply to such good purpose.

CTo be cODtinned.)

ogr;/, (1855), "The correct view of the Jri- [theories, .and to admit the evidence of both
nature of 'formed stones or petrifac- igneous and watery action in the formation

i was coupled by Woodward and his of the strata.
erous followers with the assertion, that

I
It was about this time, or the beginning of

For " Tlie Friend."

Believing the following extract from the
Life of John Griffith, may be interesting and
instructing to the readers of " The Friend," it

is copied for insertion therein. Page 396 of
Friends' Library he says :

"Our Friends formerly delivered themselves
in ministry and writing, in a plain, simple
style and language, becoming the cause they
were sincerely engaged to promote; chiefly
aiming to speak and write, so as to convey
the power and efficacy of the pure Truth, to
that of God in the consciences of men. It is

no small glory to the righteous cause we are
engaged to promote, that it has made such a
mighty progress in the world, upon a better
foundation than that of human helps and
learned accomplishments. The very first and
most eminent instruments raised to propagate
the same, were illiterate men, agreeably to
what Paul delivers, 1 Cor. i. 26—29.

May those things be weightily considered
by all those who seem to aim at seeking
credit to the Society, by means of those out-
ward embellishments, from which our worthy
ancients wore wholly turned to seek and wait
for that living power and holy authority,
which alone is able to carry on the work of
man's redemption to the end of time. The
departure from that, opened the door eflfectn-

ally for the apostacy to overspread; then
human wisdom and learning became, in the
estimation of degenerate christians, essen-
tially necessary to make ministers of the
Gospel. But the early ministers and writers
in the Christian Church, became eminent in
another way, as we have great reason to be-
lieve most of them were illiterate men ; and
such of them who had attained human learn-
ing, when the power of the Gospel was in-

wardly revealed, laid all such accomplish-
ments down at the feet of Him, to whom
every knee must bow, and every tongue must
confess; so that we find them counting all

that as dross and dung, to which men in their
corrupt wills and wisdom, give the highest
place for usefulness, as above hinted. And I

think some amongst us fall very little short
of the same disposition of mjnd, though they
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do not care to own it in words; for I have
many times observed, that some have but

little relish or taste for the substantial truths

of the Gospel, in a plain simple dress; nor to

read books, holding forth the same, unless

they find some delicacy in the style and com-
position.

An honest substantial minister may wade
into the several states of the people, in order

to bring forth suitably thereunto, in the native

simplicity of the Truth, and his labors herein

be seen, gladly owned and received, by the

circumcised in heart and ears, where his lot

is cast; yet the sort of people amongst us

above-mentioned, of whom I fear there are

many, do not know, or much regard him,

scarcely thinking it worth their while to at-

tend the meetings such an one is engaged to

visit. But if they hear of one coming who is

noted for learning and eloquence, though per-

haps far short of the other in depth of experi-

ence, what following after him from meeting

to meeting ! Enough, if the instrument is not

pretty well grounded, to puff it up with a vain

conceit of itself, and to exalt it above measure.

With sorrow it may be said, that much hurt

has been done amongst us, by such great im-

prudence. I have often seen reason to con-

clude, that popularity and common applause

are no safe rule to judge of the real worth of

a minister. Therefore, when I have heard

much crying up of any instrument, I have
been apt to doubt its safe standing, and hold-

ing out to the end ; which it cannot possibly

do, if the same desire prevails to speak, as

there is in such people to hear. I am per-

suaded, if such keep upon a right bottom,

they will, at times, find it their duty to starve

and disappoint such cravings after words."

Wool and Alpaca,

The history of the Australian wool trade is

very noteworthy. In 1793 it occurred to

Captain John M'Arthur, then stationed with

his regiment in Sydney, that the Australian

climate was well adapted for the production

of merino sheep; but the colony had nothing

but an inferior Bengal breed, useful only for

food, and there was great difficulty in obtain-

ing any other. At length, in 1797, Captain

M'Arthur conveyed to Sydney three rams and
five ewes of pure merino stock, and, mixing
with them seventy of the native sort, applied

himself zealously to sheep-rearing. In 1803

he came to England, bringing with him sam
pies of his wool, which he recommended both

to a committee of cloth-manufacturers and to

the Government as being " in softness superior

to many of the wools of Spain, and certainly

equal in every valuable property to the very

best procured from thence." Some fun was
made about his "wool-gathering" theories:

but his samples and his arguments gave satis

faction to competent judges, especially as Eu-

rope was then harassed by aS^apoleon's wars,

and there was constant risk of a stoppage of

the supply derived from Spain. M'Arthur's
modest request of a grant of 10,000 acres of

grazing land to be assigned out of the unoc
cupied territory, with thirty convicts to serve

as shepherds, was acceded to ; and George
III., who took a lively interest in the matter,

gave him several fine merino sheep, chosen
from his flock at Kew. He returned to Aus
tralia, and in 1807, when the little stock with
which he had begun to work ten years before

had increased to 4,000, he sent home his first

bale of wool. T)uring the next seven-and-

twenty years he rode his hobby steadily and

with wonderful success. He died in 1834,

worthily honored as " the father of the colo-

n}'," and in that year the shipment of Austra-

lian wool to England—a great part of it drawn
from his own great and well-ordered sheep-

runs—was nearlj" ten thousand times as great

as that which he first made. He had plenty

of followers. Squatters spread over vast tracts

of New South Wales, Victoria, South Austra-

ia, and Tasmania, and, mightily enriching

themselves, have succeeded in adding im-

measurably to the wealth of the huge Austra-

ian commonwealth ; while their produce has

been of hardly less value to the mother coun-

try—and not to her alone. America now
mports large supplies of Australian wool, all

of which, till lately, were obtained by way of

England, and spanned two-thirda of the globe

n its transit, though now a shorter route,

across the Pacific, is being established.

Another sort of wool comes to England
from America, and has begun to be naturalised

n Australia. The large alpaca sheep of Peru

yields longer, softer, and more lustrous wool

than any other animal of the tribe. Its soft-

ness and lustre made shrewd manufacturers

anxious to use it; but the very length of the

hair, sometimes extending even to forty-two

inches, was an obstacle. The machinery com-
monly used by the woollen manufacturers

was not fitted for it, and it was tangled and
broken in the working. The few parcels

brought to England were accordingly reject-

ed, and, thrown away as useless, lay idle in

the Liverpool warehouses till 1834, when
Titus Salt—a young farmer, whose father

was a woolstapler in Leeds, and who himself

now settled in Bradford as a spinner—began

to devise means for getting over the difficulty.

One episode iu his adventures is thus de-

scribed : "A huge pile of dirty-looking sacks,

filled with some fibrous material which bore

a strong resemblance to superannuated horse-

hair, or frowsy, elongated wool, or anything

else unpleasant and unattractive, was landed

in Liverpool. When these queer-looking bales

had first arrived, or by what vessel brought,

or for what purpose intended, the verj- oldest

warehouseman in Liverpool docks couldn't

say. There had once been a rumor—a mere
warehouseman's whisper—that the bales had

been shipped from South America on spec,

and consigned to the agency of C. W. and F,

Foozle and Co. But even this seems to have

been forgotten, and it was agreed upon by all

hands, that the three hundred and odd sacks

of nondescript hair-wool were a perfect nuis-

ance. The rats appeared to be the only parties

who at all approved of the importation, and

to them it was the very finest investment for

capital that had been known in Liverpool since

their first ancestors had migrated thither

Well, those bales seemed likely to rot, or fall

to the dust, or be bitten up for the particular

use of family rats. Brokers wouldn't so much
as lojDk at them. Merchants would have

nothing to say to them. Dealers couldn't

make them out. Manufacturers shook their

heads at the bare mention of them ; while the

agents of C. W. and F. Foozle and Co. looked

at the bill of lading, and once spake to their

head clerk about shipping them to South

America again. One day—we won't care

what day it was, or even what week or month
it was, though things of far less consequence

have been chronicled to the half minute—one

day, a plain, business-looking young man.

with an intelligent face and quiet, reserv

manner, was walking along through the

same warehouses at Liverpool, when his ej

fell upon some of the superannuated hon
hair projecting from one of the ugly, dir

bales. Our friend took it up, looked at it, f

't, smelt it, rubbed it, pulled it about; in

he did all but taste it, and he would
done that if it had suited his purpose—for

was ' Yorkshire.' Having held it up to t

light, and held it away from the light, a
"

1 it in all sorts of positions, and done
sorts of cruelties to it, as though it had be

his most deadly enemy and he was feeli

quite vindictive, he placed a handful or t'

'ais pocket, and walked calmly away, e

dently intending to put the stuff to some i

cruciating private tortures at home. Wl
particular experiments he tried with t

fibrous substance I am not exactly in a pc

tion to relate, nor does it much signify;

the sequel was, that the same quiet, busine

looking man was seen to enter the office

C. W. and F. Foozle and Co., aud ask for 1

head of the firm. He asked that portion

the house if he would iiceept eightpence
]

pound for the entire contents of the th

hundred and odd frowsy, dirty bags of non>

script wool.

It was in 1835 that T. Salt made that p
chase. He put it to such good use that

1853 the imports of alpaca wool, chi

his own use, greatly exceeded 2,000,00011

and his business had become so large thai

that year he built the famous Saltaire Mi
near Bradford, with a town around them a

to hold five thousand workpeople. His :

commodity found favor for ladies' dres

umbrellas, and a dozen other useful artic

and the trade with Peru became so extens

that the Australians began to covet a sh

in it. In 1858 Charles Ledger carried

alpacas, llamas, and vecuiias to Sydney. '

animals throve well in Xew South Wales,

already they furnish a considerable port

of the wool taken from these varieties of

sheep, and collected for the English ms

To the Editors of " The Friend :"—
In this day of giving presents, and bf

reminded that "a gift bliadeth the eyes

you think the following suitable I should

to see it in the columns of " The Friend,"

remembering to have seen it there.

A Constant Eeade
Fifth mo. 1872.

"Two priests of Budhoo were brought (

by Sir Alexander Johnstone, on his rel

from the island of Ceylon. They left t

country and friends, exposing themselve.

all kinds of privations, in order that t

might come to England to be instructe

the truths of Christianity. Dr. Adam 01»

who most kindly took charge of them, e

under date of April 14, 1819: 'On Fr $
evening I received a note from R. Sherbci^

director, &c., of the great plate-glass ml'

factory at Ravenhead, with a presen to

Munhi Rathana and Dherma Rama of W

fine plates for toilet-glasses, seventeen in ef

long by fifteen wide. As there was in«

house an upholsterer from Liverpool, I ;«

him the measurement to get proper fr£*

made for them. The priests received tlH;

inquired about the silvering, admired i«

workmanship, but seemed to take no oM

interest in them. They were both silentS,
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)eared very pensive. I pressed the subject

their notice and spoke of the jjindness and

(Ction of Mr. S., who has often visited them.

At length Dherina spoke the sentiments

both: 'We are obliged to Mr. Sherborne,

will not have them. We came to Eng-

d without money, without goods, without

8, except our priests' garments
;
we will

nothing back with us but one coat

I, the gospel of Jesus Christ, and the

ks you have promised us. No, if God give

that is, God being their helper) we will

_ 3 presents; and carry nothing from

^land, except what covers us, your Bible

the gospel of Jesus Christ.'
"

bamboos.—There is no tree known on earth

ich subserves so many purposes as the

Qboo. The Indian obtains from it part of

I, many of his household utensils, and

ood at once lighter and capable of bearing

ater strains than heavier timber of the

16 size. Besides, in expeditions in the

pics, under the rays of a vertical sun, bam-

trunks have more than once been used as

rels, in which water, much purer than

Id be preserved in vessels of any other

d, is kept fresh for the crew. Upon the

3t coast of South America, and in the large

nds of Asia, bamboos furnish all the ma-
for the construction of houses, at once

isant, substantial, and preferable to those

stone, which are liable to be destroyed by

frequent earthquakes,

jeaving the immense size of these plants

of consideration, we would at the first

nee class them either with the grasses or

ds—their appearance seeming to indicate

t they belong to the former class, while

structure of the long hollow stem, with

joints and sharp-pointed leaves, presents

characteristics of the latter. Botanists,

vever, have decided that bamboos are a

»e of grasses.

e plants are found only in the torrid

e—for the reason either that the heat of

tropica is necessary to their development,

bhat their cultivation has never yet beer

smpted in temperate climates under favor

circumstances. Of the 170 species dis

ered by modern travellei's, five or six are

cially prominent.
]he loftiest of the bamboos is the Sammot
the tracts where it grows in the greatest

fection it .sometimes rises to the height of

t, with a stem 18 inches diameter at

e. The wood itself is not more than

inch in thickness. The fact that the bam-
is hollow has made it eminently useful

a variety of purposes—it serves as a mea-
for liquids, and if fitted with a lid and a

torn, trunks and barrels are made of it

ill boats even are made of the largest

iks by strengthening them with strips of

ir wood where needed.

fter the sammot, the next largest of the
iboo species is the Illy, which usually

ihes a height of from 60 to 70 feet. It is

I for the same purposes as the Sammot,
I, like it, prefers a moist, rich soil.

The third variety prevails throughout
thern Asia, both on the continent and in

larger islands. It rises to the height of

'eet. It is employed for the same purposes
^hich the other two varieties are applied

is much more useful than either of these

young sprouts, of the stem and of the
t, of the Telin—for such is the name given

to this variety of bamboo—are excellent food,

and are eaten as we eat asparagus, either pre-

pared with vinegar and sauces or with other

viands. European colonists are as fond oi

these shoots as the natives themselves. The
wood of the Tclin unites strength and light-

ness in an extraordinary degree, and cut into

thin planks or split into laths it is admirably
suited for house-building in the tropics.

A still smaller species of the bamboo, which
is not applied to so many purposes in domes-
tic economy, industry and agriculture, is

the Ampel, which, however, furnishes carts,

ladders, and many similar objects. The In-

dians, when employed upon lofty palm trees

collecting the palm-rims at a height of 100

feet above the ground, are not afraid of going
from one tree to another by means of a simple

bridge made of ampel-wood. The airy bridge

consists of a single long stem of this tree, and
another lighter one serves as a hand rail. The
young shoots, like those of the telin, are used

for food. It is in this class of plants that we
meet with the iron-wood—as it is called in

India—which gives out sparks under the

blows of a hatchet. Its hardness is unequalled

among woods, and yet it can be split up into

the finest wands, and in this form is more
suitable for delicate basket-work than the

osier. Even cloth of a certain kind is made
from this bamboo.
The Teho of the Chinese is used in paper-

making, and large parasols are made of this

paper. There is also the Teba from which
hedges are made, and the Arundo scriptori

of Linnreus, so called, because the Ind
writers obtain their pens from it.

These latter species prefer a dry, light soil,

and are equally acclimatized. The sweet
'

terior of their young branches is a nourishing
food, made use of by man, and also by herbi-

vorous animals. The young shoots, which
grow in bunches at the roots of the bamboos
—the product of the underground germ
grow with such amazing rapidity that they
may be literally said to be seen growing. I

one day they obtain the height of several

feet, and with the microscope, their develop-

ment can be easily watched.

—

Marion.

Selected for " The Friend."

Christian Simplicity and Plainness,

It is with sorrow we observe that many
under our name, in this day of ease and pros-

perity, wherein the means of indulging pride

and ambition are easily obtained, have swerved
from that Christian simplicity and plainness

in habit, speech and deportment, and in th

furniture of their houses and manner of living

which the gospel enjoins, and which become
men and women professing godliness.

Some, to excuse or palliate their departures
in these respects, speak of them as " little

things," and of small moment; thereby en
deavoring to lower that standard of modera
tion and self-denial, which is set before us ic

the Holy Scriptures, and which the Witness
for Truth raised in the hearts of our fore

fathers, and still calls all to uphold. We be-

lieve that nothing can be called little which
forms a part of our duty to God, and that the

disposition to lessen these testimonies, as well as

the unwillingness to conform to them, arises from
the unsubdued will and unmortified prido of

the human heart, which shuns the offence of the

cross.

It is upon the simplicity of the Truth as it is

in Jesus, whose whole life was one of contra-

diction to the glory and grandeur of this

world, and on the heart-changing nature of
the religion which He introduced, that our
testimony to plainness and moderation rests.

Vnd why is it that any seek to be conformed
to the world in these things, and to imitate

8 fashions and customs ? Is it not to be like

the people of the world ; from a desire to emu-
late their style of living, to escape the cross,

and that mortification which arises from being
considered strict or narrow-minded? We be-

ve, if such would search closely into the
secret motives which lie at the bottom of
these worldly compliances, they would find

they had their origin in that love of the world,
respecting which it is declared, that if any
man indulge it, the love of the Father is not
in him. We affectionately entreat all seriously

to ponder the path they are pursuing, and
inquire of the blessed Witness for God in their

own hearts, whether it is that strait and nar-

row way, which their dear Eodeeracr trod
before them, who " Set us an example that we
should follow his steps." As these suffer him
to arise in their hearts, and plead his own
cause ; and give themselves up to his leading,

He will bring them out of these indulgences
into a conformity to his divine will, strength-

ening them with holy magnanimity and firm-

ness, to deny themselves, and to despise the
shame or the reproach which the ungodly
world may attach to their humble, simple
way of life

;
and give them to partake of that

peace which is the enriching reward of obe-

dience.

—

Epistle of Philada. Yearly Meeting.

Life in a Swiss Tcdley.—At the foot of

Monte Eosa, in the district of Varello, there

is a small borough of 1200 inhabitants, called

Alagna, where there has not been a criminal

trial, nor oven a civil suit, for the last four

hundred years. In case of any wrong com-
mitted, or any very blamable conduct, the
guilty person, marked by public reprobation,

is soon compelled to quit the country. The
authority of fathers, like that of the patri-

archs, continues absolute all their lives, and
at their death they dispose of their property
as they please, by verbally imparting their

last will to one or two friends, whose report

of it is reckoned sufficient; no objection is

ever made to such a testament. JMot long
since a man died worth four thousand pounds
sterling—a large fortune in that country; he
bequeathed a trifle only to his natural heir.

The latter met accidentally, at the neighbor-

ing town of Varello, a lawyer of his acquaint-

ance, and learned from him that he was en-

titled, legally, to the whole property thus
unkindly denied him, and of which, with his

assistance, he might obtain possession very
shortly. The disinherited man at first de-

clined the offer, but, upon being strongly

urged, said he would reflect upon it. For
three days after this conversation he appear-

ed very thoughtful, and owned to his friends

that he was about to take an important de-

termination. At last it was taken, and, call-

ing on his legal adviser, he told him, "the
thingproposed hadnever been done at Alagna,
and he would not be the first to do it."

The property of these simple people con-

sists of cattle. In their youth the men visit

foreign countries for purposes of trade, the

stock of many of them consisting wholly of

figures representing green parrots, Chinese

mandarins, and other objects, cast in plaster,

and stuck on a board, which they carry on
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their heads ; but they rarely fail to return

home with the money thus gained; and even

those whom superior talents, or better oppor-

tunities have enabled to amass a fortune, still

seek their native land again, and return un-

changed by foreign manners.

—

Simond's Swit-

zerland.

" Let Ilim Alone."

The time m;iy come when the awful words
pass from the lips of the righteous Judge,
" Ephi-aim is joined to his idols, let him alone,"

and providence will let the man alone ; and
the Word of God will let the man alone

; and
his own conscience will let the man alone;

and the Spirit of all grace will let the man
alone. It is not for us to usurp the preroga-

tive of the Omniscient. It is not for us to

affirm of any one, let his character and con-

duct be what it may, that he has reached or

passed the mysterious point beyond which
that comes true. It is not for any one to

pass such sentence upon himself. But let all

of us stand upon our guard, and reflect that

if for months or years we have been growing
colder, deader, more indifferent to spiritual

things, to the unseen and eternal realities; if

conscience has been gradually losing her hold

and weakening in her power ; if we can listen

now unmoved to what once would have im-

pressed and aftected us; if we court and dally

with temptations that once we would have
shunned; if sins are lightly committed which
once we would have shrunk from ; by these,

and such like marks, it is apparent that our

day of grace has been declining, the shadows
of its evening have been lengthening out, and
that, if no chance occur, if this course of

things go on long, ere the sun of our natural

existence go down, the sun of our spiritual

day may have set, never to rise again.

—

Haniia.

barbarians, are enlivened for a few months by
the presence of the trepang fishers.

" During mj' excursions round Eaffles Bay,"
says Dumout d' Urville, ("Voyage to the

South Pole") "I had remarked here and there

small heaps of stones surrounding a circular

space. Their use remained a mystery until

the Malayan fishers arrived. Scarce had their

proas cast anchor, when without loss of time

they landed largo iron kettles, about three

feet in diameter, and placed them in the stone

heaps, the purpose of which at once became
clear to me. Close to this extemporised
kitchen they then erected a shed on four

bamboo stakes, most likely for the purpose of

drying the holotburias in case of bad weather.

Towards evening, all preliminaries were finish

ed, and the following morning we paid a visit

to the fishermen, who gave us a friendly re-

ception. Each proa had thirty-seven men on
board, and carried six boats, which we found
busily engaged in fishing. Seven or eight

Malays were diving near the ship, to look for

trepang at the bottom of the sea. The skip-

per alone stood upright, and surveyed their

labors with the keen eye of a master. A burn-

ing sun scorched the dripping heads of the

divers, seemingly without incommoding them;
no European would have been able to pursue
the work for any length of time. It was
about noon, and the skipper told us this was

Sea-cucnmbers.

The Holuthui-ice, or sea-cucumbers, may be

regarded in one light as soft sea-urchins, and
in another as approximating to the Annelides

or worms. Their suckers are similar to those

of the true star-fishes and sea-urchins. Be
sides progression by means of these organs,

they move, like annelides, by the extension

and contraction of their bodies. The mouth
is surrounded by plumose tentacula, the num-
ber of which, when thej^ are complete, is al-

ways a multiple of five. They have all the

power of changing their shapes in the strang-

est manner, sometimes elongating themselves

like worms, sometimes contracting the middle

of their bodies so as to give themselves the

shape of an hour-glass, and then again blow-

ing themselves up with water, so as to be per-

fectly globular.

The Holuthurue which in our part of the

globe are very little noticed, play a much
more important part in the Indian Ocean,
where they are caught by millions, and, under
the name of Trepang or Biche de mer, brought
to the markets of China and Cochin-China.
Hundreds of proas are annually fitted out in

the ports of the Sunda Islands for the gather-

ing of trepang ; and sailing with help of the

western monsoon to the eastern parts of the

Indian Archipelago, or along the northern
coast of Australia, return home again by
favor of the eastern monsoon. The ba3'S of

the inhospitable, treeless shores of tropical

New Holland, the abode of a few half starved

it my body and mind may be preserved ft-

running to and fro in the earth, with c

blast from the wilderness. But oh, the m,

of" standing still in the watch," the iufir

ties of our nature are so many and gr£

"We meet with few in this pilgrimage i

state of probation, who are dipped into sj

pathy with us, and know what it is to

destitute of all comeliness. There are mt
who, were we clad in royal apparel, and 1

the king's signet always unvailed upon

would no doubt acknowledge us in the ga

and in the victory of the heavenly cause, <

Hosanna! with us in triumph.

But what was the path of the Master?

it not the path for his servants, that tl

might be encouraged, and have a steadi

example therein? He trod it before thi

and endured the several gradations and (

pensations of the spiritual warfare
;
he fas

in the wilderness, till he was an hunger

Let us not then think it strange that

servant is not greater than his master. (

safety depends upon our watchful attenti

that when we are tempted we yield not;

oh, how near does the impatience of our

position border upon that language, " C(

mand these stones that they be made brea^

forgetting that it is not by bread al--

that our hidden life is preserved, but

every word that proceedeth out of the mo
the best time for fishing, as the higher the 'of God, and by every turning of his div

sun, the more distinctly the diver is able to

distinguish the trepang crawling at the bot-

tom. Scarcely had they thrown their booty
into the boat when they disappeared again

under the water, and as soon as a boat was
sufficiently laden, it was instantly conveyed
to the shore, and succeeded by another.

" The holothuria of Euflies Bay is about
six inches long, and two inches thick. It

forms a large cylindrical fleshy mass, almost

without any outward sign of an organ, and
as it creeps very slowly along is easily caught.

The essential qualities of a good fisherman are

great expertness in diving, and a shar^) eye

to distinguish the holothurias from the simi-

larly colored sea-bottom.

"The trepang is first thrown into a kettle

filled with boiling water. After a few minutes
it is taken out, opened and cleaned, and then

thrown into a second kettle, where a small

quantity of water and the parching rind of a

mimosa produce dense vapors. This is done
to smoke the trepang for better preservation.

Finally, it is dried in the sun, or in case of

bad weather under the above-mentioned shed.

I tasted the trepang and found it had some
resemblance to lobster. In the China market
the Malays sell it to the dealers for about fif-

teen rupees (87.50) the picul of 125 pounds.

Prom the earliest times the Malays have pos-

sessed the monopoly of this trade in those

parts, and Europeans will never be able to

deprive them of it, as the economy of their

outfit and the extreme moderation of their

wants forbid all competition. About four in

the afternoon the Malays had terminated
their work. In less than half an hour the

kettles and utensils were brought on board,

and before nightfall we saw the proas vanish

from our sight."

—

liartwig.

Extract from the Life of Sarah Gruhh.—
The prayer of my Spirit is, that my dwel-

ling may be in this hidden life, that I may
prefer its substantial operations to either

spiritual or temporal enjoyments, and that by

hand upon us ; whereby, in his wisdo

grow from stature to stature, which by t

ing thought for ourselves we cannot do.

we are found worthy to stand as pillarE

the Lord's house in this day, when there

many heavy burdens to bear, we must

first upon a sure foundation ;
our dispositic

like those of the disciples that discovered

love of their Master's glory on the mot

must be subservient to divine control ; i

we must not only learn to descend from

vision of light, but to keep the charge, am
tell it to no man until the divine life i

power arise. How hewing and forming

these things; and what instructive traces

they leave of the Master's work, because t!

reduce self, and convince that no confide

must be placed therein ! May it be our

perience, in the few succeeding steps of

lives, patiently to suft'er, and fervently

wrestle for the blessing of preservation.

Tree-Ants.—We passed too, in the path,

object curious enough, if not beautiful, t
smooth stem ran a little rib, seeminglj

earth and dead wood, almost straight, i

about half an inch across, leading to a gi

brown lump among the branches as big i

bushel basket. We broke it open, and foi

it a covered gallery swarming with

Brown ant-like creatures, white maggot-1

creatures, of several shapes and sizes, w
hurrying up and down, as busy as hue

beings in Cheapside. They were Termite
" white ants"—of which of the many spfr

I know not; and the lump above was tl

nest. But why they should find it wises

perch their nest aloft is as difficult to gu

as to guess why they take the trouble to b:

this gallery up to it, instead of walking

the stem in the open air. It may be t

they are afraid of birds. It may be, too, t

they actually dislike the light. At all eve

the majority of them—the workers and

diers, I believe, without exception, are bli

and do all their work by an intensely
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Dped sense of touch—and it may be of
ill and hearing also. Be that as it may, we
uld have seen them, had wo had time to
t, repair the breach in their gallery with
nuch discipline and division of labor as
rage human workers in a manufactory,
)re the business of food-getting was re-

,ed.

—

Kingsley's West Indies.

For "The Friend.

Bible and Tract Distributing Society.

LETTER FROM A FRIEND IX TENNESSEE.

Maryville, E. Tenn., oth mo. 21st, 1872.

ear Friend,—The bible and tracts sent to
care some time since, either for sale or
•ibution, have all been disposed of. Soon
receiving them, the American Bible

ty sent bibles for sale at cost into differ-

localities here. After consultation with
lley Warner and other Friends, I cou-
ld to retain these to supply cases of great
where they could not buy.
18 twelve large reference bibles have each
placed in a Scripture school organized
riends, in which there was no reference
for the use of the superintendent, except
which have been given to aged Friends
ble to buy.

e large testaments have all been donated
y to poor aged people, very many of
women. As I have travelled much, it

)een my constant endeavor to supply
of the greatest need ; in many in
mountain districts.

ny families now have a bible or testa
who would have had none without your
ian aid.

large-print testaments are of especial
t to aged persons whose sight is failing.

distribution has extended to seven dif-

counties. The tracts were soon all dis-

of I have confined my distribution to
people, as Yardley Warner and his

irs look after the interests of the colored
I. I hope the disposition I have made
books will prove satisfactory to you.
books and tracts have been, I think,
ppreeiated. In several cases on re-

;
the families supplied, the testament or

aas been produced with the remark,
blessing or what a comfort it has been

n. I have often been made glad that
,ve so kindly placed it in my power to
the fiimilies of the needy with th
[ book.
school bibles in some cases have been
to children in Scripture schools who
ot buy.
long since I visited a " Sabbath school
in one class had but one book, and
who could read had only a dime testa
Between them. I had none to give
It is true this was an extreme case.
are that the work done in supplying
aals and families with Scripture by
bristian liberality has been blessed to
ouls.

Your friend,

Jeremiah A. Grinnell.

time and daylight. Young men who attend
them necessarily lose nearly the whole night's
sleep, and as a consequence are unfit for
business the next day.
Barely docs an evening's gatheringofyoung

people terminate before midnight, and it is
safe to assert that of our fashionable young
men and women, scarcely one in ten, as a
general thing, gets to bed before that hour.
The result is, that deprived of the repose
needful for manly and womanly vigor, they
grow prematurely old. Eight hours sleep is

as little as a man needs, in order to fit him
for the proper discharge of his daily duties,
whether his occupation be of a mental or
physical character, and he who neglects the
observance of this rule, will sooner or later
regret it.

It is this intemperance in wakefulness that
pales the cheeks of so many of our young
women, and enervates and destroys the vigor
and activity of young men. An abundance
of sound sleep is as essential to health as
an abundance of good food. Loss of sleep is

destruction of life. God made the night for
oep, and when we fail to use it for the ap-

pointed purpose, we violate a law, for which
we will be sure to be held to strict account.
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There are three questions with which we
ought individually to bo mentally familiar in
our serious reflections, and to which, what-
yer may be our theory, we are practically
iving our answers, in our every-day life and

conversation.

For what purpose have I been created ?

How nearly do I come up to fulfilling the
purpose designed ?

How will my account stand if the time for
settlement should come suddenly ?

We can hardly suppose these

Selected.

9 writer says there are a great many
'intemperance besides that of tobacco,
or brandy, and amongst these other

erates the so

to be
entertained as they should be by every pro-
fessed disciple of Christ, and at the same
time boar in mind the moral and religious
character of the world in which we are placed,
without a conviction that to live in accord-
ance with the proper respon.se to the first, our
our whole course must be regulated by the will
of Him who created us, and that to do this we
are called to strive availingly with every beset-
ting sin, and by watchfulness and prayer, to
maintain that inner life of godliness which
will regulate our motives, our words and ac-
tions. The appetites and propensities of our
corrupt nature are all opposed to this, we
have a subtle enemy, and we are environed
with potent temptations in the every-day in-
tercourse and business of life, how then are
we to fulfil the purpose for which we are
called into bein-g, and know'the soul to be re-
deemed from all evil, and prepared to stand
with acceptance before its final Judge ? The
Apostle Paul tells us in a few comprehensive
words, how he attained to this condition, and
as with him so it must be with all. " By the
grace of God I am what I am ;" and he thus
shows what kind of religious life this pro-

Now unless wo have this same personal es-
penonce of the effects of the religion of Christ
It matters not what may be our zeal for
truth, how correct our words of faith and
love, how multiform our labors for the good
of others, the inner life, if it has ever been
imparted, will languish, and the " plant ofrenown will not grow nor bear fruit

If then in pondering these queries, the un-
flattering witness which cannot be deceived
makes ma sensible that the all-important work
to which they point has not kept pace with
tho journey of life, how desirable, how indis
pensablo that we should humble ourselves"
under the mighty hand of Him with whomwe have to do, and to whom we must finally
give account, in order that a diligent, heart-
le t search may be made for the lost piece of
silver, and our hearts be mado clearly sensi-
ble ot wherein wo fall short in submitting to
the unalterable terms on which alone any can
become followers of the meek and lowly
Saviour. •'

It is thus and thus only that peace and
happiness are to be obtained in this world •

lor unwilling as we may be to admit it, it is
nevertheless true that sin and sorrow are in-
evitably linked together, and however the
chain which connects them may be concealed
and mysterious, it is indissoluble. With what-
ever power of intellect or subtlety of reason-
ing uuregonerate man may force his way into
the dominion of nature, however he may
have sought out and heaped up knowled<.e
unti his control over the external worid
would seem to admit of almost indefinite ex-
tension, however ho may lade himself with
riches, or revel in the gratification of his
senses, yet he finds all vain and impotent to
torce the cup of true happiness to his lips or
to enable him to obtain oven by stealth a
draught of the enjoyment that satisfies the
mmortal spirit. While the soul is rebelling
against the revealed will of its alone Eedeem
er and Eegenerator, the inexorable fiat of its

I

Creator holds it back from the attainment of
peace and happiness, and when the lono-ed
tor potion seems ready to be enjoyed, dashes it
to the ground ere we can taste and be satisfied
ihis IS the case even where we may little
suspect It. Experience has long since tau^rht
that we are so often deceived by appearant-es
It is not safe to form a judgment therefrom.
When circumstances lift the vail behind
which so many screen their inner life from
the view of ordinary observers, how often is
it found that many of those who had appear-
ed to be almost free from even the minor
troubles of life, the brightness of whose ap-
parent happiness may have dazzled the eyes
of their acquaintances, have been secretly
sufi-erers from harassing cares or corrodin'cr
griefs, which imbitter the staple of life and
prey upon thoir weary and distressed hearts..We cannot fulfil the great purpose of our
xistenco and secure happiness here and here-

after, unless we are regenerated by the Spirit
of Jiim who first called us into being. As
this IS allowed to operate, it moulds the°whole
man into the heavenly image, preserving his
individuality, while it sanctifies the gifts of
intellect and the acquirements of learning by
passing both through the fire of God's altan

ages ot eternity.
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Foreign -A letter from the ex-emperor of France
F0REIG>. -^ ,g„erals and commanders ot the

nl^T exercised my sovereign right and unfurled tlie

nrof tiuce a it was impossible that even the immo-

?.lon of sUty thousand men could save France. I
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^tvHri especially censured for securing for him-

::i?an4 officers exemption from the conditions imposed
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United STATES.-J/anu/acto-es.-The great growth

of manufacturing industry is shown by the census e

turns In 1850 the gross production of manutactures

in all the States was returned as an aggregate of
^1,^

019 106 616 in 1860 it had risen to $l,885,861,bbb, ana

?n 1870 it was $4,302,4.53,616. The products of mines

and fisheries are excluded. ,,- , . i, „ „„
Careful surveys show that Lake Michigan ha.s an

.vera'e depth of 1800 feet, Lake Superior 900 feet

LakebntarroOO and Lake Erie of only 120 feet, which

is said to be constantly decreasing

Ten thousand immigrants landed at New York on

the 20th ul This is probably the largest number hat

It ever "anded in a single day. About 20,000 arrived

•^"Thf U"s"lenate has finally passed the bill granting

a general amnesty, with only two negative votes. The

Corn, 54 cts. Oats, 4b cts.

iS p^^n^okoro Sir Samuel Baker had five days' fight

wUh the Barfsavag s, who proved treacherous, and in-

I^ead of supplvLg provisions, as they agreed, removed

everythingTom^the reach of the expedition, and as-

^^Son!"* mo. 27th^-Consols. 935. U. S. sixes

i-forties, 89i

mpntal civil rights bill, Dasea on iiie one o^^.^.
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Charles Sumner, but which faded after long discussion

The new bill does not apply to schools, cemeteries or

Uiries It provides that if owners or persons in charge

ofTny pubUc inn, or any place of pub ic entertamment,

?or whiCa licence is required, and the owners or per-

son in chargeof any. stage coach, r-^}^;^f°}^°>t^
means of public carriage, for passengers or treiglit,

Sake any distinction aslo the admis.sion or accommo-

Ition o,( account of race, color, or previous condition

of ervitude, they shall be ^punishable for e^ch offence

by a fine of not less than $500 nor "^o-^^ than ipJOOO

and shall be liable to suits for damages in any of he

United States Courts. The Amnesty bill provides that

onnnlitiral disabilities imposed bv the third section ofl

^e'foureenth article of amendments of the C^pnstitu-

tion of the United States are hereby removed from all

persons whomsoever except Senators and Eepresenta-

dvetof the Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh Congresses

officers in the judicial, military, and naval ser«ce of

the United States, heads of departments, and foreign

ministers of the United States. The Senate, by a vote

"f 49 to 9, has advised the President to negotiate a sup-
oi 13 n^ c, "" ,. , ,!,• „r,,,„trv waives its

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under c

Germantown Preparative Meeting The schoo

graded one, well supplied with needful appl an

, full academic course, and the salary offered is h

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.

Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Bboads, Germantown

Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. -th St Pb
Mary B. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St.,

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

Wanted, a teacher in the classical department

Friends' Select Schools, upon the opening of tb

term in the 9th month next.

Application may be made to^^
James Whitall, 410 Bace St.,

Edward Maris, M. D., 127 South Fifi

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FBIENDS' ASYLUM FOB THE INS.U

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phlade

Physician and Superintendent-JosHUA H. W

'TppUc^tio^'s for the Admission of Patients,

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the B

Managers

London, otn mo. i.< t... ---, - - o
of 49 to 9, has aavisea ine r lesiuc... tv. ..>.„>-..— ~

Winter, 12s. ( a. ,
spring, ii^. ou. a f „ „

Died, on the 10th of Eleventh month, b-l

late residence, Germantown Margaket I
.
H

in the one hundredth year of her age. a membei

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia

Western District. ^ , ^ i t .„„

at his residence at Coal Creek, Iowa,

5th of' Fourth month, 1872, Jso. Edgertos

37th year of his age, an esteemed member ot Lo

Monthlv and Particular Meeting He was a

attender of meetings, and manifested much mt

^'ThTsLsta Ministry has resigned, and King Ama-

A 1 fc railed upon Admiral Topete to form a new

MTnist^;, which wTbe composed 'of members of the

^Itn Pon is ottered to all insurgents who make

a voluntary surrender
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

rlBS^eEh^r^eS'x^s

^^^hfcfuwSurSn has not yet been completely

-^^ton^^S^r^^sti^^r::^^
LT^r ^s airtfhL^rorfamilies and to chiefs of

mrtTes surrendering with their commands,-a few of

?he insurgent gener°als who are named being excepted.

nds of Great Britain on conau.o. ma."—
g ;"•;

pled<red to waive claims against the Un ted btates

forTam°ages that may occur to her from this country

under similar circumstances hereatter.
"
TheTn'e -ents in Philadelphia last week numbered

oo4 including 37 deaths from small pox, 50 of con-

^7S:gt\Ltn\^:sof 1870 thenumh^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^j^ "^t^^T^ ^i-rrcX ^'uiq

^"^^^e m"L°tc.-The following were the quotations

nn the '>7th lit. New For^.-American gold, 113^.

U I sixeTlSSl, 119} ; ditto 1868 116i; ditto, 10-40

5 per cents, 112. Superfine flour, |6 2o a $6 / o State

extra $7.30 a *7.70 ; finer brands, $8 a $13.25. Amoer

attenaer oi meeuugs, a.r^ T j V T „r„ ;„
the affairs of Society. He had long been n

state of health, but not so as to be entire v

his bed at any time, and notwithstanding the fin

mons was unexpected to himself, his f.iends

consoling belief that through the mercy of

Christ, he has been permitted to enter the man

rest. And his sudden call seems to proclaim 1.

survivors the necessity of being ready, lor at

lour as ye think not the Son of man cometh

on the 28th of Fourth month, 18,2, at

dence in Philadelphia William Wright m.

year of his age, a member of Northern District I

Meeting. AVe trust his end was peace.

!!_%„ the 7th of the Fifth month, after a s

ness, p'ercival Collins, son of the late Isaac

in the 41st year of his age a member of the.

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the

District^ Almost his last words expressed Im

the mercy of God, through Jesus Christ our U
innocent and careful walk and the religious fc

manifested while in health, give the comfortab

ance that his end was peace

^WILLIAM H. PILEr PBINTEB.
No. 422 Walnut Street.

m
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Alcoholic Drinks.

(Conclud>d from page 322)

ich are the stages or degrees of alcoholic

lOtism, from the first to the last. And
the description of them, and the order

hich they come, my present task is well
iplete. There arise, however, a few

ights and suggestions deserving of brief

In the first place we gather from the
aiological reading of the action of alcohol

the agent is a narcotic. I have compared
roughout to chloroform, and the compari-
good in all respects save one, viz. that

bol is less fatal than chloroform as an im-
iato destroyer. It kills certainly in its

way to the extent, according to Dr. De
men, of fifty thousand persons a year in

land, and ten thousand a year in Eussia,
its method of killing is slow, indirect, and
lainful disease.

The well proven fact that alcohol, when
taken into the body, reduces the animal
Derature, is full of the most important sug-
'ons. The fact shows that alcohol does
n any sense act as a supplier of vital heat
80 commonly supposed, and that it does
>revent the loss of heat as those imagine
take just a drop to keep out the cold."

owe, on the contrary, that cold and alco-

their effects on the body run closely
ther, an opinion most fully confirmed by
xperience of those who live or travel in

regions of the earth. The experiences
e Arctic voyagers, of the leaders of the
1 Napoleonic campaign in Russia, of the
monks of St. Bernard, all testify that

1 from cold is accelerated by its ally al-

I. Experiments with alcohol in extreme
ell the like story, while the chilliness of
which succeeds upon even a moderate

38 of alcoholic indulgence leads direct to
ame indication of truth.

The conclusive evidence now in our pos-
)n that alcohol taken into the animal
sets free the heart, so as to cause the
8 of motion of which the record has been
above, is proof that the heart, under

requent influence of alcohol, must under-
ileterious change of structure. It may,
id, be admitted in proper fairness, that
1 the heart is passing through this rapid

movement it is working under less pressure

than when its movements are slow and
natural ; and this allowance must needs be

made or the inference would be that the organ
ought to stop at once in function by the ex-

cess of strain put upon it. At the same time

the excess of motion is unquestionably injuri-

ous to the heart and to the body at large : it

subjects the body in all its parts to irregu-

larity of supply of blood ; its subjects the heart

to the same injurious influence; it weakens
and, as a necessary sequence, degrades both
the body and the heart.

4. Speaking honestly, I cannot, by any
argument yet presented to me, admit the

alcohols by any sign that should distinguish

them from other chemical substances of the

exciting and depressing narcotic class. "When
it is physiologically understood that what is

called stimulation or excitement is, in abso-

lute fact, a relaxation, I had nearly said a

paralysis, of one of the most important mech-
anisms in the animal body—the minute, re-

sisting, compensating circulation—-we grasp
quickly the error in respect to the action of

stimulants in which we have been educated,

and obtain a clear solution of the well known
experience that all excitement, all passion,

leaves, after its departure, lowncss of heart,

depression of mind, sadness of spirit. We
learn, then, in respect to alcohol, that the

temporary excitement it produces is at the

expense of the animal force, and that the ideas

of its being necessary to resort to it, that it

may lift up the forces of the animal body into

true and firm and even activitj^, or that it may
add something useful to the living tissues, are

errors as solemn as they are widely dissemi-

nated. In the scientific education of the peo-

ple no fact is more deserving of special com-
ment than this fact, that excitement is wasted
force, the running down of the animal mech-
anism before it has served out its time of mo-
tion.

5. It will be said that alcohol cheers the

weary, and that to take a little wine for the

stomach's sake is one of those lessons that

comes from the deep recesses of human nature.

I am not so obstinate as to deny this argu-

ment. There are times in the life of man
when the heart is oppressed, when the resist-

ance to its motion is excessive, and when
blood flows languidly to the centres of life,

nervous and muscular. In these moments
alcohol cheers. It lets loose the heart from
its oppression, it lets flow a brisker current of

blood into the failing organs ; it aids nutritive

changes, and altogether is of temporary ser-

vice to man. So far alcohol is good, and if its

use could be limited to this one action, this

one purpose, it would be amongst the most
excellent of the gifts of nature to mankind.
Unhappily, the border line between this use

and the abuse of it, the temptation to extend
beyond the use, the habit to apply the use

when it is not wanted as readily as when it is

wanted, overbalance, in the multitude of men,

the temporary value that attaches truly to

alcohol as a physiological agent. Hence al-

cohol becomes a dangerous instrument even
in the hands of the strong and wise, a murder-
ous instrument in the hands of the foolish and
weak. Used too frequently, used too exces-

sively, the agent that in moderation cheers

the failing body, relaxes its parts too extreme-

ly ; spoils vital organs; makes the course of

the circulation slow, imperfect, irregular ; sug-

gests the call for more stimulation ; tempts to

renewal of the evil, and ruins the mechanism
of the healthy animal before its hour for ruin,

by natural decay, should bo at all near.

6. It is assumed by most persons that alco-

hol gives strength, and we hear feeble persons

saying daily that they are being kept up by
stimulants. This means actually that they

are being kept down, but the sensation they

derive from the immediate action of the stimu-

lant deceives them and leads them to attri-

bute lasting good to what, in the large ma-
jority of cases, is persistent evil. The evi-

dence is all-perfect that alcohol gives no poten-

tial power to brain or muscle. During the

first stage of its action it may enable a wearied

or feeble organism to do brisk work for a short

lime; it may make the mind briefly brilliant;

it may excite muscle to quick action, but it

does nothing at its own cost, fills up nothing

it has destroyed as it leads to destruction. A
fire makes a brilliant sight, but it leaves a

desolation ; and thus with alcohol.

On the muscular force the very slightest

excess of alcoholic influence is injurious. I

find by measuring the power of muscle for

contraction in the natural state and under

alcohol, that so soon as there is a distinct in-

dication of muscular disturbance, there is also

indication of muscular failure, and if I wished,

by scientific experiment, to spoil for work the

most perfect specimen of a working animal,

say a horse, without inflicting mechanical in-

jury, I could choose no better agent for the

purpose of the experiment than alcohol. But
alas! the readiness with which strong well-

built men slip into general paralysis under

the continued influence of this false support,

attests how unnecessary it were to put a

lower animal to the proof of an experiment.

The experiment is a custom, and man is the

subject.

7. It may be urged that men take alcohol,

nevertheless, take it freely and yet live; that

the adult Swede drinks his average cup of

twenty-five gallons of alcohol per year and

yet remains on the face of the earth. I admit

force even in this argument, for I know that

under the persistent use of alcohol there is a

secondary provision for the continuance of

life. In the confirmed alcoholic the alcohol

is in a certain sense so disposed of that it fits,

as it were, the body for a long season, nay,

becomes part of it ; and yet it is silently doing

its fatal work : all the organs of the body are

slowly being brought into a state of adapta-

tion to receive it and to dispose of it ; but in
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that very preparation they are themselves

undergoing phj-sieal changes tending to the

destruction of their function and to perver-

sion of their structure. Thus, the origin of

alcoholic phthisis, of cirrhosis of the liver, of

defeneration of the kidney, of disease of the

membranes of the brain, of disease of the sub-

stance of the brain and spinal cord, of degen-

eration of the heart, and of all those varied

modifications of organic parts which the dis-

sector of the human subject so soon learns to

observe—almost without concern, and cer-

tainl)^ without anything more than common-
place curiosity—as the devastations incident

to alcoholic indulgence. Thus, the origin ol

such a report as that of Mr. Everrett on the

census of America in 1860, related by Dr. De
Marmon in the " New York Medical Journal"

for December 1870.
" For the last ten years the use of spirits

has— 1. Imposed on the nation a direct ex-

pense of 600,000,000 dollars. 2. Has caused

an indirect expense of 600,000,000 dollars.

3. Has destroyed 300,000 lives. 4. Has sent

100,000 children to the poor-houses. 5. Has
committed at least 150,000 people into prisons

and workhouses. 6. Has made at least 1,000

insane. 7. Has determined at least 2,000 sui-

cides. 8. Has caused the loss, by fire or vio-

lence, of at least 10,000,000 dollars' worth of

property. 9. Has made 200,000 widows and

1,000,000 orphans."

When I sat down to wi'ite this essay I noted

many points of peculiar scientific interest as

deserving my attention, and amongst these

one specially important, the question :—How
alcohol, after it has been taken into the organ-

ism, is disposed of, whether by conversion

into a new product by which it ceases to be

alcohol, or whether, by leaving the body, as

itentered it, an unbroken chemical compound?
This question, however important scientifi-

cally, is of secondary moment when it is com-
pared with the study of the direct regular,

and almost unvarying action of alcohol upon
the body during life, and I have therefore left

it in order to place before the mind of my
readers the actual influence of alcohol on the

body of the animal that takes it, whatever

may become of it after it has entered the

body. If in this effort I have shown how far

alcohol is really good, and how such value as

there is in it is limited at most to the first

stage of its action ;
if I have shown how,

being a so-called stimulant, it is not a giver

of power; if I have indicated by what slight

error in the use of it it is a destroyer of power
of the most potent character

;
and if, from ex-

perimental research on the physiological ac-

tion of the agent, I have been able to com-
municate to the world some facts not before

rightly understood, my intention is carried

out. I hope, moreover, the intention is car-

ried out with benefit to the greatest of all

social efforts, the effort to reduce alcohol to

its legitimate application as an instrument for

some good and most evil in the possession of

I have thought more than usually of late

of the withdrawing of the glory from the as-

semblies of our Society. 1 am jealous that it

lamentably increases. What then must they

do, who are yet in infinite mercy and conde-

scension measurably preserved alive ? What,
but increase in the diligence and deepness of

private retirement, wearing sackcloth as with-

in on their flesh ? 1 desire above all things a

capacity for this inward, steady, waiting frame

of spirit, being well assured that it is the safest

slate for ourselves, and most acceptable to the

majesty of heaven.

—

Richard Shackleton.

For "The Friend

A Correspondence, (with notes,) between Thomas
Story and James Logan.

(Continued from page 323.)

As the conviction forced itself upon reason-

ing men, that an older date than the apparent

Biblical one must be assigned for the origin

of the globe, those who valued the integrity

of Scripture, began to endeavor to find the

key whereby to reconcile its truths with those

of philosophy. The great and truly worthy
Dr. Chalmers was the first of these to come
forward with a solution of the difficulty. In

a review of Jameson's translation of Cuvier's

Theorij of the Earth, dated " April 1814," he

says, "Should the phenomena compel us to

assign a greater antiquity to the globe than

to that work of days detailed in the book of

Genesis, there is still one way of saving the

credit of the literal history. The first crea-

tion of the earth and heavens may have formed
no part of that work. This took place at the

beginning, and is described in the first verse of

Genesis. It is not said when the beginning

was. We know the general impression to be

that it was on the earlier part of the first day,
and that the first act of creation formed part

of the same day's work with the formation of

ght. We ask our readers to turn to that
chapter, and to read the first five verses of it.

Is there any forcing in the supposition that
the first verse describes the primary act

of creation, and leaves us at liberty to place

it as far back as we may; that the first half

of the second verse describes the state of the
earth, (which may have alreadj' existed for

ages, and been the theatre of geological revo-

ution,) at the point of time anterior to the
detailed operations of this chapter; and that
the motion of the Spirit of God, described in

the second clause of the second verse, was the
commencement of these operations? In this

case, the creation of light may have been the
great and leading event of the first day, and
Moses may be supposed to give us, not a his-

tory of the first formation of things, but of
the formation of the present sj^stem."

But it was not until the year (1857), that
Hugh Miller, struggling with the Calvinistic

reverence for the minutest phrase of Scripture
in which most Scotchmen are brought up,

arrived at the results expressed in the follow-

ing words from his " Testimonyof the Rocks:"
" The conclusion at which I have been com-

pelled to arrive is, that for many long ages
ere man was ushered into being, not a few of

his humbler contemporaries of the fields and of

the woods enjoyed life in their present haunts,

and that for thousands of years anterior to

even their appearance, many of the existing

mollusca lived in our seas. The day, during
which the present creation came into being,

and in which God, when He had made ' the
boast of the earth after his kind, and the cattle

after their kind,' at length terminated the

work by moulding a creature in His own
image, to whom He gave dominion over them
all, was not a brief period of a few hours du-

ration, but extended over, mayhap, millen-

niums of centuries."

We have seen that T. Story, in his words,
"the earth is of much older date, as to the

beginning of it, than the time assigned in

the Holy Scriptures, as commonly understc

which is suited to the common capacities

human kind, as to six days' progressive wo
by which I understand certain long and &
petent periods of time, and not natural days,

time of the commencement and finishing

all those great works being undiscoverable

the mind of man, and hid in that short phn
In the beginning God created the heavens j

the earth," had anticipated the conclusior

Chalmers by 75, and that of Miller by
years, and had stated those conclusions m
succinctly and philosophically than they,

quoting from H. Miller, the object was
show that his general doctrine of the day,

creation having been long and competentperil

agrees with that of T. Story, without inte

ing to endorse the immense length of time

assigns to those periods, or his particular

planation of the works of the days, discredit

as these are, by other scientific writers.)

And these views, it will be observed, "
\i

conceived in my own mind and not from i

other." How did this faithful minister, wh
heart was in other labors, who devoted
these examinations and speculations, only

is apparent from his own words, a very sea

leisure, arrive so exactly and so far in adva
of the learning of his time at this point

which our modern philosophers have
lately attained? If we take his own expla

tion, it was because his reading having chi

been " in those small glimpses of the Di\

Being" he had been " mercifully favored wi
Re had not left him " quite ignorant of

knowledge of His works." He believ

the Divine illumination within him, ha\

been faithfully followed, had shed its raye

him, upon the book of nature and the Di\

work therein recorded, as well as on tha

his own heart ; that his mental eye was ope

to discern more clearly, not only spiritual

also temporal things. And the correctnei

his inferences is a beautiful and convini

illustration of his own doctrine exhibite

the present letter, that it is Essential Ti

Himself who directly enables the reasoi

discern all truth, and an evidence of the el

ness of his own insight in physical mat'

He had now reached his 75th year, w
quilly waiting that blessed change, thai

ward, which became his within a few y
after the date of this letter, and in love

charity with all mankind and peace will

Maker, could look back upon the good
'

as having been fought and the faith as ha'

been kept. Hence the simplicity and ll|

ness, as of a child that learns its lesson aifc

father's footstool, and can look up in his KM

with an innocent confidence, with which aii

interpretation of the meaning of the 1st c ip

ter of Genesis, jarring as it did at that iiio

with the preconceived idea and interpret "

of the entire Christian world, was advn

The philosophic breadth of view whi-

gested that interpretation, the coura:, •

quired for the announcement of it, are "

conspicuous when we observe the timji

with which Miller and Chalmers put i J'

ward at a period so much later, and rcci

that if, even at the present day, ther.ai

many religious-minded and sensible p^ '

who are inclined to shrink from this ox;

tion of the text as if it were a dangerou-

pering with sacred writ,— at that p

when even philosophers were entirely ii
"'

pared to assign anj' older date to the ->'•

than that of the Mosaic creation, a stoi» *•
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(loqoj' would no doubt have followed its

jblicalion, especially as emanating from a

jfessod minister of the Gospel.

The insufficiency of the letter of the Scrip-

res without the aid of the Divine Intcrpre-

', is shown by the stumbling which the

agined discrepancy between Genesis and
ology has always occasioned ; whereas the

ct, in reality, not only does not conflict with

ology, but directly and positively confirms it.

n the beginning God created the heavens

d the earth," &c., "and the earth was with-

t form, and void, and darkness was upon
3 face of the deep," and we are afterwards

d that one of the first acts of the creation

IS the dividing of the waters from the laud

it the dry land might appear, and the

riding of the waters above the earth, (gen-

ily explained as meaning the clouds,) from
3 waters under the earth . Not to go lengthily

discussion of the matter, this darkness,

s confusion of land and water, this hu-

dity confounding the heavy mists and fogs

er the earth with the waters " under it,"

is predominant " deep" or sea, are plainly

inted to by geological facts as features of

3 state preceding the present creation : but

was it, as indicated by the text, that

is dark primeval deep prevailed? " In the

ginning." Was that beginning within the

3t day ? " And God said ' Let there be

ht,' and there was light." " and the evening

d morning were the first day." Now,
lether this first day were a " long and corn-

tent period," or still more if it were an or-

xary day, it is evident, from the very se-

ence of the language, that the creation of

ht preceded that day, and that the light is

}ended to be indicated as the cause of the

y, whether as, by a diurnal increase and
crease, producing an ordinary "morning and
ening," or as characterizing, by its greater

neral prevalence, a lengthened period, and
tinguishing it from the previous and sub-

juent darkness, so as to cause it to bo

rmed, figuratively, a day. But the " begiu-

Qg," the dark deep and the formless earth,

)re, before the creation of light, therefore, a

tiori, before the first of the six days, usually

pposed to have included the whole work of

sation. We thus see in this passage, an in-

ince of a text having been universally ac-

pted in a meaning opposite to that which
jically follows from it.

(It may not be amiss in this place, to note,

t with regard to the extinct fossil animals,

lich have no place in the list of tribes now
isting and created contemporaneously with
iam, the evidence of the strata points to a
plete extinction and burial of these races

terrestrial convulsions, (Phillips' Geology,

67, 68, 628,) so as to prepare the earth for

introduction of new races and man, by
lucing it to that void and empty state de-

Ibed in Genesis. Hero again geology sup-

ts Scripture, and on the other hand the
phetic evidence of Scripture corroborates

'logFi by indicating a similar general con-

Ision, in the future, as the period to man's
resti'ial history. Nor does scientific truth

nntorvail the Scriptural assertion of the
try of death into the world through man's
I. The geological races had, probably for

aturies, ceased to be animals, and been part
d parcel of the insensate rocks and crust of

a globe, at the period of the void and empty
rth. There was no death in the world, be-

Me there was no life. Death can only over-

take the living, and in that world nothing

lived, moved, or suffered, tasted the pleasures

of life or the pangs of death. So that, into

Adam's living world, death first entered

through Adam's transgression.)

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continnod from page 317.)

From a letter of Jane M. Plummer to Mildred

Batcliff.

"Mt. Pleasant, 3d mo. 1st, 1840.

" My Dear Friend, * * # I heard with

surprise of thy pi-ospect of attending Phila-

delphia and Now York Yearly Meetings, not

expecting thy health adequate to such a

journey. I have however remembered that

thou hast often been astonishingly supported

through great weakness and suffering, in the

discharge of thy religious duties; and I trust

that He who has heretofore been thy strength

and thy stay, will still extend his all-sustain-

ing arm to support thee through every service

ho may yet see meet to require of thee. I feel

much sympathy with thoo in thy prospect,

believing that the present state of our poor,

peeled, and tottering Society, adds greatly to

the burdens and trials of the true gospel mes-

sengers. I tave remembered, also, that thou

wilt be deprived of the society of some dear

friends, both in Philadelphia and New York,

with whom thou hast heretofore taken swoet

counsel, who are now gathered to the fold of

rest." * * * *

William Evans to Mildred Batcliff.

" Near St. Clairsville, lltli mo. 23d, 18-12.

"Dear Friend,—I had expected to call to

see thee on my way to Ohio; but finding it

convenient to go on to Mt. Pleasant, I did so,

and attended the Select Quarterly Meeting
;

and the next day the meeting for discipline.

"J. P. handed me a letter to her from thee,

by which I observed thou remains in a feeble

state of health ; and, like many others, has to

partake of poverty of spirit. This is tho por-

tion I believe of many burden-bearers in this

day of ease and negligence, and of great want
of right zeal on the part of many others, both

in themselves, and for the great cause of truth

and righteousness in the earth. There are

many things to discourage ; and yet it will

not do to be constantly dwelling upon the

gloomy side of things. The Lord is still good
to Israel—to all them that aro of a clean

heart. His mercies are new every morning
to children's children, of them who love him
and keep his commandments. It is our duty
to remember his loving-kindness, and to speak
well of his excellent Name, that the dear chil-

dren may be induced to enlist under his ban-

ner. It is a very beautiful sight to see those

cheerful and green in old age, able to hold up
to the rising generation the peaceful and calm
decline of their sun, wherein it is manifest

they are reaping tho reward of faithfulness

and dedication to their Lord and Master.

Mayst thou, my dear friend, be strengthened
with might in tho inner man, to hold up thy
head in hope, notwithstanding the tribula-

tions thou mayest partake of: experiencing

thy faith and confidence to be renewed in

Him who has been with thee; and delivered

thee out of many troubles, and who I believe

will continue to bo thy shield and thy exceed-

ing great reward, as thou labors to possess

thy soul in patience, waiting again and again

to see the salvation of God.

" I have a prospect of visiting tho meetings
in Ohio Yearly Meeting, if nothing occurs to

discourage mo from proceeding. Sometimes
faith is low ; and fear of being or doing wrong
assails. Yet the Master is kind and compas-
sionate, and furnishes a little help in tho time

of need. But I try to keep along quietly,

wearing the sackcloth underneath. I hope I

shall have thy good desires for my preserva-

tion.

"Farewell my dear aged friend in the

Truth. Be comforted and re-animated to

hold on firmly in the faith and hope of the

gospel ; and I do believe the everlasting arms
will be underneath.

Thy loving friend,

William Evans."

Mildred Ratcliff attempted to go to Mt.

Pleasant to .attend tho Yearly Meeting in

18-12. Tho following letter from Jane Plum-
mer alludes to this:

" Concord, 12th mo. 5th, 1842.

" I have often felt anxious respecting theo

since hearing of thy attempt to get to Yearly

Meeting, expecting thy sufferings and trials

wore many. I believe that although the at-

tendance of our annual gatherings was often

very wearing to thy body, and sometimes try-

ing to thy mind, yet still they might be es-

teemed in some respects, seasons of refresh-

ment to theo. Tho meeting with friends, the

mingling in feeling and fellowship with exer-

cised members of the body, certainly has a

tendency to encourage and strengthen those

who frequently have to go mourning on their

way.
"Thou speaks of thy trials and discourage-

ments. These, no doubt, at seasons, seem
almost overwhelming. Such is the portion of

the pilgrim Zionward. Tho afflictions of tho

righteous aro many, says tho royal Psalmist,

yet the Lord delivereth him out of them all.

Ho keepeth all his bones; not one of them is

broken. How consoling, how animating, tho

conviction that He can and will deliver his

humble followers from all evil I When con-

templating thy situation, and entering as far

as my little experience will permit, into sym-

pathy with thee, the consoling assurance is

over presented to my mind, that He, the

Physician of value, the Comforter of his peo-

ple, is ever near thee. Whatever aflliction

may yet, in his inscrutable wisdom, be meted
out to thee, I humbly rejoice in the belief, that

He who has been the strength of thy life, will

be thy portion forever.

"The state of society almost everywhere
calls for mournful contemplation. Yet may
we never forgot that we have an individual

work to do, and that the neglect or errors of

others will neither extenuate nor condemn
us. Amidst all these things what a favor to

believe there is a 'fountain set open for sin

and for uncleanness,' whereunto we may all

have

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Ratcliff.

"1842.

"Dear Friend,—In the fellowship of the

gospel I salute thee, and can boar witness in

my small measure to the goodness and nurcy
of our holy Hoad, who is touched with a feel-

ing of our infirmities, and having been tempted

in all points as we are, is able to succor th^-m

that are tempted. If He, in whom dwelt the

fulness of the Godhead bodily, to whom is
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given all power in heaven and earth, should

be so buffeted, it is no marvel if we should

be tried again and again. His faithful example
and endurance are encouraging : for after he
had been long in a state of severe abstinence,

and Satan tempted him with the insinuation

or suggestion, 'If thou be the Son of God,
command these stones that they bo made
bread I' he exclaimed, 'It is written, man sha"

not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.'

This is an evidence of humble submission and
patient acquiescence in that state of tempta-

tion and trial, and it is a standing testimony

to the wisdom and goodness of the dispensa-

tions of God to his children. Every word
that proceedeth from Him, every dispensation

meted to his children, if duly received, the

divine or spiritual life is promoted, whethei

it be in partaking of heavenly bread, or in en

during seasons of poverty. This state of trial

patiently abode in, whilst the mind is secretly

•wrestling for the blessing of preservation, is

as acceptable in the Divine sight as if we were
favored with bright prospects of eternal glory

and the mind clothed with admiration, won-
der, and praise. I trust I am thy companion
in tribulation, and in the faith and patience

of Jesus Christ.

"May the Lord's faithful children dwell

deep in the power of an endless life ; where
they may clearly see the snares of the enemy,
whereby he would draw from the good old

way, into something having less of the cross

in it, and more agreeable to the refined views
of the present age; that Quakerism might
not appear so unpopular. But my faith is

unshaken in Him who gathered us to be a

people to show forth his praise: and that all

who do come to realize our high and holy
profession, will have to acknowledge that

though straight is the gate, and narrow is the
way,—this new and heavenly way which we
have been led into—yet there is room enough
to avoid right hand errors and left hand errors;

and as they abide under the daily cross, they
will become stronger and stronger, and there-

by manifest that we are the Lord's people,

gathered by Him from the Lo, here is Christ,

or Lo, he is there, and do know what it is to

sit under the ministry of the Minister of the

sanctuary and of the true tabernacle which
the Lord hath pitched and not man. May
the Lord turn his hand upon us, and shake
not only the earth, but also the heavens of
the nominal professors—-such as are content-

ing themselves with being members of a
goodly religious Society, and yet in reality

arc aliens to the commonwealth of Israel, and
strangers to the covenant of promise,—that

that only may remain which cannot be shaken.
O I then would our Society shine in the beauty
of holiness, and come up from the wilderness
leaning upon her beloved ; clear as the sun,

fair as the moon, and terrible as an army with
banners.

" My spirit deeply feels for and sympathises
with thee in the various trials which attend,

desiring that He who hath equipped thee with
his heavenly armor, and covered thy head
in the day of battle, and enabled thee to go
forth, though in a very feeble tabernacle, as

an ambassador for him the King of peace,

may still be with thee, and support under the

remaining conflicts of flesh and spirit. Then
shall thy evening sun go down in brightness,

and the language of thy heart be, ' Worthy is

the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and

riches, and wisdom, and honor, and glory, and
blessing, forever and ever.'

"I remain thy friend in the unchangeable
Truth, Joseph Edgerton."

Pendent JYesfs. — One object, on the edge
of the forest, was worth noticing, and was
watched long through the glasses, namely,
two or three large trees, from which dangled
a multitude of the pendent nests of the Merles
—birds of the size of a jackdaw, brown and
yellow, and mocking-birds, too, of no small

ability. The pouches, two feet long and more,

swayed in the breeze, fastened to the end of

the boughs with a few threads. Each had,

about half way down, an opening into the

round sac below, in and out of which the

Merles crept and fluttered, talking all the
while in twenty different notes. Most tropic

birds hide their nests carefully in the bush

;

the Merles hang theirs fearlessly in the most
exposed situations. They find, I presume,
that they are protected enough from monkeys,
wild-cats, and gatomelaos (a sort of ferret,)

by being hung at the extremity of the bough—Kingsley's West Indies.

Original,

THE WAIL OF THE GUAEDIi^N ANGEL.
Waste ! waste ! waste I

As day is added to day,

—

Waste ! waste ! waste !

Though life is ebbing away.
If men could only know
The unspeakable value of time,

Would they squander their moments so,

Committing a constant crime ?

A crime against their souls,

As the record lengthens where.
Another page may be all

Between those souls and despair !

Yet waste ! waste ! waste !

In folly, amusement, sin !

Oh ! could they feel their need of change
Would not change at once begin ?

Wake ! wake ! wake !

Oh thou undying soul

!

Ere thy latest hour pass swiftly by
Beyond thy use or control

;

Behold how the Master saith,

—

" My harvests are ripening around
Come, reap ! I will pay thee thy wage

If thou with my reapers art found !"

" Come ! come ! come !

My burden is light and repays

;

Come ! come ! come

!

And spend in my service thy days

!

I have granted thee precious time
For my cause and the good of thy soul

There is room for the resi of thy life

With my help to ennoble the whole !

".Come ! come ! come 1

But come by the way of the cross !

Forsaking thy earthly aims and delights.

For they are but glitter and dross

!

Watch ! watch ! watch 1

While thy hands are busy,—and pray,
At the hour thou least mayst suspect

I may call thee thence away !"

Oh ! men 1 men ! men 1

In the heedless whirl of trade.

With its strife and its wrongs and its selfishness,

Can your rush a moment be staid ?

Oh ! pause 1 pause ! pause !

For the love of your souls a breath 1

And list to the solemn Voice within,

—

" The wages of sin is death !"

Vain 1 vain 1 vain !

Are the trappings of wealth and pride,
The gold and the velvet and costly attire

That jostle the poor aside I
'

And vain I vain 1 vain !

For a life to such trifles given,
To expect at the last to be crowned
With the holy reward of Heaven I

Oh ! children ! children dear !

On whose hearts is no hardened crust

Of the sins of many an ill-spent year

;

Can your God—so kind, yet just,

—

Though His love forbear—long, long, to smite
And his mercy long excuse.

Forgive at last if His gifts ye waste,

And His teachings ye refuse?

Play ! play ! play !

Yet remember ye your Lord,
Who keeps for nn early devotion to Him,
An everlasting reward 1

Bead ! read ! read !

But at last your dying bed
Shall reveal in the light of a wakened soul,

The true worth of what ye have read !

Work ! work ! work !

But over your shoulders lean

The angels who fain would guide your steps

—

How oft with a troubled mien !

They gaze and they grieve that your fleeting hoi

So frequently pass away,
Without a thought of the Saviour's command

In His fear to " watch and pray !"

Learn ! learn ! learn !

In your dewy morn of youth,

But with all the studies that ye can acquire
Learn also to love the Truth !

The Truth as it is in Christ the Lord,
That Pearl of exceeding price.

Remembering still that He loves above all

A morning saci'ifice

!

Bank of England.

In 1691, William Paterson—a mercb
whose philanthropy and political wisdoms
greatly in advance of his own interests,

who, accordingly, became a pauper thro

his desire to benefit others—was exami
before the House of Commons as to the
way of collecting and managing public lo

the National Debt being then a new th

and its amount of£3,000,000 being apparei

an overwhelming burthen to the country
proposed that, in lieu of the occasional

unsettled mode of borrowing hitherto ado|

by the Government, a fixed sum of £1,000,

at six per cent, interest, should be subscri

by a corporation of merchants, and convei

into a permanent fund, to be employed pa
in meeting the pressing claims upon the St

and partly in forming a public bank, "to
change such current bills as should be broo

to be enlarged, the better to give credit th

unto, and make the said bills the better to

culate." The suggestion was demurred t(

Parliament, and the old stragsjling way
public borrowing continued. " When the T
sury was empty," as Macaulay says, "y

the taxes came in slowly, and when the

of soldiers and sailors was in arrear, it

necessary for the Chancellor of the Exehec
to go, hat in hand, up and down Cheap
and Corn hill, attended by the Lord Ms
and by the aldermen, to make up a sua
borrowing £100 from this hosier and i

from that ironmongei-," and for these pa

loans he had to pay such interest as spi

thrifts now pay to extortionate Jews u

accommodation bills. The National Debt
thus raised from £3,000,000 to £6,000,00

three years; and in 1694 the Governni

found itself in such embarrassment that it ^

forced to adopt Paterson's project sub8il>

tially, though not quite as he planned it,>r

a Bank of England. To all who joinecJl

raising a fund of £1,200,000, permission «

granted to form themselves into a compiTi

"th power to deal in bills of exchange, 1-

lion, and forfeited bonds ; and, contrary to '*

expectations of its enemies, who combfO
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proposal zealously both in Parliament and
ie Cabinet, the money was collected and
bank was established in the course of ten

5. Thereby, and through the persistent

Dcacy pf one groat man, whose greatness
ow almost forgotten, England, then per-

ed with a costly war, was saved from
iruptcy, and an entire and most beneficial

lution was effected in the financial history
18 country.

our great duties are performed by the
k of England. It has the custody of about
000,000 in gold coin and bullion; itmanu-
ares and keeps in circulation about £38,-

000 in banknotes; it has the management
National Debt, now amounting to

3,000,000; and it serves as the coUecting-

36 and centre of distribution for the coun-
revenuo and expenditure, being some

000,000 a year. Each duty involves an
lensity of detail, and has to be fulfilled

a nicety that can hardly be conceived.

he coin and bullion are, of course, the pro-

y of individual owners, who choose this

he safest resting-place for their wealth.
bullion sent from Australia or any other
of the world, if not required for manu-
iring purposes, can, as soon as it has been
fled and assayed to the sovereign standard
wenty-two carats, be either sent to the

t, there to be coined into money, or lodged
e bank. The mint returns £3 17s. lOld.

lach ounce of gold handed to it; but the

Y that occurs before the coinage is com-
3d makes it cheaper to dispose of the bul-

at once to the bank, which immediatelj'

at the rate of £3 17s. 9d. for each ounce
lited. The bullion so received is stowed
in bars, each weighing about 16 lbs.,

worth about £800, until occasion arrives

urning it into current money. The rela-

amount of coin and bullion, as well as the
itity of both sorts of gold in the bank, is

•urse forever fluctuating; but the average
oth is between £22,000,000 and £23,00U,-

Counting rapidly through ten hourrs

7 day, a man would be occupied for nearly
a years in counting that number of sover-

, In the bank, however, the counting is

by machine. The weight of any given
ber of sovereigns is known, and to count
)U8and or a million is as easy as to count
It is only necessary for accuracy in the

ilation that the coin shall be of proper
ht, and as this is also, on other grounds,
necessary, every sovereign is periodi-

tested by a weighing-machine, which is

rvel of ingenuity and accuracy. This
line was invented by Mr. Cotton, a bank
tor, in 1844. It is a square brass box, at

op of which is a long trough, filled with
eigns, which drop one after another

balance, carefully guarded from cur-

i of air and everything that can vitiate

rocess. [f the coin is of correct weight
Is into one box, if it is faulty it is jerked
another. Since 1844 not a single error

een found in the working of this machine.
ve of them are in constant operation at

ank, and they weigh about 50,000 gold
8 every day.
was, as we have seen, mainly to relieve

i^tate of the embarrassments caused by its

iljthat the Bank of England was establish-

UThe National Debt, amounting to some
5,110,000 when the bank was started, has
tan mightily since then. Every great war
KJidded to it. The ten years' strife with

France and Spain, ending with 1750, caused

an addition of £31,500,000 ;
and the expenses

settled upon posterity by the fighting of the

next seven years amounting to nearly £60,-

000,000. The American war, prior to 1786,

cost about £90,000,000 ; and the long and ill-

managed war with France under George III.

and Pitt, fruitful in domestic misery of every
sort, causing starvation to the poor and pov-

erty to the rich, increased the debt by £000,-

000,000. When peace was declared in 1815,

it amounted to £861,000,000, and the n-trench-

ments of more than half a century have only
reduced it by a quarter. The bulk of this

debt is known as Consolidated Stock, or Con-
sols, of which there are some 270,000 holders,

for each of whom a separate account has to

be kept, and interest reckoned up and paid

every half year. All ihis business, compli-

cated by frequent transfers, has to bo con-

ducted by the Bank of England, which re-

ceives in payment for the trouble £300 for

every £1,000,000 of debt. The payment covers

all losses through accidents and fraud. The
defalcation of Astlett cost the bank £340,000,
and its losses by the frauds of Fauntleroy
were still greater.

The operations of the bank in collecting

and distributing the national revenue are

quite as complicated. All the receipts of tax-

gatherers, and all the proceeds of custom and
excise duties, and other sources of revenue,

find their way into the bank
; and, in return,

it has to meet the demands of all the public

departments for their several expenses, these

demands being frequently made long before

the funds to meet them have been received.

In 1810 the nation's account with the bank
was overdrawn some £16,000,000, and in 1814
the balance on the wrong side amounted to

£30,000,000.

The great war with France, involving con-

stant drains on the Exchequer, which the

bank had to meet, brought it to the verge of

bankruptcy; so much gold being required by
the Government, that hardly any was left for

the use of merchants and the public. In Oc-
tober, 1795, the directors informed Pitt that

they could not hold out much longer, and
other messages followed, till February, 1797,

when the bank was authorised by the Privy
Council to refuse cash payments for its notes,

or the issue of any coin in sums larger than
twenty shillings. In the following May an
Act was passed enforcing that resolution, and
sanctioning an almost unlimited supply of

notes. The arbitrary law lasted for four-and-

twenty years, and by it the bank-notes were
depreciated in value more than a fourth ; that
is, all creditors of the State were compelled to

accept fourteen or fifteen shillings for every
pound owing to them. A better state of things
began with Sir Eobert Peel's Act of 1819,

which still allowed the bank to issue as many
notes as it chose, but compelled it to exchange
them for gold on demand, and thus virtually

prevented it from giving out more than the
public were willing to take at the full price of
their equivalent in bullion. The Bank Charter
of 1844 completed the reform, or, at any rate,

brought it to its present condition, by limit-

ing the quantity of paper money issued in ex
cess of the amount of gold held by the bank
to £15,000,000, which the State is pledged to

make good in case of need.
Many stories are told of frauds upon the

Bank of England. The first forger of bank-
notes was Richard William Vaughan, a linen-

draper, of Stafford ; and though his offence
was soon detected, in 1758, he had many imi-

tators. During the thirty years previous to

1832, when capital punishment for forgery
was abolished, 1,816 men were convicted of
the crime, and of these 628 wore hanged. The
horror caused by these executions was found
to have only the effect of making forgery
more common, as many victims of the fraud,

with clear proof against the culprits, chose to

suppress it rather than cause their death.

There was quaint sarcasm in the words with
which one judge concluded his remarks in

passing sentence of death upon a man who
had uttered a spurious one-pound note: "And
I pray that, through the mercy and modera-
tion of our blessed Redeemer, you may there
receive that mercy which due i-egard for the
paper currency of the country forbids you to

hope for here." Since 1832 forgery has been
very much less frequent, this being partly due
to the cessation of one-pound notes, and the

greater care taken in the manufacture of those

of higher value.

The bank's losses are not all through for-

gery. In 1740 a rich director took home a
£30,000 note, with which to pay for an estate

he had bought. He placed it carelessly on
a table, and thence it mysteriously disap-

peared. It could nowhere bo found, and,
thinking it must have fallen into the fire, he
obtained next day a duplicate note from the
bank, pledging himself to restore the original

if ho could find it, or to supply the money
should it be presented for payment by any
one else. Nothing was heard of it for thirty

years, when, to the amazement of the bank
authorities, it was handed across the counter
by a man who stated that he bad received it

from abroad in a lawful way, and who thus
appeared to have a legal claim to the money.
In the end, it was found that the document
had really fallen upon the fire, but, without
being burnt, had been taken up by the draught,
and had lodged in a corner of the chimney,
where it was discovered and stolen by a
builder employed in partly ])ulling down and
repairing the house. The director to whom
it had been given had died long before, and
the bank was unable to make good in law its

claim upon his executors for a return of the

value of the duplicate handed to him.

—

Bourne.

For "The rriend."

The following extract from the Journal of

John Fothergill I have transcribed for inser-

tion in " The Friend," believing the valuable

hints therein contained may prove instructive

to some, both by way of caution and also of

encouragement to those who desire above all

things to be right. The way of Truth, as to

its end and purpose, is the same in all genera-

tions, and it is a high privilege indeed to have
the footsteps of the flock of Christ's compan-
ions in the line of our own experience. It is

of the utmost importance to us, that above
all other considerations we should be on the

right foundation in our ministry and services

of whatever kind in the Church of Christ, of

which lie is the Holy Head. May every sin-

cere soul bo greatly encouraged to put its

whole trust and dependence upon the Lord
alone, who is a never failing Helper in the

needful time. R. E.

" And now in my twentieth year, I was
often more apprehensive that something of

the ministry of the gospel would be laid upon
me, and some words and matter would often
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come before me in waiting attentively upon

the Lord in our meetings ;
but I was very

much afraid of being mistaken, as well as

backward about so weighty a work, and put

it off one time after another—but I was often

exceedingly distressed after meetings under a

thought that I had refused to answer the re-

quiring of God, and had thereby incurred his

displeasure so as not to be forgiven. Under
these tossings and fears I often concluded in

my heart, that if I was but certain that it

was the requiring of the Lord, I would en-

deavor to obey whatever was the event.

Thus I often concluded, both in and out of

meetings, and some matter would often be

before mo, but in a more transient manner, or

less certainly distinct and positive, than what

I reverently and sincerely begged for.

And after this poor, distressing, sifting

manner I waded near about a year ; but when

the time came indeed that I was to open my
mouth in a few words for the Lord among
His people, it was so indisputably clear that

I had no scruple of its being certainly the

Holy requiring ; and yet in fear I reasoned it

away one meeting to my deep sorrow. But

the all-seeing One knew it was from an inno-

cent fear, and not a rebellious contemning His

small appearance, and therefore He graciously

owned me again, and in another meeting

shortly after, a fresh, strong motion or con-

cern came upon me and I broke forth in a few

words, but scarcely durst stand upon my feet

;

and after the mooting I got quietly away
with some ease and an holy peace of mind,

but thought I should perhaps never be further

concerned that way
;
yet now and then a

necessity came upon me to speak a little again,

which I mostly endeavored to answer, but

with great fear and care not to enlarge be-

yond the requiring, which fear often prevailed

upon me, so as hastily to deliver a small part

only of what was set before me—by which

many times I got but little ease and satisfac

tion ; so that I was still ready to fear, and

sometimes to conclude, I was wrong some

,,,ay—but knew not wherein ;
and under these

apprehensious I was often much dejected and

humbled in deep travail, to bo and to do what

Truth would have me, be the event as to my-

self what it might; which hearty care and

fear I was made sensible was favorably re-

garded by the all-wise Being, by the hum-

bling sense of His awful presence being near,

notwithstanding the threatening danger of

being overset by sore tossings secretly, and

various temptations which the evil spirit was

^ree of the salvation of God, was

made'the more unutterably glorious and pre-

cious to my soul—so I was on the other more

pressingly and clearly instructed and warned

to be fearful and watchful, both against un-

righteous vain self, and against self creeping

in, and acting in the shape or show of religion.

Thus it was given me to see and consider,

that the Holy One was not only setting up

His judgments in the earth for condemning

sin and obvious evils in the flesh, that the

righteousness of the Law might be fulfilled in

me ;
but that He would overturn, overturn all

rests or dependencies merely human respect-

ing religion, that He, the Lord, in whom is all

sufficiency, might rule and have the pre-

eminence in all things, and in a special and

particular manner in the ministers of the

gospel.

And I am concerned to observe this farther

in relation to the uncertain manner in which

some matter and expressions were before me
in meetings, as is hinted above, at times for

near a year. When the clear and evident

time came, I then saw distinctly (and I have

often considered it since) it was a trial suf-

fered to attend me whether I would venture

to act in the uncertainty (though a measure

of the presence of Truth was about me for my
own help to worship,) and by bringing forth

relessfrequent— they are replaced by 8C

more grave and measured. Now a voic

heard which seems to imitate the far-sounc

blow of the hammer upon the anvil, and i

„ sound falls upon the ear which resem

the sudden breaking of the strings of a vi(

All over the forest you hear strange soo

which cause profound astonishment; but

o

at sunset, when the birds have ceased t

songs, there is heard from the highest t

tops a voice which would fill the travf

with fear if he were ignorant of the oa

Murmurs, like those of the human voice,

nounce that the quaritas (Simia Beelzeb

a variety of the monkey family, are begmi

one of their assemblies which are said ti

held in honor of the setting sun. Their ho

prolonged in the most lugubrious manner,

heard at the hour when the day dies,

solemn and imposing, and give a charact«

sadness to the scene. If the jaguar and

black tiger roar, they fill the forest wi

sound which is majestic, but productive

of uneasiness. Harmless animals hearing

dreaded voice, suddenly become silent, :

they feared to mingle their utterances i

those of the awful master. If in additio

these sounds the wind begins to blow

ently, bending the lofty summits of the ti

the palms sigh as they bend lowmaki..j, .-- j. „ -
f

untimely and unripe fruit, soon fall to decay, mingle their moans with the rustling of

and become rather hurtful than strengthening
I Hanas, and losing itself finally in the sod

to others.

But the Lord our High Priest suffered this

exercising trial to attend me, he did not leave

me to fall and miscarry here, but He renewed

fear and resolution to do my best, to wait for

distinct assurance of His injunction, if I must

be 80 concerned—which as it was and is my
duty, so I believe it to be the duty of others

also, and acceptable to the Lord, who fails

not, nor ever will fail to manifest His mind

as He is sought unto for understanding to do

what He requires.

But I am not without fear, that such a due

attention for distinct certainly of the immediate

call or requirings of the word of Life, hath not

always been suitably practised, and for want

hereof, some have appeared as ministers before

ripe, and have brought forth fruit of very little

service, if not detrimental, because none can

give what they themselves have not. Where-

as if these had waited with proper diligence

for the living Word to open and engage, in

the entire subjection of self, they might have

been great and good instruments, as clouds

filled by the Lord with heavenly rain.

And as the Divine and certain requiring of

depths of the priniitive forests, then

sounds become so sad and mournful that

miration gives way to terror.

—

Marion.

Darkness seems to cover the earth,

gross darkness the minds of the pet

so that every step is like working '

the plough to gain an entrance for the

of Spiritual doctrine; but if the laborers

form their assigned part, all afterwards oi

to be resolved into the hand and fur

operation of the great and powerful Husb

man, in faith and patience. I hope I 1

done with anxiety on this hand. I nei

look for much, if any fruit from my littU

erciso, nor conclude I am right or

from the voice of the people. Oh I how

vailing are all voices but that of graciou;

ceptance, and when this is, through

merited mercy afforded, what a stay

found amidst the fluctuating spirit or

guago of the world, yea, of those who ar

degree, but not altogether, gathered out

worldly spirit.—J/ari/ Dudley.

permitted to assault me with ; so that for some

months I could neither eat or sleep much, but
|

Truth is the only right entrance into the

was often alone in the fields, both day and listry—because the Lord said, 'Some run, and

ni<.ht, mourning under a load of inward sor- 1 sent them not, therefore they shall not pro-

row and deep fear, lest I should yet become a fit the people,'—so it is only His fresh and

castaway, but by degrees I was brought to a renewed requiring, not only opening matter

desire after stillness, and a patient waiting'to speak, but engaging to speak it at this

for the saving help of God to appear—that if) time, whereby the church or particulars are

happily the blessed Saviour might arise and

rebuke those distressing waves which lay

heavy upon my soul, occasioning a visible de-

clension in my health.

But in thus laboring after stillness, and

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

edified, as our Father would have His chil-

dren edified."

Voices of a South American Forest.—There

is in the forests of the New World a harmony
perfectly in accord with the phenomena pre

In conducting our journal, we studio

avoid meddling, not only with what in

mon parlance is called " politics," but alt

discussing subjects which are matters of
p

dispute, and are too often used by politic

for the purpose of inflaming the passioi

the people and promoting their own se

schemes. But as we know that some of

bscribers depend upon "The Friend" all

one hand the sense of the mercy, and a tions, such as we hear in temperate zones.
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hdotorious secret combination in some of

|„ Southern States assuming the name of

1 Klus Klan." The report of the evidence

olcted occupies more than a thousand

ift s, and the atrocious outrages and cold-

Ic.lod murders revealed, could hardly have

01 perpetrated in any other community

h; one which had, from generation to

e ration, nurtured and practiced the evil

iaioiis inseparably connected with the sys-

ei of chattel slavery.

je members who signed the report of the

ai a-ity ofthe investigatingcommittee, while

hi cannot deny the murders and other crimes

b brought to light, strive to screen the

)uor slave-holders and rebels from com-
ijity with them, and the secret society

nil- whose orders and by whose members
h- were committed, and to cast the blame

n be party that has freed the slaves, and

ai;d them to the standing and the rights of

:'£ucn. But the confessions of scores of

h(0 who, when they found there was no

0- of longer concealment, came before the

it rent courts and voluntarily admitted

h'f membership in the society, leaves no

ojt that very many among those who con-

ici'od themselves and were considered by
t rs as belonging to the highest rank in

iiCDinmunity, were active agents in these

ai ages. The spirit and feeling of the mi-

ty of the committee may be inferred from
following taken from their report :

It vras an oft-quoted political apothegm,

f
prior to the wai', that no government

d exist ' half slave and half free.' The
iphrase of that proposition is equally true,

t no government can long exist ' half black

halt white.'

Thei'e can be neither sympathy nor har-

ly in any polity where such antagonism
ttempted to be overcome by law. God's
is higher than man's law. Man's puny
,ute8 cannot repeal or nullify the immuta-
ordinances of the Almighty. Those whom
i has separated let no man join together.

3re can be no permanent partition of

yer, nor any peaceable joint exercise of

?er, among such discordant bodies of men.
3 or the other must have all or none. It

he very acme of folly and fanaticism to

ipose, in this day of enlightenment and its

sequent pride of feeling among the supe-
[• race, that there can be a reproduction of

ancient fable of tying the living and the
,d together without causing death to both.

10 would have dreamed, fifteen years ago,

T^ at highest and most far-seeing intellect

ong the great men who established this

vernment upon the basis of homogeneity
race and color, could have imagined that
the first century of its existence, African

- edmcn, of the lowest type of ignorance and
itality, would rule a sovereign State of the
ion, and be the arbiters of the rights and
)perty of a race who have ruled the dest'

of nations ever since government was
own among men ? Such a state of thin

,y last so long as the party shall last which
d the power and audacity to inaugurate it

10 longer. But whenever that party

go down, as go down it will at sc

le not long in the future, that will be the
d of the political power of the negro among
lite men on this continent."

take these extracts from a printed

py of a speech made in the United States

nate on the 17th inst., by John Scott,

of the Senators from Pennsyl^-ania. The
following is the summary to which we have
alluded:

" I will now give the summary to which I

have referred. In North Carolina fourteen

counties are shown in which outrages occurred

and in them there occurred eighteen homi-
cides and three hundred and fifteen whippings.

In South Carolina, nine counties in which
the testimony taken by the committee shows
there were thirty-five homicides and two
hundred and seventy-six other outrages. The
presentment of the grand jury says there

were forty homicides in those counties, and
over two thousand cases of other outrages.

In Georgia there are twenty-nine counties

shown, in which seventy-two homicides and

one hundred and twenty-six cases of whip-

pings are disclosed by the testimony. In

Alabama there are twenty-six counties, in

hich two hundred and fifteen homicides are

shown to have occurred, and one hundred and
xteen cases of other outrages. In Missis-

sippi there are twenty counties in which there

are twenty-three homicides, and seventy-six

cases of outrages by this testimony ; and in

Florida, in the one county of Jackson—

I

have not had time to look through the

other portions of the testimony—one hundred

and fifty-three homicides have occurred in

that county alone since the war ; and let

it not be supposed that these even are

These loot up ninety-nine counties,

five hundred and twenty-six homicides and
twenty-nine hundred and nine cases of other

outrages shown in this testimony, and by

this finding of the grand jury.

"Now, let us go further. At Columbia there

were true bills found against five hundred and

one defendants. In the northern district of

Mississippi there were bills found against four

hundred and ninety defendants, and in the

southern district against one hundred and
fifty-two defendants. In North Carolina there

are bills found against nine hundred and
eighty-one defendants. I have not the re-

turns of those that have been found in Ala-

bama, but I know a number of bills have
been found there and that there have been a

number of trials and convictions.

"Now, sir, when you remember that there

were twenty-nine hundred and nine outrages

and five hundred and twenty-six homicides,

and that these offences have been shown to

have been committed by men in bands rang-

ing from five up to seventy-five and a hun-

dred and sometimes as many as four to eight

hundred, it does not require much arithmetic

to show that this is a formidable organiza-

tion. When you have over three thousand

victims, victims to violence committed by

bodies of men in an organization, who need

doubt as to the character and the extent and
the power of the organization?"

Among the numerous eases narrated, the

following is so striking that we need not

grudge the space it occupies :

" Elias Hill, formerly of York county. South
Carolina, is a remarkable character. He is

crippled in both legs and arms, which are

shriveled by rheumatism ; he cannot walk,

cannot help himself, has to be fed and cared

for personally by others. He was in early

life a slave whose freedom was purchased, his

father buying his mother and getting Elias

along with her as a burden of which his mas-

ter was glad to be rid. Stricken at seven

years old with disease, he never was after

ward able to walk, and he presents the ap-
pearance of a dwarf, with the limbs of a child,

the body of a man, and a finely developed
intellectual head. He learned his letters and
to read by calling the school children into
the cabin as they passed, and also learned to
write. He became a Baptist preacher, and
after the war engaged in teaching colored
children and conducting the business corres-

pondence of many of his colored neighbors.
He is a man of blameless character, of un-
usual intelligence, and is so well educated
that he speaks very good English.

" That man was brought before the com-
mittee and the narration of his testimony

\ a scene which would have been worthy
of the painter's pencil, and which will never
be forgotten by any man who witnessed it.

Carried into the room set up in a chair, for the
purpose of giving his testimony, ho went on
to tell us how, on the 6th of May, 1871, but a
few weeks before this committee visited that
place, after the passage of the bill denounc-
ng penalties against these offences, a body of
masked and disguised men came to his lowly
cabin at midnight, took him from his bed,

searched his house for his papers, alleging

that he had been in correspondence with Mr.
Wallace, the member of Congress, in refer-

ence to the business of the colored people of
the district. They took him out, and that
decrepit body which I have described was
laid upon the ground, and he was there
scourged with a horse whip, and after being
thus scourged they put a halter round his

neck and threatened to drag him to the river

and drown him, telling him, ' You must no
longer teach these children; you must no
longer preach the gospel here

;
you must no

longer permit meetings of the colored people
to l30 held at your house

;
you must quit writ-

to Wallace, quit taking a Republican
newspaper; you must come out in the news-
paper of the county and declare that you re-

nounce your Eepublican principles; and un-

less you do these things we will come back
and kill you.'

" The voice in which he gave this state-

ment was one of peculiar strength and melody,
that kind of a voice which those who were
accustomed to hear his preaching said to me
melted down his audience with more power
than that of any man in South Carolina. He
was examined at length, and after giving his

evidence in chief—it is worth any senator's

while to turn to it in the testimony and read
it— the following was elicited by a member of
the committee. He having been charged by
the Ku Klux, while whipping him, with
preaching political sermons, that subject was
thus brought to his notice :

"By Mr. Van Trump:*
" Question. You do not feel very kindly to-

ward the white race ?

" Answer. I am afraid of them now.
" Q. Frightened at them ?

" A. Yes, sir. I have good-will, love, and
affection toward them, but I fear them.

" Q. Is that because you are a Baptist, or
why?
"A. I know it is my duty as a human being

to respect all the human race, and also the
grace of God teaches mo to say so.

" Q. When you get to preaching, do you
not show up the wrongs and oppressions
suffered from these white people ?

f One who signed the minority report.
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" A. Yes, sir.

"
(i. l8 that what you generally preach

about ?

" A. Yes, sir ; love universal.

" Q. I do not wish to mislead you or have

you answer without fully understanding my
question.

" A. Please to ask it again.
" Q. I ask you if the subject-matter of your

sermons is the wrongs and cruelties inflicted

by these white people?
" A. No, sir; not at all. I was accused of

that on the night when they beat me; but

that is not the subject on which I preach ; it

is scriptural salvation.
" Q. You have the idea that these white

people are determined to put you black people

down ?

" A. Yes, sir ; I have that idea very strong-

ly. They are determined to keep us from

using any influence for republicanism, which

we believe is God's will. I do believe it comes

nearer to God's will and universal love and

friendship in this world than any other.

"Q. You mean Republican government?

"A. Yes, sir.

" Q. Do you also mean the Republican

party ?

" A. Yes, sir. I believe the Republican

party advocates what is nearer the laws of

God than any other party, and therefore I

feel that it is right.
" Q. When you are preaching, do you

preach republicanism in your sermons ?

" A. No. sir; I preach the Gospel, repent-

ance toward God, and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ.
" Q. Do you never preach about politics?

"A. No, sir.

" Q. Then these Ku Klux were wrong in

their accusation ?

" A. Yes, sir ;
they were."

"Wc have received from the editor, the first

three numbers of the " Maryville Monitor,"

published in Maryville, Blount county, Tenn.

It is edited by our friend Yardley Warner,

"In the interest of the Freedmen, Education

and Religion," and "Is designed to give mo
raentumto Christian work in the South.'

It is a monthly journal, subscription price

twenty-five cents per annum, and " is prin'

and published by native colored citizens." It

has our good wishes for success in the objects

announced; but of course it cannot pay ex-

penses at the price charged, and past experi

ence induces us kindly "to warn our friend,

the editor, of the rapid increase of pecuniary

deficit, where the whole cost of such a publi-

cation is not covered by pre-paid subscrip-

tions, or by a fund devoted to the purpose.

English race-course had introduced the most corrupt been 51.02 deg.; the highest spring

57.62 deg., and the lowest in 1843, 46 deg.

The United States Secretary of the Interior ha

ceived a dispatch from General Howard, dated at C
Grant, Arizona, 5th mo. 26th, which says that th«

dians " solemnly engage themselves to go on no r

d insidious system of gambling which had ever dis-

graced any country. The motion for an adjournment

was carried by a vote of 212 to 58.

An influential meeting was held in London on the

29th ult., at which speeches were made giving an ex- , .

pression of warm sympathy for the suffering Israelites raids." The general hopes that his eflorts to ps

in Eoumania, and resolutions were adopted invoking and restrain the Apaches will be successful

the British government to interpose for the protection

of the persecuted race in that country against the out-

rages of the people.

London, 6th mo. 3d.—Consols, 92J. U. S. 5-20's of

1867, 93i ;
ten-forties, 89J-.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, llf a llJd. ; Orleans,

ll|d. Sales of the day 12,000 bales.

The Lucas cotton mills, one of tlie largest establish-

ments of the kind in the vicinity of Rouen, was totally

destroyed by fire on the first inst. Nearly a thousand

operatives are thrown out of employment.
Many Carlist oflicers. and soldiers who fled into

At Provincetown, Mass., more than one-fourth o;

entire population are Portuguese. They settled t
fOL,

some years ago, when the whale fisheries were at t

height, and are represented as being a hardy and da

set of fishermen, willing to stand side by side with

most reckless American, facing the dangers of

Banks. The Portuguese families are said to be fr

and industrious, and the men make good and ord

citizens.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotall

on the 3d inst. New Fori. —American gold, 1*

U. S. 5-20's of 1867, 117* ; ditto, 10-40, 112. Supe:

France have gone to Bourges. Alava, Cabecella, and
' flour, $5.90 a $6.40 ; extra State, S' .10

SUMMABY OF EVENTS.
FOREION.— The London Observer states that the

Cabinet has had under consideration the Treaty of

Washington and the last communication from the

American government concerning the supplemental

article. " No solution," says the Observer has yet been

reached, which is likely to serve all the requirements

of the two governments with regard to the article.

The Bank of England rate of discount has been re-

duced one per cent., and is now four per cent.

The weather throughout England has been fair and

favorable to the growing crops.

A lively sensation was created in the House of Com-

mons on the 28th ult., by a bold protest from Thomas

Hughes against horse-racing, and the usual adjourn-

ment of Parliament for the Derby races on the 29th ult.

Hughes asserted that it was incompatible with the dig-

nity of the Commons to recognize horse-racing. The

other chiefs of the band have reached Bayonne. They
had passports signed by Serrano.

The Carlist insurrection in Spain appears to be almost

at an end. Serrano's leniency to the Carlist insurgents

in granting them pardon on condition of their submis-

sion was severely condemned in Madrid. The govern-

ment, however, sanctioned his course, and the effect

seems to have been good upon the rebels, who have

hastened to make their submission.

Earl Granville made a statement in the House of

Lords, the 3d inst., with regard to the conditions of the

negotiations with Washington. Communications, he

said, continued to be exchanged, but without result, and

ould be impossible to predict what the result would

be. The lawyers of the Crown had concluded that

there was no difference of opinion between the two na-

tions touching the withdrawal of the indirect claims.

The only point in dispute was as to engagements for the

future. He was aware of the difficulties of the moment,

and hoped they would be overcome. Earl Russell said

the time had come when plain words were desirable,

nd gave notice that he should to-morrow move an ad-

dress to the Queen for the withdrawal of Great Britain

from arbitration.

The exports from the United Kingdoms of Great

Britain, during the first quarter of 1872, were £57,884,-

704, an increase of £10,000,000 over the corresponding

quarter of a year ago.

United States.—The debt statement shows a de-

crease of the public debt during the last month of S4,-

266,061. The total debt, less cash in the Treasury,

amounted on the first inst. to $2,193,517,379. The de-

crease of debt since 3d mo. 1st, 1869, has been $331,-

945,881.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
312. There were 41 deaths from small pox, 33 con-

sumption, 13 of paralysis, and 10 disease of the heart.

The value of the steamboats now in use on the west-

ern rivers is placed at $22,643,500, and that of barges

at $5,769,400. The total tonnage is estimated at 803,-

844,000. St. Louis is interested to the amount of $5,-

428,800 in steamboats and $834,000 in barges.

Dnring the vear 1871 the total value of our exports

was $538,000,000, while the total of imports was $590,-

000,000, leaving a balance against the country of $52,-

000,000, which will probably be settled to a large ex-

tent in American securities.

The following is an approximate estimate of the

whole production of pig iron in the world in 18"'

tons of 2000 pounds ; Great Britain, 6,500,000 tons

;

United States, 1,912,000 tons ; France, 1,350,000 tons

German Zollverein, 1,250,000 tons ; Belgium, 896,000

tons ; Austria, 450,000 tons ; Norway and Sweden, 280,-

000 tons; Russia, 330,000 tons; Italy, 75,000 tons;

Spain, 72,000 tons ; other countries, 200,000 tons. Total,

13,315,000 tons. It will be observed that Great Britain

produced about one-half of the pig iron made
'

world.

On the first inst. the two Houses of Congress agreed

to adjourn finally on the 10th
'

The mean temperature of the Fifth month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 68.63 deg., the

highest during the month 91 deg., and the lowest 44
deg. The amount of rain for the month was 2.80 inches,

and for the fivejnonths of this year 11.12 inches, against

17.55 inches for the corresponding months, 1871. The
average of the mean temperature of the Fifth month,
for the past 83 years, is stated to have been 62.76 deg.

;

the highest mean temperature of the mouth during that

entire period was in 1826, 71 deg., and the lowest

in 1848, 51.75 deg. The mean temperature of the three

spring months of 1872, has been 52.30 deg., the average

of the spring temperatures for the past 83 years
'

brands, $7.50 a $13.25. No. 3 Chicago spring wl

$1.60; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.71* ; red western, $1

Illinois amber, $2. Western yeUow corn, 73

southern white, 87 a 88 cts. State barlev, 69 cts.

54 a 56 cts. Rye, 95 cts. Philadelphia.'—Cotton,2:

for uplands and New Orleans Flour, $6 a $i:

New York red wheat, $2.10 ; amber, $2.15. Eye, $
Yellow corn, 67 a 68 cts. ; white, 76 cts. Oats, 57

cts. City smoked hams, 11 a 12 cts. Lard, 9i a 9;

Clover-seed, 9 a 10 cts. per lb. Timothy, $3 per bu
Beef cattle were higher, sales of 1800 at 8 a 8* cts

lb. gross for extra, 6J a 7J cts. for fair to good, ant

6 cts. for common. Clipped sheep sold at 5* a 'i

per lb. gross for fair to choice. Corn fed hogs, $6.

$6.75 per 100 lbs. net. Chicago.—No. 2 spring w
$1.49* ; No. 1 spring, $1.51. No. 2 mixed corn,

cts. No. 2 oats, 41 cts. Rye, 74 cts. No. 2_fall ba

55 a 56 cts. Baltimore.—Penna. wheat, $2 a $
Southern white com, 79 cts-

;
yellow, 72 cts. ; we

mixed, 69 a 70 cts. Western oats, 54 a 56 cts.; soutl

60 a 62 cts. Lard, 9 cts. Cincinnati.—Family

$8.75 a S9. No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.85 a" $
Corn, 51 a 52 cts. Oats, 43 a 46 cts. New wheat

Georgia, $2.13. Oswego.—No. 1 spring flour, $-

finer brands, $10 a $10.75. No. 2 spring wheat, $
Canada white, $2.12. Corn, 62 cts. Buffalo.—

F

$7.75 a $^11. Canada white wheat, $2.10 ; Milwa
spring, $1.56. Oats, 45 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having cl

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held

Fourth-day, the 19th inst., at 9.30 A. M. The
mittee on Admissions will meet at 7.30 the same d

ing, and that on Instruction at 7 o'clock the precf

evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the Schoo
Seventh-day the 15th instant.

^Samuel Mokris
Philada., 6th mo. 4th, 1872. CTe

For the accommodation of the Committee,
ances will meet the trains that leave the City at

and 4.45 p. M., on Seventh-day, the 15th, and
day the 18th inst.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under ca

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The school

graded one, well supplied with needful appliana

a full academic course, and the salary ofifered is lil

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., PhU.
Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St., d(

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Birming
Chester Co., Pa., on the 8th of Fifth month, Edv
S. Yarnall to Sidney S., daughter of the late E
Garrett.

Died, suddenlv, at his residence in Edgraont, ]

ware Co., on the 8th of Fifth month, 1872, Isaac
"

NALL, in the 48th year of his age, a member of Mi
town Particular and Chester Monthly Meeting, Pi

WILLIAM^. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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or water deposit, but in their crystalline struc-
ture evidence their having cooled from a
melted state. 2d, Those which are devoid of
crystallization, but are thoroughly stratified.

3d, Those which show a stratification, but, in

their lower tiers especially, are partially trans-
formed into a crystalline texture, showing the
action of heat from heloiv. These classes and
sub

,
(with their particular geologic

names,) are shown in the following table :

—

Class Ist. Aluminous, or clay rocks.

f 1. Igneous clays, (crystallised.)
Sub-classes, < 2. Stratified do., (deposited from water.)

(3. Metamorphic, (partially transformed.)

Class 2d. Silicious, or flint rocks.Correspondence, (with notes,^ between Thomas
Story and James Logan. n. igneous flints.

CoLclud)!) from page 331.) jSuS-rfosses,
^

2. Stratified

"It containing thirty pages in quarto." i 3. Metamorphic do.

)ne is disposed to wish that this little treatise
ad been transcribed and printed, so that its
nteresting matter might not have been lost
the world. "Here was an original thinker

iud philosopher spoiled," some might say.
3ut not so

;
Thomas Story was both a greater

md a better man in that he allowed not these
ongenial speculations to usurp that time pro-
lerly belonging to things of more necessity.
Q the mean time, it is refreshing to observe
bat these noble studies were not undervalued,
ir shunned as dangerous, but in their proper
)lace pursued, and to such good purpose, by
his eminent christian.

i
" All inert matter was generally animated,"

jiC. To understand the sense which he at-
achod to the expression "inert matter," we
nust refer back to his own previous words,
vhere he describes plants as drawing into
heir veins in the sap " the particles of the
)re-existing inert earth," and identifies these
)article8 of earth and rock with his " inert
natter ;" also to those quoted by J. Logan, to
he effect that " the shells now foundln the
trata of the solid earth" are due to a "state
if natural things preceding the present," and
lonsisting of " animalcules." It thus appears
hat he applied the term to the strata, and be-
ieved these to have been originally composed
if animalcules, associated, as these are in life,
srith microscopic vegetables, the more minute
f which were identical with the germinal
ell, (farinte,) as the more minute animalcules
?ere with the embryotic cells.

Now, what is true of the frame of our globe,
i likely to be in a degree true of that of the
ther " worlds," but the former only is within
be scope of our observation at present.
Vhat say geology and microscopy as to the
rst characters of the strata forming the sub-
tructure of the soil and framework, as it
rere, of the globe?
Eocks are naturally divided into three

lasses according to their chemical composi-
_on, the aluminous, or clay rocks, silicious or
ints, and calcareous, or limestones. These'
lasses have each three subdivisions: 1st, I u,>.^,^.uxc u
hose which show no trace of stratification I soluble carbonate of

Class 3d. Calcareous, or limestone rocks.

( 1. Igneous limestones.
Sub-classes, \ 2. Stratified do.

3. Metamorphic do.

Of the three classes, the limestones may be
supposed to be, absolutely, the newest, as the
stratified rocks of this class are evidently de-
posited from a chemical solution of their in-

dents in water, whereas the stratified
rocks of the other two classes are as evidently
deposited from a inechanical solution or mix-
ture in the water of small fragments of the
crystallised or igneous rocks of the same re-
spective classes. Thus sandstone results from
the deposit from water of sand, which is com-
posed of small fragments, chiefly of quartz or
crystallised flint.

We must therefore look to the stratified
limestone rocks, in order to draw an inference
as to the origin or first state of rocks ; for, as
has been said, ihe crystalline structure of
igneous rocks proves them to be results of
cooling from the melted state, and it has been
proved by actual experiment, that stratified
rocks being melted and allowed to cool, actu-
ally produce igneous rocks of the same re-
spective class. Thus, in attempting to trace
the original of igneous or crystalline rock, we
only arrive at stratified rock, and vice versa,
from the stratified sands (or flints) and clays,
we arrive only at the crystalline rocks, from
the small fragments of which they were re-
spectively formed. In the limestones, how-
ever, we can proceed in a diff"erent manner.
From the crystallised limestones, indeed, we
arrive, as before, at the stratified limestones,
but we can infer no pre-existing igneous rock
from the perfectly uniform texture of these
last, which is that, not of deposit from a me-
chanical mixture, but from a chemical solu-
tion. We thus reach, in the next step above
the stratified limestones, the proximate ele-
ments of limestone, namely, lime, and carbonic
"'d, in their uncombined state. Now, how
were these elements abstracted from the water
and air which previously held them in solu-
tion or admixture, and combined into the in-

ime ? Phillips says, " In

a great majority of instances the limestone
formed at the present day is the result of
chemical forces or of vital forces controlling
chemical action, and the same was probably
the case in earlier periods. In particular in-

stances calcareous deposits have partially or
wholly a mechanical origin

; as when a stream
brings down the waste of a chalky or oolitic

district" (chalk and oolite are species of lime-

stone) " and deposits the sediment in a lake ;"

"but nothing is more certain than that of all

the strata yet discovered, limestone is exactly
that which, by the regularity and continuity
of its beds, by the extreme perfection of its

organic contents, and by the absence of proofs
of mechanical action, gives most completely
the notion of a chemical precipitate," &c., &c.
"All these views end at last in one ; that the
earliest condition which we can assign to the
carbonate of lime, (or limestone,) is that of
extrication from some solution of lime in

water, by chemical or vital processes. It may,
therefore, be viewed as an oceanic deposit,

resulting from a decomposition of sea-water,

aided in many instances to a wonderful ex-

tent by the vital products of zoophytic, echin-

odermatous, and molluscous animals. And it

is the opinion of geologists that some of the
older secondarj'^ and transition limestones are
in places only magnificent coral reefs." Again,
"Our modern coral reefs and the shell beds
which accompany them," "are in many re-

spects exactly the representations of the old

limestones." "Zoophytes, both stony and
flexible," " fill our limestone rocks with their

most delicate and beautiful organization; with
them lie abundantly columns of crinoidal ani-

mals, and crusts and spines of echini." At
the time Phillips wrote in 1855, chalk was
supposed by many to bo, from its softness, a
formation from the debris of the older lime-

stones, above described, as of animalcular
origin. But this newest of limestones, of
which great part of the substructure of the
British Isles, and of the mountain chains of
Western Asia is composed, has since been dis-

covered by Ehrenberg, by the aid of the micro-

scope, to be the handiwork of infusorial ani-

malcules," whose shells make up the mass in

numbers of thirty millions to a cubic inch."

We have thus, as to one of the great divisions

of rocks composing the crust of the earth, the
best geologists arriving, since 1855, at the con-
clusion of its animalcular origin, an origin '

perceived through a species of intuition, by
Thomas Story, in 1738, to belong to all rocks.

And it is probable that this conclusion of his

may yet be verified in its fullness, for though
in the two other divisions, the Aluminous and
Silicious, as has been remarked, we can only,

from the crystalline, reason up to the strati-

fied, and from the stratified back to the igne-

ous rock, yet these latter pre-existing igneous
rocks may have cooled from the melting, not
of aggregated stratified rocks such as we now

, but from that of chemically deposited

aluminous acd silicious rocks, resembling the
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limestones in their mode of deposition ; and if

80, the further researches of Ehrenborg may
give us some light as to their ultimate origin,

who has not only found immense beds of clay

underground, consisting entirely of the silkious

shields and skeletons of another species of in-

fusoria, but that the exquisitely fine sediment

brought up everywhere by deep sea soundings,

is of the same material. Meanwhile we must

acknowledge the grandeur of the idea, and its

worthiness, as far as we can judge, of the

Divine character as the Author of life, that

nothuuj is ever dead in its first procedure from

Him, but living.

Thus T. Story's view of the origin of strata

has been proved by investigators of a century

later, to be undoubtedly correct as to one, and

to have a strong antecedent probability as to

the other two, of the great divisions of their

component rocks. We herein may again see,

as before, the power of simple obedience to

the light of Truth, in clearing and illuminating

the natural understanding. In the serene air,

and calm upper sunshine of that mountain-

observatory of the world, (as it were,) upon

which religion sets the Christian, he can some-

times see, at one downward glance, the rela-

tions and bearings of things below, that men
toiling in the darkness and through the ob-

structions of an earthward, earthbound na-

ture, may have to travel wearily to ascertain.

This correspondence contains other interest-

ing letters, but as it has already occupied

much space, it has been judged best to close

the extracts with that just quoted. The
transcriber takes leave of the correspondence

with regret, and with the feeling of having

been, in reading it, admitted to the converse

of the great and good, the armor of whose

warfare has long since been laid aside, and

they gathered from their good and faithful

day's work, to an everlasting reward.
Alpha.

Selected for " The Friend."

Some dozen years ago, or rather more,

readers began to observe now and then a piece

of news in the papers prefaced by the state-

ment that it had been received at Mr. Reuter's

office. Everybody wondered who Mr. Router

was, and to this day his name is one of mys-

tery to not a few. It may be stated, then,

that he is by birth a Prussian citizen, having

been born at Cassel in 1821. Long before he

had been heard of in England, and while still

a young man, Mr. Renter conceived the no-

tion that it was possible to accelerate the dis-

patch of news, which five-and-twenty years

ago was tardy in the extreme. Before the

extension of the electric telegraph to the Con-

tinent, he had organized a service of carrier-

pigeons and post-horses, by means of which

intelligence was rapidly exchanged between

Paris, Brussels, and Berlin, and no sooner was

the first Continental line of telegraph made
accessible to the public for the transmission

of news (the line from Berlin to Aix-la-Cha-

pelle opened in 1849,) than Mr. Renter es-

tablished himself at the latter place, and from

that time he has steadily extended his ramifi-

cations till his system of inter-communication

may be fairly said to embrace the whole civi-

lized world. He first established himself in

London in October, 1851. It was in the month
of November in that year that England was
put into telegraphic communication with the

Continent by the successful submersion of the

submarine cable between Dover and Calais,

after previous failure. It was some years,

however, after this before Mr. Renter became
known to newspaper readers. His overtures

to the editors were persistently rejected, and
it was not until the Russian war had made
some progress that he met with any success.

His first regular contracts with the papers

began only in 1858. Towards the close of

that year Continental politics began to excite

considerable interest in England, and the next

year brought forth events which put Mr.

Reuter to the test and established his reputa-

tion. It was in that year only that the Tunes

accepted his telegrams. His first great suc-

cess was the Emperor Napoleon's speech on

New Year's Day, 1859, which foreshadowed
the war with Austria, and when that war ac-

tually broke out he spared no exertions to get

the earliest intelligence of its progress. He
had his own reporters with the French, the

Austrian, and the Piedmontese armies; and
whatever doubts there might have been pre-

vious to the campaign, it was perfectly clear

after it that Mr. Reuter had made himself in-

dispensable as a purveyor of news. On two
or three notable occasions subsequently he
succeeded in obtaining important news before

the governments most deeply interested. This

was notably the case in December, 1861, on

which occasion he was the first to inform the

English Ministry of the seizure of Messrs.

Slidell and Mason in the Trent by the govern-

ment of Washington. He had a like success

n 1865, when President Lincoln was assassi-

nated, the news reaching him some few hours
before it was known to the American Minister

n London. The promptitude with which the

most prominent events of the late war were
communicated to the papers by Mr. Reuter,

and the general accuracj^ of the intelligence,

are in everyone's recollection. A striking

testimony was, we are informed, borne to

Mr. Reuter's exertions at this period by a high
official at Berlin not long ago. The person-

age in question remarked on a public occasion,

that the first news of the (ierman successes

constantly reached Berlin in the form of a

Reuter's telegram from London. The organi-

zation necessary to secure results such as these

is, as must be evident, of the most elaborate

character. In several of the larger capitals

—

Paris more particularly—a regular office is

kept up, but in every considerable city an
agent has to be retained, whois])aid a salary

whether he sends news or not. It must gen-

erally happen, indeed, that the agent in the

less important towns best fulfils his duty by
doing nothing. If he used the wires continu-

ally for trivial matters, he would simply in-

volve his employer in useless expenditure. It

is evident, however, that some one must be

retained almost ever^'where, and we believe

that there is no considerable port in any part

of the world where Mr. Router has not a re-

presentative. Little news comes by wire from
India, but six agencies are maintained in that

country, and two in Egypt, and thus no event

of importance can occur in connection with

our great Eastern dependency without being Ipra3'ers are none the better for being clothe

duly reported. The assassination of Chief in words, nor the less likely to be accepte'

On the more recent occasion of Lord Mayo
death, both Mr. Reuter and the Times wei
anticipated by the official despatches, whic
is sufficiently explained by the fact that tb

crime was committed in a remote and almoi

inaccessible island. All the European joa

nals receive the English news through M
Reuter's agency. Those of Holland and Be
gium are supplied direct from London, an
the same is the case with the Spanish an

Portuguese papers, to which the English new
is sent by the Falmouth and Gibraltar cabi

The French journals get their foreign new
through the medium of the Havas-BuUic
agency, the German through the office of M
Wolf at Berlin, and the Italian through thi

Stefano agency at Florence, all of which ai

in correspondence with Mr. Reuter's centr;

office in London. It ought here to be adde
that the most implicit trust is now put in Mi
Reuter's good faith by the conductors of tb

journals. His information occasionally turc

out incorrect, but that it is always furnishe

with entire belief in its truth there is no doub
Mr. Reuter last j-ear received from the brothe

of the late Prince Consort the dignity of bare

in acknowledgment of his public services

and it is only fair to a foreigner who has b(

come a naturalized English subject, and

well known to be proud of his adopted natior

ality, to say that he enjoys deservedly th

high respect of his fellow-citizens in Londoi
His position is one of great influence, and i

the hands of a less honorable man migb
easily be perverted to disreputable purposei
—British Quarterly.

For "The Friend,"

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.'

CContinaod from page 315.)

" 1817. Tenth month, 17th.—About a mont
ago I was at a young Friend's house, concerr

ing whose zeal and sincerity in the blesse

cause, I have not a doubt. He has appeare

in the ministry, I believe acceptably to Friend

in general, and is a promising, growing charac

ter. In the course of much intimate convei

sation, we approached the subject of prayeii

Upon which he asked me, whether I did nc

think that the end which Friends had in view

by the practice of private retirement,

vocal prayer, that is, the outward act and at

titude of kneeling down and using woi-di

felt very much at this question ;
and an a

ness came over me, and exercise, lest eithe

this person or myself should be adventui

ing, without taking ofi" our shoes, upon hoi

ground. In replying to him, I could scarcel;

refrain from using the language of Williar

Penn, ' Words are for others, not for ourselvei

nor for God, who hears not as bodies do,

as spirits should.' It is the heart or soul tha

can alone cry acceptably through the draw

ings of that Spirit which inclines to good an

to the source of all good ; the mouth ma
speak out of the very abundance of the hear-

there is nothing however, in words as sue!

nor in outward silence as such. So that ou

Justice Norman at Calcutta, in September
last, was communicated to the London papers

within three or four hours after the perpetra-

tion of the crime, and the Times got its first

information of the event from Mr. Reuter,

though that journal retains an active cor-

respondent of its own in Calcutta, who tele-

graphs the news without regard to expense.

when not clothed in words. There may I

words when none should be used, and ther

may be a silence when words are called for

and herein stands the snare which should b

carefully guarded against."

We apprehend that never than nov

there more need to be on our guai'd respec

ing the great duty of prayer, as referred t
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; J . 15. While at the same time there is no

;ercise which, in the power of the anointing,

more essential to true christian life. The
anger lies in going before our guide ; in pre-

,rring unhallowed fire upon the altar; in

Jering the lame and the blind in sacriflce,

ren that which goeth out of feigned lips.

;ow impressive is the testimony, " We know
3t what to pray for as we ought ; but the

3irit itself maketh intercession for us with

i-oaniiigs which cannot be uttered." Then

,
Dw fearful should we be of profaning the

!Ord's holy things ; of going beyond the open-

iigs of the Spirit of Christ ; and thus bring

ipon ourselves the rebuke: " Behold, all ye

|iat kindle a fire, that compass yourselves

iDOUt with sparks; walk in the light of your

re, and in the sparks that ye have kindled.

ihis shall ye have of my hand; ye shall lie

JDwn in sorrow."

ij.*
To a Friend.

|„l " London, 10th mo. 20th, 1717.

„,[1 * * * c( o ! that we may all keep in the

bfttleness, in the lowliness; remembering what
e are in the absence of our Beloved : how
oor, how mean, how unable to preserve our-

ilves from falling, or to keep our souls alive

) what is good ;
that so we may truly know

herein our strength lies, whence our qualifi-

itions come, how we may be what we ought

) be, and how become instrumental to good
1 any way.
" Thou knowest that I have wished, in re-

ard to my settlement in the world, far more
xrncstly to obtain the blessing which maketh
•uly rich, than any other acquisition ; thou

I't also fully aware, that, as this blessing is

iinoxod to obedience, so the nearest way to

lartako of it in our outward affairs, is to sub-

lit to that which may be required of us. I

,
[m ready to think if there be anything for me
D do in the line of business, it will be in a

^ery humiliating way: that I must whether
. ii business or not, descend into a rank far be-

)w the wishes of my dear relatives and
^ -lends, and be subject to the wants of those

oorer brethren and sisters, who are often

leanly esteemed and little regarded; that I

uist thus enter into their sufferings and taste

f their cup of bitters; and thus also loudly

istify against the prevailing prejudices, pride,

d luxury of this age, but more especially

gainst many notions and opinions that are

. reeping in amongst us as a people. O I how
. A the prosperity of the precious cause of

^ruth obstructed and impeded ; how griev-

• jusly is it suffering under some who call them-
, lelvos its friends; 'ye are my friends,' said

jur Lord, 'if ye do that which I command
•ou ;' ye are the friends of Truth, who obey
,he dictates of Truth :—But those would rob
ler of her simplicity, and have her disguise

[he distinguishing features of her counten-

mce, and cover her with their own deceitful

jmbellishments, their own vain inventions.

i5ut I cannot express to thee the warmth of

jeeling that prevails with me, when I look

',round and consider the situation of that

numerous class, the full, the rich, and the gay;
iior can I convey to thee the pity that I have
jn my heart for them ; how are they encom-

i :)as8ed about by their own selfish, earthly

atisfactions and comforts,—how are they
(nugly nestling themselves in that which is

likely in the end to prove to them a bed of

|)riers! May we be favored to subject our

iwn fallible faculties and powers, our own

reason and natural understanding, which are

ever apt to busy themselves in things that

cannot rightly be brought under their de-

cision ; that we may each (I repeat) endeavor

to sink down low and dwell low in that, which

showeth indubitably the good from the evil

in all our undertakings and designs. O! this

is an attainment that comes only by a diligent

attention to the voice of the true Shepherd.
" Thy very affectionate friend,

J. B."

To his Sister.

" Tenth month 31st, 1817.

' My Dear Lydia,—Thou art very near to

me in the best sense : how precious to feel one

another to be under the continual observation

f One, who cares for us and watches over us

for good. Though I have passed over some
wild heaths and dry deserts since I last saw
thy face, and have been as it were, parched

with thirst and panting for the water-brook,

longing also for the shadow of the great Rock
in this weary land; yet there has met me the

good Samaritan, whilst I lay by the roadside,

bruised and buffeted by him who waylaid me.

O! what shall I say of all that has been done

for me, by Him who had compassion on me;
how precisely can I point out the spot where
he saw me as I lay: it was even at that spot

where every human help forsook me, and

every hope seemed to be taken away ;
the

priest and the Levite had passed by I I have,

I think, seen by experience, somewhat of the

narrowness of the right path ; and in prospect

(as regards myself,) I see it more and more
narrow : still have I day by day the portion

of encouragement that is best for me, the

good that is convenient, and such timely sup-

port as enables me still to struggle forward,

still to journey on. May we both be aided to

look over and beyond our trials, to the in-

heritance laid up for those who persevere in

faith and patience to the end. Let not thy

feet slip insensibly from off the sure founda-

tion, the Eternal Rock, the unchangeable

Truth; but often be concerned to survey thy

building, and upon what it stands ; to examine
whether it be firmly fixed upon that which is

immovable, or whether it be in any degree

propped up by inferior dependence: also, in-

quire whether, if outward means, aids and in-

struments were removed, thy building would

still withstand the inclemencies of the varied

seasons. For when the floods of affliction

outwardly or inwardly arise,—when the winds

of opposition or of persecution assail, and
when the rains descend,—it may be too late

for any to lay to heart these things ;
for their

ruin may be at the door. The approbation,

the regard, the sympathy of such as love what
is good, have required from me all the watch-

fulness, all the earnest desires for preservation

that I have been blessed with. How needful

then is it that our foundation be on that, in

which is no variableness, neither shadow of

turning. Thus we may come to know in

whom we have believed, and to see who is

our Teacher, and to feel Him a present help

in the time of need,—a shield, a tower, a rock

a refuge, our joy and crown of glory. I have
longed that, amongst the many deceits of the

enemy, thou mayst not be taken by a very

subtle one—discouragement. O I how many
have set out well, have made some strait steps

with firm foot and steady eye, have begun to

show forth by some sweet fruits, the great

and marvellous power which has visited them

;

yet through giving way to the wiles of the
enemy, they have let in discouragements like

a flood, which has borne down everything be-

fore them. All unprofitable discouragement,
all undue lamentation on account of frailty,

folly or disobedience, may be considered to be

the work of him, who was a liar from the be-

ginning. We read that ' godly sorrow worketh
repentance ;' and it is indeed nothing short of

an ungodly sorrow that induces despair. O I

that we may be content at such times of dis-

couragement to sink down with that which
suffers within us ; that we may there wait in

patience, in humility, in true prostration and
silence of all flesh, being determined to hope
against hope, being resigned to acquiesce in

whatever may be called for.

" We profess to believe, that that which is

to bo known of God, is manifested within ; and
that there is revealed or manifested what the

Lord requireth at our hands. I believe that

wo have need to exercise a daily and hourly

watching and waiting in the light, in order

to be favored clearly to discover those things

that belong to our peace."

CTo be continned.)

The Grocers' Guild.

From Anglo-Saxon times, traders of each

sort, in each locality, had been in the habit of

banding together for mutual protection and
assistance. This was a good and necessary

arrangement, when war was frequent and
piracy and fraud were constant. Single men
could have no chance of prospering amid the

confusion and danger that prevailed. Their

only safety was in common action, and, that

the action might be united and controlled by
rules conducing to the general welfare, guilds

and trading corporations were formed. So
important had these guilds become, in Lon-
don especially, by the middle of the fourteenth

century, that Edward III. found it expedient

to bring about or to sanction their reorgani-

zation, and, by conferring fresh privileges and
appointing more stringent rules, to help them
to be, according to their original professions,

" for the greater good and profit of the peo-

ple." Forty-eight London guilds were incoi'-

porated by him in the course of his fifty years'

reign. The grocers, the mercers, the drapers,

the fishmongers, the goldsmiths, the vintners,

the tailors, the spinners, the smiths, the brew-

ers, the saddlers, the weavers, the tapestry-

makers, the chandlers, the fullers, the girdlers,

the stainers, the salters, the masons, the iron-

mongers, the leather-dressers, the butchers,

and six-and-twenty other sorts of traders, had
each of them their separate association duly

represented in the civic councils, held respon-

sible for the conduct of the members, and
bound to look after the general welfare. In

nearly every charter, the malpractices of igno-

rant or fraudulent intruders are stated as the

grounds for assigning special rights and func-

tions to honest and qualified traders; and,

undoubtedly, they not only were meant to bo

beneficial to commerce and society, but, in

many respects, really were so. Their effect,

however, was the solidifying of trade in old

ways, in which improvements wore rendered

needlessly diflScult, and the shutting out from

it of many men who might have proved very

helpful to its progress. The benefits and the

mischiefs of modern trades' unions among
working men are counterparts of the actiap,

I good and bad, of the old London corporations
' of workmen—-who were both masters and
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servants—and, before long, the guilds of the

metropolis were imitated in every busy town
in the kingdom. A few extracts from the

history of one or two will sufficiently illus-

trate the working of them all.

Not the oldest, but perhaps the most im-

portant, was the Grocers', originally known
as the Pepperers' Guild. As the old name
implies, pepper was at first the chief com
modity in which its members dealt; and this

being" obtained from the Italian merchants,

who brought the wares of the East Indies to

England, the pepperers soon began to buy
from them, and trade in other spices, as well

as drugs of various sorts; and, before long,

they added wholesale to retail trade. The
pepperers had formed an irregular but power-
ful association for some lime before 1345,

when twenty-two of their number met to-

gether at a dinner in St. Mary Axe, and re-

solved to form themselves into a well-organised

company, with two wardens to rule them, a

priest to sing and pray for them, and a room
in which they could meet for social intercourse

and consultation upon business matters. Ed
ward III. granted them, not a charter, but a

license forcarrying out their intentions. Rules
were promptly made for strengthening the

society, raising contributions for necessary
expenses, defining the duties of apprentices,

and, above all, maintaining their " mysteries,"

or trade secrets. A few years later they
changed their name of pepperers to gross-

spicers, which, by an intentional or uninten-
tional pun, was shortened to grossers or
grocers. In an Act of Edward III.'s reign,

passed in 1363, it is complained that "those
merchants called grossers have, by covin and
by orders made amongst themselves in their

guilds, engrossed all sorts of wares, whereby
they suddenly raise the prices of them." Be-
fore the death of King Edward, the grocers

had become the most influential body of native

wholesale merchants in England, the London
guild being connected with kindred associa-

tions in other towns. " The word grocery,"
says an old historian of the society, " became
80 extensive that it can now be hardly re-

strained to certain kinds of merchandises they
have formerly dealt in, for they have been the
most universal merchants that traded abroad,

by which means many and various ways of

dealing passed under the denomination of

groceries."

The guild grew rapidly in numbers. Start-

ing with twenty-two members in 1345, it had
a hundred and twenty-four in 1373, and in

1383 sixteen of its number were aldermen.
It was re-organised and endowed with new
privileges by Henry VI., in 1429, and addi-

tional charters were granted by later sov-

ereigns, so that at length the grocers had a
complete monopoly of trade in spices, drugs,

confectionaries, sugar, coffee, tea, tobacco, and
a hundred other commodities, throughout
London, and over three miles of its suburbs.
Curious evidence of the extent of their mo-
nopoly appears in their indignant protest
against the establishment of the College of

Physicians, in 1664, on the ground that it was
an unlawful interference with their medical
control, and "an insupportable inconvenience
and prejudice." Till then the apothecaries
had perforce been grocers, and the guild had
been the chief court of appeal against unskil-

ful and dishonest practitioners. In 1616, for

instance, one Michael Eason, having sold

"divers sorts of defective apothecaries' wares, I

which, on trial, were found to be defective,

corrupt, and unwholesome for man's body ;"

and being proved to be " very unfit in making
of compositions and confections, and insuffi-

cient and unskilful to deal therein," was, by

the guild, committed to the Poultry Compter,
" in consideration of the great damage and

danger which might happen to the company
by permitting such enormities."

—

Bourne.

Selected.

THE QUAKER MEETING—1688.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Fair First-day mornings, steeped in summer calm,

Warm, tender, restful, sweet with woodland balm,

Came to him like some mother-hallowed psalm

To the tired grinder at the noisy wheel
Of labor, winding off from memory's reel

A golden thread of music. With no peal

Of bells to call them to the house of praise,

The scattered settlers through green forest ways,

AValked meetingward. In reverent amaze

The Indian trapper saw them from the dim
Shade of the alders, on the rivulet's rim.

Seek the Great Spirit's house to talk with Him.

There, through the gathered stillness, multiplied

And made intense by sympathy, outside
_

The sparrows sang, and the gold-robin cried

A-swing upon his elm. A faint perfume
Breathed through the open windows of the room.

From locust trees heavy with clustered bloom.

Thither, perchance, sore-tried confessors came,

Whose fervor jail nor pillory could tame-^

Proud of the cropped ears meant to be their shame.

Men who had eaten Slavery's bitter bread

In Indian isles; pale women, who had bled

Under the hangman's lash, and bravely said

God's message through their prison's iron bars

;

And gray old soldier-converts, seamed with scars

From every stricken field of England's wars.

Lowly before the Unseen Presence knelt

Each waiting he.irt, till, haply, some one felt

On his moved lips the seal of silence melt.

Or, without spoken words, low breathings stole

Of a diviner life from soul to soul.

Baptizing in one tender thought the whole.

Wlien shaken hands announced the meeting o'er.

The friendly group still lingered near the door,

Greeting, inquiring, sharing all the store

Of weekly tidings. Meanwhile youth and maid
Down the green vistas of the woodland strayed.

Whispered and smiled, and oft their feet delayed.

And solemn meeting, summer sky and wood,

Old, kindly faces, youth and maidenhood,
Seemed, like God's new creation, very good.

And, greeting all with quiet smile and word,

Pastorius went his way. The unscared bird

Sang at his side, scarcely the squirrel stirred

At his hushed footstep on the mossy sod

;

And wheresoe'er the good man looked or trod

He felt the peace of Nature and of God.
The Independent.

Selected for "The Friend."

The Unknown Pilot.

"Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?"

I recollect that, when a lad, I was crossing

the East River, from New York to Brooklyn,
on a very foggy day, in a small ferry boat. My
father, and several other individuals belong-

ing to the same company with myself, were
desirous of going to Flushing, on Long Island,

to attend a meeting. It was necessary, there-

fore, to cross the river early, and when we
arrived at the foot of Fulton Street we found
that the steamboat had just left the wharf.
Being unwilling to wait for its return, we

made a party, with the passengers who stoo

on the ground, sufficient to tempt the ferr^

men to put off in a small boat, and convey i

across the river.

The ferrymen hesitated for some time, bi

at length the offer of a sufficient reward ii

duced them to set out. The reason of the

objection to starting was, that the thick fu

rendered the passage uncertain. They coul

scarcely see from one end of the boat to th

other, and much they feared that they woul
lose their way, and row about the river fo

several hours to no purpose.

At length we set out, the ferrymen magn
fying the difficulties of the passage as muc
as possible, in order to enhance the value >

their service. When we first left the whar
a stranger stepped towards the stern of th

boat, and took the helm. Every eye was fixe

on him who had assumed this responsibi

station, from which every passenger ha
shrunk. But now that one of their numbe
had seen fit to take the command of the boa
on whose skill and knowledge solely depende
the success of our little voyage, every on

was disposed to criticise him. There coul

be no doubt that if he failed to bring us safel,

to the landing place on the opposite side c

the river, he would be obliged to endure th

reproaches of every one who had embarkec
Indeed it was soon perceived that some wer
unwilling to wait for his failure before the
gave vent to their feelings. Thinking it

matter of certainty that he could not find th

way to the ferry stairs during a fog as im
penetrable as midnight darkness, they bega.

to murmur in anticipation. The ferryme
were the first to evince their uneasiness b;

easting glances at each other, which wer
noticed by the passengers, and regarded a

prognostic of ill success. One of the passen

gers then asked the stranger at the helm i

he did not think he was going too far up th

river. The stranger at the helm bowed, am
made answer that if any gentleman presen

wished to take the helm, he would resign i

to his charge; from which it was readily in

fcrred that so long as ho held his place he in

tended to be guided solely by his own judg
ment. This answer silenced complaint for

time, as no other individual felt disposed U

relieve him of his responsibility. But th

uneasiness of the passengers increased as w
proceded ; and when we became entirely sur

rounded by the fog, and no object in sight b^

which our course could be directed, the mur
murs and conjectures of the little company
were audibly expressed.

" Why don't he put the helm up ?" said one

nestling in his seat.

" We shall come out somewhere near th

navy yard," said another.

"He had better let the helm go and
to the ferrymen," said a lady present.

"Why don't he keep the tiller to h

said an elderly black woman, anxiously.

As the stranger paid no attention to theS'

remarks, his silence was set down for obsti

nacy; and I am afraid that a few observa
tions were added which somewhat exceede(

the bounds of civility. The stranger evidently

heard these injurious observations, for hi

made answer again, that if any gentlemai
wished to take the helm, he would resign i

to his hands. Just about this time, a darl

object appeared on the water, and as it be

came more visible through the fog, it wai

recognised as a vessel which lay at anchoi
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t ?en the landiDg-])laces ou each side of

ver. This convinced every one that, so

[• be stranger had gone as correctly as if

e right sun had shone unclouded upon the

;( and silence was at once restored. All

uiurs were hushed; satisfaction appeared

,0 every countenance. But the vessel soon

li away in the mist, and again nothing

t ig and water surrounded us.

lisatir-faction once more prevailed, and the

ifiinun received a great many instructions

Is duty, to which he paid no heed, and
returned the answer as before, that he

villing to resign his station to any one
ould accept it. After a great deal of

ag and needless discomposure, the travel-

erceived land dimly emerging through

ense fog of the morning. Shapeless and
al as everything appeared, it is no won-
lat some imagined they had reached the

yard, about a mile above the landing-

, But all doubts were at an end when
!row of the boat struck the ferry-stairs,

ve discovered that the stranger had con-

straight as an arrow to our point of

lation !

ny years have passed away since the

•rence of this event, yet occasions which
taken place have frequently brought it

T recollection.

len I find fault with the orderings of

dence ; when I hear men undertake to

nt for His decrees who maketh darkness
avilion, and whose ways are past finding

hen I see the good distressed, and ap-

itly ready to murmur at the decrees of

en, I remember the man at the helm,

say to myself that, however inscrutable

16 the great Father of life, and however
lay suffer darkness and doubt to over-

iW our souls. He knows what is best for

id in the end makes all things work to-

V for good to those who love and trust

We have a Pilot at the helm of the

irse who can see through the mists that

op us, and will bring His ransomed peo-

ife to the haven of eternal rest.

—

British

man.

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 332.)

S. Hillman to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadeliihia, 12th mo. 22ci, 1842.

K~
Dear Friend,—Thou hast so frequently
rought into remembrance, since the re-

1 of our mjitually dear and much-loved
1, that I sit down, though with no other
ication than feelings of sympathy, to tell

of our loss; although B. H. W. has I

not communicated the solemn tidings

I ere this.

[ar departure was sudden, though not
pected to her, as I believe ; nor yet to

The last evening I spent with them, I

ed to see my beloved friend, a mother in

1, in her mansion of rest ; but I forbore
:ing of my feelings, lest the daughters
d be grieved. So sudden was the stroke,

Margaret says, they had not thought of

ut, she added, dear mother was spared
lang of separation, and scarcely knew
gony of death ;

it seemed rather a trans-

1 from earth to heaven,
ike Obadiah, she had feared the Lord

*| her youth, and she had many times
»i, what she could for his poor servants,
ka'so in her turn, the great Shepherd of the

sheep, whose she was, and under whose wing
she had come to trust, rewarded her work
and labor of love, so that, as I believe, she
has received a recompense of reward, a hun-
dred fold here; and is now reaping, in that
world where there is no more pain, with saints

and angels, and the spirits of just men made
perfect, the end of her faith, even the salva-

tion of her soul. Ah ! these shall see his face,

and his name shall be written upon tlieir

foreheads. Blessed forever be the name of

our God and Saviour, for He doth all things
well.

"Catharine Sheppard was one that de-

parted not from the temple, but served God
with fasting and prayer night and day. She
mourned much on account of the low state of

the church, and of the departure of so manj'
from their first love. She mourned the por-

verseness of this untoward generation; but
the blessing was hers in the verification of the
promise, 'They shall be comforted.' And
again, how very applicable to her was the
language, and to thee too, my dear friend, as

well as to some other mourners in Zion :
' Ye

are they which have continued with me in

my temptation, and I appoint unto you a

kingdom, as my Father hath appointed unto
me.'

" Our dear friend has no doubt entered in,

through the pearl gates unto that glorious
holy city, which needeth not the sun, nor the
moon to lighten it ; for the glory of God doth
lighten it; and the Lamb is the light thereof.

There the Lamb which is in the midst of the
throne doth feed them, and lead them unto
living fountains of water ; and God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes.

"Oh, how precious is religion at such an
hour of stripping as this I The everlasting
arms are surely underneath, to bear up the
minds of her dear children ; for their natural
feelings seem hushed into quiet, humble, child-

like resignation and acquiescence in the Divine
will.

"Some of us feel that our loss is great; but
her end was peace. A pillar is removed from
among us, who was, like Moses, strong to gQ
out and to come in. Her eye was not dim,
nor her natural force abated ; but, full of days
and full of peace, even the peace of God, she
quietly yielded up her purified spirit into the
hands of Him who gave it.

"At our last Select Preparative Meeting,
she bore a noble and decided testimony against

's doctrines; she mentioned one of his

books which she had lately read, and said that
it would sap the very foundation of Quaker-
ism. She spake with much feeling and weight,
and has since seemed much relieved, having
got rid of a burden which had rested as a
mountain upon her.

" She has of late felt herself constrained to

be very plain, and some of us feel thankful
that she was enabled to fulfil her service for

her Lord and Master in this matter, as there
may be a service in it, which we see not now.
Some of the members of the meeting were not
a little discomposed, but no one ventured to
find fault with her. No, they were afraid of
her; for this testimony will be felt in the
hearts of the enemies of Truth, in behalf of
each one of the Lord's faithful servants, 'This
man is not for our turn; he is clean contrary
to our doings; he was made to reprove our
thoughts. We fools counted his life madness,
and his end to be without honor. How is he
numbered with the children of God, and his

lot is among the saints :' and surely her lot is

among the saints.

" Some of her last words were spoken in
reference to that persecuted disciple of the
Lamb,

,
not more than half an hour

before the solemn, peaceful close. Death was
to her so easy,—not a struggle—-not a motion,
but quietly she ceased to breathe. Her sun
has set forever; and O, that we, through the
mercy of God in Christ Jesus, may all be pre-
pared, when the solemn moment comes, and
when the undeniable messenger arrives, with
oil in our vessels with our lamps, having our
loins girded and our lights burning, that we
may be prepared to say. The combat is ended,
the conflict is over, and victory obtained.
Thanks be unto God who giveth us the vic-

tory through our Lord Jesus Christ.
" Having mentioned to the dear bereaved

sisters that I thought of writing to thee, they
desired me to present their dear love to thee.

M. said that she had not answered thy last

sweet letter to them, which R. W. read to me.
It seemed right to send thee a few lines in

this time of trouble
;
and sure I am, didst thou

think me worthy, a letter from thee to thy
poor, unworthy little sister pilgrim, would be
truly grateful.

" I beg thee to accept this, as the best proof
I can at present give of my unabated love and
sympathy with thee, my beloved friend.

Thy affectionate, S. Hillman.
P. S. My dear mother and sisters are com-

fortably well, and unite in dear love to thee,

dear Mildred Ratcliff. Farewell."

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Ratcliff.

Orangeville, AVyoming Co., N. Y.

.

2nd mo. 26tli, 184.3.

"My Dear Friend,—I salute thee in the
fellowship of the gospel, having freshly in my
mind thy diligent labor, under the qualifying

hand of Israel's Shepherd. Thou hast been
willing to spend and be spent for the further-

ance of that cause which is dignified with im-
mortality and crowned with eternal life, even
when under the pressure of many bodily in-

firmities. This is an encouraging example to

us who are children. I feel myself to be a
child, yet in a feeling of near and dear love to

thee, and of sympathy for thee under remain-
ing conflicts of flesh and spirit, I thought I

might address thee and throw in my mite
of encouragement. It may be an evidence
that I am, although a poor unprofitable serv-

ant, yet thy companion in tribulation, and in

the faith and patience of Jesus Christ. In
these days, such as are earnestly contending
for the faith once delivered to the saints, have
need of the help which can he received one
from another. O, my dear friend, as thou art

acquainted with the trials and deep baptisms
which attend an embassy like this, it is

scarcely worth while to refer to them. I

doubt not many of them are intended to keep
the poor unworthy vessel clean. May they
have that effect, so that everything which is

not of and from the Lord may be removed.
Baptisms are often witnessed for the people.

If we are baptized for the dead, we have to

sit where the people sit, that a qualification

may be received to speak to their conditions.

This is very humbling business! Going from
meeting to meeting, feeling poor and empty,
and knowing that without the aid of our
Holy Head, we can do nothing.

" It is a good thing to trust in Him, to wait
for Him, and know Him to work all our
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works in us. To his honor and praise be it

spoken, he hath not failed to go before, and
point out the way, and strengthen for the

allotted service.

"Among the deeply proving dispensations

meted out, was the deeply affecting circum-

stance of the removal from time to eternity

of a beloved daughter, Lydia. I have, through
Divine mercy, been enabled to bear up under
the bereavement beyond what I could have
expected. My dear wife and children seem
to be getting along as well as we could ex-

pect, and endure the sore bereavement with
fortitude.

" We have visited the meetings generally

through Cornwall, Nine Partners, Stanford,

Saratoga,Ferrisburg and Lena Quarterly Meet-
ings, as also the meetings in Canada except two.

We travelled 750 miles in the province of

Upper Canada, had twenty meetings, beside

the half years meeting, and Pelham Quarter-

ly Meeting. We are now in the limits of

Farmington Quarterly Meeting, and expect to

proceed to Scipio and then into Butternuts
Quarterly Meeting. From thence to the city

of New York, and thence to Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting.
" My mind is often clothed with mourning

because of the daughter of my people. This
modified Quakerism, and a. half Jew and half

Ashdod spirit, seem the locust and the catter-

pillar, ready to eat up every green thing.

Through Divine mercy there is a remnant
preserved, to whom I feel nearly united in the

covenant of life.

" In the fellowship of the gospel I remain
thy friend,

Joseph Edgerton."

(To be continued.)

The Vampire Bat.—We inspected a Coolie's

great toe which had been severely bitten by
a vampire in the night. And here let me say
that the popular disbelief of vampire stories

is only owing to English ignorance, and dis-

inclination to believe any of the many quaint
things which John Bull has not seen, because
he does not care to see them. If he comes to

these parts, he must be careful not to leave
his feet or hands out of bed withoutmusquito
curtains ; if he has good horses, he ought not
to leave them exposed at night without wire-

gause round the stable-shed—a plan which,
to my surprise, I never saw used in the West
Indies; otherwise he will be but too likelj-

to find in the morning a trangular bit cut out
of bis own flesh, or, even worse, out of his

horse's withers or throat, where twisting and
lashing can not shake the tormentor off, and
must be content to have himself lamed, or his

horses weakened to staggering and thrown
out of collar-work for a week, as I have seen

happen more than once or twice. The only
method of keeping off the vampire yet em-
ployed in stables is light, and a lamp is

usually kept burning there. But the negro
—not the most careful of men—-is apt not to

fill and trim it ; and if it goes out in the
small hours, the horses are pretty sure to be
sucked, if there is a forest near. So numer-
ous and troublesome, indeed, are the vam-
pires, that there are pastures in Trinidad in

which, at least till the adjoining woods were
cleared, the cattle would not fatten or even
thrive, being found, morning after morning,
weak and sick from the bleedings which they
had endured at night.

—

Kingsley's West Indies,

For " The Friend."

On page 331 of last number of "The
Friend," is the following: "Nor does scien-

tific truth countervail the Scriptural assertion

of the entry of death into the world through
man's sin. The geological races had, probably
for centuries, ceased to be animals, and been
part and parcel of the insensate rocks and
crust of the globe, at the period of the void

and empty earth. There was no death in the

world, because there was no life. Death can
only overtake the living, and in that world
nothing lived, moved, or suffered, tasted the

pleasures of life or the pangs of death. So
that, into Adam's living world, death first en-

tered through Adam's transgression."

A spirit of undue criticism on the senti-

ments of those who are at the pains to in-

struct us with useful and entertaining read-

ing should always be avoided, if for no other

reason for the selfish one that we should en-

courage, rather than discourage, efforts which
contribute to our intellectual enjoyment and
improvement, and it is therefore with reluct-

ance we offer any remarks upon the part
quoted of an essay which has exemplified so

clearly the truth, that an earnest religious

life like that of Thomas Story, with a patient

waiting and attention upon the openings of

the light of Christ within, has no tendency to

dwarf the intellect of man, but is compatible
with an expanded comprehension of natural

science, while restraining from being landed
in a maze of profitless speculation.

In the quotation above made, there is, how-
ever, a sense applied to the word "death,"
which we fear is liable to mislead the youth-
ful or casual reader. We very freely grant
"that there was no death in the world [im-

mediately prior to Adam] because there was
no life," and that "death can only overtake
the living, and in that world nothing lived,

moved," &c. ; but that into "Adam's living

world death first entered through Adam's
transgression," we do not think follows, if we
use the word death in the same sense.

Wo presume by "Adam's living world" is

here meant the tribes "created contempor-
aneous with Adam," including man; but is it

true that death came to all of them through
Adam's transgression ? If so, it would follow

that had Adam not transgressed, the animal
life would have been continuous; but the

command to at least a part of the animal
creation, and probably to all, was to " Be
fruitful and multiply," which would soon
have become impossible unless one genera-
tion passed away that another might occupy
its place.

But the death which " first entered by
Adam's transgression," was a death to that

Divine Life which he had previously enjoyed
—a death which must not bo confused with
any physical death—a death which attaches

to all the children of Adam, but is overcome
by Christ: "For as in Adam all die, even so

in Christ shall all be made alive."

The death which " first entered by Adam's
transgression," and the life by which " in

Christ shall all be made alive," are fully

treated of in " Phipps' Original and Present
State of Man," to which the reader is referred

for further upon this phase of the subject.

M. "O. T.
Sixth month 11th, 1872.

When God is forgotten, bis judgments are

generally His remembrancers.

Honor and Honesty.

Some of our recent political discu-

have brought out again certain aspeci
„i

political morality among us which are.oi

very encouraging. When the debate ai

raging concerning the alleged unlawful
,|{

of arms to France, it was gravely proclai jd

by Senators that those who had prom ii

the inquiry into the relation of our i:o\ n,

ment to this illegal transaction were ot ':

sity controlled by motives flagrantly ui,;

otic if not treasonable. It was said thai

if the government had sold arms to Fr; ;t

in violation of the plainest international oi

moral obligations, patriotism would die ti

silence and concealment ; if the injured u: ji

(Germany) did not complain, it was a gr n

tons humiliation in us to say anything a n

it; and if Germany did complain, it woulb
our duty to defend our own country. Th u

according to this interpretation, which r^ 1)

seemed to have some prominent advoc el

patriotism means the advocacy and defot

even to death, of every action and pos i)|

and pretence of our own government, wit n

regard to its truth and honesty. "IIoi.-,

thus requires the maintenance of oflScial 1 s

hood and theft, rather than allow ack,
lodgment and reparation.

And so, during the still unfinished coi,

versy about the "Alabama Claims," it

several times been said that, whether or

our government was right in at first pre

ing claims for " consequential damages,"
ing once presented them, we must now s

by them ; because it would be humilij

and " dishonorable" to acknowledge tha

had committed an error, and to withdr.

demand formally made. It is more mj
and more honorable, some have avowe
prevaricate further, to juggle with words
mean one thing while they seem to r

another, than frankly to say our
"

blundered or have been deceived. We
not now passing judgment upon the quei

of consequential damages,—whether the

right or wrong, or whether it should b(

to the Geneva Arbitrators to pronounce '

them ; we are only calling attention tc

curious distinction which some persons i

willing to make between Honor and Hon
apparently assuming that that which is

honest or untrue can yet be honorable

our case, as first drawn up, is right and pr

according to international equity and coi

let us stand by it ; if we have been misled

making improper demands, then every
ciple of honor requires that we pron
abandon them. There is not money em
in the world to render an unjust claim hoi

ble.

These are conspicuous illustrations

show the presence among us of false pi

pies and false teachings in regard to men
Few things are so difHcult to learn, an

important, as the essential dishonor ot

honesty. No plea of expediency can mit
the unmanliness and wickedness of

hood.
No lie is of the truth, and no advoca

recognized falsehood can be justified. W
often successfully tempted, by what
to be the obligatory principle of consist!

to defend what is in strict honesty inde!

ble. We are persuaded that, having
maintained it, consistency requires us U.

sist in maintaining it. But true consist

is not uniform adherence to the same V
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D actions, without reference to their quality

D relations.

) be consistent is to be in perfect and con-

;8t baimony with truth and righteou

•ttc'ver changes these may require in our

p ions and actions. No man can be con-

6 nt and wittingly remain in error or sin.

I weak and unmanly, as well as wicked,

—

ec ami unmanly because it is wicked, not

) ; amlon what has been proven to be wrong.

, 8t hero is often the point of most serious

rilieal difficulty. It is hard to make a

a: confession of error and wrong. "It is

)t r not to vow, than to vow and not pay,"

ij the inspired proverb ; and we sometimes
nst twist this to mean that it is better to

i( to what we have once said, although we
eompelled to suspect its accuracy or wis-

)t than to acknowledge a mistake. Many
cell, when confronted with some folly or

ji jce into which he was perhaps surprised,

It fall back upon his previous "record,"
,(iieek to prove the uprightness of his

-es I which are not at all in dispute,)

tir tluin simply acknowledge that he was
cred, or acted from a hasty impulse or

)i igimrance. A teacher will often deal ir

il;-uitios and vague conjectures, lest h(

d lose the respect and reverence attach

his office, if he confesses inability to

r some question or declares himself mis-

in some opinion. And a statesman will

' the name of diplomacy that which is

unseemly and false juggling with words,
aed to preserve the appearance of honor
the substance of honesty is wanting.

y the public conscience needs correction

vigoration, and this can come only by
jthening and correcting the individual

ience. There is nothing manlier than the
jsion of error ; there is no more certain
ifeecuringand keeping a strong moral in-

le than by acknowledging and rectifying

ies. Ouryoungmen especially should be-

and practice on the belief, that in all

5ns of life, public and private, secular
eligious, nothing is so dishonorable as

lesty.

—

Nat. BcqHist.

For "The Friend."

Visit of the Yearly Meeting's Committee,

our late Yearly Meeting, the hearts of
were rejoiced at witnessing the unusual
3 of unity with which it was concluded
apart a committee to visit the subor-
meetings. It is greatly to be desired

,he committee may be favored with
I help and wisdom, and be made useful

ngthening the meetings and members
support of our doctrines and discipline,

. 80 living as practically to exemplify
blessed effects on those who sincerely

hem.
onversation with a friend as to the
of time which had elapsed since the

aneral visit of this kind had been paid,

the examination of a manuscript ac-

of our Yearly Meetings, from which it

'ed that 40 years had passed since the

n of the body for its members had found
ision in this way.
ihe year 1832, soon after the opening
J was read on Fourth-day morning,
IBettle said that ho had rejoiced at the
38S and serenity which had attended
Terent sittini: 3f the and oui

en so dipt into sympathy and bap-
ine for another; and his mind had been

drawn to our absent brethren of the same
household of faith, and to Friends in their

little meetings. He had been led to believe

that something was due from the body to its

branches; whether to be sent down in a
minute, an epistle, or by a committee, had
not appeared clearly to him, but ho wanted
Friends to feel after the subject. A solemn
covering spread over the meeting, which was
acknowledged vocally by several Friouds, and
sweetly and quietly experienced by others,

under which, with entire unanimity, the
measure of a committee was adopted, and
the following Friends were appointed to visit

the subordinate meetings, viz : Samuel Eettlo,

Joseph Whitall, Thomas Wistar, Thomas
Kite, Thomas Stewardson, John Comfort,
Ezra Comfort, Thomas Evans, Benjamin
Cooper, Hinchraan Haines, William Evans,
Samuel Craft, David Cope, and EobertScotton.

Information was received from worn
Friends that they had cordially united with
the proposition, and appointed a committer
to co-operate with men in performing th(

visit. Their committee consisted of Iliilh

Ely, Abigail Barker, Elizabeth Pitfleld, Mary
Allinson, Hannah Paul, Jane Bettlo, Kegina
Shober, Martha JeflPeris, Hannah Gibbons
Mercy Ellis, and Hannah Warrington.
Of the entire number that were then en

trusted with this weighty service, but one is

now living; and that one is again charged
with the duty (in company with others) of
performing a similar labor, though for another
generation.

The Bel Alp.

"On Tuesday the 13th, (in the year 1861,)"
says Professor Tyndall, " 1 accompanied a
party of friends to the Marjelin Sea, skirted
the lake, struck in upon the glacier, and hav-
ing heard much of the position and the com-
fort of a new hotel upon the Bel Alp, I re-

solved to descend the glacier and pay the
place a visit. The Valais range had been
covered before we quitted the ^Eggischhorn,
and though the sun rode unimpeded in the
higher heavens, vast masses of cloud con-
tinued to thrust themselves forth like tree-

branches into the upper air.

The clouds extended, becoming ever black-
er, until finally they were unlocked by thun-
der, and shook themselves down upon us in

furious rain. The glacier is here cut up into

oblique valleys of ice, subdivided by sharp-
edged crevasses. We advanced swiftly along
the ridges, but these finally abutted against
the mountain, and we were compelled to cross
from ridge to ridge. Hirst followed Bennen,
and I trusted to my own devices. Joyously
we struck our axes into the crumbling crests,

and made our way rapidly between the chasms.
The sunshine gushed down upon us, and par-
tially dried our drenched clothes. At some
distance to our left we observed upon the ice

a group of persons, consisting of two men, a
boy and an old woman, engaged beside a
crevasse

; a thrill of horror shot through me
at the thought of a man being possibly be-

tween its jaws. We quickly joined them, and
found an unfortunate cow firmly jammed be-

tween the frozen sides of the fissure, and
groaning piteously. The men seemed very
helpless ; their means were inadequate, and
their efforts ill-directed. 'Give the brute
pace, cutaway the ice which presses the ribs,

and you step upon that block which stops the

chasm, and apply your shoulders to the crea-
ture's buttocks.' The ice splinters fly aloft,
under the vigorous strokes of Bennen. Hirst
suggests that a rope should be passed around
the horns, so as to enable all hands to join in
the pull. This is done. Another rope is

passed between the hind legs. Bennen has
loosened the ice which held the ribs in bond-
age, and now like mariners tugging at an
anchor, we all join in a tug, timing our efforts
by an appropriate exclamation. The weight
moves, but extremely little ; again the cry,
and again the heave—it moves a little more.
This is repeated several times till the fore-
legs are extracted and thrown forward on the
ice. We now lift the hinder parts, and suc-
ceed in placing the animal upon the glacier,
panting and trembling all over. Folding our
rope, we went onward. The day again dark-
ened. Again the thunder rang, being now
preceded by lightning, which was thrown
into my eyes from the polished surface of my
axe. Flash followed flash, and peal succeeded
peal with terrific grandeur, and the loaded
clouds sent down from all their fringes dusky
streams of rain. They looked like water-
spouts, so dense was their texture. Furious
as was the descending shower, hard as we
were hit by the mixed pellets of ice and water,
I enjoyed the scene. Grandly the cloud-
besom swept the mountains, their colossal out-
lines looming at intervals like overpowered
Titans, struggling against their doom.

Theglacier becoming impracticable through
crevasses, we retreated to its eastern shore,
and got along the lateral moraine. It was
rough work. The slope to our left was par-
tially clothed with spectral pines. Storms
had stripped the trunks of their branches, and
the branches of their leaves, leaving the tree
wrecks behind. Our home is now in sight,
perched upon the summit of a bluff opposite.
We passed swiftly over the ridges towards
our destination. Wet and thirsty we reached
the opposite side, and, striking into a beaten
track, finally reached the pleasant aubcrge,
at which our journej^ ends.

From the hotel on the slope of iEggishhorn
an hour's ascent is required to place you in

presence of the magnificent view from the
summit. But the bay windows at the hotel
upon the Bel Alp command noble views, and
you may sit upon the bilberry slopes adjacent
before the grandest of mountain scenes. On
the 14th I went down to the savage gorge
in which the Aletch glacier ends. A pine
tree stood sheer over it; bending its trunk at
a right angle near its root, and grasping a
rock with its root, it supported itself above
the chasm. Standing upon the horizontal
part of the tree, I hugged its upright stem,
and looked down into the gorge. It required
several minutes to chaso away my timidity,
and as the wind blew more forcibly against
me, I clung with greater fixity to the tree.

In this wild spot, and alone, I watched the
dying fires of the day, until the latest glow
had vanished from the mountains.
Above the Bel Alp, and two hours distant,

is the gray pinnacle of the Sparrenhorn. I

went up tiiere on the 15th. To the observer
from the hotel it appears an isolated peak

;

but it forms the lofty end of a narrow ridge,
which is torn into ruins by the weather. At
a distance in front of me was a rocky promon-
y like the Abschwung, right and left of

which descended two streams of ice, which
molded themselves to a common trunk glacier.
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The scene was perfectly unexpected and strik-

ingly beautiful. Nowhere have I seen more
perfect repose, nowhere more tender curves

or finer structural lines. The stiipes of the

moraine bending along the glacier contribute

to its beauty, and its deep seclusion gives it a

peculiar charm. It seems a river so protected

by its bounding mountains that no storm can

ever reach it, and no billow disturb the pei'-

fect serenity of its rest. The sweep of the

Aletsch glacier is also mighty, as viewed from

this point, and from no other could the Valais

range seem more majestic. It is needless to

say a word about the grandeur of the Dorn,

the Cervin, and the Weisshorn, all of which,

and a great deal more, are commanded from

the Sparrenhorn.

When George JST. Briggs, late Governor of

Massachusetts was a young man he used to-

bacco and snuff, and of the latter unusual

quantities. Perceiving that these habits were

injurious to him, he resolved to abandon them.

His abstinence from snuff occasioned a severe

illness of several dayn, and consequent de-

pression of spirits. But he was firm in his

purpose, and he conquered himself completely

;

and alleged afterwards, that there can be no
excuse for any person falling into the use of

tobacco, and that its use is both unnatural

and injurious.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 15, 1872.

SUMMABY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A Bombay dispatch of the 8th inst. says

:

A steamer has arrived from Zanzibar, with news which
puts the safety of Dr. Livingstone beyond a doubt. A
courier had reached Zanzibar from the interior, with

positive intelligence that Dr. Livingstone had arrived

at Unyamyembe. Stanley, the Herald explorer, had
left that place with letters from the great explorer, and

was near the coast. A Zanzibar dispatch received in

London, says that Livingstone has been rewarded for

his energy and perseverance by the discovery of the

sources of the Nile. One of the most remarkable re-

sults of his explorations has been the discovery of an
underground village, the inhabitants of which differ in

habits and language from the other savage tribes in

Central Africa. Ample supplies will be forwarded to

liim from Zanzibar.

The ballot bill has passed the House of Lords, after

long debate, 86 against 56.

On the 6th inst. Earl Bussell withdrew his motion

for the address to the Queen in relation to the Alabama
claims, in consequence of statements made by the Min-
isters that an arrangement wonld probably be reached

by which the indirect claims would be excluded.

An additional telegraph cable between England and
the continent has been completed. The line runs direct

from the Sussex coast to Embden, Hanover.
The session of the National Assembly on the 8th,

was mainly devoted to debate on the army bill. Presi-

dent Thiers was present and participated in the discus-

sions, and made the principal speech of the day. He
solemnly declared that France desired a long peace
with all nations. An amendment proposed by General
Trochu, reducing the term of service in the army from
five years, as proposed in the bill, to three years, was
opposed by Thiers and rejected by a vote of 462 to 228.

The Official Journal announces that the damages sus-

tained by the city of Paris from the Communal insur-

rection, will reach five hundred millions of francs.

Jules Favre has made a powerful speech in the As-
sembly against the tax on raw materials. He pro-

nounced it fatal to French trade and manufactures, un-

l)roductive as a source of revenue, and objectionable in

a diplomatic sense, because it would alienate foreign

powers.

A Florence dispatch states that a great inundation of

the river Po had rendered 22,000 persons homeless, in

the province of Ferrara alone. The destruction and

suffering in the neighboring river provinces are not so

general, but are extensive and .severe.

Marshal Serrano has taken the position of President

of the Council and Minister of War in the new Spanish
Ministry. Both branches of the Cortes have formally

approved of the course of Serrano towards the insur-

gents in the Basque Provinces.

A bill will be soon presented in the German Parlia-

ment, directed against the Jesuits. It is generally un-

derstood that it will deprive the members of that order

of the rights of citizenship.

Peru exports annually 500,000 tons of guano, valued

at $20,000,000. According to statistics published in

Lima in 1868, 7,175,195 tons were exported from the

19th of February, 1842, to the 31st of December, 1867,

the value of which amounted to $218,693,625.

On the 10th inst. snow fell in the western part of

England. There was a storm accompanied with light-

ning, and there was some loss of life from it.

London, 6th mo. 10th.—Consols, 92^. U. S. Bonds of

1862, 90i ; do. 1867, 94 ; ten-forties, 89^.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lljrf. ; Orleans, 11 Jd. a

Hid. California white wheat 12s. 6d. a 13s. percental.

Red spring wheat, 12s. a 12s. 3d.

United States.—The National Republican Con-
vention met in Philadelphia last week, and nominated
President Grant for re-election by a unanimous vote.

Senator Henry Wilson, of Massachusetts, received the

nomination for the Vice Presidency. A majority of

the 752 delegates voted for him at the first ballot, and
subsequently the nomination was made unanimous.
The Convention adopted a platform which advocates
complete liberty and equality throughout the land ; ad-

vocates peace with all nations ; demands civil service

reform, and the abolition of the franking privilege ; op-

poses further grants of the public lands to corporations;

declares that the revenue should be derived from duties

on imports, except that received from taxes on liquors

and tobacco ; favors legislation to secure harmony be-

tween capital and labor ; demands the encouragement
of American commerce ; declares for the protection of

the rights of naturalized citizens, and for the encourage-
ment of immigration; denounces repudiation; claims

that the Government has done its duty in suppressing
violence at the South; declares that the demands of

loyal women for further rights " should be treated

with respectful consideration," and eulogizes President
Grant.

After much discussion both Houses of Congress
finally agreed upon a bill reducing both direct and in-

direct taxation, to go into effect Eighth mo. 1st next.

In the tariff sections the free list is considerably en-

larged, whilst the great majority of the duties on im-
ports are reduced to nine-tenths of their present amounts.
From the internal duties the income tax disappears,
and many of the stamp duties will also be repealed
when the bill goes into effect. The spirit and tobacco
taxes are made uniform in amount, and their method
of collection is much simplified. The total estimated
reduction of revenue is about $53,000,000.
The President has issued a proclamation, in accord-

ance with the Amnesty act, dismissing all penal prose-

cutions against those coming under its provisions, who
hold office in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The growth of population in the State of Illinois

during the past thirty years is remarkable. In 1840
the total population was 476,183; in 1850 it was 851,-

470, a gain of 375,287 ; in 1860 it was 1,711,951, a gain
of 860,481, or more than oue hundred per cent, in ten

years ; in 1870 the population was 2,539,891, an increase
of 827,940. Total gain in thirty years, 2,063,704, or
over five hundred per cent.

The Irish Democrat gives a table showing that the
foreign born population in the United States numbers
4,061,526, with 796,419 voters ; of the voters 367,735
are Irish, and 339,282 Germans.

Surveys of the line of the Southern Pacific Railroad
have shown that the Colorado Desert is 300 feet below
the sea level. Over 50 miles of the railroad will be
below the level of the sea.

The wheat harvest is progressing in California. The
crop is the largest ever gathered in the State, and the
quality is said to be " unexceptionable."
The number of interments in Philadelphia last week

303, including 24 deaths from small pox.
Both Houses of Congress have passed a bill authoriz-

ing the expenditure of §1,500,000 in purch.asing a site

and constructing a building for a new post-office and
court-house in this city.

Congress adjourned finally, the evening of the 10th
inst. Near the close of the session the supplementary
enforcement act was p;ussed as an amendment to an ap-
propriation bill. The House passed a bill abolishing

the franking privilege, by a large majority, but so near

the close of the session that it was not acted on
Senate.

Vie Markets, &c.—The following were the quoi

on the 10th inst. JVeio York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120 J; ditto, 1867, 118; ditto,

5 per cents, 112J. Superfine fiour, $5.60 a §6.15

extra, S6.80 a j7.20 ; finer brands, $7.50 a Sl3
2 spring wheat, $1.73 ; red western, $1.95. Oat
53 cts. Western yellow corn, 70 a 71 cts.; soi

'

ite, 83 a 87 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 26 1

.

uplands and New Orleans Superfine flour, $6 a

finer brands, $7 a $11.50. Western red wheat, 5

$2.10 ; amber, $2.13 a $2.15. Bye, $1.05. Yellon

67 a 68 cts. Oats, 52 a 54 cts. Clover-seed, 9 a

per lb. Timothy, $3 per bush. The cattle market
sales of 2500 head at the Avenue Drove-yard, 7

cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6J a 7 cts. for fair to

and 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross for common. Clipped

sold at 6 a 7^ cts. per lb. gross, and corn fed I

$6.25 a $6.75 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—So\
bite corn, 79 a 80 cts

;
yellow and mixed, 67 a

Oats, 50 a 52 cts. Lard, 9 cts. <S(. Louis.—No. 2

red wheat, $2.10 ; No. 1 spring $1.50. No. 2

corn, 47 a 47* cts. No. 2 oats, 41 cts. New Orlt

Extra flour, $7.12; family, $11.75. Mixed co

cts.; white, 76 cts. Oats, 55 a 66 cts. Sugar, i

cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 wheat, $1.49. Mixed c(

cts. Oats, 35 cts. No. 2 fall barley, 57 cts. De,

Amber Michigan wheat, Sl.88 ; No. 1 white,

extra, $1.98. Corn, 53 cts. Oats, 42 cts. Clevel

No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.90 ; No. 2 do., $1
spring, $1.70. Corn, 53 cts. Oats, 44 cts.

NOTICE.
The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Rahw

Plainfield Monthly Meeting, will meet in the

mittee-room on Arch Street, on Fifth-day aftf

the 20th instant, at 4 o'clock.

In the notice of the marriage of Charles H
dennon, published in the 39th number of the

volume, our correspondent gave the name of th«

as Benjamin—it should have been Isaac Clende

WANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in tl

to enter on her duty at the opening of the tern

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic, A

Natural Philosophy, &c.

Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth S
Rebfecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth S

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be he

on Fourth-day, the 19th inst., at 9.30 A. M. Tl

mittee on Admissions will meet at 7.30 the sam^

ing, and that on Instruction at 7 o'clock the pr

evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the Sol

Seventh-day the 15th instant.

Samuel Mori
Philada., 6th mo. 4th, 1872.

For the accommodation of the Committee, •

ances will meet the trains that leave the City

and 4.45 p. M., on Seventh-day, the 15th, and on

day the 18th inst.

WANTED.
A Friend as Principal of the School under

Germantown Preparative Meeting. The scht

graded one, well supplied with needful applia;

a full academic course, and the salary offered is

Apply to

Alfred Cope, Germantown.
Samuel Morris, Olney, Phila.

James E. Rhoads, Germantown.
Jane E. Mason, No. 15 S. 7th St., PJ

Mary R. Haines, No. 926 Spruce St.,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Wiird,) Philad-

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. \

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the I

Managers.

WILLIAM hTpILE^ PRINTER."
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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1817. Eleventh month 10th.—I think I

^e seen the danger of young men or VFOmon
elling anywhere else than in the valley of
nility. Human learning, human attain-

and excellencies, I mean all those
that are obtained by the memory, judg-
•casoniug powers, and mental abilities,

aratc from any immediate influence and
istance derived from the source of all true

idom—these natural acquisitions and tal-

are well in their places, and are service-

to us, when kept in subjection to the pure
chings of Him, ' who teaches' by His Spirit

never man taught.' But when any natural

alty or talent of the mind, or acquisition

virtue of that talent or faculty, usurps and
nineers over the little seed of the kingdom
m in the heart, it had been better that such
enemy were cast as it were into the sea,

tterly aonihilatcd, than that such mischief
uld be done. I have been in company with
16 young persons of our Society, who have

ot a little injured by giving way to

le and foolish talkativeness, in respect to

y matters, in which, though thej^ seemed
1 infornie'd, yet not keeping in the liltle-

and lowliness, they have acquitted them-
es but ill, through letting in a forward,
ting spirit. Now, the best light in which
can view true talents and virtues, and in

ich they are set off to the best advantage,
he sombre shade of humility. For the
re the frame-work is colored, or gilt, or
7ed, or ornamented, the more there is to

e off the attention of the eye from the pic-

3 itself So that it seems to me best, for

of us to dwell in the littleness, in the
liness ; always bearing in mind whence we
even from the dust, and whither we shall

irn, even to the dust; and that we should
forget from whence all that is good, either

lediately or mediately comes, even from
source of all good. This would make us
kward and timid at giving our judgment;
ould render us ready and willing to esteem
Brs better than ourselves,—quick to hear,
V to speak, slow to wrath; because we
uld be patient, humble, forgiving one an-
— loving one another, pityingone another:
we should then know how frail man is,

1817." Eleventh or Twelfth month.—"The
Lord ever hears and answers the prayers

hich ho hath put into the hearts of those

that desire to fear Him. As far as I can re-

collect, those daily formal repetitions of words

the practice of which I was brought up,

were but seldom accompanied with that which

is the essence of true prayer, viz., a reveren-

tial breathing unto the Lord, and a longing

of the soul after those things that we need.

There were times too, in which my soul did

ardently crave the attainment of best things;

but then my prayers being confined to cer-

times and certain words, and I being

taught this restricted notion of the act, it did

not allow of the springing forth of those

secret desires, which the Lord raised in my
heart ; so that these seasons wherein true

prayer was begotten by Him, who teaches

when and how to pray, were not rightly

availed of or profited by.

"I remember that after I refrained from

epeating those forms of prayer, which were

taught me in my childhood, 1 was much in

the habit of kneeling down and repeating ex-

tempore prayers, by dint of my natural abili-

ties : this I did for some little time with great

fervor of youth and eloquence, even some-

es aloud, both morning and evening; until

the Lord opened my eyes in this respect, and

gave me clearly to see, that these attempts in

y own will, way, and time, were but sparks

kindled about me, and which availed nothing

with Him, whose own sacrifices (of his own
preparing and kindling) were alone accept-

ble. Thus in obedience, I was made willing

to be silent and to seek the Lord ;
who is nigh

at hand, and dwells in the hearts of his peo-

ple, and is not far from any one of us, if we
look for and unto Him. This silence of all

the creaturely reasoning powers was very

hard to something in me, which would be

judging and questioning,—very unmeanin,

did it appear; yet durst I not forbear to meet

with my Lord and Master, or to strive to

meet with him, day by day, and oftener than

the day; and frequently crying in the depth

and sincerity of my heart unto Him, that he

would be pleased to show mo the way to call

upon him aright, and what to pray for. I

was often in tears and lay down my head in

grief upon my pillow, fearing I should never

be made sensible of true prayer, and partake

of the privilege of 'praying always.' The
Lord did not long leave me without his bless-

ing, his blessed countenance and presence and

comfort; no,—-he showered at times of his

merciful goodness into my poor heart, and

kindled such love towards Himself, such

earnest breathings after the further arising,

the glorious spreading and increasing exalta

tion of His name, and power, and truth, as

enabled me truly to praise and bless His holy

name, engaged me still more to cleave unto,

obey, and follow Him in whatsoever he might

require. My soul was also filled with living

warmth of love and charity towards his crea-

ture man, whom he created in his image;

th great pity also towards such as had de-

viated from the path, in which Ho would

have had them to go, and who had thus turned

away from the Lord their leader ;
an unspeak-

ably sweet feeling of fellowship and sympathy

arose in me, towards those in whom the Lord

had excited a love or desire of Himself Thus

was true prayer in and by the true Spirit, in

measure raised in my heart, not according to

.he way or time which man's wisdom or in-

clination would load and teach, but the very

contrary ;—for even to this time, I am often

so situated, as not to have any words for long

seasons together to utter, either audibly or in

_y heart; and still more often am in dryness,

distress, and apparent desolation : yet through

all I can praise the Lord."

John Barclay having been in the daily prac-

tice of what is called formal prayer, and hav-

ing experimentally known also the true sacri-

fices of the Lord's own preparing and choosing

—which he defines as "a reverential breath-

ing unto the Lord, and a longing of the soul

after those things that we need"—was surely

" not a novice" in respect to that which,

under the immediate guidance and sufficiency

of the Holy Spirit, is our most necessary and

indi8i)enBable Christian duty; agreeably to

the Saviour's precept: "Men ought always to

pray, and not to faint." And His apostle,

" Praying always with all prayer and suppli-

cation in^tho Spirit, and watching thereunto

with all perseverance." But, declares the

same Apostle, " The natural man cannot under-

stand the things of the Spirit of God, for they

are foolishness unto him," &c. Again, our

adorable Advocate with the Father, who ever

liveth to make intercession for us, will, if our

hearts be true to Him, pray for us when we

cannot at all pray for ourselves ;
and as it is

written again, "The Spirit also helpeth our

infirmities," &c. All attempts at prayer short

of this, short of childlike dependence upon

the help and intercession of the Holy Spirit

of Christ Jesus, will avail but little more than

to bring us under the condemnation, " Who
hath required this at your hands?" "Ye

ask and receive not, because ye ask amiss."

"When ye make many prayers I will not

It is a testimony of John the Baptist, that

"A man can receive nothing except it be

<riven him from heaven." " Without Me," (or

severed from Me, the Vine) says the Saviour,

-ye can do nothing:' Fallen beings then as

we are, we can have no desires after heaven

and heavenly things till they are given us

from above. Seeing this, what is more need-

ful than an humble contrite frame of heart,

and a diligent foithful waiting upon the High

Priest of our profession, for the proffered as-

sistance of His Holy Spirit, that can alone

quicken us, and withal furnish that hve coal

ti-om the holy altar wherewith to offer up

spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus

I Christ.
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If in the case of Ahasuerus, no one was to

come into the inner court who was not culled,

except to whom the king should hold out the

golden scejjtre, upon penalty of being put to

death, how dare we, poor worms of the dust,

in the infinitely lesser imitation, presume on
one of the most solemn acts of religious woi--

ship, independent of that call and immediately
qualifying, sustaining help, which the Father
of mercies has promised to all those who dili-

gently seek and serve Him? Moreover, we
may, with unanointed formal lips, ask for

that which, as we have records of, would be

a serious injury to us to have bestowed.

Far be from us the intent or wish to dis-

courage the least child, or the greatest sinner,

from the unspeakably precious privilege as

well as duty of drawing near unto the great

Hearer of prayer, and Author of our lives, in

true and living supplication, be it either secret

or vocal. Ever recognized, we have no doubt,

by the watchful careful pilgrim traveller is

the truism

:

" who that knows the worth of prayer,

But wishes to be often there."

What we deprecate is the formal, lifeless offer-

ing; which neither comes from above nor
gathers there : and which is wanting in the
humble, self-abased, unpretending entreaty of

the poor publican, " God be merciful to me a
sinner."

The following from William Penn's Else
and Progress, will close these remarks :

" The
glory of this day, and foundation of the hope
that has not made us ashamed since we were
a people, you know is that blessed principle

of light and life of Christ, which we profess,

and direct all people to, as the great instru-

ment and agent of man's conversion to God.
" In the feeling of the motions of this prin-

ciple we drew near to the Lord, and waited
to be prepared by it, that we might feel those
drawings and movings, before we approached
the Lord in prayer, or opened our mouths in

ministry. And in our beginning and ending
with this, stood our comfort, service, and
edification. And as we ran faster, or fell

short, we made burthens for ourselves to bear;
our services finding in ourselves a rebuke, in-

stead of an acceptance; and in lieu of ' Well
done,' ' Who hath required this at your
hands.'

"

The Warm Lake of Sew Zealand.

The following account of this singular for-

mation is furnished by a correspondent of the
London Spectator.

I have just returned from a visit to Eoto-
mahana, the Warm Lake of New Zealand. I
fear I cannot so describe it as to give any
adequate idea of the grandeur and beauty of
the scenerj-, but I may succeed in attractino-
a few travellers, who will feel as I do, that
recollections which are never likely to fade
are cheaply purchased by a visit to the anti-
podes.

From Tauranga, on the east coast of the
Northern Island, a good bridle road of from
fifty to sixty miles takes the traveller to
Ohinemutu, on the banks of Lake Eotorua.
He is here in the midst of geysers. Hot
springs bubble out in every direction, and hot
streams run into the lake. There is some
little danger in living at Ohinemutu. From
time to time some one who imprudently goes
out at night wanders out of the small safe
track, and sinks through a thin crust of earth

into an abyss of boiling water or scalding mud.
The soil is being gradually undermined. Mid-
dle-aged men remember when what is now
many feet out into the lake was firm land,

and a native dwelling was swallowed some
years ago, with all its inhabitants, by a sud
den land slip. The Maoris, however, are stil

numerous in Ohinemutu, and use the hot
springs for baths and cooking. An English
speculator is about to build a hotel. It will

be a capital starting-point to the greater mar
vels beyond.
From Ohinemutu to Lake Tarawera the

road passes through a volcanic district. At
one point the track lies between two pools,

one a petrifying alum spring, the other a boil-

ing and sulphurous geyser. Turn a few yards
off' the path, and you come upon an open
crater from which steam is always issuing,

and which has a miniature eruption every six

months. The hill-side round is covered with
deep layers of silica deposited from its solu-

tions. As these thicken the crater is likelj',

I believe, to close up, and the whole region
will then be exposed to violent earthquakes.
At present the shocks are insignificant. A
few miles further we come to Terme, the head
of Lake Tarawera. It was once a missionary
station, and a church and an excellent mission-
house are still standing. But the church is

closed, the mission-house deserted, and its

beautiful garden left to ruin. The Maoris who
used to worship have abandoned their Chris-
tianity and quitted the settlement. Three
miles further we come to Kariki, where the
Maoris have jjut up an accommodation-house
for tourists. It was first raised in honor of
Prince Alfred. From this point the road to

Rotomahana is by water across the splendid
sheet of Lake Tarawera, till we come to the
stream Kaiwaka.
The temperature of the water is from 70^

to 80°. For a distance of more than two
miles this heat scarcely seems to vary, though
here and there we jjass by a boiling spring,
which a bather would do well to avoid. In
one part there are rapids over which it is difli-

cult to force the canoe. The vegetation of
the banks is luxuriant, but sombre. Gradu-
ally wo work up to Eotomahana. It is very
like a Highland tarn bosomed amid grey hills,

and is of no great size, about a mile long and
half a mile broad. Here and there are broad
rushes, in which mj-riads of water-fowl are
breeding, protected by Maori law. They
know their safety and scarcely stir at our ap-

proach. But our concern is not with the lake,

but with the geysers and marble benches on
its banks. The first we land at is known as

Te Tarota. Imagine a succession of white
marble terraces, fronded with stalactites at

the sides, holding here and there basins of in-

describably blue water, now two feet, now
eight feet deep, and ascending gradually to a
fathomless semi-circular crater, above which
a cloud of steam broods, and from which a
fountain of hot water is constantly welling
forth. I should guess the height at which I

the fountain flows to be some sixty feet above
the lake, but this is simple conjecture. What]
I know is that the whole is on so large a scale

as to astonish by its magnificence, and to put
jhuman emulation out of the question. As

well reproduce Niagara in an English park,
[

as the terraces of Eotomahana at Aranjuaz!
or Versailles. Tarota, however, is not the

'

great wonder of the lake. On the opposite
side is another similar formation, Hokotera.

tera, which rises higher, with more regt

terraces, with pink instead of white mar
and, if possible, with bluer water in its Ci

ties. The steps are as easily climbed a
palace staircase, let us say as the Giai

staircase at Venice; and even close to

summit the water is not too hot to admi'
bathing.

There are of course a host of minor marv
such as a large mud geyser, on the banki
Eotomahana. But it is diflicult to find e

for what is merely curious and may be s-

elsewhere. I was not speciallj' fortunate

the day of my visit. The sky was clom
over, and the weather was so evidently bre,

ing up that I was unable to linger as I co

have wished. To see the terraces or to sh

the rapids by moonlight are experiences wh
I can well believe add a charm even to

glories of Rotomahana. Travellers in com
years are likely to be spared much of the (

comfort which at present attends travell

in the New Zealand bush, and sleeping

Maori inns. But under all disadvantage!
saw with an unabated sense of delight w:
I think I shall never forget, never cease

look back upon as perhaps the greatest natu

wonder I have known. The warm lake
'

in the midst of romantic scenery. Some
when Australasia is fully peopled, this dist;

will be the Switzerland of the southern her
phere.

Cause for Mourning and for Rejoicing.

-

eneral state of the church among ourseh
'

wherein the prevalence of the nature i

rit of the world, and the famine of ti

word whose entrance giveth life, furn
"

abundant cause to the living _for mourni

yea for unspeakable distress. We are h(

ever favored at seasons in the vision of div

ght, with a prospect of better times, whe
in the Lord will in mercy turn again ourc
tivity as the streams of the south.

—

C
Thorp.

The Euins of Zimhaoe in South Africa.-

September 5th, 1S71, the South African

plorer, Carl Mauch, visited the ruins of

ancient and mysterious city in the highl;

between the Zambesi and Limpopo riv

long known bj' native report to the Poi

guese, and situated in a land which from

gold and ivory, has long been identified

some authorities as the Ophir of Scripti

Letters describing the ruins are published

a German periodical. Zimbaoo lies in ab

at. 20° 14' S., long. 31° -48' E. One port

of the ruins rises upon a granite hill, ab'

400 feet in relative height; the other, se

rated by a slight valley, lies upon a somew
raised terrace. From the curved and zig;

form still apparent in the ruined walls, wh
cover the whole of the western declivitj

the hill, these have doubtless formed a o

impregnable fortress. The whole space

densely overgrown with nettles and bus!

and some great trees have intertwined tl

roots withthe buildings. Without except

the walls, some of which have still a hei,

of thirty feet, are built of cut granite stoi

generally of the size of an ordinary brick,

no mortar has been used. The thicknes'

the walls, where they appear above grou

if 10 feet, tapering to 7 or S feet above.

many places monolith pilasters, of 8 to

feet in length, ornamented in diamond-sha]

lines, stand out of the building. These
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srally 8 inches wide and three inches in

kness, cut out of a hard and close stone
greenish black color, and having a me-

B ring. During the first hurried visit,

ch was unable to find any traces of in-

)tion, though carvings of unknown charac-

are mentioned by the early Portuguese
ers. Such however may yet bo found,
clue be thus obtained as to the age ot

strange edifice. Zimbaoe is in all proba-

7 an ancient factory, raised in very remote
juity by strangers in the land, to overawe

age inhabitants of the neighboring
itry, and to serve as a depot for the gold
ivory which it affords. No native mud-
dwelling tribe could ever have conceived
rection .

—

Academy.

For " The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 342.)

% a letter of J. M. Plummer to M. Ratcliff.

Third mo., 1843.

fly Dear Friend,—Thy letter was received
evening, and was truly cordial to ray

ngs, which are often gloomy and dis-

aged, contemplating the things around
nd especially ia our beloved Society. The
3 and anxieties of life press heavily upon
and I fear in regard to my own individual

I have thought that it would be an
able privilege to be as near the haven of

as I believe thou art. I hope thou wilt

trengthened and favored with patience to

ire the sufferings which may yet be al-

d thee, looking not at the things which
seen, but unto those which are not seen,

are eternal."

Elizabeth Pitfield to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, 9th mo. 22d, 1843.

My Dear Friend,—As thou requested me
rite after our return, I may inform thee
arrived safely on Sevetith-day morning,
a very fatiguing journey over the moun-

1. Our friends all seemed glad to receive

ind we were truly thankful to find them
isual health. My heart was filled with
itude to our Heavenly Father for the
ly preservations extended to us, for there
e many dangerous places on the railroad

Qg to the late heavy rains.

The visit we paid at thy house has been
brought to my remembrance, attended

i gratitude that we wore permitted to

;ake with thee in the renewed feeling of

pel fellowship, drinking together into the
e cup which our blessed Eedeemer at sea-

is pleased to grant his poor baptized
iples to partake of. Oh, my dear friend,

ems to me thou art one to whom the lan-

ge is applicable, ' ye are they that have
tinued with me in my temptations, and I

oint unto you a kingdom, even as my
her has appointed unto me.' I trust and
eve. He that has been with thee in six

bles, will continue to bless thee with His
giving presence, and go with thee through
valley and shadow of death. Many and
ious have been thy trials; but through all

Lord has sustained thee and given thee
Jartake of that living bread that the world
IW8 not of. Oh, my dear friend, let us
te in interceding for strength to bear all

t may yet remain for us to suffer for His
jsed name's sake. The church is so strip-

of those who stood firmly for the cause

of truth and righteousness in this city, that I

sometimes am ready to say. Who is sufficient

for the things of this day, when the enemy
is seeking to lay waste the whole heritage of

God. Surely never was there a day that re-

quired more deep watching and prayer than
the present. Satan has transformed himself

into an angel of light, to deceive, if possible,

the very elect. But I trust there will be those

preserved in this part of the heritage, that

know in whom thej' have believed ; and know
also that the foundation of God standeth sure,

having this seal, the Lord knoweth them that

are His.
" The English Friends are at present over

in Jersey, visiting meetings. I have seen but
little of them ; oh, that they may be strength-

ened, if rightly qualified by the Great Master,

to help us; for we feel the need of such. We
have been so afflicted by some from their

land, that 1 cannot forget the wormwood and
the gall some of us have had to partake, on
account of the ministry of some that have of

latter time visited this land. My spirit mourns
that some we looked up to as fathers and
mothers have given their strength to such as

these I But I often am comforted in the re-

membrance of the promise, 'I will leave in

the midst of thee an afflicted and poor peo-

ple, and they shall trust in the name of the

Lord.'

Our dear friends Wm. Evans and Thomas
Kite, left for Indiana on Sixth-day last. I

anxious to hear from them, as the late

i have washed the roads, and in some
places the bridges were also much injured.

But I trust the Good Shepherd, that put them
forth, will go before and keep them from evil,

and enable them to stand firmly for the blessed

Truth as it is in our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ. Oh, it is a blessed calling to be thus
engaged in His service.

Thy friends E. W. and C. S. are well, and
are in hopes of seeing Sarah Hillman, M., and

the latter part of next week. The ac-

counts from them are very pleasant. I feel

the absence of dear Sarah ; as she and I sit

together in meeting in sweet unity. I hear
Asenath Clarke, daughter of Nathan Hunt,
has a certificate from her Monthly Meeting
to visit England, also the continent. I hope

may be preserved, for the signs of the

times look very awful in that country ; indeed
everywhere the aspect of things in our So-

ciety looks gloomy. Oh that I may be kept
n the safe inclosure of the fear of the Lord; for

Elis covenant of life and of peace is with them
that fear Him, and are afraid before His great

' From thy truly attached friend and com-
panion in tribulation,

Elizabeth Pitfield."

From to 31. R.

" Tenth mo. 1843.

Dear friend Mildred EatcliflF,—It has been
a matter of some consideration with me,
whether in thy present state of bodily weak-
ness and affliction, I should present a letter

to thy notice I Yet, under a fresh feeling of

that love and near unity which I have in a
peculiar manner often felt to flow in my heart
towards thee, I venture to write. I consider

it, my dear friend, a blessing for which some
of us in the younger walks of life ought to be
humbly thankful to our Heavenly Father,

that amidst the aged of this Society, are to

be found those concerning whom it may truly
bo said, that they stand as watchmen and
watchwomen on the walls of Zion. These
having been concerned faithfully to follow
their crucified and risen Lord in the regenera-
tion, are thereby permitted to arise and to
walk with Him in newness of life, as well as
prepared to stand for the defence of the gos-
pel, and to maintain the truth as it is in Jesus.
These, like Mordecai and Esther of old, are
engaged to stand their ground faithfully; and
who, notwithstanding the railings and threat-
enings of the enemy, do intercede for their
own lives and the lives of their people; say-
ing unto and encouraging one another to hold
their confidence in the Lord, firm unto the
end. And although these be but as one here
and another there in some places, many bow-
ing their necks again to that yoke of bondage
from which they once appeared to have clean
escaped, yet those who trust in the Lord,
holding fast the profession of their faith with-
out wavering, will experience the truth of the
declaration, ' The name of the Lord is a strong
tower: the righteous runneth into it and are
safe.' Yea in that power do they dwell, and
in that life are they preserved, that gathered
this people in the beginning; and which can
and ever will preserve from the snares of the
adversary those whose trust and confidence
are, and continue to be, in the Lord alone.
These see and feel things as they really are,

and are prepared at their Master's bidding, to
sound an alarm at tho approach of the enemy.
Oh I that I, as one of the weakest and hinder-
most of the flock of Christ, (if worthy to be
counted one of his flock at all,) may be en-

abled to keep the watch and maintain the
warfare so as to be made an ovorcomer and
partaker with the saints in light, is at times
all I desire, or all I want my friends to desire

for me. What are all the afflictions of tho
body, the tribulations of mind, and the temp-
tations which the soul's enemy may be per-

mitted to cast in the way of those who are
striving to journey forward in the straight

and narrow way that leads to peace, when
compared to that eternal weight of glory that
awaits such as continue patient in well-doing

unto the end ! These ransomed and redeemed
of the Lord (of whom, my dear friend, I have
had a strong and abiding confidence that thou
wilt be one) shall come to Zion with songs
and everlasting joy upon their heads; they
shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and
sighing shall flee away. O pray thou there-

fore for the weak, the unwary, and inexperi-

enced, that the Lord may have compassion
upon such as these (of whom I am chief) and
direct and keep them in the way they should
go, whatsoever sacrifices or sufferings it may
cost them.

" I am often reminded of what I once heard
thee say in our Select Yearly Meeting, 'That
there is a great deal of preaching in which
there is no gospel power,' or words of similar

import. Which reminds of the Saviour's pre-

cept, ' The kingdom of God cometh not with
observation;' and that of his Apostle, 'The
kingdom of God standeth not in word but in

power.' And again, 'I will not know the
speech of them that are puffed up, but the
power.' Oh, I believe a time is coming of in-

creased trial to those who are building upoa
the Eock, as well as to those who are build-

ing upon the sand. But concerning the first

may we not confidently hope, that as they
abide unmoved by the lo here's and lo there's,
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they will experience preservation, however
vehemently the winds and floods may beat.

"In much love I remain and subscribe my-
self thy friend and sister,

Stolen Secrets.

A manufacturer in these our days holds his

own against competition by force of capital,

knowledge of science, and skill of workmen.
He has no secret beyond that of producing

the best article at the lowest price. One hun-

dred years ago the case was different. What
a man discovered in the arts he concealed.

Workmen were put upon their oath, in the

name of God, never to reveal the processes

used by their employers. Doors were kept

closed, artisans, going out were searched,

visitors were rigorously excluded from admis-

sion, and false operations blinded the work-
men themselves. The mysteries of every craft

were hedged in by quickset fences of empiri-

cal pretension and judicial affirmation.

The royal manufactories of porcelain, for

example, were long carried on in Europe with

a spirit of jealous exclusiveness. His Majesty
of Saxony was especially circumspect. Not
content with the oath of secrecy imposed
upon his work people, be would not abate his

kingly suspicion in favorof a brother monarch.
Neither king nor king's delegate might enter

within the tabooed walls of Meissen. What
is erroneously called the Dresden porcelain

—

that exquisite pottery of which the world has
never seen the like—was produced for two
hundred years by a process so secret that

neither the bribery of princes nor the gar-

rulity of operatives ever revealed it.

There is still standing, close by Temple Bar,
in London, an old chemist's shop. The pro-

prietor of it in days gone by enjoyed the

monopoly of making citric acid. More favor-

bly circumstanced than other secret manu-
facturers, his was a process that required no
assistance. He employed no workmen. Ex-
perts came to sample and assort and bottle

his products. They never entered the labora-

tory. The mystic operations by which ho
grew rich were confined to himself One day,

having locked the doors and blinded the win-
dows, sure as usual of the safety of his secret,

our chemist went home to dinner. A chim-
ney sweep, or a boy disguised as such, wide
awake in chemistry, was on the watch. Fol-

lowing the secret-keeper so far on his way
toward Charing Cross as to be sure he would
not return that day, the sooty philosopher
hied rapidly back to Temple bar, ascended
the low building, dropped down the flue, saw
all he wanted, and returned, carrying with
him the mystery of making citric acid. A
few months after, and the price of the article

was reduced four-fifths. The poor man was
heart broken, and died shortly afterward,
ignorant of the trick by which he had been
victimized.

The manufacture of tin ware in England
originated in a stolen secret. Few readers
need to be informed that tin ware is simply
thin iron plated with tin by being dipped into

the molten metal. In theory it is an easy
matter to clean the surface of iron, dip it into

a bath of the boiling tin, and remove it, en-

veloped with the silvery metal, to a place for

cooling. In practice, however, the process is

one of the most difficult in the arts. It was
discovered in Holland, and guarded from pub-

licity with the utmost vigilance for nearly

half a century. England tried in vain to dis-

cover the secret, until James Sherman, a

Cornish miner, crossed the Channel, insinua-

ted himself surreptitiously into a tin plate

manufactory, made himself master of the se-

cret and brought it home.
The history of cast steel presents a curious

instance of a manufacturing secret stealthily

obtained under the cloak of an appeal to phil-

anthropy. The main distinction between iron

and steel, as everybody knows, is that the

latter contains carbon. The one is converted

into the other by being heated for a consider-

able time in contact with powdered charcoal

in an iron box. Now steel thus made is un-

equal. The middle of a bar is more carbonized

than the ends, and the surface more than the

centre. It is, therefore, unreliable. Uniform
work cannot be made out of it. For many
purposes it will answer, but where accuracy
is required it falls. Nevertheless, before the

invention of cast steel there was nothing
better.

In 17G0 there lived at Attercliffe, near
Sheffield, a watch maker named Huntsman.
He became dissatisfied with the watch springs

in use, and set himself to the task of making
them homogeneous. "If," thought he, "lean
melt a piece of steel and cast it into an ingot,

its composition should be the same through-
out." He succeeded. His steel became famous.

Huntsman's ingots for fine work wore in uni-

versal demand. He did not call them cast

steel. That was his secret. About 1770 a

large manufactory of this peculiar steel was
established at Attercliffe. The process was
wrapped in secrecy by every means within

reach—true and faithful men hired, the work
divided and subdivided, large wages paid, and
stringent oaths administered. It did not an

swer. One midwinter night, as the tall chim
neys of the Attercliffe steel works belched

forth their smoke, a traveller knocked at the

gate. It was bitterly cold ; the snow fell fast

and the wind howled across the moor. The
stranger, apparently a plowman or agricul

tural laborer seeking shelter from the storm
awakened no suspicion. Scanning the way
farer closely, and moved by motives of hu
manity, the foreman granted his request and
let him in.

Feigning to be worn out with cold and
fatigue, the poor fellow sank upon the floor

and soon appeared to be asleep. That, how-
ever, was far from his intention. He closed

his eyes apparently only. He saw the work-
men cut bars of steel into bits, place them in

crucibles, and thrust the crucibles into a fur-

nace. The fire was urged to its extreme power
until the steel was melted. Clothed in wet
rags to protect themselves from the heat, the

workmen drew out the glowing crucibles and
poured their liquid contents into a mould.

Mr. Huntsman's factory had nothing more to

disclose. The secret of making cast steel had
been stolen.

—

Harper's Magazine.

As I tenderly love you I rejoice in what-
ever attends you that is prosperous, particu-

larly that our gracious Lord and Lawgiver
overshadows your meetings when the body
is collectively assembled for his service. He
hath often limited the turbulent waves which
contentious spirits have raised, and for his

own namesake made evidently bare his holy
arm. I have often remarked it with admira-

tion and worship of heart and learned from

it, if we do the Lord's work in his spirit,

weapon formed against it shall prospei

Samuel Fothergill to John Pemberton, 1760.

"OH LORD! BY WHOM SHALL .JACOB AE]
FOR HE IS SMALL."

Faintly and slow the column moves along,

Its vanguard facing toward the Promised Land,
Nor Aaron's voice nor Miriam's sacred song

Revives our Israel's sad and drooping baud
;

By day no cloudy throne—by night no flame

—

Appears our march to guide, our hearts to cheer

Have we for faith but doubt.—for glory, shame,

—

For union, weakness,—and for'hope, but fear ?

Is it that Egypt still attracts our love ?

—

Her ple.isures, follies, ritual mixed and rude,

Have these a foothold in our hearts above
That purer worship, which,—in solitude,

In trials, prisons, persecutions stern,

Our sires received to hold on high unfurled,

A noble standard,—that we feebly turn

Our glances backward to a darkened world?

Our sires, " where are they and the prophets too ?"

Who, iu our earlier, brighter, nobler day.

Headed the battle,—strong, courageous, true,

—

Or sweetly led in peace our calmer way
;

Unshrinking, earnest, faithful to their Lord,
They trod with firmness their appointed path,

And they have rested in their great reward,
Shielded by love from everlasting wrath.

Peace to their ashes ! honor to the name
Of Israel's risen Lord, their Prince and Guide!

But, brethren,—is not still His power the same,
His love as yearning, and as undenied

To humble seekers craving help and grace
Their cross to know and bear,—though trial, pail

And conflict meet them a.s they run their race,

Content to suffer, crowns like theirs to gain/

Do we look back to Egypt ? Do we lean
Upon that " bruised reed," the strength of men,

And their mixed worship, to our sires unclean.
And sure to pierce their straying children, when

They rest their weight upon it,—turning back
From that serene and searching Light within.

Which has the power still to flood their track
With noon-tide radiance, cleansing from all sini

Vain, v:ithout faith in this, the plaintive call

Upon the Lord for help in this our need,
" By whom shall Jacob rise, for he is small f"—
Humbled and low and weak he is indeed

;

But if within his camp are Achan's gold
And garb forbidden, and Abihu's flame

Unhallowed,—need our sorrowing hearts be told

Why he hath tears for joy,—for glory, shame?

Let us sit down, my brethren, eadi at home,
And weeping, cleanse us for our sacrifice,

Knowing that if with contrite hearts we come.
And hungering for that bread beyond all price,.

That Heavenly bread the Lord alone can give,

He will bestow it freely ; He will be
Our guide, sustainer, strength, while here we live,

And in His kingdom bless eternally

!

Forks and Plates.

Forks, for example, now indispensable
every dinner-table, and furnishing empl
ment to half a dozen different trades, h
hardly been in common use in England
two hundred years. "I observed," said

old traveller, Thomas Coryate, in his " C
dities," published in 1611, "a custom in

those Italian cities and towns throug
which I have passed that is not used in j

other country that I saw in my travi

neither do I think that any other nation
Christendom doth use it, but only It»

The Italians do always at their meals us

little fork when they cut their meat. '.

while with the knife, which the}- hold in

hand, they cut the meat out of the di8h,tl

fasten the fork, which they hold in their ot-

hand, upon the same dish ; so that one
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)uld unadvisedly touch the dish of meat
Ih his fingers, from which all the table do

will give occasion of offence unto the

pany, insomuch that for his error he

ill bo at the least browbeaten, if notrepre-

adod in words. This form of feeding is

lerally used in all places of Italy; thoir

ks being, for the most part, made of iron,

el, and some of silver, but those are used

y by gentlemen. The reason of this their

•iositj- is because the Italian cannot by any
ans endure to have his dish touched with

gars, seeing that all men's fingers are not

ke clean. Hereupon I myself thought good
imitate the Italian fashion by this forked-

rting of meat, not only while I was in Italy,

t also in Germany, and oftentimes in Eng-
d, since I came home." Forks seem to

7e> been employed in Italy—by some, at

Y rate—since the eleventh century ; and
)Ugh Coryate may be correct in his boast

having first brought them into use in Eng-
d, they wore known in this country before

time. To Queen Elizabeth were pre-

ted, at different times, " a fork of crystal,

mished with gold slightly, and sparks of

rnets ;" " a fork of coral, slightly garnished

th gold ;" and " a fork of gold, garnished

th two little rubies, two little pearls pen-

Qt, and a little coral." But the dainty

sen preferred the old habit of fingering her

;at, and forks were for a long time regard-

as a worthless, foppish institution. One
'ine, in James I.'s reign, preached a sermon
ainst forks, declaring it to be " an insult

Providence not to touch one's meat with
e's fingers;" and Fynes Morison, in his

tineraiy," published in 1617, advised all

UDg travellers, "returning home, to lay

the spoon and fork of Italy, the affected

stures of France, and all strange apparel."

Even in 1652, Heylin, speaking of the ivory

cks used for eating in China, said "the use

silver forks came from hence into Italy,

d with us, taken up of late by some of our

ruce gallants, from thence into England."
irks were then, and for some time after,

)ked upon as the absurd affectations of cox-

mbs ; they only came into general use lato

the seventeenth century.
Hardly older is the common employment
earthenware plates and dishes instead of

)oden platters
; but the effects of ftishlon

Q trade have been shown more notably in

case of the finer sorts of pottery. It was
demand for antique Etruscan wares that

. gave an impetus to improvement in the

de earthenware manufacture of old times
;

fresh encouragement came with the in-

)duction in Europe of the delicate work-
mship of China and Japan. The Dresden
story owes its greatness to this cause, and
was to rival Dresden that porcelain-manu-
ture was started at Sevres, where the busi-

es threatened to die out before Madame de
)inpadour'8 passion for china induced Louis
[V. to buy up the establishment, and put it

a fair way of success. Josiah Wedgwood,
r own great potter, also owes half his re-

wn to his skill in catering for purely
shionable requirements, and Queen Caroline
eatly helped to make his fortune when she
ade him " royal potter." " The demand for

e cream-color, alias queen's ware alias

ory," he wrote to his friend and partner,

tomas Bently, " still increases. It is really

aazing how rapidly the use has spread
over the whole globe, and how unl

versally it is liked. How much of this general

use and estimation is owing to the mode of

its introduction, and how much to its real

utility and beauty, are questions in which we
may bo a good deal interested for the govern-

ment of our future conduct; for, if a royal or

noble introduction be as necessary as beauty

to the sale of an article of luxury, then the

manufacturer, if he consults his own interest,

will bestow as much pains in gaining the

favor of those advantages as ho would on be-

stowing the latter." Wedgwood, at any rale,

profited by the pains which, with this end,

he took. For many years, from 1770, his

showroom in St. Martin's Lane was one of

the sights of London, a fashionable resort

for idlers about Court, as well as an object of

attraction to foreigners and country visitors.

By it his fame was spread abroad, and com-
missions came to him from every part of

Europe. One memorable commission was
from the Empress of Eussia, for an immense
cream-ware service, of which each piece was
to have a separate English landscape painted

on it. "I am just returned," wrote Mrs.

Delaney, in June, 1774, "from viewing the

Wedgwood-ware that is to be sent to the

Empress of Russia. It consists, I believe, of

as many pieces as there are days in the year.

There are three rooms below and two above
filled with it, laid out on tables." The price

paid for this service was £3,000, and it bo-

came a splendod advertisement of Wedgwood
throughout the whole of Europe. There has

been no diminution in later times in the pro-

duction of costly earthenware and kindred
articles to meet the requirements of fashion.
—Boiwne.

For "The Friend."

Words of Comfort.

There is something very cheering to the

Christian in beholding the glorious hope and
strong confidence which are often granted in

the decline of life to those who have long

labored in the vineyard of the Lord, and who
feel that the time of rest is approaching. The
language of the Apostle Paul, addressed to

Timothy, I believe has given comfort and en-

couragement to thousands since his day, " 1

am now ready to be offered, and the time of

my departure is at hand. I have fought a

good fight, I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith : Henceforth thei-o is laid up
for me a crown of righteousness, which the

Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at

that day; and not to me only, but unto all

them also that love His appearing."

The experience of William Bdmundson was
very similar. His journal contains the follow-

ing paragraph: "In the Eighth month, 1704,

in the seventy-seventh year of my age, being

under much afiliction and weakness of body,

I was resigned unto the blessed will of the

Lord, and were it His time, would gladly have
been dissolved and at ease, ' where the weary
are at rest, and the wicked cease from troub-

ling.' For I was not afraid of death or the

grave, butcould say, through the tender mercy
of God; 'Death, where is thy sting? Grave,

where is thy victory ?' through steadfast faith

and hope in my Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ; who suffered for me, and whom death

or the grave could not hold ; but who rose

again and appears before the Father for me,

as advocate, mediator and intorceder. In my
youthful days, He was pleased to visit me
with the appearance of his Holy Spirit, to

turn me from the evil of my ways, making
me sensible of his judgments and mercies,

calling me by His grace to a reformation, and
also put me into His service in the ministra-

tion of the Word of Life, and doctrine of His
kingdom, endowing me with a talent of his

Holy Spirit of understanding in doctrine and
discipline, for the benefit of His church. In
which I have labored for the space of above
fifty years, according to my strength and
ability, through many troubles, deep exer-

cises and perils of divers kinds, by sea and
land, which fell to my lot in the Lord's ser-

vice, both in the wilderness by robbers and
blood-thirsty mui-derers, by open opposers
and enemies to Truth, and worst of all, by
folse brethren under the same profession.

These things, and many other great exercises

and straits, the Lord's arm and gracious pro-

vidence have still preserved me through, and
supported me over in the faith that gives the
victory, having blessed his work and given
the testimony of his truth dominion to this

present time."

For " The Friend."

"Another Phase of Modern Philosophy, is

the title of a pamphlet of 31 pages, being a
discourse read bifore the American Philo-

sophical Society, 3d mo. 1st, 1872, by Eli

K. Price."

The materialist, to find a foundation on
hich to build his chimerical theories as to the

source of life, is many times compelled to con-

tent himself with very slight facts, and fre-

quently so apparent is their flimsiness as to

be visible to the eye of common sense. But
happily the investigations of modern science,

aided by the immense powers of the solar

microscope as well as other helps, find noth-
ing incompatable with true revealed religion.

With Cowper we can say :

—

" Some, more acute and more industrious still,

Contrive creation ; travel nature up
To the sharp peak of her sublimest height,

And tell us whence the .stars ; why some are iix'd,

And planetary some ; what gave them first

Rotation, from what fountain tlow'd their light.

Great contest follows, and much learned dust

Involves the combatants ; each claiming truth,

And truth disclaiming both."

Professor Huxley, of England, in his lay

sermon, presents the subject of the origin of

life in rather an enticing manner, perhaps
well calculated to mislead the unwary, and
which has been read by many. To meet and
expose the errors contained in these papers,

Eli K. Price, a member of the American
Philosophical Society, now past his three-

score and ten years, has devoted considerable

time and thought, has taken up the theories

as here exhibited, given them a patient, un-

prejudiced, and impartial examination, and in

the discourse above referred to carefully goes
over the ground step by step, clearly refutes

the arguments advanced, and so completely
shows the falsity of the premises assumed, as

to leave but one impression on the mind of

the reader, viz.: that there is not now, and
never has been but the one only true source

of life, and that it is from Him who in the

beginning said, "Let there be light and there

was light," and who it is emphatically de-

clared, " Formed man of the dust of the

ground, and breathed ijito his nostrils the breath of

life and man became a living soul."

It is presumed that but very few of the

readers of this journal have been misled by
the fallacies alluded to, yet as the present is
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a time of much curious speculation and in-

quiry into matters which are purposely hid

from our view and are in no ways essential

for us to know ; it has been thought it might

not be amiss to publish a few short extracts

from this able essay.

'"All flesh is not the same flesh.' 'There

is one flesh of men and another of beasts.'

' What is a man profited if he shall * * *

lose his own soul?'

Those who have lived through nearly

three-fourths of the Nineteenth Century, and

witnessed the many useful and brilliant dis-

coveries that have illustrated the past two

ages, may not safely venture to discourage

the boldness of any investigations that are

legitimately pursued. Nor will any one

properly criticise or censure those who in the

main are doing good service to science, un-

less he clearly perceives that the great canon

of philosophizing, which all must acknow-

ledge, has not been duly observed. When
such case occurs in matters of highest im-

portance, it then becomes the duty of the

humblest to speak out in correction of what

he believes to be error, in the name of an all

pervading philosophy, and in behalf of our

common humanity, according to his convic-

tion and ability.

The first lesson the scientist should learn is

that of the limit of the human understanding,

to attempt to in-

fluid, which the ladeals opening into the in- body and to continue it in life. In all tii

testines imbibe and carry to the thoracic | only life has initiated the beings of the a

duct and into the venous system. The heart jcessive generations. We have only to e

propels the crimson blood that is returned to sider all we know to be assured of th

it by the veins, together with the contribu- j
truths. No protoplasm could now exist,

•

tions of chyle, upon the lungs, where it meets less life had produced it. It never has b«

the oxygen of the air, is decarbonized, and
j

chemically or otherwise than by life produe

becomes scarlet; and this bright red blood, [except as first created. It is only found

being returned to the heart, is propelled the vital current produced from dead fo

through the arteries to the extremities of. The immediate cause of it there must, the

beyond which it is us

vestigate, and to recognize as inviolable those

secrets which the Creator has chosen to re-

serve to Himself, as to which there is no re-

sponse to interrogation. The second, is to

make sure of all the facts requisite to the

ascertainment of truth, and thence to draw

only such conclusion as the known facts will

justify.

The physicians of this century have studied

life from its physical basis, and have too

often made the life and the mind of man the

product of matter. I propose to discuss this

theory, particularly in review of Professor

Huxley's Physical Basis of Life, both to show
that he has drawn his conclusions upon in-

adequate facts, and that he has left out of

view the facts that show the distinctive nature

and operations of the life and the mind
Let us first consider a few of the subjects

having a bearing upon his theory, wherei

the limit to knowledge is recognizable, beyond

which further research is sure to bo baflied.

Nothing is more familiar to us than our own
life. It is that self we should best know

;
and

we can and do know many things about it

;

indeed all about it, except the mystery how
it can possibly be, and can carry on its own
functions. We can see and dissect .our bodily

structure of bones, joints, muscles, tendons
;

brain, nerves, tissues; heart, arteries, veins,

&c. We see and feel the body's functions as

they are carried on. We see how it is fed with

the body, freighted with all the material the

system demands; the corpuscles for bone,

muscle, tendon, tissue, &c., and delivers them

as and where wanted, and from the extremi-

ties the blood is returned through the veins

to the heart. The process of life is carried

on by ceaseless pulsations. The heart throbs;

the arteries expand and contract; thestomach,

the diaphragm and chest expand and con-

tract ;
the lungs are kept in play, and we

breathe ;
the intestines are operated by the

peristaltic motion, and the glands and ab-

sorbents are ever at work. All this we per-

ceive, or the anatomist or physiologist does

for us, and to him all is as familiar as things

of daily observation. But can he tell us what
life is, or how it acts with an intelligence sur-

passingly wonderful? We see in this pro-

cess that the food has become part of the liv-

ing being ; and it will remain such so long as

it is useful to the creature, and when any
part becomes useless in the animal economy
it is rejected, so that after a few years the

whole system is composed of new materials,

but the same life of identical consciousness

has survived ; and may survive more than

ten entire changes of the life-molecules. It is

the life in the body and only the life that has

had power to take in, digest, and assimilate

fore, be the preceding vital process, endc

with power to impart life to dead matter,^

this result Dr. Carpenter considers the li>

and spleen perform important service."

CTo be continued.)

For "The Prien

In reply to the stricture of M. O. T,

would say that no assumption that anim

were to be immortal is involved in accept!

the Scripture in its more simple and obvio

meaning, that death physical, as well as dea

piritual, "entered the world through sii

That the life by which " in Christ shall all

made alive," refers to spiritual life, is unqui

tionable. But when we find the serpent, t

woman, and man successively cursed, and t

concluding words of man's curse, "dust th

art and unto dust shalt thou return," the cc

elusion is difiicult to escape, that, thou;

neither physical man nor the beasts were c

signed to be immortal, yet the beginning,

first occasion of the entrance and operation

physical death in the world, was throu

man's sin. "Why explain this part of t

curse away more than the cursing of t

ground, and "in the sweat of thy face shi

thou eat bread ?" These were physical curst

I believe there is niore danger in these da}

and perhaps especially to Kriends, as the mc
the organic food we eat and make it part ofi

|^^j^jjQg(j people in spiritual religion, of e

tself Why or how the thing we call life can j^^jj^j^ ^ apparent conflicts betwei

do all this no microscope reveals to our sight ;Lgjgjjgg ^^^ sound doctrine by resorting
no skill of dissection can reach it; no cunning Lgpji,it„al" interpetation of texts, than th

of thought can teach us. We only witness -g ^f ^j^g j-j^jj tj; q. T. apprehends. Thus -s

the process and the fact of life. The powerlj^g^^g ^^g ^f q^. jjjq^j highly endowed mei
that created the life, and endowed it with its

jjgj.g^ ^j^^ j^j^g heretofore been a thorou
wonderful intelligence has chosen to keep

this secret to Himself; and though it is our-

self, and we are always conscious to its pre-

sence and action while we live, we can never

tell what it is, or how it lives. We must ac-

cept it as an ultimate fact ; but from that fact

we may, if we are logical, infer that it had an

Author, who could create it, and yet permit

us never to know his secret, though that

secret be our own life. The unknowable is Lottrils," as spiritual life. And his theory
thus dwelt upon not only to heighten our con- Uj^.^^ man existed for ages and numberless ge
ception of Deity, but to show where time and lgj,j^^JQ^g ^s an irresponsible, soul-less anim

Friend in principle, lately enunciating (

lecture) the following interpretation of a p_£

allel text. He having reason, as he thin'

from geological investigation, to believe th

man existed contemporaneously with the e

tinct world of animals and plants, ages befo

the Adamic creation, seeks to explai

Mosaic account of man's origin by interpre

ing the "breath of life," "breathed into h

labor would be spent in vain ; and also, because

it is salutary that all who investigate science

should do so with the humbling consciousness

that all that is known bears a very small pro-

portion to that which here cannot be known.
Yet, from the known, from the evidence of

food, and how the circulations are kept going its design, and power, and beneficence

and the strength is maintained ; and knovv

that the food taken is transmuted into the

living being. We are invited to eat and drink

to appease hunger and thirst, and thereby we
both avert greater pain, and enjoy pleasure.

The food is dissolved by the gastric juice

secreted by the stomach, and is then chyme.

This in its descent receives the juice of the

pancreas, and the bile from the gall-bladder

of the liver. The action of the stomach keeps

its contents in motion; and one portion, un

obedience to law, and harmonious move
ments ; its grandeur and glory, we surely in-

fer a Creator, Almighty and Omniscient."

"It may well be asserted from all that we can

observe and know, that matter cannot origi-

nate life ; nor life matter. Each logicially de-' faring man, though a fool, shall not err" i

mands a Creator? Life cannot originate itself ; I ^^^ fjjjg pi^in interpretation, in the texts u:

among the other beasts, until the breath
" spiritual" life breathed into his nostrils mac

him, "spiritually," a living soul.

I think M. O. T. will admit the danger

such spiritualizing of texts. The same meai

might be used to explain away the miracles

any other difScutly to the natural reason

Scripture. Where we are not called on by it

mediate revelation, or by fully proven fact

to find a spiritual meaning for texts that c

not obviously bear such a meaning, we shou

prefer the plain interpretation that the

but only continue the previously created life,
\
^jgj, consideration, seems to be that death, a

by a power conferred on life to continue life, death, both spiritual and material, first ente

Dead matter maybe vitalized and thus be-
g^j ^j^g .(yorlij l^^n-ough man's transgression.

^
come part of the living body; but the lifei Alpha.

fitted to enter the life-process, is rejected'intoi must first be to appropriate matter for its

the draught, tho other called chyle, is a milky ^ uses, to vitalize it, and to build up the living I Our two esteemed correspondents havm
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had the oiDportunity for giving their re-

active views ou the point in question, we
nk the subject may be dropped. Both ad-

t that "death" to the Divine life was the

mediate etfeet of Adam's sin, and whether
hvsical death" was the result of the same

j,
-86, is a matter on which every one may be

[J
t to entertain his own views.

—

Editors.

'he Great Spirit and an Indian War Chief.

.j|
During the visit of the Indian lady, Nah-
bahwee-quay, or " upright woman," on an

bassy for her red brethren to Queen Vic-

ia, she related to some friends in a simple,

Idlike manner, the following narrative of

I operation of the Holy Spirit upon the

Qd of a war chief, unaided by any human
jncy whatever, which was felt to be instruc-

e to those who heard its recital, and it is

# )ed will be interesting to others.

«i \!bi8 chief belonging to the Ojibways, near
n's Sound, Lake Huron, was a poor pagan,

I lived, prior to the civilized condition now
inessed, amongst a remnant of that once

9 iverful tribe, reduced at present to about
» thousand souls, embracing parts of other

>e8 also. He was noted for his strong and
Ae frame, his fearlessness in danger, and
remarkable success in the chase,

t so happened, whilst yet a young man,
,h a wife and family surrounding him, he
the camp of his people and retired a con-

erable distance from them, for the purpose
lunting. Shortly after reaching the new
ce of abode, the supply of provisions hav-
been exhausted, he went forth as formerly
[uest of game, but soon discovered his for-

good fortune had deserted him, the ani-

ili Is, as if apprized of his intentions, retiring

I safe distance out of gun shot. Foiled in

purpose he renewed his exertions only to

HI I failure attending every attempt. Dis-

raged, after long and persevering efforts,

lembering too his isolated condition, and
imperative needs of his family, who had
• been driven nearly to starvation, so that

y had to live more than three days on wild
ts, he paused, weary and faint, and taking
iat upon a log, out of sight, but so that he
Id hearhis little children playing, he fell into

ain of meditation. He looked upward to the
arch above him, and beheld the beautiful

and the bright sun, and casting his eyes
ind him he saw the gr^n grass, the wav-
trees, and the flowing water, and as he
aght of the silvery moon and the shining

s, ho said to himself, "These things came
here bj'theirown bidding! there must be a
36 for them ! they could not produce them-
es ! and therefore they must have been
a,ted ! and who is their creator? Surely
must be the Great Spirit! and I wish that
iat Spirit would bless the poor Indian, that

famishing wife and children might not
rve." Then he thought that perhaps he
it give the Great Spirit something, so that
would bless him. And what had he ?

ire was his blanket, though it had done
good service, and was orely needed, he

aid give it up if He w bless him. So
took the blanket in L ds and laid it

the log, and with up ucd eyes said,

ere, Great Spirit, accept this blanket, and
S8 poor Indian, that he may find food, that

wife and children may not starve." The
juish in his bosom is unabated. No manna
from Heaven to afford relief. The oticr-

did not suffice. What was he now to do ?

A tomahawk hangs in his belt. Could he
spare that ? Yes, if that was what the Great
Spirit required, he thought ho could. He ad
vances as before, and laid it on the log, and
said, " Oh ! Great Spirit, take my tomahawk
It is all poor Indian has. He has nothing
else to give. Take it and bless me, and give

mo food for my children." But alas ! no an
swer comes. The burden rests upon his

still. And what could he do now? The
was his gun, his only means of obtainii

game, his sole support and hitherto unfailing

friend. How could he spare that? Must he
part with that also ? He paused, but pressed

down by his forlorn condition, almost hoj:

less, he know of no other extremity worse
than his present condition. Solemnly the

gun was laid on the log, and he sobbed out,
" Oh ! Great Spirit, take my gun too ! It is

all poor Indian has. He has nothing more.
Take it, and bless poor Indian, that his wife
and children may not starve." Still the mes-
senger of love came not. Almost broken-
hearted, he suddenly started to his feet, a ray
of light had flashed through his soul I He
would go to the rude altar again, and offer

himself up to the Great Spirit! So he sat

down on the log with his blanket, tomahawk,
and gun by his side, and said, " Here, Great
Spirit, poor Indian has given up all that he
has, he has nothing more, so take poor Indian
too, and bless him, that he may find food for

his famishing family that they maj- not
starve." In a moment a change comes over
the scene, and everything seems smiling and
joyous. His soul is filled with happiness, and
as he contemplates, lo ! a deer comes bound-
ing towards him from the thicket. He raised
his gun and secured him. Thus was his prayer
answered. He was ever after successful in

hunting, game was abundant, and the Great
Spirit had all the praise. Eeturning to his

family he told them all that had happened,
ind thinking that if he left the blanket, tom-
ihawk, and gun upon the log, they could be
of no use to any one, he took them with him,
and told the Great Spirit that he would take
care of them for Him, and use them subject

to His will. The hunting season being over,

he returned to his tribe and peojjle ; and on
hearing for the first time the teaching of a
missionary, whilst seated with his red breth-
ren and sisters, and listening attentively to

the words of the speaker, as he told them how
they must give themselves up to Christ, and
remembering how similar had been his own
situation when alone in the forest, he could
contain himself no longer, but sprang upon
his feet and shouted, " Yes, that's me, that's

me !" He then related to those assembled
the above narrative. He was ever after a

3U8 Christian.

He had never learned to read, but could
ell out the words contained in his Bible,

and could remember large portions of it.

When he was at a loss to understand a text,

he would go to the Great Spirit, whom he
declared made known to him the meaning,
and when it had thus been revealed to him
he was prepared to expound it toothers. In
the midst of his usefulness in the service of

God, who had so manifested himself to him,
he was called from works to rewards. His
zeal for the promotion of the Gospel by the
teachings of the Holy Spirit terminated only
with his life.

—

British Workman, 1861.

Vanity is blind to the contempt it excites.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 22, 1872.

It is one of the marked and deplorable signs

of the times, that scepticism has largely in-

vaded a class in the community which arro-

gates to itseW, j^ar excellence, the distinction of
learned or cultivated, and that the latest type
of this unbelief is distinguished by its cool,

confident assertion, that what have hereto-

fore been accepted as the truths of Chris-
tianity, are now disproved and set aside by
the higher revelations of science, and the
trenchant investigations of logical criticism.

These bold and unfounded assertions are, per-

haps, brought before the public more confi-

dently and undisguisedly in Great Britain
than among us, with the self-comjilacent as-

surance that the doctrines of orthodox the-

ology no longer retain their hold on educated
minds.
Consonant with this arrogant assumption

of the triumph of modern thought over the
religion of the New Testament, is an affecta-

tion, on the part of these "philosojihers," of
a contemptuous superiority as " thinkers," and
the assertion, amounting to dogmatism, that
none but their own class are competent to de-

cide upon whatever points they pronounce
doubtful or untrue; while at the same time
they manifest no little anxietj' to draw the
popular mind over to their own unbelief; or,

as they express it, to liberate it from the effete

theology of the last eighteen hundred years,
and the trammels of the cramping supersti-

tion attending it.

Solomon's declaration, that there is nothing
new under the sun, is no where more fully

illustrated than in this same confident asser-

tion and boasting that the searching inquiry
and unprecedented discoveries of the present
age have afforded unanswerable arguments
against the truth of the accepted doctrines of
revealed religion, and based modern scepti-

cism on a foundation of unassailable facts.

Such was the vaunted conclusion loudly pro-

claimed in the last century, when- Voltaire

and his infidel associates vainly boasted that
they had "crushed" out Christ and his self-

denying religion ; nor do we find exhibited by
there modern unbelievers, with all their pro-

fessed candor and simple desire for truth, any-
thing better than the spirit which has actu-

ated the self-sufficient scepticsof former times,

nor arguments against the authenticity and
verity of the Scriptures and their sacred
truths, which have not been already met and
refuted again and again.

The self-glorifying prating about the de-

velopment of the human intellect beyond the
capacity that admits of the "pretensions" of

Christianity being accepted and believed, is

one of the hallucinations which at different

intervals have diffused gloom and afflicted the

world, ever since the lapse in the visible

church from the purity of the christian reli-

ion ; and the sooner some modern scientists

recognize the fact, that such unfounded pre-

tensions as tbeirs are open evidences of a cer-

tain kind of intellectual imbecility, the better

will it be for themselves, and the greater

benefit will they confer on their pupils. The
spirit of the religion of Christ sheds its

heavenly light into the mind of its recipients,

and though curbing the spirit, bestows on

them a healthy intellect, and gives an impulse
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to the investigations of philosophy, which,

while it promotes free itiquiry and human
progress, keeps the mental powers applied to

subjects within their finite grasp, and cher-

ishes a humble, childlike faith, that holds all

that maj' be acquired, in subservience to the

almighty power and providence of Him who
created the universe and impelled the rolling

worlds in their destined orbits. Literature

and science are cherished and adorned bj^ true

religion, and it is a miserable misbelief that

they must be separated, or that the discoveries

of the laws and operations of nature will ever

weaken the authority or nullify the purposes

of vital Christianity.

The spirit of invention, discovery, and con-

quest of the secrets of nature, are natural to

man, and if kept under the regulating govern-

ment of the Spirit of Truth, his position on

the earth demands that no stopping point

shall be fixed to its career. Bui in his pro-

gress he should ever bear in mind that what-

ever lessens his ignorance, lightens his bur-

dens, and educates him to look for light,

liberty and peace in the triumph of pure re-

ligion, whether it be philosophy, science or

art, must be presented and enforced in a garb

free from the trappings of vanity or pride,

and will the belter commend itself in propor-

tion as its author shows true humility and

self-abasedness.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Earl Granville, seconded by the Italian

government, has proposed a conference of the European
Powers to consider the course to be adopted in view of

the frequent recurrence of barbarous outbursts against

the Jews in Roumania, and the propriety of exerting a

direct pressure on the Roumanian government to com-
pel preventive measures. Russia and Prussia do not

approve of the proposed conference, but suggest a joint

note to the Roumanian government in order to awaken
it to some sense of its responsibilities and induce need
ful protection to the Jews.
The details of the floods near Prague, caused by

lieavy rains, of which a brief mention was made by tele-

graph on the 27th ult., shows that destruction of life

and property was far greater than at first supposed.

The water poured over the country, sweepin;^

thing before it. Fertile districts were devastated, and
a number of villages swept away. The loss of life is

appalling, the number of persons who perished being
estimated at seven hundred.

A Constantinople dispatch of the 13th says: The
cholera has appeared in the southern part of Rui
and all vessels arriving here from Russian ports in the

Black Sea are placed in quarantine.

A Berlin despatch of the 12th says: A bill is being
prepared in the Federal Council providing for the ex-

pulsion of all Jesuits from Germany, even though they

be natives. The treaty giving Germany working con-

trol over the Luxemburg railways has been signed.

The Germans stipulate never to make use of the roads

for the transportation of warlike material in time of

war.

Bavaria, according to the recent census, has a popu
lation of 4,850,038 inhabitants.

The British House of Lords consists of 477 members
two of whom are archbishops, and 24 bishops.

The last advices from Zanzibar state that Stanley had
arrived there, and that he had left Dr. Livingstone
alive and well. He does not wish to leave the interior

of Africa yet, being still engaged in important explora-
tions.

A Paris dispatch says : The Protestant Synod, now in

session here, has just passed through an unusually ani-

mated discussion, which resulted in the schism of the
Church. Gussoit, leader of the Orthodox party, main-
tained the authority of the Scriptures, while Courguel,
who is of the Liberal Party, justified certain divergen-
cies relative to the divinity and resurrection of Christ.

The Liberals, demurring at the action of the Orthodox
majority, withdrew from the Synod.
The Tribunal for the arbitration of the Alabama

claims met in Geneva on the 15th inst., all the members
being present viz : Count Solopis, representing Italy,

Jacob Staempfli, representing Switzerland, Baron de

Itajubee, representing Brazil, Charles Francis Adams
for the United States, and Sir A. F. Cockburn, repre-

senting the government of Great Britain. Summaries
of the proofs and arguments in support of the cases of

the United States and Great Britain were transmitted I

the arbitrators by the respective agents of the two '

countries, and the arbitrators adjourned to the 17th inst.

The English agent stated that he could not proceed ,

without further conference with London, and a messen-

ger was dispatched to that place, from whence it was
expected instructions would be sent to Geneva by tele-

3h.
I

he German Ambassador to France has presented to :

Thiers the reply of the German government to the pro-

position for the evacuation of France, as the instalments

of the war indemnity are paid. The German govern-

ment accepts in principle the proposition of the French
government, and requires the full payment of the in-

demnity by March 2, 1874.

The boilers of the Spanish steamship Guadayea, ex-

ploded in the port of Marseilles on the 16th inst. The
entire upper portion of the ship was torn to pieces, and

persons were instantly killed. After the explosion

the ship took fire and a large quantity of cotton was
consumed.

Gladstone stated in the House of Commons on the

th inst., that the report that a summary of the British

argument on the Alabama claims had been presented

at Geneva was incorrect. Great Britain had made ap-

plication to the arbitrators for adjournment.
The official correspondence between the British and

American governments with reference to the arbitra-

tion, was published on the 17th in London. It con-

sisted of seventy-three dispatches.

London, 6th mo. 17th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. five-

twenties of 1862, 91 ; of 1865, 94 ; ten-forties, 89i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, llfd. ; Orleans, llfd. a

Hid. California white wheat 12s. 6d. a 12s. 8d. per

cental.

The twenty-sixth anniversary of the accession of Pope
Pius IX. to the pontifical chair was celebrated in Rome
on the 17th inst.

A Berlin dispatch of the 17th says, the bill directed

against the Society of Jesuits, depriving its members of

the rights of citizenship, passed its second reading in the

Reichstag to-day, after seven hours debate, by a vote of

183 to 101.

The town of Warrington, in Lancashire, England,
has sufiered from a destructive conflagration. The ex-

tensive cotton mills in that place were partially de-

stroyed. The loss is estimated at £100,000. A large

number of hands are thrown out of employment.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 351. There were 13
deaths of old age ; 10 cholera infantum ; 51 consump-
tion ; 19 inflammation of the lungs and 19 small pox.
A law of Michigan abolishes the grand jury system,

and authorizes the prosecution for felonies by informa-
tion. The law lias been pronounced constitutional by
the Supreme Court of that State.

Thibodeaux, La., has a curious system of water-
works. The town lies below the level of the sea, and
is protected by a dyke. Over this embankment water
is introduced through large syphons, by means of

which the streets are sprinkled, the ditches kept clean,

and the atmosphere cooled.

According to the United States census of 1870, the
aggregate of colored people in the Republic at that
time was 4,879,107. They constitute the majority of

the inhabitants in South Carolina, Mississippi, and
Louisiana, numbering 1,224,225 in those States, against

a white population of 1,034,628.

The total appropriations passed at the late session of

Congress are given in the summarized table below, to-

gether with a comparison with last year, by which it

will be seen that the total this year is nearly $2,000,000
less than last

:

The summary of the claims for losses by rebel cru

filed by the United States Commissioners with

Geneva arbitrators, gives a total of 819,021,429, im
ing $1,120,795 for losses from increased war premii

The direct lo.-- -. .<y ili"- fn.m actual capture, are

tributed amiiii^ '
.

. li-L-rs as follows: Alab:

$6,-547,610; SI -
,
-., lss,320; Florida, S3,(

600; Tallaha--. •, - 7: .' v.
;

i ri.„rgia, $38.3,976 ; Chi

mauga, §95,655; NasliviUe, ?ti9,537 ; Retribution,

;

335; Sumter, 810,696; Sallie, 85540, and Boston «

The Department of Agriculture is informed tha

cotton reports for the present year show an iucrea.'

the acreage planted with cotton of about thirteen

cent, compared with 1871. The condition of the

is not much below average.

The Missouri Democrat has dispatches from over

hundred points in Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, Iowa
Nebraska, which represent that winter wheat it

those localities is very poor, only from one third

half crop.

The Markets, <t-c.—The following were the quotat

on the 17th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120J ; ditto, 1868, 117}; ditto, 1

5 per cents, 111|. Superfine flour, $5.50 a S6.05 ; i

extra, $6.60 a 5.-7 ; finer brands, S7.50 a $13. !<

Milwaukie spring wheat, $1.72 ; No. 2 Chicago, S:

Canada barley, $1.11. Oats, 51 a 54 cts. Wes
yellow corn, 69 a 70 cts. ; western mixed, 66 a 68

southern white, 91 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 26;

for uplands and New Orleans Superfine flour,

86.50 ; extras, $7 a $7.75; finer brands, $8 a $1

Red wheat, $2.10; amber, $2.15; white, $2.15 a $
Rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn, 68 a 69 cts. ; white, 7'

Western oats, 50 cts. Canvassed western hams, 11

Lard, 9} a 9J- cts. About 2,200 beef cattle were sc

the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 7J a 8 cts. ; fa

good, 6J a 7 cts., and common 5 a 6 cts. per lb. g
About 13,000 sheep sold at 5.V a 6i cts. per lb. g
and 3,713 hogs at $6 a $6.50 per fOO lbs. net. 1

more.—Penna. wheat, §2 a *2.10. White corn,

cts
;
yellow, 68 a 69 cts. Oats, 48 a 53 cts. Cincir,

—Familv flour, $8.25 a $8.50. Whea«pW.S5 a *
Corn, 51 a 52 cts. Oats, 40 a 44 cts. Lard, 8} a 8:

St. Louis.—No. 2 mixed corn, 44J cts. Oats, 3-;

Rye, 74 cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1

No. 2 $1.41i. No. 2 mixed corn, 44| cts. No. 2

32 cts. Rye, 70 cts. Barley, No. 2, 58 cts. Cleie.

—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.88 ; No. 2, $1.78.

51 cts. Oats, 39 cts. Oswego.—No. 1 Milwaukie sf

wheat, jl.70. Y'ellow corn, 61 a 62 cts. Wes
50 cts.

WANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in this

to enter on her duty at the opening of the tei

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic, Alg

Natural Philosophy, &c.

Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth Stre

Rebecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth Str«

Married, on Fourth-day, Sixth mo. 12th, 187

Friends' Meeting-house on Orange street, Israei

Johnson to Mary Marshall, daughter of Benj:

Marshall, deceased, all of this city.

Title of Bill.

Legislative and execu-
tive, . . . 820,179,229 24

Pensions, . . . 2',t,050,000 00
Navy, . . . 19,822,317 25
Armv, . . . 27,719,580 00
Post-office, . . . 26,036,898 00
Consular and diplomatic, 1,462,634 00
Military .Academy,
Deficiency,

Indians,

Rivers and harbors.

Sundry civil.

Miscellaneous items.

Total,

Appropriated. .Appropriated
For 187 1-2, For 1872-3.

316,269 30
6,021,395.57

5,448,440 96
4,407,500 00

4'578',336 14

S1S,.5S7,915 74
30,480,000 00
18,296,73

28.560,615 32
28,600,291 84
1,219,659 00
326,101 3:

6,029,759 96
6,340,462 04
5,2,6,700 10

19,52S,.523 52
3,001,809 33

$170,101,874 82 $168,293, 564 2;

Died, at her residence, near Hesper, Win
Co., Iowa, on the morning of the 19th of Third

1872, Mary .-Vnn, wife of Lemuel Jones, in the

year of her age, a member of Winnesheik Mor
Meeting, in which she had several years acceptabi

cupied the station of elder. Her illness which

protracted, and attended with much bodily sufTe

was borne with patience and Christian resignat'

lying upon the mercy and merits of her Redeemei
passed quietly and calmly through the valley o

shadow of death, leaving the consoling evidence

her end was peace.

, at his residence, near Moorestown, New Je

on the 27th of Third month, 1872, Joseph F
esteemed member of Chester Monthly Meeting, ii

85th year of his age. He was remarkable for his

mility and lowly walk during a long life, and wa

abled" to bear asuflfering illness with christian pat

and resignation to the Divine will, and we reverentl

lieve the language of the text is applicable, "1

shall come to thy grave in a full age, like as a shoi

corn Cometh in, in His season."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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little too much, and are afraid of the negroes I At last Madame Phyllis's cup was full andknnwnn. that they believe in it. Not two she fell into the snare which she had set for
others; for a certai

Ibeah or Fetish Worship in the West Indies.

It appears to me that it is not a worship
atural objects, but simply a system of in-

ntation, carried on by a sorcerer class. The
gro does not regard as divine (and there-
•e as fetish or Obeah) any object which ex-
es his imaginatioD; any thing peculiarly
autiful, noble or powerful ; any thing even,
lich causes curiosity or fear. In fact, a
ish is no natural object at all ; it is a spirit,

lat spirit belongs to the Obeah or fetish-
m ;

and he puts it, by magic ceremonies,
.0 any object which he chooses. Thus any
;ng may become Obeah, as far as I have
sertainod. In a case which happened very
ely, an Oboah-man came into the country,
tthe Obeah into a fresh monkey's jaw-bone,
I made the people oft'er to it fowls and
intains, which of course he himself ate.
ch is Obeah now ; and such it was, as may
seen by De Bry's plates, when the Portu-
ese first met with it on the African coast
ir hundred years ago.
4.8 a fact, Obeah is rather to he ranked, it

ims to me, with those ancient Eastern mys-
ies, at once magical and profligate, which
ubled society and morals in later Eome,

"In Tiberim defluxit Orontes."

SO, we shall not be surprised to find that a
y important—indeed, the most practically
Dortant element of Obeah is poisoning.

habit of poisoning has not (as one might
II suppose) sprung up among the slaves de-
)U8 of revenge against their white masters.
aas been imported, like the rest of the sys-
1, from Africa. Travellers of late have told
snough—and too much for our comfort of
Id—of that prevailing dread of poison, as
!1 as of magic, which urges the African
iroes to deeds of horrible cruelty; and the
; that these African negroes, up to the very
i8t importations, are the special practisers
3beah, is notorious through the West In-
i. The existence of this trick of poisoning
lenied often enough. Sometimes Euro-
ns, willing to believe the best of their
3w-men—and who shall blame them?

—

ply disbelieve it because it is unpleasant
)elieve; sometimes, again, white West In-
18 will deny it, and the existence of Obeah
(ides, simply because they believe in it a

knowin,
generations ago there might be found, up and
down the islands, respectable white men and
women who had the same half-belief in the
powers of an Obeah-man as our own ances-
tors, especially in the Highlands and in Devon-
shire, had in those of witches; while as to
poisoning, it was, in some islands, a matter
on which the less said the safer. It was but
a few years ago that in a West Indian city
an old and faithful free servant, in a family
well known to me, astonished her master, on
her death-bed by a voluntary confession of
more than a dozen murders.

" You remember such and such a party,
when every one was ill? Well, I put some-
thing in the soup."
As another instance : a woman who died

respectable, a Christian and a communicant,
told this to her clergyman : She had lived
from youth, for many years, happily and faith-
fully with a white gentleman who considered
her as his wife. She saw him pine away and
die frowslow poi.son, administered, she knew,
by another woman whom he had wronged

dared not speak. She had not cour
age enough to be poisoned herself likewise.

It is easy to conceive the terrorism, and the
exactions in the shape of fowls, plantains,
rum, and so forth, which are at the command
of an Obeah practitioner, who is believed by
the negro to be invulnerable himself, while he
is both able and willing to destroy them.
Nothing but the strong arm of English law
can put down the sorcerer, and that seldom
enough, owing to the poor folks' dread of
giving evidence. Thus a woman, Madame
Phyllis by name, ruled in a certain forest-
hamlet of Trinidad. Her murders (or sup-
posed murders) were notorious, but no evi-
dence could be obtained; Madame Phyllis
dealt in poisons, charms, and philters, and
waxed fat on her trade for many a year. The
first shock her reputation received was from
a friend of mine, who, in his government duty,
planned out a road which ran somewhat
nearer her dwelling than was pleasant or safe
for her privacy. She came out denouncing,
threatening. The colored workmen dared
not proceed. My friend persevered coolly;
and madame, finding that the government
official considered himself Obeah-proof, tried
to bribe him off, with the foolish cunning of
a savage, with a present of—bottled beer. To
the horror of his workmen, he accepted—for
the day was hot, as usual—a single bottle, and
" ank it there and then. The negroes looked
like the honest Maltese at St. Paul—" when

he should have swollen, or fallen down dead
ly ;" but nothing happened

; and they
went on with their work, secure under a
leader whom even Madame Phyllis dared not
poison^ But he ran; a great risk, and kne

"I took care," said he, "to see that the) to the door of each of h

colored policeman went
off to her one night, and having poured out
his love-lorn heart, and the agonies which he
endured from the cruelty of a neighboring
fair, he begged for, got, and paid for a philter
to win her affections; on which he carried
the philter to the magistrate, laid his infor-
mation, and Madame Phyllis and her male
accomplice was sent to jail as rogues and im-
postors.

Her colored victims looked on aghast at the
audacity of English lawyers. But when they
found that madame was actually going to
prison, they rose—just as if they had been
French Eepublicans—deposed their despot
after she had been taken prisoner, sacked her
majestic castle, and leveled it with the ground.
Whether they did or did not find skeletons of
children buried under the floor, or what they
found at all, 1 could not discover, and should
be very careful how I believed any statement
about the matter. But what they wanted
peeialljr to find was the skeleton of a certain

rival Obeah-man, who having, some years be-
fore, rashly challenged madame to a trial of
skill, had gone to visit her one night, and
never left her cottage again.
The chief centre of this detestable system

is St. Vincent, where—so I was told by one
who knows that island well—some sort of
secret college, or school of the prophets dia-
bolic, exists. Its emissaries spread over the
islands, fattening themselves at the expense
of their dupes, and exercising no small politi-

cal authority, which has been ere now, and
may be again, dangerous to society. In
Jamaica, I was assured by a nonconformist
missionary who had long lived there, Obeah
s by no means on the decrease; and in Hayti
t is probably on the increase.
The same missionary told me that in Sierra

Leone, also, Obeah and poisoning go hand in
hand. Arriving home one night, he said, with
two friends, he heard hideous screams from
the house of a Portuguese negro, a known
Obeah-man. Fearing that murder was being
done, they burst open the door, and found
that he had tied up his wife hand and foot,

and was flogging her horribly. They cut the
poor creature down, and placed her in safety.
A day or two after, the missionary's servant

came in at sunrise with a mysterious air.
" You no go out just now, massa."
There was something in the road, but what

he would not tell. My friend went out, of
course, in spite of the faithful fellow's en-
treaties, and found, as he expected, a bottle
containing the usual charms, and round it

—

sight of horror to all negroes of the old school—three white cocks' heads—an old remnant,
t is said, of a worship " de quo sileat musa"
—pointing their beaks, one to his door, <

,

• , — „^ —^ ... „.o friends. He picked
cork had not been drawn and put back .again, them up, laughing, and threw them away to
and then to draw it myself." the horror of his servant.
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But the Obeah-man was not so easily beaten.

In a few days the servant came in again with

a wise visage.

"You no drink a milk to-day, massa."

"Why not?"
" Oh, perhaps something bad in it. You

give it a cat."

" But I don't want to poison the cat."

" Oh, dei-e a strange cat in a stable ; me
give it her."

He did so, and the cat was dead in half an

hour.
Again the fellow tried, watching when the

three white men, as was their custom, should

dine together, that he might poison them all.

And again the black servant foiled him,

though afraid to accuse him openly. This

time it was, " You no drink a water in a filter."

And when the filter was searched, it was full

of poison-leaves.

—

Kingsley's West Indies.

For " The Friend."

The General Visit of 1776.

Among the benefits arising from religious

association under the government of a divine-

ly instituted discipline, not the least are the
care and oversight which superior meetings
are enabled to have over the inferior, with
the extension to them of affectionate sym-
pathy and help, as occasion offers and way
opens for it.

In the exercise of this parental watchful-

ness and regard for the welfare of society.

Yearly Meetings have been enabled, from time
to time, to set apart committees who should
enter upon these extended fields of labor, en-

deavoring as ability is afforded, to strengthen
the hands of the burden-bearers of the day,
to rebuild the walls, and restore the waste
places of our Zion.

We have a record of the appointment of a
committee of this kind by London Yearlj-

Meeting in 1776, to visit the Quarterly and
Monthly Meetings, and the members of the
Society in general. Richard Shackleton, in

a letter to his wife, thus refers to the intro-

duction of this concern into the Yearly Meet-
ing : "In the effusion of love and life, and in

the torrent of a powerful testimony, in the
meeting of business, Isaac Sharpless proposed
a nomination for a visit to the counties and
places in England. The representatives from
Ireland prevailed on the meeting to extend
the visit to Ireland. It was very agreeable
to see what numbers of the first rank and
eminence voluntarily gave in their names for

the service
;
others were nominated by their

friends. Some, who were backward in offer-

ing themselves at the first sitting, gave up
their names afterwards, and seemed as if they
durst not go home till they had made that
sacrifice.

" There were, I believe, threescore and ten
valuable Friends given up to this service, who
are to divide themselves and separate to the
work."

Dr. John Fothergill, who was one of the
Friends then appointed, addressed the follow-
ing letter to his associates in the committee.
As the letter contains sentiments not less

edifying now than when they were penned,
and exhibits a religious exercise and concern
coincident in character with that which pre-
vailed on a late similar appointment by Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting, we offer it for in-

sertion.

"Dear Friends,—Having been nominated
on this service, I accepted of it with reluct-

ance, from an apprehension of my unfitness,

as well as from the confining nature of my
employment. But being desirous to acquit

myself to the best of my ability, I could not
avoid considering, with much and deliberate

attention, the proposal made to the meeting,
both in respect to the manner of it, the nature
of the service, and its object; all of which
claim my hearty concurrence. That it arose

from the simjile movings of truth, I am fullj-

persuaded; the prevalence of a holy influence

over the minds of many, when it was de-

livered, was generally felt and acknowledged.
The nature of the service is, to render us heljj-

ful one to another, in promoting the growth
and prosperity of every individual in the

truth, and by this means to advance the great

end of true religion, the glory of Him who
created us, and the comfort and happiness of

all.

" The complaining language of many coun-
ties having deeply affected the minds of

Friends, fervent desires were raised that the

life of religion might be renewed in the

churches, to their help in the maintenance of

pure, unmixed piety. And it pleased Divine
Providence to open the way to a fresh laboi'

of love amongst his people, and to make mauj-
willing to engage in this service ;

and oh ! may
it be blessed, so as to make it a memorable
season of Divine refreshment, from the great
Master of our assemblies. A desire to con-

tribute my mite to this great and useful labor,

prompts me to throw before my brethren the
following reflections, hoping they will be re-

ceived as the fruits of a mind cordially dis-

posed, in the first place, to build up its own
breaches, and, in the next, to join in repairing
those which the enemy has made in the walls
of our Zion.

" I would wish to apply myself to my
brethren engaged in this service, and to re-

capitulate some parts of the wise, important,
heavenly counsel communicated to you, dur-

ing your deliberations on this subject, by
many concerned brethren; that as you have
given up your names, and that with a willing-

ness that bespeaks your zeal for the cause of

truth, and its prosperity among the people,

you will let the weight of the work take pos-

session of your minds; let it be your fervent

prayer, that you may be made deeply sensible

of its importance, as well as of the time and
manner in which you are to proceed. These
considerations are earnestly pressed upon j'ou,

and, as you keep them in humility and fear

before )'ou, way will be opened for your ac-

complishing the work, to the church's benefit,

and your own growth and experience in

righteousness and truth.
" Let it be your care, in this service, to look

to that Arm of power which gathered us to

be a people, and has hitherto, in a good mea-
sure, preserved us one in faith and practice.

Wait for a degree of that wisdom which led

our ancestors to establish a most wholesome
discipline amongst us, for our preservation

;

and bo it your chief care, in much brotherly

love, to strengthen the work, and bring back
the scattered, and, by an awful labor, to awake
them to a sense of the holy principle of light,

life, and grace; to an obedience to it, to a

knowledge of its blessed effects; this is the

one thing needful: and oh! that they may
wrestle and prevail, as Jacob did, and obtain

the blessing, for yourselves and for the whole
heritage of God.

" And you, my dear friends, who are the

objects of the church's care, and amongi
whom I rank myself, surrounded with man
weaknesses, much imperfection, far short (

the excellency that adorned our predecessor

yet struggling in hope after a better life, fre

dom from entanglements, more love to Gc
and his truth, yield to the word of exhort
tion ; receive this visit as a fresh renewal
the love of God, and of help administered i

the needful time. Let us embrace the bar
held out to help us, kiss the rod we maj" ha^

deserved, and give thanks to God for h
mercy and loving-kindness, in thus excitlE

a fresh concern in the church for the restor

tion of individuals. Let us prepare ourselve

in sincerity, to receive the word of exhort
tion in meekness and humility ; so shall v,

be made partakers of the benefits intende

feel our strength renewed to run with alacrif

the race that is set before us, be made helpf

to others in their progress, and having finis

edour course with joy, leave a bright examp
10 those who follow after us.

" Under a sense of the great need we hai

to be afresh roused up to diligence, I found
willingness to throw these few hints befoi

my brethren, as a testimony of my full unit

with the proposition, and my desire that

maybe rendered effectual to the help of man
and the general edification of the churches.

J. Fothergill."

Gloves, Siloes and Stocliings.

Gloves were worn in England from Angl
Saxon times. They were all through tl

Middle Ages and long after, reserved as orn

ments for the rich and noble ; although, ma(
only of coarse leather and laden with hea's

accessories, it is not easy to see how they cs

have been ornamental. Better gloves can

into fashion in the sixteenth century. Q
Elizabeth's Earl of Oxfoi'd is reported to ha

been the first Englishman who brought pe

fumed gloves from Italy ; and in 1578 a

which cost sixty shillings, perfumed and
nished with embroidery and goldsmith's wor
was presented to the queen by the Unive
sity of Cambridge. " Her Majestj', behold'

'

the beauty of the said gloves," says the o

ehi-onicler, "as in great admiration, and
token of her thankful acceptation of the sam
held up one of her hands, and, smellin^

them, put them half-way upon her bands

Italian gloves soon became fashionable in

land, until special skill in their manufactu
passed from Italy to France. Fifty thousai

or more persons are now employed in glo\

making in England, and, in addition to !

their produce, some nine or ten million pail

worth nearly £1,000,000, are annually broug

over from France.
Coverings for the feet are more necessa

than coverings for the hands, and we find th

shoes and stockings were of more ancient u

than gloves ; but here also fashion has wroug
great changes. The early Britons wore coai

bags of hide, made all of one piece, and ti

round the ankle, but the Eomans introduc

daintier foot-gear, and from them the Ang
Saxons learnt to make both boots and she

of leather, both being generally of one pi©

laced from the toes all the way up with strin,

and sometimes protected at the sole will

sort of wooden clog. A pair of shoes wo
by Bernard, King of Italy, and grandson
Charlemagne, were recently found in 1

tomb. "The soles were of wood and
upper parts of red leather," says an Itali
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riter. " They were so closely fitted to the
et that the order of the toes, terminating in

point at the great toe, might easily be dis-

vered." Finer, neater, and greater orna-
entation came to be employed in later times.
ime one with a deformed foot is said to have
8t had shoes pinched at the toe, and the in-

ivation was so much admired that, in spite

the denunciations of monks and priests, it

IS widely followed by courtiers and gallants
the Middle Ages. There were scorpion-

1 shoes and ram's-horn shoes ; the long curly
ints being stuffed with tow as well at toe.

oe-toes became more natural, but high heels,

en called chopines, were introduced in Eliza-
th's reign. This fashion also came from
ily, and Coryate reports that in his time
6 chopine was so common that no one could
without it. " It is a thing made of wood,"
says, "and covered with leather of sundry

lors, some white, some red, some yellow,
any of them are curiously painted, some
10 of them I have seen fairly gilt. There
e many of these chopines of a great height,
en half a yard high ; and by how much the
bier a woman is, by so much the higher are

r chopines. All their gentlewomen, and
)8t of their wives and widows that are of

y wealth, are assisted and supported either
men or women when they walk abroad, to
e end they may not fall." Chopines as

d as that were not common in England,
t pantofies, or high-heeled slippers, worn
protect the daintily-embroidered shoes of
artly folk, found favor, and these pantofles
en came to be extravagantly ornamented
th silver and gold buckles, costly rosettes,

d the like. The heels were not more than
or three inches high. The changes of

hion in shoes and boots during the last two
three centuries may be traced in familiar
intings, such as Hogarth's.
Stockings have necessarily varied less in

ipe and style, though the alterations in

iterial and mode of production have had
sater influence upon trade. They were

of coarse cloth, and, in fiict, were little

ler than tight-fitting trouser-legs or gaiters
th feet, till early in the sixteenth century
len the art of spinning them out of worsted,

and other materials was discovered in

Hland, improved upon in France and Spain,
i soon adopted in England. Stubbes, in

"Anatomy of Abuses," in 159(3, complains
dly of the innovation. " They have nether-
cks," he says of the spendthrifts of his day,
Ot of cloth, though never so fine, for that
thought too base, but of worsted, silk,

ead, and such-like, or else, at the least, of
) finest yarn that can be got, and so curi-

jly knit, with open seam down the leg, with
irks and clocks about the ankles, and some-
les haply interlaced about the ankles with
d or silver threads, as is wonderful to be-
d. And to such impudent insolency and
imeful outrage is it now grown that every
) almost, though otherwise very poor, hav-
;
scarcely forty shillings wages by the year,

1 not stick to have two or three pair of
188 silk nether-stocks or else of the finest

rn that may be got, though the price of
im be twenty shillings or more, as com-

4nly it is. The time hath been when one
Wght have clothed all his body well, from
t> to toe, for less than a pair of these nether-
Bick will cost."

jChe " nether stocks" were at first produced
k the same process of hand-work which is

CoUowed by good housewives and country
people at the present day; hut, to meet the
demands of the fashion for knitted stockings,

something else was needed. It was supplied

by William Lee, a native of Woodborough, in

Nottinghamshire, who, after graduating at

St. John's College, Cambridge, settled down
as curate of Calverton, very near to his birth-

place, about the year 1586. Two pretty stories

are told concerning him. The one represents
that, while still a student, he courted a pretty
country lass, whose trade was stocking-knit-
ling, and that, finding she was always, when
he went to visit her, too busy about her work
to pay to his love-making all the attention he
desired, he set his wits to work at finding

some expedient by which her stockings might
be made more quickly, and she might have
more time to talk and walk with him. The
other story is to the effect that after leaving
college he forfeited his fellowship, that ho
might marry the maiden, and only found
when the deed was done that his curacy did

not provide money enough to maintain him-
self, his wife, and the children who began to

come ; that, consequently, the young wife had
to bring out her knitting-needles again and
do her share of the bread-winning; and that
it was Lee's distress at seeing her toiling over
her work from early morning till late at night
that led to the invention of his stocking-frame.
Both stories are doubtful, but both may be
true. Perhaps the invention may have been
begun while he was a dreamy lover, but have
been left unfinished until he had to fulfil the
duties of a practical husband. It is only cer-

tain, however, that in 1589 Lee produced his

stocking-frame, in which a row of knitting-

needles, kept going by a treadle, did the work
very much more quickly and easily than it

had before been done by hand ; and out of his

machine, the principle being the same, but
the details very much more complicated, have
grown all the devices now in force for the
manufacture of stockings, and of every other
sort of knitted hosiery as well.

—

Bourne.

Webster's Spelling Book.— The history of
Webster's spelling book is a remarkable one.

The first part was published in Hartford, in

the year 1783, under the title of " First Part
of a Grammatical Institute of the English
Language." The second and third parts
speedily followed, and composed the famous
spelling book. It was the first work of the
kind ever made in this country, and obtained
a wide-spread popularity and immense sale.

For more than twenty years the income from
its sale, on which the author received less

than one cent a copy, was sufficient to sup-
port himself and family while he prepared his

great Dictionary. It is yet a popular book
and sells extensively. No work in any lan-

guage has had such a sale within the same
space of time—nearly ninety years—for over

fifty million copies have been published and
sold. It was said of the author when he died,
" He taught millions to read; but not one to

sin."

—

American Historical Record.

The merciful regard of our Heavenly Father
is still to his children in all their deep proba-
tions, for their encouragement and persever-
ance. May all such prize their mercies re-

ceived in such a manner as to be animated
with diligence and humble confidence to press
forward, towards the mark, having their eye
single.

—

Samuel FothergiU, 1759.

Report of the Proceedings of the Tract Associa-
tion of Friends, for the year 1872.
The Managers Eeport, that there have been

l)rinted during the year ending Second month
29th, 1872, 48,000 Tracts, 6,500 Moral Al-
manacs for 1872, 2,000 Sermon on the Mount,
and 1,000 Biographical Sketches.
There have been taken from the Depository

during the same period 47,460 Tracts, 5,290
Almanacs, 800 Juvenile Books, 42 Select
Readers, 1,756 Sermon on the Mount, 1,266
Pi'overbs of Solomon, 50 Spiritual Progress of
M R

, 64 "Divine Protection under
Extraordinary Dangers," 6 Memoir of Mary
Dudley and Daughters, 3 "Account of the
Life and Religious Labors of Sarah [Lynes]
Grubb," 175 Select Extracts, and 989 "Bio-
graphical Sketches,". &e.
There were on hand Second month 28th,

1871, 174,588 Tracts; there have since been
printed, as above mentioned, 48,000, and there
have been taken from the Depository 47,400,
leaving a balance on hand Second month 29th,
1872, of 175,128. Of the Tracts taken from
the Depository, nearly all have been furnished
gratuitously. Those thus supplied have been
intended for distribution as follows, viz

:

At Schools, among seamen on the wharves,
on vessels in the river, at the Eastern Peni-
tentiary and Moyamensing Prisons, among
the poor, and elsewhere in Philada., 4,793

In other parts of Pennsylvania, . 3,712
In Massachusetts, .

'
. . . 715

In Rhode Island, .... 500
In New York, .... 849
In New Jersey, .... 2,784
In Delaware and Maryland, . . 911
In Washington, D. C, . . . 7,545
In Virginia, ..... 116
In North Carolina, .... 110
In Tennessee, 1,013
In Ohio 1,450
In Illinois, 253
In Iowa, 1,529
In Kansas, 1,577
In Western States generally, . . 6,887
In Canada, 75
In England, 345
[n other places, and places not parti-

cularly specified, . . . 7,723

42,893
There have been sold, . . . 4,567

Mading the total as before mentioned 47,460
In addition to the above, which have been

taken chiefly in small quantities at a time,
72,000 copies of our tract on Profane Swear-
ing, 12,000 of which were in German, have
been furnished to an association for the dis-

tribution of religious matter, upon their ap-
plication, with the view of having them cir-

culated in most of the families of this city.

The total distribution for the year including
these is 119,460.

The tract thus widely distributed, we be-

lieve, is well calculated to draw attention to
an evil which we fear has greatly increased
of late years, and we have felt a hope that
some of the large number thus furnished may
have fallen as seed sown upon ground pre-
pared by the good Husbandman.
The calendar of the Moral Almanac for

1872 has been printed in new type, a font of
which has been purchased for the purpose,
through the contributions of a few interested
Friends. Its general appearance has thus
been improved, and with a view to its better
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preservation, a portion of the edition has been
issued in paper covers.

The reading matter for the Almanac for

1873 has been selected, and is ready to
placed in the hands of the printer.

An addition has been made to our series

during the past year by the publication of
"Letter of Georsre Fox and other Friends to
the Governor of Barbadoes," as an eight-page
tract. It takes the place of tract No. 85,
titled, " Considerations on the Keeping of
Negroes, &c., by John Woolman," the re-

printing of which has been discontinued and
the plates destroyed.

It has been satisfactory to find that the
demand for the " Biographical Sketches," &c.,

continues ; the number disposed of as shown
by the statistics, in addition to those reported
last j'ear attests the interest with which it

has been received. The third impression of
one thousand copies is now being disposed of.

The stereotype plates belonging to the As-
sociation are gradually becoming worn out in

the printing of the necessary editions to keep
up a full stock of our publications, and those
of tracts which have been most frequently
called for, will probably soon need renewal.
As the cost of replacing them will be consider-
able, and our usual receipts are absorbed in

defraying the ordinary expenses, the subject
is mentioned for the consideration of Friends.

Believing that under the Divine blessing,
the perusal of a tract is often the means of
arousing the reader to a sense of his condition,
and exciting a desire for other serious matter,
we would impress upon Friends the import-
ance of taking advantage of opportunities for
the judicious circulation of the varied matter
furnished in our series. Where judgment is

used, and suitable matter offered at season-
able times, it is probably rarely refused, and
is often received with a feeling and an appre-
ciation, which will repay the labor the effort
may have cost.

By direction and on behalf of the Board of
Managers. Eichard J. Allen, Clerk.

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 14th, 1872.

OFPICER.S OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The following Friends were appointed to
fill the respective offices of the Associaton for
the ensuing j^ear:

Clerk,—Edward Maris.
Treasurer,—Eiion B. Giftbrd.

Managers:—iohu C. Allen, Edward Richie,
Horatio C. Wood, Charles J. Allen, William
Kinsey, Samuel Allen, Mark Baldcrston, Geo.
J. Scattergood, Jacob W. Fry, John S. Stokes,
Clarkson Sheppard, Richard J. Allen, John
W. Biddle, Ephraim Smith, James G. M'Collio.
The Annual Meeting is held in the Arch

Street Meeting-house, on the last Fourth-day
in the Third month, at eight o'clock in the

How near we sometimes come to the gates
of death, without being destroyed, we cannot
tell ; but we have a merciful Shepherd, who
sleepeth not by day or night, and constantly
careth for us; even when we are not remem-
bering Him, and kindly protects and delivers
us from dangers. May the sons and daughters
of men reverently fear, and praise his great
and worthy name, and serve Him with the
whole heart.— W. E.

I see clearly nothing short of a steady at-
tention to the Divine Guide, will keep me in
the road to peace.—,S. Cresson.

TRUST.
I have no rule, O Saviour, but Thy will;

I have no chart but Thine unerring word;
I have no guide but Thy clear whisper, heard

Above, behind, around, within me still.

I cannot trust my reason
;
questions fill

My mind, if e'er 1 seek to walk alone

:

I cannot trust my hSfrt ; 'tis only known
To Thee, who searches! all its depths of ill

;

I cannot trust my fellows ; weak like me,
They have no strength or skill which is not Thine :

Lo ! in Thy light, O Lord, true light I see

:

Behold, I lean on Thy dear arm divine :

All my fresh springs, Redeemer, are in Thee

:

So life, love, joy, and heaven itself are mine !

Good Words.

Selected.

EAIN AFTER DROUGHT.
A few short hours ago, and all the land

Lay, as in fever, faint and parched with drought

;

And so had lain, while many a weary day
Dragged the long horror of its minutes out.

The juiceless fruits fell from the dusty trees
;

The farmer doubted if the Lord was good,
As, sad, he watched the labor of his hands
Made useless by the bright sun's fiery mood.

The hot streets sickened in the burning glare;
The roadsides lost the glory of their green

;

No second growth sprung up"to glad the eye
Where once the mower with his scythe had been.

A few short hours ago ! And now behold.
Freshness and beauty gleam on every side

;

The earth has drunk its fill, and all about
The amber pools are stretching far and wide.

And all the fields and pastures seem to say
With joyous smile that 1 shall ne'er forget,

And all the flowers and trees in chorus join,
" We knew 'twould come ; He never failed us yet."

God of my life, as God of all beside,

This lovely wonder which Thy hand hath wrought.
Quickens in thought the mercies manifold
Which Thy great love into my soul hath brought.

For I have lain, full oft, as hot and dry
As ever earth in summer's fiercest hour

;

And the long days, slow creeping over me,
Brought me no tokens of Thy gracious power.

Then, at Thy word, down fell Thy spirit rain
;

I felt its coolness all my being through
;

Made fresh and clean, and joyous every whit,

I heard the whisper, " I make all things new."

But mine, alas ! was not the holy faith'

The parched earth felt thro' all her thirsty liours

;

1 was in fear that never more again
Should 1 be quickened by the heavenly showers.

So shall it be no more ; but, though I lie

For many days as one thou dost forget,

Recalling this glad hour, my heart shall say,
" I know 'twill come : He never failed me yet."

The Cork Oak.—This tree grows abundantly
in Spain and also in Algeria. It is the paren-
chym or middle division of the bark which
produces cork, and it is only after the tree is

fifteen years of age that it has a parenchyma
sufficiently developed to serve for this pur-

pose. From this time onward the tree may
be stripped of its bark every eight or ten
years, and each barking will produce 90 to 1 10

pounds of cork.

The manner in which the cork is gathered
is thus: two incisions are made in the bark
round the tree, and then two perpendicular
incisions, taking care not to reach the libre

—

the innermost layer of the bark. Through
one of the horizontal cuts a thin sharp blade

introduced and a square piece of the bark
carefully removed. Other incisions are made
and other squares of cork removed from the
tree until it has been completely stripped. A
liquid resembling melted wax flows in between

the libre and the parenchyma and facilitati

the operation. After being stripped, the coi

oak is soon covered again with a viscous ma
ter which escapes from minute openini
the libre, and which spreads over the surfac;:^

hardens, and forms the basis of a new bar
But there must be an interval of about t(

years before the tree can be stripped again.
Catalonia, in Spain, furnishes corks in va

numbers. Algeria has whole forests of th
valuable tree, which are now being workti i

by the French colonists.

For " The Friend,

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 3480

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Ratcliff.

"Tenth mo. 17th, 1843,

* * " To be a member of the heaven
family, who feel with each other, and who
prayers, through Divine mercy, ascend O! i-

for another as sweet incense before the throi

of grace, is a great privilege. I feel mysfi
unworthy of it

;
yet through the compassit m

of Him who is touched with a feeling of o
infirmities, ability has been given me at tim \i

to remember those that are in bonds, as boui

with them. From a little experience of his gi

cious dealings, whose will is our sanctificatic

i believe that although the Lord's faithi

children are often deeply proved, so as th(fc

may break forth in the plaintive language
David, ' Is his mercy clean gone forever? do
his promise fail forevermore ? Hath God fc

gotten to be gracious ? hath he in anger sh
up his tender mercies ?' yet He will keep the

through every affiiction. In His own tio tr

He will give them to feel his comforting ai s.

sustaining presence. Of Him and his peoj
it has been said, ' In all their affliction he w i

afflicted, and the angel of his presence sav e

them. In his love and in his pity he redeem
them, and carried them all the days of ol

There is encouragement to trust in H
in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting strong)

Though we might be led, in the glorious pj

cess of the Lord's refining baptisms, even
exclaim with the dear Son of God, ' Eloi, el

lama, sabacthani, My God, my God, why hi

thou forsaken me,' and that too when in t

last conflict
;
yet without doubt, such sot

would ascend to the mansions of everlastr

rest.

" Mayest thou be encouraged to hold c »

the few remaining days allotted thee
crown of immortal glory I verily believe isi

store for thee, after a few more conflicts ha
been endured ; a few more bitter cups drai

in some of which may be the wine of astonii

ment ; a few more baptisms for the dead
dured. No doubt but thou wnlt have d
and fervent prayers raised in thy soul for t

prosperity of Zion and the enlargement of 1

borders; and then the prize for thee will

gained, the language for thee uttered,

death where is thy sting, O grave where
thy victory.'

" I expect thou got the particulars relat:

to our late Yearly Meeting, as I suppose Eli

beth Pitfield and company stopped to see tl

on their way home. We could say of or

specting E. Pitfield and Sarah Hillman as v

said of Titus, we were comforted by th

coming amongst us. How sweet and cone

ng to have the company and gospel exerc

of those who are called and sent forth by Hi
who is the Head over all things to his chur
My soul has often greeted such in the ooTWiflt;;
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life. On the contrary when any come
long us whose services lack the savor of

t ia a great harden. I think it a lament-

le case for a meeting to have to sit under a

perficial ministry, which seems enough al-

)8t to kill the living. It is particularly to

deplored in large meetings where exercised

thren and sisters are present, who are de-

ved, by the false zeal and activity of the

anointed, of relieving their minds, and of

pforming what seemed impressed as a duty.
" I am thy friend in the Truth,

Joseph Edgerton."

Isaac Brown to Mildred RatcUff.

" Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, l-2th mo. 2d, 1843.

Dear Mildred,—This is the first time I

e attempted to write a letter to any por-

for ui)wards of four years. Thou wilt

3e to overlook that I have never written

Lhee, though I have been justly indebted to

for thy bountiful letters to me, a poor
rra. With humble gratitude I may inform

I am in good health and in good heart,

an't write steadily on account of my tears

ngon the table. They are almoststrangers,

hough I feel thankful to sec them. It has

y been a few weeks since the first tear fell

m my eyes, in humility, within five years,

d for ever and ever be the name of our

st merciful Father, the enemy of our souls

to give way, when the dear Master in his

appointed time, which is the best time,

)lea8ed to touch our hearts with the finger

his love. I can in truth say, that after

oral years I have been enabled to take thy
olesome counsel and advice in a letter writ-

to me— ' To work hard, and to go to meet-

i;' which was to me precious counsel, I

)e never to be forgotten by me. I was at

nthly Meeting in the Twelfth month last

ere our endeared friend Wm. Evans was
', and had good service, being a faithful

vant of the dear Master. This was the

t time for five years and one month, since

ad been at a Monthly Meeting. O, the

rcy and long forbearance of our Heavenly
her to me, a poor servant of the hard task-

3ter. Thou said it would be rejoicing to

friends and well-wishers to see me, Isaac

WD, again. I went to see ; I found

sitting in a big chair by the fire, with a

erlid over his shoulders; he looked well,

[ seemed pleased to see me. We had a eon

irable opportunity together, I hope to no
idvantage. Dear Mildred, one that hath

elled a path often might bo supposed to

w something more than one that has
irelled but little I But I fear he is mixing

( of the old enemy's whisperings along

other things, and making out the ac

t against himself larger than there is

h in. I hope be will be preserved from

_ too low.

We had thy bed and room prepared for

3 at our last Yearly Meeting, but so it was
did not come to use them.] After so

sh, I wish to satisfy thee, and be a ci

to thy mind by saying, that without
iting I feel the comfortable incomes of the

iter's love daily. Every thing seems in

jroper place, and I feel at times a tender
towards the whole human family, and it

les even to the brute creation.

I want dear S. to continue her affectionate

tender regard and services to my most
friend, Mildred Ratcliffe, in the de

cline of life; for she now needs it more than

ever ; so shall a peaceful reward be hers.

This i'rom thy friend and brother,

Isaac Brown."
The very simplicity of the foregoing letter

carries a recommendation along with it. It

appears therefrom that I. B. had been a sub-

ject of the cruel task-master ;
that being be-

guiled by him he had jiartaken of forbidden

fruit, by which his eye became blinded and
heart hardened ; so that humility and contri-

tion of soul, ever acceptable sacrifices in the

sight of the Omniscient, were removed far

from him. When mercifully met with, so as

appears, to become the subject of that godly

sorrow which worketh repentance to salva-

tion not to be repented of, his heart was ten-

dered, and tears flowed in abundance. It

would seem that the first operation of the

Holy Spirit is to convict for sin, or to bring

us into a sense of our estrangement from the

Lord of life and salvation—Him, the adorable

Saviour, who died for us that we should not

henceforth live unto ourselves; and Him, our

loving Father, who created us for the pur-

poses of His own glory. Thus to some form-

erly was conveyed the language :
" I am the

Lord thy God that teacheth thee to profit, that

Icadeth thee in the way that thou shouldost

go. 01 that thou hadst hearkened to my
commandments, then had thy peace been as

a river, and thy righteousness as the waves of

the sea." How true it is, as I. Brown experi-

enced, that it is only as we come to Christ

Jesus as lost and undone creatures, and are

truly humbled and penitent on account of it,

that soul rejoicing reconciliation with the

Father, as in the case of the prodigal, can be

witnessed ; How true that it is, only when
the government of the heart is placed on

Christ Jesus, our ever living Lord, that our

peace flows; our experience is enlarged ; and
we come fully to realize that of the increase

of His government and peace in us there shall

be no end.

His being "in good heart," though but a

poor worm ; his taking the advice of his friend

M. R. in respect to the attendance of meet-

ings; his quaint allusion to being Isaac Brown
again ;

his feeling the incomes of his Father's

love; with his tenderness toward the whole
human family ; lastly his advice to S. to eon

tinue her tender regard and services to his

dear friend then in the decline of life, assuring

of a peaceful reward therefor, are all pleasant

and instructive.

From a letter of J. M. Plummer to M. RatcUff.

"Mt. Pleasant, 3d mo. 2d, 184-1.

" Dear Friend,—I was truly glad to receive

thy unexpected letter. I did not suppose I

should again have had the privilege of read-

ing anything traced by thy pen. I should

have written to thee long since, but supposed

thou wast too ill to take an interest in any-

thing of the kind.
" I do feel much sympathy with thee, dear

friend, in thy varied and heavy afflictions,

and fervently desire that faith and patience

may be granted thee, that thou mayst endnre
to the end. I do most assuredly believe that

He who has been thy hope and stay through
life, will not fail to support thee with his pre-

sence at the close. Life in its best estate is

but a scene of trial, pain, and disappointment.

Happy for those who can look beyond this

vale of tears to a better inheritance,—a house

not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.

I think we have had a pretty comfortable
(Quarterly Meeting. William Ivennard and
Joseph Edgerton were with us. Dear .

was also there, though in a very weak state

of health."

CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend."

Another Phase of Modern Philosophy.

CContiauod from pagt 350.)

" Let any one look hack upon the origin of

fe and its perpetuation, and he must say, in

the retrospect, ' between me and the first man
of my race, the thread of life has never been
broken. I am more than link of a chain ; I

am part of that first life, never yet severed.

As his was from God, so is mine that of an
ancestry of one continuous life.' At the incep-

tion of each generation that has preceded each
of us through many thousands of years, life

IS but an inherited speck ; but that speck
was part of the next preceding life ; commis-
sioned to seize upon matter for its growth, in

manner to fulfil the design of the Creator of

the first life, and no other; and bound to ar-

rest its own growth when that design should

be filled out; but to continue the nurture of

the normal being until its strength should be
spent by its assigned lapse of years, or sooner
termination by disease, or casualty. If it has
left offspring, the continuous line of life may
never be broken, as certainly it will not have
been as to any survivors of the race, whoever
they may be, for between them and the first

parent, at any future age, their genealogy,

their life, will never have been severed. But
the elements of matter that have composed
the bodies of the countless ancestry will have
been dissipated ten thousand times, and gone
the many repeated rounds of life and death

;

yet one continuous line of life has connected
all the generations by a coniinuity more com-
plete than a chain of many severed but inter-

locked links ; by an actual physical and vital

portion transmitted from every parent to

every child, being as truly one continuous life

as that the planted willow slip continues the

life of the parent tree.

Let not, then, the materialist persuade us

that matter has done all this by matter's in-

herent power. The ceaseless life has done it,

compelling inert matter to obey it; and thus

will it use matter to carry on all the life of

earth, while the world shall last. The dead
matter so used could of itself exert no such
power ; could not initiate life ; could exercise

no cunning of construction ; but only life can
continue, carry on, and perpetuate life ; so

transmute dead matter to living, and make it

part of that life, whoso stream in humanity
commenced with the first created man and
will only end with the last. All this is sure

induction from boundlessly observed facts;

and reverses the theory of the materialist. And,
all that life has done so wonderfully and so

intelligently, it has done and ever does with-

out a conscious will of its own. It must,

therefore, do it by a will and Power that is

above it, and that rules the life ; the Power
that gives and rules the instinct of the ani-

mal ; the Power that gives the mind of man
and also rules it, except as he has conferred

upon it free will, within permitted limits."

" Continuing our attention to vegetable life,

let us judge the tree by the fruit. Can any
body imagine the resin of the evergreen to be

identical with the sap of deciduous trees?

The inflammable turpentine to be the same
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as the watery sap that would extinguish fire ?

Can the oak and hemlock, whose bark con
tains tannin, have the same base as the sap of
the sugar maple and the sugar cane ? Can
the Tea and Coffee trees, producing theine,
come from the same elements as the Palm and
Olive trees ? The gums of commerce, the var-
nishes, the resins; the spices, cloves, nut-
megs; the vegetable coloring matters; tobacco,
opium, hashhish; and cinchona and all vege-
table drugs; it is impossible to believe that
all these, and plants that produce deadly poi-
sons, had the same base with our farinaceous
food, and edible fruits. Theory that attempts
to destroy these distinctions by a few obser-
vations so narrowly based as that in question,
must meet with deserved incredulity, by man-
kind. The canon of legitimate induction is

violated. A similitude of molecules presented
to the vision by the microscope, that tells

nothing of their inherent properties or pro-
portions, cannot determine the base of plants
to be the same, when their qualities as medi-
cines, coloring material, or nourishing food,
or poisons, are infinitely varied and the oppo-
site of each other.

This physical basis of life that is thus ex-
tended so broadly, Huxley, in a measure, de-
fines by saying, 'that as all protoplasm is

proteinaceous, or, as the white, or albumen of
an egg is one of the commonest examples of
a nearly pure proteine matter, we may say
that all living matter is more or less albumin
oid.' Well, that may be, if sufficient latitude
be allowed to the words ' more or less,' and
yet all bo as different as the things above
enumerated, with many other things of con-
trary elements constituting their ' living mat-
ter,' for all that is not albumen matter mus1
then bo something else, and be part of the
living matter, that came with the albumen,
or protoplasm, into the composition of the
living being or thing. And this lets the
theory fall to the ground. A partial simili-

tude will not necessarily constitute identity.
The theory demands too much when it re-

quires identity of elements of growth in plants
and animals of whatsoever kind."

" Happily, however, for our relief, so far as
his authority will avail. Dr. Huxley makes
the admission that, while he is logically car-
ried to a materialistic conclusion by his phi-
losophy, he is, in truth, no materialist, and
that materialization would 'paralyze the
energies and destroy the beauty of life.' He
has perceived within himself a nobler sense
of the import of his being, that arrests his in-

dividual conclusion, and deflects his logic, so
confidently asserted, into an opposite direc-
tion. That is well, and some comfort; but
may we take his mere opinion as adequate
counterpoise to a theory he has advocated
with elaborate detail and apparent earnest-
ness of conviction ? Those who love skepti-
cism will continue to abide by his theory,
which he has not himself controverted."

" In this discourse we have assumed that in

its origin life had a Creator, upon the logic
that such effect must have an adequate and a
far-transcending cause. As matter and life

logically demanded a Creator of each, and
neither produced the other, so does the mind
or soul, by even higher claim, logically de-
mand a Heavenly Father. Its nature is too
distinguishable and transcending to be con-
founded with matter or life. Life dominates
matter, mind dominates them both, and God
them all. The soul asserts a higher than a

generated parentage, and a large immunity
from the mutations of matter. Matter ever
slides from under mind, but its integrity is

untouched. The matter that has sustained
the life of one as old as the writer, has wholly
passed away from his body more than ten
times

; and the more rapidly changing parts
have been eliminated with vastly greater fre-

quency. Yet the mind in this body has a
memory of conscious identity from the year
next before the first of the current century.
Such imperishable mind can have no element
of ever-shifting matter in it, and must be a
being of different origin and nature, both from
the material of this body and the life of this
body. That material is ever changing, and
is often renewed, until the body's death

; and
when the life that maintained the organiza-
tion shall have succumbed, and have ceased
to exist, except as it has been continued in a
living progeny, we justly infer that the mind,
or soul, will outlive the organization and the
life, and will return to its Giver, to share His
pleasure, or meet His condemnation, as de-
serving. This is inferred from what we know
of the nature of mind, and the induction that
creation must have an adequate significance.

The great truths of Scripture are inductively re-

attested by the truths of philoso])hy.

Thus, then, stands the phenomenon of our
being. The matter that enters the body
may be in itself, for all wo know, imperisha-
ble, but is certainl_v transient in each living
body, remains there until effete, and is then
dismissed by the vital process, or at death
passes into vapor and ashes, and enters the
further rounds of chemical change and vege-
table and animal growths. The organized
being of one generation of the life of an un-
broken contiiiuity from the first parents has
come to an end, except as continued by off-

spring ; but the individual, ungenerated, im-
material mind that was neither the matter
nor life of the body, lives on forever."

"There is another test we may also daily
observe in others and in ourselves, showing
that mind and body are not alike nourished,
namely that the gross feeding that expands
the body, does not enlarge, but obscures the
mind. That the mind is usually clearest and
most effective when men are abstemious and
temperate, provided only they eat enough to
keep up their normal strength. Many brii;ht

minds that have enlightened the world, would
never have been its shining lights, had not
their bodies been frail and their physical or-

ganization delicate; indicating, not that the
body and mind were one but that the body's
grossness had not overlaid or obstructed the
free thinking and reasoning mind.
The power of mental consciousness and his

capacity to think, constitute man's great dis-

"netion. Mind makes him man and lifts him
above all other creation. It is the mind that
j'ields him all his purest and truest pleasures.

We say that the eye sees and the ear hears.
These senses are but inlets to outward sights
and harmonies; it is only the mind that per-
ceives and enjoys. The transporting prospect
we look upon

;
the landscape of lawn, trees,

iver and mountain ; or the music that charms
us with indefinable delight, are pleasures in-

herent in the mind, inborn of the soul."

(To be continued.)

The best way for a man to train up a child
in the way he should go, is to travel that way
sometimes himself.

For " The Friend.'

The "More Sure Word of Prophecy."

In a work entitled " Christian Theolot
and Modern Scepticism, by the Duke of S
merset, K. G. London, 1872," noticed in tl

last London Quarterly Eeview, an argu
is drawn against miracles, from the suppos
anti-climax of the statement of the aposi
Peter, that the word of prophecy, which bo
writer and critic consider the Scriptures, co
stitute a more sxire proof of Divine truth. Tho
who are acquainted with the writings of ear
Friends know that they earnestly opposed t

doctrine common to religious professors th
and now, that this more sure prophetic woi
spoken of in 2 Peter, i. 19, means the So:

tures. But, as prominent writers of latt

time have pledged to it, in some measu
" views" of Friends, I consider it importa
that we should clearly understand our po
tion.

Peter, in his last general epistle to t

church, uses this language, " Knowing tl

shortly I must put off this my tabeniac
even as our Lord Jesus Christ hath she\
me," and '• I will endeavor that ye may
able after my decease, to have these thin
always in remembrance." lb. 14, 15. ]

then, with remarkable power, rehearses t

stupendous miracle of the "majesty" ofwhi
" we" says he, ' were eye witnesses," and t

voice from heaven which " we heard."
thus descending from the sublime, he co
mends them, in his dying injunction, to t

old Jewish Scriptures, (the only ones th

extant,) as to a more sure " word" or
that shineth," we are truly in a dilemn
either horn of which is sufficiently untenab
But there is neither an anti-climax nor

absurdity in this last message of the prince
the apostles.

His supposed primacy among them
doubtless, because ofthe answer given on th
behalf, when asked, whom say ye that I ai

" Thou art the Christ, the son of the
God ;" when it was declared that " flei

blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but i

Father which is in heaven." Now the re

lation of flesh and blood is the communicati
of knowledge by speech, writing or otherwi
In this category must be placed, so far

they without the Spirit which dictated the

could convey knowledge from man to ms
the writings of Moses and the prophets,
would, therefore, be a strange return to 1

outward law, if he, so signally favoi-ed, w
had heard the reason whj- some of this 1:

was given, " because of the hardness of y(
hearts," and also its abrogation from hi

was the end and fulfilment, should, in the cl

ing lesson of his life, point to this means, th
in the outward but a communication throu
or by " flesh and blood" as the supreme a

all-sufficient guide.

There is, it may be conceded, in the
verses which follow, some apparent gron
for the conclusion that he meant the scr

tures, or record of the prophecies of holy ir

of old. But let us look more closely, and
think, we will recognize in his language 1

perfect climax of a most wonderful testimo
prove to all generations that they v

make known the povver and coming of <

Lord Jesus Christ are not following cunnr
ly devised fables.

This great aposMe, declaring to the univ
sal church, (i. e. them that have obtained 1

precious faith," 2 Petev, i. 1,) that he is ab'
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be unclothed of mortality (v. 1-1,) address-
the natural man the strongest testimony

reason can receive, (v. 16 to 18), viz. the
sitive assertion of a credible witness as to a
itter which occurred on a mountain in the
an day, in the presence of two others, then
lately among them. We have here, there-

,
the dying declaration of one who knows

i he will shortly stand before the bar of
iniscieuce, and yet, he is but speaking of a
; ah-eady notorious. It is, however, mat
of inducement to what is to follow, and
Jressed to the i-eason of the_ natural man.
ut," says the apostle Paul, " the natural

n receiveth not the things of the spirit of

or they are foolishness unto him : nei-

r can he know them, because they are sjDi-

lally discerned." 1 Cor. ii. 14. And just

ore this he asks, " For what man knoweth
things of a man save the spirit of man
ich is in him? even so the things of God
)weth no man but the Spirit of God." (lb.

eter then, in continuation, evidently turns

he spiritual man. " We have also a more
3 word of prophecy; whereunto ye do well

bye take heed, as unto a light that shineth

dark place, until the du}' dawn, and the

star arise in your hearts." 2 Pet. i. 19.

ompare this with John i. 5, "And the

it shineth in darkness ; and the darkness
prehended it not."

an any one reasonably doubt that these
apostles mean the same, by the light that
ineth in darkness," or "in a dark place

il the day dawn and the day star ai-ise,"

3ursor of the sun of Righteousness, " the
ght which lighteth every man that

leth into the w^orld : He was in the world
the world was made by him, and the

Id knew him not. He came unto his own,
his own received him not." John i. 9 to 11.

he Apostle Paul may be cited to furnish
reason of this, in speaking of the wisdom
3-od; "Which," says he, "none of the
ices of this world knew: for had they
wn it they would not have crucified the
'd of glory." 1 Cor. ii. 8.

'hey were, therefore, in darkness and, evi-

tly above all men, " the rulers of the dark-
3 of this world," seeing that they sat in

388' seat, professing to know these serip-

aud thinking that in them they had
[ life, yet crucifying him who was and

16 life and light of men. J. J. W.

treatment of Lame Horses.—-The British

kman hag the following passage, taken
1 the "Life of Sir Astley Cooper," the
brated English surgeon.
ir Astley Cooper desired his coachman to
nd every market morning at Smithfield,
purchase all the lame young horses ex-

3d for sale, which he thought might possi-

be convertible into carriage or saddle
es, should they recover from their defects.

was never to give more than £7 for each,
j£5 was the average price. In this man-
thirty or forty horses were sometimes
BCtedatGadesbridge, his farm. One stated
'Ding every week, the blacksmith came up
the village, and the horses were in suc-

ive order, caught, haltered, and brought
him for inspection. Having discovered
cause of their lameness, he proceeded to
brm whatever seemed to him necessarj'
the cure. The improvement j^roduced in

ort time by good feeding and medical at-

tendance, such as few horses before or since
have enjoyed, appeared truly wonderful.
Horses which were at first with difficulty

driven to pasture, because of their halt, were
now with as much difficulty restrained from
running away. Sir Astley 's carriage was for

years drawn b}' a pair of horses which to-

gether cost him only £12. 10.s. Another of
those animals was sold for fifty guineas, andj
turned out a very good bargain.

I well remember in my younger years, es-

pecially in great towns and cities, I have met
with females, who professed Truth with us,

who had but very little covering on their

heads, and others who had more set up at a
considerable distance above their foreheads,
and other inconsistencies. When I have met
with such, 1 have said, " What a fair or beau-
tiful daughter of Zion, wouldst thou be, if thou
wouldst put on Truth and Christ's righteous-
ness, and put away all these foolish fashions."

""he Baobab.—This tree, which is said to
surpass all others in size, grows in Australia,
and on some portions of the African continent.
It is only at the age of 800 j'ears that the bao-
babs attain their full size and cease to grow.
Several of the trunks that have been measured
were found to be from 70 to 77 feet in circum-
ference. Enormous branches are given off;

from the central stem a few feet above the
ground, and spread out horizontally, giving
the tree a diameter of over 100 feet. Each
of these branches would be a great tree by
'tself, and as the lower branches nearly reach
down to the ground, they give to the whole
form of the tree, when viewed from a dis-

tance, the appearance of a perfect hemisphere,
often more than 100 feet in height and 250
feet in circumference.

In Australia it is rarely found beyond a
hundred miles from the coast, and it occurs
most frequently on the river Glenelly, as far as
the western borders of Arnheim's Land. It

prefers level sandy tracts; in stony and less

fertile soil it rises to no great height, but still

attains a colossal breadth, and throws out
branches of great thickness. The fruit of the
Australian baobab is much smaller than that

of the African variety, in which an important
trade is carried on ia Senegal. The tart pulp
of this fruit is called by the German settlers

on the Orange Eiver, Cream of Tartar, and by
the English colonists Monkey bread, and is

highly prized both by the Australians and the
negroes of Senegambia.
The great dryness and intense heat of a

tropical climate produce upon these trees the
me effect which cold has upon northern

plants ; they lose their leaves and only re-

ume their foliage on the return of the rainy
season.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 29, 1872.

We have received a recent number of " The
British Friend," containing a detailed account
of the proceedings of the late Yearly Meeting
held in London. We have also at hand in-

formation respecting it from other sources.

We have long believed that there were
serious objections to the practice of publish-
'ng the remarks made in meetings for discip-

ine, with the names of the authors attached,

as has been the practice for several years in

some of the periodicals conducted by and de-
signed for the use of Friends. We think the
tendency of this is to stimulate a kind and
degree of expression in our meetings, which
do not tend to promote the weight of the
meetings, or the proper performance of their
business under a true sense of the presence
and direction of the Head of the church; but
rather to lower their religious tone, and as-
similate them to the conventions of those who
do not make the same high claim to Divine
guidance in the transaction of their business.
The Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders

commenced on 5th mo. 20th. The utilitv of
reading the Answers to the Queries addressed
to the Select Meetings was considered, and it

was thought by some to be a waste of time.
The conclusion was arrived at, to read only
the summary of those answers. This proposal
was submitted to the Yearly Meeting.
A series of advices addressed to ministers

and elders in relation to the meetings for wor-
ship during the Yearly Meeting, was adopted;
as was also a proposition that the Monthly
Meetings of Ministers and Elders in each
Quarter, should hold an annual conference for
the purpose of considering the religious state
of their particular meetings.
The general Yearly Meeting commenced on

Fourth-day morning, 5th mo. 22d, by meet-
ings for worship in both meeting-houses, and
closed on Sixth- day afternoon of the follow-
ing week, 5th mo. 31st. In addition to the
regular business, which claimed its attention,
various associations in which Friends are in-

terested hold meetings in London at the same
time

;
such as the Foreign Mission, Tract,

Temperance and other associations. To pre-
vent the crowding together of so many things
from interfering with the proper discharge of
the business, the Committee on Arrangements,
which had been appointed the previous year,
sent in a recommendation ; that in future
these associations should not bo allowed to
cause any of the sittings of the Yearly Meet-
ing to be suspended, but should be deferred
till the conclusion of the Yearly Meeting.
This minute was approved by some Friends,
but as objections were made, it was not
adopted.

In connection with the epistolary corres-
pondence, kindly reference was made to the
situation of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.,
One Friend remarked that, that Yearly Meet-
ing had borne a sound testimony to the truth

;

and another compared it to Joseph among
the sons of Jacob: separated from the breth-
ren, and in bonds for a season for the Truth's
sake. It was concluded to send an epistle

to the new Yearly Meeting of Kansas, and
Friends were encouraged to contribute funds
for the erection of a meeting-house there.

The tabular statement showed that at the
end of the year 1871 there were 329 Particu-
lar Meetings of Friends in Great Britain.

There were 14,021 members, of which 6,676
were males, and 7,345 females, showing a not
increase of 11 on last year.

The number of births was . . . 260
Admissions as minors, ... .55

" by marriage, ... 35
Eeceived by convincement and rein-

statement, 110
Received by certificate from the United
Kingdom, 489

Received from Ireland and America, . 23

972
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Number of deaths, ....
Left by marriage, . . .

" disownment, ....
" resignation, ....
" certificate to the United King-

dom,
" " to Ireland and America, &f

attenders of i

961

leetings, non-There were 4,07

members.

Among the testimonies for deceased Friends

was one for Sarah Dirkin, aged 72 years, a

recorded minister twenty-five years. She re-

sided at one period in this country, and was

favorably known to many Friends here. Affec-

tionate testimony was borne to her kindness

and worth.
The question, whether the "Christian

"Work" carried on by many of the members,

could profitably be brought under the notice

of the meetings for discipline, was referred to

a conference of the members of the Meeting

for Sufferings, and representatives appointed

by the Quarterly Meetings. The said con-

ference was directed to report to the next

Yearly Meeting.

A proposition came up from Westmoreland

Quarterly Meeting, to transfer more of the

Queries to the unanswered list. After some

discussion, its consideration was postponed to

next year.

Minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings, re

ferring to the new marriage regulations were

read. These are to be sent down to the

Monthly Meetings to be bound up with exist-

ing copies of " Doctrine, Practice and Discip

line." From the discussion which took place

on them, we infer that these rules give au

thority to Monthly Meetings to permit mar
riages of any persons, whether either of the

parties are members or professors, or not, to

take place in their meetin

of the Monthly Meeting.

The Committee to visit Lancashire and

Chester Quarterly Meeting, appointed in 1870

made report of their labors, and were released

The "London Friend," in reviewing the

proceedings, remarks that the deliberations

were ' satisfactorily conducted as befitted

those of a Christian body, which recognizes

in an especial manner the immediate govern-

ment of the ' Master of assemblies.' " Infor-

mation received from a private source, con-

veys the belief that more openness, than has

usually been the case, was experienced for the

exercises and services of some, who had long

been burdened with the condition of things

in that Yearly Meeting; so that some degree

of renewed hope was administered, bj- and in

the excellency of the Lord's holy arm, on be-

half of His little ones.

country

land lines are yet unfinished.

In 1860 the total tonnage British and foreign, which
tered and cleared at British ports, amounted to 13,-

914,923 British, and 10,774,369 foreign—total 24,689,-

;. In 1870, the British tonnage was 25,072,180;

foreign 11,.568,002—total 36,640,182.

The emigration from England to the United States

during the first four months of the present year

, at the discretion

Terrific thunderstorms occurred in England on the I The Department of Agriculture has received rep

8th inst., by which many persons were injured. The in relation to the wheat crop from 903 counties in

teamship Memphis, which had just arrived at Liver- [parts of the United States. From these it appears 1

pool with a cargo of cotton, was struck by lightning.
^

the area sown is about 2 per cent, less than in 18

The vessel was considerably damaged and a part of the
j

the condition of the crop varies greatly, in some loc

burned. ties being much above the average, and in others gre;

The Australian telegraph authorities have arranged
j
deficient. The crop of 1871 was estimated at 230,0

to convey telegrams over ;the section of country where 000 bushels, and the yield at IIJ bushels per acre.
" "

'
' is considered probable that the yield this year will

be materially different. The crop of 1869 was

largest within the past ten years, and was estimate'

287,000,000 bushels.

Canadian papers say the emigration of French Ci

dians to the United States is assuming larger pro]

tions than ever. Since 1st mo. 1871, no less than

families have left the parish of Somerset alone, and

55,522, an increase over the corresponding period of
|

emigration is largely composed of well-to-do farmei

last year of 12,844. The United States still own 973,482,593 acres of 1

London, 6th mo. 24th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. sixe's west of the Mississippi river.

62, 91 ; 1865, 92 ;
ten-forties, 89}. The average population of the Philadelphia Al

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 11 Jd.; Orleans, llJd. house last year was 3320. The weekly cost of

The French courts-martial, before which were tried
^

patients averaged $1.84. The whole number who
the communist prisoners, condemned 73 prisoners to be ceived out door relief from the Guardians of the P
executed, 212 to hard labor for life, 824 to transporta- j in 1871, was 41,560, viz: 8,334 Americans, 11,

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In the House of Commons Disraeli an-

nounced, in reply to a question, that in consequence of

the continuation of negotiations in reference to the Ala-

bama claims he had concluded to postpone for the pre-

sent his motion of inquiry into the relations between

Great Britain and the United States.

Gladstone, in answer to inquiries by Walpole and

Gregory, said the result of the labors of the Tribunal

of Arbitration at Geneva would have no effect whatever

on the questions of the Canadian loan or the San Juan
boundary. It was hoped that when the Geneva Con-

ference again met the British Ministry would consent

to the arbitration proceeding, with the understanding

that the United States claims for consequential damages
would not be further urged.

tion for life to penal colonies, 2900 to simple transpo

tation, 1169 to various periods of imprisonment in the

penitentiaries, 60 to solitary confinement, 1136 to im-

prisonment for more than a year, 1679 to more than

three months' imprisonment, 291 to banishment; the

total being 8415 condemnations. Two thousand one

hundred and twelve prisoners have been acquitted.

A Paris dispatch says : Negotiations looking to the

final payment of the German indemnity and the evacua-

tion of French territory by the German troops have
been completed. The first payment of indemnity, still

due, is to be made by February 1.5, 1873, and will con-

sist of a milliard of' francs. The second payment of a

similar amount will be made before the close of 1873,

and the third payment, also a milliard francs, during

the year 1874.

The Swiss government has just received from the

French Treasury an additional sum of 2,000,000 francs

toward payment of the expenses incurred in maintain-

ing Bourbaki's army while interned in Switzerland.

The remainder of the sum due, 2,200,000 francs, will be

paid shortly.

The Pope has addressed a letter to Cardinal Anto-

nelli, deploring the approaching enforcement of the law

suppressing convents in Italy as a violation of inter-

national law. He says the constant encroachments on
the rights of the Church by the government of Italy

violate morality and justice. Only regard for the

highest interests prevent the head of the church leav-

ing Rome. A conflict between the Holy See and the

Italian government is inevitable and reconciliation is

impossible. The Pope cannot submit to such usurpa-

tions, and he requests Antonelli to protest against them
to foreign powers.

It is reported that the Spanish Ministry have declared

in favor of a separation of Church and State in Spain.

The state of affairs in Spain is alarming. There have
been partial risings of Republicans in Andalusia, and
the Radicals are arming the populations of the towns.

Carlist insurgents have reappeared in the provinces of

Tarragona, Biscay and Galicia. On the 21st inst. a con-

flict, attended with considerable loss on both sides, oc-

curred in the province of Navarre. The Carlists wen
finally driven from their entrenchments. The Duke
de Montpensier has issued a manifesto, asserting the

right to the Spanish throne of the ex-Queen Isabella's

son, Alphon,se d'Assis, Prince of the Asturias. He de-

clares that when the proper time arrives he will defend

and serve the interests of Alphonse.
A dispatch dated from Dortmund, a town of West-

phalia, says that 12,000 men employed in the mines at

and near that place have suddenly struck work.
The miners' strike in Westphalia is spreading. The
ork:

foreigners, and 22,147 children.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat

on the 24th inst. New York.—American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119} ; ditto, 1868, 117 ; ditto, IC

5 per cents, lllj. Superfine State flour, $5.55 a $6 —
extra, $6.45 a 46.75; finer brands, $7 a $13. W
Canadian wheat, $1.75 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spr

S1.62; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.-59. Oats, 47 a 53

Western mixed corn, 65 a 66 cts.; white, 80 cts. Pi

ddphia.—Middlings cotton, 26J cts. for uplands

New Orleans. Superfine flour, $6.50 a S6 ; extra, S
a S7 ; finer brands, $7.50 a $11.25. Red wheat, §
$1.95 ; amber, $1.95 a $2 ; white, $2 a S2.0o. :

' a 90 cts. Yellow corn, 66 a 67 cts. Western
43 a 46 cts. Western hams, 12 cts. Lard, 9} a 9^

Clover-seed, 9 a 10 cts. Timothy, $3.25 per bus

The arrivals and sales of beef cattle at the Av(
Drove-yard reached about 3,000 head. Extra sol

7i a 8 cts. ; fair to good, 6J a 7i cts., and commor
6 ct.s. per lb. gross. Sales of about 13,000 sheep,

at 5i a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and medium at 5 a 5J
Hogs $6.50 a $6.75 per 100 lbs. net. Chicago.—1>

spring wheat, $1.29J. No. 2 mixed corn, 42J cts.

2 oats, 29 cts. Rye, 62 cts. Barley, 50 a 56 cts. i
more.—Southern white corn, 80 cts-

;
yellow, 66

Western oats, 45 cts. Lard, 9 cts. Cincinnati.—Fai

flour, $7.25 a $7.50. No. 1 winter red wheat, $!

Corn, 47 a 48 cts. Rye, 78 a 80 cts. St. Louis.— '!>

fall wheat, $1.65; No. 2 winter red, $1.'

mixed corn, 42 a 42i cts. Oats, 38 cts. MHwauk
No. 1 spring wheat, $1 37 ; No. 2 $1.31i. No. 2 m
corn, 42J cts. No. 2 oats, 29 cts.

WANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in th

to enter on her duty at the opening of the term in

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic, Algi

Natural Philosophy, &c.

Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth Strei

Rebecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth Stre

Died, at the residence of his son, Edward Com
Germantown, Pa., Fifth mo. 18th, 1872, Jereij

Comfort, in the 92d year of his age ; an esteemed n

ber of Falls Monthly Meeting, Bucks Co., Pa. Pi

fully this dear Friend descended the hill of timt

joicing in the blessed assurance of a happy immorta
of forty-two mines near Essen and Brockheim ixi,e promise " I will never leave thee nor forsake tl

have quit work and joined the movement commenced Lggujed to have been abundantlv realized in his

by the miners at Dortmund. Iperience, producing a humble thankfulness and cl

The army returns for 1873 show the force to be main-
j
jite trust, very encouraging to beholders,

tained in that year in the German Empire to number I^re the pure in heart for they shall see God
401,659 men, of whom 16,9-55 are officers, 91,742 horses,

j _ (,„ the 5th of Sixth month, 1872, Thoma
and 1672 surgeon.s. The infantry force absorbs 2/ 7,776

| Lj-^^ ^ valued elder of Exeter Mouthl v Meeting,
men in 113 regiments. There are to be, as at present,

, jhis dear Friend was eminently of a meek and <

94 regiments of cavalry. L
-r;, ^^^ diffident in the «xpre3.sion of his relig

United States.—3/,scrHaneou.s.—The interments in '

experience, vet he was ever watchful and firm in
Philadelphia last week numbered 310. There were 39 maintenance of the doctrines and testimonies of Frit
from cholera infantum, 3o consumption, and 19 small Iponj^ending by example the self-denving religic

pox. — •

During the year 1871, there were 27,276 deaths in

New York, equal to 28.6 per 1000 of the population : a

higher rate of mortality than that of most cities of the

United States.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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miod that is not matter nor the life, but is

above these; that has no likeness on earth;
proves itselfof all we know the most like unto
God who is a spirit. It alone in nature reviews
its own consciousness, as under an inevitable
sense of moral and religious duty and account-
ability, and asks and answers the question,
'My soul i.s it well with thee?' If there b-

istage, when paid quarterly in advance, five (

For "Tlie Friend."

Aiiotiier Phase of Modern Philosophy.
iContiauod from page 35S.)

Though matter be essential to the growth
1 transmission of all life; though matter

fe be essential to sustain the mind in its
Difestations in this world; all these three
of very distinctive nature. In the plant

!re is life, but no brain or nerves, nor feel-
er mind. These, therefore, are not neces-
y to the phenomenon of life. It is the
jrished blood of other composition th„..
stable protoplasm that must flow and bear
life sustaining material of the animate

ng, and that for brain and nerves as well
the residue of the body. You may inter-

i the mind's perception, and life will go
but intercept the blood's circulation and
excluded part is killed. Sir T. C. Mor.^an
D., says :

' If the supply of blood be cut off
- hmb, by means of ligatures made upon

arteries, sensibility of all kinds is in a very
rt time extinguished; and the part dies,
undergoes the same changes, as supervene

the death of the whole body.' 'If, on the
trary, the circulation continue uninter-
ted, and the ligature be cast round the
ves of the limb, so as to cut off its commu-
ition with the cerebral centre, the other
ues will continue their functions uninter-
ted by the accident.' 'These counter-

ments clearly demonstrate that the
vous system is not the fountain of life to
rest of the economy; but receives its ani-
tioD, in common with all other tissues,

I the action between its own vessels and
circulating fluids.' (Philosophy of Life,
) I bus the incomprehensible life requires
tier as the vehicle of its manifestations;
the incomprehensible mind requires mat-
mcluding brain and nerves, as well as the
for its manifestations; but the distinctly
aifested actions of both are full of diversi-
and contrarieties. As life cannot account
and produce matter, nor matter life; so

ther, or both together, account for, or
duce mind, but only subserve it. For each
cause can only be logically sought in a
ator; and for their wonderful combination,
concurring, or counter actions, in the

3g man, we • in reason, only refer our

another such being in the universe, it can only
be an angel in heaven."

" Yet Dr. Huxley tells us that our thoughts
'are the expression of molecular changes in
that matter of life which is the source of our
other vital phenomena;' but he states no
reason why this should be so; why matter or
life separately or together should produce
thoughts. He takes no notice of their con
trary nature and operations from matter
Now, as we have seen, the process of life gives
its own proofs immeasurably surpassing in
accuracy that of the microscope, as to all that
enters into the composition of the plant or
animal, as attested by products infinitely
varied, and thereby has proved all protoplasms
not to be bases of the same nature, and that
life uses other elements in her structures; so
the diff'erent natures and actions of thoughts
and mind from life and matter, must be taken
as proof that they are not one with, nor can
bo produced by matter, or yet bo the life that
has subjected matter to her uses. The life,

instead of producing mind, is made subject to
the mind, as to its uses, what it shall be :

whether it be more worthless than the fester-
ing charnel heap, or in purity, perfection,
beauty and glory, it shall be the fitting com
panion of immortal immaculate beings."

" The capacity of the body is limited. Its
growth cannot be forced. It can add not a
cubit to its stature. But no limits can be as-
signed to the acquisitions of the mind. While
he has life man may learn. True, students,
ardent and ambitious, will often sacrifice therr
"ves in the pursuit of knowledge

; but that is

not because the mind has taken into itself
more than it will hold, but more rapidly than
the frail body will bear, and in manner vio-
lating the laws of health

; those laws that re-

quire the exercise of the muscles, the play of
the lungs in breathing fresh air, and an ac-
celerated movement ot the circulations, of the
assimilative process, and of all of life's func-
tions; and due rest and sleep. The versatile
and boundless ranging mind must wait upon
the limited conditions of its subservient com-
panion; by wisely doing which this life may
ist long, and the mind ceaselessly acquire in-

crease of knowledge and power. But ever
the master mind must be doing, or naught is

done.

Dr. Carpenter, as a purely scientific teacher,
also speaks of the soul's relation to the Infi-
nite; and of its constituting one of the most
distinctive peculiarities of man, and as the
main-spring of human progress. He says the

i!evon°tSThr^°Kr''°!,'°°'''/'l
'"'•* ''""^^

I

^^^''•^ *'°'- -niprovement grows by what it leea.hevon the thoughts and mind of man. That
|
upon ;

' in the higher grades of mental develop

ment there is a continual looking upward,
not towards a more elevated human standard'
but at one to something above man and ma-
terial nature.' He desires to participate in a
spiritual existence; 'of which the germ has
been implanted in the mind of man, and which,
developed as it is by the mental cultivation,
* * * has been regarded by philosophers
in all ages as one of the chief natural argu-
ments for the immortality of the soul.' (Physi-
ology, Sec. 7.) And he concludes his work
on Animal Physiology in these words: 'The
philosopher who has attained the highest
summit of mortal wisdom, is he who, if he use
his mind aright, has the clearest perception
of the limits of human knowledge, and the
most earnest desires for the lifting of the veil
that separates him from the Unseen. He,
then, has the strongest motives for that hu-
mility of spirit and purity of heart, without
which, we are assured, none shall see God.'
While I would thus elevate mind to its

truthful distinction and pre-eminence, I would
say nothing to disparage the material and
living creation. While physicists ascribe all

to matter; all matter, all life, all mind, and
nothing to God, I ascribe all to Him

;
yet re-

gard matter as essential means to all life, and
to the exhibition of all mind upon this earth.
We see God's good design in physical nature,
and that design we must reverence, and learn
to adore Him in the sublimity of his works.
Without this material earth, and sun that
lights and warms it, there would be none of
the life that we behold : would not be human
souls to people heaven. Climate it is to be
admitted, does make the Esquimaux and the
Negro what they are. Unfriendly to life and
its happiest physical development, it is also
unfriendly to intellectual, to moral and re-

ligious culture; and it also fails either in the
productions needful for man's uses and im-
provement, or produces animal and vegetable
life so rankly as to over-master the unskilled
native until he shall be helped by the stronger
and more inventive man of the temperate
zone. But it follows not that the mind is the
production of the surrounding physical causes,
but only that these have not so well developed
the instrument the minds must use; and con-
sequently the mind itself is not so fully de-
veloped.

The mind it is that is ever conquering na-
ture and moulding matter and ruling life. It
reclaims the earth to culture, fells the forest,

drains the morass, destroys wild beasts; mines
the fuels and metals ; makes and applies iron
to its ten thousand uses; constructs railroads
and telegraphs ; creates the arts and sciences;
educates mankind generally unto a higher
civilization, and makes a large proportion al-

most what they should be ; that is to say,
learned, temperate and wise, lovers of maa
and worshipers of God ; and all are advanced
in moral conduct, except the irreclaimably
vicious. The task remaining before our hu-
manity is to endeavor to cause the people to
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approximate the standard of perfection, and

if, peradventure, we get a majority of such,

the world will have made inestimable pro-

oress. And why should we not all strive for

such consummation? In every branch of

business, men exert a wonderful amount of

common sense and acuteuess of thought, and

achieve admirable success. Half the like assi-

duity and culture directed upon their own

minds would produce a transformation of

character and increase of intelligence, that

would excite their wonder and the admiration

of the world. ]Mind only can do it, but mind

can work the consummation ;
and that is the

great hope of all thoughtful good men."

CTo be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(Continued from page 357.)

Sarah Hillman to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Pliiladelphia, 4th mo. 27th, 1844.

" My much loved friend,—Thy long looked

for letter to dear M. Sheppard, by the hand

of your and our friends, was truly acceptable

;

having until then heard nothing from thee

since our return : and we wondered much at

it. But the secret is unravelled now, as thou

mentions one letter which never reached u

There seems to be- as little certainty about

receiving letters by public conveyance, ixt

there is stamped upon other earthly enjoy

ments ; but certain it is, that if we hold fast

the precious grain of faith in our ever-blessed

all-conquering Captain, Jesus Christ the right

eous, who is the foundation of many genera-

tions, and if we endure to the end, there is a

crown of righteousness in store, a house not

made with hands, prepared, eternal in the

heavens, for these, which will assuredly be

given at the end of the race, 1 cannot doubt,

to thee. Ah ! what then will all the trials,

the conflicts, the pains of an afflicted taber-

nacle, the toils, the deaths oft, and the other

sufferings allotted us as our part in tilling up

that which is behind of the sufferings of Christ

for his body's sake, be felt to be ? Ought they

not to be considered, as George Whitehead
called the bolts of the prison, even as jewels;

seeing those light afflictions, which the Apos-
tle speaks of as enduring but 'for a moment,'
will work out for us a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory.

" Long will the precious visit we had at thy
house live in memory. We had much to say,

but were too full to speak much. Oh, could

we see thee once again, and tell thee about
our Yearly Meeting, and our dear friends

who have clean escaped the vicissitudes and
tribulations of mortality; and having passed

through the river, are now chanting th

ceasing song of angels and archangels, and of

the spirits of the just men made perfect, even

the song of Moses and of the Lamb, saying,

'Blessing, and honor, and glory, and power,
be to Him that sitteth upon the throne, and
unto the Lamb forever and forever more."

" We were favored with the company of

Zion's King at our solemn deliberations; and
many 1 believe who had come to put their

trust under the shadow of his wing, returned
thanksgiving unto Him, in the renewed feel-

ing of mercy extended to the remnant of his

people—a poor backsliding generation as we
are—and they could adopt the language of

the Psalmist, ' Bless the Lord, O my soul, and
all that is within me bless his holy name.'

And again, ' Ho that crowneth the year with

bis goodness; who reneweth unto us the ap- that attends my mmd m a lively unity wit

pointed weeks of the harvest,' hath indeed thee in spirit. In this I trust we may be s

crowned our Annual Assembly with loving kept in the faith and the patience ot the sainti

kindness and tender mercy. There will be Then when our respective portions of euffei

an account of its proceedings in 'The Friend.' ;ing are filled up, we shall be permittee

I thought best to write a few lines; but through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, t

as thy M. will give thee all the particulars of, enter in through the gates into that city ths

that period, and of .such other things as may jneedeth not the light of the sun nor of th

be of interest to thee, I will draw my poor moon, but where the Lord God and the Lam

scrawl to a close, after asking thee to accept !are the light thereof There we shall be ei

the warmest love from the hearts of my dcar|abled to unite with those who have gone^b.

mother and sisters, as well as from thy poor

tribulated little sister in the bonds, the tribu

lations, and the fellowship—and shall I not

say also through unutterable mei-cy—in the

sweet consolations of the gospel. Ah I my
dear friend, this is worth suffering for, and

worthy of all we can suffer to obtain. Pray

for me that my faith may not fail ; but that

amid all the lurnings and overturuings, the

sittings and re-siftings that we may yet have

to undergo, the Lord on high may be our

Keeper, our safe hiding place, our Eock, and

our Eefuge. May we be accoutred with the

heavenly panoply, which the apostle adviseth

when he says. Stand, having ou the breast-

plate of righteousness, and your feet shod with

the preparation of the gospel of peace; above

all taking the shield of faith: and the helmet

of salvation must not be left off, and then the

fiery darts of the wicked will be quenched.

"Oh! let us hold on in faith. Beloved

friend, thy reward is sure; for thou hast

fought successfully the fight thereof: and thy

Lord and. Master hath given thee a banner,

which thou hast displayed many times be-

cause of the Truth, to the praise of His great

and glorious holy name.
" Farewell ; beloved friend, farewell, says

thy attached Sarah Hillman."

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Philadelphia, 6th mo. 10th, 1844.

" My very dear and afflicted friend, Mildred

Ratcliff,— I am now at the house of our kind

friends Thomas and Edith Kite. 1 have been

favored to make my way as well as I expect

ed, after leaving Barnesville. We arrived in

this city on Fifth-day evening. Seventh-day

went to Westtown, which place wo left com

t'ortably this morning. Many deep baptisms

attend the poor traveller in this day of carnal

ease and security. May I be kept through

all- the conflicts that may be permitted to at-

tend, in childlike dependence and resignation

to the Divine wall; willing to suffer with my
Lord and Master. Truly in looking forward

to the prospect before me,* the spirit bears

witness that bonds and afflictions await me.

Yet, blessed be the name of the Good Shep-

herd, seasons of renewal of confidence are

mercifully vouchsafed for the support of rny

poor mind, producing a willingness therein,

yea, a degree of thankfulness, in being ac-

counted worthy to suffer with and for my
dear Lord and Master who hath done so much
for me, and for all mankind.

" Dear friend, thou art borne in lively re-

membrance by many in this city for thy labor

in the work of the gospel, and they deeply

feel for thee in the many trials and sufteriugs

that attend thee. May the eternal God be

thy refuge, and underneath the everlasting

arms to support thee and keep thee by day

and by night, and to bear up thy head above

all the waves of affliction. O, the sweetness

* Keligious ser\-ice in New England.

fore to blessedness, having washed their robe

and made them white in the blood of th

Lamb.
I expect to set off to-morrow for Ne'

England, by way of New York; intending i

that city to call upon my dear friend Joh

Wood. I may say it has been a comfort an

strength to me to find in this city many syr

pathising friends and companions in the affli

lions of the gospel. C. W. is going with me
CTo be continued.)

Cotton Manufacture in Mancliester.

Manchester, though famous at the begi:

ning of the eighteenth century, was still i

"ts infancy, and its greatest men lived an

worked in a way that their successors of th

present times have far surpassed. '• An era

neiit manufacturer of that age," says D
Aikin, " used to be in his warehouse befoi

six in the morning, accompanied by his chi

dren and apprentices. At seven, they

came in Xo breakfast, which consisted of ou

lar-j-e dish of water-pottage, made of oatmea

water, and a little salt, boiled thick and poure

into a dish. At the side was a pan or basi

of milk, and the master and apprentices, eac

with a wooden spoon in his hand, without loi'

of time, dipped into the same dish, and them

into a milk-pan ; and, as soon as it wasfinisf

ed, they all returned to their work." Moi

luxurious ways gradually crept in, but, for

long time, kitchens, garrets, sheds, and pot

outhouses were large enough and goodenoug

for the most extensive manufacturing oper,-

tions that were carried on

Old Eobert Peel, the founder of the gre

manufacturing hou.se that bears his name,

the grandfather of the statesman, began

career at Blackburn, in that humble waj

and was as humble when, in 1779, h

driven out by the operatives, enraged at h

use of Hargreaves' spinning jenny, and forct

to carry on his business at Burton-on-Tren

ais partners, Haworth and Yates, develops

a large business at Bury, but that establis

meut°was re-shaped and made the first priuc

ly manufactory by his son, the elder 8

Robert Peel, the first princely cotton-man

facturer of England.

Peel's busy factory still thrives, under tl

management of his successors, but other t

tablish ments have in later times arisen to v

with it in greatness; and, just as the Pee

beean early to combine into one great trai

the trades, formerly separated, of cottonspi

nin^', cotton-weaving, and calico-printing,

the'^more enterprising of the younger tirr

have found it best to make their business y

more composite. They not only, besides

ino- their own goods, buy the produce of sou

of°their neighbors' mills, for disposal m t.

public market, and so have become merchao

U well as manufacturers ; they have also l

come iron-workers, in order that they m,

most cheaply construct their own tools; a:

even colliers, in order that they may m<
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jv:inta£;eously procure their own fuel, both

)i- inukincr and for using the machinery. The
ay ill which this composite development of

10 lactory system has grown up will be best

histi-atcd by a glance at the progress of one

f tiii^ younger and more enterprising of the

•iiaiicashire houses.

Joseph ilylands, born at Parr, near St.

[elens, in 1761, was the son of a hand-loom
eaver in a small way of business, for whom
e worked, in company with a few other

borers, and, as the business was well man-
red, and only the best calicoes were pro-

uced, it had grown considerably bj- 1787,

hen young Ilylands became master, and it

jntinued togrow under his shrewd direction.

a ISIO he opened a draper's shop at Helens,

here other goods were sold besides the out-

3me of his own mill. His three sons were
iught to fight their own way in the world,

ohn, the youngest son, born in 1803, was the

blest scholar of the three. When he was
bout fourteen, ho spent his pocket-money in

uying a parcel of trinkets put up at an auc-

ionoor's sale, and, having sold these at a good
rofit, he found himself with an unusuall}'

irge sum of money in his pocket. He told

is good fortune to an old nurse of the family,

bo, with her husband, had been trained in

md-loom weaving. " Whj- don't you buy a

ttle warp and weft with the money you've

ot," she said, "and let us weave them?"
ohn liked the suggestion, bought some ma-
Brial for the old ladj- to work up, and, the

peculation proving profitable, continued to

mploy her, and thus became both merchant
nd manufacturer in a very small way, while

e was still only a schoolboy. Promoted to

ervo in the draper's shop, he carried on the

rade, and spent his leisure hours in weaving
limself, whereby he was able to increase his

tock-intrade,

If there was no great romance in that be-

inning of life, there was promise of future

access. The eldest brother, Joseph, had gone
3 Wigan, there to start a small mill of bis

wn, and there he prospered so well that in

821 he asked John, then eighteen, to join

lim as partner, and to undertake the travel

ing part of the business. That was agreed

0, and for a short time John Eylands followed

he old fashion, goingon horseback to the vari

us towns of Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cheshire

.nd North Wales, with his pack-saddle full of

latterns, there to solicit orders for the cal"

068, ginghams, and other cotton goods which
lis brother prepared at home. The business

?as so successful that old Joseph Eyland
ffered to become a partner, and put into it

acre capital than his sons could command,
,nd the result was the establishment of the

lince famous firm of Eylands and Sons, with

veaving-mills at Wigan and St. Helens, and
large draper's shop in the latter place. The
Taper's shop was given up in 182-1, but before

hat a larger establishment had been started

,t Manchester.
In 1824 the firm bought two large estates

tear Wigan, on one of which dyeing and
leaching works were already erected, while

in the other they set up a spinning-mill, for

Todacing both cotton and linen yarns. This

qUI was a monster establishment when they
»nilt it, but, though increased in the interval,

v&a of pigmy proportions, as compared with
ts rivals, when thej^ gave it up in 1854. In

Ihat year it was four stories high, was worked

20,000 throstles, and gave employment to

bout 350 hands. The chief value of the new
purchase, however, was in the fact—unknown
at the time—that under the adjoining land

there were veins of excellent coal, both for

domestic and manufacturing purposes. The
Rylands established a colliery, which now
gives employment to nearly a hundred colliers,

besides clerks and other agents, and, while

selling the house-coal to others, employed the

coarser quality in their own works. 'Thereby

all the coal-dealer's profit, and the cost of

transit from a distance, were saved, and the

firm was able to work on and increase its

operations with very great advantage.

In 1839 Joseph Rylands the younger retired

from the business, and proceeded to establish

and be chief partner in a huge concern in

Hull, known as the Hull Flax and Cotton

Mills. In the same year, John Eylands and

his father, who lived on till 1847, bought the

Ainsworth Cotton Mill, between Bolton and

Bury, where now, by about 600 operatives,

some fifteen tons of cotton are weekly spun,

and woven into some 30,000 lbs. of cotton

fabric, for sale at the great warehouse in High
Street, Manchester, which, by successive ad-

ditions, has been converted into a vast estab-

lishment about a hundred yards long. In it,

besides its own cottons and linens, the firm

sold woollen and silk goods of every sort, and

a thousand articles of haberdashery and mil-

linery—from umbrellas and bonnets to stays

and stockings.

This mercantile business, however, was al

ways subordinate to the manufacturing busi

ness. In 1864 Rylands and Sons, now repre

sented by only one of the sons, bought some

extensive cotton-mills at Gorton, which they

furnished with new machinerj^, and converted

into one of the largest factories in England

They cover 16,000 square yards of land. 'There

is a mechanics' shop, for producing all the

necessary tools. The spinning-shed contains

32,000 throstles and 31,000 mule spindles, able

to produce 75,000 lbs. of yarn every week.

In the weaving-shed there are 1,500 power-

looms. The whole machinery is turned by

six high-pressure engines, with an aggregate

of 300 horse-power; and on the estate there

are 150 cottages for the use of some of the

1,500 hands employed. But this factory is

surpassed by another, set up a year later by
the same firm, near Wigan, and Irnown as the

Gidlow Works. "This magnificent mill," we
are told, " is three stories high, and the whole
of it is fireproof The three mills at Gidlow,

Gorton, and Ainsworth give employ to more
than 4,500 operatives.

These three mills, like most of their great

rivals or compeers, are situated at some dis-

tance from Manchester. Manchester, indeed,

with its population of 358,000, is now chiefly

the mart and centre of a busy trading pro-

vince of workshops, stretching into Yorkshire,

Derbyshire, and Cheshire, as well as Lanca-
shire, giving employment to more than two
million persons, directly and indirectly, in the

manufacture of cotton. "In 1860," says Mr.

Bazley, "the number of spindles employed
was about 32,000,000, the number of looms

about 340,000. The production in the ma-
chine-making trade had doubled within ten

years. Bleach-works, print-works, and dye-

works had been largely extended during the

same period. The first investments, includ-

ing the value of land and rights to water,

py engines of sixty-six horse-power, contained' amounted to not less than £60,000,000, to

which must be added a working capital of

£20,000,000; add to these again the value of

merchants' and tradesmen's stock at home
and abroad, the value of raw cotton and sub-

diary materials, and of bankers' capital, and
the grand total of capital employed in the

trade will not be less than £200,000,000.—
Bourne.

For "The Friend."

Dlstingnlshlng Plainnhs of our Holy Profession.

The subjoined are selections from Annual
Epistles ofFriends in London, with their res-

pective years and dates, as annexed, extend-

ing as far back as 1688.

Can any one doubt after reading them, that

Friends of that day, as one of the epistles sets

forth, were admonished so "to keep under the

power of the cross of Christ" as " that the sim-

plicity and distinguishing plainness of our holy

profession," might not be lost respecting lan-

guage, apparel and behavior. Moreover it is

to the writer clear, that "distinguishing plain-

ness" or peculiarity, if so we choose to term

it, is unavoidable, unless we run into the other

extreme of uniformity to the fashions of the

world. Because if from whatever cause, we
leave the distinguishing wardrobe of the

Friend, and put on what to-day is claimed to

be a simple dress, and adhere to it, will we not

soon inevitably become peculiar, owing to the

ever changing tide offashion and worldliness?

Then why renounce or exchange a garb that

has distinguished this society for 200 years,

and has been connected with many and great

advantages? Not in any wise to claim for it a

place and importance other than belongs to

it; or more than what is comparable to the

payment of the tithe of mint, anise and cum-

min, which the Saviour declared, ought not to

be left undone. These—our testimonies

—

have no doubt been as a hedge about us, keep-

ing us from many evil consequences; and to

manifest thoughtfulness and care in preserv-

ing it intact, shows our high appreciation of

the pasture or the grain that is enclosed by
it. The extracts follow :

" That Friends everywhere be put in mind
to keep under the leadings and guidance of

the spirit of truth in their outward habits, and

fashions thereof; not suffering the spirit of

the world to get over them, in a lust to be

like unto them in things useless and supei--

fluous ; lest it prevail upon them (by giving a

little way to it,) till it leads them from the

simplicity and plainness that become the gos-

pel ;
and so, from one vain liberty to another, till

they come to lose the blessed liberty that is

in Christ, into which thej- were in measure

redeemed, and fall back into the bondage of

the world's spirit, and grow up into the liber-

ty of the flesh, with the lust and concupis-

cence thereof, and so lose both their name and

place in the truth, as too many have done."

—

1688.
" Being sensible how incident youth is to be

corrupted, and how liable to corrupt and hurt

one another by evil example and liberty, it is

earnestly requested, that all parents among
Friends take all godly and christian care in

the education of their children, and be good

examples to them, and not to allow them in

anything that may gratify a vain mind, in

immodest apparel, or foolish garbs, or other

extravagancies, tending to their hurt, and re-

proach of our holy profession, and incurring

God's displeasure and judgment, which stands

against the pride of life and haughtiness: but
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piQCerely to use their best endeavors to train

them up in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord, in sobriety, modesty, and plainness in

apparel, language and conversation, as becom
eth our holy profession and christian religion."

—1692.
"As the truth is the foundation of right

fellowship with God, and communion one with
another, we exhort all such as are professors

of it, faithfulh' to obey the same, in keeping
to the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to
the several testimonies thereof; so that none
may despise the day of small things, nor turn
aside from the plainness, simplicity and life of
the truth, into the words, waj's, customs, and
fashions of the world, which are vain, and will

perish with using, (God having redeemed
his people out of the same, through his right-

eous judgments in their inward parts ;) know-
ing that whatever hath been condemned and
overturned thereby, is never to be built up again,

by any that are lovers of the truth, as it is in

Jesus."—1712.

"A tender concern being upon the spirits of
many brethren, for the keeping up our ancient
testimonies in the Truth against pride, and the
vain fashions and customs of the world ; it is

desired and advised, that Friends in all places
(in the wisdom of God) endeavor to train up
their children in the fear of the Lord, and be

good examples to them, in keeping to the cross
of Christ, both in plainness of habit and
speech

;
and that none do countenance or con

nive at them, in going from the ancient simpli
city of the truth in which we have appeared as a
people called of God, to bear testimony to his
name

;
nor make light of those testimonies,

which by our ancient Friends (who trod out
the way before us,) were borne through great
perils and dangers, to the hazarding the lives
and estates of many ; the weight of whose
exercises remains fresh upon the minds of a
remnant, to the stirring up of a godly zeal
in them against all false libertj^, and sinful
ease in the flesh, which is too apit to grow
among some professing the same truth with
us, in this our day, for want of due watchfulness
and obedience to the light of Christ, and keeping
low and humble before the Lord; by reason
whereof, many evils get in amongst us ; viz.
pride of apparel; making of mixed marriages
with persons of contrary judgment; bowing,
and giving flattering titles to men ; the saying
of ye, or you, to a single person

; and calling
the days of the week, and the months, by
heathen names, to the declining of truth's tes-
timony, and giving occasion of stumbling to
such as are seeking after the knowledge of the
same, as it is in Jesus. These things are
cause of sorrow of heart and trouble to the
Israel of God

;
yea, cause of great mourning

;

&ndL call for humiliation and amendment in t/ie

camp of God; that every evil aud hurtful
thing being cast out, truth may prevail, and
the professors thereof may stand faithfully
against all snares and temptations

; that the
blessing of God, in which there is no sorrow,
may rest upon and abound in the whole church
of Christ.

" And that our children may be preserved
from the wiles of Satan, as much as in us lies,

let a godly care and concern be upon the minds of

reverence towards God ;
and instruct them to

follow his counsel, and obey his voice ; as the
tribes of Israel were required of God to teach

his precepts diligently unto their children :

Deut. vi. 7, 'And thou shalt teach them dili-

gently unto thy children, and shall talk of

them when thou sittest in thine house, and
when thou walkest by the way, and when
thou liestdowD, and when thourisest up.' So
be you concerned to acquaint them how the
Lord led you from one degree of faithfulness

to another, in a denial of the world's corrupt
ways, language and customs ; whicli while we
(in disobedience to him) walked in, we could
not enjoy true peace : but as we bore the
cross, and bowed to his will, we had an evi-

dence of acceptance with him. Aud be care-

ful, that none of you, by a neglect herein, be-

come examples unto them to depart from the
Scripture language, wherein is true propriety
of speech."— 1715.

And, dear Friends, we tenderly and ear-

nestly advise and exhort all parents, and mas-
ters of families, that they exert themselves in

the wisdom of God, and in the strength of his

love, to instruct their children and families in

the doctrines and precepts of the christian re-

"gio'-n contained in the holy Scriptures
; and

that they excite them to the diligent reading
of those sacred writings, which phiinly set

forth the miraculous conception, birth, holy
'ife, wonderful works, blessed example, meri-
torious death, and glorious resurrection, as-

cension, and mediation ofour Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ ; and to educate their children in

the belief of those important truths, as well

as in the belief of the inward manifestation
and operation of the Spirit of God on their

own minds, that they may reap the benefit

and advantage thereof, for their own peace
and everlasting happiness, which is infinitely

preferable to all other considerations. We
therefore exhort, in the most earnest manner,
that all be very careful in this respect ; a ne-

glect herein being, in our judgment, very
blameworthy. And farther, where any defi-

ciency of this sort appears, we recommend to
Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, that they
stir up those whom it may concern to their
duty therein.

"And as it is evident, that the simplicity,

and distinguishing plainness of our holy profes-

sion is too much lost among us, respecting
'auguage, apparel and behavior ; we therefore
earnestly exhort all to keep under the power of
the cross of Christ, which will crucify to the

orld, and the vanities of it, and bring up in

true life of self-denial, agreeable to the gos-
pel, and example of our elders."—1732. Z.

mo. 15tb, 1872.

Diamond Cutting and Polishing in Neiu York.
The business is divided into three entirely

distinct and separate branches. First there fs

the cleaver or splitter, then the cutter, and
lastly the polisher. The splitter or cleaver
must be a person of the quickest possible per-

ception. Seizing a stone, he looks at it quick-
ly, and decides instantly in his mind how the
stone must be cut, so as to give it the greatest
weight and brilliancy. Instantly he detects
any flaws or streaks in it, judges in a moment

all parents to loatch over them, with supplications what minute fragments must "be cut off in or-
to the Lord, that they be not drawn away from [der to get rid of those flaws, and must be so
the innocency, simplicity, and plainness of| thoroughly acquainted with his subject as to
the way of truth

; and labor, in a sense of', be able to tell whether the imperfection is at
truth, to reach the witness in them, that they may the surface or in the heart of the stone. As
feel in their own spirits a degree of fear and to color, he knows at once whether it will

turn out of pure water or not. Having dee
ed in his own mind what that stone of a ea
or more will turn out—having even calcul

ed to a nicety how much the clippings oft
rough diamond will be worth, whether th
will make little brilliants or flat rose diamon
—he secures the stone in a wooden stick,

gem held fast bj' a cement made of rosin a
pounded brick dust. Taking another diamoi
or a fragment of one, before split, having
sharp edge, he secures it in another stick pj

cisely in the same way. Steadying his ti

hands over a small wooden box, lined wi
brass, which has at the bottom a sieve to i

cure the precious dust, he applies the kn
edge of one diamond to the face of the othi

It cuts rapidly—there is a distinct not
made. Showing us the stone he is about
cut, he points out to us a minute flaw on
surface, which he proposes to remove,
might be ground ofi'. But if this slow proce
was employed, it would take two or thr

days, may be a week, and that portion of tl

diamond capable of being turned into a ro

diamond be lost. Now he talies somethii
like a steel ruler, with a perfectly flat sqii

edge, about six inches long and say a sixteen!

thick, places first this rule, not on the slon

but on the line of where the cleavage ou^'

to be ; considers a moment, then, having as

were taken his aim, he deftly, with an insta

taneous movement, places it in the little note

cut in the diamond, with the other hand sei

es a small steel rod, something like the pest

to a mortar, gives the ruler or knife one
two quick taps, and, showing us the stou'

there is a distinct, perfectly straight spli

Now, warming his cement he takes the stor

out, now divided into two parts ; he has take
ofi' a piece which it is true is very small, bi

he has cut right through a fault, and has s

got rid of an imperfection. The stone migl
be worth in the rough SlOO or §10,000, tb

process is the same. A single error on th

part of the cleaver, an ignorance of the natur

of the stone, or of what it ought to bo
"

when perfect, might spoil for his emploj-er

more in one minute than they could make u

in months.
The cuttersnext occupy our attention. Th

cleaver having determined what shape th

diamond shall have, it is handed over to their

The diamonds are secured precisely in tb

same sticks, and held over exactly the sam
kind of box. The stone to be shaped is heh

in the left hand, though both stones are ii

process of cutting. The thumbs are closeb

braced, the left hand protected by a heav^

leather glove. The process is a very slow one
if the cleavage had a quick, artistic sleight o

hand in it, this has a dull, plodding look

Slowlj^ the faces are abraded, as the two dia

onds are ground together. In this conditioi

they have not the least appearance of beau

ty ; if when split up by the cleaver, they stil

etained gome little sheen and glitter, hen
they look like bits of very poor, smoky glass

about as brilliant as a cinder. It is a long

and tedious process, requiring no end of prac

tice and judgment.
The next and final stage is the polishing

Seated before revolving steel disks, running

parallel with the floor, sat a number of men
all intent at their tasks, the disks turni

noiselessly with a speed of 2000 revolutions tcj

the minute. They were begrimed with
Each man held in his mouth something that

looked like a toothpick, which he complacent-
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shewed. This they would dip occasional-

Qto a little glass vessel containing an olive

red mixture, made of oil and diamond
der. A drop of this they would apply to

diamond they were polishing. The first

jess was that of soldering the stone into

ass cup, the solder rising above it, until it

;ed like a big acorn, the stone being as the
To do this properly, to follow each

kman through his work, and to present

I facet in its proper position, seemed to u
acme of skill. Taking a tiny stone, the
Monal part of the carat, but minute littl

as it was, having no less than sixty-four

net surfaces to be smoothed, a workman
does nothing else but fix the stones, seiz

between his forceps, placed it in its pro-

position in the solder, now in a plastic

), and heedless of burnt fingers, i

'

yielding mass of metal around it until it

thoroughly secured
; then taking it, sti

blunged it into water, where the m<
hissed, and we thought this workman
t be endowed with salamander qualities.

jDg this precious acorn, with its diamond
t, the polisher now commenced his work.
t ho touched the point with the olive oil

diamond dust, and felt with the end of his

r, the exact position. It seems to us

his process the senses have to plaj

ely novel functions. The polisher's eyes
if lilllo use apparently, but the sense of

s: \i has been so exquisitely educated, that
ipplies the other faculty. Placing the

) in the acorn, with its point downward,
amps it in a wooden rest, the diamond
touching the revolving wheel. To pro-

pressure, he puts on the wooden rest

! of lead, weighing perhaps four or five

ds; sometimes he has the weight of three
ur on it. One diamond at a time is not
lient to absorb his attention ; he has three
ounted at the same time, going together,
sionally he takes one of the rests off, and
jes the acorn into some water to cool it,

at it a moment, feels it with his finger,

puts it down again. Sometimes beseems
pa}'ing a certain slight amount of at-

on to the plate, looking at the streak the
makes on the revolving disk. This

i to be all the process. But little does
bserver imagine the years of assiduous
latient toil it has required to acquire this

iency. All the workmen are Israelites,

om Holland. Those who understand the
ess inform us that from generation to
ration they have carried on this trade,

hat the persistency and dogged persever-
which they are famous for, has alone
them proficient in this branch of art.

ly take months of this patient, monot-
3 toil to perfect a single stone of any size,

itimes it happens that a surface is pre-

d to them, which even defies the mordant
ties of any other diamond powder. They
grind and grind away for months, and
mooth, glittering surface will not come,
hey work on; they will make it brilliant,

sses from hand to hand, from wheel to

1. Everybody has tried it, and every-
has given it up. But still they keep on
g. Suddenly a bright little speck ap-

—you could cover it with the point of a
ric needle. The obdurate hide is getting
ed off, and human patience is trium-
t, and a magnificent lustre rewards their
.—(Amer. Watchmakers, Jewelers and Sil-

iths' Jour.)

THE LOWLY LIFE.
A little flower so lowly grew.
So lonely was it left,

That heaven looked like an eye of blue,

Down in its rocky cleft.

What could the little flower do,

In such a darksome place.

But try to reach that eye of blue
And climb to kiss heaven's face?

And there's no life so lone and low
But strength may still be given.

From narrowest lot on earth to grow.
The straighter up to heaven.

Gerald 3Iassey.

For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continued from page 346.)

Is it not an obvious truth that one great
reason why we do not more know Christ
Jesus to be in us the wjiy, the truth, and the
life—the Teacher of teachers, the Minister of
ministers, the all in all unto eternal life

because we are not willing to take his yoke
upon us, and to come to Him sufficiently

humbled, destitute, sin-sick, and sensibly af-

fected with our great need of Him ? VVere
we, through childlike submission and obedi-
ence to the convincing, convicting power of
the Lord Jesus manifested within ; more sen
sible of our poverty and nothingness, our lost

and prodigal condition
; and thence brought

to renounce our own wills, and to be stripped
of self-complacency, and all that the carnal
mind, which is enmity with God, delights in,

how would He, the all-skilful Physician of
souls rejoice over us; how would He pour in

the anointing oil of His kingdom ; how for-

give our iniquities and heal our diseases ; how
send us help from the sanctuary and strength-
en us out of Zion!
As J. Barclay in effect says, we need more

unmistakable evidence of humble, and con-
trite, and covenanting hearts; more deep and
powerful convictions of our own impotency
and insufiiciency for every good word and
work, obtained through whole-hearted sub-
mission to the God of our lives, the Alpha and
Omega of all. We need more continually to

feel that Christ is our life: and that without
seeking Him, and coming to Him with all our
hearts in the first place, we can do nothing to
His glory. I am the resurrection and the life,

says He I Then can we experience life from
the dead,—a condition in which we all are by
nature, or as children of the first Adam—or a
resurrection in the life and powerof the second
Adam, the Lord Jesus Christ, without receiv-
ing Him into the heart, and yielding obedi-
ence to Him there, where His kingdom, if

ever, must come and be set, up? It is those
ho open the door of the heart that the King

of glory may come in ; those that yield to the
manifestation of the Saviour through his Holy
Spirit ; those that like the poor publican, the
prodigal, the dependent little ones, have none
on earth or in heaven but Him, that the Lord
n His unfailing mercy will keep and bless,

md open His bounteous storehouse to, while
the rich and the full, the presuming and the
self-satisfied, shall now as aforetime be sent
empty away.

" 1817. Eleventh month 27th.—I question
hether they who go empty away from our

religious meetings, or from those gatherings
of two or three in the name of the Lord Jesus,
where he himself is in the midst, ready to heal
each one of his diseases and infirmities; I
question much whether such as go home none

the better for meeting with those thus gath-
ered together, are not ' rich,'—are not full,

—

are not satisfied, confident, 'settled on the
lees,' sluggish and sleeping in security. We
may remember, there is a woe against ' those
that are at ease in Zion.' It is also worthy
of remark, that all those that came to Jesus,
when personally on earth, to be cured of their
maladies, were in a very opposite state to
that of those of whom I have spoken above;
these were destitute, afflicted, forsaken, de-
spised ; and what is still more, they were sen-
sible of their lamentable situation, their help-
lessness and distress; and they knew or be-
lieved who it was, that had power to stem the
torrent of their troubles, the tide of their
calamities. ' Speak the word only,' said one,
'and my servant shall bo healed.' 'Believe
ye that I am able to do this?' said Jesus to
two, who answered—'Yea, Lord.' 'Lord I
believe,' said another, 'help thou mine unbe-
lief.' So that the blessing which maketh truly
rich, shall assuredly and inevitably comedown
in abundance upon those who, with a humble
and contrite heart, wait upon the Lord, and are
exercised and engaged in truth and earnest-
ness to see Him I O ! what a rich reward of
peace at times flows into the hearts of these
true disciples, these poor publicans, these
buffeted, bruised, broken-hearted little ones;
whose help is placed, and hope fixed upon
Him that is mighty, the giver of glory and
grace, and of every good thing; but whose
hands are ready to hang down, their knees
to smite one against the other, and their
hearts to fail, because they find not him whom
their soul loveth, and feel not his aid ' who is

able to save unto the uttermost.' O ! these
are the poor of the everlasting kingdom, and
are richer than the richest in outward mam-
mon, or even than the richest in good works,
(though these also will not be wanting herein)
because they are the 'rich in faith,' whom
God hath chosen as heirs of the kingdom,
which he hath prepared for them that love
him.

"1817. Twelfth month 10th.—I can look
back upon many a favored season, many an
availing prayer,— sometimes a single sigh
after what was good,—sometimes the mental
eye turned inward during a few spare minutes
of intermission or leisure from the hurry of
business, when in my father's banking-house;
sometimes as I went and returned to and from
town, but especially before dinner. At that
particular time, I was in the regular habit of
secluding myself for a short season in private,
and either devoting that opportunity to read-

the Scriptures, or more commonly to
silently seeking the Lord, and waiting upon

for support, strength, sustenance, and
whatever he saw needful for me. After this

period, the efficacy of the same spirit of de-

pendence and reliance, which the Lord had
begotten and kept alive in me was striking;
and it has been memorable to me since, when
I was engaged in the business of an attorney's
office, and lived at lodgings; there the same
power, as I was concerned to keep close to it,

preserved me through all the difficulties and
trials that were strewed in my path. 01
what sweet First-days have I spent at a dis-

agreeable dull lodging; what meetings have
1 had, what sweet meetings in the middle of
the week, when I gave up everything that stood

in the way, and thus procured liberty to attend
them. What sighs, what cries unto the Lord
in secret corners, when a few minutes could
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be spared in the midst of the bnstlo of worldly in the remarkable ranges of mountains which
engagements: when walking through the give origin to the waters of the Yellowstone
noisy crowded streets, what songs unto the south of Mount Washburn and the Grand
Lord God of all tender mercies, who over- Caiion. The range of which Mount Wash-
shadowed me

;
and when occasionally an after- burn is a conspicuous peak seems to form the

noon was allowed me, wherein to be absent north wall or rim, extending nearly east and
from business, what sweet contemplative west across the Yellowstone, and it is through
walks in the meadows and country, a few this portion of the rim that the river has c"ut

miles out of town ! But bow shall I stop, or its channel, forming the remarkable falls and
where shall I end, in speaking of the merciful still more wond
compassion of Him, who regards the prayer
of the humble, under many circumslances
which I have not mentioned. How has the
Lord ever had his eye upon and over me, to

turn all to good, as long as I have regarded,

trusted in, resigned myself unto, his preserv-

ing power; when I have been enabled to say,
' I am thine, do with me what thou wilt.' So
that surely we may never doubt but that
' whosoever calls upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved.'

"Date uncertain, perhaps Twelfth month,
1817.—It seems as if, after such exercise and
trouble as can scarcely be expressed to an-

other, I had now at length a glimpse of light

thrown on the path before me, through the

free extension of abundant mercy. Yet what
a spark, what a faint flash, what a slender

beam ! When I consider bow easy it is, to

mistake the true shinings of the heavenly
star, to listen to the whisperings of the de

The area of th

basin is about fort}' miles in length. From
the summit of Mount Washburn, a bird's-eye

view of the entire basin may be obtained,

with the mountains surrounding it on every
side without any apparent break in the rim.

This basin has been called by some travellers

the vast crater of an ancient volcano. It is

probable that during the Pliocene period the
entire country drained by the sources of the
Yellowstone and the Columbia was the scene

of as great volcanic activity as that of any
portion of the globe. It might be called one
vast crater, made up of thousands of smaller

volcanic vents and fissures, out of which the

fluid interior of the earth, fragments of rock,

and volcanic dust were poured in unlimited
quantities. Hundreds of the nuclei or cores

of these volcanic vents are now remaining,

some of them rising to a height of 10.000 to

11,000 feet above the sea. Mounts Doane,
Langford, Stevenson, and more than a hun-

ceitful one, and to take them for the manifes- Idred other peaks may be seen from any high
tations and leadings of the best Couns
the infallible Guide; my spirit is engaged in

earnest desire, that I may be preserved on
every hand and protected from evil. O! how
strongly does the instance of poor yet faithful

Abraham, come to my mind, whilst writing

these lines; and, firmly am I encouraged to

believe, that He, of whom it is said, 'faithful

is He that haih called you, who also will do
it,' even the Father of faithful Abraham,
whose tender mercies are over all his works,
and who remains even now the same unfailing

source of help and strength that ever he was,

—will be near to the very least of his contrite

little ones ; even those that are bowed down
and bruised and buffotted. He knows indeed
who these are, though no one else may cast

an eye upon them, or esteem or regard them.
He knows their sufferings, their sighs, their

tears; and O! what a sweet savor, what an
acceptable increase, arises from the hearts of

these, even though no knee be bent or mouth
be opened. Surely under the shadow of His
wings, under the blessing of the strength of

His extended arm, shall these go forth through
this vast howling wilderness; the floods and
rivers shall bo divided and dried up before

them, and the parched desert shall become a
fruitful field."

Selected for "The Friend."

Yellowstone River— Its Hot Springs, Geysers, and

Natural Scenery.

[The following extracts are taken from the

fifth Annual Keport of F. V. Hayden, United
States Geologist, to the Secretary of the In-

terior, of the United States Geological Survey
of Montana, and portions of adjacent Terri-

tories.]

We will now enter upon a description of

the Y'ellowstoue Basin proper, in which the

greater portion of the interesting scenery and
wonders is located. The term is sometimes
applied to the entire vallej-, but the basin pro-

per comprises only that portion inclosed with-

Our trail passed over the rim of the

on the south side of Mount Washburn
the lowest point was 8,774 feet. In cro

this divide or rim, I saw, on the north
some of the somber argillaceous sands
that contain the deciduous leaves bet

Gardner's River and Tower Creek
passing the "divido" we descended the al

vertical sides of the rim into the vall

Cascade Creek, at the level of 7,787 fe-

about 1,000 feet below the "divide."

trail was a tortuous one, to avoid the
timber and the dense groves of pitje.

country immediately around the creek Ic

like a beautiful meadow at this season o
year, (July 25th,) covered with grass

flowers. Cascade Creek flows from the

into the Yellowstone, between the uppe'

lower falls. Just before it enters the Ye
stone, it flows over a series of

breccia, making one of the most beautifu

cades in this region ; hence the name o
little stream. Like all these rapids or

it is formed of the more compact basal

sisting the wear of the atmospheric fo

while the breccia readily yields. As th'

cascade is seen from the east branch o:

Yellowstone, dividing up into a numl
little streams and rushing down from
to ledge until it reaches the bed of the

it presents a picture of real beauty. Hi,

on Cascade Creek, almost a mile abo
mouth, the channel is carved out of a ki

sedimentary volcanic sandstone, arrang
regular strata; most of it is so largely

up of worn fragments of obsidian and
igneous rocks that it might be called a

ding-stone. The natural sections in the

nel of this creek aid us much in formin
idea of the extent of the modern lake di

which doubtless began in Tertiary time

continued on up into or near the pr
period. The surface everywhere is co

point on either side of the basin, each of which
formed a center of effusion. Indeed, the hot
springs and geysers of this region, at the pre-

sent time, are nothing more than the closing

stages of that wonderful period of volcanic

action that began in Tertiary times. In other
words, they are the escape-pipes or vents for

those internal forces which once were so ac-

tive, but are now continually dying out.

The evidence is clear that ever since the

cessation of the more powerful volcanic forces

these springs have acted as the escape-pipes,
j

with fragments of volcanic rocks, appar
but have continued to decline down to the 'quite modern, so that it presents that pec

present time, and will do so in the future,
i
appearance, which I have often allude

until they cease entirely. The charts accom-.like the refuse about an old foundry,

panj-ing this report will enable the reader to
|

But the objects of the deepest intert

form a clear conception of the position and I this region are the falls and the Grand C
number of the most important springs in this I will attempt to convey some idea by
basin, but an equal number of the dead and iscription, but it is only through the eye

dj-ing have been omitted. We may therefore 'the mind can gather anj-thing like an adei

conclude that the present system of hot 'conception of them. As we approachee

springs and geysers is only a feebler manifes- margin of the caiion, we could hear the

tation of those remarkable internal forces of pressed roar of the falls, resembling d;

the earth, which were so wonderfully inten- 1 thunder. The two fiills are not more
sified during the periods of volcanic activity, one-fourth of a mile apart. Above the I

that they reallj' present for our study a minia- '
Falls the Yellowstone flows through a gi

ture form of rolcanism. Even at the present
j

meadow-like valley, with a calm, steady

time there are connected with them manifes [rent, giving no warning, until very nea

tations of internal heat and earthquake pheno- jfalls, that it is about to rush over a pret

niena which are well wortbj' of attention. 1 140 feet, and then, within a quarter of a

While we were encamped on the northeast again to leap down a distance of 350

side of the lake, near Steamboat Point, on the i Before proceeding further with a detaile

night of the 20lh of July, we experienced ;scription of the falls and caiion, I may att

several severe shocks of an earthquake, and'to present what I believe to be the oi

these were felt by two other parties, fifteen [For about a mile above the Upper Falls ;

to twent}--fivt^ miles distant, on diflferent sides is a succession of rapids in the river,

of the lake. We were informed by mountain- [walls of the channel are not high, bai

men that these earthquake shocks are not un- [composed of massive basalt. Just alont

common, and at some seasons of the year very
I

Upper Falls there are five huge, deti

severe, and this fact is given by the Indians
|

blocks of basalt in and near the centre c

as the reason why they seldom or never visit 'channel. These show the force with v(

that portion of the country. I have no doubt the water has rushed down the chann
that if this part of the country should ever be 'some period. Just above the Upper Fall

settled and careful observations made, it will itwo beautiful cascades, 20 to 30 feet high

be found that earthquake ehocks are of very at the east one, the rocks so wall the ch;

common occurrence. I that it is not more than 100 feet wide.
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Dtire volume of the water, which must
mass 100 feet wide and 30 feet deep,

down a vertical descent of 140 feet.

'2 e seems to have been a sort of a ridge or

of very compact basalt that extended

B the channel, so hard as to resist succes-

atmospheric power, while below, the

y vertical walls, which are composed of

sand and bowlders, mingled with hot-

g deposits, seem to have readily yielded,

bus the I'iver has carved out its channel.

I any point of view the Upper Falls are

piituresque and striking. The entire

ne iif water seems to be, as it were,

il iirt' of the precipice with the force

h it has accumulated in the rapids above,

the mass is detached into the most
snow-white, bead-like drops, and as

•ik.'s the rocky basin below, it shoots

i^'li the water with a sort of a ricochet

c disiance of 200 feet. The whole pre-

iii the distance the appearanc(fof a mass
low-white foam. On the sides of the

t walls there is a thick growth of vege-

1, nourished by the spray above, which
(is up as far as the moisture can reach.

ipper portion of the walls of the caiion

B cast side is composed of a coarse vol-

satidstone and pudding-stoue, peifeetly

ontal, and below are loose variegated

and sands. There is no doubt that this

lit forms a part of the bed of the ancient

in its enlarged extent, and that this de-

was made on the rugged, irregular basalt

In the mean time, there were ocea-

l outflows of igneous matter, and the hot

gs were operating in full force. The
oasin was closed at the lower end of the

! of mountains that form the rim, and
ivcr gradually forced its way through
im, forming the Grand Canon, draining

(" ike basin, and the falls were the result.

e is all around the basin a sort of secouda-

ore in the form of a group of low, pi ne-

ed hills, varying in height from 8,500 to

feet above the sea, while the highest

IS, 10,000 to 11,000 feet, constitute the

iry rim. The lower hills are made up
ly of the old lake deposit, and are either

e or Post-Pliocene, probably both,

t no language can do justice to the won-
il grandeur and beauty of the canon below
Lower Falls ; the very nearly vertical

1, slightly sloping down to the water's

on either side, so that from the summit
iver appears like a thread of silver foam-
)ver its rocky bottom ; the variegated

of the sides, yellow, red, brown, white,

itermixed and shading into each other;

jothic columns of every form standing
"rom the sides of the walls with greater
ity and more striking colors than ever

Qed a work of human art. The margins
le canon on either side are beautifully

ed with pines. In some places the walls

e canon are composed of massive basalt,

jparated by the jointagu as to look like

;ular mason-work going to decay. Here
there a depression in the surface of the
It has been subesquently tilled up by the

J modern deposit, and the horizontal strata

ndstone can be seen. The decomposition
the colors of the rocks must have been
largely to hot water from the springs,

h has percolated all through, giving to

I the present variegated and unique ap-

ance.

(To be continued.)

Rfjoicing in the Trntli.

In reading the brief memoirs which have

been preserved of the labors of Joan Vokins,

one of our early Friends who deceased in the

year 1690, I met with the followinsj testimony

to the value of that principle of Divine light

and life, implanted in the heart of man for

his help and guidance, which our forefathers

in the Truth were especially commissioned to

uphold to the world. Many of them had long

been zealously concerned for the salvatioa of

their souls, but their views were often too

much outward; looking to the performance

of rites and ceremonies, and religious observ-

ances, as the means of securing peace; grop-

ing their way in a degree of spiritual blind-

ness ; and without a clear and certain sense of

the way to the kingdom of heaven. Hence
when it pleased the Lord to reveal to them
the precious truth, that a measure of His

Spirit was given to every one, which, if they

would obedieutly listen to and follow it, would

guide them aright; their hearts were filled

with rejoicing and thanksgiving for this un-

speakable gift, and they gladly pointed out

to others, how they also might come to par-

take of the blessings of the Christian religion.

Joan says, in an epistle addressed to Friends

on Long Island, "Oh! what manner of love

is this (as one said in his day) that he halh

loved us with, that when we were afar off and
strangers to him, he made known his precious

Truth unto us, and revealed a measure there-

of in us, to help our infirmities and to teach

us, when we could find no comfort in all the

teachings of the idol shepherds, nor no help

for our infirmities. Oh, how precious was his

voice, and comely was his countenance, and
how tenderly were our hearts affected there-

with, in the day of our convineement ! Oh, it

was a day of love never to be forgotten I"

Very similar was the experience of Christo-

pher Story, another of those earlj^ worthies,

who lived in Cumberland, near the border of

Scotland. He was religiously inclined, and
attended the meetings of the neighborhood,

but without attaining to that freedom from

the dominion of sin, which he longed for. He
saj's :

" The Lord showed me the effects of the

priests' ministry. They could tell what sin

was, and what would be the reward of the

righteous; and what would be the reward of

the wicked; but how to come out of sin, which
was the thing I wanted to know, they left me
at a loss, and this lessened their esteem in my
view." While in this inquiring state of mind.

Friends appointed a meeting about a mile

from his residence. " Robert Barclaj^ going
northward, hearing of the meeting, came and
spoke the word of truth excellently to the

people, so that I could have said amen to

several things ; and amongst the rest he said,

' If a man could begin at Genesis, and repeat

all the Scriptures to the end of Eevelations,

and was not led and guided by a measure of

that Spirit by which the Scriptures were given

forth. It would avail him nothing.'
" Being come home and under great exer-

cise what to do, I searched the Scriptures

—

read much and wanted to be informed con-

cerning many things that Friends held. In

this time Friends appointed another meeting
about a quarter of a mile from my abode, and

I had many serious thoughts what to do. At
last I resolved I would go to the meeting, and
get near the public Friends, and hear every

word they said ; and if I liked them well, 1

would invite them to my house, on purpose
to discourse with them privately about several

things. The meeting day came, and many
people flocked to the meeting ; and I was de-

lighted to hear the testimony of Truth.
"Thomas Carleton, a man of sweet counte-

nance (as I remember) spoke concerning the
Spirit of Truth being come that convinceth
the world of ein, and that this if taken heed
unto, would lead out of all sin ; of which words
1 was heartily glad, for I said in myself, ' I

have felt that from a child which condemned
me for sin ; and if this bo sufficient to lead out
of sin, it is what I have long wanted.' "

The Eruption of Vesuvius.

A correspondent of the London Times
sends to that journal an account of a lecture

recently delivered in Naples by Professor
Palmieri, who remained on Mount Vesuvius
for the purpose of making scientific observa-
tions during the late eruption.

" The terrible conflagration of the 26th of
April, said the Professor, may be regarded as

the finale of the eruption which began on
the Ist of January, ISfl, and has lasted, with
alternations, up to the present time. It gene-
rally happens that the eruptions, which arc
small and gentle at (heir commencement,
terminate with great violence, carrying des-

truction to human dwellings and devastation
to the country. Among the most fearful

eruptions which history records was that of
1631. It is related that on that occasion four
thousand human beings were killed, and six

thousand animals, cattle, and sheep. Three
centuries had elapsed since the mountain had
given signs of activity

;
grass grow in the

very craters, and shepherds took their flocks

there to pasture. Thus it happened that,

taken unexpectedlj', many were swallowed
up in the abyss which was opened

; many
were drowned or buried in the fiery flood,

and others were destroyed by the pumice and
burning stones which were vomited out of
the summit and from other mouths. In
strong centrical eruptions—by which it is

to be understood those which come from the
upper cones of Vesuvius—great fissures are
usually produced, which eject matter from as

many different mouths, the lowest of which
are the most dangerous.. Such was the case
with the recent eruption, for on the night of
the 26th of April a mouth was opened in the
Atrio del Cavallo, in the long fissure which
had been made previously. The opening of
this mouth formed, as it were, in a hill in the
Atrio del Cavallo resembling a chain of small
mountains, and from underneath the lava
issued calmly and rapidly like a river of fire,

while from the principal cone was ejected a
continuous and violent shower of lava, smoke,
ashes, and other fiery projectiles which rose
to the height of 1500 metres (between 5000
and 6000 feet,) while the mountain thundered
terribly. Many had gone on that day and
evening to see the lava, several of whom the
Professor had endeavored to dissuade from
entering the Atrio del Cavallo. Those who
arrived later and remained until after mid-
night became the victims of their curiosity.

Between 2 and 3 o'clock in the morning the
Atrio opened with a fearful roar, and from
the new mouth issued the lava with great
impetuosity, wrapped in a cloud of 'boiling'

smoke, ashes, and red-hot stones. Those
wretched persons who were there were
scalded bj^ the smoke and wounded by the
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projectiles, some of them died immediately,
others later. Of the others who remained on
the farther side no traces remained, they
having been swallowed up and buried by the
burning stream. On the night of the2tith of
April the lava precipitated itself into the
Posso della Vetrana, and, descending on the
incline of the mountain over former beds of
lava, invaded St. Sebastiano, Massadi Somma
and Coreola in the Cupa Giorvano, so called

because, as it is said, that famous painter had
a villa there. From 1852 to the present time
the lava has filled up the Fossa della Vetrana
to the height of two hundred metres ; if

further additions be made hereafter, the Ob
servatory must be destroyed, as the last lava
is only a few metres under its level. The
lava here has the breadth of a kilometre, and
on the banks of this river of fire—a remarka-
ble and novel phenomenon—small craters
have been formed by the lava, which thun-
dered like the principal crater, and ejected
smoke, ashes and stones to the height of
seventy or eiglity metres. The velocity of
the lava varies from one hundred and eighty
metres a minute to a few millimetres, depend-
ing much on the condition of the land, being
quicker on the incline, less so on the plain
and where there are obstacles. Issuing in a
liquid form from the mouths it runs with
great velocity, but slackens its pace as it ad-
vances, cooling gradually, and forming, as it

were, a skin on the surface. When the lava
ceased Vesuvius continued to eject ashes and
pumice, and still thundered

; then the roaring
ceased, and the rain of ashes decreased in

quantity. Afterwards came heavy storms,
which are commonly dangerous, as they are
the occasion of great floods which, carrying
down the ashes and pumice which cover thi

mountain, complete the ruin of the lands
which have been spared by the lava. After
the eruption of 1631 the floods were so strong
that the damage done by them was not less

than that occasioned by the lava, and the
lands of those who suffered were exempted
from taxes for ten years, like those which
were damaged by fire.

" The beautiful eountr}- near Vesuvius
which had been exposed to the recent confla-
gration is now a scene of squalid desolation.
The harvest of this year is absolutely lost,

and of that of next year we cannot induio-e
any cheerful hope. During the late eruption
a report was spread that the crater of Vesu-
vius had become an electric pile. The report
was exaggerated, but the currents of electri
city developed in the volcano were very
strong. These phenomena do not accompany
all eruptions. In this, the latest, the Pro-
fessor observed a large quantity of lightning
which flashed in the great pile of smoke and
ashes which rose from the crater.

" The lava is now firm—is spent and yet
smokes—not to be wondered at after so re-

cent an eruption. We have seen the lava of
1858 still smoking in several places. These
jets of smoke are called 'fumaroli.' These
smoke-ho:es arc communications between the
upper crust of the lava, which has hardened,
and the internal mass, incandescent. Around
these holes are formed sublimates of oxide of
copper, of chloric acid, of sal ammonia, of
sulphur, &c., which invest the lava with
forms and colors at times the most beautiful.

The Professor said he had analyzed the
smoke which rose from the lava, and had
discovered that it dissolves in salt water.

From this he inferred that the waters of the
sea are disturbed by those terrible convul-
sions, and are mingled with the fire."
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—An international copy right treaty be-

tween Great Britain and the German Empire, has been
drafted at Berlin.

The German Federal Council have approved the
amendments made by Parliament to the bill proscrib-
ing Jesuits. The bill thus becomes a law, and its pro-
visions will be soon carried into effect.

The Board of Arbitration met again at Geneva on
tlie 28th ult., and announced its final decision rejecting
the claims of the United States for indirect damages,
and likewise the demand of Great Britain for a pro-
tracted adjournment of the Tribunal. The nest sitting
will take place on the 1.5th inst, by which time it is

expected the argument on the part of Great Britain will
be submitted in printed form. The action of the arbi-
trators was unanimous in determining these points.
The London Times says :

" The decision of the Tribunal
of Arbitration is eminently satisfactory. All English-
men and Americans ought to be grateful to the Arbi-
trators who have proved themselves the true benefactors
of both England and America."
Many thou.sands of the workmen in the various build-

ing trades of London, have struck for a reduction of
the hours of labor together with an advance of wages.
Efforts to secure an amicable adjustment of the differ-

ences between employers and journeymen are being
made.

Zorilla, President of the Council, and Minister of the
Interior, has addressed a circular letter to the Gov-
ernors of the Spanish provinces, in which he promises
to goverri the country strictly in accordance with the
Constitution; establish the system of trial by jury;
abolish conscription, and reorganize the army and navy,
rendering them really national ; oppose all intolerance^
and secure universal liberty of conscience

; reduce ex-
penditures and increase the revenue.

A royal decree was published on the 29th ult., dis-
solving the Cortes, ordering elections for members on
the 24th of Eighth month, and convoking the new
Cortes Ninth mo. loth.

Valmaseda, Captain General of Cuba, has resigned,
and General Ceballos has been appointed to fill the
office provisionally. The Captain General of Porto
Rico has been removed.
In Cuba the insurgents continue the struggle obsti-

nately, notwithstanding the smallness of their numbers.
Disturbances continue in Mexico, and the revolu-

tionary party in the north have recently raet with some

The negotiations which have been long pending for
a complete evacuation of the French territory by Ger-
man troops, have at length been brought to a close, and
a treaty to effect that object has been signed by the
French Minister of Foreign Affairs and the German
envoy Count Von Arnim. The treaty requires the
ratification of the French and German governments
within one week. The indemnity is to be paid in in-
stalments at various times within the coming three
years, and the departments are to be evacuated gradu-
ally as the p.ayments are made. The la-st miliard francs
of the indemnity, with the accrued interest thereon, to
be paid 3d mo. 1st, 1875.

Prince Bi.smarck is about to appoint international
jurists to examine the papers submitted by the British
and American governments in relation to the San Juan
boundary question. The Commission will report to
the Emperor of Germany, with whom the decision
rests.

A M.tdrid dispatch of the 1st says : The king will
soon visit the northern provinces ofthe kingdom, pass-
ing through those which have been most disturbed by
Carlist agitation. The Republicans have resolved to
oppose every form of monarchical government in Spain

;

to acknowledge no monarchical authority, and to ab-
stain from all elections while the monarchy exists in
the country. At the same time the members of the
Ministry, belonging to the Conservative party, have
determined to withdraw from the political arena.

London, 7th mo. 1st.—Consols, 92|. U. S. Bonds
862, 91 ; 1867, 92 ; ten-forties, 89i
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, ll| a lljrf. ; Orleans,
IW. Breadstuffs quiet.

United States.—3Iiscellaneous.—It appears 1

oSicial statement from the office of Internal rev
that the number of distilleries running on 6th mo.
was 215, having a daily capacity of 217,682 ga
The quantity of spirits in bond on 5th mo. 1st las

8,672,417 gallons. By the new law the tax on
gallon produced is 70 "cts.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numl
436, including 19 deaths of small pox, 20 of deh
18 marasmus, 44 consumption, and 90 of choler
fantum, and 259 were children under five years of

The surplus wheat crop of California this seasoi

exportation, will it is supposed reach 600,000
About_ 19,0000,000 tons of anthracite and 15,00i

tons of bituminous coal were mined in the United S
last year. The quantity imported was only 43!

tons.

In the course of last year postal service has
placed on 7,698 miles additional railway, maki
total of 57,532 miles of postal railway service in oj

tion, at an annual cost of $6,300,206.
On the first inst. the public debt of the LTnited Sl

less cash in the Treasury, was §2,191,486,343; th
crease during the past month was 82,031,035.
The last days of the Sixth month, and the fii

days of the" Seventh, have been unusually w£
Philadelphia, the thermometer in the shade in

places rising as high as 95 degrees. On the 30th nil

the standard thermometer, in the office of the Ui
States Signal Service in this city, in the shade and
distance from any object which would reflect heal
noted 93 deg. 4l'min. at 3.18 p. M., at which
maximum occurred.

l%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 1st inst. New York.—American gold,

'

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117; ditto, 1S6S, 115; ditto, ]

5 per cents, 112J. Superfine fiour, $5.35 a $5.75

;

extra, $6.50 a *6.70; finer brand.s, $7 a $12.25.
2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.52. Western mixed
62 a 63 cts. ; western white, 75 a 78 cts. Philadel
—Cotton, 26 a 26J cts. for uplands and New Orli

Superfine flour, $5 a $5.75 ; extra, $6 a $7 ; finer bn
$7.50 a $10.50. Red wheat, $1.70 a $1.80;
$1.82 ; white, $1.85. Rye, 75 cts. Yellow corn
Oats, 39 a 42 cts. Canvassed western hams.
Lard, 9i a 9J cts. Clover-seed, 9 a 10 cts. Th
market was dull, sales of about 2,700 head of beef ci

extra at 7J a 7| cts. ; fair to good, 6J a 7 cts.,

common 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross. Sliee'p sold at

;

cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $6.25 a $6.50 per
lbs. net St. iouw.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.20;
1 winter red, S1.40; old do., $1.50. No. 2 m
corn, 38 a 40 cts. Oats, 29 a 29J cts. Lard, 8
Mitwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.27; No. 2 $
No. 2 mixed corn, 40J- cts. No. 2 oats, 26| cts. ;

56 cts. Barley, 54 cts. Detroit.—Extra, wheat, $
Corn, 47 cts. Oats, 33 cts.

WANTED.
A woman Friend to take charge of the School

the care of West Chester Preparative Meeting.
Application may be made to Philena Yarnall, Na

Gibbons, or Jos. Scattergood, Jr., West Chester, P
Pa.

WANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in th

to enter on her duty at the opening of the term in

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic, Alge
Natural Philosophy, &c.

-Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St

Rebecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth Strei

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woe
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the .\dmission of Patient,'^

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, on the IClh of Fifth month, 1S72,

Friends' Meeting, Plymouth, Edward Webster,
of William and Elizabeth Webster, of Delaware '

Pa., to Emma, daughter of Thomas H. and Elizab
S. England, of Montgomery county.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Bigli Tartary, Yarkand, and Rashghar.

Robert Shaw, the author of the volume
th the above title, was an employee of the
itish government, located in Northern lu-

i. He thus introduces the account of his

ivels into eastern Tartary, which till within
few years had been under the government
the Chinese.
" For several years I had been established
the Kangra Valley, under the snowy

imalaya. Eepeated shooting expeditions
to the mountains, extended as far as Cash-
er, had initiated mo in the art of Asiatic
ivel. Hero, on the outskirts of India, the
terest is naturally attracted to the mysteri-
s regions which exist beyond the great
nintain rampart that bounds the whole
rthorn side of that empire. Explorers find

at, in whatever part of its length that
undary is attacked from the south, they
ve first to cross a wide extent of mountain-
8 country, often consisting of high parallel

nges divided by great rivers (both ranges
d rivers running longitudinally in the same
rection as the entire chain), and that finally

ey reach a high barren plateau, supported
) outer ranges, as on a series of walls.

lis high barren plateau is Tibet, which ex-
Qds behind the whole length of the Hima-
Y&s, and is supported by them. It has a
,tural division into Eastern and Western
bet, drained respectively by tho Sampoo
d the Indus rivers, which rise close to-

ther, and run away from one another, the
rmer eastward, and the latter westward, for

any hundred miles. They finally both break
rough the mountains to the southward, and

into the sea, embracing the whole of
orthorn India between them. The identity
the Sampoo and the Brahmapootra seems
flSciently well established to warrant the
ove rough description.

Imagine a wall supporting behind it a high
rrace of gravel ; suppose this gravel terrace
be hog-backed in the middle, so that the

aters rising there run away to the right and
the left till they each find a low place in

e wall and escape away through it. This
the relation which Tibet and its rivers and
e Himalayan chain bear to one another,
at what lies beyond, on the further side of

the barren gravel terrace? Is it supported

on that side also by a wall of mountains, or

does it slope gradually down to the general

level, or does it stretch away for any great

distance at the same high elevation, and with

the same barren character?
Those speculations assutned a marvellous

attraction as one gazed up at the mighty wall

behind which their mysteries lay hid. They
were nourished by the appearance of those

natives of Ladak, Zanskar, &c., waifs and
strays from the nearer and more approach-
able districts of Western Tibet (part of the

country I have represented as the gravel ter-

race,) who are to be seen every year in the

Kangra Valley. Black tents of peculiar make
appear for a few days at a time in the winter
on open spaces by the roadsides, and shelter

dingy families of narrow-eyed Tibetans—
petty traders, who come down with their

wares. They are not prepossessing in appear-

ance, with their high cheek-bones, their dirt,

and their long pig-tails. But they are the

most good-tempered of mortals, and they al-

ways greet you with a grin.

Moreover, every year the few English
sportsmen who penetrate into the wilder

parts of Ladak bring down reports of the

wonderful animals to be found there, and of

the curious customs of the Booddhist inhabi-

tants. Wild sheep as large as ponies, wild

cattle with bushy tails like horses and long
hair on their flanks reaching nearly to the

ground, besides antelopes and gazelles, are to

be obtained by those who toil sufliciently;

while, for non-sportsmen, the curious monas-
teries perched on almost inaccessible rocks,

with their Eomish ceremonial, their prayer-

wheels, their gigantic images, and ancient

manuscripts, form tho chief attraction.

i5ut while Ladak was thus tolerably well

known, though situate at the distance of

nearly a month's march across the mountains,
the region beyond it seemed to combine all

the attractions of mystery and of remoteness.

Some few native traders bad been known to

penetrate to the distant marts of Yarkand,
and even Kashghar, and they brought back
frightful tales of toil endured and of perils

escaped. Men's lives were there said to bo of

no more account than sheep's, and fow traders

ever dared to repeat the venture. Eumorsof
rebellion in those regions also reached India.

The subject Moghuls, a Mussulman race, wore
said to have risen and massacred their Ch
nose masters, and to have established the it

dependence of the ' Land of the Six Cities,' as

thoy called the country which is shown in our
maps as Chinese Tartary.

In 1S57, Adolph Schlagintweit, the great
German traveller, passed up by [the Kangra
Valley] to Eastern Toorkistan (as I s'

henceforward call the region in question,)

where he was murdered by tho chief, Wall
Khan, who was then besieging tho Chines
garrison of Kashghar. From the Kangra
Valley he had taken several servants, who

afterwards returned to their homes with the

melancholy news.
All this, as may be imagined, added un-

speakably to the interest with which we re-

garded the huge snowy wall which forms the

first barrier between us and that mysterious

land, which Marco Polo had been almost the

only European to visit.

Attracted towards this region in 1867, I

extended my usual yearly excursion as far as

Ladak. My companion and I were anxious

to meet those caravans from Central Asia

which annually come to Western Tibet.

After leaving the narrow fir-crowned gorges,

the precipitous cliffs and the glacier-i)a8ses of

the real Himalaya, we entered upon the vast

table-land of Tibet in the district called Eoop-
00.

Lying at an elevation equal to that of Mont
Blanc, this plateau consists of broad valleys

without water, which seem a few hundred
yards wide, and are really plains of many
miles in extent. On either side arise rolling

mountains of all shades of red, yellow, and
black; the rock occasionally cropping out

near the summit to break the uniformity of

the long shingly slopes of dibris. Everything

is bare gravel, both mountains and plains.

Not a glimpse of verdure is to be seen, save

in some slight depression where the eye at a

distance catches a faint yellow gleam along

the ground, which a nearer approach shows
to be tho effect of some scattered blades of a

harsh and prickly grass, piercing up through

the gravel like so many discolored porcupine

quills. When you begin to despair of finding

those great traveller's requisites, leater and
wood, your guide will lead you into a recess

of the hills, where a small stream derived froni

some distant snow-bed far up the hill-sides,

has given rise, before disappearing under the

gravel, to a thicket of brushwood two or three

feet high, and where groups of shallow pits,

surrounded by loose stone walls, each with

its rough fireplace in the middle, point out

where the wandering tribes of Tibetans occa-

sionally pitch their tente. If you are wise,

you will take advantage of these sheltering

side-walls, low and creviced though they be,

for suddenly, in tho afternoon, there will arise

a terrific blast of deadly cold wind which will

numb all the life in your body under a dozen

covers, if it strike you. The Tibetan travel-

ler cares for no roof overhead if he can shelter

himself from the wind behind a three-foot

high wall. Hence the numerous little stone

enclosures clustered together like cells of a

honeycomb at every halting-place, with one

side always raised against the prevailing

wind. While thus sheltering himself from

tho cold of the afternoon, the traveller will

scarcely believe he is in the same country

where in the morning he was guarding against

sunstroke, and nearly blinded by the insuffer-

able glare. It is a terribly unsatisfactory

country to travel in. On those endless plains

you never seem to arrive anywhere. For
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hoars you march towards the same point of

the compass, seeing ever the same objects in

front of you. If you discover another party

of travellers coming towards you in the dis-

tance, j^ou may travel for half a day before

you meet them. The air is so clear that there

is no perspective; everything appears in one

plane, and that close to the eyes. When, after

threading these interminable valley-plains,

you descend again towards the inhabited

country of Ladak, the first bits of village cul-

tivation seen on an opposite hill-side' have a

most singular effect. Thej' seem to come right

out of the surrounding landscape of desert,

and to meet you with almost painful distinct-

ness. No gradations of verdure; each bit of

cultivation is as distinctly defined from the

surrounding desert hill-side as if it had been

actuallj' cut out by measurement from another
country and dropped there.

Approaching the village, you pass a long,

low, broad wall, covered with flat stones, in-

scribed with sacred sentences in two difl'erent

styles of the Tibetan character. This is a

'Mane,' and not a village is without several

of them. At each end there is probably a
' Chortcn,' in form a large square pedestal,

surmounted by a huge inverted tea-pot, all

whitewashed; while crowning all is a small
wooden globe or crescent supported on a sort

of obelisk. These erections, varying from ten

to twenty feet in height, are supposed to con-

tain the remains of sainted Lamas, whose
bodies have their been buried in a standing
position. Little pigeon-holes at the sides are
filled with numerous small medallions, look-

ing like lava ornaments. They are moulded
into wonderful figures of hundred-handed
deities, venerated by this denomination of
Booddhists, and are composed of clay, mixed
with the ashes of other dead Lamas, who are
thus, in a material sense, transformed at death
into the image of their gods.
On reaching one of these structures, the

devout Tibetan invariably passes it on his

right; hence the road here always bifurcates

to allow of this being done both by goers and
by comers. The scattered houses of the village

are flat-roofed, two-storied, built of huge sun-
dried bricks, with walls sloping considerably
inwards, and finished off with brilliant white
and red stucco over the doors and windows.

For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continued from page 366.)

" 1818. First month 12th.—The struggle
which I have been enabled to sustain against
a flood of affliction and deep exercise, still

goes on, through unutterable mercy and con-
descension; but it is daily with me a question
how each succeeding day's conflict will termi-
nate. It seems sometimes as if there was no
other language in my heart, but—'If it be
possible, forsake mo not, O ! thou Most High !'

again, when a little relieved, something seems
to arise like this :

' Save me from myself, leave
me not to myself; spare not, neither pity, but
uttei-ly destroy all that is in me—which is not
of and from thee.' What tomorrow's light
may bring forth, what it may find me, or in

what condition, 1 know not; but this do I
desire to know and to be assured of,—that
the Lord is, and that he is good, and to feel

his goodness overcoming and taking the place
of the evil, both in me and in all the world.
O ! that I might be delivered from all looking

out for release from this chastising and purify-

ing dispensation, which has been in an in-

creasing measure allotted me ever since I was
made willing more fully to follow the Lord
in the way of His requirings. O ! that I might
be preserved from all desire to take myself
under my own care, or to walk in the way
which my own will approves: and as to out-

ward matters, that 1 might be made more
and more entirely disposed to acquiesce in

whatever is manifested unto me, to be the

will of the Lord concerning me. The highest

good that I or any can attain to in this life,

seems to me at this time to consist and centre

in the ability to say and feel always,—' Thy
will, and not mine, be done, O Lord.'"
Date unknown.—"We are placed here on

earth only for a season : like travellers at an
inn, we are permitted to take shelter for a

night in this frail habitation : it is a strange

place, and has but temporary and middling
accommodations; and all the comfort it afi'ords

is far inferior to the abundance, which we
have to expect will be dealt to us in our
Father's mansion, our heavenly home. None
ofthose numerous objects which we see around
rightly belong to us ; they are not our pro-

perty, strictly speaking; but are lent to us for

the supply of our necessities, for our comfort,

for the right enjoyment of them. I have often

ished that this view of life might occasion-

ally occupy our minds. Let us consider what
would be some of the consequences of taking
such a view of life, as I have ventured to

point out. Let us see what ought properly

to follow, from the establishment of such a
principle as this, that the earth we inhabit is

not our rest, that we are but pilgrims and
wanderers upon the face of it, that none of

those things which our senses can perceive,

are our own ; but that we are only for a time
permitted the use of them : how could we,
with this principle in sight, abuse those in-

numerable blessings, which the great Giver
of every good and perfect gift, has been
pleased to bestow; how could we do other-

wise than apply all those natural things,

which are in mercy provided for us, to the

purposes for which they were intended. Then
among many other good cfi'ects there would
be no servile and degrading obedience to cus-

tom and fashion
;
but such simplicity in our

way of living, such denial of whatever is super-

fluous, expensive, useless, or productive of in-

jury to the mind, as is now scarcely thought
of or understood."

" 1818. First month 20th.—O ! how much
dross, how much evil is there still lurking
within me, how many and how deceitful are

the modes by which the enemy contrives to

keep up his kingdom, his seat in my soul

;

when shall I, through Him that fights for

me, utterly expel, subdue, and tread under
foot, this unwearied enemy! The Lord, my
strength, give me patience ; that I may quietly

confide in Him yet more and more ; and suft'er

all the exercises, cbastenings, withdrawings,
judgments and afflictions, which he is pleased
m mercy and love to bring upon me: for I think
I see plainlj' that his scourge and severity

is not dealt out to his tender babe-like nature,

but to that nature which is not of Him, but
of the wicked one,—even that selfish, unfeel-

ing, Egyptian spirit which is to be destroyed.
O! how much of this do I continually feel

within me, lurking in secret under cover of

many plausible pretences, eating out any ap-

pearance of good with which the Lord is

pleased to favor me, appropriating to self ai

good action, motive, or thought; endeavc
ing, when it cannot hinder the entrance

good, to make me proud of it, and so conve
it into evil: thus the best friends, the be

books, the best feelings, the best intentio

with which I am at any time privileged, the

the wicked one endeavors so to pervert as

render them a snare to me. He cares n

how busy I am in reading good books, ho

fond I am of waiting on the Lord, how gre

a lover I am of the Lord's people, and tj

Lord's cause ; if I will but fiill down and wc
ship him in these, all shall be mine,—-all ti

honor and praise of being a great and goi

character, a saint, shall be mine, if I will b'

let him have a little share, a little corner,

my heart. 'O Lord! disappoint him; ca

him down; deliver my soul. Let not it

hand spare, neither let thine eye pity, till j

be utterly purged away, which defiles and
unseemly in thy sight.' When mine eye

opened rightly to see these things, my hea
craves that I may abide in patience, und^

the operation of proving and refinement, hoi

ever severe it may seem, to wean me fro

this world and the wickedness thereof: n-

only from gross sins, but also from hidde

and secret faults, and from the deepest insinu

tions of the enemy in my heart, in the sei

blance of an angel of light. I have had of la

such a time of this discipline, as had nev
before befallen me in my life; such apparei

desertion of everything like good, such di

tress in consequence of outward circumstanc

of various kinds, that at many intervals,

deep conviction of the certainty of a futu:

judgment, seemed to prevent my choosir

death, rather than life. Yet through
pressibly tender mercy, I have been preserve

to this day in earnest seeking after the Lor
and with great desires after submission to h

will, cost what it may. And even in the hoi

of desolation and darkness, I have often e

perienced such a sweet cessation from suff'e

ing, and such an influx of love from the iue

haustible Fountain, as has enabled me still

struggle and hold on my way, in a degree

hope (almost imperceptibly small,) that i

would be well in the end, if I was concerni

to look unto Him, who is the author, and al^

the finisher of our faith."

CTo be coDtinned.)

For " The Friend.-

Sunstroke.

A paper upon this subject, by Dr. H.
Wood, Jr., a]ipoars in LippincoU's JIaga~i

for the present month, giving some valuab

observations upon the nature of this diseat

the method of treating it, and the proper pi

ventives. The following extracts therefro

—omitting the description of some expe:

ments upon the lower animals—contain infc

mation which is timely, and may be general

useful.

"The cause of the disease which in its mc
common form is known as sunstroke is alwa

heat, but not necessarily the heat of the su

In the hot atmosphere of the engine-room,

the steam-laden air of the sugar-refiner,

death has often come upon its victim, a'

some of the worst epidemics on record ha

occurred between decks on shipboard and

the stifling nights of tropical climates.

It is bj'the evaporation from the skin tb

man is enabled to resist external heat. T.

change of water into vapor is always accoi
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,nied by the conversion of a large amount
heat into the repulsive force which causes
e particles of water to fly apart in the form
vapor. The heat disappears, and is said to

come latent, but in reality there is simply
e change of one force into another.
When the air is already charged with va-

)r, evaporation takes place slowly. Hence
e deadly nature of heat and moisture when
imbined. The evaporation from the skin

sing ckecked, the body has lost its power of
•oliog itself. In these facts is to be found the
cplanation of the circumstance that in the

y air of southern Central Africa sunstroke
least frequent, whilst it is most fatal in the
oist climate of the low plains of India.

Moisture in the air is therefore a favoring
rcumstance for the production of sunstroke.
milar in their effect are the condition of the
stem in persons not acclimatized or accus-

med to high temperatures, intemperance,
[haustion from fatigue, and previous injury

om exposure to heat. All of these are pre-

sposing causes, producing either a lack of
)wer in the nervous system to resist heat,
• a lack of power in the glandular system to

rnish through the skin and lungs the secre-

ons which by evaporation cool the body,
one of these causes, however, are essential

» the production of heat-stroke."
" The number of deaths from sunstroke in

ir cities is in hot summers very. considerable
one of the most crowded parts of New

ork the stranger from cooler climes may
ell be startled by seeing a building with the
iggestive words across its front: 'Hospital
ir Sunstroke.' A more decided indication of

18 frequency and seriousness of the affection

3ed not be asked for. When it is remem-
ared, too, that the victims are largely taken
cm the industrial classes, and are almost ex-

usively men in the prime of life, with wives
ad little ones looking up to them for support,
will be seen that the subject is invested

ith grave practical importance.
The symptoms of sunstroke are at once uni-

irm and diverse—uniform in their general
atline, and diverse in their especial details.

(1 the ordinary form—that which may be
joken of as the cerebro-spinal variety—after

lore or less distinct warning, in the shape of
ich premonitory symptoms as headache, dis-

rdered vision, intense weariness, &c., the
ibject becomes unconscious, sometimes Sud-

ani}', sometimes more gradually. The laborer
"

"

ill senseless in the street : in the hospital

16 comrades of a sick man will have their

ttention attracted by his heavy breathing,
nly to find that natural sleep has passed by
isensible degrees into fatal coma or stupor.

Tith this insensibility there is always asso-

ated intense heat of the skin. To the hand
je surface feels intensely hot ; nor is the son-

.tion a deceptive one—the heat of the body
ceeds that attained in almost any other
'action. A thermometer placed in the arm-
t, instead of indicating 98° Fahrenheit, the
mperature of health, rises generally to 109°,

some cases even to 113°. From the pecu-
ar pungency of this heat the technical term
lor mordax, or biting heat, has been applied
it.

The surface may or may not be pale : very
Pten it is dusky, with a vivid, bluish-purple
,e. The eyes are sometimes wild and rest-

is, sometimes fixed and glaring, sometimes
11 with the leaden hue of approaching death.

he pupils at first are generally contracted

;

in the later stages they are often widely di-

lated. With these symptoms of intense fever

are others betokening nervous disturbance.

In some cases these are of the nature of pa-

ralysis, the patient lying apparently in the

deepest sleep, not a muscle moving, not a limb

raised, not an eyelid quivering. In other

cases this peaceful though deadly calm is re-

placed by a wild tempest—raging delirium,

wild screams as though of intensest agony or

uncontrollablepassion, furious convulsions, fol-

lowing one another like the rapid discharges

of a galvanic battery, throwing the body in all

directions, twisting it into every conceivable

shape, the countenance mocking the derisive

laughter of the maniac, or knotted into an
expression of agony. In another and perhaps
more common class of cases the unconscious
patient is simply restless, muttering inco-

herent words, tossing about on the bed, show-
ing, perhaps, also signs of local paralysis.

There appears to be a curious connection be-

tween this variety of symptoms and the dif-

ference of races. The Anglo Saxon rarely

becomes wildly delirious, whilst this is the

most common symptom amongst the Latin
nations."

" Whatever be the form of the attack, gen-
erally as the minutes pass the symptoms are

intensified : the quick pulse of the first onset

becomes more and more feeble, the labored

breathing noisy and stertorous, the surface

darker and darker as respiration fails: and
death at last is brought about by asphyxia,

or sometimes by the almost consentaneous
fading away of respiration and circulation.

The one great symptom, the centre of the
group in all forms of the disease, is the high
temperature. If the skin be cool the case is

not sunstroke."

"By researches which it is not necessary
here to describe in detail, it has been ren-

dered exceedingly probable that somewhere
in the brain or spinal cord is a nervous mass
which controls or checks the development of

animal heat, and that when this controlling

centre is paralyzed fever results.

The mechanism of an attack of sunstroke
appears to be as follows : Under the influence

of external heat the temperature of the body
rises until at last a point is reached at which
the heat paralyzes, by over-stimulation, this

controlling centre: then a sudden additional

rise of temjierature, with a corresponding in-

crease in the severity of the symptoms, oc-

curs. The brakes are off, the fire is being
urged to fury, and fever, with sudden uncon-
sciousness, is the result."

" Now that the true nature of the disease is

known, the method of treatment becomes
most obvious, and we learn not merely what
to do, but also what not to do. As heat is

the cause of the symptoms, common sense

points to the abstraction of the heat in some
way as the mode of cure. I have taken an
animal, comatose, paralyzed by heat, appa-
rently dying, and plunged it into a bucket of

cold water. The temperature of the suff'erer

at once rapidly fell until it reached the nor-

mal point, and just iu proportion that of the

water in the bucket rose. As the animal
cooled its respiration became more regular,

the unsteady whirr of the heart was stilled,

by and by the eyelids were lifted, and out
from the glassy e}'e came the beams of new
life. If the period of unconsciousness had
been short, the animal was in a few hours ap-

parently as well as ever—if long, the animal

would recover sufficiently to recognize its

surroundings and to struggle for release, but
when allowed to escape, the paralyzed limbs
and the slow, imperfect progression indicated
the profound injury the nervous system had
received, and in a few hours the animal would
be dead.

The lessons of these experiments are too
plain to be overlooked. Whatever is to be
done in this disease must be done quickly.
Clinical as well as experimental observation
enforces this doctrine. There should in such
cases be no waiting for the doctor. The
remedy is so simple, the death so imminent,
that the good Samaritan passing by should
save his brother. The good Samaritan must,
however, have a cool head to be useful. Not
every man that falls unconscious on a hot day
has sunstroke. There is fortunately one cri-

terion so easy of application that any one can
use it. Go at once to the fallen man, open
hi's shirt-bosom and lay the hand upon his

chest: if the skin be cool, you may rest as-

sured that, whatever may bo the trouble, it is

not sunstroke. If, on the contrary, the skin

be burning hot, the case is certainly sunstroke,

and no time should be lost. The patient must
be carried to the nearest pump or hydrant,
stripped to his waist, and bucketful after

bucketful of cold water be dashed over him
until consciousness begins to return or the in-

tense heat of the surface deeidedl}' abates.

There is an old and homely saying, that an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of euro

—a saying which, though threadbare with
its centuries of daily use, still holds together

as firmly as when it was first knit. If the
abstraction of heat is the true cure for sun-

stroke, it is also the true preventive. Do not
let the heat accumulate in the body. When
duty forces one into exposure to heat there

are various measures that ought to be adopted.

The clothing should be light, and whitish in

color, and should fit loosely. Flannel is pro-

bably, on the whole, the best material. A
roomy, wide-brimmed, porous hat should be

used, and in the crown of it may be placed a

wet towel or large handkerchief. Water
should bo freely used, externally and inter-

nally. Very close to the surface of the wrist

rises a large artery, the radial, and the old

custom of allowing cold water to run over the

wrist no doubt owes its value to the fact that

so much blood is thus brought almost into

contact with the cooling water. Sweating is

Nature's great refrigerative measure, and to

keep this up large quantities of water should

be drunk, not too cold, but without stint

—

quarts, if the thirst crave it. Keep sweating,

and you are probably not in immediate dan-
ger, but when, on a July or August day, a

man's head begins to throb and the surface

grows dry and hot, whilst unwonted restless-

ness and lassitude comes on, as he values his

life let him leave his work, however impera-
tive, and take at once a cold bath."

It had been my general practice to buy and
sell things really useful. Things that served
chiefly to please the vain mind in people, I

was not easy to trade in, seldom did it; and
whenever I did, I found it to weaken me as a
Christian.

—

John Woolman.

Oh 1 how needful it is to keep on the watch-
tower, the only place to grow in grace; and to
bear fruit that will be acceptable to the great
Husbandman.

—

C. H.
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THE WEB OF LIFE.
Fulfil your works, your daily tasks." Exodus '

At my leisure I am sitting,

Gazing at the carpet fair

At my feet, so rich and brilliant,

Wove in colors bright and rare

—

Graceful tulijis, full-blown roses,

Lilies, pansies—every thing
That can tell us of the breezes
And the balmy hours of spring.

It is lovely, and I'm thinking
Of how grateful we should be

To the hand who wove these flowers,

All so fair for you and me.

As the warp, that holds together
All these flashing brilliant dyes.

Is a thread of sombre dulness
To our beauty-loving eyes

;

So the warp of life, too often.

Seems a dark repulsive thread,
Taking in but duller filling,

From the weary heart and head.

If the warp be love and duty.
And we throw the shuttle right

;

We may weave a web of beauty,
Filled with cheerful hues, and bright.

Come, then, let us to our weaving,
Faithful through the passing hours,

And with earnest hands and cheerful
Overlay life's warp with flowers

;

That the web we leave behind us,

Like this carpet on the floor,

May remain a thing of beauty

—

But, unlike, fade nevermore.

That the weary feet, that follow
Us adown the sands of life.

May tread lighter for our living.

And have less of toil and strife.

For "Tho Friend."

Another Phase of Modern Philosophy.
(Cunclodod from page 302 )

"Matter and life are always undergoing
changes, and both in the human body,"kept
in health, will live through length of happy
years ; but at some time they will hasten
towards dissolution, and come to the end of

their organism ; and the life will only there-
after continue as it has been imparted to off-

spring. But mind or thought is everlasting,
if there can only be found imperishable ma-
terial to hold its expressions. If the printed
page, or the canvas, or marble will endure,
the thoughts of the author and artist will

forever. The eternal thought can then only
be assailed through its allied perishable ma-
terial; and that mind shall never perish, it

only needs an imperishable, a 'celestial body;'
and that it should bo translated into one, or
live independently of one, should be no more
a mystery to philosophy than that the human
soul has existed in its mortal habitation

;
is

not more questionable as within the power of
the Almighty and His fulfilment of the logic
of His creation, than the fiiet that a blade of
grass shall grow, or that this body is now the
habitation of a human life.

_
The subject of this discourse might be con-

tinued through volumes, and the writer be all

the while dealing with as veritable realities
as those that occupy the physicist, or natural-
ist, whose great deficiency so often is, that he
becomes so wedded to the material that he
disregards the mental and moral in his philo-
sophizing, and is, therefore, possessed of but
half the facts needful as a basis whence to
make induction of all the great truths of

Creation. He needs to know more to become
wiser and more charitable; and the metaphy-
sician and theologian also needs to know all

the truths of physical nature the former can
develop, all of them God's truths, that they
may become more fully informed, and, per-
haps, more charitable ; that they rnay clearly
know the physical works and laws of the
Creator, and the more perfectly love and adore
Him. Each class is in possession of number-
less invaluable truths, but neither possesses
so many as it should know ; and this is partly
owing to the wall of partition their hostility

has erected between them. While it is natural
that each should cling strongly to its convic-
tions, those convictions must be based upon
all facts requisite to truth, that they may en-

dure.'

" While the drift of Professor Huxley's lay
sermon favors materialism, there is that in

'systematic materialism' that repels him as
something pernicious. The last words of the
sermon are these: 'The errors of systematic
materialism may paralyze the energies and
destroy the beauty of life.' He has some other
faith, therefore, which preserves him from the
deadly influence he deprecates, and the los

of the sense of the beauty of life which he
loves. It can only be a more elevating philo
sophy, by his concession, that can preserve to

a sense of the beauty of life ; may we not
say, 'the beauty of holiness?' Such good
fruit must be proof of the great truth of the
higher philosophy he conceives and believes,

yet does not explain or advocate, but has
sought to supplant. Now how only do men
attain their highest sense and example of this
' beauty of life ?' It is by a belief in the im-
mortal life, and by cherishing the highest
'deal of perfection, which that belief ever pre-
sents to our apprehension, with an obedience
to the injunction to strive to be perfect as the
highest perfection ; even looking to the per-
fection 'of our Father in heaven.' That can-
not be the truth of life that could 'paralyze
the energies and destroy the beauty of life.'

Why then seek to build up a philosophy which
condemns itself? Why seek to establish a
theory at which our given sense of truth and
beauty revolts? Why seek to entomb the
mind in matter, and thereby lose our own
soul? The useful, the beautiful, and the per-

fect in God's creation attest the truths there-
of and that it is His. It remains ever to be
a sure test, bj' their fruits are all things to be
known

1 would now leave it as the testimony of
one who has lived longer than the allotted
three score years and ten, not unobservant of

men, nor unreflecting upon the question of
tho wherefore of our being, with a mind con-
sciously open to the reception of every truth
presented, for all that the conviction of one
mind may bo worth, that the doctrine of ma
terialism cannot be adopted as a belief of
mankind; until men shall become capable of
confounding things the most opposite in na-
ture ; until they can believe that light can be
darkness; good be evil; right wrong; not
until men can dissever eftect from its due
cause

; logic from reason ; creation from its

Creator. K"ot until then will they confound
mind with matter. All nature demands a
broader and truer interpretation, wherein
every part shall have assigned to it its just
ligniticance, and unto the whole its adequate
mport be ascribed. Each and all imply no
ess than that there is a Creator, and that the

human soul has a life immortal. If the 8(

of man has not this significance, then, tru
Creation is without adequate motive or resi

for all eternity. But if we be children a
heirs of God, there is a sufficient solution
the purpose of our being, and an object w.
thy the glory of the universe."

For "The Friend.

Memoirs of Mildred Rateliff.

(Continued from page 362.)

John Wood to Mildred Rateliff.

" Kew York, 6th mo. 20th, 1844
" My dear friend, Mildred Eatcliflf,—I :

ceived a good letter from thee some two
three years since, which was a great comfc
to me in my then weak condition of body,
am still in but slender health, but much bett
than I was at that time, or perhaps mo
comfortable. I was not then able to wri
an answer to thy very kind letter.

"I have often indeed remembered wii
much satisfaction thy visit at our house, ar
at our Yearly Meeting also, and thy labors
love and services therein. We have mat
deep trials in this day in this place, and like

you are not altogether without some affli

tions in your land; for the enemy, in h.

mighty efforts to lay waste the simplicity oft,
blessed Truth, and our ancient profession an
faith, is not confined to time or place, and ye
in the very midst of the furnace as it wer
we are comforted in believing that Truth
gaining ground amongst us. In our Yearl
Meeting which is just past, there was mue
evidence of an increase of the right spiri

Though there is strong opposition in certai

quarters, and a disposition to show mu(
unit}' with that evil and dark spirit which
at work in some parts, and in putting forth
strong hand to oppress the true seed; so th£
it would almost seem as if the true Churc
was in some places becoming very much hi(

den, and driven again into the wildernes;
For of a truth the serpent is again casting on
of his mouth waters as a flood after the womai
that he may cause her to be carried away c

the flood
;
and the dragon is wroth with th

woman, and ho maketh war with the remnan
of her seed, which keep the commandment
of God, and have the testimony ofJesus Chrisi

But fear none of these things which thoi

shalt suffer. Behold the devil shall cast s

of you into prison, that ye may be tried, an(

ye shall have tribulation ten days, (a ver
short time,) and the consolation or heavenh
promise follows, ' Be thou faithful unto death
and I will give thee a crown of life.'

" It seemed to me as if there was a littl

encouragement for the faithful every whep
still to persevere to the end ; and in patiena
labor to hold that fast which they have, thai

no man take their crown.
" In the love of the ever-blessed Truth

farewell, JoH.x Wood."

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Rateliff.

"Tenth mo. 14th, 1844.

" Dear Friend,—Thy letter came duly tc

hand at Yearly Meeting time. * * I
'

gospel fellowship with thee, even that where-
by the living in Israel are made one another'^

joy in the Lord, and as epistles written ir

one another's hearts. There is a blessed unity

of spirit, even in drinking of the cup of suffer ;.

ng, and in filling up in our measure the af"
tions of Christ which are behind, for his body's
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ie, the church. I believe there is such a

te attainable, in which we not only cannot

lire to be excused from our portion of these

ictione, but we can even rejoice that we
counted worthy to partake of them.

I salute thee in a portion of that love

erewith thou art loved of my Heavenly
;her, and desire that thy faith and patience

y hold out to the end. He who in early

awakened thee, opened thine eyes to see

beauty of our high and holy profession,

1 qualified thee for his service by the blessed

y of the cross, in thy early labors in the

jistry ; who in succeeding years crowned
' head in many a day of battle in the

Bib's warfare, will never leave thee nor for-

e thee. He will encamp round about thee,

ssed be His name, 'As the mountains are

nd about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round
ut his people from henceforth, even for-

r.'

Thou requests information relative to af-

8 in New England. They are very serious.

as in 's company divers times. He
eared clothed with the meekness and
tleness of Christ, although a deep sufferer

re. I have no doubt the ground of their

iplaint against him, was his faithfulness

;he ancient doctrines of our religious So-

y. Faithful Friends in that Yearly Meet-

,
have strong claims upon our sympathy;

, and for the prayers of those in other

ts of the heritage, that they may be favored

h patience and wisdom. As they abide

ihese, the time of their deliverance will

le.

I have just received a letter from our be-

sd friend Wm. Kennard. He mentions

3g at D. W.'s at Alum Creek ; who said

t our ancient friend, Joseph Hoag, being

lis house on his way I'rom Iowa, told him
it they of jSTew England had done a very
)ng thing in disowning John Wilbur. They
disowned one of their best ministers.'

) signs of the times indicate suffering to

true Israel. But in the midst of all our
erings both within and without, it is com
ling to remember that ' the foundation of

1 standeth sure, having this seal. The Lord
iweth them that are his. However the true

siples may have to suffer with their Lord
Master, find themselves despised and re-

,ed of men, be even men of sorrows and
uainted with grief, yet they have the

ised assurance that as they abide in Him,
Jting in His power, the arms of their hands
[ be made strong by the hands of the

;hty God of Jacob. Hence is the Shep-
d the stone of Israel.

I was at Mt. Pleasant about a week ago.
• dear friends and • were with us,

eing the time of the meeting of the com-
tee. I think has a prospect of spend-

some time amongst her friends and rela-

18 in your parts. She is one of the tribe

;he living, who can speak and understand
Hebrew language spiritually. May the

•d preserve her, and all such, that his own
•k may go on, and a living gospel ministry

jre^erved to this people—a ministry which
Is the hearers to the Fountain of life, and
res them there.

We find that the primitive believers sent

e and again to the relief of the poor saints

rerusalora
;
and it is the duty of those who

'e an abundance of the things of this life,

remember that they are but stewards of

t which God hath given them."

to Mildred RatcUff.

"Mt. PIeas.ant, 7th mo. 28th, 1845.

" Mildred Eatcliff, my dear friend,—In the

freedom of brotherly love, and I trust a de-

gree of gospel fellowship, I once more have

taken up my pen to address thee. I should

indeed like to spend a little time more with

thee whilst in this state, encompassed with

many bodily infirmities as thou art; but I

trust not far from the kingdom of unalloyed

peace, where all sorrow and sighing are for-

ever done away: yet as to myself encom-

passed with many fears and anxious thoughts.

Many are the trials of the present day; but

if happily they have the tendency to deepen

in the power of an endless life, we surely

should not murmur nor repine. I desire to

be benefitted by them, and thereby become

more fully united to Him who was a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief. I think

my chief desire is to be united to Him and

his people, those among whoni his tabernacle

rests. Many in the days of our early Friends,

through the constraining love of Truth, were

brought into fellowship with the very people

they"had despised. I long that Truth, both

in my own particular, and in those in an es-

pecial manner who with myself make pro-

fession thereof, should become more precious

to, as well as be more exalted in and through

us'. And in what way the Master may bring

this about, it matters not, so that he keeps

us both in heights and depths, and suffers

nothing to separate us from his love.

" If ft be the Lord's will to make a separa-

tion among this people (which my own dis-

position and desire stands opposed to) may I

be united to them whom he is designing to

fulfil his promise upon, 'Behold I have refined

thee, but not with silver. I have chosen thee

in the furnace of affliction, For my own sake,

even for my own sake will I do it; for how
should my name be polluted ? I will not give

my glory to another.'
" 'thou art confined I suppose much to thy

room, and shut out from meeting with Friends

in their meetings for Divine worship, and

those for conducting the affairs of the church.

But I trust thy concern is not abated for the

promotion of the Truth, and the preservation

of the Israel of God, from all the wiles of the

evil one. As a mother in Israel, let thy dwell-

ing be as between the porch and the altar,

where thou may plead with Him whom thou

hast long served, and for whose sake thou

hast been constrained to make many sacrifices

in order to obtain the pearl of great price

:

and then, though absent in body, yet present

in spirit, the aspirations of thy soul will

ascend as sweet incense unto Him whose
eyes are over the righteous, and his ears open

to their cries. Thus thy own spiritual facul-

ties will be kept bright unto the end
;
and the

militant church and her members who are

alive in the Truth, will reap the benefit.

"Farewell, farewell, my beloved friend, in

that which changeth not, and is subject to no

change ; from thy brother and companion in

tribulation, desiring we may be kept in the

kingdom and patience of Jesus unto the end."

CTo be concluded.)

Sick or healthful, slave or free,

Wealthy or despised and poor.

What is that to him or thee

;

So his love to Christ endure?
When the shore is won at last.

Who will count the billows past ?

Selected for "The Friend."

Yellowstone River—its Hot Springs, Geysers, and
Natural Scenery.

(Continued from page 307.)

Standing near the margin of the Lower
Falls, and lookingdown the caiion, which looks

like an immense chasm or cleft in the basalt,

with its sides 1,200 to 1,500 feet high, and dec-

orated with the most brilliant colors that the

human eye ever saw, with the rocks weather-
ed into an almost unlimited variety of forms,

with here and there a pine sending its roots

into the clefts on the sides as if struggling

with a sort of uncertain success to maintain

an existence—the whole presents a picture

that it would be difficult to surpass in nature.

Thomas Moran, a celebrated artist, and noted
for his skill as a colorist, exclaimed with
a kind of regretful enthusiasm that those

beautiful tints were beyond the roach of hu-

man art. It is not the depth alone that gives

such an impression of grandeur to the mind,

but it is also the picturesque forms and color-

ing. T. Moran is now engaged in transfer-

ring this remarkable picture to canvass, and
by means of a skilful use of colors something
like a conception of its beauty may be con-

veyed. After the waters of the Yellowstone

roll over the upper descent, they flow with

groat rapidity over the apparently flat rocky
bottom, which spreads out to nearly double

its width above the falls, and continues thus

until near the Lower Falls, when the channel
again contracts, and the waters seem, as it

were, to gather themselves into one compact
mass and plunge over the descent of 3.50 feet

in detached drops of foam as white as snow

;

some of the large globules of water phoot down
like the contents of an exploded rocket. It is

a sight far more beautii'ul, though not so

grand or impressive as that of Niagara Falls.

A heavy mist always arises from the water at

the foot of the falls, so dense that one cannot
approach within 200 or 300 feet, and even

then the clothes will bo drenched in a few
moments. Upon the yellow, nearly vertical

wall of the west side, the mist mostly falls,

and for 300 feet from the bottom the wall is

covered with a thick matting ofmosses, sedges,

grasses, and other vegetation of the most
vivid green, which have sent their small roots

into the softened rocks, and are nourished by
the ever-ascending spray. At the base and
quite high up on the sides of the caiion, are

great quantities of talus, and through tho

fragments of rocks and decomposed spring

deposits may be seen the horizontal strata of

breccia.

Before proceeding further, I might attempt
to give what appears to me to be the origin

of this wonderful natural scenery. This entire

basin was once the bed of a great lake, of

which the lofty range of mountains now sur-

rounding it formed the rim, and the present

lake is only a remnant. During the period of

the greatest volcanic activity this lake was in

existence, though its limits, perhaps, could

not now be easily defined; but it was at a

later period inclosed within the rim. The
basis rock is a very hard, compact basalt, not

easy worn away by the elements. The surface

is exceedingly irregular, and filling up those

irregularities is a greater or less thickness of

volcanic breccia and the deposits ofhot-springs.

Upon all this, in some localities, continuing

up to the time of the drainage of this lake,

were deposited the modern volcanic clays,

sands, sandstones, and pudding-stones, which
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reach an aggregate thickness of 800 to 1,000

feet. Above the Upper Falls the Yellowstone

flows over a hard, basaltic bed for sixteen

miles fi-om its outlet at the lake ; there is then

an abrupt transition from the hard basalt to

the more yielding breccia ; so that the river

easily carved out a channel through it ; the

vertical walls are clearly seen from below the

falls, passing diagonally across the rim. The
Lower Falls are formed in the same way ;

the

entire mass of the water falls into a circular

basin, which has been worn into the hard

rock, so that the rebound is one of the mag-
nificent features of the scene. Below the

Lower Falls the sides of the canon show the

material of which it is mostly composed.

Where the river has cut its channel through

the hard basalt, the irregular fissures, which
undoubtedly extend down, in some manner,

toward the heated interior, are distinctly

seen. Local deposits of silica, as white as

snow, sometimes 400 or 500 feet in thickness,

are seen on both sides of the Yellowstone.

These also are worn into columns, which
stand out boldly from the nearly vertical

sides in a multiplicity of picturesque forms.

The basis material of the old hot-spring de-

posits is silica, originally as white as snow,

but very much of it is tinged with every

possible shade of color, from the most bril-

liant scarlet to pink or rose color, from bright

sulphur to the most delicate cream. There
are portions ofthe day when these colors seem
to be more vivid, and the rugged walls of the

canon stand out more in perspective, so that

while the falls fill one with delight and ad-

miration, the Grand Canon surpasses all the

others as the one unique wonder, without a

parallel, probably, on our continent. We may
conclude, therefore, from the point of view
presented above, that while the caiion has

somewhat the appearance of a great cleft or

canon, it is simply a channel carved by the

river out of predeposited materials, after the

drainage of the old lake basin. The walls

themselves, it seems to me, explain the man-
ner in which the connection was formed from
the surface with the heated interior, for they

are seamed with the irregular fissures or

furrows which pass up through the besalt

and connect with the old hot-spring deposits.

And so it is with the walls of the canon, all

the way to the mouth of Tower Creek ; some-
times we find the irregular mason-work of the

basalt, then the breccia or the curiously varie-

gated hot-spring formations, the whole cover-

ed to a greater or less extent with a later de-

posit from the waters of the old lake, which
now appears in horizontal strata.

As I have previously stated, the entire Yel-

lowstone Basin is covered more or less with

dead and dying springs, but there are centers

or groups where the activity is greatest at

the present time. Below the fulls there is an

extensive area covered with the deposits

which extend from the south side of Mount
Washburn across the Yellowstone rim, cover-

ing an area of ten or fifteen square miles. On
the south side of Mount Washburn, there is

quite a remarkable group of active springs.

They are evidently diminishing in power, but

the rims all around reveal the most powerful

manifestations far back in the past. Sulphur,

copper, alum, and soda cover the surface.

There is also precipitated around the borders

of some of the mud springs a white efflores-

cence, probably nitrate of potash. These
springs are located on the side of the mountain

nearly 1,000 feet above the margin of the

canon, but extend along into the level por-

tions below. In the immediate channel of the

river, at the present time, there are very few
springs, and these not important. A few
small steam vents can be observed only from
the issue of small quantities of steam. One of

these springs was bubbling quite briskly, but
had a temperature of only 100°. Near it is a

turbid spring of 170°. In the valley are a

large number of turbid, mud, and boiling

springs, with temperatures from 175° to 185°.

There are a number of springs that issue from
the side of the mountain, and the waters,

gathering into one channel, flow into the

Y^ellowstone. The number of frying or sim-

mering springs is great. The ground in many
places, for several yards in every direction, is

perforated like a sieve, and the water bub-

bles by with a simmering noise. There is one
huge boiling spring which is turbid, with fine

black mud all around the sides, where this

fine black earth is deposited. The depth of

the crater of this spring, its dark, gloomy ap-

pearance, and the tremendous force which it

manifested in its operations, led us to name
it the " Devil's Caldron." There are a large

number of springs here, but no true geysers.

It is plainly the last stages of what was once

a most remarkable group. Extending across

the caiion on the opposite side of the Yellow-

stone, interrupted here and there, this group of

springs extends for several miles, forming one

of the largest deposits of silica, but only here

and there are there signs of life. Many of

the dead springs are mere basins, with a thick

deposit of iron on the sides, lining the chan-

nel of the water that flows from them. These
vary in temperature from 98° to 120°. The
highest temperature was 192°. The steam-

vents are very numerous, and the chimneys
are lined with sulphur. When the crust can

be removed, we find the under side lined

with the most delicate crystals of sulphur,

which disappear like frost-work at the touch.

Still there is a considerable amount of solid

amorphous sulphur. The sulphur and the

iron, with the vegetable matter, which is al-

ways very abundant about the springs, give,

through the almost infinite variety of shades,

a most pleasing and striking picture. One of

the mud springs, with a basin 20 by 25 feet

and 6 feet deep, is covered with large bubbles

or pufl"s constantly bursting with a thud

There are a number of high hills in this vi

cinity entirely composed of the hot-spring de

posits, at least nine-tenths silica, appearing

snowy-white in the distance; one of the walls

is 175 feet high, and another about 70 feet.

They are now covered to a greater or loss ex

tent with pines. Steam is constantly issuing

from vents around the base and from the

sides of these hills. There is one lake 100 by
300 yards, with a number of bubbling and
boiling springs arising to the surface. Near
the shore is one of the sieve-springs, with

number of small perforations, from which the

water bubbles up with a simmering noise

temperature, 188°. This group really forms

one of the great ruins.

(To be continued.)

The utmost of that literal knowledge, his-

torical faith and outward religion, is but as the

old heavens that are to be wrapped up as a

scroll, and the old wine and bottles that be-

,long not to the kingdom of God.— William
I Penn.

ProTidences.

TAKE HEED TO IMPRESSIONS.
" Happy the man who sees a God employed
In all the good and ill that cheqner life !

Resolving all events, with their effects

And manifold results into the will

And arbitration wise of the Supreme."
Did not His eye rule all things, and intend

The least of our concerns
;
(since from the leas

The greatest oft originate ;) could chance

Find place in His dominion, or dispose

One lawless particle to thwart his plan

;

Then God might be surprised, and unforeseen,

Contingence might alarm Him, and disturb

The smooth and equal course of His affairs."

Such reflections, close a day spent chie

among working people.

On the way over the river towards Gl
cester, at about noon, a sudden rush of passi

gers to the east side of the boat indicatec

casualty. Far off toward Jersey a sail be

had upset; and the party were seen clingi

to the foundered boat, alternately immers
and rising. Another boat was making swifi

to them, and it is thought rescued all

the " Providential" was brought out by ace

versation as we returned. A father said

his little daughter, " Are you not glad y
did not go in that boat?" " There was o

little girl on board of her." It appeared th

the child with us had been invited to go

although the trip looked very tempting

had an impression that would not let her co

sent; so she declined. She might have be^

just one more than could have been sav

from drowning. A similar accident occurr

with another party close to Gloucester poit

They were all swimmers.

" Did not His eye rule .all things, and intend

The least of our concerns."

His creation would be jarred by " lawU
particles ;" and not be a " capacious reserve

of means," " ready at his will for the accoi

pHshment of his purposes.

This vast " reservoir of means" embrac
both organic and inorganic matter; and
work the more harmoniously in our view

we are the more passive to the Divine wi

and take the more pleasure in reading tl

lines of Wisdom displayed to the believer,

" What though screened from mortal view

I walk the deep'ning gloom ? What though my wa
Remote from thought's bewilder'd search, are wrapt

In triple darkness ? Yet I work the springs

Of life, and to the general good direct

The obsequious means to move. O ye, who toss'd

On life's tumultuous ocean, eye the shore.

Yet far removed ; and with the happy hour,

^Vhen slumber on her downy couch shall lull

Your cares to sweet repose : yet bear awhile !

And I will guide you to the balmy climes

Of rest ; will lay you by the silver stream

Crown'd with elysian bowers, where peace extends

Her blooming olive, and the tempest pours

Its killing blast no more." "Thus Wisdom speaks

To man : thus calls him through the external form

Of nature, through Religion's fuller noon.

Through life's bewildering mazes, to observe

A Providence in all."

7th mo. 4th, 1872.

The Trials of Fa«Y/(.—Faith has its trials i

well as its answers. It is not to be imagine

that the man of faith, having pushed out froi

the shores of circumstances finds it all smoot

and easy sailing. By no means. Again an

again he is called to encounter rough sea

and stormy skies ; but it is all graciousl}- de

signed to lead him into deeper and more m£

tured experience of what God is to the hear

that confides in Him. Were the sky alway
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bout a cloud, and the ocean without a rip-

the believer would not know so well the
with whom he has to do ; for, alas

v how prone the heart is to mistake the

ce of circumstances for the peace of God.
everything is going on smoothly and

isantly, our property safe, our business

^parous, our children and servants carry-

tbeniselves agreeably, our residence com-
ablo, our health excellent—-everything in

t, just to our mind—how apt we are to

take the peace which reposes upon such
umstances for that peace which flows from
realized presence of Christ! The Lord
W8 this; and therefore He comes in, in

way or another, and stirs up the nest

—

if we are found nestling in circum-

,ces instead of in Himself.— C. H. M.

For "The Friend."

Indian Aid Association,

le attention of Friends is called to the
lined extracts from letters from H. H.
well, who has just taken charge of a

ol among the Quapaw Indians at Seneca,

louri. In response to her urgent appeals,

3 articles for furnishing the school house
) been sent to her, although no money is

le hands of the Treasurer of the Indian
Association. Bequest is therefore made
3ontributions, which may be sent to J.

;ar Evans, Treasurer, 410 Piace St., or to

I S. Stokes, 116 North 4th Street.

Uadelphia, 7th mo. 8th, 1872.

MISSION HOME, SENECA, MISSOURI.

6th mo. 28th, 1872.

arrived at the Mission to-day. I find a
t field open and but few tools to work

The house is not all completed, four
IS are furnished. VV^e have a few chairs,

bedsteads, a table and stove. We need
ything, I may say, that would bring corn-

is useless to take children from comfort-
homes to civilize them without adding the
ibrts of civilization.

e have thirteen children at the mission

—

have some hay to sleep on in their bed-
is, and that is the furniture,

e need sheets, towels, pillow cases, beds,
ing, tin wash bowls and pitchers, knives
orks. All the children need clothing. Send
material and we will try to get it made.
matron has a young child, only a year
no help, no comforts. The charge is

t for me. Yet I am willing to do any-
that will be for the welftire of these
creatures. Do send us something to

i with as soon

7th mo. 1st, 1872.

fter mentioning articles, crayon chalk, paper,
brushes, d-c, needed.) Our privations are

y, give us all the comforts you can. The
Iren have to be taught everything, even
ar language. They are brought to the
ion, washed, hair cut and combed, and
ed. Tis a work of patience and time, and
may believe we must lay down our own
to do our duty. I know no one is able
the work unless qualified by a Higher
er. I can truly say, I am glad to be

ind the children anxious to learn. One
le boys, Eed Jacket, came to me this

noon and pointed to the picture of a man
spelled the word for him—he laughed in

Qph to think he was learning that much.

They come bringing their books to me out of

school for me to hear their lessons. One lit-

tle boy three years old answers as readily from
the chart as any one. They have intellect in

their eyes. These charts are just the thing.

The children are bright, though shy, and don't

seem to want to talk much. Give us the tools

and we think the harvest will pay you. If

you think best give us ropes for a swing and
tojump with ; they need something to interest

them. Drawing cards of horses, dogs, chairs,

hats for boys, instead of handkerchiefs tied

over the head, calico for shirts and summer
coats. I don't know how all will get made
without a sewing machine, but we must teach
the girls to sew.

7th mo. 2d.

AVe have now nine day scholars and nine
boarders, several others expected after the
4th. There are but three white persons at

the school beside the babe. The water for

our use is brought a quarter of a mile in

buckets. We have no horse, cow or ox to

haul it. The mission is surrounded by wood,
bluffs and prairie, with the voices of wolves,
birds, etc., &c., to remind one they are far

from civilization. Be satisfied with your
homes.

HULDAE H. BONWELL.

Witliout Me ye can do Notliing.

Anna Shipton, in one of her little books
says, " VYhen God by His grace enlightened
me to see His service a delight, I desired

health, wealth, and strength, imagining that

thus I could do His will more effectually, by
visiting and caring for the poor, the sick and

norant, to tell of Him who had giventhe
me light. But the gifts I thought so good
were withdrawn, and weakness and suffering

were there instead. I was the Lord's prison-

er, and for the first time I had an opportunity
for reading and meditating on the words of

God, although at times I was incapable even
of this."

Some " laborious Christians" urged her to

forget that she was ill, and to go out to work
among the needy. At first she refused, feel-

ing too little strength to do it, but she was
over-persuaded, and concluded they knew
best and that she must "work," and work in

their way. She attempted it, but she did not
prosper. She could not feel that she accom-
plished any good for others, and she had no
blessing on her own soul. She says that at

the end of her first week's experience, she was
as much convicted of being out of the way, as

if she had gone into the world of folly, for

which she had not the least inclination. Then
she cried unto the Lord : "Show me Thy will,

by any means, show it me." Soon after she
sprained her foot, which confined her to the

house many weeks. When nearly well, a
lady called on her, asking her to visit a young
woman living near hor, who was dying of an
incurable disease. She promised to think
about it, and if the Lord made it clear to her

that she was to go, she would do so when her
foot was well. She went and the Lord went
with her, and her visits were spiritual bles-

sings, both to herself and the young woman,
for she was obeying the Lord's will instead of

the will of man.
One very great danger to which earnest

Christians are exposed is that of taking upon
themselves work the Lord does not give them.
The idea of service with many is the idea of

outside work—attending meetings, visiting

the sick, looking after asylums and schoolsi

and similar efforts. To such works the Lord
calls some of His children, and when He calls

them. He, the good Shepherd, goes before
them, and leads them in the right way. Ho
calls His sheep by name, and each one
must follow when called ; but ho must not
start before. The reason there is so much
unsuccessful work done, is, that the doing is

of man and not of the Holy Spirit.

" The Lord knows what he wants done,
and by whom," and He can never make a
mistake. All we have to do is to wait on
Him, fully consecrated to His service, and
listening with attentive oar to hear our names
when called, knowing that when He putteth
us forth He will go before us. We do not
need to look any further ahead than Christ,

but we must follow close to him in a spirit of
loving obedience. Then shall we prosper,
and the work of God in our hands, and then
shall we have good success. ' Without me
ye can do nothing."

—

Advocate and Guardian.

Come ye blessed of the Lord, rejoice to-

gether, keep in unity, and oneness of spirit.

Triumph over the world ! be joyful in the
Lord, reigning over the world ! and above all

things that draw from the Lord; that in clear-

ness, righteousness, pureness, and joy, you
may be preserved to the Lord.— O. Fox.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 13, 1872.

The pressure on the columns of our Journal
will not often allow of our noticing associa-

tions or institutions outside our own religious

Society, but a long and much needed institu-

tion which has recently been established by
the " Women's Christian Association of Phila-

delphia," is calculated to be so extensively
useful that we think it should be generally
known and patronized. The above named
Association, composed of members fiom most
of the Ileligious Societies in the city, has
purchased and fitted up, in a neat and appro-
priate manner, the building No. 139 North
Seventh street, (a little below Eace street,) for

Dining Eooms for women, with an Employ-
ment Office, an Industrial Department, and
Temporary Lodgings.
The objects in view are to supply at the

dining rooms, wholesome, well-cooked and
palatable food, at the cost price, to women
and girls employed in shops, factories, &c.,

whoso circumstances will not admit of their

payingthe ordinary chargoat common restau-

rants ; and who cannot take the time or bear
the fatigue of returning to their homes at

noon. In the clean, nicely fitted up room on
the first floor, furnished with neat tables and
comfortable seats, an abundant and inviting

looking meal may be had at the cost of from
eight to twelve cents. A register is kept in

the Employment Department for the names,
&c., of girls seeking employment, and of those
wishing to obtain employees; furnishing to

each such information as will be likely to pro-

mote the object in view. The Industrial

Department is intended chiefly to give in-

struction to girls in sewing by hand and in

the use of the sewing machine ; thus enabling

them to engage in work by which they can
earn an honest living. The Lodging Eooms
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are intended for the temporary use of such

young women as need shelter for a short time,

and who might be exposed to improper asso-

ciations and temptation, without having some

such place to resort to. The comfortable beds,

with their clean, white clothing, in well ven-

tilated rooms, are well calculated to promote

refreshing sleep and health.

The eating room, as well as the other de-

partments, is under the careful supervision

of a committee of the association, who give

daily attendance, and see that all resorting

to the institution are treated with proper

attention and respect, and who endeavor to

secure a christian influence throughout the

whole house.

The success of this praiseworthy effort to

benefit a class of young women which has

suffered much for want of just such an estab-

lishment, is dependent on the liberality of

those who may have the moans for contribut-

ing to its funds, and we trust it will not fail

for want of money to meet its necessary ex-

penses. Those residing in the country, who

may not find it convenient to aid by giving

cash, may help as efficiently by presenting

some of the products of their farms, whether

vegetables or meats.

Already the benefit conferred on the class

for which it is designed, is recognized and

properly estimated by many ;
nearly one hun-

dred resorting to the dining room daily.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The French National As.sembly, with but

four dissenting votes, has ratified the treaty recently

concluded, providing for the evacuation of French ter-

ritory by the German troops.
.

The Duke de Noailles, the newly appointed Minister

of France to the United States, has left Brest in a

steamer for New York.

The debate upon the bill imposing a tax on raw ma-

terial, excites great interest in the National Assembly

and in the French public generally. The members of

the Eight declare their determination to reject the

measure, and hope for a majority against it with the

aid of the representatives of the free-trade districts in

the south of France.
, , .

The Spanish Kepublicans have reconsidered their

determination to abstain from all elections while the

monarchy exists in Spain, and will participate in the

voting for member.s of the Cortes.

A band of Carlists appeared on tlie 5th on the rail-

way near Levida, and captured a mail train. A num-

ber of important documents belonging to the govern-

ment, which were on the train, were burned. Another

band made an attempt to enter the town of Reus, in the

province ofTarragona, but were repulsed and compelled

to retreat.

The Epoca, of Madrid, in commenting upon an article

of the London Timis, advising Spain to cede Cuba to

the United States, energetically scorns the idea of Spain

parting with any of her colonial possessions.

The Archbishop of Naples has published a letter ad-

vising the clergy of his jurisdiction to use their utmost

efforts to persuade their parishioners to take part in the

administrative elections of the country.

A Constantinople dispatch mentions a terrible con-

fiagration in the poorer quarter and suburb of Scutari,

by which about 1,000 houses had been destroyed.

The screw steamship Lapwing, which runs between

Liverpool and Rotterdam, came in collision with an

unknown vessel off the Isle of Wight, on the night of

the third inst. It was believed that twenty-one persons

liad perished.

The returns of emigration at Liverpool, supplied by

the government emigration officials at that port, show

that during the Fifth month 31,317 persons emigrated

from Liverpool, principally for the United States and

Canada.
The government of Guatemala has ordered the con

fisc'ation of all the property of the Jesuits. Nicarauga

has also ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits from her

territory. •

In the French Assembly on the 8th inst., Goulard,

Minister of Finance, submitted a bill to raise a loan of

three milliards of francs at interest of five per cent

;

also giving the government power to raise further loans

if necessary.

The ballot bill was again before the English House
of Lords on the 8th inst., the House of Commons hav-
ing refused to accept the amendments made by the

upper House. The Lord.s voted, 157 to 38, not to in-

sist on their amendment making the use of the secret

ballot optional, but by a vote of 117 to 58 they adhered
to the amendment making the bill provisional. The
other amendments were abandoned. These concessions,

it was presumed, would satisfy the Commons and secure
' e passage of the bill.

The master builders of London have concluded an
rangement with the journeymen who will resume

work at once. Other trades will probably follow their

example.
London, 7th mo. 8th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. sixes,

62, 911 ; ditto, 1867, 92^ ; ten-forties, 90.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, lid.; Orleans, ll^d.

Breadstuffs quiet.

United States.—The weather was unusually warm
throughout a large part of the United States, during
the week ending on the 6th inst. In Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, many sudden deaths occurred
from sunstroke, exhaustion, or other causes. A Phila-

delphia paper says : The heat during the past week was
'ntense, and many sudden deaths resulted therefrom.

Below will be found the st.ate of the thermometer at the

Penn.sylvania Hospital and Merchants' Exchange dur-

ing the time mentioned

:

Fenna. Hospital. Merchants' Exchange.

Mi

83.;

M. 6

.

6, . 86 76 83 76.5 85 86.5

In New York, 302 persons died in one day, the 4th

inst., and the mortality for the entire week was 1569

:

a much larger number than ever died in any previous

week.
In Philadelphia there were 764 interments. Of

cholera infantum there were 274 deaths, sunstroke 22,

congestion of the brain 22, debility 28, diarrhoea 17,

cholera morbus 13, convulsions 34, marasmus 32, small

pox 10.

The census of 1870 returns 2,982,573 persons as

planters and farmers, and the number of farm laborers

2,880,045. There were 31,793 gardeners and nursery-

men, and a large number of florists, dairy men, stock

drovers and herders, vine growers, &c. The number
returned as simple laborers was 1,031,666 ; domestic
servants 971,043; teachers 136,576

;
physicians 62,1

clergymen 43,874 ; lawyers 40,736. The numbers of

carpenters and joiners was 344,596, of blacksmiths,

141,774, of shoemakers 171,127, of tailors and seam-
stresses 161,820, of brick and stone masons 89,710, of

plasterers 23,577, of printers 39,860, cabinet makers
42,835.

The mean temperature of the Sixth month, per the
Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 76.28 deg., the
highest of the month 94 deg., and the lowest 58 deg.

The amount of rain for the month was 4.22 inches.

The average of the mean temperature of Sixth month
for the past 83 years, is .stated to have been 71.77 deg.;

the highest mean of temperature during that entire

period was in 1870, 77.21 deg., and the lowest in all

that time occurred in 1816, 64 deg. The whole rain

fall in the first six months of 1872, was only 15.34

inches, against 21.32 inches in the corresponding months
of 1871.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia during the

first six months of the present year was 11,192, includ

ing 4,521 children under five year.s of age, and 2,51-

from small pox. The mortality was 3,855 greater than
in the fii-st six months of 1871.

The number of letter-carriers employed by the Post-

office Department in leading cities is as follows : New
York, 318 ; Philadelphia, 167 ; Chicago, 106 ; Boston,

70 ; St. Louis, 60 ; Baltimore, 55 ; Cincinnati, 50
Brooklyn, 46 ; New Orleans, 40.

About 800,000 beef cattle were driven from the pas-

tures of Western Texas last year, and more than $3,-

000,000 worth of hides were shipped from the port of

Indianola alone. It has been calculated that Texas
would hold the entire population of France, and leave

a large margin of uninhabited territory.

The total annual circulation of newspapers printed
in the State of New Y''ork is 492,770,800, being r

than twice the number printed in any other State. The
next greatest number of copies is in Pennsylvania
where 233,380,300 copies are annually printed.

I7ie Markets, <&c.—The following were the quotat

on the 8th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117]; ditto, 1867, 115^; ditto, IC

5 per cents, 112|. Superfine flour, S5.15 a $5.61

$6.15 a S6.60 ; finer brands, *6.75 a $11. No. 2 Chi<

.spring wheat, $1.48 a $1.49; No. 1 Milwaukie, 31
amber, $1.60. Oats, 41 a 45 cts. Western mixed c

58 a 59 cts. ; western yellow, 62 J cts. Philadelph;

Middlings cotton, 2bk a 26 cts. for uplands and N. Orle

Cuba sugar, $8.-50 a 8f8.56 per 100 lbs. Superfine fl

$5 a $5..50; extra, $5.75 a $6.75; finer brands,

$10.-50. Ohio red wheat, $1.62; western amber,

$1.75 ; white, $1.70 a $1.75. Rye, 70 cts. Ye.

corn, 63 cts. ; white, 75 cts. Oats, 41 a 42 cts,

cattle market was dull. Sales of about 2,000 beef a
[ a 7i cts. for extra ; 8 cts. for a few choice ; 6J

cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross for c

mon. Sales of 14,000 sheep at 5J a 6 cts. per lb. g
for fair to good. Corn fed hogs $6.25 a $6.75 per

lbs.net. Receipts 3,143 head. Chieago.—Extra sp

flour, $6.50 a $7. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.26. N
mixed corn, 39| cts. No. 2 oats, 261 cts. Rye, 55

Barley, 54 cts. Lard, $8.85 per 100 lbs. St. Lorn

No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.45. No. 2 mixed corr

a 40 cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. Baltimore.—iiew cb

wheat, $1.60 a $1.65 ; fair to prime, $1.40_a $1.55

western red, $1..50 a $1.55. Southern white, corn,

82 cts.
;
yellow, 63 cts. Oat.s, 40 a 45 cts. Cincin

—Family flour, $7 a S7.25. Wheat, ;fl.48

Corn, 48'a 49 cts. Oats, 33 a 37 cts. Sugar cured h
14 a 14^ cts. X>e(roi(.—Extra wheat, $1.63; U
white, $1.50 a $1.51 ; amber, $1.46. Corn, 46 cts.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th.

I-

Ex: t;

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 .

Arrangements are in progress to establish a cour

Practical Science and Civil Engineering, to which stuc

may be admitted next term.

Students whose homes are within a convenient
tance, may be admitted to the College for instruc i-.

'thout board.

For terms, &c., apply to Samuel J. GuMK
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

WANTED.
A woman Friend to take charge of the School u

the care of West Chester Preparative Meeting.
Application may be made to Philena Y'arnall, Nf

Gibbons, or Jos. Scattergood, Jr., West Chester, I
Pa.

W"ANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in this

to enter on her duty at the opening of the term it

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic,'Algi

Natural Philosophy, &c.
Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth Stre

Rebecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth Strf

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,} Pliiladelpi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ms
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, on the 2nd of Sixth mo. 1872, at the resid t

of her father, near Pennsville, Morgan Co., (

Mary Milhous, in the 21st year of her age, a m
of Pennsville Monthly .and Particular Meeting,
beloved young Friend was enabled to endure an il

of many months' duration, with exemplary pat:

and quietude of mind ; and several times expressei

sires that she might be prepared for the solemn ch

which she seemed conscious ere long awaited >

Not long before her close she bade the family all

well, separately, with much calmness, then asked

mother if she was willing for her to go ? A few F

after this she quietly passed away, we humbly tru

a man.sion prepared for her in the " Father's hous;

, on the 17th ult., after a very short illness, A .

Levick Crew, wife of J. Lewis Crew, and daugh'
Ebenezer and Elizabeth W. Levick. " Blessed ar

pure in heart, for they shall see God."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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r. Dollinger, and the new Protest against Rome.

The following article is condensed from one
irnished to " The Leisure Hour," by J. A.
fyWo, in hopes of giving to the readers of

The Friend" a connected and intelligible

ceount of a religious movement in Germany
hich has excited much interest among
boughtful persons in this country, as well as
Europe.
'In order to estimate rightly the import-

nce of the man, and of the movement, it is

ssential, fii'St of all, that we glance at the
hange which the Church of Eome has re-

ntly undergone.
"The Decree of Infallibility has accom-

lished a revolution both within and without
hat Church. Within it has changed the re-

ition of the Head to the members, and ivith-

ut it has altered the whole attitude of the
burch to society. The new dogma places

,t the head of the Church of Rome an infalli-

le irresponsible man, and into the hands of
one man it gathers all prerogatives, ad-

ministrations, and faculties. This one person
bsorbs and comprehends all orders of the
lergy, with all their rights and functions.

The Pope is the Church, and there is none
esides. The councils of all agesspeak through
im, and the popes who have been before him
till live in him. The inherent independent
irisdiction of bishops is now at an end. Their
ights are mere emanations from the chair of
""eter, and themselves are but satraps of the
apal throne. Thus the vast, far-extending
rganisation of the Roman Church has been
unified that the Pope can put it in motion

t any time or for any purpose he pleases.

"A revolution without, too, has the Infalli-

ility decree accomplished. It has placed the
Church in direct antagonism to the State.
Vhen the Pope pronounced himself infallible,

he Council concurring, he bound up in that
ecree the infallibility of the Syllabus. What
i the Syllabus ? It is a string of some eighty
iropositions on religion, politics, and morals,
very one of which is now held to be a di-

inely-inspired truth, and as binding on the
onscionce as are the doctrines of the Bible.

•^'phe Syllabus makes the Pope supreme and
|ibsolute over the whole sphere ofhuman duty.
it anathematises all constitutional monarchs

and parliaments, and holds their laws and au-

thority as void. It anathematises all opinions

in politics, in morals, in philosophy, and sci-

ence, which are not consonant with Roman
dogma, and pronounces them to be false. It

thus divorces the "Church" from the State,

and places her at war with the whole of

nodern society. Her head stands apart from,

ndependentof, and superior to all other mon-
archs and kingdoms.

"This gives an overwhelming interest to

Dr. Dollinger and the Alt Catholic movement.
We cannot but hail with pleasure the rise of

an opponent to such a power, and all the more
that he stands up within the Church of Rome
itself. He has not come an hour too soon.

We ask with no ordinary anxiety. What are

the antecedents of the man ? What are his

opinions and motives ; are they such as will

bring suflSeient spiritual and moral force to

the movement he has inaugurated ? What is

the ground he has taken up ;
is it firm enough

and broad enough to permit him to fight such

a battle? What companions has he in the

conflict ; will their counsels aid and their spirit

cheer him in his arduous task ? What ad-

vance has the movement made, and in what
is it likely to issue? It is a brief reply to

these questions which we propose giving.

"First of the man. John Joseph Ignatius

von Dollinger was born at Bamberg, Bavaria,

on Februai-y 28, 1799. Almost immediately
after receiving priest's orders in 1822 he was
nominated chaplain to his native diocese of

Bamberg. In 182(3 appeared his first work,
the subject of which was " The Eucharist

during the First Three Centuries ;" and in th

same year he was invited to lecture before ih

University of Munich on the History of the

Church. The substance of these lectures was
afterwards given to the world in his 'Manual
of the History of the Church,' and later (1838

and 1843) in a more extended form in hi

' Treatise on the History of the Church.' Pol

ties now began to receive his attention, and
in 1845 Dr. Dollinger represented the Uni-

versity of Munich in the Bavarian Parliament
He seems to have found this line of thought
and action not incompatible with his theo-

logical and historical studies, for in 1851 he

was a delegate to the Parliament of Frank
fort, where he voted for the absolute separa

tion of the Church from the State. In 1861

he delivered a course of lectures advocating

the abandonment of the temporal power of

the Roman See. Other treatises showed the

wide range of his thinking and reading, and

the fertility of his intellect— such as the
' Origin of Christianity' (1835), 'The Religion

of Mohammed' (1838), 'The Reformation-
its Interior Development and Effects' (1848),
' A Sketch of Luther,' and various pamphlets,

some of- which were called forth by the dis-

cussions in the Bavarian Parliament on the

question of compelling Protestant soldiers to

do homage to Roman Catholic processions.

The great teacher of Dr. Dollinger was Pro-

fessor Mohler, ot Munich, the author of 'The
Symbolism of the Two Churches,' and which
is accounted one of the ablest works on

Romanism which modern times have pro-

duced.
" The following particulars of the life of Dr.

Dollinger, which we have received from a

trustworthy German correspondent, will, we
are sure, be interesting to our readers :

—
' Dr.

Dollinger's father, Professor Ignatius Dollin-

ger, was a celebrated physiologist, and im-

parted to John, his eldest son, a careful edu-

cation, desiring to see him enter the same
paths of natural science, especially anatomy
and physiology, as he himself excelled in.

His wish seemed likely to be realised, as the

boy gave hopes of becoming interested in the

different branches of natural history, more
particularly entomology. But all along the

inward vocation was very different ; and even

then the boy knew no greater pleasure than

with a large Bible in his hands to deliver,

what might be called, exegetical lectures to

his comrades. Accordingly we find him study-

ing theology at Bamberg and Wurzburg, and

already at the age of twenty-two filling the

professional chair of Church History and
Canon Law at Aschaffenburg. We then find

him in the same capacity at Munich, whither

the university had been removed from Land-

shut. Here (at Munich) he has labored, with

brief intermissions, from that time to the pre-

sent, now a period of about forty years. When
the well-known Mohler, author of "Sym-
bolics,' itc, was called to the theological

faculty, Dollinger lectured for some years on

Dogmatics. He was present in 1848 at the

Diet of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, and was also

a member of the Bavarian Parliament. What
especially characterises Dr. Dollinger is his

study of Church History, and in his works on

this subject he has by no means shown him-

self friendly to Protestantism. In his work,
'' Luther, a Sketch," he insinuates that this

Reformer's book, "The Popedom at Rome
established by the Devil," was written in a

"state of excitement caused by intoxicating

liquors." In his work, "Die Kirche and die

Kirchen' (The Church and the Churches,)

there is discernible a strong partisan spirit,

though he blames the state of things in the

Church at the same time. The principle on

which he proceeds is that of historical re-

search in opposition to the traditional method
of scholastic rationalising treatment. Dr.

Dollinger is said to be a man of immense
erudition, and to he gifted with an amazingly

accurate memory. The well-known J. von

Gorres used to relate that if he wanted to find

a sentence or paragraph in a book, but which

he had half-forgotten, and of which he could

remember neither the title nor the author, he

used to go to Dr. Dollinger, who was sure to

be able to give accurate information as to

every particular, besides distinctly pointing

lout the place in the Royal Library where the

book was to be found. In Munich he has led
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a quiet and retired life, being known to and

recognised by few. Almost bis only recrea-

tion is the walk from his house to the uni-

versity building and back again.'

CTo be concluded.)

Memoirs of Mildred Ratcliff.

(CoDclnded from page 373.)

From a letter of B. W. Ladd to M. Batcliff.

"Near Smithfield, 6th mo. 9th, 184.5.

" Beloved Friend,—It was a satisfaction to

me to receive thy letter by our friend J. Ken-
worthy, and to find thee in good measure en-

joying the love to the household of faith,

which so pre-eminently characterized the be-

loved disciples and apostles of our blessed

Lord, when near the lime of His being per-

soDally removed from them. It is precious to

enjoy that fellowship which is with the Father
and the Son, and this favored state we cannot
expect to enjoy only as we watch unto praj-er

daily. My hope for preservation in this duy
of great commotion is in His condescending
love and mercy, who first called our fore-

fathers out of the corruptions and ceremonies
of the world, into the light and liberty of his

glorious gospel. My wife joins me in love to

you all.

Thy attached friend,

B. W. Ladd."

to Mildred Ratcliff.

" Mt. Pleasant, 8th mo. 28th, 1845.

"Mildred RatclilT, my beloved friend,

—

Thou art often in my remembrance; and at
this time it is with mc to salute thee with a
few lines, trusting thou art sustained in the
trial of the removal of thy dear husband. And
I desire, according to ray capacity, that thou
may be preserved under the Lord's notice and
protection the remaining days that may be
allotted in this state of existence; and when
they are finished, received into glory. But
how, my friend, and truly valued mother in

Israel, is my heart affected in the removal
of these, who through everlasting love and
mercy have been helpers of my faith. Trulj'
I feel it very sensibly, and am ready to query
why is it so in this deeply proving day. Pray
for me when thou canst, that I may be pre-
served in faithfulness to the end; and that
none of the devices of the crooked serpent
may prevail over me. My love to the breth-
ren, to such as love the Lord Jesus in siucerity,
I think was never stronger.

" I cannot bear the idea of being separated
from the sincere-hearted followers of Christ.
There is so much afloat which I think is above
the simplicity of the Truth, so much counter-
feiting the King's coin, so much pluming with
the Lord's gifts and not giving him the glory,
that it is no wonder if his divine displeasure
is manifested amongst us. But O, how my
soul travails in exercise, that none who are
looking unto the Shepherd of Israel for pro-
tection, may be permitted to be led captive
by the subtle devices of him whom the Scrip-
ture declares is transformed into an ano-ei of
light.

" I received a very acceptable letter from
my old fellow traveller, Ann Jones, of Stock-
port, England, a few days ago. Her views of
the sCate of things in our Society are in unison
with my own. Gladly would I copy it for thj^
perusal, but time will not admit of it. There
is however one paragraph that I must not
omit: 'Does dear Mildred Ratcliff live near

thee? If thou hast an opportunity give my
dear love to her. I received a sweet salu-

tation in her own hand writing a few years

back. Mj' love to her has not abated by dis-

tance or length of time separating us.' * *

' Ah, had we as a people iudividuallj' and col-

lectively humbled ourselves under His holy

hard at the time of the former desolation, and
kept near to Him, the preserver of men, in

spirit and in truth, the Babel building that

has succeeded would not have been devised.'

I could fill this sheet with excellent matter
ti-om the letter, in which thou would be much
comforted; but in these times it will not do.

[f I get an opportunity after Yearly Meeting,
and life and health be sjiared, I intend to

come and spend a day or more with thee.
" In thai love which craves we may be

abilitated to remember each other before the

Lord, I remain thy friend I trust in the bonds
and ufHictions of the gospel of Christ Jesus

our Lord."

Joseph Edgerton to Mildred Eatdiff.

"Tenth mo. Sth, 1845.

"Dear Friend,—Under a feeling of gospel

fellowship I address thee, desiring for thee the

continuance of that loving kindness which is

better than life, and of which thou hast been
a large sharer, through the compassion of our
ever merciful and good Shepherd. His watch-

ful care is as much over his dependent little

ones, as in any age of the world. It is often

the fervent desire of my mind, that I may be

kept in the valley of humilit}', and that at last

I may be found possessing a portion of that

life which beautifies and dignities every mem-
ber of that bodj' of which Christ Jesus is

head. If we continue in this fellowship, we
shall have a place in the minds of the faithful;

and even though the bread of adversity and
the water of affliction be given us, we shall

acknowledge that there is a blessed fellow-

ship one with another, even in sufi'ering en-

dured for the Master's sake. I have never
more sensibly felt this than of latter time. O,
that these may be kept in that pavilion which
is immovable, from the strife of tongues, and
be fed with that food which is convenient,
whereby they may be nourished, and be en-

abled to grow up unto Him in all things who
is the Head, even Christ. Then, neither

heights, nor depths, things present, nor things

to come, may be able to separate them from
Him who is the Leader, Feeder, and Director
of his people. They will be willing to endure
hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ, and
to pass through evil as well as good report.

I have often remembered that it was said of
Him who trod the wine-press alone, and of
the people there was none with him, that ' He
was despised and rejected of men, a man of
sorrows, and acquainted with grief.' It is no
marvel (seeing it is enough for the disciple to

be as his Master, and the servant as his Lord)
if we should be despised and rejected by the
worldly wise, those who willingly connive at

the unsoundness which is within the camp.
May patience have her perfect work.

" I have been so well satisfied with the way
of Truth as professed by us, I have thought
it worth suffering much for; and I crave for

the household of faith, that a settlement in

that which is immovable may be known
;

that, being no more children, tossed to and
fro and carried about b}' every wind of doc-
trine, we might occupy that position assigned

us by our blessed Lord and Master in his kin

dom on the earth.
" I feel myself but a child in the work

the Lord, and thou art one whom He ha:

endowed in thy day with the excellency

dignity, and the excellency of power, yet fe(

ing that unity which is with the Father ai

with his Son Jesus Christ, and is partaken
hj the children of the regeneration, 1 desi;

to encourage thee. I believe as the mountaii
are round about Jerusalem, so the Lord
round about his people. Thou raayst fe

many mental conflicts, added to much bodi

suffi/ring. May the eternal God be thy refug

and underneath the everlasting arms. I c

believe that He whose compassions fail nc

who was pleased in earlj' life to open to thi

the beauty of his true and living wa}-, wl
was the strength of thy meridian day, w
continue to guard and guide thee by his cou

sel, and finally conduct thee safely throug

the dark valley and shadow of death, in

that city where there is no more pain, sici

ness, nor weeping. But where everlastic li

praises arise to Him who sitteth upon tl

throne, and to the Lamb who hath redeeme

us by his precious blood. Oh, unmerit€

mercy! May my soul bless aud praise Hi;

for his blessings in plucking my feet out c

the mire and clay, and giving me a portic

of settlement upon that Rock, against whic

the gates of hell shall never prevail.

"Thou hast no doubt heard the partieulai

of our late Yearly Meeting. Whilst I deepl Isr.

mourn the state of Society, I feel thankff

that our meeting was favored to sustain th

position which it did."

Here the autobiography and correspo

ence of Mildred Ratcliff concludes. But
trust it has not been without a feeling of dee

and lively interest, that the course of th

heaven-bound pilgrim has been thus trace

through the vicissitudes of many years. Aft(

getting within the pale of a religious Societ

whose doctrines, testimonies, and peculiaritii

in their primitive purity and fulness she ha

adopted from conviction, and to which it

very evident she became more and more a

tached, she, like "the beloved Persis" spoke

of by the Apostle, " labored much in tb

Lord." Her whole life subsequent to tl:

period when she joined in membership
Friends, with its trials, its combats, its dee

baptisms, its fightings without and fears witl

in, all tending to fill up the allotted measui

ofthe cup of suffering, being part of the "grei

tribulation" which every servant and han^

maiden of the Lord Jesus must experienc

has been, in degree, set forth in the inemoi

and fragments left b}^ her, and which are no

and herewith brought to a termination.

She departed this life at her residence nes

Brownsville, Pennsylvania, 1st mo. 22d, 184

in the 73d year of her age; having been co

fined to the house with but little intermissic

for a period of more than four years. St

frequently during this season, petitioned f(

patience, which in a remarkable degree wj

granted her. Her whole trust and confiden

appeared to bo placed on the Lord Jesi

Christ, who in tender mercj' had so strengt

ened her soul, as to enable her to follow Hi
through a life of many sorrows and suffe

ings. And then also, He who had been wil

his handmaiden in six troubles, did not fo

sake in the seventh—the last trying confli

of nature—but so manifested His living pr

senco,— so spread abroad his love in hf
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ill eart by the Holy Ghost, that death was
)bbed of it8 sting, and the grave of its vic-

A )ry.

k
^

,f.
For "The Friend."

li, High Tartary, Yariiand, and Kashghar.

fm CCoDtiuued from page 370.)

'fi Amongst the group collected to stare at the
ks -aveller there is generally a Lama, dressed
'lai 1 a red robe which allows one arm and
irl boulder to be bare, as is al^^o the head. In
tff is hand he carries a prayer-cylinder, which
"ili e whirls round on its wooden handle by an
lj| Imost imperceptible motion of the hand,

Ii ided by a string and small weight attached

w ) it, and assisting the rotation. Perched od

it )me neighboring pinnacle, orjammed against

in he vertical face of some rock, is the Lama's
, iionastery. Such is a Tibetan village with-

isi ut a tree except a few stunted willows along
fjiij ae life giving water-courses; while all above.

Id } the very edge, is a howling wilderness of

sii ravol, with no signs of man's existence.

slii
!
In the broad valley of the Upper Indus,

1 1 rbich constitutes Ladiik, the villages in places

en ixtend continuously for several miles. The
rill rops are here wonderfully luxuriant, and the

Hi limate is milder, the elevation being only

«A 1,000 feet. The town of Leh itself is nestled

rti nder the hills, at a distance from the river

ihi f some four miles up a long gentle gravelly

lope.

11! We spent nearly a month here studying the

;(p haracteristics of the Toorkees, learning all

]tl fs could about their country and its rulers,

3ti ,nd paving the way for an expedition next

'ear. At last we started back, late in Octo-

iii ler, from Ladik, and were but just in time
i.\ y forced marches to cross the Bara Lacha
Je 'ass before it was closed for the season by
ll he snow. Here we had the misfortune to

St 386 two Hindoostanee servants, who lingered

if: lehind, and, finally overpowered by cold, sat

tie; lown with the apathy of their race to die.

rii; )ur party being much scattered, and bivouack-

'i ng in different places that night, we did not

I :now of their absence till it was too late to

(I ave them. Their bodies were found crouch-

es id together, and rifled by the Tibetan yak-

1
1. Irivers.

I
On arriving back in the Kangra Valley, I

li et myself in earnest to prepare for next year's

fl ixpedition. My companion, unfortunately

T! vas not able to join me again, so I continuec

a-i ay preparations alone. Putting together the

nforraation acquired, it seemed that the only

ihance was to go up in the character of

nerchant. Asiatics who travel do so from
me of three motives, and they can under

tand no other. Their journeys are either

eligious, commercial, or political. They will

fross the whole continent to visit a shrine;

they will peril their lives on a trading trip

ind envoys are constantly threading their

v&y from one distant chief to another. From
he first and the last pleas I was debarred. I

lyas determined to go as an Englishman, and,

,8 such, I could have no religious attraction

a Central Asia; nor could 1 obtain any offi-

sial recognition from our Government as a

active for the journey.

Yet I was convinced that the favorable

Qoment had now arrived for opening inter

lourse with Eastern Toorkistiin. So I deter-

'Pnined to adopt the third and only remaining
.'i'-haracter, and go as a merchant, and the

. ''athor that this would give me an excellent

. opportunity of discovering the state of the

i

Central Asian market and what promise it

afforded to English trade, especially with re-

gard to the disposal of Indian tea, in which I

had a personal interest. This commercial in-

formation, if I could obtain it, would be a

ost valuable result of my journey, for with

half-barbarous nations trade is the only bond

of union. I might thus hope to establish per-

manent communication with Central Asia,

which the mere casual transit of an English

traveller would never accomplish.

In order to carry out my intention of going

in the character of a merchant, I made ar-

rangements with an enterprising firm in Cal-

cutta to send up a venture of goods, chosen

in such a waj- as seemed most suitable for the

Yarkand market.
Presents also, chiefly in the shape of fire-

arms, had to be bought, for in Asia nothing

can be done without the interchange of gifts.

I trusted chiefly to these to unlock the door

for mo, purposing to send up some confiden-

tial messenger in front of me, who should pre-

sent the king and his chiefs with gifts in my
name, informing them that I was myself fol-

lowing with more valuable ones which I

hoped to make over in person. It seemed as

if this course afforded the best hope of success

by appealing to their cupidity while at the

same time disarming their suspicions by frank

ly announcing my coming beforehand.

My confidential messenger I found in the

person of Diwan Bakhsh, a Mussulman who
had formerly been in my service as Moonshee,

or writer, and was now occupying some petty

post under Government."
Until within a few years of our author's

visit, the country he attempted to explore

was subject to the Chinese authority ; but the

inhabitants had risen in rebellion, and after a

tumultuous and bloody succession of events,

had killed, driven out or subjugated theii

former rulers. A military adventurer named
Mahammad Yakoob, held the supreme power,

with the title of Atalik Ghazee. An envoy

from this monarch to the native ruler of Cash

meer, was at Leh or Ladak in the summer of

1868, on his return home. E. Shaw met with

him there at that lime, and arranged to send

in his company his messenger, Diwan Bakhsh
with presents to the king, and a letter, re-

questing permission to visit his country

After a delay of about three weeks, which

were spent in making arrani^ements for the

ti'ansport of his goods and baggage, he fol

lowed on to ShahidooUa, a camping-ground

and small fort in the Tartar territory,

he had arranged to wait for the king's reply

to his letter. A few extracts from his diary

will show the character of the country he waf

passing through, and the precautions travel-

lers are obliged to take.
" October 18th.—Followed marks of the en-

voy's party up a side stream from the north.

Shingly bed of dry stream, gradually steeper

and steeper, till wo stood on the ridge. The
depression of the ' col' is very slight indeed.

View to south of glacier-mountains extensive

but stormy. To north, very flat, downy coun-

try, nearly the level of our pass. One or two
large patches of snow, our elevation being

about 19,000 feet. Tashee and I walked on

to keep ourselves warm, but, halting at sun-

set, had to sit and freeze for several hours be-

fore the things came up. The best way of

keeping warm on such an occasion is to squat

down, kneeling against a bank, resting your

head on the bank, and nearly between your

knees. Then tuck your overcoat in all round
you, over head and all; and if you are lucky,

d there is not too much wind, you will

make a little atmosphere of your own inside

the covering which will be snug in compari-

son with the outside air. Your feet suffer

chiefly, but j'ou learn to tie yourself into a

kind of knot, bringing as many surfaces of

your body together as possible. I have passed

whole nights in this kneeling position and
slept well ; whereas I should not have got a

wink had I been stretched at full length with

such a scanty covering as a great coat. At
last the camp arrived. We "had brought a

little fuel with us, and melted some ice for

water. No grass at all for the cattle.

October ikh.—The soil is all clay, covered

with flinty stones and rough agates. Not a

vestige of grass ; but a little fuel in the shape

of the lavender-plant, as it may be called. This

consists of a little bunch of shoots, three or

four inches high, looking like lavender. These
Itle bunches are scattered about seven or

eight yards apart or more. They have a

woody root, much more substantial than

might be imagined from their insignificant

appearance above ground ;
men go out with

little picks and dig them up, but it takes

several hours, even where they are most ])len-

tiful, before a man can collect enough to light

a fire with. The shoots are sometimes eaten

by famishing horses, and to a certain extent

stay their hunger where there is no grass, as

here. So late in the season there was no

water anywhere on this plain, but we found

a few patches of snow, and melted enough to

cook with and drink. There was not, how-

ever, fuel enough to melt any for the horses

to drink, and they had for many days to con-

tent themselves with munching snow to allay

their thirst.

October 27th.—Kabeer [his Indian servant]

was brought in during the night, having lain

down by the side of the road. Ho had heard

me and Tashee passing within a yard or two

of him in the dark, but had not the energy to

speak, fearing we might compel him to get up

and come into camp! Such are the natives of

India. He would doubtless have died, ex-

posed to that bitter night, had I not sent the

men out to search for him.

October 28th.—A gradual descent leads

down a long valley into the plain of an old

lake bed, with water-marks 200 feet up the

hillsides. One or two small brackish pools

half-frozen, all the rest a bed of ' phoollee,' or

coarse soda. Above is a very thin cake of

earth, below which the foot sinks into the

finest loose powdered soda, pure white, four

or five inches deep. Below this is a sheet of

impure common salt, or saltpetre, which you
can hear crack like thin ice under fresh snow
as you walk. In many places the coat of

earth is absent, and the soda is hard and irre-

gular. It was horrible walking for five hours

over it."

(To be continued.)

I found it my duty likewise to go to meet-

ings in the middle of the week, as well as on

First-days— I have since mourned to see such

a neglect in the attendance of religious meet-

ings; which plainly shows that they who do

so are not enough concerned for their 'salva-

tion.— C. Healy.

Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you
like men, be Blrong. Trust in the Lord.
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THE TEACHEB'S DREAM.
" For God is not unrighteous to forget your work am'

labor of love, which ye have showed towards liis nanie

in that ye have ministered unto the saints and do min-

ister." Heb. vi. 10.

Aslant fell the beams of the setting sun

Through the school-room windows at Durham Place

The last little urchin—his lessons done,

And his good-night said—had gone, to run

His merry homeward race.

At the desk, with her toil-worn head bowed low

On her fevered hands, a teacher sate,

:Making no movement as if to go.

Though round her fell the broad sunset's glow.

And the hour was waxing late.

The light wind strayed through the open door.

And lovingly lifted the loosened hair

That fell round a forehead where time had made
Some footprints, but left a sweet, pensive shade,

That rendered it still more fair.

She had fallen asleep ; and in her dream
The narrow walls of the meagre room

Had dropped away, and the sunsets gleam
Fell on a fair bower, and made it seem

All flooded with rosy bloom.

And for the shrill sound of A, B, C,

That echoed so late in her tortured ear.

The notes of the woodland birds heard she.

And the lapse of waters, as dreamily

They coursed through a valley near.

And she knew not whence came the sense of rest

That so sweetly over her spirit came,

Till a gentle presence was manifest,

A gentle hand her forehead pressed,

And a soft voice called her name.

It bade her come, and she followed on.

Scarce knowing whether she waked or dreamed.

To where there was raised a sylvan throne.

And the form of Him who sat thereon,

Like the Man of Sorrow seemed.

And many a loving one came and stood

Around the Master, each to tell

How he had illumined some dark abode.

Or lightened some pilgrim's heavy load.

For the Lord, he loved so well.

When His sweet " AVell done" was bestowed on all.

And each from His presence on had passed.

Trembling she came at the Master's call.

And prone at His feet was fain to fall.

The weakest and the last.

But gently He raised her and bade her say

What she to-day for her Lord had done;
" Master," she cri'ed, " though I love alway,

Naught have I done for Thee to-day
;

From rise to set of sun :

" I teach the little ones day by day.

And they cling to me with a fondness strange
;

I teach them knowledge, and guide their play.

And strive that never in harmful way.

Their little feet may range.

" But for Thy service I find no place.

No deeds of love have I to tell.

Though with tears I mourn my wasted days.

And long to toil in the broad highways,

For the Lord I love so well.

" I see the harvest field gleaming white,

And heavy with sheaves which I may not reap
;

I see fair flowerets touched with blight,

I see Wrong triumphing over Right,

And can only look and weep."

Then a wondrous smile lit the Master's face,

A smile that shone down to her very heart;

And these were his words: "Dear child of grace!

Who toils and weeps in the humblest place,

Hath in my work a part

!

" Fear not ! for thy toils the Master owns
;

And precious to Him is thy ministry

;

Fear not !" and He spake in gentlest tones,
" Who carest .so well for the little ones,

Hath even cared for Me."
Base Temple.

Selected for "The Friend.'

Yellowstone River— its Hot Springs, Geysers, and

Natural Scenery.

(Continued from page 374 )

We will now return to the falls, and pursue
our way up the valley of the Yellowstone to

the lake. We wound our way among the

dense pines that clothe the foot-hills, t

striking a game-trail, succeeded in avoiding
the marshy bottoms of the river. Great nu
bers of small springs seem to flow out of the

tildes of the hills, and distribute themselves
over the bottom, finally draining into the
river. The deep snows which fall on the
mountains, and continue the greater portion

of the year, melt so gradually that these

springs have a constant supply, and during
the summer the grass and flowers give to the

lowlands a meadow-like appearance by the

freshness and vividness of the colors. The
river, by its width, its bcaatiful curves, and
easy flow, moves on down toward its wonder-
ful precipices with a majestic motion that

would charm the eye of an artist. Some of

the little streams which we crossed on
way up the river, were full of fresh-water

shells. Wherever the water stands for a time,

the surface is covered with a yellow scum
from the presence of iron. About five miles

above the falls, on the east side of the river,

we crossed a small stream which held a large

amount of alum in solution, and on this ac
count was appropriately named Alum Creek.
This little stream is two feet wide and two
inches deep, as clear as crystal, and, as it

flows along through the rich grass, it would
not be noticed by the traveller that it diff'ered

from any other stream, except by the taste.

Ever since descending into the basin we have
met with great quantities ofa kind of obsidian.

It seldom occurs in a compact, amorphous,
crystalline mass, like opaque glass, but as an
aggregate of small amorphous masses, easily

disintegrating, so that the surface is covered
with the small obsidian pebbles. The color

is black or dull purplish-black. There are ex-

posures here and there of the basalt also
;

some of it contains great quantities of round-
ed masses, like concretions, from the size of a
pea to ten inches in diameter ; they seem to be

little gcodes, found in the igneous mass, lined

inside with crystals of quartz. These masses
are sometimes called " volcanic walnuts" by
travellers.

About ten miles above the falls, on the east

side of the Yellowstone, we came to a most
interesting group of hot springs, named in

Lieutenant Doane's report, the " Seven Hills."

The chart which accompanies this report will

show the location of the hills and the springs

in relation to them. The little stream on the
east side is one of the sources of Alum Creek,
and the springs that border show the origin

of the alum that is held in solution in the

waters, which hold their full strength until

they flow into the Yellowstone. We ap-

proached this group of springs on the west
side, and the first spring that attracted our
attention was located at the base of one of the
white hills. It was a powerful steam-vent,

with the strong, impulsive noise like a high-

pressure engine, and hence its name of Loco-
motive Jet. The aperture is about G inches
in diameter, a sort of raised chimney, and all

iround it wore numerous small continuous
iteam-veuts, all of which were elegantly lined

with the bright-yellow sulphur. The entire

surface was covered with the white siliceous

crust, which gives forth a hollow sound be

ncath the tread ; and we took pleasure ii

breaking it up in the vicinity of the vente

and exposing the wonderful beauty of the

sulphur-coating on the inner sides. This crus

is ever hot, and yet so firm that we couk
walk over it anywhere. On the south side o

these hills, close to the foot, is a magnificen

sulphur-spring. The deposits around it an
silica ; but some places are white, and enamel
ed like the finest porcelain. The thin edgei

of the nearly circular rim extend over thi

waters of the basin several feet, yet the opei

portion is 15 feet in diameter. The water ii

in a constant state of agitation. The steair

that issues from this spring is so strong anc

hot that it was only on the windward side

that I could approach it and ascertain its

temperature, 197°. The agitation seemed tc

afi'ect the entire mass, carrying it up impul-

sively to the height of 4 feet. It may be com
pared to a huge caldron of perfectly cleai

water somewhat superheated. But it is th«

decorations about this spring that lent the

charm, after our astonishment at the seeth

mass before us—the most beautiful scolloping

around the rim, and the inner and outer sur-

face covered with a sort of pearl-like bead

work. The base is the pure white silica

while the sulphur gave every possible shade,

from yellow to the most delicate cream. Ko
kind of embroidering that human art can con-

ceive or fashion could equal this specimen ol

the cunning skill of nature. On the northeast

side of the hills, extending from their summits
are large numbers of the steam-vents, with

the sulphur linings and deposits of the sulphui

over the surface. These hills are entirely

due to the old hot springs, and are from 50 to

150 feet in height. The rock is mostly com
pact silica, but there is almost ever}' degree

of purity, from a kind of basalt to the snow
white silica. Some of it is a real conglom-

erate, with a fine siliceous cement inclosing

pebbles of white silica, like those seen around

the craters of some geysers. Although at the

present time there are no true geysers in this

group, the evidence is clear that these were,

in former times, very powerful ones, that have

built up mountains of silica by their overfiow.

The steam-vents on the side and at the foot of

these hills represent the dying stages of this

once most active group. Quite a dense growth

of pines now covers these hills. They rise up

n the midst of the plains, and from their pe
culiar white appearance are conspicuous fort

great distance. At one poin t there is a steam-

vent so hot that it is difficult to approach it,

emitting a strong sulphurous smell, and with-

in two feet of it there is a larger spring, boil-

ing like a caldron. So far as I can determine,

there is no underground connection of any

of the springs with each other. Sometimes
the rims of these craters, as well as the inner

sides of their basins, have a beautiful papulose

surface, the silica just covered with a thiD

veil of delicate creamy sulphur. At this lo-

cality are some very remarkable turbid and
mud springs, on the south portion of this

singular group, as can be seen by reference

to the chart. One of them has a basin 20

feet in diameter, nearly circular in form, and
the contents have almost the consistency of

thick hasty-pudding. The surface is covered

all over with putfs of mud, which, as they

burst, give oflf a thud-like noise, and then the

tine mud recedes from the centre of the puflfs

in the most perfect rings to the side. This
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pot presents this beautiful picture
; and

ugh there are hundreds of them, yet

very rare that the mud is just in the

tion to admit of these peculiar rings.

Ind of thud is, of course, produced by

cape of the sulphuretted hydrogen gas

gh the mud. Indeed, there is no com-

on that can bring before the mind a

ir picture of such a mud volcano than a

caldron of thick mush. The mud is so

18 to have no visible or sensible grain,

8 very strongly impregnated with alum,

hree hundred yards in length and twenty-

yards in width, the valley of this little

h of Alum Creek is perforated with these

vents of all sizes, and the contents are of

grees of consistency, from merely turbid

to a thick mortar. The entire surface

'feclly bare of vegetation and hot, yield-

1 many places to a slight pressure. I

ptcd to walk about among these sim-

ig vents, and broke through to my knees,

ing myself with the hot mud, to my great

and subsequent inconvenience. One of

rgest of the turbid springs has a basin

a nearly circular rim 20 feet from the

n to the water, and 40 feet in diameter.

are two or three centers of ebullition
;

erature, 188°. We may say, in conciu-

in regard to this group, that while there

»roat deal of activity in the springs at

•resent time, the remains of the dead

g8 cover the greater portion of the sur-

and those which are more active present

vidence of far greater power in past

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend.'

Isaac Brown

,ac Brown's letter to Mildred Eatcliff,

shed in a recent numberof "The Friend,"

ly reminds some of those who knew him,

at trying period in his life to which he

lingly alludes. His deep and protracted

al affliction, in its origin, did not appear

80 much the result of a ivilful neglect or

tdience to known duty, as a fear and belief,

gh a feeling of great unworthiness, that

tfaster had withdrawn his good 'spirit

him, and left him to himself without

of mercj'. Ho was esteemed as one who
Stly strove to do his Master's will in the

1688 and simplicity of the Truth
;
yet he

ery small and useless in his own estima-

and at times much given to discourage-

. During those five years in which ho

did not in humility shed a tear, his

tion appeared to be that of hopelessness

despair, and he went mourning on his

refusing to be comforted, under an im-

ion that the beloved of his soul had fled

more to return—hence not that hopeful

ul "Isaac Brown," as formerly—and

his friends desired " again" to see.

ing as he did that the true object of at-

Qg religious meetings was for the per-

ince of spiritual worship, wholly accept-

in the Divine sight, he deemed it but

ery to meet with his friends professedly

at solemn purpose, while a conciousness

eh extreme destitution of all good was
nt with him. But " when the dear Mas-
1 his own appointed time, which is the

ime, was pleased to touch his heart with
nger of his love," ho then felt enabled to

his dear friend's advice to " work hard

to meetings." His heart was then re-

1 of itB gloomy forebodings, and enabled

to rejoice in the presence of Him who had

come to his assistance, and as with a " whip
of small cords," had driven out the enemies

of his soul's peace, and made his "house a

house of prayer," so full of thankfulness, hu-

mility and love, that his long absent tears

flowed in abundance. From this time forward,

during the remainder of his life, he observed

diligence in the attendance of religious meet-

ings, while physical ability continued
;
and

although he subsequently experienced times

of similar descendings, yet he was favored to

maintain a measure of hope and confidence in

that power which he had known to bo his

strength in weakness, to his preservation

above the raging billows which at times

threatened to overwhelm him. His honest

sincerity and childlike simplicity, together

with a heart full of love and goodwill towards
all, much endeared him to his friends, who
yet retain his example of humility and lowli-

ness of mind, in worthy remembrance.

Ohio, 7th mo. 8tli, 1872.

For •' The Friend.'

A Fungoid Growth.

In the vicinity of Front and Walnut streets,

in Philadelphia, are a number of stores which
are occupied by wholesale liquor dealers. In

the upper stories of many of these are stored

large quantities of whiskey, and the bungs of

the casks in which it is contained are left

open, so that the fusel oil may evaporate, a

process aided by the heat of the summer'
sun.

I had long noticed the existence, on the

outer walls of many of these stores, of a black

deposit, greatly disfiguring the appearance of

the buildings. I had supposed it to be a cryp-

togamic vegetable growth, caused by the

dampness of the situation, but a recent con-

versation with one whose place of business

was in that vicinity, suggested the idea that

it might in some manner be dependent on

the storage of whiskey, as it was said that

the deposit was most abundant on those

houses where whiskey and fusel oil tainted

the atmosphere.
Having scraped a small portion of the black

material from a wall, I sent it to Charles Potts

at Westtown, to be examined by the aid of

the powerful microscope recently purchased
by some friends of that institution. It was
prepared with glycerine, and when placed in

the field of view of the instrument, with a

high magnifying power, it exhibited very
clearly its vegetable structure. The indi-

vidual cells were about ;j„V]o of ^^ inch in

diameter, with concentric circles, indicating a

somewhat complex structure. The manner
of growth was evidently by the elongation

and ultimate division of the cells. vSome of

these had a dark line across the centre, show
ing where the future division would take
place. In others, the separation of the parts

had progressed so far, that they might be con
iidcred as separate cells, though still joined

together. They were arranged in lines and
clusters.

On comparing them with the fungus which
forms the smut of wheat, there was a marked
similarity in their general character. J.

Whether thralled or exiled.

Whether poor or rich thou be,

Whether praised or reviled,

Not a rush it is to thee:

This nor that thy rest doth win thee.

But the mind that is within thee.

Wither, 1632,

Fruitful in Every Good Work.

In this age of hard work, when a sense of
hurry seems to have entered into every cir-

cle of activity, as if some mj'sterious voice had
whispered to every heart, " Work while it is

day; the night cometh when no man can
work," making the workers gird themselves

w to heavier tasks and swifter toil, we
it in the circle of religious activity with

many laborers carrying other burdens than
those which the Master has given them to

bear, and fainting under weariness whose hid-

en cause is inward weakness rather than
outward toil ; therefore it surely behoves us
to set ourselves steadfastly to consider reli-

gious work, or work for God, as it is frequent-

ly termed. In so doing wo may learn sundry
truths and first principles concerning the ser-

vice of God, that may greatly help us against
growing weary in well-doing, and so establish

9 in the house of the Lord that we may still

bring forth fruit in old age."

In the first place, have we enough ponder-
i the significant fact, that while Christiana

are jiermitted to work for the Lord, they are
ommanded to wait upon him ? Working is set

before us in the Scripture in the light of a
privilege, waiting in that of a duty. Great and
wise is the love that has ordered it thus, for

in working we give, in waiting we receive
;

and the Most High knoweth that in himself
and for himself he hath no need of us or of

our works, while we have all need of him and
of his gifts. Therefore it is, that while every
member of the household of faith may have
the daily and constant happiness of waiting

on the Lord, only at such times and for such
uses as the Lord hath need of them can they
have the added joy of going on his errands,

or doing somewhat for his sake for the good
of their fellow-men.

The outward cry of the religious world,
" Go and work for God," so often drowns the

gentle inward voice of the Holy Spirit, bid-

ding us " wait on the Lord," that it requires

an opened ear and a humble heart to discern

the due relation and proportion between the

working and the waiting.

We have indeed much need of patience to

keep ourselves from being hurried on unad-
visedly by the rush of religious effort around
us. Wailing on God will indeed lead to the

working, for the Great King owns no idle la-

borers, no superfluous servants, but appointeth

to every man his work ; but the waiting must
have the first place, for it can never be too

urgently insisted upon, that being by nature
completely bankrupt in all heavenly things,

we can never give out more than we have re-

ceived, and that the receiving must precede

the giving. Working expends grace, waiting
receives it; and surely it is because in this

matter Christians are often not sufficiently

careful to keep, as it were, the receipts in ad-

vance of the expenditure, that we find so

much toil, so little profit ; so much sowing, so

little reaping; so many weary and disappoint-

ed laborers, so few rejoicing singers in the

vineyard of the Lord.

The desire to work for God is one that ge-

nerally takes early possession of the renewed
heart; and Satan, who knows this, often con-

trives to weave his subtlest snares out of this

very desire, for his kingdom in a man's heart

stands and depends on the strength of the

natural or carnal mind in that man. So long

as the natural mind is uncrucified, Satan
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keepeth his goods therein in peace ;
therefore

when the heart is first directed into the love

of God, and the life of the carnal mind is

threatened, the deceiver often turns aside the

blow by getting the powers of the natural

mind to enlist themselves in the service of

God. In this way the old self escapes spirit-

ual crucifixion, and spiritual resurrection is

retarded ;
for the old nature, however appa-

rently busied in the service of God, is the old

nature still, and his death and not his service,

is that which God requireth.

There is perhaps no greater hindrance to

the true service of God, either by the church

as a body; or by individual Christians, than

the enlisting therein of the powers and activi-

ties of the unrenewed natural man. Its best

powers, its highest feelings, its noblest im-

pulses, are but as "the flower of the grass ;"

no increase in their amount, their strength,

or their beauty can alter their nature, or turn

the flower of the grass that withereth into

wheat for the Master's garner. Every seed

must produce after its kind; the seed must
come from God that produces fruit for God

;

for heavenly fruit there must be heavenly

seed ;
for immortal fruit there must be immor-

tal seed
;
for spiritual work there 7iiust be spi-

ritual workers. Deeply has the church of Christ

suffered in her labors of love from the min-

gling together in her fields of toil of laborers

who live and work after the flesh with thosQ

who live and work after the Spirit. In the

visible church such a mixture is, in a great

measure unavoidable. Only He to whom all

hearts are open could authoritatively and

justly divide the wheat from the tares; and

since his present verdict is, " Let both grow
together until the time of harvest," our part

is not to attempt to separate them, but rather

simply and earnestly to uphold the principle

that lies at the root of the true, though as yet

unmanifested, distinction between them, name-
ly, the principle, " That which is born of the

liesh is flesh, and that which is born of the

Spirit is spirit."

How would the doing so aftect our own
conduct practically ? In the first place, if our-

selves true and spiritual workers, however
earnestly we might desire to have more fel-

low laborers in the fields so " white already

to harvest," wo should never urge upon any
person, and especially not upon any young
person, the duly or privilege of engaging in

work for God until we had first set clearly be-

fore him the necessity that precedes every re-

ligious duty or privilege :
" Ye must be born

again." We should endeavor to show plain-

ly that we consider the new birth an indis-

pensable requisite for the right performance

of the humblest ministry in the church of

God ; and that we deeply feel that we must
be children of God in the fullest and widest

and eternal sense before we can be his instru-

ments, his vessels, his laborers, or his servants.

Better far would it be to lose for a time a pro-

mising or much-needed helper by the faithful

enunciation of this truth; better to leave a

young heart grieving for the want of spiritual

life that unfitted him to be a spiritual worker,

than to engage him, while yet dead before

God, in the busy doing of dead works. Preach-

ing, teaching, reading the Bible to the igno-

rant, visiting the sick, or feeding the hungry,
can all be dead works in the sight of God if

wrought by one not }'et himself alive unto

God through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Will it be any joy to the child of Q-od in the

day of harvest to look back to the time when,
through a mistaken zeal, he invited laborers

to come forward to earn the Master's wages,

who had not first received the Father's gift

—

that gift of God which is eternal life through
Jesus Christ our Lord? Will he not rather

feel, " I helped them to believe that they had
life by setting them to work side by side with

the living; I hindered them from seeking life

by making them too busy to perceive their

need of it; I invited them to give before they

had received, to work for God before they
had waited upon God? Had I not done so,

might they not have gone forth bearing far

more precious seed, and have returned home
with greater joy, and brought more sheaves

with them?"— TAe Oakjield Papers.

For " The FriBnd."

The Maryville Monitor

Is only an auxiliary to the Freedmen's
school work in Tennessee, as the Freedmen's
Friend is to that in North Carolina and Vir-

ginia. It costs about $12.50 a month to pub-

lish. It is not expected to be self-supporting

in subscriptions : the price was put low to in-

duce the Freedmen to subscribe; 25 cents be-

ing enough to bind a bargain to self respect.

It speaks to the Freedman //-on among ;Ae?n,as

an enterprise of theirs, the publisher being

one of their race, a native Tennesseean ; and
the contributions to its columns being in part

from them. Those who subscribe or other-

wise contribute to the work in Tennessee, maj-

therefore feel that they are sustaining, not a

newspaper only, but giving so much for that

work, and for the paper as its organ, and as

a reliable channel of information now needed
to assist in maintaining our relations properly

with the South. For, since the demise of the

Freedmen's Bureau, and the curtailment of

denominational support, there has been not

only a falling oft' of more than 2000 schools,

but with them the stop of full, classified re-

ports, and items which formerly kept us in-

formed and interested in matters which close-

ly concern us, as a part of the nationality to

be affected bj^ the sadden transition to citizen

ship, of those who, a few years ago, were de

clared by the highest authority in the land, to

have " no rights which the white man was
bound to respect." Sympathy is not failin

in the North ; what fails is the means of

knowing the truth of things in the South. Th
is sought to be supplied in a degree by " The
Monitor." The truth is stated in the fact

that only one-sixth of the children of the

1,500,000 have been to school : that causes

(social and political) are now working to make
history which will be creditable to us, and safe

for the nation, in proportion as we now acquit

us of our duty in the present new crisis of

Freedmen's aft'airs. In this juncture, when
the Government virtually closes 2000 schools

without substituting means to open others ;*

when, beside the waning of society-schools,

the legislatures of some States repeal their free

school laws, and other States fail to raise funds

according to existing laws, for the support

of their schools; just in the experimental ope-

ration of the amnesty law, and on the eve of

a novel presidential canvass, it is truth to as-

sert that the Freedman is in a crisis which
we are bound to see him through safely, as far

* The Educational Bill which passed the lower house

of Congress is waiting for action in the Senate, and

printed in " The Monitor," i8 intended as such a sub-

stitute,

n our power, by supplying means (

formation and education. It is truth t

that he is, to us, as the man that " fell ar

thieves," was to the Samaritan, after the

ed man had been put on the horse o

other. The XVth Amendment put the F
man on the Government horse. All the

enjoined in the parable, we have yet t

Yea more ! does not something lie af

doors, for the unparallelled prosperit}' c

LTnion, and the accumulation of wealth
commerce and manufactures? How mu
these may be directly traced to the unn
ed labors of the negro through the lon^

dreadful slave time? Are there not yet c

for damages inflicted whilst States, nowst
were struggling through their infancy,

their cities, now rich and populous, war
with fruits of toil, exacted under " stripes

Mercy with a bleeding heart, weeps whe
sees inflicted on a beast?"

It is to aid in keeping alive a feeling c

mane and proper consideration for the p
just rescued from this toil, and just do?

with privileges which they must exerci

blessings or as calamities, uj^O'^ "^ / it is
'

fuse amongst themselves, a zeal for truth

honor in all ways of right living, and t

courage a Christian culture, commens;
with their opportunities, that " The Mod
was set up. And it is in a conviction thi

still owe a care in these respects, and wil

it for a long time to come, that the editoi

adheres to a cause cherished from childl

and grown stronger with years. Y,

Germantown, 7th mo. 11th, 1872.

Linden Trees.—The great age which, c

favorable circumstances, trees sometimi

tain, is shown in the cases of several

known lindens. That of Neustadt, it

kingdom of Wiirtemburg is, says Mari

remarkable instance. " Its magnificent c

measures 400 feet in circumference, an

branches are upheld by 106 stone coin

The tree was an old tree in the year

when a great fire destroyed the old town

the new town was, according to a docu

still extant, built close 'to the big tree

the year 155S, the Duke of Wiirtemburg

rounded it with four porches, and cause

armorial bearings to be painted upon t

the columns. At the top the linden ti

Neustadt divides into two great bran

one of which was broken by a tempe

1773, while the other at the present d

still flourishing and 110 feet in length."

The linden tree of Yillars-en-Moing,

Freiburg, was famous in 1-176, when the
j

battle of Morat was fought. The trunk i

less than 40 feet in circumference, its b

about 75 feet, and its crown is still a vast

of almost impervious foliage.

At Prilly, near Lausanne, Switzer

there is a linden under which, 500 years

justice was administered. The mun
of Lausanne watches over its preserva

dear as it is to the whole canton, and a

fountain serves to keep its roots moist.

Unconscious Influence.—Not more cons

ly is a sun pouring forth its beams, or a fl

exhaling its fragrance, than the christi

radiating or exhaling influence from

character upon those around him. Whei
he is, whatever he does, this influence n

ceases. It underlies all his actions; it

Bide by side with his words ; it goes on \
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1 ceases and words fail. What a man^
tarily chooses, says, or does, is only oc-

aal. He does not always think or always
From pure fatigue he must, per force,

ent and inactive at limee. But what he

lat is necessarily perpetual and coexten

lyith his being.— The Miiiistrij of Nature.

MciUillan.

visidcrate Prescrij'tion of Alcoholic Liquors

'hysicians. — The following document,

d by three hundred of the'^ leading phy-j

IS of London, appeared in the p'lpers of

city in the latter part of last year :

—

s it is believed that the inconsiderate

ription of large quantities of alcoholic

1 by medical men for their patients has

rise, in many instances, to the formation

emperate habits, the undersigned, while

e to abandon the use of alcohol in the

Qent of certain cases of disease, are yet

nion that no medical practitioner should

ribe it without a sense of grave respon-

,y. They believe that alcohol in what-

form should be prescribed with as much
IS any powerful drug, and that the direc-

for its use should be so framed as not to

terpreted as a sanction for excess, or

sarily for the continuance of its use

the occasion is past. They are also of

n that many people immensely exag-

the value of alcohol as an article of

and since no class of men see so much of

eflects, and possess such power to re-

1 its abuse, as members of their own pro-

n, they hold that every medical practi-

f is bound to exert his utmost influence

iulcate habitsof great moderation in the

f alcoholic liquids. Being also firmly

need that the great amount of drinking

oholic liquors among the working classes

is country is one of the greatest evils of

lay, destroi'ing— moi'C than anything

the health, happiness, and welfare of

classes, and neutralizing, to a large ex-

tho great industrial prosperity which
idence has placed within the reach of

lation, the undersigned would gladly sup-

any wise legislation which would tend

strict within proper limits the use of al-

io beverages, and gradually introduce

of temperance." George Burrows,

, F.K.S., President of the Eoyal College

lysicians, Physician Extraordinary to the

n ;
George Busk, F.R.S., President of the

il College of Surgeons, and others.

—

Late

r.
_

ent to Portsmouth to attend the Yearly

ing of Ministers and Elders. At this

ing the names of a number of Friendi

reported, who had been newly appointed
8 and acknowledged as ministers, and 1

in earnest concern that as they had thus

appointed they might also be anointed

on high, and enabled to act aright in

responsible allotments.^iJe&ecm Hubbs

wholesale slaughter of the bison, it may be

stated, that during last May twenty-five thou-

sand of these animals were killed south of the

Kansas Pacific llailroad for the sake of their

hides alone, which were scld at two dollars

each lor shipment to the East. In addition,

it is estimated that about five thousand bisons

were killed by the Indians to supply the peo-

ple on the frontier with meat, so that at least

thirty thousand bisons have been killed in

one month in the southwestern territories.

—

Ledger.
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ie American Bison is rapidly disappearing

the western plains. These animals at

iime were to be found everywhere west
e Hudson river, but they have for many
B been extinct iu the regions east of the

issippi river. As the bison are driven

narrower limits their destruction becomes
ter, and it is highly probable that this

al within the next thirty years will be-

! entirely extinct. As a proof of the

It is a great favor to be preserved from in-

stability and doubt respecting the religion

which Friends as a Society have ever pro-

fessed, and a more blessed attainment to be

"Rooted and built up in Him, and stablished

iu the faith as ye have been taught, abound-

ing therein with thanksgiving;" so that in

times of trial, when the assaults of the enemy
may seem redoubled, the walls of defence

much broken down, and the standard-bearers

comparatively few, and clothed in mourning,

we can yet rejoice in the conviction that

greater is He who is in the believers than he

that is in the world, and that though his path

is in the mighty waters, and his footsteps are

not known, yet He will preserve his humble,

confiding disciples on that Rock against which
the gates of hell can never prevail.

In the literature of our religious Society we
have various descriptions given by its mem-
bers, of its condition at different periods and
among successive generations, b}' which we
learn that great changes have taken place in

it, according to the spiritual condition and
religious growth of the members engaged in

supporting and jn'omulgating its distinctive

doctrines and testimonies, and in the manage-
ment of its aff'airs. Sometimes, when submis-

sion to the heart-changing power of Divine

Grace seems to have generally prevailed

throughout the body, there were manifested

an united concern and labor for the spread of

the self-denying religion it professed, bringing

the great majority into one common interest,

and causing love and harmony to pervade the

whole church. The exercised members ap-

peared to be carefully seeking the guidance

and assistance of their holy Head and high

Priest, that they might so conduct themselves

as to be instrumental in edifying the body in

love, and glory and honor be brought to Him
who ruled in them and over it. Thus was the

Society preserved from the will-worship and
other ostensibly religious works, springing

from the invention of man, and was clothed

with a degree of Divine power and authority,

by which it was enabled to keep the place

assigned it by the great Head of the universal

church.
At other times this beauty and strength are

seen to have faded away as the spirit of the

world, the deceitfulnessof riches, and the love

of other things usurped the place of seeking

first the kingdom of heaven and being born

again of incorruptible seed, by the Word of

God ; and the life hidden with Christ seems to

have been known by comparatively few ;
so

that though the outside form and appearance

may have been preserved, and the .usual rou

tine of church affairs speciously transacted,

yet the work was not perfect in the sight of
the Searcher of hearts; lukcwarrnness and in-

difference opened the way for formality and
other wrong things to prevail, and the inno-

cent life and those who struggled to maintain
it, weie brought under oppression. In this

condition there crept in a practical if not an
acknowledged low estimate of the influence

of the Holy Spirit, weakening the belief in

the necessity for its qualification and direc-

tion in every step and engagement connected
with the religion of Christ, sometimes be-

numbing into comparative deadness, and
sometimes accompanied with great activity

of the natural man in what he apprehended
to constitute the work called for by religious

duty.

In the first described condition we see that

the members being willing to submit them-
selves to those baptisms of the Holy Ghost
and fire, necessary for cleansing and sanctify-

ing the soul, and preparing for usefulness in

the Church, spiritual gifts were dispensed to

them ; in the exercise of which, ministers,

elders and others labored for the building up
of all on our most holy faith, and for the honor
of their crucified Redeemer; and the glorious

Lord was unto them a place of broad rivers

and streams, wherein shall go no galley with
oars, neither shall gallant ship pass thereby.

In the last described condition, but few being
prepared for their reception, those spiritual

gifts were generally withheld; instead of rev-

erent waiting for the guidance and govern-
ment of the unerring Spirit of the Head of the

Church, the will and wisdom of man much
prevailed in ordering the affairs of the Society;

so that the indispensable care to keep the

camp clean, and maintain the excellent order
that pei-tains to the kingdom of Christ was
greatly lost sight of The ministry partook
of the degeneracy, and many who were neither
rightly called nor divinely qualified, though
partakers it may be in some measure of the

illumination of divine Light, and the good
impressions made thereby, took upon them
to preach, and though their words may have
been sound, yet being but the rehearsal of the

truths of Scripture, and the presentation of

images of heavenly things, without the life

and power with which the true ministry is

clothed, it could beget only a fondness for the
same specious delusion, and allowed the strong
man armed to keep undisturbed possession of
his goods.
There is much instruction to be drawn from

the serious consideration of these unpretend-
ing but rich records, and the sincere, upright
Friend, borne down with the trials and pro-

spects of the present day, may derive no little

encouragement from them. It will be found
that even when in its best estate, the Society
was not exempt from spots and blemishes,

which, though comparatively small and cir-

cumscribed, brought distress on the consistent

and exercised members, and stirred up a right-

eous zeal and labor to defend and clear the

cause of Truth. And when reduced to its low-

est point of christian life, and making its least

effort to commend its high profession by a
corresponding life of godliness among the

members, there were yet not a few who, un-

der the influence of a right spirit, could, like

Caleb and Joshua of old, speak well of the
goodly inheritance granted them, and endea-

vor to persuade the people to go in and pos-
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Thus while it is apparent that when the persons own in the aggregate 3,145,514 acres, or one- on the 15th inst. New Fori.—American gold,

xnembet-s of our relig.oas Society become un- -en* of the soil, and are usually resident outside of U^S. s^^es, 1881, n7h_d^tt0867,^115, ;
d.tto,

ing to carry out in lite and conversation ^^^ ^^^.jjj^ q^^-^j^ g,^^^„^ promulgates the law pro- extra, S6.40 a $6.80 ; tiner brands, *7 a $10.75.

iding for the banishment of the Jesuits from Germany. Michigan wheat, $1.70 a $1.72; red western.the spiritual, self-denying religion it has ever

professed, they either never attain to or they

lose the preserving, saffly guiding influence

of that anointing which is truth and no lie,

teaching of all things ;
and are easily betrayed

into error and violation of the divine law,

bringing the body into a lapsed state, attend-

ed by disunity and more or less defection in

principle
;
yet there always has been—and we

believetherealwayswillbe—preserved among
them a true Seed ;

who though they may feel

themselves to be an afHicted and poor people,

stood as witnesses for the truth of their holy

profession, and against all innovations upon

it. To these', however others around them

may be left in unseitlement and dimness of

vision, "the gifts and callings of God are with-

out repentance," and the history shows that

He has heretofore-—and we doubt not will

continue—supported and nourished them, and

given them the evidence of being on the sure

foundation, and that He knows them that are

his. Let such as these in this day of trial and

overturning, when it may seem as though the

doctrines and testimonies of the gospel which

Friends were raised up specially to maintain

and illustrate among other christian profes-

sors, are in danger of being deserted, in order

to assimilate with the churches around them,

take comfort from the recorded experience of

the past two hundred years, confirming the

testimony of that gifted and faithful servant

of Christ, Francis Howgil, who declared to

his then suffering brethren that his Master

had shown him respecting Friends, " I will

nourish them and carry them as on eagles'

wings; and though clouds gather against

them, I will make my way through them;

though darkness gather together on a heap,

and tempests gender, I will scatter them as

with an east wind ;
and nations shall know

they are my inheritance, and they shall know
I am the living God, who will plead their

cause with all that rise up in opposition against

them."

All the establishments now under their control must be No. 1 Chicago spring, $1.50. Oats, 43i a 4

completely broken up in six months.
|

Western rye, 77 cts. Western mixed corn, 6i

The increasing tide of emigration from Germany to western yellow, 63J a 64 cts. Philadelphia.—

i

America causes considerable uneasiness to the German 241- a 25 cts. for uplands and New Orleans raidc

government, and measures of a repressive kind are
^

Cuba sugar, 8| cts. ; Porto Rico, 8i cts. ; Demerai

rioiisly contemplated. a llj cts. Superfine 4our, $5 a $5.25; extras, S

The anniversary of the taking of the Bastile was cele- $6 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.50. Western white •

brated in France on the 14th. Public dinners in honor $1.90 ; western red, $1.70 a $1.77. Yellow con

of the day were prohibited in the chief cities, but no 64 cts. Oats, 40 a 43 cts. Canvassed western

attempt to interfere with the celebration was made at
1

151 a 16 cts. Lard, 91 a 91 cts. The arrivals an(

La Ferte Jouarre, where Gambetta presided, and made
I
of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard nun

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoRElON.—Destructive storms prevailed throughout

England on the 12th inst. In many cases the growing

crops were prostrated and destroyed, and several per-

sons were killed by lightning.

The London Observer anticipates that by the awards

to be made by the Geneva Tribunal, England will be

obliged to pay heavy sums for damages to the U. States

Sir Alexander Cockburn, arbitrator on the part of

England in the Geneva Tribunal, will be created an

Earl, in recognition of his eminent services as Lord

Chief Justice of England.

The proportional representation bill, providing for

the election of members of Parliament for England by

the American system of representation was, after de

bate, rejected on a second reading. If the bill had been

adopted London would have been entitled to 62 n

bers instead of 20 a-s now, and Liverpool to 11 instead

of 3. The bill was opposed by Sir Charles Dilke be

cause its provisions did not include Ireland and Scot

land.

A dispatch from Aden, Arabia, announces the arrival

there of Stanley, the Herald's African correspondent,

and says he will start to-day for London, in company

with a son of Livingstone. Stanley is the bearer of

letters from Livingstone for the British government, as

well as for the family and friends of the long-absent

explorer. Stanley says that when he left the interior

of Africa Livingstone was unwell, but was, neverthe

less, determined to proceed with his explorations.

From an oflicial report recently issued by the British

House of Commons, it appears that the soil of Ireland is

owned by about twenty thousand persons, of whom
5589 own an average of sixteen hundred acres each, and

6982 own less than one hundred acres each. Only 1443

peech, in which he denounced the league of the

church and the monarchy, praised President Thiers,

and declared that his administration had been a com-
plete success.

A terrible explosion occurred on the 9th inst. in an

xtensive flour-mill in Glasgow. The buildjings took

ire and were destroyed. Eleven persons were buried

n the ruins and burned to death, and twelve were taken

out badly injured.

Brazil has declined to receive General Mitre, Pleni-

potentiary from the Argentine Confederation, and the

Brazilian government is preparing for hostilities. The
dispute with the Argentine States originated in the

non-fulfilment of the treaty concerning Paraguay
._

Valmaseda, Captain General of Cuba, has resigned

and given up his office to his successor Celallos. In his

proclamation on this occasion, Valmaseda says: " I do

not think it possible that the revolution can exist four

or five months longer; it being now prosecuted without

resources, most of its adherents killed or dispersed, and

the expeditions which sustained their hopes all cap-

tured."

The latest Mexican news from Monterey shows that

the revolutionists are avoiding combats, and occupying

places from which the government forces have with-

drawn.
Advices from Japan to 6th mo. 22d, have been re-

ceived. It is stated that the Mikado is about to make
tour of inspection to several ports, and on his return

ill leave for -France via the Suez canal. Yaizi, late

overnor of Y^eddo, goes to Paris to prepare the way
for the Mikado. Serious disturbances had occurred at

Ningata in consequence of an attempt to restore the late

Tycoon; it was suppressed with considerable blood

shed.

The Geneva Board of Arbitration convened pursuant

to adjournment on the 15th inst. The members again

agreed that absolute secrecy be maintained as to the

proceedings. It is not expected that a decision will be

reached for several weeks.

London, 7th mo. 15th.—Consols, 921. U. S. sixes,

1862, 9U ; 1867, 9U ;
ten-forties, 90.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOjrf. ; Orleans, 11 Jd
Breadstuffs quiet.

United States.—The Democratic National Con-

vention to nominate candidates for the Presidency and

Vice Presidency of the United States, convened in Balti

more on the 9th inst., and held meetings on that and

the following day. The declaration of principles pre

pared by the "Liberal Republican Convention" at Cin

about 2,400. Extra sold at 71 a 7J cts. ; fair to

6 a 7 cts., and common 5 a 51 cts. per lb. gross,

sold at 5 a 61 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $
$6.75 per lOO'lbs. net. Baltimore.—Choice white

$1.80 a $1.82 ; fair to prime do., $1.70 a $1.75
;

amber, $1.75 a $1.80
;
good to prime red, $1.65 i

Southern white, corn, 80 a 83 cts.
;
yellow,

western mixed, 61 a 62 cts. Oat.s, 40 a 45 cts. C
No. 2 spring wheat, $1,261; No. 3 do., $1.09

No. 2 mixed corn, 411 cts. Oats, 261 cts. Rye
60 cts. No. 2 barley, 53 cts. Lard, $8.90 per :

Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7 a $7.25. Old wheat

a $1.47 ; new, $1.35 a $1.40. Corn, 50 a 51 cts.

30 a 36 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat,

a J1.53. No. 2 corn, 40 a 41 cts. No.
Sugar cured hams, 13 a 141 cts. Lard, 8| cts. -^^

nati.'was adopted with very little dissent, and the

candidates proposed by the same convention, viz.,

Horace Greely and B. Gratz Brown, were accepted with

great unanimity as the Democratic nominees.

The weather continued oppressively warm during

the week ending on the 13th inst., and the mortality in

our large cities was consequently large. In New York
there were 1059 deaths. The interments in Philadel-

phia for the week numbered 885, including 71 deaths

from sunstroke, 43 congestion of the brain, 21 cholera

morbus, 310 cholera infantum, 16 inflammation of the

brain, 35 marasmus, 24 debility, small pox 15, and old

age 29. Of the deaths 383 were children under one

year old, and 114 from one to two years.

The average temperature of sixteen days in Phila-

delphia, calculated from three observations made each

day at 7 A. M , 2 P. M. and 9 P. M., from 6tli mo. 27 th

to "7th mo. 12th, 1872, was found to be 83.77 degrees,

which is 5.66 degrees above the average of the cor-

responding days during the past 22 years.

From a series of carefully collated crop reports col-

lected by the New Orleans Cotton Exchange, it appears

that the area of land placed under cultivation averages

ten per cent, increase on last year.

During the year 1871 the number of immigrants

from the United Kingdom was 150,788. of whom 13,271

were Scotch, 65,591 Irish, and 71,926 English.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th. I

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 A.

Arrangements are in progress to establish a co

Practical Science and Civil Engineering, to which st

may be admitted next term.

Students whose homes are within a convenie

tance, may be admitted to the College for iustr

without board.

For terms, &c., apply to Sajiuel J. Gum fv

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa,

WANTED.
A woman Friend to take charge of the School

the care of West Chester Preparative Meeting.

Application may be made to Philena Yarnall, !

Gibbons, or Jos. Scattergood, Jr., West Chester,

Pa.

WANTED.
A Teacher for the Girls' Select School in th

to enter on her duty at the opening of the term

mo. next. One qualified to teach Arithmetic, A
Natural Philosophy, &c.

Application may be made to

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch Street,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine Street,

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St

Rebecca W. Kite, 459 North Fifth Si

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.U
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Phil '

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua II. W
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patie

made to the Superintendent, or to any of tl

Managers.

Died, on the 1st of Third month, 1872, at he

dence in the township of Augusta, Washten:

Mich., Ann, wife of William Wright, a nierab

overseer of Ypsilanti Monthly Meeting, ajed ne

years. She was enabled by Divine iji.m

allotment in all the relations of life an. I in

in much faithfulness and with a iiu-ok and

spirit. Looking back at her past litV, -he saidtl

had been tried with the risings of imi'aHDnv at

but had not permitted herself to sleep al night,

ill-feeling towards any fellow-creatine wa-; ove

With unclouded prospect she praised the Lo
claiming: "Glory! glory! glory! After the su

comes the glory for me !"

, in Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 25th ult., M.

W. H., wife of Morton B. Smith, and daugl

Joseph W. Helvard, in the 31st year of her

member of New York Monthly Jleeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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years, with a bright intelligent face and en-

ergetic manners. We rode about a mile, and

then reached a little flat covered with small

trees. Here was an encampment of Kirghiz,

together with the followers of the Yoozbasbee

and their horses. 1 was taken into a Kirghiz

akooee [tent] that had been prepared for mo,

and led to the place of honor, viz. a carpet

spread over the sheets of felt directly opposite

the door; this carpet I was left to occupy

alone in my glory, while the Yoozbashee

seated himself on the side carpet to my right.

The Toorkish manner of sitting on state oc-

casions is a mode of torture unknown to

Western nations. Natives of India, as a rule,

squat down with their feet still on the ground,

and theirknees just below their ebins. Others

cross their legs in front of them, and sit like

a tailor. But' in Toorkistrm the ceremonious

manner is to kneel down with your robes well

tucked in, and then sit back on to your heels,

When your toes are by these means nearly

dislocated, you have the option of turning

them inwards, and sitting on the insid'

of the feet. By this means the dislocation is

transferred from your toes to your ankles and

knees."

After some conversation, carried on through

an interpreter, the Yoozbashee withdrew, and

a cloth was spread, on which were placed

trays of fruit of all sorts, eggs, sugar, bread,

&c. " This," he says, " I found was a regular

institution; it is called a ' dastar-khan,' and

during the remainder of my journey the cere-

mony took place every morning and evening

on the part of the Yoozbashee
;
beside which,

dastar-khans were presented by other officials.

I generally ate one or two of the fruit, and

offered some to the person who was in charge
;

for the giver did not himself accompany it

as a rule, but sent his highest subordinate.

Presently a sheep was brought to the door,

and a cold fowl on a dish. From that day to

this a fresh sheep has appeared daily at my
door, and though all my servants are feasted

on mutton, and I constantly give away whole
sheep, yet my flock keeps on increasing."

On their journey, "The interpreter was in

constant requisition, as the Yoozbashee was
very friendly and communicative. Among
other questions, he asked how it was that

Shaw Sahib was not bbick as he lived in Hin
dostan? I explained that the real home of

the English was in a cold climate, and' that 1

was now delighted at reaching a country

where the people resembled my own country-

men in color, after the dark faces of India;

for he and his party had about the complexion

of a well-bronzed Englishman, and were no

darker than myself, in fact, at that moment.
Toward afternoon of the second day, the

valley began to widen, and the hilly sides to

become lower. Numberless red-legged part-

ridges were calling all around. I was mad

Kigh Tartary, Yarkanil, and Raslighar.

(Coi.tinusd from page 379.)

At Shahidoolla, our traveller was detained

some two weeks, before permission to ad-

i^ce was received. While at this point, he

ceived a letter from his messenger advising

n to return to Ladak, but as ho was unable

decipher the Persian characters in which

was written, he did not know its contents

1 long after. It was however reassuring to

mind, as the corners of the sheet were all

hole, and it had been previously agreed upon

itween them, that if danger was suspected,

le of the corners should be cut off. The
thoritiesof Toorkistan were very suspicious

strangers ; and the arrival of an English

an among them, was an event such as had

jver occurred in their time. The precau

ons which were taken were the natural re

It, but were very irksome to E. Shaw. He
iS placed under the surveillance of persons

largod with his care ; free intercourse with

people of the towns was prevented
;
and

lOugh he was kindly treated, fed at the gov-

:nment expense, and made the recipient of

lany valuable presents, yet he was denied

le privilege of exploring the cities he visited,

Qd was substantially a prisoner.

After leaving Shahidoolla, he was met by a

oozbashee, (the title of an officer who com-

ands a hundred men,) who had been sent to

ait upon him. He thus describes their

leeting

:

8 we mounted the steep bank of the

tream which we had just crossed, a group of

orsemen met us on the top. The foremost

dvanced, and took my hand in both of his,

olding it while he asked me several quea-

ions in a cordial tone of voice, which I need-

no interpreter to tell me were inquiries

fter my welfare. He then turned his horse,

nd motioning politely to me to ride by his

we continued our journey. One of his

bllowers started off at a wild gallop in front

f us, discharging his matchlock, and after-

yards whirling it round his head with a loud

hoop. This I found was a salute intended

,0 do me honor ridges were calling all around, i was made! rouL„--

„

, , j u u- u

I had now lei'sure to examine the appear- to load my gun, but told to come along on reminded me of home but lacked the high

ince of the Yoozbashee. He was a young horseback. Instead of allowing me to walk gables and numerous doors and windows of

nan of apparently little more than thirty 1
up to the birds, no sooner was a covey seen 1

the English farnaiouse. Instead ot this, blank:

than our whole cavalcade scattered wildly in

chase. 1 watched my opportunity, and, when
they were out of the way, 1 dismounted and

went after a covey which I heard in another

direction. Returning with a bird I had shot,

I was met by the Yoozbashee holding five live

ones in his hand, and shouting for Shaw Sahib

to come and look. I was astounded, but

soon discovered that this apparently childish

amusement of galloping after partridges was

really a most effectual way of catching them.

Several were afterwards caught in my sight.

The birds fly from one side of the valley to

the other. If put up again immediately, they

soon get tired, and after two or three flights

begin running on the ground. Then the men
gallop up, and strike at them with their whips.

It is a most exciting amusement over rough

country. I had heard of quails being caught

in this way when tired by a long flight dur-

ing their annual migrations, but did not ima-

gine a partridge could be taken so.

When the partridges ceased, my compan-

ions began skylarking among themselves, dis-

playing the most perfect horsemanship in so

doing. The two clerical gentlemen chiefly

distinguished themselves, viz. Moollah She-

reef, and the Alam of Sanjoo, who pulled off

his outer robe for greater freedom. They

caught one another round the waist, each

tryi'ng to dislodge the other from his saddle,

and wrestled on horseback; meanwhile their

horses were leaping ditches and banks, and

going headlong over the roughest ground.

Finally, each remained in possession of his

adversary's turban."

After passing a desert tract intersected by

some fertile valleys, he says: " We reached

fields and houses near the town of Kargalik,

and from that place to Yarkand we passed

through a well-cultivated country full of vil-

lages, and without a trace of sandy or waste

land. At intervals, tall poles with sign-boards

marked the distances along the road, the

measurement being by the ' tash,' equalling

nearly five of our miles, I reckoned. It was

market-day as wo passed out of Kargalik,

and for three or four miles there was an un-

ceasing stream of people, young and old, men
and women, pouring in from the villages (the

majority on horseback) either to buy or to

sell for their weekly necessities. Some carried

fowls or baskets full of eggs, some had sheep

and cattle, others droves of donkeys laden

with cotton or ether produce of their fields

for sale. I saw several handsome horses being

led in to find purchasers. In fact, but for the

dress of the people you might have thought

it was market-day at some country town in

England; the rosy-faced farmers' wives bring-

ing in their children for a treat, while the men
were transacting all the business of the coun-

try side. The villages even, with their sur-

nding orchards and crowds of noisy fowls.
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walls surrounding courtyards, and low build

ings with no visible roof, put one in mind of

a man both bald and blind. There are no
hedges, but the number of trees both round
the houses and along the watercourses pre-

vent the country from having the bare ap-

pearance of some of the French provinces.
iSLumberless little hamlets of two or three
houses in a group are scattered over the whole
face of it, and bear witness to the long exist

ence of a settled government, and security to

the inhabitants, so different from the Punjab,
where former misrule and anarchy have ac-

customed the people to crowd all their houses
together for safety, till a village resembles a
huge ant-hill with many exits. Irrigation
seems to be carried to a great extent; in fact

all cultivation depends on it, as there is little

rain. The watercourses run in all directions,

being carried over and under one another at
the road, and by small aqueducts over marshes
and hollows.

At one of the villages the Toozbashee
showed me a sport which they call ' ooghlak.'
The headless body of a goat is thrown on the
ground, and everyone tries to pick it up with-
out leaving the saddle. The press is tremend-
ous, as with one foot and one hand on the
saddle they stretch down the other hand to
the ground. Presently one succeeds, and i.s

off; swinging himself back into the saddle as
lie goes. He is chased by the rest, doubling
and turning to avoid them. At last, another,
and another gets a hold of the goat. Th
first man throws his leg over the body to
tighten his hold, and away they go across
country till their horses diverge and all but
one loose their grasp. He is again caught,
but throws the goat on to his opposite side.

The others wrestle with him as they gallop
three or four abreast, the outermost riders
almost leaving their horses as they stretch
their whole bodies across their neighbors. It
is beautiful to see the perfection and grace
with which they ride. Their seat is looser
than ours in appearance, and, for some reason
that I cannot explain, reminds me of an ac-
complished swimmer floating without appa-
rent effort in the water—his body bending
and giving to the waves. While playing at
' ooghlak,' they seem utterly forgetful of their
horses. Their hands are seldom on the reins,
and banks and ditches are jumped while they
are half out of the saddle grappling with one
another. The game is not without danger.
A man who has the goat, if hard pushed, will
throw it in front of his pursuers, tripping up
their horses as they gallop. A Kirghiz of
our party broke his stirrup-leather as he was
stretching over, and came to the ground in a
heap. His head was cut open by'the horse'i
sharp shoe as he passed over him. My friend
Moollah Shereef and his fiery dun pony turned
a complete summersault. The pony pitched
on his head and turned over, his neck remain
ing doubled up under him. I thought it was
broken. His master was shot several feet in
front, and the whole cavalcade apparently
galloped over them, not stopping their game
the least. The ponj- and the moollah were
picked up, and, having shaken themselves,
the latter remounted and went at it again

For "The Friend,

"Work while it is called To-day."

Believing the publication of a short account
of the last illness and death of Lydia Hibbard,
who departed this life 10th mo. 20th, 1S65,
aged 33 years, may be useful to survivors, as
tending to set forth the great necessity of an
early preparation for that awful assize which
to each one of us maketh haste, the following
is put forth, being calculated to stir the heart
to diligence, lest, coming suddenly and unex-
pectedly, it find us, as it did this dear distress-

ed sufferer, with darkness before us.

May such as read this little memoir, if they
are still subject to the bondage of this world,
and, consequently, in the thraldom of sin,

seek, as King Hezekiah did, to turn their
faces to the wall from all visible objects, and
seriously ask themselves whether they are
prepared to meet the Bridegroom of souls,

having saving oil in their vessels with their
lamps, or whether they have neglected to pro-
vide it for themselves against the time when
'ckness and death overtake.

strongly urged the impressive precept of
dear Saviour, "Without me ye can do no
ing."

Upon this she seemed broken and contri
to the state of a little child, and remarked,
feel humbled before the great Searcher
•hearts." Here the declaration of the !

deemer was remembered and quoted, " Sul
little children to come unto me, and for
them not, for of such is the Kingdom
Heaven." But she could not rest satisf
with the testimony merely of others to
long-suffering and tender compassion of
ever present and loving Father, but des
to feel it herself: wanted the experimen
and saving knowledge which should pre
the promised life eternal to her now arresi
and truly hungering and thirsting soul. I
petitions for this were frequent and fervt
to the throne of Grace.
On one occasion she requested all woi

leave the room, that she might wrestle aloi

Afterwards she exclaimed, " Oh, if I coi
only see my Saviour's face!"
One of her brothers coming in for whc
had several times inquired, she had cc

What, at this awful period, will all the
honors, and riches, and pleasures, and appro- Isiderable to say to him; and, although noi
bations of the world be to us, if we have not member of the religious Society of Frien
that true peace with God which calms and! herself, pressed upon him to attend th.
sustains the soul, being the earnest of endur- |meetings, and, when there, really to worsb
ing rest and peace, and joy, which shall be that God who must and can alone be wc
the portion of the redeemed from sin in the shipped in spirit and in truth. "I have oft
glorified kingdom. igone," she said, " and received but 1 ttle bet

It was a precious language of the Psalmist 'fit, and if any thing was said, it made b
and invocation we all stand in need of, "Search

; little impres.'^ion." Alluding to her readin
me, God ! and know my heart

; try me, and 'she continued, " It has not been of the rig
know my thoughts; and see if there be any

j kind. I read my Bible because I felt it to

a duty."

One of her children coming to take lea
of her for the night, she thus addressed hi

with fresh ardour.

(To be

In solitude, if we escape the example of bad
persons, we likewise want the counsel and
conversation of the good.

wicKea way in me, and lead me in the wa}-
everlasting." The day calls for vigilance, be-
cause the night cometh in which no man can
work. Watch, therefore, and pray always, " May God bless thee, keep and preserve th(
that you may be accounted worthy to escape 'and do not put off the work to a sick-bed
all that shall come to pass, and to stand be- {thy poor mother has." She called her de
fore the Son of Man with acceptance. [husband to come and kiss her, addino-, " It
Her health, from pulmonary disease, hadihard to part, but I hope we may "meet

been gradually declining for some months; heaven."
but it was not till a little before her decease She took an affectionate leave of her ph
that expectations were wholly relinquished 'sician, saying to him, " I believe thee h
of her recovery. Subsequently, her bodily I done all thee can for me, and I am much o
sufferings were at times acute

;
yet she waslliged." She also queried of him, "Does th

enabled to bear them with patience and re- {think I will get through the night?" Th(
signation. When informed that it was not she exclaimed, "I do not feel prepared
probable she could recover, it caused great meet my Heavenly Father: I feel that I ha-
distress of mind, and sore indeed were her a great work to do." The doctor endeavon
conflicts, saying, "All is darkness before me. |to comfort her by saying, "He was a vei
[ feel that I have not a moment to spare. All
my life has been wasted ; its thirty-three years
have been spent in vain."

Expressing a desire to see a ministering
Friend, who lived not far distant, she was sent
for, to whom, upon her going to the bed-side,
this now truly awakened penitent reached
out her hand, saying, "I have sent for thee
to show me the way to Heaven. I fear I

cannot be saved. Will thee not pray for me?
I cannot pray for myself: if I could only feel

an evidence of acceptance, I can give up all."

Fbe friend alluded to, entering into nearsym-
pathjr and fellow-feeling with her, was enabled
to revive the language of our blessed Lord for
her encouragement, "Him that cometh to
me I will in no wise cast out," and also ex-
pressed the belief, that what she was passing
through was not all on her own account; but
those who were witnesses of her great dis-

tress and remorse of mind, might feel that

tender Father." This was in the evenir
prior to the last night she lived. During tl

night her feeble petitions were heard
whisper, and once she expressed a desir
though scarcely audible, that those with hi

should pray for her. She remained sensib
till very near the close. Just before she die

she requested all might be called into tl

room, when she only said, "I am going," ai
then 80 gently and quietly passed away, th;

those present could scarcely perceive whe
she drew her last breath. After death a swe'
smile rested upon her countenance. At
though she was not permitted to give expre
sion to a sense of acceptance, yet those wt
witnessed her deep conflict of spirit and ear.

est pleadings for mercj-, were impressed wit

the belief that her cries were heard, and hi'

prayers answered
; and that our ever compa'

sionate Saviour, who said to the penitent eve
at the eleventh hour, " This day shalt thou t.

there is an inward and an individual work to [with me in Paradise," did receive her; havin
do which one cannot do for another, and washed &-wa.y her sins in His atoning blood
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i an admittance within the pearl gate was
rcif'ully granted.

Cho funeral took place on Fourth-day, 11th

. Ist, 1865, in Friends' burying ground at

liteland, which was largely attended, and

•ough the Lord's favor was a solemn time.

tV^hile the short fi)regoing narrative instruc-

ely exhibits the long-suftVring, tender love

1 mercy of the dear Son and Sent of God,

Dot withdrawing his convicting, all power-
illuminating light and spirit from the

cless professor, till she was laid upon the

lof languishing and of death; it also clearly

rtrays the danger of putting off the all-im-

-tant work of the soul's salvation, till the

ful realities of judgment and eternity are

Bxpcctedly presented in full view.

Seeing, then, that life and health are very

certain, and that we have no lease for their

itinuance; that the grace by which we
ist, if ever, be saved, may be withdrawn, it

looves us, with all diligence to make our

ling and election sure, while these are, in

merited mercy, lengthened out; and wisely

accept the gracious invitation of Holy
ripture, "Seek j-e the Lord while he may
found, call upon him while he is near; let

1 wicked forsake his way, and the unright-

as man his thoughts, and let him return

to the Lord, and he will have mercy upon

, and to our God, for he will abundantly

rdon."

For " The Friend."

DoUlnger, and the new Protest against Rome.

CContiDUJd from page 378.)

'We DOW come to the movement itself. It

interesting to mark, first of all, that this

avement has found its seat and centre

irmany. Twice has that country had the

mor to originate a grand revolt against the

jrst tyrannj' that ever lorded it over con

ience and liberty. In the sixteenth centui-y

sent forth Luther, and now in the nine

inth it has produced Bollinger and tht

Itkatholikeii.' Of the eighty-eight oppo

nts of the Infallibility dogma in the Vatican

uncil, several came from other countries

isides German}'; but in no country, save

jrmany, has the opposition to the dogma
abodied itself in a regularly organised move
ent. France, Spain, Italy, have succumbed

hear nothing even from America. Gcr
any alone enters the lists and takes up the

lallenge thrown down to the manhood of

e world. This shows us that the movement
so far, its root in the character and h

ry of the nation. The Germans were never

thoroughly subdued by Rome as the

ore southern nations. There is besides a

urdy independence in the German character,

rengthened by three centuries of corapara-

ve freedom, still further reinforced by the

tellectual training which its people have

oyed for the period of a whole generation,

ich exceedingly unfits them for bowing
le neck to a dogma like that of the Infalli-

lity. The late war, issuing as it has done

the unifiLiation of Germany, has deepened

lis feeling, and the members of the Roman
hurch feel that they could not hold up their

eads among their fellow-citizens and profess

"lef in the personal infallibility of the

They would feel as if the word ' slave'

ere written upon their foreheads.

"Not Saxon Germany, but Catholic Ba-

aria, is the immediate seat of this movement.
hia lends additional interest to its progress,

md needs a little explanation. Deeply buried

n the soil of the country—that is, in the tra-

ditions, memories, and sentiments of the peo-

ple—have been the seeds of this movement.

The Reformation was trodden out in Bohemia,

Hungary, Moravia, and Bavaria three cen-

turies ago, but not so completely trodden out

as not to leave a germ in the land from which

a second Reformation might spring when the

times should be favorable. Numerous individu-

als and families in all of these countries have

emained in heart attached to the Reformed

doctrines, although outwardly in conformity

with Rome ; and when the battle of Sadowa

first, and the unification of Germany next,

allowed them to discover their secret predi-

lections, they began to move towards Protes-

tantism. And hence the movement, from its

centre in Munich, is radiating over all the

countries we have named, and will do so, we
feel sure, more and more every day. The Alt-

Catholic movement has sprung from a con-

junction of causes, some of them, as we have

said, running very far back and going very

deep down, and we must take all of them into

account would we correctly estimate its

character, and form a probable guess at the

dimensions it is likely, by-and-by, to assume.

No one man, no one party, has called it into

being, and therefore we are disposed to think

that no one man, and no one i)arty, will be

able to stamp their character upon it, or pre-

vent it in the long run working its way to

a disseverance from Romish doctrine and

Romish communion.
" Rome herself began the war. When the

protesting bishops were on their way home
from the (Ecumenical Council, the Pope sent

after them an anathema. This was the first

gun fired, and it sounded from the Vatic

This put all the protesters against the Infalli-

bility virtually outside the Church. Not only

so, it put outside the Church all who might

join them, or in any way express concurrence

in their protest. Rome might have seen that

here was the beginning of a schism—a break

in her vaunted unity—which, if not healed

by the oppositionists withdrawing their pro-

test, must widen day by day, and grow at

last into something formidable—a wrench,

which may not indeed reform the Church,

but may rend it asunder.
" The bishops were too dependent upon

Rome, and upon the governments of their re-

spective countries, to head the movement, or

take overt and practical measures to carry

out their own protest ; and since the adjourn-

ment of the Oecumenical Council—July 18th,

1870—they have remained quiet. But others

came to the iront. Dr. von Dollinger, the

first authority in theology and history in the

Church of Rome, and whose published views

on the Infallibility had done so much to mould

opinion in Germany, and to fortify and con-

solidate the opposition party in the Vatican

Council, was, by unanimous consent, put into

the post of leader. There soon rallied round

him a numerous and powerful body. Ad-

dresses poured in upon him from almost all

quarters of Germany, from municipalities,

from universities, and from other public bodies,

as well as private individuals, expressing sy

pathy with the stand he was making agaii

the Infallibility dogma, and concurrence

his views. Thus scarce had he unfurled his

standard when he found a numerous host

around it, embracing many shades of opinion,

and representing all classes of his country.

men, including many of great influence from
their social position, or their learning. Almost
the entire body of his colleagues in the Uni-
versity of Munich—the largest Roman Catho-
lic university in South Germany—is with him.

The municipality of Vienna even declared in

his favor ; and not to speak of other proofs,

which show how wide the movement has al-

ready spread, not fewer than twenty thou-

sand of his countrymen sigued an address to

him.
" Though the chief. Dr. Dollinger docs not

land alone as a leader in this movement.
Other three men, of high position and great

weight in Germany, have come forward to

share the labors and perils of his task. Dr.

Schulte, the celebrated professor of canon law
in the University of Prague, and Drs. Fried-

rich and Huber, both of the University of

Munich, have ranged themselves by the side

of their renowned and venerable fri<md, as

fellow-champions in his great fight. This will

strengthen both hands and heart. Luther
was not without the need of such aid, and
Providence provided for him Melanchthon and
John of Saxony. In like manner Dollinger

has his Melanchthon in Friedrich and Huber,

while the place of the Elector John is in some
measure filled by the young King of Bavaria.

The personal peculiarities and temperament
of these men are not without their interest at

this hour. Dr. Dollinger is old ; but this, which

is certainly a drawback, is in some measure
counterbalanced by the youth of Friedrich,

who has the reputation of being one of the

finest scholars among the young divines of

Germany ;
while Huber is energetic, prompt,

and bold, and, being a layman, is very

thoroughly the man of business. These three

have worked together since the meeting of

the Vatican Council, and previous to it. Dr.

Dollinger and Professor Huber are under-

stood to be the joint authors of ' Janus,' a bolt

which has fallen heavily upon the Roman
Curia, while the production of '(^uirinus, or

Letters from Rome,' a companion work to

' Janus,' and scarce less damaging to the pa-

pacy, is attributed to Friedrich and Lord
Acton. Thus in the trio, we find combined

the qualities demanded for leading in such a

movement,—wisdom and experience, learn-

ing and practical sagacity, caution and bold-

ness.

"During a recent tour which wo made in

Germany, one oi)ject of which was to examine

the Alt-Catholic movement on the spot, and

to hear the opinions of leading Protestants

regarding it, we often heard Dr. Dollinger

spoken of as a timid man. This infirmity

comes sometimes with age, but not always,

and, we are disposi d to think, not in this case.

In passing through Munich recently we wait-

ed on Dr. Dollinger, to express respectfully

yet very earnestly our s3'mpathy with him,

in his struggle to throw off a yoke which our

own country and church found it no easy

matter to get rid of. Though we found that

we were not unknown to him, from his having

read our humble writings, which cannot be

in the best odor with Rome or any in her

communion, j-et he received us frankly. Our
short interview with him left on our mind
the impression that he was a very firm man,

not timid, but cautious; a man who will not

take a step without examining well where he

is to set his foot, but having put it down, he

will be in no hurry to remove it. He is not

what we should have liked to find him, a,
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broad-chested, square headed German; he is

rather small in stature, and evidently of Ba-

varian stock. There is a keen intelligence

beaming on his face, blended with a little

anxiety; his eye seems to scrutinise and sift

those it comes in contact with; in short, he

reminded us much of portraits we have seen

of Wilberforce. We do not suppose that he
has the qualities that sway popular assem-
blies; but with a select and learned audience,

his dispassionateness, his penetrating intellect

and his full knowledge, would carry all before

them.
CTo be concluded.)

Selected.

THE SINGLE HEAD OF WHEAT.
All my daily tasks were ended,
And tlie hush of night had come.

Bringing rest to we.ary spirits,

Calling many wanderers home.

" He that goeth forth with weeping,
Bearing golden grains of wheat,

Shall return again rejoicing.

Laden with the harvest sweet."

This I read and deeply pondered.
What of seed my hand had sown

;

What of harvest I was reaping,

To be laid before the throne.

While my thoughts were swiftly glancing,

O'er the paths my feet had trod,

Sleep sealed up my weary eyelids,

And a vision came from God.

In the world's great field of labor,

All the reapers' tasks were done

;

Each one hastened to the Master,
With the sheaves that he had won.

Some with sheaves so poor and scanty,

Sadly told the number o'er

;

Others staggered 'neath the burden,
Of the golden grain they bore.

Gladly, then, the pearly gate-way.
Opened wide to let them in.

As they sought the Master's presence,
With their burdens rich and thin.

Slowly, sadly, witli the reapers
Who had labored long, and late,

Came I, at the Master's bidding,
And was latest at the gate.

Then, apart from all the others,

Weeping bitterly, I stood
;

I had toiled from early morning
Working for the others' good.

Wlien one friend had fallen, fainting,

By his piles of goldeji grain,

With a glass of cooling water
I revived his strength again.

And another, worn, and weary,
I had aided for awhile.

Till her failing strength returning,
She went onward with a smile.

Thus the others I had aided
While the golden moments fled.

Till the day was spent, and evening
O'er the earth her tear-drops shed

;

And I, to the Master's presence
Came, with weary, toil-worn feet,

Bearing, as my gathered harvest,
But a single head of wheat.

So with tearful eyes I watched them,
As with faces glad and bright,

One by one they laid their burdens,
Down before the throne of light.

Ah ! how sweetly, then, the blessing,

Sounded to my listening ear,

—

" Nobly done my faithful servants,
Kest now, in your mansion here."

Then, I thought, with keenest sorrow,
Words like the.se are not for me

;

Only those with heavy burdens
Heavenly rest and blessings see;

Yet I love the Master truly.

And I've labored hard since dawn,
But I have no heavy burden,

—

Will He bid me to begone ?

While I question thus in sadness,

Christ, the Master called for me,
And I knelt before Him, saying,

—

I have only this for Thee
;

" I have labored hard Oh! Master,
I have toiled from morn till night.

But I sought to aid ray neighbors.

And to make their labor light;

" So the day has passed unnoticed.

And to-night with shame I come.
Bringing as my gathered harvest.

But a single wheat-head home."

Then I laid it down with weeping.
At His blessed pierced feet.

And He smiled upon my trembling.
Ah ! His smile was passing sweet ;

—

"Child, it is enough," He answered,
"All I asked for, thou hast brought.

And among the band of reapers.

Truly, bravely, hast thou wrought

;

" This was thine appointed mission.

Well hast thou fulfilled the task

;

Have no fear that I will chide thee.

This is all that I could ask."

Then I woke ; but long the vision,

In my heart I pondered o'er

While i tried to see what meaning,
Hidden in its depths it bore.

And, at length, the lesson slowly

Dawned upon my wandering mind
;

Never mind what others gather.

Do whate'er thy hand can find.

If it be thy 'lotted mission
Thus to serve the reaper band,

And the evening find thee weary.
With an empty, sheafless hand,

Let thy heart be never troubled,

—

Faithfully fulfil thy task;

Tremble not before the M.aster,

Heavy sheaves He will not ask.

Selected for "The Friend."

Yellowstone River— its Hot Springs, Geysers, and
Satural Scenery.

(Continued from page oSl.)

From this point we proceeded to the sul-

phur and mud springs near the banks of the
Yellowstone, about two miles above, ii

straight line. In the interval we passed the
remains of many old springs, but none above
the ordinary temperature ; but the deposit
seemed to cover the surface more or less. The
old lake deposit is also quite well shown in

the rather high, stop-like hills which extend
back for five miles from the river to the ba-

saltic rim of the great basin. We pitched oui'

camp on the shore of the river, near the Mud
Springs, thirteen and a half miles above our
camp, on Cascade Creek. The springs are

scattered along on both sides of the river,

sometimes extending upon the hill-sides 50 to

200 feet above the level of the river. The
chart will show the location of the principal

ones. Commencing with the lowerorsouthern
side of the group, I will attempt to describe
a few of them. The first one is a remarkable
mud-spring, with a well-defined circular rim,

composed of fine clay, and raised about 4 feet

above the surface around, and about 6 feet

above the mud in the basin. The diameter
of the basin is about S feet. The mud is so
fine as to be impalpable, and the whole may
be most aptl.y compared to a caldron of boil-

mush. The gas is constantly escaping,
throwing up the mud from a few inches to 6

feet in height ; and there is no doubt
there are times when it is hurled out 10 ti

feet, accumulating around the rim of the hi

About twent}' yards distant from the n

spring just described, is a second one, wi
basin nearly circular, 40 feet in diameter,

water 6 or 8 feet below the margin of

rim. The water is quite turbid, and is boi

moderately. Small springs are flowing

it from the south side so that the basin fo

a sort of reservoir. The temperature, in bi

portions of the basin, is thus lowered to

Several small hot springs pour their sur)

water into it, the tem|jeratures of which
180°, 170°, 184°, and 1.55°. In the reserve

where the water boils up with consider!

force, the temperature is only 96°, show
that the bubbling was due to the escap

gas. The bubbles stand all over the surf:

About 20 feet from the last, is a small m
spring, with an orifice 10 inches in diame
with whitish-brown mud, 182°. Anot
basin near the last has two orifices, the

throwing out the mud with a dull thud ab

once in three seconds, spurting the mud
3 or 4 feet ; the other is content to boil

quite violently, occasionally throwing
mud 10 to 12 inches. This mud, which
been wrought in these caldrons for pcrh

hundreds of years, is so fine and pure that

manufacturer of porcelain-ware would go i

ecstasy at the sight. The contents of mt
of the springs are of such a snowy whiter

that, when dried in cakes in the sun or b

fire, they resemble the finest meerschai

The color of the mud depends upon the suj

ficial deposits which cover the ground, throi

which the waters of the springs reach

surface. They were all clear hot springs

ginally, perhaps geysers even ; but the c

tinual caving in of the sides has produce
sort of mud-pot, exactly the same as the

cess of preparing a kettle of mush,
water is at farst clear and hot ; then it becot

turbid from the mingling of the loose ea

around the sides of the orifice, until, by c

tinned accessions of earth, the contents of

basin become of the consistency of thick mu
and, as the gas bursts up through it, the d

thud-like noise is produced. Every possi

variation of condition of the contents is fon

from simple milky turbidness to a stiff raor

On the east side of the Yellowstone, closi

the margin of the river, are a few turbid a

mud springs, strongly impregnated with alu

The mud is quite yellow, and contains mv
sulphur. This we called a mud-sulphur f

The basin is 15 by 30 feet, and has thrt

ters of ebullition, showing that deep do'

underneath the superficial earth, there ;

three separate orifices, not connected

each other, for the emission of the heat

waters. Just opposite this spring, c

west side of the river, is a singular verti'

wall of rather coarse basalt, which looks

huge mason-work, separated by the jointa

into nearly rectangular blocks. The wall

about 50 feet high, and is important in givi

us an exposure of the basis rock of this regit

The surface is mostly covered with a thi

deposit of clay of modern origin ; but t

heated waters must pass a great distat

through these igneous rocks, dissolving frc

them groat quantities of silica and ott

chemical materials which we find so abi

dantly around the springs. The next intere

ing spring we called the Grotto. A _

column of steam issues from a cavern in t
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of the hill, with an opening about 5 feet

liameter. The roariug of the waters in

cavern, and the noise of the waves as they

le np to the mouth of the opening, are lilie

t of the billows lashing the sea-shore. The
8 as clear as crystal, and the steam is

hot that it is only when a breeze wafls it

ir a moment one can venture to take

,ok into the opening. From the tremend-

roaring and dashing of the waters against

sides of the cavern, one would suppose

t the amount must be great, but not more

ten gallons an hour pass out of it in the

le channel that leads from it. On either

) of the cavern, where the steam strikes,

is a thin coating of vegetation of a deep,

id green. In the vicinity of the^e springs,

ious kinds of grasses, rushes, mosses, and

er plants grow with a surprising luxuri-

;e. Over tbe "grotto" there is a thickness

ibout 30 feet of stratified clay, with a fine

turc. Located higher up on the side of

hill, not far from the grotto, is the most

lark'able mud-spring we have ever seen in

west. The rim of the basin is formed by

, loose mud or clay thrown out of the ori-

It is about 40 feet in diameter at the

but tapering down to half the size, and

Jbout 30 feet deep. It may not improperly

called the Giant's Caldron. It does not

I with an impulse like most of the mud

ings, but with a constant roar which

ikes ' the ground for a considerable dis

ice, and may be heard for half a mile.. A
386 column of steam is ever rising, filling

) crater, but now and then a passing breez.-

II remove it for a moment, revealing one ot

most terrific sights one could well ima-

18. The contents are composed of thin mud
continual state of the most violent agita-

liko an immense caldron of mush sub-

tted to a constant, uniform, but most in-

186 heat. That it must have had its spasms

ejection is plain from the mud on the trees

• a radius of a hundred feet or more in every

•ection from the crater, and it would seem

at the mud might have been thrown up to

e height of 75 or 100 feet. This ejection of

e mud must have occurred within a year or

'0, from the fact that small pines near the

ter are still green, though covered with

ud. Small pines 4 inches in diameter and

to 30 feet in height have been permitted

grow within 10 and 20 feet of the rim, and,

erefore, the throwing of the mud to any

ice from the crater must occur very sel-

)A. A few of the trees near the crater,

hich were covered with mud, were killed by

.e heat, but others that are literally festooned

ith it, have only the small branches and

aves destroyed. All the indications around

lis most remarkable caldron show that it

broken out at a recent period; that the

kving in of the sides so choked up the orifice

at it relieved itself, hurling the muddy con-

Imts over the living pines in the vicinity.

,^|he steam which arises from this caldron may
'0 seen for many miles in every direction.

'here are alarge uumberof springs all around,

ome boiling and others quiet, some of which

CO of great size and quite worthy of atten-

jon, but we will describe only one more in

ijiis group. At the south side there is a large

i|a8in, 200 by 300 feet, containing within the

:;im three boiling springs. The two smaller

jnes on the south side of the rim are separated

ters at this time 6 or 8 inches. Their basins

are 10 and 20 feet in diameter. The third

basin is the largest, with a rim 30 by 50 feet,

and is a true geyser; when not in operation,

the fine mud settles to the bottom and the

water becomes clear. This is constantly but

moderately agitated, not suflSciently to stir

up the mud at the bottom. A channel has

been formed 8 feet deep through the fine clay,

which carries the surplus water from the

crater to the river. This is a true intermit-

tent spring. July 28 and 29 it played several

times, throwing the water to the height ot 20

or 30 feet. The impression among the moun-

tain-men was, that this is a periodic spring

and played once in six hours precisely. In

order to test this belief, I directed my assis

tant, Campbell Carrington, with one non

commissioned officer of the escort, to return

from our camp on the lake, and note minutely

the movements of this spring for twenty-four

hours in succession.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continued from page 370.)

In the following letter how clearly our au-

thor maintains the views our religious Society

has ever held, of the prominent doctrines of

salvation. Not seeking to build up one at the

expense of the other, but a true and equal

upholding of Divine Truth in its priceless fuU-

38S. The foundation-stone, he says, "we
ell know is Christ; not merely testified of

. ithout us, but also manifested within" as the

anointing which we have of God, and which,

as it is yielded to, changes our hearts and

saves. In other words, the manifestation of

the Saviour by His Spirit, as our guide into

all truth. He who was, and is, and must ever

remain to be the Saviour, the way, the truth,

and the life, declares, " No man can come unto

the Father, but by me." And again, " No man
can come unto me, except the Father which

hath sent me, draw him." It is this drawing

of the Father's love—the tender visitations of

the Holy Spirit to our hearts—that John

Barclay so much insists upon our submission

and obedience to: agreeably to what William

Penn declares; "If we reject Christ as our

sanctifier, none of us can truly know him to

be our sacrifice."

Faithful obedience to the law of the spirit

of life in Christ Jesus, the ever true Teacher

the heart, will secure a knowledge of the

work and way of salvation set before us, and

of the mystery of godliness unto eternal life.

This then is the message," saith the Apostle

John, " which we have heard of him, and de-

e unto you, that God is light, and in him

s no darkness at ali." Again saith our holy

Lawgiver, " I am the light of the world
;
he

that foiloweth me shall not walk in darkness,

but shall have the light of life." It is this

liirht, as obedience keeps pace with knowledge

to'its heavenly manifestations in the soul, that

will bring to us "a full conviction of duty" in

the right ways of the Lord. It will also be-

slow a peace which this world can neither

give nor take away ;
and as implicitly believed

fn and followed, in the obedience which is of

faith, will yield for all the sacrifices called for

the fulfilment of the promise by the Apo.stle,

" God is able to make all grace abound toward

you: that ye having all sufliciency in all

ness, which causeth through us thanksgiving

to God."
These divine mysteries must ever remain

hidden from the wise and prudent, and are

inaccessible to the mere researches of human
wisdom ;

being revealed but to babes in Christ.

Upon this subject a wise man has thus writ-

ten :
" The vulture's eye, though very prying,

and therefore comparable to human wisdom,

shall never see these things; but keep only

thine eye single to divine light in thee, and

thou Shalt assuredly experience its blessed in-

crease, even to a fullness of light: all that

need be seen and known of duty and divine

things, shall infallibly be seen and known.

But oh ! have a care thou violate \t not, by

raising thy expectations too high; it is that

little, low thing in thee, which thou shall

finally confess and acknowledge is, and all

along has been to thee, the very gift, word,

spirit, power, and life of God. I am sure thou

knowest not what it would have done for thee,

nor how powerfully it would have worked in

thee, hadst thou been rightly turned to it. It

wrought mightily in Paul, it worketh mightily

in many now who keep to it, and work with

it as the leaven of the kingdom. It is as pos-

sible now to shut up the kingdom against our-

selves, as it was when Christ accused the

Jews of doing it ; and I scarcely know a more

eftectual way of doing it, than putting human
reason in the place of heavenly light and

leaven, and relying on its dictates, undirected

by the light."

To S. A.

"1818. Second month Ist.—I have been

apprehensive that owr views of these doctrines

[of Immediate Revelation, and the true and

saving knowledge of God, and of his Truth]

which are closely accordant with those of the

holy penmen of Scripture, are but little known

among the many religious denominations. _
I

have believed, both as to those within and with-

out the pale of our own Society, that there is

in this day (as there ever has been) more

need of leading people, in the first place, to

the fountain of truth, the foundation-stone,

than of laying much stress upon the building,

the beautiful harmonious superstructure of

doctrines, which arises from that base, and

can stand only upon it. This corner-stone wo

well know is Christ, not merely testified of

without us, but al.so manifested within
;
and

closely attend to, and obey the mani-

festations of bis spirit and power in our hearts,

wo come truly and savingly to know some-

thing of Him and his holy religion, according

to our present ability and growth : and in fol-

lowing him in his leadings we are best able

to receive those true testimonies of him re-

corded in Scripture, and livingly to under-

stand, as well as availingly to believe, what is

there said of his appearance in the flesh, with

all that he said, did, and suffered. There has

been, and still continues to be a great deal

said and written, respecting correct and scrip-

tural views, of the doctrines and duties of

Christianity ; but I believe until men come to

that, which can alone give the true discern-

ment of these spiritual things, they ivill, they

must continue to grope as in the dark, not

knowing the Scriptures, neither the power of

God: and it is feared, resist Him, who the

ostle said, 'hath shined in our hearts, to

give the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God in the face of Jesus Christ.' It seems to

''""rr;SIS/»fis"'^;i.°ie '::t l'.;:reSedt:t;tj:;7o i,it.riS.:i»r.t- u.d»-..e c„„«i.i.s '»«-. ^
hndi
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the love of Christ, we should earnestly re- his net. He is not deterred from prosecutincr
commend people to believe in, and obey bis his evil designs, by our holding the Scripture"^
light in their hearts; that by following him in ever so high estimation; if in studyino-
in this manifestation, they may have the light them, we lean on our own understanding, af
of hie, as be himself has graciously promised., though with great and apparently laudable
JNo pointing to the written testimonies borne zeal: though we ajjply one part to confirn:
totheexistonceofthisligbtwithin, will avail, another,—though we get them by heart-
but as the mind is gathered (in some measure, 'though we extract all the doctrines and dut'ie.-
however small,) to that which witnesses those Ithat are testified of therein,—though we are
testimonies to be true, and alone enables tojable by this skill to give an expert answer to
receive them. I cannot think that that Scrip- such as may inquire a reason of the hope that

we have adopted, and the faith wh

into execution the express stipulations

ture, 'the letter killeth,' if rightly made use
of, could hurt any, but those who walk not
closely in accordance with that Spirit which
gave it forth, and which is able to give a true
understanding thereof. No man can avail-
ingly know or follow the directions laid down
in Scripture, but as he bows to the appear-
ance and openings of that Light, which en-
lighteneth every man more or less in the day
of his visitation. It seems to my view, that
the greatest thing which we all have to guard
against is, the leaving our heavenly guide;
and this may easily be done, both in reading
Scripture, and in every other religious en-
gagement

;
if this be the case with us, we can-

not but wrest them, some way or other, to
our own condemnation or even destruction,
whatever we may think or imagine; it may
be by thinking to have life in them, as the Jews
did, whom Jesus reproved. It was not that
the Jews did wrong in diligently searching
those writings, or that there was any harm
or noxious influence in Scripture,— it was not
in that sense the letter killed, or doth kill

;

though on the other hand, we know, that they
cannot gioe faith, and that all their authority,
and excellence, and efficacy in the work of
salvation, are only from that power and life

whence they came. But it was by reading in
the light of their own reason, which is indeed
darkness ;—heaping up a dead set of doctrines,
in their own wisdom, which is foolishn
presuming to pry into things too high for
them, things into which the\Spirit of Truth
led them not, but their own speculations and
imaginations; thus they made the command-
ments of God of none effect, as many now do, by
their own traditions, and expositions, and in-
terpretations, adding to, and diminishing from,
the true meaning of the Scriptures. Being
unstable and very unlearned in the Word,
which spake forth the Scripture, though learn-
ed ever so much in the words, they cannot
reach the essence

; but must stumble, as Nico-
demus and other learned Jews did, who knew
nothing of the new birth

; though they could
easily tell by the letter of the book, where
Christ was to be born. It is such in this day,
who are crucifying unto themselves the Son
of God afresh, notwithstanding all their high
professions about the atonement, &c. ; which
they have very clearly in the notion and dead
apprehension, but out of the life of these
things :—the evil spirits could testify of Christ,
and say, ' I know thee who thou art, the holy
oae of God;' and, 'these are the servants
of the Most High God; which show unto us
the way of salvation ;'— for even these had a
knowledge of God, and belief in him,-a know-
ledge of Christ, and confession of him,—

a

knowledge also of Scripture. The enemy
also himself was ready at quoting Scripture,— witness the temptation of our Lord; and
he can put men upon studying the Scriptures,
so long as through the carnal mind he may
but interpret, and apply them to their states

;

for by all this he has the poor soul safer in
|

hope
3h we 1

formed out of the letter of the book,—though
we even set ourselves to do all that is com-
manded ;—yet all these willings, and run-
nings, and strivings, do not overthrow his
government in the heart : nay, his snare is not
broken, but made more subtle and intricate.
It is the simple, and those that abide in the
simplicity of the Truth, that are kept by the
Truth out of his beguiling snares; the Spirit
of Truth is their shield and sure defence on
the right hand as on the left, and they lean
not unto their own understandings

; so that
the Scriptures and every otheroutward means
are blessed to them, as they keep to the anoint-
ing which they have of him ; by which, wheth-
er with or without instrumental aid, they
know all things requisite for their present
need

;
having ' an understanding given them

to know him that is true.'
"

CTo be continned.)

For " The Friend."

General Howard's Mission to the Indians.

The following letter of Gen. Howard, rela-
tive to his recent visit to the Indians of Ari-
zona, which appeared in "The Independent"
of the 18th inst., contains an interesting and
reliable account of a praiseworthy and sensible
effort on the part of our Government to pre-
serve peace and prevent bloodshed :

"As much interest seems to have been
awakened, and much has been said, pro and
con, concerning my mission to Arizona, I am
glad to answer your questions on the subject.

Last March the Secretary of the Interior re-

quested me to go to this territory, represent-
ing that it was then in a disturbed condition,
and that he feared general war among the In-
iJian tribes, our troops, and the citizens was
imminent. He desired me to meet citizens
and Indians, and to endeavor to set before
them the earnest wish of the people and of
the Admiuistration for peace, and to assure all

parties that it was the intention of the Gov-
ernment to afford protection to all, to the best
of its ability. Full powers were conferred
pon me, in addition to my specific instruc-

tions, to do what in my judgment appeared
to be necessary to accomplish the end aimed
at. The President afterward saw me, con-
firmed the orders of the Secretary of the In-
terior, and wrote me a special letter of the
same purport. The Secretary of War also ex
plained my mission to the officers of the army,
and ordered co-operation. If any one would
take the pains to read all my instructions, as
published in the appendix of my report, he
would feel assured of the noble intentions of
the Administration to do its utmost for the
welfare of all classes of the people of Arizona
and New Mexico, to stop bloodshed, to pro-
mote peace and good-will, and yet by no
means to neglect the effectual prevention of
marauding and murder. If this result is not
accomplished, it is surely the fault of us who
have been selected and empowered to carry

wishes of the Government.
In the outset, let it be understood that

not claim completeness in the Arizona w
and, further, that I do not ignore what
already been done by others, as a basis
which to build. I went to the territor
way of the Division and Department H
quarters of the army, and obtained from (

erals Schofield and Crook most earnest
pressions of their purpose to carry out the
ter and spirit of the policy of the Adminie
tion as set forth in my instructions. I fo

the citizens of the territory feeling that t

side of the Indian question had never b

properly set before the public ; that they f

ed the reservation plan would be a fail

(The "reservation plan" is to gather all

Indians who have been at war upon a resei s

tion, making peace with them
separating between those you can gathe
and those who will adhere to their wild w
and nomadic habits. Those on the resei
tion are to be helped and instructed until t

shall be able to maintain themselves.) T
were confident that many Indians had b
fed upon reservations, only to go off and ci f
mit depredations. They believed that
President and people had been misled by
reports made concerning them. I took 0(

sion to explain, publicly and privately (at
was abundantly assisted in this by E,

Smith and Captain Wilkinson, who acc( \k:.

panied me), that the people and the Gove if

nient did appreciate their condition, did
to give them sympathy, aid, and protect!
and believed the best possible way to do
was to secure for them a permanent pej
We tried quite successfully to make this
pression at Arizona City, Tucson, PhcE
Prescott, Florence, and other places. Wefoi r

ngst certain classes of people that an ii it

prevailed that it was a good thing for the j
tection of the whites to preserve peace, anc
the same time to foster enmity and war
tween different tribal organizations. The
ult of this wag that citizefis were hostile j

Apaches, and Apaches hostile to citizens, Pf
gos, Pimos, and other tribes. The truth is t

the Papigos were at peace, and the citizens i i;

Apaches nominally at peace, yet the Papi;
and Apaches would fire upon each other wh
ever the}' met. And the same was true
tween the Pimos and Apaches, and betwc
different Apache tribes. So that I was i t.

surprised to find constant occasions of alai t

and a general apprehension whenever a)

body left one settlement for another.
On visiting the different Indian tribes, be

those on the reservations and those comi
in, I found a general desire for peace. Thi
who wore seeking to rob and murder were
considerable in number; so that I appoint
a general meeting, after having had prelii

nary interviews in different parts of the t

ritory. This was holden on the 21st, 22i

and 23rd days of May last, at the celebral
post of Camp Grant, sixty miles from Tucs(
near the confluence of the Arrivipa and S
Pedro rivers. Here assembled Americans a
Mexicans, the latter bringing six of the chi
ren that had been captui-ed and sold to thi—in fact, all that could be found in Arizon
also some nineteen of the chiefs and princij

men of the Papigos, forty of the Pimos, t

agents of the Indian Bureau, the commandi
general and his staff, and all the Apache Ci

tains that could be reached from that poi:
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preliminary council the Apache leader, other Apaches who were not represented at
Dzin, speaking for all, had made, in the council. It is an exceedingly rough trail

tance, four requests: (1.) That the child- from Camp Grant over the mountaini-jto Sierra
captured at the dreadful massacre the Blanca. The representative of the Pimos,
before, and sold into Arizona and Mexi-j Antonito Azul (the son of the principal chief),

hould be returned. (2.) That Lieut. Royal and Louis Moraga, Ascencion, the Papigo
^hitman, who had sympathized with them! chief, and the two Apaches above mentioned,
cir troubles, and shown himself their con- accompanied us over this rough and tedious

:t friend and defender, and whom they be- (path. Another council was held here, that
id to be better suited to them than anj'j resulted the same as that at Camp Grant.
agent, should be returned to them and

1
1 ain permanently with them. (3.) That

be allowed to remove from that vicinity

point on 4he Gila, near where the San
empties into it. This place they be

)d to be healthier, to have more wood and
fall 3r, and to be a better quality of land

; and
!« ould be further from Tucson, where they

ight there was great feeling against them.
That they be allowed to make peace with
Papigos and others with whooa they were

^i ar.

he large meeting, extending through three
1 !, to which I have referred, resulted in se

"1 pg peace that I believe will be permanent
I'll tpartics -pledged themselves not only to
i:H itain peaceful relations between thei

IjJ 38 and people, but to assist in looking up
to the commanding general those robbers

1 are still infesting the different routes of
E el, depredating upon the citizens and tak
M human life.

n he enthusiastic friends of the Indians are
1' 'apt to estimate the losses and dangers of
ii te men as very inconsiderable. They are,

i led, not large in number. Yet a young
|ii 1 said to me, "When my brother goes on
IS urney along a traveled road from Phrenix
"1 'rescott, I fear I shall never see him again.
10 I true he is but one ; that one is my only

iher." I myself saw the fresh graves of

young men, industrious farmers, who ran
risk of planting about two days' march

(1 Prescott toward McDowell. They were
'laid and killed by a few bad Indians, bent
(lundor. With this incident in mind, and
bral others brought to my personal know-
je, I could not forget that part of the in-

etions of the President and Secretary of

Interior, which declared that the protec-

hould not bo all upon one side. There-
I strengthened the hands of the com-

iding general, whom I .firmly believed

lestlj' desired to do simply his duty. The
ditions or wishes as expressed by Eskim-
n were substantially fulfilled. In fact, the

ceplion was in regard to their agent,

ire were many reasons why I deemed it

that their present civil agent, E. C.

obs, the one nominated and sustained by
Reformed Church, should remain. I con-

that it was hard to deny them this re-

st concerning their agent, and they were
satislJed that they might not have Lieut,

itman back till Santo, their representative
he delegation here, had laid the matter
)re the President himself. The President
ained to him how he could not legally

ply with this request. With regard to

recovery of the children sold into Sonora,
President promised to do what he could,

feared the Mexican Government had not
icient power over its people to constrain
m to this act of justice.

"he Camp Grant Indians selected Santo and
cepeion to go to Washington. Santo had

ly fast friend, and aided me material-

D getting acquaintance and influence with

(Miguel) Eiskappa, (Pedro) Eskydlesdlie,
chiefs of the Coytero Apaches, and Esk
cela, hereditary chief of Sierra Blanca Apa-
ches, were added to the delegation, represent
ing the interests of twelve bands. Here two
young men, (Jose) Pakote and (Charley) Ar
riawa, joined our party. They represent what
are called the Mojave and Yuma Apaches.
The question is asked :

" What is the ob
joct of bringing this delegation ?" My object
was to fulfil instructions, in letter and spirit

The effect of their coming has been most re

markable upon themselves. A part of them
travelled with me for upward of thirtj' days,
the rest for twenty-two days ; and they dwelt
together at Washington sixteen days more,
making thirty-eight days for the entire party.
Now, remembering that with one exception
these Indians had never seen a railroad, or a
telegraph, or a city of any size; that they
have never been able to sit at a civilized table

;

that some of them had formerly been severa
times led to drink to excess, is it not a little

remarkable that, with the natural antagonism
of speaking five ditt'orcnt languages, they
should dwell together so long with scarcely
the semblance of a family quarrel ; that they
should uniformly refuse strong drink; that
they should preserve the quiet dignity and
good manners that all who have seen them
acknowledge; that they should take such
extraordinary interest in our churches and
schools, and in our farming and manufactu
ing operations

; and that they should beg not
for trinkets, but for the appliances of educa
lion and for what will render them self-sup
porting? They return to their people ladec
with a knowledge of our wealth, our power,
and our numbers, that nothing can efface fiom
their memory; and they certainly have be-
gotten in the hearts of Christian men a new
feeling—a faith in the p(.ssibility of reaching
even the neglected Indians of Arizona, the
Apaches and others, with the light of Gospel
truth, which every sensible, thinking man
knows to be absolutely essentinl to human
progress and civilization. I do hope that no
simple desire for party success will lead pa-
pers opposed to the present Administration
into the extreme folly of attempting to pick
to pieces and discredit the glorious work in

behalf of the Indians that has been inaugur-
ated by the Government and people during
the last four years. Our true men, in their
various organizations, all have a part in see-

g to it that no bad agent shall be appoint-
ed, and, if appointed by any accident, that he
shall be removed the irjstant his delinquencies
ihall be discovered. The best possible course
or the opposition will be to promise unreserv-
edly to perfect and complete the good and
great work that has been commenced with a

ccess which rejoices the hearts of many
sanguine friends of the genuine native Ameri-
cans of this country.

Very truly yours,

O. O. Howard.
New York, July 15th, 1872.

Selected.

It takes years to give a form and bent to
character. Temperament we are born with,
character we have to make ; and that not in
the grand moments, when the eyes of men or
angels are visibly upon us, but in the daily
quiet paths of pilgrimage, when the work is

being done within in secret, which will bo re-
vealed in the daylight of eternity. Habits,
like paths, are the result of constant actions.
It is the multitude of daily footsteps which
go to and fro, which shapes them. Let it

light up your daily wanderings to know that
there—in the quiet bracing of the soul to un-
congenial duty, the patient bearing of unwel-
come burdens, the loving acceptance of un-
lovely companionship—and not on the grand
occasions [only] you are making your eternal
future.— ./. B. Broion.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 27, 1872.

There is something fearful to all highly
professing christians, and that ought to stimu-
late to close self-examination, whether as in-

dividuals or as associated together in a re-
ligious Society, both in times of prevailing
lukewarmness and indifference, or when there
may be much talk about religion, and activity
in " religious woi k" may have obtained a kind
of fashionable currency, in the declaration of
the Spirit to the church in Laodicea, "So
then because thou art lukewarm, and neither
cold nor hot, I will spew thee out of ray mouth.
Because thou sayest, I am rich and increased
'n goods, and have need of nothing, and
knowest not that thou art wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind and naked; I
counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the
fire, that thou mayst be rich, and white rai-
ment that thou mayst be clothed, and that
the shame of thy nakedne.-s do not appear;
and anoint thine eyes with eye-salve that thou
mayst see."

How clearly does this show the false esti-
mate we are liable to place on oui selves and
on our works, if wo trust to anything short
of laying our hearts open to the all-searching
Light of Christ, that therein we may see
whether our thoughts, words and actions are

accordance with the will of Him with
whom we have to do. And how certain is it

that if we are made willing to submit to this
awful scrutinj' and comply with the revela-
tions thus made, we will bo stripped of all

elf-righteousness, and humbled in the dust,
10 prepared with the patriarch of Uz to ex-

claiu-i, "I abhor myself in dus^ and ashes."
For the declaration to this same church is

As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten
;

be z alous therefore and repent."
We fully believe there is preserved within

our religious Society, a body of rightly bap-
ed and exercise! members, who are kept
daily watchfulness unto prayer for them-
ves, and travail for the support of the truth

as we as a christian church have ever held it,

and for the gathering of others to Christ
Jesus the only Saviour. But is it not neces-
sary, now that we have such high-wrought
accounts published of the ministry of the
word in life and power, and its great effects
on the hearers

; when so much is told of num-
bers being " converted," and of teachers and
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Iecturer8 bringing individuals to Christ, and
these at once finding peace and joy, and it

would seem as though there is almost a uni-

versal revival of religion throughout the So-

ciety, to keep in view the po>sibility of our
supposing we are "rich and increased in

goods," and j^et being " poor and blind, and
naked." The converted and divinely gifted

men and women in our Society who labored

in and adorned former generations, found it

a great work, a killing work to the natural

man, to be brought to know the depth of cor-

ruption in their unregenerated hearts, to ex-

perience the " Spirit ofjudgment and of burn-

ing," to destroy the fruits of that corrupt

nature, and under the transforming power of

Divine Grace to be brought into fellowship

with their crucified and risen Saviour, and
thus prepared to engage in acceptable service

for Him at his bidding, under the animating
motive of heavenly love supreme.
There is nothing peculiar to the present

day, that renders these fiery baptisms less

needful to any, in order to attain the same
er.d. Trained amid religious influences, and
accepting the sacred truths recorded in the

Scriptures, we may become intellectual chris-

tians, may become, in degree, enamoured of

the beauty we see there is in the truth ; able

to defend doctrines and theological opinions
against gainsayers; give place to a zeal for

the conversion of others, and yet know little

or nothing of the axe being laid to the root of
the corrupt tree, or the fan in Christ's hand
to thoroughly purge the floor of our hearts.

If in the ministration of condemnation for sin

we have not known, in measure, the terrors

of the Lord; if we have not been "Buried
with Him by baptism into death, that like as

Christ was raised from the dead by the glory
of the Father, even we also should walk in

newness of life," we have great need to fear

lest we are taking up a false rest; for it is

true now as it was formerly, "As many as I

love, 1 rebuke and chasten." However logi-

cally we may reason upon the truths of re-

ligion, however fluently and frequently we
may descant on the hope set before us in the
gospel, however many and specious may be
our " religious engagements," all will be found
DO better than sounding brass and a tinkling

cymbal, unless we have sold all that we had,
and bought "gold tried in the fire," that we
may have the true riches, and white raiment
that we may be clothed ; and our spiritual

eyes have been anointed that we may clearly

see the things that belong to our everlasting

peace and salvation.

It is thus that true laborers are prepared
in and for the church

; men and women whose
spiritual faculties have received divine life,

and who knowing from experience the voice

of the true Shepherd, follow him, and will not
follow the voice of the stranger. Such as

these the Lord condescends to make use of
in his service, and for the spread of his king-
dom in the earth. May they be multiplied

among us by Him the groat Lord o£ the har-

vest, who alone can send forth such laborers;

for however prosperously some may think
the Society is now moving, s-uch are greatly
needed.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.— It is reported in London that Parliament

will be prorunged the 10th of next month.
The weather throughout England lias recently been

fair and favorable to the crops.

The steamer Hibernian, from Liverpool, for Quebec,

takes out a party of English settlers, pioneers of a

colony, which they propose to establish in Minnesota.
An order of Council lias been issued excluding Rus-

sian cattle from British ports in consequence of the rin-

derpest having appeared among cattle on board a vessel

from Odessa, bound for England.
An influential meeting of Roman Catholics has been

held in London, the Dnke of Norfolk presiding. Reso-
lutions were adopted protesting against the action of

the Italian government toward the Papal authorities,

and condemning the recent law passed by the German
Parliament proscribing the Jesuits.

A dispatch from Port Said announces the arrival

there, and subsequent departure for England, of Stanley
the hero of the Livingstone search. He is accompanied
by a son of Dr. Livingstone.

On the 19th inst., about midnight, the carriage of the
King and Queen of Spain was fired upon by a party of

assassins in Madrid. The king and queen, who were
the only occupants of the carriage, escaped uninjured.
One of the assassins was killed by an attendant, and
two were captured. The escape of the king was a nar-

row one. One of his carriage horses received seven
pistol shots. An examination of the two assassins cap-
tured develops the fact that the attack was part of an
organized conspiracy, extensive in its ramifications, and
provided with ample funds.

The following day the king and queen drove through
the city in an open carriage. They were greeted at

every point by enthusiastic cheers, and the dastardly
outrage appears to be generally reprobated. There is,

however, no doubt that a large portion of the Spaniards
are unfriendly to a foreign monarch, and were led to

accept one solely through Prim's management.
The French Assembly has adopted a considerable

part of the new tariff law. A majority of the members
appear disposed to sustain President Thiers. A resolu

tion has been introduced in the Assembly providing for

an adjournment from 8lh mo. 4th to 11th mo. 15th.

Advices from St. Petersburg state that the cholera
epidemic is gradually making its way from the eastern

provinces, and extending its inroads into the central

and western portions of the empire. Moscow is now
suffering from its ravages, and the disease there has as-

sumed the most malignant form. The proportion of

deaths to recoveries is placed at eight to one. This
terrible fatality has created a panic in Moscow, and
thousands of the upper classes are escaping into Western
Europe. A few cases have appeared in St. Petersburg,
and the most rigid precautions have been taken to cut
off communications between the capital and the infected

districts.

Central American advices state that thirty-nine Ca
puchin friars were ejected from their convent in Guate-
mala, under an escort of soldiers, and their property
confiscated to tlie government. The Jesuits are also
being expelled from Salvador.
The United States exploring party had nearly finished

the survey of the route for the inter-oceanic'canal, by
way of the Sapoa river, and expected soon to return to
the United States.

A Paris dispatch of the 22d says, that trade is stag-

nant in the city. Thousands of shops are closed and
are for rent, and monetary affiiirs are deranged.

London, 7th mo. 22d.—Consols, 92i. U. S. sixe-s,

18(57, 'Jlj' ; ten-forties, 89J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOJd. ; Orleans, 10|d.
A Madrid dispatch of the 22d says : Previous to the

attempt at assassination the king had received an an
onymous communication warning him that his life wai

in danger. It is generally believed that the parties
arrested are the same who assassinated General Prim.
A large sum of money was found on the person of one
of the prisoners. This together with the antecedents of
the other prisoners, it is believed establishes the fact

that they were merely the hired instruments of a politi

cal conspiracy.

The largest iron steamer ever built on the Clyde was
recently launched. She is called the Aconcagua, 4,070
tons register, and 600 horse power, and is intended for

the Brili-sh semi-monthly line between Liverpool and
Valparaiso, via the Straits of Magellan.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 587, including 35-5

infants under two years of age. There were 3 deaths
of cholera, 16 of cholera morbus, and 210 cholera in

fantum. Ten died of sunstroke, 15 congestion of the

brain, 32 of debility, 32 marasmus, and 14 old age.

The cotton crop reports for the past month, received

by the Department of Agriculture, are generally favor-

able. Limited areas have been affected by drought, but

most of the cotton region has been well watered. The
rain fall in different localities has varied greatly rang-

ing as follows, for the past month, at the stations re-

ported. From 1.2 inches to 4.95 in Virginia; from
to 5.49 in North Carolina; from 1.04 to 3.95 in S
Carolina; from 1.25 to 4.96 in Georgia; from 4 to

Florida, and from 1.55 to 4 89 in Alabama. In

State of Mississippi the rain fall has been abunc

the lowest record in the several counties being fn

to 4 inches, and the highest from 4.5 to 11. In
'

nessee the range is from 2.64 inches to 10.63 ; in .

isiana from 4.35 to 11; in Texas from 2.2 to 6.9

Arkansas from 4.3 to 8.2. The condition of the c

in most of the States is reported above the average

The waters in central Alabama are higher than
before known at this season, and the floods have ca

great damage. The loss is estimated by millions.

The first bale of new Texas cotton was receive

Galveston on the 20th inst.

The imports for the week ending 7th mo. 20th, 1

were New York, $1,530,766 ; Philadelphia, $108,
Baltimore, $163,235; New Orleans, $74,566.

The balance in the U. States Treasury at the do
bu.siness on the 20th, consisted of $71,394,841 in <

and » 9,767,610 currency.

The mortalitv in New York last week was 91

Boston 237.

The value of direct importation of dry goods t<

Pacific coast of the United States is more than §
000,000 annually.

Maine, by an act of her last legislature, exempts
taxation for twenty years, each acre of land upon w

the owner plants and maintains in thriving coiidi

a certain number of forest trees.

The Maine lumbermen apprehend that in five
j

hence, at the present rate of destruction, the fores

that State will be wholly cleared of timber. Tlie

her crop of 1872 is estimated at 700,000,000 feet.

California contains a larger proportion of persoi

foreign birth than any other State of the Ui
'

census of 1870 found 336,393 natives, and 301

foreign born.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 22d inst. New York.— American gol'

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117|; ditto, 1868,115; diltj

5 per cents, 112J. Superfine flour, $5.25 a S't.i

extra, S6.50 a $6.85 ; finer brands, i-7 a Sin. Mi.

Chicago spring wheat, $1.45 ; red western, Sl.l!

43 a 47 cts. Western mixed corn, 60 a 61 cts.

;

white, 64 a 72i cts. Philadelphia.—Middling:^ co

22i a 23 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Snpe
flour, $5 a $5.50; extra, $.5.75 a $6.25; finer bn
$6.50 a $10. Pennsylvania and western red w
$1.80 ; amber, $1.90 ; white, $2. Y'ellow corn, 62

western mixed, 60 a 61 cts. Oats, 40 a 42 cts.

vassed western hams, 15i a 16 cts. Lard, 9 a 9:

Clover-.seed, 11 a llj cts. About 2,100 beef cattle

sold at the Avenue Drove-yard at 7J a 7| cts. pe

gross for extra, 6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5

cts. per lb. gross for common. Sales of 11,000 she.

5 a 6i cts. per lb. gross, and 3,100 hogs at $7.25 a i

per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Baltimore.—Choice \

wheat, $1.70 a $1.75 ; do., amber, $1.70 a $1.75;
to prime red, $1.50 a $1.65; common to fair, $1
$1.45. Southern white, corn, 78 a SO cts.

;
yellov

cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.24. No
40} cts. No. 2 oats, 26J cts. No. 2 rye, 55 cts.

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.65 ; new
*1.60. No. 2 corn, 37 a 38 cts. Oats, 25 a 26

Lard, 8J a 9 cts. Cleveland.—No. 1 winter red wl

$1.66 ; No. 2 $1.-54. Western mixed corn, 49 a 5C

Oats, 34 cts. Oswego.—Canada white wheat, $1
$1.90 ; amber Michig.an, $1.68 ; No. 1 Milwaukie spi

$1.47. Corn, 56 cts.

HAVERFOUD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 A.

Arrangements are in progress to establish a cour

Practical Science and Civil Engineering, to which stud

may be admitted next term.

Students whose homes are within a convenient
tance, may be admitted to the College for instruc

without board.

For terras, &c., apply to Samuel J. Gumji
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., P:

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Ticenty-third Ward,) PhUndelpl
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa)
Managers.— ---

-^vf^Jilg^ pile7prlnter7
No. 422 Walnut Street.

Ex;
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Dollinger, and the new Protest against Rome.
CContinued from page 38S.)

As regards the policy of the leaders of this

vemcnt. Dr. Dollinger does not wish to

ak with the Church; he does not propose
found a new sect: on the, contrary, he se-

ously strives to avoid the appearance of
aration. He stands upon the old faith, as

ed by the Council of Trent, and sum-
rised in the creed of Pius IV. He holds
Pope to be the innovator, and the Vatican

oncil to be the compiler of the new faith,

i the founder of a new church. Dr. Dol-

keeps by the old historic church of the
thers and Councils; it is the Pope that has
ayeii : so he puts it. DoUinger's position

as we will afterwards show, illogical, and
not be long maintained ; but looking at it

th his lights, and judging of it from his

ndpoint, it is practically a wise one. Ho
ibtless foresaw that very soon the action

this Infallibility dogma would bring Rome
conflict with every department of life

—

th all the rights of the citizen and all the

(vers of the State, and that soon the con-

t would be not between himself and Eomo,
between the whole of society and Rome,
therefore resolved to stand still, and let

le attack; to do nothing tending to formal
laration till Rome forced it upon him and
jn the whole body of his adherents, thus
Dging on a quarrel which must very soon
w the nation and government into its vor-

. And as Dr. Dollinger doubtless foresaw,

has it happened.
'First came the case of the soldier in one
;he Rhine Provinces, who wished to marry
,hin the forbidden degrees of relationship.

ordinary circumstances a small sum would
re procured him a dispensation, but he had
t his name to the Dollinger address, and

1 bishop refused him marriage unless he
uld publicly withdraw his signature. This
1 all similar cases, which, of course, will

erge by hundreds, raises an important ques-

for the Bavarian Government even—shall

)ack the ecclesiastical tyranny that forbids

Triage for a religious offence, or shall it

18 a law declaring marriage a civil right?
mediately after, another and yet more im-

tant case occurred. Dr. Zenger fell ill and
d. He had breathed his last without being

shriven of a great offence. He had signed

the paper expressing concurrence in the move-
ment of Dr. Dollinger, and the Archbishop of

Munich forbade his Christian burial. What
happened? Dr. Friedrich, the young cham-
pion we have already named, administered

the last rites to Dr. Zenger, and had the

further courage to read the burial service

over his remains. The citizens of Munich
gave their imprimatur to this act of rebellion

against ecclesiastical authority by turning out

en masse to attend the funeral of Z.-ngor, and
almost the whole population of Munich fol-

lowed to the grave the remains of the man
over whom Rome had suspended her curse.

Dr. Friedrich had been previously excommu-
nicated, but now he was deprived of all his

faculties and benefices. The quarrel every

day widened, and the citizens of Bavaria
began to perceive that they must either swal-

low the Infallibility dogma or be stripped of

their civil rights. Thus the conflict passed

into the civil and political sphere. It was no

longer Dr. Dollinger, it was the whole body
of his adherents—priests, professors, students,

municipal corporations, and individuals of

high social position who were struck at. Over
all was suspended the sword of Rome, for all

were virtually excommunicated, and might
come, they knew not how soon, into direct

contact with that excommunication by being

deprived of baptism for their children, and
marriage or Christian burial for themselves.

The quarrel was still further complicated and
embittered by the high-handed procedure of

the Archbishop of Munich, who published the

Infallibility decree in Bavaria in open viola

tion of the law, which says that no papal bull

shall be published in the country without the

permission of the government.
' This broui;ht the matter to a point where

the Bavarian Government felt that it must
terfere. Was it to stand by and see a large

and most influential body of citizens deprived

of those ecclesiastical privileges on which, by
the constitution of the country, are suspend

ed civil status and rights? Was it to see pro

fessors driven from their chairs and deprived

of their emoluments, priests excommunicated
and expelled their churches, and withhold its

protection in the matter of their civil rights?

Was it to see its own laws violated and itself

bearded b}^ a foreign and irresponsible power,

and quietly submit? This would have been

to declare the priesthood supreme, and to de-

liver up the government of the country into

the hands of Rome. The Bavarian Govern
mentfelt that it could no longer stand neutral

;

the war had come to the ver}' gates of the

legislature, to the very foot of the throne, and
it must take one side or other. It hesitated

for some time, feeling the gravity of the con-

flict. The ministry was broken up by the

question : it shrunk from the humiliation of
j

stooping to its Ultramontane opponent, and
yet was afraid to grapple with him. A new
ministry was formed—and happily for the

dependence of Bavaria and the peaceful

progress of the movement, the King and his

Minister of Public Worship, Von Lutz, made
their choice on the side of Dr. Dollinger, and
on the 27th of August intimated by letter to

the Archbishop ol Munich the resolution of

the Bavarian Government to defend the Pro-

testers in their civil and political rights, de-

spite the ecclesiastical fulminations that might

be launched against them. The letter more-

over declared the dogma to be an innovation

dangerous to the Slate, and plainly hinted

that the church authorities had begun to dis-

regard the civil authority and its law, and to

raise the Church above the State in secular

matters, and concluded by expressing the de-

termination of the Government to maintain

ts own authority by its own power, even at

the risk of coming into collision in important

questions of principle with the Church. This

changed the aspect of the affair : it was no

onger an exclusively church movement, but

a war against the State and Government of

Bavaria.
"But the quarrel as a State quarrel cannot

be confined to Bavaria. It has already ex-

tended into Austria, where Priest Anton of

Linz has begun to preach against the dogma
of Infallibility. His bishop has suspended

him, but Anton goes on preaching to large

crowds, in the open air when public halls can-

not bo found ; and he has already awakened
such interest in the question, that three thou-

sand families in Vienna have sent in a docu-

ment to the Government, declaring their dis-

belief of the Infallibility dogma, and praying

the Austrian Government to grant the use of

cathedrals and churches to Father Anton
and his followers. Now that the governments

have got over their vacillation and are declar-

ing on the side of the movement, we may ex-

pect to see the priests gather more heart, and
men like Alois Anton will start up here and
there and begin a crusade against the tyranny

of Rome, now grown more unbearable than

ever. The union of the Germans in the one

Germanic Empire lays a broad basis for the

movement as a State quarrel, and makes it

almost inevitable that Prussia should become

the stronghold of the Altkatholiken. There

the soil is prepared, and the priests have only

to do what they are doing in Bavaria—set
the law at nought, and attack the rights of

citizens on ghostly pretences—to bring down
upon themselves the heavy hand of the re-

doubtable Chancellor. It is not likely to

escape the sagacious and far-seeing Bismarck

that in no way can he so effectually unify and
consolidate the Germanic Empire as by foster-

ing a movement which is working in the di-

rection of unity of faith, for of all bonds this

is the most firm. In fact, he has already taken

a step in this direction. He has abolished

the special Bureau for the transaction of

j

Roman Catholic affairs—a quiet but signifi-

cant step, which withdraws the constitutional

'rights which the Roman Catholics enjoyed as
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a chartered bodj^ within the empire, and

places them on the same platform with other

nonconforming sects, the Jews and Moravians,

for instance.
" This is the first phase of the Alt-Catholic

movement. Already it has dug a gulf between

the -Roman Church and the German States.

Home pursues with her spiritual bolts all who
declare against her Infallibility, and the State

takes those whom she assailed under the pro-

tection of her civil sword. This is an open

war between the two. The Church cannot
revoke her anathema; and the State cannot
surrender its right to defend its own subjects

in their civil privileges, and so the breach

must go on widening every day. In our next

paper we will direct attention to the Pro-

gramme of principles and the line of action

determined upon by the ecclesiastical leaders

at their great meeting at Munich in Septem
ber last."

(To be continned.)

For "The FrienJ."

George Fox the Younger

Was one of that noble band, who, about the

middle of the 17th century, were raised up in

England, to revive the truths of Primitive
Christianity, and to call people away from
dependence on mere forms and ceremonies,

and fix their attention on the work of Divine
Grace in the heart, as the source of true and
saving knowledge. He was older in years
than the George Fox, who is usually recog-
nized as the founder of our religious Society,

but having been brought into the field of ac-

tive labor somewhat later in point of time, he
styled himself in his writings " the younger,"
so as to preserve his own identity, and at the
same time to acknowledge the superior claims
of him to whom ho looked up as an elder in

the Truth, worthy of double honor. Wm.
Penn says that he was called " the younger,"
" not that he was so in years, but that he was
so in the Truth ; but he was also a worthy man,
tvitness a7id servant of God in his time."

Like Wm. Dewsbury and many others, be-

fore meeting with George Fox, he had been
convinced ot the same truths to which that
eminent apostle had arrived ; and when they
met, he was prepared to acknowledge him as
one with whom he was in unity. The num-
ber of persons in this condition, scattered
throughout Great Britain was large, and this

was one cause of the success that accompanied
the labors of our early Friends, and the rapid
spread of their principles.

George Fox the younger was a zealous
laborer for the spiritual welfare of others;
and in his deep waiting upon the Father of
all, wasoften commissioned to use both tongue
and pen for the encouragement, reproof or
warning of his friends, or of those in authority
—sometimes in a prophetical manner. A re-

markable instance of this is to be found in one
of his publications issued in the j-ear 1061, in

which he lamented over England, because of
the judgments that were coming upon her in-

habitants for their wickedness and persecu-
tion, saying, among other things, that the
Lord had spoken in him, concerning them :

"The people are too many, the people are too
many, I will thin them, I will thin them."
He added that the Spirit of the Lord had sig-

nified unto him. That an overflowing scourge,
yea, even an exceeding great and terrible
judgment was to come upon the land, and
that many in it should fall and be taken away. I

This was literally fulfilled in 1665—four yearslsomeinteniion of favoring theEoman Cathc

afterwards, by a visitation of the plague, religion—earnestly expostulating with I

which was introduced into England in some on his course, and reproving him for suffer

goods that came from the Levant. The popu- wicked and profane shows and sports,

iation of London at that time was probably allowing persecution to be continued, and
somewhat less than that of Philadelphia at not living a better life himself The lolh

present, if we may judge from the weekly re- ling sentence from it, will show the styh
turns of mortality, which varied from 240 to .this plain-dealing epistle :

" When I havesi
300 deaths. The disease lingered about the [the abomination and cruelties which are C(

city, without spr^^ading much, during the jmitted and intended, there hath a pity ar
winter months, but as warm weather came

^

in me towards thee for thy soul's sake;
on its ravages were more severe, until the .it hath been my desire, if it might stand w
deaths amounted to from 1000 to 1600 a day 'the will of God, that he would put it into 1

—and 100,000 persons had fallen victims to it. ! heart to go out of the land again, that so 1

A very large number of those who were able life might be preserved, and that thou mig Ji-

had fled from the city—places of amusements est have time to repent; for although ma
were shut up, the courts of law were closed, jmen flatter and applaud thee for self ends,

and the streets were so little used that grass 1 1 see the Lord is displeased with thy waj
grew in them. One who resided in London Sewel adds, "This letter (a clear evidence
during that period, has left an account of the the author's innocent courage) was delive

calamity, which gives the reader a vivid im- to the king, who read it, and seemed to

pression of the awe-stricken condition of the reached thereby and touched at heart: I

greatly thinned population. He says : "Peo- jhis brother, the Duke of York (afterwf

pie might be heard even in the streets, as we James the 2nd) was displeased with it, i

passed along, calling upon God for mercy,
!
being violently set against the author, advL

through Jesus Christ, and saying: I have the king to use severity towards him ; but

'

been a thief; 1 have been a murderer; and king, being good-natured, said, 'It were bet

the like ;
and none durst stop to make inquirj' |for us to mend our lives.'

"

into such things, or to administer comfort to From his prison, ho wrote several otl

the poor creature, who in the anguish both of papers, some of them for the consolation a

soul and body thus cried out. From the mid- ^encouragement of his friends. He did

die of August to the middle of September the 'long survive his release from confinement,;
"

fection still increased and spread itself with he died either in the latter part of the yi, ^"

,

1 irresistible fury. It was reckoned that 1660, or in 1661. Sewel thus describes 1

during that time there died no less than 1600 close of his life: "In his sickness I find, tl

a day, one day with another. It was then 'though he was weak in body, yet he
that the confusion and terror were inexpress- strong in spirit, so that he would even si

ble. The contagion despised all medicine ; for joy of heart. He exhorted his friends

death raged in every corner, and had it gone keep in unity, and then with much ferver

on as it did then, a few weeks would have of spirit he prayed God and exhortrd
cleared the town of all its inhabitants. In friends to keep their garments unspotted
that very moment when 30,000 were dead in the world, because great was the day of tr

three weeks, nay, when it was reported 3,000 that was at hand. Afterwards, recommei
died in one night, and 100,000 more were ling them to the Lord, he took bis leave

taken sick, when we might well say, 'vain them, and slept in perfect peace with t

was the help of man,' it pleased God to cause
I
Lord."

the fury of it to abate, and by His immediate
The Sauba or Carrying Ant of Brazil

This ant is seen everywhere about 1

suburbs, marching to and fro in broad colum
From its habit of despoiling the most vaf

ble cultivated trees of their foliage, it ii

great scourge to the Brazilians. In so

districts it is so abundant that agriculture

almost impossible, and everywhere complaii

are heard of the terrible pest.

The workers of this species are of ihi

orders, and vary in size from two to sev

hand to disarm the enemy. It was wonderful!

The physicians were surprised, wherever they
visited, to find their patients better, and in a
few days everybody was recovering."

George Fox the younger, like many others

of his brethren in that day, was called upon
to suffer persecution for his testimony to the

Truth. In the 5th mo. 1660, he wont to Har-
wich, and as he was preaching in a meeting
there, a rude multitude gathered about the
house, and, as Sewel describes the scene, made
a hideous noise. Hearing the noise, he grcwjlines. The true working-class of a colouj

very zealous, and with a mighty power waslformed by the small-sized order of worke
made to say, "Woe, woe unto the rulers and 'the worker-minors as they are called. I

teachers of this nation, who sufi'er such ungod- Itwo other kinds, whose functions, as we sb

ss as this and do not seek to suppress it." see, are notyet properly understood, have en

This being reported to the mayor of the city, imously swollen and massive heads; in c

he sent his constables, who took George out the head is highlj^ polished ; in the other ii

of meeting and committed him to prison, opaque and hairy. ^ The worker-minors v£

here he lay for a number of months, before !greatly in size, some being double the bulk,

he regained his liberty. others.

It was in this year (1660) that Charles the
nd was brought back from exile and placed

on the throne of England, and our friend

while still in prison, wrote to the king, ex-

horting him to recognize the hand of the

Lord in the changes which had marked the
government, and to avoid the evil deeds of

which his predecessor had been guilty. In
the Sth mo. of the same year, he again ad-

di'essed a letter to the king, who had shown

In our first walks we were puzzled to

count for large mounds of earth, of a dift'er

color from the surrounding soil, which w
thrown up in the plantations and wof
Some of them were very extensive, being fo

yards in circumference, but not more tl

two feet in height. We soon ascertained t

these were the work of the Saiibas, being

outworks, or domes, which overlie and p
tect the entrances to their vast subterraae
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leries. On close examination, I found the
th of wliieh they are coraposed to consist

7ery minute granules, agglomerated with-
cement, and forming many rows of little

res and turrets. The difference in color

n the superficial soil of the vicinity is

ing to their being formed of the undersoil,

ught up from a considerable depth. It is

y rarely that the ants are seen at work on
e mounds; the entrances seem to be
jrally closed; only now and then, when
c particular work is going on, are the
eries opened. The entrances are small

1 numerous; in the large hillocks it would
a great amount of excavation to gel

the main galleries; but I succeeded in re-

ving portions of the dome in smaller hil-

ks, and then I found that the minor en-

nces converged, at the depth of about two
t, to one broad elaborately-worked gallery

ine, which was four or five inches in

>tcr.

fhis habit in the Saiiba ant of clipping and
ig away immense quantities of leaves

i long been recorded in books on natural
tory. When employed on this work, their

^cessions look like a multitude of animated
ves on the march. In some places I found
accumulation of such leaves, all circular

ces, about the size of a sixpence, lying on
pathway, unattended by ants, and at

ne distance from any colony. Such heap
always ibund to be removed when th'

!c is revisited the next day. In course of
le I had plenty of opportunities of seeing
m at work. They mount the tree in

Ititudes, the individuals being all worker-
nors. Bach one places itself on the surface

a leaf, and cuts with its sharp scissor-like

1 nearly semicircular incision on the
per side; it then takes the edge between
jaws, and by a sharp jerk detaches th

see. Sometimes they let the leaf drop to

ground, where a little heap accumulates
til carried off by another relay of workers

;

t, generally, each marches off with th

jce it has operated upon, and as all take th
me roud to their colony, the path they follow

comes in a short time smooth and bare,

)king like the impression of a cart-whee
rough the herbage.
It is a most interesting sight to see the

Bt host of busy diminutive laborers occupi
on this work. Unfortunately they choose
Itivated trees for their purpose. This ant
quite peculiar to tropical America, as is

entire genus to which it belongs
; it some

les despoils the young trees of species
iwing wild in its native forests; but
ms to prefer, when within reach, plants
ported from other countries, such as the
ffee and orange trees. It has not hitherto

hown satisfactorily to what use it ap
es the leaves. 1 discovered it only after

ich time spent in investigation. The leaves
B used to tbateh the domes which cover th'

trances to their subterranean dwellings,
ereby protecting from the deluging rains

young broods in the nests beneath. The
;er mounds, already described, are so ex

Qsive that few persons would attempt to

e them for the purpose of examinin,
eir interior; but smaller hillocks, covering
her entrances to the same system of tunnels
d chambers maj^ be found in sheltered

,
and these are always thatched with

ives, mingled with granules of earth. Th(
lavily-laden workers, each carying its seg-

ment of leaf vertically, the lower edge secured

u its mandibles, troop up and cast their

burthens on the hillock ; another relay of

aborers place the leaves in position, covering

them with a layer of earthy granules, which
are brought one by one from the soil beneath.

The underground abodes of this wonderful

ant are known to be very extensive. The
Rev. Hamlet Clark has related that the Saiiba

of Eio de Janeiro, a species closely allied to

ours, has excavated a tunnel under the bed

of the river Parahyba, at a place where it is

as broad as the Thames at London Bridge.

At the Magoary rice mills, near Para, these

ants once pierced the embankment of a large

reservoir: the great body of water which it

contained escaped before the damage could

be repaired. In the Botanic Gardens, at

Para, an enterprising French gardener tried

all he could think of to extirpate the Sauba.

With this object he made fires over some of

the main entrances to their colonies, and
blow the fumes of sulphur down the galleries

by means of bellows. 1 saw the smoke ist^ue

from a great number of outlets, one of which
was 70 yards distant from the place where
the bellows were used. This shows how ex
tensively the underground galleries are rami
fled.

Besides injuring and destroying young
trees by despoiling them of their foliage, th

Sauba ant is troublesome to the inhaiiitants

from its habits of plundering the stores of

provisions in houses at nigh.t, for it is even
more active by night than in the day-time
At first I was inclined to discredit the storiee

of their entering habitations and carrying off

grain by grain the farinha or mandioca meal,

the bread of the poorer classes of Brazil. At
length, whilst residing at an Indian village

on the Tapajos, I had ample proof of the fact.

One night my servant woke me three or four

hours before sunrise by calling out that the

rats were robbing the farinha baskets. Th
article at that time was scarce and dear. I

got up, listened, and found the noise was
very unlike that made by rats. So I took the

light and went into the store-room, which was
close to my sleeping-place. I there found a

broad column of Sauba ants, consisting of

thousands of individuals, as busy as possible,

passing to and fro between the door and my
precious baskets. Most of these passing out-

wards were laden each with a grain of fiirinha,

which was, in some cases, larger and many
times heavier than the bodies of the carriers,

Farinha consists of grains of similar size and
appearance to the tapioca of our shops; both
are products of the same root, tapioca bein

the pure starch, and farinha the starch mixed
with woody fibre the latter ingredient giving

it a yellowish color. It was amusing to see

some of the dwarfs, the smallest members of

their family, staggering along, completely
hidden under their load. The baskets, which
were on a high table, were entirely covered
with ants, many hundreds of whom were
employed in snipping the dry leaves which
served as lining. This produced the rustling

sound which had at first disturbed us. My
servant told me that they would carry off the

whole contents of the two baskets (about two
bushels) in the course of the night, if they
were not driven off; so we tried to extermi-
nate them by killing them with our wooden
clogs. It was impossible, however, to pre-

vent fresh hosts comina; in as fast as we

next night; and I was then obliged to lay
trains of gunpowder along theirline, and blow
them up. This, repeated many times, at last

seemed to intimidate them, for we were free

from their visits during the remainder of my
esidence at the place. What they did with
the hard dry grains of mandioca I was never
able to ascertain, and cannot even conjecture.

The meal contains no gluten, and therefore,

would be useless as cement. It contains only
a small relative portion of starch, and, when
mixed with water, it separates and falls away
like so much earthy matter. It may serve

as food for the subterranean workers. But
the young or larvai of ants are usually fed by
juices secreted by the worker nurses.

Ants, it is scarcely necessary to observe,

consist, in each species, of three sets of indivi-

duals, or, as some express it, of three sexes

—

namely, males, females, and workers; the
last-mentioned being undeveloped females.

It is one of the great peculiarities of the

Sauba ant to possess three classes of workers.
My investigations regarding them were far

from complete ; I will relate, however, what I

have observed on the subject.

When engaged in leaf-cutting, plundering
farinha, and other operations, two classes of

workers are always seen. They are not, it is

true, very sharply defined in structure, for

individuals of intermediate grades occur. AH
the work, however, is done by the individuals

which have small heads, whilst those which
have enormously large heads, the worker-
majors, are observed to be (-imply walking
about. I could never satisfy myself as to the

function of these worker majors. They are

not the soldiers or defenders of the working
portion of the community, like the armed
class in the Termites, or white ants; for they
never fight. The species has no sting and
does not display active resistance when inter-

fered with.

The third order of workers is the most
curious of all. If the top of a small, fresh

hillock, one in which the thatching process is

going on, be taken off, a broad cylindrical

shaft is disclosed, at a depth of about two feet

from the surface. If this be probed with a

stick, which may be done to the extent of

three or four feet without touching bottom, a

small number of colossal fellows will slowly

begin to make their way up the smooth sides

of the mine. Their heads are of the same size

as those of the class No. 2 ; but the front is

clothed with hairs, instead of being polished,

and they have in the middle of the forehead

a twin ocellus, or simple eye, of quite differ-

ent structure from the ordinary compound
eyes, on the sides of the head. This frontal

eye is totally wanting in the other workers,

and is not known in any other kind of ant.

The apparition of these strange creatures

from the cavernous depths of the mine re-

minded me, when I first observed them, of

the Cyclopes of Homeric fable. They were
not very pugnacious, as I feared they would

be, and I had no difficulty in securing a few

with my fingers. I never saw them under

any other circumstances than those here re-

lated, and what their special functions may
be I cannot divine.

The whole arrangement of a Formicarium,

or ant-colony, and all the varied activity of

ant life, are directed to one main purpose:

—the perpetuation and dissemination of the

pecies. Most of the labor which we see per-

killed their companions. They returned the ' formed by the workers has for its end the
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sustenance and welfare of the young brood,

which are helpless grubs. The true females

are incapable of attending to the wants of

their offspring ; and it is on the poor workers,

who are denied all the other pleasures of

maternity, that the entire care devolves.

Selec

OUE PATTERN.
Looking imto Jesus.—Heb. xli. 2.

A weaver sat one day at his loom,
Among the colors bright.

And the pattern for his copying
Hung fair and plain in sight.

But the wearer's thoughts were wandering
Away on a distant track.

As he threw the shuttle in his hand
Wearily forward and back.

And he turned his dim eyes to tlie ground.
And tears fell on the woof;

For his thoughts, alas ! were not on his home,
Nor the wife beneath his roof;

When her voice recalled him suddenly
To himself, when she sadly said

:

" Ah, woe is me ! for your work is spoiled,

And what shall we do for bread ?"

And when the weaver looked, he saw
That his work must be undone

;

For the threads were wrong, and the colors dimme
Where the bitter tears had run.

" Alack, alack !" said the weaver,
" And this had all been right

If I hadn't looked at my work, but kept
The pattern in my sight."

Ah ! sad it was for the weaver,
And sad for his luckless wife,

And sad will it be for us, if we say,

At the close of a weary life

:

The colors that we had to weave
Were bright in our early years.

But we wove the tissues wrong, and stained

The woof with bitter tears.

We wove a web of doubt and fear

—

Not faith, and hope, and love

—

Because we looked at our work, and not
At our Pattern, up above !"

Phoebe Ca;-y.

For "The Friend."

nigh Tartary, Yarkand, and Kaslighar.
(Continued from page 386.)

On his arrival at Yarkand, be was presented
to the Sbagbawal, of whom he remarks :

" He
is not the mere governor of Yarkand, as I

had imagined, but is the second man in the
kingdom, answering to the Grand Vizier in

Turkey. During the absence of the king at
Kashghar, he occupied the palace, to which
I was now led. Passing through the great
gate which I had before seen, and which was
full of soldiers (no sham appearance oi neglige
here), we reached a second similarly guarded
portal, which gave access to the interior of
the palace. One large courtyard was crossed.
Its four sides were lined with officials sitting
solemnly with eyes fixed on the ground, and
each bearing a white wand in his hand. The
nilence prevailing amid such numbers of men
riade an impression quite in keeping with the
scene, the palace of an Oriental despot. Be-
fore the door of a second courtyard, a large
sc.-een concealed everything until we entered.
Jlere the solitude of the inner penetralia was
as effective as the silent crowd without. An
Uiher with a white wand preceded us, and
halfway up the court stopped me to point
through a distant door, whore he whispered
to me the Sbagbawal was visible. I saluted
him as required by bowing, and then was con-
ducted up some steps to the door of the room.

Here every one left me, and the usher mo-
tioned to me to enter alone. A small elderly

man in sober-colored clothes was sitting on a
cushion by the fire. He rose, and hurried
forward to meet me near the door, where he
embraced me after the Eastern fashion, and
then led me by the hand to another cushion
near the fire opposite his own, all the while
welcoming me most cordially and inquiring
whether I had received every comfort and at-

tention by the way. After sitting down, I

rose again as I had been instructed, and ut-

tered the Allaho-akber ! with the sweep of the
arms. Then sitting down again, Toorkee
fashion, I received and replied to many com-
plimentary speeches from the Sbagbawal.
He expressed his pleasure at the arrival of an
Englishman, saying that they know the friend-

ship of our nation for the Sultan of Eoom,
[Turkey] who was the chief of the Mussul-
man religion, and thus regarded us as already
their friends also. But the arrival of an Eng-
lish Sahib, who has undertaken all the trouble
and difficulty of so long a journey for the pur-
pose of visiting his king, was a further bond
of friendship. Friendship, he said, makes
everything to prosper; but by enmities coun-
tries become waste. I replied, suitably I

hope, saying that I trusted my visit might
be the means of establishing a friendly inter-

course between the two countries, as we on
our parts entertained the most amicable feel

ings towards the Toorks. I added that, wher
my sovereign heard of the kind treatment ex
tended to one of her subjects in Toorkistan,
she would be extremely pleased."

From the memoranda kept while at Y^ark-

and, the following extracts are made :

—

Dec. 12th.— Mahammad Xazzar came
again. He said he heard I had asked to go
over the fort, and that he came to warn me,
as a friend, that this was not proper. I re
plied that I had not asked to go over the fort,

but merely to go out for a ride in the country
for air. He said, ' It is the custom in thi>

country that no guest goes anywhere out of

doors before seeing the king.' I thanked
for his advice, which he repeated at

great length. Soon afterwards the Moonshee
brought me a letter he had just received from
the Sbagbawal, to the effect that he heard
ray servants had gone and sold some things
in order to get money to defray our private
ixpenses; that he felt quite hurt that I did
lot apply to him for money ; and that people
II disposed to government would say that the
rulers were not showing proper attention to
their English guest.

Dec. 25th.—To-day the Shaghawal sent me,
honor of the daj', a tremendous ' dastar

khan,' and two silk robes and a cap. The
things were brought in by twelve men under
charge of the Y'oozbashee, who entreated me
to tell him what was required to keep Christ-
mas properly according to English custom.
I gave him and the Panjabasbee presents,
and exchanged presents with all my servants.
The Moonshee brought me twenty different
kinds of bread made in Y^arkand.

Jan. 3d, 1869.—This morning before I had
breakfasted, the Y'oozbashee arrived with a
large packet of silks and brocades for me to
give as presents to the king, &c., according
to an arrangement which we came to yester-
day. Nominally, these things are merely
lent to me, and are to be replaced by my own
things when they arrive. After showing me
all the stuft'e, he gave mo the welcome news

that I was to start for Kashghar to-morrc
All this he communicated through my t

attendants who talk Persian. After tl

sending them both out of the room, he pi

duced from the breast of his robe a pad
containing eleven lumps of stamped sibi ']

(called 'kooroos'), one full-sized one, and 1

small ones equal in value to another kooro
The whole is worth about 35Z. He whispei
to me to put them away out of sight, a

that the Dad khwah had sent them to i

thinking I might be in want of ready mon
for use."

In the description of the journey frc

Y'arkand to Kashghar, the royal residenf:'

we get a pleasant description of a farme
household. " After riding not quite three ta

(say fourteen miles), we halted at a villa

full of ironworks. I was taken to a hoi
where the large room was given up to c

the family retiring into some inner apa
ments. A bustling, good-humored farme
wife did the honors, and was very grateful
me for interceding with the Y'oozbashee, w
wished to turn her whole household out
doors. A few presents of tea, meat, and bre

(from my dastar-khan) were received wi
numerous Allaho-akbers, and a return p
sent of a melon. Later in the day, at th;

time of breaking the fast, her husband s i

vanced, bringing me a basin of hot macan
soup, while she brought me a newly bak
cake of bread ; both very good indeed. Basi
of soup were also given xo my Hindoo &
vants, who, although unable to eat of it, at

hint from me took the basins with a bo
and, going out, handed them over to the oth
servants. The household arrangements a

quite as good as those of an English
farmer and bis family. Neat and clean eart

enware dishes placed on the shelves ; larj

well made, and ornamented wardrobe box—^everything comfortable and well-to-do. T
entrance is through a regular farmyard, wi
sheds for the cattle on one side, littered dov
with straw, closed stables for the horses, coc
and hens strutting about, and all the tilla

implements standing up in cornei-s. The hi

and straw are slacked on the roofs, while
door leads out into a walled orchard,
make the scene more homelike, snow is lyii

an inch or two deep over the whole countr
and the roadside pond is hard frozen, wil

village boys cutting out slides on it in the

hob-nailed boots.
" In the afternoon, I went a little way dow

the lane to see aii iron-smelting furnace

work. It is just like a dice-box four or f

feet high, with a roof over it, leaving an ex

in the middle for the smoke. Bound the die

box, under the roof, sit six boys and
blowing skin bellows with each hand—tweb
bellows in all. An opening shows the glov

ing mass with a stream of molten stuff' slowl

oozing downwards. A pit two feet deep shov

the bricked-up door of the furnace, throue
hich the metal is extracted daily. Tt

ore is broken up bj- a man with a hamme
ho keeps throwing it in at the chimne;

while another supplies charcoal through tl

amo opening. No thii-d substance. Twent
charaks' ' weight (IG lbs. each) of ore, at

the same quantity of charcoal, are used in tt

twenty-four hours, and the produce is aboi

four 'charaks' of iron. The metal is ver

good and fine-grained, looking almost life s

steel when made up into tools."

CTo bo continued.)
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For "The Friend."

the Letters and Papers of John Barclay.

(Continued from page 390.)

1818, Third month 3rd.—I believe if

)g persons were more fully open, and im-

ty given up to acts of dedication ap-

ntly small, and were willing to go, to stay,

I, or to forbear in minor matters, as seemed
that they would thrive more vigorously

igious stature and strength. One thing

another came gradually before the view

y mind ;
all that I had to do, or believed

required at my hands, came not upon
at once : for there was no hard task-

ter to obey, bnt one who knew ray weak-
and my inability to give up even to the

matter of duty, without his special aid.

[ was concerned to keep my eye open,

ie whatever He might show me was to

iven up to,—and as my desire from day to

unto him, and the accomplishment of

will respecting me,—first one thing, then

iher, at seasons opened before with me
I sufficient clearness : sometimes these ap-

lended duties were very little matters, at

ir times they were of fearfully great im-

ance; and often were they of a nature

complexion, which the worldl}'-wi8e part
lysclf and others, could not bear or under-

d. Yet after having gone through and
1 favored to stand faithful in the per-

lance of these things, I have often seen

propriety of them
;
and I have felt it a

ious thing to be 'led about and instructed'

aitably, so seasonably, so safely."

he encouraging hope held out in the fol-

ng letter, " that there are or will arise,

e who will, in some sense, ' build the old

te places;'" and that "the number of

le that are guided and governed by the

hings of that Spirit, which leadeth into

truth, will be greatly multiplied," is trulj'

lating to hearts that have long in secret

ncd over the desolations of Zion, and be-

ed her pitiful estate. The plaintive lan-

e of some of these has been, "How isthe

become dim I How is the most fine gold

Dged ! And, " because of the mountain of

which is desolate ; the foxes walk upon
because too, "JSfazarites (that) were

iv than snow" and "their polishing was of

)hire," are now too little known in the

ets.

otwithstanding, we believe there are those

't of the captivity," who sigh and who
for the state of things among us; whose
owing hearts at times are enabled in

3t to pray, " Eemember, O Lord, what is

e upon us: consider and behold our re-

ich." Though such is the straitness of

siege to which these are at seasons sub-

ed, that to each other the language of the
of Israel to one who asked help of him,

Q8 more befitting their lips :
" If the Lord

ot help thee, whence shall I help thee?
of the barn-floor, or out of the wine-press?"
'ertheless these needy ones " shall not al-

8 be forgotten : the expectation of the
shall not perish forever!" How soon

famine in Samaria, through the Lord's
lipotent power, was turned into plenty !

yet ruleth over all. Though apparently
ep as in the ship, His mighty power
P£th not. But can arise and at a word
ike the winds and the sea and proclaim a

ceful calm. May the secret, fervent, im
tuning entreaty of these be more and mort
red out upon the altar of acceptable eacri

fice; then will the Lord God of Israel hear in

heaven His dwelling place, and, it may be, in

mercy, forgive the sin of his people, and bring

them again unto the land—unto a faithful

support of the doctrines and testimonies of

this religious Society- -which He gave unto

their fathers ; that he may incline our hearts

unto him, to walk in his ways, and to keep

his commandments, and his statutes, and his

judgments, which he commanded in the be-

ginning.

To E. H.

"16th of 4th month, 1818.

"Dear Edward,— It is my belief, that, ac-

cording to thy own expressions, ' the Master

is come,' and coming, (what if I say,) to plead

as in old time, with the modern money-
changers in the temple, who turn the holy

house of Him that is most holy, into 'a den

of thieves;' to upset their tables and to scat-

ter their silver and their gold ; the ' love' of

which, is said to be, ' the root of all evil.' His
scourge is, as it were, in his hand ; and the

buyers and sellers being cast out, the blind

and the lame shall }-et come to him in the

temple, the house of praj'er for all nations,

and he will heal them. The little children

shall yet cry in this temple, saying, 'Hoeanna
to the Son of David ;' and out of the mouths
of the very ' babes and sucklings,' whose
hearts he hath fed with ' the milk of his

Word,' praises shall yet come forth unto Him-
self.

" It is my belief, and I feel freedom to men-
tion it to thee, that there are or will arise,

those who will, in some sense, ' build the old

waste places.' I live in the faith that the

Truth shall spread ; and the number of those

that are guided and governed by the teach-

ings of that Spirit, which leadeth into all

truth, will be greatly multiplied. Surely there

are even now those that ' are left of the cap-

tivity,' who ' are in great affliction and re-

proach ;' we may also say, that, in some accep-

tation of the passage, ' the wall of Jerusalem
is broken down, and the gates thereof are

burned with fire.' May I not also add, that

there are, even in this day, those who can in

measure adopt a similar language with that

of Nehemiah,— ' When I heard these things,

I sat down and wept, and mourned certain

days, and fasted, and prayed before the God
of heaven.' Surely there are those that can
say, '1 arose in the night, neither told I any
man what my God had put in my heart to do
at Jerusalem ; then went I up in the night by
the brook, and viewed the wall, and turned
back; and the rulers knew not whither I

went, or what I did : neither had I as yet told

it to the Jews, nor to the priests, nor to the

nobles, nor to the rulers, nor to the rest that

did the work.' There are doubtless some that

are ready to laugh these to scorn, and to de-

spise them; and to say, 'what is this thing
that ye do?' and I judge there are those that

can reply, ' the God of heaven, he will prosper
us : therefore we his servants will arise and
build.' To such as endeavor to entice the
sincere-hearted, and to take them off, by what-
ever specious pretence, from their watch and
work, their unceasing concern and travail for

the prosperity of the great cause ; I am clearly

of the mind that the reply should be, ' I am
doing a great work, so that I cannot come
down ; why should the work cease, whilst I

leave it and come down to you?' iStow the
work that is wanted, as far as I have ia this

and some other favored seasons had capacity

to see, is, a sinking down and bowing down
yet lower and deeper than many of us have
hitherto humbled ourselves,—even under the

government and dominion of the holy seed

Christ Jesus; that so we may, through sub-

jection to Him, be led to ' caase from our own
rks,' and to let Him do and work all things

us according to his own divine will. Wher-
ever this blessed work hath gone forward
with strength and beauty, wherever this con-

straining power has been fully and faithfully

HI up to, I believe a necessity has been
sooner or later felt, to make a full surrender

and sacrifice of every thing, which the law
written in the heart may call for.

" From one, who is much more often than
otherwise, plunged into the depths, and who
finds himself yet weaker and weaker in him-

self to will or to do any thing as of himself,

but is at times favored to see still greater

necessity for a daily waiting upon the Lord,
that so his will may be daily known and done
through his Spirit, which brings into and pre-

ves in a watchful, weighty frame of mind
at all times,—and who is, with feelings of

affectionate regard.

Thy friend, J. B."
CTo be concluded.)

Selected for "The Friend."

Yellowstone River— its lint Springs, Geysers, and
Natural Scenery.

(CoDtiniied from piij;.- 3^9.)

The following interesting report was made
by Mr. Carrington :

" We arrived at the mud-geysers ten min-
utes after 9 o'clock, a. ,m., Julj' 1st. The pool
was calm, with the exception of the little boil-

ing bubbles that are always on its surface. In
circumference it measures nearly 100 feet.

While selecting a place to camp, unsaddling
our horses, &c., we heard a loud, hissing noise,

as an escape of steam. Hurr3ing to the
geyser, I saw a wave about three feet in

height rise and die away to the left ; three

similar ones followed in quick succession. It

then, with a dull, heavy sound, accompanied
by dense columns of steam, suddenly burst up
to the height of 20 feet. It continued in ac-

tion for the space of fifteen minutes, when it

ceased flowing as suddenly as it had com-
menced. The average height of this flowing
was about 15 feet, although some jets reached
fully 30. Five minutes after the eruption, the
pool measured 25 feet in circumference and 3
in depth, whore before it was 100 feet in cir-

cumference and 11 in depth. Ten minutes
after (at 9.45 a. ii.) I noticed that it was slow-

ly commencing to rise again. It continued to

do so until twenty minutes after one, (1.20 p.

M.,) when it began to boil near the centre, a
black formation making a ring around the
boiling part. This boiling gradually increased

in violence, lasting twenty minutes ; it then
suddenly stopped, and a wave 2 or 3 feet in

height arose, dying away to the left, and the
flowing then took place as before described.

Average height of this flowing, 15 feet ; dura-
tion, 20 minutes.

" This rising, falling, and overflowing took
place eight times in twenty-four hours, the
circumstances connected with each one being
almost exactly the same. Appended below
is a table of the time and length of Sowings :

" Time of flo wings.
" Arrived at 9.10 a. iM.

"First flowing, 9.20 A. M. to 9.35 A. M.

j

length, 15 minutes.
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"Second flowiug, 1.30 p. Ji. to 1.50 p. m.
;

length, 20 minutes.

"Third flowing, 5 p. ji. to 5.15 p. Ji. ; length,

15 minutes.
"Fourth flowing, S.30 p. m. to 8.50 p. m.

;

length, 20 minutes.

'•Filth flowing, 12.30 P. M. to 12.45 p. m.
;

length, 15 minutes.

"Sixth flowing, 4. a. m. to 4,15 a. m.
;

length, 15 minutes.
" Seventh flowiug, 7.30 A. M. to 7.45 A. m.

;

length, 15 minutes.
" Eighth flowing, 11 A. M. to 11.10 A. M.

;

length, 10 minutes.
" Total length of time, 26 hours. Aggregate

time of flowings, 3 hours and 15 minutes and
37i seconds."

On the 28Lh of July we arrived at the lake,

and pitched our camp on the northwest shore,

in a beautiful grassy meadow or opening

among the dense pines. The lake lay before

us, a vast sheet of quiet water, of a most

delicate ultramarine hue, one of the most
beautiful scenes I have ever beheld. The
entire party were filled with enthusiasm. The
great object of all our labors had been reached,

and we were amply paid f^'" all our toils.

Such a vision is worth a life^'iDQe, and only

one of such marvellous beauty will ever greet

human eyes. From whatever point of view
one may behold it, it presents a unique picture.

We had brought up the frame-work of a boat

12 feet long and 3^ feet wide, which we cover-

ed with a stout ducking, well tarred. On the

morning of the 29th, Messrs. Stevenson and
Elliott started across the lake in the Anna,
the first boat ever launched on the Yellow-
stone, and explored the nearest island, which'

we named after the principal assistant of the

expedition, who was undoubtedly the first

white man that ever placed foot upon it.

Our bark, whose keel was the first to plow the

waters of the most beautiful lake on our con-

lake. The greatest depth discovered was 300
feet. It is fed by the snows that fall upon the
lofty ranges of mountains that surround it on
every side. The water of the lake has at all

seasons nearly the temperature of cold spring

water. The most accomplished swimmer
could live but a short time in it ; the dangers
attending the navigation of such a lake in a

small boat, are thereby greatly increased. At
certain seasons of the year, the waves throw
upon the shore a windrow of drifted vegeta-

tion. Frequently, after a strong wind, the

water of the entire border of the lake for

several yards from the shore will be filled

with minute fragments of vegetation broken
by the waves, rendering the water impure.

Several species of plants grow far out into the

deep waters, and I have seen them growing
thickly on the rocks at the bottom 10 to 20 feet

in depth. "We were able to discover but one
species offish in the lake, and that was trout,

weighing from two to four pounds each.

Most of them are infested with a peculiar in-

testinal worm, which has been described by
Dr. Leidy, in a subsequent portion of this re-

port, as a new species, under the name of

Dibothriuin cordiceps. I directed Campbell
Carrington, naturalist to the expedition, to

prepare tha following notes on this sub-

ject :

The Trout of Yellowstone Lake.—"Although
I searched with diligence and care in the

neighboring streams and waters around the

Yellowstone Lake, I was unable to find any
other species of fish except the salmon-trout

;

their numbers are almost inconceivable; aver-

age weight, one pound and a half; color, a light-

gray above, passing into a light-yellow below
;

the fins, all except the dorsal and caudal,

vary from a bright-yellow to a brilliant

orange, they being a dark-gray and heavily

spotted. A curious fact, and one well worthy
of the closest attention of an aspiring ichthy-

tinent, and which must now become historical, ologist, is connected with these fish, namely,

was named by Mr. Stevenson in compliment [that among their intestines, and even inter

to Anna L.Dawes, the amiable daughter of

lion. II. L. Dawes. My whole party were
glad to manifest, by this slight tribute, their

gratitude to the distinguished statesman,
whoso generous sympathy and aid had con-

tributed so much toward securing the appro-
priation which enabled them to explore this

marvellous region.

Usually in the morning the surface of the

lake is calm, but toward noon and after, the

waves commence to roll, and the white caps
rise high, sometimes four or five feet. Our
little boat rode the waves well

; but when a
strong breeze blew, the swell was too great,

and we could only venture along the shore.

This lake is about twenty-two miles in length

from north to south, and an average of ten to

fifteen miles in width from east to west. It

laced in their solid flesh, are found intestinal

worms, varying in size, length, and thickness,

the largest measuring about six inches in

length. On cutting one of these trout open,

the first thing that attracts your attention,

are small oleaginous-looking spots clinging to

the intestines, which, on being pressed be-

tween the fingers, break and change into one
of these worms, small, it is true, but neverthe-

less perfect in its formation. From five or

six up to forty or fifty will be found in a trout,

varying, as I said before, in size, the larger

ones being found in the solid flesh, through
which they work their way, and which, in a

very short while, becomes almost putrid.

Their number can generally bo estimated

from the appearance of the flesh itself; if

many, the trout is exremely poor in flesh, the

been aptly compared to the human hand; color changes from the healthy gray to a dull

the northern portion would constitute the 'pale, it swims lazily near the top of the water,

palm, while the southern prolongations or :
losing all its shyness and fear of man; it be-

arms might represent the fingers. The map [comes almost savage in its appetite, biting

itself, which shows all the soundings, will'voraciously at anything thrown in the water,

best convey to the eye of the reader its pe- and its flesh becomes soft and yielding. If,

culiar form. There are some of the most 'on the other hand, there are few or none, the

beautiful shore-lines along this lake that I flesh of the fish is plump and solid, and he is

ever saw. Some of the curves are as perfect 'quick and sprightly in all his motions. I

as if drawn by the hand of art. Our little noticed that it was almost invariably the case

boat performed most excellent service. A when a trout had several scars on the outside

suitable frame-work was fastened in the stern of his body that it was free from these worms,

for the lead and line, and with the boat, a and I therefore took it for granted that the

system of soundings was made that gave a worms finally worked their way through the

very fair idea of the average depth of the body, and the flesh, oa healing up, leaves the

scars on the outside ; the trout, in a sb

while, becomes plump and healthy again. 1

only way that I can account for the appi

ance of these worms is, that the fish swali

certain bugs or insects, and that the lai

formed from them gradually develop into

full-grown intestinal worm. But even if t

explanation of their appearance was recei^

does it not seem a little strange that wl
all the fish above the LTpper Falls are mon
less affected by them, that below and e'

between the Upper and Lower Falls sue

thing as wormy trout is never heard of.

ing unable, with ray limited knowledge
ichthyology, to arrive at any definite coni

sion in regard to their appearance, I sub

the above facts to those who are more lear;

than myself in this most interesting brai
i,

of natural history."

CTo be continned.)

Thomas C Cplam.

It is full twenty years since a rap at

door in London opened to my view the t

slender figure of Professor Upham (clad i

long, brown surtout, which after years m;

very familiar,) his well-rounded features

aglow with kindliness, and his benignant e

smiling through ungainly spectacles, as

approached, with hesitating step and spee

He had come to inquire about the conditio

of a journey to the East. He was aim
thirty years my senior, and I had not
outgrown my student awe of a professor,

incapable of familiarity, to which was adi

a vague dread of a philosopher of " the hig

life," as being too far above the comm
places of ordinary mortals to prove ci

panionable in travel. Yet his counts

was 80 winning, and the childlike simplic

of his spirit so loveable, that, without
proposing it, we there entered into an arran

ment through which we visited together

chief places and personages of Europe,
went in company up the Nile, and throi

the desert and Palestine, occupying the s;

boat, the same room, and sleeping under
same tent; and the intimacy of that jouri

cemented a friendship for life. It gavt

genial interpretation to the proverb,

know a man j-ou must travel with him.

Before that meeting in London I had »

Professor Upham but once; and then

had come with what seems to be the c

stant but unsolvable question of the Ameri
professor—how to raise money to sustain

college. He was the most artless begga
ever knew, and perhaps for that very reai

was one of the most successful. Instead

thrusting before me a subscription book, w
a dictatorial demand or a pertinacious app

for immediate co-operation, he would be

in a slow and timid way to allude to Bowd
College as a nursery for Congregational ort

doxy in Maine, which might be secu

that end if the orthodox would fully end

it; since in that event the Unitarians wo
honorably concede to them the control of

administration. Then he would modestly t

that he had given so many thousand doll

to this object, and the Lord seemed to hi

called hini to this work, and he had faith t_

" the friends" would make it sure ;
that j

Lawrence, out of his abounding liberality 1

promised thus and so, and " a plain farr

down in Maine" had given so much. Sec

ing now to forget his errand he would
patiate upon some theme of philosophy, fai
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practice, exhibiting the strength of hia here; but he peopled the valley, the desert,

Uect and simplicity of his heart; and, the fastnesses of the mountains with their

lOut asking for money, would go away living presence, and walked as in conscious

your subscription.
|

communion with patriarchs and prophets,

e came to me for an introduction to with apostles and confessors, and, above all,

id Hale. Now, if Mr. Hale bad a preju-, with the Son of God. He even had a weak-
that was absolutely unconquerable, it ness for the traditions of the monks; and
ayiiiost all manner of endowments. Ho nothing could so disturb his equanimity as

ed their perversion, and the consequent! the production of Dr. Robinson's inexorable
and was wont to say : " Let every

aiion look out for itself" So all that I

tuiud upon was a warm personal introduc-

of Professor Upham, who presently re-

ed with Mr. Hale's check for five hun-
dullars. When I thanked Mr. Hale for turb the simple faith of those who believed in

;ift, he said, emphatically :" Ididnot give the identity of the Holy Places. He pre-

" gradgrind" array of facts to ])rovo that Jesus
was not born in the cave at Bethlehem, was
not transfigured on Mount Tabor, and was
not crucified upon the site of the Holy Se-

pulchre. Our good Professor would not dis-

tbing to Bowdoin College, for I do not
3ve in endowments; but I had such a re-

t and admiration for Professor Upham
I gave hull five hundred dollars, to do
the huda mind to with it." There could

lly be a better comment upon Professor

lam's character and infl.ience. He so im-

;8ed men with the strength of hia faith

the sincerity of his goodness that they

e ready to confide in his plans,

nd yet, with the exception perhaps of

nder, there never was a man more un-

ed in practical affairs. At the interview

jondon he showed me as a basis of credit

order for fifteen hundred dollars, from
Harper & Brothers, upon a London

lisher. Nothing could have been more
lial in London. So I advised him to

it cashed, and then open a credit with a

er who had correspondents in the East.

)&\yo the good Professor came to me in

it tribulation, saying he must give up the

ney and go home, for he was entirely out

flouey. ''Bat it is not possible that you
3 so soon used up fifteen hundred dollars?"

lino. I have that order from the Harpers
;

the banker here told mo he could not ex-

it." Of course, a banker in Egypt
d not be expected to negotiate a business

between merchants of New York and
don, with whom he had no business rela-

8 and of whoso standing he had no know-
e. Luckily, I found an American travel-

3f ample means, to whom the name of

Messrs. Harper was as good as gold ; and
lindly consented to take the note and ad-

;e its value. Then how the Professor

expatiate upon the beauty of living by

\ and the goodness' of the Lord in caring

bis children I "But, my dear Professor,

is faith for you alone ? Is not the true

of faith for all believers alike? And, if

r friends here had not exercised a little

thought, would faith have cashed that

r and provided for your journey ?" "Oh !

oubt the Lord would have found some
," And so, though the philosophy failed,

faith held out. And how beautiful it was
alk by the side of that simple, child-like

1 upon the banks of the Nile, where
aham and Joseph had trusted in the God
rai-l ; in the desert of Sinai, where Moses
Elijah had listened to His voice ; and by
Sen" of Galilee, in the Garden of Gethse-

le, and upon the hill of Bethany, where
Sou of Man had taught, had suffered, and
glorified.

rofe.ssor Upham's faith had that creative

rer which reproduces persons and events
a living reality. He not only realized

Abraham, Joseph, Moses, Elias had been

; that John and Peter and Jesus had been I

ferred to enjoy the associations which trad

tion had gathered about such localities ; and
he had even a kindly judgment for the monks
who retailed their fables.

Yet his practical philanthropy was stronger
than his propensity for meditation. He loved
man

;
loved all men

; was charitable toward
the foibles, failings, errors of others, and
liberal toward their beliefs. He saw some-
thing good in every man. His heart went out
in sympathy toward every object of pit}^

The beggars everywhere marked him as their

victim, and more than once I was obliged to

repress a generosity that would have made
him bankrupt before the end of the journey.

His soul was in the fullest S3-mpathy with
the noble in human character and the heroic

in human history. The prison of a martyr,
the grave of a hero would move him to the

loftiest eloquence. Never can I forget the
pathos with which, in the valley of La Tour,
the grave of so many Waldensiaa martyrs, he
recited Milton's sonnet

:

" Avenge, O Lord ! Tby slaughtered saints, whose bones
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains colrl.

. . . Their martyred blood and ashes sow
O'er all the Italian fields."

The career of Moses called forth a like

enthusiasm in the solitude of the desert ; and
I think the Professor forgave Dr. Robinson's
iconoclasm of traditions in view of his identi-

fication of Sassafeh as the true Sinai, when
we stood together upon that summit, with
the vast plain before us, and read aloud " all

the words of the Law."
Dr. Upham's impressions of the journey are

recorded with the pen ofthe poet in his volume
of Letters. Weak and weary though he was,
he was continually writing; yet so reticent

was he about himself that no one could have
been more surprised than his fLdlow travellers

at the appearance of this goodly volume. It

well reflects the combination of the objective

and the subjective in the operations of his

mind ; and, while it abounds in beautiful senti-

ments and descriptions, it is also a spiritual

autobiography.— The Independent.
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The great work to bo wrought out by the
religion of Christ is the creation of a new and
heavenly creature out of the fallen and cor-

rupt child of Adam; who by the transgres-

sion of his progenitor has been made an in-

heritor of the evil propensities and frailties

that betray into sin and alienation from his

Creator; and who having no good thing in

himself, that is in hia flesh, hardly gains the

age of moral responsibility, without violating

the divine law, and incurring the sentence of
spiritual death for sin.

The simple statement of these truths, con-
veys conclusive evidence of man's lost and
hopeless condition if left to himself, and that
he can no more effect the necessary transfor-

mation from his natural condition to a state

acceptable in the sight of infinite puritj-, by
any power or wisdom pertaining to himself,

than he can by his own unaided physical
strength lay hold of himself and lift his body
to the sky.

But Christ, who though he took not on
himself the nature of angels but the seed of
Abraham, when He came to seek and to save
this poor lost creature, was free from all taint

of corruption, and for the accomplishment of
the mighty work, had the fulness of the god-
head dwelling in him bodily. He not only
opened the way for reconciliation between
the fallen, sinful workmanship of his hands,
and his offended, infinitelj' pure Father, but
by fulfilling the requirements of the immu-
table law of divine justice, and in the exten-
sion of infinite mercy, perfected salvation for

all who would accept it on the teims laid

down in his goppel. Having made the sacri-

fice of himself for the forgiveness of sin, and
purchased for every one thatcometh into the
world a measure or manifestation of his own
holy Spirit, by the same power with which
He in the beginning created every thing that
is made, He works out the transformation of
the corrupt, earthly nature of man into his

own heavenly nature, and clothes the soul that
receives and obeys him, with the righteous-

ness which fits it for entiance into heaven,
and with the gifts and graces that render it

capable of enjoying the company of saints

and angels.

This is not done, however, unless we allow
him,—the beginner and finisher of the saint's

faith—to come into the heart and thoroughly
purge out its inherent and acquired corrup-
tion, bj' the one saving baptism of the Holy
Ghost and fire; producing repentance for past
sins, raising an efFectual cry for a part in the
forgiveness purchased by his acceptable sacri-

fice on Calvary, and currying on and perfect-

ing the new birth unto holiness.

We are therefore free agents, and may
choose or refuse participa'ion in this great
salvation. The naturally proud heart revolts
at the idea of its vilencss, and man's utter
helplessness in the work of regeneration

; and
our evil propensities prompt us to shrink from
jthe denial and abasement of self, and to refuse
to bear the suffering and humiliation that at-

tend its crucifixion, and the setting up and
; establishment of the government of Christ in

I its place. Hence the many attempts to
|substituto something else than the needful
thorough work of the Spirit that eearchoth
all things, and to build up a system on the
basis of education, tradition, intellectual be-

lief, or formal rites contrived and prescribed
by men. But neither the.^e, nor study and
research can guide into the strait and nar-
row highway of holiness. Nothing short of
the Light of Chriht in the heart can give a
knowledge of its natural darkness and corrup-
tion, nothing but obedience to the requisitions

of this light make man willing to become a
fool for Christ's sake, so that he may be found
jiii Lira, not having his own righteousness but
that which is by living faith in him.

I
The exhortation of that experienced servant
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of the Lord, Isaac Peningtoo, given forth

under a sense of religious duty to his fellow

probationers in that day, is therefore yet apt

and appropriate now. " All people upon earth

who love your souls and have any true secret

pantings after God, look to the nature of

your spirits, and look to the nature of those

things ye let into your minds, lest ye take

death for life, error for truth, and so sow to

yourselves corruption, and rear up a fabric in

mystery Babylon, which will be turned into

desolation and utter ruin by the power of Life

from Zion. * * * There is nothing whereof

Zion is built, but the likeness of it is in Baby-

lon. And the likeness is very taking, even

more taking to that eye which is open in men,

than the truth itself. The truth is a plain

simple thing; it is not gaudy in appearance;

its excellence lies in its nature. But the ap-

pearances of truth, which Satan paints, are

very gaudy, very glorious, seemingly very

spiritual, very precious, very sweet. They
many times ravish that understanding and

those afi'ections that are out of the life."

"The way to life is very difficult, yea im
possible to that part in man which is so busy

in willing and running towards life; but it is

as easy on the other hand, to that which th«

Father begetteih, raiscth up and leadeth

The wayfaring man, though a fool, shall not

err therein. The wisest and richest merchant
in Babylon cannot set one step in it ; the least

child in Zion cannot err there. Therefore

know that in thyself, to which it [this way]
is so hard, and know that which God hath

given thee, which will make it easy."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Juarez, President of Mexico, died on the

18th nit., from heart disease, aged 65 years. He was

an Indian of the pure aboriginal stock, and was

gavded as the most able and successful ruler Mexico
had during the past half century. The Presidency will

devolve upon the Chief .Justice of the Supreme Court,

Lerdo de Tejada, until Congress shall order an election

to fill the vacancy. The revolutionary movements in

Mexico are believed to be virtually at an end for the

The present population of Prussia, according to the There are now 60,852 miles of railroads in

recent census, is twenty-four millions, six hundred and United States, costing in round numbers $3,000,000,(

forty-two thousand three hundred and eighty, an in- or one-half more than the funded debt of the Un
crease of 2.80 per cent, over that of 1867.

|
States. The average cost of the railroads construi

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 21th says : The ac- ' is §50,000 a mile. The increased mileage constrm

counts from various portions of Russia show that the in 1871 was 7453 miles, against 4999 in 1870. lUii

cholera scourge is abating its violence throughout the possesses more miles of railroad than any other S

empire, a considerable decrea.se in the rate of mortality in the Union. Pennsylvania second and N. York th

being reported. The number of deaths occurring from ! The steamers running between New York
this cause in this city during the past week were 126,

i
Europe in 1871, were one hundred and five in num

Moscow 32, and in Odessa 84.
|
with an aggregate measurement of 282,150 tons. '

Tlie Journal of St. Petersburg publishes an imperial
^

Cunard line has twenty steamers, with an aggrej

decree dismissing from the diplomatic service of the
,
measurement of 53,412 tons, the Inman line sixl

empire Catacazy, former Russian Minister to the United ' steamers of 36,643 tons.

States, and lately stationed at Paris. The report of the Michigan Central Railroad sh

The Journal states that the publication by Catacazy that of 1,308,860 passengers carried over the road

of his pamphlet in relation to his imbroglio with Secre- year, not one was injured.

tary Fish was entirely -without the knowledge and The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat:

against the will of the Imperial government. on the 29th ult. New York.— American gold, 1

The Swiss Times of the 29th says, it is in a position

current that the Tribunal of

There has been a discussion in the British House of

Commons, upon the subject of the arrival of French
Communists in England, during which a significant

question was put to the government by Sir Robert Peel,

who after noticing the fact that Germany had expelled

the Jesuits, asked the Premier whether the government
intended to enforce that section of the Roman Cathol'

Relief Act of 1829, which provides for the banishment

from England of all members of the Jesuit Society

Gladstone, in reply, said the subject was an iraportani

one, and must be taken into serious consideration by

the government ; and added, that though the law in

que.stion was now nearly half a century old, no steps

had ever been taken for its enforcement.

The price of coal has advanced in England. Every
thing connected with the coal trade is higher, and im-

portation of coal from Belgium has commenced.

A London dispatch says, that the Geneva Board of

Arbitration will not be able to close its labors within ir

shorter period than three or four months. The Eng-

lish agent pleads that his government did every thing

that it was possible to do within the limit of the laws

and constitution to prevent privateers from leaving thi

ports of Great Britain.

The French Assembly has passed the entire tari I

bill of the government by a large majority.

The French government contemplates the resumji

tion of diplomatic relations with Mexico.

King Amadeus of Spain, has recently visited a num-
ber of the principal cities and met with a favorable re-

ception.

Advices have been received in Madrid stating that

the principal bands of Carlists in the north have all

been defeated and dispersed.

The German government has taken measures to im-

prove the harbors of Hamburg, Bremen and Lubeck,

BO that vessels of the largest class can enter and depart

without delay from inadequate depth of water.

to confirm the report

Arbitration has decided in favor of the United States

the case of the privateer Florida, on the ground that

the British Government did not use suflicient precau-

tions to prevent the departure of that vessel from the

English ports.

A Paris dispatch of the 29th, announces the success

of the new French loan of three milliards of francs.

Six or seven times the amount needed has been offered.

Subscriptions have been received from Germany alone

for the entire amount.

A Berlin dispatch says that the Emperor of Russia

is expected at Berlin on the 6th of Ninth month, on a

visit to the Emperor of Germany.
The Pope will shortly issue an encyclical letter de-

claring the Armenian Catholics to be separated from

the Church of Rome, and placing them under the ban

of major excommunication.
London, 7th mo. 29th.—U. S. o-20's, 1862, 91^ ; do.

1865, 92i ; 10-40 5 per cents, 89|.

The Russian Empire, according to a recent census,

has a total population of 81,-500,000. Of this number
61,420,000 are living in European Russia, 5,319,363 in

Poland, and 1,791,911 in Finland.

Gold mining in Australia, it is reported, is in a pro-

sperous condition, although the working miners have
decreased in a steady ratio from 108,532 in 1860, to

58,279 in 1871. The average annual earnings of the

miners have, however, increased, being $381 in 1860
against 18447 in 1871. The decrea.se in the number of

miners is attributed to the fact that many of them have
become engaged in agricultural and other pursuits.

The rise in tlie earnings is accounted for by the great

extension of quartz mining, which is a much more pro-

fitable and permanent employment than the old system
of alluvial digging.

It is stated that W. E. Gladstone, the British Prime
Minister, will make a tour of Ireland in the fall. He
will be accompanied by John Bright, Earl Spencer, and
Richard Douse, the Irish Solicitor General.

United STATjs.^i)/iSc<;//an«ow-s. — The deaths in

New York last week were 791.

In Philadelphia there were 530 interments, includ-

ing 291 children under two years. There were four

deaths of small pox, 9 sunstroke, 9 drowned, 18 inflam-

mation of the brain, 27 debility, 20 cholera and cholera

morbus, 164 cholera infantum, and 19 old age.

The Nicaraguan Exploring E.tpedition, whose mem-
bers have arrived in New York, report that the con-

struction of a canal through Nicaragua, from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, is found to be almost impracticable.

The estimated value of vessels belonging to or trad-

ing at ports in the United States, reported totally lost

or missing during the six months ending 6th mo. 30th
last, is §4,990,000. The value of the shipping lost in

the corresponding time, 1871, was $.5,013,000.

The letter carriers of the United States delivered

during the Sixth month the following number of mailed
k-tters in the cities named: New York, 2,253,893;
I'LM m1, 1|.1i1,i. l.l'if;.--:- : ( 1 ;,;,-o, 1,091,664; St. Loui.s,
- ,, !

- !
:

: 1 -liiinore, 385,996 ;Cincin-
-;; \' A\aS-i\o,-2ilflm;C\eye-

l.iihl, -J J !,'.''."!: ]'l<-!^ I

> 1, -jr;.'.';!!.!, Louisville, 215,502;
Alliaiiy, 191,266; Milwaukee, 166,768 ; Roche-sler, 161,-

986 ; Indianapolis, 1-57,427 ; Washington, 148,392 ; New
Orleans, 129,080 ;

Richmond, 94,920.

The following is an official statement of the deposits

and coinage at the Branch Mint at San Francisco dur-

ing the fiscal year 1871-72 : Gold deposits, value S25,-

351,270 74; silver deposits and purchases, v.alue, $1,-

039,822 34. Total deposits, §26,391,093 17. Gold
coinage, $17,790,000 ; silver coinage, * 95.5,500. Total,

$18,745,500. Unparted bars, $7,736,580 26. Total

value, $26,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1171; ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, i

Superfine flour, $5.30 a $5.75 ; extra, $6.10 a S6
finer brands, t6.50 a $10.75. No. 1 spring wh
$1.-51 a $1.-53; No. 2 do., $1.47 a lf;l..50; w'

$1.60 a $1.65; amber western, $1.65 a fl,'

wheat. S1.60 a $1.80. Western mixed corn, 60 a

Western oats, 42 a 42J cts. Philadelphia.

-

dliii^- <i!i 1;, 22' a 23 cts. for uplands and New
leal.-. ' . :. s; cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5

»'

exir:i -
,

J'l; finer brands, $6.50 a $10. "

--"a S1.90; old red, S-1.78 ; new
ern red, >l.i.>u a S1.65. Yellow corn, 62 cts. ; i

61 els. White oats, 42 cts. Canvassed western hi

16 cts. Lard, 9 a 9i^ cts. Clover-seed, 11 a lU
per lb. Timothy, $3.-50 a $3.75 per bushel. A
2,400 beef cattle were sold at the Avenue Drove-j

J a 7 J cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, i

cts,, and common 4 a 5J- cts. Sheep .sold at 5 i

"

per lb. gross. Receipts 10,000 head, and corn fed!

at $7.50 per 100 lbs. net.

FRIENDS' ASYLTOl FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai
Managers.

Died, on the 19th of Fifth month, at his residt

near Salem, Ohio, William Dakhnoton, in thel

eighth year of his age, a valued member of St

Monthly Meeting, He bore a short but severe ilb

with patience and resignation ; and his family

friends have the comfortable assurance that his

was peace.— , on the 27th of Fifth month, 1872, at the

dence of his son in Starksboro, Addison Co., ^'Lrn

Chase PrRiNTON, in the eightieth year of hi- a

member of Starksboro Monthly and Lincoln Partic

Meeting. Our aged Friend was long a recoininei

minister and a firm upholder of the principles,

trines and testimonies of ancient Friends.

, at Westtown Boarding School, Seventh m
5th, 1872, after a short illness, Howard, son of J

and Sarah H. Thomas, of New Garden, Chester Co.,

aged eighteen years. It is the testimony of his par

that this dear young Friend had been an obedient

exemplary child. When at his home it was
to be his practice, after the duties of the day 1

performed, to withdraw for a time from the family

cle. On being asked by his father how he
ployed at these times, his reply was that he was eng;

in prayer. While at the school, during the

the present session, it was known to his sch

that he daily spent a portion of his time at

either in the collecting or school room, in si

tirement. His conduct at the school wa- at

marked with propriety and careful oDilnuni

rules of the institution. After he was taken sick h

marked to his attendant, that he was going to his h

above ; and at another time, looking up with

said he felt a peaceful mind. During the last few h
of his life, he had not the entire use of his re

even then, his expression was in the language •

to his heavenly Father for forgiveness of him-elf

friends, caretakers and others who were about 1

thus showing where his hope and trust were

His relatives and friends are consoled under
grounded belief that his prayers were mercitidl;

garded, and that he was granted an entrance intu oi

those mansions prepared for those whose robes

washed and made white in the blood of the Li

" Blessed are those servants whom the Lord whe
Cometh shall find watching,"
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illowstone River—its Hot Springs, Geysers, and
Natural Seenery.

(Continued from page 39G.)

I will not, in this place, present a detailed
iscription of this wonderful lake, but simply
)tico it in general terms. As wo proceed

point to point around its borders, its

ost prominent features will be described,
'e regard the lake-basin as due in part to
osioQ. All along its margin are high banks
id terraces, composed of a modern stratified

jposit, passing up into an aggregation of
,Dd, pebbles, &o., which is not unfrcquently
mentod into a tolerably firm conglomerate,
lese deposits, which are made up of eroded
)lcanic rocks, have in some instances the
hite appearance and somewhat the composi-
on of Pliocene clays, marls, and sands of the
her lake-basins along the Missouri and the
ower Yellowstone. In the northern portion
'the basin, these deposits reach a thickness
300 to 600 feet, and must be of the later

liocene era and even extending down to the
•esent time. The two lakes were then con-
3Cted, although probably never completely
aitod. The belt of mountains that separated
lem was about four miles in width. I have
timated that, since the period of volcanic
Jtivity, the depth of the lake has been about
)Ofeetgreaterlhan at present, the shore-lines
)ing then high upon the side of the surround-

g mountains. During the time of the great-
t volcanic action, the waters must have
ivered the loftiest peaks ; for many of them
e composed of the breccia or conglomerate
a regularly stratified condition. This brec-
a surrounds the highest volcanic cones or
iclei, as Mounts Doaue, Stevenson, &c. The
ea occupied by the lake is now gradually,
it very slowly diminishing. Our course
•ound the lake was along the west side, from
le outlet of the Yellowstone. Our purpose
as to make a careful topographical and geo-
gical survey of the shore-line, to note every
ly or indentation, and every little stream
lat poured its waters from the surrounding
ountains. Messrs. Elliott and Carrington
ado a careful topographical and pictorial
lart of the shore-lines as well as the islands
cm our boat, so that it is hardly possible for
le work to have been made more complete.
he immediate lake shores are paved with the

volcanic rocks which form the rim that sur-

rounds it. Fragments of obsidian prevail,

but there are great quantities of the breccia

and trachyte also. The immediate rim of

the basin on the west side is marked by a

peculiar series of step-like ridges, which are

not continuous for long distances, but appear
to be the result of slides. The surface waters
from the snows have doubtless gradually
undermined vast portions of the mountain
sides, and they have fallen down at different

levels, leaving between the detached mass
and the parent mountain a depressed interval

of greater or less width, in which there is a

meadow-marsh or small lake. These steps

or terraces are covered with a dense growth
of pines ; and even on the sides of the moun-
tains, which are so steep that it was impossi-

ble to ascend them with our animals, small

groups of piues cling to the thin soil. On
account of the almost vertical sides of this

mountain, and the rounded form of the sum-
mit, it has received the name of the Elephant's

Back. Obsidian, volcanic breccia, and trach-

yte constitute the varieties of rocks for the

most part. The general elevation is about

10,000 feet. There are no streams of any size

flowing into the lake on the wgst side, and
therefore there are no depressions of any im-

portance in the rim, that would form passes

over the divide. It is around the lake and
among the mountains that border it that we
encounter the most formidable impediments
to travelling. The autumnal fires sweep
among the dense pine forests, and the winds
then lay them down in every possible direc-

tion. Sometimes a perfect net-work, 6 feet

in height, is formed of those tall pines, which
are 100 to 150 feet in length, and it was with
the utmost difficulty that we could thread our
tortuous way among them. We attached a

pair of shafts to the fore-wheels of one of our
ambulances for the odometer, and these were
probably the first wheels that ever were taken

into this little-known region. The labor of

taking this single pair of wheels over such a

country was extremely great, both for the

man who managed them and the animal that

drew them. Sometimes this fallen timber will

extend from five to ten miles continuously.

We adopted the plan of making permanent
camps at different points around the lake

while explorations of the country in the

vicinity were being made. Our second camp
was pitched at the hot springs on the south-

west arm. The position commanded one of

the finest views of the lake and its surround-

ings. While the air was still, scarcely a rip-

ple could be seen on the surface, and the

varied hues, from the most vivid green shad-

ing to ultramarine, presented a picture that

would have stirred the enthusiasm of the most
fastidious artist. Sometimes in the latter

portion of the day a strong wind would arise,

arousing this calm surface into waves like the

sea. Near our camp there is a thick deposit

of the silica, which has been worn by the

waves into a bluff 26 feet high above the
water. It must have originally extended far

out into the lake. The belt of springs at this

place is about three miles long and half a mile

wide. The deposit now can be seen far out
in the deeper portions of the lake, and the

bubbles that arise to the surface in various

places indicate the presence at the orifice of

a hot spring beneath. Some of the funnel-

shaped craters extend out so far into the lake

that the members of our party stood upon the

silicious mound, extended the rod into the

deeper waters, and caught the trout and
cooked them in the boiling spring without
removing them from the hook. These orifices,

or chimneys, have no connection with the

waters of the lake. The hot fumes coming
up through fissures extending down toward
the interior of the earth are confined within

the walls of the orifice, which are mostly
circular and beautifully lined with delicate

porcelain. Wherever tho heated water is-

sues from orifices at the bottom of the lake

the temperature is changed. The deposit of

silica along the shore has been built up in

extremely thin layers, or lamiuaj, never moro
than the sixteenth of an inch in thickness.

Tho shore, for several yards in width, is

covered to a considerable thickness with the

disintegrated silica, so that in walking over,

it seems like treading on the broken frag-

ments of washed shells along the sea-shore.

Much of the debris has been cemented togeth-

er, so that there are large masses scattered

around, like the Florida coquina.

The question will arise as to the time that

must have elapsed during the deposition of

this thick bed of silica. We may take tho

position that no new groups of springs break

out, or have done so in modern times. Isolated

springs connected with groups may form new
openings, however. We may, therefore, start

from the period of the cessation of the volcanic

forces of this region, and trace the history

down to the present time. Very numerous
groups have gone through with their period

of activity, and now nothing but a mass of

ruins is left. It is quite possible that this

group manifested its greatest power when the

lake extended all over the belt. The waters

of the lake have undoubtedly receded from
the area occupied by this belt of springs with-

in a comparatively recent period. We may
say that the disposition of the beds, so far as

is shown by any evidence wo can gather at

this lime, has probably occupied one or two
thousand years.

Tho springs of this group are very numer-
ous, of great variety and interest, but there

are no true geysers. Some of these are what
I would call pulsating springs ;

that is, the

water rises and falls in the orifice with great

regularity once in two or three seconds. There
are also a great number of mud-springs high

up on tho bank, whore the orifice comes up,

a considerable distance, through the soft su-

perficial clays. The constant thud may be
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heard at our camp night and day from half a

dozen of these miid-puflfs. They have built

up a large number of small circular mounds
about two feet high. These springs do not

differ essentially from the others which have

been described. There are some two hundred

or three hundred in all, of all sizes, and of

variable temperatures. Some of them are 50

feet in diameter, and when sounded with a

lead showed a depth of 40 to 50 feet. One
of them was as clear as crystal, and the

funnel-shaped basin was 45 feet in depth.

So clear was the water that the smallest ob-

ject could be seen on the sides of the basin, so

that, as the breeze swept across the surface,

the ultramarine hue of the transparent depth

in the bright sunlight was the mostdazzlingly

beautiful sight I have ever beheld. There

-was a number of these large clear springs,

but not more than two or*three that exhibited

all those brilliant shades, from deep sea-green

to ultramarine, in the sunlight. The surface

in some places is covered with a most singu-

lar substance, which seems to have been pre-

cipitated by the overflow of the springs
;
it is

very prettily variegated, every shade of green,

yellow, or pink and rose color, but not as

vivid as in some other localities. The deposit

is about two inches in thickness, and breaks

easily ; it seems to the touch like jelly; it is

largelj' vegetable, without doubt composed of

diatoms.
Underneath this silicious deposit, and along

the shore of the lake on either side of the

group of springs, are fine exposures of the

strata of the modern lake deposit which I

have so often alluded to. Sandstones, pud-

ding-stones, and indurated clays, all formed

of decomposed volcanic rocks, present fine

exposures. They extend high up on the bor-

ders of the lake. Within half a mile of this

camp there is a small lake, hidden among the

dense forests, about a mile in length, and half

a mile wide, and perhaps 30 or 40 feet higher

than the main lake. It seems to occupy a

depression, and, though entirely isolated at

present, was once, no doubt, a portion of the

great lake. 1 believe that the rivers and

lakes, large and small, which are distributed

among the dense forests around the lakes, are

simply fragments, that have been cut oft' by
the decrease of the area occupied by the old

lake basin. There are a few hot springs near

Heart Lake, one of which is a moderate-sized

geyser, but the group is not one of much im-

portance.

For "The Friend."

From the Letters and Papers of Joha Barclay.

tCoucluJ'jd from page 397.)

" 1818. Fourth month.—How little do we
know what is best for us :—O ! how good a

thing it is, to be led about and instructed by

our tender Parent, even as little children
;

seeing that we no more than they, can run

alone with safety. When I am ready to re-

ceive hurt from some precious gift or other,

which He has lent me ; when I am likely to

bo elated by seeing myself so favored, or to

assume any thing to myself because the Lord
showers upon me his blessing; then in the

abundance of his compassion he taketh away
that which 1 was ready to abuse, and leaves

me in darkness and in the deeps, it may be

without a shadow of comfort or a ray of his

heavenly presence. And then in the bitter-

ness of mj^ soul, in the absence of my Beloved,

I cry out and weary myself with bewailing;

being in my own apprehension on the point

of despair. But He, even my Father, regards

not ray crying, nor my weeping
;
he knows

best what is good forme, and continues his dis-

pensation of aiflicting darkness and drought,

until in his wisdom he sees, that the set time

to favor me is come."

To E. S.

"Ru?sell Square, 4tli month 17th, ISIS.

"Dear Edward,—The true authority as well

as beauty of our religious meetings, in which
I cannot exclude those for the right ordering

of the affairs of truth, stands upon and con-

sists in that, without which the very form is

a mockery, though the best of forms. It is

not age, it is not any station in the church, it

is not our outward knowledge or experience

in the letter of those laws, which the Spirit of

Truth has led ourforefathers to adopt,—much
less is it any repute among men grounded

upon outward possessions,—which will make
one living stone for the Master's use, in the

building up of his beautiful city, the New
Jerusalem. Now, if any man build with the

straw and stubble, or even with that which
appears like gold or silver ;

—
' every man's

work shall be made manifest of what sort it

is ; for it shall be revealed by fire, and the day
shall declare it.' How much need then is

fit me for a calm enjoyment of the beauties o

nature, so profusely mingled as they are here

The cares devolving upon me, not a little tent

to lead away the mind from that 'retired

strict, and watchful frame,' (as I think W
Penn calls it,) which seems to be the safes

and most profitable state for me as an indi

vidual, and a soil most conducive to m^
present growth. I may truly say, that thougl

I desire not to prescribe for any, otherwisi

than seems to be my especial duty
;
yet, I be

lieve that few, very few there are, to whon'
an approach to unwatchfulness or levity

not dangerous—is not ensnaring. How ofcei

have I been in different degrees unfitted there

by for thai sweet retirement of mind, whicl

seems to be, as it were, the element aQ(

atmosphere of the true Friend. I think o|Et

you at your Quarterly Meeting this day.

long that the many pharisees, who are in th

formality, and obtrude their services an(

' much speaking' in meetings for discipline

and some even in those for worship, may hi

kept under ; for assuredly, the wisdom that i

from below, is at emnity with the pure lowlj fe^

seed of the kingdom, and will do only mischie

to the good cause ; its nature and tendency a

being to exalt itself, whilst its pretension is

to forward the right thing. But the foolisl

. ,,, „ ,, things of the world, and the weak things, am

^i?""! f ^u^"""?..?.! "!;.7!;i: >!!^,° u „! t^e base things, are still preferred and chosei
,.«,„„„ .„ » „ ,. „..,. „„. „,.^r, ^.. o,,,. , oo

^^ confound the wise, and to bring to noughloflices in the church, and even for such as

may be in the highest stations, and may have

been made of eminent service herein, yet

again and again to wait upon the Lord, yet

again to bow down their souls; so that every

high thing, that would exalt itself within

them, may be abased, under the humbling in-

fluence of that power, which bruiseth and
breaketh in pieces, which bringeth us low, and

keepeth us low, even as children and babes,

williutr to bo led about and instructed, and

ready to esteem another better than ourselves.

Now as individuals are brought into such a

feeling, tender state as this, they become, ^j^j^p^^j determined to know nothing,-
weetly qualihed to take those places which 1^^^^ ^^^. ^^^ wisdom and power of God.

everything else, but the power, the life, th*
wisdom, the nobility of the Truth. Paul, the t-

learned Paul, the enlightened Paul, when hi

came from the i'eet of Gamaliel the pharisee *-

and sat at the feet of Jesus, would not evei Sj

speak in the words, which man's wisdoD *-

taught; he came not with enticing words o: ^-'^

excellency of speech, lest his hearers shoulc »-

admire him or his words rather than th'

I
power ; and so their faith should stand in th'

1
wisdom of man, and not upon that foundation

Ithan which no other can be laid, and

sweetly qua inea lo laKe luose p.ace« wuicui
^^^^ ^^^, ^^^ wisdom and power of Gc

the master-builder ordereth for them in his , p^^^. g ^^^^ knowest all this,
hou.se, in his family, m his vineyard. They i - - - "...
thus receive capacity and authority to labor

for the great cause, and in the name and

power of their leader; they have strength to

bind and to loose, to help and to heal the

weak and the wounded ; and they have th

ye

I long that we may both keep to those things «

which we have in mercy been made sensibl

of; that so we may be enabled to stand fo

the Truth and its simplicity, over all tha

which looks like truth, but is not,—being onl;

, ,. . ,, ,an image, which the enemy has patched u'

spirit of patience and ot pity given them, to 1^^ ei^belli.shed, wherewith to deceive th
plead with and pray for the tempted, the!

j^^ , and he would have us worship thi
tossed, the tried AndO ! the tenderness that k

^^ ^^^^ j^j
, ,

^^^^^^^ ^^^j^ ^3 gaerifice t>

is shown by such as these, on behalt ot their k_ -^^^ Truth wants noornaments nor pa
poor fellow-creatures, who may be overtaken i^^^^

of the ' vain philosophy' of the lean*
or overcome ot evil or error ; knowing thatj^^ ^^^ .^^^ ^-^^ ^^^ customs which are

"

they themselves stand only through the
^^^ ^^^^.jj^^ ^j^^ shrinks from and avoids : th

mercy of the Most High. J
.
B.

^^^^.^^ maxims, and gathered wisdom, an
" 1818. Fifth month lOth.-The day be-

^^ .^^ conclusions, and distinctions of th
fore yesterday, I completed my twenty-Hrst

^^^^^^ 0^, ..i^ ^nd impede our growth i

year. I may say, with some teeling, that n:y
j
^j^^ ^^.^^^j^ q , ^^^ y^^^^^ ^f ^j^^ innocenc

breathing in secret is unto the Lord, that ho^^^^^
artlessness, and openness, and simplicity

would in mercy continue near to me, to help
\^^^ ^^^^^^^j ^^ ^f ^^^ Christian religioi

in time of need; lor 1 am still unable to takeij^
^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^j^ tij^^j^^ amongst us i

one right step, notwithstanding anything al-'^.^ ^.^^ ,
rj,^^

^^^^^ ^f ^^^ 30^;^^ -^^ ^ ,;

ready attained; but have need day by day toj^,^ reminds me of that of a large machin
wait upon him again and again, tor a renewal

1

J. ^j„ ^^ich was made skillfully, and 8(

ofstrengthiforassuredlyHoalone, who began l^^^j^^j^j^jj.^j,l^^ ^^^ ^^^ well at the first

the work, can safely carry it.i)n and bring it »^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^j ^^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ t^^
to such a conclusion as will redound to his

own praise."

To E. J.
" Isle of Wight, 30th Sixth month, 1818.

d when one wheel brok

it away, and supplied its place ;
and whe

any part of the machinery was worn awa
through much service, the master took cai

the work should not suft'er thereby, but raise

" Dear Edmund,—I have felt so much dissi- up other instruments. But at length the dr

pation of mind since I arrived here, as to un- 'rot or some terrible mischief gets in and spot
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80 that the sound parts can hardly act or

ork, because ofthe number of unsound mera-

srs. In such case, surely the machine must
idergo a thorough repair; surely every mem-
)r of the body must come under and submit
the reforming and refining hand : even the

ind parts must, as it were, be taken to

eces for the sake of the rest ; that aH may be

ablished in their several places, and ac-

irding to their different capacities, by the

•dering of the great Workman, whose work-
anship they are."

Having brought these Selections from the

etters and Papers of John Barclay, up to

I time of his becoming a consistent member
the Society of Friends—which was about
limit first proposed—we herewith relin-

lish the pleasant and instructive task. Be-
re closing, however, we would affectionately

fer the expression of sincere desire, particu-

rly to our younger members, that they will

ve the remainder of the journal of this deep-

experienced Christian, an attentive perusal,

ind may the Lord in his unfailing mercy, so

the contents thereof, as that the language
i" the Saviour may be verified respecting

:
—" Go, asd do thou likewise."

For "The Friend."

r. Dollinger, and the new Protest against Rome.
CCoLtinued from page 394-.)

In a former paper we traced the rise of the
It-Catholic movement, and sketched briefly

le personal history of the man who is its

ore prominent leader. We adverted also to

le new phase into which the movement had
ready passed. From being purely an ec-

esiastical strife, it has become partly ecclesi-

itical and partly political, and is now a war
ainsttheGovernmentsof the German States,

his cannot but have a most important influ-

ice upon the issues of the conflict.

The next question is. What are the views
id objects of the leaders of this movement,
ad what is their programme of principles ?

his is a point of no secondary importance.
a one thing they are all agreed—they reject

le personal infallibility of the Pope; but as

> all beyond there is considerable diversity

f sentiment. Dr. Dollinger is a conservative,

id if he leads this movement, it is not to

lange the " Catholic faith," but to preserve

; it is not to overthrow the Church, but to

nancipate and strengthen her. He was an
fltramontane, and it is possible that he may
ill wear not a few fetters of his old bondage,
ir such chains it is not easy even for such
arning, penetration, and piety as his to

k. He stands on "history," by which
)mpendiou8 phrase he means the system of

uth contained in the Bible, as developed by
athers and Councils, and now embodied and
:hibited in the living ecclesiastical organism
the Church." He holds that since the close

'the Council of Trent the faith and morals
the Church have been corrupted by the

asuits, and that the government of th

rch has been usurped by the Pope, who
annihilated the divine inherent jurisdic

on of the bishops, and made himself abso
ite master ; so that as Louis XIV said of the

tate, the Pope now says of the Church, " It

~I." Dr. Dollinger would reform all this by
iving only a simple primacy to the Eoman
ishop, restoring the inherent powers of the
ther bishops, and going back in point of doc-

ine to the Tridentine basis. This substau-

ally is the programme of Dollinger. Others

would go considerably beyond this line, and

ould carry their reforms pretty far into the

doctrinal domain ;
and, over and above, they

propose administrative changes of such a

nature as would result in a revolutionising of

all Roman Catholic doctrine together, inas-

much as the forms and ceremonies which

they seek to change are, in some instances at

least, the exponents of the fundamental prin-

ciples of the Romish system. And then there

is a third party gathering around the clerical

leaders, having a programme of their own

—

the political, to wit—who have been stripped

of their civil rights, and are not disposed

eekly to put up with the indignity. This

party is being rapidly augmented by the

high-handod proceedings of the bishops who
are dealing around them, right and left, the

spiritual bolts, refurbished for the occasion,

d are doing their best to dig a gulf bo-

hind the laymen and political liberals who
ave joined the movement, and leave them no

choice but to go forward unless they would

see themselves denuded at once of the privi-

leges of citizenship and therights of manhood.

But the men themselves ought to be the

best exponents of their own principles. An
Alt-Catholic congress was held in Heidelberg

in August last, at which a basis of belief and

action, substantially such as we have de-

scribed, was agreed upon. It is unnecessary

to dwell on this meeting, seeing a more im-

portant and numerous one has since been

beld in the capital of Bavaria. The Alt-

Catholic congress which met at Munich on

the 22nd of September elaborated a pro-

gramme wider in its scope and aims than that

of Heidelberg. This is now the authoritative

manifesto of the party. Let us return to thi

meeting.
This convention was composed of professors,

priests, lawyers, members of the legislature,

civic dignitaries, private gentlemen of high

social position, numbering in all 509. The
assemblage was gathered from all parts of

Germany ; and in addition to its German con-

stituents there were deputies from many
foreign countries. The congress chose as its

honorary president Professor von Schulte, of

Prague. Professor von Dollinger was its

great doctor and loader. Its public meetings

was held in the great Glass House of Munich,

which, though capable of containing many
thousands, was filled to overflow. A small

committee, with Dr. Dollinger at its head,

had previously prepared a brief programme
of principles, which, being submitted to the

congress, was slightly altered, and finally

adopted as the doctrinal basis of the move-

ment. Seeing it defines the theoretic platform

of the Alt-Catholics, we think it right to give

it in their own words :

—

" 1. A proper sense of our religious duties

compels us to cling to the old Catholic faith

as laid down in Holy Writ and tradition, and

to the old Catholic forms of Divine service.

We therefore regard ourselves as legitimate

members of the Catholic Church, and will not

be expelled from that Church, nor do we re-

nounce any of the civil or ecclesiastical rights

belonging to it. As to the ecclesiastical penal-

ties to which we have been subjected for ad-

hering to the old faith, we declare them arbi-

trary and absurd ; and shall not thereby be

prevented from acknowledging ourselves and
acting as true and conscientious sons of the

Church. Taking our stand upon the creed

contained in the Symbolum of Trent, we re-

ject the dogmas proclaimed under the ponti-

ficate of Pio JSfono as contrary to the doctrine

of the Church, and to the principles which
have prevailed since the first council was as-

sembled by the Apostles : we more especially

reject the dogma of Infallibility, and of the

supremo, immediate, and ever-enduring juris-

diction of the Pope.
2. We adhere to the old constitution of

the Church. We repudiate every attempt to

restrict the right of the individual bishops to

direct the religious concerns of their respec-

tive dioceses. We repudiate the doctrine con-

tained in the Vaticanic decrees, that the Pope
is the only divinely-appointed exponent of

ecclesiastical authority, such doctrine being

at variance with the Canon of Trent, which
teaches that the hierarchy consists of bishops,

priests, and deacons, and that this hierarchy
is instituted by God. Wo acknowledge the

primacy of the Roman bishop as it has been
acknowledged in accordance with the testi-

mony of Holy Writ, and by the testimony of

Fathers and Councils of the old undivided
Christian Church."
And scarcely less important are the two

explanatory propositions that follow :

—

" (a.)More is required to define dogmas than
the dictum of some temporary Pope, backed
by the consent, tacit or expressed, of the

bishops, who have taken the oath of inviolate

obedience to their Primate. A dogma to be

valid must be in accordance with Holy Writ
and the old traditions of the Church, such as

they have been conveyed to us in the writ-

ings of the recognised Fathers and the de-

crees of the Councils. Even an (Ecumenical
Council, though it were really (Ecumenical,
and possessed the formal qualifications which
the late Vatican Council lacked, would not
be entitled to enact decrees in opposition to

the fundamental truths and the past history

of the Church ; nor would such illegal decrees

bo binding upon the members of the Church,
even though they had been passed unani-

mously. And we declare,

—

" (i.) The dogmatic decisions of a Council
must be in conformity with the religious be-

lief of the Catholic people, that they must
agree with Catholic science and the original

and traditional faith of the Church. We re-

serve to the Catholic clergy and laity, as well

as to the theological scholars, the right to

pronounce an opinion upon and protest against

new dogmas."
CTo be continued.)

Selected.

The truly holy soul ceases from all action

which has its origin in merely human impulse.

It is the characteristic of such souls, that
they move as they are moved upon by the
Holy Ghost. "As many as are led by the
Spirit of God they are the sons of God." They
move, therefore, in God's order, neither fall-

ing behind by indolence, nor precipitated by
impetuosity. Such sometimes appear to be
inactive, because their action is without noise.

But they are God's workmen ; the true build-

ers in his great and silently rising temple;
and they leave an impression, which, al-

though it is not alway marked and observ-

able at the time, is deep, operative, and endur-
ing. In this respect at least, I think we may
say, that they are formed in the divine like-

ness. God is the great operator of the uni-

verse ; but what he does, is generally done in

silence. The true kingdom of God comes
without observation.

—

Jane Mary Guion.
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A Walk in Tropical America.

The impressions received during this first

•walli can never wholly fade from my mind.
After traversing the few streets of tall, gloomy,
convent-looking buildings near the port, in-

habited chiefly by merchants and shopkeepers,
along which idle soldiers, dressed in shabby
uniforms, carrying their muskets carelessly

over their arms, priests, negresses with red
water-jars on their heads, sad-looking Indian
women carrying their naked children astride

on their hips, and other samples of the motley
life of the place, were seen, we passed down a

long narrow street leading to the suburbs.

Beyond this, our road laj' across a grassy
common into a picturesque lane leading to the
virgin forest. The long street was inhabited

by the poorer 'class of the population. The
houses were of one story only, and had an ir-

regular and mean appearance. The windows
were without glass, having, instead, project-

ing lattice casements. The street was un
paved and inches deep in loose sand. Groups
of people were cooling themselves outside
their doors : people of all shades in color of
skin, European, Negro and Indian, but chiefly

an uncertain mixture of the three. Amongst
them were several handsome women, dressed
in a slovenly manner, barefoot or shod in loose

slipj)er8 ; but wearing richly-decorated ear-

rings, and around their necks strings of very
large gold beads. They had dark expressive
eyes, and remarkably rich heads of hair. It

was a mere fancy, but I thought the mingled
squalor, luxuriance and beauty of these wo-
men were pointedly in harmony with the rest

of the scene ; so striking, in the view, was the
mixture of natural riches and human poverty.
The houses were mostly in a dilapidated con-
dition, and signs of indolence and neglect
were everywhere visible. The wooden pal-

ings which surrounded the weed-grown gar-
dens were thrown about, broken ; and hogs,
goats and ill-fed poultry, wandered in and out
through the gaps. But amidst all, and com-
pensating every defect, rose the overpower-
ing beauty of the vegetation. The massive
dark crowns of shady mangos were seen every-
where amongst the dwellings, amidst fragrant
blossoming orange, lemon, and many other
tropical fruit trees ; some in flower, others in

fruit, at varying stages of ripeness. Here
and there, shooting about the more dome-like
and sombre trees, were the smooth columnar
stems of palms, bearing aloft their magnificent
crowns of finely-cut fronds. Amongst the
latter the slim assi-palm was especiall3' notice-

able
;
growing in groups of four or five; its

smooth, gently-curving stem, twenty to thirty
feet high, terminating in a head of feathery
foliage, inexpressibly light and elegant in out-
line. On the boughs of the taller and more
ordinary-looking trees sat tufts of curiously-
leaved parasites. Slender woody lianas hung
in festoons from the branches, or were sus-

pended in the form of cords and ribbons

;

whilst luxuriant creeping plants overran alike
tree-trunks, roofs and walls, or toppled over
palings in copious profusion of foliage. The
superb banana (Musa paradisiaca,) of which I

had always read as forming one of the charms
of tropical vegetation, here grew with great
luxuriance

;
its glossy velvety-green leaves,

twelve feet in length, curving over the roofs
of verandahs in the rear of every house. The I

afford in color and form to the more sombre
hues and more rounded outline of the other

trees, are quite sufficient to account for the

charm of this glorious tree. Strange forms

of vegetation drew our attention at almost

every step. Amongst them were the different

kinds of Bromelia, or pine-apple plants with

their long, rigid, sword-shaped leaves, in some
species jagged or toothed along their edges.

Then there was the bread-fruit tree—an im-

portation, it is true; but remarkable from its

large, glossy, dark green, strongly digitated

foliage, and its interesting history. Many
other trees and plants, curious in leaf, stem,

or manner of growth, grow on the borders of

the thickets along which lay our road
;
they

were all attractive to new comers, whose last

country ramble of quite recent date was over

the bleak moors of Derbyshire on a sleety

morning in April.

As we continued our walk the brief twi-

light commenced, and the sounds of multi-

farious life came from the vegetation around.

The whirring of cicadas ; the shrill stridulation

of a vast number and variety of field crickets

and grasshoppers,—each species sounding its

peculiar note ; the plaintive hooting of tree

frogs—all blended together in one continuous

ringing sound,—the audible expression of the

acquaintance. But she assured me that i

was otherwise. She said, it was not th

other's conversation which affecled her, bu
my silerice ; adding the remark, that raysilenc

had something in it which penetrated to th

bottom of her soul, and that she could no
relish the other's discourse."

" I have learned," says the same piou
writer, "that the prayer of the heart, th

earnest desire and purpose of the soul to b(

and to do, what the Lord would have us,-

when, in consequence of not being attende'

with excited and joyous emotion, it appear
most dry and barren,—is nevertheless not it

effectual in its results, and is not to be regard

ed as a prayer offered in vain. And all pei

sons would assent to this, if they would onl

remember that God in answering such
prayer, gives us what is best for us, thoug!

not what we, in our ignorance, most relisl

or wish for. If people were but convinced c

this great truth, far from complaining all thei

life long, they would regard the situation i

which God sees fit to place them, as bee

suited to them, and would employ it fait!

fully in aiding the process of inward cruc

fixion. It is a great truth, wonderful as it i

undeniable, that all our happiness, tempora
spiritual and eternal, consists in one thing

teeming profusion of Nature. As night came' namely, in resigning ourselves to God, and
on, many species of frogs and toads

marshy places joined in the chorus
the

their

croaking and drumming, far louder than any-

thing I had before heard in the same line,

being added to the other noises, created an

almost deafening din. This uproar of life, I

afterwards found, never wholly ceased, night

or day : in course of time I became, like other

residents, accustomed to it. It is, however,
one of the peculiarities of a tropical—at least,

a Brazilian—climate which is most likely to

surprise a stranger. After my return to

England the death-like stillness of summer
days in the country appeared to me as strange

as the ringing uproar did on my first arrival

at Pan'i. The object of our visit being ac-

complished, we returned to the city. The fire

flies were then out in great numbers, flitting

about the sombre woods, and even the fre-

quented streets. We turned into our ham-
mocks, well pleased with what we had seen,

and full of anticipation with regard to the

wealth of natural objects we had come to ex
plore.

—

Bates

Selected for " The Friend."

I was once in company," says Jeanne
itarie de la Mothe Guyon, " with some per
sons who were fond of talking, and had read
the writings of the Christian Fathers. They
had much conversation with each other in re-

lation to God. One, a learned lady, talked

very learnedly about him. I must confess that

this sort of merely intellectual and speculative

conversation in I'elation to the Supremo Being
was not to my taste. I scarcely said anything

;

my mind being drawn inwardly to silent and
nward communion with the great and good
Being about whom my friends were specu-

lating. They at length left me. The next
day one of them with whom I had previously

had some conversation, came to see mo. The
Lord had touched her heart, she came as a

enitent, as a seeker after religion ; she could
hold out in her opposition no longer. But I

shape of the leaves, the varying shades of attributed this remarkable and sudden change,
green which they present when lightly moved 'as I did not converse the day previous, to the
by the wind, and especially the contrast they ' conversation of our learned and speculativo

leaving ourselves with Him, to do with b

and in us just as he pleases.
" When we arrive at this state of entire an

unrestricted dependence on God's Spirit an
providence, we shall then fully realize tha

what we experience is just what we need, an

that if God is truly good, he could not d

otherwise than he does. All that is wantin,

is, to leave ourselves faithfully in God's hand?
submitting always and fully to all his operf

tions, whether painful or otherwise. Th
soul must submit itself to be conducted, frot

moment to moment, by the divine hand, an

to be annihilated, as it were, by the stroke

of His providence without complaining, o

desiring anything besides what it now has «

If it would take" this course faithfully. Go
would be unto it, not only eternal Life, bu

eternal Truth. We should be guided into th

truth, so far as it might be necessary for ui

although we might not undersiand fully, th

method of its being done. But the misfoi

tune," she adds, " is, that people wish to dir

God, instead of resigning themselves to b

directed by him. They wish to take the leac

and to follow in a way of their own selectior

instead of submissivelj' and passively follow

ing where He sees fit to conduct them. An
hence it is that many souls, who are called t

the enjoyment of God himself, and not merel;

to the gifts of God, spend all their lives in pui

suing and feeding on little consolations; rest

ing in them as their place of delight, an

making their spiritual life to consist in them.

Patience is among the Christian virtue!

what iron is among the metals. Its value

in its utility, and not in the show it makes
It comes into usd on all occasions great

small. For the want of it many prayers ar

hindered, and many really converted person

backslide.

" Do thou thy work, the best that thou canst do
As to tlie Lord, with willing heart and true,

If thou please Him, whate'er may be thy lot,

Success or failure, let it vex thee not."

Tersteegan.
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For "The Friend."

High Tartary, Yarkand, and Kaishgliar.

(GoDtiDued from page 396.)

fi is interview with the king is thus de-

)ed.

Kashghar, January 12th.— Early this

aing all my presents for the king were
n order on traya, and about nine o'clock

JUS ushers and officials came to fetch me.
irted, escorted by the Yoozbashee who
raeyesterday, my own Yoozbashee (whose

S'li e, by the bye, is Mahammad Yakoob like

king's,) the Mahrambashoe, &c., and fol-

d by between thirty or forty men carry-

jai the various articles forming my ' nazar,'

ift. From my door to the entrance of

01 palace, a distance of a quarter of a mile,

)ad avenue had been formed in the crowd,

bright robes of various colors had the

t of a living kaleidoscope. Entering the

way, we passed through several large

tie .ranglos, whose sides were lined with

upon ranks of brilh'antly attired guards,

b( litting in solemn silence, so that they

ait led to form part of the architecture of the

rm lings, whose want of height would other-

have given them a mean appearance,

re rows of these men were clad in silken

B, and many seemed to be of high rank
the richness of their equipments. Those
vers tribes, and with strange arms, wei-e

)d with the mass. For the first time I

soldiers armed with bows and carrying

ill ers full of arrows. They were Kalmaks.
hole effect was curious and novel. The

ai bers, the solemn stillness, and the gorge-

coloring gave a sort of unreality to this

nil mblage of thousands. In the innermost

d t, smaller than the rest, only a few select

adants were seated. Here none entered

Tl me except my conductor, the Yoozbashee
sterday. Approaching a kind of pavilion,

ai a projecting verandah roof, elaborately

lb ted in arabesques, I entered a side door,

ssed through a small antechamber, and
conducted into a large audience chamber,
all, in the middle of which, close to a

ki
low, was seated a solitary individual,

n I at once knew must be the king. I

need alone, and when I drew near, he
rose on to his knees and held out both

fo
Is to me. I grasped them in the usual

•kee manner, and at his invitation sat

opposite him. Then, as is the custom,

[ei
le again to ask after his health ; he would

[ioi
let me do so, but motioned to me to sit,

[loi
ring me nearer to himself He began en-

ii
ing after my health, and hoping my

(jl
ley had been comfortably performed, to

sh I replied, excusing myself for my bad
which, however, he smilingly de-

sd was quite comprehensible. Then en-

a silence of about a minute, each wait-

br the other to speak (this is a polite

lette.) Finally he commenced again by
mark about the weather (English-like.)

1* sponded and went on to say that my
trymen had heard with the greatest

!>' sure that the brothers of our friends, the

an of Room and his people, had establish-
!^' igdom in Toorkistan in place of the Chi-

"'

I
with whom we had already had three

i. For myself I said that the Lord Sahib
not sent me, nor entrusted me with any
r ; but I had come of my own accord, at-

ted by the renown of his name. He nod-

and muttered assent to all that I said, and
replied that he had been delighted when

he heard the Shaw Sahib was approaching
his dominions with a friendly purpose. As
for the Lord Sahib (the Viceroy of India,) he

was very great, and he himself was small in

comparison. 1 answered, 'The Viceroy is

very great, but our Queen, his mistress, is

greater.' At this he stared. I continued
that I hoped for the establishment of friend-

ship between our nations, and that between
friends there was no question of greater or

smaller. He said, ' And you yourself, did you
not send me a letter?' I replied, ' Yes; I

sent one by the hand of my Moonshco to

Yarkand, but he had no opportunity of de-

livering it to you ;
therefore I have now pre-

sented it with my gifts.' I then said I had

brought a few specimens of English rifles, &c.,

for him, and hoped he would accept them and
pai'don any deficiencies. He laughed, and
said, ' What need is there of presents between
you and me ? we are already friends, and your
safe arrival has been sufficient satisfaction to

me.' With this he crooked his two forefingers

together to typify our friendship. I said that

I hoped to have some further conversation

with him, but that on the present occasion

ho was probably not at leisure, and there was
also no interpreter present to make up for

my deficiencies in Persian. He replied, ' Be-
tween you and me no third person is requi-

site ; friendship requires no interpreter,' and
he stretched his hand over, and gave mine a

hearty grasp. Then he added, ' Now enjoy

yourself for a few days, and see all the sights;

consider this place and all it contains as your
own, and on the third day we will have
another talk

;
you shall bring your Moonshee

with you, and talk with me for an hour, after

that we will meet oftener, and so our friend-

ship will be increased.'

Then he called to an attendant, who brought
in a pink satin robe, and the king dismissed

me very graciously after the robe had been
put on mo. I rejoined my conductor at the

gateway of the inner court, and returned
home through the same brilliant assemblage.

At each successive gateway my party was
swollen by the accession of those who bad
been left behind there as not worthy to pro-

ceed farther with me. On reaching my own
door, my conductors left me, each wishing
me ' moobarak,' or 'happy,' to which I re-

turned the proper answer of ' KooUigh,' or
' your servant.'

"

The second interview promised in three

days, did not take place till the 5th of 4th

month ; nearly three months after. Oar
traveller's patience was sorely tried with the

long detention, especially as he was obliged

to confine himself to the house appointed for

his residence. Some notes from the diary

kept during this interval will throw some
light on the customs of the Toorks.

" Kashghar, February 7th.—To-day Eozee
reports that a woman is sitting crying, by
the dead body outside the gate. I have
just heard the story of the man. They
wore talking about him, and my servants
overheard them. He was a thief, who had
been caught in the fact and put in confine-

ment inside the fortress. He broke loose, and
tried to escape, but was caught under the

wall. They took him before the king, who,
on hearing the facts, merely said, ' Allaho-
akber,' with outspread hands. This was the

man's only death-warrant, and he was at

once led out to execution. It appears that

thieves are treated with the greatest severity

here. Murderers, on the other hand, are

rather petted, for they are considered fine

spirited fellows, who will do good service as

soldiers.

Kashghar, February, 13th.—To-day the new -

moon was first visible, and the Y'^oozbashee

went through a queer ceremony, which, it

appears, is the custom in Toorkistan. It con-

sists in jumping up and down seven times

following, with the face towards the moon,
and by this means the sins of the preceding

month are supposed to be shaken oflF. My
Moonshee most inappropriately asked wheth-
er it was a Khatai (Chinese) custom. The
by-standers shouted ' Yok, yok' (No, no,)

with horrified face, declaring it to be an ortho-

dox Mussulman practice. The Yoozbashee
added, ' What have the Khatais to do with
shaking off sins? Their sins all remain on
their heads.'

Kashghar, February 15th.—Sarda's origi-

nal friends says he hears the king is much
pleased with my visit. Ho says it is a

most unusual mark of favor to keep me so

long near him ;
most strangers are sent away

after two or three days. Sarda remarked
that I was annoyed at being kept inside our
house ; he replied, ' The Sahib must not think

anything of that; it is the custom of the

country, and is universally practised with
strange visitors ; they are never allowed to

go about at will, and even so are rarely per-

mitted to stay more than a day or two at the

king's headquarters.'

February 19th.—The king was, to-day, as

usual, sitting at the gate of the city adminis-

tering justice and hearing complaints. How
thoroughly Oriental I

The king has eleven wounds on his body,

five of which are from Eussian bullets. While
besieging Yarkand, he was hit in the side and
in the thigh, and had several horses killed

under him. He bound up his wounds with
scarfs, and mentioned them to no one, bear-

ing a smiling face when anyone approached,
but writhing with pain when unobserved.

The Mahrambashee was there as usual in

personal attendance on him with nine other

Mahrams who accompanied him to the field.

' While the king was thus concealing his

wounds,' says the Mahrambashee, 'I, who
had received a scratch on the face' (of which
he showed us the mark) ' from a Toonganee
spear, was lying groaning night and day in

my tent. When no one was near, I sat up
drinking tea, but when anyone came in, I

was rolling on the floor with pain. As fast

as the wound healed, I tore it open again, and
if the siege had lasted two years, I believe I

I should have kept it open all that time.

I had no mind to go out again among the

bullets. One had struck the high pommel of

my saddle, and another had broken the clasp

of my belt. I reflected that if it had been
one of these instead of a spear that had struck

me in the face, I should have been a dead
man. My death would have been reported to

the king, and he would have said, " Allaho-

akber " ' (God is great,) ' and that is all ! Ah,
your bullets are bad things. If it were not

for them, I should be a brave man. The king
does not care for his life, but I care for mine.

While I lay there wounded, I had two hearts'

(which he illustrated by holding out two
fingers.) 'One said, " Go out to fight ;

" the

other said, "Lie hero in peace." At night

the former heart' (pulling his forefinger) 'was

victorious, but when morning came, I always
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listened to that which said lie still. The
king gave me a " koors," and a brocade robe

for »u/ wound, but he did not heed his own
at all?"

CTo be concluded.)

For " The Friend."

My Locust Trees.

How many unseen and unthought of sources

of disappointment and trial are around oui

paths! We may be rejoicing in some acquisi

tion or success, when a slight change in the

tide of events may destroy all the satisfaction

we have taken in it. Such is the tone of the

reflections suggested to my mind when con-

templating the broken locust trees in my
yard. The shade trees around my dwelling

are mostly small ; but, when the house was
built, three locust trees were growing near
the south-west corner of the building. These
were carefully preserved ; and though but a

few years old, they had attained such size as

to materially assist in shading that part of

the piazza in front, as well as the adjoining

room. Their beautiful foJiage was both orna-

mental and useful. I had often looked on

them with pleasure, and enjoyed their beauty.

Some uneasiness was excited a few weeks
since by the fall of a small branch, but not
enough to lead me to anticipate the effect of

the high wind accompanying one of our re-

cent storms. The western one in the row,

standing most exposed to the storm, suffered

most severely. The whole centre stem broke
off some distance below the summit, giving

the tree a decapitated and wrecked appear-

ance. Side branches were torn from the

others, and now my row of locusts, though
still valued and beautiful, are greatly dis-

figured. On examing the torn branches, I

find they bear evident marks of the work of

the locust borer. This is a beautiful striped

beetle whose egg hatches in the tree, and
whilst in the state of a grub eats its way in

the smaller branches till but little wood is

left, and the branch is then readily broken
off and falls to the earth.

Dr. Harris, in his report to the Legislature

of Massachusetts on insects injurious to vege-

tation, made a number of years ago, speaks of

three kinds of wood-eaters or borers which
prey upon the locust, and whose unchecked
ravages seemed to threaten the entire destruc-

tion of this valuable tree, in that part of the
United States. One of these borers is a little

reddish caterpillar, whose operations are con-

fined to the small branches and to very j'oung
trees, in the pith of which it lives, and by its

irritation it causes the twig to swell around
the part attacked. These swellings being
spongy, and also perforated by the caterpillar,

are weaker than the rest of the stem, which
therefore easily breaks off at these places.

The second kind of borer is larger than the

former, and is a grub, and not a caterpillar,

which finally turns into a beetle named Ctytiis

piclHS, the painted clytus. This is a beauti-

ful insect of a velvet black color, marked with
transverse wavy yellow bands. In the Ninth
month they may often be seen in abundance,
feeding on the pollen of the Golden Eod,
(^SididiKjo), and about the same time they
gather on the locust trees, where they may
be seen glittering in the sunbeams with their

goi'geous livery of black velvet and gold,

coursing up and down the trunks, and stop-

ping every now and then to salute those they
meet with a rapid bowing of the shoulders,

accompanied by a creaking sound. Having
paired, the female, attended by her partner,

creeps over the bark, searching the crevices

with her antennje, and dropping therein her
snow-white eggs, in clusters of seven or eight

together, until the whole stock is safely stored.

The eggs are soon hatched, and the grubs im-

mediately burrow into the bark, devouring
the soft inner substance that suffices for their

nourishment till the approach of winter. In
the spring they bore through the sap wood
more or less deeply into the trunk. The bark
around the part attacked begins to swell and
in a few years the trunk and limbs will be-

come disfigured and weakened by large por-

ous tumors, caused by the efforts of the trees

to repair the injuries they have received. It

is this species (Clytus pictus) to which I at-

tribute the partial destruction of my locusts.

The third of the wood-eaters to which the
locust is exposed is the caterpillar of the
Xijleutes Bohinim or locust-tree carpenter-

moth. The English writers give this family
the name of Goat-moths, from a strong and
peculiar smell which attaches to them. This
is of larger size than the two preceding borers,

and generally attacks large trees, eating into

the solid wood, and remaining there for three
years, before it makes its final changes, and
comes forth as a moth.
Can I not put my injured locusts to some

practical use ? Can I not extract from them
some lesson of life, which may be a warning
or a help in the future?

The grub of the borer, while eating away
the strength of the branch it inhabited, was
entirely invisible to one who admired the
beauty and gracefulness of the tree. jS^othing

betrayed to my eye the fact, that a secret

enemy was gradually destroying the wood,
and that sooner or later its work would be

manifested by the destruction that must fol-

low. Even so, the man who indulges in any
secret vice or wrong practice, however fair an
outside show he may make, is feeding a worm
within, whose destructive effects will assured-

ly be made manifest in season. If his weak-
ness is an undue indulgence of his appetite,

in eating or drinking, his health will gradu-
ally become impaired, and his moral and in-

tellectual tone lowered ; though for a time no
such effect may be visible to those around
him.
How often it happens that those, who,

through the merciful visitations of heavenly
love, have had their interest awakened in

heavenly things, and have, with some sin-

cerity of heart, entered into the narrow pathjat the town of Watkins, at head of Set

that leads Zionward; and have made some Lake, before 6 o'clock; although we had
sacrifices in obedience to the voice of their

Saviour, after a time decline in their love and
zeal. In the'wisdom of their Heavenly Father,
one requisition after another is laid upon
them, all designed to effect their further re-

demption from the power of sin, and their

growth in grace, and their preparation in this

way for the reception of spiritual happiness.

But it is too frequently the case, that when
the sword of the spirit is stretched out to slay

something of hurtful tendency, that has been
herished in the inner recesses of the heart,

we are unwilling to part with this loved com-
panion, and refuse to give it up. It then be-

comes to our spiritual growth, like the locust

grub, eating away our strength, and prepar-

us for such a fall as may be conspicuous
to those who have spiritual discernment.

fc-

For "The Friei

To Watkin's Glen

!

For a delicate person to make the trij

Watkin's Glen without much fatigue, and
j

perly to enjoy the beauties of the seen

along the route, it is well to procure s

in the Pullman Palace Car attached to

Niagara Express train, which leaves the W
Philadelphia depot, by Pennsylvania railrc

at 7J o'clock A. M. To those who are fee

and require change of position, this car

pecially adapted. It is said to be more ci

fully and firmly built, and being furnisi

with eas3" arm chairs, sofas with cushi

or pillows, and if needs be a private sale

washstand, water in abundance, and the

berty of moving one's chair from side to s

in order to avoid the sun or catch a pass

scene, together with the undivided attent e:

of a kind and attentive conductor, renderer

much more attractive than the ordinary i

Leaving the city at the above hour,

passing rapidlj^ through the highly cultiva

fields of Chester and Lancaster counties,

arrived at Harrisburg, the capital of

State, in about three hours, and at Willia|i)n

port, where dinner was to be obtained, a

tance of 200 miles, before 2 o'clock,

party having provided an abundance of
j_

things, the conductor kindly spread ope'

small table, around which we gathered
partook of a comfortable repast. Here
noticed two men passing from car to

and carefully inspecting each wheel and 8 t

;

by tapping the former with a heavy hami
to ascertain if they all yet retained the t jtr:

ring—which afforded some feeling of secui ct

considering the rapid rate at which we w n

travelling.

At this place we diverge from the Pb
delphia and Erie, and taking the line of

Williamsport and Elmira road, pursue a no:

west course through scenery quite pic

esque in places, and somewhat cultivate(

others, and arrive at Minnequa Springs, fi

which a pitcher of water is procured, and
again dash on. The water is said to be hig

impregnated with mineral substances,

judging from both taste and smell, we inc

to the opinion that it is impregnated
something. The large boarding house loo

inviting, and appeared to be well filled y

guests. Passing through alternate show

and sunshine, with a view at one point i

beautiful rainbow spanning the vallej', v

a foot resting upon either hill, we were sa

landed, with scarcely a feeling of wearin

den 300 miles in about lO-i hours, so easy
firm was the motion of the car in which
had made the journey. The time of day
surrounding scenery was in harmony v

the ride from the town to the '• Moun
House," which was made in an open carri

gradually ascending the hill of perhaps a i

in length, winding our slow :^ay thro

what appeared to be an extensivecemete
to the north lay spread out before us the bt

tiful lake, some 60 miles in extent, perfe^

tranquil and looking like a sheet of burnie

silver, whilst to the east the eye rested v

gratification upon town, trees, and surroi

ing hills, all in quiet beauty, contrasting fii

with the roar and rattle, din and dust f:

which we had just been released. The M<
tain House is arrived at after a short desc

on leaving the carriage we almost inst.
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ly turn our steps to the edge of a piazza

looking the Glen below, here some 100
in depth.

he feeling down in the Glen, standing at

bottom of the great chasm and looking

ards at the several cascades and the grey
8 towering over head to an apparent
ht of one to two hundred feet, clothed in

es with ferns and other plants to their

mit, is impressive; accompanied by feel-

of awe and reverence for the great

itor of all these wondrous works.

Artificially Made Ice.

Manufacture of Ice by the Tellier Process

the luxury made for Jive cents per hundred
Is.

aero is on exhibition at the Morgan Iron

k.8 a machine which is daily producing a

superior quality of ice, perfectly clear,

loro compact than ice made by natural

ling, and at a cost far less than the cheap-

ever brought to this market. The
bine and process are worthy the attention

pitalists, and even those who are engaged
forts to break up the monopoly of the ice

panics in this city, by importing ice on

own account, would do well to consider

process, as with less than half the capital

now require they can have the means at

command for producing ice all the year

d, and will not be dependent upon the

for success.

le Tellier machine consists of a steam-

p for condensing the material used, a

her for the reception of the material in

jndensed form, and tanks which are filled

water to be converted into ice. The
(rial in use is liquid ammonia, known as

ts of hartshorn in the drugstores, and

y procurable anywhere and in any desir-

uantity. Originally methylic ether was

,
but this is more expensive and more

ult to obtain, and ammonia, answering
lame purpose, is substituted. The liquid

troduced into the machine from a cast-

heater, vaporizes at thirty degrees below
and in this form is conducted into hoi-

iron plates, which are placed in a tank
)unded by water. The intense cold evolv-

ipidly freezes the water, and the vapor is

ned in its circuit to the machine, whence
pumped into a reservoir, and by means
essure, returned to a liquid form, in which
ition it again returns lo the machine, is

1 vaporized, and performs the same service

1 unlimited extent. There is no waste of

irial except from leakage, and this is slight,

machines are made of great strength,

even if some of the material should waste,

ieficieney can be supplied without inter-

ing the process. Thus the manufacture
can proceed every hour in the day and

t, and for every day and week, as long as

be necessary. Ice is produced as readily

-e the temperature of the surrounding air

° as where it is near zero, and last sum-
the process was witnessed with admira-

by spectators who were but a moment
"6 exposed to a heat of nearly 100°. The
aine is very simple, it is carefully con-

;ted, and can be run by any engineer of

rience sufficient to run an ordinary en-

3 made by these machines is more durable

that made by nature, for this ice is frozen

temperature from zero to 5° below. It

be made perfectly transparent by expel-

ling the air from the water, or using distilled

water, if such a course should be desirable.

The pipes conducting and the chamber con-

taining the material in use are so cold that

they convert the moisture of the atmosphere
into frost. By extending those pipes and
carrying them through chambers containing

articles to be preserved, refrigerators can be

constructed on any scale desired, and cars,

and even the holds of ships, can be converted

into refrigerating chambers with the utmost
ease.

Fresh beef, mutton, and game have been
conveyed from London to Eio in the steamer
City of Eio de Janeeiro, expressly fitted out for

the occasion with one of these machines, and,

after a voyage of twenty-one days, were found
to be in perfect condition. During said trip,

and while on the equator and in its vicinity,

the temperature in the refrigerating room
was kept at 33° Fahrenheit, while outside it

ranged from 105° to 107°, and the water itself

stood at 80° to 90°. Beef which has been six

weeks in the preserving room was eaten at

Cafe Coraza, in Paris, by ovt^r forty gentle-

men of the most fastidious tastes, who pro-

nounced it of superior quality, delicious flavor,

and in a perfect state of preservation. Game
and fish kept eight weeks in the refrigerated

chamber, in Paris, without being cleaned,

were eaten at a dinner given in that city and
pronounced in perfect condition.

The Messageries Imperiales of France, the
largest steam passenger and express company
in the world, and using in 1868 over a million

and a half pounds of ice on their steamers,

determined to make at Marseilles a private

test of the lasting qualities of all kinds of ice

in the market. Selecting at random in Oc-
tober last from five different companies two
hundred pounds of ice each, they allowed the

same to stand and melt, subject to the same
condition of temperature, with the following

results :

—

Hours.
1. Natural ice from Switzerland lasted 107
2. Natural ice from Norway lasted 115

3. Artificial ice made by the Carre ma-
chine lasted 130

4. Natural ice from Boston, Mass., lasted 138
5. Artificial ice made by the Tellier ma-

chine lasted 144
The temperature of the largest church or

hospital, hotel or theatre, can, by means of

this refrigerator, be reduced in ihe hottest

days of summer to any degree desired, and in

a very economical manner, compared with
the great benefits conferred. For hospitals

throughout the country, where a pure dry
cold air is required, particularly in cases of

fevers, they are invaluable, as the tempera-
ture can be brought down in two hours to 32°

Fahrenheit.
Meats can be brought fresh from Texas and

landed in any Northern port in as good if not

better condition than when killed and put
on board. Meats can be purchased in that

State at two cents per pound, and delivered

in this city at a cost not exceeding one and a

half cent per pound additional. The profit on
200 tons thus brought would exceed $25,000.

Its value on all steamships plying in the

tropics, whether to ventilate their tire-rooms

or to cool their saloons, must be apparent to

all. The cost of running them on steamers is

scarcely appreciable, as the small power re-

quired can be furnished from the engine with-

out being felt.

—

JV. Y. Times.

As for happiness, he that once had com-
munion with his Maker, must be more frantic

than ever 1 was yet, if he can dream of find-

ing it at a distance from Him.— Cowper.

THE FRIEND.

EIGHTH MONTH 10, 1872.

The flood of works of fiction continually
poured forth from the press, both in this coun-
try and in Europe, would be a matter of as-

tonishment, were there not other evidences
that the public taste for literature has become
so greatly vitiated that it requires for its

general reading novels, or some other work
of the imagination which will produce or keep
up sufiicient mental excitement to keep alive

interest in the subject presented.

So approvingly has this form of literature

been accepted by nearly all classes of readers,

and so industiously is the pen plied to keep up
a varied supply, that it may be said to have be-

come the almost daily lettered food of civilized

society. The novel is employed not only to

meet the demands of uncultivated minds and
low morals, but equally to minister to the more
fastidious tastes of the learned, and the higher
tone of ethics of the professed christian. It

is pressed into service to depict social history,

personal biography, favorite forms of religion,

and even to inculcate particular phases of
philosophy and systems of national polity.

Sometimes specific vices and their unhappy
consequences are strikingly portrayed, and it

is thought by some that in this way, an effec-

tive warning is given or reformation pro-

moted, if not perfected ; but it can hardly be
supposed that correct principles can be thus
permanently planted, or that the evil conse-

quence of wrong doing, will make other im-
pression than that it was the result of some
accidental circumstances or some unlocked
for condition of society. A more lasting effect

is produced, however, when critics and re-

viewers hold up characters differing widely
from the true type of a christian, but figuring

largelj' and painted in glowing colors, in some
of the works of those counted masters in the
art, as the noblest and purest idealization of
human nature.

In reflecting on this overflowing tide of per-

nicious literature, and the evil consequences
we may expect to result from it, it is not a
little discouraging to see that the great body
of the profest-ing "christian church," which
once and again has lifted up a warning voice

against works of fiction, though it m&y still

express disapprobation of the trash that finds

a market among the multitudes, is itself in-

dustriously engaged in spreading, far and
wide, works which though of an entirely

different character, are nevertheless no less

works of fiction. Its distributing agencies
are " Sunday School Libraries," whose shelves

are generally well stocked with them, and so

universally are these tales of the imagination
accepted, that there is hardly a centre-table

in any reading family, where they are not to

be found, and almost the first lessons of child-

hood are drawn from some one or other of

the stories fabricated to fascinate the infantile

mind, while at the same time it impresses it

with the opinions or feelings of the author.

It is to this kind of story-books—now so
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generally introduced into Friends' families,

and the consequences naturally resulting from
their use, that we desire to call the attention

of our readers. The subject is one which ad-

mits of much being said in exposition of the

effects produced by a cause that acts with

greatly increased force upon minds immature
and incapable of a discriminating judgment;
but we will offer onlj' one or two suggestions.

Can it be otherwise than that the high-color-

ed pictures of character artfully drawn, the

phases of religious opinion interestingly pre-

sented, and the stress laid on certain religious

observances, which however valued by the

authors, are not in accordance with the sim-

ple, spiritual views of Fiiends, found in not a

few of these works, will give more or less di-

rection and inspiration to the minds and feel-

ings of children, and, unless removed by sub-

sequent experience, will exert no little influ-

ence on their future religious opinions and
practices.

Again, is not a taste for works of fiction

thus formed in very early life, which as it is

catered for will strengthen and become fixed,

and as life advances will seek gratification in

more elaborate and sensuous works of ro-

mance? Can it be expected that we can re-

strain, in future years, from the perusal of

other kinds of this captivating literature,

those in whom we have been instrumental to

create or foster the unhealthy mental excite-

ment which craves the enervating pleasure

afforded by the fanciful characters, scenes and
circumstances pictured in the productions of

the novel writer?

It is remarked by a recent author, writing

in a religious periodical, in commendation of

works of fiction, that so completely has the

taste for them taken possession of the read-

ing world, and so universally is it cultivated

among all ranks and classes, its foundation

being laid in the early development of inte

lectual effort, that " it is found next to impof

sible to induce a child to read any thing but

stories," and that the " church," though many
of the tales prepared for it are poor, findi

"they undoubtedly contain the best presenta

tions of religious truth that has been made
to the infantile mind." There is enough of

truth in the statement to indicate how sadly

the tone of religious instruction has depre-

ciated, and to give an insight of the cause for

the endless succession of novels, novelettes

and serial tales thrown oft' by the press in

every form thought to be attractive, and
which find their way into almost every family,

there to work an injury which though at first

it may be little observed or estimated

nevertheless most pernicious.

The subject is one which calls for serious

consideration on the part of our members in

order to be able then to return a clear answer
to the Query relative to restraining those un

der their direction " from reading pernicious

books and the corrupt conversation of the

world ;" and also as to how far we are con

tributing to the very general addiction on the

part of the public to feed on the distempered
products of fictitious writers.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the 3d inst. the President of the

French National Assembly announced a recess of that

body until the lllh of Eleventh month next.

Freshets on the Garonne and other "rivers in the

south of France, have caused great destruction of pro-

perty.

Goulard, Minister of Finance, announced the success

of the new loan for three milliards of francs. The gov-

ernment, he said, was overwhelmed with surprise at

the astonishing result, which showed that the defeats

France had suffered were not a sign of decadence. More
than ten times the amount required had been offered.

The weather throughout England has been fair and
favorable to the growing crops.

Seventeen thousand emigrants sailed from Liverpool
for the United States during the Seventh month.
A Madrid dispatch of the 1st says :

" When the Cortes
assembles in September the government will submit

a project for a loan of S60,000,000, to be devoted to the

'mprovement of the finances of Cuba. The bonds to be
oflered under this project will carry interest, also repre-

senting a sinking fund for cancellation of the bonds, at

the rate of eight per cent, per annum. This interest

and sinking fund it is proposed to draw from the Cuban
war subsidy, and from the surplus Cuban revenues."

A Geneva dispatch says : There is authority for the

statement that there is complete harmony in the Board
of Arbitration upon the Alabama claims, and a speedy
settlement of all the questions before the tribunal is ex-

pected.

A few cases of Asiatic cholera have been reported in

Berlin.

A dispatch from Suez says, that an Egyptian army
is advancing on Abyssinia with a view to conquer it.

[fairs remain quiet in Mexico. A general amnesty
lias been reported as being proclaimed from the city of

Mexico, and an election for President ordered to occur

hortly. Official notice has been given of the extension
if the old tariff on the frontiers.

King Amadens visited San Sebastian on the 5th, and
met with a warm reception. He was also visited by
the Prefect of the French Department of the Basses

Pyrennee.s, who delivered a letter from President Thiers

to the Spanish king, congratulating him on his late

escape from assassination.

President Thiers has left Paris for a sojourn at the

sea-side.

The Japanese government has issued an edict against

the sale of children and young girls which had become
very common in Japan.

English mail advices state that the Attorney-General
for Ireland had announced in the House of Commons,
that the Koman Catholic Bishop of Clenfert, nineteen

Roman Catholic priests, and four other persons, would
be prosecuted on account of having been guilty of

undue influence and intimidation at a recent election

in Galway.
In the estimates of the last Russian budget $17,500,-

000 are set aside for educational purposes.

United States.—The Public Debt statement shows
a reduction during the Seventh month of $3,4'27,687

The total debt, less cash in the Treasurv, amounted or

the first inst. to $2,188,058,656. Of this"sum $429,791,-

919, is for legal tender notes and other liabilities which
bear no interest. The balance in the Tre.-isury in coin

was $69,319,689, and in currency $16,038,354. Tht
decrease of debt since 3d mo. 1st, 1869, has been $337,-

404,603.

The mortality in Philadelphia last week was 477,

There were 122 deaths of cholera infantum, 34 of

marasmus, 25 debility, 8 drowned, and 19 old

There were 255 deaths of infants under two years. The
Seventh month was the warmest on record in this city,

its average temperature, by the Pennsylvania Hospital
record, being 82 31 deg. The highest point attained

during the month was 98 deg., and tlie lowest was 70
degrees. The average of the mean temperature of the

Seventh month for the past eighty-three years, is stated

to be 75.91 deg. ; the highest mean of temperature dur-
ing that entire period was in the present year, 82.31

deg. ; the lowest, 68 deg., occurred in 1816. The month
has also been remarkable for rain, no less than 11.22

inches having fallen. This quantity has been exceeded
but once in the past thirty-five years, and then only by
half an inch. The heaviest rain of the month was on
the evening of the 4th ult., when 3.13 inches fell.

On the 30th ult. a fire originated on board a canal

boat at Hunter's Point, Long Island, and was from
thence communicated to the Standard Oil-yards. It

raged on that and the following day, destroying a num-
ber of vessels loaded with oil, and much other property.

Total loss estimated at $600,000.

The Detroit river tunnel is progressing. It now ex-

tends under the river 905 feet from the Michigan shore,

and about 300 feet from the Canada shore.

A statement of the city and county debt of New York,
by Comptroller Green, shows it to be now $106,718,140
Warrants issued for the last six months $30,7^8,754.
The Iowa elevator, at Chicago, was burned on the

5th inst. with about 180,000 bushels of grain. Loss
$95,000.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quiiuitic

on the 5th inst. New York.— American gold, 11

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118}; ditto, 186,S, 115J; ditto, in..

5 per cents, 113. Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.10
; St;

extra, $6.80 a $7.15 ; finer brands, i-7.50 a $11. No;
Chicago spring wheat, $1.50 ; No. 1 Milwaukie, Sl.si

red western, $1.76 ; amber do., $1.80. Oats, 46 a 49 tl

Western mixed corn, 64 a 64j cts. ; white, 70 ci

'

southern yellow, 65 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlinir- -

ton, 21J a 22i cts. for uplands and New Orleans. (

sugar, 8 9-16 cts. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.50 ; .-x,,

$5.50 a $6.25; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.50- We,
red wheat, $1.65 a $1.70 ; new amber, $1.70 ; old, »l.l

Rye, 80 cts. Yellow corn, 62 cts. Oats, 43 a 44 c

Canvassed western hams, 17 a 18 eta. Lard, 9 a 9} c

Clover-seed, 11 a Hi cts. per lb. Timothy, $3.50

$3.75 per bushel. The arrivals and sales of beef cat

at the Avenue Drove-yard reached about 3,200 he
Extra sold at 75- a 7i cts.; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., aj

common 4 a 5^ cts. per lb. gross. Ahoiit 1 I.iimii she'

sold at 5 a 7 cts.'per lb. gross, and 3,S-'i ii _- ;ii >7,

a §8 per^lOO lbs. net. Baltimore.—Ch> <u:- ^^\,\<^ m he

$1.70 a $1.75; fair to prime do., $1.5-> a -!,'•'•: ec

to prime red, $1.60 a $1.67 ; common to lair, SI.4.

$1.57. Southern white corn, 69 a 70 cts.
;
yellow,

a 63 cts. Oats, 40 a 47 cts. Chicago.—H^viw.^ es

flour, $7 a $8. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.39; Xo.,

$1.40i. CmarmaJi.—Old wheat, $1.60 a $1.63 ; t

do., $1.45 a $1.50. Corn, 45 cts. Oats, 32 a 36 a

new, 27 a 29 cts. Lard, 8J a 8J cts. St. Louis.—

M

spring wheat, $1.30 ; No. 2 winter red, $1.45 a 91..^

No. 3 do., $1.30 a $1.35. No. 2 mixed corn, :n a

cts. No. 2 oats, 28 cts. Rye, 60 cts.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the four M"iit

Meetings of Friends in this citv, will re-o|ii-n

Second-day, Ninth mo. 2d, 1872. ' The Boys' Sd
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under "the cai

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School,

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care

Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Pria

Schools for the instruction of those children wlio

too young to attend the higher schools ; one of whic

held" in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth

Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School build

on Cherry street.

The attention of Friends residing in this city and

neighborhood is particularly invited to these sc'

The terms are moderate, and by provisions recei

made for that purpose. Friends belonging to Philai

phia Y'early Meeting, sending children to these schc

who may find the charges burdensome, can be fully

lieved. In the principal schools opportunities

afforded of obtaining a liberal education in us

branches of study, and in the Latin and Greek
guages. In the primary schools the children are

grounded in those of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of c

dren should be made early, and that parents returt

children to the schools should send them at the he,

ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon appl

tion to the Tre.asurer of the Committee,

James Smedley, No. 415 Market str

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th. Exi

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 A. M.

Arrangements are in progress to establish a court

Practical Science and Civil Engineering, to which stud

may be admitted next term.

Students whose homes are within a convenient

tance, may be admitted to the College for instrucl

without board.

For terms, &c., apply to Samuel J. Gu-MIO
j

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa. '

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
JVear Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma ;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

Dn s city. Seventh month 22d, 1872, Sa
Holi.in>iii;ai>, aged 74 vears, an esteemed meml*
Nortliern l)i,striet" Montlily Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Higli Tartary, Yarkand, and Kashgliar.

(Confluded from page 406.)

Passing on to another subject, the Mah-
ibashee said that the Chinese were very
d of the bastinado. His own father, who
Governor of Kilshghar (city) under them,
it inflicted on ten or fifteen men every

r. The Atalik-Ghazee has a much better

Q ; he cuts their throats at once. Now, a
er ' koors' may saft ly be left lying in the
Idle of the road. The Mahrambashee here
latod the frightened air with which a man
le saw one so lying would pass by on the
er side of the road as if it were a snake,
nly three days ago, he said, 'a thief had
throat cut over in the gateway there.'

)o lop of the gateway is visible over my
f) 'Since you have been here at Kash-
ir, five have been executed. One was a
dier who had sold his ramrod in the bazar.

second had stolen a horse. A third had
)bed a shopkeeper of a pair of shoes while
stcnding to bargain for them. Another
1 broken into a neighbor's fowlhouse by
;ht, and taken ten pigeons.'

yiarch 6th.—We had much laughter with
! Yoozbashee and Mahram about their

ly kind inquiries of—'Tola khoosh ma?
la obdan ma?' ('Are you very happy,

—

•y well?') The Mahrambashee says it is

) Khokand custom to keep visitors shut up.

e ijokhara envoy, who left a month and a

:f ago, was kept in close for three months,
^.\n[\ Ist.—A gnat fell into the Mahram-
jheo's tea; ho asked whether the tea was

ade ' haram' (or impure). Moonshee
d Yoozbashee assured him it was not so,

d told him ho should dip the gnat under
iter, then pick him out; for there is a saj'

J
both here and in Kindusthan, that gnat

ve poison under one wing and an antidote
der the other. Hence, it is proper to take

that both wings should be dipped into

iquid, lest the first wing should bo the
isoued one.

LprilOih.—This morning the Sircar brought
( as a parting present from the king bags
gold and silver yamboos, and some gold
St in paper, saying they were for my private

penses. I estimate their value at about
90. Presently he reappeared, with about

£45 of silver for the Moonshee. Again, he
brought me a robo of crimson satin, gorgeous

with gold and embroidery, and a high velvet

cap, and other robes for myself, the Moonshee,
nd all the servants. Soon after arrived a

horse, with handsome trappings, whose bridle

was put into my hand, while blessings were
invoked with outstretched arms. Thiseven-
ng I have again been taken to see the king.

Everything as before, except that my Moon-
hee was allowed to come into the court after

I was seated, and say a distant salam, to which
the king responded from his window, with a

muttered ' O aleikoom as-salam,' stroking his

beard, and adding, ' He is a good man, poor
fellow' (' bechara,' a patronising term of friend-

hip). As before, his conversation fell chiefly

on his own insignificance compared with our
en, ' Euler of the seven climes,' as he called

her. Ho enlarged on his desire of friendship

with England, but chiefly on his special friond-

p for me, saying that, when he saw my
face, God put it into his mind to take it for a

good omen for himself. I replied that his

kindness was overpowering, and that as I

myself was too insignificant to deserve it, I

took it all as meant for my sovereign and na-

tion. He took me to refer to the presents he

had sent me in the morning, and said, ' No,
no, it is all for yourself in particular on ac-

count of the private friendship [ have formed
for you. For your queen I mean to prepare
some fitting gifts, and as you are my friend,

d I am ignorant of the customs of your
country, I count on you to tell me what is

proper to be sent to her. She is very great,

and I am verj- little; I conceal nothing from
you; you know the state of my country; it

produces nothing but felts, and such like

things' (laughing, and pointing to the mat-
ting of the floor), ' so j'ou must give me ad-
vice.' I said, ' Friendship is the most valuable
gift that kings can give one another; but if I

can be of any use in giving advice, I am at

your service.' Ho said, ' I count on you fo:

this. When we meet at Yang-hissar, we will

arrange all. Here I am oppressed with busi-

ness. There are people here from li,ussia(?).

from Khokand, from Bokhara, and from all

quarters. But I propose to go t.o Yang-hissar,
and throw off business like an extra robe, and
then we will talk much together. Whatever
advice you give me I will follow dovvn to the
least point' (showing the tip of his fingers),
' whether about writing letters, or sending
envoys, or doing anything.' I replied ' The
plan of sending an envoy proceeds from your
own counsel and wisdom ; but if in the execu-
tion of it I can be of the least service, from
my knowledge of English customs, &c., that
is what I most desire.' Then, counting on
his fingers, he said, 'To-morrow is Char-
Shamba, next day Panj-Shamba, and the day
after Friday. I shall start for Yang-hissar,
leaving my son here. Stay with him a couple
of days (my country, and all my subjects are
yours), and on Friday come to meet me at

Yang-hissar. I have a great affection for

that place, as it was the first town I took in

this country, and I intend to pay my devo-

tion at the shrine there. We will arrange all

matters there, and I will send with you two
or three men of rank and wisdom. They
shall carry you in the palms of their hands

till you leave my country, and then go with

you to your own country.' "

On the 9th of Fourth month his return

journey commenced. At Yanghissar, ho had
third and final interview with the king, in

hich the sending of an envoy to the British

government was largely discussed ;
and our

author was dismissed in the most friendly

manner.
On his journey homeward an incident oc-

curred which illustrates in an interesting man-

ner, the religious fanaticism of the Toorks.

It is thus described :
" We stopped at a village

to breakfast. Here a catastrophe nearly

happened. Choomaroo, one of my Guddees,

brought me something I had asked for, while

I was sitting with the Yoozbashee and Panja-

bashee. The former, who is always very

good-natured to my men, pointed him out to

The Panjabashee as a kind of natural curiosity,

laughing and saying: ' Look, there is a Hin-

doo, a sort of people who wont eat with other

men.' The Panjabashee less liberal, looked

contemptuously at Choomaroo, and asked

him in rather a rude tone :
' Are you a Hin-

doo?' Choomaroo by some unaccountable

impulse, or led away by the usual good-naturo

of the Yoozbashee, answered laughing :
' No,

I am a Mussulman.' At once both the officers

jumped up in great excitement shouting, 'He
has said it with his own lips, he is a Mussul-

man,' and then turning to mo, ' We are both

witnesses that he has said it.' I remained

calm, pretending to take it all as a continua-

tion of the joke, and answered smiling: 'Yes,

I heard it too, so now that is settled. But

come, I am waiting for breakfast, and it is

getting cold.' They looked rathor astonish-

ed, but sat down, still fuming and talking

over the matter. I led them gradually to

other subjects, and especially to one or two

infallible old jokes which never failed to make
the Yoozbashee laugh. But I confess I felt

very nervous for a time, as I know the strict-

ness of the fanatical Mussulmans of Central

Asia, who hold that when a man has once

acknowledged himself a Mussulman, ovenby
repeating accidentally the profession of faith,

or by so much as sayina; ' Yakhooda' (answer-

ing to the common French exclamation of

'Mon Dieu') they will not allow such a man
to relapse into idolatry, as they call it, but

compel him to take his choice between Islam

or death. The Yoozbashee afterwards told

me that Choomaroo had had a narrow escape;

it was lucky that only himself and the Panja-

bashee were present, so that they were able

to hush up the matter out of consideration

for me, without its coming to the ears of the

Kazee."
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With much difficulty and some peril, our

author arrived safely in British India, after

an absence of more than a year.

For "The Friend."

Dr, Dollinger, and the new Protest against Rome.
CCoDtiiiued from page 4i-i3.)

This goes very far indeed. It rejects the

supreme authority of Popes and councils, and
lodges the ultimate decision on Eoman dogma
in the people. This appears to us an entire

subversion of the fabric of liomanism, which
is built, as Bellarmine, its ablest expositor,

teaches, upon the dogma of the Pontifical

Supremacy. That system, as the canons of

Trent exhibit it, has but one cardinal princi-

ple, authority ; and but one cardinal virtue,

submission. No doubt reference is made in

the Alt-Catholic proposition just quoted to a

standard by which the people are to judge
of dogma, but the important fact is that

they are to judge, and that the standard by
which they are to do so is so vaguely de-

fined, that it is lelt very much in their own
choice. Those who adopt this canon of criti-

cism must reject the better half of Eoman
Catholicism; in fact, they adopt a principle

which will lead them eventually to reject the

whole of it.

The propositions that followed were of a
more practical character. The third provided
for the reform of abuses by the application of
"theological and canonical science" to the
training of the clergy, and the vesting in lay-

men of a constitutional right to share in the
direction of ecclesiastical affairs. The pro-

posed reforms are ten in number, and are as
follow:—" 1. Each community shall have the
right to choose its own priest ; and the priests

are no longer to be named by the bishops.

2. Priests must be sufficiently paid by the
community to enable them to live respectably.
3. Compulsory celibacy must cease. Priests
shall be allowed to marry, as in the early
times of Christianity. 4. The Chapters shall

be dissolved. 5. Masses and the service of
the Church must be spoken and read in Ger-
man, or in the common language of the pro-
vince. 6. There shal be no separate pay-
ments for masses, for burials, baptisms, &c.
7. Auricular confession must cease. 8. Pil-

grimages, processions, and begging missions
must cease. 9. The worship of pictures,

statues, and images must cease. 10. The
traffic in relics (jdiquien schwindel ; literally,
' the relic swindle') must be discontinued, and
be proceeded against by the State."

As the result of these reforms, they look for

reunion with the Greek, Oriental, and Eussian
churches ; and when " the road of science and
progressive Christian culture" has been still

farther pursued, they expect the time will

come when an understanding may be effected

with " the various Protestant Churches, as
well as with the Episcopal Churches of Eng-
land and America."

Eesolution Fourth provides for the more
liberal and rational education of the priest-

hood. Hitherto the youth in training for
orders have been cooped up in theological
seminaries, and jealously guarded from all

contact with modern knowledge, seeing that
in this mental darkness alone could " the true
Catholic sentiment" be preserved. Hence-
forward, it is proposed to do away with this
seclusion, and to permit to intendants for the
priesthood the same broad university culture
•with their fellow-citizens.

In Eesolution Fifth the Alt-Catholics de-

clare thtir allegiance to the political consti-

tutions of their various States. " We reject,"

say they, " the treasonable doctrine of Papal
Supremacy, and promise to stand by our re-

spective governments in their struggle against

Ultramontane principles as reduced to dogma
in the Syllabus."

Eesolution Sixth has reference to the Jesuits.
" We express our conviction," say the Alt-

Catholics, "that peace, prosperity, and con-

cord in the Church, and the establishment of

proper relations between the Church and so-

ciety, will be only possible after the injurious

action of this order has been put an end to."

Eesolution Seventh asserts their right, as
" Old Catholics," to the goods and chattels of

the Church.
The Eighth and last Eesolution is, practi-

cally viewed, the most important of all. Had
the programme ended with the Seventh it

would have been but a declaration of princi-

ples and rights; the Eighth resolves on a line

of action which secures that effect shall be

given to these principles and rights. This
resolution is to the following effect : that they
hold the sentence of excommunication pro-

nounced on them by Eome as null ; that they
regard the priests adhering to them as enti-

tled to baptize, marry, bury, and perform every
sacred function ; that, ignoring the modern
Eoman arrangement of parishes, and acting

on the precedent of primitive times, they shall

send out their priests or missionaries to min
ister to their adherents, and form separate

congregations ; that they shall petition their

respective governments to protect them in the

discharge of their functions, and to give to

their services those civil effects which the con-

stitutions of many of their States provide
;

and that, when the time comes, they shall

import a regular episcopal jurisdiction from
some foreign quarter.

This important resolution was adopted, de-

spite the strenuous opposition of Dr. Dollin-

ger. He would have been content, meanwhile,
with the theoretic programme. He shrunk
from action. He feared anything that looked
like an act of separation from the Mother
Church. He deprecated, above all things, the

erection of a new sect. But there were more
practical men around him and behind him.
They felt that they had nothing for it but to

adopt such a step, or wreck the whole move-
ment. They are all of them under excommu-
nication. They are deprived of baptism, of

marriage, of burial, and of all priestly func-

tions. Passive acquiescence in such a position

would have been actual submission. It would
not have mattered how many theoretic de-

clarations they bad made. What only could

meet the case was action, and just such action

as they have taken. No doubt their last re-

solution is in very direct antagonism to their

first and fundamental one, as " Old Catholics,"
" legitimate members of the Catholic Church,"
standing upon the creed contained in the

' Symbolum of Trent." If wo know anything
of Eoman principles, the Alt-Catholics have
entered on a course which will soon leave the

"Symbolum of Trent" some little way behind.

But there are persons, ourselves among the

number, who may think that therein lies the

hope of the movement. The Ultramontane
excommunication has evoked in reply an Alt-

Catholic excommunication. A separation has
already taken place. The Vatican sundered
them first by its anathema, and the Alt-

Catholics have completed the breach by t
separate and independent action which thi

have already taken. The}' cannot go bac
It is not a Eeformation, but it is a Disruptio s

But we are entering on ground which, ho
ever interesting, we have not space at press
to discuss. In another article we shall giv

the views which leading Protestants in Ge t

many take of the Alt-Catholic movement, aii j*

shall at the same lime state the opinion whi(
we ourselves, calmly considering the mov it-

ment, and contemplating it in all its circuc t

stances, have been led to form of what wit %

be its probable issue.

CTo be continued.;)

Selected *

How it grieves me to see any of our de»

friends departing from that scriptural simpi •'

city of language which, as members of oi

religious Society, they have been taught
use I I hope my beloved children will nevf

abandon this noble testimony against the co
ruptions of a false and deceitful world

; ftf*

though I would be far from commendi
self-righteous spirit or a censorious tempi
towards our Christian brethren and sisterf"^

whose attention may not have been called, i

ours has been, to these particular branches i

^'

gospel truth, I do believe it is important ft

us to maintain our own ground, even in litt
''

things ; and I think I have long observed thi ''

where there has been a giving away in thes-

it has proved an inlet to greater weaknes
and a means of undermining gradually, th

attachment to other important testimon'

which have been committed to us. Oh! ths ^'

our Society had individually borne them wit •'

faithfulness and in the meekness of wisdoD ''

and then I believe the christian church woulc •>

ere this, have made greater advances than sb *

has yet done, and her children being less coi f

formed to this world would have made moi

successful resistance to the spread of evil

have upheld with boldness and dignity, th

standard of their holy Eedeeraer. Oh ! whe
shall the professed followers of the Lord Jesu

have more of the mind that was in Him
in great and small things, be more concerne

to walk worthy of the vocation wherewit

they are called.

—

Maria Fox.

For "The Friend,"*
(

Cabbage Plants.

A kind-hearted neighbor sent me in th

spring a few early cabbage plants out of hi n

surplus stock. I set them out in my garder

watered and sheltered them for some dayjit

from the hot sun. The weather for a ti

was warm, and the air dry. The poor cal^;

bage plants became drooping and wilted, an

the prospect of their becoming vigorous an u

productive plants seemed for a time but poo \

Yet when well watered in the evening an

refreshed by the dew of the night, it was an; s

prising to notice how they revived, so that

the morning, their appearance would bever i

hopeful. During this struggle for life, thei

roots were gi-adually lengthening, penetra'

ing the rich earth, absorbing nourishmer

from it, and thus were enabled in time t

supply" to the leaves the material for thei :;

growth, and that vigor and health, whio

enabled them to make use of the light an

heat, to which they were exposed, as instn

ments in promoting their increase in size ani i-

strength.

When they had thus become fairly rootwjtt

and had entered in earnest on their course (
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3 as cabbages, it was a source of enjoyraent
notice from time to time the expansion of
e leaves and the vigorous and rapid enlarge-
snt of the plants. But one day in passing

I was struck by the scarred and sickly
)k they presented. A closer examination
ovred that a multitude of minute, black
etles, called fleas by our cabbage growers,
sre eating away the leaves. My experienc-
neighbors advised me to sprinkle over the
yes some plaster of paris, which is a condi-
snt very unacceptable to the fleas. My
sbages were thus saved from this attack,
d again I enjoyed witnessing their health
d rapid growth. But 1 found that fleas

ire not the only insects fond of cabbage,
few weeks later I noticed a large part of
ne of their leaves entirely eaten away, and
isely adhering to the under side of the re-

]g portions were some slender green
)rms, into which the missing leaves had
m transmuted by the vital forces of na-
e. Though changed from vegetable into

raal life, the green leaf retained its color,

that it required close observation to detect
e worm, which at first sight, seemed little

pre than a rib of the leaf, or a fold in its

bstance.

On turning to a scientific work, I find the
beetles belong to a genus called Haltica,
ved from a word signifying to leap. They

t the leaves of vegetables, preferring espec-
ly plants of the cabbage, turnip, mustard
d radish kind, or those which, in botanical
[iguage, are called cruciferous plants, to
lich they are often exceedingly injurious,

turnip-fly, or more properly turnip flea-

etle, is one of these JIalticas which lays
iste the turnip fields in Europe, devouring
e seed-leaves of the plants as soon as they
pear above ground, and continuing their

vages upon new crops throughout the sum-
er. The flea-beetles conceal themselves dur-
tho winter in dry places, under stones, in

ifts of withered grass and moss, and in

inks of walls. They lay their eggs in the
ring, upon the leaves of the plants upon
hich they feed. The larvfe or young, of the
aller kinds burrow into the leaves, and
t the soft pulpy substance under the skin,

ng therein little winding passages, in

hich they finally complete their transforma-
ins.

During the summer, and particularly to-

ard the fall of the year, a small white butter-

7 may be seen flattering about the fields of
bbage. This deposits its eggs on the under
de of the leaves of cabbage, radish, turnip
d similar plants. The eggs are yellowish,
d in clusters of 3 or 4 on a leaf. They are
itched in a week or ten days, and the cat-

pillars obtain their full size of about an inch
d a half, when three weeks old. These are
e green worms which proved so destructive
my plants, entirely eating away the heads,

hich had begun to form. When they have
mpleted the feeding stage, they quit the

ts, and retire beneath palings, or the
iges of stones, where they spin a little tuft

"silk, entangle their hind feet in it, and then
•m a loop to sustain the fore part of the
Ddy in a horizontal or vertical position. On
le next day it casts ofi' the caterpillar skin,

d becomes a chrysalis of a pale green color

Qely dotted with black. In eleven days the
sect comes forth a butterfly. Its scientific

ame is Pontia oleracea.

It may seem a homely comparison, but I

think the experiences of my cabbages, are not

unlike those which many of us have known
in the workings of grace in the heart. They
would have perished in their infant slate, it

it had not been for the shelter, the moisture,

and the care bestowed upon them. So with

the good seed implanted in our hearts, by the

heavenl}' hu.4bandman. When it has com-
menced to grow there, how is it watched over

by our compassionate Redeemer, and watered

from time to time by the fresh visitations of

His love and goodness I "We may exhibit to

a superficial observer but little evidence of

religious growth, we may not make much
profession during the early period of our be-

coming rooted and grounded in the faith, yet

a real growth may be going forward out of

sight, which in due time will visibly affect all

parts of our life and conduct, and prepare us to

bring forth fruit to the honor of the good
Husbandman.

After we have become in measure settled

in a religious course of life, and seem to be

making some true progress Zionward, have
we not often felt the hurtful eff'ects of little

indulgences, which like the tiny beetles on

the cabbages, perforate the leaves and des-

troy the beauty and health of the plant ? And
is it not too frequently the case that grosser

sins, comparable to the green worms that

consumed my plants, threaten entire destruc-

tion to all religious growth ?

Selected.

I desire that my grandchildren may be

brought up in a plain, simple way, accustom-
ed to industry and some useful business ; not

aiming at great estates, nor following others

in that way. Give them useful learning, and
rather choose husbandry, or some plain call-

ing for them in the country, than endeavor
to promote them to ways of merchandize

;

for according to my observation from my
youth up, the former is less dangerous, and
less corrupting. I observed when I was in

England, that some of the greatest and wisest

men in a religious sense, were brought up at

the plough, or in some laborious occupation
;

where the mind is less liable to be diverted

from an awful sense of the Creator, than in

an easy idle education. How many great

men there are, whose way of living is mean
and homely, in this world's account, so that

they have little more than real necessity re-

quires ; and yet they are rich in the best

sense.

—

John Churchman.

The Betel JS^ut.—Thex'e is a fascination in

betel nut more extraordinary than in a to-

bacco passion. The consumption of the lat-

ter in chewing alone, in the United States,

is a modern phenomenon. An inveterate

chower may have moral resolution enough to

break off the habit, though it rarely happens
that an effort is made to do so, as an apology
is found for continuing a practice that is posi-

tively destroying the foundations of health.

But the vice of betel nut chewing, however,
is still more remarkable. When the habit is

established, there seems no retreat. Each
victim wears out his teeth, gums, digestion,

and dies with an unsatisfied longing for an-

other quid. Betel nut trees thrive in most
parts of tropical India, the Indian Archipe-
lago and the Phillipine Islands. They grow
up gracefully about thirty feet, rarely more
than eight inches in diameter. Penang is the

universal name of the nut in those places

where it is produced, hence pulo penang
means a betel nut island. At six years of age
the tree commences bearing nuts the size of

a small pullet's egg, of a bright yellow color,

enclosed in a husk similar to the cocoanut;

within is a spherical nut, very much like a

nutmeg. Broken, a bit of it is wrapped up with
a piece of unslacked lime in a peculiar leaf,

the sirl betelpiper, extensively cultivated for

that purpose.

The gums and mucous membrane of the

mouth are quickly stained a brick red, the

teeth crumble to a level with the gums, and
in that condition an inveterate betel chewer
is wretched without a supply. There are

large plantations of betel nut trees in Java to

meet the demand for home consumption and
distant pi'ovinces. To augment the pleasure,

those who can afford it add tobacco to the

lime. A morbid craving for cither betel nut
or tobacco are sources of immense revenue
to many governments.

For "The Friend."

A Word for the Little Ones.

Most of the readers of "The Friend," in

our own community, are acquainted with the

home for Colored Orphans known as " The
Shelter," and with the philanthropic motives

which led to its establishment, and which
have borne it forward, by the blessing of a

kind Providence, through many years of quiet

usefulness; and not a few of those who will

see these lines are liberal contributors to its

support.

Of the means by which this fostering care

and guardianship have been bestowed, we
would especially allude to the faithful direc-

tion and oversight of the Board of Female
Managers ; and the gentle, patient, and unre-

mitting attentions and labors of the household
officers, whose duty it is to look after the

wants and comforts of a numerous family of

very young children, made singularly depen-
dent by their tender years, upon a watchful-

ness and protection hardly less than maternal.

The appeals of infancy and the tenderest

years of youth, unsheltered and unprotected,

come to the warm and susceptible mind with
a moving power; and in response thereto we
see reared in our midst, Asylums and Homes
which, with all our worldliness and short-

comings, do yet give evidence that there still

are hearts to feel, and hands to labor, when
love and duty point the way.
But we turn to the special objects of this

brief paper. We would ofter, in behalf of this

interesting charity, a practical suggestion to

our farmer friends who attend at the city

markets, whether they could not profitably

remember the claims of "The Shelter," and
the many little mouths there to be filled,

when at the close of a market day they find

some small remainder of their ample load still

not disposed of. li it should be of meats,

vegetables or fruits, and less or more in quan-

tity, donations of these would always be

timely and acceptable.

For some of our country friends it might
not be inconvenient, when returning from
market, to leave their gifts at " The Shelter,"

situated on 4Ith St., near Haverford Avenue.
To others, it would be an accommodation if a
suitable place could be provided, central to

the several markets, where their offerings

could be deposited, to be thence forwarded as

In pursuance of this latter idea, we should
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be glad if some friend of "The Shelter" (and
it has many friends) woald offer in these
columns such suggestions as may arise, de-

signed to carry out this benevolent object.

Perhaps we should not omit to mention
here, that generous donations of milk, cottage
cheese, &c., have been, heretofore, from time
to time, left at The Shelter, after the manner
alluded to above, and have been very accepta-

ble. A Country Coxtributor.

Selected.

Though submission, unquestioning submis-
sion to the Divine will, be often hard to at-

tain, it must be sought after, in every dispen-

sation of an all-wise Providence; who is, per-

haps, more acceptably served by this silent

act of self-renunciation, this abandoning our-

selves to his disposal and guidance, waiting
upon Him in the way of his judgments, than
by more conspicuous exertions for his cause,

in which there is greater room for selflove

to nourish itself, and mingle its own activi-

ties. " I was dumb, I opened not my mouth,
because Thou didst it," said David, and surely
it is the language of pious resignation and
devout awe.

—

Maria Fox.

The Struggle for Life in the YegetaUe World-
—There is something in a tropical forest akin
to the ocean in its effects on the mind. Man
feels so completely his insignificance there,
and the vastness of nature. A naturalist can-
not help reflecting on the vegetable forces
manifested on so grand a scale around him. A
German traveller, Burmeister, has said that
the contemplation of a Brazilian forest pro
duced on him a painful impression, on account
of the vegetation displaying a spirit of restless

selfishness, eager emulation, and craftiness,

He thought the softjiess, earnestness, and re-

pose of European woodland scenery were far
more pleasing, and that these formed one of
the causes of the superior moral character of
European nations.

In these tropical forests each plant and tree
seems to bestriving to outvie its fellow, strug-
gling upwards towards light and air—branch
and leaf, and stem^regardless of its neighbors.
Parasitic plants are seen fastening with firm
grip on others, making use of them with
reckless indifference as instruments for their
own advancement. Live and let live is clearly
not the maxim taught in these wildernesses.
There is one kind of parasitic tree, very com-
mon near Par;l, which exhibits this feature in

a very prominent manner. It is called the
Sipo Matador, or the Murderer Liana. It be-
longs to the fig order, and has been described
and figured by Von Martins in the Atlas to
Spix and Martius's Travels. I observed many
specimens. The base of its stem would be un-
able to bear the weight of the upper growth

;

it is obliged, therefore, to support itself on a
tree of another species. In this it is not es-

sentially different from other climbing trees
and plants, but the way the matador sets
about it is peculiar, and produces certainly a
disagreeable impression. It springs up close
to the tree on which it intends to fix itself,

and the wood of its stem grows by spreading
itself like a plastic mould over one side of the
trunk of its supporter. It then puts forth,
from each side, an arm-like branch, which
grows rapidly, and looks as though a stream
of sap were flowing and hardening as it went.
This adheres closely to the trunk of the victim
and the two arms meet on the opposite side

and blend together. These arms are put forth

at somewhat regular intervals in mounting
upwards, and the victim, when its strangler

is full-grown, becomes tightly clasped by a

number of inflexible rings. These rings gradu-

ally grow larger as the Murderer flourishes

rearing its crown of foliage to the sky min-

gled with that of its neighbor, and in course of

time they kill it by stopping the flow of its

sap. The strange spectacle then remains of

the selfish parasite clasping in its arms the

lifeless and decaying body of its victim, which
had been a help to its own growth. Its ends

have been served—it has flowered and fruited

reproduced and disseminated its kind ; and
now, when the dead trunk moulders away
its own end approaches ; its support is gone
and itself also M\s.—Bates.

Selected.

VIXEYAED LABORERS.
Toiling amotig the vines one day,

In the Master's vineyard sweet,

I saw my sister bow her head
'Neath the burden and the heat.

She was not weary of working

—

For she loved the Master well

;

And she thought of the blessed hour
When the shades of evening fell.

She portioned a task out bravely,

And thought " He would have it so ;"-

Then the Master stood beside her.

And his voice was soft and low.

" I have not need of thee to-day,

In the vineyard so fair and sweet,"

And she whispered low—" My Master,—
Let Him do what seemeth meet."

But her heart was sad and heavy,
As she left her work that day.

She knew not where she was going,

Or aught of that untried way.

He led her forth to the desert,

And He spoke to her of rest

;

Then she smiled and whispered gladly,

"O Master, Thy way is best."

The burning blast of the desert

Made her quiver and start with pain

;

She looked in His face for comfort.
Nor shrank from the dreary plain.

I watch for my sister sadly

;

Will she come again to me ?

He hath'said that where He dwelleth
There shall His servant be.

Perhaps He will bring her, rested
And meet for some higher toil,

To work once more in the vineyard,
Or reap the fruit of the soil.

But perhaps He will lead her onward
To His glory and his rest

;

I know she will smile and whisper
" Master, Thy way is best

!"

Education, Ac, in Sweden.—Ihe Pall Mall
Gazette considers that Sweden has already
solved some problems which still trouble the
English nation sorely. Education in Sweden
is compulsory and gratuitous. Every child
from seven years old, says the Gazette, must
be sent, either to a primary gratuitous school,
or to a private certificated school, and there
be kept for six or seven years, or until he or
she has acquired a competent knowledge of
reading, writing, arithmetic, the catechism,
the history and geography of Sweden, the
rudiments of natural history, general history
and geography. This applies to the primary
schools, but there are linewise higher gram-
mar, technical and industrial schools, so that
in these respects the working classes are far
better and more generally instructed than our

own. It is probably as much owing to gc
teaching as to natural capacity, that it
Swedish mechanic bears such a high ch
ter for skill, solidity of work, and careful ci ;

struction. For the first time we find it stat

that though English artizans are employ
and work a shade more quickly, their wo;
manship does not differ from that turned (h
by the natives. AVhat we understand
trade unions have only recently been formifc--

and to a limited extent, but co-operative
i

if

cieties and associations for production
very common.
The liquor trade is regulated as follows:

The two beverages in use in Sweden, bram i

and beer, are made in the country. But wh ^'

public-houses for the sale or consumption
beer are well inspected and numerous, t

brandy shops for consumption on the premie
are greatly restricted, pay a heavy licen Es

duty, and are under very strict regulatioi

A permissive act exists by which a parish

town can either entirely prohibit the licensi;

of brandy shops in its environs or limit thi

number. No brandj^ is allowed to be sold

credit, or to persons who are intoxicated

are under adult age. The revenue accruiit'

from the tax on the retail trade and t

licenses, is divided between the parish and t

country. In Gothenberg a society formed f

the promotion of sobriety has farmed t.

brandy shops in the city and suburbs
excellent effect. They are in fact transformi tt

into respectable eating houses, most careful se

provided and looked after by the society

consequence of these and other regulatiorbr

the decrease of drunkenness in Sweden wit

in the last six years has been remarkable, ar-

there has been a visible progress in the mop ;

and social condition of the people.

In Stockholm and Gothenberg the annflfc:

rate of mortality is respectively 26 and 21 pt i

lOOO, which is remarkably low, but th« i

drainage, according to our ideas, is there u
known. The hard rock on which Stockhob f

stands made the cutting of sewers so cost) »:i

that the idea was given up, and the authol .

ties now congratulate themselves on the r ty

suit. All refuse is taken away within afffif

hours, and is immediately converted into

cellent agricultural manure. The staff'

scavengers is complete and eflScient, and nL
accumulations of decomposing animal or vegi

table matters are tolerated beyond the perio

required for their removal. Thus the i

are kept fresh and free of pollution, the suf

ply of drinking water is abundant and exce

lent, while noxious odors are exceedingly rar

In Gothenberg asystem of underground drait

age for superficial water has been well ex(

cuted, some of the low and marshy land i

the environs has been artificially drained, aD' j

dressed with the dried manure alluded t

mixed with lime, and is now in a high stat 5

of cultivation.

By the census of 1860 Sweden had 3,639,33! i

inhabitants, and Stockholm, its capital, lOlj

502.

Selected for " The Friend.*''

Speaking of his companion's (John Church
man's) service in one of the meetings for woi
ship, John Pemberton says: "He was led b

expose the ignorance of those who conclude(

there was no worship performed, or profi

experienced in meeting together, unless sonn'

minister preached, and who were ready t< ;

admire at, and censure us for sitting in silence
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18 was not confined, he said, to those of

er societies, but included some that pro-

1 with us, who never were baptized by the

eternal Spirit, which creates anew and
nshites from darkness to light ; but are

itented to remain in the outward court,

ih were declared not to be of the true

irch, of which there is but one, the foun-

ion and corner-stone of which is Jesus

rist, whom the wise builders despise and
;ct. Though there are many different

ts in the world, and all believe they are of

true church
;
yet none are true members

; such as arc redeemed from the world

1 the corruptions thereof, and their minds
ged and purified by the washing of re-

leration.

—

Juhn Pemherton's Journal.

The Forests of India

<]xtend over an area greater than the Brit-

Isles. By far the most valuable of all In-

n woods is the teak, the chief supply com-

: from British Birmab, the forests of Mala-

and Canara and the Central Provinces,

ere the growth is comparatively small,

e first class for ship building, takes from
enty to eighty years to arrive at maturity,

i for house building about twenty years.

Black wood stands next in importance, be-

of great value for ordnance purposes,

ise building, carved furniture, and for the

of cabinet makers ; it is exported in con-

rable quantities. It is now planted in the

e situation and often alongside the teak,

i can be obtained in equal size. Ebony is

ree of great value ; it is also sold by weight

;

cultivation, which requires many years,

Id be much extended, although this has

been found necessary. The sal wood
»ws very close, and propagates itself in a

nner different from other trees; the seeds

I viviparous into the ground, so there is

Qparatively little trouble in the manage-
nt of the sal forests. The wood is used for

gineering purposes, ship building, and very
ensively for house building in Upper In-

. It takes a long time to season, and is

ry peculiar in some respects; it becomes
soned after a course of years ; but if after-

rds floated, it absorbs the water and gains

ight more than any other wood, but it is

ecially liable to the attacks of the white
i. Sandal wood is confined in its growth
the plateau of Mysore and the adjoining
Qtr}^ The quantity is very large, yield-

an annual revenue of between £10,000 to

5,000 to the Mysore State. Plantations

fe been formed within the last few j-ears,'

ich are being extended annually. It is a
all tree, which reaches maturitj' in twenty
ars. It is sold by weight, and the chips,

monts, and sawdust, are used for the es-

ction of oil. The cinchona cultivation has
emarkably successful in the Neilgherry

Is, at Darjeeling, in Ceylon, and elsewhere.

e growth is rapid, and the bark is valuable

early age. The introduction was due
Mr. Markam's researches in the slopes of
Andes, and the cultivation is being ex-

ided by the forest officers. There is a
lific chemist, a quinologist, stationed at

taeamund, engaged in extracting the alka-

d, and it is confidently expected that this

II at!ect the value of quinine, although the
ect has not been felt at present. There are
^en or eight species of bamboo, which are

sd for scaling ladders, and various purposes
domestic economy; by the natives it is

applied to an infinite variety of uses, and next

to the cocoanut, it is the most valuable wood
in India. The rattans grow in great abun-

dance in the forests of Malabar; it is a spe-

cies of palm, the stem of which runs along the

ground to the length of 80 to 100 feet. There

is a very large trade in rattans, from the for-

ests of Singapore, to China ; it forms a valu-

able article'of export. The larger description,

called the Calamus rotany, is commonlj' used

for walking sticks. The Malay chiefs derive

a considerable revenue from granting the

privilege of cutting rattans in their forests,

which do not come under the forest depart-

ment. Cassia Ikjnea exists in abundance in

the Malagar forests. It is an inferior varietj'

of bark, resembling cinnamon in smell and
appearance.

Wild cinnamon is not much sold at present,

but for all such articles there is an increasing

demand. Cardamons grow spontaneously in

the jungles where coffee planters have settled.

In Coorg and Wj'naad there is a considerable

cultivation, and revenue is derived from them.

Pepper is a natural produce of the Malabar
forests, and a great article of commerce; the

cultivation has been under the civil authori-

ties. Most of the pepper jungles in Malabar
are private property. Caoutchouc and gums
of similar properties, are found largely in As-

sam. There are various gums, the gum gam-
boge, gum kino, and many otberspecies. Kino
is used for calico printing, and gamboge is a

pigment and a medicine. There are several

trees besides which produce vegetable colors,

the chay-root, for example, resembling log-

wood. Damar is a product yielded from
various species of the wood-oil family; it is

much used as a substitute for pitch, and by

the vainish makers. The pimento has been

introduced, but only very sparingly, on the

western coast, into Travancore and Cochin
;

it is only grown in gardens, and not sufficient

for commerce. The bread fruit is cultivated

and grows well on the western coast; this,

with the cocoa-nut and beetle-palm, belong

also to the gardens. The cocoa-nut exists en-

tirely on private lands. The palmyra tree is

extremely useful for rafters of houses, for fish-

ing stakes and harbor staging, and other sim-

ilar purposes, as it resists the action of the

sea for many years. The casurina, or beef-

wood, has been planted in the sandy shores

north and south of Madras, and at the various

places on the opposite coast. It is of very

rapid growth, and it possesses the property

of durability under water; being very hard,

it turns the edge of the axe. It has a pecu-

liarity which belongs to few fast-growing

trees, of being extremely tough and durable.

Satin wood attains fifteen inches in diameter
;

it is very useful for picture frames and fancy

purposes, and resembles the American maple.

The mahogany is not indigenous in India, but

the seeds have been received in considerable

quantities from the West Indian Islands with-

in the last few years, and plantations have
been commenced in Bengal and other parts.

Besides these great varieties, all of which
may be turned to future account, there are

certain kinds of dog wood and allied species,

found to be useful for the manufacture of

charcoal ; several woods also that produce
good bark for tanning. The native leather

merchants remove, under permits from for-

eign officers in certain places, the bark of trees

marked out for the purpose, chiefly the Cassia

auriculata and the Acacia catechu. The great

heat is not favorable to the process in the
south, but at Meorus, in the north-west pro-

vinces, tanning is very successfully carried

on. Amongst the etceteras of the forest pro-

duce, there is the honey and bees-wax, in the
collection of which the hill tribes have pre-

scriptive rights that have never been inter-

fered with.

For " The Friend."

Preaching in a Fog.

Edward Wright was a man of little educa-
tion, but very zealous in embracing every
favorable opportunity of awakening his fel-

low creatures from a state of sinful indul-

gence, and calling their attention to the great
truths of religion. His home was in Lon-
don, and on one occasion he had gone to Ire-

land to attend a gathering for religious pur-
poses. In Dublin he met with a fellow-laborer

in tne gospel, with whom it was arranged
that he should return home, via Holyhead to

Liverpool.

"On the day of departure from Ireland, they
found the boat crowded to excess with Irish

laborers, who were leaving Erin to assist in

gathering in the English harvest. As is usual

at this time of the year, large crowds of these

men were conveyed across the channel for

the nominal sura of one shilling, and general-

ly they huddle together on the deck, as if

they were a number of sheep. lie and his

companion stood on the poop of the steamer,

watched the poor fellows with keen interest,

and longed to tell them the story of the cross.

But they were Roman Catholics, bigoted and
ignorant ; and for any but a priest to venture
to preach to them would be considered by
them as an insult. He dreaded to arouse

their ire, as who would not that was at all

acquainted with the prejudices and impulsive-

ness of their class? Instead, therefore, of of-

fering them tracts, or venturing to address

them, E. Wright and his companion silently

and earnestly entreated God to deal gracious-

ly with the ungodly crew on board ; and if it

pleased Him, to open up a suitable way by
which they could preach the gospel to them.
"Open unto us, we beseech Thee, a door of

utterance, that Thy name may be glorified,

the gospel of Thy dear Son proclaimed, Thy
will be done, and so great an opportunity
neither neglected nor lost."

Confusion and noise, the clattering of

tongues, crowding, fighting, pushing, swear-
ing, blaspheming—-the atmosphere was redo-

lent with curses. At last the vessel was loos-

ed from its moorings, and quickly leaving the

beautiful city of Dublin behind, the steamer
passed Kingstown, and steered away for Holy-
head. The two Christian men looked upon
their fellow-creatures with deep pain, and as

they observed their conduct, and heard their

oaths and imprecations, it seemed as if there

was not one among the dark mass of human-
ity befjre them who had not " bowed the

knee to Baal." It was no small comfort to

their hearts when they found that the cook
of the ship was a pious man, and that there

was at least one with whom they might con-

verse. To a man of Edward's impulsive tem-
perament, who had so much to say that was
worth the saying, and so kindly a disposition

to make the message pleasant even to ordi-

nary objectors, it was no small difficulty to re-

main silent. The word of God was like fire

in his bones. It was a hard struggle to re-

strain himself, and he was disposed to run all
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risks to gain a hearing for the gospel. Per-
haps, however, if it were impossible while
they were on board ship for him to preach to

them, it might be his privilege to do so when
they had arrived at Holyhead.
A finer day had not been seen for a long

while, nor a clearer sky. As the vessel

ploughed her way so gaily and gracefully

across the waters, it was not anticipated that
anything would interrupt their course, or mar
the little pleasure they had from the beauty
of the scone. When, however, they were
within an hour's voyage from Holyhead, they
were enveloped in one of those thick yellow-
black fogs with which Londoners are painful-

ly familiar, and it reminded the two friends

of the thick darkness that fell upon E>rypt in

the time of God's severe visitation. Edward
could not discern a single person on board,

nor even his companion that had stood by his

side. To move a step forwards or backwards
was not easy, since he could not see his own
feet, much less a foot ahead. Peeling his way
to the front of the poop, he mounted as best

he could the skylight, and seizing the oppor-
tunity, which he believed God had afforded

him in answer to prayer, he shouted out with
a stentorian voice, the familiar words "God
80 loved the world, that He gave His only be-

gotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life."

These were followed by other and similar pas-

sages. The Spirit of God seemed not only to

brinff suitable words from the

He had gained their attention—what should
hinder his continuing? He knew well how
to interest them. The story of his own life

was sufficient to do that. It was not every
day that they could hear how God had met
with a notorious burglar and ill-liver. They
were some distance from Holyhead. Th
captain did not complain. The men were
still attentive. "I'll go on," thought he, "ir

dependence upon the good Spirit that has

helped me thus far."

And he did go on, preaching and exhort
ing, and entreating, until they arrived on
shore. On landing, what a different scene
was witnessed from that which had been ap
prehended! The crowd gathered round the
speaker and his companion, not to threaten
or abuse the evangelists, but to shake their

hands, to thank them, and to hear a little

more about the message of love and of mercy
which had arrested their minds."

Sagacity of the Swallow.

In the early part of last spring I had a visit

from a brace of swallows, who commenced to

build a nest under my balcony in the fork of

the bracket which supported it. The floor of
the balcony being boarded, aftbrded complete
belter from the rain. As, however, the par

lor window was immediately under the nest,

the fumes from the gas, when the window was
opened, proved too noxious, and they aban-
doned the idea of using it, and forthwith re-

moved to the adjoining bracket, where they
finished a suitable nest, their mode of construc-

ispired vol

ume to his recollection, but to aid him in theii

delivery. Text followed text in rapid succes-jtion being the following: They carefully col-

sion, pronounced with a peculiarly solemn lected all the fibrous matter they could
emphasis; and as there was not a breath of i horse hair, wool, threads, &c.— and rolling

wind stirring, nor another voice, he was heard these in small pools made by the water carts

from bow to stern, although no one knew from in the street, they then formed them into little

whence the voice proceeded. Every one
seemed startled. A grave silence reigned

;

every breath w^s hushed, and every ear at-

tentive. Never man had a more willing or

apparently a more impressible auditory. Na-
turally a superstitious people, the Irish labor-

ers appeared to regard the voice as superhu-
man, and as EJward was elevated consider-

ably above them, it required onlj' a vigorous
imagination and a cowering fear to conceive,

as some confessed afterwards they had con-
ceived, that the heavens were speaking, call-

ing them, as if with the tongue of a trumpet,
to repentance and to God.
Meanwhile the captain of the boat was con-

sidering as he stood on the bridge the best ex-

balls, about a quarter of an inch in diameter,
These they carried to the bracket under the
balconj' and fixed them in the fork thereof
The nest, when completed, formed an inverted
cone about six inches deep, leaving a space of

a little over two inches from the under floor

of the balcony on the south side, the north
side being continued unto the floor of the bal-

cony.
All went well until the young birds were

hatched, when some mischievous youngsters
discovered them, and, in an endeavor to ob-
tain possession of the nest, broke the wall of
it, when the three little inmates fell into the
passage in front of the house, where my man-
servant discovered them; and, as he had been

pedient to adopt to prevent a catastrophe, Ifor many years in Spain, where these birdsare
and to secure the cargo from damage. It was [protected with religious care, he put them on
dangerous to proceed just then, as they might a napkin and brought them to me. I imme-
dash against another vessel. The speed was'diately took them to the balcony, and plaead*
therefore eased, and every effort made to

cure the boat from harm.
For twenty minutes the darkness contin

acd, and the voice of the speaker cried with

them in a nest formed of French cotton, and
protected, as well as 1 could, from the cold

and possibility of wet, but leaving space large

enough for the parent birds to get to them." I

undiminished vigor. Just as the captain was then closed the window, pulled do
about to stop the engines, and allow the ves- blind, and gave directions that no person
eel to drift, they suddenly emerged into a should enter the room, lest they might be dis-

clear atmosphere and a bright sky, with the^turbed. In a little time I had the satisfaction

sun shining as gloriously as before. The scene to see one of the parent birds return, and,
of gloom had changed for one of joy and

I
after much fluttering about and cautious ap-

brightness. And there was the adventurous 'proaches, eventually bring them some food
speaker, standing boldly upon the poop of the

[

(insects.)

vessel, with arms uplifted to heaven, calling In an hour after I found the old birds busily
down God's blessing upon the human mass [engaged in repairing the nest, using in this in-

beneath. The poor fellows had now found stance the material composing the abandoned
from whence the strange, unearthly sounds nest, which they carefully broke up and car-

had proceeded, and were glad to find after all jried in small pieces to the street, rolling the
that the speaker was a man like themselves, 'little pellets in the mud, and then fixing them

to the walls of the injured nest. Notw
standing all the diligence they used they]
gressed but slowly, and, after four hoi

work, the extent of repairs did not exc
three-quarters of an inch in height bj- 1

inches in length. The following morning
work was still continued, and, as the li

ones were still alive and in much the ss

condition as I had left them, I concluded tl

were well looked after by the parent birdi

left bird seed, oatmeal and water on the I

cony, but the old birds did not touch any.
evening the repairs had progressed so fai

the gathering in of the lining and general tr

ming up of the jagged edges ; but the rec

struction had advanced but little, the (

being very wet and stormy, so much so t

a considerable portion of the cotton was bio

away from my nest, and I had to move it i:

a more sheltered spot.

The next day proved fine, and the new «

was raised more than an inch in height, wh
the length being so much greater as they '([

preached the top. gave evidence of contim
''

industry; the abandoned nest was also c

siderably reduced in size. Another day
hard labor reduced the cap, and the open
had a semi-circular form, about one-third

the damage being repaired. On the morn;
of the fourth day after the calamity, I had
early visit to the little ones, the sun be;

bright and warm, whilst the air was perfee

calm. Approaching the blind cautiously

peeped through, and discovered one of the

birds carefully pushing a little one to the ec

of the balcony, where the other parent W
was fluttering and supporting himself by I

bill, just on a level with the flooring.

In a few minutes the operation was cc

pleted by the safe transfer of the youngs
to his back. The other parent immediat
joined, and by the time I got to the hall d(

the youngster was safely lodged in its nc
'"'

with its mouth wide open, anxiously expe*^

ing its breakfast, which was quickly broug

by one of the old birds, who made a ra)'

flight up and down the street, and securei

prize insect as a reward. The remaining lit

ones were transferred in the course of the di

But on the following day my servant brou|

one of them to me dead. I suppose it ;

from the nest, as the wall was very low. 1
old birds continued to repair the nest ut

the aperture was reduced to a small semi(

cular opening through which a lady's ha

might pass, and for a considerable time c

of the old birds remained continually in t

nest.

In about three weeks after the restoratrf'

of the nest, I observed, one morning, the (

birds very busy about the nest; and havi

concealed myself from sight, I observed

pai-ent bird take one of the young ones on
back, and fly a short distance off—not ra(

than a yard—and return with his charge
the nest—the other parent bird being alwa
in close attendance, assisting in the intere

ing ceremony. In a few days more I observ

the parent bird take the young one on
back to the street, and let it fly of its own
cord, but always accompanied b}- both paren

one being in front and the other inimediat<

under the youngster. In this way the lit

ones were exercised alternately, principa

in the early morning, when the streets w«

comparatively quiet.

As the season advanced, the flights becai

longer, and both the little ones were taken (
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ither, the noise occasioned by their delight

the instructions of the old birds being con-

rable. Eventually, the quartet proceeded
ountry excursions, sometimes not return-

for a couple of days. Ultimately, 1 re-

ed a visit of longer duration from one of

old birds and the two youngsters. I began
lar an accident had occurred to the other

nt. But in about three weeks ho joined

party again and took them off. Before

ing they completely closed upthe enti-ance

he nest ; and I fondly hope to receive a

from my feathered tenants next spring.

hambers' Journal.

For "The Friond."

Arcli Street Meeting House,

he lot of ground where Arch Street Meet
House now stands, at the S. E. corner of

•th and Arch streets, was given to Friends

hiladelphia, by William Penn, in 1701,

I burying-ground, and was used for this

DOse lor many years. Towards the close

ast century, the need was felt of more
le and convenient accommodation than

then been provided for the purposes of

Society, and especially for the holding of

Women's Yearly Meeting. The subject

ned the attention of the Yearly Meeting,

also of the three Monthly Meetings then

;ing in the city. The Western l)istrict

ithly Meeting was not then established,

meeting which in our time convenes at

rth and Arch, then met in a building at

S. W. corner of Second and Market

—

ch was called " The High Street Meeting

se." It was proposed to sell this property

to erect a building at Fourth and Arch.

;he ground had been buried over, and the

ring of the foundations would necessarily

lace some of the remains which had been

rred there, a strong opposition was raised

inst the proposition by some of the sur-

ng relatives and friends. A committee of

Meeting for Sufferings was joined to a

imittee from each of the three Monthly
stings in considering the subject, and their

ort was referred by the Monthly Meeting
Philadelphia to a special committee, who
le a report in Third month 1796, and it

then concluded to sell the Market street

perty. But the difficulties appear still to

been unsurmounted, for we find in the

elfih month of the following year, that the

thly Meeting was attended by a Com-
ae of the Yearly Meeting, appointed "to

patient and due attention to the cause

ich obstructs the concern for the better

ommodation of that meeting going for-

rd."

n the Fifth month 1802, we find the aub-

ain on the minutes of the Monthly
eting, accompanied by the statement that

Yearly Meeting had recommended to th(

cial care and attention of Friends of th^

ee city Monthly Meetings, to consider the

ject of providing a house for the accom
dation of the Yearly Meeting of womer
ends. Steps were now taken leading to

re definite and decisive action, for in th

•St month of 1803, a report was received

a joint committee of the three Monthly
setings, proposing to erect a building for

Women's Yearly Meeting, 85 feet by 02

I,, with a youth's gallery on the west side

lly. This with the committee-rooms and
m proof adjoining, it was estimated would

untary subscriptions be made to defray the

expense. The report was signed by Daniel

Drinker, Jonathan Evans, John Hutchinson,

Henry Drinker, Daniel Thomas, Thomas
Stewardson, William Dawson, John James
and Isaac Paxson.
A marble stone is placed in the wall of the

building, with the year 1801 engraved on,|t,

which may be considered as the date of its

erection ; but the fiual report of the building

committee was not made till the Eleventh

month 1806. In it they say they have re-

ceived from members of the Monthly Meeting
of Philadelphia $8,808 54 J

Northern District (including $200
from a country friend), . . 8,042 33

Southern District, . . . 4,832 50

$21,683 37i

The total expenses were $21,678.76i, leav-

ing an unexpended balance of $4.61.

The building erected at this time was the

room nearest 'Third St., in which the Yearly
Meeting of men Friends is now held, and the

smaller rooms lying between it and the large

western room. The latter was added about

1811, for the building committee reported in

the Second month of 1812, that it was finish-

ed at a cost of $20,095.91, including sundry
expenses connected with the former building.

How Watch Springs are Made.—The method
of making main-springs for watches as prac-

tised in New Y'^ork and other large cities is

first to cut up the steel of the necessary thick-

ness into strips of the necessary breadth.

These strips are then fastened by the ends in

a long, horizontal frame, and the edges and
sides of the steel are smoothed by polishers

fastened between two sticks and worked by
hand lengthwise on the steel, from the one
end of the frame to the other. After being pre-

pared in this manner the steel is wound closely

round a wooden centre, in the same manner
as a ribbon is wound on a small block, and
in the process of winding the end of each strip

of steel is fastened to the other by binding

wire, a number of lengths being coiled one on

top of the other. The roll of steel is then

put into a furnace, the necessary heat applied,

and the hot steel suddenly plunged into oil.

In this condition, although the steel is hard,

there is a certain amount of flexibility to it,

just the same as a very thin and narrow strip

of glass is elastic, which prevents the steel

from breaking when the surface is being pre-

pared for blueing, and which is done in some-
thing the same manner as smoothing the steel

in the first instance, only finer polishing ma-
terials are used. The blueing is done by draw-

ing the steel in straight lengths over an

alcohol lamp on a hot piece of metal, which
renders it perfectly elastic, and afterwards it

is cut to the proper lengths, and the eyes ior

the hooks put in, and then coiled into a spiral

form on a tool.

Selected.

Many a discouraged mother folds her tired

hands at night, and feels as if she had, after

all, done nothing, although she has not spent

an idle moment since she rose. Is it nothing

that your helpless little children have had

some one to come to with all their childish

griefs and joys ? Is it nothing that your hus.

band feels " safe" when he is away to his busi.

ness, because your careful, hand directs every,

thing at home ? Is it nothing when his busi.

ness is over, that he has the blessed refuge of

home, which you have done your best to

brighten and refine? Oh! weary and faith-

ful mother, you little know your power when
you say, " I have done nothing." There is a
book in which a fairer record than this is

written over against your name.

—

Extract.

Natural Umbrellas.—The Timit, a low tree,

seldom rising more than twenty or thirty

feet, throws out wedge-shaped leaves some
ten or twelve feet long, sometimes all but en-
tire, sometimes irregularly pinnate, because
the space between the straight and pai'allel

side nerves has not been tilled up. These
flat, wedge-shaped sheets, often six feet across,

and the oblon_g pinnic, some three feet long,

by six inches to a foot in breadth, make ad-

mirable thatch; and on emergency, as we of-

ten saw that day, good umbrellas. Bundles
of them lay along the roadside, lied up, ready
for carrying away, and each negro or negress
whom we passed carried a Timit leaf, and
hooked it on to his head when a gust of rain

came down.

—

Kingsley's West Indies.

Though the outward appearance of things

may make some weak ones to reason and
question, and be ready to stumble, yet the
gospel light and life, and the good order
thereof is very comfortable, and as it is kept
unto will resolve all doubts, stop the dark
reasoner, and put a period to all unprofitable

controversies; which things the Lord grant
may be brought to pass amongst you, and in

all the churches, to the honor and exaltation

of His holy name and precious Truth, and the
comforting, building up and establishing of
every breathing, tender babe, that He over
all may have the praise, and our souls the
comfort for evermore.

—

J. Vokins, 1681.

Working Backward.-A worthy Scotch couple,

when asked how their son had broken down
so early in life, gave the following explanation :

" When we began lite together we worked
hard and lived upon porridge and such like,

gradually adding to our comforts as our means
improved, until we were able to dine off a bit

of roast meat and sometimes a boiled chickie

(chicken) ; but Jack, our son, he worked back-

ward, and began with the chickie first."

America, Origin of the Name. — Francis
Lieber contributes to the American Historical

Record the following information. Emric or
Amric is an old Germanic personal name. Am
means diligence or activity ; hence Ameise,

the German for a7d, the industrious creature

by way of excellence ; and ric (our rich) sig-

nifies strong, abundant. Amric, therefore,

meant the very industrious or active. German
conquerors of Italy carried thither Gorman
names, and Amric was euphonized by the

Italians into Amrico or Araerico, which in

turn was Latinized into Americus. So far

the origin of Vespucci's name.

Oh! feel a necessity of watchfulness, that

we may keep our hearts diligently; that we
may feel the issues of life; that the inward
man may grow and be capable to act for

God; for we have every one, both male and
female, a service in our proper places ; and
they that are diligent in doing their duty,
shall be sure of a blessed reward of life and
peace ; therefore, let all be encouraged that

are poor and needy, and feeble-minded. Oh,
let them put on courage, yea, the very hind-

ermOBt of the flock.

—

J. Vokins.
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I have no doubt but that a people will be
preserved from generation to generation, to

contend earnestly for the faith once delivered

to the saints, and to maintain the same with
the doctrine and principles resulting there-

from, 80 eminently revived in our predeces-

sors, and most surely believed by ue. So that

when it shall please the Lord to awaken the

nations, there will be no occasion to expect
new discoveries or other manifestations, but
the Loid will show where he feeds his flock,

and where they lie down at noon.

—

John
Griffith.

THE FRIEND.

EIGHTH MONTH 17, 1872.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—On the 8th in?t. tlie House of Commons
resumed the debate on a motion for the removal of Jus-

tice Keogh from tlie bench for his decision in the Gal-

way election case, unseating Captain Nolan on the

ground of undue influence in his election by the priest-

hood. Most of the prominent Irish members denounced
the course of Justice Keogh, which was approved by
tlie government. After an exciting debate the govern-

ment was sustained by a large majority.

Sir Henry Eawlinson, President of the Eoyal Geo-
graphical Society, has written to Stanley thanking him
for communicating intelligence with regard to Dr.
Livingstone to th»vSociety, and referring to his enter-

prise in terras of tlie'highest praise.

A new ocean cable has just been laid from the Suffolk

coast in England to Hanover. During the past two
years 23„000 miles of electric cables have been laid in

the waters of England, France, Spain, Holland, Turkey,
China, South America and Australia.

The proof spirits distilled in Great Britain and Ire-

land during 1871 amounted to 30,835,035 gallons, of

wliich 13,81.3,062 gallons were distilled in Scotland,

9,302,253 in Ireland, and 7,739,720 gallons in England.
The proof spirits consumed in Great Britain and Ire-

land in 1871, amounted to 24,163,614 gallons, of which
12,874,372 gallons were consumed in England, 5,671,-

477 gallons in Scotland, and 5,617,644 gallons in Ire-

land. The duty derived from this source amounted to

$60,409,110.
The city of Oxford, with a population of 35,000, has,

it is stated, not a single criminal in its prison.

The British Parliament was prorogued on the 10th
inst. The Queen's speech was read by royal commis-
sion. In it llie i|ueen says :

" I am able to speak favor-

ably of the tranquillity and growing prosperity of Eng-
land. The revenue is in a flourishing condition, and
while I cordially congratulate you on the activity of

trade, I hope it will be borne in mind that periods of

unusually rapid changes in the prices of commodities,
and in the value of labor, are likewise periods which,
more than ever, call for tlie exercise of moderation and
forethought. The act which establishes the ballot will

assist to secure alike the independence of voters and the

tranquillity of elections for members of Parliament."
The Pope has written a letter to President Thiers

congratulating the French nation upon the great suc-

cess of the new loan, which the Pope thinks is attri-

butable to the refusal of Goulard, the Minister of

Finance, to accept the position of Ambassador to the
Court of Italy, the invader and enemy of the Holy See.

Paris mail advices state that in the office of the Pcu-
plc Francais thousands of Imperialist papers have been
seized, and a voluminous secret correspondence also

discovered, together with the pamphlets intended for

distribution in the array.

The Jesuits are already leaving Prussia in great
luimbers. Some of them intend to settle in Prague,
where they have purchased an old convent.

The Municipal Council of Diekirch, in Luxemburg,
has refused permission to the exiled Jesuits from Ger-
many to settle in iliat town, and has exhorted the other
towns of the Duchy to adopt a similar policy, as to

liarbor the Jesuits must inevitably involve them in

troubles with Germany.
Owing to the prevalence of rinderpest in Germany

and Russia the Belgian government has prohibited the
importation of cattle from those countries.

The King of Spain has signed a decree prepared by

the Ministry, providing for the gradual abolition of
slavery in Cuba and Porto Rico.
The Carlist prisoners taken during the late insurrec-

tion have been sent to the Canaries. The king has
granted pardons to several leaders of the late insurrec-
ion. At Bilboa, Amadeus was warmly welcomed by
the people.

The passenger fares and charge for freight on the
English railways have been increased in consequence
of Ae advance in the price of coal.

London, 8th mo. 12th.—Consols 92f. U. S. sixes,

1867, 92 ; ten-forties, 89|-.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOd. ; Orleans, 10\d. a

lO'id. California white wheat, 12s. 4d. per 100 lbs. Red
spring wheat, lis. 4d. a lis. 9d

Six hundred Communist prisoners, who, since their
conviction, have been imprisoned on the Island of Aix,
sailed on the 9th on the transport Garonne for New
Caledonia, where they are to serve out the sentences

iposed upon them.
Advices from San Domingo to 8th mo. 1st, report the

country tranquil. Cabral has disbanded his forces, and
has gone to Port au Prince to offer his services to the
Haytiens.
One of the most extensive cotton factories at Geneva,

Switzerland, was burned on the night of the 12th inst.

The loss is estimated at 10,000,000 francs, and 800
operatives are thrown out of employment.

President Thiers has caused the German government
to be informed that the first 500,000,000 francs of the
war indemnity, payable under the recent treaty, is held
at its disposal.

United States.—The complete returns of the census
of 1870, show the total population to be 38,558,371. Of
this number 19,493,565 were males, and 19,064,806
females.

The vessels that entered into and cleared from the
ports of the United States during the twelve months
ending Third month 31st last, numbered 60,026, and
measured in the aggregate 21,262,253 tons. The Ameri-
can vessels nurabered 21,536, and measured 7,482,970
tons. The foreign vessels nurabered 38,390, and meas-
ured 13,779,283 tons.

The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending
on the 10th inst., numbered 422, including 229 children
under two years of age. There were 101 deaths of
cholera infantum, 46 of marasmus, 22 debility, 31 con-
sumption, and 12 old age. The U. S. Commissioners to

select a site for the new Post-office in Philadelphia,
have chosen ground at the north-west corner of Ninth
and Chestnut, embracing the lot on which the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania stands. The proposed site has
176 feet 9 inches front on Chestnut street and 378 feet

9 inches on Ninth street. The valuation of the ground
proposed to be taken is about $850,000.
During the Seventh month the quantity of water

pumped by the various water works for the supply of
the city, was 1,278,266,160 gallons.

The exports from Philadelphia during the year end
ing 6th mo. 30th last, were of the aggregate' value of

$20,982,876. Of the articles exporte.l petroleum con-
stituted more than half, being vain, . I n ~ IJ ij ,iiiio ,

breadstuffs rank next in amount, lirii, .
- ! - - {"lie

foreign imports for the same peri' II I , .
\

''.':;,

including sugar $6,045,129; molas.-r-, - -J J, '7 : iron

and steel, *;3,436,513. The duties received on imports
for the year were $S,533,570.

According to a report of the census office, the total

area of the United States and territories amounts to

3,603,840 square miles. The whole number of dwel-
lings is 7,042,833, with an average of 5.49 persons to

each dwelling.

It is stated that there is a wheat field on the west
side of the San Joaquin river, California, thirty-five

miles in length by eight miles in width, with an area
of 179,000 acres.

I%e Markets, <t-c.—The following were the quotations
on the 12lh inst. New York.—American gold, 115i.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 118^; ditto, 1868, 115i ; ditto, 10-40,

5 per cents, 112;. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.50; State
extra, $7.10 a $7.50; liner brands, *8 a $11. White
Kentucky wheat, $1.95 ; red spring wheat, $1.63 a * 1.67.

Oats, 46 a 53 cts. Western mixed corn, 64 cts.
;
yellow,

65 cts.; southern white, SO cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands
middlings cotton, 22.^ cts.; New Orleans, 22J cts. Super-
fine flour, $5 a S5.50 ; extras, $5.75 a $6.25 ; finer brands,
$6.50 a $10.25. New southern white wheat, $1.90;
do. red, Jil.76 a $1.79. Eye, 80 cts. Western mixed
corn, 61 a 62 cts.; white, 71 cts. Oats, 43 a 46 cts. The
cattle market dull; sales of about_3,300 head a 7} a 7i

per lb. gross for choice; fair to good, bX a 6i cts.,

and common, 4 »^''<^%h^ksa||k0t 5.V a "6| cts. per
lb. gross. EecejB,**! c;l.*Mgs,"$7.37 a $7.50
per 100 lb. net /oafci%ld.\^,x/|^e.—Choice white

wheat, $1.80 a $1.82; fair to prime $1.70 a $1.

choice amber, $1.80 a $1.85
;
good to prime red, $J

a $1.78; common to fair, $1.55 a S1.65. South
white corn, 72 cts.

;
yellow, 62 a 65 cts. Oats, 43 e

cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.53 a $1.56 ; .

3 spring, $1.28 a i-1.31. No. 2 mixed corn, 421-

No. 2 oats, 27J- cts. Lard, 8.5 cts. Sugar cured ha
13 a 16 cts. "CmcTOJMJJ.—Flour, $7.50 a $8. J
wheat, $1.40 a $1.45. Corn, 45 a 46 cts. Old oatS;

a 37 cts. ; new do , 25 a 30 cts. Lard, 8 a 8} cts.

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, *l.o0 a $1..55 ; Ni
do. $1.40. No. 2 mixed corn, 36J cts. Oats, 26 cts

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Waring, Canada, $2.25j

No. 23, vol. 47, and Postage, and for Joseph PolU
$2.25, vol. 46, and Postage ; from Thomas S. Pike,

J., per Thomas Scattergood, $2, vol. 46 ; from Hei
Knowles, Agent, for Henry A. Knowles, lo.. Mar
M. Knowles, Mich., and David Naramore, Dai
Peckham, and John J. Peckham, N. Y., $2 each,

46; from William Hancock, Pa., $2, vol. 46; fr

William B. Oliver, Agent, Mass., $2, vol. 46, an
'

Valentine Meader, S2, vol. 46.

We also received, 8th mo. 13th, from East Fairfi(

O., $2, name of the person sending, omitted, wh
please forward.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Term of this Institution opens

28th of Tenth month next. Parents and others i

intend to send pupils will please make early appl
tion to Aaron Sharpless, Superintendent, (add:

Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Chaelh
Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphi

Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the four Mont

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open
Second-day, Ninth mo. 2d, 1872.

" The Boys' Sch<

on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the can
Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School,
Seventh St., below Eace St., is under the care
Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Prim
Schools for the instruction of those children who
too young to attend the higher schools ; one of whicl
held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth !

Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School build
on Cherry street.

The attention of Friends residing in thi.s city and
neighborhood is particularly invited to these sclioi

The terms are moderate, and by provisions recently mi
for that purpose. Friends belonging to Philadelp
Yearly Meeting, sending children to these schools, (s

members) who may find the charges burdensome, can
fully relieved. In the principal schools opportunil
are afforded of obtaining a liberal education in

branches of study, and in the Latin and Greek 1

guages. In the primary sqhools the children are

grounded in tho.se of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of cl

dren should be made early, and that parents n
children to the schools should send them at the beg
ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon appli

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James S.medley, No. 415 Market stre

HAVEEFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th. Ex

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 a. m.
Arrangements are in progress to establish a coui

Practical Science and Civil Engineering, to which stude
may be admitted next term.

Students whose homes are within a convenient d

tance, may be admitted to the College for instructii

without board.

For terms, &c., apply to Samuel J. Gi-Mme
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphit

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wori
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE^ PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.














